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THE PREFACE.

The Mind of Man is, as it were, by its Nature situated between its Creator and Corporeal Creatures; nothing, according to St. Austin, being above it but God, nor beneath it but Body. But as the great Elevation it obtains above all Material Beings, is no hindrance to its uniting with them, and even to its Depending, after a fort, upon a Piece of Matter; so, notwithstanding the infinite distance between the Sovereign Being and the Humane Mind, the latter is immediately and most intimately united with the former. This last Union exalts the Mind above all things; 'tis this which gives it Life and Light, and all its Happiness: And of this Union it is St. Austin speaks in very many Places of his Works, as of that which is most Natural and Essential to it; On the contrary, the Union it has with the Body extremely debates it, and is at this Day the Principal Cause of all its Errors and its Miseries.

I do not wonder that the vulgar part of Men, or that the Hebrew Philosophers should only confider in the Soul its Relation and Union with the Body, without acknowledging any Union or Relation that it has to God: But I admire that the Christian Philosophers, who ought to prefer the Spirit of God to the Mind of Man, Moses to Aristotle, St. Austin to any Wretched Commentator upon an Hebrew Philosopher, should regard the Soul rather as the Form of the Body, than as made in and for the Image of God; that is, according to St. Austin, for Truth; to which alone She is immediately united. 'Tis true, the Soul is united to the Body, and is naturally the Form of it, but 'tis likewise true, that the Image is united to God in a much higher, and more essential manner. The Relation she has to her Body might have not been: But her Relation to God is so essential, that 'tis impossible to conceive God should create a Spirit without it.

It is evident that God can have no other End of acting than Himself; that He cannot create Spirits but to know and love Him; that he can neither give them any Knowledge, nor impress upon them any Love, but what is for, and tends to Himself; but He might have refused to unite to Bodies those Spirits which He has united. Therefore the Relation of our Minds to God is Natural, Necessary, and absolutely Indispensable: But their Relation to our Bodies, though Natural, is not of absolute Necessity, nor of indispensable Obligation. This is not a proper place to alledge all the Authorities and Arguments which might induce us to believe, that it's more essential to the Mind to be united to God than to a Body. That would carry us out too far. To expose this Truth in its just Light, it would be necessary to overthrow the principal Foundations of Pagan Philosophy, to explain the Corruptions of Sin, and to encounter what is falsely named Experience, and to argue against the Prejudices and Delusions of the Seneces. So that to give the common sort of Men a perfect Knowledge of it, is not to call a Task as may be undertaken in a Preface.

However, 'tis not difficult to make it out to Attentive Persons, and such as are skilled in True Philosophy: For they may only be put in Mind: That since the Will of God Regulates the Nature of all things, it is more congenial to the Nature of the Soul to be united to God by the Knowledge of Truth, and by the Love of God, than to be united to the Body; since 'tis certain, as is above said, that God created Spirits more for the Knowledge and Love of Him than for the Informing Bodies. This Argument is instantly able to startle Minds any whit enlightened, to render them attentive, and afterwards to convince them. But 'tis morally impossible for Minds immersed in Flesh and Blood, whose Knowledge goes no farther than their Seneces, to be ever convinced with such kind of Reasonings. No Proofs will serve these People, but such as may be even felt and handled, since every thing seems Chimerical, that makes not some Impression on their Senes.
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The First Man's Sin has so weakened the Union of our Mind with G O D, that none but those whose Heart is purify'd, and Mind enlightened, can perceive it: For 'tis an imaginary Union in their Opinions, which blindly follow the Judgments of the Senses and Passions, as to perfuade us our Body is the Principal of the Two Parts whereof we are composed.

If we consider the different Occupations of Men, we shall have all the Reafon in the World to believe they have this to no mean and great a Notion of themselves. For whereas they all love felicity, and the Perfection of their Being; and are conftantly labouring to grow Happier, or more perfect; could it be supposed they fet not a greater value on the Body, and the Goods of it, than on the Mind, and the Goods of that, when we find them almost always employed about things relating to the former, and seldom or never thinking on those that are absolutely necessary to the perfection of the latter?

The greatest part of Mankind lay themselves out with so much Industry and Pain, merely for the Support of a wretched Life, and to leave their Children some necessary Subfenance for the Preservation of their Bodies.

Such as by their good Fortune, or Chance of Birth, are freed from that Necessity, do not better manifefl by their Business and Employments, that they look upon the Souls as the Noble part of their Opinions: Hunting, Dancing, Gaming, Feafling, are their ordinary Occupations. Their Soul, grown the Slave of their Body, elleems and cherifhes all thefe Diverfifications, though wholly unworthy of Her. But because their Body is related to all things fensible, the Soul is not only the Slave of their Body, but through its means, and for its fake, of all things fensible likewife. Their whole Body, and that part of the Body that they are united to the Riches, their Friends, their City, their Office, and all fensible Goods; the Perfection of which fix'd as necessary and valuable as that of their own Being. Thus the Care of their Fortunes, and the Desire of increafing them, their Paffion for Glory and Grandeur, buffets and employs them infinitely more than the Perfection of their Soul.

Even Men of Learning, and Dealers in Wit, spend more than half of their Life in Affairs purely Animal, or fuch as give us Reafon to think their Health, their Eftates, and Reputations, are of dearer Concern than the Perfection of their Minds.

They study more to acquire a Clerimical Grandeur in the Imagination of others, than to give their Mind greater Force and Comprehension. They make a kind of Wardrobe of their Brain, wherein they diffuse, without Order or Diʃtribution, whatever bears a Certain Character of Learning: I mean, whatever can appear but Rare and Extraordinary, and provoke others to admire them. Their Ambition lies in refembling thofe Cabinets fited with Refticks and Curiosities, which have nothing truly Rich or Valuable, but derive their Worth from Fancy, Paffion, or Chance; and they rarely labour to make their Mind accurate, and to regulate the Motions of their Heart.

Yet it should not be thought from hence, that Men are Indifferently confider'd as having a Soul, and that this their Soul is the Principal part of their Being. They have too much again and again confir'd, both by Reafon and Experience, that 'tis no fo confiderable an Advantage to live in Religion, Affiance, and Health, the Space of a few Years; and in general, that all Corporal Goods, all that are poftels'd by Means, and to the fake of the Body, are Imaginary and Curious Goods. They know 'tis better to be Jufh than Rich, to be Reasonable than Learned; to have a Lively and Perpetual Mind, than to have a Brisk and Affe Body. There are Truths indifferently imprinted on the Mind, and infalutably discovered whenever Men pleafe to attend to them. Homer, for Inftance, who extols his Hero for his Swiftnefs, might have perceived, if he would, that 'twas an Elogie fitter for a Race-Horde, or a Greyhound. Alexander, fo celebrated in Historie for his Huftrious Robberies, heard fometimes from his moft Retir'd Reafon the fame Reproaches as Villains and Thieves, in fpite of the confidcrable Body of a surrounding Crowd of Flatterers. And Cafar, when he pafl'd the Rubicon, could not help manifefling how these inward Lachryms terified him, when at laft he had resolvd to facrifice the Liberty of his Country to his Ambition.

The Soul however united very ftrictly to the Body, is neverthelefs united to G O D: and at that very time of her receiving by her Body the lively and confidcr'd Sensations her Paffions infpire into her, she receives from the Eternal Truth, prefiding over her Understanding, the Knowledge of her Duty and Irregularities. When her treacherous Body deceives her, G O D unfaides her. When it induces, He wounds her. When it gives her Incite and Applaufes, He strikes her inward with flattering Remorces, and condemns her by the Manifeflation of a more Pure and Holy Law than that of the Flesh; which he has ob'ed.'
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Rules of Justice which he ought to follow. The Light of Truth, which enlightens the World, enlightens him also, and the Voice of Nature, which speaks neither in Greek nor Syriac, nor Barbarian Dialect, spoke to him, as to the rest of the World, in a most clear and most intelligible Language. In vain did the Scythians upbraid him with his Conduct, their Words struck no deeper than his Ears: And GOD not speaking home to his Heart, or rather, GOD speaking to his Heart, whilst he heard only the Scythians, but provok'd him to it, and so led him out of himself, he heard not the Voice of Truth, though loud as Thunder, nor saw its Light, though it pierced him through and through.

'Tis truie, our Union with GOD diminishes and weakens proportionally, as our other with things sensible strengthen, and increases; but this impossible the former Union should be absolutely lost without the destruction of our Being: For however those who are immersed in Vice, and drench'd in Pleasures, are insensible to Truth, they are notwithstanding united to it. If it by any means deferts them, 'tis they that defect it: Its Light shines in Darkness, but does not always delight us; as the Light of the Sun surrounds the Blind, and those that wink, though it enlightens neither.

The cafe is the same with the Union of our Mind with the Body. That Union decreases as fast as the other we have with God increaseth; but it is never quite diffolv'd, but by our Death: For though we were as enlightened, and as dicingag'd from all things sensible, as the Apostle himself, yet Adam's Fall would necessitate us to a Dependence on the Body; and we should feel a Law of our Flesh constantly opposing and warring against the Law of our Mind.

Proportionally as the Mind increases its Union with GOD, it grows purer, and more luminous, stronger, and more capacious, since 'tis from this Union it derives all its Perfection. On the other side, it becomes corrupt, blind, weak, and contrary, by the same degrees, as its Union with its Body corromp't and increaseth; for this is the Source of all its Imperfections.

Thus a Man, who judges of all things by his Senses, who on all accounts pursues the Motions of his Passions, who has no other than Sensible Perceptions, and loves only Eatering Gratifications, is in the most wretched State of Mind imaginable; as being infinitely remote from Truth and from his God. But when a Man judges of things but by the pure Ideas of the Mind, carefully avoids the confus'd Noise of the Creatures, and retiring into himself, hears his Sovereign Teacher in the calm Silence of the Senfes and Passions, he cannot possibly fall into Error.

GOD never deceives those who interrogate Him by a serious Application, and an entire Conversion of Mind towards Him; though He does not always make them hear His Anwers. But if the Mind, by its Acceptor from GOD, diffuses it self abroad, when it consults only its Body, to be instructed in the Truth, and only liftens to its Senses, Imaginations, and Passions, which talk to it everlastingly, it must inevitably be engag'd in Error. Wisdom, Truth, Perfection, and Happiness, are not Goods to be hop'd for from the Body. There is none, except ONE that is above us, and from whom we receive our Being, who can make it perfect.

This is what we are taught by the admirable Words of St. Athian : Eternal Wisdom, says he, is the Principle of all Intellectual Creatures, which persifling immutably the same, never ceaseth to speak to the most secret and inward Reason of his Creatures, to convert them towards their Principal: Because nothing but the Intuition of Eternal Wisdom, which gives Being to Spirits, can avert, as we may say, the Accomplishing Strokes, and the utmost Perfection they are capable of.

When we see GOD as He is, we shall be like Him, says the Apostle St. John. By that Intuition of Eternal Truth, we shall be raised to that degree of Grandeur to which all Spiritual Creatures tend by the Necessity of their Nature. But whilst we live on Earth, the Weight of the Body draws down the Mind; withdraws it continually from the Presence of GOD, or that Internal Light which illuminates it, makes perpetual Effays to fortifY its Union with Sensible things, and compels it to reprefent things, not as they are in themselves, but according to the Relation they bear to the Preservation of Life.

The Body, according to the Wise Man, fills the Mind with such a multitude of Sensations, that it becomes unable to discover the most obvious things; the Sight of the Body dazzles and diftupates that of the Mind; so that the Eye of the Soul has great Difficulty distinctly to perceive any Truth, whilst the Eye of the Body is employ'd in the Discovery; which evidences, that all Truths
From all which it is manifest, that 'tis our Duty constantly to withstand the Opposition the Body makes against the Mind; and to accustom our selves by degrees to disbelieve the Reports our Senses make concerning all circumambient Bodies, which they always represent, as worthy of our Application and Esteem, because we must never make Sensible things the Object of our Thoughts, or the Subject of our Employment: 'Tis one of the Truths which the Eternal Wise- dome seems willing to teach us by His Incarnation. For, after having exhibited a Sensible Body to the highest Dignity possible to be conceived, He gave us to understand, by the Ignorancy He reduc'd this same Body to, that is, by the Ignorancy of the Nobleft of all Sensible things, what Contempt we ought to have for all Sensible Objects. 'Tis possiblly for the same Reason that St. Paul said He knew not \( \text{S} \) E S U S C H R I S T after the Flesh. For 'tis not the Flesh of CHRIST we must consider, but the Spirit vail'd under the Flesh. Caro non est, quod habeat attende, non quod est, says St. Austin*. Whatever is a Sensible and Sensible Nature in our L O R D, merits not our Adoration, but because of the Union with the W O R D, can only be the Object of the Mind.

It is absolutely necessary for those who defire to become Wise and Happy, to be wholly convinced, and as it were pier'd with what I have said. 'Tis not enough that they believe me on my Word, or that they be contented by the glimpse of a tranitory Light; 'tis necessary they should know it by a thousand Experiences, and as many undeniable Demonstrations. There are Things to be engraven indelibly on their Mind, to be made prevalent to their Thoughts in all their Studies, and in all the Bifhops and Employers of Life.

Such as will take the Pains to read the Work I here offer to the Publick with any Application of Thought, will, if I mistake not, enter into such a Frame and Temper of Mind: For we have several ways demonstrated, that our Senses, Imagination, and Passions, are absolutely useless to the Difcovery of Truth and Happinesst; that on the contrary, they dazzle and seduce us on all occasions; and in general, that all the Notices the Mind receives through the Body, or by Means of some Motions excited in the Body, are all false and confus'd, with reference to the Objects represented by them; though they are extremely usefull to the Preservation of the Body, and the Goods that are related to it.

In this Work we encounter several Errors, especially such as have been of longest Growth, of universal Reception, and have caus'd the greatest Disorder in the Mind; and we think that they almost all proceed from the Mind's Union with the Body. We offer in diverse places to make the Mind sensible of its Slavery and Dependence on all Sensible things, in order to awaken it from its Levity, and to put it upon attempting its Deliverance.

Nor do we rest Satisfy'd with a bare Exposition of our Rumblings, but moreover explain the Nature of all. We don't, for Instance, insist upon a long Enumeration of all the particular Errors of our Senses and Imagination; but chistry dwell upon the Crefes of these Errors. And in the Explanation of these Faculties, and the General Errors we fall into, we expose all at one View an infinite Number of particular Errors whereunto we are obnoxious: So that the Subject of this Treatise is the Whole Mind of Man. We consider it in itself, with its Relation to the Body, and with its Relation to G O D. We examine the Nature of all its Faculties; we point out the Ufes to be made of them for the avoiding Error. In fine, we explain moft of the things we thought necessary to our advancing in the Knowledge of M A N.

The grace, the most delightful, and most necessary Knowledge, is undoubtedly that of Our Selves. Of all Humane Sciences, that concerning Man is the most worthy of Man; and yet this is none of the most prov'd and most firm'd Science that we have. The Volgar part of Men neglect it wholly: Among the Pretenders to Science there are very few which apply to it, and much fewer whose Application is successful. The generality even of those who go for Men of L a r g e, have but a confused Perception of the Essential Difference between the Soul and Body. St. A u f f i n himself, who has so admirably distinguish'd these two Beings, confest it was long before he could dilover it. And though it must be acknowledg'd he has better explain'd the Pro- perties of the Soul and Body, than all that went before him, or have come after him, to our pre- sent Age; yet it were to be with'd he had not as much to do with the Bodies that are about us, all the Sensible Qualities we receive by means of them: For, in brief, they are not clearly consider'd in the Idea which he had of Matter. Infomuch that we may pretty confidently say, The Differencè between the Mind and Body, till of late Years, was never sufficiently and clearly known.

Some there are who fancy to themselves they very well know the Nature of the Mind. Many others are persuaded, 'tis impossible to know any thing of it. Lastly, the greatest Number of all see not of what use that Knowledge could be, and therefore desist from it. But all these fo common Opinions are rather the Effects of the Imagination and Ignorance of Men, than the Confe-
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Quences of a Clear and Distinct View of their Mind; and proceed from their feeling an Uneasiness and Regret to retire into themselves, there to discover their Weaknesses and Infirmities; and their being pleased with Curious Enquiries and gayer sort of Sciences. Being always abroad, they are sensible of the Disorders that happen at Home within themselves. They think all's right, because there's a Stupor on their Soul, and find fault with those who know their Distemper, but to Remedies, saying, they make themselves sick, because they try for Care.

But those Great Genius's, who pierce into the most Mysterious Secrets of Nature, who lift themselves in Opinion as high as Heaven, and defend to the bottom of the Abyss, ought to remember what they are. Those great Objects, it may be, do but dazzle them. The Mind must needs depart out of it self, to compass so many things; and this it can't do without flattering its Force.

Men came not into the World to be Astronomers, or Chymists, to spend their whole Life at the end of a Telescope, or labouring at a Furnace, to deduce trifling Consequences from their painful Observations. Grant that an Astronomer made the first Discoveries of Continent, and Sea, and Mountains in the Moon; that he first observed the Spots that circuit upon the Sun, and that he had exactly calculated their Motions; Suppose that a Chymist had found out, at length, the Secret of fixing Mercury, or of making the Alkahest, wherewith Van-belmont boasted to dissolve all Bodies: What are they the wiser or happier for all this? It, perhaps, has set them up in Reputation with the World; but if they would reflect upon it, they would find that Reputation did but increase their Bondage.

Astronomy, Chymistry, and most of the other Sciences, may be look'd on as proper Diversifications for a Gentleman. But Men should never be enamour'd with their G joy, nor prefer them before the Science of Humane Nature: For though the Imagination fixes a certain Idea of Greatness to Astronomy, by reason of its considering Great and Glorious Objects, and deemed inabove all other things, the Mind is not blindly to prostitute it to that Idea, but fit its Matter, and its Judge, and keep it of that Senseful Pomp which amuses Reason. The Mind must pronounce all things, according to its Internal Light, without hearkening to the fafe and confusion of its Seer and Imagination, and whilst it examines all Humane Sciences, the Pure Light of Truth, which enlightens it, we doubt not to affirm it will dissemble most of them, and set a greater Price on that which teaches us to know our selves, than on all the other parts together.

Therefore we choose rather to advise such as with well to Truth, to judge of the Subject of this Treatise by the Reflections they shall receive from the Sovereign Instrutor of all Men, after having interrogated him by some Serious Reflections, than to forfand them with a long anticipating Difcourse, which perhaps they might look on as Common-place Matter, or the Vain Decorations of a Preface. If they are persuaded this is a Subject worthy their Study and Application, we define them once more not to judge of the Things contain'd in it, by the good or ill Manner they are express'd in, but Hill to retire into themselves, and there to hear the Decisions they are to follow, and to judge by.

Being thus fully persuaded, that Men cannot teach one another, and that those who hear us learn not the Truths we speak to their Ears, unless at the same time, He who taught them, manifect them likewise to their Mind: We think our selves farther oblig'd to advertise the Reader, that those things, which appear so only on our Word, our of any Inclusion, and Good liking, nor withstand our Sentiments out of Prejudice or Aversion. For though we think no thing be therein advance'd, but what we learn'd at the Ex pense of Meditation, we shoud however be very forry that others should be contented with the Remembrance and Belief, without the Knowledge of our Notions; and fall into Error, for want of Understanding us, or because we have err'd before them.


That presumptuous Pride of some of the Learned, who demand our Belief upon their Word, seems intolerable: They are angry with us for Interrogating GOD, when once they have spoke to us, because they Interrogate Him not themselves. They grow warm upon every Opposition to their Opinions, requiring an absolute Preference should be given to the Arts and Darkness of their Imaginations, above the Pure Light of Truth, which illuminates the Mind.

We are, Thanks to GOD, very remote from this way of proceeding, though it be often charg'd upon us. We demand indeed a Religizon to Matters of Faith, and the Experiments we produce, because there are things not learn'd by the Applying the Mind to Sovereign and Universal Reason. But as to Truths discoverable in the True Ideas of things, which the Eternal Wisdom suggests to us in our inward and secret Reason; herein we expressly caution against resting upon what we have thought of, as judging it no small Crime thus to equalize our selves with GOD, by usurping a Power over the Minds of Men.

The chief Reason why we are so earnestly defirous, that those who read this Work bring all possible Application along with them, is, that we are willing to be reprehended for the Faults we have been guilty of: For we pretend not to be Infallible. We have to strik an Union with, and to strong a Dependence on our Body, that we are justly apprehensive, left we have sometimes

Noli parasce te p.pam; olim tenuam. Aug. in Vulg.
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mistaken the confus’d Noise wherewith it fills the imagination, for the Pure Voice of Truth, which speaks to the Understanding.

Were it GOD only who spake, and did we judge only according to what we heard, we might perhaps fav in the words of our LORD, As I hear Judge, and my Judgment is just. But we have a Body that speaks louder than GOD Himself, but never speaks the Truth. We have Self-love, which corrupts the Words of GOD, which are all Truth: and we have Pride, which emboldens us to judge without staying for the Words of Truth, which ought to be the Rule of all our Judgments. For the principal Caufe of our Errors, is, that our judgments reach farther than our Pure Intellectual Perceptions. Wherefore I intreat thee to whom GOD shall discover my Wandsring, to put me in the Right Way, that so this Treatise, which I offer as an Essay, whose Subject is well worthy the Application of Men, may by degrees arrive to its Perfection.

This Undertaking was at first attempted only with design of instructing myself: But some Persons being of Opinion it might be of use, if published, I the willingness submitted to their Reasons, because one of the principal so well suited with the define I had of advancing my self. The best means, said they, of being informed in any Matter, is to communicate our Opinions about it to the learned. This quickens our own Attention, as well as provokes theirs. Sometimes they have different Professors, and make other Discoveries of Truths; sometimes they push on certain Enquiries, which we out of Laziness have neglected, or for want of Strength and Courage have deferted.

And upon this Prospect of Benefiting my self, and some others, I run the hazard of being an Author. But that my Hopes may not prove abortive, I throw in this Precaution, That a Man should not be preternaturally discouraged, though he meet with things that run counter to Common Opinions; which he has all his Life long believed, and found generally approved by all Men in all Ages of the World. For they are these Universal Errors I more especially strive to extirpate. Were Men thoroughly enlightened, Universal Approbation would be an Argument: but the case is quite contrary. Let him therefore be once for all re minded, that nothing but Reason ought to predominate over the Judgments we pass on all Humane Opinions; which have no relation to Faith: of which GOD alone informs us in a quite different way, from that of our discovering Natural things. Let him Retire into himself, and press near to that Light, which perpetually shines within, to the end his Reason may be more and more enlightened. Let him industriously avoid all those too lively Sensations, and all the Commutations of the Soul, which fill the Capacity of the Mind. For the leafy Noise, or Glimmering of Light sometimes disturbs the View of the Mind: And therefore 'tis good to avoid all these things, though not absolutely necessary. And if after all the struggles he can make, he finds himself unable to withstand the continual Impressions that his Body, and the Prejudices of Childhood, make upon his Imagination: recourse to Prayer is need ful, that GOD may afford the Supplies, wherewith his own Strength cannot furnish him: Never failing still to refresh his Senses. For that ought to be the perpetual Employment of those, who in imitation of St. Austin, have a great love for Truth.
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CONCERNING

The Search after Truth.

BOOK the FIRST.

Concerning The

ERRORS of the SENSES.

CHAPTER I.

I. Of the Nature and Properties of the Understanding.

II. Of the Nature and Properties of the Will, and wherein the Liberty of the Soul consists.

Error is the Universal Cause of the Misery of Mankind; 'tis the corrupt Principle that has Produced Evil in the World: 'tis this which breeds and cherishes in our Soul, all the Evils that afflict us; and we must never hope to establish a solid and real Happiness, but by seriously labouring to avoid it.

We are taught by the Holy Scriptures, that Men are only miserable, because they are Sinners, and Criminals; and they would neither be Sinners, nor Criminals, did they not make themselves Slaves to Sin, by taking part with Error.

If it be true then, That Error is the Source of all the Miseries of Men, 'tis very reasonable that Men should endeavour to free themselves from it; and certainly their Endeavour would not be altogether unprofitable, and unrewarded, though it met not with all the Successes that they could wish. If Men should not hereby become Infallible, yet they would be much les subject to be Deceived; and though they obtain'd not an absolute Deliverance from their Evils, they would however avoid a great part of them. An inanimate Felicity ought not to be expected in this Life, since in this Mortal State there can be no Pretenions to Infallibility; but the Endeavour against Error should be earnest and continual, because the Desire of being freed from Misery is incessant. In a word, as we fervently desire perfect Happiness, without the hopes of it; so we should ever industriously tend towards Infallibility, without pretending to it.

It should not be imagined there is much Difficulty to be undergone in the Search of Truth; 'tis but opening the Eyes, becoming Attentive, and exactly observing some Rules we shall give in the following Discourse. An exactness of Thought has for ever any thing painful in it; 'tis not a slavery, as the Imagination represents it, and though we meet with some Difficulty at first, yet we shall find Satisfaction enough to recompenze our Pains; for at last, 'tis this only which enlightens us, and guides us into Truth.

But not to spend time in preparing the Mind of the Reader, whom 'tis much more just to believe, sufficiently, of himself, directed to the Search of Truth; let us examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors; and since the Method of examining things by considering them in their Birth, and Origine, is the most regular and perspicuous, and serves better than others to give us a thorough Knowledge of them, let us try to put it here in Practice.

The Mind of Man, being neither Material nor Extended, is undoubtedly a simple Substance, indivisible, and without any Composition of Parts; notwithstanding it has been the Custom to distinguish in it two Faculties, namely, the Understanding and the Will, which it is necessary in the first place to explain. For it seems that the Notions or Ideas Men have of these two Faculties, are not so clear or distinct as they ought to be.
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But because these Ideas are very Abstrait, and fall not under the Imagination, it seems not amiss to express them by the Resemblance they bear to the Properties belonging to Matter, which being safe to be imagined, will render the Notions which may conveniently be applied to these two Words Understanding and Will, more distinct, and also more familiar to Us; only this Caution must be observed, that these Resemblances between the Mind and Matter, are not perfectly just, for that these two kinds of Being are only compared in order to make the Mind more Attentive, and to make others, as it were, sensible of our meaning.

Matter, or Extention, contains in it two Properties or Faculties; the first Faculty is that of receiving different Figures, and the second is its capacity of being moved: In like manner the Mind of Man includes two Faculties; the first, which is the Understanding, is that of receiving many Idea's, that is, of perceiving many things; the second, which is the Will, is the Faculty of receiving many Inclinations, or of Willing different things. We will begin with an explication of the Resemblances the first of the Faculties belonging to Matter, has to the first of the two Faculties appertaining to the Mind.

Extention is capable of admitting two kinds of Figures, The one is only External, as the Roundness of a piece of Wax, the other is Internal, and is peculiar to all the little parts the Wax is composed of; for it is most certain that all the little parts which go to the Composition of a piece of Wax, are of a figure very different from that, which constitutes a piece of Iron. Therefore I call that which is external, barely Figure, and I term the internal Figure, Configuration, which is peculiarly necessary to the Wax to make it what it is.

So likewise it may be said that the Idea's of the Soul are of two sorts, taking the name of Idea in general for whatever the Mind immediately perceives. The first give Us a Representation of something without Us, as of a Square, or an Horse, &c. The second represent to Us only what we find within Us, as our Sensations, Pain, Pleasure, or the like. For we shall make it plain hereafter, that these last Idea's are only a manner of the Mind's existing; and for that reason I call them the Modifications of the Mind.

Thus also the Inclinations of the Soul might be called Modifications of the fame Soul. For it being manifest that the Inclination of the Will is a manner of existing of the Soul, it might be termed a Modification of the Soul; just as Motion in Bodies, being a manner of existing of those Bodies, might be said to be a Modification of Matter: Notwithstanding I do not term the Inclinations of the Will, or the Motions of Matter, Modifications, for as much as both those Inclinations, and those Motions have commonly a reference to something that is external; for the Inclinations stand related unto Good, and the Motions have a reference to some separate Body. But the Figures and Configurations of Bodies, and the Sensations of the Soul have no necessary relation to any thing without. For as a Figure is round when all the external parts of a Body are equally distant from one of its parts, which we call the Centre, without relation to any thing external; so all the Sensations we are capable of, might have their subsistence, though there were no outward object in the World: Their being includes not any necessary relation to the Bodies which seem to cause them, as we shall elsewhere prove; and they are nothing but the very Soul, modify'd in such, or such a manner; so that they are properly Modifications of the Soul. Let me then take leave to name them so, in order to explain my self.

The first, and principal Agreement, or resemblance, that is found between the Faculty which Matter has of receiving different Figures, and different Configurations; and that which the Soul has of receiving different Idea's, and different Modifications is this, That as the Faculty of receiving different Figures, and different Configurations in Bodies, is entirely passive, and contains nothing at all of Action, so the Faculty of receiving different Idea's, and different Modifications in the Mind, is altogether passive and includes no Action at all. I call that Faculty or Capacity, the Soul has of receiving all these things, the UNDERSTANDING.

Whence we ought to conclude, That 'tis the Understanding which perceives; since 'tis only its business to receive the Idea's of Objects; For, for the Soul to perceive an Object, and to receive the Idea which represents it, is one and the same thing: 'Tis also the Understanding which perceives the Modifications of the Soul, since I mean by this word Understanding, that passive Faculty of the Soul, by means of which it receives all the different Modifications it is capable of. For it is the same thing for the Soul to receive a mode of existence, which we call pain, as to perceive Pain, since it has no other way of receiving Pain, than by the Perception of it; whence it may be inferred, that 'tis the Understanding that imagines the Objects that are absent, and is sensible of those that are present; and that the Senses and Imagination, are nothing but the Understanding, perceiving Objects by the Organs of the Body, as shall be explain'd hereafter.

But because in the Sensation of Pain, or any thing else, Men generally perceive it by the mediation of the Organs of Sense; they customarily lay they are the Senses which perceive it, without knowing distinctly what it is they mean by the word Sense: They fancy there is some Faculty distinct from the Soul, which renders it, or the Body capable of Sensation, as believing the Organs of Sense do really participate of our Sensations. They imagine the Body is to assist to the Mind, in its Sensations, that if the Mind was separate from the Body, it could have no Sensation at all. But these thoughts are the effects of Prejudice; and because in the State we are in, we are sensible of nothing but through the use of the Instruments of Sense, as shall be shown elsewhere more at large. 'Tis by way of accommodating my self to the ordinary way of Speaking that I say, in the Proses of my Discourse, the Senses perceive; but by the word Sense I mean nothing but that passive Faculty of the Soul before-mention'd, that is, the Understanding perceiving any thing.
thing, on occasion of what happens in the Organs of her Body, according to the Institution of Nature, as shall be explained in another place.

The other Reference between the passive Faculty of the Soul, and that of Matter, is this: That as Matter receives no real alteration by the change which happens in its Figure; I mean, for instance, that as Wax receives no considerable change by becoming Round or Square; so the Mind receives no change by the diversity of Idea's it contains; I would say, the Mind receives no considerable change though it receives the Idea of a Square, or a Circle, in perceiving a Square, or a Circle.

Again, As it may be said that Matter receives considerable Changes, when it loses the Configuration, peculiar to the parts of Wax, to take that which is proper to those of Fire and Smoke, when the Wax is chang'd into Fire and Smoke; so it may be said that the Soul undergoes very considerable Changes, when it alters its Modifications, and suffers Pain after it has felt Pleasure. Whence we ought to conclude, That Idea's are to the Soul, in a manner what Figures are to Matter, and that Configurations are to Matter, almost what Sensations are to the Soul.

There are still other Correspondeencies between the Figures and Configurations of Matter, and the Idea's and Modifications of the Mind; for Matter seems to be an Image, or Representative of the Mind, I mean only that there are Properties in Matter which have some mutual Reflections between them, not unlike those which we find between the Properties belonging to the Mind; though the Nature of the Mind is very different from that of Matter, as we shall clearly see in that which follows.

From what I have said I would have it well remember'd, That by Understanding I mean that passive Faculty the Soul has of Perceiving, that is of receiving not only different Idea's, but also an abundance of different Sensations, as Matter has a capacity of receiving all sorts of external Figures, and internal Configurations.

The other Faculty of Matter is that of its being capable of receiving many Motions, and the other Faculty of the Soul is that Power it has of receiving many Inclinations. Let us make the Comparison between them.

As the Author of Nature is the Universal Cause of all those Motions which we find in Matter, so also he is the general Cause of all those natural Inclinations which are found in the Mind:

And as all Motions proceed in a right line, unless otherwise determin'd by the Rencounter, of some foreign and particular Causes, which by their Opposition, put them into a Circular course; so all the Inclinations we receive from God, have a direct tendency, and could only aim at the possession of Good and Truth, were there not some extraneous cause, which bias'd that natural Impression towards corrupt and insidious Ends: Now 'tis that foreign Cause which is the cause of all our Evils, and depraves all our Inclinations.

To understand this rightly, we must know, there's a very considerable difference, between the Impression or Motion the Author of Nature produces in Matter, and the Impression or Motion towards Good in general, wherewith the same Author of Nature continually influences our Soul: For Matter is wholly inactive; it has no power of retarding, or stopping its Motion, or determining and turning it one way rather than another. Its Motion, as I have said, proceeds always in a right line, and if at any time it is hindered, from continuing it in that manner, it describes the greatest Circular Line it can, and consequently that which comes nearest to a right, because 'tis God that impresses its Motion, and rules its Determination. But 'tis not so with the Will, which may in one sense be said to be Active, and to have a Power in it self of giving a different Determination to the Inclination, or Impression it receives from God; for though it cannot stop this Impression, it may in one sense cause a Deviation to what it pleases, and thereby produce all those Disorders, which happen in its Inclinations, and all the Miferies which are the certain and necessary Consequences of Sin.

So that by the Word WILL, I would be conceiv'd to design, That natural Motion or Impression which carries us towards Good universal, and undetermined. And by that of LIBERTY, I mean nothing more than The Power the Mind has of turning that Impression towards agreeable Objects, and terminating our natural Inclinations upon some particular Object, which before were loose and undetermined, except towards general or universal Good; that is to say, towards God, who is alone universal Good, since 'tis he alone who comprehends in himself all Goods.

Whence it is easy to discover, That though our natural Inclinations are Voluntary, yet they are not Free with that Freedom of Indifference I am speaking of; which contains a Power of willing or not willing, or rather of willing the contrary to what our natural Inclinations carry us. For though it is Voluntarily and Freely that a Man loves Good in general; since there is no Love but proceeds from the Will, and 'tis a contradiction, for the Will to suffer violence or constraint: However 'tis impossible to Love it with that Freedom I have just explain'd, since 'tis not in the Power of the Will not to will to be Happy.

But it must be observ'd, that the Mind consider'd under so strong a bent towards Good in general, cannot determine its Motion towards a particular Good, unless the same Mind, consider'd as susceptible of Idea's, has knowledge of what particular Good; I would say, to make use of the ordinary terms, that the Will is a blind Power, that can make no advances to things but what are represent'd to it by the Understanding, so that the Will can not diversely determine its Propensity to Good, or over-rule the direct Bent of his natural Inclinations, but by * commanding the Understanding to represent it to some particular Object. The power then that the Will has of determining its Inclinations, necessarily contains an ability of applying the Understanding to the Objects, which it likes.

That
That what I have said concerning the Will, and Liberty may be better understood, I will make it familiar by an Instance: A Man represents to himself an Honour or Preferment under the Notion of a Good, which he may hope for, and immediately his Will will this Good; that is, the Impression which is continually carrying the Soul towards Universal and undetermined Good, inclines it towards this Honour; but whereas this Honour is not the Universal Good, nor is consider'd by a clear and distinct view of the Mind, as Universal Good, (for the Mind can never see clearly That which is not) the Impression we have towards Universal Good is not Hope by this particular Good: The Mind has a tendency to go farther; it is not necessarily and invincibly in Love with this Honour, but is entirely at its Choice and Liberty in this respect. Now its Liberty confists in this, that being not fully convinced that this Honour comprehends all the Good it is capable of Loving, it may suspend both its Judgment and its Love, and thenceupon, as shall be shewn in the Third Book, may, through the Union it has with the Universal Being, or that Being which contains all Good, think of other things, and consequently Love other Goods: Finally, it may compare all Goods together, and love them according to that order, in which they are lovely, and refer them all to that one which contains all, and which alone is fit to fix bounds to our Love, as being the only one, that is capable of filling all the Capacity we have of Loving.

Altoft the same thing may be said of the Knowledge of Truth, as of the Love of Good. We love the Knowledge of Truth, as the Enjoyment of Good, through a natural Impression; and that Impression is no more invincible, than that which carries us towards Good, that which makes it so, is only Evidence, or a perfect and intire Knowledge of the Object. And we have equal Liberty in our false Judgments; as in our inordinate Affections, as shall be made to appear in the next Chapter.

CHAP. II.

I. Of our Judgments, and Reasonings. II. That they depend upon the Will. III. The Use which should be made of its Liberty on their account. IV. Two general Rules for the avoiding Error and Sin. V. Some general Reflections upon those Rules.

It might be readily inferred from what has been said in the precedent Chapter, that the Understanding never judges, since it goes no farther than Perceptions; or that the Judgments and Reasonings which the Understanding makes, are nothing but pure Perceptions: That 'tis the Will alone which really judges, by acquiescing in, and voluntarily relying upon, what the Understanding represents: And thus it is the Will alone which leads us into Error: But this requires a larger Explication.

I say then, there is no other difference on the part of the Understanding, between a simple Perception, a Judgment, and a Reasoning, than that the Understanding perceives a simple thing, without relation to any thing whatsoever, by a simple Perception; that it perceives the Relations between two things or more, in its Judgments: And lastly, that it perceives the Relations, which are betwixt the Relations of things, in its Reasonings; wherefore all the Operations of the Understanding, are nothing but pure Perceptions.

In Perceiving, for Example, twice 2, or 4, there is only a simple Perception. In Judging that twice 2 are 4, or that twice 2 make not 5, the Understanding only perceives the Relation of Equality found between twice 2 and 4; or the Relation of Inequality between twice 2 and 5. Thus the Judgment, in point of the Understanding, is only the Perception of the Relation which is found between two things or more. But Reasoning is the Perception, not of the Relation which is found between two things or more, for that would be a Judgment; but, of the Relation which is found between two or more Relations of two or more Things. Thus when I infer that 4 being less than 6, twice 2 being equal to 4, are consequently less than 6, I not only Perceive the Relation of Inequality between 2 and 5, and 6, but the Relation of Inequality which is between the Relation of twice 2 and 4, and that Relation between 4 and 6, which is a Reasoning: The Understanding then does only perceive, and 'tis the Will alone which judges and reasons by voluntary relying upon what the Understanding represents to it; as has been already said.

Notwithstanding, when things which come under our Consideration, are palpably Evident, our Will, Conscience seems to be no longer Voluntary, whence we are ready to believe that 'tis not our Will but our Understanding that judges thereof.

But that we may be sensible of our Error, we must know that the things we consider never appear with that Convincing Evidence, till the Understanding has thoroughly examin'd all their Parts and Relations necessary to form a Judgment of them; whereupon it happens that the Will, which can will nothing without knowledge, can act no longer on the Understanding, that it cannot define the Understanding to reprefent something new in its Object, since it has already consider'd all the parts of it any ways relating to the question to be decided, it is therefore oblige
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...lig'd to rest upon what has been already represented, and cease from its Agitation and Contemplation about; 'tis this Acquiescence of the Will which is properly a Judgment or Reasoning. Thus because this Acquiescence or Judgment is not left Free, when things strike us with that Evident Con盧iction, we fancied likewise that it is not Voluntary. 

But as long as there is any Objection in the Subject we consider, and we are not perfectly affir'd, we have discovered all that's necessary to the Resolution of the Question, as 't is most commonly happens in those things which are abstruse and difficult, and include many Relations; we are free to deny our Consent, and the Will may still command the Understanding, to apply itself to something new: Which makes us not so averse to believe that the Judgments we form on such kind of Subjects are Voluntary. 

Howbeit, the generality of Philosophers suppose that even the Judgments we form upon things obscure, are no ways Voluntary, and will have the Consent to Truth in general, to be an Action of the Understanding, which they call Affensus, to distinguish it from the Consent to Good, which they attribute to the Will, and term Conensus; that is, the cause of their Distinction and Mistake.

Which is, That in this State of Life, we often evidently perceive some Truths, without any reason to Doubt of them; and to the Will remains not indifferent in the Consent it gives to Truths so manifest, as has been just explain'd: But 't is not so in point of Good, there being no Particular Good we know, but we have reason to doubt, whether we ought to Love it. Our Passions and Inclinations, which we naturally have for Sensible Pleasures, are, though confused, yet, through the Corruption of our Nature, very strong Reasons, which render us cold and indifferent even in the Love of God himself: And so we are manifestly sensible of our Indifference, and are inwardly convinced, we make use of our Liberty in our Loving God.

But we do not in like manner apprehend that we employ our Liberty in Consent to Truth, especially when accompanied with full Evidence and Con_csvcion; which induces us to believe our Consent to Truth is not Voluntary: As it was necessary our Actions should be indifferent to become Voluntary, and that the Blessed did not love God most willingly, without being diverted from it by something or other; in like manner we Consent to that evident Proposition that twice 2 are 4, without being diverted from the Belief of it by any flaw of a contrary Reason.

But to the end we may dilucidly discover, what the difference is between the Consent of the Will to Truth, and its Consent to Goodness, it is requisite to know the difference which is found between Truth and Goodness, taken in the ordinary acceptation, and with reference to us. That difference consists in this: That we have an Interest and Concern in Goodness, but Truth does not at all affect us: For Truth consists only in the Relation which two things or more have between them, but Goodness consists in the Relation or Agreement which things have with our selves; which is the reason the Will has but One Action in respect of Truth, which is its Acquiescence in, or Consent to, the Representation of the Relation which is betwixt things; and that it has no Action in respect of Goodness, namely, its Acquiescence in, or Consent to, the Relation of agreement the thing has with our selves, and its Love or Tendency towards that thing, which actions are extremely different, though they are actually confounded: For there is a great deal of difference betwixt simply Acquiescing, and being confounded to love the thing which the Mind represents, since we often Acquiesce in things we could gladly with were not, and which we have an aversion to.

Now upon a due consideration of things, it will visibly appear; That 't is ever the Will which Acquiesces, not only in things if they be agreeable to it, but the Representation of things; and that the reason of the Will's Acquiescing always in the Representation of things of the clearest Evidence, is, as we have already said, because there is no farther Relation in them necessary to be consider'd, which the Understanding has not already thoroughly fluxi'd: Infomuch that 't is, as it were, necessary for the Will to leave off disquieting and tiring it self in vain, and to rest satisfied in a full assurance, that it is not deceived, since there is nothing left, to put the Understanding upon a fresh Inquiry.

This is especially to be observ'd, that in the Circumstances we are under, we have but a very imperfect Knowledge of things, and consequently there is an absolute necessity we should have this Liberty of Indifference whereby we are impow'r'd to withhold our selves from giving our Consent.

For the better discovering this Necessity, it must be consider'd, that we are carry'd by our Natural Inclinations to the imbracing Truth and Goodness, so that the Will, never rheathering after things, but what the Mind has some notice and apprehension of, must needs purifie that which has the Face and Appearance of Truth and Goodness. But because all that has the look of Truth and Good, is not always what it appears to be; it is plain that if the Will had not this Liberty, but must necessarily and necessarily have embrac'd every thing that came cloath'd with an Appearance of Truth and Goodness, it would have almost ever been Deceived. Whence probably it might be concluded, That the Author of its Being, was the Author of its Errors and Seductions.

We have therefore a Liberty given us by God, that we might avoid falling into Error, and all the other consequences upon Errors, by not reposing with a full Assurance upon Probabilities, but only upon Truth; this is by commanding the Mind, with an undisturb'd Probation, to examine every thing till it has fully enlighten'd and unravel'd all that comes under its Examination. For Truth generally comes attended with Evidence, and Evidence consists in a clear and distinct idea of things.
and distinct View of all the Parts and Relations of the Object which are necessary to give a certain and well-grounded Judgment.

The first thing we should make of our Liberty is to employ it as far as it will go. That is, never to confess to any thing whatever until we are, as it were, forced to, by the secret Reproaches of our Reason.

To submit our selves to the false Appearance of Truth, is to inflame our selves contrary to the Will of God; but honestly to yield to the inward Reproaches of our Reason, which accompany the Denial of our Submission unto Evidence, is to obey the Voice of Eternal Truth, which speaks within us. Here then are Two Rules founded upon what I have been saying, which are the most necessary of all others, both for Speculative Sciences and Morality, and which may be looked on as the Foundation of all Humane Sciences.

The First which respects the Sciences is this: A man should never give an entire Confess, but only to Propositions which appear fo evidently true, that he cannot deny them without feeling an internal Pain, and the secret Upbraidings of his Reason: that is, without being plainly convinced, he would make an ill use of his Liberty, in case he should refuse to give his Confess, or would extend its Power over things where it has no Right, or Jurisdiction.

The Second relating to Morality is this: A man ought never to fix his Love absolutely on any Good, if he can without Reproofs refuse to Love it. From whence it follows, That nothing but God ought to be loved absolutely, and independently. For He alone it is, that we cannot forbear loving in that Nature without an inward Reproofe, that is, without evident Conviction of doing ill, upon Suspicion we have arrived to the Knowledge of Him, through the means of Reason or of Faith.

But it must here be observ'd, That when things which we perceive come recommended with strong Probability, we are extremely ready to believe them. We feel our selves in Pain, when we will not suffer Persiflation to Break in upon us; insomuch that were we not very cautious, we should be in danger of Confessing to them, consequentely of being Deceived; for 'tis a great Chance, whether Truth be found entirely to agree with the Probability. And for this Reason, I have expressly put in the two Rules; That nothing should be confessed to, without palpable Conviction, that evil be would be made of a Man's Liberty in not confessing.

But though we find our selves most readily inclin'd to confess to a Probability, or a Likelihood, yet if we should be at the pains of making Reflexion, whether we perceive our selves evidently oblig'd to confess to it, we should doubt if we were not. For if this likelihood be founded upon the Impressions of our Senses, (a likelihood by the way that very ill deferves the Name) a Man finds himself readily dispos'd to yield consent to it. But no other Cause can be assign'd for this, but some Passion or general Affection he has for that which affects or concerns the Senses, as shall be sufficiently shown in the following Discourse.

But if the likelihood proceeds from some Conformity with Truth, as ordinarily Probable Notices are true, taken in a certain Sense; then if a Man examines his own Breach, he will find himself inclin'd to do two things; The one is to Believe, and the other to make farther Inquiry still: But he will never find himself so fully perçus'd, as to think he does evidence ill, if he does not confess at all.

Now these two Inclinations, a Man has in respect of Things Probable, are very good. For He may and ought to give his Confess to Things Probable or Verisimilar taken in a Sense which doth not the Image of Truth; but he ought not however to yield an entire Confess, as we have precaution'd in the Rule; and he must exhaust all the latent fides, and faces yet undiscover'd; so as to enter fully into the Nature of the thing, and to distinguish what is True from what is False, and then give an entire Confess if the Evidence oblige him to it.

He must then be well accustom'd to distinguish Truth from Probability, by examining himself inwardly, as I have been explaining: For 'tis for want of this Care of Examining a Man's Self in this Nature, that he perceives himself Touch'd and Affected almost in the same manner, by two different things; For, in fine, in the most wise, and clear discernments, we are in the ready way to the greatest Perfection they are naturally capable of; Provided, in the mean time, their Understanding stands not idle, and that they are careful continually to excite it to new Discoveries, and that they render themselves disposed for the Reception of greater Truths, by perpetually Meditating on Subjects worthy of their Attention.

For that the Mind may advance to its Perfection, it will not suffice a Man constantly to make use of its Liberty, by Confessing to nothing at all; like those Men who take Pride in knowing nothing, in doubting and boggling at every grounding in Nature: Nor on the other hand must he Confess to all things like many Others, who fear nothing so much as to be ignorant of any thing, and pretend to Universal Knowledge. But he must make so good use of his Understanding, by continual Meditations, so as to render himself in a Capacity of being able to Confess to what it represents, without fear or danger of being Deceived.
I. The Answers to some Objections. II. Observations upon what has been said concerning the Necessity of Evidence.

T is no hard thing to foresee that the Practice of the First Rule, which I have been treating of in the foregoing Chapter, will not go very well down with a great part of Mankind; but especially with those Imaginary Philosophers, who pretend to the Knowledge of every thing, but really know nothing at all: Who pleae themselves in talking positively upon the most difficult Subjects, and yet are certainly at the same time Ignorant of the more Ordinary and Eafe.

I question not but they would be ready to say with Aristotle, That Absolute Certainty is no where to be sought for, but in the Mathematicks; That Physicks and Moral Philosophy are such Sciences as take up with meer Probability. That Des-Cartes was very much out in his Design of handling Physicks like Geometry; and that for that Reason he had no better Success. That 'tis not possible for Men to arrive to the Knowledge of Nature, that her Secret Springs and Movements lie too deep to be pierc'd by an Humane Mind; with a great deal more of such fine Things as thefe, which they put off with Pomp and Ostentation, and which they support with the Authority of a vaff Flight of Authors, whose Names they can repeat, and out of which they can quote a Paffage on Occasion; and this is sufficient for them to plume themselves and look big upon.

I would heartily beg of these Gentlemen, they would leave off talking of those things which they themselves acknowledge they do not Understand; and would put a ftop to the ridiculous Motives of their Vanity, by ceasing to compote large Volumes on those Subjects which, by their own Confession, they know nothing of.

But I would have those Men seriously examine, whether one of these two Things is not absolutely Necessary, either to fall into Error, or never to give an entire Confent, except to things entirely Evident; Whether the Reason that Geometry is ever attended with Truth, may not be afcrib'd to the Geometrical Observation of that Rule: And whether the Errors some have fallen into touching the Quadrature of the Circle, the Duplication of the Cube, and some other very difficult Problems, have not proceeded from an heady and concited Raffnefs which has poffef'd them with Likelihoods, and made them pafs for Truths.

Let them consider likewise on another hand, whether the Caufe of Error and Confusion's reigning fo much in the Ordinary Philosophy, may not be imputed to the Philosophers contenting themselves with Probability, very eafe and obvious to be met with, and highly advantageous to their Vain Humour and their Interests? Do not we almost every where find an infinite Diversity of Opinions upon the fame Subjects, and consequently infinite Errors? Notwithstanding a prodigious number of Disciples give way to their own Seductions, and submit themselves blind-fold to the Authority of these Philosophers, without so much as Understanding what their Opinions are.

It is true there are fome of them that after twenty or thirty Years time lof't, confess they have learnt nothing by their Reading; but yet this their Confession is not fo Ingenious as it should be. They think it requisite first to prove after their fashion, that nothing can be known; and after that they will make Confession of their Ignorance, as Believing then they have the Privilege of doing it without being laught at for their Pains.

Yet were a Man difposed to entertain himself, he would not want a proper Subject for his Laughter and Diverfion, should he handfomely Interrogate them, concerning the Progress of their Learned Acquisitions: and were they in Humour to declare in particular all the Fatigues they have undergone in the Study and Purchase of Nothing.

But though this their Learn'd and Profound Ignorance deferves to be well ral'd, yet it seems not amifs to spare them at present, and to commifurate those who have spent so many Years in Learning nothing but that falfe Propofition, the irreconcilable Enemy to all Science and to all Truth, That nothing can be known.

Since then the Rule I have eftablifh'd is fo necessary as has been feen, in the Search after Truth, let no Man Cavil at the propoing it. And let not thofe, who will not be at the pains of observing it themselves, be forwad to condemn fo celebrated an Author as Des-Cartes for following it, or according to their Notion, for indeavouring fo zealously to follow it.

They would not be fo peremptory to condemn him, did they know the Man on whom they pafs fo rash and unadvis'd a Sentence, and did they not read his Works as they do Fables and Romances, which they take up to entertain their idle Minutes, but never to Study or be Instructed in. Would they Meditate with that Author, they might probably flill find in themselves some Noitions and Scatter'd Seeds of Truth, which he teaches, that would grow up, and unfold themselves in flight of fo disadvantagous a Load of falfe Learning which opprefles them.

The Manner that speaks and teaches us within challenges our Submiffion to him rather than to the Authority of the great Philosophers: He takes pleasure in inftucting us, provided we ap-
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Ply our Minds to what he says. *Tis by Meditation and a very exact Attention we Inquire of him; and *tis by a certain internal Conviction and the secret Lashes and Reproaches felt upon our Non-submission that he answers us.

We ought in such wise to read the Works of Men, as not to expect to receive Instruction from them: We must consult Him who Enlightens the World, that with the Reft of the World he may Enlighten us. And if he fails to Enlighten us, after we have consulted him, *tis doubtfefs, because we have ill consulted him.

Whether then we read Ariftotle or whether we read Des-Cartes, we must not infantly believe either Ariftotle or Des-Cartes: But we should only Meditate as they have done, or as they ought to have done, with all the Earnestness and Attention we are capable of, and thereby Obey the Voice of our common Master, and honestly yield up our Consent to that Internal Conviction, and those Motions we find in us upon our Meditation.

This being done, it may be allow'd a Man to pass a Judgment for or against an Author. But he must first have digested the Principles of Des-Cartes and Ariftotle's Philosophy before he can reject the one, and approve the other; before he can maintain concerning the Latter, that no one Phenomenon of Nature can ever be explain'd by the Principles peculiar to him, as they have been of no use for this two thousand Years, though his Philosophy hath been the Study of the most Ingenious Men in most parts of the World: And on the contrary, before he can boldly pronounce of the Other, that he hath penetrated those recefses of Nature that lay deepest conceald from the Eyes of Men, and hath open'd them to a most certain and infallible way of Discovering all the Truths *tis possile for a limited understanding to Comprehend.

But not to dwell upon the Notion we may conceive of these two Philosophers, and of all others; let us ever look upon them as Men: And let not those of Ariftotle's Party take it ill, if aft after they have travel'd so many Ages in the Dark without finding themselves one step farther advance'd than at their setting out; there are some at laft that have a Mind to see clearly what they do: And if after the former have suffer'd themselves to be led like the blind, there are those who remember they have Eyes with which they will attempt to conduct themselves.

Let us then be fully perswaded that this Rule, viz. That an entire Consent should never be given, but to things evidently reciev'd, is the most necessarry of all others in the Search after Truths; and let not our Mind embrace any thing as True, which is not accompany'd with all the Evidence it demands. *Tis requisite we should be perswaded of this to disburthen us of our Prejudices: And *tis absolutely necessarry we should entirely quit our Prejudices, to enter into the Knowledge of Truth, for as much as there is an absolute Necessity that our Mind be purify'd before it is enlighten'd. Sapientia prima Stultitiae carissima.

But before I conclude this Chapter, *tis necessarry to observe three Things. The First is, That I speak not here of things of Faith, which have no Evidence attending them, as have Natural Sciences: The Reason of which seems to be, That we can have no Perception of Things but from the Ideas we have of them. Now the Ideas we have, are only given us by God, according to our Exigencies and the need we have of them to conduct us in the Natural Order of Things, according to which he has Created us. So that the Mysteries of Faith being of a Supernatural Order, we need not wonder if we want that Evidence, since we want the Idea's of them; because our Souls were Created by virtue of a General Decree, through which we have all the Conosciusness for us, but the Mysteries of Faith have receiv'd their Establishment only from an Order of Grace; which, in our ordinary way of Concepcion, is a Decree posterior to this Order of Nature.

Mysteries then of Faith must be distingui'd from things of Nature: We ought equally to submit to Faith and to Evidence; but in the considerations of Faith, we must not look for Evidence; as in those of Nature, we ought not to take up with Faith: That is, with the Authority of Philosophers. In a word, to be a Believer, *tis requir'd to Affent Blindly, but to be a Philosopher, it is necessarry to See plainly.

*Tis not however to be deny'd but there are some Truths besides those of Faith, for which it would be unreasonable to demand indispensible Demonstrations, as are those which relate to Matter of Faith in History, and other things which have their dependence on the Will of Man. For there are two kinds of Truth; the one Necessary, the other Contingent. I call Necessary Truths those which are immutables by their Nature, and those which have been fix'd and determin'd by the Will of God, which is not subject to Change. All other sorts of Truth are Contingent, Mathematicks, Physicks, Metaphysicks, as also a great part of Morality contain Necessary Truths: History, Grammar, Private Right, or Causes, and such other things as depend on the changeable Will of Man, contain only Contingent Truths.

We demand therefore an exact Observation of the Rule we have been establishing, in the Search of Necessary Truths, the Knowledge of which may be call'd Science; and we must be content with the greatest Probabiltiy in History, which includes the Knowledge of things Contingent. For under the general Name of History may be concluded the Knowledge of Languages, Causes, as also of the different Opinions of Philosophers; when Men have only learnt them by Memory, without having other Evidence or Certainty concerning them.

The second thing to be Observe'd, is that in Morality, Politics and Medicine, and in all Practical Sciences, we are obliged to be content with Probability; Not Univerfally, but upon occasion; not because it satisfies the Mind, but because the Influence is prevailing: And if a Man should always delay Acting till he had perfect Aflurance of Success, the Opportunity would be often lost.
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loft. But though it falls out that a Man must inevitably act, yet he should in acting doubt of the Success of what he does: And he should endeavour to make such Advances in Sciences, as to be able on Emergencies to act with greater Certainty; For this should be the constant end of all Men Study and Employment, who make any use of Thought.

The Third and last thing is this, That we should not absolutely despise Probabilities, since it often happens that many of them in Conjunction, have as convincing a force, as most evident Demonstrations. Of which Nature, there are infinite Examples to be found in Physicks and Morality: So that 'tis often expedient to amass together a sufficient number of them in subjects not otherwise Demonstrable, in order to come to the Knowledge of Truth, impossible to be found out any other way.

And now I must needs confess that the Law I impose is very Rigorous and Severe; That there are abundance of Thofe who had rather renounce Reasoning at all, than Reason on fuch Conditions; That 'tis impossible to run so falt, with fuch retarding Circumftinctions. However, it must be granted me, that a Man shall walk with greater Security in observing it, and that hither to thofe who have march'd so halily, have been oblig'd to return upon the fame Ground: Besides, there are a great number of Men who will agree with me in this, That since Monfieur Des-Carts has discover'd more Truths in Thirty Years, than all the Philosophers that preceded him, meerly for his Submission to that Law; if many others would study Philosophy as he has done, we should in time be acquainted with the greatest part of thofe things which are neceffary to make Life as happy as is possible, upon an Earth which God has CURS'd.


CHAP. IV.

I. Of the Occasional Causes of Error, whereof there are Five Principal.
II. The general Design of the whole Work. III. The particular Design of the First Book.

W e have seen from what has been said, that a Man falls not into Error, but for want of making a due use of his Liberty; that 'tis for want of curbing that eagerness of the Will, and moderating its Paffion for the bare appearances of Truth, that he is deceived: And that Error confifts only in the Confent of the Will, which has a greater Latitude than the Perception of the Understanding, since we should never err if we only simply judge'd accordingly as we perceive'd.

But though, to speak properly, there is no other cause of Error, than the ill use of our Liberty, it may not withstanding be said, we have several Faculties that are the Caufes of our Errors; not Real Causes, but fuch as may be term'd Occasional: All the ways of our Perceiving are fo many occasions of Deceiving us. For since our false Judgments include two things, namely the Confent of the Will, and the Perception of the Understanding, it is manifest that all the ways of our Perception, may afford us some occasion or other of falling into Error, forasmuch as they may incline us to rash and precipitate Confents.

But because it is neceffary first to make the Soul fenfive of her Weakneffes and Wands, in order to poiffe her with just Desires of a Deliverance from them, and that she may with greater ease shake off her Prejudices; We will endeavour to make an exact Division of her Manners of Perception, which may serve as fo many Heads, to one or other of which, may be referre'd as we proceed, the different Errors whereunto we are obnoxious.

The Soul has three several ways of Perception: By Pure Intellect, by Imagination, and by the Senses.

By Pure Intellect, the Soul perceives things Spiritual, Universal, Common Notions, The Idea of Perfection, that of a Being infinitely perfect, and in general all her own thoughts, when she knows them by a Reflexion made upon her self: 'Tis likewise by Pure Intellect the Soul perceives Material things, Extention with its Properties. For 'tis the pure Understanding only which is capable of Perceiving a Circle, and a perfect Square, a Figure of a thoufand sides, and fuch like things. Such sort of Perceptions bear the name of Pure Intelligences or Pure Perceptions, since there is no necessity of the Mind's forming Corporeal Images in the Brain to represent them by.

By Imagination, the Soul only perceives things Material, when being Absent she makes them present to her, by forming the Images in them in the Brain. This is the way whereby a Man imagines all sorts of Figures, a Circle, a Triangle, a Face, an Horse, Towns and Fields, whether he has already seen them or not. This sort of Perceptions, we may call Imagination; because the Soul represents to her self these things, by framing Images of them in the Brain. And for as much as Spiritual things cannot be represented by any Image, it follows, the Soul cannot imagine them; which is a thing worthy to be remember'd.

Lastly, By Senses, the Soul perceives only Sensible, gross, and ruder Objects; when being present, they cause an Impression on the external Organs of her Body. Thus it is the Soul sees things,
plain and rugged present to her Eyes; thus the knows the Hardness of the Iron, the point of a Sword, and the like; and this kind of Perceptions one may call Sentiments or Sensations.

The Soul then has no more than these three ways of Perceiving; which will easily be granted, if we consider that the things we perceive are either Spiritual or Material. If they be Spiritual, they are perceptible only by the Pure Understanding: If they be Material, they are either Present or Absent. If they be Absent, the ordinary way of the Soul's, representing them is by the Imagination: But if they be Present, the Soul can perceive them by the Impressions they make upon her Senses. And thus Our Souls are not capable of more than a three-fold Perception, by Pure Imagination, and by Senses.

These three Faculties therefore may be lookt upon as so many certain Heads, to which we may reduce the Errors of Men, and the Causes of their Errors, and so avoid the confusion into which the multitude of them would infallibly call us, should we talk of them without Order or Method.

But moreover, our Inclinations and our Passions act very strangely upon us: They dazzle our Mind with their falt Lights, and overcast and fill it with Clouds and Darkness. Thus Our Inclinations and our Passions engage us in an infinite number of Errors, when we siffer our selves to be guided by that falt Light, and abusive Glare which they produce within us. We must then, together with the three Faculties of the Mind, consider them as the Sources of our Deviations and Delinquencies, and add to the Errors of Senses, Imagination, and Pure Imagination, those which may be charg'd upon the Passions and Natural Inclinations. And to all the Errors of Men and the Causes of them, may be reduc'd to five Heads, and we shall treat of them according to that Order.

II. First, We shall speak of the Errors of the Senses: Secondly, Of the Errors of Imagination: Thirdly, Of the Errors of the Pure Imagination: Fourthly, Of the Errors of our Inclinations: and Fifthly, Of the Errors of the Passions. And thus, having made an Effay to rid the Soul of the Errors which she's subject to, we shall, Lastly, lay down a General Method to Conduct her in the Search of Truth.

We will begin with an Explication of the Errors of our Senses, or rather, of the Errors into which we fall for want of making the due use, we should do of our Senses: And here we shall not so much defend to our Particular Errors, which are almost infinite, as fix upon the general Causes of these Errors, and many things as seem most necessary to inform us of the Nature of the Humane Mind.

C H A P. V.

Of the Senses.

I. Two ways of explaining how they were corrupted by Sin. II. That 'tis our Liberty, and not our Senses, which is the true Cause of our Errors. III. A Rule for avoiding Error in the use of our Senses.

Upon an attentive Consideration of the Senses and Passions of Man, we find them so well proportion'd to the End for which they were given us, that we can by no means agree with those who fay, they are to all intents and purposes debauch'd and spoil'd by Original Sin. But that it may appear it is not without Reason we are of a different Opinion, it is necessary to Explain, in what manner we may conceive the Order and Regularity which was to be seen in the Faculties and Passions of our First Parent in his State of Righteousness, and the Changes, and Diforders that were conqueftant to his Fall. Now there are Two ways of Conceiving these things; of which this is the First.

That it seems to be a common Notion, That it is necessary to the right ordering of Affairs, that the Soul should perceive lesser or greater Pleasures, according to the proportion of the Littlest or Greatest of the Goods which he enjoys. Pleasure is an Inclination of Nature, or to speak clearer, 'tis an Impression of God himself, who inclines us towards some Good; which Impression should be so much stronger, by how much that Good is greater. According to which Principle, it seems not to be contended that our first Parent before his Sin, coming fresh out of the Hands of his Maker, found greater Pleasures in the most solid Goods, than in those that were not so. Wherefore since he was created in order to love God who created him, and that God was his true Good; it may be said, God gave him a Taste and Relish of himself; That he inclin'd him to the Love of the Divine Perfection, by a Sort of Pleasure, and that he polli'd him with those Internal Satisfactions in his Duty that counter-balanced the greatest Pleasures of the Senses, whereof
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whereof since the State of Sin, Man is altogether insensible, without a Supernatural Assistance and particular Gift of Grace.

Notwithstanding, since he had a Body which God design'd he should take care of, and took upon as a Part of himself, he gave him to Perceive by the Mediation of his Senses, Pleasures like those we our selves are sensible of, in the use of things which are proper for, and adapted to the Preservation of our Life and Being.

We presume not here to determine whether the First Man before his Fall, had a Power to hinder agreeable or disagreeable Sensations, in the instant that the principal part of his Brain was agitated by the Actual Impression of Sensible Objects: Possibly he had that Sovereignty over himself, because of his Submission to the Will of God, though the contrary Opinion seems more probable. For though Adam might stop the Comotions of the Blood and Spirits, and the Vibrations of the Fibres of his Brain, which Ours is excited in it, the Royalc of his Body must needs submit to his Mind: yet it is not probable, he was able to prevent the Sensations of Objects at the time he had not stop the Motions they produc'd in that part of his Body, to which his Soul was immediately united. For the Union of the Soul and Body consisting principally in the mutual Relation there is between Sensations, and the Motions of the Organs, this Union would rather seem Arbitrary than Natural, if Adam had been capable of hindring Sensation, when the Principal Part of his Body receiv'd an Impression from those round about it. However I declare for neither of the two Opinions.

The First Man therefore felt Pleasure in that which was Perfective of his Body, as he felt it in that which was Perfective of his Soul; and because he was constituted in a Perfect State, he found that of the Soul far greater than that of the Body. Thus it was infinitely easier for him to preserve his Righteousness, than for Us without the Grace of JESUS CHRIST; since without this we have no Delight or Satisfaction in our Duty. Albeit, he misfortunately suffer'd himself to be seduced: He left that Uprightness by his Disobedience, and by the Principal Change went, and which was the cause of all the Confusion of his Senses and his Paffions was, that GOD, **by way of punitive Justice, withdrew himself from him, and would no longer be his Good**; or upon the rather Cas'd to make him sensible of that Pleasure, which pointed out GOD, as his Sovereign Good. So that Sensible Pleasures, which only carry'd him to the Enjoyment of the Goods of the Body, being left alone and no longer counterpois'd by those, which drew him before to his True and Proper Good; the close Union that he had with GOD was wonderfully loos'd, and that which he had with his Body, as much strength'ned or increas'd. Sensible Pleasure, having got the Dominion, debauch'd his * Moral Powers, by softening them upon all Sensible Objects; and this Corruption of his Morals darkned his Intellectual Parts, by turning him from that Light which Enlightened him, and inducing him to form his Judgments on things, only from the Relation or Analogy they could have to his Body.

But as to the Nature of the thing itself, it cannot be said, That the Change which happen'd on Part of the Senses was very considerable. For as when two Weights are placed in Equilibrium in a Balance, if you take away one of them, the opposite Scale will be weigh'd down by the other, without any alteration on part of the former weight, since that still remains the same: So after Sin, the Pleasures of Sense bow'd and weigh'd down the Soul towards Sensible Objects, for want of those Internal Delectations which, before Sin, counterpois'd that Inclination unto Sensible Good; but without any fo Substantial a Change in point of the Senses, as is generally Imagin'd.

I come now to the Second Way of accounting for the Disorders introduc'd by Sin, which is certainly more Reasonable than that we have been explaining. It is very different from it, because it is founded on a different Principle; yet both these ways are very consis'tent and agreeable, as to what respects the Senses.

Being we are made up of a Body and a Mind, there are two sorts of Goods to impov'y our Refectures about; the Goods of the Body, and the Goods of the Mind. We have likewise two means of Discovering whether a thing be good or ill for us, either by using the Mind alone, or by the use of the Mind in Conjunction with the Body. We can discover our Good by a clear and evident Knowledge; we can discover it like wise by a dark and confus'd Sensation. Reason teaches me that Righteousness is Amiable; My Taste informs me that such a Fruit is Good. The Beauty of Righteousness is not Sensible, nor the Goodness of a Fruit Intelligible. The Goods of the Body deserve not the application of the Mind, which GOD has created only for himself: It must needs be then, That the Mind discovers such kind of Goods without Examination, and by the short and controverted Proof of Sensation. Stones are not fit for Nourishment, the Trial is a convincing Argument, and the Taste alone has made all Mankind agree to it.

Pleasure then and Pain are the Natural and undoubted Characters of Good and Evil; I confess it: But 'tis only fo in respect of those things, which, having no Power of being Good and Evil in themselves, cannot be known for such by a Knowledge clear and evident; 'tis fo in regard of those things only, which, being inferior to the Mind, can neither Punish nor Reward it. In fine, 'tis only fo in point of such things and Objects as are underderv'ing of the Soul's Application, and concern'd for the Principal of his Goods, as GOD, not making the Principle of them to be taken up with, inclin's us only to by Inferior, that is, by Agreeable or Disagreeable Sensations.

But as for GOD, who is the True and only Good of the Mind, who is alone above it, who alone can Reward it in a thousand different ways; who is only worthy of its Application, and who is under no Fear of not being found Amiable by those that know him; he is not con-
tent to be beloved by a blind and Infinite Love, he will be lov'd by a Rational Love, and a Love of Choice.

If the Mind fav only in Bodies what was really in them, without being fenible of what was not therein, it could not posibly Love them, nor make use of them without great Pain and Re-

obility; so that it is as it were neciflary they should appear Agreeable, by producing Senfations, of which themfelves are Delfitute. But 'tis far from being fo with GOD. 'Tis fenibly to fee fuch as he is, to be inclin'd to love him as we ought: Nor is there any Necelfity he fhould employ that Infinite of Pleafure as a kind of Bait and Artifice to allure our Love, without de-

ivering it. The Pleafure which the Bleflèd enjoy in the Perfection of GOD, is not fo much an Infinite which inclines them to the Love of Him, as the Resemblance of their Love. For it is not for the fake of that Pleafure that they Love GOD, but becaufe they manifefly know Him to be their True, their Only Good.

This being the Cafe, it ought to be concluded, That Adam was not invited to the Love of GOD and the reft of his Duty by a Preventing Pleafure; forasmuch as the Knowledge which he had of GOD, as of his Good, and the Joy he was continually poiff'd with, neciflary confen-

quent to the View of his Felicity, in his Uniting himself with GOD, were fenibly Motives to recommend his Duty to him, and to make his Actions more Meritorious, than if he had been, as it were, determin'd by a Preventing Pleafure: In this manner he was in perfect Liberty. And 'tis fenibly in this Capacity the Scripture means to repreffent Him to us in thefe words, — He himself made Man from the beginning, and left him in the hand of his Counfell, to keep the Command-

ments, &c. Execl. 15.14. That is, kept him clofely united to Himself, only through the clear View he gave him of his Happiness and his Duty, without alluring him to it by any Taile of a Preventing Pleafure. But Experience has convinc'd us, to the Eternal Reproch of Free Will, and the Infiruption of the Difobedience of Adam was obnoxious to, even in a State of perfect Order and Sublime Happiness, as was that, he was poiff'd of, before his Difobedience.

But it cannot be faid Adam was inclin'd to the Searching out, and Using of fenible Things, through a nice and exact Knowledge of the Relation and Correspondence they might bear to his Body. For, indeed, if it had been neciflary for him to have examin'd the Configurations of the parts of any Fruit, thofe likewife of all the parts of his Body, and the Agreement and Disagree-

ment refulting to each other from their respective Conftitution, before he could judge whether, as to the pretenfion of his Temperature of Blood, and a thoufand other Difficulties of his Body, that Fruit was good for his Nourishment; it is plain that the whole Capacity of his Mind had been entirely fill'd up, with things altogether unworthy of its Application; and that too to ver-

y little Purpofe, since we fee he was not able to preferv'e himfelf long, though we fuppofe him fo accomplifh'd.

Upon Confideration then that the Mind of Adam was not Infinite, it fhould not be taken ill, that we fay he was not acquainted with all the Properties of Bodies that eompaf'd him; fince it is certain thofe Properties are Infinite. And if it be grant'd, which no Man of any Atten-

tion can deny, that his Mind was not made to examine the Motions and Configurations of Mat-

ter, but to be continually Intent on GOD; we need incur no Blame, in Maintaining, it had been a Diforder and Irregularity, at a time when all Things fhould have been perfectly adjusted, if he had been oblig'd to call off his Mind from the View of the Perfections of his Sovereign Good, to contemplate the Nature of a Fruit, and Examine whether it was ft to Nourfh him.

Adam then was furnifh'd with Senfes like to ours, by which he was admonifh'd, without being taken off from the Contemplation of GOD, of what was neciflary for him to do for the Pre-

ervation of his Body: He was fenible of Pleafures as we are, and alfo of preventing and in-

dulger Pains and Diflukes. But thofe Pleafures, and thofe Pains were incapable of inflaining him, and rendering him Unhappy as they do us; forasmuch as being absolute Mafter of all the Motions excited in his Body, he could quiet them in the fame Infaht (if he defir'd it,) that he was aware of them: And doublefs he always defir'd it in refpect of Pain. Happy had we been, if he had done the fame thing in refpect of Pleasure too, and had he not Voluntarily divorc'd himfelf from the Union and Prefence of his GOD, by fuffering the Capacity of his Mind to be fill'd with the Beauty, and the expected Sweats of a forbidden Fruit, or foppofibly with a prefumptuouf Joy kindled in his Soul, upon Reflection on his own Natural Perfections.

But after he had Sin'd, thofe Pleafures which before only respectfulliy caution'd him; and thofe Pains, which, not disturbing his Felicity, only gave him to understand he was capable of lo-

ing it, and becoming Miferable, preferv'd no longer that Defcrrence and Submiffion. His Senfes and his Paffions obey'd not his Orders, rebel'd againft him, and enviwarf'd him as they do us to all kinds of fenible Objects.

Thus the Senfes and the Paffions in no wise ow'd their Birth to Sin, but only their Power of Tyrannizing over Sinners: And that Power was not fo much a Diforder on part of the Senfes, as it was of the Mind or the Will of Man, which having loofed the ftrict Union which they had with GOD, receiv'd no longer that Light and that Strength, by means whereof they pre-

serv'd their Liberty and their Happiness.

Upon concluding these two Ways of Explaining the Diforders Sin has been the Caufe of, we ought to infer that there are two things neciflary to Re-inflate us in the Order of Nature.

The firft is this, That we fhould take off, from that weight which sinks us down, and bends us towards fenible Goods, by a continual defolation of our Pleafures, and by mortifying the fenibility of our Senfes by Repentance and Circumficion of heart. The
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The second is this, That we ought to implore of God the poise of his Grace, and that Preventing Delight, which *Jesus Christ* has particularly merited for us, without *Sects*—which, let us light the former Scale as much as we can, it will constantly be lowermost; and *Infraction*—(though never so little heavier) will infallibly sink us into Sin and Disorder.

Their two things are absolutely necessary to restore us to, and continue us in our Duty. Reconciliation, as we see, agrees entirely with the Gospel, by both which we are taught, that the Privity, Denigration, and Diminution of the Weight of Sin, are necessary Preparatives for the Weight of Grace to re-establizh us and unite us unto God.

But though in this State of Ours, we are under a Perpetual Obligation of warring with our Senses, yet we should not conclude from thence, they are absolutely corrupted, or disordered. For if it be consider'd, that they were given us for the Prefervation of our Body, we shall find them acquit themselves of their Duty so excellently well, and conduct us in that just and faithful manner to their End, that they seem to be injuriously charg'd with Corruptness and Irregularity: They so readily advertise the Soul by Pleasure and Pain, by agreeable and disagreeable Sensations, of what she ought to do, or not to do, for the Prefervation of Life, that it cannot but be unreasonably said, that this Order and this Exactness are the consequents of Sin.

Our Senses therefore are not so Corrupted as is imagin'd, but 'tis that which is more Inward to the Soul, 'tis our Liberty which is corrupted. They are not our Senses that deceive us, but the Will, by its rash and precipitate Judgments, leads us into Error. When, for instance, we see Light, it is most certain that we see Light; when a Man feels Heat, he is not mistaken in believing that he feels it, whether before or after the first Sin. But thus we deceive our selves in judging that the Heat which is felt, is out of the Soul which feels it, as we shall explain hereafter.

The Senses then would in no wise call us into Error, did we not employ our Liberty amiss, and judge of things upon their Report, without sufficient Caution and Advertency. But because it is very difficult to help this; and we are, as it were, forc'd to, on the account of the strict Union of our Soul and Body, fee in what manner we ought to behave our selves in using them, that we may avoid falling into Error.

We ought exactly to observe this Rule: *Never to judge by the Senses what things are in themselves, but only of the Relation they have to one another:* Because, indeed, the Senses were not given us for the Knowing the Truth of things as they are in their own Nature, but only for the Prefervation of our Body.

But that we may be altogether deliver'd from that Facility and Inclination we have to follow the Guidance of the Senses in the Search after Truth, we shall in the succeeding Chapters, give a Summary of the most Principal and General Errors into which they throw us, whereby the Truth of what we have been advancing will be manifest and acknowledg'd.

II. That our Liberty not our Senses is the true cause of our Errors.

III. A Rule for avoiding Error in the use of our Senses.

### CHAP. VI.

I. Of the Errors of Sight in respect of Extentz absolutely consider'd.

II. A Continuation of these Errors about invisible Objects.

III. Of the Errors of Sight touching Extentz relatively consider'd.

**THE Sight** is the First, the most Noble and Comprehensive of all the Senses, inofumich that had it been given us for the Discovery of Truth, it alone had had more to do than all the Other; wherefore if we can overthrow the Authority the Eyes obtain over our Reason, it will be sufficient to undeceive us; and to poison us with a general distrust of all the other Senses.

Our business therefore is to make it appear, That we ought in no wise to rely on the Testimony of our Sight, in our Judgment of the Truth of things, as they are in their own Nature, but only in discovering the Relation they have to the welfare and preservation of our Body. That our Eyes generally deceive us in all the Representations they make of things, in the Magnitude, in the Figures, and Motions of Bodies, in Light and Colours, which are the only things we see: That none of these things are really what they seem to be, that all Mankind is mistaken in them, and that hereby we fall into other Errors numberless and infinite.

We begin with Extentz. Lo! then the Reasons that induce us to believe that our Eyes never represent it to us fuch as it is in it self. With Glasses we discover as often as we please, Animals much less than a grain of Sand, which is almost invisible: *Nay, there have been seen in a field of Extentz a thousand times less than they. These animated Atoms walk and move no less than other Animals*.

Therefore they must have Legs and Feet, Bones in their Legs to support them, Muscles to move them, Tendons and infinite Fibres in every Musclee; lastly, Blood or animal Spirits extremely subtile and refined, either to fill or make these Muscles move successively. Without this it is impossible to conceive they live, are nourish'd, or translatate their little Bodies into different places, according to the different Impressions of Objects; or rather 'tis impossible for those Men them-selves.
The Imagination is lost and confined at so incredible a littleness; it cannot catch the
vanishing parts, nor take hold of them, as being too little to be grasp'd by it: And though Reason
justifies our Allusion, the Senfes and Imagination withdraw the Conviction, and bring us back to
Doublt and Uncertainty.

Our Sight is extremely short and limited; but it ought not to prefer little limits to its Object, The Idea: it gives us of Extention has very narrow bounds, but it does not from hence follow
the bounds of Extension are so. It is doubtles infinite in a certain Sense; and that diminutive
part of Matter which is hidden from our Eyes is capable of containing a World, in which may be
hid as many things, though less proportionably, as appear in this great World in which we
live.

These little Creatures, which we have been speaking of, may possibly have other little Ani-
malsto prey upon them, and which are imperceptible to them by reason of their unspokeable
smallness, as the others are imperceptible to us. What an Hand-worm is in comparison to us,
Those little Animals are in respect of an Hand-worm; and perhaps there may be in Na-
ture less, and less still to infinity, proceeding in that prodigious proportion of a Man to an
hand-worm.

We have Evident and Mathematical Demonstrations of the Divisibility of Matter in infinitum,
and that's enough to persuade us there may be Animals, still less and less than others in infinit-
um; though our Imagination is frighted and flarts at such a conception. GOD made Matter
only to frame his wonderful Works out of it; wherefore since we are certain that there are
no parts of it, the Minuteness whereof is capable of giving Limits to his power, in the forma-
tion of these little Animals, why should we unreasonably confine and lessen the Idea of an In-
finite Artift by measuring the Greatnes and Depth of his Power and Willdom, by our finite and
hallow Imagination?

We have been in part undecided by Experiment, which hath discover'd to us such Animals as
are a thousand times less than an Hand-worm, why should we suppose that they are the Leaf and
the Leaff of all? For my part, I see no reason to imagine: 'Tis more reasonable to be be-
liev'd, there are far less than those already discover'd: For, in fine, little Animals are never
wanting for the Microscopes; but we want Microscopes for them.

If one examines in the midst of Winter the Cicatrice of a Tulip-root, with a plain Magni-
ifying or a Convex Glafs, or even with the bare Eye, one may easily discover it in the Leaves
which are become green: Those which are to make the Flower or the Tulip, the little triangular
part which contains the Seed, and the fix little Column that incomps it at the bottom of the
Tulip. Thus it cannot be doubted but the Cicatrice of a Tulip-root contains in it a Tulip
all entire.

It's reasonable to believe the fame thing of the Cicatrice of a grain of Muftrard, of that of
the kernel of an Apple, and generally of all sorts of Trees and Plants, though it cannot be dif-
cern'd with the Eye, nor yet with a Microscope; and we may with some fort of certainty affirm,
That all Trees ly in Miniature in the Cicatrice of their Seeds.

No doubt is it unreasonable to think that there are infinite Trees conceal'd in a single Cic-
atrice; since it not only contains the future Tree whereof it is the Seed, but also abundance of
other Seeds, which may all include in them new Trees still, and new Seeds of Trees: Which new
Seeds possibly may be big with other Trees, and other Seeds of Trees as fruitful as the former,
in an incomprehensible littleness, and thus in infinitum. So that, according to this Notion (which
will not be thought impertinent or whimsical, except by those who measure the Wonders of the
Infinite Power of GOD, by the Idea's of their Senfes and Imagination) it may be said, that in
the single kernel of an Apple, may be involved Apple-trees, Apples and Seeds of Apple-trees,
in infinite or almost infinite Ages,in that proportion of a perfect Apple-tree to an Apple-tree in
its Seeds. And, That Nature does only open and unfold these little Trees, by giving a fensible
growth to that which is out of its Seed, and fensible, but most real increase, to those which
we conceive to be in their Seeds, in proportion to their Bignes. For it cannot be doubted but
there are Bodies little enough to infinamate themselves between the Fibres of these Trees, which
we conceive in their Seeds, and to be serviceable to their Nourishment.

What has been said of Plants and their Cicatrices, we have liberty to conceive of Animals, and
of the Cicatrices of which they are produced. We fee in the Cicatrice of a Tulip-root an
entire Tulip. * We fee in the Cicatrice of a new-laid Egg, and which had never
been brooded, a Chicken, which is possibly compleatly form'd. We fee Fros in
the Eggs of Frogs, and we shall fee other Animals still in their Cicatrices when we have
Art and Experience enough to discover them. But'tis not for the Mind to stand
still, when the Eyes can go no farther: For the view of the Soul is of a greater com-
pari than the fight of the Body. Besides this therefore, we ought to think, That all
the Bodies of Men and of Beasts, which should be born or produc'd till the End of
the World, were possibly creatur'd from the Beginning of it: I would say, That the
Females of the Original Creatures were, for ought we know, creatur'd together, with
all those of the fame Species which have been, or shall be, begotten or produc'd whilfst the
World stands. We
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We might push this Thought much farther yet, and it may be with a great deal of Reason and Truth: But we have just cause to fear, lest we should be too desirous of penetrating too far into the Works of G O D: We see nothing but Infinities round about us: And not only our Senses and our Imagination are too limited to comprehend them; but the Mind itself, however pure and disengaged from Matter, is too gross as well as too feeble to pierce into the leaf of the Works of the Almighty. 'Tis loft, 'tis dilipated, 'tis dazzled and amazed at the view of that; which, according to the Language of the Senses, is call'd an Atom. Notwithstanding, the Pure Intellect has this advantage above the Imagination of the Senses, that it acknowledges its own Weaks and the Almighty works of G O D: Whereas our Imagination and our Senses bring down the works of G O D, and audaciously let themselves above them, and so throw us headlong and blind-fold into Error. For our Eyes furnish us not with the Ideas of any of those things we discover by Microscopes and our Reason. We perceive not by our Sight anything less Body than an Hand-worm, or a Mite. The half of a Hand-worm is nothing if we rely on the Report of our Eyes. A Mite is a Mathematical point in their account, which you can't divide, but you must annihilate. Our Sight then does not represent Extention to us, as it is in itself, but as it is in Relation to our Body: And because the half of a Mite has no considerable relation to our Body, and has no influence either towards the Preservation or Destruction of it; therefore our Eyes entirely conceal it from us.

But if we had Eyes made after the manner of Microscopes, or rather, if we were as little as Hand-worms and Mites, we should judge of the Magnitude of Bodies in a far different manner. For, without doubt, these little Animals have their Eyes so disposed as to see the Bodies that surround them and their own Bodies, far greater than we see them, for otherwise they could not receive such impressions as were necessary to the Preservation of Life, and so the Eyes they have would be altogether useless.

But that we may thoroughly explain these things, we must consider, that our Eyes are in effect only Natural Spectacles; that their humours have the same way of Operating as the Glasses in the Spectacles, and that according to the figure of the Crystalline, and its distance from the Retina, we see Objects very differently; infomuch that we cannot be affurd there are two Men in the World that see Bodies of the self-same bigness, since we cannot be affurd there are two Men's Eyes altogether made alike.'

'Tis a Proposition that ought to be imbrac'd by all those who concern themselves with Opticks; That Objects which appear equally distant are seen so much bigger, as the figure which is delineated in the fund of the Eye is bigger. Now it is certain that in the Eyes of tohe Persons whose Crystalline is more convex, the Images are painted lefier, in proportion to the convexity. Those then who are short-sighted having their Crystalline more convex see the Objects leffer than those whose Crystalline is of the common standard, or than old People, who want Spectacles to read with, but see perfectly well at a distance; since those whose whole Sight is short must necessarily have the Crystalline more convex, on supposition their Eyes, as to the other parts, are equal.

'Twere the easiest thing in Nature to demonstrate all these things Geometrically; and were they not of the number of those which are very well known, I would inflict longer upon them to make them evident. But because several have already handled this Subject, I desire such as are willing to be instructed therein, to turn to them and consult them.

Since it is not manifelt that there are two Men in the World who see Objects in the same bulk and magnitude, and generally the fame Man fees them bigger with his left Eye than his right, according to the Observations which have been made, and are related in the Journal of the Learned from Rome, in January 1669, it is plain we ought not to build upon the Testimony of our Eyes, so as to pass our judgment from it. It is much better to attend to Reason, which proves to us that we are unable to determine what is the absolute Magnitude of Bodies which encompass pass us, or what Idea we ought to have of the Extention of a Foot-square, or of that of our own Body; so as that Idea may represent it to us as it is. For we learn from Reason, that the leaf of all Bodies would be no longer little, if it were alone, since it is compounded of an infinite number of parts out of each of which G O D could frame an Earth, which yet would be but a Single Point in comparison of the rest in conjunction. Thus the Mind of Man is incapable of forming an Idea great enough to comprehend and embrace the leaf Extention in the World, since the Mind has bounds, but that Idea should be infinite.

It is true, The Mind may come very near the Knowledge of the Relations thefes infinites have to one another, which constitute the World; it may know, for instance, one of them to be double to another, and that a Fathom is the measure of six Foot. Yet for all this it cannot form an Idea to it felt that can represent thefe things as they are in their own Nature.

Well, but let it be supposed that the Mind is capable of Idea's, which equal or which measure the Extention of Bodies, which we fee; for it would be a difficult undertaking to convince Men of the contrary: Let us fee what may be concluded from the Supposition. Doubtles this will be the Conclusion, That G O D does not deceive us: That he has not given us Eyes like Glasses, to magnifie or diminish the Object, and therefore we ought to believe that our Eyes represent things as really they are.

'Tis true, G O D never deceives us, but we often deceive our selves, by judging of things with an unwarrantable rashness. For we often judge that the Objects whereof we have Idea's exist, and likewise that they altogether resemble their Idea's; when yet it often falls out that the Objects are neither like their Idea's, nor do they exist at all.
F. Malebranche

Concerning the Existence of a thing does no ways follow from our having an Idea of it, much less does it follow that the thing is perfectly like the Idea which we have thereof. It cannot be concluded from God's giving us such a sensible Idea of Magnitude upon the presentation of a fixe Foot-rule to our Eyes, that this Rule has the fame Extenion, as it is represented to us by that Idea? For first, All Men have not the same sensible Idea of this same measure, since all Men have not their Eyes disposed in the fame manner. Again, The same Perfon has not the same sensible Idea of a fixe Foot-rule, when he beholdts it with his left Eye, as when he views it with his right, as has been already said. Finally, It often happens that the self-same Perfon, entertains quite different Ideas of the same Objects at different times, according as they are suppos'd nearer or farther off, as shall be explain'd in its proper place.

It is then nothing but prejudice grounded upon no good reason to think we see Bodies according to their real Magnitude; for our Eyes being not given us for any other purpose than the security of our Body, they discharge their Duty admirable well, in giving us such Ideas of Objects as are proportion'd to its magnitude.

But the better to conceive what ought to be our judgments concerning the Extension of Bodies, from the Report of our Eyes, let us imagine God had created an Earth infinitely vaster than this which we inhabit, so that this new Earth should be to ours, what ours would be to that we have spoken of in the fore-going Supposition. Let us moreover conceive God Almighty to have observ'd in all the parts which went to the Composition of this New World, the very same proportion he has done in those which make up Ours. It is plain, that the Inhabitants of this latter World would be taller than the space betwixt our Earth and the most distant Stars we can discover: And this being so, it is manifest that if they had the same Idea of Extension of Bodies as our Eyes, they would be able to discern some of the parts of their own Bodies, and would see others of a prodigious unmeasur'd; to that it's ridiculous to think they would see things in the same Bigness as they are seen by us.

It is apparent in these two Suppositions we have made, that the Men, whether of the Great or Little World, would have Idea's of the Magnitude of Bodies very different from ours, supposing their Eyes to furnisht them with Idea's of the Objects round about them, proportion'd to the Magnitude of their own Bodies. Now if these Men should confidently affirm upon the Testimony of their Eyes, that Bodies were of the very same Bigness whereof they saw them, it is not to be doubted but they would be deceived; and I suppose no Man will make a question of it: And yet it is certain that these Men would have as Good Reason to judge their Opinion, as we have to defend our Own. Let us acknowledge then, from their Example, That we are very uncertain of the Magnitude of Bodies, which we see, and that all which can be known by us concerning them from the Testimony of Sight, is only the mutual Relation there is between Them and Us. In a word, that our Eyes were never given us whereby to judge of the Truth of things, but only to give us an Idea of them, as it were either mock'd or profus'd in something or other.

But 'tis not thought sufficient for Men to credit their Eyes only, in order to judge of Visible Objects: They think they are to be trusted farther, even to judge of those which are invisible. Because there are some things which they cannot see, they conclude they do not exist, attributing to their Sight a Penetration in a manner Infinite. This is an Impediment which prevents their discovering the real Causes of abundance of Natural Effects: For that they ascribe them to Imaginary Faculties and Qualities, is often merely for want of discerning the True, which confit in the different Configurations of these Bodies.

They see not, for Instance, the little parts of Air or Flame, much less those of Light, or of a matter fill more fine and subtle: And upon this score they are ready to believe, they are not in being, at least, conclude them void of force and action. They betake themselves to Occult Qualities, or Imaginary Faculties to explain all the Effects, whereas of these Imperceptible parts are the True and Natural Causes.

They had rather have recourse to the horror of a Vacuo to explain the Elevation of water in the Pump, than impute it to the Gravitation of the Air. They chuse to ascribe the Flux and reflux of the Sea, to the Qualities of the Moon, rather than to the presence of the Atmosphere, that is, to the Air which surrounds the Earth; and the Elevation of Vapours to the Attracive Qualities of the Sun, than to the simple Motion of Impulse, caused by the parts of the Subtil Matter, which it continually diffuses abroad.

They look upon those as Men of trilling and impertinent Thought, who have recourse only to the Heat and Blood, in accounting for all the Motions of Animals: Likewise for the habits, and the Corporal Memory of Men: And this partly proceeds from the Conception, they have of the little nerves of the Brain, and its incapacity thereto, to preserve the Traces of an almost infinite number of things, lodg'd in it. They had rather admit, though they can't conceive how, a soul
a Soul in Beasts, which is neither Body nor Spirit; Qualities and Intentional Species, for the Habits and Memory of Men; or such like things, notwithstanding they have no particular Notion of them in their Mind.

I should be too tedious should I stand to reckon up all the Errors we fall into through this Prejudice. There are very few in Natural Philosophy, to which it has not given false occasion; and if a Man should make a confiderable Reflection thereupon, he would possibly be abonnd typical at it.

But though I am not willing to dwell too long upon these things, yet I cannot do easily pass by the contempt Men generally have for Insects, and other little Animals which are produced out of a Matter, call'd by them Corrupted. °Tis a very unjust contempt, founded only on the Ignorance of the thing describ'd, and not on a proper Judgment. There is nothing despicable in Nature, and all the Works of GOD are worthy of our Respect and Admiration; especially if we attend to the wonderful ways he takes both in making, and preserving them. The leaf of Flies are as compleat, as Animals of an excellece bulk or Nature: The proportions of their Limbs are as just as those of the other: And it seems moreover that GOD has design'd them greater Ornaments to recompense them for the Littlenees of their Bodies. They have Coronets and Plumes, and other Attire upon their Heads, which out-shine all that the Luxury of Men can invent. And I dare venture to say, that all tho' who have never made use of any thing but their Eyes, have never seen any thing so splendid, so exact, or so magnificent in the Palaces of the greatest Princes, as may be seen with Glasses on the Head of an ordinary Fly.

°Tis true, these things are exceedingly Little, but it is still more surprizing to find such a Collection of Beauties in so little Room; and though they are very common, yet that is no Diminution to their Value; nor are these Animals thereby less perfect in themselves; but on the contrary, the Power and Wisdom of GOD appear more wonderful, who with such Profusion and Magnificence has placed an almost innumerable Number of Miracles in their Production.

And yet our Sight conceals all these Beauties from us: It makes us despise all these Works of GOD so worthy of our Admiration: And because these Animals are little in Relation to our Body, it caues us to consider them as little absolutely, and consequently as despicable by reason of their Littlenees: As if Bodies could be little in themselves.

Let us strive then to forbear following the Impressions of our Senfes, in the judgment which we pass on the Magnitude of Bodies: When we say, for Instance, That a Bird is little, let it not be absolutely under foot: For nothing is Great or Little in it self: Even a Bird is great, in comparison of a Fly; and if it be little in respect of our Body, it doth not follow it is absolutely so; since our Body is not the most perfect Rule by which we ought to measure others. It is it self very little in reference to the Earth, as is the Earth it self in respect of the Circumference which the Sun or Earth describe round each other: And so is that Circumference in relation to the space contain'd betwixt us and the fix'd Stars; and so continuing the progression on. For we may still imagine spaces greater and greater ad infinitum.

Our Eyes, for Example, represent the Sun and Moon of one or two Feet diameter, but we should not imagine with Epicurus and Lucretius, that they are really of that dimention. This same Moon seems to us upon sight far greater than the greatest Stars, yet no Man doubts but it is incomparably less: Thus we see daily on the Earth two things or more, of whole magnitude we can have no exact assurance; because to make a judgment of this Nature, 'tis necessary to know the precise dimenance of those Bodies, which is very difficult to be known.

We are even hard put to it to judge with any kind of certainty of the Relation there be betwixt two Bodies though never so near us. We are forc'd to take them in our hands, and hold them one against the other to compare them; and after all, we often hesitate without being able justly to determine any thing. This is visibly acknowledg'd as often as a Man would examine which are biggest of some pieces of Coin that are almost equal; for he is then oblig'd to put them one upon another, to discover by a surer Method than by Sight whether they correspond in bigness. Our Eyes therefore not only deceive us in the Magnitude of Bodies absolutely consider'd, but even in the Relation those Bodies have betwixt themselves.

Chap. VI. The Search after Truth.
C H A P. VII.

I. Of the Errors of Sight about Figures. II. We have no Knowledge of the least of them. III. The Knowledge we have of the greater, is not exact. IV. An Explanation of some Natural Judgments which prevent our Deception. V. That these very Judgments deceive us in some particular judgements.

OUR Sight is less liable to deceive us in the Representation of Figures, than in the Representation of any other thing; because Figure is not a thing of an absolute kind, but its Nature confines in the Relation which is between the parts which terminate some space, and a certain point, which we conceive in that space, and which we may call, as in a Circle, the Centre of the Figure. Notwithstanding, we are mistaken a thousand ways in Figures, and the Knowledge we receive from our Senses, is not exceedingly exact concerning any one of them.

We have already prov'd that our Sight discovers not to us all sorts of Extent, but only that which is in some considerable proportion to our Body; and that for this reason we see not all the parts of the minutest Animals, nor those that constitute all hard and liquid Bodies. Thus, not being able to perceive these parts by reason of their Littleness, it follows we are as unable to perceive their Figures; since the figure of Bodies is nothing but the Term that bounds them. See here what an infinite number of invisible figures present themselves in an Infant, which are far more numerous than those our Eyes acquaint us withal: which yet induce the Mind, that truths too much to their reach and capacity, and stands not to examine things to the bottom, to believe these Figures don't exist.

As for Bodies proportion'd to our Sight, (the number whereof is very incomparable in comparison of the other) we discover their figure tolerably well, but never know it exactly by our Senses. Nay, we cannot so much be affur'd from our Sight if a Circle or a Square, which are two of the most simple figures that are, be not an Ellipsis and a Parallelogramme, though these Figures be both in our Hands, and very near our Eyes.

I add farther, that we cannot exactly discern whether a Line be Right or not, especially if it be somewhat long. We muft then have a Rule for it: But to what purpose? we know not whether the Rule if'telf be such as we suppose it ought to be; nor can we be fully satisfy'd concerning it. And yet without the knowledge of this Line, we can never know any figure, as is evident to all the World.

This is what may be said in general of Figures, which we have before our Eyes, and in our Hands. But if we suppose them at a distance from us, how many changes do we find in the projection they make in the fund of our Eyes? I will not fay to describe them here; they may easily be learn'd in any Book of Opticks, or by examining the Figures which we fee in Pictures. For since the Painter is oblig'd to change them almost all, to the end they may appear in the different Natural light, and to paint, for instance, Circles like Ellipses: 'Tis an infallible sign of the Errors of our Sight, in Objects that are not Painted; But these Errors are corrected by fresh Sensations, which possibly may be look'd upon as a sort of Natural Judgments, and may be term'd the Judgments of the Senses.

In beholding a Cube, for Instance, it is certain that all the sides we fee of it never caufe a Projection, or an Image of an equal dimension in the fund of our Eyes; since the Image of all these sides, when painted in the Retina or the Optick Nerve, nearly resembles a Cube picture'd in Perspectiv'e; and consequently the Sensation we have of it, ought to represent the faces of a Cube unequal; because they are so in Perspectiv'e. This notwithstanding, we fee them all equal, nor are we in an Error.

Now it might be said, That this is occasion'd by a kind of Judgment, which we are naturally inclin'd to make; namely, That the Faces of the Cube which are farther from us, ought not to cast on the fund of our Eyes so large Images as the Faces which are nearer; but whereas Sensa-

tion, is only peculiar to the Senses, and Judgment in propriety of Speech cannot be ascrib'd to them; it is certain this Judgment is only a Compound-Sensation, which consequently may be sometimes false.

Moreover, since that which is only Sensation in us, may in Relation to the Author of Na-

ture, who excites it, be consider'd as a kind of Judgment, I speak sometimes of Sensations as of Natural Judgments; because this form of Speaking is expedient in giving an account of things; as may be seen towards the End of the Ninth Chapter, and in several other places.

Though the Judgments I speak of, are serviceable in correcting our Senses, a thousand different Ways, and without them we should hardly ever be in the Right, nevertheless they fail not to be sometimes the occasion of our Error. If it happens, for instance, that we fee the Spire of a Steeple behind a great Wall, or beyond a Mountain, it will appear to us to be both little and at no great distance: But if we should see it at the same distance, but with many fields and Houses lying betwixt us and it, it would undoubtedly appear both much bigger and more remote; although in both cases the projection of the Rays of the Steeple or the Image of the
the Steeple, which is pictur'd in the fond of our Eye, is altogether the same. Now it may be
said that the reason why we see it greater, is the judgment we naturally make, viz. That be-
cause so many Fields lie betwixt us and the Steeple, it must needs be more remote, and con-
sequently greater.

But if on the other hand, we saw no interjacent Lands betwixt our Eyes and the Steeple, tho' at the same time we knew there were many, and that it was a great way off, which is very ob-
servable, it would notwithstanding seem to us to be very little and very near, as I have said be-
fore: which we may farther fuppofe to happen from a kind of judgment natural to our Soul, whereby the fees the Steeple in this manner, because the judges it to be at five or fix hundred paces
diftance. For generally our Imagination reprefents no greater space betwixt the objects and our
selves, unlefs affifted by a fenfible view of other intervening objects; and beyond which, it has
still liberty to imagine something more.

"Tis for this reason that the Moon, at the Rising or Setting, is seen much bigger, than when
elevated a good height above the Horizon: For this elevation removes our view from off the ob-
jects lying betwixt us and her, the dimensions whereof we know, so that we cannot judge of that
of the Moon by forming the comparison between them. But when the is just rifen, or about to
set, we fee a great many Fields, betwixt her and us, of whole exthen we have a tolerable know-
ledge; and thus it is that we judge her more remote, and upon that reason fee her fo large as we do.

And it must be obferv'd, That when she is elevated above our heads, though our Reason most
infallibly affures us, she is vally diftant, yet we cannot avoid feeing her very near, and very
little; because indeed thefe Natural Judgments of the Sight, are founded only on the Percepti-
of the fame Sight, and Reason is unable to correct them: So that they frequently lead us in-
to Error, by making us form voluntary judgments, that go hand in hand along with them. For
when we judge according to our Sentiments, we are always deceiv'd; though we never err in judg-
ing according to our Conceptions: because the Body is no farther infrucive, than is condu-
cing to the Body, and 'tis only God who always teach us the Truth, as shall be fhown here-
after.

These false Judgments not only deceive us in the Difance and Magnitude of Bodies, which are
not the Subject of this Chapter, but in reprefenting their Figure otherwife than it is. We fee,
for inftance, the Sun and Moon, and other very remote Spherical Bodies as if they were flat, and
only circular: Because at that great diftance we are unable to difcern whether the part oppofite
to us, is nearer us than the others; and on that account, we judge it is equally diftant from us:
And thus upon the fame grounds we conclude the Stars with the Azure which appears in the
Heaven, are rang'd in the fame juft diftance, in a vault perfectly convex, since our Mind ever
fuppo folo Equality, where it discovers no Inequality; which yet it ought not poftively to admit,
unless there be evident conviction for it.

I fhall not here infist longer on the Errors of our Sight, in regard of the Figures of Bodies;
for a Man may be sufficiently instrufled in any Book of Opticks. That Science in effect does
only instruct us how to put fallacies on our Eyes; and its whole drift and artifice confifs meerly
in finding means of making us form those Natural Judgments, I have been speaking of, at a time
when they are moft impertinent and unfeafonable. And this cheat may be acted in fo many dif-
terent ways, that, of all the Figures that are in the World, there is not any single one, but may
be painted in a thousand different fhalions; so that the Sight muft unavoidably be deceiv'd. But,
this is not the proper place of explaining thefe things more throughly. What I have faid is fuf-
cient, to let us fee we should not give over much credit to the Testimony of our Eyes, even in their
Repræfentations of the Figures of Bodies, though in point of Figures, their reports are much more
faithful than in any other occafion.

CHAP. VIII.

I. That our Eyes are incapable of informing us of the Quantity or Swifhness
of Motion confidered in it felf. II. That Duration, which is neceffary to
our Knowledge of the Quantity of Motion, is unknown to us. III. An In-
fance of the Errors of Sight about Motion and Refl.

HAVING already discover'd the most Fundamental and General Errors of our Sight
touching Extent and its Figures, I come now to correct thofe in which this fame
Sight ingages us, about the Motion of Matter. And this has no great difficulty in it,
after what I have already faid of Extention. For there is fo neceffary a relation and depen-
dence betwixt thefe two things, that if we are deceiv'd in the Quantity of Bodies, we muft
as certainly be deceiv'd in their Motion too.

But, that I may advance nothing but what is clear and diftinét, it is neceffary to take off what-
ever is equivocal from the word Motion. For this Term has generally two SIGNIFICATIONS.

The first
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first denotes a certain Power or Force, which we imagine in the Body mov'd, and which we suppose
the cause of its Motion: The second is the Translation or continued Conveyance of a Body, either
in its removal from, or approaching to another, which we consider as at rest.

When I say, for Instance, That a Soul has communicated its Motion to another, the word Mo-

tion is to be understood in its first signification: But if I say simply, that I see a Soul in a great
Motion, it is to be taken in the second. In a word, the Term Motion signifies at once both Cause
and Effect, which are yet two things altogether different.

I am persuaded that Men are under most palpable and most dangerous mistakes, concerning
the Force that gives this Motion, and Translotion to the Bodies mov'd. Tho' fine Terms, Na-
ture and Inseff'd Qualities, are good for nothing but to shelter the Ignorance of the Folly Learn-
ers, and the impieties of the Libertines; as I could easily demonstrate. But this is not a place pro-
pert to discours of the Power that moves Bodies, since that is not of a visible Nature; and I am
only speaking here of the Errors of our Eyes. I defer it till a time when it will be more lea-
sonable.

Motion taken in the second sense, that is, for the Translotion of a Body in its removal from an-
other, is something of a visible kind, and the Subject of this Chapter.

I have, I think, sufficiently demonstrated in the fifth Chapter, that our Sight does not ac-
quaint us with the Quantity or Magnitude of Bodies, in themselves; but only with the mutual
relation they stand in, to each other, and especially to our own. From whence I infer, that
we are incapable of knowing the true and absolute Magnitude of their Motion, that is, of their
swiftnes or slownes, but only the relation thefe Motions have to one another, and more efc-
cially to the Motion ordinarily incident to our own Body. Which I thus prove.

It is certain that we know not how to judge how great the Motion of a Body is, but by the
Length of the Space that the Body has ran over. Thus our Eyes not informing us of the true Length
of the Space describ'd by the Motion, it follows that it is impossible for us to know the true Quan-
tity of the Motion.

This Argument is only a Corollary of that which I have said of Extent, and all the force it has
proceeds from its being a necessary Conclusion of what I have there Demonstrated: I shall now
give one which depends on no Supposition. I say then, that supposing we were able clearly to
discour the true Quantity of the Space describ'd, it would no way follow, that we could know
the Quantity of Motion alfo.

The Greatnes or the Swiftnes of Motion includes two things. The first is the Translation or
Conveyance of a Body from one place to another, as from Paris to St. Germain: The second is the
Time that necessarily goes to the making this Conveyance. Now it is not enough to know
exactly how far Paris is distant from St. Germain, to know whether a Man has gone it with a Quick
or a Slow Motion: But it must moreover be known how much time he has imploy'd in his Jour-
ney: Granting then that the Length of the Journey may be truly known; I utterly deny we can
have an exact knowledge by our Sight, or indeed any other way whatever, of the Time that is
spent in the passage; and of the true Quantity of Duration.

This is sufficiently evident, in that at certain times one Hour seems to us as long as four; and
on the contrary at other times, four Hours slip insensibly away: When, for Instance, a Man's
Mind is fill'd with Joy, Hours seem no longer than a Moment; because then the time passes away
without thinking of it. But when a Man is dejected with Grief, and lies under some feizable Pain
or Affliction, every day is thought an entire Year. The reason of which difference is, That in
this case the Mind is weary of its Duration, because it is Painful. The more it applies it self to
the thought of it, the more it discovers it, and thereby finds it longer than in the feason of Mirth
and Joy, or some diverting Employment, which as it were carries the Soul out of it, to fix her
clofe to the Object of her Joy, or her Diversion. For as a Man finds a piece of Painting to much
larger, by how much he finds to consider all the little things represented in it, with greater at-
tention; or as he finds the head of a Fly considerably great, when he discerns all the parts of it
with a Microfcope; so the Mind finds its duration so much longer, as it considers it with greater
Attention and is fensible of all the parts of it.

Inasmuch that I dont at all doubt, but that GOD could so apply our Mind to the parts of its
Duration, by giving us abundance of Sensations in a very little time, as to make one Hour appear
as long as many Ages. For as there are no Indivdual Points in Bodies, so there are no Indiv-
duals in Duration. But as the least parts of Matter may be divided to Infinity, to the parts of Du-
ration may be affign'd less and less to Infinity, as is easy to demonstrate. If then the Mind were
made Attentive to the minutest parts of its Duration, by its Sensations which should leave some
Traces in the Brain, whereby to remember them, it would undoubtedly seem much longer to it
than it does.

But finally, the use of Watches is a convincing proof, that there can be no exact knowledge
of Duration, and I defire no more. For since the knowledge of the absolute Greatnes or Inten-
fnes of Motion depends on a preceding knowledge of the Length of Duration, as we have
shewn it; does it not, if these consequences follow, that on Supposition we can never exactly know the absolute
Quantity of Duration, we shall never able to know exactly the absolute Quantity of Motion.

But besides some Relations, which Duration, or one time has to another may be known, some
Relations there are, which Motion have to one another may be called underflood: For as we
can certainly know that the Solary Year is longer than the Lunary; so we can certainly know
that a Cannon-bail has greater Motion than a Tortoise. So that though our Eyes will not let
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us see the absolute Quantity of Motion, yet they fail not to asliff us in discovering, nearly enough, the Relative Intentions of it; I mean the Relation or Proportion of one Motion to another: And we have no need of any farther knowledge thereof for the Preservation of our Bodies.

There are many Instances to be given, which manifestly shew that our Sight deludes us touching the Motion of Bodies; it very often happens, that the things which seem to us in Motion, are perfectly at Rest; and on the contrary those which seem to us at Rest, notwithstanding, are in Motion. As when a Man, for instance, sits on shipboard whilst the Vessel is under sail in a swift and steady Motion, he seems to see the Lands and Towns fly from him; they seem to be in motion, and the Vessel to stand still.

So if a Man were plac'd upon the Planet Mars, he would conclude upon sight that the Sun, the Earth, and the rest of the Planets together with all the Fixed Stars perform'd their circumvolution in about 24 or 25 hours; which is the space of time that Mars impleys in turning round his own Axis. And yet the Earth, the Sun, and the Stars never circuit round that Planet. So that this Man would see things in Motion which were at Rest, and would think himself at Rest, tho' he were in Motion all the time.

I stand not here to explain, how it comes to pass, that the Man on shipboard would easily correct the mistake of his Eyes, but the Man suppos'd on the Planet Mars would obstinately defend his Error. The Reason of it is easy to be known: and we shall more readily find it by reflecting on what would happen to a Man that were asleep in a Vessel, who starting on a sudden, saw nothing when he wak'd, besides the top of a Mast of some Vessel that made towards him. For in case he saw not the Sails swell'd with the Wind, nor the Mariners at work, nor felt any Agitation or concussion of the Ship, or the like, he would absolutely be at a losr and in doubt, without knowing which of the two Vessels was in Motion; and neither his Eyes nor his Reason could give him any Information.

C H A P. IX.

A Continuation of the same Subject. I. A general Demonstration of the Errors of our Sight concerning Motion. II. That the Distance of Objects is necessary to be known, in order to judge of the Quantity of their Motion. III. The Mediums, whereby we know the Distances of Objects, are Examination.

I COME now to give a General Demonstration of all the Errors, into which our Sight leads us, in respect of the Motion of Bodies.

Let A be the Eye of the Spectator; C the Object, which I suppose at a convenient distance from A. I say, that though the Object remains fix'd in C, it may be thought to be rec'd as far as D, or to approach as near as B. And though the Object recedes towards D, it may be believ'd immovable in C, and even to approach towards B; and on the contrary, though it approaches towards B, it may be thought to be immovable in C, or even to recede towards D. That though the Object be advance'd from C as far as E or H, or to G or K, it may be thought to have mov'd no farther than from C to F or I. And again on the other hand, that though the Object be mov'd from C unto F or I, a Man may think it mov'd to E or H, or else unto G or K. That if the Object be mov'd in a line equally distant from the Spectator, that is, in a circumference whereof the Spectator is the Centre; though that Object be mov'd from C to P, it may be thought to be mov'd only from B to O: and on the contrary, though it be mov'd only from B to O, it may be thought mov'd from C to P.
II. That the Distance of objects is necessary to be known in order to judge of the Quantity of their Motion.

The distance whereof by me known the Distances of Objects, are examined.

The distance which was said to be possible in the situation of our Eyes, according to the changes of this Angle, is the means the Soul employs to judge concerning the Distance of any Body, in touching it with the end of his two Sticks, by reason of the Disposition and Distance he finds his hands in, with respect to one another; so it may be said that the Soul judges of the Distance of an Object by the Disposition of her Eyes, which is different according as the Angle, whereby the sees, is great or little, that is, as the Object is nearer or farther off.

A Man would easily be convinced of what I say, if he would be at the trouble of making a very easy Experiment: As, let him hang a Ring at the end of a thread, so placed that the hoop being turned directly towards him, the aperture of it may not appear; or if he pleases he may drive a Stick in the ground, and take another in his hand, that is curved at the end, let him retreat three or four feet from the Ring to the Stick, and shutting one Eye with one hand, let him try to hit the aperture of the Ring, or with the bent end of the Stick, and touch the other by degrees, at an height that is much upon a level with the Eye; and he will be surpriz'd to find himself incapable of doing it at an hundred trials, though nothing in the world seems easier: Nay, though he should lay aside the Stick, and only endeavour to direct his finger cross-ways into the concavity of the Ring, he would find it difficult enough to be done, though he would very near it.

It ought to be well observ'd that I have said, A Man should endeavour to hit the aperture of the Ring, or to touch the Stick cross-wise, and not by way of a Right Line from our Eye to the Ring; for so indeed there would be no difficulty at all: so far from it, that it would be much easier to effect it, with one Eye shut, than with both of them open, since that would be a Rule to direct him.

Now it may be said, that the Difficulty, which is found, when a Man tries to direct the end of the Stick through the Ring cross-wise, with only one Eye open, proceeds from this, namely, that one Eye being shut, the Angle I have mention'd is unknown. For to know the Magnitude of an Angle it is not enough to know the length of its Base, and the length of the Angle made by one of its Sides upon the Base; for this is known in the foregoing Experiment: But it is yet farther necessary to know the other Angle, which is made by the other Side upon the Base, or the length of one of the Sides. Which cannot be exactly known without opening the other Eye. And thus the Soul cannot make use of her Natural Geometry to judge of the Distance of the Ring.

The Disposition then of the Eyes, which accompanies the Angle made of the Fixed Rays which cut each other and centre in the Object, is one of the best and most universal means the Soul employs whereby to judge of the Distance of things. If then that Angle receives no sensible alteration, upon a little removal of the Object, whether it approaches nearer us, or recedes from us, it will thence follow, that it is a fallacious means, and unobservable to the Soul whereby to judge of the true distance of that Object.

Now 'tis plain that this Angle is notably chang'd, when an Object is about a foot distance from our Sight is translated four foot off: but if it be only translated from four to eight, the Alteration is much less discernible; if from eight to twelve, less yet: if from a thousand to an hundred thousand, hardly at all: Lastly, in carrying the Object farther on, even to the imaginary spaces, the change of the Angle grows imperceptible, and is quite lovet. So that were there a considerable space betwixt A and C, the Soul could not by that means know whether the Object were near B, or D.

This is the Reason why we see the Sun and Moon, as if they were involv'd in Clouds, they being vastly distant from them; and that we naturally think all the Stars rang'd in an equal distance from us; that we imagine the Comets are fixt, and almost motionless, at the end of their course. We imagine too that Comets are entirely dissipated in some Moons time, because they recede from us in almost a right Line, or a Line direct from our Eyes, and are going to lose themselves in the vast spaces, from whence they return not till after many Years, or even Ages.

The
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The second Medium the Soul employs to judge concerning the Distance of Objects, consist in a Disposition of the Eyes, different from that I have been speaking of. In order to explain it, we must know it is absolutely necessary that the figure of the Eye be different, according to the different Distance of Objects which we see: For when a Man sees an Object near him, there is a necessity of his Eyes being longer, than if the Object were farther off: Because to the end the Rays of this Object may be collected in the Optick Nerve, which is necessary to its being seen, the distance between this Nerve and the Crystalline ought to be greater.

It is true, if the Crystalline became more convex when the Object were near, that would effect the same thing as the Elongation of the Eye. But 'tis not credible that the Crystalline can easily change its convexity; and on the other side, we have a most evident Experiment for the Elongation of the Eye: For if you form us with the Image of an Object, there are Muscles that surround the middle of the Eye; and we are sensible of the Effort these Muscles make to compress it, and lengthen it, when we have a mind to see any thing very near.

But it is not at all necessarily, we should know here, by what way this is done; it is enough that there has happened a Change in the Eye, whether it proceeds from the Prefure of the Muscles, that surround it; or whether the little Nerves, which answer to the Ciliary Ligaments which hold the Crystalline, suffused betwixt the other Humours of the Eye, become relaxed, to augment the convexity of the Crystalline; or intense, to diminish it.

For this Change which happens, whatever it be, is only to collect and unite the Rays of Objects, with an exact juncture, upon the Optick Nerve. But it is certain that when the Object is five hundred Paces, or ten thousand Leagues distant, we behold it with the same Difposition of Eyes, without any sensible Change in the Muscles which surround the Eye, or in the Nerves which answer to the Ciliary Ligaments of the Crystalline: And the Rays of Objects are very exactly collected upon the Retina, or the Optick Nerve. Thus the Soul judges, that Objects at ten thousand, or an hundred thousand Leagues distance, are no more than five or six hundred Paces off, when the judges of their Distance, only by the Difposition of the Eyes, which I have been speaking of.

However, it is certain this Medium is of use to the Soul, when the Object is nigh at hand. If, for instance, an Object is only at half a foot Distance, we discern its Distance well enough, through the Difposition of the Muscles which constringe our Eyes, in order to make them somewhat longer: And this Difposition is moreover painful. If the Object be removed two foot, we can still discern the Distance, because the Difposition of the Muscles is somewhat sensible still, although no longer painful. But if the Object be removed still some feet farther, this Difposition of our Muscles, grows so imperceptible, that it is altogether useles to us in judging of the Distance of the Object.

These then are two Means the Soul makes use of, to judge of the Distance of the Object, which are altogether useless, when the Object is remote to five or six hundred Paces, and which are never infallible, though the Object be much nearer.

The third Medium consists in the Greatness of the Image painted on the fund of the Eye, and that makes the Representation of the Objects which we see. 'Tis confessed that this Image grows less in proportion as the Object is remot'd to a greater Distance, but this Diminution grows so much less discernible, as the Object which changes its Distance is more remote. For when an Object is at a considerable Distance, as of five or six hundred Paces, under or over in Proportion to its Bigness, there happens very considerable Changes in its remoteness, without any considerable Changes occasion'd in the Image which represents it, as is easy to be demonstrated. Thus the third Medium has the same effect as the other two, of which we have been speaking.

It is farther to be observed, That the Soul does not judge thole Objects the remotest, that have the least Images painted on the Retina. When I see, for instance, a Man and a Tree at an hundred Paces distance, or supposing many Stars in the Heaven, I do not judge the Man to be more remote than the Tree, and the Little Stars farther distant than the Greater; though the Images of the Man, and the little Stars, that are picture'd on the Retina, are less than the Images of the Tree and the Greater Stars. Besides it is necessary to know the greatness of an Object, to be able to judge nearly of its Distance, and because I know an Horse is bigger than a Man, tho' the Image of the Horse be bigger than that of a Man, I do not however judge the Horse nearest upon that account. And so it is in respect of the Stars: Our Eyes represent them to us equally remote, though it is very reasonableness believe some of them at a far greater distance than others. Thus there are infinite Objects, the Distance whereof we cannot know, since there are infinite Objects with whose Magnitude we are unacquainted.

We judge farther of the remoteness of an Object by the Force wherewith it acts upon our Eyes; because a remote Object acts more languishing and weakly than another; and again, by the Distinctness and Cleareness of the Image, which is form'd in the Eye; because when an Object is remote the Pupil of the Eye must needs be more open and Capacious. And consequently the Rays must be collected somewhat confusedly. 'Tis for this reason that obstruct Objects, and such as we see confusedly, appear remote; and on the contrary, that Luminous Bodies, and such as we see distinctly, and we are certain, that these last Means are too fallible whereby to judge with any kind of Certainty concerning the distance of Objects: and I shall not any longer insist upon them, but come to the last of all, as being that which helps the Imagination most, and inclines the Soul more easily to judge that Objects are very remote.
The sixth then and the Principal Medium of all, consists in this, viz. that the Eye exhibits not to the Soul a single Object separate from others, but gives her View at once of all those which lie, betwixt us and the Principal Object of our actual Consideration.

When for instance, we behold a Steeple at a considerable Distant, we usually see a great many interlaced Lands and Hounses at the same time: and because we judge of the Remotenes of these Lands, and Hounses, and in the mean time see the Steeple beyond them, we judge likewise, that it is not only my remote, but a great deal larger and taller, than we saw it all alone: Notwithstanding the Image which is projected in the Fund of the Eye, is always of an equal Bigness, whether there are Lands and Hounses lying betwixt us and it, or whether there are none, provided we see it from a place equally Distant, which is suppos’d. Thus we judge of the Bigness of Objects, according as we believe them remote from us; and the Bodies which we see betwixt us and the Objects, assist the Imagination mightily in judging of their Remotenes: just as we judge of the Extent of our Duration, or of the time that has pass’d since we have done any Action by the confid Remembrance of the things we have done, or of the Thoughts we have had successively since that Action. For they are all these Thoughts and Actions that have succeed one another, which are assiduous to the Mind in judging of the length of any Time, or of any part of our Duration: Or rather the confid Remembrance of all these Successive Thoughts, is the fame thing as the judgment of our Duration; as the confid View of Lands betwixt us and a Steeple, is the same thing as the judgment concerning the Remotenes of the Steeple.

Hence it is easy to assign the true Reason of the Moon’s appearing larger at her Rising, than when considerably elevated above the Horizon. For at her Rising she appears many Leagues distant, and even beyond the sensible Horizon, or the Lands which terminate our Sight. Whereas we judge her but at half a Leagues Distant, or seven or eight times higher than our Hounses when she is ascended above our Horizon. Thus we judge her far greater when she is near the Horizon, than when at a great distance from it; because we judge her to be far more remote from us, when she rises, than when mounted very high above our Horizon.

I confes a great part of the Philosophers attribute what I have been saying to the Vapours ariling from the Earth. I agree with them in this, that the Rays of Objects being refracted by the Vapours, are a reason of the Objects seeming larger. I know there are more Vapours betwixt us and the Moon when rising, than when she is elevated a great height; and consequently she ought to appear somewhat larger than she would seem, if she were always equally remote. But yet it cannot be said, that this Refraction of the Lunar Rays is the cause of those apparent Changes of the Moon. For that Refraction is no Impediment why the Image delineated in the Fund of the Eyes when we see the Moon rising, may not be less than that which the Projects, when she hath been a long time risen.

The Aventurers who measure the Diameters of the Planets, observe, that the Diameter of the Moon is magnify’d in proportion to her Distant from the Horizon, and consequently in Proportion to her Appearing lesser to us: thus the Diameter of the Image which is printed in the Fund of our Eyes, it at that time leaf when we see the Moon biggest: Indeed, the Moon when she rises, is remoter from us by a Semidiameter of the Earth, than when she is perpendicularly over our Heads, and ’tis upon that account her Diameter grows greater in her Ascend above the Horizon, because then she’s approaching nearest us.

The reason then that we see her Greater when she rises, is not the Refraction of her Rays meeting with the Vapours which proceed from the Earth, since the Image which is at that time form’d from those Rays, is leffer; but ’tis the Natural Judgment we make of her Remotenes, occasion’d by her appearing beyond those Lands which we saw a vast Distant from us, as has been before explain’d; and I am amaz’d to find the Philosophers asserting that the reason of this Appearance, and Delusion of our Senses, is harder to be discover’d than the greatest Equations of Algebra.

This Medium whereby we judge of the Remotenes of any Object, by knowing the Distant of the things betwixt us and it, is often of considerable use, when the other means I have spoke of, are wholly insignificant: for by this last Medium, we can judge that certain objects are many Leagues distant which we cannot know by any of the other. And yet if we strictly survey it, it will be found in several things deficient.

For, first, we can only make use of it, about things upon the Earth, since it can be but very rarely, and then very unprofitably employ’d upon those in the Air, or in the Heavens. Secondly, it cannot be made use of on the Earth, but about things a few Leagues distant. In the third place, we ought to be certain that there are neither Mountains, nor Valleys, nor any thing of the like nature betwixt us and the Object, that hinder us from applying the afore-said Medium. Lastly, I am perfwaded there is no body but has made sufficient Trials upon the Subject, to be convinc’d, that it is a thing extremely difficult to judge with any certainty of the Remotenes of Objects by a sensible View of the things lying betwixt us and them: and we perhaps have dwelt two long upon it.

These then are all the Means to judge of the Distant of Objects; in which, since we have found considerable Imperfections we cannot but conclude, that the Judgments that are grounded upon them, must needs be very Precarious and Uncertain.

Hence it is easy to manifest the truth of the Propositions I have advance’d. The Object C was suppose’d considerably remote from A: Therefore in many Instances it may be advance’d on towards
wards D, or may have approach'd towards B, and no one can discover it, because there is no infallible Means whereby to judge of its Distance. Nay, it may recede towards D when it is thought to approach towards B; because the Image of the Object is sometimes augmented, and enlarged upon the Retina; whether it be because the Air betwixt the Object and the Eye occasions a greater Refraction at one time than at another; whether it proceeds from some little Tremblings, which happen in the Optick Nerve; or lastly, that the Impression, which is caus'd by an unequal'd Union of the Rays upon the Retina, is diffus'd and communicated to the parts, which ought to receive no Agitation from it; which may proceed from any different causes. Thus the Image of the same Objects, being larger on these occasions, gives the Soul reason to believe the Object approaches nearer. The like may be said of the other Propositions.

Before I conclude this Chapter, I would have it observ'd, That it is of great concern to us, in order to the Preservation of our Life, to have a nicer Knowledge of the Motion or Rest of Bodies, in Proportion to their Nighness to us: and that it is a thing useless and insignificant, to know exactly the truth of these things, when happening in places very remote. For this evidently shews that what I have generally advanced concerning all the Senses, how they never Discover things to us as they are absolutely, and in their own Nature; but only in Relation to the Preservation of our Body, is found exactly True in this particular: since we know the Motion or Rest of Objects proportionally better, as they approach nearer to us, and are incapable of judging of them by the Senses, when they are so remote as to seem to have no Relation at all, or very little to our Body: as, for instance, when they are five or six hundred Paces distant, if they be of a Moderate Bigness; or even Nearer than this, when they are Lesser; or some what farther off, when they are proportionably Greater.

CHAP. X.

Of our Errors about sensible Qualities. I. The Distinction of the Soul and Body. II. An Explanation of the Organs of the Senses. III. To what part of the Body the Soul is immediately united. IV. An Instance to explain the Effect which Objects have upon our Bodies. V. What it is they produce in the Soul, and the Reasons why the Soul perceives not the Motions of the Fibres of the Body. VI. Four things which are generally confounded in every Sensation.

We have seen in the foregoing Chapters that the Judgments we form upon the Testimony of our Eyes, concerning Extention, Figure, and Motion, are never exactly true. And yet it must not be allow'd that they are altogether false; they contain so much Truth at least as this amounts to, that there are Extention, Figures, and Motions, whatever they be, which are extraneous, or without our Selves.

I confess we often see things that have no Existance, nor ever had, and it ought not to be concluded that a thing is actually without us, from our seeing it without us. There is no necessary Connexion between the Presence of an Idea to the Mind of a Man, and the Existance of the Thing represented by the Idea. Which is manifest enough from the Consideration of what happens to Men in a Dream or a Delirium: And yet we may safely affirm, that ordinarily, Extention, Figures, and Motions, are without us when we see them fo. * These things are not * see sect. II. in the imagination only, but are Real. And we are not deceiv'd in believing them to have a Real Existence, and wholly independent on our Minds; tho' it be a very hard thing to prove it.

It is certain then that the Judgments we form concerning the Extention, the Figures, and Motions of Bodies, contain some Truth: But 'tis another cafe in point of these Judgments we make concerning Light, Colours, Tafts, Smells, and all other Sensible Qualities: For Truth has nothing to do with them, as shall be made manifest, in the remainder of this First Book.

We make not here any Distinction between Light and Colours, because we suppose them to have no great Difference; and that they cannot be separably Explan'd. We shall likewise be oblig'd to speak of other Sensible Qualities in general, at the same time we shall treat of these Two in particular, because they may be accounted for upon the same Principles. The things which follow demand the greatest Attention imaginable, as being of the highest Importance, and very different, as to their Usefulness, from those of the foregoing Discourse.

We instantly suppose a Man to have made some Reflections upon two * Idea's which he finds in his Soul: one that represents the Body, and the other which represents the Mind; and that he is able easily to distinguish them by the positive Attributes they contain: In a word, that he is very well satisf'd, that Extention is a different thing from Thought. Or we will suppose he has read and meditated on some places of St. Augustin, as the 10th Chapter of the 10th Book, * ; the Name of Idea here is whatever is the immediate object of the Mind.

Concerning

H
Conceiving the Trinity, the 4th and 14th Chapters of his Book concerning The Quantity of the Soul, at least Mr. Den-Carte’s Meditations, especially that Part which treats of the Diffusion of the Soul and Body: or lately Mr. Cordemoy’s sixth Differtation, concerning the Difference of the Soul and Body.

We fuppofe farther, that he is acquainted with the Anatomy of the Organs of the Senses; and knows that they confift of little Threads or Fibres, which derive their Origine from the middle of the Brain: that they are difpers’d through all the Members wherein there is Sensation, and being continued without any Interruption, are terminated upon the External parts of the Body; that while a Man is awake and in health, one of the Extremities cannot be mov’d but the other will be mov’d in the fame time, because they are always somewhat Inteñfe and upon the ftrech: the fame thing which happens to a Cord that is Inteñfe, one part whereof cannot be mov’d, but the other much receive some Vibration.

'Tis farther neceffary to know that thefe little Threads or Fibres may be mov’d by two feveral ways, either by that end that is external to the Brain, or by the end which terminates in the Brain. If these Fibres are externally agitated by Objects acting on them, and this Agitation be not communifh’d fo far as the Brain, as it happens in Sleep, the Soul receives no fresh Sensation from them at that time: But if thefe Fibres are mov’d in the Brain by the courfe of the Animal Spirits, or by any other caufe, the Soul has a Perception of fomething: though the Parts of thefe Fibres which are without the Brain, and are difpers’d throughout all the Parts of the Body, are quiet and undifurbed; as it happens when a Man’s asleep.

It will not be amifs to obferve here, by the way, that Experience certifies us, it is not impos- fible to feel Pain in those parts of our Body, which have been intirely cut off: Because the Fi- bres of the Brain, which correpond to them, being Vibrated in the fame manner, as if tho’fe Parts were actually wounded, the Soul feels in them Imaginary Parts, a moft real Pain. For all thefe things are a palpable Demonftration, that the Soul immediately refides in that Part of the Brain in which all the Organs of the Senfes terminate and centre: I mean that in this Part the Soul receives the Sensation of all the Changes, that there occur, in reference to the Objects that have caufe’d them, or have us’d to caufe them: and she has no Perception of any thing happening in any other Part, but by the Intervention of the Fibres which terminate therein. This being laid down and well understood, it will be no hard thing to difcover how Senfation is effected, which is neceffary to be explain’d by fome particular Infance.

When a Man thrusts the Point of a Needle into his hand, this Point moves and separates the Fibres of the Fleth. These Fibres are extended from that Place to the Brain and whilft he is awake, they are fo Inteñfe, that they can receive no Concussion or Vibration, but it is Communicated to them in the Brain: It follows then that the Extremities of the Fibres in the Brain muff be in like manner mov’d. If the motion of the Fibres of the Hand is Moderate, that of the Fibres of the Brain will be fo too: and if this Motion is violent enough to break something in the Brain, it will be more forcible and violent in the Brain.

Thus if a Man holds his Hand to the Fire, the little parts of the Wood, whereof it continually throws out innumerable quantities with great violence (as Reafon, upon the defect of our Sight, demonftrates) beat against the Fibres, and communicate a Part of their Agitation to them. If that Agitation be but moderate, that of the Extremities of the Fibres in the Brain which answers to the Hand will be moderate alfo. And if this Motion be violent enough in the Hand, to separate fome Parts of it, as it happens when it is Burnt; the Motion of the Internal Fibres of the Brain will be proportionably stronger and more violent. This then is what occurs in our Body when Objects strike upon us: we muft now fee what happens to our Soul.

She is principally Refer’d, if we may be permitted fo to fpeak, in that Part of the Brain, where all the Fibres of our Nerves are centred. She is left here in order to cherish and pre- serve all the Parts of our Body: and confequently it is neceffary she should have notice of all the Changes that occur therein, and that she be able to dilliguish tho’fe which are adapted and agreeable to the Constitution of her Body, from the contrary; fince it would be to no ufeful purpose to fee them, or to know them abfolute’y and without Relation to the Body. Thus though all the Changes of our Fibres do, in true speaking, conflit merely in the Motions of them, which are gener- ally no farther diftinct, than according to the Degrees of more or lefs; yet it is neceffary for the Soul to look upon these Changes as Effentially different: For though they differ very little in themselves, they ought however to be consider’d as Effentially different, in reference to the Prefervation of the Body.

The Motion for instance, that produces Pain, has rarely any condefiderable difference from that which accompanies Titillation: There is no neceffary there should be any Effential Difference betwixt these two Motions, but it is neceffary there should be an Effential Difference betwixt the Titillation and the Pain, which are two Motions caufe’d in the Soul. For the Vibration of the Fi- bres which accompanies Titillation, certifies the Soul of the good Constitution of her Body, and affur’d her it has Strength enough to reftift the Imprefion of the Object, and that the need not be under any Apprehensions of its being injur’d by it: But the Motion which accompanies Pain, being somewhat more violent, is capable of breaking fome Fibre of the Body, and the Soul ought to be advis’d of it by fome Disagreeable Sensation; fo as to be aware of it for the future. Thus though the Motions, which are occasion’d in the Body, are no farther different in themselves than according to the Degrees of more or lefs; yet being consider’d with Relation to the Welfare and Prefervation of our Life, they may be laid to differ Effentiallly.
Chap. X. The Search after Truth.

'Tis upon this account our Soul has no Perception of the Vibrations, which are excited by Objects, in the Fibres of our Flesh: It would be of very little Use for her to know them; nor could she from thence receive any Light to judge, whether the things about us were capable of Destroying or Maintaining the economy of our Body. But she feels her Self touch'd with Sensations effentally different, which shewing pricely the Qualities of Objects, as they are related to her Body, make her most exactly sensible in what capacity these Objects are in to hurt it.

We may farther consider, That in case the Soul had no Perception, but of that which happen'd in her Hand, when it were burnt, if she saw nothing there but the Motion and Separation of some Fibres, she would not much concern her Self about it: Nay, she might probably sometimes out of an Humour or a Frolick, take some satisfaction in doing it, like those Frackish kind of Men, who divert themselves in their Passions or, in breaking all things they light upon.

Or as a Prisoner would not be much concern'd, to see the Walls batter'd down about him, that confin'd him, but rather would be glad of it, upon the hopes of a Deliverance: So if we had no other Perception than of the Separation of the Parts of our Body, when we were burn't or hurt in any manner, we should soon be perfwaded that our Happiness was not confin'd to a Body which prevented our Enjoying those things, which ought to make us Happy; and so should be glad of seeing it destroy'd.

Hence it is apparent that the Author of the Union of our Soul and Body, hath with greatest Wisdom ordain'd, That we should be fenfible of Pain, whenever any Change happen'd to our Body, capable of incumbering it; as when a Needle pierced the Flesh, or the Fire separat'd some parts of it; and that we should be fenfible of a Titillation, or an agreeable Heat, when the Motions were moderate, without perceiving the Truth of that which occur'd in our Body or the Motions of the Fibres, we have been speaking of.

First, because in the Sensation of Pleasure and Pain, which are things far more different than in Degree, we differenc'd with greater Ease the Objects which occasion them. Secondly, because this way of Informing us, whether the Unitting our selves with the Bodies that encompass us, or the Separating from them be most convenient, is the shortest and the speediest, and takes up the capacity of the Mind the least; which is only made for O O D himself.

Lastly, because Pleasure and Pain are Modifications of our Soul, which she feels with Relation to her Body, and which more nearly affect her than would the Knowledge of the Motion of some Fibres belonging to it; this obliges her to be more solicitous about them: And this is a Reason of the most strict Union betwixt the two Constituent Parts of Man. From all which it is manifest that the Senfes are given us, for the Preservation of our Body only, and not for the Discovery of the Truth.

What hath been said concerning Titillation and Pain, ought universally to be underflood of all other Senfations, as we shall hereafter. I chose to begin with these two Senfations rather than others, because they are more Strong, and Lively, and Proper to make my Meaning more Stiffly conceiv'd.

It is at present a very easy thing to shew, That we fall into infinite Errors, concerning Light and Colours, and generally concerning all fenfible Qualities; as Cold, Heat, Smells, Tastes, Sound, Pain, and Titillation; and if I would stand to make a particular Enquiry into all those we fall into about all the Objects of our Senfes, whole Years would not suffice to make a Deduction of them; because they are in a manner Infinite. It will be sufficient therefore to speak of them in general.

In almost all Senfations there are four different things which Men confound with one another, because they happen altogether, and as it were in the same Instant: And this is the Principle of all the Errors of our Senfes.

The first is the Action of the Object, that is in Heat, for instance, the Impulsion or Motion of the little parts of the Wood against the Fibres of the Hand.

The Second is the Passion of the Organ of Sense, that is to say, the Agitation of the Fibres of the Hand caus'd by that of the little Parts of Fire, which Agitation is communicated to the Brain, because otherwise the Soul would have no Senfation of it.

The Third is the Passion, the Senfation or Perception of the Soul, that is, What every one Feels in himself when he is near the Fire.

The Fourth is the Judgment the Soul makes, that what she feels is both in her Hand, and in the Fire: Now this Judgment is Natural, or rather is only a Compound Sensation. But this Sensation or this Natural Judgement, is for the most part attended with another Free or Voluntary Judgement, which is fo customary for the Soul to make, that she is almost incapable of preventing it. Here then are four things of a very different Nature, as may be seen, which Men are not nice enough to distinguishingly; but are apt to confound, because of the strict Union of the Soul and Body, which hinders them from making an exact Distribution of the Properties of Matter, and of the Mind.

'Tis notwithstanding cæse to discover, That of these four things, which occur within us, in the Sensation of an Object, the two first belong to the Body, and the two last appertain to the Soul only, provided a Man has any whit meditated on the Nature of the Soul and Body, as he ought to have done, as I before suppos'd him. But these things demand a particular Explication.

CHAP.
CHAP. XI.

I. The Error we fell into concerning the Action of Objects against the External Fibres of our Senses. II. The Cause of this Error. III. An Objection and Answer.

In this and the three succeeding Chapters, I shall treat of these four things above-mention'd, which I said us'd to be confounded, and taken for a simple Sensation: and I shall only give a general Explanation of the Errors we fall into, because if I would descend to Particulars, there would never be an end of them: But I hope however to put the Mind of those, who will seriously consider what I am about to say, in a condition of discovering with a great deal of Ease, all the Errors our Senses can make us Subject to; But in order to this it is demanded, that they would attentively Meditate as well upon the following Chapters, as upon that they have last been Reading.

The first of the things we confound, in each of our Sensations, is the Action of Objects upon the External Fibres of our Body. It is certain a Man makes hardly any Difference between the Sensation of the Soul, and that Action of Objects, which is so plain as not to need any farther Proof. The generality of Men imagine that the Heat, for instance, which they feel, is in the Fire which causes it; that Light is in the Air, and Colours are upon colour'd Objects. They have no Thought of any Motions of Imperceptible Bodies which are the Cause of these Sensations.

It is true they do not judge that Pain is in the Needle which pricks them, in like manner as they judge that Heat is in the Fire: But the reason of it is, That the Needle and its Action are visible, but the little parts of the Wood that proceed from the Fire, and their Motion against our Hands are altogether invisible. Thus, seeing nothing that strikes upon our Hands when we warm our Fingers, and yet feeling Heat in them, we Naturally judge this Heat to be in the Fire, for want of discovering any thing in it besides.

So that it is generally true, that we attribute our Sensations to the Objects themselves, when we are Ignorant of the Causes of these Sensations: And because Pain and Titillation are produced by Sensible Bodies, as by a Needle or a Feather, which we both see and touch; we for this Reason do not conclude, that there is any thing in these Objects like the Sensations which they cause in us.

And yet I confess that we do not fail to judge Combustion is not in the Fire, but only in the Hand, though it proceed from the same cause, i.e. the Action of the little parts of the Wood, as well as Heat, which yet we attribute to the Fire. But the Reason of this is, That Combustion is a Species of Pain: For having often judged that Pain is not in the external Body which produces it, we are induc'd to form the same Judgement of Combustion.

That which is another Reason of our judging in this manner, is, that Pain or Combustion, most frequently applies our Soul to the consideration of the parts of her Body; and this Intention of the Soul turns off her thoughts from any other thing: Thus the Mind attributes the Sensation of Combustion to the Object that is most present and nigh her self. And because we find presently after, that the Combustion has left some visible marks in the part in which we felt the Pain, this is a Confirmation of the Judgement we have made, that Combustion is in the Hand. But this is no Impediment, why we should not embrace this general Rule, That we are accus'd to attribute our Sensations to Objects, when-ever they are all upon us by the Motion of some Invisible Parts. And upon this ground it is, that we usually believe Colours, Light, Smells, Tasts, Sounds, and some other Sensations, to be in the Air, or in the External Objects which produce them: for as much as all these Sensations are produc'd in us by the Motions of some Imperceptible Bodies.

CHAP. XII.

I. Of our Errors concerning the Motions of the Fibres of our Senses. II. That we have no Perception of these Motions, or that we confound them with our Sensations. III. An Experiment that proves it. IV. Three kinds of Sensations. V. The Errors that accompany them.

The second thing that occurs in every Sensation is the Vibration of the Fibres of our Nerves, which is communicated to the Brain: And we err in confounding always this Vibration with the Sensation of the Soul, and in judging there is no such Vibration at all, when we have no Perception of it through the Senses.
We confound, for instance, the Vibration excited by the Fire in the Fibres of our Hand, with the Sensation of Heat: And we say the Heat is in the Hand: But because we are insensible of any Vibration caus'd by Visible Objects in the Optick Nerve, which is in the Fund of the Eye, we think this Nerve is not vibrated at all, nor cover'd with the Colours that we see. On the contrary, we judge these Colours are spread only on the surface of the External Objects. Yet it is manifest by the following Experiment, that the Colours are as strongly and lively express'd, on the Fund of the Optick Nerve as in visible Objects.

For, take but the Eye of an Ox just kill'd, and rip off the Coats that are opposite to the Pupil, and fixate near the Optick Nerve, putting a piece of very transparent Paper in their room: This done, place the Eye in the hole of a Window, so the Pupill may be towards the Air; and the hind-part of the Eye in the Chamber; which should be close shut up and dark'd all over. And upon this the Colours of Objects that are out of the Chamber will appear to be spread upon the Fund of the Eye, but painted topy-turvy. If it fortunes that the Colours are not lively enough, on the account of the too little distance of the Objects represent'd in the Fund of the Eye, the Eye must be lengthen'd by conftraining the sides of it, or shorten'd if the Objects are too remote.

We see by this Experiment, that we ought to judge or perceive that Colours are in the Fund of the Eye; in like manner as we judge that Heat is in our Hands, if our Sensés were given us for the Discovery of Truth, and if Reason conducted us in the Judgments we make upon the Objects of our Sensés.

But in accounting for this immense Variety of our Judgments about Sensible Qualities, it must be consider'd, That the Soul is so intimately united to her Body, and moreover, has contracted so intimate, and natural a Unity since the Fall, that she attributes a great many things to the Body, which are only peculiar to her Self; and can hardly any longer distinguish her Self from it. Infomuch that she does not only attribute to it all the Sensations we are at present speaking of, but also the Force of Imagination; and even sometimes the Power of Reasoning: For there have been a multitude of Philosophers, stupid and fentific enough to believe, the Soul was nothing else but the more refin'd and subtile part of the Body.

A Man that shall read Terentian considerately, will be but too sensibly confound'd of what I say: since he subscribes to this Opinion, after a great number of Authors whose Authority he alludes: This is so true, that he endeavours to prove in his Book, Concerning the Soul, that we are oblig'd by Faith, Scripture, and particular Revelations, to believe the Soul a Corporeal Being. I design not a Refutation of his Notions, because I have supposed a Man to have read some of St. Anihon's or Mr. DeCourc's Works, which will sufficiently discover the Extravagance of these Thoughts, and confirm and corroborate the Mind in the Distinction of Extent and Thought, of the Soul and Body.

The Soul then is so blind, as not to know her Self, nor discern that her own Sensations do belong to her. But to explain this, it is necessary to distinguish in the Soul three kinds of Sensations, some Vigorous and Lively, others Faint and Languishing; and lastly, a Middle sort of Sensations betwixt these two.

The Vigorous and Lively Sensations, are such as surprize and quicken the Mind with a sort of Violence: as being either very grateful or disagreeable to it: Such as are Pain, or Temptation, great Cold, or vehement Heat; and, in general, all such as are not only attended with Traces in the Brain, but moreover with some Motion of the Animal Spirits towards the Internal Parts of the Body; such a Motion as is proper to excite the Passions, shall be explain'd in another place.

The Faint and languishing Sensations are such as affect the Soul very little; and are neither very Plesant, nor very disagreeable to her; as moderate Light, all Colours, weak and ordinary Sounds, &c.

Lastly, the Middle kind, betwixt the Vigorous and Faint, I call such sorts of Sensations, as moderately affect the Soul; as a great and glaring Light, a loud and mighty Sound, &c. But it is observable, that a Weak and languid Sensation may become a Middle one, and proceed to become a Vigorous and Lively one. The Sensation, for instance, a Man has of Light is faint, when the Light of a Flambeau is but glistening or remote; but this Sensation may become a Middle one upon the approaching of the Flambeau nearer us: It may, lastly, grow so strong and lively, by holding the Flambeau so close to the Eyes as to dazzle them; or supposing a Man beholds the Sun: Thus the Sensation of Light may be Vigorous or Faint, or neither, but Moderate, according to its different Degrees.

Let us fee then the Judgments the Soul passeth upon these three sorts of Sensations: wherein we may observe that the almost ever blindly and implicitly follows the sensible Impressions, or the Natural Judgments of the Sensés; and that she is delighted, if I may so term it, to affect her Self upon the Objects she considers, by dismantling her own Being, to cloath and adorn External Objects.

The first of these Sensations are so Vigorous and Powerful, that the Soul malt, whether the will or not, acknowledge they do, in some measure, belong to her: So that she not only judges them to be in the Objects, but believes them also to be in the Members of her Body, which she considers as a Part of her Self. Thus she judges that Heat and Cold are not only in the Fire and Ice, but in her own Hands also.
As to the Languid Sentations, they so little concern the Soul, that she concludes they do not belong to her; that they are neither in her self, nor in her Body, but in Objects only. And for this Reason it is we devise our own Soul, and our own Eyes, of Light and Colours to cloath and beautifie the Objects that are without us, though Reason teaches us that the Idea we have of Matter does not include them in it. And Experience visibly manifests, that we ought equally to judge them in our Eyes as on the Objects; since we see them no les above the one than the other, as I have experimentally prov'd by the Eye of an Ox plac'd in the hole of a Window.

Now the Reason why Men do not so readily perceive Colours, Smells, Tastes, and all other Sentations, to be the Modifications of their Soul, is, because we have not any distinct Idea of the Soul. For when we know a thing by the Idea that represents it, we know clearly the Modifications it is capable of. All Men whatever agree that Rotundity, for instance, is a Modification of Extent ; because all Men know what Extent is by a clear Idea that represents it. Thus, because we know not the Soul by its Idea, as I shall explain hereafter, but only by an Internal Sentation that we have of it, we can't understand by a simple View, but by the force of Reasoning only, whether Whites, Lights, Colours, Sounds, and other faint and languishing Sentations are the Modifications of our Soul, or not. But as to the lively Sentations, as Pain and Pleasure, we easily judge that they are within us; because we feel them sensibly affect us; and there is no need of our knowing them by their Ideas, to understand that they belong to us.

As for the Middle Sentations, the Soul seems dubious and at Fault about them. For on one hand she is willing to follow the Natural Judgments of the Senfes, and thereupon she removes as far from her as possible this kind of Sentation, to confine them upon the Objects; But on the other hand, 'tis impossible but the muff feel within her self, and be conscious, that they belong to her; especially when these Sentations come up near to thefe, which I have named the Strong and Lively, whereupon let us see how the behaves her self in respect of the Judgments the fames makes concerning them: If she is smartly touch'd with the Sentation, the judges it to be in her own Body, as it were the Objed: If the Sentation affects her but a very little, the judges it only in the Objed: If the Sentation be of a Middle fort, betwixt those we call the Strong, and the Weak, the Soul then knows not what to think of it, whilst the judges only by the Senfes.

For instance, If a Man fees a Candle at a good competent Diftance, the Soul judges the Light to be only in the Objed; if he puts it very near his Eyes, the Soul judges the Light to be not only in the Candle, but likewise in the Eyes; but if he withdrays a foot from it, the Soul is at a paufe without determining whether or not the Light be in the Objed only. But she is never fo wise as to think as the ought to do, that Light neither is, nor can be any Property or Modification of Matter; and that it is only within her self; because the never thinks of improving her Reason in discovering the Truth of the Matter, but only her Senfes, which never can discover it, nor indeed were given us for any other use than the Preservation of the Body.

Now the cause why the Soul makes no more use of her Reason, that is, of her pure Intelligen, in considering an Objed which may be perceiv'd by the Senfes, is this, that the Soul is not at all mov'd or concern'd on the account of those things the perceiv's by pure Intelligen, but on the contrary, is most nearly touch'd by things Sensible: For the Soul applies her self intenfely to that which affects her most; but is too careles to apply her self things to work in her no Concernment. Thus she almost univerfally futes her Free Judgments to the Natural Judgment of her Senfes.

To judge aright then of Light and Colours, as of all other Sensible Qualities, we must carefully distinguish between the Sentation of Colour, and the Motion of the Optick Nerve; and we must find out by our Reason, that Motions and Impulsions, are Properties of Bodies, and therefore may possibly be found both in Objects, and in the Organs of our Senfes, but that Light and Colours which we fee, are Modifications of our Soul, very different from the other, and of which we have quite different Ideas.

For it is evident that a Peaftan, for instance, sees Colours very well, and can distinguish them from all things else that are not Colour. It is evident too that he perceives nothing of Motion either in the ground Objeds, or in the Fund of his Eyes; therefore Colour is not Motion, but in like manner, a Peaftan is very fenfible of Heat, and he has knowledge clear enough to distinguish it from all thing else, which are not Heat. Yet he never so much as thinks of the Fibres of his Hand's being mov'd. Heat then which he feels is not Motion, since the Idea's of Heat and Motion are different, and one may be had without the other. For we have no other Reason to affirm a Square is not a Circle, but because the Idea of a Square is different from that of a Circle, and we can think of one without thinking of the other.

There needs but a little Attention to discover, that it is not necessary the caufe which occa- sons a Sentation of fuch or fuch a Thing in us, should contain that thing in it self. For, as there is no neceffity there should be Light in my Hand, when I fee a flar, upon giving my Eye a blow; so there is no need that Heat should be in the Fire, to make me fenfible of it, upon the approach of my Hand towards it; nor indeed that any other fenfible Qualities, should be in the Objects that produce them. 'Tis enough that they cause a Vibration in the Fibres of my Flefs, to the end my Soul which is united to it, may be mov'd by some Sentation. There is no Analogy, I confefs, between Motions and Sentations: Nor is there any betwixt Body and Spirit.
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Spirit. But since Nature, or the Will of the Creator, associates these two Substances, though essentially different, we need not wonder if their Modifications are Reciprocal. It is necessary it should be so, that both of them might constitute but one entire Being.

It should be well observ'd, that our Senfes being given us only for the Prefervation of our Body, it is most conveniently order'd that they should induce us to judge of sensible Qualities just as we do. It is abundantly more for our advantage to receive the Senfation of Pain and Heat as being in our own Body, than to judge they were only in the Objects that occasion'd them: Because Pain and Heat being capable of injuring the Members of the Body, it is most requisite we should be war'd of them whenever they attac'd us, to prevent our Body's being endammag'd by them. But in point of Colours 'tis another cafe; for the generality, they are unable to hurt the Fund of the Eyes, where they are collected, and it is an useless thing to us to know they are painted on it. These Colours are only necessary to us, as far as they are conducible to a more distinct Discovery of Objects; and upon that account our Senfes induce us to attribute them to Objects only. Thus the Judgments which the Impreffion of our Senfes incline us to make, are most exact, if consider'd only in Relation to the Prefervation of our Body. But yet they are altogether Phantaffical, and very remote from the Truth, as we have already seen in part, and shall be more abundantly manifest in that which follows.

C H A P. XIII.

I. Of the Nature of Senfations. II. That a Man knows them better than he thinks he does. III. An Objection and Answer. IV. Why a Man imagines he has no knowledge of his own Senfations. V. That 'tis an Error to think all Men have the fame Senfations of the fame Objects. VI. An Objection and Answer.

The third thing which is found in each of our Senfations, or that which we feel, for instance, when we are near the Fire, is a Modification of our Soul, in Relation or Contradiction to that which occurs in the Body, to which she is united. This Modification is the Definition of the Senfations. It is grateful or agreeable when that which occurs in the Body, is proper to promote the Circulation of the Blood and other Vital Functions: And this is nam'd in an Equivocal Term, Heat: But this Modification is painful, and quite different from the other, when that which occurs in the Body, is capable of incommoding or burning it; that is to say, when the Motions which are in the Body are capable of breaking some of its Fibres, and this generally goes by the Name of Pain or Combustion; and fo 'tis with the other Senfations: But now let us see what are the Thoughts Men usually have upon this Subject.

The first Error is this, that a Man unreasonably imagines he has no Knowledge of his Senfations. We daily find a great number of such Men as are much concern'd, and very solicitous to know what Pain and Pleasure, and the other Senfations are: Neither will they grant that they are only in the Soul, and the Modifications of it: I confefs these are a strange fort of Men, who would needs be taught what they cannot be ignorant of: For 'tis impossible a Man should be absolutely ignorant what Pain is, when he is under the fene of it.

A Man, for example, that burns his Hand, does very well distinguish the Pain he feels from Light, Colour, Sounds, Tafts, Smells, Pleasure, and from every other Pain besides that he feels. He distinguishes it very well from Admiration, Defire, and Love. He distinguishes it from a Square, a Circle, and a Motion; in a word, he finds 'tis very different from every thing which is not the Pain he feels. Now if he has no Knowledge of Pain, I would fain be satisfy'd, how he can tell with any certainty of evidence, that what he feels is none of all these things.

We know then in some measure what we are immediately fensible of; as when we fee Colours or have any other Senfation: And if it were not for this Knowledge, it is certain we could know nothing of any fensible Object. For 'tis manifest, for example, that we would be unable to distinguish Wine from Water, did we not know that the Senfations we have of the one were different from those we have of the other; and fo 'tis with all other things which we know by our Senfes.

'Tis true, should a Man be importunate in defiring me to explain what is Pain, Pleasure, Colour, or the like, I should not be able to define it in words as it ought to be. But it does not follow from thence, that if I fee a Colour, or burn my felf, I have no manner of Knowledge of that whereof I have an Actual Senfation.

Now the reason why our Senfations cannot be explain'd by words, as well as all other things, is, because it depends on the Arbitrary Will of Men, to join the Idea's of things to what Names they pleafe. They may call the Heavens Ouranos, Shamajim, as the Greeks and Hebrews: Baus and But the fame Men have not an equal Liberty of affixing their Senfations to words, nor indeed to anything else. They fee no Colours, unleas they open their Eyes, difcourfe to them what you will about them. They have no Relish of Tafts, unleas some change happens in the dispo-
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fition of the Fibres of their Tongue and Brain: In short, the Sensations have no manner of Dependence upon the Will of Men: And 'tis only he that created Men, that fills' preserves them in that mutual correspondence of all the Modifications of their Soul to those of their Body. So that if a Man would have me represent to him Heat, or Colour, I cannot make use of words to do it: But I must impress in the Organs of his Seniles, such Motions as Nature has affixed these Sensations to. I must bring him to the Fire, and show him a piece of Painting.

And this is the reason why 'tis impossible to give Men that are born Blind the least Knowledge of that which we understand by Red, Green, Yellow, or the like. For since 'tis impossible for a Man to make another understand him, when he that hears, has not the same Idea as he that speaks; it is manifest that since Colours are neither conjoint to the found of words, nor to the Motion of the Auditory, but to that of the Optick Nerves, we can never represent them to Men that are Blind, since their Optick Nerves cannot be Vibrated by colour'd Objects.

We have therefore some sort of Knowledge of our Sensations. Let us now see how it comes to pass that we are still calling about to know them, and that we believe our selves dettified of any Knowledge of them. The reason of it undoubtedly is this.

The Soul, since the Original Sin, is now, as it were, Corporeal in her Inclination; the Love she has for sensible Objects, is perpetually eliciting the Union or the Relation she has with those that are intellectual. She is disfigured and uneasy in conceiving things that will not enter by the Senses; and is presently for leaving the Consideration of them. She employs her utmost endeavour to produce the Images that represent them in her Brain, and she is so thoroughly inured to this kind of Conception from our Infancy, that she thinks that she can have no Knowledge of what she can have no Imagination. Notwithstanding there are a great many things, which, being not Corporeal, cannot be represented to the Mind by Corporeal Images; as, to Infance, our Soul with all her Modifications. At what time therefore our Soul would represent to her self her own Nature, and her own Sensations, the endeavours to form a Corporeal image thereof. She is in search of her self amongst all Corporeal Beings. One while she takes her self for one Thing, and another while for Another; sometimes for Air, sometimes for Fire, or for the Harmony of the parts of her own Body. And being thus desirous of finding her self among the mass of Bodies, and of imagining her own Modifications, which are her Sensations, as the Modifications of Bodies, we need not wonder if she's bewildred in her wanderings, and is misguided out of the Knowledge of her self.

That which induces the Soul to be still more fond of Imagining her Sensations, is her judging them to be in the Objects. And moreover, that they are the Modifications of them; and con-fquently that they are something Corporeal, and fit to be Imagin'd. She judges then that the Nature of her Sensations consists only in the motion which produces them, or in some other Modification of a Body, which is manifestly different from what she feels; this being nothing Corporeal, nor possible to be represented by Corporeal Images: This is what confounds her, and makes her believe she is altogether ignorant of her own Sensations.

As for those who make none of these fruitless Attempts, to represent the Soul and its Modifications by Corporeal Images, and yet are destrous of having their Sensations explain'd to them; they must understand that neither the Soul nor its Modifications can be known by Idea's, taking the word Idea in its most proper signification, as I have determin'd and explain'd it, in the third Book; but only by Confidence or Internal Sensation. So that when they ask us to explain the Soul and her Modifications by any Idea's, they demand what is impossible for all the Men in the World put together to give them: Because Men cannot instruct us by giving us Idea's of things, but only by making us attentive to those we have already.

The second Error, whereinto we fall about our Sensations, is the attributing them to Objects; which has been explain'd in the XI and XII Chapters.

The third is our judging that all Mankind have the same Sensations of the fame Objects. We believe, for example, that all the World sees the Sky Azure, the Meadows Green, and all visible Objects in the same manner as we see them; and to likewise all the other sensible Qualities of the other Senses. There are many who will wonder even that we call in question those things, which they believe indisputable. However, I can certify them they have not any Reasoon to judge of these things as they do. And though I cannot Mathematically demonstrate they are in an Error, I can nevertheless demonstrate, 'tis the greatest chance in the World, if they are not: And I have Arguments strong enough to convince them they are certainly deceiv'd.

That the Truth of what I here advance may be here acknowledg'd, we must call to mind what has been already prov'd; namely, That there is a vaff difference betwixt our Sensations and the caufes of our Sensations. We may conclude from thence, that absolutely speaking, it is possible for similar Motions of the Internal Fibres of the Optick Nerves, to produce in different Persons, different Sensations, that is to caufe them to fee different Colours: And it may fo fall out, that a Motion which shall produce in one Perfon the Sensation of Blew, shall caufe the Sensation of Green or Gray in another, or perhaps a new Sensation, which never any man had besides.

It is certain, I say, that this is possible, and there is no reason in the World that can prove the contrary: However, we will grant that it is not probable it should be so. It is much more reasonable to believe that GOD acts always uniformly in the Union he has establish'd betwixt our Souls and our Bodies; and that he has affixt the fame Idea's and the same Sensation to similar Motions of the Internal Fibres of the Brain of different Persons.
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Let it be granted then that the same Motions of the Fibres which terminate in the middle of the Brain, are accompany'd with the same Senfations in all Men; if it fortunes that the same Objects produce not the same Motions in their Brain, they will not, by consequence excite the same Senfations in their Soul: Now to me it seems indifputable, that the Organs of the Senfes of all Men, being not dispo'd in the same manner, cannot receive the same Impreffions from the same Objects.

The blows, for infance, that Porters give another by way of Complement, would cripplre some fort of People: The same blow produces very different motions, and conqsequentl excites very different Senfations, in a Man of a Robust Constitution, and in a Child or a Woman of a tender make: Thus, fince we cannot be afcertain'd that there are two Perfons in the World, who have the Organs of their Senfes exactly match'd; we cannot be affur'd there are two Perfons in the World who have altogether the same Senfations of the same Objects.

This is the Original caufe of the strange Variety which is found in the Inclinations of Men. Some there are who are extremly pleas'd with Mutick, others find nothing agreeable in it: And even between thefe who delight in it, some one fort of Mutick, some another, according to that almost Infinite Diversity which is found in the Fibres of the Auditory Nerve, in the Blood, and the Animal Spirits. How great, for infance, is the difference between the Mutick of Italy, of France, of the Chinese, and other People; and consequently between the Relish these different People have of these different forts of Mutick? It is utul likewise for the fame Men at different times to receive different Impreffions from the fame Conforts. For if the Imagination be well warm'd by a great plenty of brisk and active Spirits, a Man is much more pleas'd with a bolder Hand or a Volunterie, wherein there are many Diffords, than with a fonder Mutick, that is compos'd with exacter Rules and a Mathematical Niceness. Experience proves this, and 'tis eafy to give a Reafon for it.

'Tis juft the fame with Smells. He that loves an Orange-flower, possibly cannot endure a Rose, and fo on the contrary.

As for Tasts, there is no lefs a Diversity in them than in the other Senfations. Sawces muft be made wholly different, equally to please different Men, or equally to please the fame Perfons at different times: One loves Sweet, another Sowre; One loves the Taffe of Wine, another abhors it; the fame Perfon who thinks it pleasant when he's in Health, finds it bitter in a Fever; and fo 'tis with the other Senfes. And yet all Men are fond of Pleafure; they all delight in agreeable Senfations; And in this have all the same fenate Inclinations. They receive not therefore the fame Senfations from the fame Objects, since they do not love them equally alike.

Thus, that which makes one Man fay, he likes sweet things, is the agreeable Senfation he has of them; and that which makes another fay, he does not love sweet things, is, indeed, becaufe he has a different Senfation from him that loves them. And fo in faying he loves not sweet things, it is not imply'd that he would not have the fame Senfation as the other, but only that he has it not. Wherefore 'tis an Impropriety of Speech for a Man to fay, he loves not what is Sweet; he fhoild fay, he loves not Sugar, or Honey, or the like, which, to others, feme sweet and agreeable; and that he has not the fame Taffe as others, becaufe the Fibres of his Tongue are differently dispo'd:

But to give a fenible Infance; Let us fuppofe that among twenty Men there were fome one of them whose Hands were Cold, and that he was unacquainted with the words they make ufe of in England to explain the Senfation of Heat and Cold by; and on the contrary, that the Hands of all the rest were increadly Hot. If in Winter fome Water fomewhat frigid shou'd be brought them all to waft in, thofe whole Hands were very Hot, wafting after each other, might very well fay, This Water is very Cold, I can't endure it: But when the other, whose Hands were increadly Cold, came to waft at laft, he might fay on the contrary, I can't imagine, Gentlemen, why ye like not the Cold Water; for my part, I take pleafure in feeling it Cold and wafting in it.

It is manifest in this particular infance, That the laft, in faying he lov'd the Cold, could mean nothing eflate but that he lov'd the Heat, and that he felt the Water Hot, whilst others felt the contrary.

Thus when a Man fays, I love what is bitter, and can't endure fweets; no more is meant thereby, than that he has not the fame Senfations, as thofe who fay they love sweets, and have an averfion to what is bitter.

It is certain therefore, that a Senfation which is agreeable to one Man, is fo to all others who have the fame; but the fame Objects does not caufe the fame Senfation in all Men; becaufe of the different difpoftion of the Organs of the Senfes; which is a thing of greatest confquence to be obferv'd both as to Natural and Moral Philosophy.

To this only one Objection can be made, and that very eafe to anfwer'd; which is this: It fometimes happens that thofe very Perfons, who love extremely fome forts of Meat, at length shall hate them in as great a degree, either becaufe in eating they met with fome uncleanlinefles in the Difh, which afaftr'd and deftrufed them; or becaufe they fuffer'd from them by eating to excef, or for fome other reafons: Thofe Men (fome objected) love not the fame Senfations as they lov'd before: For thill, though they eat the fame Meats, yet they find them no longer pleaftant and palatable.

K

IV. An Objeftion and Anfwer.
In answering this Objection, it must be observ’d, that these Men upon eating those Meats, to which they have so great an abhorrence and loathing, have two very different Sensations at the same time. They have that of the Meat which they eat, as ’tis suppos’d in the Objection: And they have yet another Sensation of Diflaft or Loathing, which proceeds, for Inftance, from a strong imagination of some uncleanliness they have formerly been mingled with that they eat. The reafon of this is, that when two Motions are occasion’d in the Brain at the same time; one of them is never excited without the other, unless it be some considerable time after. Thus becau fe the Agreeable is always accompany’d with the Loathfome Sensation; and we usually confound things which happen at the same time, we imagine with our felves, that this Sensation which was formerly pleafant and agreeable is no longer fo. And yet if it were always the fame, it must necelfarily be always agreeable: Wherefore supposing it to be difagreeable and unpleafant, ’tis becaufe it is joy’d and confounded with another Sensation, which is more difagreeable than it is self agreeable.

There is much more difficulty to prove that Colours, and fuch other Sensations, which I term’d the Faint and Languid, are not the fame in all Mankind. Because all thefe Sensations af- feft the Soul fo weakly, that a Man cannot diftinguih as he may in Tafles or other more power- ful and lively Sensations, whether one is more agreeable than another; nor difcover the di- versity of Mens Sensations by the variety of Pleafure or Diflaft, which might be found in dif- ferent Perlons. Yet Reason which fhes that the other Sensations are not all alike in different Perlons, does likewife fhew there muft nec elfarily be variety in the Sensations we have of Colours. And, indeed, it cannot be doubted but there is much diflerei cy in the Organs of Sight of different Perlons, as well as in thofe of Hearing and Tafting. For, what reafon is there to fuppose an exact conformity and rehembiance in the difpofition of the Optick Nerve of all Men, fince there is fuch an infinite variety in all the things of Nature, but efpecially in thofe that are Material. There is then great probability that all Men do not fee the fame Colours in the fame Objects.

Nevertheless I am of Opinion that it never happens, at leaft very rarely, that any Perlons fee Black and White of a different Colour from what our felves fee them, though they do not fee them equally Black or White. But as to middle Colours, fuch as Red, Yellow, Blue, and efpe- cially thofe that are compounded of thefe three, I am perfuaded there are very few Men that have exactly the fame Sensations. For there are Men fometimes to be met with, who fee some fort of Bodies of a yellow Colour, for Inftance, when they view them with one Eye, and of a Green or Blue when they behold them with the other. And yet fupposing thofe Men to be born with one Eye only, or with two Eyes fo difpo’d as to fee that of a Red or Yellow Colour, which others call Green or Blue, they would believe they saw Objets of the fame Colours as others do, becaufe they would always have heard the Name Green given to that which they fee Yellow, and Blue to that which to them feems Red.

It might, as a farther proof, be alledg’d, that all Men fee not the fame Objets of the fame Colour, becaufe, according to the Observations of some Men, the fame Colours are not equally pleafing to all forts of People; fince on fuppolition thofe Sensations were the fame, they would be equally agreeable to all Mankind: But becaufe very few Objections might be urg’d againft this Argument founded on the Anfwer I gave to the former Objection, I thought it not solid enough to be propos’d.

Indeed is is very rarely found that a Man is much more pleas’d with one Colour than another, as he takes greater pleasur e in one Taffe than another. The reafon of it is, That the Sensations of Colours, are not given to us to judge whether the Bodies about us are fit to nourish us or not: This is the part of Pleafure and Pain, to fhew which are the Natural Characters of Good and Evil. Objets in point of Colours, are neither good nor bad to eat: If Objets, on account of their Colour, fhould either seem agreeable or difagreeable, the Sight of them would con- fultantly be fucceeded with the courfe of the Animal Spirits, which excite and accompany the Fascions; fince the Soul cannot be affected without some Commotion. We fhould often hate good Things, and be fond of the bad; fo that our Life could not be long prefer’d. In fhort, the Sensations of Colour are given us meerly to diftinguish Bodies from one another; and this is effected well enough, whether a Man fee’s Grafs green or red, provided the Perfon who fee’s it green or red, fee’s it always in the fame manner.

But fo much for our Sensations: Let us now fay foiming of our Natural Judgments, and our Voluntary Judgments that attend them. The fourth thing to be confer’d which we confound with the three others, whereof we have been speaking.

This Paragraph is wanting in some Editions, and is obscure in the French, and therefore here is a conjectural alteration, that it might be paraphrased.
I. Of the False Judgments that accompany our Sensations, and which we confound with them. II. The Reasons of these False Judgments. III. That Error is not in our Sensations, but only in these Judgments.

We impatiently fore-fee, that there are very few Persons who will not be offended at this general Proposition we lay down, namely, That we have not any Sensation of External things, but contain one or more Judgments. We know well enough too that the generality of Men are of opinion that there is not any Judgment True or False in our Sensations. Infomuch that these Persons, surpriz'd with the Novelty of this Proposition, will un doubtedly say with themselves; How is this possible? I do not judge the Wall to be white, see well enough it is so. I do not judge that Pain is in my Hand, I feel it most infallibly there. And who can doubt of things so certain, unless he has a different Sensation of Objects from what I have my self? In fine, their Inclinations for the Prejudices of Childhood will carry them much further. And if they proceed not to Contumely, and to the Contempt of those whom they believe of a contrary Sentiment to themselves, they will doubtlesse deferre to be reckon'd amongst the moderate sort of People.

But 'tis not our business to fland prophefying any longer what ill Reception and Succeed our Thoughts shall meet with; 'tis much more expedient to draw them out with such convincing Arguments, and to fet them into clear a Light, as to leave it impossible for a Man to engage them with his Eyes open, or to confider them attentively, without submitting to them. We are to prove that we have no Sensation of External things, which does not include some false judgment or other. And the Proof is as follows.

To me it feems paft Controversie, that our Souls take not up such vast spaces as are those we fee betwixt us and the fix'd Stars, though it should. be allow'd that they are extended. Thus it is unreasonable to believe our Souls are in the Heavens, when they fee the Stars there: Nor is it more credible that they depart out of their Bodies a mile, suppose, when they fee the Houfes at that distance: The Soul then muft necessarily fee Stars and Houfes where they are not, since the goes not out of the Body wherein he is, and nevertheless fee them out of it. Now whereas the Stars which are immediately united to the Soul, and which are the only Stars the Soul can fee, are not in the Heavens, it follows all Men who fee the Stars in the Heavens, and thereupon voluntarily judge that they are there, make two false Judgments; the one Natural, and the other Free and Voluntary. The one is a Judgment of the Senfes, or a Compound Sensation, which ought not to be a measure for us to judge by. The other is a Free Judgment of the Will, which a Man may avoid making, and consequently must not make, if he would avoid falling into Error.

But let us fee upon what grounds a Man believes those fame Stars he immediately sees, to be out of the Soul, and in the Heavens: The reason is this, That it is not in the power of the Soul to fee them when the pleafes: For he can perceive them only at fuch times as thofe Motions are excited in her Brain, to which the Idea's of thofe Objects are affi'd by Nature. Now because the Soul has no Perception of the Motions of her Organs, but only of her own Sensations, and is confident those fame Sensations are not of her own producing in her: he is induc'd to judge they are without her, and in the Caufe that reprefents them to her. And she has to often made thofe kinds of Judgments, at the time of her perceiving Objects, that 'tis hardly in her power at lat to prevent them.

In order to explain more thoroughly what I have been saying, it would be neceffary to flew the unifluffulness of thofe infinite numbers of little Beings, which we call Species and Ideas, which are, as it were, Nothing, and yet repreff all things; which we Create and Annihilate at our pleafure, and which our Ignorance has caus'd our Imagination to invent, that we might account for thofe things which we do not understand. We fhould fiew too the foility of thofe Mens Opinion, who believe God to be the True Father of Light, who alone enlightens all Men, without whom, the moft fimple and efteem'd Truths would not be intelligible, nor the Sun, as bright and glorious as he is, be visible; who acknowledge no other Nature, than the Will of the Creator; and who, upon thofe Considerations, have discover'd that Idea's which repreff the Creatures to us are nothing but the Perfections of God himself, which are correspondent to the fame Creatures, and which repreff them.

Lastly, it would be neceffary to treat of the Nature of what we call Ideas; and afterwards we might with greater ease, difcourfe more direcly of the things I have been speaking of: But this would lead us too far, and these things fhould be refer'd for the Third Book only, because our method will require them there. At prefent let it suffice, that I bring a moft fenfible and uncontrovertible Infance; wherein we find many Judgments confounded with one and the fame Sensation.

I fuppofe there is no Man in the World, who, looking on the Moon, do not fee her about a mile's diftance from him, and finds her greater at her Rising and Setting, than in the Meridian,
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dian, or when a good way Elevated above the Horizon: And perhaps too he fancies he only sees her larger, without thinking there is any Judgment in his Sensation. However, it is undoubtedly certain, that if he had no Judgment included in his Sensation, he would not see her at that distance she appears to him; and besides, would see her lefer at her Rising, than when in her Exaltation above the Horizon; since we only see her greater at her Rising, because we judge her more remote by a Natural Judgment which I have spoke to in the fifth Chapter.

But besides our Natural Judgments, which may be regarded as Compound Sensations, there occurs in almost all our Sensations a Free or Voluntary Judgment. For Men do not only judge by a Natural Judgment, that Pain, for instance, is in the Hand, they judge it is by a Free and Voluntary Judgment also. They not only feel it there, but believe it there too; and they are so strongly habituated to form such sort of Judgments, that they find great difficulty to forbear them when they would.

And yet these Judgments are most false in themselves, though very advantageous to the Welfare and Preservation of Life. For our Senfes do not instruct us but with reference to the Body: And all our Free Judgments which are conformable and adapted to the Judgment of the Senfes, are very remote from Truth.

But not to leave these things without showing how to discover the Reasons of them; we must take notice that there are two sorts of Beings: Beings which our Soul immediately sees, and others which she knows only by the Mediation of the former. When, for instance, I perceive the Sun arifing, I firft perceive that which I immediately see, and because my Perception of the former, is only occasion'd by something without me, which produces certain Motions in my Eyes and in my Brain, I judge the former Sun which is in my Soul, to be without me, and to Exit.

It may notwithstanding happen that we may fee the firft Sun which is intimately united to our Soul, though the other were not above the Horizon, or though it did not Exit at all. And thus we may fee the firft Sun greater when the other rises, than when elevated high above the Horizon; and though it be true that the firft Sun, which we see immediately, be greater at the other's Rising, it doth not follow that the other is so too. For 'tis not properly that which Rifes which we fee, since that is many Millions of Leagues remote; but 'tis the former, which is truly greater, and such exactly as we see it; because all the things we immediately see, are always such as we see them. And we should not be Deceiv'd, did we not judge that what we immediately see is to be found in External Objects, which are the cause or occasion of what we see.

In like manner, when we see Light by beholding the firft Sun, which is immediately united to our Mind, we are not mistaken in believing that we see it: 'Tis even impossible to doubt of it. But herein confisits our Error, that without any Reason, and indeed against all Reason, we will have this Light, which we see immediately, to exit in the Sun, which is without us; and thus it is with the other Subjects of our Senses.

Upon a due Attention to what has been said from the Beginning, and in the Proceedings of this Work, it will be easy to see, that amongst all the things which occur in every Sensation, Error is only to be found in the Judgments we make, that our Sensations exit in the Objects.

First: 'Tis an Error not to know that the Action of Objects confisits in the Motion of some of their Parts, and that that motion is communicated to the Organs of our Senfes, which are the two firft things observable in every Sensation: For there is a great deal of difference between not knowing a Thing, and being in an Error in refpeft of that thing.

Secondly, We are right as to the third thing, which is properly Sensation. When we Feel Heat, when we see Light, Colours, or other Objects, it is certaine true that we see them, though we are Mad or Phrenetick, for there is nothing more infallibly true, than that your Visionary People see what they think they see; and their Error confisits only in the Judgments which they make, that what they see has a real Existence without them, because they see it without them.

This is the Judgment that implies a Consent of our Liberty, and which consequently is liable to Error. And it is our Duty ever to refrain from making it according to the Rule which was given in the beginning of this Book: That we should never judge of any thing whatever, when we could avoid it, and were not obliged to it by the certainty and evidence thereof: as it happens in this place: For though we feel our selves extremely disposed by a confirm'd and inveterate Habit to judge our Sensations are in the Objects, as that Heat is in the Fire, and Colours in the Pictures; yet we can see no evident and convincing Reason, or forcible enough to oblige us to believe it. And thus we voluntarily subject our selves to Error by the ill use we make of our Liberty, when we freely form such Judgments as these.

III. The Error is not in our Sensations, but only in these Judgments.

C H A P.
CHAP. XV.

An Explication of the Particular Errors of the Sight, which may serve as an Exemplar of the general Errors of our Senfes.

Have, if I am not mistaken, given a sufficient inlet to the Discovery of the Errors of our Senfes in respect of sensible Qualities in general, of which I have spoken, on the account of Light and Colours, which our Method oblig'd us to explain. It may now be expected I should defend to Particulars, and examine the respective Errors into which each of our Senfes calls us: But I shall not insist long upon these things, because after what I have already said, a little Attention will do the business of those tedious Discourses I should be oblig'd to make.

I shall only recount the general Errors our Sight occasions us to fall into, touching Light and Colours; and this Example will, I believe, suffice to give us an insight into the Errors of all our other Senfes.

When we have fixt our Eyes upon the Sun for some moments, this is what occurs both in our Eyes and in our Soul, and these are the Errors into which we fall.

Those who are acquainted with the First Elements of Dioptricks, and with any thing of the admirable Contexture of the Eyes, know that the Rays of the Sun are refracted in the Crystal-line, and in the other Humours; and that they are thence reflected upon the Retina, or the Optick Nerve, which cloaths all the Fund of the Eye; in the same manner as the Rays of the Sun passing through a convex burning Glas, reunite in the Focus, or in the burning point of the Glass at three or four inches distance from it, in proportion to its convexity. Now we are taught by Experiment, that if we place in the Focus of the Glass a piece of stuff or brown Paper, the Rays of the Sun make so great an Impression on the stuff or on the Paper, and agitate the little parts thereof so violently, as to break and separate them from one another; or, in a word, to burn them, and reduce them into fmoak and ashes.

So it is, that we are apt to conclude from this Experiment, that if the Optick Nerve were black, and the Paper or the Aperture of the Eye, through which the Light enters into the Eye, should widen and enlarge it self, to take in freely the solary Rays, instead of which it contracts and restrain it self to prevent their Pallage, the same thing would happen to the Retina, as to the stuff or the black or brown Paper, and its Fibres would be so violently agitated as to be speedily broken, and burn'd in pieces. And for this reason it is, that the generality of Men feel great Pain in beholding the Sun for a moment; because they cannot so closely shut the Aperture of the Pupil, but there will still pass Rays enough to agitate the Fibres of the Optick Nerve so violently, as to give us Reason to apprehend their breaking.

The Soul is altogether ignorant of all this we have said; and when she beholds the Sun, she neither has any Perception of her own Optick Nerve, nor of any Motion in the Nerve: But this cannot be call'd an Error, 'tis purely Ignorance: The first Error he falls into, is her judging the Pain he feels, to be in the Eye.

If instantly upon a Man's beholding the Sun, he withdraws into a dark place with his Eyes open, that Contraction of the Fibres of the Optick Nerve, caus'd by the Rays of the Sun, decreases and wears off by little and little; and this is the alteration we can conceive in the Eyes. But the Soul perceives nothing of this in them, but only a whitish or a yellowish Light; and the second Error is, her judging this Light which she sees, to be in her Eyes, or in the Neighbouring Wall.

Finally, The Agitation of the Fibres of the Retina constantly decreases and dwindles away by degrees: For after a Body has been vibrated or shaken, we should consider nothing in it more than the Diminution of its Motion. But this is not the thing the Soul is sensible of in her Eyes. She sees the whitish Colour metamorphos'd into Orange, after chang'd into Red, and lastly into Blue. And the third Error into which we fall, is our judging there are in our Eye, or on the next Wall, such alterations as differ more than Secundum magis & minus; because the Colours Blue, Orange, and Red, which we see have a more considerable difference than according to degrees of more or less.

These are some of the Errors into which we fall in point of Light and Colours; and these are the occasion of our falling into many others, as we are going to explain in the following Chapters.
I. That the Errors of our Senses serve us instead of general and very fruitful Principles, from whence to draw false Conclusions; and these Conclusions again become other Principles in their turn. II. The Origin of Essential Differences. III. Concerning Substantial Forms. IV. Of some other Errors of the School-Philosophy.

I HAVE, I think, given a sufficient Explication (to unprejudiced Persons, and such as are capable of Thinking any thing Attentively) of the Nature of our Senses, and of the general Errors that accompany them: It is not amiss to shew at present that these general Errors are made use of, as uncontroversial Principles, to explain all things by: That infinite false Consequences have been drawn from them, which in their Turn have serv'd as Principles for a train of other Consequences: and thus by little and little those imaginary Sciences void of Body and Reality, have been established, which have such multitudes of blind Followers; but which like Fantoms have nothing in their Embraces, but the Shame and Confusion of suffering themselves to be fed'd, or that Brand and Character of Folly, which makes Men delight to feed on Delusions and Chimeras. This is what we must shew in particular by some Examples.

It has been already said, that we are used to attribute to Objects our own Senses, and we judge that Colours, Smells, Tastes, and other sensible Qualities, are in the Objects which we call Colour, and so of the rest. We have found this to be an Error. At present 'tis our Business to shew, that we make use of this Error by way of Principle, to deduce false Consequences from: which last Consequences afterwards we receive as other Principles, upon which we go on to found our Reasonings. In a word, we shall here manifest what Progress and Advances an Humane Mind makes in the Search of some Particular Truths, when once this false Principle has been taken for granted, That Our Senses are in Objects.

But in order to render this more feibly manifest, let us suppose some Particular Body, whose Nature some Person is in Search of: Let us see what a Man would do, who has a mind to know what Honey or Salt is. The first thing this Man would do, would be to examine the Colour, the Taste, and Smell, and the other sensible Qualities of them: What are the Properties of Salt, and what of Honey: Wherein they agree, and wherein they differ; and the Analogy there may be betwixt these, and those of other Bodies. Which done, he would double its reason and infer much after this manner, supposing he laid this down as an uncontroversial Principle, That our Senses were in the Objects of our Senses.

Whatever I have a Sensation of in Tasting, Seeing, and in Handling Salt and Honey, is in the Salt and in the Honey. But it is certain that what I feibly perceive in the Honey essentially differs from what I feibly perceive in the Salt: The whitesmeat of the Salt differs more doubtless than according to the degrees of more or less, from the Colour of the Honey; and the Sweetness of the Honey from the pungent Taffe of the Salt; and consequently there must be an essential difference between Salt and Honey, since all that I am feibly of both in the One and the Other, not only differs according to more or less, but has an essential Difference.

This is the first step this Gentleman would make. For doubtless he could not judge there was an essential Difference between Salt and Honey, did he not think the Sensible appearances of the One essentially differ'd from those of the Other: that is to say, That the Sensation he has of Honey essentially differ'd from that he has of Salt; for as much as he only judges of them by the Impression they make upon the Senses. Hence he looks upon this his Conclusion as a new Principle from whence he deduces other Conclusions in like manner.

Seeing then Salt and Honey, and other Natural Bodies differ essentially from one another, it follows, that those are grossly deceive'd, who would have us believe, That all the difference which is found in Bodies, consists only in the different Configuration of the little parts, that go to their Constitution. For since Figure is not essential to a figured Body, let the Figure of these little parts, which they imagine in the Honey, change how they will, the Honey will still continue Honey, even though the parts of it should take the Figure of the little parts of Salt. And thus there must of necessity be some substance or other, which being join'd to the first Matter, that is common to all different Bodies, must cause an essential difference betwixt them.

This then is the second Advance this Gentleman would make; and the happy Discovery of Substantial Forms: Those fruitful Substances which cause every thing we feel in Nature, though they have no Substantivity of themselves, except in the Imagination of our Philosophers. But let us first see the Properties which he goes so liberally to bestow on this Being of his own Creation; for doubtless he will rob all other Substances of their most essential Properties, to cloath this Creature of his withall.
Chap. XVII.  

The Search after Truth.

Since then there is found in every Natural Body, two Substances which go to its Composition; the one which is common to Honey and Salt, and all other Bodies; and the other which makes Honey to be Honey, and Salt to be Salt, and all other Bodies to be what they are; it follows, that the first of them which is Matter, having no Contrary, and being indifferent to the Receiption of all Forms, must remain without Force and Action, since it has no occasion to defend it self. But as to the others, which are the Substantial Forms, they have need always of being attended with Qualities and Faculties, for their own defence. They must necessarily be always upon their guard, for fear of being surpriz'd: They must be labouring continually for their Preservation, and extending their Dominion over the bordering Matters, and pushing their Conquests as far as possibly they can, because if they were forceless, or should defist from their Activity, the other Forms would fall upon them by surprize, and forthwith reduce them to Nothing. They must then be always fighting; and nourishing these Antipathies and irreconcilable Hatreds against their Rival Forms, which are continually seeking to destroy them. Let it happen that a Form should feize the Matter of another: Let the Form of a Carcass, for instance, feize the Body of a Dog; it is not enough for this Form to reft satisf'y'd in the Annihilation of the Form of the Dog, it must gratifie her Hatred and Revenge with the Destruction of all the Qualities which have fided with her Enemy. The Hair of the Carcass muft immediately turn white with the whitenefs of a new Creation; the Blood muft be red with the rednefs, which was never dream'd of; and the whole Body muft be surrounded with Qualities faithful to their Miftrefs, whom they muft defend according to the small strength and capacity, which may be supplied in the Qualities of a dead Body, which in their turn muft quickly perish too. But because it is impoffible to be always in Battle, and all Bodies have a place of Reft; the Fire, for instance, muft undoubtedly have its Centre, where it ever strives to go by its own Levity, and Natural Inclination, in order to Reft, to burn no longer, and allo to reign its Heat, which it preferv'd here below, meerly for its own safety and defence.

These and a great part of the Consequences which are deduced from this laft Principle, that there are Substantial Forms; which Consequences we have brought in Our Philosopher, somewhat too frankly and airily concluding; for generally others lay the fame things, in a more serious strain than he hath done here. There are still infinite other Consequences, which Philosophers daily infer according as their Humour and Inclination leads them, or according as they are determin'd by the Fruitfulness or barrennefs of their Imagination; for this is all the Difference that is between them.

I shall not stand here to ingage the Imaginary Substances, others have sufficiently examin'd them. They have made it evidently appear, that there were never Substantial Forms in Nature; and that they serve for no other use, than to infer abundance of Falfe, Ridiculous, and even Contradictory Conclusions. I am satisf'y'd to have discover'd their Origine, in the Mind of Man, and to have shewn that they are at prefent altogether owing to that Prejudice common to all Men; That Sentations are in the Objects of their Senfes. For if what I faid before be consider'd with any attention, namely, that it is necessary for the Prefervation of our Bodies, we should have Sentations effentially differing, though the Impressions which Objects make upon our Bodies, differ very little; it will manifefly appear he is in the wrong, who imagines fuch wide differences in the Objects of our Senfes.

But, by the way, I think it not amifs to declare, that no fault is to be found with these Terms, of Form, and Effential Difference. Honey is doubtlefs Honey, by its Form, and thus it is that it differs effentially from Salt; but this Form or this Effential Difference conflits only in the different Configuration of its Parts. 'Tis this different Configuration, which makes Honey to be Honey, and Salt to be Salt. And though it be accidental to Matter in general, to have the Configuration of the parts of Honey or Salt, and fo to have the Form of Honey or Salt; yet it may be faid to be effential to Honey or Salt, that they may be what they are, to have fuch or fuch a Configuration in their parts; just as the Sentations of Cold, of Heat, of Pleafure, and Pain, are not effential to the Soul, but only to the Soul which feels them; in as much as by thefe Sentations, he is faid to feel Heat, Cold, Pleafure, and Pain.

C H A P. XVII.

I. Another Instance taken from Morality, which shews that our Senfes offer us nothing but false Goods. II. That GOD alone is our true and proper Good. III. The Origine of the Error of the Epicureans and Stoicks.

I H A V E, I think, brought sufficient Arguments to prove that this Prejudice, That our Sensations are in the Objects, is a most fruitful Principle of Errors in Natural Philosophy. It is my Bufinefs at prefent to bring others drawn from Morality, wherein the fame Prejudice joyn'd with this other, That the Objects of our Senfes are the true and sole Causes of our Sentations, is most highly dangerous.

There
There is nothing so common in the World, as to see Men devoted to sensible Goods; some love Music, some Banqueting, and others have a Passion for other things. Now this is the way of Reaoning these Men must have taken to persuade themselves that these Objects are their Goods. All the pleasant Tsfts we are delighted with in Feasting, the Sounds which gratifie the Ear, and those other Pleasures we are sensible of, upon other occasions, are doublets contain'd in sensible Objects; or, at least, these Objects give us the Sensation of them; or, lastly, are the only means of Conveying them to our Senses. Now it is impossible to doubt that Pleasure is good, and Pain evil. We receive a Conquision from within, and consequently the Objects of our Passions, are most real goods, to which we must cleave, if we will be happy.

This is the Reaoning we generally fall into almost without being aware of it; Thus, because we believe that our Sensations are in Objects, or that the Objects are of themselves capable of giving us the Sensation of them, we consider these things as our own Goods, though we are infinitely exalted above them; since they are able to act only upon our Bodies, and to produce some Motion in their Fibres, but are incapable of acting upon our Souls, or making us sensible either of Pleasure or Pain.

Certainly if our Soul acts not upon her self, on occasion of what happens in the Body, it is GOD alone who hath that Power: And if she be not the Cause of her own Pleasure and Pain, according to the Diversity of the Vibrations of the Fibres of her Body, as it is most highly probable she is not, since she feels Pleasure and Pain without confenting thereunto; I know no other Hand potent enough to make her sensible thereof, except that of the Author of Nature.

Certainly it is GOD alone who is our true Good: He only is able to fill us with all the Pleasures we are capable of enjoying; and it is only by the Knowledge of Him and Love of Him, and by having been made sensible of his fullness, that we are capable of sensible Pleasure. For though we may have some Ideas of the most excellent Goods, the very most excellent, we are not made sensible of these Ideas, as we are of the Ideas of the Body.

What we have said of the Cause of our Errors in respect of Good, gives us a sufficient Knowledge of the Fality of the Opinions the Epicureans and Stoicks embrac'd, touching the Sovereign Good.

The Epicureans placed it in Nature; and because a Man is sensible of this no less in Vice than in Vertue, and more generally in the former than in the other, it has been commonly thought they let loose the Reins to all sorts of Sensible Pleasures.

Now the first cause of their Error is this, That judging falsely there is something pleasant and agreeable in the Objects of their Senses, or that they were the real Causes of the Pleasures they felt; and being moreover convic'd by an Internal Sensation, which they naturally had, that Pleasure was good for them, at least for the time wherein they enjoy'd it, they let themselves loose to all sorts of Passions, from which they had no Apprehensions of receiving any dammage in the Conquence. Whereas they ought to have consider'd, that the Pleasure they reap'd from sensible things, could not exist in those things as their true Causes, nor any other way, and consequently that sensible Goods could not be Goods in respect of the Soul, and they should have thought of the things we have already explain'd.

The Stoicks on the other hand, being persuaded that sensible Pleasures were only felt in, and fitted for the Body, and that the Soul ought to have a peculiar Good of her own, plac'd Felicity in Vertue; fee then the Origine of their Errors, viz.

They believ'd that Sensible Pleasure and Pain were not in the Soul, but in the Body only; and made use of this their false Judgment as a Principle for other false Conclusions: as that Pain was not an Evil, nor Pleasure a Good: That the Pleasures of the Senses were not Good in their own Nature, that they were common to Men and Beasts, &c. Notwithstanding it is easy to fee, that though the Epicureans and Stoicks were in the wrong in many things, they were in the right in some; for the Happiness of the Blessed consists only in a perfect and accomplisht Vertue, that is to say, in their Knowledge and Love of GOD, and in a most exquisite Pleasure that never fails to accompany them.

Let it then be well remember'd, That External Objects contain nothing either Pleasant or Troublesome in themselves; that they are not the Causes of our Pleasures; that we have no reason either to fear or love them; but it is GOD alone, whom 'tis our duty to fear, and our duty to love; since 'tis only He that has Power enough to Punish and Reward us: to make us sensible of Pleasure and of Pain: Finally, it is only in GOD and from GOD, we ought to hope to receive the Pleasures, towards which we have so strong, so natural, and so just an inclination.
C H A P. XVIII.

I. That our Senses make us liable to Error, even in things which are not sensible. II. An Example taken from the Conversation of Men. III. That sensible Manners are not to be regarded.

W e have sufficiently explain'd the Errors of our Senses, in respect of their Objects; as of Light, Colours, and other Sensible Qualities. Now let us fee how they misguided us, even in regard to those Objects which are not of their Jurisdiction, by diverting us from an attentive Consideration of them, and inclining us to judge of them from their Telling and Report; a thing that well deserves to be thoroughly explain'd.

Attention and Application of the Mind to the clear and distinct Idea's we have of Object's, is the most necessary thing in the World, to discover what truly they are: For as it is impossible to see the Beauty and Excellency of any piece of Art, without opening the Eyes, and looking fixedly upon it: So the Mind cannot evidently see the most part of things, with the Relations they bare one to another, unless it considers them with Attention. But it is certain that nothing calls us off more from our Attention to clear and distinct Idea's, than our own Senses, and consequently nothing fits us so remote from Truth, or so soon throws us into Error.

For our better conceiving these things, 'tis absolutely necessary to know, That the three ways the Soul has of perceiving, viz. by the Senses, by the Imagination, and by Intellelt, do not all equally affect her; and consequently, she does not fix an equal Attention on every thing the perceives by their means: For she applies her felt moth to that which touches her nearest, and he is careless enough of that which affects her but a little.

Now what the perceives by the Senses affects her much, and takes up all her Application; what she knows by her Imagination, touches her least pathetically: But that which the Understanding represents to her; I would say, what she of her self perceives independently on the Senfes and Imagination, scarce quickens or awakens her at all. No body doubts but that the leaf sensible Pain is more prevalent to the Mind, and makes it more attentive than the Meditation of a thing of far greater Importance.

The reason which may be given for this, is, That the Senfes represent the Objects as present; the Imagination represents them as absent. Now the order of things requires that among many Goods, or many Evils propos'd to the Soul, those which are present should give her more concern or application than others which are absent: because 'tis necessary for the Soul suddenly to determine what ought to be done on this occasion. And thus she is more intent to a simple prick of a Pin, than to the most excited Speculations. And the Pleasures and Evils of this World make a greater Impression on her, than the indifferent Pains and infinite Pleasures of Eternity.

The Senfes then do extremly warp and bend down the Soul to what they represent to her: But whereas she is of a limited and finite Nature, and cannot conceive distinctly many things at once; she cannot have a distinct Perception of what the Understanding represents to her at the same time her Senfes offer any thing to her consideration. She forfakes then the clear and distinct Idea's of the Understanding, however proper to discover the truth of Things in their own Nature, to apply her self entirely to the confused Idea's of the Senfes, which affect her tenderest part, and give her not a representation of things as they are in their own Nature, but only as they stand related to her Body.

If a Man, to give an instance, would explain any Truth, he must necessarily make use of Speech and express his Notions and Internal Sensations by Motions and Manners sensible. Now the Soul is incapable of perceiving many things distinctly at the same time; so having always a great Attention to what comes in to her by way of the Senfes, she is scarce at Jefture to consider the Reasons which she hears alleged; But her greatest Application is confident to the sensible Pleasure she receives from the finely turn'd Periods, the Conformity of the Gelfures to the Words, from the Genteel Mein of the Face, from the Air, and the Way and Manner of the Speaker: Yet after she has heard, she will needs judge, because it is the Custom. And thus her Judgments must be different, according to the diversity of the Impressions she has receiv'd through the Senfes.

If, for example, the Speaker has a voluble Tongue, and ease of Delivery; if he observes the numberless of Words, and a delightful Cadence in his Periods; if he has the Look of a Gentleman, or of a Man of Parts; if he be a Person of Quality, or is attended with a great Re-time; if he dictates with Authority, or Speaks in a grave decorous Manner; if others listen to him with Silence and Respect; if he has some Reputation in the World, or is acquainted with the great Wits of the Age; In fine, if he has the happiness to please, or to be effect'd, he will have Reason in every word that he advances; and there shall be nothing even to his Band and Cuffs, but shall prove something or other.
But if he be so unfortunate as to have the Qualities quite contrary to these, let him demonstrate as long as he pleases, he shall prove nothing. Let him say the finest things in the World, no Man shall ever regard them. The Attention of the Auditors being employ'd upon that only which strikes their Senses, the Difficult they conceive at the sight of a Man so uncouth and ill-contrived, will wholly take them up, and hinder the Application they ought to have to their Thoughts. A dirty or a rumpled Band is enough to make the Wearer despis'd, and all that comes from him; and that way of talking like a Dotard or a mere Philosopher, will make the most noble and exalted Truths, which are above the reach of the generality of Mankind, be look'd on as Ravings and Extravagances.

Such are the ordinary Judgments of Mankind. Their Eyes and their Ears set up for Judges of Truth, and not their Reason, even in things that depend only on Reason; because Men apply themselves meerly to the Sensible and Agreeable Manners of Men, and seldom afford any Attention that is Relolute and Serious, towards the Discovery of Truth.

Yet what greater Injustice is there, than to judge of things by the Manner of them, and to despise Truth, because it comes not dress'd in those Ornaments that please us and indulge and flatter our Senses? It should be reckon'd a Reproach to Philosophers, and such as pretend to Sane, to be more inquisitive after these agreeable out-side Manners, than Truth it self; and rather to entertain their Mind with the Noise and Emptiness of Words, than with the Solidity of Things. 'Tis for Men of a Vulgar Stamp, 'tis for Souls of Flesh and Blood, to suffer themselves to be won with Rhetorical Periods, and captivated with Figures and Motions that awake and excite the Passions.

---

**C H A P. XIX.**

**Two other Examples. I. The first, concerning our Errors about the Nature of Bodies. II. The second, concerning those which respect the Qualities of the same Bodies.**

We have been shewing that there are a vast multitude of Errors, which are originally owing to the strong Application of the Soul to that which enters by the Senses, and that Lukewarmness and Indifference to things represented by the Understanding.

We have given an Instance of very considerable Importance in Morality, taken from the Conversation of Men; we shall produce some others drawn from the Commerce we have with the rest of Nature, which are absolutely necessary to be observ'd in Natural Philosophy.

One of the Principal Errors we fall into in point of Natural Philosophy, is our Imagining there is much more Substance in Sensible, than in Imperceptible Bodies. The generality of Men are of Opinion there is much more Matter in Gold and Lead, than in Air and Water: And Children who have made no Observation by their Senses of the Effects of Air, ordinarily imagine it has nothing of Reality in it.

Gold and Lead are extremely ponderous, very hard, and very sensible; Water and Air, on the contrary, are scarce perceptible by the Senses. Whence Men conclude the former are more real than the latter. They judge of the Truth of things by the Sensible Perception, which is ever fallacious; and they neglect the clear and distinct Ideas of the Intelligence which never deceives us; because that which is sensible affects us, and challenges our Application; but that which is Intelligible lays us to sleep. These false Judgments respect the Substance of Bodies; let us now see the others relating to the Qualities of the same Bodies.

'Tis the way for Men, almost universally, to judge that the Objects which excite in them the most Pleasant Sensations, are the most Perfect and Pure of all others; without so much as knowing wherein the Perfection and Purity of Matter consists, and, indeed, without caring whether they do or not.
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They say, for instance, that Mud is Impure, and that the clearest Water is very pure. But Camels, which love Muddy Water, and those Animals which delight to wallow in Mire, would be of another opinion. They are Beasts, 'tis true; but those Men who love the Entrails of a Woodcock, and the Excrements of a Civit-Cat, do not say they are Impure, though they say so of the Excrements of all other Animals. Finally, Musk and Amber are in general Efteem with all Men; though they are suppos'd to be nothing but Ordure.

It is certain Men judge of the Perfection and Purity of Matter, with Relation to their own Senfes; whence it falls out, that the Senfes being different in all Men, as has been abundantly explain'd, they must needs judge very differently of the Purity and Perfection of Matter. So that those Books which are daily compos'd upon the Imaginary Perfections attributed to certain Bodies, must needs be stuff'd with Errors, in all the strange and odd variety that can be; since the Reasons they contain are founded only on the false, confus'd and irregular Idea's of the Senfes.

It is not the Part of Philosophers to call Matter Pure or Impure, till they know what they precisely mean by the Words Pure and Impure. For a Man should never talk without knowing what he says; that is to say, without having distinct Idea's, which answer to the Terms he uses. Now if they had first clear and distinct Idea's to each of these Terms, they would see that what they call Pure would prove often very Impure, and what seems to them Impure would be found pure in a high degree.

If, for instance, they would have that Matter to be most Pure and Perfect, whose Parts are most fine and disunited and easieft to be mov'd; Gold, Silver and Precious Stones, would be extremely Imperfect Bodies; Air and Fire on the other hand would be the most perfect.

When Fleh began to putrif, and cast a very noisome stench, it would then be commencing its Perfection, and thinking Carrion would be a more perfect Body, than found and common Fleh.

Again, if on the other hand they would have those to be the most perfect Bodies, the parts whereof are most gross, solid, and difficult to be mov'd; the Earth would be perfecter than Gold, and Air and Fire would be more imperfect Bodies.

But if they are not willing to affix the clear and distinct Idea's I have mention'd, to the Terms Pure and Perfect, let them substitute others in their room. But if they pretend to define these words only by sensible Notions, they will eternally confound things with one another, since the Signification of the Terms that express them can never be fix'd and determin'd. All Men, as we have already prov'd, have very different Senfations of the same Objects: Wherefore a Man ought not to define these Objects by the Senfations he has of them, unless he has a mind to be unintelligible, and to put all things in confusion.

But at the bottom, there is no matter to be found, (not that which the Heavens are fram'd of) which has more Perfection in it than any other. All that Matter seems capable of, are Figures and Motions, and 'tis indifferent to it whether it has Figures and Motions regular or irregular. Reason does not tell us that the Sun is more Perfect or more Luminous than Dirt; nor that the Celebrated Beauties of Romancers and Poets, have any advantage over the most corrupted Carcafes; they are our false and treacherous Senfes that tell us this. It is in vain for Men to cry out against what we say; all their Rallieries and Exclamations will appear frigid and ridiculous, to those who are to examine the Reasons we have alledged.

Those who are us'd to no other Preception than that of their Senfes, believe the Sun to abound with Light; but those who can be Sensible and Reasonable at the same time, are of another opinion; provided they have as good a Faculty of Reasoning, as they have of Senfation. I am very well perswaded, that even those who pay the greatest Deference to the testimony of their Senfes, would cloze with our Opinion, had they well consider'd the things that we have said: But they are too much in love with the Delusion of their Senfes; they have obey'd their Prejudices too long, and their Soul is too unthoughtful, or forgetful, to acknowledge or remember that all the Perfections it imagines the fees in Bodies, belong only to her Self.

But it is not to this sort of Men we address our selves, we are very little concern'd for their Approbation and Esteem: They refuse to hearken to us, and consequentely are incompe- tent Judges; we are satisfy'd in defending Truth, and having the Approbation of those who seriously labour to rid themselves of the Errors of their Senfes, and to employ the Light of their Understanding. We only require of them, that they would seriously Meditate on these Thoughts, with the greatest Attention they can, and then let them judge of them: Let them condemn them or acquit them; we submit them to their Judgment, since by their Mediation they have obtained a Supreme Power and Jurisdiction over them, which without Injustice cannot be contefted with them.
The Conclusion of the First Book.

I. That our Senses are given us only for the Preservation of our Body.

II. That we ought to doubt of the Reports they make.

III. That 'tis no little thing to doubt, as we ought to do.

I have, if I am not mistaken, made a sufficient Discovery of the General Errors into which our Senses lead us, whether in regard to their own Objects, or in respect of Things, which can only be perceived by the Understading: And I am of an Opinion, that we fall into no Error by their Conduct, the cause whereof may not be discover'd by the things that have been said, in case a Man will betake a little Meditation upon them.

We have hitherto seen, that our Senses are most faithful and exact in instructing us in the Relations, which all the Bodies which surround us have with our own, but are incapable of teaching us what these Bodies are in their own Nature; that to make the best use of them, they must only be employ'd to the Preservation of our Health and Life; and that they can't be sufficiently depiss'd, when they pretend to raise themselves to a Sovereignty above the Understading. This is the Principal Thing I would gladly have well remembered in all this First Book, viz. Let a Man thoroughly consider, that our Senses were only given us for the Preservation of our Body, let him forthe himself in this Notion; and in order to free himself from the Ignorance he is under, let him seek out other Successions and Affiliances, than those his Senses furnish him withal.

But supposing there be some such Men to be found, (as doubtless there be but too many of them) who will not be persuad'd of these last Propositions by what we have hitherto said, we demand of them still much less than this; we only desire of them to enter into some Difficult of their Senses, and if they cannot entirely reject their Testimonies as false and treacherous, let them only seriously doubt, left these Reports should not be absolutely true: And certainly, in my Opinion, enough hath been said, to cast at least some Scruple in the Mind of Reasonable Men, and consequently to excite them to the Employing their Liberty otherwise than they have hitherto done: for if they could once begin to doubt, that the Reports of their Senses were not true, they might with greater Ease with-hold their Content, and so prevent their falling into those Errors, into which they have hitherto fallen especially if they could remember that Rule we have given at the Beginning of this Discourse, That we ought not to give an entire Content, except to Things that appear entirely evident, and to which we could not forbear contending, without being certainly convince'd; we should make an ill use of our Liberty in not confounding.

For what remains, let not a Man imagine he has made but an incon siderable Progress, if he has only learn'd to Doubt. To know how to Doubt with Judgment and Reason, is not so small a thing as is supposed. For we must needs say, there is a great deal of difference betwixt Doubting and Doubting. Some Doubt out of a Rafh Passion, and a Brutish Resolution; others out of Blindness and Malice, out of Humour and Fancy, and because they will do so; but there are others likewise, that Doubt out of Prudence and Caution, out of Wisdom and Penetration of Mind. The Academicks and Atheists Doubt after the former manner; but true Philosophers Doubt in the latter. The first Doubt is a Doubt of Darkness, which never conducts us towards the Light, but lets us at a greater Distance from it. The second Doubt proceeds from Light, and is attendant in former Reason, to the production of it, in its turn.

Those who only Doubt in the former manner, know not what it is to Doubt with Under standing: They Laugh at Monsieur Des Cartes teaching us to Doubt, in the first of his Metaphysical Meditations; because it seems to them, that it is no other, than a Fantackt Doubting; That it can only be said in general, that our Nature is Infirm, that our Mind is full of Blindness, that we ought to be very careful to rid ourselves of our Prejudices, and some such things as those. They suppose that this is enough to prevent being seduced by our Senses, and not to be deceive'd at all. But it is not enough to complain, that the Mind is weak; we must make her sensible of her Weaknesses: It is not enough to say, She is subject unto Error; we must discover to her wherein her Errors consist, to which I think we have given an Introduction in this first Book, by accounting for the Nature and Errors of our Senses; and we will still pursue the same Design, in explaining the Nature and Errors of our Imagination in the Second.
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I. A General Idea of the Imagination. II. That it includes two Faculties, an Active and a Passive. III. A General Cause of the Changes which happen in the Imagination of Men; and the Foundation of the Second Book.

In the foregoing Book I have treated concerning the Senses; I have endeavoured to Explain their Nature, and precipitately to determine the Use that ought to be made of them. I have discover'd the Principal and most General Errors, wherein they ingage us: and have attempted such a Limitation of their Power, as to put Man in a capacity of Hoping much, and Fearing nothing from them; whilst they keep them within those Boundaries I have prescribed them. In this Second Book I shall Discourse concerning the Imagination, as the Natural Order of things obliges me. For there is a close Relation and Affinity betwixt the Imagination and the Senses, that they in no wise ought to be separated. We shall see too in the Sequel of the Discourse, that these two Powers are no farther Different than according to Degree of more or less.

This then is the Method which I have observ'd in this Treatise: It is divided into three Parts. In the First I Explain the Natural Causes of the Disorder and Errors of the Imagination: In the Second I make some Application of these Causes to the most General Errors of the Imagination; and I Discourse of such as may be termed the Moral Causes of these Errors. In the Third I treat of the Contagious Communication of Strong Imagination.

Though the greatest part of the things contain'd in this Treatise may not be so new, as those I have already deliver'd in Explaining the Errors of the Senses, yet their Use and Advantage will be no less considerable. Men of bright and clarify'd Understandings can easily discover the Errors, and the Causes of the Errors I am treating of: But there are few such Men as can make sufficient Reflection thereupon: I pretend not to give Instructions to all the World, my design is only to Inform the Ignorant, and to Caution and Remind the rest, or rather I try to be my own Instructeur and Remembrancer.

It has been said in the First Book, that the Organs of our Senses were composed of little Fibres, which terminate, on one hand, upon the External parts of the Body, and on the Skin; and on the other, in the middle of the Brain. But these Fibres may be moved in a two-fold manner; either by commencing their Motion at those Extremities which terminate in the Brain, or at those which terminate on the Surface of the Body. Being the Agitation of these Fibres cannot be communicated to the Brain, but the Soul must have some Perception or other; if the Agitation be begun by the Impression of Objects, made upon the External Surface of the Fibres of the Nerves,
and be communicated to the Brain; the Soul thereby receives a Sensation, and judges * what the has the Sensation of, to be without; that is to fly: She perceives an Object as present: but if it be only the Internal Fibres that are agitated by the Course of the Animal Spirits, or in some other manner, the Soul imagines and judges what the imagines to be not without, but within the Brain; that is, she perceives an Object as absent. And this is the difference there is between Sensation and Imagination.

But it ought to be observ'd, That the Fibres of the Brain are more violently agitated by the Impression of External Objects, than by the Course of the Animal Spirits; and that for this reason the Soul is more nearly touch'd by External Objects, which the judges as present, and, as it were, capable of making her instantly sensible of Pleasure or Pain, than by the Course of the Animal Spirits. And yet it happens sometimes in Persons whose Animal Spirits are put in extreme Commotion, by6 Fasting, Watchings, a Forcing Fever, or a violent Passion, that these Spirits move the Internal Fibres of the Brain with as great a force, as External Objects; so that these Persons have the Sensation of what they should only have the Imagination, and think they see Objects before their Eyes, which they only imagine in the Brain. Which evidently shews, that, in regard of what occurs in the Body, the Sense and Imagination differ but in Degree of more or less, as I have before declar'd.

But in order to give a more distinct and particular idea of the Imagination, we must know that as often as any change happens in that part of the Brain where the Nerves unite, there happens a Change also in the Soul: That is, as has been already explain'd, if there happens any Motions in this part which alters the Order of its Fibres, there happens, at the same time, a new Perception in the Soul; and she either feels or imagines something after: And that the Soul is incapable of receiving any fresh Sensation or Imagination, without some Alteration in the Fibres of that part of the Brain.

So that the Faculty of imagining, or the Imagination, consists only in the Power the Soul has of framing the Images of Objects, by effecting a Change in the Fibres of that part of the Brain, which may be call'd the Principal Part, as being that which corresponds to all the Parts of our Body; and is the Place where the Soul keeps her immediate Residence, if I may be so allow'd to speak.

This manifestly shews that this Power which the Soul has of forming these Images, includes two things; one that has its Dependence on the Soul, and the other on the Body. The first is the Action and the Command of the Will. The second is the readiness Obedience paid to it by the Animal Spirits which delineate those Images, and by the Fibres of the Brain wherein they must be imprinted. In this Trick, both one and the other of these two things go indifferently by the Name of Imagination; nor are they distinguished by the Terms Alive and Passive, which might be given them; because the Sense of the thing spoken of, eaily determines which of the Two is understood, whether the Alive Imagination of the Soul, or the Passive Imagination of the Body.

I shall not here particularly determine which is that Principal Part of the Brain before-mentioned; First, Because it would be but an useless thing to do it Secondly, Because it is not perfectly and infallibly known. And lastly, Since I could not convince others, it being a Matter incapable of Probation in this place; though I should be infallibly affur'd which was this Principal Part, I should think it more advisable to say nothing of it.

Whether then it be according to the Opinion of Dr. Willis, in the two little Bodies, call'd by him Corpora Sensitive, that the common Sense resides; and the Cells of the Brain prefer the Species of the Memory, and the Corpus Callosum be the Seat of Imagination. Whether it be according to Fermatius's Opinion, in the Pia Mater, which involves the Substance of the Brain: Whether it be in the Pinea Gland, according to the Notion of Descartes: or, lastly, in some other part hitherto undiscover'd, that our Soul exercises her Principal Functions, is of no great concern to know. 'Tis enough to be assured that there is a Principal Part, (and this is moreover absolutely necessary) and that the Bodies of Mr. Descartes's System hands its ground. For 'tis to be well observ'd, that though he should be mistaken in affur'd us it is the Pinea Gland, to which the Soul is immediately united, this could no ways injure the Foundation of his System, from which may ever be deduc'd all the profit that could be expected from the true, to make all necessary advances in the knowledge of Man.

Since then the Imagination consists only in the Power the Soul has of forming the Images of Objects, by impring them (as I may say) in the Fibres of the Brain; the greater and more distinct the Impresses of the Animal Spirits are, which are the strokes of these Images, the more strongly and distinctly the Soul will imagine Objects. Now, as the Largeness, and Depth, and Cleaverness of the strokes of any Sculpture depend upon the Forcible Acting of the Graving Instrument, and the pliable yielding of the Place; so the Depth, and the Distinctness of the Impresses of the Imagination, depend on the Force of the Animal Spirits, and the Constitution of the Fibres of the Brain: And 'tis the Variety that is found in these two things, which is almost the universal Cause of that great Diversity we observe in the Minds of different Men.

For 'tis no hard thing to account for all the different Characters to be met with in the Minds of Men: On the one hand, by the Abundance and Scarcity, by the Rapidities and Slowness, by the Grossness and the Littleness of the Animal Spirits; and on the other hand, by the Fineness.
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and Courfes, by the Mofiture and Drinefs, by the Faciility and Difficulty of the yielding of the Fibres of the Brain; and lafly, by the Relation the Animal Spirits may poftibly have with thefe Fibres. And it would be very expedient for every one, forthwith to try to Imagine to himself all the different Combinations of these things, and to apply himself feriously to the Consideration of all the Differences we have obfer'ved between the Minds of Men. Becaufe it is ever more ufeful, and also more pleafant for a Man to employ his own Mind, and to acclimatize it to the finding out Truth by its own Industry, than to poffef it to gather Ruft by a careflesf La- zinefs, in applying it only to things wholly digefted, and explain'd to his hands. Besides that, there are fome things fo delicately nice and fine, in the different Character of Minds, that a Man may eafily fometimes difcover them, and be fenfible of them elfe, but is uneable to repreff them, or make them fenfible to others.

But that we may explain, as far as poftibly we can, all the Differences that are found in diferent Minds, and that every Man may more eafily obferve in his own, the Caufe of all the Changes, he fenfibly perceives in it at different times; it feme convenient to make a general En- quiry into the Caufes of the Changes, which happen in the Animal Spirits, and in the Fibres of the Brain. Since this will make way for the Discovery of all thefe, which happen in the Imagination.

Man never ceafe to obferve himself; all Mankind have fufficient Internal Convictions of their own Inconfanty. A Man judges one while in one manner, and another while in another, concerning the fame Subject. In a word, the Life of a Man confifts only in the Circulation of the Blood, and in another Circulation of Thoughts and Defires. And I am of Opinion, a Man cannot employ his Time much better, than in searching for the Caufes of thefe Changes we are Subject to, and entering into the Knowledge of ourfelves.

CHAP. II.

I. Of the Animal Spirits, and the Changes they are Subject to in general.

II. That the Chyle entering the Heart, occasions a Change in the Spirits.

III. That Wine does the fame thing.

This confef'd by all the World, that the Animal Spirits are nothing, but the more fubtil and agitated parts of the Blood; which Subtility and Agitation is principally owing to the Fermentation it receives in the Heart, and the violent Motion of the Moftles, which conjoin that part: That thefe Spirits, together with the reft of the Blood, are condu- cted through the Arteries to the Brain: And that there they are separated from it, by some parts appropriated to that purpofe; but which they are, it has not been yet agreed upon.

From whence we ought to conclude, that in cafe the Blood be very fubtil, it will have abund- ance of Animal Spirits; but if it be coarse, the Animal Spirits will be few: That if the Blood be compof'd of parts eafe to be infalid in the Heart, or very feldom in Motion, the Spirits in the Brain will be extremly heated and agitated: And, on the contrary, if the Blood admits little Fermentation in the Heart, the Animal Spirits will be languid, unactive, and without force. And lafly, according to the Solidity, which is found in the parts of the Blood, the Animal Spirits will have more or lefs solidity, and confequently greater or leffer force in their Motion. But thefe things ought to be explain'd more at large, and the Truth of them made more fenfibly ap- parent, by Examples and uncontrovertif Experiments that prove them.

The Authority of the Ancients has not only blin'd some Men from Understanding, but we may fay, has feal'd up their Eyes. For there are flill a fort of Men that pay fo fublimine a deference to Ancient Opinions, or poftibly are fo flill and obfolute, that they will not accepfe things which they could not contradict, would they but pleafe to open once their Eyes. We daily fee Men, in good Reputation and Efficacy for their Study, Write and Difpute publickly againft the Visible and Seneiable Experiments of the Circulation of the Blood, againft that of the Gravitation and Elaffick force of the Air, and others of the like Nature. The Discovery Mr. Pacquet has made in our Time, and which we have here occasion for, is of the number of chofe that are mi-for- tunate, meerly for want of being Born Old; and, as a Man may fay, with a Venerable Beard. I fhall not, however, omit to make use of it, and am under no Apprehenfion of being blam'd by Judicious Men for doing fo.

According to that Discovery, it is manifest that the Chyle does not immediately pafs from the Vefera to the Liver, through the Mefahack Vevus, as was belived by the Ancients; but that it paffes out of the Bevus into the Liver Vevus, and from thence into feveral Receptacles, where thefe Vevus coteminate: That from thence it aends through the Delina Thoraickc along the Verfiva of the Back, and proceeds to mix with the Blood in the Auxiliary Vevus, which enters into the Superior Trunk of Vena Cora; and thus being mingled with the Blood, it difcharges it self into the Heart.

It ought to be confidered from this Experiment, that the Blood thus mingled with the Chyle, being very different from that which has already circulatd feveral times through the Heart, the Animal
Animal Spirits, that are only the more fine and subtil parts of it, ought to be very different in Persons that are fasting, and others after they have eaten. Again, because in the Meats and Drinks that are used, there is an infinite Variety, and likewise those that use them, Bodies diversly dispos'd: Two Persons after Dinner, thoughrising from the same Table, must sensibly perceive in their Faculty of Imagining, so great a Variety of Alterations, as is impossible to be describ'd.

I confess those who are in a perfect state of Health, perform Digestion so easily, that the Chyle flowing into the Heart, neither aggrandizes nor diminishes the Heat of it, and is scarce any Obstruction to the Blood's fermenting in the very same manner, as if it enter'd all alone: So that their Animal Spirits, and consequently their Imaginative Faculty admit hardly any Change thereby. But as for Old and Infirm People, they find in themselves very sensible Alterations after a Repast: They generally grow dull and sleepy; at leaf, their Imagination flags and languishes, and has no longer any Briskness or Alacrity. They can conceive nothing distinctly, and are unable to apply themselves to any thing. In a word, they are quite different and other fort of People from what they were before.

But that those of a more found and robust Complexion, may likewise have sensible proofs of what I have said; they need only make reflection on what happens to them in Drinking Wine somewhat more freely than ordinary; or on what would fall out upon their drinking Wine at one Meal, and Water at another. For it is certain, that unless they be extremely rapid, or that their Body be of a make very extraordinary, they will sufficiently feel in themselves some Briskness, or little Drouininess, or some such other accidental thing.

Wine is so spirituous, that it is Animal Spirits almost ready made: But Spirits a little too libertine and unruly, that not easily submit to the orders ofthe Will,by reason of their Solidity and excursive Agitation. Thus it produces even in Men that are of a most strong and vigorous Constitution, Greater Changes in the Imagination, and in all the parts of the Body, than Meats, and other Liquors.

It would be no hard matter to give a Reason for all the Principal Effects produced in the Animal Spirits, and thereupon in the Brain, and in the Soul itself, by this Commixture of the Chyle and Blood; as to explain how Wine exhilarates, and gives a Man a certain Sprightliness of Mind, when taken with Moderation; why it Brutifies a Man in process of time, by being drunk to excess, why a Man is drounche after a good Meal, and a great many others of like Nature, for which very ridiculous Accounts are usually given. But besides that I am not writing a Treatise of Physicks, I must have been negocitated to have given some Idea of the Anatomy of the Brain, or have made some Supposition, as Monseur Des-Cartes has done before me in his Treatise concerning Man, without which it were impossible to explain ones self. But finally, if a Man shall read with Attention that D遭遇 of Monseur Des-Cartes, he will possibly be satisfy'd as to all these particular Inquiries; because that Author explains all these things; at leaf, he furnishes us with sufficient Knowledge of them, to be able of our selves to discover them by Meditation, provided we are any whit acquainted with his Principles.

C H A P. III.

That the Air imply'd in Respiration causes some Change in the Animal Spirits.

The second general Cause of the Changes which happen in the Animal Spirits, is the Air we breathe. For though it does not for the most part make such sensible Impressions as the Chyle, yet it causes at long run, what the Juices of Meats do in a much shorter time. This Air passes out of the Branches of the Trachea into the vessel of the Arteria Venosa: Hence it mingles, and ferments with the rest of the Blood in the Heart; and, according to its own particular Disposition, and that of the Blood, it produces very great Changes in the Animal Spirits, and consequentially in the Imaginative Faculty.

I know there are some Persons, who will not be persuaded that the Air mixes with the Blood in the Lungs and Heart; because they cannot discover with their Eyes, the Passages in the Branches of the Trachea, and in those of the Arteria Venosa, through which the Air is communicated. But the Action of the Imagination ought not to stop, when that of the Senses can go no further. It can penetrate that which to them is impenetrable, and lay hold on things which have no handle for
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for the Senfes. 'Tis not to be question'd, but some parts of the Blood continually pass through the Branches of the Vena Arteriosa, into those of the Trachea. The Smell and Moiſture of the Breath, sufficiently prove it; and yet the Paffages of that Communication are imperceptible. Why then may not the fubtil parts of Air be allow'd to pass through the Branches of the Trachea, into the Arteria Venaſa though the Paffages of this Communication be undecernible? In fine, a much greater quantity of Humours tranſpire through the imperceptible Pores of the Arteries and the Skin, than ecape through the other Avenues of the Body; and even the Pores of the moft solid Metals, are not fo clofe, but there are found Bodies in Nature little enough to find a free paffage through them; since otherwife these Pores would quickly be entirely ftopt.

It is true that the courfe and ragged parts of the Air cannot penetrate through the ordinary Pores of Bodies; and that Water itfelf, though extremely groſs, can glide through thofe crannies, which will not give admittance to them. But we fpake not here of the courfe or branch'd and ragged Parts of Air; they feem to be of little ufe to Fermentation: We only fpake of the little, fliſh and punget Parts, and fuch as have none or very few Branches to impede their paffage, because there are the fitteft for the Fermentation of the Blood.

I might notwithstanding affirm upon the Testimony of Silvius, that even the courfeft Air paffes from the Trachea to the Heart, who certifies he has feen it pafs thither by the Art and Ingenious of Mr. de Snammerdam. For 'tis more reafonable to believe a Man who fays he has feen it, than a thousand others who talk at random. It is certain then that the moft reſtrict'd and fubtil Parts of Air which we breath, enter into the Heart; and there, together with the Blood and Chyle, keep up the Fire which gives Life and Motion to our Body; and that according to their different Qualities, they introduce great Changes in the Fermentation of the Blood, and in the Animal Spirits.

We daily discover the Truth of this by the various Humours, and the different Characters of the Minds of Men of different Countries: The Gaffons, for instance, have a more brisk and lively Imagination, than the Normans: Thofe of Rhone, and Dieppe, and Picardie, differ all from one another: And yet farther from the Low-Normans, though at no great diftance from each other. But if we consider Men that live in Countries more remote, wehall find much stranger Differences between them: For instance, an Italian, a Flemming, and a Dutch-Man. To concluſe, there are places celebrated in all Ages for the Wildom of their Inhabitants, as Thesmar and Athenes, and others, as notorious for their Stupidity, as Thebes and Aderia, and fome others.

Athenis tenne calum, ex qua acutiores eiun parantur Articis, crafsum Thebis. Cic. de Fato.

Aberisana pellora plebis habeis. Mart.

Bauum in crasso jurares aere natum. Hor.

CHAP. IV.

I. Of the Change of the Spirits caus'd by the Nerves, which go to the Heart and Lungs. II. Of that which is caus'd by the Nerves, which go to the Liver, to the Spleen and Vifceræ. III. That all that, is perform'd without the concurrence of our Will, but yet it cannot be done without a Providence.

The third caufe of the Changes, which happen to the Animal Spirits, is the moft ordinary, and moft active of them all, because it is this which produces, maintains and corroboreas all the Paffions. For our better understanding this, we must know that the Nerves of the fifth, fixth, and eighth Conjugation shoot out the greatest part of their Branches into the Breath and Belly, where they are moft advantageously employ'd for the Prefervation of the Body, but moft dangerously in regard to the Soul: Because the Nerves in their Action depend not on the Will of Men, as do thefe us'd in moving the Legs and Arms, and other External Parts of the Body: And they have a greater influence upon the Soul, than the Soul has upon them.

We must know then, that many of the Branches of the Nerves of the eighth Conjugation, fall in among the Fibres of the Principal of all the Muscles, the Heart; that they encircle its Orifces, its Auricles and its Arteries. That they expatiate alfo into the Subſtance of the Lungs, and thus by their different Motions produce very considerable Changes in the Blood. For the Nerves which are diverfed among the Fibres of the Heart, caus'ing it to Dilate and Conveit it felf in too haffy and violent a manner, throw, with an unual force, abundance of Blood towards the Head, and all other External Parts of the Body. Though sometimes thefe fame Nerves have a quite contrary Effect. As for the Nerves which surround the Orifces of the Heart, its Auricles and Arteries, their ufe is much the fame with that of the Regifers,wherewith the Chymifts moderate.
rate the Heat of their Furnaces; or of Cocks which are instrumental in Fountains, to regulate the Course of their Waters. For the use of these Nerves is to contravall and dilate diversely the Orifices of the Heart, and by that manner to hasten, and retard the Embrace and the Exit of the Blood, and so to augment and diminish the Heat of it. Lastly, the Nerves which are differs'd over the Liver, have the same employment: For the Liver being made up only of the Branches of the Trache, of the Vena Ateriosa, and the Arteria Pheina, interwoven one among another, it is plain that the Nerves which are differs'd through their Subsistance, by their Contraction, must obstruct the Air from passing so freely out of the Branches of the Trache, and the Blood out of those of the Vena Ateriosa, into the Arteria Pheina, to disburse it into the Heart. Thus the Nerves according to their different agitation, augment and diminish still the Heat and Motion of the Blood.

All the Paffions furnish us with very fensible Experiments of these different Degrees of Heart of our Heart; we manifestly feel its Diminution and Augmentation sometimes on a sudden: And as we fally judge our Sensations to be in the Parts of our Body, and by occasion of them to be Excited in our Soul, as has been explain'd in the foregoing Book; So the generality of Philosophers imagine the Heart to be the Principal Seat of the Paffions of the Soul, and 'tis even at this day the moft common and receiv'd Opinion.

Now because the Imaginative Faculty receives considerable Changes by the Changes which happen in the Animal Spirits; and because the Animal Spirits are very different, according to the different Fermentation of the Blood, perform'd in the Heart; it is easy to discover the Reason of Paffionate People's Imagining things quite otherwise, than those who consider'd the fame fpedately, and in cold Blood.

The other Caele which exceedingly contributes to the Diminution and Augmentation of the Extraordinary Fermentation of the Blood, in the Heart, consists in the Action of many other Branches of the Nerves, whereof we have been speaking.

These Branches are differs'd throughout the Liver, which contains the more fubtil part of the Blood, or that which is commonly call'd the Bile; through the Spleen, which contains the grofter part, or the Melancholy; through the Panaeas, which contains an acid Juice, most proper for Fermentation; through the Stomach, the Guts, and the other parts, which contain the Chyle. Finally, They are differs'd and fpread about all the parts, that can any ways contribute to the varying the Fermentation of the Blood in the Heart. There is moveover nothing even to the Arteries and Veins, which has not a Connection with these Nerves; as Dr. Willis has discover'd of the Inferior Trunk of the Great Artery, which is connect'd to them near the Heart; of the Axillary Artery on the right fide; of the Emalgent Vein, and feveral others.

Thus the use of the Nerves being to agitate the parts (to which they are fadded) diverfe ways, it is eafe to conceive how, for instance, the Nerve which surrounds the Liver may, by constringing it, drive a great quantity of Bile into the Veins, and the Canals Ophthalm, which mingling with the Blood in the Veins, and with the Chyle, through the Canals Ophthalm, enters the Heart, and produces a Heat therein much more fervent than ordinary. Thus when a Man is mov'd with fome kind of Paffions, the Blood boyals in the Arteries and in the Veins, and the Heat is diffus'd throughout the Body, the Fire fies up into the Head, which is plainly fupp'd with fuch a prodigious quantity of over-brisk and rapid Animal Spirits, as by their impetuous Current, hinder the Imagination from representing other things, than thofe, whole Images they fupply the Brain, that is, from thinking on other Objects than thofe of the Predominant Paffion.

'Tis fo again with the little Nerves which run into the Spleen, or into other parts which contain a Matter more fubtil, and fole, and fets capable of Heat and Motion; they render the Imagination wholly Languid, Drousy and Unactive, by pouring into the Channels of the Blood a Matter that is fubtil and difficult to be put in Motion.

As for thofe Nerves which environ the Arteries and Veins, their Ufe is to put a Stop to the current of the Blood, and, by their Preffire and Conftriction of the Veins and Arteries, oblige it to flow into thofe places, where it meets with a pallige more open and free. Thus that part of the great Artery, which furnifhes all the parts of the Body, below the Heart, with Blood, being bound and ftratified by thofe Nerves, the Blood muft acceffarily enter the Head in greater quantities, and fo produce a Change in the Animal Spirits, and consequently in the Imagination.

But it ought to be observe'd, that all this is perform'd by mere MECHANIC; I mean, that all the different Movements of these Nerves in all the different Paffions, are not affect'd by the Command of the Will; but on the contrary are perform'd without its orders, and even in contradiction to them: Inforuich that a Body without a Soul difpos'd like that of a found Man, would-be capable of all the Movements which accompany our Paffions: And thus Beasts themfelves might have such as nearly resemb'd them, though they were only pure Machines.

This is the thing for which we ought to admire the Incomprehensible Wisdom of Him, who has fo regularly raf'd and contriv'd all thofe Natural Wheels, and Movements, as to make it sufficient for an Object, to move the Optic Nerve in fuch and fuch a manner, to produce fo many dierfe Motions in the Heart, in the other inward parts of the Body, and on the Face it felf. For it has lately been discover'd, that the fame Nerve which shoots fome of its Branches into the Heart, and into other Internal parts, communicates alfo fome of its Branches into the Eye, the Mouth, and other parts of the Face; fo that, if the Eye is blind, or moves fome other way within, it muft betray prefently its elf without, because there can be no Motion in the Branches extended to the Heart, but there must another happen in thofe, which are precede'd over the Face.
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The Correspondence and Sympathy, which is found between the Nerves of the Face, and some others, answering to other places of the Body, not to be nam'd, is still much more Remarkable: and that which occasions this great Sympathy, is as in the other Passions, because these little Nerves which climb into the Face, are only Branches of that which defends lower.

When a Man is overtaken with some violent Passion, if he is careful to make a Reflection upon what he feels in his Entrails, and in other parts of his Body, where the Nerves intimate themselves, as also upon the Changes of Countenance, which accompany it; and if he considers that all these divers Agitations of the Nerves, are altogether involuntary, and that they happen in spite of all the Reissilence, that our Will can make to them, he will find it no hard matter to suffer himself to embrace this simple Explication, that has been given of all these Relations and Correspondencies between the Nerves.

But if a Man examines the Reaons and the End of all these things, so much Order and Wisdom will be found in them, that a little Sobernefs of Thought and Attention will be able to convince the most devoted Admirers of Epicurus and Lucretius, that there is a Providence that governs the World. When I fee a Watch, I have reason to conclude, that there is some Intelligent Being, since it is Impossiblc for Chance and Hazard to produce, to range and posture all its Wheels. How then could it be possible, that Chance, and a confus'd Jumble of Atoms, should be capable of ranging in all Men and Animals, such abundance of different secret Springs and Engines, with that Exactnefs and Proportion, I have just Explained: and that Men and Animals should thereby procreate others exactly like themselves. So ridiculous it is to think or to lay with Lucretius, That all the parts which go to the Composition of Man, were pack'd together by Chance; that his Eyes were not made with any delica of Seeing, but that he afterwards thought of Seeing because he found he had Eyes; And thus with the other parts of the Body. These are his Words.

Lamina ne fias aliorum clara creata, 
Profiscere ne poffimus: & ut profcrvem vidis. 
Procroros paffus, ideo fattiqia fofce 
Svarum, ac flavimum peditus fundata plicari: 
Bacchitum poro validis ex apia lacteatis 
Effe, manfipque datas utraque a parte miniftra, 
Oc facere ad vitam poffimus, qua fores usis. 
Carena de genere loc inter quamque prematur: 
Omnia prorsa præpoferta sunt ratione. 
Nil adeo quantum natura j in corpore, ut ui 
Poffimus: sed quod natura iid procrvem iunt.

Must he not needs have a Strange Aversion to a Providence, which would thus voluntarily put out his Eyes for fear of seeing it, and endeavour to render himself insensible to Arguments so strong and convincing, as thefe Nature furnishes us withal? I confefs, when once Men affect to be thought bold, or rather Atheistical Wits, as did the Epicureans, they prefently find themfelves heightened in darknefs, and fee only falfe glimmerings for the future; they peremptorily deny the moft clear and Self-evident Truths, and as haughtily and Magiftrially affirm the falfeft and obfurd Things in the World.

The Poet I have juft cited, may serve as a Proof of that Blindnefs of these venturous Wits; he confidently pronounces, and againft all appearance of Truth, about the moft difficult and obfurd Questions: when at the fame time it may well be thought, he has no Preception of Idea's, that are moft clear and evident. If I should fland to tranfcribe paffages of that Author to juflic what I fay, I should make too long and tedious a Digreffion; for though it may be permitted me to make some Reflections, which fay and fatten the Mind for a Moment upon efential Truths, yet I should never attone for making Digreffions, which throw off the Mind a coniderable time, from its Attention to its principal Subjeft, to apply it to things of little or no Importance.

C H A P. V. I. Of the Memory. II. Of the Habits.

We have been explaining the general Cauces, as well External as Internal, which effect a Change in the Animal Spirits, and consequently in the Imaginative Faculty. We have fhewn that the External are the Means we feed upon, and the Air we take in, for Respiration. And that the Internal confit in the Involuntary Agitation of certain Nerves. We know no other general Cauces, and we are confident there are none. In fo much that the Faculty of Imagining, as to the Body, depends only on two things, namely, the Animal Spirits, and the Diſpoſition of the Brain, whereon they act. There nothing more remains at present to give us a perfect Knowledge of the Imagination, than the manifeflation of the different Chau-
ges, that may happen in the Subfance of the Brain.

They
I. of the Memory.

They shall be examined by us, as soon as we have given some idea of the Memory and Habits, that is, of that facility we have of thinking upon things which we have already thought upon, and doing the same things we have already done: The Methodical Order of our Discourses will have it so.

In order to give an Explication of the Memory, it should be called to Mind, what has been several times already inculcated, that all our different Preceptions are affix’d to the Changes which happen to the Fibres of the Principal part of the Brain, wherein the Soul more particularly resides.

This one Supposition being laid down, the Nature of the Memory is Explain’d: for as the Branches of a Tree, which have continued for some time bent after a particular manner, preserve a readiness and facility of being bent after in the same manner; so the Fibres of the Brain, having once receiv’d certain Impressions from the current of the Animal Spirits, and from the Action of Objects upon them, retain for a considerable time, some Facility of receiving the same Impressions. Now the Memory confides only in that Facility of the Soul, since a Man thinks upon the same things, whenever the Brain receives the same Impressions.

And whereas the Animal Spirits are sometimes more, and sometimes less strongly upon the Sub stance of the Brain; and External Objects make far greater Impressions, than the Imagination finely; it is from hence easy to discover, why a Man does not equally remember all the things he has formerly perceiv’d; how, for instance, it comes to pass, that what a Man has often perceived, is generally representative livelier to the Soul, than what a Man has had but now and then a Preception of: why he more difficultly remembers the things he has seen, than those he has only imagin’d; and why, for example, a Man shall know better the distribution of the Veins in the Liver by once seeing the Dissection of that part, than by often reading it in a Book of Anatomy; and so of other things of like nature.

But if a Man would make Reflection upon what has been formerly said, concerning the Imagination, and upon the little which has just now been spoken concerning the Memory, and if he be rid of that prejudice, that our Brain is too little for the hoarding up and preserving such abundance of Traces and Impressions, he will take pleasure in discovering the cause of all those wonderful Effects of the Memory, St. Augius with so much admiration speaks of, in the Tenth Book of his Confessions. But I shall not explain these things more at large; as believing it more expedient for every Man to explain them to himself by some Essay of Thought; for as much as the things that way discover’d, are always more grateful and agreeable, and make greater Impression on us, than those we learn from other Men.

It is necessary to the Explication of the Habits, to know the manner whereby (we have reason to think) the Soul moves the parts of the Body, to which she is united; and that is this: According to all appearances in the World, there are always in some places of the Brain, whatever they be, a very great Quantity of Animal Spirits, very rapidly mov’d by the Heat of the Heart, from whence they proceed; and most readily dispos’d to glide into those places, where they find an ease and an open path. All the Nerves terminate in the Receptacle of those Spirits, and the Soul has the * Power of determining their Motion, and conducting them through the Nerves, into all the Muscles of the Body. Thee Spirits entering therein swell them up, and consequently contract them: And thus they move the parts to which the Muscles are affix’d.

We shall readily be perplexed, that the Soul moves the Body in the manner thus explain’d, if it be observed, that when a Man has been a long time fasting, let him try, how he will, to give certain motions to his Body, he will be unable to effect them, and even will be at some pains to stand upon his Legs. But if so be he find a way of conveying into his Heart something very Spirituous, as Wine or any like nutriment, he forthwith perceives that his Body obeys his Desires with far greater facility, and that he is able to move it, as he pleases. For this single Experiment makes it, one would think, sufficiently manifest, that the Soul is incapable of giving Motion to her Body for want of Animal Spirits; and that by their means she realises her Sovereignty and Dominion over it.

Now these Inflows of the Muscles are so plain and palpable in the Motions of our Arms, and other parts of our Body; and ’tis so reasonable to believe these Muscles cannot receive any Inflation, without the admission of some Body into them; as a Bladder cannot be blown and extended, without the entrance of the Air, or something else; that it seems not to be doubted but the Animal Spirits are driven from the Brain, through the Nerves into the Muscles; to dilate them, and to produce in them all the Motions we desire. For a Muscle being full is necessarily shorter than when it is empty; and so attract’s and moves the part to which it is conjoin’d; as may be seen explain’d more at large in Mr. des Cartes Treatise of the Passions, and in that Concerning Man. I do not however deliver that Explication as perfectly demonstrated in all its parts: To render it entirely evident, there are many things farther requisite to be demanded: without which, it is next to impossible to explain ones self. But the Knowledge of them is not so useful for our Subject; for let the Explication be true or false, it will not fail to be of equal use to acquaint us with the Nature of the Habits. Since if the Soul moves not the Body in that manner, it necessarily moves it in some other, that comes up near enough to it, to deduce those consequences from it, which we shall infer.

But to the intent we may pursue our Explication, it is necessary to observe, that the Spirits find not the paths, through which they ought to pass, always so free and open, as they should be; which is the occasion, for example, of the Difficulty we meet with in moving the Fingers with that Nimbleness as is necessary to play on Musical Instruments; or the Muscles employ’d in Pronunci-
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Pronunciation, to pronounce the Words of a strange Language: but that the Animal Spirits by little and little, so open and plain the Ways by their continued succussion, as to take away in time all manner of Resistance. Now, the Habits consist in that Facility the Animal Spirits have of passing into the Members of our Body.

This is the easiest thing imaginable, according to this Explication, to resolve a multitude of Questions relating to the Habits: As why, for instance, Children are more capable of acquiring new Habits, than Perfons of a more consummate Age. Why it is a thing of such Difficulty, to lay aside an inveterate Custom. Why Men by use of Speaking, obtain so great a Dexterity at it, as to pronounce their Words with an incredible Swiftness, and even without considering them; as is but too often customary with those, who lay the Prayers which they have been used to, several Years together. And yet many things go to the Pronunciation of one Word; many Muscles must be mov'd at once, in a certain time, and a definite Order, as tho' of the Tongue, the Lips, the Throat, and Diaphragm. But a Man may with a little Meditation give himself to the feeling of these Quetches, as upon many others very curious, and no less useful, and it is not necessary to dwell any longer upon them.

It is manifest from what has been said, that there is a great affinity between the Memory and Habits; and that in one sense, the Memory may pass for a Species of Habits. For as the Corporal Habits consist in the Facility the Spirits have acquired of passing into certain places of our Body: So the Memory consists in the Traces the same Spirits have imprinted in the Brain, which are the cause of that Facility we have of Recollecting and Remembering things. In so much that were there no Perceptions annex'd to the courses of the Animal Spirits, and the Traces they leave behind them; there would be no difference between the Memory and the other Habits. Nor is there greater difficulty to conceive how Beasts, though void of Soul, and incapable of any Perception, may remember after their way, the things that have made an Impression in their Brain; than to conceive how they are capable of acquiring different Habits; and after what I have explain'd concerning the Habits, I see no greater difficulty to represent to a Man's self, how the Members of their Body procure different Habits by degrees; than how an Engine newly made, cannot so easily be play'd, as after it has been some time made use of.

I.

That the Fibres of the Brain are not subject to sudden Changes, as the Spirits. II. Three different Changes incident to the three different Ages.

All the Parts of Animate Bodies are in a continual Motion, whether they be Solid, or Fluid, the Fleth no less than the Blood: There is only this difference between the Motion of one and the other, that the Motion of the parts of the Blood is sensible and visible, and that the Particles of the Fibres of our Fleth are altogether imperceptible. There is then this difference between the Animal Spirits, and the Substance of the Brain; that the Animal Spirits are very rapidly mov'd, and very fluid, but the Substance of the Brain has some Solidity and Confidiance. So that the Spirits divide themselves, into little Parts, and are dispers'd in a few Hours, by transpirating through the Pores of the Vessels that contain them; and others often succeed in their Place, not altogether like the former: But the Fibres of the Brain are not so liable to be diffipated, there seldom happen any considerable Alterations in them; and their whole Substance can't be chang'd, but by the succesive tract of many Years.

The most considerable Differences, that are found in the Brain of one and the same Person, during his whole Life, are in his Infancy, in his Maturity, and in his Old Age.

The Fibres in the Brain in a Man's Childhood, are soft, flexible and delicate: A Riper and more consummate Age dries, hardens, and corroborates them; but in Old Age, they grow altogether inflexible, gros, and intermix'd with superfluous Humours, with the faint and languishing Heat of that Age is no longer able to diffiper. For as we see that the Fibres which compose the Fleth, harden by Time, so that the Fleth of a young Partridge is without dispute more tender, than that of an old one; so the Fibres of the Brain of a Child, or a young Person must be much more soft and delicate, than those of Persons more advance'd in Years.

We shall understand the Ground and the Reason of these Changes, if we consider that the Fibres are continually agitated by the Animal Spirits; which whirl about them in many different manners. For as the Winds parch and dry the Earth by their blowing upon it, so the Animal Spirits by their perpetual Agitation, render by degrees, the greatest part of the Fibres of Man's Brain, more dry, more close and solid; so that Persons more ftricken in Age, must necessarily have them almost always more inflexible, than those of a leffer Aging. And as for those who are of the same Age, your Drunkards, which for many Years together have drank to excess, either Wine or such Intoxicating Liquors, must needs have them more solid and more inflexible, than those who have abstain'd from the use of such kind of Liquors all their Lives.

Now the different Constructions of the Brain in Children, in Adult Persons, and in Old People, are very considerable Causes of the Difference observable in the Imaginative Faculty of these Three Ages, which we are going to speak of in the following Chapters.
I. Of the Communication there is between the Brain of a Mother, and that of her Infant. II. Of the Communication that is between our Brain, and the other Parts of our Body, which inclines us to Imitation, and Compassion.

I. Of the Communication that is between the Brain of a Mother, and that of her Infant.

It is, I think, sufficiently manifest that there is some kind of Tyre and Connection between us, and all the rest of the World; and that we have some Natural Relations to, or Correspondencies with all things that encompass us: which Relations are very advantageous, both as to the Preservation, and welfare of our Lives. But all these Relations are not equally binding; there is a closer Connection betwixt us and our Native Country, than China; we have a nearer Relation to the Sun, than to any of the Stars; to our own Houses, than to that of our Neighbours: There are invisible Ties, that fasten us with a stricter Union unto Men, than Beasts; to our Relations and Friends, than Strangers: to those on whom we have our Dependence for the Preservation of our Being, than to such as can neither be the Objects of our Hopes or Fears.

That which is more especially remarkable in this Natural Union, betwixt us and other Men, is, That it is so much greater, by how much we stand more in need of their Kindness, or Affiance. Relations and Friends are intimately united to one another: We may say that their Pains and Miseries are common, as well as their Pleasures and Happines; For all the Passions and Sentiments of our Friends, are communicated to us by the Impression their Mind, and Manner, and the Air of their Countenance make upon us: But because we may absolutely live without them, the Natural Union betwixt them and us is not the greatest that is possible.

Children in their Mother's Womb, whose Bodies are not yet completely form'd, and who are of themselves in a State of the greatest Weakness, Impotency, and Want, that can possibly be conceived, ought to be united likewise to their Mothers in the strictest manner imaginable. And though their Soul be separable from that of their Mothers, yet since their Body is not loosed, and disengaged from her's, it ought to be concluded, they have the same Sentiments and the same Passions; in a word, all the same Thoughts as are excited in the Soul, on occasion of the Motions which are produc'd in the Body.

Thus Infants see what their Mothers see, they hear the same Cries, they receive the same Impressions of Objects, and are agitated with the same Passions. For since the Air of the Face of a Man in a Passion, pierces thofe which look upon him, and Naturally impresses in them a Passion resembling that with which he is pos'd, though the Union of that Man with thofe that confider him, be not very great and binding; one would think there were good Reafon, to believe the Mothers capable of imprinting on their Infants all the same Sentiments they are touch'd with, and all the same Passions themselves are actuated with. For, in short, the Body of an Infant in the Womb, is all of a piece with the Body of the Mother; the Brain and the Spirit are commen to them both; the Sensations and Passions are the Natural Result and Consequences of the Motions of the Blood and Spirits, and those Motions are necessarily communicated from the Mother to the Child: Therefore the Passions and Sentiments, and generally all the Thoughts occasion'd by the Body, are common to the Mother and the Child.

These things seem to me beyond exception true, for several Reasons; which yet I advance not here but as a Supposition, which I think will be sufficiently demonstrated by what follows: For every Supposition that can stand the shock of all the Difficulties possible to be rais'd against it, and repel them; ought to pass for an indisputable Principle.

The invisible Bonds and Cements wherewith the Author of Nature has united all his Works, are worthy of the Wisdom of God, and the Admiration of Men; there is nothing in the World at once so marvellous and instructing than this; but we are too inconsiderate to regard it. We leave our selves to be conducted, without considering who conducts us, or how he does it: Nature is conceal'd from our Eyes, as well as its Author; and we feel the Motions that are produc'd in us, without considering from what Springs they are: And yet there are few things more necessary to be known by us; since upon the Knowledge of them it is, that the Explication of all things relating to Man, depends.

There are certainly in our Brain some secret Springs and Movements, which naturally incline us to Imitation; for this is necessary to Civil Society. It is not only necessary for Children to believe their Fathers; for Disciples to believe their Masters; and Inferiors, their Superiors: it is moreover necessary, that all Men should be inclinable to take up the like Exterior Manners, and to do the same Actions, as those with whom they mean to live. For to the intent that Men should have a Connexion and Dependence on each other, 'tis necessary they come near to one another.
another in the Characters both of Body and Mind. This is the Fundamental Principle of Abundance of things we shall treat of in the following Discourse: But as to what we have to say in this Chapter, it is farther necessary to know, that there are in the Brain some Natural Dispositions, which incline us to Compassion, as well as to Imitation.

It ought to be known then, That the Animal Spirits do not only Naturally convey themselves into the Parts of our Body, for the performing the same Actions, and the same Motions which we feel others do; but farther, for the Receiving, after a manner, their Hurts and Injuries, and participating of their Miseries, For Experience teaches us, that when we very attentively consider a Man violently struck, or dangerously wounded, the Spirits impetuously hallo to the Parts of our Body correspondent to those we feel wounded in another, provided we turn not the current of them another way, by a voluntary and forcible Titillation of a different Part from that which were felt hurt or wounded: Or that the Natural Course of the Spirits towards the Heart and Viscerous parts, which is usual in sudden Commotions, changes not the Determination of the Flux of the Spirits we are speaking of, and hurries them along with them: Or lastly, unless some extraordinary Connection of the Traces of the Brain, with the motions of the Spirits, effects the same thing.

This Translation of the Spirits into the Parts of our Body, which are Analogous to those we feel injuriously treated in others, makes a very sensible Impression on Perfons of a fine and delicate Constitution, who have a lively Imagination, and very soft and tender Fleth. For they feel, for instance, a kind of shivering or trembling in their Legs, by an attendant beholding any one that has a Sore there, or actually receives a blow in them.

(For a confirmation of this, take what a Friend of mine wrote to me to the same purpose. An Old Gentleman that liv'd with one of my Sisters, being sick, a Young Maid held the Candle whilst he was Blooded in the Foot: But as the saw the Surgeon strike in the Lance, she was seiz'd with such an Approbation, as to feel three or four days afterwards such a piercing Pain in the same part of her Foot, as to force her to keep her Bed all that time.)

The Reason whereof is this, That the Spirits impetuously diffuse themselves into those parts of our Body; that by keeping them more intense, they may render them more Sensible to the Soul; and may put her upon her guard, and make her solicitous to avoid those Evils which we behold in others.

This Compassion in Bodies produces another Compassion in Minds: It induces us to Condole and Comfort others in their Troubles, because in so doing, we Comfort and Solace our selves: In fine, it gives a check to our Malice and Cruelty. For the horror of Blood, and the fear of Death, in a word, the sensible impression of Compassion often prevents those Perfons from Butchering beasts, who are the most convincingly perverted they are mere Machines: Because a great many Men are unable to Kill them, without Wounding themselves by a Repercussive stroke of Compassion.

But that which here is most especially remarkable, is, That the Sensible View of a Wound receiv'd by another, produces in those which behold it, a far much greater Wound, as their Constitution is more weak and delicate: Because that sensible View impetuously throwing the Animal Spirits into the Parts of the Body, which are correspondent to those we feel hurt or wounded, they must needs make a greater Impression on the Fibres of a tender and delicate Body, than in those of a more strong and robust Complection.

Thus Men who abound with Strength and Vigour, are not at all hurt with the sight of a Maligne; nor so much inclin'd to Compassion, because the sight of it is an offence to their Body, as because it shocks their Reason: These Perfons have no Pity for a Condemned Criminal, as being both Inflexible and Inexorable; Whereas Women and Children suffer much Pain by the Hurt and Wounds they receiv'd by others. They are machinly diffird, to be very Pitiful and Compassionate to the Miserable. And they are unable to see a Beast beaten, or hear it cry, without some disturbance of mind.

As for Infants which are still in their Mother's Womb, the delicacy of the Fibres of their Flesh infinitely exceeding that of Women and Children, the Course of their Spirits must necessarily produce more considerable Changes in them, as will be seen in the sequel of the Discourse.

We will still fuller what we have said to go for a simple Supposition, if Men will have it so. But they ought to endeavour well to comprehend it, if they would distinctly conceive the things I presume to explain in this Chapter. For these two Suppositions I have just made, are the Principles of an infinite number of things, which are generally believed very difficult and abstruse. And which indeed seem impossible to be explain'd and clear'd up without them. I will here give some inferences of what I have said.

It was about seven or eight Years ago, that there was seen in the Incurable, a young Man who was born an Idiot, and whole Body was broken in the same places that Male-factors are broken on the Wheel. He lived near twenty Years in the same condition: many Perfons went to see him; and the late Queen-mother going to visit the Hospital, had the Curiosity to see him, and also to touch his Legs and Arms, in the places where they were broken, by voluntary and forcible Titillation of a different Part from those which were broken.

According to the Principles I have been establishing, the cause of this Calamitous Accident was, That his Mother hearing a Criminal was to be broken, went to see the Execution.
All the blows which were given to the Condemed, struck violently the Imagination of the Woman; and by a kind of Repercussive blow, the tender and delicate Brain of her Infant. The Fibres of this Mother’s Brain receiv’d a prodigious Concussion, and were posibly broke in some places, by the violent course of the Spirits, produc’d at the Sight of so frightful a Spectacle. But they had Confinency enough to prevent their total Diflolution. The Fibres, on the contrary, of the Infant’s Brain not being able to relift the furious torrent of these Spirits, were broke and shattered all to pieces. And the havock was violent enough to make him lose his Intellect for ever. This is the Reason why he come into the World deprived of Sence. Now for the Fibrers which, why he was broken in the same parts of his Body as the Criminal, whom his Mother had been put to Death.

At the Sight of this Execution, so capable of dismaying a timorous Woman, the violent course of the Animal Spirits of the Mother, made a forcible decent from her Brain, towards all the Members of her Body, which were Analogous to those of the Criminal, and * the same thing happened to the Infant. But because the Bones of the Mother were capable of withstanding the violent Impression of these Spirits, they receiv’d no damage by them; it may be too she felt not the least Pain, nor the least Trembling in her Arms or Legs, upon the Breaking of the Criminal: But the rapid course of the Spirits was capable of burfting the soft and tender parts of the Infant’s Bones. For the Bones are the last parts of the Body that are form’d; and they have very little Confinency, whist Children are yet in their Mother’s Womb. And it ought to be obferv’d, that if this Mother had determin’d the Motion of these Spirits, towards some other part of her Body, by some powerful Titillation, her Infant would have escape the Fracture of his Bones. But the part which was correspondent to that, towards which the Mother had determined these Spirits, would have been severely injured; according to what I have already said.

The Reasons of this Accident are no longer enough, to explain how it comes to pass that Women, who whist big with Child, fee Perfons particularly mark’d in certain places of their Face, imprint on their Infants the very fame Marks, and in the self-same places of the Body. And ’tis not without good Reason, that they are caution’d to rub some latent part of the Body, when they perceive any thing which surprizes them; or are agitated with some violent Passion. For by this means, the Marks will be delineated rather upon the hidden parts, than the faces of their Infants.

We find have frequent Inflances of like Nature with this I have here related, if Infants could live after they had receiv’d so great Wounds or Difruptions; but generally they prove Abortions: For it may be said that rarely any Child dies in the Womb, if the Mother be not distemp-er’d, that has any other caufe of its ill fortune, than some fright or impotent Difease, or other violent Paffion of the Mother. This following is another Inflance, very unusual and particular.

It is no longer than a Year ago, that a Woman, having with too great an Application of Thought, contemplated the Picture of St. Pius, at the Celebration of his Feast of Canonization, was deliver’d of a Child perfectly form’d like the Representation of the Saint. He had the Countenance of an Old Man, as near as was possible for an Infant that was beardless. His Arms were fold across upon his Breast; His Eyes bent up towards Heaven, and had very little Forehead, because the Picture of the Saint, being polish’d as looking up to Heaven, and elevating towards the Roof of the Church, had scarce any Fore-head to be seen: He had a kind of Mothe reclining backwards on his Shoulders, with many round prints in the places, where the Mother was boos’d with Precious Stones very short, this Infant was the very Picture of the Picture, upon which the Mother had form’d it, by the force of her Imagination. This is a thing that all Paris might have seen as well as I, since it was a considerable time before’d in Spirit of Wine.

This Inflance has This remarkable in it. That it was not the Sight of a Man alive, and act’d with some violent Passion, that mov’d the Spirits and Blood of the Mother to the Production of so strange an Effect; but only the sight of a Picture; which yet made a very infamous Impression, and was accompanied with a mighty Commination of Spirits, whether by the Fervency and Application of the Mother; or whether by the Agitation, the noise of the Feast cause’d in her.

This Mother then beholding the Picture with great Application of Mind, and Commination of Spirits, the infant, according to the first Supposition, saw it with the like Application, and Commination. The Mother being fev’ribly limit’d imitated the Picture, at least in outward posture; according to the second Supposition: For her Body being compleatly form’d, and the Fibres of her Feet hard enough to withstand the torrent of the Spirits, she could not possibly imitate it, or become perfectly like it in all things: But the Fibres of the Infant’s Feet, being extremly soft, and consequently capable of being moulded into any Figure, the rapid course of the Spirits produc’d in his Feet, all that was necessary to render him entirely like the Image which he saw: And the Imitation, to which Children are the most dispos’d, was almost as perfect as it posibly could be: But this Imitation having given the Body of the Child a shape too extraordinary, was the occasion of its Death.

There are many other Inflances to be met with in Authors of the Power of the Mother’s Imagination; and there is nothing so odd or extravagant, but they sometimes miscarry of: For they not only bring forth Deform’d and Misshapen Children, but the Fruits they have long’d to Eat, as Apples, Pears, Grapes, and the like. The Mother strongly imagining, and impatiently longing to Eat Pears, for Inflance; the Infant receives the same impatient Loosings, and Strong Imagination.
gination, and the current of the Spirits, actuated with the Image of the desire'd Fruit, diffusing it itself through the little Body, which by reason of it flexibility and finenes, is readily disposed for a change of its Figure; the poor Infant is fashion'd in the shape of the thing it too ardently desires. But the Mother sufferers not in her Body by it, because it is not soft and pliable enough, to receive the Figure of the thing imagined; and so cannot imitate, or make herself entirely like it.

Now it ought to be supposed that this Correspondence I have been explaining, and which is sometimes the cause of such great Disorders, is an unsafe thing, and an inconvenient Ordinance in Nature. On the contrary, it seems to be very advantageous to the Propagation of an Humane Body, and the Formation of the Foetus; and it is absolutely necessary to the Transmitting several Dispositions of the Brain, which ought to be different at different Seasons, and in different Countries. For it is necessary, for instance, that Lambs in particular Countries, should have the Brain disposed for the avoiding and flying Birds; by reason of their abounding in those places, and being very formidable Creatures to them.

It is true, this Communication between the Mother's and the Infant's Brain, is sometimes attended with unluck Consequences; when the Mothers suffer themselves to be transported with some outrageous Passion. Norwithstanding it seems to me, that without this Communication, Women and other Creatures could not easily Propagate their Young Ones in the same Species. For though some Reason may be given for the Formation of the Foetus in general, as Monsieur Descartes has happily enough attempted; yet it is most difficult, without this Communication of the Mother's Brain with that of the Infant, to explain why a Mare does not produce a Calf, and a Hen an Egg which contains a little Partridge, or some other Bird of a new Species. And I am of opinion, that those who have thought much upon the Formation of the Foetus, will agree in the same Opinion.

This true, that the most reasonable Opinion, and that which is most agreeable to Experience, touching as very difficult Question, about the Formation of the Foetus, is this: That Infants are already wholly form'd, even before the Action when they are conceiv'd; and that their Mothers only befall upon them the ordinary Growth, in the time of their being big with them. Nevertheless, this Communication of Animal Spirits, and of the Brain of the Mother, with the Spirits and Brain of the Infant, seems however to be servicable in regulating this Growth, and determining the parts implo'd in its Nourishment, to the posturing themselves almost in the same manner, as in the Body of the Mother. That is, in rendering the Infant like to, or of the same Species. This is manifest enough by the Accidents which occur, when the Imagination of the Mother is disorder'd, and some tempestuous Passion changes the Natural Disposition of her Brain. For then, as we have just explain'd, this Communication alters the Natural Formation of the Infant's Body; and the Mother proves Abortive sometimes of her Foetus, so much more resembling the Fruits she longed for, as the Spirits and left Relfinance in the Fibres of the Infant's Body.

We deny not however, but GOD Almighty, without that Communication we have been mentioning, might have disposed all things necessary to the Propagation of the Species, for infinite Ages, in so exact and regular a manner, that Mothers should have never miscarried, but have always born Children of the same Bignefs and Composition; and perfectly alike in all things. For we ought not to measure the Power of GOD by our weak Imagination; and we are ignorant of the Reasons, which might have determined Him in the Construction of his Work.

We daily fee, that without the help and assistance of this Communication, Plants and Trees produce regularly enough their like; and that Birds, and many other Animals, hand in no need of it for the Breeding and Hatching of their Young ones; when they breed upon Eggs of a different Species, as when a Hen sits on the Eggs of a Partridge. For though we have reason to suppose, that the Seeds and Eggs have originally contain'd in them the Plants and Birds, which proceed from them: and that the little Bodies of these Birds may have receiv'd their Conformation, by the Communication before-mentioned; and the Plants have receiv'd theirs by another Communication, which is equivalent: yet this perhaps would be but a Conjecture. But though it should be more than Conjecture, yet we ought in no wise to judge by the things which GOD has made, what those are which is possible for Him to make.

Yet if it be consider'd, that Plants which receive their Growth from the Action of their Mother-plant, resemble it much more, than those which proceed from the Seeds; that the Tulips, for instance, which arise from the Root, are of the same colour with their Mother-Tulip; and that those which are deriv'd from the Seed, are generally very different: it cannot be doubted, but that if the Communication of the generating Plant with the generated, is not absolutely necessary to make it of the same Species; it is always necessary to make it of the same Like-kind.

So that, though it were fore-seen by GOD, that this Communication of the Mother's Brain, with the Brain of her Child, would sometimes be the occasion of the Death of the Foetus, and the Generation of Monsters; by reason of the disorderly Imagination of the Mother: Yet this Communication is so admirable, and so necessary, for the Reasons I have alledg'd, and for several others that might still be brought, that the fores-knowledge of their inconveniences ought not to have prevented GOD from executing his Design. It may be afirm'd in one Senfe, that GOD had never a Design of making Monsters; for it seems evident to me, that supposing he should make but one Animal, he would never make it Monstrous: But his Design being to produce an admirably contriv'd Work, by the most simple means; and to unite all his Creatures to one another; he fore-knew certain Effects, that would necessarily follow from that Order, and Nature
tare of Things, and that was not sufficient to make him change his Purpose and Design. For
though, in conclusion, a Monster, consider'd disjunctively, be an imperfect Work, yet when con-
joyn'd with the rest of the Creation, it renders not the World imperfect.
We have sufficiently explain'd, what the Imagination of a Mother is capable of working, upon
the Body of her Child: Let us now examine the influence she has upon his Mind, and let us
try to discover the first and topmost irregularities of the Understanding and Will of Men in their
Original. For this is our main and principal Design.
It's certain that the Traces of the Brain are accompany'd with Sensations, and Idea's of the
Souls; and that the Motions of the Animal Spirits are never excited in the Body, but there are
Motions in the Soul correspondent to them. In a word, it is certain that all the Corporeal PaaS-
fions and Sensations, are attended with real Sensations and Passions of the Soul. Now, according
to our first Supposition, Mothers communicate to their Children the Traces of their Brain, and
consequently the Motions of their Animal Spirits. Therefore they breed in the Mind of their
Infants the same Sensations and Passions themselves are affected with, and consequently corrupt
their Moral and Intellectual Capacity several ways.

If it be so common for Children to bear imprinted in their Faces the Marks, or Traces of the
Idea, that made an impression on their Mother; though the Cutaneous Fibres make a stronger re-
sistance to the current of the Spirits, than the soft and tender parts of the Brain, and the Spirits
are in a greater agitation in the Brain, than towards the Surface of the Body; it can't be rea-
sonably doubted, but the Animal Spirits of the Mother produce in the Brain of their Children
many Tracks and Footsteps of their disorderly Motions. Now the great Traces of the Brain, and
the Emotions of the Spirits answering to them, being a long time preserve'd, and sometimes
for the whole course of a Man's Life; it is plain, that as there are few Women but have their
Weaknesses and Failings, and are disturb'd with some Passion or other during the Sea-
son of their Breeding, there must needs be but few Children, but what bring into the
World with them, a Mind some way or other preposterously fram'd, and are born Slaves to
some domineering Passion.

We have but too frequent Experience of these things, and all Men know well enough, that
there are whole Families subject to great Weaknesses of Imagination, which have been hereditary-
ly transmitted from their Ancelors. But it would be unnecessary here to give particular in-
fances. On the contrary, it is more expedient for the Confutation of some Perfections to affirm,
that these Infamities of their Fore-fathers, being not Natural, or essential to the Nature of Man,
the Traces and Impressions of the Brain, which were the cause of them, may by degrees wear out,
and in time be quite efface'd.

Yet it will not be amiss to relate here an Instance of James I. King of England, which is men-
tion'd by Sir Kenelm Digby, in his Book that he publish'd concerning Sympathetick Power. He af-
ferts in that Book, that Mary Stuart being big with King James, some Scotch Lords run'd into her
Chamber, and kill'd her Secretary, who was an Italian, before her Face, though the interpos'd her
self between them, to prevent the Affimation; that this Princess receiv'd some flight hurts; and
that the Fright she was put into, made fresh deep impressions in her Imagination, as were com-
municated to the Infant he bore in her Womb; insomuch that King James, her Son, was unable
all his Life to behold a naked Sword: He says he experimentally knew it, at the time he was
Killed; for when he the King, when he the King, when he the King, when he the King have laid the Sword upon his shoulder, run it directly
against his Face, and had wounded him with it, if some one had not guided it to the proper place.
There are so many Examples of this kind, that it would be needless to turn over Authors for
them: And, I believe, there is no body will dispute the truth of these things. For, in short,
we fee very many Persons, that can't endure the sight of a Rat, a Mole, a Cat, or a Frog, and
effectually creeping Creatures, as Snakes, and Serpents; and who know not another Reason of these
their extraordinary Aversions, than the Fears their Mothers were put in, by these several Creat-
ures at the time of their going with Child.

But that which I would above all have obser'ved upon this subject, is, That there are all ap-
nearances imaginable of Men's preferring to this day in their Brain the Traces and Impressions of
their first Parents. For, as Animals produce others that are like them, and with the like im-
pressions in their Brain; which are the Cause that Animals of the same Species have the same Sym-
pathies and Antipathies, and perform the same Actions, at the same junctures, and the like oc-
currences: So our First Parents, after their Sin, receiv'd such great Prints and deep Traces in their
Brain, through the impression of sensible Objects, as might easily have been communicated to
their Children. Insomuch that the great Adhesion which is found in us from our Mother's Womb,
to sensible Objects, and the great distance betwixt us and G O D, in this our imperfect state, may,
in some measure, be accounted for, by what we have been saying.

For since there is a necessity, from the establishment of Order of Nature, that the Thoughts of
the Soul should be conformable to the Traces of the Brain; we may affirm, that from the time
of our Formation in our Mother's Belly, we are under Sin, and slav'd with the Corruption of
our Parents; since we first, from thence our vehement Application to sensible Pleasures.
Having in our Brain the like Characters and Impressions, with those Persons who gave us Being;
we must nefcessarily have the same Thoughts and the same Inclinations, with respect to Sen-
sible Objects.
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And thus we must come into the World with Concupiscence about us, and infected with Original Sin: We must be born with Concupiscence, if Concupiscence be nothing but a Natural Effort made by the Traces of the Brain upon the Mind, to write it to things sensible: And we must be born with Original Sin, if Original Sin be nothing but the Reign of Concupiscence, and that Effort grown as it were vitulious, and Master of the Infant's Heart and Mind. Now there is great probability, that this Reign or Victory of Concupiscence is what we call Original Sin in Infants; and Actual Sin in Men that have liberty of Acting.

It only seems as if one might conclude, from the Principles I have establish'd, a thing repugnant to Experience; to wit, that the Mother must always communicate to her Infant Habits and Inclinations like those she has herself, and the facility of Imagining, and learning the same things the underhands; For all these things depend only as have been laid on the Traces and Impresses of the Brain. And it is certain, that the Traces and Impresses of the Mother's Brain are communicated to her Children. This has been Experimentally prov'd by the Impresses that have been related concerning Men; and has been farther confirm'd from the Example of Animals; whose young ones have their Brain fill'd with the same Impresses as tho' they proceeded from. Which is the Reason that all those of the same Species have the same Voice, the same way of moving their Limbs, in short, the same Stratagems for seizing their Prey, and of defending themselves against their Enemies. From hence it must follow, that since all the Traces of the Mother are engraven and imprinted on the Brain of the Child, the Child must be born with the same Habits and other Qualities of the Mother: And also must preserve them generally through the course of his Life; since the Habits which have been contracted in our more tender Age, are more lasting than the other; which notwithstanding contradicts Experience.

In answer to this Objection, we must understand that there are two kinds of Traces in the Brain: The one Natural, or peculiar to the Nature of Man; the other Acquired. The Natural are Extraordinary deep, and it is impossible they should be quite effac'd. The Acquired, on the contrary, may be easily loft; because ordinarily they are not so deep. Now though the Natural and Acquired differ only in Degree of more or less, and often the former are less forcible than the latter, since we daily accustom Animals to the doing those things, which are quite contrary to tho' their Natural Traces lead them to: (A Dog, for instance, has been train'd up not to touch the Bread before him; and not to pursue a Partridge, which is in scent and flight of) Yet there is this Difference between these Traces; that the Natural are, as one may say, connected with imperceptible Ties to the other parts of our Body. For all the Wheels and Consequences of our Machine are subservient to each other, to their continuing in their Natural State. The parts of our Body mutually contribute to all things necessary to the Preservation or Restoration of their Natural Traces; thus they can never be wholly abolish'd; and they begin to revive again, when we thought them quite destroy'd.

On the contrary, the Acquired Traces, though greater, and deeper, and stronger than the Natural, are lost, and vanish by degrees; unless they be taken to preserve them, by a perpetual application of the Pains which produce them: because the other parts of the Body lend no assistance to their Preservation, but contrariwise, continually labour to expunge and blot them out. We may compare these Traces to the ordinary wounds of a Body: they are hurts which our Brain has receiv'd which close up of themselves, as other wounds do, by the Admirable Construction of the Machine.

As then there is nothing in the whole Body, but what is friendly and conformable to those Natural Traces; they are delivered down to the Children in all their force and strength. Thus Parrots breed their young with the same cries and the same Natural Notes with themselves. But because the Acquired Traces are only in the Brain, and make no Radiations into the rest of the Body, or very little, (as figures) when they are impressed on it by the Motions which accompany violent Passions) they ought not to be transmitted to their Infants. Thus a Parrot, who bids his Mother Good Morrow and Good Night, produces not a Young one so expert as himself; nor do Men of Sense and Learning beget Children answerable to their Fathers.

So that though it be true, that all that happens in the Mother's Brain happens likewise at the same time in the Brain of her Infant; and that the Mother can neither see, nor feel, nor imagine, but the Infant must see, and feel, and imagine the same thing: And laffly, that all the illegitimate Traces of the Mother, Corrupt the Imagination of the Child; yet these Traces being not Natural, in the Sense we have just explain'd it; 'tis no wonder if they usually close up as soon as the Child proceeds from the Mother's Womb. For then the Caufe which delineated these Traces, and fed and nourish'd them, is no more; the Natural Constitution of the whole Body lends an hand to their Destruction; and Sensible Objects produce a new Set extraordinary deep and numerous, which efface the greatest part of those the Child had in its Mother's Womb. For it daily happening that a great Pain makes us forgetful of those that have preceded it; 'tis not imaginable but such lively Sensations, as are those of Infants, when first the delicate Organs of their Senses receive the Impressions of External objects, must destroy the greatest part of those Traces, which they only receiv'd before from the same Objects, by a kind of rebound from their Mother, when they lay as it were filled from them by the inflowing of the Womb.

Notwithstanding, when these Traces are form'd upon a strong Pasion, and we accompany'd with a most violent Agitation of the Blood and Spirits in the Mother, they stab fo forcibly on the Brain of the Child, and the rest of its Body, as to imprint therein Characters as deep and durable as the Natural Traces. As in the instance of Sir Kenelm Digby, in that of the Child who was born
an Ideot and a Cripple; in whose Brain and all his Members such ravage was made, by the imagination of the Mother; and lastly, in the instance of the general Corruption of the Nature of Mankind.

And we need not wonder, that the King of England's Children were not subject to the same Infamy as their Father: First, Because this Fort of Traces diffuse not their Impression so far into the Body as the Natural. Secondly, Because the Mother having not the same Infamy as the Father, by her good Constitution prevented its descending to her Children. And lastly, Because the Mother sits infinitely more on the Brain of the Child, than the Father, as is evident from what has been already said.

But it must be observ'd, That all these Reasons which flew that King James's Children might escape the Infamy of their Father, make nothing against the Explication of Original Sin; or of that predominant Inclination towards things sensible; nor of that great Alienation from GOD, which we derive from our Parents: because the Traces which sensible Objects have imprinted on the Brain of the first Founders of Mankind, were stamp'd extremely deep; were accompanied and augmented with violent Passions; were forti'd and corrobated by the continual use of things sensible and necessary to the Preservation of Life; not only in Adam and Eve, but also, which is very remarkable, in the greatest Saints; in all Men, and in all Women, from whom we are descended. So that there is nothing which could put a stop to this Corruption of our Nature. And thus it is so far from being possible for these Traces of our First Parents to wear out by Degrees; that on the contrary, they must needs be continually renewing and increasing; and without the Grace of JESUS CHRIST, which is continually opposing this unruly torrent, it would be absolutely true to say in the words of an Heathen Poet:

Aetas parentum, poen os avibus, talis
Nos requieres, max naturas
Pregetem viisiniorem.

For great notice should be taken, that the traces which quicken the most Devout Mothers with the sentiments of Piety, communicate not any Piety to the Children in their Womb; and that the Traces, on the other hand, which excite the Ide's of Sensible things, and which are purified with Passions, fail not to communicate to their Children the Sensation, and love of Sensible things. A Mother, for example, who is fill'd up to the love of GOD, by a Motion of Spirits, accompanying the Traces which the Image of a Venerable Old Man occasions in her Brain; because this Mother has affix'd the Idea of GOD to the Trace of an Old Man; (for as we shall shortly see in the Chapter concerning the Connection of Idea's, this may easily be done, though there is no Analogy at all between the Image of GOD and an Old Man.) This Mother, I say, can only produce in the Brain of her Infant the Trace of an Old Man; and an Inlination for Old Men; which is not the love of GOD, wherewith she was her self affected. For, in line, there are no Traces in the Brain that can naturally excite any other Idea's, than those of Sensible things: because the Body was not made to instruct the Mind, and it never speaks to the Soul but in its own favour and behalf.

Thus a Mother, whose Brain is fill'd with Traces, which by their own Nature correspond to Soul: The things, and which cannot be extirpated by reason of Concupiscence abiding in her; and because she has not her Body in subject, by an un-avoidable Communication of them to her Infant, the brings forth a Sinner, though her self be Righteous. This Mother is Righteous, for as much as loving GOD actually, or having loved him by a Love of Choice, this Concupiscence makes her not a Criminal, tho' she may follow the Motions of it in her fear. But the Infant bears, having not loved GOD by a Love of Choice, and his Heart having never been turn'd towards GOD, 'tis plain he is in disorder, and in a State of Corruption; and that there is nothing in him but what deserves the Wrath of GOD.

But when Children are Regenerated by Baptism, and Justified by a Disposition of Heart, much like that which remains in the Righteous, during the Illusions of the Night; or, it may be, by a Free Act of loving GOD, which act was perform'd whilst they were for some Moments deliver'd from the Dominion of the Body, by the Vertue of the Spirit. (For after GOD has made their Loving him, to be the end of his Creating them, it cannot be conceiv'd how they can be actually Justified, and in the Divine Order; unless they actually love him, or have formerly loved him, or at least have such a Disposition of Heart as they would have if they had actually loved him.) Then though they obey Concupiscence in their Infancy, their Concupiscence is no longer Sin. It renders them not culpable, nor deering of the Wrath of GOD. They fail not to be Righteous and Acceptable to GOD; by the same reason, that a Man falls not from the State of Grace, though in his sleep he follows the Motions of Concupiscence. For Infants have a Brain so soft and pliable, and receive so lively and so strong Impressions from Objects never so weak; that they have not Liberty of Mind sufficient to reft them.

But I have infisted too long upon things, which do not properly belong to the Subject of my Discourse. 'Tis enough, if I can conclude from the Explication I have given in this Chapter, that all those Spurious Traces which Mothers imprint in the Brain of their Children, adulterate their Minds, and corrupt their Imagination. And thus the generality of Men are wont to imagine things otherwise than they are, by giving some false colour, and some irregular Stroke to the Idea's of things which they perceive.
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C H A P. VIII.

I. The Changes which happen in the Imagination of an Infant after his Birth, by his accompanying with his Mother, his Nurse and other Persons. II. Some Instructions for their good Education.

In the preceding Chapter we have considered the Brain of an Infant in his Mother's Womb; let us at present examine what Changes it is subject to after his Departure from it. At the same time that he quits his darksome Habitation, and first beholds the Light, the cold of the Exterior Air takes hold of him: the tenderest Embraces of the Woman that receives him, are offensive to his nice and delicate Body: All External Objects round about astonish and confound him: they are all occasions of his fears, since he does not as yet know them, nor is in a capacity of refusing or avoiding them. His Tears and Cries wherewith he bemows himself, are infallible Indications of his Pains and Fears. For these are in effect the Supplications which Nature makes to the Affiliants for him, that they would deliver him from the Evils that he suffers, and from those he is apprehensive of.

But the better to conceive what confusion his Mind is under in this condition, it must be remembered that the Fibres of his Brain are most soft and tender, and consequently that all External Objects make most profound Impressions on them. For since the least things are often capable of hurting a weak Imagination, such a multitude of surprizing Objects cannot fail to wound and embrost that of a new born Child.

But to form a more lively Imagination of the Perturbations and Pains, Children are expos'd to at their Coming into the World, and the wounds their Imagination must receive; Let us represent to our selves, what astonishment would befeque those Men, who should see at some small distance Giants five or six times as tall as themselves approaching towards them without knowing any thing of their Design. Or should they behold some new Species of Animals, that had no Analogy to any that they had already seen, or if only a Flying Horse, or some other Chimera of our Poets should, descending from the Clouds a sudden, light upon the Earth. What deep strokes would these Prodigies leave in the Mind, and how would they perplex and confound the Brain, though at a single View?

It daily happens that an unexpected Event, that has any thing terrible in its circumstances, deprives of their Senses, Men of a Mature Age, whose Brain is not so susceptible of new Impressions, who are experience'd in the World, who can make a Defence, or at least are capable of taking up some Reproof. Children at their first Arrival in the World, suffer something from every Object that strikes upon their Senses, wherewith they are not yet acquainted. All the Animals they see, are Creatures of a new Species on their Regard, since nothing of what they see as present was ever seen by them before. They are destitute of Strength, and void of Experience; the Fibres of their Brain are of a most fine and flexible temper. How then is it possible their Imagination should continue whole, when exposed to the Impressions of so many different Objects?

'Tis true the Mothers have somewhat pre-acquainted their Children to the Impressions of Objects, by having already imprirmed them in the Fibres of their Brain before they left the Womb; and this is the reason they receive much less damage when they behold with their own Eyes, what they have perceived already with their Mother's. 'Tis farther true that these intellectual Traces and wounds, their Imagination receives upon the sight of so many Objects, to them frightful and terrible, close up and heal again in time; for as much as being unnatural, the whole Body is against them, and all the parts conspire to their Destruction, as has been seen in the preceding Chapter. And this is the cause that all Men in general are not Fools from their Cradles. But this hinders not but that there may be ever some Traces so strong and deep impressed as can never be effaced, but will remain as long as Life itself.

If Men would make serious Reflections upon what happens in their own Breast, and contemplate their own Thoughts, they would not want an Experimental Proof of what I have said. They would generally discover in themselves some secret Inclinations and Averisons, which are not in others, whereof there seems no other Reason to be given than these Traces of our Infancy. For since the causes of these Inclinations and Averisons are peculiar to us, they have no Foundation in the Nature of Men; and since they are unknown to us, they must needs have acted on us at a time, when our Memory was not yet capable of registering the circumstances of things, which might have affiluted us in calling them again to Mind; and that time could be only that of our tenderest Age.

Monseur Des-Cartes has acquainted us in one of his Epistles, that he had always a particular fancy for all Squint-ey'd Peoples; and having diligently search'd into the Cause of it, at length understood this Defect was incident to a young Maid he lov'd, when he was a Child; the Affection he retain'd for her displussing it felt to all others that any way resembled her.

But 'tis not these little irregularities of our Inclinations which subject us most to Error, 'Tis our having universally, or almost universally, our Mind adulterate in something or other, and our being generally subject to some kind of Folly, though perhaps we are not aware of it. Let this but
but examine carefully the Temper of those People he converses with, and he will easily be per
fected into that Opinion, and thought himself an Original for others to Copy after, and be
looked upon as such; yet he will find all others to be Originals too, and all the difference to con
sist in the Degree of more or less.

Now one of the Causes of the different Characters of Mens Minds, is doubtless the diffe
rence of Impressions received by them in their Mother's Womb, as has been manifested
peculiar and unusual Impressions; because these being Species of Folly, that are formed
ment for the most part, they cannot have their Dependence on the Constitution of the Ani
mal Spirits, which is of a flux and alterable Nature. And consequently they must needs proceed
from the Ear and Spurious Impressions made in the Fibres of the Brain, at such time as our Me

Now the ordinary Commerce Children are oblig'd to have with their Nurces, or even with their
Mothers that frequently have had no Education, puts the last hand, and gives the finishing stroke
to the corruption of their Mind. These fully Women entertain with nothing but Foolies,
ries, with ridiculous Tales, and frightful Stories: Their whole Difcourse to them is about
things feble, and they deliver it in a way more proper to confirm them in the fall judgments
of their Senes. In a word, they flow in their Minds the Seeds of all the Folies and Weakn"es
themselves are subject to; as of their extravagant Fears and Prejudices, their ridiculous Su
perfitions, and other the like Follies of Mind. Which is the Reason, that not being accom"m
ed to search for Truth, nor to take and relish it, they at last become incapable of discerning it,
and of making any use of their Reason. Hence they become timorous and low-spirited, which
Temper for a long time ficks by them: For there are many to be seen, who when fifteen or
twenty Years old, retain the Character and Spirit of their Nurce.

'Tis true, Children seem not to be greatly qualified for the Contemplation of Truth, and for ab
stract and sublime Sciences: because the Fibres of their Brain being extremely fine, are most ea
sily agitated by nothing, even the moft weak, and least feble that can be; and their ne
cessarily admitting Sentiments proportioned to the Agitation of these Fibres, leaves Meta"physical
Nations, and pure Intellectuals, to apply their fel' wholly to her Sentiments. And thus Children
seem improper for, and incapable of an extensive Application to the pure Idees of Truth, be
ing so frequently and so easily drawn off, by the confused Idees of their Senes.

Yet in Anwer to this it may be said: First, that 'tis easier for a Child of seven Years old,
to be freed from the Errors his Senes lead him to, than for a Man at fifty, who all his Life long
has been mis-guided by the prejudices of Childhood: Secondly, that a Child, though incapable of
the clear and distinct Idees of Truth, is at least capable of being admonish'd, that his Senes
decive him upon all occasions: and if he cannot be taught the Truth, he should not however be
couraged and fortified in his Errors; Lastly, the youngest Children, though never to be
taken up with Pleas"ant and Painful Sentiments, yet learn in little time, what Persons more advanced
in Years cannot in much longer; as the Knowledge of the Order and Relations, which all the things
and words, they fee and hear, stand in to one another. For through these things depend
molly on the Memory, yet 'tis very evident they make great use of their Reason, in the manner of
their Learning their Language.

That Aptness and Facility there is in the Fibres of a Child's Brain, to receive the Meta
physical Impressions of feble Objects, is the cause of our judging them incapable of Speculative
Science; it is easy to be rectified. For it must be acknowledg'd, that were the FEars, Defires,
and Hopes of Children removed or prevented; were they never caus'd to suffer Pain, and remo
ved as far as possible from their little Pleafures, they might be taught as soon as they could speak,
things most difficult and abstrait, or at least feble Mathematicks, Mechanicks, and such like
Sciences, as are necessary in the conduct of their Life. But they have but little concern for ap
plying their Minds to abstrait Sciences, whith they are hurried with Deftises, or molested with
Fears: which is worth while to be well considered.

For as a Man of Ambition, who had just left his Estate or Honour, or was suddenly rais'd to
an unexpected Preferment, would not be in a Capacity of revolging Metaphysical Questions, or
Acquisition of Algebra; but only to do thofe things, to which he was influenced by his present Pa
tion: So Children in whose Brain an Apple or a Sugar-plumb makes as deep an Impreffion
of a GREAT Paffe, a Title, or Preferment, in that of a Man of Forty Yeares old; are not qualifi
ced to attend to abstraited Truths, that are taught them. So that we may affirm, there is no
thing fo opposite to Children's Advancement in Science, as thofe continual Diverfions we give
them as Rewards, and the Pains we constantly are infifting, and threatening them withal.

But that which is infinitely more considerable is, that the fears of Correction, and the de
fires of feble Gratifications, which fill the Capacity of a Child's Mind, utterly alienate him
from the feule of Pity and Religion; Deceyion is still more abstrait than science, it has left of
the relish of corrupted Nature in it. The Mind of Man is strongly enough inclin'd to Study; but has
no Inclination to Piety at all. If then great Agitations will not give us leave to Study, though
we Naturally find Pleas"re in it; how is it Possible for Children, whose Thougts are con
stantly intent and butted about feble Pleafures whither they are rewarded, and feble Pains
with which they are affrighted, to preserve amongst all these Avocations a Liberty of Mind to relish
the things belonging to Religion?
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The Capacity of the Mind is very frail and limited; 'twill contain but a little furniture; and when once 'tis full, it has no further room for any Novel Thoughts, unless it empties it self first of the former to receive them. But when the Mind is filled with sensible things, it does not evacuate it self at its Pleasure.

In order to conceive this, it must be considered, that we are all incessantly carried towards Good by our Natural Inclinations; and that Pleasure being the Character whereby we distinguish it from Evil, Pleasure must unavoidably be more one concern and business than all things besides. Pleasure therefore being conjuy'd to the use of sensible things, because they are the Goods of the Body of Man, there is a kind of necessity these Goods should fill up the whole extent of our Mind; till GOD diffuses some bitterness upon them, which creates in us a dislike and aversion, by giving us, through his Grace, a Sensation of those Heavenly Delights, which extinguish all Earthly Enjoyments; *Domo menti Coelestis delictis, qui omnis terrae delictis, Augus. tis superatur.*

But because we are as much inclin'd to fly Evil, as to love Good, and Pain is the Character which Nature has affix'd to Evil; all that has been said of Pleasure ought, in a contrary sense, to be understood of Pain.

Seeing therefore the things which make us sensible of Pleasure and Pain, fill the capacity of the Mind; and 'tis not in our Power to quit them, and to be unconcern'd about them, when we would: 'Tis plain that we cannot give Children a relish of Piety (no more than we can any other Men) unless we begin, according to the Precepts of the Gospel, with a Deprivation of all those things which affect the Senes) and promote great Defires and Fears. Since all the Passions obnubilate and extinguish Grace, and that internal Delection which GOD makes us sensible of in our Duty.

The leaf Children are intrusted with Reason no less than perfect Men, though they want Experience. They have too the same Inclinations, though they are carried by them unto different Objects. They should then be accustom'd to follow the conduct of Reason, since they have it in them; and they ought to be excite'd to their Duty by a dexterous management of those good Inclinations. 'Tis the way to extinguish their Reason, and to debauch their best Inclinations, to hold them to their Duty by sensible Impressions. They seem to be in the performance of their Duty, but they are only so in show and appearance: Vertue is not at the bottom of their Heart or Mind, their Moral or their Intellectual Part: They know Vertue very little, but they love it much less. Their Minds abound with nothing but Fears and Defires, with Aversions and sensible Fondnesses, which they cannot get rid of, to come to the use of their Liberty and Exercise of their Reason. Thus Children who are Educated in that dis-spirited and devilish manner, grow harden'd by degrees, and become insensible to all the Sentiments of an Honest Man and a Christian; which insensibility cleaves to them all their day. And when they are in hopes of securing themselves from the Lash, by their Authority, or their management; they give themselves up to every thing that flatters their Conceit and their Senes; because indeed they know no other Goods than the Goods of the Senes.

It is true, there are some particular Junctures, in which it is necessary to intrust Children by their Senes; but this ought never to be done but where Reason is defective. They ought at first to be persuaded by Reason of what their Duty is; and if they have not Light enough to discover their Obligations to it, it seems best to let them alone for some time. For this would not be to intrust them, to force them upon an External Performance of what they do not conceive their Duty: Since 'tis the Mind which ought to be intrusted, and not the Body. But if they refuse to do what Reason tells them they ought to do, they are no longer to be born with: But rather Severity should be used to some excels. For in such Junctures, *He that spareth his Son, according to the Wife Man, has a greater degree of hatred than of love for him.*

If Chasteniments be not intrustive to the Mind, nor conducive to the love for Vertue; they intrust, at least, the Body in some measure, and prevent their taking Vice, and consequently their becoming Slaves to it. But that which is more effectually observable, is, That Pain fills not the Capacities of the Mind as Pleasures do. We daily cease to think of them, when we no longer suffer them, and are out of the danger and fear of them. For then they importune not the Imagination; they excite not the Passions, nor provoke Concupiscence. In fine, they leave the Mind at liberty to think of what it pleases; and thus we may discipline Children with them, to keep them in their Duty, or in the Appearance of it.

But though it be sometimes useful to affright and punish Children with sensible Corrections; it ought not to be concluded, that they should be allured by sensible Rewards. There should no means be made use of, that any whit forcibly affect the Senes, but in a case of extreme necessity: Now there can be none of bellowing Sensible Rewards upon them, and representing the Rewards as the End of their Employment. This, on the contrary, would be the means of exciting their bad Actions; and inclining them rather to Sensuality than Vertue. The Traces of Pleasures which they have once tasted, remain strongly imprinted in their Imagination: They continually quicken and awaken the Ideas of Sensible Goods; they constantly excite importance and Defires, which disturb the peace of the Mind. Lastly, They provoke Concupiscence on numerous occasions, which is the Leaven that corrupts the whole mass. But this is not the place of examining these things according to their Defect.
The Second Part: Concerning The Imagination.

Chap. I.

1. Of the Imagination of Women. II. Of the Imagination of Men. III. Of the Imagination of Old Men.

We have in the First Part, in some measure, explained the Physical Causes of the Disorders of Man's Imagination: We shall endeavour in this to make some Application of these Causes to the more general Errors of Imagination, and shall treat likewise of the Causes of these Errors, which may be called Moral. It may be understood from what has been said in the fore-going Chapter, that the Delicacy of the Fibres of the Brain is one of the principal Causes that disable us, from bringing an Application sufficient for the Discovery of Truths, that Iye any whit deep or conceal'd.

This Delicacy of the Fibres is more usually incident to Women; and this is the Principle of their so exact acquaintance with all things that strike upon their Senses. 'Tis the Woman's Pro-\v\ine to determine concerning the Fashions, to judge of Language, to distinguish the genteel Men, and the fine and courtly Behaviour: They far out-do Men in the Science, Skill, and Dexterity about these things. All that depends upon the Taste falls under their Jurisdiction; but generally they are incapable of Penetrating into Truths that have any Difficulty in the Discovery. All things of an abstracted Nature are Incomprehensible to them. They cannot implant their Imagination in diftangling compound and perplex'd Questions. Their Confideration terminates on the surface and out-flide of things: and their Imagination has neither strength nor reach enough to pierce to the bottom of them, and to make a Comparison of their parts, without Distraction. A Trifle or a Feather shall call them off, the smallest out-cry dismay them, and any little Motion gives them Impelement: In short, the Mode and not the Reality of things, is enough to take up the whole Capacity of their Mind; because the leaf Objects producing great Motions in the delicate Fibres of their Brain, by a necessary confluence excite such lively and great Sentiments in their Souls, as wholly blind us and take them up.

But though it be certain, that this Delicacy of the Fibres of the Brain is the principal Cause of all these Effects; yet it is not equally certain, that it is universally to be found in all Women. Or if it be to be found, yet their Animal Spirits are sometimes so exactly proportion'd to the Fibres of their Brain, that there are Women to be met with, who have a greater solidity of Mind than some Men. 'Tis in a certain Temperature of the Largeness and Agitation of the Animal Spirits, and Conformity with the Fibres of the Brain, that the strength of parts confits: And Women have sometimes that just Temperature. There are Women Strong and Confiant, and there are Men that are Weak and Fickle. There are Women that are Learned, Courageous, and capable of every thing. And on the contrary, there are Men that are Soft, Effeminate, incapable of any Penetration, or disparch of any Banlies. In fine, when we attribute any Failures to a certain Sex, Age, or Condition, they are only to be understood of the generality; it being ever suppos'd, there is no general Rule without Exception.

For it ought not to be imagin'd, that all Men, or all Women of the same Age, Country, or Family, have their Brain of the same Constitution. It is more pertinent to believe, that as there are not two Faces in the World, in every thing resembting one another; so there are not two Imaginations exactly alike: And that all Men, Women, and Children differ from one another, only more or less, in the Delicacy of the Fibres of their Brain. For as we ought not too hastily to suppose an Essential Identity in those things, between which we fee no Difference; so we ought not to make Essential Differences, where we cannot find perfect Identity. For these are the common Faults Men usually fall into.

That which may be laid of the Fibres of the Brain, is, That in Children they are very soft and extremely rende'. That with Age they harden and corroborate: Yet notwithstanding the generality of Women, and some Men, have them extremely delicate all their Lives. To determine anything farther, we dare not. But this is enough to be laid of Women and Children, that as they are not concern'd with searching after Truth and the Instruction of others; so their Errors do not occasin much Prejudice; since little credit is given to things by them advance'd. Let us speak of
of Men grown up; of such as have their Mind in its Strength and Vigour; such as may be thought capable of finding out Truth, and teaching it to others.

The ordinary Session for the greatest Perfection of the Mind, is, from the Age of Thirty, to that of Fifty Years. The Fibres of the Brain in that Age have usually attain'd a tolerable confidence; the Pleasures and Pains of the Sensès make hardly any more Impression on them. So that a Man has no more to do, than to ward off violent Passions, which rarely happen; and from a Moment in which a Man may err in himself, if he diligently avoid all manner of occasion: And thus the Soul meeting with no more Diversion from things feafible, may, with greater care and leisure, give her felf to the Contemplation of Truth.

A Man in this capacity, who had not his Mind fill'd with the Prejudices of Childhood; who from his Youth upwards had obtai'd a Facility for Meditation; who would only take up with the clear and distinct Notions of Intellect, and indufrioufly reject all the confus'd Ideas of Sensès; and who had both Time and Inclination for Study, would doubtles very rarely fall into Error. But fuch a Man as this is not the Subject of our Diffcurrence; 'tis Men of the vulgar Flamps, who usually have nothing of this in them.

I say then, that the Solidity and Confidence accruing with Age to the Fibres of Men's Brains, gives the Solidity and Confidence to their Errors, if I may so speak. 'Tis the Seal that seals up their Prejudices, and all their falfe Opinions, and locks them from the Attempts and Force of Reason. In fine, by how much this Constitution of the Fibres of the Brain is advantageous to well Educated Persons, by fo much it is prejudicial to the greatest part of Mankind; because it confirms each of them in the Notions they have taken up.

But Men are not only confirmed and strengthened in their Errors, when they have attained to the Age of Forty or Fifty Years. They are still more liable to fall into new ones every day; for believing themselves competent Judges of every thing, as indeed they ought to be, they peremptorily determine, yet only confult their Prejudices to give a decision: For Men reason only upon things with relation to the Idea's they are most familiar with, and accustomed to. When a New Man would reason about any Physical Body, immediately his three Principles are prefect to his Mind. A Perfecut of a physician, he recourses within his Thoughts to his four Elements, and the four Primitive Qualities; and another Philofopher drives every thing up to other Principles. And fo there can nothing enter into the Mind of a Man, but is instantly tinged with the Error he is subject to, and augments their number.

This Confitution of the Brain has besides a very mischievous Effect, especially on more Aged fort of People, which is, to incapacitate them for Thought and Meditation: They are unable to fatten their Attention upon any thing they have a Mind to know, and are incapable of reaching to Truths that are any thing obfcure or intricate. They are utterly infeible to the moft reasonable Opinions, when founded upon Principles that to them seem Novel, though as to those other concerns, that Age has given them Experience in, they are very understanding Men. But all that I here affirm is only to be understood of those, who have spent their younger days without the due Life and Improvement of their Mind, and applying it as they should do.

To illustrate these things, 'tis necelfary to know, that not any thing whatever can be learned without Adverftency and Attention; and that 'tis impoffible we fhould be attentive to any thing, unless we imagine it, and frame a lively Representation of it in our Brain. But to the end we may have any Objects, 'tis necelfary we should infent some part of our Brain, or imprefl some other kind of Motion in it, that we may frame the Traces, whereunto are confociated the Ideas that reprefent these Objects to us: So that if the Fibres of our Brain were any white hardnefled, they would be capable of no other Inflection or Motions, than those they were formerly us'd to. And thus the Soul could form no Imagination of, nor confequently be attentive to what the pleafures only to fuch things as are culrnefial and familiar to her.

Hence we ought to conclude, that 'tis of very great Advantage to ufe a Man's felf to Meditate upon all forts of Subjects, in order to acqulf an Habittual Facility of Thinking on what he will. For as we acquire a great Readiness at moving our Fingers all manner of ways, and with a prodigious Nimbleness, by the frequent Life we make of them in playing on a Musical Instrument; fo of the parts of our Brain, the Motion whereof is necelfary to the Imagineing what we pleafe, attain by Life a certain Facility of Flying and Inflicting themselves, which makes us imagine the things we have a Mind to, with a great deal of Eafe, Readines, and Difpofition.

Now the beft means of procuring this Disposition, which caufeth the Principal Difference between a Man of Parts, and another, is to accustom a Man's felf from his Youth to the Difposition of the Truth of things very abftract and difficult: Because in that Age the Fibres of the Brain are pliable and flexible all manner of ways.

I fuppofe not however, that this Facility can be acquired by thofe we call Men of Books and Learning; who only apply themfelves to Reading, without Meditation, and without searching out the Revolution of Questions themfelves, before they Read them in Authors. 'Tis palpable enough, that hereby they only acquire a Facility of Remembering what they have read. 'Tis daily observ'd, that Men of much Reading, are unable to bring Adverftency of Attention to things that are new to them, and unheard of; and that the Vanity of their Learning, inclining them to form a Judgment of them, before they conceive them, makes them fall into great Errors, to which other Men are not obnoxious.
But though the want of Advertency is the main Cause of their Errors, there is one still that is peculiar to them; which is, that finding ever in their Memory abundance of confused Notions, they presently feel some one of them, and consider it as the Subject of the Question: And because the things a Man speaks, are not conformable to it; they ridiculously conclude he is in an Error. Should you endeavour to reprefent to them that they are deceiv’d themselves, and that they understand not so much as the State of the Question; they fall into a Patience, and not being able to conceive what is said to them, they persist to embrace that false Notion their Memory has suggested. But should the falsity of it be made too manifestly apparent, they substitute a fecond, and a third in its room, which they defend sometimes against all appearances of Truth, and even against their own Confequence; as having but little Respect or Love for Truth, but a great deal of Shame and Confinution in acknowledging, there are things another knows better than themselves.

All that has been said concerning Men of forty or fifty Years old, ought with greater allowance to be underflood of Aged Men; because the Fibres of their Brain being still more inflexible, and wanting Animal Spirits to imprint new Traces in it; their Imagination is altogether fentimental and languid.

And whereas generally the Fibres of their Brain are loaded with abundance of superfluous Humours, they are by degrees the Memory of things past, and return to the weaknefs usually incident to Childhood. Thus in this Decrepit Age, they have the Defects which depend on the Constitution of the Fibres of the Brain; which are found both in Children and in grown Men. Though it may be said they have more Prudence than either of them, because they are left subject to their Passions, which proceed from the Commotion of the Animal Spirits.

I shall not explain these things more at large, because it is easy to judge of this Age, by the others before treated of; and to conclude that Old Men have more difficulty than others at conceiving what is said to them; that they are more zealously devoted to their Prejudices and Ancient Opinions; and consequently are more confirmed and strengthened in their Errors, in their corrupt Habits, and other things of like Nature. 'Tis only to be advertised, That the Rate of Old Age is not precisely determined to Sixty or Seventy Years; that all Old Men are not Dotards; and that those who have pafs’d the Sixtieth Year, are not always delivered from the Passions of Youth; and that we ought not to draw too general Consequences from the Principles established.

C H A P. II.

That the Animal Spirits generally run in the Tracks of Ideas that are most familiar to us, which is the Reason of our preposterous Judgments.

I have, I think, explained in the foregoing Chapters, the various Changes happening in the Animal Spirits, and in the Conftitution of the Fibres of the Brain, according to different Ages: Wherefore supposing a Man to have meditated a little upon what has been said upon that Subject, he must necessarily have a distinct Knowledge enough of the Imagination, and of the most common Natural Causes of the differences observable between the Minds of Men; since all the Changes happening in the Imagination and the Mind, are only the Consequences of those which are to be found in the Animal Spirits, and the Fibres that compose the Brain.

But there are many particular, and such as we may call Moral Causes of the Changes which happen in the Imagination of Men; namely, Their different Conditions, their various Employments; and, in a word, their several ways of Living; which deferve to be attentively considered; because these sorts of Changes are the Causes of the numberless multitude of Errors, every Man judging of things with reference to his own Condition: We think it not so much our Business to stand to explain the Effects of some less culinary Causes; such as great Difeafes, surprising Misfortunes, and other unexpected Accidents, which make very violent Impressions in the Brain, and which sometimes totally subvert it; because these things are of very rare occurrence, and besides, the Error such sort of Persons fall into, are too gross to be contagious, since they are palpable and discernible to all Mankind.

But that we may perfectly comprehend all the Changes the different conditions and states of Life produce in the Imagination; 'tis absolutely necessary to be call’d to mind, that our Imagining Objects is only the framing Images thereof to our Selves; and that these Images are nothing but the Traces delineated by the Animal Spirits in the Brain; that we Imagine things so much stronger as these Traces are more deep and better cut, and as the Animal Spirits more frequently and violently pass through them; that these Spirits, by their frequent course, do stain and open the Passage, as to enter the same Tracks with greater readiness than any other neighbouring parts, through which they either have not pass’d, or not so frequently. This is the most ordinary Cause of the Confusion and Falsity of our Ideas. For the Animal Spirits which were
were directed by the Action of External Objects, or even by the orders of the Soul to the production of certain Traces, frequently produce others, which indeed have some resemblance with them, but are not altogether the Traces of those same Objects, nor those the Soul defir'd to represent; because the Animal Spirits finding some Reflexion in the parts of the Brain through which they ought to pass, are easily diverted thro' those into the deep Traces of Idea's which are more congruous to them. Here are Ideas of the visible World, the ideas of sensible Objects of these things.

When those who are not extraordinary short-sighted behold the Moon, they see in her two Eyes, a Nose, and a Mouth; in a word it looks to them as if they saw a Face, tho' there be nothing in her of what they fancy they perceive. Many Perfons see in her another thing. And those who believe the Moon to be such as she appears, would quickly be undeceived, did they but behold her with Telescopes, though of a moderate size; or did they only consult the Descriptions of Hevelius, Riccioli, and others have made Publick. Now the Reason why a Man usually sees a Face in the Moon, and not those irregular Blotches that are in her, is because the Traces of a Face, which are imprinted in the Brain, are very deep, for that we frequently look on Faces, and with great Attention. So that the Animal Spirits meeting with opposition in the other parts of the Brain, easily swerve from the Direction the Light of the Moon impresses on them, when a Man beholds her; to accommodate themselves to the Traces whereunto Nature has affix'd the Idea's of a Face. Besides that the apparent Magnitude of the Moon differing not much from a common head at a certain Distance; She by her Impression forms such Traces, as have Connection with those which represent a Nose, a Mouth, and Eyes; and to the determinates the Spirits to take their course in the Traces of a Face. There are some who differ in the Moon a Man on Horse-back, or something else than a Face, because their Imagination having been briskly limited with some particular Objects, the Traces of these Objects open at any thing that bears the least Analogies to them.

'Tis upon the same grounds we imagine we see Chariots, Men, Lions, and other Animals in the Clouds, when there is any little resemblance between their Figures and the Animal's: and all Men, especially those who are used to Deesigning, see sometimes Heads of Men on Walls, whereon there are many irregular lines.

'Tis for the same Reason that the Spirits of Wine, entering without any Direction of the Will into the most familiar Traces, make Men betray their Secrets of the greatest concernment; and that when a Man sleeps he usually dreams of Objects he has seen in the Day-time, which have formed very great Traces in the Brain, because the Soul is ever repreffing those things, whereas the has the greatest and deepest Traces. But see other Examples of a more complex kind.

A Diffemper is new: and it makes such havoc and destruction, as amazes all Men. This imprints Traces so deep in the Brain, that this Disease is never abated from the Mind. If this Disease be call'd, for instance, the Scurvy; all Diseases must presently be call'd Scurvy: the Scurvy is new, therefore all new Diffempers is the Scurvy. The Scurvy is accompany'd with a dozen Symptoms, whereof many are common to other Diffempers, that matters not: If a sick Person fortunes to have any one of the Symptoms, he must needs be sick of the Scurvy; and other Diffempers are never suspected, or thought of, that have the same Symptoms. 'Tis expected that all the Accidents which befall those that have been sick of the Scurvy, must befall him too. The fame Medicines therefore are prescrib'd him, and 'tis matter of amazement, to find they have not the same Effect, as they have been known to have had in others.

An Author applies himself to one kind of Study; The Traces of the Subject he's employ'd about, are so deeply imprinted, and make such lively Radiations through the Brain, as to confound and efface sometimes the Traces of things of a quite different kind. This has been a Man, for instance, that has wrote many bulky Volumes on the Crops; this made him discover a Crops in every thing he look'd upon; and 'tis with Reason, that Father Maritus handfomely rallies him, for thinking a Medal represented a Crops, though it represented quite another thing. 'Twas by such another unlucky turn of Imagination Gilbertus and many others, after having studied the Lead-Stone, and admire'd its properties, must needs reduce to these Magnetick Qualities abundance of Natural Effects, that had no Relation to them in the World.

The Influences I have here allude'd, suffice to prove that the great facility of the Imagination's representing Objects that are familiar to it, and the difficulty it finds in imagining those that are Novel, is the Reason of Men forming almost ever such Idea's as may be fify'd mix'd and impure; and of the Mind's judging of things only with Relation to it, and its former Thoughts. And thus the different Partitions of Men, their Inclinations, Conditions, Employments, Qualities, Studies, finally all their different Ways and Scopes of Life, putting very considerable Differences in their Idea's, occasion them to fall into innumerable Errors, which we shall explain in the following Discourse: Which was the reason of My Lord Bacon's speaking this most judicious Sentence: Omnis perceptione simul sensibus quam meminit sunt ex analogia hominis, non ex analogia universi: Et quia intellectus humanus in se habet speculi inequalium, ad radios verum qui sunt Naturam natura verum innirrit, tamq; disorquet, & infect.
Of the Mutual Connection between the Idea's, and the Traces of the Brain; and of the Mutual Connection there is between Traces and Traces, Idea's and Idea's.

Among the whole Mails of Material Beings, there is nothing more worthy of the Contemplation of Man, than the Contecture of their own Body, and the Correspondence found between the Parts that compose it. And among all things Spiritual, there is nothing, the Knowledge whereof is more necessary, than that of their Soul, and of all the Relations he is indispensably under to GOD, and Naturally to the Body.

This not enough to have a confused Knowledge or Sensation, that the Traces of the Brain are mutually connected to each other, and that they are purged by the Motion of the Animal Spirits; that the Traces when excited in the Brain, excite the Idea's in the Understanding, and that the Motions that arise in the Animal Spirits, raiife the Passions in the Will. We ought, as far as is possible, to have a distinct Knowledge of the Causes of all these different Connections; but especially of the Effects they are capable of producing.

We ought to know the Cause thereof, in as much as it is necessary to know our Guide and Conductor, who alone is capable of acting in us, and of rendering us happy or miserable; and we ought to know the Effect of them, it being necessary to know our selves as much as possible, and other Men with whom we are obliged to live: So should we know the means both of conducting our selves to, and preferring our selves in, the most happy and perfect State we are capable of attaining, by the order of Nature, and the Precepts of the Gospel: So should we be able to frame our Lives sociably with Men, by exactly knowing the means of making use of them in our Exigencies, and afflicting them in their Miseries.

I pretend not to Explain in this Chapter a Subject so vast and Comprehensive: nor have I that Opinion of my self, as to think I should thoroughly do it in this whole Work. There are many things I am still ignorant of, and despair of ever knowing well: and there are others which I presume I know, but am unable to explicate: For there is no mind so little and so narrow, but may by Meditation discover more Truths, than can be deduced at length by the most Eloquent Man in the World.

We are not to imagine with a great part of the Philosophers, that the Mind becomes Body when united to the Body, and that the Body becomes Mind when united to the Mind. The Soul is not expanded through all the parts of the Body, in order to give Life and Motion to it, as the Imagination represents: nor does the Body become capable of Sensation by its Union with the Mind, as our treacherous and abusive Senses would seem to persuade us. Either Substance preserves its own particular Being, and as the Soul is incapable of Extension and Motions; so the Body is incapable of Thought and Inclinations. All the Affinity that we know between the Body and Mind, consists in the Natural and Mutual correspondence of the Thoughts of the Soul, with the Traces of the Brain; and of the Emotions of the Soul, with the Motions of the Animal Spirits.

When the Soul receives some new Idea's, some new Traces are imprinted on the Brain; and when Objects produce new Traces, the Soul receives new Idea's. Which is not said, as if the Soul consider'd the Traces, since she has no knowledge of them; or, as if the Traces included the Idea's, since there is no Analogy betwixt them: but only, as if she receiv'd her Idea's from the Traces; for 'tis inconceivable, as shall be explain'd hereafter, how the Mind should receive any thing from the Body, and become more enlightened than she is, by turning towards it, as the Philosophers pretend, who would have the Souls Perception of all things to be caus'd by conversion adphantasmata, by the Conversion to the Phantasms, or Traces of the Brain.

Thus when the Soul wills the moving of her Arm, the Arm is mov'd, though she not so much as knows what ought to be done to the moving it: and when the Animal Spirits are agitated, the Soul finds a Commotion in her self, though she is ignorant whether there be any such thing as Animal Spirits in her Body.

When I come to treat of the Passions, I shall speak of the Connection there is between the Traces of the Brain, and the Motions of the Spirits; and of that which is between the Idea's, and the Emotions of the Soul; for all the Passions have their Dependance thereon. I am to Distinguish at present only of the Connection between Traces and Idea's, and the Connection Traces have with each other.

There are three very considerable Causes of the Connection of Idea's with the Traces of the Brain. The first and most general, is the Identity of time: for our having had certain thoughts at the instant of our having certain new Traces in the Brain, is oftentimes sufficient for our having afterwards the same thoughts, so often as those Traces are re-produz'd in our Brain. If the Idea of GOD has been offer'd to my Mind, at the same time my Brain receiv'd an Impression from the light of these three Letters J a L; or from the sound of the same word, 'tis enough that the Traces produced by the sound or sight of these Characters be re-printed, to cause me to think on GOD; nor can I think of GOD, but some confused Traces of the Characters or
The Spiritual Connection between Idea's and Traces, and which ever supposes the former, is the Will of Man. This Will is necessary to the intent this Connection of Idea's with the Traces, may be regulated and accommodated to use. For were not Men naturally inclin'd to a mutual Agreement about affixing their Idea's to Sensible Signs; this Connection of Idea's would not be only absolutely usefull to society, but would moreover be very irregular, and extremely imperfect.

And that, first because Idea's have never any strong Connection with the Traces, except when the Spirits being agitated and fermented, make the Traces deep and permanent. So that, since the Spirits are only agitated by the Passions, had Men no Passion for communicating their own thoughts and participating those of others, it is plain that the exact Connection of their Idea's to particular Traces, would be very weak; since they would never use themselves to those exact and regular Connections, were it not to become intelligible one to another.

Secondly, the repeated concurrence of the same Idea's with the same Traces, being necessary to make it strong a Connection, as may be durable and lasting; (since a first meeting, unless attended with a violent Motion of the Animal Spirits, cannot confederate them so strongly as is requisite) it is manifest, that should not Men contrive to agree, it would be the greatest chance in the World, for the same Traces and the same Idea's to meet a second time. Thus the Will of Man is necessary to regulate the Connection and Alliance of the same Traces with the same Idea's; though this Will of Agreeing is not so much the result of their Choice and Reason, as an Impression of the Author of Nature, who has dispos'd and made us all for the Benefit of each other, and given us a strong Inclination to unite in Mind, as much as we are united in our Bodies. The third Cause of the Connection of Idea's with the Traces, is the Nature, or the constant and immutable Will of the Creator. There is, for instance, a Natural Connection, and independent on our Will, between the Traces produced by a Tree or a Mountain which we fee, and the Idea's of a Tree or a Mountain: between the Traces produced in our Brain by the cry of a Man or an Animal suffering Pains, and whose Pleats we hear: by the mein of a Man's Countenance that threatens or fears us; and the Idea of Pains, Strength, Weakness; and also the Sentiments of Pity, Fear, and Courage, which are occasion'd in our selves.

The Natural Connections are of all others the strongest; they are generally alike in all Mankind and they are absolutely necessary to the Preservation of Life. And this is the Reason they have no dependence on our Will. For if the Connection of Idea's with Sounds and certain Characters, is weak and very different in different Countries; 'tis because it depends on the weak and changeable Will of Men. And the Reason why it depends thereon, is because this Connection is not absolutely necessary to their Living; but only to their Living as Men; who ought to form themselves into Civil and Rational Societies.

It is here very observable, that the Connection of Idea's, which represent things Spiritual distinct from us, with the Traces of our Brain, is not Natural, nor possible to be so: And consequently that it is or may be different in all Men; since it has no other cause than their own Will, and the Identity of time; whereof I have spoken before. On the Contrary, the Connection of Idea's of all things natural with certain particular Traces, is Natural; and consequently there are particular Traces which excite the same Idea in all Mankind. It cannot be doubted, for instance, but all Men have the idea of a Square upon sight of a Square, because that Connection is Natural: but it may be very well doubted whether all Men have the Idea of a Square, when they hear the word Square pronounce'd; because that Connection is altogether arbitrary. We ought to think the same thing of all those Traces that are connected with the Idea's of things of a Spiritual kind.

But because the Traces which have a Natural Connection with Idea's, give the Mind concern and application, and consequent render it attentive; the generality of Men are very ready at comprehending and retaining sensible and palpable Truths: that is to say, the Relations, which Bodies have to one another. And on the other hand, because the Traces, which have no other Connection with Idea's, than that which the will has effect'd between them, I flike not vigorously on the Mind; all Men in general find it very difficult to comprehend, and harder yet to retain abstracted Truths; that is to say the Relations which are between things which come not within the Verge of Imagination. But when these Relations are any whit compounded, they seem absolutely incomprehensible, especially to those who are not us'd to them; because they have not strengthened the Connection between these abstract Idea's and their Traces, by a perpetual Meditation. And though others have perfectly comprehended them, they forget them again in a little time; because the Connection is hardly ever so strong, as the Natural.

'tis for true, that all the difficulty Men have to comprehend and retain things Spiritual and Abstract, proceeds from the difficulty they find to corroborate the Connection of their Idea's with the Traces of the Brain; that when they find the means of explaining by material Relations, those that are between things Spiritual, they make them easily understood; impressing them in such manner on the mind, as not only to be strongly convince'd of them, but also to retain them without any trouble. The general Idea we have given of the Mind in the first Chapter of this Work, is perhaps a sufficient Proof of what I say.
On the contrary, when the Relations that are between material things are so express, that there is no necessary Connection between the Idea’s of thefe things, and the Traces of their Expressions; they are diftinctly compreheended and eafily forgotten.

Thofe, for instance, who enter upon the Study of Algebra; or Analyticks, are incapable of taking Algebraick Demonstrations without a great deal of pains; and when they have once mastered them, they retain them but a ftort time; becaufe 

Squares, (for example) 

Parallelograms, Cubes, 

Spheres, and the like, being express by 

ab, ab², ab³, &c. the Traces whereof have no Natural Connection with their Idea’s; the Mind finds no hold to fafens the Idea’s to, and to examine the Relations of them by.

But thofe who begin to Study Common Geography, most clearly and readily conceive the little Demonstrations that are explain’d to them; provided they diftinctly understand the Terms made used of; Because the Idea’s of a Square, a Circle, or the like, are Naturally Connected with the Traces of the figures they fee describ’d before their Eyes. And it often happens, that the mere fiewing of the figure Ifed in the Demonftration, makes them fooner comprehend it, than the Difficulties made to explain it. Because words being Connected to Idea’s by an arbitrary infitution only, excite not thefe Idea’s readily and diftinctly enough, to make us eafily understand their Relations. For tis chiefly upon that account, there is fo much difficulty found in learning the Sciences.

By the way, it may be discover’d from what I have been faying, that thofe Writers who coin abundance of new Words and Figures, to explain their Notions by; fpend much pains to very lit- tle purpofe. They think to make themselves intelligible, when indeed they take the way of be- coming incomprehensible. We define, fay they, all our Terms, and all our Characters, and othersought to agree to them. It is true, others agree to them with their Will, but their Nature is re-pugnant. They cannot fafens their Idea’s to thefe Novel Terms, becaufe to that is required cuttom and long practive. The Authors perhaps have attain’d that cuttom, but the Readers have not: And when a Man endeavours to instruct the Mind, ‘tis neceffary he ftrictly know it; fince he ought to conform to Nature, and offer her nothing provoking or offensive.

Yet we ought not to condemn the Industry and Care Mathematicians take in defining their Terms; for Definition is evidently neceffary to take away Equivocation. But the ordinary and reçived Terms ought to be imploy’d as far as poifibly they can; or fuch whole common fignification is not very remote from that which they pretend to introduce; which is a thing not commonall obferv’d among the Mathematicians.

Nor do we pretend by what has been faid, to condemn Algebra, effentially fuch as Mr. Descartes has refolvd, and left it to us. For though the Novelty of fome Expressions in that Science, give the Mind fome trouble at ftrat; yet there is fo little variety and confufion in thofe Expressions; and the Aliafances the Mind receives from them fo much out-weigh the Difficulty found in them, that I am of Opinion ‘tis imppoible for a Man to invent a way of Reafoning and Exprefsing his Reafonings, more fuited or better accomodated to the Nature of the Mind, or that can carry it farther in the Difcovery of unknown Truths. The Expressions of that Science do not diftract the Capacity of the Mind; they burden not the Memory; they contract and abridge in a won- derful manner all our Idea’s and our Reafonings, and even render them in fome meafure enible by Practice. In fine, their ufefulness is much greater than the Novel Expressions of the delineated Figures, Fig. I and II, Triangles, Squares, and others of like Nature; which are intereflco to the Dif- courfe, and Unfollving of Truths any where intricate and obscure. But fo much for the Conne- ction of Idea’s with the Traces of the Brain. ‘Tis reafonable to fay fomathing of the Connection of Traces with one another, and confequently of the Connection between the Idea’s correspon- ding to thefe Traces.

This Connection confifts in this, that the Traces of the Brain are fo firmly connected to one another, as ‘tis imppoible to excite them again, without the whole retinue which were imprinted at the fame time. If a Man for instance, happens to be in fome publick Solemnity, in cafe he ob- ferves all the Circumstances, and all the Principle Perfons that affilfed at, the time, the place, the day, and all other Particulars; the remembrance only of the Place, or fome other fets ob- servable Circumstance of the Ceremony, will be sufficiently to bring the Reprefentation of all the other to his Mind. ‘Tis upon this account that when we can’t recollect the Principal Name of a thing, we fufficiently fpecifie it by making use of a Name, which signifies fome Circumstance of that thing, as not being able to call to Mind the proper Name of a Church, we can make use of another Name, fignifying a thing that fome fince it belongs to it. We can fay, ‘Tis that Church where there was fuch a Throng; where Mr. fuch a one Preach’d; where we went on Sunday. And thus not having the proper Name of a Perfon ready at hand, or when it is more convenient to denote him in another manner, we can do it by faying, He whole Face was defig- nated by the Small-poxx; the Portly and well-made Gentleman; the little crooked Man, accord- ing as we ftrand affected towards him; though to express a Man in terms of contempt, is not- her a fign of good Nature nfb good Manners.

Now the mutual connection of these Traces, and confequently of their Idea’s one with an- other, is not only the foundation of all the Figures of Rhetorick, but also of infinite other things of greatest concernment in Morality, and Politicks, and in all Sciences in general, which are any ways related to Man; and confequently of many things we fhall treat of in the sequel of our Difcourfe.
The Search after Truth.

Chap. IV.

The cause of the Connection of many Traces together, is the Identity of time, wherein they were imprinted on the Brain. For 'tis enough for many Traces to have been produced at the same time, to cause that they should never afterwards be excited, but in company of one another; because the Animal Spirits, finding the Channel of thefe Co-temporary Traces gaping and half open, continue their courses in them, by reason of their meeting with a more free passage through them, than through the other parts of the Brain. This is the cause of Memory, and the Corporal Habits which are common to us with Beasts.

The Connections of the Traces are not always conjoin'd with the Emotions of the Spirits, because all the things we fee do not always appear either Good or Evil: These Connections too may change or break, because being not of perpetual necessity for the preservation of Life, there is no need they should always be the fame. 

But there are certain Traces in our Brain which have a Natural Connection with one another; as also with certain Commotions of the Spirits; that being necessary to the Preservation of Life. And this Connection can't be broken, at least not easily, because 'tis convenient it should always be the same. For instance, the trace of a great Precipice, which a Man fees under him, and from which there is danger of falling, or the Traces of some bulky Body imminent over his Head, and ready to fall and crush him, is naturally Connected with that which represents Death, and with a Commotion of the Spirits, which difpofes him to flight or the desire of flying it.

This Connection admits no alteration, because 'tis necessary it should always be the same; and it consists in a dislocation of the Fibres of the Brain, which we bring with us into the World.

All the Connections which are not Natural, may, and ought to break; because the different Circumstances of times and places ought to change, to the end they may be useful to the Preservation of Life. 'Tis convenient the Partridge, for instance, should fly the Sports-man with his Gun, at the feason and the places of his pursuing the Game. But there's no necessity it should fly him in other places, or at other times: Thus 'tis necessary all Animals for their Preservation should have certain Connections of Traces easily made, and easily broken; and that they should have others very difficult to be fever'd; and lastly, others incapable of Dislocation.

'Tis of very great use, to make diligent enquiry into the different Effects these different Connections are able to produce: For there are Effects, which as they are very numerous, so they are no less important to the Knowledge of Man, and all things relating to him. We shall see hereafter, that these things are the principal Causes of our Errors. But 'tis time to return to the Subject we have promised to Diſcouer on, and to explain the different Changes which happen to the Imagination of Men, by reason of their different ways and purposes of Life.

CHAP. IV.

I. That Men of Learning are the most subject to Error. II. The Causes why Men had rather be guided by Authority, than make use of their own Reason.

The Differences observable in Men, as to their Ways and Purposes of Life, are almost infinite. Their different Conditions, different Employments, different Pofts and Offices, and different Communities are innumerable. These Differences are the Reason of Men's acting upon quite different Designs, and Reasoning upon different Principles. Even in the fame Community, wherein there should be but one Character of Mind, and all the same Designs; you shall rarely meet with several Persons, whose Aims and Views are not different. Their various Employments, and their many Adhesions, necessarily diversifie the Method and Manner they would take to accomplish those various things wherein they agree. Whereby 'tis manifest that it would be an impossible Undertaking, to go about to explain with particular the Moral Causes of Error; nor would it turn to any great Account should we do it in this place. I defign therefore only to speak of thofe Ways of Living, that lead us into great multitudes of Errors, and Errors of most dangerous Importance. When these shall be explained, we shall have open'd the way for the Mind to proceed farther; and every one may discover, at a single View, and with the greatest ease imaginable, the most hidden Causes of many particular Errors, the Explication whereof would cost a world of Pains and Trouble. When once the Mind sees clearly, it delights to run to Truth; and it runs to it with an inexorable Swiftness.

The Employment that seems most necessary to be treated of at present, by Reason of its producing most considerable Changes in the Imagination of Men, and its conducting them into Errors most, is that of Men of Books and Learning; who make greater use of their Memory, than Thought. For Experience has ever manifested, that those who have applied themselves the most fervently to the Reading of Books, and to the Search of Truth, are the Men that have led us into a very great part of our Errors.
"'Tis much the same with those that Study, as with those that Travel. When a Traveller has unfortunately missaken his way, the farther he goes, at the greater distance he is from his Journey's end; and he'll deviates so much more, as he is industrious and in haste to arrive at the place desired. So the vehement pursuets Men make after Truth caufe them to beke them selves to the Reading of Books, wherein they think to find it; or put them upon framing some Phantastical Sophistry of things they desire to know; wherewith when their Heads are full and heated, they try by some fruitless Sallies and Attempts of Thought to recommend them to the taste of others, with hopes to receive the Honours that are unifally pay'd to the first Founder of Systems. Thefe two Imperfections are now to be considered.

'Tis not eafe to be understood how it comes to pass, that Men of Wit and Parts choose rather to truft to the Conduct of other Men's Underftanding in the Search of Truth, than to their own, which GOD has given them. There is doubtless infinitely more Pleasure as well as Honour, to be conducted by a Man's own Eyes, than thofe of others. And a Man who has good Eyes in his Head, will never think of flutting them, or plucking them out, under the hopes of having a Guide. And yet the use of the Underftanding is to the Eye; and as the Underftanding is infinitely superior to the Eyes, fo the use of the Underftanding is accompany'd with more solid Satisfactions, and gives another fort of Content, than Light and Colours give the Sight. Notwithstanding Men employ their Eyes in Guiding and Conducting themselves, but rarely make use of their Reafon in Discovery of Truth.

But there are many Caufes which contribute to this overthrow of Reafon. Firft, Men's Natural Carelefsness and Ofticitation, that will not let them be at the Pains of Thinking.

Secondly, Their Incapacity to Meditate, which they have contracted, for want of applying themselves to it from their Youth; as has been explain'd in the Ninth Chapter.

Thirdly, The unconcernednefs and little Love they have for Abstract Truths, which are the Foundation of all that can be known in this World.

The Fourth Reafon is the Satisfaction which accrues from the knowledge of Probabilities, which are very agreeable, and extremely moving, as being founded upon feemible Notions.

The Fifth Caufe is that ridiculous Vanity, which makes us affect the feeming Learned. For tho' go by the Name of Learned, who have read moft Books: The Knowledge of Opinions is of greater ufe in Conversation, and lerves better to catch the Admirations of the Vulgar, than the Knowledge of True Philosophy, which is leamed by Meditation.

In the fixth place, we may recket that unreasonable Fancy, which purfopes the Ancients were more enlightned, than we can be; and that there is nothing left for us but what they have succeeded in.

The Seventh is a Difgustus Recept mix'd with an aburd Curiosity, which makes Men adore things that are moft Remote and Ancient, fuch as are far feth'd, or come from unknown Countries, as also Books that are moft Mysterious and Obscurc. Thus Heracletus's Repute herefofre was owing to his Obfcurity. Men are very inquisitive after Ancient Medals, tho' corroded with rust; and the Shoe or Slipper of one of the Ancients is refeem'd with a veneration, though eaten up with Worms: Their Antiquity makes them Venerable. There are fome Men who apply them felves to the Reading the Rabbit, because they wrote in an outlandifh, very corrupt, and obfolute Language. Ancient Opinions are in greater efeem, for being more remote from us. And doubtles if Nimrod had written the History of his Reign, all moft refined Politicks, and even all the other Sciences, had been found contain'd in; julf as fome have been able to discover in Homer and Virgil, the perfect Knowledge of Nature. Deference, fay they, is due to Ani-

Veritas etiam tempora non aut aeternum

Claris ob obfcuram lingum.

Lucrétius.
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Lastly, Because Men are acted only by Interest; which is the Reason that those themselves who find out the Abuse, and discover the Vanity of those Forts of Studies, stick close to them still: Because Honours, Preferments, and Benefits, are entailed to them; and those who are Eminent herein, have a greater share of them, than tho' that are ignorant of them.

All these Reasons make it, one would think, cafe to be conceiv'd, why Men implicitly follow the Ancient Opinions, as true; and reject the New ones universally, as false; finally, why they make no use, or very little of their Reason. Undoubtedly there are abundance of other more particular Reasons, that contribute to it; but if these we have brought be attentively consider'd, it will be no matter of surprize to find some Men obstinately Bigotted to the Authority of the Ancients.

C H A P. V.  

Two pernicious Effects Reading has upon the Imagination.

THAT disingenious and loose Respect, which Men award the Ancients, is productive of abundance of very mischievous Effects, which 'tis worth while to consider.

The first is, That by acquainting them to a diffusion of their Reason, it by little and little puts them under an utter incapacity of using it. For it ought not to be imagined, that those who grow Gray in the Study of Aristotle and Plato, make much use of their Understanding. They generally spend so much time in the Reading of these Books, merely to enter into the Sentiments of their Authors: And their main Scope and Purpofe is, to know truly the Opinions they held, without troubling themselves much about those of which they ought to be held, as shall be prov'd in the succeeding Chapter. Thus the Science and Philosophy they learn, is properly a Science of Memory, and not a Science of the Understanding. They know only the Hifto-ry, and the matter of Fact, and not the evident Truths; and may more justly be call'd Hilfiori-ans, than true Philosophers.

The second Effect produc'd in the Imagination by the Reading Ancient Authors, is the strange confusion it makes in the Idea's of most Men that give themselves to it. There are two different ways of Reading Authors: The one is very Advantages and Useful; the other very Useless, and also Dangerous. Reading is of great use, when one meditates on what one reads; When a Man by an Efly of Thought endeavours the Resolution of the Questions he sees in the Contents of the Chapters, before he begins to read them; when he Methodizes and Collates the Idea's of things with one another; in a word, when he uses his Reason. On the contrary, Reading is of no account, when he understands not what 'tis he is about: But 'tis of dangerous consequence for a Man to read, and comprehend what he reads, when he does not firmly search and examine into it, so as to be able to judge of it; and especially if he has Memory enough to retain what he conceives, and Imprudence enough to confent to it. The first way enlightens the Understanding, it corroborates and enlarges it Capacity. The second straightens its Capacity, and renders it by degrees weak, obscure, and confus'd.

Now the generality of those, who glory in the Knowledge of others Opinions, study only the second Manner: And so the more Reading they have, the more feeble, dark, and confus'd their Understanding grows. The Reason whereof is, that the Traces of their Brain are confounded with each other, as lying in great numbers, and being never Poffix't and Methodiz'd by Reason; which is the thing that hinders the Mind from imagining and representing clearly the things it has occasion for. When the Mind would open some particular Traces, finding others that are more familiar to it in the way, 'tis easily impos'd upon. For the Capacity of the Brain being not infinite, 'tis hardly possible a great quantity of Traces, form'd without Order and Method, should not entangle and perplex themselves, and thereby put the Idea's in confusion. 'Tis upon this score, that Men of a great Memory are commonly incapable of judging well, concerning things that demand a great Attention.

But that which is especially remarkable is, That the Knowledge Men acquire by Reading, without Meditation, and with defign only of retaining the Opinions of others; in a word, all Science that depends on Memory, is properly the Science that pulls up, and makes them Arrogant; because this is that which glitters most to appearance, and makes the polifh'd vain and conceited, And thus we generally observe tho' these are this way Learned, to be proud, haughty, and presuming; pretending to have a right of judging of all things, though very little quali-fy'd for that purpose; which is the Reason of their falling into multitudes of Errors.

But this false Science is the Cause of a greater mischief still. For those Perfons fall not into Error alone, but draw whole troops of Vulgar Minds along with them; as also a vaft reuine of Young People, who Believe their Decisions, as Articles of Faith. These fallly Learned, having oppreff'd and overborn them by the weight of their profound Literature, and maz'd them with the Doctrine of uncouth and extravagant Opinions, and the Names of Ancient and Unknown Authors, gain such an irresistible Sway and Authority over their Minds, that they reverence and admire as Oracles, whatever proceeds from their Mouth; and blindfold, and implicitly subscribe to all their Sentiments. Nay, Men of far greater Understanding and Judgment, who had never
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That Men of Learning generally are so Opinionated with an Author, that their Principal Drift is the Knowing what be held, without caring to know what ought to be held.

THERE is still another Defect of very great Importance, that Men of Reading are ordinarily subject to: which is that they grow conceited with an Author. If there be any thing true or good in a Book, they are apt to extol it. 'Tis all true! 'tis all excellent, and admirable! They please themselves in admiring what they do not understand, and would fain have all the World to admire it with them. The Encyclopaedia they flow on these obscure Authors, they make redound to their own glory: Since others are hereby perplexed, that they perfectly understand them; and this admires them to their Vanity. They extol themselves above the rest of Mankind, upon the strength of being perplexed they understand some Impertinence of an Ancient Author, or of a Man perhaps that did not understand himself. What a multitude have sweat and laboured, in the Illustration of the obscure Passages of some of the Ancient Philosophers and Poets! And what abundance of fine Wits are there in these Days still, the main Pleasure of whose Life consits in Criticizing on a Word, or the Opinion of an Author? But 'twill not be amiss at present to bring some Proof of what I say.

The Question concerning the Immortality of the Soul, is without a doubt a Question of very great Importance. We cannot find fault with the Philosophers, for laying out themselves so industriously towards the Resolution of it. And though they heap up mighty Volumes, to prove after a fonder, more, a Truth that may be Demonstrated in a few Words, or a few Pages; yet they are excusable. But when they are so solicitous, and concern'd about deciding what Aristotle thought of it; they are as pleasant Gentlemen as one could wish. It is, in my Mind, of very little use and benefit to those who live at present, to know whether there was ever such a Man as was call'd Aristotle: whether this Man was the Author of those Books which go under his Name: whether he understood this or that in such a part of his Works. This cannot either make a Man wiser nor happier. But it is very material to know whether what he says be true or false in it itself.

'Tis then very useful to know what was Aristotle's Opinion concerning the Immortality of the Soul; though it be of great Advantage to know the Soul to be Immortal. Yet I make no scruple to affirm, that there have been many Scholars more solicitous to know Aristotle's Sentiment on this Subject, than the Truth of the thing it self. Since there have been so many, who have written Books purposely to explain what that Philosopher's Belief was of it; but have not done so much, to know what ought to be believed concerning it.

But though there have been a multitude of Men, who have harrased and fatigued their Mind in resolving what Aristotle's Opinion was; yet their fatigues and pains have been all in vain: since they cannot yet agree about this ridiculous Question. Which evidence how mis-fortunate the followers
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followers of Aristote are, in having a Man so dark and obscure to enlighten them; and who even affects Obscurity, as he declares in a Letter that he wrote to Alexander.

The Opinion then of Aristote about the Immortality of the Soul, has been a mighty Question, and very noted amongst the Learned, But that it may not be imagin'd that I speak at random, and without foundation, I am oblig'd to transcribe a Page here of La Creda, somewhat long and tedious: wherein that Author has amasi'd together the different Authorities upon that Subject, as upon a Question of greatest Importance. Therefor are his words upon the Second Chapter of Tertullian De Reference cornus.

Quod si haec in scelto utinque validis suspicibilibus agistant, nun animam immortalatem, mortalitatem prorsum Aristotelis. Et quidem Philoere haud ignobiles offeruererum Aristotelis posuerit nostras animas ebi interitus alienus. Ha sunt ex Graeci & Latinis interpretationibus Ammonius accetue, Olympiodorus, Philo-

From the Commentaries, the learned and judicious Theodoreus, Thomas, as hic addiderit Albertus, ad Harveus, but L. De Philosophers lefs foundation have believ'd are fatum. Privilege & inquiries them merit. fuch quidem Aristoteli Tho-

PLATONIS, magistri mentem & ore & calamo noiffae penitus qui poterat.

In contrariam fidem em biber nomunli Parvus, nec infirmi Philosophi; juftissim in sua parentis, Origins in Hanno, & in ferius Nazianzenus in Dif. contra Eunom. & Nyssenum Lib. 2. de Anima Cap. 4. Theodorus de Cornutis Graecorum Affectionibus Lib. 3. Galenus in Historia Philosophica, Pomponia-

tum pandere libet illud judicaret.

I deliver all the Quotations as true, upon the integrity of the Commentator; as thinking it would be loss of time to stand to verify them. Nor have I all those curious Books by me, from which they were taken. I add a new copy of my own, as not envying him the Glory of having made a good Collection. And it would fill a greater loss of time to do it, though a Man should only turn over the Indices of Aristoteles's Commentators.

We see then in this Passage of La Creda, that Men of Books and Study, that have pafs'd for the Ingenious of their Times, have taken abundant pains to know whether Aristote beleiv-
ed the Immortality of the Soul: and there have been some of them who are able to write Books particularly on the Subject, as Pomponatus. For that Author's chief Defign in his Book is, to shew that Aristoteles believ'd the Soul was Mortal. And possibly there are others, who not only are solicitous to know what were Aristoteles thoughts upon this Subject; but who moreover look upon it as a very important Question to know, for influence, whether Tertullian, Plutarch, or others, believ'd or not, whether it be Aristoteles's Opinion that the Soul was Mortal. As there is great Reafon to fuppofe from La Creda himself, if we reflect only on the latter part of the Passage we have quoted, Porro Tertullianum, &c.

Though it be an ulefs thing, to know what Aristoteles believ'd concerning the Immortality of the Soul, and what were Tertullian's and Plutarch's thoughts concerning Aristoteles's believ'; yet the foundation of the Question, The Immortality of the Soul, is at least a Truth very neceffary to be known. But there are infinite things, the Knowledge whereof is very important and ulefs; and consequently more ulefs still, to know what were the Ancient thoughts about them; and yet there are Men very anxious and inquisitive in confidering the Opinions of Philosophers on fuch fort of Subjects. There are found whole Books full of these ridiculous In-
quiries; and 'tis thefe noife trifts that have been the occasion of fo many Wars among the Learned.

These vain and impertinent Querions, these ridiculous Genealogies of fruitless Opinions; are the important Subjects for the Critics of the Learned. They think they have the Right and Privilege of disputing those who dispute their Fooleries, and of treating as ignorant Perfons such as glory in being ignorant of them. They imagine they are perfect Makers of the Hi-

Story and Genealogy of Substantial Forms; and the Age is ungrateful unless it acknowledge their Merit. Thofe things manifeftly dcover the weakness and vanity of the Mind of Man; and that when Reafon does not govern his Study, his Studies are so far from perfecting his Reafon, that they darken, corrupt, and totally pervert it.
F. Malébranche Concerning

'Tis worth while here to observe, that in Questions of Faith 'tis no fault to search into the Belief of St. Austin (for instance) or any other Father of the Church; nor even to make Inquiry whether St. Austin's Belief was the same as his Predecessors. Because matters of Faith are only learnt by Tradition, and Reafon is unable to discover them. The most Ancient Faith being the most true; we must endeavour to know what was the Faith of the Ancients; which cannot be done but by Examining the Opinion of several Perfons who have succeeded one another in several times. But things which depend on Reafon are quite of another Nature; and we ought not to be solicitous about the Opinion of the Ancients, to know what we ought to hold concerning them. Yet I know not by what strange Subversion of Reafon some Men are angered, if we speak otherwise in Philosophy, than Aristotle has done; and yet take it very patienty to hear a Man talk in Divinity contrary to the Gospel, the Fathers, and Councils. I am of Opinion that those who make the greatest out-cry against the Novelties of Philosophy, which ought to had in Efeem, are the most obtinate and zealous Patrons and Defenders of certain Novelties in Divinity; which ought to be had in abhorrence. For 'tis not their Terms and Language we disapprove; which (as unknown as they were to Antiquity) are Authorization'd by Cufhom. 'Tis the Errors they diffuse and support by the help of this Equivocal and Confus'd Dialect which we condemn.

In point of Divinity we ought to be fond of Antiquity, because we ought to love the Truth; which Truth is found in Antiquity. And all Curiosity ought to cease, when once we have taken hold of Truth. But in point of Philosophy we ought on the contrary to love Novety; for the fame Reafon that we ought always to love the Truth; that we ought to retrieve it; and ought to have an Indeffatigable Curiosity for it. If Plato and Aristotle were believed Infallible, a Man should perhaps apply himself to the understanding of them only: But Reafon opposes the Belief of it. Reafon, on the contrary, would have us judge them more ignorant than the New Philosophers; since we live in, the World is two thousand Years older, and has learned greater Experience, than it had in the days of Aristotle and Plato; as we have already said: And the New Philosophers may know all the Truths the Ancients have left us; and find out, and add a great many more to them. Yet Reafon will not have us believe these New Philosophers any more than the Old upon their bare Word. It bids us, on the contrary, examine attentively their Thoughts, and withhold our consent, till there is no longer room for doubting, without being ridiculously prepossession'd with the Opinion of their vast Knowledge, or the other splendid Qualities of their Mind.

C H A P. VII.

Of the Prepossession of Commentators.

This Prepossession is no where apparent in so strange and excessive a degree, as in the Commentators on an Author; because the Undertakers of this Task, which seems too low and servile for a Man of Sense, imagine their Authors merit the Praife and Admiration of all the World. They look upon them as part of themselves, and fancy they are Body and Soul to one another; and upon this View, Self-love admirably plays its part. They artfully accumulate Encomiums on their Authors, they shed Light and Radiations round them; they load them with Glory, as knowing they shall have themselves by reflection and rebound. This great and lofty Idea not only magnifies Aristotle and Plato in the Mind of many of the Readers, but imprints a respect in them for all that have Commented upon them; and some of them have never Deified their Authors, had they not fancy'd themselves incircl'd, as it were, in the Rays of the same Glory.

Yet I will not say that all Commentators are so liberal in their Panegyricks on their Authors, out of hopes of a Return; some of them would start at such an Apprehension, if they would consider a little: They are sincere and well-meaning in their Praifes, without any Politick design, and without thinking what they do; but Self-love thinks for them, and without their being aware of it. Men are infensible of the Heat that is in their Heart, though it gives Life and Motion to all the other parts of their Body. They must touch and handle themselves to be convinced of it, because this Heat is Natural. The caufe is the fame in respect of Vanity, which is so congenial to the Mind of Man, that he is infensible of it; and though 'tis this (as a Man may say) that gives Life and Motion to the greatest part of his Thoughts and Deductions, yet it often does it in a manner imperceptible by him. He must handle, and feel, and find himself inwards to know that he is vain. 'Tis not sufficiently understood that 'tis Vanity which is the First mover, in the greatest part of Human Actions; and though Self-love knows this well enough, it knows it only to disguise it from the rest of Man.

A Commentator then being some ways related, and allied to his Author that he works upon; Self-love never fails to discover in him notable Subjects for Praife and Incence, with design to make them redound to the advantage of the Offerer. And this is performed in so Artificial, so Subtil, and Delicate a manner, as to be wholly Imperceptible. But this is not the proper place of exposing all the Wiles of Self-love and Interest.
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Nor is the Prejudicate Estee Commentators have conceive'd for their Authors, and the Honour they do themselves in praising them, the only Reaon of Sacrificing to them: Cultus is another Motive, and because they think the Prædícœ necessàry. There are Men who have no great Esteem either for certain Sciences or Authors, who notwithstanding fall zealously to writing Comments upon either their Employment or Oeuvre, or perhaps a capricious Humour has engag'd them in the Attempt: and these too think they are under an Obligation to be Excèssive in the Praises of the Sciences, and Authors which they work on, when not the same Authors, who are Silly and Impertinent; and the Sciences Ignoble and Ufeful.

And indeed what can be more ridiculous, than for a Man to undertake to Comment on an Author whom he thought Impertinent, and to write Seriously on a Subject he believe'd to be Insignifìcant and Ufœl? 'Tis necessary therefore to the Preferving his Reputation, to Praise both the Authors and Sciences; and nothing worth: and the fault of Undertaking an ill work must be mended with another. Which is the Reazon that when Learned Men Comment on different Authors, they fall into Absurdities and Contradictions.

Upon this Account it is, that almost all Prefaces have as little of Truth in them as good Sense. If a Man Comments upon Arifotol, he is the Genius of Nature. If a Man writes upon Plato, 'tis the Divine Plate. They hardly ever Comment upon the works of Plain Men: but 'tis always of Men wholly Divine, of Men who have been the Admiration of their Age, and who have been blest by Providence with Light and Understanding above the rest of Mankind. 'Tis the same thing too with the matter they treat on: 'Tis always the neft, the most exalted, and most necessary of all other.

But that I may not be credited upon my bare word, I will deliver here the way, where in a Famous Commentator among the Learned, treats the Author that he Comments on. I mean Averroes who speaks of Arifotol. He says in his Preface upon the Physick of that Philosopher, that he was the Inventor of Logic, Moral Philosophy, and Metaphysick; and that he has carried them to the top of their perfection. Complectit, (says he) quidam nullus eorum, qui fecuti sunt non igitur ad hoc tempus, quod est milii & quantum rerum anonomum, quidamque addidit; nec evens in ejus verborum alienuus quantitatus; sed eum effe virtum in individuo uno mirabilium & extraneum existit: & hoc dispositio ciam in uno homine repertor, dignum eft eum Divinos magis quam humanos. And in other places he still belows more pompous and magnificent praises on him: As Lib. 1. de Generatione Animalium, Lænum Demi feptentrio haec virtus ob aliqûe extraneum, appropriatissime in ilíum dignum homænam, quam nonamam homo potest in quacunque etate attingere. The same he says of him, Lib. 1. Deff. 2. Arifotelis doctrina eumm SUMMA VERITAS, quoniam ejus intellectus fuit fini humani intellectu: quare bene dicuntur de illo, quod ibi fuit creatus & data nobis Divini providentia, ut non ignoramus possibilia seiri.

Must not a Man be mad in good earnest that will talk at this rate? And must not his Bigottry for this Author be degenerated into Extravagance and Folly? Arifotol's Doctrine is the SÔVÈNE REIGN TRUTH. 'Tis impossible for any man to equal him or come near him in Science. This is the Man that was sent us from Heaven, to teach us all that is possible to be known. This is he upon whom all the wise Men are form'd, and they are so much more learned, as they better understand him. As he says in another place: Arifotelis sunt Principes per quem perfecíturar omnes Sapientes, qui fuerat pop. eum: lecti differéntier in eis in intelligendo verba ejus, & in eo quod fiquerat ex eis. And yet the Words of this Commentator have been translated over all Europe, and to Countries farther remote. They have been translat'd into Latin, into Italian, into French, and it may be into as many other Languages: Which Manifestly shews what Esteem the Learned have had for him. So that a more sensible infance than this, cannot be given of the Prepossession of Men of Study. For it evidently shews, that they are not only Opinionated with an Author themselves, but also communicate their Bigottry to others, proportionably to the Esteem the World conceives of them: And thus these false Priates Commentators load him with, are often the caufe, that Men of no very brightened Parts, who betake themselves to the Reading of them, are prepossession'd, and thereby led into infinite Error. See here another infance.

A Man renowned among the Learned, who founded the Geometry, and Astronomy Lectures in Praedele-Ry, the University of Oxford, begins a Book, which he wrote upon the Eight first Propositions of Euclid, with these Words. Consilium munus est, Auditores æ vires & valentia suffecerunt, explicauit Definitiones, Persistentes, communem Sententiam, & ad prioris Propositionis primi libri Elementorum, cetera possit me venientibus reliquir. And he concludes with these Words. Exspect i per Dei gratiam, Demi mini Auditores, pronouit, liberuæ fidem meam, explicavsi pro modulo mel Definitionis, Persistentes, communem Sententiam, & ad prioris Propositiones Elementorum Euclidis. Hie anni sefus cyclos aræm expono. Succedunt in hoc munus aliis fortafe magis vetus corpora vivido ingenio, &c. A Man of a competent Sense would not require more than an hour's time, to learn of himself, or with the help of the meanest Geometrical, the Definitions, Postulates, Axioms, and the Eight first Propositions of Euclid: they have very little need of any Explanation: and yet here is an Author that talks of his Enterprize, as of some very difficult and mighty Undertaking. He is apprehensive his own strength should fail him, & æ vires & valentia suffecerunt. He leaves the Prosecution of them to his Successors. Cetera possit me venientibus reliquirer. He thanks GOD for having, through his particular Mercy, accomplish'd and made good what he promised. Exspect i per Dei gratiam pronouit, liberuæ fidem meam: Explicavi pro modulo mel Definitionis, Persistentes, communem Sententiam, & ad prioris Propositiones Elementorum Euclidis. He has in this Book 13 in the Principium Elementorum Euclidis. In this Eighth Postulate, Axiom, and the Eight first Propositions of the first Book of Euclid's Elements, Positely
Possibly amongst those who shall succeed him, there may some be found of a stronger and healthier Constitution than himself, to carry on so great a Work. Succeedent in hoc munus aliis FOR-

TASSE. majus vegeto corpore & animo ingenio. But as for his part, he has done enough to sit down
and rest. He has filled his time wisely in this pursuit.

Endless never thought of being so obfuscate, or of saying such extraordinary things, when he

compos'd his Elements, as should necessarily demand a * Book of near three hundred pages to

explain his Definitions, Axioms, Postulates, and Eight First Propositions. But this Learned English-
mans know how to enhance the Science of Euclid, and if Age would have permitted him, and he
had but continued in the same Vigour, we should at present have had a dozen or fifteen mighty
Volumes, upon Euclid's Elements only, which doubtless would have been very beneficial to No-
vice Pretenders to Geometry, and had made much for the Honour of Euclid.

See what whimsical designs a falsely term'd Learning can put Men upon. This Gentleman was vers'd
in the Greek Tongue; for we are obliged to him for a Greek Edition of St. Chrysostom's
Works. He possibly had read the Ancient Geometers: He could give an Historical Account
of their Propositions, no less than their Defect and Genealogy. He had all the respect for Anti-
quity, that ought to be had for Truth; and what is it but a Disposition of Mind produces? A
Commentary upon the Definitions of Terms, the Demands, Axioms, and the Eight first Proposi-

tions of Euclid; much harder to be understood and remembered, I do not say, than the Proposi-
tions he commented on; but than all that ever Euclid wrote on Geometry.

There are many Men that out of Vanity talk in Greek, and even sometimes in a strange Lan-
guage they don't themselves understand: For Dictionaries no less than Indices, and Common Places,
are very great helps to some forts of Authors: But there are very few of Prudence enough to keep
in their Greek upon a Subject, where it is needless and impertinent to make use of it. And
this makes me believe it was Prepossession, and an inordinate Esteem for Euclid, that form'd in
our Author's Imagination, the first Delign of his Book.

If this Gentleman had made as much use of his Reason as his Memory, in a Matter where Reason
should have only been implo'd: or if he had had as great a Respect and Love for Truth, as Vene-
ration for the Author he went to expound; there is great Probability that having mispent so much
time upon so frivolous a Subject, he would have acknowledg'd Euclid's Definitions of a Point An-
gle, and Parallel Lines, to be Vicious and Defective, and inexplicable of the Nature of them; and
that the Second Proposition is impertinent, since the Proof of it depends upon the Third Postulate,
which is harder to be granted than that Second Proposition, since in granting that Third Postulate,
which is, That we may describe from any Point a Circle at what interval we please, we not only grant
that a Line may be drawn from a Point equal to another Line; which Euclid effects in that Proposi-
tion after a very round-about manner: But we allow, that from any Point may be drawn an in-
finte number of Lines, of what length we please.

But the Delign of most Commentators is not to illuminate their Authors, and to find out
Truth; 'tis to make Omission of their Learning, and implicitly to defend the Authors which they
Comment on, even to their Vices. 'Tis not so much to make themselves or their Authors un-
derstood, they talk, as to make him admir'd, and themselves together with him. If the Gentleman
before-mention'd, had not stuff'd his Book with Sentences of Greek, with a great many Names of
unheard of Authors, and fuch other useless Observations, for the understanding Common Nations,
Verbal Definitions, and Geometrical Postulates, who would have read his Book? who would have
admir'd him? or who would have confer'd on its Author the Honorary Title of Learned, or of
Man of Sense?

I premise it can't be doubted after what I have said, but the Indefinite Reading of Books often
preposesses the Mind. But as soon as Prepossession enters in, that which we call Common Sense, is
banish'd out of it. 'Tis incapable of judging soberly of any thing any way relative to the Sub-
ject of its Prepossession: It stains and tinctures with it every Thought; nay, it cannot apply it
self to Subjects quite remote from tho' it is prejudg'd for. Thus a Man opponented with Ari-
Stote, can relish nothing but Aristote: He must judge of every thing with relation to Aristote.
What does not accord with that Philosoph'er, seems false; he has confantly some Saying of Ar-
istote in his Mouth; he is citing him upon all occasions, and all sorts of Subjects, both to prove
things so obscure, as no Man can comprehend; and to prove things so self-evident, as Children
cannot doubt of; because Aristote is to him what Reason and Evidence are to others.

So if a Man be poss'd with the conceit of Euclid and Geometry, he will be for reducing ev-
ery thing you shall say to him, to the Lines and Propositions of his darling Author, and shall talk
nothing but with reference to his Science. The whole would not be bigger than its part; but be-
cause Euclid has said it: nor will he be ashamed to quote him for the Proof of it, as I have some-
times observed. But this is still more cumbrous with those who are devoted to other Authors,
than those of Geometry; in whole Books nothing is more frequent than Greek, Hebrew, Arabic
Citations, to prove things as evident as the Sun at Mid-day.

All this is occasion'd by Reason that the Traces impressed on the Fibres of the Brain by the Ob-
jects of their Prepossession are so deep, as always to remain gaping and half open: And the Animal
Spirits continually passing through them, preserve them so without permitting them to close again.
So that the Soul having always of necessity, the Thoughts that are connected with these Traces,
becomes as it were enamour'd to them; and she is ever troubled, and disquieted, even when know-
ing she is wrong, she is willing to be Righted. Thus she is in constant danger of falling into a

great
CHAP. VIII.
The Search after Truth.

I. Of the Inventors of new Systems. II. The last Error of Men of Learning.

We have been manifesting the state of the Imagination of Men, of Books, and Study, who reign up all to the Authority of some certain particular Authors. There are others still very opposite to these; who have no respect at all for Authors, let their Eeeme be what it will among the Learned. If they eeeem'd them formerly, they are now of a contrary Mind, and set themselves up for Authors. They love to be thought Inventors of some new Opinions, whereby to procure Reputation in the World: and are well satisfy'd, that by saying something that was never paid before, they shall not fail to have their Admires.

This sort of People are generally of a strong Imagination; the Fibres of their Brain are in such a disposition, as to prefer for a long time the Traces of what has been imprinted on them. Thus when once they have imagin'd a System that has in it any thing of probability, 'tis impossible to beat them out of it. Whatever any way makes for its confirmation, is most heartily embrac'd and retain'd. And on the contrary, all the Objections that are made to it, are over-look'd; at least are eluded by some frivolous Diffutation. They are inwardly pleas'd with the sight of their own Workmanship; and of the Eeeme, they hope, will redound to them from it. They only apply themselves to confider the Image of Truth, deduced from their probable Opinions. They fix this Imagebayly before their Eyes, but never behold with a steady View the other sides of their Sentiments, which would betray their Falhhood.

There must go great Qualifications, to capacitate a Man to be the Inventor of any true Syystem. For 'tis not enough to have a quickness of Parts; there must besides be a certain Capaciousness of Thoughts, and Reach of Mind, which can at one View take in a clear prospect of a great many things. Little and narrow Minds with all their Vivacy and Dflycicy, are too short-sighted to survey all that is necessary to be seen, for the establishing a Syystem. They are check'd and even stop'd with some little Difficulties that discourage them; or with some glimmering Lights, which dazzle and carry them away: their Sight is too narrow to survey at once the whole body of a capacious Subject.

But however Capacious and Penetrating the Mind is, unless it be withal exempt from Passion and Prejudice, there is no Good to be hoped from it. Prejudices take up one part of their Mind, and tinge and infect all the rest. The Passions confound all the Idea's a thousand ways; and make us generally discover in the Object's, all that we have a mind to find in them. Even the Passion, that we have for Truth, sometimes deceives us, when it is too vehement; But the Ambition to be thought Learned, is the great Impediment to our becoming really so.

Nothing then is more rare and extraordinary, than to find such Men as are capable of making new Systems; and yet nothing is more common than to find such, as have fram'd some System or other to their Humour. We fee few of those, who study much, reason upon common Notions; there is ever some Irregularity in their Idea's; which is an evident sign they have some particular System we are unacquainted with. 'Tis true, all the Books they compose, do not favour of it. For when their Buffoons is to write for the Publick, Men are more cautious of what they say; and a bare Attention is often enough to undeceive them. Yet we see Books Publish'd from time to time, which are a sufficient Proof of what I say. And there are Persons who are proud to let the World know at the beginning of their Book, that they are the Founders of some new Syystem.

The number of the Inventors of new Systems is much increas'd by those, who have been prepossess'd with any Author. For it often falls out, that having not met with Truth, nor any solid foundation in their Opinions of the Authors they have read; they first enter into a great Dilike, and an high Contempt of all sorts of Books; and thereupon fall to Imagining some probable Opinion, which they hug and cherish, and wherein they strengthen themselves in the manner I have explain'd.
But as soon as this Heat of Affection for any Opinion is boy'd over and abated, or the Design of Appearing in Publick has oblig'd them to examine it with a more exact and serious Attention; they discover the Falsity of it, and throw it up; but with this Condition, that they will never take up any other, but utterly condemn all th'o. who shall pretend to the Discovery of any Truth.

So that the last and most dangerous Error, which Men of Study fall into, is their Imagining there can be nothing known. They have read many Books, both Ancient and Modern, and have mis'd of Truth in them: They have had many fine Notions of their own, which they have found to be false, after a more strict and attentive Examination. From whence they conclude that all Men are like themselves; and that if those who fancy they have discover'd some Truths should seriously consider them; they would be undeceiv'd as well as themselves. And this is enough for them to condemn them, without making any more particular Enquiry; because if they did not condemn them, it would be a kind of Confession, that they were wiser than themselves; a thing they cannot think very probable.

They look therefore upon th'o. as Bigotted to their own Thoughts, who give out any thing as certain and infallible: Nor will they suffer a Man to talk of Sciences, as of Evident Truths, which cannot reasonably be doubted of; but only as of Opinions, of which it is good not to be ignorant. Yet these Gentlemen would do well to consider, that though they have read a great number of Books, yet they have not read all; or that they have not read them with all the Attention, that was necessary to a perfect Understanding of them. And that though they have had many fine Thoughts, which they have found false in the Conclusion, yet they have not had all that are possible; and so 'tis no improbable thing, that others should have found better than themselves. Nor is it necessary, absolutely speaking, that others should have greater Sense than they, if that offends them; for 'tis enough to have had greater Fortune. They need not be af

fronted to hear it said, That others have Evident Knowledge of what they are ignorant; since we say at the same time, that many Ages have been ignorant of the same Truths: Not for want of excellent Wits; but because these excellent Wits have not luckily fall'n upon them.

Let them not be angry therefore, that a Man reads clearly, and speaks as he reads; but let them apply themselves to what is said to them, if their Minds be still capable of Application, after all their Excursions; and then let them judge if they please. But if they will not examine it, let them hold their Tongue. But I would have them reflect a little, whether that Answer so readily made by them, to most of the things demanded of them, No body understands it, No body knows how 'tis done, be not an injudicious Answer? Since to answer so, a Man must of necessity believe he knows all that all Men know, or all that is possible to be known by them. For had they not this Notion of themselves, their Answer would be still more impertinent. And why should they be so hard put to it, to say they know nothing of them; since in some particular Juncrures, they acknowledge they know nothing at all? And why must all Men be concluded Ignorant, because they are inwardly convinced they are Ignorant themselves?

There are then three forts of Persons that apply themselves to Study. The first are such as are preposterously Bigotted to some Author, or some Insignificant or False Science: The second are such as are perplex'd, and full with their own Fancies: The last, which usually proceed from the other two, are such as imagine they know all that is possible to be known; and who fancying they know nothing with Certainty, conclude universally that nothing can be Evidently known, and regard all things that they hear, as mere Opinions.

'Tis easy to be seen that all the Faults, incident to these three forts of Men, depend on the Properties of the Imagination, explain'd in the X. and XI. Chapters, and especially of the First. That all this is owing to Prejudice, which chocks up their Minds, and makes them infensible to all other Objects, but those they are perplex'd with. It may be said that their Prejudices do in their Minds, what the Ministers of Princes do in respect of their Maffers; for as these Gentlemen permit, as little as possible, any others than those of their own Party and Interest, or such as are unable to displace them from their Maffer's Favour, to come to the speech of them; so the Prejudices of the former sullier not their Minds to take a full View of the pure and unmix'd Idea's of Objects. But they disguise them; they cloath them with their own Liverys; and thus all mask'd and discolour'd present them to the Mind: So that 'tis next to impossible it should discover, and throw off its Errors.
I. Of Effeminate Minds. II. Of Superficial Minds. III. Of Men of Authority. IV. Of the Experimental Philosophers.

Have, if I mistake not, said enough to discover in general, what are the Faults of Imagination; and the Errors whereby Men of Books and Study are most obnoxious. Now where- as there are few besides, who trouble their heads with Searching after Truth; and the rest of the World take up with their Opinion; it seems we might put an end here to this Second Part. However, 'tis not amiss to add something concerning the Errors of other Men; as being no un-useful thing to take notice of the World.

Whatever flatters the Senecas, extremely affect us; and whatever affects us, makes us mind it in proportion to its affecting us. Thus those who reign themselves up to all sorts of most Sensible and Pleasing Diverisons, are incapable of Penetrating into Truths ever so little abstruse and difficult; because the Capacity of the Mind, which is not infinite, is fill'd up with their Pleasures; or at least is very much divided by them.

The generality of Great Men, of Courtiers, of Rich, and Young, and of those we call the fine Wits, giving themselves to perpetual Diverisons, and studying only the Art of Pleasing, by all that gratifie the Concurrence and the Senecas; by degrees obtain such a Nice-nefs in these things, or such a Superficies, that it may be often laid, they are rather the Effeminate, than the fine Wits, which they would fain be thought. There is a great deal of difference betwixt a true Fineneft, and Senfines of Mind. Though these two things are ordinarily confounded.

The Fine, or the Curious Wits are thofe whole Reafon defend to the leaft Diverfions of things. Who fore-fee Effects which depend on hidden, un-ufial, and invifible Caufes. In brief, they are thofe who dive farthefl into the Subjects they consider. But the Fine Minds have only a counterfeit Delicacy and Nice-nefs. They are neither lively nor piercing; They cannot for the Effects of even the moft grofs and palpbable Caufes. In short, they are unable to comprehend or penetrate any thing; but are wonderfully nice as to Modes and Fashions. An ungentle Word, a Rustick Accent, or a little Grimace, fhall provoke them infinitely more than a confus'd mass of Jams and incooduding Reafons. They cannot discover the Defect of an Argument, but can critically discern a falfe Step or an incompos'd Gesture. In a word, they have a perfect Underftanding of Sensible things, as having made continual ufe of their Senes; but have no true Knowledge of things depending on Reafon, because they have scarce ever implo'd their own.

Yet thofe are the Men that flourifh moft in the Eftcem of the World, and who most easily advance to the Reputation of the Fine Wits. For when a Man talks with a free and easy Air; when his Expreffions are pure, and well cho'en; when he serves himself with Figures that pleafe the Senecas, and excite the Pallions in an imperceptible manner; though what he fays be nothing but Impertinence and Folly, though there be nothing good or true in his Difcourfes, yet he fhall be voted by the common Opinion the Fine, the Curious, the Acute Wit. "Tis not perceiv'd that this is only a Soft and Effeminate Mind, that glitters with falt Lights, but never shines out with a genuine Brightnefs; that only perwades becaufe we have Eyes, and not becaufe we have Reafon.

For what remains, I do not deny but that all Men have a Tincture of this Infirnity we have now remark'd in some part of them. There is no Man whose Mind is not touch'd with the Impressions of his Senes and Pallions; and consequently who has not some Adherences to Sensible Errors. All Men differ in this but in degree of more or lefs. But the Reafon of charging this Fault upon some particular Men, is, becaufe there are thofe who acknowledge it to be a Fault, and labour to correct it: Whereas the Men we have been speaking of, look upon it as a very advantageous Quality; They are fo far from owning this falfe Delicacy as the Effect of an Effeminate Sofieneft, and the Original of infinite Diftempers to the Mind, as to imagine it the Product and Sign of the Beauty and Excellency of their Genius.

To thofe may be added a vast number of Superficial Minds, who never go to the bottom of things; and have but a confus'd Perception of the Differences between them; but they are not in the Faults, as are thofe before-mention'd, for 'tis not their Diverfiments that fatten their Souls and make them little-minded; but they are naturally fo. This Littlenefs of Mind proceeds not from the Nature of the Soul, as may perhaps be imagin'd. "Tis effecl'd sometimes by the paucity or dulnefs of the Animal Spirits, sometimes by an immoderate plenty of the Blood and Spirits, by the inflexibility of the Fibres of the Brain, or by fome other Caufe not necofary to be known.

There are then two Sorts of Minds. The one easily observes the differences of things; and this is the fold Mind. The other imagines and fuppofes a reemblance between them, which is the Superficial Character. The first has a Brain fily difpos'd for the Reception of the clear and distinct Traces of the Objects it coniders; and becaufe 'tis very attentive to the Idea's of these Traces, it feeds the Objects at hand, and surveys every part of them. But the Superficial Mind receives only the faint and confus'd Traces thereof; and that, by the by, very remotely and obfcurly; infomuch that they appear alike, as the Faces of thofe we behold at too great a distance; becaufe the Mind ever fuppofes Similitude and Equality, where 'tis not obli'd to acknowledge Difference and Inequality; for the Reafons I fhall give in the Third Book.
In this Clafs may be reckond all your Publick Haranguers, and great Talkers; and many of those who have a great Facility at delivering themselves, though they speak but seldom. For 'tis extremely rare for Men of serious Meditation, to be able to express themselves clearly upon the things they have thought. They generally hesitate when they come to Discourse about them, as being Erupulous and fearful of using such Terms, as may excite a false Idea in the Hearers. Being alham'd to talk purely for Talking fake (as is the way with a great many who talk peremptorily on all adventures) They are at a loss at finding words expressive of their un-obvious and not common Thoughts.

Though I have the greatest Deference and Esteem imaginable for Pious Men, Divines, and Aged Perfons, and, in general, for all those who have deservedly a great Sway and Authority over others; yet I think my self oblig'd to say thus much of them. That it is usual for them to think themselves infallible, because the World hears them with Respect; that they exercise their Mind but little in discovering Speculative Truths; that they are too liberal in condemning whatever their Pleasure and Honour suggests, before they have attentively consider'd it. Not that they are to be blamed, for not applying themselves to the Study of many Sciences, not very necessary for them to know; we allow them to omit them, and likewise to despise them; but 'tis not fair to judge of them out of a fanciful dislike, and ill-grounded suspicions. For they ought to consider that the Serious Air and Gravity wherewith they speak, the Authority they have obtained over the Minds of others, and that customary way of confirming their Discourse with a Text of Scripture, must unavoidably engage in Error their respectful Auditors; who being incapable of Examining things to the bottom, are caught with Modes and external Appearances.

When Error comes cloath'd in the Drefs of Truth, it frequently has more respect in Truth in itself. And let the illegitimate Respect has very dangerous Consequences. *Perfoma of Errorum Apophthegmata, & pro pestis intellectus badeanda est fi quin accedat veneratio.* Thus when some Men out of a falle Zeal, or a Fondness for their own Thoughts, bring the Holy Scripture to countenance or support false Principles of Physicks, or other of like Nature, they are often attended to by Oracles, by the admiring Crowd, who credit them upon their word, because of the Reverence they ascribe to Divine Authority: When at the same time some Men of a worse Compleation, have taken occasion hereby to contumel Religion. So that by strangely perverting its Nature, Holy Scripture has been the Cause of some Men's Errors; and Truth has been the Motive and Original to other's Impiety. We should then be cautious, says the fore-cited Author, of searching after Dead things among the Living; and of precluding by our own Sagacity of Mind, to discover in the Holy Scriptures, what the Holy Spirit has not thought fit to declare in it. *Ex Divinis & Humanis malis hominum admiratione, continet he, non plenum educitur Philosophia phantasticus, sed etiam Religionis brevertia. Ipsi slutare admodum est si mente frivoli fidei tantum dentur que fidei sunt.* All Men who have any Authority over others, ought never to determine till they have so much the more severely consider'd, as their Determinations are more obliquitly adher'd to; and Divines should be more especially regardful, left they give scandal and contempt to Religion, through a falle Zeal, by an ambitious desire of their own Fame, and of giving Votive to their Opinions. But it being no finer Pleasure to prescribe to them their Duty, let them hearken to St. Thomas Aquinas their Master, who being consulted by his General for his Opinion touching some Points, answers him in these words of St. Afinin:

*Multum autem voce salutis quod ad pietatis doctrinam non spectat, vel affeclare vel negare, quos prae-eminens ad Sacram doctrinam. Diceus enim Augustinus in s. Coexf. Cofin et divino Christianum aliquem frequens in a quod Philo sopho de canto aut siles & de Solis & Linse multos dixerever, nonsentientem, & quid pro aliqua sententia, patiens inueniopinnem hominem & nec illi obtine vide assumed, Domine Creator omnium, & qui adhac, non credam indicare, & forte fuis & habitas creature corporali ignei. 808 autem hic ad ipsum pietatis demonstrare arbitratur, & 808ininas afirmare audacem quod ignorant. Quod autem obiis manifestat Augustinum in s. Super Genes. Ad literam. Tatu est, inquit, nihil & periculosum ac maxime cepandum, ut Christianum de his rebus quos secundum Christianas literas sequentur, itae dare quilibet infidelis audiet, ut quae auidse etiam tota ea vero censere consciens, quis resumerex hie purissimum. Ei non tamen molestia est, quod errans homo videatur: sed quod Autores noster eis qui fuor virtut, salutem in se cimentem & cum magno eorum eis, de quorum salutem sagittis, tamquam indole repre- bendantur atque respicient. Onde mibi videtur tullus eis, ut haec quod Philosophi communes fermo, & noster fidei non repugnam, nec eis esse atque, ut dogmati, fidei, quin aliquando sub nomine Philosopho- rum introducuntur, neque ei esse negat, tamquam fidei contraria, neque innotet ingenii mundi contemnendae doctrinae latae, octofo praebatur.*

"Tis a dangerous thing positively to determine concerning matters, that are not of Faith, as if they were: St. Afinin is our Author for it, in the fifth Book of his Confessiun:" When I see (lays he) a Christian, who is uninstructed in the Opinions of Philosophers about the Heavens, the Stars, and the Motion of the Sun and Moon, and who mistakes one thing for another; I "I leave him to his Opinions and Uncertainties. Nor do I see what injury it can do him (provided he has right Notions of Thee our LORD and CREATOR) to be ignorant of the Site and Position of Bodies, and the different Regulations of Material Beings. But he does himself wrong, in that he fancies these things concern Religion, and takes upon him obstructile, ly to affirm what he does not understand. The same Holy Man explains his Thoughts more clearly yet, in his first Book of the literal Expounding of Genesis, in these Words. "A Christian should be extremely cautious of speaking of these things, as if they were the Doctrine of the Sacred Writings;"
The visible of the information external to the human and emotional experience, and the natural of the events that these circumstances are subject to, make it hard to come to certain conclusions. There are many other reasons why these conclusions are difficult to attain.

It is not easy to prove that these conclusions are correct, for they are often the result of much greater principles and depend on so many different causes. At the same time, it is often easy to prove that these conclusions are not correct, for they are often the result of much lesser principles and depend on so many different false causes. It is therefore hard to determine the truth of these conclusions.

Ordinary men are caused, the known, are the active and the passive parts of the experience. The known are ordinary men, and the active and the passive parts of the experience are ordinary men.

The order of these parts is the visible of the experience. It is the visible of the experience. It is the visible of the experience. It is the visible of the experience.
The THIRD PART:
Concerning

The CONTAGIOUS COMMUNICATION
Of Strong IMAGINATIONS.

CHAP. I.

I. Of the Disposition we have to imitate others in all things, which is the Original of the Communication of those Errors, that depend on the Power of Imagination. II. Two things that more especially increase this Disposition. III. What that strong Imagination is. IV. That there are several kinds of it. Of Fools, and of those that have a Strong Imagination, in the Sense 'tis here taken. V. Two considerable Imperfections of Men of a Strong Imagination. VI. Of the Power they have to persuade, and impose on others.

HAVING already explain'd the Nature of the Imagination, the Failings it is subject to, and shewn how our own Imagination engages us in Error; all that remains in this Second Book, is to speak to the Contagious Communication of Strong Imaginations. I mean that Sway and Power some Minds have of drawing others into their Errors.

Strong Imaginations are wondrously contagious: They dominate over the weaker, fashion them by degrees after their own Image, and imprint the same Characters upon them. And therefore since Men of Conceit, and of a Vigorous and Strong Imagination, are the least reasonable of any; there are very few Causes of the Errors of Men, more univerfal than this dangerous Communication of the Imagination.

In order to conceive what this Contagion is, and how it's transmitted from one to another, we must know that Men are under a mutual necessity of one another's Assistance, and are so fram'd as out of many Bodies to compound one, whereof all the Parts have a mutual Correspondence. For the preferring and cherishing of which Union, GOD commanded them to have Charity for each other. But whereas Self-love might by little and little extinguish Charity, and break the Bond of Civil Society; GOD thought fit for the Preservation of it, to unite Men more firmly still by Natural Ties, which might suffic in case Charity should fail, and also defend it against the attacks of Self-love.

These Natural Ties, which we have in common with Beasts, consist in a certain Disposition of Brain, which makes all Men prone to imitate the Actions of those to converse with, to frame the same Judgments with them, and to be acted with like Passions they see them posse'd with. Which Disposition is a more straiter Obligation to bind them to each other, than Charity founded upon Reason, this Charity being rarely to be met with.

Now when a Man wants this Disposition of Brain, whereby he may be affected with our Sentiments and Passions, he is Naturally incapable of uniting and making up one Body with us. He may be compar'd to those Irregular Stones that cannot be plac'd in a Building, because they can-not be joyn'd with the others.

\[ \text{Oderunt hibernum triflet, tristemque jocosi,} \\
\text{Sidatum ceteres, aetem gravissime remotis.} \]

'Tis a more considerable Vertue than is imagin'd, to keep fair with those who are untouch'd with our Passions, and whose Notions are contrary to our own. And we shall have Reason to think so, if we consider that 'tis a kind of Inflating, when we see a Man that has just caufe of Sorrow or Joy, not to take part with him in his Sentiments. When a Man is in Sorrow, one should not come before him with a Gay and Airy look; which bespeaks Joy, and violently imprints the Motions thereof in his Imagination. This being to disturb him from the State that is most convenient and pleasant to him; for sorrow is the pleafantefl of all the Passions, to a Man under any Affiliction.
Chap. I.  

The Search after Truth.

There is then a certain Disposition of Brain in all Men whatever, which naturally inclines them to conform and adapt themselves to the Manners of those they live with. Which Disposition has two more principal means to cherish and augment it; one whereof is in the Soul, and the other in the Body. The former primarily confinns in the Inclination all Men have for Eminency and Greatnefs: Which Inclination is a secret Spur and Incitement to our Talking, Walking, Dreffing, and Deporting ourfelves like Men of Rank and Quality. This is the Origin of the New Modes, of the Inconftancy and Flux of the present Languages, and of certain general Corruptions of Manners. In short, this is the principal Source of all thofe strange and extrava- gant Things which have no Foundation in the Reafon, but only in the Humor of Men.

The other means that augment this our Lative Disposition, and which is the Matter chiefly to be fpoke to in this place, confidns in a certain Impreffion, which Men of a strong Imagination make upon weak Minds, and delicate and tender Brains.

By the strong and vigorous Imagination, I mean that Confitution of Brain, which makes it capable of very deep Impreffions; which fo take up the Capacity of the Soul, as not to fuffer her to attend to other things, besides thofe repreffed by these Images.

Now there are two Sorts of Perfons who have a strong Imagination in this Sense explain'd. The one receive these deep Traces by a diforderly and involuntary Impreffion of the Animal Spirits; and the other, which I defign more particularly to treat of, receive them through the Disposition incident to the Subfcience of their Brain.

'Tis plain that the former are absolutely Fools, fince they are oblig'd by the Natural Union between their Traces and Idea's, to think of things that others they conclude with, do not think of; which incapacitates them from fpeaking pertinently to the thing in hand, and making a fim- ple Anfwer to the Questions that are ask'd them.

Of thofe there are infinite Sorts, that differ only in degree; amongst which may be reckon'd all fuch as are acted without any violent Paffion, fince in the time of their Perturbation, the Animal Spirits fo forcibly imbrick the Traces and Images of their Paffion, that they are unable to think of any thing elfe.

But 'tis to be obferv'd, that the Imagination of the weakdef Minds, and the moft foft and tender Brains that be, are not in danger of being corrupted by this fort of People, for two very good Reafons. The firft is, that being unable to conform their Anfwers to the Ideas of others, they are as unable to perfwade them to any thing; and the fecond is, that their Discours is al- ways heard with contempt, upon the account of fo visible a Diforder in their Brain.

'Tis true however, that Men in a Paffion infed the Spectators with the fame, and strike their Imagination with Impreffions like to thofe they felfeft themfelves. But becaufe the outrage is fo visible, the Impreffions it makes are refifted, and a little time will quite difcard them. They wear off of themfelves, when no longer fed and supply'd, by the Caufe that produc'd them; that is, when the transport'd Perfons is out of fight, and the fensitive View of the Features the Paffion drew upon the Face, produces no more alterations in the Fibres of our Brain, nor Agitations in our Animal Spirits.

My Design is only to examine that fort of strong and vigorous Imagination, which confifts in a Disposition of Brain fit and proper to receive very deep Impreffions, from the weakdef and leaf-tive Brains.

'Tis no Imperfection to have a Brain difpos'd for the Imagining things strongly, and receiving moft diftinct and lively Images of the moft incogitable Objects; provided the Soul fill super- intefts the Imagination, and thofe Traces be imprinted by her Orders, and expung'd by her Commands: 'Tis, on the contrary, the Original of Subtilty and Strength of Wit. But when the Imagination lords it over the Soul, and thofe Traces, without faying for the Orders of the Will, are ftmp'd by the Disposition of the Brain, by the Action of Objects and the Animal Spirits, 'tis manifestly a base and mifchievous Qualify, and a kind of Madness. Let us try to difco- ver their Character, whole Imagination is wrought in this manner.

And in order to this, it ought to be re-minded, that the Capacity of the Mind is very narrow, and that there is nothing fo cumberfome, as I may fay, fo soon takes it up, as the Sentafions of the Soul, and, in general, all the Perceptions of Objects that vehemently affect us; and that the deep Traces of the Brain are ever attended with Sentafions or other Perceptions, which challenge a great Application of Mind. In remembering this, 'twill be eafe to lay open the Minds of Men of strong Imagination, and to difcover their real Characters.

The firft whereof is their Incapacity to judge prudently of things that are whif difficult and intri- cate; becaufe the extent of their Minds, being fill'd with Idea's naturally annex'd to thefe deep Traces, they are not at liberty of thinking on many things at the fame time; When as in Com- pound Quefions, the Mind, by a quick and defultory Motion, must run over the Idea's of a great many things, and furvey, at one View, all the Relations and Dependencies, that neceafarily go to the Resolution of the Quefions.

Every one is confciouf from his own Experience, how impoffible it is to contemplate any ab- stract Truth, when he is under the Senfe of Pain, that is any thing violent; the reafon whereof is, that the deep Traces then printed on the Brain, pollfs the Capacity of the Mind. Thus thofe we are speaking of, having, as it were, a fuppos'd, deeper Traces of the fame Objects than others, must have a Mind of narrower Bounds, and incapable of embracing fo many things. The firft Defect therefore of thofe Men, is their having a little Mind, and fo much the lefs, as their Brain receives deeper Traces from fuch Objects as are lefs confiderable.
Vifionifis, but in so subtle and delicate a way, as his hard to be discover'd: and which makes the common fort of Men not think them so: And 'tis only the accurate and clear-sighted Minds, that are apprehensive of their Vifions, and the ramblings of their Fancy.

For the understanding the Original of this Defect, we must farther call to Mind what has been said at the beginning of the Second Book; that in regard of what happens in the Brain, the Senses and Imagination differ only in degree of more or less: and that 'tis the largeness and depth of the Traces that makes the Soul sensible of Objects; makes her judge them as present, and in capacity to affect her; and lastly, near enough to her, to make her feel Pleasure and Pain: For when the Traces are little, the Soul only imagines the Objects of them; she judges it not as present; nor looks upon it as very great and considerable: But in proportion as these Traces grow larger and deeper, the Soul judges the Object to be bigger and more considerable, that it approaches nearer to us, and, in conclusion, is capable of touching and hurting us.

The Vifionifis I speak of are not arriv'd to that high degree of Madness, as to believe they see before their Eyes the Objects that are absent: The Traces of their Brain are not so deep as that comes to: They are not so thorough-pace'd finish'd Madmen; for if they were, it would be in vain to talk of them here, since their Dilusions would be so visible, that no Man could be impos'd on by them. They are not Vifionifis of Sense therefore, but of Imagination only. Madmen and Phreneticks are Vifionifis of the former fort, for that they see not things as they are, and frequently see thro' those that are not. But our Vifionifis are of the latter fort, since they imagine things quite otherwise than they are, and imagine likewise those that are not. And yet 'tis evident that the Vifionifis of Sense, differ from the Vifionifis of the Imagination only Secundum plus & minus; and the passage is frequent from one Condition to the other. For which reason we should represent the disTemper'd Mind of the latter, by comparing it with that of the former; as being of a more sensible Nature, and making greater Impression on the Soul, since in things that differ thus only in degree, those that are les Senfible ought to be express'd by Analogy to those that are more so.

The second Imperfection then, as has been seen, of Men of a Strong and Vigerous Imagination, is their being Vifionifis of Imagination, or simply Vifionifis: since the Vifionifis of Sense go by the Name of Madmen. I come now to shew the ill Qualities of these Visionary Wits.

They exceed all Bounds, and keep no Mean upon any occasion, heightening what is low and mean, and magnifying what is little, and bringing cloze what's remote; since nothing appears to them as it is. They admire or exclaim at every thing indifferently, without Judgment and Discrimination. If their Natural Composition disposes them to Fear, I mean if their Animal Spirits be few in number, weak and unactive, they shall be frighted at the least thing in Nature, and tremble at the fall of a Leaf. Whereas if they abound with Blood and Spirits, the more common thing of the two, they shall feed upon empty hopes; and giving themselves up to their luxuriant Imaginations, build (as we say) Castles in the Air, with a mighty joy and Satisfaction. They are vehement in their Passions, head-strong in Opinions, and ever well satisfy'd with themselves. But when once they are ambitious of being look'd upon as the Wits of the Age, and set up for Authors, (for there are Authors of all forts, Vifionifis and others;) Good God! what Extravagancies, Whimseys, and Irregular Motsions do we see! wherein Nature has nothing to do, where all is Affected, forc'd, and Bombastick. They never flirr but they are upon the France, every Step must be in Time and Measure, and all proceeds in Figures and Hyperboles. If again the Humour takes them to be Religious, and their own Fancies be their Guide, they turn absolutely Tems and Pharisees; hiding finally to the Surface and Shadow; and being wholly taken up with the out-side Ceremonies, and little Practices of small or no importance. Hence they become Scrupulous, Timorous, and Superflitious; to whom every thing is Faith, every thing Essentiel, except that which is truly Faith and Essentiel. For the most material and weighty things of the Gospel, Justice, Mercy and Faith, are frequently neglected; whilst their Mind is entertain'd (with their Tithing Mint and Common) i.e. with the les important Duties of Religion: But here the Subject grows too plentiful, and there is no need of making farther Reflection than on what occurs in their ordinary Conversations, to be satisfy'd of these Failings, and to oblige several others.

But Men of a Strong and vigorous Imagination have still other Qualities, very necessary to be thoroughly explain'd, For hitherto we have created only of their Defects, and we should do them Justice now in speaking of their Advantages; one whereof, among the rest, more especially belongs to our Subject; because it is upon the Strength of that they domineer over the Vulgar fort of Minds; they enter them into their Thoughts, and communicate all the false Impressions to them, which themselves are affect'd withal.

This Advantage consists in a Facility of Expressing themselves in a strong and lively, though unnatural, manner. Such as Imagine things strongly, express them with much vehemence, and perforce all those that are convinc'd, more by the fellow Manner and Impression, than by the force of Argument: For the Brains of Men of Strong Imaginations receiving, as has been said, deep Impressions of the Subjects they imagine, these Impressions are naturally purify'd by a great Commotion of the Spirits, which dispoze their whole Body to set off their Thoughts in a ready and lively manner of Expression. The Air of the Face, the Tone of the Voice, the Elegancy of their Words animating their Expressions, prepare the Spectators and Hearers for Attention, and dispoze them to a Machinal Reception of the Image imprinted by the Speakers. For, in fine, when
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when a Man is affected with what he says, he generally affects others with it too; as a Man in a Passion never fails to be moving: Though his Rhetoric be inartificial and Irregular, yet he is sure of gaining his point, because the Air and External Demeanour strike upon the Senses; and act in a livelier way on the Imagination, than the most powerful Diffourses coldly pronounced: Forasmuch as these Diffourses don’t gratifice the Senses, nor affect the Imagination.

These Men then have the Advantage of Pleasing, Moving, and Persuading; because of their Imagin’d their Thoughts in a most lively and sensible manner: Though there be other Causes contributing to the Conquest they obtain over the Minds of others. For they most commonly Diffourse upon obvious and easy Subjects, and suited to Vulgar Capacities. Then they only make use of such Terms and Expressions as raiseth the confus’d Notions of the Senses, which are ever very Strong and Pathetical; and when they treat of Lofty and Difficult Subjects, ’tis in a loose and common-place way, without venturing a Discussion of Particulars, and fixing to Principles; whether because they understand not these Points, or are fearful of being at a loss for Terms, or of perplexing or tiring the Minds of such as are not capable of much Attention.

And now we may readily judge from what has been said, that the Disorders of the Imagination are extremely contagious, and that they imitate and diffuse themselves into most Minds with a great deal of ease: But whereas those who are of a Strong Imagination, are generally Enemies to Reason, and irreconcilable to good Sense; because of the littlenes of their Minds, and the Visions they are subject to; ’tis manifest to be seen there are few more general Causes of our Errors, than this contagious Communication of the Disorders and Diffemper of the Imagination: But these Truths deserve to be farther Illustrated by the Examples, and known Experience of the World.

C H A P. II.

General Instances of the Strength of Imagination.

C H I L D R E N in respect of their Fathers, but especially Daughters in regard of their Mothers, afford us very frequent Instances of this Communication of the Imagination: The same things do Servants in regard to their Masters, Maids in regard of their Mistresses, Scholars of their Teachers, Courtiers of their Kings, and generally all Inferiors in respect of their Superiors; supposing only that Fathers, Masters, and the rest of the Superiors have any Strength of Imagination themselves. For otherwise ‘tis possible for Children and Servants to remain untouched, or very little infected, with the languid Imagination of their Fathers and Masters.

The Effect of this Communication may be likewise observed in Equals; but that more rarely, for want of that sublimine Respect among them, which qualifies and disposes the Mind for the Reception of the Impressions of strong Imagination, without examining them: Last of all, they are to be seen in Superiors alfo, with respect to their Inferiors, who sometimes are impower’d with so lively and Authoritative an Imagination, as to turn the Minds of their Masters and Superiors which way they please.

’Twill be easy to conceive how Fathers and Mothers make so very strong Impressions on the Imagination of their Children, if it be considered, that the Natural Dispositions of our Brain, whereby we are inclin’d to imitate those we live with, and to participate of their Sentiments and Passions, are stronger in Children with respect to their Parents, than in any others; whereof several Reasons may be given. The first is their being of the same Blood: For as Parents commonly transmit to their Children the Seeds and Dispositions for certain Hereditary Diffempers; such as the Gout, Stone, Madness; and generally all those that were not of Accidental Acquisition, or whose sole and only Cause was not some extraordinary Fermentation of the Humours, as Fevers and some others; (for of such ‘tis plain there can be no Communication) So they imprint the Diffemper of their own Brain on the Brain of their Children, and give a certain Turn to their Imagination, that makes them wholly susceptible of the same Sentiments.

The second Reason is the little Acquaintance and Converse Children generally have with other Men, who might sometimes stamp different Impressions on their Brain, and, in some measure, interrupt the bent and force of the Paternal Impression. For as a Man, that was never abroad, commonly Fancies that the Manners and Customs of Strangers are quite contrary to Reason, because contrary to the usage of his Native Town, or Country of his Country, whilfe he yields to be carried by the current; fo a Child, who was never from his Father’s Home, imagines his Parents Sentiments and Ways of Living to be Universal Reason, or rather thinks there are no other Principles of Reason or Virtue to be had, besides the Imitation of them. Which makes him believe, whatever he hears them say; and do, whatever he sees them do.

But this Parental Impression is so strong, as not only to influence the Child’s Imagination, but to have its Effect on the other parts of the Body. So that a young Lad shall Walk and Talk, and have the same Gestures as his Father: And a Girl shall Mimic the Mother in her Gait, Diffourse, and Drees: If the Mother Lifts, the Daughter must Lift too; if the Mother has any other
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odd fling with her Head, the Daughter takes the name: In short, Children imitate their Parents in every thing, even in their Bodily Defects, Grimace, and Faces, as well as their Errors, and Vices.

There are still many other Caufes, which add to the Effect of this Impreflion. The chief of which are, the Authority of the Parents, the Dependence of Children, and the mutual Love between them: But thefe Caufes are as common to Courfiers, Servants, and, in general, to all Inferiors, as to Children; I therefore chose to explain them by the Infiance of the Court-Gentleman.

There are thofe who judge by what's in Sight, of that which is unapparent; of the Greatnes, Strength, and Reach of Wit, and Parts, which they fee not; by the Gallantry, Honours, and Riches which they know; and reapare the one by the other: And that Dependency Men are in to the Great, the Desire of partaking of their Greatnes, and that fensitive Luftre that surrounds them, makes them affcribe Honour divine, if I may fo speak, to Mortal Men. For GOD be- 

flows on Princes Authority, but Men attribute to them Incapacity: Such an Incapacity as has no Boundaries prefcrib'd to it, on any Subiect, or on any occafion, nor is confined to certain Ceremonies. For the Great know all things naturally; they are ever in the Right, even in the Decision of Quefions which they do not understand: None attempt to examine their Poftions, but thofe who want Experience and the Art of Living; and 'tis Preumption and want of Refpect to doubt of them. But 'tis no lef than Rebellion, at leaft down-rightfolly, Sottifhefs, and Madnefs to condemn them.

But when we are Honour'd with a Place in the Favour and Esteem of Great Men, 'tis no longer, plain Oblivion, Conceitednefs, and Rebellion; 'tis a Crime of a deeper dye; Ingratitude, and Perfidiousnefs, not to furrender implicitly to their Opinions. 'Tis fuch an unpardonable Offence as utterly incapacitates us for any of their future Favours. Which is the Reafon that Courfiers, and by a neciflary Conquence, the generality of the World, indifferently affcribe to the Sen- 

iments of their Sovereign, even fo far as to Model their Faith by, and make the Truths of Reli- 

gion fubjicient to his Fantaffic Humour and Folly.

England and Germany turnifi us but with too many Infiances, of the blind and exorbitant Sub- 

million of the People to the Will of their Irreligious Princes, wherewith the Hiftories of the late Times abound: And fome Men of a confiderable Age, have been known to have chang'd their 

Religion four or five times, by reafon of the diverse changes of their Princes.

The Kings and even the Queens of England have the Government of all the States of their Kingdoms, Artic. 37. of the Rei- whether Ecclefiaftical or Civil in all Caufes. 'Tis they that are the Approvers of the Liturgies, of the Religion of the Church of England.

They appoint, for Infiance, that our LORD fhall not be adored in the Eucharift, though they 

oblige to the Receiving it on the Knees, according to the Ancient Culfom. In a word, they 

arbitrarily change the whole Subftance of their Liturgies, to fuit them to the New Articles of their Faith; and together with their Parliament, have equal Right of judging of thefe Articles, 
as a Pope with a Council; as may be seen in the Statutes of England and Ireland, made at the be- 

ginning of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. Laftly, we may add that the Kings of England have a 
greater Jurifdiction over the Spirituals, than the Temporals of their Subjects; becaufe thofe 

wretched People, thofe Children of this World, are left concern'd for the Prefervation of their 

Faith, than the Security of their Fortunes; and readily embrace the Opinions of their Princes, 

when their Temporal Intered stands not in the way.

The Revolutions which have happen'd to Religion in Sweden and Denmark, may serve as 
a farther Evidenc of the Power some Minds have over others; though indeed all thofe Revolutions 

were contributed to, by many other very confiderable Caufes. Which purifying Changes are fo many Proofs of the Contagious Communication of the Imagination, but Proofs too vaf: 

and mighty; and fuch as confound and dazzle the Mind, rather than enlighten it; becaufe 
there are too many Caufes concurring to the Production of thofe great Events. When Cour- 

fiers, and all Men elfe, fo commonly give up the Intered of Infalibl Truths, Effential Truths; 

Truths that are necelfary to be aflerted, unlefs a Man refulve upon Everlafting Deftrution: How 
can it be expected they fhould run any hazard in the Defence of Abfufib Truths of as little 

Certainty, as they are of Life? If the Religion of the Prince makes the Religion of his Subjects; 

the Reafon of the Prince will be the Reafon of his Subjects too; and fo the Sentiments of the 
Prince, his Pleafures, his Paffions, his Sports, his Habit, and generally all his Actions will be 
A-la-mode: For the Prince himfelf being as the Original and Effential Mode, nothing that is 
derived from him will be out of Faflion: And fince all the Irregularities of the Faflion become 

Graces and Beauties, 'tis no wonder that Princes act fo forcibly on the Imagination of other Men.

If Alexander holds his Head awry, his Courtiers will have theirs in the fame Posture: If Dier- 

myfus the Tyrant apply himfelf to Geometry upon Plato's Arrival in Syracufe, Geometry grows the 

Study of the Court; and the King's Palace, fays Plutarch, is prefently fill'd with dull, by the 

vaf: number of thofe that are drawing Figures in it. But asfoon as Plato is difguifed with the 

Tyrant, and the Tyrant diliking his Study betakes himfelf afreh to his Pleafures: The Court- 
iers turn Voluptuaries to accompany him. "One would think, continues that Author, they 
were enchanted, and that fame Grec; had Metamorphos'd them into other Men. Their Affection 
for Philosophy grows into an Affection for Debauchery; and their Abhorrence of Debauchery, 
into the Abhorrence of Philosophy. And thus Princes can change Vices into Vertues, and Vertues 
into
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into Vices; and one word of their Mouth is able to reverse all the Ideas of them. One Royal Word or Gelfure, a Frown or a Lip, shall debate true Science and Learning, into Pedantry; cast Reflecrs, Bruttality, and Cruelty, to the repate of Valour and Greatest of Courage; and make Libertinism and Profaneness, paus for Force and Liberty of Thought.

But this, as all that I have been saying, supposes that Princes have a Strong and Lively Imagination; since if it were Weak and Languishing, they could not animate their Discourses, nor give it its proper Taint and Vehemence, requisite to Miter and Inflame the weaker Minds.

And now if the Imagination alone, and unalloyed with the fipples of Reafon, can produce so surprizing Effects; there is nothing so Fantasical or Extravagant, but it will perforce, when back'd and supported with any apparent Religions. Here are some proofs of it.

'Tis related by an Ancient Author, That in Ethiopia the Courtiers Cripp'd and Deform'd themselves, loq't off a Limb or two, and sometimes even died, to imitate their Princes. 'Twas Sical.Bibl. as scandalous to be seen with a Pair of Eyes, or to walk upright in the Retinue of a Crooked and Limp-e'yed King; as it would be ridiculous to appear at Court now a-days in Ruffs and Caps, or in white Buckskin and gilded Spurs. This Ethiopian Fashion was as Extravagant and incommodious, as can be imagin'd; but yet it was the Fashion: It was cheerfully follow'd by the Court, and the Pain to be imper'd was lest thought on, than the Honour a Man purchases by manifesting so generous an Affection for his King: In short, this Mode, when supported by a pretended Reafon of Friendship, grew up into a Cufom and a Law, that obtain'd a considerable Time.

We learn from the Relations of those who have travell'd in the Levant, that this Cufom is observed in several Countries; as also some others, as inconstant with Reafon and good Sense. But there is no necessity of twice cutting the Line, to see Unreasonable Laws and Customs religiously observ'd; we may find the Patrons of Fantastical and Inconstant Fashions nearer Home: Our own Country will supply us with examples: Where-ever there are Men not infeible to Fashions, and the Imagination has the supremacy over Reafon; there will be fantastical Humours, and Humours unaccountable. If there be not so much Pain to be suffer'd in going with bare Breasts, in the mild rigor Winter Seafon, and loping up the Body in the excessive Heats of Summer, as in the plucking out an Eye, or cutting off an Arm; yet the Shame should certainly be greater. I confess the Pain is not so great, but neither is the Reafon of undergoing it so apparent; and fo the Extravagance comes as little to an even poise. For an Ethiopian might, in justifying himself, say he pluck'd out an Eye, out of a point of Loyalty and Honour: But what should a Christian Lady say for exposing what Nature and Religion oblige her to conceal? Perhaps, that she did it, because 'twas the Fashion, and for no other Reafon. But the ought to know, That 'tis an Extravagant, Inconstant, Unseemly, and Shameful Fashion on all Accounts, and proceeds from nothing but a manifest Corruption of Reafon, and a secret Depravation of Heart; and cannot be favour'd or follow'd without Scandal, and openly siding with the Corruption of the Imagination against Reafon; with Impurity against Purity; with the Spirit of the World against the Spirit of GOD.

In a word, to follow this Mode is to violate both the Laws of Reafon, and of the Gospel: But what matters that, you'll say, it is the Mode; that is a Law more Sacred and Inviolable, than That written by the Finger of GOD upon the Tables of Mufes; and thro' graven by his Spirit on the Hearts of Christians.

And indeed I cannot see that the English or French have much Reafon to laugh at the Ethiopians and Savages: For theirs is what is most becomes these times being in the front of a Train of Lame and Half-fighted Courtiers; I confess a Man would scarce forbear laughing: But time would make it familiar, and instead of ridiculing them for an Infirmity of Mind, he would more admire perhaps the Greatness of their Courage, and Perfection of their Friendship. But 'tis not fo with the Fashions of our modern Ladies: Their Extravagancies have no pretended Reafon to uphold them, if they have the Advantage of being less troublesome, they stand chargeable however with being more irrational. In short, they bear the Character of an Age still more corrupt in which nothing is found sufficient to qualify the Disorders of Imagination.

What has been said of Courtiers, ought likewise to be understood of the most part of Servants in respect of their Masters, Maids in respect of their Millresses, and not to make an important Induction of particulars, of all Inferiors in respect of their Superiors: and especially of Children in respect of their Parents: Forasmuch as they have a very peculiar Dependence on them, are cherish'd and brought up tenderly by them, which is not done in the rest; and lastly, because Reafon inclines Children to such Submission and Respect, as Reafon it self cannot always regulate.

'Tis not absolutely necessary for the influencing the Imagination of others to have some Authority over them, and that they have some Kind of Dependence on us; the sole Strength of Imagination is sometimes sufficient to do it: 'Tis common for Strangers, for Men of no Reputation, for such as we are not prepossess'd with any Effect of, to have such force of Imagination, and consequently so lively and charming Expressions, as to perforce us without our knowing either for what end, or by what means we were perfounded; I confess it seems strange it should be so, but yet there is nothing uncommon.

Effective Perfection must proceed from the force of a Visionary Wit, who has a lively way of Talking, without knowing what he says; and who thus brings over the Minds of Hearers to give a strong assent, without knowing what 'tis they assent to. For the generality of Men give way to the force of the sensible Imposition; and so dazzles and confounds them, and

\[\text{makes}\]
makes them passionately judge of what they confusedly conceive'd. We define such as shall read this Work, to consider this thing, to observe the Influences of it in the Companies they light upon; and to make Reflection on what happens in their own Breast on such occasions; which will be a thing of greater use to them than they can imagine.

But it should be well consider'd, that there are two things, which wonderfully contribute to the Power of other's Imagination over us: The first is, a grave and pious Department; the second, a Presumptuous and Libertine Behaviour. For accordingly as we are disposed to Piety or Libertinism, we shall find an Air of Gravity and Piety in Discourse, or a Presumptuous and Libertine strain shall act very differently upon us.

'Tis true, the one is of more dangerous contagion than the other; but yet we should equally reftlift the sensible Manners of either side; and only submit to the force of the Reasons they are attended with; for ridiculous Nonfence and Impertinence may be spoke in a grave and sober way; and Blasphemy and Profaneness, with an Air of Devotion. Wherefore we should, following the Advice of St. John, examine Whether the Spirits be of GOD, and not truft all Sorts of Spirits. We know the Devils sometimes transform themselves into Angels of Light; and there are Men who have, as it were, naturally the Melia of Piety, and Look of Religion, and consequently a well-establisht Reputation in the World; yet exempt Men from their Essential Obligations, even from the loving GOD and their Neighbour; to enlave them to some foolish Practices, or Pharisaick Ceremonies.

But the Strong Imagination, whose Impression and Contagion should more industriously be avoided, are of Men abroad in the World, who affect the being reputed the Bold Wits; which is a Reputation easily acquird. 'Tis but denying, with a particular Grace, Original Sin, the Immortality of the Soul, or ridiculing some receiv'd Opinion of the Church, to set up for such an accomplishment Wit among the Vulgar.

These little Minds are generally full of Life and Fire, of a forward and haughty Carriage, which sways and disposes Weak Imagination, to yield to the vivid and plausible Discourse, which to any thinking Man will appear to have nothing in it. For as happy as they are at Expressing, they have but very ill luck at Reasoning. And yet whilst Men, though never so Rational, had rather be mov'd and affected with sensible Pleasure, that attends the way of Delivery, and the specious Expressions, than to enter into an irksome Difquifition of the Reasons; 'tis visible these Minds must have the beforehand over others, and so propagate their Contagion and their Errors, by the Authority they have over the Imagination of other Men.

C H A P. III.

I. Of the Force of some Authors Imagination. II. Of Tertullian.

One of the greatest and most notorious Proofs of the Power some Imaginations have over others, is the Prevalency some Authors have of periwading without Reasons. For Instance, The Turn, Tertullian, Seneca, Montagne, and some others give their Discourse, has thofe Charms and Lufter, which daize the Minds of most Men; though it be only a faint Draught of Fancy, and, as it were, the Shadows of tho Authors Imagination. Their Words, as dead and inanimate as they are, have greater Vifion than the Reafons of others: They enter, they penetrate, they dominate in the Soul at fome impetuous rate, as to challenge Obedience without being underftood, and make their Orders submitted to, before they are known. A Man has a Mind to believe, but he knows not what. When he would know what 'tis he would believe, and approaches, as I may fay, thofe fleeting Phantoms, to take a View of them, they dilipate into fmoak with all their gaudy Drapery and Lufter.

But though thofe Authors I have nam'd, are the most proper Influences that can be given, to fhew the Power of some Men's Imaginations over others, and I propofe them for that purpoze; yet I pretend not to condem them in every thing. For I cannot forbear having an Effem for thofe particular Beauties that are in them, and a Defire to that univerfal Approbation they have had for many Ages; I must declare I have a great Veneration for fome of Tertullian's Works, and efpecially for his Apology against the Gentiles, and his Book of Prefcriptions againft Hereticks, and for fome parts of the Books of Senece, though I have very little Effem for any thing

Tertullian was indeed a Man of profound Learning, but of a better Memory than Judgment; and had a greater Penetration and Extent of Imagination, than of Intellec. There is no doubt but he was a Vifionary, in the Sense I have before explain'd; and was fraught with most of the Qualities I have attributed to the Visionary Wits: And the Veneration he had for Montagne's Vifions and his Precepts, are an undoubted Demonstration of the Weaknes of his Judgment; His fervent Zeal, and Transports, and Enthusiasms upon trifling Subjects, are a fenible Indication of a diftemper'd Imagination. What irregular Motions are there in his Hyperboles and Figures? How many pompous and magnificent Arguments that owe all their force to their fenible Lufter, and periwade merely by giddifying and dazzling the Mind?

To
Chap. IV.  

The Search after Truth.

To what purpose, for instance, does that Author, in justifying his wearing the Philosophers' Gown instead of the usual one, allege this Habit was formerly the Fashion in the City of Carthage? Should we at present wear Buff and Caps, because they were in use in the days of our Fore-fathers? Or would it look well for Women to put on old-fashion'd Frock and Farthingales, except it be in the Carnival, when they would disguise themselves to go a Masquerading?

What could be concluded from those pompous and magnificent Descriptions of the Changes the World undergoes, and what could they contribute to his Apology? The Moon has different Phases, the Year changes its Seasons, and the Fields have another Countenance in Summer than in Winter. Inundations lay whole Provinces under Water; and Earthquakes swell them up: New Cities are built, and new Colonies planted; and People in swarms have over-run and depopulated entire Countries: And therefore the common Toga should be chang'd for the Philosopher's Pallium.

What Affinity is there between the thing to be prov'd, and all these Changes, and several others he's at great Pains to find out, and which he describes in unnatural, obscure, and bombastic Expressions? The Peacock varies every Rep he makes; and the Serpent gliding into a narrow hole, slips out of its Skin, and grows young again; why should not we change our Habit? Could any Man in his Wits, and in cold Blood, make such Inferences as these? Could any that should hear him, hold from laughing? Did not this Author make giddy the Head, and con-Pallio.

Did not this Author, in his Hons, find the Intellect of his Reader?

Almost all the remainder of that little Book De Pallio, is fill'd with Reasons as foreign to his Subject as these; which certainly prove nothing, but only amuse such as are liable to be amus'd: But 'tis needless to insist longer on this Topic. It may suffice to say, That if Accuracy of Thought, and Clearness and Definiteness of Discourse, should always appear in whatever a Man writes (since the end of Writing is to manifest the Truth), 'tis impossible to excuse this Author, who, by the Testimony of Salmasfaut, the bell of our Modern Criticks, has laid out all his Endeavours to become obscure; and has so well succeeded in that Defect, that this Commentator scarce forbears Sweating that no Man ever perfectly understood him. But filling the Genius of the Nation, the Humour of the Mode that then prevails, and lastly, the Nature of Satire or Railery, might in some measure justify this notable Defect of being Mysterious and Incomprehensible: yet all this could never have been done for the pitiful Reasons and the Ramblings of an Author, who in many of his Works, as well as this, speaks whatever comes in his Head; provided it be in some unordinary Thought, which he can to let fall in some bold Expression, with hopes of making Objection of the force, or I might say, the corruption of his Imagination.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Imagination of Seneca.

The Imagination of Seneca is sometimes as irregular as Terentian's: His impetuous Motions carrying him into unknown Regions; where yet he walks with as great confidence and security, as if he knew where he was, and whether he was tending. Whenever he makes large Reps, steps in Figures, and exactly measure'd; he fancies he is far advance'd; whereas he imitates the Dancers, that always end where they begin.

We ought to distinguish the Force and Beauty of Words, from the Force and Evidence of Reasons. There is doubtless much Force, and some Beauty in the Words of Seneca; but very little Strength and Evidence in his Reasons: By the Force of Imagination, he gives such a Turn to his Words, as moves, agitates, and perpvides by the Impression they make on us; but he fails to give that Definiteness and pure Light, which illuminates and perpvides by Evidence. His Conviction depends on the Commotion he raises, and the Pleasure he suggest's: but such as can read him sedately and undisTurbed, that can take heed of Surprise, and are us'd to no other Conviction than that of Clearness and Evidence of Reason, will not, I dare say, be convinced by his Discourse.

For, in short, so he talks handomely, he is but little fictitious about what he says, as if it were possible a Man should speak well, without knowing what he speaks. And thus he commonly perpvides, without knowing how or why we are perpvided; as if it were reasonable to be convinced of anything without a distinct Knowledge of it, and Examination of the Proofs that demonstrate it.

What can be more flately than the Idea he gives us of his Wife-man: and yet what at the bottom is more vain and fantastical? The Portraiture he draws of Plato is too fine to be Natural; but 'tis such Paint and Varnish, he puts upon none but the unthinking sort of Men, and those that are unacquainted with Nature. Carlo was a Man, and Subject to the Misery of Men: 'Twas only a Fancy that he was insensible, or that when he was struck, he was not hurt: He had neither the hardnes of Adamant to be impenetrable to Iron, nor the Stability of Rocks to be unhaken by the Floods, as Seneca pretends. In a word, he was not intellible; as Seneca himself is oblig'd to acknowledge,
knowledge, when his imagination is a little cool'd, and he reflects a little better on what he says.


But what? will he not grant that his Wife-man may become miserable, when he acknowledges he is not infeiency to Pain? No by no means; Pain cannot affect him, or the fear of it disturb him: For his Wife-man is Paramount to Fortune, and above the Malice of Men: and they are incapable of giving him any Disturbance.

Adsum hoc vos intueris, sed ista rei circitum evertos meminunt incursus avitis desideri: & tarnion alletrum curae, non incrementi futius repenti refedere, & aquaturn edificiis arces aggerem crescre. Ut nuda machinamenta possi reperti, que bene fundamentum animam agirent. And lower: Non Babylonis munri illi curavere, quos Alexander intravir; nun Carthaginis, aut Numania mania una mala capita: non Capitolium arcevem, habet ifa hostíle vestigian. Cap. 6.

Quid tu puras cum solidis illa: Rex multidirum rerum diem obscurat, silent sejuran in Selen inci- diffi: ut celestis humanos maent effugian, & ab his qui templo dirummi, ant simulacra convivium, nihil divinitati nocet; ita quicquid sit in sapientem, praecepi, pertuliter, superbe frugia tentatur. Cap. 4. Inter fragorem templorum super Dei fui caedantium unum bonus pac fuat. Cap. 5.


Battering Rams, and other Engines of Wars, will shake the Walls and Towers of the strongest Garrisons, and in time level them with the Earth: But what Machines are found sufficient to shake the impregnable Mind of his Wife-man? Compare not with him the Wall of Babylon fored by Alexander; nor that of Carthage and Numantia, that one General overturn'd: Nor lafty, the Capit, and the Citadel, which carry the marks of the prevailing Enemy. Arrows shoot against the Son are spent in vain; Sacrileges committed in the overthrow of Temples, and the Shrimps of the Gods melt'd down, touch not the Divinity; yet the Gods may be overwhelm'd in the ruins of their own Temples: But his Wife-man shall never be oppress'd: or rather, he may be oppress'd, but 'tis impossible he should be hurt.

But think not (says Seneca) that the Wife-man I am picturing, is no where to be found. 'Tis no vain Fiction of ours, ridiculously to exalt the Mind of Man: 'Tis not a Stalking Idea, without Reality and Truth; no, the Original Care transcendeth perhaps the Picture that I make of him.

But methinks, continues he, I perceive your Mind begins to kickle, and grow hot; and you are ready to cry out, That 'tis the way to make our selves contemptible, to profane things above the reach of Faith or Hope; and that the Stoics only change the Names of things, to speak the fame Truths in a more lofty and supercilious strain. But fee how you are mistaken: For 'tis not our Designe to dignifie the Wife-man with the imaginary Honour of great and pompous Words; but to set him in a place inaccessible to Injuries and Affronts.

See here now Seneca's weak Reason is hurried away with an impetuous Imagination. But is it possible for Men, under a continual feafe of their Miseries and Infirmities, to fall into such pre- sumptuous and arrogant Notions? Can a reasonable Man be persuaded that Pain cannot touch or hurt him? Or could this All-wife, this Self-sufficient Care fuller without Disquiet, at least some Molefation, I don't lay the heinous Infults and Abuses of an enraged Rabble, Dragging, Stripping, Beating him; but the Stinging of a silly Fly? What can be imagin'd more weak against to strong and convincing Proofs of our own Experience, as this pretty Arguing of Seneca, which yet is one of his best Arguments?

Patialis deber efi quid dare, & quid ludeor: non efi autem forios injustia virtute: non potest ego led. Sapientis: Injuria in bonis non tentatur nisi a multis, bona inter se pav efi. Quod fedi nisi infirrior non potu, malus autem bono infirrior efi, nec injuria boni nisi a dispari veranda efi, injuria in Sapientum virtum non cadit. Cap. 7.

That which hurts, says he, must be stronger than that which is hurt: But Vice is not stronger than Virtue; therefore the Wife-man cannot be hurt. To this we need only answer, Either that all Men are Sinners, and consequently worthy of the Misery they suffer, as Religion affires us; or that if Vice be not stronger than Virtue, yet the Vicious may sometimes be more preval- lent than the Vertuous, as Experience manifesft.

Epictetus was in the right, in saying that Injuries were supportable by a Wife-man; but Seneca cer- tainly in the wrong, to affirm, The Wife-man could not be injur'd. The Vertue of the Stoics could never render them impregnable; since 'tis not inconsistent with true Vertue for a Man to be Miferable, and pitiable at the time of his suffering some Evil, or his losing all the Princes Chris- tians, has doubtles more Vertue than Care and all the Stoics; and yet they confess'd they were Miferable.
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Miserable through the Pains they endur'd; though they were Happy through the Prospect of an Eternal Retribution. *Si laetus in hac vita servantes famus, miserabiliores famus omnibus hominibus,* says St. Paul.

As 'tis GOD alone, who through his Grace can give us a real, and a solid Vertue, so 'tis from Him only we can receive the Fruits of a solid and real Happiness; which yet he neither promises, nor gives us in this Life; but in the other it must be expected from his Justice, as the Recompence of the Miseries we have undergone for the Love of him in this: We are not as yet in possession of that Peace and Repose, which nothing can disturb; even the Grace of our LORD makes us not so Invincible, but it commonly leaves us to the Senec and Feeling of our own Imbecility, both to certify us there is nothing in the World but is capable of hurting us; and to teach us to suffer, with a modest Patience and an humble Resignation, all the Injuries we receive; and not with a fannous and haughty Patience, like the Confiancy of Proud Prefumptuous Cato.

When Cato was-struck on the Face, he was not troubled at it; nor would he revenge or pardon the Affront, but Dogmatically deny'd that he had receiv'd any. He would be thought infinitely above those that struck him: So that his Patience was Pride and Arrogance, and affronting and abusing those that injur'd him: This Patience of his being a manifef, that he look'd up on his Enemies as Beasts, with whom 'twas below him to be angry. And this Contempt of his Enemies, and great Esteem of himself, is what Seneca calls the greatness of Courage; *Majus animo,* says he, (Speaking of an Abuse Cato had receiv'd,) *vot agnovit, quam ignoviffit.* How extravagant it is to confound Maganimity with Pride, and Reparating Patience from Humility, to joyn it with an unfruitful Arrogance. And yet how feelingly does fich Extravagance flatter the Vanity of Man, who is never willing to flop and abate himfelf! And how dangerous is it, for Chris- tians, especially, to be infected out of the Morality of an Author of so little Judgment as Seneca, and to think of him, with this large Eftimation an Imagination, as dazels, and giddies, and drugs along the Readers, that have but little Strength of Mind, but great Propension to whater'er indulges Conceit, and their Senses?

Let Christians rather learn from their Mafter, that they are liable to the Insults and Injuries of evil Men; and that the Good are sometimes subjected to the Wicked, by the order of Providence. When one of the Officers of the High-Priest gave our LORD a box on the Ear; that *Wife-man* of the Christians, he who was infinitely Wifc, and whose Power was as great as his Wifdom, confefles that Servant was capable of hurting him: He is not vex'd at the Affront, nor does he take Cato's way of Revenge; but pardons, as one that was truly offended. He was able to revenge Himfelf, and destroy His Enemies; but he rather sufferers with a modest and an humble Patience, offensive to none, not even to that Servant that had injur'd him. Whereas Cato either could not, or durst not take a real Revenge of the Affront he had receiv'd, and therefore attempts an imagery one, which frac'd in with his Vanity and his Pride. For he swells and exalts his Mind as high as the Clouds; from whence he looks down upon Men below as little Flies; and defpifes them as insignificant Infacts, incapable of offending him, and unworthy of his Indignation. This *Vifion,* is a Notion worthy of the Wifc Cato: 'Tis this which gives him a greatness of Soul, and a conftancy of Courage, that equals him with the Gods. 'Tis this which makes him Inviolable, as setting him above the Power and Malice of other Men. Alas, poor Cato! Thou fanciest thy Vertue raifes thee above all things; whereas thy Wifdom is Folly, and thy Magnanimity abomi- nable before GOD; whatever the Wifem-men of the World may think of it.

There are *Vifions* of several kinds. Some fancy themselves transform'd into *Cocks* and *Hens*; others think they become *Kings and Emperors,* and fome again perfwade themselves they are in- dependent, and like the Gods.* And yet whilft Men look upon those as Madmen, who are confi- dent of being chang'd into *Cocks* and *Kings,* they do not alwais think those fo, who fay their Ver- tue renders them independent, and equal to the Gods. The Reason whereof is, That to be rec- koned a Madman, 'tis not enough to have Mad Thoughts; but 'tis moreover requisite that these Thoughts be taken for Vifions and Madneffes by other Men. For Madmen never go for what they are, among Madmen that are like them, but only among Rational Men; as Wifem-men never pass for what they are, in the Company of Madmen. Wherefore fuch are acknowledg'd for Madmen, who take themselves for *Cocks* or *Kings*; because no Man fees any reafon to believe anoth- er can be so eaily chang'd into a *Cock* or a *King:* But 'tis not now-a-days that Men firft begin to think they can become as Gods: It has been the belief of all Ages, and perhaps more of former than the latter; fo probable has their Vaniy always made that Opinion. They derive it from their first Parents, for I make no doubt but Adam and Eve were of the fame Sentiment, when they submitted to the Temptations of the Devil, upon the promife he made them that they should become like GOD: *Eritis fictus Dil.* Even the Pareef and molt Iuminate Philosophers were fo blind by their Native Pride, as to believe they might grow Independent; and thereupon form'd a Deign of usurping the Throne of the *AL MIG H T.* Thus we need not wonder that Men, who have neither the Purity nor the Illumination of Angels, should give themselves up to be blind- ed and seduc'd, by the motives of their Vaniy.

The Temptation of Greatnefs and Independency be the strongest of all others, 'tis so upon its appearing to us, as it did to our first Parents, conformable to Reason, as well as to our Incl- nation; because we are not at all times sensible of our whole Dependence. Had the Serpent threatened our first Parents, saying, Unless you eat of the Fruit, which GOD has forbidden ye, ye shall be transform'd, one into a *Cock,* and the other into an *Hen,* we make no doubt to affirm, B b they
they had laugh'd at the groffnefs of the Temptation; for even we fhould have laugh'd at it our selves. But the Devil, judging of others by himself, knew well that the defire of Independency, was the Weak-fide where they were tho moft easily taken.

The second Reafon why we look upon thofe as Diﬀemper'd in their Brain, who affirm they are either Cock or Kings, but have no refc Thoughts of thofe who affiure us that nothing can hurt them, because they are above Pain, is that the Hypochondriacs are palpably deceiv'd; and 'tis but opening the Eyes to have fensible Proofs of their Delusion. But when Cavo affirms that he is not hurt by him that frikes him, and that he is above all the Injuries that can be done to him; he affirms it, or may affirm it with that Hiftentnefs and Gravity, as makes it impoflible to be difperfed, whether he is not actually within what he appears to be without. And we are inclin'd to believe his Soul is unfhaken, because his Body remains unmovable: For that the outward Department of our Body is a Natural Indication of what happens inwardly to the Soul. Thus a bold Lyar, when he lies with a strong affurance, makes the moft incredible things believ'd; the Confidence wherewith he delivers them, is a Proof that aflets the Senfes, and consequently is a very powerful Motive to Perfwation with the greateft part of Men. There are then but few that look upon the Stoicks as Vifionaries, or as hardy Lyars; because they can have no fensible Proof of what paffes at the bottom of their Soul; and the Air of their Face is a very fensible Argument, which easily abufes them; besides that, their Vanity incites them to believe that Man's Mind is capable of that Greatnes and Independence, which he boafts of.

All which makes it evident, that there are few more dangerous Errors, or more cafe communications, than thofe books of Seneca abound with: because they are Errors of a fubtil and delicate Nature, proportion'd to the Vanity of Man, and like that wherein the Devil engag'd our first Parents. They are attir'd in thefe Books with moft fumptuous and splendid Habitations, which make way for their Reception in moft Minds. Wherein entering, they feize, flin, and and blind them; but blind them with a Fafious Blindnefs, a Dazling Blindnefs: A Blindnefs attended with glimmerings of Light; and not an Humbling and Caliginous Blindnefs, that makes a Man fensible he is blind, and acknowledge it to others. The being ftruck with this Blindnefs of Pride makes us reckon our felves the Fine and the Bold Wits; and others also think us fo, and admire us. So nothing is more contagious than this Blindnefs, which fuffd the Vanity and Sensibility of Men, the Corruption of the Senfes and the Follions dilpoze them to the defire of being ftruck with it, and provokes them to ftrike others with it also.

I am then of Opinion that there is no Author more fit than Seneca, to exemplify that contagious Communication of a great many Men, who go by the Name of the Fine and Bold Wits; and to fhew how thefe strong and vigorous Imaginations dominere over the Weak and Unenlightened Minds; but by the force and evidence of their Reafons, which are the Productions of the Mind; but the Turn, and lively way of Expreflion, which depend on the Strength of Imagination.

I know well enough that this Author's Reputation is confiderable in the World, and will be look'd upon as a rafh attempt to have treated him as a very Imaginative, and Injudicious Author: But 'twas chiefly upon the Account of his Effecm I have faid fo much of him here; not out of any Envy or ill Humour, but becaufe the Eftimation he is in, will more fensibly touch the Mind of the Reader, and more clofely apply it to the Confideration of the Errors I have attacked. For we fhould, as far as poible, bring the moft Eminent Inflances, when the things we are more important, it being sometimes an Honouring a Book, to Glorifie upon it. But yet I am not the only Man that finds fault with the Writings of Seneca, for not to mention fome Famos Men of our own Age, 'tis near fix hundred Years ago, that a moft Judicious Author obferv'd, there was little Exactnes in his Philosophy, little Judgment and Juflice in his Elcution; and his Reputation was rather the reft of the Heat, and indifcreet Inclination of Youth, than the Confit of Learned and Judicious Men.

Publicly to engage the groflefs and moft palpable Errors, is labour looff, there being no conta- gion in them. 'Tis would be ridiculous to advertise Men, that Hypochondriacs People are deceiv'd; it's visible to ali the World. But if those very Men, they have the greateft Opinion of, fould chance to be miftaken, 'tis a piece of service to admonifh them, left they fhould imitate them in their Errors. Now 'tis plain that the Spirit of Seneca is a Spirit of Pride and Vanity: And whereas the Scribe according to the Scripture, is the Orign of Sia; intium secans supervis; The Spirit of Seneca cannot be the Spirit of the Gospel; nor his Moral be allied to the Moral of our SAV I F O R, the only true and folid Morals.

True 'tis, that all the Notions of Seneca are not falle nor dangerous. And he may be read with profit by fuch as have an exhacnes of Thought, and are acquainted with the Foundation of Christian Morality. Good ufe has been made of him by Great Men, and I have no intent of blaming thofe, who to accommodate themselves to the Weaknes of others, that had an exceñve Effecm for him, have drawn Arguments from his Works whereby to defend the Moralitj of our LORD, and oppugn the Enemies of the Gospel with their own Weapons.

The Aeeran has many good things in it, and fome true Prophetic are to be found in the Co n v e r s e of Noftadman. The Aeeran is made ufe of, to oppug the Religion of Midam; and Noftadman's Prophetic may be of ufe to convince fome Fantaflick and Visionary People. But what is good in the Aeeran can't make it a good Book, nor can fome true Explanations in Noftadman's Cen tries make him ever pafs for a Prophet; neither can it be faid, that all who make ufe of thfe Authors, approve them, or have for them any real Eftecme.

A Man
Montagne's Essays may serve as another instance, to prove the influence some imaginations have over others. For that Author has such a bent of a Fine and Debauntrary way, and gives such a Lively and Natural Turn to his Thought, as 'tis almost impossible to read him, without being prejudic'd in his behalf; that his affected Negligence admirably becomes him, and incurs him to most Men, without making him contemptible; and his Arrogancy is that of a Gentleman, if we may say so, that makes him respected; and not disliked. That Air of Gentility and Gallantry, so full'd by some stroke of Learning, works so prodigiously on the Mind, that a Man often admires him; and still yields to his Decisions, without daring to enquire into them, and sometimes without understanding them. 'Tis not by the strength of his Reasons he persuades; for Reasons are seldom al'd for what he advances, at least such as have some force and solidity in them. And indeed he neither has any Principles wherein to bottom his Refonnings, nor any Method to make Decisions from his own Principles; but is altogether at the mercy of his Sensors. A Demonstration: A couple of Veris of Horace, or an Apophthegm of Clement or Cassar, are not fit to perfwade Reasonable Men: And yet these Efts are nothing but a Contexture of Scraps of History, little Relations, good Words, Distiffs and Apophthegms.
Montague should not be look’d upon in his Essays as a Man that argues, but as one that writes for his Diversion; whose drif is the Pleasure, and not the Infruption of his Reader: And if tho’ that read him were only diverted by him, it must be owned that Montague could not do them so much harm. But ’tis next to impossible to forbear loving that which pleases, and not to desire tho’ Difhles that are agreeable to the Palate. Nor can the Mind long be pleas’d with the reading of an Author, but it will take in its Sentiments, or at least receive some Tincture from them, which mingling with its Idea’s, makes them confus’d and obscure.

But ’tis not only dangerous to read Montague for Diversion; by reafon the Pleasure a Man takes in him, ineffibly engages him in his Opinions; but also, because his Pleasure is more criminal than is imagin’d. For ’tis certain that this Pleasure arifes chiefly from Concupiscence, and that it only feeds and strengthens the Palions; this Author’s way of Writing being only so taking, because ’tis fenible and moving, and that it rofes our Palions in an imperceptible manner.

It would not be time mispent to prove this in particular; and, in general, that we are pleas’d with all the divers Styles of Men, meerly on the account of the secret Corruption of our Minds; but this is not the proper place for it; and besides it would carry us too far from our purpofe. However, if we but reflect on the Connection of our Idea’s and Palions I formerly spoke of; as alfo upon what paffes within our selves at the time of our Reading some well wrote piece, we may in some measure discover, that if we love the Sublime Style, the noble and free Air of some Authors, ’tis becaufe of our Vanity, and our Pleasure for Greatnefs and Independency. And that the relih we find in that delicacy of Effeminately Discourses, is deriv’d from no other Fountain, than a secret Inclination for Sofrnfs and Pleasure. In a word, ’tis Senibility and not Reafon, a certain Skill and Facult for what affects the Senfs, and not for Truth, that makes some Authors charm and ravish us, even whether we will or no. But to return to Montague.

The Reafons why his greatest Admirers so much cry up, to me seems to be, that they thought him a Judicious Author, and far from the impuportion of Pedantry; as one who was throughly acquainted with the nature and weaknefs of the Mind. If I should throw then that Montague with all his Gallantry, was as much a Pedant as many others; and that he had a very imperfect Knowledge of the Mind: I fhall make it appear, that tho’ who most admire him, were not perplex’d by the Evidence of his Reafons, but were only brought over by the Force of his Imagination.

The word Pedant is very Equivocal; but Ufe, if I mistake not, and even Reafon, will have it signify tho’fe, who to make offentation of their falfe Science, quote all forts of Authors, right or wrong; talk meerly for talking fake, and to beadmir’d by the Ignorant; and without any Judgment or Difcretion, amifs together Apothegyms and Passages of History, to prove, or at leaft pretend to prove things, that cannot be made out by any thing but Reafon.

Pedants are oppos’d to Rational, and that which makes Pedants fo odious to Men of Senfe, is their being Irrational; for fenible Men, naturally loving to Reafon, can’t endure the Conversion of tho’fe who reafon not at all. Pedants are unable to reafon, because their Mind is little, or elfe is taken up with Fools Learning, and they are unwilling to reafon, as knowing they are feldom’d and admir’d by some fome of People, more for their citing Some Palfe of an Unknown or Ancient Author, than pretending to Argument and Reafoning. And thus their Vanity acquifing in the prospect of the respect that’s paid to them, fixes them in the fudy of uncommon, and out of the way Sciences, that attract the Admiration of the Vulgar.

Pedants therefore are vain, and arrogant, of great Memory, and little Judgments: fecufiful and powerful in Citations, misfortunat and weak in Reafons: Of a vigorous and capacious Imagination; but defultory and disorderly, and unable to keep to any Accuracy and Exactnefs.

Having thus clear’d the Notion of the word Pedant, it will be no hard matter to prove Montague as much a Pedant as moft others, in this significacion of it; which feems moft agreeable to Reafon and Cultum. For I fpoke not here of the Pedant of the Long Robe, it being not a Pedagogue’s Gown that only makes a Pedant. Montague, who had fuch an aversion to Pedantry, possibly never wore a Gown; but nevertheless could not difeaf himself of all his Imperfections. He has labour’d much for a Gentleman-like way, but has taken no great pains for ex-actnefs of Thoughts; or at leaft, to very little purpofe. And fo became a Gentle Pedant, or a Pedant of a Species entirely new; rather than a Rational, Judicious, and a Worthy Man.

Montague’s Book contains a vident Proofs of the Vanity and Arrogance of its Author, as may make it feem an ufelefs Undertaking to f tand to remark them. For a Man muft needs be very conceited, that, like him, could imagine the World would be at the pains of reading fo large a Book, meerly to gain fome acquaintance with its Author’s Humours. He muft necelfarily diftinguish himfelf from the reft of the World, and look upon his own Perfon as the Miracle and Phaenix of Nature.

All created Beings are under an indifpenfable obligation of turning off the Minds of fuch as would adore them, towards the only One, that deferves their Adoration: And Religion teaches us that our Duty is chiefly to the Mind and Heart of Man, whom GOD created for himself, to be bufied about us; and to be taken up with loving and admiring us. When St. John prostrated himself before the Angel of the LORD, the Angel forbade him, faying: I am thy fellow Servant, and of thy Brethren: Worship GOD. None but the Devils, and fuch as partake of their Pride, are pleas’d
plea'd with being woripp'd: To require therefore that others should be affected and taken up with our particulars, what is it but to desire not only to be woripp'd with an outward and apparent, but also with a real and inward worship? 'Tis to desire to be woripp'd even as G O D himself desires it, that is, in Spirit and in Truth.

Montague wrote his Book purely to picture himself, and represent his own Humours and Inclinations; as he acknowledges himself in the Advertisement to the Reader, inferted in all the Editions. I give the Picture of my self, says he: I am my self the Subject of my Book. Which is found true enough by those that read him; for there are few Chapters wherein he makes not some Digression to talk of himself: and there are even some whole Chapters wherein he talks of nothing else. But if he wrote his Book merely to describe Himself, he certainly printed it, that his own Character might be read in it. He therefore desir'd to be the Subject of the Thoughts and Attention of Men; though he says there is no reason a Man should employ his time upon so frivolous and idle a Subject. It is his own Commendation, if he thought it unreasonab- lce for Men to spend their time in reading his Book, he himself acted against Common Sense in publishing it. And fo we are oblig'd to believe either that he Thought no what he said, or did not what became him.

But 'tis a pleasant Exeque of his Vanity, to say he wrote only for his Friends and Relations: For, if so, how chance there were publish'd three Editions? Was not one enough for all his Friends and Relations? Why did he make Additions to his Book in the last Impressions, but no Retractions; but that Fortune favour'd his Intentions? I add, says he, but make no Corrections, because when once a Man has made his Book of publick right, he has, in my Opinion, no more pretence or title to it. Let him say what he can better in another, but let him not corrupt the Works already fold.

Of such as these 'tis folly to purchase any thing before they are dead: Let them think long before they publish. Why are they in such haste? My Book is always one and the same. He then was willing to publish his Book for, and depoite it with the rest of the World, as well as to his Friends and Relations. But yet his Vanity had never been pardnable, if he had only turn'd and fix'd the Mind and Heart of his Friends and Relations on his Picture, so long time as is necessary to the reading of his Book.

If 'tis a Fault for a Man to speak often of himself, 'tis Impudence, or rather a kind of Sottish na to praise himself at every turn as Montague does: This being not only to sin against Christian Humility, but also Right Reason.

Men are made for a sociable Life, and to be form'd into Bodies, and Communities. But it must be observ'd, that every particular that makes a part of a Society, would not be thought the meanest part of it. And so those who are their own Encumbrances, exalting themselves above the rest, and looking upon others as the bottom-most parts of their Society, and themselves as the Topmost and most Honourable, affume an Opinion of themselves, that renders them odious, instead of incurring them to the Affections and Esteem of the World.

'Tis then a Vanity, and an indifferent and ridiculous Vanity in Montague, to talk so much to his own Advantage, on all occasions: But 'tis a Vanity still more Extravagant in this Author to transcribe his own Imperfections: For if we well observe him, we shall find that most of the Faults he discovers of himself, are such as are glory'd in by the World, by reason of the Corruption of the Age: That he freely attributes such to himself, as can make him pass for a Bold Wit, or give him the Air of a Gentleman; and that with intent to be better credited when he speaks in his own Commendation, he counterfeits a frank Confession of his Irregularities. He has reason to say, that The setting too high an Opinion of one's self, proceeds often from an equally Arrogant Temper. 'Tis always an infallible sign that a Man has an Opinion of himself; and indeed Montague seems to confess in his own Defence: For professing to praise himself, it being an indifference Pride, to make his Vices the Motives to his Vanity, rather than to his Humiliation, I had rather see a Man conceal his Crimes with Shame, than publish them with Impudence; and, in my Mind, we ought to have that Christian way of Gallantry in abhorrence, wherein Montague publishes his Defects. But let us examine the other Qualities of his Mind.

If we would believe Montague on his word, he would perforce us that he was a Man of No Retention; that his Memory was treacherous, and fail'd him in every thing: But that in his Judg- ment, there was no defect. And yet should we credit the Portraiture he has drawn of his own Mind, I mean his Book, he should be of a different Opinion. I could not, says he, receive an Or- der without my Table-book; and if I had an Oration to speak, that was confuselty long-winded, I was forc'd to that wise and miserable necessity of learning it word for word by Heart; what else I had other Papers. If any one had the Sluice of my Memory, he should have me a slippery trick. Does a Man that could learn Memorizes; word for word long-winded Discourses, to give him some Prefence and Allu- resc, fail more in his Memory than his Judgment? And can we believe Montague when he says, I am forc'd to call my Domelick Servants by the Names of their Offices, or their Countries; is the most difficult thing to remember Names; and if I should live long, I am persuad'd I should forget my own? That a plain Gentleman, who could retain by Heart, and word for word, and with Allu- resc, long-winded Discourses, should have such a multitude of Servants, that he could not re- member their Names! That a Man, who was Born and bred in the midst of Fields and Tillage, who L. 12. kept Buffinets and Farms in his Hands; and who says, To be regardless of what lies at our Feet, of what we have in our Hands, and of what most nearly concerns the necessities and life of Life, is a thing utterly inconsistent with his Maxim, should forget the French Names of his Domelicks! Could he be igno- rant, as he says, of the most part of our Coins in life, the difference of one Grain from another, either
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in the Earth or Gynry, unless it were the most manifest of the groftest Principles of Agriculture, which there's hardly a Child but knows; what use Leaven is of in making Bread, and why Wine must stand sometime in the Fat, before it ferments, and yet has his Mind fill'd with the Names of the Ancient Philosophers and their Principles; with the Idea's of Plato, Epicurus, Aves; the Plenum and Vacuvm of Leucippus and Democritus; the Water of Thales, Anaximander's Infinity of Nature, Diogenes Air, the Numbers and Symmetry of Pythagoras, the Infinity of Parmenides; the Univ of Ajasus; the Water and Fire of Apolloides; the Similar Parts of Anaxagoras; the Diffcund and Friendship of Empedocles; the Fire of Herakles, &c. A Man that in three or four Pages of his Book, quotes more than fifty different Authors, with their Opinions: Who has fill'd his Book with various Historical Pages, and many confus'd Apophthegms, who point of Books, fays, History and Poety were his Excellency: Who contradicts himself every moment, and in the same Chapter, and even in the speaking of things he pretends to be best acquainted with; I mean the Quality of his Mind, should this Man boast, that his Judgment is better than his Memory?

We will confess that Montaigne was Excellent at Forgeronfolks, since Montagne allure us of it, and would have us think fo: nor is this altogether contrary to Truth. But let us not believe him on his word, nor for the Praifes that he gives himself; that he was a Man of great Sense, and of extraordinary Sagacity of Mind: For this might engage us in Error, and give too much Countenance to those fafe and dangerous Opinions, he puts off with a presumptuous and dogmatical Arrogance, which only confounds and blinds the teebler parts of Minds.

The other Encomium they beflow on Montaigne, is, that he was perfectly acquainted with the Mind of Man; that he survey'd it to the bottom, its Nature, and its Properties; that he knew the strong and weak fides of it, and, in a word, all that could be known of it. Let us see if he deserve the praifes, and whence it comes to pass Men are so liberal on his behalf.

Thofe who have read Montagne, know well enough that he would fain pas for a Pyrrhonift, and that he takes Pride in doubting of all things. The perfuafion of Certainty in any thing, fays he, is a certain testimony of folly, and extreme uncertainty, and there is not a fouther and left Philosophical fort of Men, than the Philofophes of Plato: On the contrary, he extolls the Pyrrhonifts at that exceflive rate in the fame Chapter, that 'tis not to be doubted but he was of the fame Sent. 'Twas neceffary in the time he liv'd, to doubt of every thing, to pafs for a Man of Parts and a Gentleman; and the Quality of a Bold Wit, which he pretended to, engaged him farther in these Opinions. Now 'tis but fuppofing him an Academick, to be able at one froke to manifest him the most igno-"
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prelimions irregular and bold, but taking: His discourses ill-season’d, but well imag’d. There appears throughout his Book the Character of an Original, that is infinitely pleasing. As great a Copier as he is, the Copyer is not discern’d; his strong and bold Imagination giving always the turn of an Original, even to what was the most stol’n. To conclude, he has every thing necessary either for pleasing us, or imposing on us: And, I think, I have sufficiently shown, that ‘tis not by convincing their Reason he gets into the Favour and Admiration of Men, but by turning their Mind by an ever-victorious Vivacity of his impertious Imagination.

CHAP. VI.

I. Of Witches in Imagination, and of Wolf-men. II. The Conclusion of the two first Books.

The strangest effect of the force of Imagination, is the immoderate Fear of the Apparition of Spirits, Witchcraft, Spells, and Charms, Lyceanthropes or Wolf-men, and generally of whatever is supposed to depend on the Power of the Devil.

There is nothing more terrible, or that frightens the Mind more, and makes deeper impressions in the Brain, than the Idea of an invisible Power, intent upon doing us mischief, and to which we can make no resistance: Whatever Discourses raise that Idea, are attended to with dread, and curiosity: Now Men affecting all that’s extraordinary, take a whimsical delight in relating surprizing and prodigious Stories, of the Power and Malice of Witches, both to the Scaring others and themselves. And so we need not wonder that Sorcerers and Witches are so common in some Countries, where the belief of the Witches-Sabbath is deeply rooted in the Mind: Where all the most extravagant Relations of Witchcrafts are listen’d to as Authentic Histories, and where Madmen and Visionists, whose Imagination has been distemper’d through the recital of those Stories, and the corruption of their Hearts, are burnt for real Sorcerers and Witches.

I know well enough I shall incur the blame of a great many, for attributing the most part of Witchcraft to the power of Imagination, as knowing Men love to be fear’d and frightened; that they are angry with such as would dissuade them, and are like those imaginary sick People, who respectfully harry to, and punctually execute the orders of Phoebetia who prognosticate direful accidents to the State: For Superstitions are not easily either destroy’d or suppos’d without finding a great number of Patrons and Defenders. And that Inclination to a blind-fold Belief by all the Dreams and Illusions of Demonographers is produce’d, and upheld by the same CAUCE; which makes the Superstitions still and untractable, as it were easy to demonstrate. However, this ought not to discourage me from flowing in a few words, how I believe such Opinions as these take footing.

A Shepherd in his Cottage after Supper, gives his Wife and Children a Narrative of the adventures of the Witcher-Sabbath. And having his Imagination moderately warm’d by the Vapours of strong Liquors, and fancying he has been often an Affiant at that imaginary Rendezvous, fails not to deliver himself in a manner strong and lively. His natural Eloquence, together with the Dilposition his whole Family is in, to hearken to a Subject so new and terrible, must doubtless produce prodigious Impressions in weak Imagination; nor is it naturally possible but his Wife and Children must be dismay’d, must be affected and convinced with what they hear him say. 'Tis an Husband, 'tis a Father that speaks of what himself has been an Eye-witness and Agent: He is belov’d and respected, and why should he not be believ’d? The Shepherd repeats the same thing one day after another; his Wife’s and Children’s Imagination receive deeper and deeper Impressions of it by degrees, till at last it grows familiar; their Fears vanish, but Conviction stays behind; and at length Curiosity invites them to go to it themselves. They anoint themselves, and lay down to sleep: This Dilposition of Heart, gives an additional heat to their Imagination, and the Traces the Shepherd had imprint on their Brain open, so as to make them fancy in their sleep all the Motions of the Ceremony he had describ’d to them, present and real. They wake, and ask each other, and give a mutual Relation of what they lay. And thus they strengthen the Traces of their Vision; and he who has the strongest Imagination, having the bell knuck at perfirding the rest, falls not in a few Nights time, to Methodize the Imaginary History of the Sabbath. Here now are your finish’d Witches of the Shepherd’s making; and these in their turn will make many others, if having a strong and lively Imagination, they be not deterr’d by Fear from telling the like Stories.

There have been known such hearty down-right Witches, as made no scruple to confess to every body their going to the Sabbath; and who were so thoroughly convinced of it, that though several Persons watched ’em, and afford’d them they never stir’d out of their Bed, yet have withstood their Testimony, and perished in their own perfidiou.

We all know that when Children hear Tales of Spirits, what frights they are put into, and that they have no courage to fly without Light and Company: Because at that time their Brain receiving not the impressions of any present Object, opens in those Traces that are form’d in it by the Story, and that with so much force, as frequently to fet before their Eyes the Objects repre-
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Ferious look: he... For they never speak, but they make them like themselves in some thing or other. Children in their Mother's Womb, have only the Perceptions of their Mothers; and when brought into the World, imagine little more than what their Parents are the cause of; even the wise Men take their Measures, rather from the Imagination of others, that is, from Opinion and Custom, than from the Rules of Reason. Thus in the places where Witches are burnt, we find great numbers of them, if being taken for granted, they are really what they were executed for; and this Belief is strengthened by the Concoeurs that are made of them. Should they cease to punish them, and treat them as Mad-folks, we should see in a little time no more Witches because those that are only imaginarily so, which certainly make the greatest number, would return to former Sense again.

'Tis certain that True Witches deserve Death, and that the Imaginary are not to be reputed altogether innocent: For generally they never fancy themselves to be Witches, without having their Heart disposed to go to the Sabbath, and appointing their Bodies with some Drug, to bring about their wicked Deeds; But by punishing all these Criminals without distinction, the Common Fears of many People destroy their Lives and Souls together. Wherefore 'tis not without Reason, several of our Courts have left off punishing them; In which, there are found but few that are within their Jurisdiction; and the Env'y, Hatred, and Malice of the Wicked, cannot be safe to the Dechristianization of the Innocent.

The Apprehension of Wolf-men, or of Men, who imagine themselves transform'd into Wolves, is a Fancy no less ridiculous. A Man by an extraordinary Savvy of Imagination, falls into a sort of Madnes, that makes him fancy he grows a Wolf every Night. This Disorder of his Mind, disposes him to do the All Actions that Wolves either do, or he has heard of them. He leaps then out of his Houfe at Midnight, roams along the Streets, falls upon some Child he meets with, bites, tears, and miserably mangles it. The Stupid and Superfluous People imagine this Fandick is really turn'd Wolf, because the wretch believes itself, and has whipp'd it to some Persons, who can conceal the Secret.

Were it an evil thing to form in the Brain such Impressions, as periwafe Men they are transform'd into Wolves; and could they run along the Streets and make all the havoc thofe wretched Wolf-men do, without an entire Subversion of their Brain (as 'tis an evil matter for a Man to go to the Witcher-Sabbath, in his Bed, and without waking;) these notable Stories of Men Metamorphos'd into Wolves, would have no less eftect than those that are told of the Rendezvous of Witches; and we should have as many Wolf-men as we have Witches. But the periflation of being chang'd into a Wolf, supposes a Subversion of Brain much harder to be effected, than that Disorder of one, who only thought he went to the Midnight-Sabbath; that is, of one, who fancy'd he faw in the Night what men not; and who, when he waked, could not distinguish his Dreams from the Thoughts he had in the Day-time.

The very Action of doing things for some Men to have fuch lively Dreams, as to remember every particular of them when they wake, though the Subject of their Dream, has nothing in it very terrible; and so 'tis no hard matter for Men to periwafe themselves they have been at the Witches-Sabbath; since to this no more is requir'd, than that their Brain preferv the footsteps in it, which were made by the Animal Spirits in their Sleep.

The main Reason we cannot take our Dreams for Realities, is, the Incoherence we find in our Dreams, with the things we have done, when awake: For hereby we discover they are only Dreams. Now this is no Rule for the Sorcerer to judge by, that his Sabbath is a Dream; for he never goes to the Sabbath but in the Night-time, and the Occurrences therein are incapable of having any Connection with the other Actions of the Day; for 'tis Morally impossible it should be made fensitive of his Error by this Means. Nor is there any necessity, that the things fanc'd to be seen by these pretended Witches at the Sabbath, Should have any Natural Order to one another; since they seem so much the more real, as they are the more extravagant and confused in Coherence. Wherefore it makes enough for their Deception, that the Idea's of thefe Sabbath Ceremonies be lively and frightful; as 'tis impossible they should be otherwife, if it be consider'd, that they represent things wholly new and extraordinary.

But the Imagination must be highly dexter'd, before a Man can fancy himself a Cock, a Goat, a Wolf, or an Ox; which is the reason the thing is no common; though these Diversions of Mind sometimes happen either through GOD's punitive Justice, as in the case of Nebuchadnechar, related in Scripture, or by a natural overflowing of Melancholy in the Brain, whereof manyInstances are to be met with in the Books of Physicians.

Though I am satisfied, that real Witches are extremely rare, and that their Sabbath is nothing but a Dream; and that the Courts, which throw out the Indictments of Witches, are noth equitable; yet I doubt not but there may be Sorcerers, Courtiers, and Witches, and that GOD sometimes permits the Devil to exercise his Malice upon Men. But we are taught by holy Scripture,
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C H A P. I.

I. Thought is only essential to the Mind. Sensation and Imagination are only the Modifications of it. II. We know not all the Modifications our Soul is capable of. III. They are different from our Knowledge and our Love, nor are they always Consequences of them.

The Subject of this Third Book is somewhat dry and barren: In which we enquire into the Mind consider'd alone, and without any reference to the Body, in order to discover the Infirmities peculiar to it, and the Errors deriving only from it. The Senfes and Imagination are exuberant and inexhaustible Sources of Error and Deception: But the Mind acting by it self, is not so subject to straying and misconduct. It was a difficult thing to put an end to the two last Treatises; and 'tis no less difficult to begin this; not that there is not enough to be said on the Nature and Properties of the Mind; but because we enquire not here so much into its Properties, as its Weaknesses. 'Tis not therefore to be wonder'd, if this Treatise is not so large, nor discovers so many Errors as the two fore-going; nor ought it to be complain'd of for being somewhat Dry, Abstract, and Applicative. For 'tis impossible in all Discourses to move the Senfes and Imaginations of others; nor ought it always to be done: A Subject of an abstract Nature, in becoming felicitous, commonly grows obscure, and 'tis enough to be made intelligible: So that nothing is more unjust, than the usual Complaints of those, who would know everything, and yet take pains for nothing; who take pet, if you desire them to be attentive: who would ever be touch'd and mov'd, and have their Senfes and their Passions eternally gratify'd: But, we confess our selves unable to give them Satisfaction. Writers of Comedies and Romances are oblig'd to please, and to procure Attention; but for us, it's sufficient if we can instruct, even those that labour to make themselves attentive.

The Errors of the Senfes and Imagination, proceed from the Nature and Constitution of the Body; and are expos'd to view, by considering what Dependency the Soul's in to: But the Errors of the Pure Understanding cannot be discover'd, but by considering the Nature of the Mind it self, and of the Idea's that are necessary to its knowing Objects. And therefore to penetrate into the Causes of the Errors of the Pure Understanding, 'twill be necessary to insist in this Book, on the consideration of the Nature of the Mind, and of Intellectual Idea's.
In the first place, I shall treat of the Mind, consider'd in its own Nature, without any Relation to the Body, to which it is united. So that what I shall lay on this point, will extend to pure Intelligences, and by foreign Reason to what we call Pure Understanding. For by the Word Pure Understanding, I mean only to design that Faculty, the Mind has of knowing External Object, without forming Corporeal Images of them in the Brain, to represent them by. After which I shall discourse of Intellectual Ideas, by means of which the Pure Understanding perceives Exterior Objects.

I am persuaded no Man can doubt, after he has seriously thought on it, but the * Essence of the Mind consists only in Thought, as the Essence of Matter consists only in Extension; and that, according to the different Modifications of Thought, the Mind one while * Will, and another while * Imagination; or has many other particular Forms, as according to the different Modifications of the Soul. Sensation and Imagination are the only Modifications of it. * By the Essence of Figures: And this Comparison would have no difficulty in it, but that we have not to clear an Idea of Thought as we have of Extension; for we only know Thought by Internal Sentiments or which is first conceived, in which on which the Modifications of it are conceived in. + Second Part of the Pure Mind Chap. 7.

As Extension only is the Essence of Matter. But as * Matter or * Extension, were it without Motion, would be altogether useless, and incapable of that variety of Forms, for it which it is created; and 'tis not conceivable that an Intelligent Being design'd to produce it in that manner; so were a Mind or * Thoughts without * Volition, it is plain it would be wholly useless, since that Mind would have no tendency towards the Objects of its Perceptions; nor would it love Good, for which it was created; So that 'tis impossible to be conceived, that an Intelligent Being should have produc'd it in such a condition. Now withstanding, as Motion is not the Essence of Matter, since it supposes Extension; so * Volition is not the Essence of the Mind, since * Volition supposes Perception.

Thoughts, therefore all alone, is what constitutes the Essence of the Mind, and the different manners of Thinking, as Sensation and Imagination, are only the Modifications it is capable of, but wherewith it is not always modify'd: But * Volition is a Property that always accompanies it, whether in conjunction with, or Separation from the Body; which yet is not Essential to it, since it supposes Thought, and 'tis possible to conceive a Mind without * Will, as a Body without Motion.

However the Power of * Willing is inseparable from the Mind, though it be not essential to it; as the Capacity of being mov'd is inseparable from Matter, though it be not included in its Essence. For as it is impossible to conceive any Matter that cannot be mov'd, so 'tis impossible to conceive any Mind, that has not the Power of Willing, or is incapable of any Natural Inclination. But again, as Matter may be conceiv'd to exist without any Motion, so the Mind may be conceiv'd to exist without any Imprisonment of the Author of Nature towards Good, and consequently without * Will. For the * Will is nothing but the Imprisonment of the Author of Nature, which carries us towards Good in general; as we have explain'd more at large, in the first Chapter of the Fifth Book.

What has been said in that Treatise of the Senses, and what we have now said, of the Nature of the Mind, does not suppos we know all the Modifications it is capable of; We are far from making such like Suppositions; believing on the contrary, that the Mind has a Capacity of receiving an infinite succession of different Modifications, which the same Mind knows nothing of.

The least portion of Matter is capable of receiving a Figure of three, fix, ten, or of ten thousand Sides; also a Circular, or Elliptic Figure, which may be consider'd as Figures of infinite Sides and Angles. The different Species of each of these Figures are innumerable; Infinite are Triangles of a different Species, and more fill are the Figures of four, six, ten, or ten thousand Sides, and of infinite Polygons. For a Circle, an Ellipsis, and in general every regular or irregular Curvilinear Figure, may be consider'd as an infinite Polygon: An Ellipsis, for instance, as an infinite Polygon, but whose Sides or Angles are unequal, being greater towards the little Diameter, than the great; and so of many other infinite Polygons, more compound and irregular.

A plain piece of Clay therefore is capable of infinite, or rather infinitely infinite different Modifications, which no Mind can comprehend. What reason is there then to imagine that the Soul, which is far more noble than the Body, should be capable only of those Modifications she has already receiv'd?
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Had we never felt Pleasure or Pain, had we never Seen Light nor Colour; or had we been with respect to all things, as the Blind and Deaf are, in regard to Sounds and Colours; should we have had Reason to conclude we were incapable of all the Sensations we have of Objects? For these Sensations are only the Modifications of our Soul, as has been prov’d in the Book concerning the Senses.

It must be granted then, that the Capacity the Soul has of Receiving different Modifications, is probably greater than the Capacity it has of Conceiving. I would say, that as the Mind cannot exhaust, or comprehend all the Figures Matter can be fashion’d in, so it can’t comprehend all the different Modifications possible for the Almighty Hand of GOD to Mint the Soul into, though it knew as diligently the Capacity of the Soul, as it knows that of Matter; which yet it cannot do, for the Reasons I shall bring in the Seventh Chapter of the Second Part of this Book.

If the Soul, whilst we are on Earth, receives but few Modifications, 'tis because it is united to the Body, and depends upon it. All her Sensations have reference to her Body, and as she has not the Fruit of GOD, so she has none of those Modifications this Fruit should produce.

The Matter wherein our Body is composed, is capable but of very few Modifications in our Lifetime; it cannot be resolv’d into Earth and Vapour, till after our Death: It cannot at present become Air, Fire, Diamond, or Metal; it cannot grow round, square, or triangular; it must necessarily be Flesh, and have the Figure of a Man, to the end the Soul may be united to it.

'Tis the same case with our Soul: She must necessarily have the Sensations of Heat, Cold, Colour, Light, Sounds, Odors, Tafts, and many other Modifications, to the end the may continue united to her Body. All her Sensations are subjacent to the Preservation of her Machine. They trouble her, and displease her, if but the least inward Spring chance to break or flake; which necessarily subjects the Soul to her Body, as long as her Body is subject to Corruption.

But when the Body shall be cloath’d with Immortality, and we shall no longer fear the Dissolution of its parts; 'tis reasonable to believe the Soul shall be no longer touch’d with those inconceivable Sensations, which we feel against our Will; but with infinite others of a different kind, wherein we have at present no Idea; which will exceed all that we can think, and will be worthy the Creatures and Goodness of the GOD we shall enjoy.

'Tis therefore unreasonable for any one to think he so thoroughly comprehends the Nature of the Soul, as to be able to pronounce it incapable of any thing more than Knowledge, and Love. This indeed might be maintain’d by those who attribute their Sensations to external Objects, or to their Body, and who would have their Passions to be in their Hearts. For indeed if we rob the Soul of all her Passions and Sensations, all that we leave discoverable in her is, no more than a consequence of Knowledge, or of Love. But I cannot conceive how those who are retir’d from those Delusions of the Senses, can perforce themselves, that all our Sensations and our Passions, are nothing but knowledge and Love; I would say, Species of confus’d Judgments the Soul pass’d upon Objects, with reference to the Body which the Animates. I cannot conceive, how a Man can affirm Light, Colours, Odors, and the like, to be Judgments of the Soul; for it seems to me on the contrary, that I distinctly perceive Light, Colours, Smells, and the other Sensations, to be Modifications quite different from Judgments.

But let us make choice of more lively Sensations, and such as the Mind is most taken up with; and see what these Passions say of Pain and Pleasure. They will have these Sensations, with several most considerable* Authors, to be only the consequences or dependences of the Faculties we have of Knowing and Willing; and that Pleasure, in instant, is only the Regret, the Opposition, and Aversion the Will has, to what she knows hurtful to the Body which she loves. Now to me this seems evidently to confound Pain with Sorrow; but so far is Pain from being a Consequence of the Knowledge of the Mind, and the Action of the Will, that on the contrary it precedes them both.

If you put, for example, a burning Coal in the Hand of a Man asleep, or that was warming his Hands behind him; I know not how it can be with any probability affirm’d, that this Man first knew there happen’d in his Hand some Motions contrary to the good Constitution of his Body; that hereupon his Will oppos’d them; and that his Pain was the Consequence of that Knowledge of his Mind, and Opposition of his Will. On the contrary, it is in my Opinion undoubtedly certain, that the first thing this Man perceived as soon as the Coal touch’d his Hand, was Pain; and that the Knowledge of the Mind, and Opposition of the Will, were only the Consequences of it, though they were truly the Cause of the Sorrow which succeeded the Pain.

But there’s a vast difference between this Pain and the Sorrow it produces. Pain is the first thing the Soul is sensible of; it is not preceded by any Knowledge, nor can ever be agreeable and welcome of it felt. Whereas Sorrow is the last thing the Soul feels; it is ever preceded with Knowledge, and is always pleasant of it felt. This is evidently manifest from the Pleasure that attends the Sorrow a Man’s affected with, at the direful Representations of the Theatre, for this Pleasure increases with the Sorrow; but Pleasure never increases with Pain. The Consequences, who study the Art of Pleasing, know well that they must never lay the Stage in Blood, because the sight, though of a fictitious Murder, would be too Terrible to be Pleasing: But they are not afraid of touching the Spectators with a deep Sorrow; because Sorrow is ever agreeable, when there’s occasion to be mov’d with it. There is then an Essential difference between Sorrow
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Sorrow and Pain; and it can no wise be said, that Pain is nothing but the Knowledge of the Mind, together with an Opposition of the Will.

As to all the other Sensations, such as are Smells, Tasts, Sounds, Colours, the generality of Men do not think they are the Modifications of their Soul. But on the contrary, judge they are diffuse upon the Objects; or at least that they are only in the Soul, as an Idea of a Square or a Circle; that is, are united to the Soul, but are not the Modifications of it; and the Reason of their judging thus is, that this kind of Sensations do not much affect them; as I have shown in the Explication of the Errors of the Senses.

It ought then, I think, to be concluded, That we know not all the Modifications incident to our Soul; and that, besides those which she has by the Organs of Senses, it is impossible for her to have infinite others, which she has never experienced, nor ever shall, till deliver'd from the captivity of her Body.

And yet it must be confess'd, that as Matter is not capable of infinite different Configurations, but because of its Extent; so the Soul is not capable of different Modifications but on the account of Thought; it being manifest that the Soul would be incapable of the Modifications of Pleasure, Pain, and even of those that are indifferent to her, were it not for her being capable of Perception or Thought.

It is sufficient then to know, that Thought is the Principle of all these Modifications: If any one will have something in the Soul previous to Thought, I shall not dispute with him: But as I am allow'd that no One has any Knowledge of his Soul, but by Thought, or by being inwardly conscious of what passes in his Mind; so I am certain that if any One would reason about the Nature of the Soul, he ought only to confute, that Internal Sensation, which constantly represents her to himself such as she is, and not to imagine against the conviction of his own Conscience, that she is an invisible Fire, a Subtle Air, Harmony, or the like.

C H A P. II.

I. The Mind being limited, cannot comprehend any thing of an infinite Nature. II. Its Limitation is the Origine of a great many Errors: III. And especially of Herefies. IV. The Mind must be submitted unto Faith.

So then, that which we immediately discover in the Thought of Man, is its being limited to a very narrow compass; from which conclusion may be drawn two very important Conclusions: As first, that the Soul cannot perfectly know Infinity. Secondly, that she can have no distinct Knowledge of many things at once. For as a piece of Wax is incapable of admitting at the same time a great number of different Figures; so the Soul is incapable of knowing at the same time a multitude of things. And as again a piece of Wax cannot be square and round at the same time, but only semi-square and semi-circular; and the more different Figures it has, the less perfect and distinct they will be; so the Soul cannot perceive many things at once; and her Thoughts will be so much more confused, as they are more numerous.

Last of all, as a piece of Wax, which had a thousand Faces, and on each Face a different Figure, would be neither square, nor round, nor oval, nor could a Man say what Figure it was of: So it sometimes happens that a Man has a multitude of different Thoughts, that he fancies he thinks of nothing at all; which is exemplify'd in those that fall into a Trance. The Animal Spirits irregularly turning in their Brain, excite such a multitude of Traces, as not to open any one strongly enough, to produce any particular Sensation, or distinct Idea in the Mind; so that these Persons perceive so many things at once, that they have no distinct Perception of any, and this makes them conclude they have perceived nothing.

But not that sometimes Men swoon away for want of Animal Spirits: But at that time the Soul having only Thoughts of Pure Intellection, which leave no Traces in the Brain, we never remember them when we come to our selves; and that makes us believe we have thought of Nothing. This I have said by the way, to shew it is a mistake to believe the Soul does not always think, because Men fancy sometimes they think not of any thing.

Every one that reflects but a little upon his own Thoughts, is experimentally convince'd that the Mind cannot apply it self to the consideration of many things at once, and fortiori is unable to comprehend what's infinite. And yet out of an unaccountable Caprice, such as are not ignorant of this, apply themselves rather to the Contemplation of infinite Objects, and of Questions that demand an infinite capacity of Mind, than to such as are suited to the Reach and Abilities of their mind. And a great many others, who would fain know all things, study so many Sciences at once, as only confound the Understanding and incapacitate it for any true Science at all.

How many do we see deferto of comprehending the Divisibility of Matter and infiniteness; and of knowing how 'tis possible for a grain of Sand to contain so many parts in it, as this Earth, tho' proportionably less? What a multitude of Questions are form'd, never to be resolved upon that Subject; and many others which include any thing of Infinity in them; the Resolution of which,
which Men think to find in their own Mind? When yet, though they study them till they sweat, all they gain at last, is only to be opinionated with some Error, or Extravagance or other.

'Tis certainly a very pleasant thing to see Men deny the Divisibility of matter to infinitum; merely because they cannot comprehend it, though they rightly comprehend the Demonstrations that prove it, and did this at the same time that they confess it impossible for the Mind of Man to comprehend Infinity. For the Arguments which shew matter to be divisible to infinitum, still remain demonstrative, if there were ever any such; and they acknowledge it when they consider them with Attention. Notwithstanding which, if they hear Objections proposed, which they cannot answer, their Mind recoils from the Evidence just perceiv'd, and they begin to boggle at them. They are naturally taken up with the Objection which they cannot answer; they invent some frivolous Distinction to the Demonstrations of infinitum Divisibility; and conclude at last that they were deceiv'd; and that all the World is in an Error. Hence they embrace the contrary Opinion, and defend it by Turgid Points (Praetia inflata) and such kind of Extravagances their Imagination is lure to furnish them withal. Now the reason of their Delusions, is the want of being inwardly convinced, that the Mind of Man is Finite; and that there is no necessity of comprehending the Divisibility of Matter to infinitum, in order to be persuaded of it: Because all the Objections that require the Comprehending it for their Resolution, are such as 'tis impossible should be resolved.

Would Men only stick to such Questions as these, we should not have much reason to be concerned at it; for though there may be some that are prepossess'd with particular Errors, yet they are Errors of little consequence. And as for the rest, they have not altogether left their time, in thinking on things they cannot comprehend: For at least, they are convinced of the Weakness of their Mind. "Tis good (says a very judicious Author) to tire and fatigue the Mind with such kind of Subtilties, in order to make its Premission, and to make it less daring, ever to oppose its feeble Lights to the Arguments propo'd to it by the Gospel, under pretence it cannot comprehend them. For since all the Strength of the Mind of Man is oblig'd to fall under the weight of the least Atom of Matter, and to acknowledge, it clearly sees, it is infinitely divisible, without being able to comprehend how 'tis possible: Is this not visibly to sin against Reason, to refuse to believe the wonderful Effects of the Allmightiness of God; (which is of it self incomprehensible,) for that very Reason that our Mind cannot comprehend them.

The most dangerous Effect thus produced by the ignorance of, or rather Ineffectuality to the Limitation and Weakness of an Humane Mind; and consequently to its Incapacity of comprehending what any ways belongs to infinitum, is Heresy. There are to be seen, if I mistake not, in these days above any other, a great many Men, who form a peculiar Theology to themselves; which has no other Foundation than their own Mind, and the Natural Weakness of their Reason; because even in Subjects, not under the Jurisdiction of Reason, they will not believe what they cannot comprehend. The Sectarians cannot comprehend the Mysteries of the Trinity and Incarnation: And this suffices not only to their disbelieving it, but also to their Affirming of things that Believe it, in an Arrogant and a Libertine way, that they are born to Slavery. A Calvinist can't conceave how 'tis possible for the Body of Jesus Christ, to be really present in the Sacraments of the Altar, at the same time he is in Heaven; and hence he thinks he has sufficient Reason to conclude it impossible, as if he perfectly comprehended how far the Power of God could go.

So a Man that's convinced of his own Liberty, if he falls to work, and heeds his Head in endeavouring to recover the fore-knowledge of God's Will, and his Decrees with Liberty, will possibly fall into the Error of those, who do not believe that Man is a free Agent. For being unable on one hand to conceive how the Providence and fore-knowledge of God can be compatible with the Liberty of Man; and on the other, his respect for Religion, forbidding him to deny a Providence, he will think himself oblig'd to cavil Men of their Freedom; or not making sufficient Reflection on the Weakness of his Mind, will fancy he is able toathom the Mysteries ways God has of reconciling his Decrees with our Liberty.

But Heretics are not the only Men who want Attention to consider the Weakness of their Mind, and that give it too much Scope and Liberty of judging of things, which it cannot attain to: This being the fault of most Men, especially of some Divines of the later Ages. For we may perhaps reasonably say, that some of them do frequently employing Humane Reasonings, to prove or explain the mysteries above Reason, though it may be done with good Intention, and for the Defence of Religion against Heretics; give frequent occasion to the same Heretics of adhering obstinately to their Errors, and treating the Mysteries of Faith as Humane Opinions.

The Working and Agitation of the Mind, and the Subtilities of the Science, are no means to make Men sensible of their own Weakness, and to inpyre them with that Spirit of Submission requisite to make them humbly resign to the Decisions of the Church. On the contrary, these Subtily and Humane Reasonings, may kindle a secret Pride in their Heart, and dispose them to imploy their Mind to evil purpose, by framing a Religion suitable to its Capacity. And so are we from seeing Heretics convinced by Philosophical Arguments, and the Reading of Books purely Scholastical, so as to acknowledge and condemn their Errors; that on the contrary, we find them daily taking constant occasion from the Weakness of some School-men's Arguments, to turn the most Sacred Mysteries of our Religion into Jest and Railway; which indeed are not established.
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on any Reason, and Explications of Humane Derivation, but only on Authority of the Word of GOD, written or unwritten, that is transmitted down to us by way of Tradition.

And indeed 'tis impossible for Humane Reason to make us comprehend how one GOD is in Three Persons: How the Body of our LORD can be really present in the Eucharist: and how 'tis consistent for Man to be free, whilst GOD knows from all Eternity all that Man shall do. The Reasons that are brought to prove and explain these things are such for the generality, as convince none but those who are willing to admit them without Examination; but look ridiculous and extravagant to Men minded to oppugn them, and that are not settled in the Belief of the Foundation of these mysteries. Nay, it may be said, that the Objections that are formed against the Principal Articles of our Faith, and especially against the mysteries of the TRINITY, are so strong, as cannot possibly admit of any clear, evident, and satisfactory Solution; such I mean, as one way or other does not shock our weak and flaggaring Reason: These mysteries being, in truth, incomprehensible.

The best way of converting Hereticks, is not then to accustom them to the Exercise of Reason, by urging to them only uncertain Arguments, deduced from Philosophy; because the Truths we would instruct them in, come not under the Scrutiny of Reason. Nor is it always convenient, to use Argument in Truths, that can be made out by Reason, as well as Tradition, as the Immortality of the Soul, Original Sin, the necessity of Grace, the corruption of Nature, and some others; for fear leaf the Mind having once tasted the Evidence of Argument, upon these Questions, will not acquiesce in those which are only prov'd by Tradition. On the other hand, they should be taught to quit their own Reason, by making them sensible of its Weakness, its Limitation, and its Disproportion to our mysteries; and when the Pride of their mind shall be humbled and brought down, it will be easy to introduce them into the Sentiments of the Church; by representing to them her Authority, or explaining to them the Tradition of all Ages, if they are capable of understanding it.

But whilst men are continually calling of their Sight, from the Weakness and Limitation of their Mind, their Courage will be puffed up with an indireet Preumtion; they will be dazzled by an abusive Light, and blinded with the love of Glory; and so Hereticks will be continually Hereticks: Philosophers obstinate and opinionated: And Men will never leave disputing on all things they can dispute on, as long as Disputation pleases them.

C H A P. III.

I. The Philosophers dissipate or dissolve the force of their Minds, by applying it to Subject's, including too many Relations, and depending on too many things; and by observing no Method in their Studies. II. An Instance taken from Aristotle. III. That Geometricians on the contrary take a good Method in the Search of Truth: Especially those who make use of Algebra, and Analytacks. IV. That their Method increases the strength of the Mind, and that Aristotle's Logic lessens it. V. Another Fault of Learned Men.

MEN not only involve themselves in a multitude of Errors, by being buried with Questions, partaking of Infinity, whilft their Mind is Finite; but by over-matching their Mind which is but of a narrow Reach, with those of a vast Comprehension.

It has been already said, That as a piece of Wax was incapable of receiving many perfect and very distinct Figures, so the Mind was incapable of receiving many distinct Ideas; that is, of perceiving many things distinctly at the same time. Whence 'tis easy to conclude, that we should not apply our selves at first to the finding out occult Truths, the Knowledge whereof depends on too many things, some of which are unknown to us, or not so familiar as they should be: For we ought to study with order, and make what we know distinctly, servicable to the Learning we know not, or what we know but confusedly. And yet the most part of those, who take to any Study, trouble not themselves so much: They never make trial of their forces, nor enter into themselves to try how far the reach of their Mind will go: 'Tis a secret Vanity, and a disorderly Desire of Knowledge, and not Reason, which regulates their Studies: For without confulting their Reason, they undertake the fathoming the most hidden and incontinent Truths, and the resolving Questions, which depend on such a multitude Relations, that the most quick and piercing Mind would, to the discovering their Truth with an absolute Certainty, require several Ages, and infinite Experiments to build upon.

In Medicine and Morality, there are a vast many Questions of this nature; all the Sciences of Bodies and their Qualities; as of Animals, Plants, Metals, and their Properties, are such Sciences as can never be made sufficiently evident, or certain; especially unless they are cultivated in another manner, than has been done; and the most simple and least compos'd, are begun with,
on which those other depend. But Men of Study care not to be at the pains of a methodical Philosophy: They are not agreed about the certainty of the Principles of Physics. They frankly confess they know not the Nature of bodies in general, nor their Qualities. And yet they fancy themselves able, for instance, to account for Old Men's Hairs growing White, and their Teeth becoming Black, and such like Questions, which depend on so many Causes, as 'tis impossible to give any invariable Reason of them. For to this, 'tis necessary to know, wherein truly consists the Whitenefs of Hairs in particular; the Humours they are fed with; the Strainers which are in the Body, to let these Humours through; the Conformation of the Root of the Hairs, or of the Skin they pass through; and the difference of all these things, in a Young Man, and an Old Man; which is absolutely impossible, or at least extremely difficult to be known.

Arisftote, for instance, has pretended not to be ignorant of that adventitious Whitenefs in the Hairs of Old Men; and has given several Reasons for it in several places of his Books. But being a good Geometrician, Nature, he has not stopp'd there; but penetrated much farther. He has moreover discover'd, that the Canfe which turn'd Old Men's Hairs white, was the self-same with that which made some Men, and some Horfes, have one Eye Blue, and the other of another Colour. These are his Words: 'Επεξεργάσατο ἐντὸν ἀληθῶς, ἵνα διδάξητο μόνον ἐκ τῆς φυσικῆς, ὅτι τὰς μορφὰς τῆς φύσεως. This is very surprizing, but there is nothing un-intelligible to this Great Man, who gives Reasons for such a vast number of things, in almost all parts of his Physics, as the most enlightened Men of this Age believe impenetrable; which must needs give good grounds for an Author's saying. He was given us by GOD, that we might be ignorant of nothing possible to be known: Arisftoteles est SOMMA VISITAS, quoniam ejus Intellectus fuit satis humanus intellectus. Quan bene diximus de illo, quod exitum rei spiritus, & data nobis divina Providentia, ut non ignoramus possibilis seiri. Averroes ought too to have said, That Arisftote was given us by Divine Providence, for he was able to be incomprehensible; for what he teaches us, not only the things which may be known, but (since we must believe him on his word, his Doctrine being the Sovereign Truth, SOMMA VISITAS) he teaches us likewise those things, which 'tis impossible to know.

Undoubtedly a Man must have a strong Faith, thus to believe Arisftote, when he only gives us Logical Reasons; and explains the Effects of Nature, by the confused Notions of the Sects; especially when he positively determines upon Questions, which we cannot see possible for Men ever to resolve. Yet Arisftote takes particular care of admonishing us to believe him on his word: it being an uncontroulered Axiom, with this Author, That a Disciple is to believe: An order & pażesiwn. True; sometimes Disciples are oblig'd to believe their Masters: But their Faith should reach no farther than to Experiments, and matters of Fact. For, would they become true Philosophers, they ought to examine their Master's Reasons, and never receive them till they have discover'd their Evidence by their own. But to become a Peripatetic Philosopher, there is no more requisite, than to believe, and to remember: The same Disposition of Mind going to the reading that Philosophy, as to the reading of an History. For should a Man take the freedom of using his Mind and his Reason, he must not expect to grow any considerable Philosopher. Sei ò òlæ χεκαριν. But the Reason why Arisftote, and a great many other Philosophers have pretended to know, what can never be known, is their not well distinguishing the difference between knowing, and knowing; betwixt having a Certain and Evident Knowledge, and only a Probable and Obstinate: And the Reason of their not having observe'd that Distinction, is being taken up always with subjects of a greater Reach and Comprehension, than their own Mind; so that they have usually been only some parts thereof, without being able to take them all in together; which suffices to the Discovery of many Probabilities, but not for the evident Discovery of Truth. Besides which, Vanity, being the Motive to their seeking Science, and Probabilities making more for their Eeeem among Men, than Truth it self, as being more proportion'd to the ordinary Nature and ability of the Mind; they neglected to search for the necessary means of augmenting its Capacity, and giving it a greater Growth and Comprehension; for which reason they have not been able to go to the bottom of Truths that lay any thing deep and conceal'd.

The Geometricians only have well discover'd the narrow Capacity of the Mind; at least have taken such a Method in their Studies, as shews they have a perfect Knowledge of it; especially those who use Algebra and Analysis; which Foppa and Des-Cartes have re-establish'd and perfeet'd in this Age. Which is herein apparent, that these Men never attempted the Reformation of Difficulties very Complex: Till after having most clearly known the more Simple, which they depend on; they never fix'd to the consideration of Crooked Lines, as of Crooked Sections, till they we perfect Masters of common Geometry. But what is peculiar to the Analysts, is that, seeing their Mind incapable of Attention to many Figures at once, and unable to imagine Solids of more than three Dimensions, though there were frequent necessity of conceiving such as had more; they made use of common Letters, that are very familiar to us, to express and abridge their Idea's. And thus the Mind being not confound'd, or taken up with the Representations, it would be oblig'd to make, of a great many Figures, and an infinite number of Lines, can fuzzy at a single view, what otherwise was impossible to be seen: Forasmuch as the Mind can't launch out farther, and penetrate into a great many more things, when its Capacity is manag'd to the best ad-
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So that all the Skill and Artifice there is in making the Mind deeper-sighted, and more comprehensive, consists, as shall be explained in another place, in a dexterous management of its Strength and Capacity; and in not laying it out impertinently on things not necessary to the discovery of the Truth it is in search of: Which is a thing well worthy to be observed. For this one thing makes it evident, that the ordinary Logick are more proper, to restrain the Capacity of the Mind, than enlarge it; it being visible, that by employing the Rules they give in the finding out any Truth, the Capacity of the Mind must be taken up with them; and so it must have the Liberty for attending to, and comprehending the whole extent of the subject it examines.

'Tis manifest enough then, from what hath been said, that most Men have made but little Reflection on the Nature of the Mind, when they would implant it in The Search of Truth; that they have not been thoroughly convinced of its little Extent, and the necessity there is of Husbanding it well, and increasing it; and that this is one of the most considerable Causes of their Errors, and of their false successe in their Studies.

This is not said with Presumption, that there were ever any who knew not their Mind was limited, and straitened in its Capacity and Comprehension. This doubtles has been known, and is still confes'd by all the World. But the generality know it only confes'dly, and confes'd it no farther than Teeth-outswards: For the conduct they take in their Studies, gives the Lye to their Confession; since they act as if they truly believ'd their Mind was Infinite; and are devisors of diving into things which depend on a great many Causes, whereas they commonly know not any one.

There is still another Failing, very customary with Studious Men; and that is their applying to too many Sciences at once; to that if they study six hours a day, they sometimes study six different things. 'Tis visible, that this fault proceeds from the same Cause as the others I have been speaking of. For there is great probability, that if those, who studied in this manner, knew evidently how disproportion'd it was to the Capacity of their Mind; and that it was more apt to fill it with Error and Confusion, than with true Science; they would not let themselves be transported with the disorderly motives of their Passion and Vanity: For indeed this is not the way to be satisfy'd in our pursuits, but the most ready means to know nothing at all.

CHAP. IV.

I. The Mind cannot dwell long upon Objects that have no Relation to it, or that include not something of Infinity in them. II. The Inconstancy of the Will, is the Cause of all Application, and consequently of Error. III. Our Sensations take us up more, than the Pure Idea's of the Mind: IV. Which is the Source of the Corruption of our Morals: V. And of the Ignorance of the Vulgar sort of Men.

The Mind of Man is not only subject to Error, for want of being Infinite, or for being of less Extent than the Objects of its Consideration; as has been explained in the two last Chapters: But because it is Inconstant, and nothing Resolute in its Action; and unable to keep the View fixt and Ready on the Object, long enough to examine all the parts of it.

The better to conceive the Cause of this Inconstancy and Levity of the Mind, we must know that the Will is the Direc'tres of its Action; that the Will applies it to the Objects which it loves; and that the fame Will is itself in perpetual fluctuation and disquietude, whereof I affirm this to be the Cause.

'Tis not to be doubted but GOD is the Author of all things, and has made them only for Himself, and that he draws the Heart of Man towards him, by a Natural and Invincible Impression, which he perpetually influences him withal.

'Tis impossible for GOD to have will'd that there should be any Will that did not love Him, or that lov'd Him less than any other Good, if there could be any other besides Himself; it being impossible for Him to ordain, that a Will should not love that which was supremely Amiable, or should love that more which was less lovely. And thus Natural Love must needs carry us to GOD, as proceeding from GOD, and nothing being able to stop the motions thereof, unless GOD Himself that impresses them. There is then no Will whatever, but necessarily follows the motions of this Love. The Righteous and the Wicked, the Blessted and the Damned, love GOD with this Love; and 'tis this Love, in one sense, that is the Cause of the Mifery of the latter. For this Natural Love we have for GOD, being the same thing with the Natural Impression, which carries us towards Good in general, towards Infinite Sovereign Good; 'tis manifest that all Minds love GOD with this Love, since there is no other that is the Universal, the Infinite, the Sovereign Good.

For, lastly, All Spirits, and even the Drolls, passionately desire to be Happ-
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One of the main Causes of our Mind's wanting Application for Abstract Truths, is our seeing them as at a Distant, whereof other things are continually offering themselves to the Mind, that are nearer at hand: The great Attention of the Mind, brings home, as I may say, the remote Ideas of the Objects we consider. But it often falls out, that when a Man is very intent on Metaphysical Speculation, he is easily thrown off from them, by some accidental Sensations breaking in upon the Soul, which fit closer to it than those Ideas: For there needs no more than a little Pleasure or Pain to do it. The Reason whereof is, that Pleasure and Pain, and all Sensations in general, are within the Soul: They move her, and touch her more to the quick, than the simple Ideas of Objects of Pure Intellect, which though present to the Mind, neither touch, nor modify it at all. And thus the Mind on one hand, being of a straitened and narrow reach, and on the other, unable to prevent feeling Pain, and all its other Sensations, has its Capacity fill'd up with them; and so cannot at one and the same time, be sensibl[e] of any thing, and think freely of other Objects that are not sensibl[e]: The Humming of a Fly, or of any other little Animal, supposing it communicated to the principal part of the Brain, and perceived by the Soul, is capable (do what we can) of interrupting our Consideration of very Abstract and Sublime Truths, because no Abstract Idea's modify the Soul; whereas all Sensations do.

From hence it arises that Stupidity and Dourness of the Mind, in regard of the most Fundamenta[l] Truths of Christian Morality, which Men know only in a Speculative and Cruel manner, without the Grace of Jesus Christ. All the World knows there is a God, and that this GOD is to beserv'd and worship'd. But who is it, that serves and worships him without the Divine Grace, which alone gives us as a relish of Delight and Pleasure, in those Duties? There are but very few that do not perceive the Emptiness, and Inconstancy of Earthly Goodsn, and that are not convinced with an Abstract, though most certain and evident Conviction, that they are indiffering of our Cares and Application. But where are those, who despise these Goods.
Goods in their Practice, and deny their Pains and Application to acquire them? *'Tis only they that perceive some BITTERNESS and DIFFICULTIES in the Enjoyment of them, or that Grace has made sensible to Spiritual Goods, by an inward Deception, affixed to them by GOD; *'tis the only way to quell the Imagination of Sense, and the Strugglings of Concupiscence: A View of the Mind alone can never make us relish them as we should do; but besides that View, there must be a certain Sensation of the Heart: That Intellectual Light all along, if you please, the SUFFICIENT GRACE, which makes only for our Condemnation, which acquaints us with our own Weakness, and of our Duty of flying by Prayer to Him, who is our Strength: But the Sensation of the Heart, is a Lively and Operative Grace. *'Tis this which touches us inward, which fills us, and pervades the Heart, and without it there is no body that considers with the Heart: *'Nemo et qui receptis corde. All the most certain Truths of Morality, Iye conceald in the folds and doubles, and secret corners of the Mind, and as long as they continue there, are barren and inactive; since the Soul has no relish of them: But the Pleasures of the Senses dwell nearer to the Soul; and since she cannot be infeudable, or out of love with her Pleasure, *'tis impossible to difengage her felt from the Earth, and to get rid of the Charms and Delusions of her Senses, by her own Strength and Abilities.

I deny not however the Righteous, whose Heart has been already vigorously turn'd towards GOD, by a preventing Deception, may without that particular Grace perform some Meritorious Actions, and relish the Motions of Concupiscence. There are those who are courageous and confant in the Law of GOD, by the strength of their Faith, by the care they have to deprive themselves of Sensible Goods; and by the contempt and dislike of every thing that can give them any temptation: There are such as act for the most part without the taint of Indeliberate or Preventing Pleasure: That sole Joy, they find in acting according to the Will of GOD, is the only Pleasure they take; and that Pleasure suffices to make them persever in their eflate, and to confirm the Disposition of their Heart: Those who are Novice Converts, have generally need of an Indeliberate, or Preventing Pleasure, to disentangle them from Sensible Goods, to which they are fastened by other Preventing, and Indeliberate Pleasures. Sorrow and Remorse of their Consciences, are not sufficient for this purpose; and as yet they take no Joy: But the Just can live by Faith, and in Indigence; and *'tis likewise in this Eflate they merit most: Forasmuch as Men being Reasonable Creatures, GOD will be lov'd by them with a Love of Choice, and not with a Love of Inclination, or an Indeliberate Love, like that wherewith we love Sensible things, without knowing they be Good, other\'wise than from the Pleasure we receive in them. Notwithstanding, most Men having but little Faith, and yet confant opportunities of tafting Pleasures, cannot long preserve their Elective Love for GOD, against their Natural Love for Sensible Goods, unless the Deception of Grace support them against the Efforts of Pleasure. For the Deception of Grace produces, prefers, and augments Charity, as Sensible Pleasures Cupidity.

It is apparent enough from what has been said, that Men being never free from some Passion, or some pleasantr or troublesome Sensations, have their Capacity and Extent of Mind much en\'up; and when they would imploy the remainder of its Capacity in examining any Truth, they are frequently diverted by some new Sensations; through the dislike they take to that Exercife, and the Inconveniency of the Will, which toffes and bandies the Mind from Object to Object, without letting it stand still. So that unless we have habituated our selves from our Youth to the conquering all these Oppositions, as I have explain\'d in the Second Part, we find our selves at first incapable of piercing into any thing that\'s somewh;'t difficult, and demands something of Application.

Hence we are to conclude, That all Sciences, and especially such as include Questions very hard to be clear\'d up, and explain\'d, abound with an infinite number of Errors: And that we ought to have in Confusion those bulky Volumes we fee daily composd on Medicine, Physics, and Morality, and especially on the particular Quesstons of those Sciences, which are much more complex than the general. We should judge too of these Books to have so much lea\'d worth in them, as they are better entertain\'d by the common fort of Men; I mean those, who are little capable of Application, and know not how to fix their Mind to work; because when an Opinion is cryd up, and applause them, in a matter difficult to be made out, *'tis an infallible sign of its being fallac, and founded only on the delusive Notions of Sense, or some fal\'e Lights of the Imagination.

Nevertheless *'tis not impossible for one Man to discover a great number of Truths, that were conceal\'d from Ages past; supposing this Perfom to have no lack of Parts, and who being in Retirement, as remote as possible from every thing that might distract his Thoughts, applies himself seriuosly to the seeking Truth: Which makes those appear none of the most remarkable Men, who define Mr. Des-Cartes Philosophy, without knowing it; for this only Reason, that it seems next to impossible for a single Man; to have found out Truth, in things so deep and conceal\'d as those of Nature. But did they know the way of Life, that Philosopher chose; the means he implo\'d in his Studies to prevent the Capacity his Mind\'s being that\'d by other Objects, than those he meant to discover the Truth of: The distinctness of his Idea\'s on which he establishd his Philosophy: And generally all the advantages he had above the Ancients, by the New Discoveries; they would certainly receive a more strong and reasonable Prejudice on his behalf, than that of Antiquity, which gives Plato, Aristotle, and divers others their Authority.
And yet I would not advise them to ground only on this Prejudice, and to believe Mr. Des-Cartes a Great Man, and his Philosophy good, because of those advantageous things that may be said for it. Monsieur Des-Cartes was a Man like us, subject to Error and Illusion, no less than others. Not any one of his Works, without even excepting his Geometry, but bears the Character and Earneftness of the weakness of an Humane Mind. Wherefore we ought not to take his word for what he teaches; but read him according to his own Advice, with Precaution, by examining whether he is not deceiv'd, and believing nothing that he says, without being oblig'd to it by its own Evidence, and the secret Reproofs of our Reason. For, in a word, the Mind knows nothing truly, but what it evidently perceives.

We have shewn in the preceding Chapters that our Mind is not infinite, that it is, on the contrary, of but a very indifferent Capacity; and has that Capacity usually fill'd with the Sensations of the Soul: And, lastly, that the Mind receiving its direction from the Will, cannot steadily fix its view upon any Object, without being suddenly thrown off by the Will's Fluctuation and Inconstancy. 'Tis most certain that these things are the most general Causes of our Errors; and I might lay here to make them more evident in particular: But what has been already said, will be enough, with such as are capable of Attention, to give them to understand the weakness of the Humane Mind. I shall treat more at large in the Fourth and Fifth Book, of the Errors that are owing to our Natural Inclinations, and our Passions; of which we have now said something in this Chapter.

The SECOND PART: Concerning The Pure UNDERSTANDING.

Of the Nature of Idea's.

C H A P. I.

I. What is meant by Idea's. That they really exist, and are necessary to our Perceiving all material Objects. II. A Particularization of all the ways possible for us to perceive External Objects.

I suppose that every one will grant, that we perceive not the Objects that are without us immediately, and of themselves. We see the Sun, the Stars, and infinite other Objects without us; and it is not probable that the Soul goes out of the Body, and fetches a walk, as I may say, about the Heavens to contemplate all the Objects therein.

It seeks them not therefore by themselves, and the immediate Object of the Mind, when it beholds the Sun, for example, is not the Sun, but something intimately united to the Soul; and the same thing which I call an Idea. So that by the Term Idea, I mean nothing but that Object which is immediate, or next to the Soul in its Perception of any thing.

It ought to be well observ'd, That in order to the Mind's perceiving any Object, it is absolutely necessary the Idea of that Object be actually present to it; which is so certain as not possible to be doubted of. But it is not necessary there should be any thing without like to that Idea: For it often happens that we perceive things which don't exist, and which never were in Nature. And so a Man has frequently in his Mind real Ideas of things that never were. When a Man, for instance, imagines a golden Mountain, it is indistinctly necessary the Idea of that Mountain should be really present to his Mind. When a Franck, or a Man in a Fever, or Allee, sees some terrible Animal before his Eyes, it is certain that the Idea of that Animal really exists. And yet that Mountain of Gold and this Animal, never were in Being.

Notwithstanding, Men being as it were naturally inclined to believe that none but Corporeal Objects exist, judge of the Reality and Existence of things quite otherwise than they ought. For when they perceive an Object by way of Sense, they would have it most infully to exist, tho' it often happens, that there is nothing of it without; they will have moreover this Object to be just the same as they perceive it; which yet never happens. But as for the Idea which necessarily exists, and cannot be otherwise than we see it, they commonly judge without Reflection, that it is nothing at all; as if Idea's had not a vast number of Properties (as that the Idea of a Square, for instance, were not very different from that of any Number) and did not represent quite different things. Which is not consistent with Nothing, since Nothing has no Property.
Chap. I.  

The Search after Truth.

'Tis therefore undoubtedly certain, that Idea's have a most real Existence. But let us enquire into their Nature, and their Essence; and see what there is in our Soul capable of making to her the Representations of all things.

Whatever things the Soul perceives, are only of two sorts; and are either within or without the Soul. Those that are within the Soul, are her own proper Thoughts; that is, all her different Modifications: For by the words, Thoughts, Manner of Thinking or Modification of the Soul, I mean all those things in general, which cannot be in the Soul, without her perceiving them; fuch are her own Sentiments, her Imagination, her Pure Intuitions, or simply her Conceptions, as also her Passions, and Natural Inclinations. Now our Soul has no need of Idea's to perceive all these things, because they are within the Soul, or rather because they are the very Soul if self, in fuch or fuch a manner; just as the real Rotundity of any Body and its Motion, are nothing but the Body figured and translated, after fuch or fuch a fort.

But as to the things without the Soul, we can have no perception of them, but by the means of Idea's, upon fupposition that these things cannot be intimately united to it; and they are of two sorts, Spiritual and Material: As to the Spiritual, there is some probability they may be discover'd to the Soul without Idea's, immediately by themselves. For though Experience certifies us, that we cannot by an immediate Communication declare our Thoughts to one another, but often by words, and other fensible Signs, whereunto we have annex'd our Idea's; yet we may say that GOD has ordain'd this kind of Occurrence, only for the time of this Life, to prevent the Difficulties that might at present happen, if Men should understand one another as they pleas'd. But when Justice and Order shall reign, and we shall be delivered from the Captivity of our Body, we shall perfectly communicate our Thoughts by the intimate union of our Selves, as 'tis probable the Angels do in Heaven. So that there seems to be no absolute necessity of Idea's, for the representing things of a Spiritual Nature, since 'tis possible for them to be seen by themselves, though in a very dark, and imperfect manner.

I enquire not here how two Spirits can be united to one another, or whether by that means they can ThisPara

open inwards, and make a mutual Discove-

Of their Thoughts. I believe however, there is no Subfluence or of GOD, and that nothing can be evi
dently discover'd but in his Light, and that the Union of Spirits cannot make them visible. For though we be most intimately united with our selves, we both are, and shall be unintelligible to our selves, until we see our selves in GOD, and nor as be
te shall present to us, in our selves, the perfectly intelligible Idea, which he has of his Being, included in his own. And thus though I seem to grant that Angels may manifest to each other, both what they are, and what they think; I must advise, that I do it only because I have no mind to diffuse it; provided unless a it shall be granted me, what can't be contrived, namely, That we cannot discern material things by Man know what think of the Soul, and of the Nature of Idea's.

I will explain in the Seventh Chapter, what my Notion is of the way whereby we know Spi
rts; and I will make it appear, that we cannot at present entirely know them by themselves, though they may possibly be united to us. But I discourse in this place chiefly of material Things, which certainly are incapable of such a manner of Union with our Soul, as is necessary to make them perceived; for that, they being extended, and the Soul not, there is no proportion be
twixt them. And besides, our Souls never depart from our Bodies, to measure the Greatness of the Heavens, and consequently cannot see the Bodies that are without, otherwise than by the Idea's that represent them. And this is what all the World must agree to.

We affirm then, that it is absolutely necessary that the Idea's we have of Bodies, and of all other Objects we perceive not immediately by themselves, proceed from these same Bodies, or these Objects, or else that our Soul has the power of producing these Idea's; or that GOD pro
duced them together with her in the Creation; or that he produces them as often as we think of any Object; or that the Soul has in her self all the Perfections which he discovers in these Bodies; or lastly, is united with an All-perfect Being, who comprehends universally in himself all the perceived Perfections of Created Beings.

There is no perceiving of Objects, but by one of these ways: Let us examine without Pre
pollution which seems the probablest of all, and not be disheartened at the difficulty of the Question: It may be we shall give a Resolution clear enough, though we pretend not to give incontro

tested Demonstrations for all sorts of Persons; but only most convincing Proofs to fuch as with thoughtful Attention shall consider them: For it probably would look like Rafhees and Presump
tion, to talk in a more polite manner.
That Material Objects emit not Species which resemble them.

The most common Opinion is that of the Peripatetics, who pretend, That External Objects send forth Species, which are like them, and that these Species are convey'd by the External Senses, as far as the Commune Sensation. They call that the Species Impressa, because impressed by Objects on the outward Senses. These Impress'd Species being Material and Sensible, are made Intelligible by the Intelligius Agent; and are not to be received in the Intelligius Patients: These Species thus Spiritualiz'd, are term'd Expressa, as being express'd from the impress'd: And by these it is that the Patient Intellect knows all Material things.

I shall not stand to finish the Explanation of these Notable things, and of the diverse ways Philosophers have of conceiving them. For though they be not agreed about the number of the Faculties which they attribute to the Internal Senses and Underfanding, and there are also many that are very dubious, whether they have any need of the Agent Intellect for the knowing Sensible Objects; yet they almost universally agree in the Emission of the Species, or Images resembling the Objects they proceed from: And 'tis only on this Foundation they multiply their Faculties, and defend their Active Intellect. So that this Foundation, having no Solidity, as will be seen by and by, there is no necessity of standing to overthrow all the Superstructures they have built upon it.

I maintain then, it is not probable that Objects should send out Species or Images in their own likeness; and these are my Realms for it. For the first is taken from the Impenetrability of Bodies. All Objects, as the Sun, the Stars, as well as those that are near our Eyes, cannot emit Species of a different Nature from themselves: and for this Reason 'tis usually said by the Philosophers, that these Species are gross and material, to distinguish them from the express'd Species, which are spiritualiz'd: These Impress'd Species of Objects are therefore little Bodies. They cannot then penetrate each other, nor all the Spaces between Heaven and Earth, which must needs be fill'd with them. From whence 'tis easy to conclude, that they must needs bruise, and batter one another, some coming one way, and thwarting others coming another; and fo 'tis impossible they should render Objects visible.

Again, it is possible for one standing on one Point, to see a great number of Objects which are in the Heaven, and on the Earth. There is then a necessity that the Species of all these Bodies be reduc'd into a Point. But they are Impenetrable, since they are extended, Extens, &c.

But we not only can see from one end of the same Point, abundance of moft large, and even immense Objects: There is moreover not any Point in all these great Spaces of the World, from whence we cannot discover an almost inexhaustible number of Objects, and even Objects as big as the Sun, the Moon, and Heavens. There is not then any Point in the great Circumference of the World, wherein the Species of all these things ought not to center, which is contradictory to all appearance of Truth.

The second Reason is taken from the Change these Species undergo. It is certain the nearer an Object is, the greater the Species ought to be, fince we fee the Object greater. Now we cannot see what 'tis that can leffen this Species, and what has thereby compos'd it, when it was greater. But that which is still more difficult to conceive, according to their Notion, is, how in beholding an Object with Magnifying-glasses, or a Microscope, the Species grows on a suddenly, five or six hundred times bigger than it was before; for 'tis still harder to be seen from what adventitious Parts it can increase so mightily in an infant.

The third Reason is, that in looking on a perfect Cube, all the Species of its faces are unequal, and yet we fail not to see all its faces equally square: And so in beholding in a Picture Ovali and Parallelograms, which can only forth Species of a similar Figure; we see notwithstanding Circles and Squares. For this makes it manifestly clear, that there is no necessity the Object we behold should produce Species like it felt, in order to our seeing it.

Lastly, it is not conceivable, how it is possible for a Body, that is not feebly exhausted, to send constantly Species from out of it self on ev'ry side; how it can continually fill with them, so very capacious Spaces all round about: and that with an incomprehensible vividness. For an Object that lay hid, in the very infant of its Discovery, may be seen many millions of Leagues on all sides. And what seems much stranger yet, is, that the Bodies which have a great deal of Action, as the Air, and some others, have not force enough to extrude from them their representative Images; which the grosser and least active Bodies can do, as Earth, Stones, and almost all hard Bodies.

But I shall not spend more time in producing all the Reasons that oppugn this Opinion, because that would be an endless work; the least Essay of Thought furnishing out an inexhaustible number of them. Thyf we have already urg'd, are enough, and even more than were necessary, after what has been said relating to the Subject, in the first Book, when we explain'd the Errors of the Senses. But there being such a multitude of Philosophers devoted to this Opinion, I thought it necessary to say something of it, to put them upon reflecting on their own Thoughts.
That the Soul has no Power to produce Idea's. The Cause of the Error
Men are guilty of, upon this Subject.

The second Opinion is theirs, who believe that our Souls have the Power of producing the Idea's of the things they would contemplate; and that they are mov'd to the producing them, by the impressions Objects make upon the Body: though these impressions, are not Images representative of the Angel, but they are caused by: They pretend it is in this, that Man is made after the Image of God, and partakes of his Power: That as God has created all things out of nothing, and can annihilate them again; and thence create others wholly new; so Man has the Power of Creating and annihilating the Idea's of all things as he pleases.

But there's very good reason to suspect all these Opinion's, that elevate Man so high; as being notions which commonly derive from his vain and haughty Heart, and which the Father of Lights never vouchsafed to give him.

This participation of the Power of God, which Men boast of having, whereby to represent objects, and to do many other particular Actions, is a participation which seems to draw in something of independency, as its ordinarily explain'd. But 'tis likewise a Chimerical Participation, which Men's Ignorance and Vanity have caus'd them to imagine: For they are under a greater Dependence on the Goodness and Mercy of God, than they suppose. But this is not the place to give an Explanation of these: Let us only try to make it visible, that Men have not the Power of forming the Idea's of the things they perceive.

No Man can doubt but that Idea's are real Beings, being they have real Properties; that they differ one from another; and that they represent quite different things. Nor can it reasonably be doubted, but they are of a Spiritual Nature, and very different from the Bodies represented by them. All which seems strong enough to raise a doubt, whether the Idea's by means whereof we perceive Bodies, are not of a nobler extract, than the Bodies themselves. And in earnest, the Intelligible World ought to be perfecter than the Material and Terrestrial, as we shall see in the process of our Discourse; and then, in affirming that Men are impow'd to frame all Idea's as they please, we incur the danger of maintaining that Men have power of making Beings more noble and more perfect, than the World which God has created. But this reflection never enters our Heads, by reason of our imagining an Idea to be nothing, because not obvious to the Sense; or if we look upon it as a Being, 'tis a Being so slender and contemptible, that we fancy it annihilated, as soon as absent from the Mind.

But though it should be true, that Idea's were only little, pitiful, delicable Beings; they are however Beings, and Beings Spiritual: And Men having not the Power of Creating, have not conseqently the Power of Producing them. For the production of Idea's in the manner they explain it, is a true Creation, and though they endeavour to palliate, and soften the Presumption and Harshness of this Opinion, in saying, that the production of Idea's supposes something antecedent, and Creation supposes nothing; yet they bring no Reason to solve the knot of the difficulty.

For it ought well to be heeded, That there is no greater difficulty in producing something out of Nothing than in producing it, by presupposing another thing, out of which it could not be made, and which could contribute nothing to its production. In the Creation of an Angel, there is no greater difficulty, for instance, in the Creation of an Angel, than in the Production of an Angel from a Stone: Because a Stone being a Being of a quite opposite kind, cannot be any ways servicable to the production of an Angel. But it may contribute to the production of Bread, of Gold, &c. because Stone, Gold, and Bread, are only the same Extension, of a divers Configuration, and all these are Material things.

Nay, it is even harder to produce an Angel out of a Stone, than to produce it out of Nothing; because to the producing an Angel out of a Stone, so far as that is possible to be done, the Stone must be first annihilated, and afterwards the Angel Created; but simply to create an Angel, there needs no Annihilation at all. If then the Mind produces its Idea's from the Material Impressions the Brain receives from Objects, it does still the same thing, or a thing as difficult, or even more difficult, than if it created them. Since Idea's being Spiritual, cannot be produced out of Material Images that are in the Brain, to which they have no Proportion or Analogy.

But some will say, That an Idea is not a Subsistence: Be it so; but still it is a Being, and a Being of a Spiritual kind: And as it is impossible to make a Square of a Spirit, though a Square be not a Subsistence; so 'tis impossible to frame a Spiritual Idea, out of a Material Subsistence, tho' an Idea were not a Subsistence.

But suppose we should allow the Mind of Man to have an absolute Power of Creating, and Annihilating the Idea's of things; yet after all; he would never imploy it to the producing them. For as a Painter, though never so excellent at his Art, could not represent an Animal he had never seen, or had no Idea of; so that the Picture he was oblig'd to make of it, would not be like that unknown Animal; so a Man could not form the Idea of an Object, unless he knew it before; that is, unless he had already the Idea of it, which has no dependance on his Will.

But
But if he has the Idea of it already, he knows the Object; and 'tis needless to form a new one of it. 'Tis therefore needless to attribute to the Mind of Man the power of producing its Idea's.

It may perhaps be said, that the Mind has general and confused Idea's, which it does not produce; and that those which it produces are particular, more clever and distinct: but it all comes to the same thing. For as a Painter could not draw the Picture of a particular Man, so as to be certain he had hit it right, unless he had a distinct Idea of him, and even unless the Perfon himself should fit; so the Mind that had only the Idea, for Instance, of Being, or of an Animal in general, could not represent to itself an Horse, nor form any very distinct Idea thereof, nor be allured this Idea perfectly resembled an Horse, unless it had a former Idea thereof, wherewith to collate this second. Now if it had a former, it is in vain to form a second: And the Question proceeds upon that former. Therefore, &c.

It is true, that whilst we conceive a Square by pure Intelligenc, we may besides imagine it, that is, perceive it by drawing the Image of it in the Brain. But 'tis to be observ'd in the first place, that we are not the real and principal Cause of that Image; but it would take up too much time to explain it: And again, that the second Idea, which accompanies that Image, is so far from being more distinct and accurate than the others, that, on the contrary, it owes all its Existence to its Refemblance with the first, which serves to regulate the second. For, in brief, it is not to be believe'd, that the Imagination, or even the Senses, make us a more distinct Representation of Objects, than the Pure Intelligenc; but only that they make the Mind more concern'd, and applicative: For the Idea's of Sence and Imagination, are not distinct any farther, than they are convertible with those of Pure Intelligenc. The Image of a Square, for instance, that the Imagination delineates in the Brain, is no otherwise just and regular, than as it conforms with the Idea of a Square, which we have by Pure Intelligenc. 'Tis that Idea which regulates the Image. 'Tis the Mind that conducts the Imagination, and obliges it, as I may say, to look time after time, whether the Image painted by it, be a Figure of four right and equal Lines, whose Angles are exactly right: In a word, that which is imagin'd, be like that which is conceived.

After what has been said, I suppose no body can doubt, but it is an Error, in those that affirm the Mind can form the Idea's of Objects; since they attribute to the Mind a Power of Creating, and even of Creating with Wisdom and Order, though it has no Knowledge of what it does; a thing utterly inconceivable. But the Cause of this their Error, is that customary Judgment Men make of one thing's being the Cause of another, when they are found conjointly; supposing that the true Cause of this Effect be unknown to them. 'Tis for this Reason, that every one concludes, that a Bowl in motion, meeting with another, is the true and principal Cause of the motion it communicates to it; that the Will of the Soul, is the true and principal Cause of the motion of the Arm, and such like Prejudices as these; because it always happens that a Bowl is mov'd, and it lies in the way of another that knocks against it, and we move our Arms almost as often as we will it; and we do not sensibly perceive what else could be the Cause of these Motions.

But when an Effect is not so constant an attendant on any thing that's not the Cause of it, there are ever many who believe this thing to be the Cause of the Effect that happens, though all Men fall not into this Error. A Comet, for Instance, appears, and presently after a Prince goes off, &c. Stones are expos'd to the Moon, and are eaten with Worms: The Sun is in Conjunction with Mars, at the Nativity of a Child; and that Child has some Fortune extraordinary: This is Argument sufficient to persuade a great many, that the Comet, the Moon, the Conjunction of the Sun with Mars, are the Causes of the Effects I have mention'd, and of others that are like them: And the Reason why all the World is not of the same Opinion, is their Observation that the like Effects do not at all times attend these Causes.

But all Men having commonly Idea's of Objects present to their Mind, when they desire it; and this happening many times a day, very few of them but conclude, that the Will, which accompanies the Production, or rather Presence of Idea's, is the true Cause of them; because they see nothing at the same time to which they can attribute them: And they imagine that Idea's come to exist, when out of the view of the Mind; and that they begin to exist again, when re-presented to it.

'Tis upon the same account too, that some judge that External Objects send forth Images that resemble them; so as has been said in the preceding Chapter. For it being impossible to see Objects by themselves, or any other way than by their Idea's, they judge that the Object produces the Idea; because when 'tis present, they see it, when absent, it disappears; and the presence of the Object, almost always is found in company with the Idea that represents it to us.

However, if Men were not rash and incredulous in their judgments, they ought only to conclude from the Idea's of things being present to their Mind, whenever they will have them, that according to the order of Nature, their Will is for the most part necessary to their having these Idea's, but not that the Will is the True and Principal Cause: that exhibits them to the Mind, much less that the Will produces them out of nothing, or in the manner they explain it. Nor is there any more Reason for concluding, that Objects emit Species that resemble them; because the Soul has seldom any Perception of them, but when they are present; but only that the Object is for the most part necessary to the Idea's being present to the Mind. Lastly, They ought not to conclude, that the Bowl in motion, is the principal and true Cause of the motion of
of another, which it meets in its way; since the first has no power of moving it self. They can only judge, that the Collision of the two Bowls, is an occasion to the Author of the motion of Matter, to execute the decree of his Will; which is the universal Caufe of all things, by communicating to the other Bowl a part of the motion of the first; that is, to speak more clearly, by willing that the latter should acquire as much motion as the former lost; for the impellent force of Bodies can be nothing but the Will of him that prefers them, as will be made appear in another place.

C H A P. IV.

That we perceive not Objects by means of Idea’s Created with us. That GOD does not produce them in us, every moment we have need of them.

The third Opinion is of those who pretend, That all Idea’s are Created with us. For our better discovering how little likelihood there is in this Opinion, we must confider that there are in the World many quite different things, whereof we have Idea’s. But to mention only simple Figures, it is certain that the number of them is infinite; and even if we fix only on an Ellipsis, it is not to be doubted but the Mind can conceive an infinite number of Ellipsis of a different Species; insomuch as it can conceive, that one of its Diameters may be lengthened to Infinity, the other remaining constantly the same.

So since the Height of a Triangle may be augmented or diminished to Infinity, the side which serves for the Base, being fill the same, we conceive there may be infinite Triangles upon the same Base, of a different Species. And moreover, which I desire may be well confider’d here, the Mind in some manner perceiveth that infinite number, though it cannot imagine but a very few, and a Man cannot, at one and the same time, have particular and distinct Idea’s of many Triangles of a different Species. But that which should be most especially attended to, is, that this general Idea the Mind has of an infinite number of Triangles of a different Species, is a sufficient proof, that if we cannot conceive by particular Idea’s all these different Triangles; in a word, if we cannot comprehend Infinity, ‘tis not for want of Idea’s, or because Infinity is not present to our Mind; but meerly for want of the Mind’s Capacity and Comprehension. If a Man should apply himself to the confidering the Properties of all the diverse Species of Triangles, and even should eternally pursue this sort of Study, he would find new and particular Idea’s, in an endless succession: But his Mind would tire under the unprofitable Disquisition.

What have we now said of Triangles, may be apply’d to Figures of five, fix, an hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand sides, and so up to infinity. And if the sides of a Triangle, being capable of infinite Relations with each other, can make Triangles of infinite Species, it is easy to be seen that the Figures of Four, Five, or of a Million sides, are capable of much greater Differences, as being subject to a far greater number of Relations and Combinations of their sides than simple Triangles.

The Mind then discerns all these things, and has Idea’s of them all. And ’tis certain these Idea’s will never be exhausted, though it should employ infinite Ages in the consideration of one Figure only; and if it perceives not these infinite Figures all at once, or if it comprehend not infinity, ’tis only because its Capacity is too short and limited. It has then an infinite number of Idea’s: What said I, an infinite number? It has so many infinite numbers of Idea’s, as there are different Figures: Insomuch that there being an infinite number of different Figures, the Mind must have an infinity of infinite numbers of Idea’s, for the Knowledge of Figures only.

Now I demand of them, Whether ’tis probable that GOD has created so many things with the Mind of Man? For my own part I can never enter into my Head; especially since it might be done in another most simple and eafe manner, as we shall see by and by. For whereas GOD acts always by the most simple means, it seems unreasonable to explain our manner of knowing Objects, by admitting the Creation of an infinity of Beings, when the difficulty may be resolve’d in a way more eafe and natural.

But what if the Mind had a Magazine of all the Idea’s necessary to its Perception of things? It would be still extremely difficult to explain, how the Soul could make choice of them, to represent Objects to her self; how, for instance, she could bring it about to perceive the Sun, when it was present to the Eyes of the Body. For since the Image, the Sun imprints in the Brain, is nothing like the Idea we have of it, as has been formerly prov’d; and since likewise the Soul perceives not the Motion the Sun produces in the Fund of the Eye, and in the Brain; it is not conceiv’d, how among such an infinite number of Idea’s which she had, she could exactly divine which it was necessary to represent, for the imagining or seeing of the Sun. It cannot then be said, that the Idea’s of things were created with us, and that this is sufficient for our perceiving the Objects that are round about us.

Nor can it be said, that GOD produces every moment so many new Idea’s, as we perceive different things. This is sufficiently refuted, by what has been said in this Chapter. Besides it is

H 1

needless
necessary, we should actually have in our selves the Idea's of all things at all times, since at all

times we can Will the conceiving all things: Which we could never do, unless we had already

a confused Perception of them, that is, unless we had an infinite number of Idea's present to

our Mind. For, to conclude, we cannot Will the Thinking on Objects, whereof we have no

Idea.

CHAP. V.

That the Mind perceives neither the Essence nor the Existence of Objects, by considering its own Perfections. That none but GOD sees them in that manner.

THE fourth Opinion is, That the Mind stands in need of nothing, but itself, to perceive Ob-

jects; and that it may by reflecting on itself and its own Perfections, discover all things that are

External to it.

It is certain that the Soul perceives in her self, and without Idea's, all the Sensations and Pasi-

ions she is capable of: Pleasure, Pain, Cold, Heat, Colours, Sounds, Odours, Tafts, her Love,

her Hatred, her Joy, her Sorrow, and the rest: Because all the Sensations, and Passions of the

Soul, represent nothing out of her self, which resembles them, and they are only the Modifica-

tions the Mind is capable of. But the difficulty lies in knowing, whether the Idea's that rep-

resent things exterior to the Soul, and resemble them in one manner, as the Idea's of the Sun,
of an House, of an Horse, of a River, are nothing but the Modifications of the Soul: So that

the Mind has no need of any thing but it self, to represent all these things that are with-

out it.

There are those who make no scruple to affirm, That the Soul being made for Thinking, has in it self, I mean by considering its own Perfections, all that is necessary to its Perception of Objects: For being in Effect more noble than all the things it distinctly conceives, it may be said to contain them in some Eminent Port, as the Schools love to speak; that is, in a more noble and

sublimated manner than they are in themselves. They pretend that superiour Beings compre-

hend after this manner the Perfections of the inferior. And hereupon, being the noblest Cri-

tures that they know, they flatter themselves with posseffing in a Spiritual manner all that is in

the Visible World, and with being able by diversely modifying themselves, to perceive all that the Humane Mind can attain to know. In a word, they would have the Soul to be a fort of an In-

finitude World; that comprehends in it self the Material and Sensible World, and Infinitely

more.

But methinks 'tis a bold Stroke, to offer a Defence of this Opinion: 'Tis, if I mistake not, a

Natural Vanity, the love of Independency, and the desire of reifying Him, who comprehends,

in Himself all Beings; that confounds the Mind, and makes us imagine our selves the Posse-

flors of what we have not. Say not, says St. Augustin, that ye are a Light to your selves. For 'tis only

GOD that is a Light to Himself, and who may by considering Himself, see all that he has pro-

duced, and all that he is able to produce.

'Tis most certain, That there was none but GOD before the Creation of the World, and

that He was not able to produce it without Knowledge, or without Idea: That consequently the

Idea's which GOD had, are not different from Himself; and so all the Creatures, even the most

Terrestrial and Material are in GOD, though in a manner altogether Spiritual, and to us in-

comprehensible.

GOD sees therefore in Himself all Beings, by Reflection made on His own Perfections that

represent them to Him. He has besides the perfect Knowledge of their Existence: For since they
depend upon His Will for their Existence, and He cannot be ignorant of His own Will; it fol-

lows that He cannot be ignorant of their Existence; and consequently GOD beholds within Him-

self not only the Essence of things, but their Existence also.

But 'tis not the same with Created Spirits, as not being able to see in themselves either the Ef-

fence or the Existence of Things. They cannot see the Essence of them in themselves, since be-

ing of a short and limited Capacity, they contain not all Beings, as GOD does; who may be

called an Universal Being; or simply He that is, as He calls Himself. Seeing then the Humane

Mind is capable of knowing all Beings, and Infinite Beings, and yet contains them not in it self;

'tis an infallible Argument, that it sees not their Essence in it self. For the Mind has not only a

suicive fight of first one thing, then another, it also actually perceives INFINITELY: Though it
do not comprehend it, as has been said in the foregoing Chaper. Wherefore being neither

actually infinite, nor capable of infinite Modifications at the same time, it is absolutely impossible it should see in it self what it does not contain; it sees not then the Essence of things by conde-

sring its own Perfections, or by the diverse modifying of it self.

Nor does it see their Existence in it self, because they depend not on its Will for their Exis-
tence; and the Idea's of things may be present to the Mind, though they do not exist at all.

For every one may have the Idea of a golden Mountain, though there be no such thing as a golden

Mountain in Nature: And though we rely on the Testimonies of the Seers in judging of the

Existence
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Existence of Objects, yet Reason does not allure us that we ought always to believe them, since we manifestly discover that they abuse us. When a Man's Blood, for instance, is well warm'd, or only when he feeps, he fees sometimes before his Eyes, Fields, Battles, and the like, which yet are not preuent, and which possibly never were. 'Tis then indubitable, that the Mind neither in itself, nor by it self, sees the Existence of things, but in that particular depends on some-thing else.

That we see all things in GOD.

The things which we see, are not the things themselves, but includes, they are their effects. And from this it follows, that the things which are the objects of our Minds, are not the Things themselves, but only images of them. For it is not possible that Reason can be satisfied by images, but only by Things themselves. Therefore we must conclude, that all our Knowledge, is only of the effects of things, and not of things themselves.

This is the first Argument, that we see all things in GOD. There are, however, two other Arguments, which are not so evident, and which we shall therefore try to make more plain.

1. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

2. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

3. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

4. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

5. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

6. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

7. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

8. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

9. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

10. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

11. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

12. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

13. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

14. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

15. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

16. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

17. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

18. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

19. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

20. That GOD has given us a faculty of understanding the things he has created, for the purpose of our happiness. For if GOD had not given us this faculty, we should never have known anything, and should have continued in ignorance.

For
F. Malebranche Concerning

Book III.

For 'tis no easier thing to comprehend distinctly the Dependance our Minds have on GOD, in all their particular Actions; supposing they have every thing, we distinctly know to be necessary to their Acting, or all the Ideas of things, and that it is a general and confound term, for the Action of them, that they have a mind to explain the Dependence Creatures have on GOD, rais'd no distinct Idea in a considerate Mind; and yet it is convenient Men should most distinctly know, how altogether impotent they are without GOD.

But the strongest Reason of all, is the manner of consider the Mind takes in the perceiving every thing: It is manifest, and known to every one's own experience, that when we would think on any thing in particular, we first cast about our View upon all Beings in general, and afterwards apply our selves to the consideration of the Object we desire to think on: Now it is undoubtedly certain, that we could not desire the fight of any particular Object, but we must have already seen it, though it were confus'dly and in general: So that it being possible to desire the seeing all Beings, sometimes one, and sometimes another, it is certain that all Beings are prefit to our Mind; and it feems that all Beings can be no other wise prefit to our Mind, than as GOD is prefit to it; that is, He that contains all things in the simplicity of his Essence.

It feems too that the Mind would not be capable of representing to it self the universal Idea's of Genus, Species, and the like, unless it few all Beings included in one. For every Creature being a particular Being, it can't be said, we see any thing created when we see, for example, a Triangle in general. In fine, I do not believe there is any way of accounting for the manner of the Mind's knowing several abstract and general Truths, but by the presence of Him who can enlighten the Mind ten thousand different ways.

In short, the most simple, the most sublime, the most fold and primary proof (or that which supposes least things;) of the Existence of a GOD, is the Idea we have of what is infinite: For it is certain that the Mind perceives infinite, though it does not comprehend it; and that it has a most distinct Idea of GOD, which can only arrive, through the Union it has with Him. Since 'tis inconceivable, that the Idea of a Being infinitely perfect, as is that we have of GOD, should be any thing of a created Nature.

But the Mind has not only the Idea of infinite, but this Idea is precendous to that of finite: For we conceive infinite Being, from our conceiving Being only, not considering whether it be finite or infinite. But in order to conceive Finite Being, it is necessary to precon some what from that general Notion of Being, which consequently must precede it. So then the Mind perceives not any thing, except in the Idea it has of Infinite; and so far is this Idea from being form'd of a confid'd collection of all the Idea's of particular Beings, as the Philosophers imagine; that on the contrary, all these particular Idea's are only participations of that general Idea of infinite; as GOD derives not his Being from the Creatures, but all the Creatures have their Subfidence from Him.

The last Proof, which possibly may go for a Demonstration with those who are us'd to abstract Reasonings, is this. 'Tis impossible for GOD to have any other Principal End of his Actions than Himself. This is a common Notion with all Men capable of any Reflection; and Holy Scripture will not suffer us to doubt, that GOD has created all things for Himself. It is necessary then not only that our Natural Love, I mean the Motion he produces in our Mind, should tend towards him; but also that the Knowledge and the Light he gives it, should discover something to us which is in Him: For all that comes from GOD, can have no other End but GOD. If GOD has made a Mind, and given it the Sun for its Idea, or for the immediate Object of its Knowledge, GOD, we should think, had made that Mind and the Idea of that Mind for the Sun, and not for Himself.

GOD cannot therefore make a Mind for the Knowledge of his Works, were it not that this Mind should in some sort fee GOD in contemplating his Works. So that it may be said, that unless we saw GOD in some manner, we should see nothing at all; just as we should love nothing at all, except we lov'd GOD; that is, except GOD continually impress'd on us the love of Good in general. For that Love being our Will, we are unable to love any thing, or will any thing without Him; since we cannot love particular Goods, but by determining towards these Goods the motion of Love that GOD gives us for Himself. Thus as we love not any thing, but by means of that necessary Love we have for GOD; so we know nothing, but through that necessary Knowledge we have of Him, all the particular Idea's which we have of the Creatures, being only the Restrictions of the Idea of the Creator, as all the Motions of the Will towards the Creatures, are only Determinations of the Motion of the Creator.

I suppose there is no Theologii but will agree with me in this, that the Impious love GOD, with this Natural Love I speak of: And St. Augustin, and some other of the Fathers maintaine'd it as a General Rule, that the Wicked fee in GOD the Rules of Morals, and eternal Truths. So that the Opinion I am explaining ought not to trouble any body. Ab ilia incommunabiles Icic retcripitur, etiam impius, dum ab ea audivissent, quassamindt modo vintirtur. Hoc est quod etiam impii cognoscent aternitatem, & multa re eburneum replebantur eteique laudam in dominum moribus. Quibus ea tamen regula judicant, nisi in quibus videtur, quodammodum quibus vivere debet, etiam uctu eodem modo vivant? Qui autem eam videt, Neque enim in Hansen. Nunc cum procedenda mente siad videtur, formisque mentes confert effusvabiles, bas vero regulas immutabiles, videt quasquis invent etiue beati peritiam. Illa-}
There are in St. Augtin infinite passages of the like Nature, whereby he proves that we fee GOD, even in this Life, through the Knowledge we have of eternal Truths. Truth is uncreated, immutable, immense, eternal, and above all things. It is true independently, and by it self, and is beholden to nothing else for its Perfection. It renders the Creatures more perfect, and all Spirits are naturally folicitous to know it; nothing can have all these Perfections, except GOD; therefore Truth is GOD. We see immutable and eternal Truths, therefore we see GOD. These are the Reasons of St. Augtin. My own are somewhat different; and I would not unjustly usurp the Authority of fo Great a Man to countenance my Opinion.

Tis my thoughts then that Truths, even those which are eternal, as That twice two are four, are not fo much as absolute Beings; fo far am I from believing them to be GOD. For'tis manifested that this Truth consists only in the Relation of Equality, which is between twice two and four. We do not lay then with St. Augtin, That we see GOD in seeing eternal Truths, but in seeing the Idea's of these Truths; for Idea's are real, but the Equality between Idea's, which is the Truth, has nothing real in it. When, for instance, we lay, the Cloth we measure is three Els long. The Cloth and the Ells are real, but the Equality between the three Ells and the Cloth is no real Being, but only a Relation intervening between them. In saying, Twice two are four, the Idea's of the Numbers are real, but the Equality between them is only a Relation. And thus according to our own Opinion, we see GOD in seeing eternal Truths; not that these Truths are GOD, but because the Idea's on which these Truths depend, exist in GOD; and perhaps too St. Augtin understood it so. We are perfidiously also that we know changeable and corruptible Truths in GOD, though St. Augtin speaks only of the immutable and incorruptible; since there is no need of subjecting GOD to any imperfection on this account, nothing being more required, than that GOD gives us a Manifestation of what He has in Himself, which relates to these things.

But when I say, that we see in GOD material and sensible Things, special Notice should be taken that I don't say, We have the Sensations of them in GOD, but only that they proceed from GOD, who acts upon us. For GOD perfectly knows sensible things; but not by any Sensation. In perceiving any thing of a sensible Nature, two things occur in our Perception; Sensation, and Pure Idea. The Sensation is a Modification of our Soul, and tis GOD who causes it in us; which he is able to cause, though He has it not Himself; because he sees in the Idea he has of our Soul, that it is capable of it: As to the Idea, which is found joy'd to the Sensation; that is in GOD, and we see it, because he is pleas'd to discover it to us. And GOD joins the Sensation to the Idea when the Objects are present, to the intent we may believe them so, and may enter into the Sentiments and Passions, that we ought to have with relation to them.

We believe lastly, that all Spirits see the eternal Laws, no less than other things in GOD; but with some difference. They know the Divine Order, and the Eternal Truths, and even the Beings GOD has made, according to this Order, and these Truths, through the Union they necessarily have with the WORD, or the WISDOM of GOD, which enlightens them, as we have before explained. But tis through the impression they without intermission receive from the Will of GOD, which carries them towards Him, and strives, as I may so say, to conform their Will entirely like His own; that they know this Order to be a Law; I mean that they know the Eternal Laws; as that Good ought to be lov'd, and Evil avoided; that Righteousness ought to be lov'd more than Riches; that tis better to obey GOD than to command Men, and infinite other Natural Laws. For the knowledge of all these Laws is not different from the knowledge of that impression which they constantly feel within themselves, though they do not always follow it by the free choice of their Will; and which they know to be common to all Minds, though it be more strongly fixed and powerful in them all.

Tis by this Dependence of our Mind, and its Relation, and Union to the WORD of GOD; and of our Will to His Love, that we are made after the Image and Similitude of GOD. And though this Image be very much blur'd and defac'd by Sin, yet it is necessary for it to subsist as long as we ourselves. But if we bear the Image of the WORD humbled upon Earth, and obey the Motions of the Holy Spirits; that Primitive Image of our first Creation, that Union of our Mind to the WORD of the FATHER, and to the Love of the FATHER, and of the SON, will be repair'd, and be made indelible. We shall become like GOD, if we be like the Man-God. Lastly, GOD will be wholly in us, and we shall be wholly in GOD, in a perfect manner, than that whereby it is necessary to our Sublimation, that we should be in Him, and He in us.

Thefe then are some of the Reasons that induce us to believe, that our Minds perceive all things through the intimate Presence of Him, who comprehends all things in the Simplicity of his Essence. Let every one judge of them, according to the internal conviction he shall receive, after he has seriously consider'd them. But for my own part, I can see no probability, in any other way of explaining it, and I presume this last will appear more than probable.

Thus our Souls depend on GOD all manner of ways. For as it is He who makes them feel Pleasure and Pain, and all the other Sensations, by the Natural Union He has inflituted between them and their Bodies, which is no other than His Decree and general Will: So it is He, who by means of the Natural Union He has plac'd between the Will of Man, and the Representation of Idea's, included in the immensity of the Divine Efficence, gives them to know all that they know: Nor is this Natural Union any thing but his general Will. So that tis He only who can enlighten us,

by
by representing all things to us, as 'tis He alone that can make us happy, by giving us to taste all forts of Pleasures.

Let us perfilt then in our periwafion, that GOD is the intelligible World, or the place of Spirits, as the material World is the place of Bodies. That 'tis from His Power they receive all their Modifications; that 'tis in His Wisdom they discover all their Idea's; and 'tis by His Love they are influenci'd with all their regulated Motions: And because His Power and His Love are nothing but Himself; let us believe with St. Paul, that He is not far from every one of us, and

Ad. Apot that in Him we live, and move, and have our Being. Non longi est ab unoquaeque nostrum, in ps. 

Chap. VII.

I. Four different manners of Perception. II. How it is that we know GOD. III. How we know Bodies. IV. How we know our own Souls. V. How we know the Souls of other Men, and Pure Spirits.

In order to give an extract and illuftration of the Notion I have juft eftablifi'd, concerning the manner of our Minds perceiving all the different Objects of its knowledge, it is neceffary I should diftinguish in it Four manners or ways of Knowing things.

I. The First is that whereby we know things by themselves. The Second is that of knowing them by their Idea's; that is, as I understand it in this place, by something that is different from themselves. The Third is that of Confequence, or by internal Senfation. The Fourth is their knowing them by Conjefture.

We know things by themselves immediately and without Idea's, when being of a moft intelligible Nature they can penetrate the Mind, or discover themselves to it. We know things by their Idea's when they are not intelligible by themselves, whether because they are Corporeal, or that they cannot penetrate the Mind, or discover themselves to it. We know by Confequence whatever is not diftinguifi'd from our felves. Lastly, we know by Conjefture the things which are different from our felves, and from thofe we know in themselves, and by Idea's, when we think that fome things are like fome others that we already know.

Of all the things that come under our Knowledge we know none but GOD by Himself: For though there be other Spiritual Beings besides Him; and fuch as feem intelligible by their own Nature; yet in our prefent State there is none but He that penetrates the Mind, and discovers Himself to it. 'Tis GOD alone that we fee with an immediate and direct View; and possibly He alone is able to enlighten the Mind by his own Subftance. Finally, in this Life, it is from nothing but the Union that we have with Him, that we are capable of knowing what we know, as has been explain'd in the foregoing Chapter. For he only is our Matter, who predift over our Mind, according to St. Auguftein, without the Depuration or Interposition of any Creature.

It cannot be conceive'd, that any thing Created can represent infinite, that Being without reftiƒone, the impenetrable Being, the universal Being, can be perceive'd by an Idea, that is, by a particular Being, and a Being different from the universal and infinite Being. But as to particular Beings, there is no difficulty to conceive how they can be represented by the infinite Being that includes them, and includes them in a moft Spiritual, and confequently moft intelligible manner. Thus it is neceffary to fay that GOD is intelligible by Himself, though the knowledge we have, of Him in this Life be very imperfect and confi'd; and that Corporeal things are intelligible by their Idea's; that is, to fay, in GOD; fince GOD alone contains the intelligible World, wherein are found the Idea's of all things.

But though things are poiffible to be feen in GOD, it does not follow that we do fee all things in Him: We fee only thofe things in Him whereof we have Idea's, and there are things We fee, without Idea's.

III. All things in the World, whereof we have any knowledge, are either Bodies or Spirits; properties of Bodies, and properties of Spirits. As to Bodies, 'tis not to be doubted but we fee them together with their Properties by their Idea's, for as much as being unintelligible of themselves, there is no poiffibility of fceing them, except in that Being which contains them in an intelligible manner. Bodies then and their Properties are feen in GOD, and by their Idea's; and for this reafon the knowledge we have of them is moft perfect. I mean, that the Idea that we have of Extension, isufficient for the displaying to us all the Properties Extension is capable of; and
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and we cannot desire a more distinct and fertile Idea of Extention of Figures, and Motions, than that which GOD furnishes us withal.

As the Idea's of things which are in GOD, include all their Properties; in seeing their Idea's we can see successively all the Properties of them: for in seeing things as they are in GOD, we constantly see them in the most perfect manner, and the knowledge of them would be infinitely Perfect, if the Mind that perceives them in him were infinite. What is wanting to our knowledge of Extention, its Figures, and Motions, is not the defectiveness of the Idea that represents it, but of our Mind that considers it.

But is it not so in point of the Soul; we know her not by her Idea; we see her not in GOD; we know her only by Conscience: and for that reason the knowledge we have of her is imperfect. We know nothing of our Soul, but what we feel passes within us. If we never had had the sensation of Pain, Pleasure, Light, &c. it were impossible for us to know whether the Soul was capable of them, because we know her not by her Idea. But if we saw in GOD the Idea that answers to our Soul, we should at the same time know, or at least, might know all the Properties she is capable of; as we know all the Properties of Extention is capable of, because we know Extention by its Idea.

It is true we know well enough by our Conscience, or by the internal sentiment we have of our selves, that our Soul is something great and excellent: But 'tis possible that what we know of her, is the least part of what she is in her self. If all we knew of Matter, were only Twenty or Thirty Figures, wherewith it had been modified, certainly our knowledge of it had been very incomprehensible, in comparison of what we know by the Idea that represents it. To understand then the Soul perfectly, it is not sufficient to know that only, which we receive by internal Sentiment, since our Self-Examination discovers to us, it may be but the least part of our Being.

It may be concluded from what has been said, that though we know the existence of our Soul better than the existence of our Body, or than of the things about us, yet we have not so perfect knowledge of the Nature of our Soul, as of the Nature of our Body; which may serve to reconcile the different Sentiments of those who say there is nothing better known than the Soul, and of others that affirm we understand nothing less.

This too may be of Use to prove that the Idea's, which represent something to us that's External, are not Modifications of our Soul. For if the Soul saw all things by considering her own Modifications, she ought to have a more clear and periphusi knowledge of her own Effence or Nature, than of that of Bodies; and of the Sensations or Modifications she is capable of, than of all the Figures or Modifications incident to Bodies. Mean while, she knows not that she is capable of this or that Sensation, by any View the take of her self, but by Experience; whereas she knows Extention to be capable of an infinite number of Figures by the Idea which represents Extention. There are moreover certain Sentations as Colours and Sounds, which the generality of Men cannot discover to be Modifications of the Soul; but there are no Figures which every one does not know by the Idea he has of Extention, to be the Modifications of Bodies.

What I have saying, shews likewise the reason why we cannot give a Definition explanatory of the Modifications of the Soul. For since we know neither the Soul, nor its Modifications by Idea's, but only by Sensations; and rich Sensations of Pleasure, for instance, Pain, Heat, or the like, have no Connection with Words; It is plain that had a Man never seen Colour, nor felt Heat, he could not be made to understand these Sensations by all the Definitions in the World. Now Men having their Sensations occasionally from the Body, and all Men's Bodies being not diversified alike, it often happens, that these words are Equivocal: and we cannot by which are employ'd to describe the Modifications of our Soul, signify quite contrary to what they design; fo that they often, for instance, make a Man think of Bitter, when 'tis suppos'd they make him think of Sweet.

But though we have not an entire knowledge of our Soul, we are sufficiently instructed by Conscience, for demonstrating her Immortality, Spirituality, Liberty, and some other Attributes which it is necessary for us to know; and for that reason GOD manifests her not to us by her Idea, in the way that he gives us to know Bodies. True, the knowledge we have of our Body by Experience is imperfect, but it is not false: the knowledge on the contrary we have of Bodies, by Sensation or Conscience, if we may term Conscience that Sensation we have of what occurs in our Bodies, is not only imperfect, but also false. Wherefore the Idea of Bodies was necessary to correct the Sensations we had of them. But we have no need of the Idea of the Soul, since the Conscience we have of her, engages us not in Error; and there is no fear of mistaking in the Knowledge of her, if we be careful not to confound her with the Body; which may be done by Reason. Lastly, if we had had a clear Idea of the Soul, as we have of the Body, that Idea had made us consider her as so separate from it, and so it had weakened the union of our Soul with our Body, by hindering us from regarding our Soul, as expanded through all our Members: which I explain not more at large.

There remains now no other Objects of our Knowledge to be spoke to, than the Souls of other Men, and pure Intelligences, and 'tis manifest we know them only by Conscience. We know them not at present, either in themselves, or by their Idea's: and whereas they are different from us, it is not possible to know them by Conscience. We conjecture that the Souls of other Men are of the same Species with our own. What we feel in our selves; we presume that
that they feel too: and when these Sentiments have no Relation to our Body, we are sure we are not deceiv'd; because we see certain Ideas and immutable Laws in GOD, according to which we are certainly affli'd that GOD acts equally on all Spirits.

I know, that twice two are four; that it is better to be Righteous than rich: and I am not deceiv'd in believing others know these Truths, as well as I. I love Good and Pleasure, I hate Evil and Pain: I am willing to be happy, and I am not deceiv'd in thinking all Men, and Angels, and even Devils, have the same inclinations. I know likewise that GOD will never make Spirits andreas of Happiness, or that can be deoros of being Miserable. But I know it with evidence and certainty, since 'tis GOD that receives me: for who could inform me of the Designs and Wills of GOD, but GOD Himself. But when the Body is a partner in that which occurs within me, I am almost ever deceiv'd, if I measure others by my self. I feel Heat, I fee a thing of such a Size, or such a Colour; I have such or such a Taff, upon the application of certain Bodies to my Palate: and I am deceiv'd, if I judge of others by my self: I am subject to particular Fajonions, I have a kindnefs or averfion to this or that thing, and I judge that others have the like: but my Conjefture is often false. Thus the Knowledge we have of other Men is very obnoxious to Error, if we judge of them only from the Sensations we have of our felves.

Whether there are any Beings different from GOD, our felves, Bodies, and Pure Spirits, is unknown to us. We can hardly persuade our felves there are; and after we have examin'd the Reasons of some Philosophers, who pretend the contrary, we have found them false: Which has confirm'd us in the Notion we had taken up, that all Men being of the fame Nature, we have all the fame Ideas's, as having all need of the Knowledge of the fame things.

C H A P. VIII.

I. The intimate Prefence of the indefinite Idea of Being in general, is the caufe of all the diforderly Abftractions of the Mind: and the moft part of the Chimaera's of the Vulgar Philofophy, which hinder many Philosophers from acknowledging the Solidity of true Principles of Phyficks. II. An Infance concerning the Effence of Matter.

THAT clear, intimate, and necessary Prefence of GOD: I mean that prefence of Being without any particular Limitation; of Being infinite, and in general, to the Mind, acts stronger up on it, than the prefence of all finite Objects. It is impossible to divine it felf absolutely of this general Idea of Being; fince 'tis impossible to fubftitute out of GOD. Perhaps it may be faid, that the Mind can feparate it felf from him, because it can think on particular Beings. But this is a miwife. For the Mind in confidering any Being in particular, does not fo much feparate and recede from GOD, as approach nearer fome of His Perfections, if I might be permitted fo to fpeak, by removing farther off from others. However, it doth not difance it felf in that manner, as quite to lose fight of them: but is ever in a Capacity of feeing them out, and approaching near them. They are ever prefent to the Mind, yet the Mind perceives them not but in an unexplicable confusion, by reafon of its Littlefs, and the Greatnefs of the Idea of Being: A Man may indeed be fome time without thinking on himfelf; but he cannot, as I think, fubftitute a moment without thinking on Being; and even at the time a Man believes he thinks of nothing, he is neceffarily full of the indeterminate and general Idea of Being. But becaufe the things which are curfomary to us, and which don't affect us, alarum not the Mind with any vouchfence, nor oblige it to make reflation on them: this Idea of being fo great, fo valt, fo real, and positive as it is, is fo familiar to us, and makes fo little impreffion, that we fancy that we hardly fee it; that we make no refection on it; and confequently judge there is little reality in it: and that 'tis only form'd from a confused collection of all particular Ideas's; though on the contrary it is in this, and by this only, we perceive all Beings in particular.

Though that Idea which we receive through our immediate union with the W O R D of GOD, never deceives us of it felf, as do thofe we derive from the union we have with our Body, which represents things to us otherwife than they are; yet I fcruple not to fay, That we make fo bad ufe of the beft things, that the indelible prefence of this Idea, is one of the principal Caufes of all the diforderly Abftractions of the Mind; and confequently of all that Abstract and Chimerical Philofophy, which explains all Natural Effects, by the general terms of Act, Power, Gait, Effect, Subfiantial Forms, Faculties, Occult Qualities, Sympathy, Antipathy, &c. For 'tis certain these Terms, and a great many others, excite no other Ideas in the Mind, than indeterminate and general Idea's; that is, Idea's which readily offer themselves to the Mind, without any trouble, and application on our own part.

Let a Man read with all Attention poiffible, all the Definitions and Explications given of Subfiantial Forms; let him do his beft to search wherein consids the Effence of all these Entities, which
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which the fruitful Imagination of Philosophers produces in such multitudes at pleasure, that they are forc'd to divide them, and subdivide them over and over again; and I dare engage, that he shall never excite in his Mind, any other Idea of all these things, than that of Being, and of Cause in general.

Let us take a view of the customary proceedings of Philosophers. They obviate some new Effect, and presently imagine some new Entity must produce it. The Fire heats the Body; there is then in the Fire some Entity to produce this Effect, which differs from the Matter the Fire is composed of: And because Fire is capable of many different Effects, as of separating Bodies, Pulverizing, Vitrifying, Drying, Hardening, Softening, Dilating, Purifying, and Enlightening them, 

therefore they liberally bestow on Fire so many Faculties, or real Qualities, as it is capable of producing different Effects.

But if we reflect on all the Definitions they give of these Faculties, we shall find they are nothing else but Logical Definitions, which rule no other Idea's, than that of Being and Cause in general, which the Mind refers to the Effect that is produc'd. So that a Man is nothing the wiser when he has studied them never so long. For all that is got by this sort of Study, is the imagining we know better than others, what indeed we know much worse; not only because we admit many Entities that never were; but also in being prepos'd, we make our selves incapable of conceiving how 'tis possible for Matter all alone, as that of Fire, in being mov'd against Bodies differently dispos'd, to produce all the different Effects we see Fire produce.

It is manifest to all those who have read any Thing, That almost all the Books of Science, and especially those which treat of Physics, Medicine, and Chemistry, and of all particular things of Nature, are full of nothing but Argumentations, founded on the Elementary and Secondary Qualities, as Attractions, Retention, Conduct, Expulsion, and such like; upon others which they term Occult; upon spickspack Vertues; and many other Entities, which Men frame and make up out of the general Idea of Being, and out of the Cause of the Effect which they see; which methinks could not happen, were it not for the facility they have at considering the Idea of Being in general, which is always present to their Mind, through the intimate presence of Him who includes all Beings.

If the vulgar Philosophers would be content to let their Physics go for simple Logicks; which furnish'd out Terms for the Disturbing of Natural things, and if they would give those Men leave to be quiet, who affix to those Terms distinct and particular Idea's, to make themselves intelligible, we should have nothing to reprehend in their Conduct: But they set up themselves for the explaining Nature, by general and abstrac't Idea's, as if Nature were her self abstrac't; and will absolutely have the Physicks of their Master Aristotle, to be real Physicks, which searches to the bottom of things, and not a simple Logick only; though it has nothing discoverable in it, except it be some Definitions, so loose and indefinite, and some so general Terms, as may be employ'd in all forts of Philosophy. In fine, their Heads are fo full of those imaginary Idea's, and those loose and indeterminate Idea's, which firing up naturally in their Minds, that they are too incapable of fixing their Thoughts for any time upon the real Idea's of things, to discover their solidity and evidence. And this is the Cause of that their extraneous ignorance of the true Principles of Natural Philosophy. "Tis necessary to give a proof of it.

The Philosophers are sufficiently agreed, That that ought to be look'd upon as the Essence of a thing; which is acknowledg'd the First in that thing, which is insepable from it, and on which all the Properties which belong to it, depend: So that to discover wherein consists the Essence of Matter, we must consider all the Properties that comport with it, or are included in the Idea we have of it: as Hardness, Softness, Fluidity, Motion, Rest, Figure, Divisibility, Impenetrability, and Extention; and enquire immediately which of these Attributes is insepable from it. Thus Fluidity, Hardness, Softness, Motion, and Rest, being to be separe'd from Matter, since there are many Bodies without Hardness, Fluidity, or Softness, which are not in Motion, or lastly which are not at rest, it clearly follows that none of these Attributes are essentiel to it.

And now there remain only four, which we conceive inseparable from Matter; namely Figure, Divisibility, Impenetrability, and Extention; wherefore in order to understand what Attributes are to be taken for its Essence, we must no longer think of separating them, but only examine which is the Primary, and that supposes none before it. Now we easily discover that Figure, Divisibility, and Impenetrability, suppose Extention; and that Extention presupposes nothing: But this being given, Divisibility, Impenetrability, and Figure, necessarily follow.

Extention then ought to be concluded the Essence of Matter, on Supposition it has no other Attributes than those before mention'd, and such as are like them: and I am persuaded no Man will naturally object to this, if he has seriously consider'd it.

But all the difficulty is to know, Whether Matter has not some other Attributes, different from Extention, and its Dependants; so that Extention it self may not be essentiel to it, but may suppose some other thing, both as its Subject, and its Principle.

Many Men, after having most attentively consider'd the Idea, which they have of Matter, by all the Attributes that are known of it; after having meditated likewise on the Effects of Nature, as much as their Strength and Capacity of Mind would permit them, have been strongly convinc'd, that Extention supposes not any thing in Matter, whether because they have had no
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distinct and particular idea of that thing pretended, precedaneous to Extention, or because they have found no visible Effect to prove it.

For even as to our being perverted that a Watch hath no Entity, different from the Matter, it is compos'd of; it suffices to know, how the different Disposition of the Wheels is able to effect all the Movements of a Watch, without having any other distinct Idea of what might possibly be the Cause of these Motions, though there be many Logical to had. So because these Persons have no distinct Idea of what could be in Matter, were Extention taken away, and see no Attribute that can explicate its Nature, and because Extention being granted, all the Attributes conceiv'd to belong to Matter, are at the same time granted: and because Matter is the Cause of no Effect, which may not be conceiv'd producible by Extention, diversely configur'd, and diversely mov'd: therefore they are perverted, that Extention is the Essence of Matter.

But as no Man can infallibly demonstrate there is not some Intelligence, or New-created Entity in the Wheels of a Watch; so no Man can, without a particular Revelation, be affur'd of a Geometrical Demonstration, that there is nothing but Extention diversely configur'd in a Stone. For it's absolutely possible for Extention to be joy'd with something which we don't conceive, because we have no Idea of it: though it seems very unreasonable to believe and affur't it; it being contrary to Reason, to affur't what we neither know, nor have any conception of.

Yet though we should suppose, That there were something besides Extention in Matter, yet that would be no Impediment, if we well observe it, why Extention should not be its Essence, according to the Definition we have given of the Word. For, in short, 'tis absolutely necessary that every thing in the World, should be either a Being, or a Mode of being; and no Thinking and Attentive Man can deny it. But Extention is not the Mode of a Being; therefore it is a Being. But because Matter is not constituted of several Beings; as Man, who is compos'd of a Body and Mind; Matter being one simple Being, it is manifest that Matter is nothing but Extention.

Now to prove that Extention is not a Mode of Being, but a real Being; it must be observed, That a Mode of Being cannot be conceiv'd, but the Being must at the same time be conceiv'd whereof it is the Mode: We cannot conceive Roundity, for Instance, but we must conceive Extention, because the Mode of Being or Existence, being only the Being itself in such a sort of state, (the Roundness of the Wax, for Instance, being but the Wax itself, in such a sort or fashion); it is plain that we cannot conceive the Mode without the Being. If then Extention were a Mode of Being, we could not conceive Extention without the Being, whereof Extention was the Mode: whereas we easily conceive Extention all alone. Wherefore it is not a Mode of Being: but consequently a Being of itself. And so it is the Essence of Matter, since Matter is but a simple Being, and not compos'd of many Beings: as I have already said.

But many Philosophers have so accustom'd themselves to general Idea's, and Logical Entities, as to have their Mind more pos'd with them, than those that are distinct, particular, and Physical. Which is evident enough from hence, that their Arguments upon Natural things, are founded merely on Logical Notions; such as Act, Power, and an infinite number of Imaginary Entities, which they take no care to distinguish, from such as are Real. These Gentlemen therefore finding it wonderful easy, to see after their manner what they have a Mind to see, imagine they have better Eyes than other Men, and that they perceive distinctly Extention fuppofes something else; and that 'tis only a Property of Matter, which Matter may be divest'd of, as of the reft.

Yet if you make a Demand of them, that they would please to explain that thing which they pretend to perceive in Matter, besides Extention; they offer to do several ways, every one of which makes it apparent, that they have no other Idea of it than that of Being, or of Substance in general. This is extremely evident, if we take notice, That this their Idea includes no particular Attributes, which agree to Matter. For whil'st we take Extention from Matter, we rob it of all the Attributes and Properties, which we distinctly conceive do belong to it; and though we leave that imaginary thing, which they suppose the Essence of it, it being manifest, that neither Earth nor Heaven, nor any thing we see in Nature, could be made of it. Whereas on the contrary, if we take away what they fancy, the Essence of Matter, provided we leave Extention, and we leave all the Attributes and Properties we distinctly conceive, included in the Idea of Matter: For it is certain, that out of Extention all alone might be fram'd an Heaven, an Earth, and all the Visible World, and infinite others. So this something which they fuppofe over and above Extention, having no Attributes distinctly to be conceiv'd belonging to it, and clearly included in the Idea we have of it, can have nothing real in it, if we will credit our Reason; nor can be of any use in explaining Natural Effects. And that which is said of its being the Subject and Principle of Extention, is said gratis, and without any distinct Conception in them that say it; that is, they have no other than a General and Logical Idea of it, as of Subject and Principle: In fo much that we may further imagine a new Subject, and a new Principle of this Subject of Extention; and in infinitum, the Mind having the Power of repreffing the General Idea's of Subject and Principle, as long as it pleads.

'Tis
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'Tis true there is a great probability, that Men had not so puzzl'd and obtur'd the Idea that they have of Matter, had they not some Reasons for it; and that there are many who maintain contrary Conclusions to these of ours, upon Theological Principles. Doubtles Extenion is not the Efficace of Matter, if that be contrary to our Faith: And we willingly acknowledge it. We are, thank GOD, very well pervaded of the Feebleness, and Limitedness of an Humane Mind. We know it is of too Little Extent to measure an Infinite Power; that GOD can do in finitely more than we can conceive; that he communicates only those Ideas, which represent to us the things that arrive by the order of Nature, and hides the rest from us. Wherefore we are always ready to submit our Reason unto Faith; but there is need of better proofs than are generally urg'd, to ruin the Reasons we have establisht: Because the manner of explaining the Mysteries of Faith, are not of Faith, and we believe those Mysteries, without conceiving how the manner of them can be distinctly explain'd.

We believe, for instance, the Mystery of the TRINITI, though the Humane Mind is unable to conceive it; and yet we cease not to believe, that the things that differ not in any third, differ not in themselves: though this Proposition seems to overthrow it. For we are convinc'd, that Reason is not to be made use of, except in Subjects proportion'd to its Capacity; and that we ought not to look Realisticaly on our Mysteries, for fear of being dazell'd by them, according, that Admonition of the Holy Spirit, Qui scrutinat eft Majestatis oppressor a Doctrina.

However, if we thought it convenient for the satisfaction of some Men's Minds to explain how our Notion upon this matter may be reconcile'd, with what we are taught by Faith concerning Transubstantiation; we probably could do it in a way very distant, and perspicuous and could no ways offend against the Decisions of the Church: But we think this Explanation may be dispens'd with, especially in this Work.

For it ought to be observ'd, That the Holy Fathers have almost always look'd upon it as an incomprehensible Mystery, and that they never play'd the Philosophers to explain it: but contented themselves for the most part with unexact Comparisons; fitter to make known the Doctrine than to give a Satisfactory Explanation to the Mind: Therefore Tradition is for such as Philosophize not on this Mystery, and who fumit their Reason to the Rule of Faith, without distraeting their Brain to no purpose, about most abstruse and difficult Questions.

We should be to blame, should we require the Philosophers, to give us clear and easie Explanations of the manner of our LORDS Body being in the Eucharist; for this would be to demand of them novelties in Divinity. And in case the Philosophers should make an impudent Anfwier to the Demand, they must be necessarily obnoxious either to the having their Philosophy or Divinity condemn'd. For if their Explanations were obscure, they would give reason to deprive the Principles of their Philosophy; if their Anfwier were eafe and apparent, we should have reason to apprehend of Novelty in their Divinity.

Since then Novelty in point of Divinity, bears the Imprefs and Character of Error, and the World has a right and privilege of defpifing Opinions merely on the Account of their being Novel, and having no foundation in Tradition; we ought not to undertake to give easif and intelligible Explanations of those things, which the Fathers and Councells, have not perfectly explain'd: and 'tis sufficient to hold the Doctrine of Transubstantiation, without offering to make out the manner of it. For otherwise we might low the seeds for fresh Difputes, and Quarrels, whereof there are too many already; and the Enemies of the Truth would not fail to use them to malicious purpoze, and for the oppreffing of their Adversaries.

Difputes in point of Theological Explications, seem to be the most uncles and most dange- rous of any; and they are with greater reason to be fear'd; for that even Religious Persons often fancy they have a right of breaking their Charity with fuch as break with their Opinions. We have but too common Experience of this Practice; and the caufe of it lies not very deep. Wherefore 'tis always the belt and surest way, not to be eager to speake of things whereof we have no Evidence, and which others are not dispos'd to conceive.

Nor ought obscurc and uncertain Explications of Mysteries of Faith, which we are under no obligation to believe, to serve for a Rule and Principle for the guiding our Reasonings in Philosophy, where nothing but Evidence ought to perfwade us. We are not to change the clear and distinct Idea of Extention, Figure, and Local Motion, for the general and con- fused Idea of Principle, or of Subject of Extention, of Form of Quiddities, and Real Qual- ities, and of all those Motions of Generation, Corruption, and Alteration, and others which differ from Local Motion. Real Idea's will produce real Science: but from general and Logical Idea's, can proceed nothing, but a random superficial and a barren Science. Wherefore we ought with ferior Reflection to attend to the distinct and particular Idea's of things, for the discovering the Properties they contain; and thereby study Nature instead of losing our Selves in thef Chimera's, which are only the litter or off-spring of fome Philo- sophers Brains.
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CHAP. IX.

I. The left general Cause of our Errors. II. That the Idea’s of things are not always present to the Mind, when we would have them. III. That every finite Mind is subject to Error, and why. IV. That we ought not to judge that there is nothing but Body and Spirit: Nor that God is a Spirit, according to our conception of Spirits.

We have hitherto treated of such Errors, as may have some occasional Cause assigned in the Nature of the pure Intellect, or of the Mind, consider’d as acting by itself: and in the nature of Idea’s; that is to say, in the manner of the Mind’s perceiving external Objects. There remains only one Cause now to be explain’d, which may be term’d the universal and general Cause of our Errors; because we can conceive no Error, that has not some fort of dependence on it. The Cause is this: That Nothing having no Idea to represent it, the Mind is carried to believe that the things whereof it has no Idea, have no Existence.

'Tis certain that the general Source of our Errors, as we have often said, is our Judgment’s having greater extent and latitude, than our Perceptions. For when we consider any Object, we commonly take the present but on one side of it; but we are not content to judge only of that side we have consider’d, but we pronounce of it all entire: And in often fortunes that we are deceiv’d; for though the thing be true on the part we have examine’d, it is commonly false on the other we have not; and what we believe true, is no more than probable. Now ’tis manifest that we should not judge thus absolutely on things as we do, did we not think we had consider’d all the parts of them, or suppose them all like that which we have examine’d. So the general Cause of our Errors lies in this, that having no Idea of the other Faces of the Object, or of their difference with that which is present to our Thoughts, we believe tho’ other faces don’t exist; or at least we suppose they have no particular difference.

This manner of acting we think reasonable enough: For since Nothing cannot form any Idea in the Mind, we have some pretence to believe that the things, that form no Idea in the Mind, at the time of our Examining them, resemble Nothing: And that which confirms us in this Opinion, is our being persuaded by a sort of Infinct, that the Idea’s of things are due to our Nature, and are in such wise subject’d to the Mind, that they are oblig’d to pay their attendance, when the Mind commands them.

However, if we would make a little Reflection upon the present state of our Nature, we should hardly be so strongly bent upon believing all the Idea’s of things, so much at our beck and command. Man, as I may say, is only Flesh and Blood, since Adam’s Transfiguration: The least impression of his Senses and his Passions interrupts the strongest Application of his Mind: and the current of the Spirits and Blood, hurry it along with them, and drive it continually upon sensible Objects. In vain it strives to withstand the Torment it is carried by, and rarely it is, that it thinks of refilling it; so pleasanter it finds it to follow, and so troublesome to struggle against the stream. The Mind therefore is discourag’d and depressed, as soon as it has made an attempt to hold, and fix it upon a Truth; and ’tis absolutely false in the state we are in, that the Idea’s of things are present to the Mind, as often as we would consider them: And therefore we ought not to judge that things are not in being, upon the only scope of our having no Idea’s of them.

But though we should suppose Man absolute Master of his Mind, and its Idea’s, yet he would still be subject to Error, by the necessity of his Nature. For the Mind of Man is limited; and every limited Mind is by Nature liable to Error. The reason whereof is this, that the least things have Infinite Relations betwixt them, and require an Infinite Mind to comprehend them. And therefore a limited Mind being unable to embrace, and comprehend all these Relations, after all that ever it can do, a Man’s inclin’d to believe, that those which he does not perceive, don’t exist; especially when he does not consider the Weakness and Limitation of his Mind, as ’tis customary for him not to do. And thus the Finiteness of the Mind alone, brings along with it the Capacity of falling into Error.

Notwithstanding, if Men even in this their state of Infirmity and Corruption, made always good use of their Liberty, they would never be deceiv’d. And for this reason, every one that falls into Error, is justly blameable, and deservedly obnoxious to punishment: For no more is requisite for the avoiding Error, than to judge only of what a Man sees, and not to form compleat judgments on things, before he is affir’d he has examine’d them in all their parts: and this is possible for Men to do. But they had rather subjugate themselves to Error, than conform to the Rule of Truth; and love to arbitrate without the trouble of Enquiry: And so we need not wonder if they are guilty of infinite Errors, and frequently stand chargeable with uncertain and unwarrantable Judgments.

All
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All the Idea's, for instance, that Men have of Substance, are those of Spirit and of Body; that is of a thinking, and extended Substance: and thence they take upon them to determine, that whatever exists, is either of Body or Spirit. This is not said, as if I presump't to affirm there were any Substance, neither Body nor Spirit: it being too hazardous to maintain those things exist whereof we have no Idea; since 'tis suppos'd that GOD, who conceals not his Works from us, would have given us some Idea of them. Yet I think we ought to determine nothing concerning the number of the kinds of Beings which GOD has created, from the Idea's we have of them: Since absolutely speaking, there may be Reasons why GOD should conceal them from us, if it were only that these Beings having no Relation to us, the Idea's, Knowledge of them would be of little Use to us: as he has not given us Eyes acute enough to reckon the Teeth of an Hand-worm, since 'twould be useless to the Preservation of our Body's, to have to penetrate an Eye-worm.

But though we do not think it fit to judge hastily and rashly, that all Being is divided into Spirit and Body; yet we think it inconsistent with Reason for Philosophers, in explaining Natural Effects, to use other Ideas than those that depend on Thought and Extension; these in Effect being the only distinct or particular that we have.

There is nothing more Unphilosophical and Irrational, than to imagine vast numbers of Beings from simple Logical Idea's; to belowe on them infinite properties; and to go about explaining things, which no body understands, by things which not only no body conceives, but which indeed are impossible to be conceived. This is to take the same course that Blind Men would do, when intending to discourse of Colours, and maintain the Thesis that concern them, they should make use of the Definitions they receive from the Philosophers, and thence make their Inferences and Conclusions. For as these Blind Men's Arguings and Disputes about Colours, must needs be pleasant and ridiculous enough, since they could have no Idea of them, and would only argue from general and Logical Idea's. So the Philosophers can never reason judiciously and judiciously upon the Effects of Nature, when they only employ general and Logical Idea's, as of Act, Power, Being, Causa, Principle, Form, Quality, and others of like Nature. It is absolutely necessary for them to ground their Disputes and Reasonings upon the particular and distinct Idea's of Thought and Extension, and those which are contained in them, as Figure, Motion, &c. For we can never expect to arrive to the Knowledge of Nature, but by the Consideration of the distinct Idea's we have of it: and 'tis better not to meditate at all, than to throw our Meditation away upon Whimfies and Chimera's.

We ought not however to assert that there is nothing but Spirit and Body, Thinking and Extended Beings in Nature, since 'tis impossible for us to be mistaken. For though these are sufficient for the Explanation of Nature, and consequently we may conclude without danger of erring, That all Natural things, as far as our Knowledge goes, depend upon Extension and Thought; yet absolutely speaking, its not impossible but there may be others, whereof we have no Idea, nor for any Effect.

Men are therefore too rash and precipitate in judging, as an indispensable Principle, that all Substance is divided into Body and Spirit. But they thence infer a rash and unadvised conclusion, when they determine by the folk light of Reason, that GOD is a Spirit: 'tis true, that since we are created after His Image and Similitude, and we are taught from several places of the Holy Scripture, that GOD is a Spirit, we ought to believe and call Him so: But Reason alone can never teach us so much. It only tells us that GOD is a Being infinitely perfect; and that he ought rather to be a Spirit than a Body, since our Soul is more perfect than our Body; but it cannot allure us, there are not still other Beings more perfect than those Spirits within us, and rang'd in an higher order above them, than our Minds are above our Bodies.

But supposing there were such Beings as these, (as Reason makes it unquestionable that GOD was able to create them) 'tis evident they would have a nearer resemblance to their Maker than our selves: And so the same Reason informs us, that GOD would rather have their Perfections than ours; which would be reckno'd, but imperfections in comparison with them. We ought not therefore precipitately to imagine that the word Spirit, which we indifferently use to signify what GOD is, and what we are our selves, is an univocal Term, expressing the same things, or very like. GOD is farther exalted above Created Spirits, than these Spirits are elevated above Bodies; and we ought not to term GOD a Spirit so much for a positive Declaration of what He is, as to signify He is not material. He is an infinitely perfect Being, no Man can doubt of it: But as we are not to imagine with the Anthropomorphists, that he ought to have an Humane shape; because that Figure seems the most perfect, though we should suppose Him Corporal; so we ought not to think that the Spirit of GOD has Humane Thoughts, and that his mind is like our own, because we know nothing perfeeter than our own Mind. 'Tis rather to be believe'd, that as he includes in Himself the Perfections of Matter, without being material: (for 'tis certain that Matter has a Relation to some Perfection that is in God) so he comprehends the Perfections of created Spirits, without losing a Spirit, after our manner of conceiving Spirits; that his true Name is HE THAT IS: that is, being without restriction, all Being, being Infinite and Universal.
Some Instances of Errors in Phy•icks, wherein Men are engag'd by supposing that the things which differ in their Nature, their Qualities, Extension, Duration, and Proportion, are alike in these things.

It has been shewn in the Fore-going Chapter, That Men make a rash Judgment in concluding all Beings under two Heads, either of Body or Spirit; we will make it appear in the succeeding Chapters, that they not only make rash Judgments, but fall too; and which are the fruitful Principles of innumerable Errors, when they judge that Beings are not different in their Relations and Modes, because they have no Idea of these Differences.

'Tis certain that the Mind of Man searches only after the Relations of things: First those which the Objects, it considers, have to it self, and then those which they have with one another. For Man's Mind is inquisitive only after its Good and Truth. For the finding out its Good, it considers carefully by Reason, and by Taste or Sensation, whether the Objects have any Relation of Agreement with it self. For the discovering Truth, it considers whether the Objects have any Relation of Equality or Similitude, to each other, or what precisely is the Quantity that is equal to their Inequality. For as Good is not the Good of the Mind any farther than it is agreeable to it: so Truth is not Truth, but by the Relation of Equality or Refemblance, which is found betwixt two things, or more: whether this Relation be between two or more Objects; as between an Ell, and a Piece of Cloth: For 'tis true that this is an Ell of Cloth, because of the Equality between the Ell and the Cloth: whether it be between two or more Idea's, as between the two Idea's of Three and Three, and that of Six: for 'tis true that Three and Three are Six, because of the Equality between the two Idea's of Three and Three, and the Idea of Six: Or whether lafily, it be between Idea's and Things, when the Idea's repre{ent what the Things are. For when I say, There is a Sun, my Proposition is true, because the Idea's I have of Exi{istence, and of the Sun, repre{ent that the Sun exists; and that it truly exists. Every Action of the Mind about, and every Attention to Objects, is only then to try to discover their Relations, since we apply our selves to the consideration of things, only for the finding out the Truth or Goodness of them.

But as we have said before in the preceding Chapter, Attention tires and dispirits the Mind; so that it speedily deferts to oppugn and bear against the Impression of the Senses, that throws it off its Object, and hurries it towards others, which the love it has to its Body, render grateful and agreeable. It has but a {trained Capacity, and fo the differences which are between the Subjects it examines being infinite, or almost so, it is incapable of distinguishing them. Wherefore the Mind supposes imaginary Refemblances, where it observs no Positive and Real Differences; the Idea's of Refemblance being more pre{ent to it, more familiar and more simple than the other. For 'tis manifest that Similitude includes only one Relation, and there is need only of one Idea, to judge that a thousand things are like; whereas to judge without fear of being mistaken, that a thousand Objects differ with one another, there is an {olute Necessity of having a thousand different Idea's pre{ent to the Mind.

Men therefore imagine things of a different Nature, to be of the same, and that all things of the same Species, hardly differ from one another. They judge that unequal things, are equal; that those which are inconflant, are conflant; that such as are without Order or Proportion, are best ordered, and most proportionate. In a word, they believe often that things different in Nature, in Quality, Extension, Duration, and Proportion, are alike in all these particulars: But this deserves to be explain'd more at large by some Examples, as being the Cause of an infinite number of Errors.

Spirit and Body, a Sub{ance that Thinks, and a Sub{ance that's Extended, are two kinds of Being altogether different, and entirely opposite: what belongs to one, can't appertain to the other: Yet Men for the most part but little heeding the Idea they have of Thought, and being continually mov'd and affe{cted with Bodies, have look'd upon the Soul and Body, as only one and the fame thing; have imagin'd a Similitude between things, fo unlike in every re{pect. They would have the Soul to be material; that is to say, extended over all the Body, and figur'd as the Body. And thus have attributed to the Mind, what can belong to nothing but the Body.

Again, Men having the Sensation of Plea{ure, Pain, Smells, Tafts, &c. and their Body being more pre{ent to them, than their Soul; (that is, they easily imagine their Body, but are not able to imagine the Soul,) they attribute to it the Faculties of Sensation, Imagination, and
The Bodies perfectly match each other: and 'tis which is for has and that different things from the survey for have taken of distinguishing them, makes us observe the least differences. So if the Philosophers consider'd Nature with attention, they would acknowledge sufficient cauès of diversities, even in those things which produce the same Sen-

fations, and which for that Reason we ascribe to the same Species; and would not so credulously suppose Effential Reemblances. Blind Men would be to blame to suppose Effential Similitudes confiding in Indivisibilib between Faces, because they did not sensibly perceive the differences: And Philosophers have no more reason to suppose such Similitudes in Bodies of the same Species, because they discover no differences in them by the Sensations they have of them.

The Inclination we have for supposing a Likeness in things inclines us farther to believe there is a set and determinate number of Differences, and Forms; and that these Forms are fix'd to a Point, and incapable of Latitude, more or less. We think that all Bodies differ from each other as in Degrees and that these Degrees, also retain certain Proportions together. In a word, we judge of Material things as of Numbers.

'Tis clearly manifest, that this proceeds from the Mind's losing it self in the Relations of things incommensurable, as are the infinite Differences to be met with in Natural Bodies, and its falaciously supposing with the Imagination of any Reemblance or Proportion it can find between them; then because it can represent many things at once with much readiness, and ease. For, as I have already said, there needs no more than one Idea to judge that many things are like, but there must be many to judge they are unlike each other. If a Man knew, for instance, the number of Angels; and that for each Angel there were ten Arch-Angels; and for every Arch-Angel ten Thrones; and do on, observing the same Proportion in the progression up to the highest Order of Intelligences: The Mind might know when it pleas'd the number of all these Bleffed Spirits, and even by a good Strong reflexion, determine of them almost at a single View; which is infinitely delightful to it. And this is what may have induced some Perious to judge thus of Celestial Spirits; as some Philosophers have done in another cafe, of the Gravitation and Levitation of the Elements, making a Decuple Proportion between them, supposing Fire ten times lighter than Air; and so of the rest.

When the Mind finds a necessity of admitting Differences between Bodies, by the different Sensations it has of them, and for some other particular Reasons; it is thence to allow as little as possibly it can. 'Tis upon this account it is easily perfwaded, that the Effences of things are in Indivisibilib, and that they are like Numbers, as we have said before; for that then it requires only one Idea to represent all the Bodies that go under the name of the same Species.

If you put, for example, a Glass of Water into a Hog's Head of Wine, the Philosophers will tell you, the Effence of Wine still remains the same, and the Water is converted into Wine. Tha that no number can intervene between three and four, since a true Unity is indivisible, so 'tis necessary the Water should be converted into the Effence or Nature of the Wine, or that the Wine should lose its own: That as all Numbers of Four are perfectly alike, so the Effence of Water is exactly the same in all Water's. That as the Number Three Effentially differs from the Number Two, and cannot have the same Properties; so two Bodies differing in Species, differ Effentially, and in such wise, as they can never have the same Properties which flow from the Effence; and such like things as these: Whereas if Men consider'd the true Ideas of things any thing attentively, they would not be long a discovering, that all Bodies being extended; their Nature or Effence has nothing in like Numbers, and that 'tis impossible for it to consist in Indivisibilib.

But Men not only suppose Identity, Similitude, or Proportion in the Nature, the Number, and effential Differences of Substances, but in every thing that comes under their Perception. Mofl Men conclude that all the fix'd Stars, are fattened as so many Nails in the mighty Vault of Heaven, in an equal distance and convexity from the Earth. The Astronomers have for a long time given out, that the Plants grow in exact Circles; whereof they have invented a plenti-
a plentiful number, as Converies, Exeuxieric, Epicleses, Deferent, and Epunt, to explain the Phenomena that contradict their Prejudices.

'Tis true, in the last Ages, the more Ingenious have corrected the Errors of the Ancients, and believe that the Planetes describe Ellipses, by their Motion. But if they would have us believe that the Ellipses are regular, as we are eaily inlin'd to do, (because the Mind supposeth Regularity, where it perceives no Irregularity) they fall into an Error so much harder to be corrected, as the Observations that can be made upon the Cours of the Planetes, want Exactness and Juffness, to shew the Irregularity of their Motions: which Error nothing but Phylteks can remedy; as being infinitely le$s observable, than that which occurs in the Systeme of exact Circles.

But there is one thing of more particular occurrence, relating to the Distance and Motion of the Planetes; which is, that the Astronomers not being able to discover an Arithmetical or Geometrical Proportion, that being mannfly repugnant to their Observations, some of them have imagin'd they observ'd a kind of Proportion, which they term Harmonical, in their Distances and Motions. Hence it was that an Astronomer of this Age, in his New Almagest, begins a Section intent'd, De Systema Mundhi Harmonica, with these words; There is no Man that's never so little wiser'd in Astronomy, but must acknowledge a kind of Harmony in the motions and intervals of the Planets, if he attentively considers the Order of the Heavens. Not that he was of that Opinion; for the Observations that have been made, gave him sufficiently to understand the extravagance of that imaginary Harmony, which has yet been the Admiration of many Authors Ancient and Modern; whole Opinions are related and refuted by Father Riccioli. It is attributed likewise to Pythagoras and his Followers, to have believ'd, That the Heavens by their Regular Motions, made a wonderful Melody, which Men could not hear, by reason of their being us'd to it: As th'o, says he, that dwell near the Cataracks of the Waters of Nile, hear not the noise of them. But I only bring this particular Opinion of the Harmonical Proportion between the Distances and Motions of the Planetes, to shew that the Mind is fond of Proportions, and that it often imagines them where they are not.

The Mind also supposeth Uniformity in the Duration of things, and imagines they are not liable to Change, and Inutility; when it is not as it were forc'd by the Testimonies and report of Sense, to judge otherwise.

All Material things being extended, are capable of Division, and consequently of Corruption. And every one that makes never so little reflexion on the Nature of Bodies, must sensibly perceive their Corruption. And yet there have been a multitude of Philosophers who believ'd the Heavens, though Material, were Incorruptible.

The Heavens are too remote from our Eyes, to discover the Changes which happen in them; and there seldom any great enough fall out, to be seen upon Earth; which has been sufficient warrant to a great many Perons to believe they were really incorruptible. What has been a farther confirmation of their Opinion, is the attributing to the Contrariety of Qualities, the Corruption incident to Sublunary Bodies. For having never been in the Heavens, to see how things were carried on there, they have had no Experience of that contrariety of Qualities being to be found therein, which has induc'd them to believe there were actually no such thing. And hence have concluded the Heavens were exempt from Corruption, upon this Reason, That following their Opinion, corrupts Sublunary Bodies, is not to be found in the higher Regions of the World.

'Tis plain that this Arguing has nothing of solidity; for we see no Reason why there may not be found some other Cause of Corruption, besides that contrariety of Qualities which they imagine: nor upon what grounds they can affirm, There is neither Heat nor Cold, neither Drought nor Moiiture in the Heavens, that the Sun is not hot, nor Summer cold.

There is some probability of Reason to say, That very hard Stones, and Glasses, and other Bodies of like Nature, are not corrupted, since we see they suffer a long time, in the same Capacity; and we are near enough to observe the Changes that should happen to them. But while we are at such a Distance from the Heavens, as we are, it's absolutely against all Reason to conclude they don't corrupt, because we perceive no contrary Qualities in them, nor can see them corrupting; and yet they don't only say, they don't corrupt, but that they are unchangeable and incorruptible: And, a little more, the Peripatetick would maintain, That Celestial Bodies were so many Divinites, as their Matter Aristotel did believe them.

The Beauty of the Universe consists not in the Incorruptibility of its parts, but in the Variety that is found in them; and this great Work of the World, would have something wanting to its Admiraible Perfection, without that Variety of things that is observ'd in it. A Matter infinitely extended, without Motion, and consequently rude and without Form, and without Corruption, might perhaps manifest the Infinite Power of its Author, but could give us no Idea of his Wisdom. And for this reason all Corporeal things is Incorruptible; and there is no Body whatever, whereto there happens not some Change, which alters and corrupts it in process of Time. GOD forms even in the Bowels of Stones and Glasses, Creatures more perfect and admirable, than all the Works of Men. Those Bodies though extremely hard and dry, fail not however to corrupt in Time: The Air and the Sun, which they are expos'd to, change.
In instances of some Errors of Morality, which depend on the same
Principle.

This Easiness and Propensity of the Mind, to imagine and suppose Likeness, wherever it does not visibly perceive Difference, engages the generality of Men in most dangerous Errors in point of Morality. Some instances whereof are these.

A French Man falls in Company of an English Man, or an Italian: This Stranger has particular Humours of his own; he has a Finefe and Delicacy of Wit; or if you had rather, is arrogant and troublesome. This shall forthwith incline the French Man to judge that all English Men or Italians have the same Character of Mind, as the Man that he has met with; and make him praise them, or disapprove them all in general: And if he meets with another, he is immediately prepossessed with a Notion of his being like the former, and he gives way to some Affection, or secret Aversion on his Account. In a word, he will judge of all the particulars of those Nations, from the notable proof he has taken from one or two, that had such certain Qualities of Mind; because having no Information elsewhere of their Difference he supposeth them all alike.

A Regular of some Order, falls into some enormity, and this is sufficient with the generality of those that know him, to condemn Indifferently all the Members of the same Society. They all wear the same Habit, and bear the same Name: they are alike in this, and there needs no more grounds for Vulgar-rate-men, to imagine they are so in every thing. The Reason why they suppose them alike, is because they cannot pierce into the bottom of their Hearts, and fee wherein they positively differ.

Slanderers who study for means of blaspheming the Reputation of their Enemies, commonly make use of this; and Experience verifies that it generally succeeds. And indeed it is most suited and proportioned to the Vulgar standard and capacity. For ’tis not sufficient to find in numerous Communities, as holy as they are, some Perfons disorderly in Manners, or unorthodox in Opinion: since in the Company of the Apostles, whereof E S U S C H R I S T Himself was the Head, there was found a Robber, a Traitor, an Hypocrite; and in a word, a Judas.

The Jews doubtless had been much to blame, had they pass’d hard and disadvantageous Censures upon the most Holy Society that ever was, because of the Avarice and Corruption of Judas; and had they condemn’d them all in their Heart, because they suffer’d so wicked a Wretch in their Company; and our L O R D let him go unpunished, though he knew his Crimes.

’Tis then a manifest Repugnance to Reason, and breach of Charity, to suppose a whole Community in an Error, from some private Person’s being engag’d in it; even though the Heads conniv’d at it, or perhaps were Partisans and Abettors. ’Tis true, when all the Particu-
FROM the Beginning of this Treatise, I have distinguished it, as it were, into two Parts, in the Substance and Manner of the Two Preceding Treatises; the First Part being to treat of the Difference of Sentiments, which makes the one Calvinists, and the other Pelagians; the other is to treat of the Difference of Objects, which is to distinguish between the Ideas of the Holy Trinity, and the Ideas of the Angels, Demons, and Spirits, when it receives from God Ideas communicated by Revelation, and so on:

Secondly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Thirdly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Fourthly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Fifthly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Sixthly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Seventhly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Eighthly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Ninthly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Tenthet私立, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

Lastly, when it receives from the Author of Nature, three Ideas, called Imagination, Sensation, and Motion.

The Conclusion of the Three First Books.
Chap. XI.  

The Search after Truth.

the Mind receives only from some Traces, produced or excited in the Brain, by the Course of the Animal Spirits. Lately, I call'd it Pure Mind, or Pure Intellect, when it receives from God the All-pure Idea of Truth, without any mixture of Sensations and Images; not by the Union it hath with the Body, but with that it has with the Word, or Wis Dom of God: not because it exists in the Material and Sensible World, but because it infabits in the Immortal and Intelligible World; not for the knowing Movable things, that are fit for the Preservation of a Corrupted Life; but for piercing into Immutable Truths, which concur in us the Life of the Spirit.

I have shewn in the First and Second Book, That our Sensae and Imagination are very useful to the knowing the Relations External Bodies have to our own; that the Idea's the Mind receives by means of the Body, are for the Intercelf of the Body: that 'tis impossible to discover any Truth whatever, with Evidence, by the Idea's of the Sensae and Imagination; that these confused Idea's are of use only in uniting us to the Body, and by the Body, to all sensible things: and that lastly, if we defir'd to avoid Error, we should not credit their Reports: I concluded likewise, That it was Morally impossible to know the pure Idea of the Mind, the Relations which Bodies have with our own: that we ought not to reason upon thee Idea's, to know whether an Apple, or a Stone, are good to eat, but the way to know, is to try by Tasting: And that though we may employ our Intellect, for obtaining a confused Knowledge of the Relations foreign Bodies have with our own; 'tis always the surest way to make use of our Sensae. I give one instance more, since so necessary and essential things cannot be too deeply imprinted on the Mind.

I have a Mind to examine, for Example, Whether 'tis more advantageous to be Just or Rich. If I open the Eyes of my Body, Justice looks like a Chimera, I see no Allurements that it has. The Juit I see miserable, deserted, perfected, naked of Defense, and destitute of Comfort: For He that is their Comforter and Supporter, is not apparent to my Eyes: In a word, I see not what use Justice and Virtue can be put to. But if I contemplate Riches with my Eyes open, I presently see the Lure of Speed and Splendor of them, and am dazz'd. Power, Greatness, Pleasure, and all sensible Goods, are the Retinue and Attendants of Wealth; and I have no room to doubt but a Man must be Rich, if he will be happy. Again, If I employ my Ears, I hear how all Men have Riches in Esteem; and that their Talk is only about ways of acquiring them; and that they are constantly giving Prizes, Insence, and Honour to those that possess them. This Sense then, and all the rest inform me, that I must be Rich, before I can be Happy. But let me shut my Eyes, and stop my Ears, and only interrogate my Imagination, and it will conftantly represent what my Eyes had seen, what they had read, and what my Ears had heard, to the Advantage and Commendation of Riches; but it will represent them in a quite other manner, than my Sensae: For the Imagination always augments the Idea's of those things which are related to the Body, and are the Objects of our Love. If I reign my self to its Conduct, it will presently lead me into an Inchant Palace, much what the fame with that fleer celebrated by Poets and Romancers, in magnificent Descriptions; and here I shall be ravish'd in gazing on those Beauties, that need not be describ'd, which will convince me, that the God of Riches that inhabits it, is the only capable of making me Happy. Lo here, what my Body is able to perfuade me, for it speaks only on its own behalf; and 'tis necessary to its welfare, that the Imagination bow beneath the Grander, and proftrate it self before the Luree of Riches.

But if I consider, that the Body is infinitely inferior to the Mind; that it is not its Mafter, nor can instruct it in Truth, nor any ways illuminate it; and if upon this Scene and Prospect I re-enter into, or inquire of my self, or rather (since I am neither my own Mafter, nor my own Light) if I approach unto God, and in the calm and silence of my Sensae and Paffions, make this Demand, Whether Riches or Virtue is preferable? I shall hear a clear and distinct Answer, concerning what is to be done; an Eternal Answer, that has been always given, and which is, and always will be: an Answer that's not necessary to be explain'd, since every body know it; such as read this, and such as do not read it; which is neither Greek, nor Latin, nor French, nor German, but which all Nations under Heaven understand: An Answer lastly, that conelates the Juit in their Poverty, and deolates Sinners in the abundance of their Riches. I shall hear this Answer, and remain convinc'd; and then shall laugh at the Visions of my Imagination, and the Delusions of my Sensae. The Internal Man that is in me, shall ridicule the Animal and Terrestrial Man, that I carry about me. In fine, the New Man shall thrive, and the Old Man shall destroy; provided in the mean time I continually obey the Voice of Him, who delivers Himself so cleanly, in the most secret recess of my Reafon; and who becoming sensible to accommodate Himself to my Weakness and Difability, and to give me Life by that which gave me Death, speaks to me anew, in a most strong and lively, and familiar way by my Sensae; I mean by the preaching of His Gospel: But if I interrogate Him in all Metaphysical, Natural, and purely Philosophical Questions, as well as those which respect the Rule of Manners, I shall always have a faithful Mafter, who will never deceive me. I shall not only be a Christian, but a Philosopher; I shall be a sound Thinker, and a Lover of what is Good: In a word, I shall follow the Road that leads me to all Perfection I am capable of, either by Nature or by Grace.
We ought then to conclude from all that has been said, that to make the best use possible of the faculties of our soul, of our senses, imagination, and understanding; we must apply them only to those things, for which they were given us. We ought carefully to distinguish our sensations and imaginations, from our pure ideas; and judge by the former of the relations our body has with those about us; but never make use of them in discovering truths, which they always confound. Whereas pure ideas must be used in the finding out of truths, but omitted, when we judge of the correspondencies between external bodies, and our own: because their ideas have never reach and extent enough, to give a thorough representation of them.

'Tis impossible for men to have sufficient knowledge of all the figures and motions of the little parts of their body and blood; and of those of a particular fruit; at a certain season of their sickness, to know whether there is a relation of agreement between that fruit and their body; and that if they eat of it they shall recover: Thus our senses alone are more useful for the conversation of our body, than the rules of experimental medicine; and experimental medicine, than theoretical. But theoretical medicine, that defers much to experience, and more to the senses, is the best of all. Because all these should be caball'd together.

Reason then is of universal use; and this is the privilege it obtains over the senses and imagination, which are limited and confined to sensible things: yet this is to be regularly employ'd; for though it be the principal part of our selves, it often happens to deceive us, by our letting it act too much; because it cannot act enough without tiring; I mean it cannot know enough to make a right judgment, and yet it will still be judging.
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BOOK IV.

Concerning the Inclinations, or Natural Motions of the Mind.

CHAP. I.

I. Inclinations are as necessary to Spirits, as Motions to Bodies. II. GOD gives no Motion to Spirits, but what tends towards Himself. III. The Tendency Spirits have to particular Goods, proceeds but from their Motion towards Good in general. IV. The Original of our chiefest Natural Inclinations: Which will make up the Division of this Fourth Book.

THERE had been no occasion of Treating on the Natural Inclinations, which are to be the Subject of this Fourth Book, nor on the Passions, which I am to speak to in the Fifth, to discover the Causes of our Errors, did not the Understanding depend on the Will, in the Perception of Objects. But because the Understanding receives its Direction from the Will, and is determin'd and fix'd by it, rather to some Objects than others: in order to penetrate into the Causes of the Errors whereunto we are subject, it will be absolutely necessary to be well acquainted with the Nature of our Inclinations.

Had GOD in the Creation of the World, produc'd a Matter infinitely Extended, without imprinting on it any Motion, there had been no diversity in Bodies. The whole Visible World at this day, would have been nothing but an unwieldy Mass of Matter, or Extention, which might perhaps have serv'd to shew the Greatness and Power of its Author; but wanting that Succession of Forms, and Variety of Bodies, wherein the Beauty of the Universe consists, would have little to invite Spiritual Beings to admire, and adore the infinite Wisdom of its Governor.

Now the Inclinations of Spirits seem to be in the Spiritual World, what the Motions of Bodies are in the Material: and that if Spirits had no Inclinations or Votions, that Variety would be wanting to the Order of Spiritual things, which not only excites to the Admiration of the profound Wisdom of GOD, (as does the diversity obser'd in Material things,) but also of his Mercy, Justice, and Goodness, and all his other Attributes in general. The difference then of Inclinations, has an Effect in Spirits much like that which the diversity of Motions produces in Bodies: and the Inclinations of Spirits, together with the Motions of Bodies, make up all the Beauty of Created Beings. So that 'tis requisite for the former to have several Inclinations, as for the latter to have different Motions. But let us try to discover what Inclinations these ought to be.

Were not our Nature corrupted, we should not need to seek by Reason, as we are now to do, what should be the Natural Inclinations of Created Spirits. We need but have descended into our own Breast, to have discover'd, by an inward Feeling, or Self-consciousness, of what paffes within us, all the Inclinations we ought Naturally to have. But since we are taught by Faith, that Sin has inverted the Order of Nature, and even by Reason, that our Inclinations are disorder'd, as we shall see better in the sequel, we are oblig'd to another course. For our Sensations being...
not to be credited, we are forc'd to explain things in an higher and more transcendent manner, but such as will doubleafs seem Chimerical to those who take the E mattress of all things from the Senes.

'Tis an undeniable Truth, That God can have no other Principal End of his Actions, than Himself: and that he may have many Subordinate Ends, tending all to the Preservation of the Beings he has created. He can have no Principal End besides Himself, because, being not liable to Error, he cannot place his ultimate End in Beings that include not all forts of Perfectation. But he may have a left Principal, namely, the Preservation of Created Beings; because all parts of his Goodness, are necessarily Good, or, in the Style of Scripture Valde Bona. And therefore God loves them; and 'tis His Love that preserves them: for their Subsistence is wholly owing to his Goodness. Diligis omnia que sunt, says the Wise Man, & nihil edisti eorum quae fecisti: nec enim dienis aliquid confiniis & fecisti. Quodmo autem posset aliquid permanere, nisi Tu voluisses, aut quod a te vocatur non esset conservatur? And indeed 'tis unconceivable, that things should subsist, which are not pleasing to an infinitely Perfect and Omnipo tent Being; since all things have their Subsistence only from His Will. God therefore Wills His Glory, as the Principal End; and the Preservation of his Creatures, only for His Glory.

Natural Inclinations of Spirits, being undoubtedly the constant Impressions of the Will of Him, who has Created and Preserves them, must, we may conceive, be entirely like those of their Creator and Preferver. Wherefore they naturally can have no other Principal End, than His Glory; nor any other Second End, than their own, and others Preservation: but this fill with reference to him who gives them their Being. For in brief, it seeming undeniable that God cannot love more than the Wills he has Created should have it, and that is, should love what is left amiable, more than what is more fo; it is impossible for Him to Create any Creature, without Diverting it towards Himself, and commanding it to love Him rather than all things else; though He may create it Free, and with a Power of deviating it self, and diverting from Him.

As there is but One Love properly in God, that is, the Love of Himself; and as He can love nothing but that Love, since He can love nothing but with reference to Himself. So He imprints but one Love in us, which is the Love of Good in general: and we can love nothing but through that Love, since we can love nothing but what's a Real or Apparent Good. This Love of Good in general is the Principle of all our particular Affections, since this Love is really nothing but our Will: The Will of Man, as I have said before, being only the Continual Impression of the Author of Nature, which carries the Mind towards Good in general. Surely we ought not to imagine that this Power of Loving either proceeds from, or depends on our selves; on whom only depends the Power of Loving wrong, or rather of Rightly Loving Evil things: because being Free, we can determine, and do actually determine to particular, and consequently false Goods, the Good Love wherewith God continually influences our Souls, as long as He preserves them.

But not only our Will, or our Love for Good in general, comes from God; our Inclinations likewise for particular Goods, which are common to, though unequally strong in all Men, (such as the Inclination for the Preservation of our Being, and that of others, to whom Nature has united us,) are the Impressions of the Will of God upon us: For I term indifferently natural Inclination all the Impressions of the Author of Nature, that are common to all Created Spirits. I have been saying, that God loves his Creatures, and that 'tis His Love that both gives and preserves their Being; and whereas he continually imprints on us a Love like His own, (since His Will both makes, and governs ours,) He gives us all those Natural Inclinations, which depend not on our Choice, and which necessarily dispose us to the preserving our own, and our Neighbour's Being.

For though Sin has corrupted all things, it has not utterly destroy'd them. Though our Natural Inclinations have not always God for their End, by the free Choice of our Will, yet they always have by the Inflation of Nature; since God who both produces and preserves these Inclinations in us, does it only for Himself. For all Sinners tend to God, by the Impression they receive of Him; though they recede from Him by the Error and deviation of their Mind. They love well, it being impossible to Love ill, whil'st God is the Author of Love: but they love Evil things; Evil, only because God, who gives Sinners the Power of Loving, fords their loving them, by reason of their withdrawing Men, ever since the Fall, from the Love of Himself. For whil'st they imagine that the Creatures are the Cause of the Pleasure and Pain they feel, or receive Occasionally from them, they are furiously to the embracing these Bodies, and so fall into an utter Oblivion of God, who is not Visible to their Eyes.

We have till then the fame Natural Inclinations, or Impressions of the Author of Nature, as Adam had before his fall. We have even the same Inclinations as the Blefled have in Heaven: For God neither makes, nor preserves any Creatures, but He poftpofles them with a Love like His own. He loves Himself, and us, and all His Creatures: and therefore Creates no Spirits, but would invites them to love God, Themselves, and all the Creatures.

But as all our Inclinations are only the Impressions of Nature's Author, which carry us to love Him, and all things for His sake, they can never be regular, but when we love God with all our Strength, and all things for the sake of God, by a Free and Premeditate Choice of our Will:
For 'tis Injustice and Abusing the Love of God, which he gives us for Himself, to lay it out on any thing besides, or without Relation to him.

And thus we now know not only what are our Natural Inclinations, but also what they ought to be, to become regular, and as they were instituted by their Author. For all the Disorders of our Inclinations, have no other Root than this, that we fix our Ultimate End in our Felves, and instead of referring all to God, center all things upon Self.

First then, we have an Inclination for Good in general, which is the Principle of all our Natural Inclinations, all our Passions, and all the Free Affections of our Will.

Secondly, we have an Inclination for the Preservation of our own Being, or Welfare.

Thirdly, we have an Inclination for other Creatures; which are either useful to our selves, or those we love. We have yet many other particular Inclinations which depend on these, which probably we may treat of elsewhere. In this Fourth Book my only Design is to reduce the Errors of our Inclinations to three Heads, to the Inclination we have for Good in general, to Love of our Selves, and of our Neighbours.

C H A P. II.

I. The Inclination for Good in general, is the Principle of the Restlessness of the Will. II. And consequently of our In advertency and Ignorance. III. The first Instance, (showing that) Morals are but little known by the generality of Men. IV. The second Instance, (showing that) the Immortality of the Soul is controverted by some People. V. That we are in extreme Ignorance, in point of Absurd things; and which have but little reference to us.

That vast Capacity which the Will has for all Goods in general, by reason of its being made for Goods that comprehend in it all Goods, can't be fill'd by all the things the Mind represents to it, and yet the continual Motion which God impresses it with, is never ftof, which necessarily gives a perpetual Disturbance and agitation to the Mind. The Will which seeks after what it defines, obliges the Understanding to represent all sorts of Objects: which when represented by the Understanding, the Soul cannot satisfy, or if the satisfaction, the remains unsatisfied.

She cannot taste them, because the View of the Mind is seldom accompanied with Pleasure, which is the Seasoning, whereby the Soul relishes her Good; and she is not satisfied, because nothing can stop the Motion of the Soul, except the Author of the Impression: Whatever the Mind represents, as the Good of the Soul, is finite; and whatever is finite, may detain her Love for a moment, but cannot fix it. When new and extraordinary Objects come under the consideration of the Mind, or such as have a Character of Infinite, the Will gladly bears with an attentive Diffusion for some time, as hoping to find what she is in Search of; because that which appears Infinite, bears the Signature of its real Good? but after a while, is disfigured with this, as with the rest, and leaves it. Hence it is ever restless and fluctuating, because it is fated to seek what it never can find, though always in hopes of: And it loves whatever is Great, Extraordinary, and Infinite; because having nothing of its true Good, in common and familiar things, it fancies it may be found in such as are unknown. We shall shew in this Chapter, that the Restlessness of our Will is one of the Principal Causes of our Ignorance, and the Errors we are guilty of, upon infinite subjects, and in the two following, shall explain what it is that breeds that our Inclination for all that's Great, and Extraordinary.

First, It is plain enough from what has been said, that the Will is only solicitous to apply the Understanding to those Objects which are related to us, and is very negligent as to the rest: For that being by a Natural Impression, ever longing and Impatient after Happines, it turns the Up, frequently of our In advertency and Ignorance, that afford some Pleasure; because, as has been said, all Created things may pleasue for a season, cause, but they quickly grow diffaful, and then our Mind declines them, and takes new ways to other Delights, and Satisfactions.

Thirdly, That the Will is prompted to put the Understanding on these defultory advances from Objeét to Object, from that confus'd, and as it were, diluent Representation the Understanding gives of Him; who includes in Himself all Beings? as has been said in the Third Book. For the Will defining, as I may fo speak, to bring its real good clofer, fo as to be affected by it, and to receive its quickning Motion; excites the Understanding, to represent it by pece-meal: But then this is no longer the General, the Universal, and infinitely Perfect Being, which the Mind perceives; but something of a limited and imperfect Nature, which the Will readily abandons, as finding it unable to stop its Motion, and pleasé it any considerable time, and fo pursues after another Object.

Mean while, the Advertency and Application of the Mind, being absolutely necessary to the discovery of Truths ever so little absurd, it is manifest that the Vulgar of Men, must be most grossly Ignorant;
norant, even in point of such things, as have some reference to them; but inconceivably Blind, as to all Abstract Truths, and to which they have no sensible Relation. But we must try to make these things manifest by some examples.

There is no Science that stands in so near a Relation to us, as Moral Philosophy: which teaches us our Duty to God, and our King, our Kindred and Friends, and in general to all about us. Besides it points out the way how to become Happy: so that all Men are under theEfficient Obligation, or rather an indispensable Necessity of regulating themselves to the Study of it. Norwithstanding Generations of Men have successively continued fix thousand Years, and yet this Science is still very imperfect.

That part of Morals which respects our Duty to God, and which questioneth is the Principal of all, as relating to Eternity, has been little known by Men of the greatest Learning; and there are still to be found Men of Sense, who have no Knowledge of it, though the chief part of all Moral Philosophy. For first of all, What difficulty is there to find out the Existence of a God? Every of his works is a proof of it: All the Actions of Men and Beasts prove it: Whatever we think, whatever we see, whatever we feel, demonstrate it: In a word, there is nothing in the World but proves that there is a God, or at least may prove it, to Men of Attentive Minds, who seriously betake themselves to Search after the Author of all things.

Again, it is evident that we must pursue the Orders of God, if we will be happy: For since He is just and powerful, we cannot Disobey him, without being punished; nor obey him, without a recompense. But what is it he requires of us? That we love Him, that our Thoughts be possess'd with Him, and our Hearts upon Him. For, what else had God in Creating Minds, and all things else? Certainly no other than Himself: So that being made for Him we are indifferently oblig'd from diverting elsewhere the Impression of Love, which He perpetually maintains in us, in order to our perpetual loving Him.

These Truths are not very difficult to be discover'd by any attentive and considering Man; and yet this sole Moral Principle, That to become Vertuous and Happy, 'tis absolutely necessary to Love God above all things, in all and all things, is the Foundation of all Christian Morality. Nor is there need of very great Application to deduce from thence all necessary Consequences, to settle the General Rules of our Behaviour; though few there are that do it, will daily Distract arise about Questions of Morality, which are the immediate and necessary Refults of this self-evident a Principle as this before us.

The Geometricians are continually making new Discoveries in their Science; and if they do not much advance it, 'tis because they have already drawn from their Principles, the most useful and necessary consequences: But the greatest part of Mankind, seem incapable of concluding any thing from the first Principle of Morals. All their Ideas vanish and disipate, when their Will inclines them hardly to consider it. Because they will not as they ought; and they will nor as they ought, because they cannot taste it; or that having tasted it, are presently disipated. For 'tis an Abstract, Metaphysical, and purely Intellectual Principle, and not attainable by Sense or Imagination. And therefore seems to Cardial Eyes, or Minds that fee no farther than their Eyes, to have no solidity. Nothing appears in this Principle likely to settle and compose the restless agitation of their Will, and thereupon to stop the View of their Mind, and fix it attentively on considering it. What hope then is there they should see it well, comprehend it right, and draw those direct Inferences from it which they ought?

Those who should have but an imperfect apprehension of this Geometrical Proposition, That the sides of Similar Triangles are proportional, could certainly be no great Geometricians: But if, besides that confused and imperfect Perception of that Fundamental Proposition of Geometry, they had some Interest, why the sides of Similar Triangles should not be proportional; and if False Geometry were as suitable to their perverse Inclinations as False Morals, we should see as absurd Paralyses in Geometry as Morality, because their Errors would be pleasanter to them, and Truth would only trouble, perplex, and confound them.

Hence we need not wonder at the Blindness of Men in former Ages, who liv'd whilst Idleness hourl'd in the World, or of such as live at present unenlightened with the Sun-flame of the Gospel: It was needful for Eternal Wisdom to cloath it self with Sensibleness, to instruct Men that inquire only of their Senses. Four thousand Years together Truth was manifestly by speaking to their Mind; but not entering into themselves, they did not hear it; 'twas requisite therefore it should speak unto their Ears: The Light which enlightens all Men, shin'd upon their Darkness, without dispersing it, and they could not behold it. Intelligible Light must veil it self and become Visible: The Word must be made Flesh; and hidden and inaccessible: Wisdom must instruct Men in a Carnal manner; Carnal, says St. Bernard. The Generality of Men, and especially the Poor, (who are the worthiest Object of their Creator's Mercy and Providence,) those who are oblig'd to labor for their Living, are extremely ignorant and stupid. They hear only because they have Ears, and see only because they have Eyes: But are incapable of returning into themselves, by any Effort of Reason, there to examine Truth, in the silence of their Senses and their Paflions. Truth they cannot apply to, because they cannot relish it; and commonly that application enters not their Heads, because they cannot think of applying themselves to unpleasing Objects. Their defpective and delirous will commonly casts the Vision of the Mind upon all sensible Objects, the Variety of which is pleasanter and diverting. For the Multiplicity and Diversity of Sensible Goods, serve to conceal their Vanity, and to keep up our Hopes of finding among them the True Good, which we desire.

Thus
The Search after Truth.

Thus though the Counsel which JESUS CHRIST, in quality of Man, of the Way, and of Author of our Faith, gives us in the Gospel, are much more proportion'd to the weaknesses of our Mind, than those which the same CHRIST, as He is Eternal Wisdom, Internal Truth, Intellectual Light, infires into our most inward Reason; and though He renders these His Counsels deletable by His Grace, sensibile by His Example, and convincing by His Miracles; yet Men are so stupid and inconsiderate as to things of greatest importance to be known, that they never think of them as behooves them. Not many perceive the Excellency of the Gospel, nor the Soundness and Necessity of the Precepts of our LORD; few there are that meditate on them, to so nourish and strengthen the Soul by them: The continual toiling and agitation of the Will, which looks for the Enjoyment of Good, permitting not those Truths to be infilled on, which seem to deprive the Soul of it. Here follows another proof of what I am afferring.

 Doubtles it much concerns, and lies upon the Wicked, to know whether their Soul is Mortal, as theyrippople it; or Immortal, as Faith and Reason allure, as being a thing of greatest moment and importance to them, since the Question lays their Eternity at stake, and the quiet of their Mind depends on the resolve. Whence comes it that they are ignorant, or doubtful in the matter, but from their want of serious Attention, and the Reflentless and Corruptness of their Will, not suffering the Mind to take a steady View of the Reasons which contradict the Opinion they will to be true? For in brief, is it so difficult to discover the difference between the Body and Soul, betwixt a Thinking and an Extended thing? Must a Man bring so great an Attention to perceive that a Thought is neither Round nor Square; that Extension is capable only of different Figures and Motions; but not of Thought and Reasoning: and so, that what thinks and what's Extended, are two Beings altogether opposite. And yet this is all that's requisite to demonstrate the Immortality of the Soul, and that life is not perishable, though the Body should be annihilated.

True it is, when a Sub stance perishes, that the Modes or Manners of its Existence perish with it: as were a piece of Wax annihilated, it is certain the Figures of that Wax would be annihilated also: because the Roundness, for instance, of the Wax is really nothing, but the Wax it self, existing in such a manner, and cannot subsist without the Wax, whose Mode it is. But though God should destroy all the Wax in the World, it would not follow from thence that any other Substance, or Modes of Sub stance should be annihilated. All Stones, for example, might subsist, together with their Modes: Because Stones are Sub stances or Beings, and not Modes of Being of the Wax.

So though God should annihilate the half of a Body, it would not follow that the other half was annihilated. The latter half is united to the other, but is not one with it. And therefore one half being annihilated, it might be reasonably infer'd, that the other half was no longer related to it; but not that it did it self exist no longer: for being a different Being, it could not be reduced to nothing by the annihilation of the other. Thence 'tis manifest, that Thought being not the Modification of Extention, our Soul is not annihilated, on supposition that our Body were annihilated by Death.

But we have no reason to imagine that the Body is annihilated, when it is destroy'd. The parts that make it up, are dissolv'd into Vapours, and reduc'd into Dust: we neither see nor know them any more, I confefs; but we cannot hence conclude they exist not: For the Mind perceives them still. If we separate a Mustard-seed into two, or four, or twenty parts, we annihilate it to our Eyes, because we fee it no longer: But 'tis not annihilated in it self, or to the Mind; for the Mind dines it, though divided into a thousand, or an hundred thousand parts. 'Tis a common Notion, and receiv'd by all that use their Reason rather than their Senses, That nothing can be annihilated by the ordinary force of Nature. For as 'tis naturally impossible for something to be produc'd from nothing, so 'tis impossible for a Sub stance or Being to be reduc'd to nothing. Bodies indeed may corrupt, if you call Corruption the Changer that befal them, but cannot be annihilated. What is round, may become Square; what is Fleth, may become Earth, Vapour, and whatever you please: for all Extention is capable of all sorts of Configuration: But the Sub stance of what is round, or Fleth, can never perish: There are certain fixed Laws in Nature, by which Bodies change successively their Forms, because the succicive Variety of these Forms, makes the Beauty of the Universe, and cau ses us to admire its Author. But there is no Law in Nature for the annihilation of any Being, because Nothingness wants all Beauty, as well as Goodness; and the Author of Nature is the Lover of his works. Bodies then may change, but can never perish.

But if any one trilling to the Verdil of his Senses, shall obfolutely maintain, that the dissolution of Bodies is a true Annihilation, because the parts they reduc'e into, are invisible: Let him do so much as remember that Bodies cannot be divided into these invisible parts, but by reason of their Extention. For if the Mind be not extended, it must be indivisible, and if indivisible, must be acknowledg'd incorruptible in that sense. But how can the Mind be imag'd extended and dissolv'd? A right Line will divide a Square into two Triangles, Parallelogram, or Trepstraight: But by what Line may a Blossome, a Pen, or a Defter be conceiv'd to be divided? and what Figure would result from that Division? Certainly I cannot believe the Imagination so fruitful in false Ideas as to satisly it self in this particular.

The Mind therefore is neither extended, nor dissolv'd, nor susceptible of the same changes as the Body; and yet it must be ow'd, that it is not immutable by its Nature. If the Body is capable of an infinite number of different Figures, and different Configurations; the
the Mind is likewise capable of a world of different Ideas, and different Modifications. And as after our Death, the Substance of our Flesh will resolve into Earth, Vapours, and infinite other Bodies, without annihilation; so to our Soul without falling back into Nothing, will have Thoughts and Sensations very different from those it has during this Life. At present 'tis necessary that we live, and that our Body be compos'd of Flesh and Bone; and in order to live, 'tis necessary the Soul should have Ideas and Sensations, relating to the Body she is joyn'd to. But when she shall be divorced of her Body, the Soul enter upon a perfect Liberty of receiving all sorts of Ideas and Modifications, very different from those she has at present; as the Body on its part shall be free to receive all sorts of Figures and Configurations, nothing like those it is oblig'd to make the Body of a living Man.

It is, if I mistake not, manifest from what I have said, That the Immortality of the Soul is no such hard thing to comprehend. Whence comes it then, that so many doubts of it, but from their Inadvertency, and want of Attention to the Reasons that are requisite to convince them? or whence proceeds this negligence, but from the Understudies and Inconstancy of the Will, incessantly disturbing the Understanding? So as not to give it leisure for a distinct Preception, even of Ideas that are most present to it, such as are those of Thought and Extension: as a Man in the heat of a Passion, calling his Eyes round about him, seldom distinguishes the Objects that are nearest, and most expos'd to View. For indeed the Question of the Immortality of the Soul, is one of the easiest to be resolved, when without lifting to the Imagination, we bring the Mind attentively to consider, the clear and distinct Idea of Extension, and the Relation it can have with Thought.

If the Inconstancy and Levity of the Will, hinders the Understanding from piercing to the bottom of things that are most present to it, and of mightiest Importance to be known; 'tis easie to judge what greater Remarks it will afford the Mind, to prevent its Meditating on such as are Remote and Unconsidering. So that if we are under the Greatest Ignorance and Blindness, as to most things of greatest consequence to be known; I can't tell how we should be very Intelligent and Enlightened, as to those that seem altogether Impertinent and Fruitless.

This I need not stand to prove by tedious Inferences, and which contain no confiderable Truths; for if we must be ignorant of any thing, that beft can be depens'd with, which is of no use: and I had rather not be credited, than make the Reader lose time by unprofitable things.

Though there are but very few, that are seriously taken up with things altogether Vain and Useless; yet those few are too many: But the number can't be too great of such as neglect them and despise them; provided only they forbear to judge of them. A limited Understanding is not blameable for not knowing several things, but only for judging of them. For Ignorance is an unavoidable Error in every Man, and ought not to be avoided: Ignorance of many things is ex
cusable, but being inconsiderable judgments never.

When things are nearly related to us, are Sensible and easily Imaginable; we may say that the Mind intends them, and that some Knowledge of them is attainable: for knowing that they relate to us, we think of them with some inclination; and feeling them to affect us, our Application grows pleasant and delightful: So that we should, as to many things, be wiser than we are, for the Reflexions and Agitation of our Will, that perpetually troubles and fatigues our Attention.

But when things are abstract and inensible, 'tis difficult to acquire any certain Knowledge of them: not that abstract things are in their own Nature intricate and puzzling; but because the Attention and View of the Mind commonly begins and ends with the Sensible View of Objects: for as much as we mostly think of only what we see and feel, and as long as we fee and feel it.

'Tis certain, that if the Mind could easily keep up to clear and distinct Ideas, without being as it were supported by some Sensation; and without having its Attention perpetually diff

The Facts of Fire, as those of Cannons and Mines, are very wonderful, and their Cause as secret and conceal'd. Nevertheless, if Men instead of adhering to the Impressions of their Senses, and idle and delusive Experiments, should insist on that sole Notion of Pure Intell.: That truth and Force for a Body greatly mov'd to produce a Violent Motion in another, since it cannot communicate more moving Force to it than it has of itself, it would be easie from that Single Notion to conclude, there is some subtle and invisible Matter, that it is violently agitated, and universally diffus'd among all Bodies, and several things of like kind, which might ferve to explain the Nature of Fire, and to discover other yet more intricate and hidden Truths.

For seeing so great Motions produc'd in a Cannon or a Mine, and all the visible surrounding Bodies, in too little Commotion to effect them, we are infallibly affur'd there are other invisible and inensible Bodies, which have at least so much Motion as the Cannon Bullet, but being
being extremely fine and subtilte may, when alone, pass freely and without affecting any thing through the Pores of the Cannon, before it is fired, that is, as may be seen explain'd at large in Mr. des Cartes, before they have surrounded the hard and gross parts of the Saltpeter, which the Powder is compos'd of. But when the Fire is kindled, that is, when the most subtilte and agitated particles, have encompassd the gross and solid parts of the Saltpeter, and so have communicated their most forcible and violent Motion to them, all must necessarily burst: because the Pores of the Cannon, which gave a free passage on all sides to the subtilte parts we speak of, when alone, are not large enough to receive the gross parts of the Saltpeter, and others that make the Powder, when agitated by the subtilte particles that environ them.

For as the Water of a River shakes not the Bridge it runs under, because of the minute ness of its parts. So this most fine and subtilte Matter continually passes through the pores of all Bodies, without causing any sensible alteration. But, as again that River is able to overturn a Bridge, when bearing down its Stream huge maffy pieces of Ice, or other more solid Bodies, it daifes them against it with the same force that it self is mov'd by: so the subtilte Matter is capable of those astonishing Effects, observable in Cannons and Mines, when having communicated to the parts of the Powder, swimming in the midst of it, an infinitely more violent and rapid Motion, than that of Rivers and Torrents: these same parts of the Gunpowder cannot freely pass through the Pores of the including Bodies, because of their too great bulk: and therefore open themselves a way, by violently breaking what withstands them.

But 'tis not very easy to imagine these so subtilte and refin'd Bodies, and they are look'd upon as Chimeras, because they cannot be seen. Contemplatio fere definit cum aspexit, says My Lord Bacon. And indeed the greatest part of Philosophers had rather invent some New Entities, than be silent about things they do not understand. If 't be objected to their fallacy, and inconceivable Suppositions, that Fire must necessarily be compos'd of parts rapidly mov'd, because of those violent Motions it produces; whilst nothing can communicate what it has not: (which surely is a most clear and solid Object) they will be far to confound all by some childish and imaginary Difficulties, such as Cygnus univocal and equivocal, that they may seem to say something, when indeed they say nothing at all. For in fine, 'tis a receiv'd Maxim with all considering Men, That there can be no equivocal Cause in Nature, and Ignorance has only invented them.

Thele then who are defirous of knowing Nature, should take care to fix more to clear and distinct Notions. They should a little check and reftiff that Levity and Inconstancy of their Will, it would penetrate to the bottom of things: for their Minds will ever be feele, superficial and defultory, whilst their Wills remain roving, fickle and inconstant.

It must be confel'd that 'tis a painful and tiresome thing, and full of constraint, to become attentive, and go to the bottom of the things we have a mind to know. But nothing can be had without pains. Mean time, 'tis a reproach to Men of Sense, and Philosophers, who are oblig'd by all manner of reasons to the Search and Defence of Truth, to talk they know not what, and to be satisfied with what they do not understand.

---

**C H A P. III.**

**I. Curiosity is natural, and necessary. II. Three Rules to moderate it. III. An Explication of the first of these Rules.**

As long as Men shall have an Inclination for a Good that exceeds their Strength, and they shall not enlой it; they will ever have a secret Inclination for whatever carries the Character of New and Extraordinary. They will confantly be perusing after things, which they have not yet confider'd, with hopes of finding what they seek for: and whereas their Minds can never be fully satisfied, without the Intuition of him, for whom they are created; so, they will always be refeltes and toiling about, till He appears to them in His Glory.

This Diffifion of Minds, is doubtless very conform to their Condition, it being infinitely better refeltes to search after Truth, and Happiness which they do not poifefs, than to fix on a fälle and ill-grounded security, by taking up with Foolifhness, and Seeming Goods, the ordinary Deflbers they feed on: Men ought not to be inenfible to Truth and Happiness, and what is New and Extraordinary ought to quicken them. For there is a Curiosity, which we may permit them, or rather which we ought to recommend to them. So then common and ordinary things containing not the true Good; and the Ancient Opinions of Philosophers, being most uncertain; it is reasonable we should be Curious for New Discoveries, and always unquiet in the Enjoyment of ordinary Goods.

Should a Geometrician go to give us New Propositions contrary to Euclid's; and pretend to prove that Science full of Errors, as Hobbes has clay'd in a Book he wrote againft the Pride of the Geometricians; I confefs we should be to blame to be pleas'd with Sich forts of Novelties; since Truth being found, we ought to be content in embracing it, our Curiosity being given us only to excite us to the Diffcovery. And therefore 'tis no common fault with Geometricians, to have a Curiosity for new Opinions in their Science: They would quicklуy be disgratfed with a Book, whose Propositions contradicted thofe of Euclid: for that, being infallibly art'd of the
truth of his Propositions, by incontrovertible Demonstrations, their Curiosity must cease on that
respect: An infallible sign that our Inclination for Novelty, proceeds only from our want of 
Evidence, as to the Truth of things we define naturally to know, and our not perceiving the Infinite 
Goods, which we naturally long to enjoy.

Tis then just and equitable, that men should be excited by Novelty, and fond of perusing it: 
But however there are Exceptions to be made, and some Rules to be observ'd, which may easily 
be deduced from our Affliction, viz. That the Inclination for Novelty, is only given us to discover 
Truth, and our real Goods.

These Rules are three in number; the first of which is, That Men must not love Novelty in 
matters of Faith, which are not under the Jurisdiction of Reason.

The second, That Novelty is no reason to induce us to believe things to be true or good; that is, 
we must not judge any Opinion true, because it's Novel; nor any Good capable of containing us, 
because 'tis new and extraordinary, and we have never yet enjoy'd it.

The third, That when we are moreover affard that some Truths lie so deep, that 'tis Morally 
impossible to discover them: and that some Goods are so little, and slender, that they can never jut 
tify us; the Novelty ought not to raise our Curiosity, nor must we give way to be seduced by false 
Hopes. But we will explain these Rules more at large, and shew that the want of observing them 
engages us in a vast number of Errors.

We commonly meet with Men of two quite opposite humours: some that will always blindly 
and implicitly believe; others, that will ever plainly and evidently perceive. The former having 
scarcely ever made use of their Reason, indifferently believe whatever they hear; the latter reduc-
ing always to exercise their Mind, even in matters that are infinitely above it, equally disdaining 
all forms of Authorities. Those are commonly of a stupid or weak capacity, as Children and Women; 
there are Haughty and Libertine Wits, as Heretics and Philosophers.

We very rarely meet with Men exactly pos'z'd in the midst of these two Extremes, who seek 
not for Evidence in matters of Faith, by a vain and fruitless Agitation of Mind; or that sometime-
themselves without Evidence fallacious Opinions about Natural things, by an indirect Defer-
rence, and servile Submission of Spirit. If they be Men of Religion, and defer greatly to the 
Authority of the Church, their Faith extends sometimes, if I may be allow'd to say so, to Opini-
ons purely Philosophical; and they pay them the same respect as the Truths of the Gospel, whilst 
their illegitimate Zeal too readily prompts them to censure and condemn all of a different Sen-
timent and Persuasion. Hence they entertain injurious Imitations against Persons that make 
New Discoveries; and 'tis sufficient to pass for a Libertine with them, to deny Substantial Forms, 
that the Creatures feel Pleasure and Pain, and other Philosophical Opinions, which they be-
lieve true, without any evident Reason; only because they imagine some necessary Dependencies 
between these Opinions and matters of Faith.

But if Men are more bold and daring, the Spirit of Pride carries them to despise the Au-
thority of the Church, and they are hardly brought to submit to it. They delight in harth 
and preposterous Opinions, and love to be thought Bold Wits; and upon that prospect, talk of 
Divine things irreverently, and with a sort of domineering Arrogance; despising, as too cre-
dulous, such as speak modestly of some receiv'd Opinions. Lastly, they are extremely dif-
p'd to doubt of every thing, and are quite opposite to tho'fe, who too easily submit to the 
Authority of Men.

'Tis manifest, that these two Extremes have nothing laudable, and that those that require not 
Evidence in Natural Questions, are no less culpable than others, who demand it in the Mysteries 
of Faith. But yet the former, who hazard the being mi'taken in Philosophical Questions, by 
too easily a Belief, are doubtless more excusable than the latter, who run in danger of hereof, by 
a preposterous doubting. For 'tis their perilous to fall into infinite Errors of Philosophy, for want of examining them, than into one Hereof, for want of an humble Submission to the 
Authority of the Church.

The Mind reproves it self upon finding Evidence, but 'tis to find'd and disturb'd when it finds 
none; because Evidence is the Character of Truth. And therefore the Error of Libertines and 
Heretics proceeds from their Doubting that Truth is to be met with in the Decisions of the 
Church; because they see it not with Evidence, and hoping at the same time, that the Points 
of Faith may be evidently known. Now their passion for Novelty is corrupt and disordered, be-
cause having already the Truth, in the Faith of the Church, they ought no longer to seek for 
it: besides that the Truths we are taught by Faith, being infinitely above our Reason, they 
could not be discover'd, dupposing, according to their fallacious Notion, that the Church was guil-
ty of Errors.

But as many ERR, by refusing to submit to the Authority of the Church, so there are no few-
er that deceive themselves, by submitting to the Authority of Men. The Authority of the 
Church must always be yielded to, because it can never err: but we must never blindly and con-
lign to the Authority of Men, because they are always liable to mistake. The Dogmas of the 
Church infinitely transcend the powers of Reason, but the Dogmas of Men are subject to it: 
So that if it be an intolerable Vanity and Prejudice to follow the Guidance of our Mind, in 
seeking for Truth in matters of Faith, without Respect to the Authority of the Church, it is 
likewise a forbad Levity, and a deplacible Menace of Spirit, blindly to believe upon the Au-
thority of Men, in Subjects depending on Reafon.
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Notwithstanding which, it may be said, that most of those who bear the Name of Learned in the World, have purchased their Reputation merely by getting by rote the Opinions of Aristotle, Plato, Epicurus, and some other Philosophers, and by blindly embracing, and vitulently maintaining their Opinions. An Acquaintance with the Sentiments of some Philosophers, is enough to entitle to Degrees, and exterior Badges of Learning in the Universities: And provided a Man shall swear in Verba Magistri, he shall speedily commence a Doctor. Most Communities have a Pel, and Learning peculiar to themselves, which every private Person is oblig'd to stand and fall by. What is true in one Society is false in another. They sometimes take pride in maintaining the Doctrine of their Order against Reason and Experience; and think they are oblig'd to warp and distort the Truth, or make their Authors buckle, that they may be consistent with it: Which has occasion'd an infinite multitude of rising Distinctions, which are to many By-ways to lead infallibly to Error.

If any Truth be now a-days discover'd, Aristotle must have known it; but if Aristotle be against it, the Discovery is false. Some make that Philosopher speak one way, some another; for all Pretenders to Learning teach him to speak in their own Dialect. There is no Impertinence but he is introduced as uttering not any New Discovery, but is found ingeniously treat'd up in some corner of his Books. In a word, he constantly contradicts himself, if not in his Works, at least in the Mouths of his Professors. For though the Philosophers declare, and indeed design to teach his Doctrine, yet 'tis an hard thing to find two to meet upon his Opinions; because inexact his Books are to obfuscate, and abound with so many loose, indefinite, and general Terms, that even those Mens Notions may with some likelihood be alleged to him, that are the most opposite in the World. He may be made to say any thing in some of his Works, because he says just nothing, whilst he makes much Noise; as Children make the Bells found what they have a mind to, because they are very noisy, but inarticulate.

'Tis true, it is not reasonable to fix and determine the Mind of Man to particular Opinions, to keep it from rambling, and extravagance: But why must it be done by Fallacy and Error? Can Error be thought capable of uniting divided Minds? If we consider how rare it is to find Men of Sense and Parts satisfy'd with reading Aristotle, and perfus'd they have acquired true Science, though grown old in poring on his Books, we shall evidently perceive that nothing but Truth and Evidence can quiet the Agitation of the Mind; and that Disputes, Aversion, Errors, and Heresies, are kept up and fortified by the Corrupt Course and Method of Mens Study. Truth confils in indivisibility, is incapable of Variety, and nothing else can unite Mens Minds: But Error and Fallacy can only divide and disturb them.

I make no question but there are such as honestly believe, that he, whom they style the Prince of Philosophers, is guilty of no Errors; and that his Works are the Magazines of True and found Philosophy. There are Men who imagine, that in the space of two thousand Years, the Time since he wrote, no Man has been able to say he has made a Blunder, or been guilty of a Mistake, and so making him infallible in a manner, they can pin their Faith upon him, and quote him as infallible. But 'tis not worth while to stand to answer such Gentlemen as these, because their Ignorance must needs be exceeding grofs, and meriting more to be pitied than oppugnd: I deliver only of them, if they know that either Aristotle, or any of his Followers, have deditac'd any Truth from the Principles peculiar to him; or if poobly themselves have done it, that they would declare it, explain it, and prove it; and I promise them never more to speak but to Aristotle's Praise and Commendation. His Principles shall no longer be calumniated as useless, since they have at last been serviceable to prove one Truth. But we have no Reason to hope this: For the Challenge has been long since offer'd, and M. Des Cartes, among the rest, has done it in his Metaphysical Meditations, almost Forty Years ago, and oblig'd himself to demonstrate the Fallacy of that pretended Truth. And there is great Probability no Man will ever venture to attempt what M. Des Cartes's greatest Enemies, and the most zealous Defenders of Aristotle's Philosophy never yet durst undertake.

I beg leave then, after this, to say, That it is Blindness, Stupidity, and Spirit, thus to betray Reason to the Authority of Aristotle, Plato, or whatever other Philosopher: That 'tis Life of Time to read them, out of no other Delight than to remember their Opinions; and 'tis to satisfy that of others too, to teach them in that manner. And I may say with St. Augustine, That a Man must be sufficiently curious, who sends his Son to the College to learn the Opinions of his Tutor. That the Philosophers cannot instruct us by their Authority, and to pretend to it is a piece of Injustice: That 'tis a kind of Madnes and Impiety to take a Solemn Oath of Allegiance to them: And, lastly, that 'tis to detain Truth in an unjust Bondage, from Interpreters, and Partiality, to oppose the New Opinions of Philosophy, that may be true, to keep up the credit of such as are known to be either false or useless.

Quis cani flute curi
corum, qui fili
un mitter
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CHAP. IV.

A Continuation of the same Subject.  I. An Explanation of the Second Rule concerning Curiosity.  II. An Explanation of the Third.

The Second Rule to be obser'd is, That Noveltv should never pass with us as a Reason to believe things to be true.  We have often said, That a Man ought not to acquiesce in Error, and the seeming Goods which he enjoys: That 'tis just he should seek for the Evidence of Truth, and the True Good, which he does not possess, and consequently have an inclination for things that are New and Extraordinary: Yet he is not, for all that, to cleave to them, or to believe, out of a Levity of Humour, that Opinions are true, because novel; and that Goods are real, because they have not been experienced.  Novelty should only put him upon examining New things carefully, which he ought not to despise, because he does not know them; nor rashly to believe, to contain what his Hopes and Williams aim at.

But here follows a thing of common Observation: When Men have examin'd Ancient and Receiv'd Opinions, without perceiving the bright Light of Truth; when they have tasted Common Goods, without finding the solid Pleasure that should attend the Possession of Good; and when their Desires and Longings are not abated by ordinary Goods and Opinions: If then they hear of any thing new and unexperienced, the Idea of Novelty, gives them Grounds of hoping that this is the very thing they seek for. And because they commonly flatter themselves, and willingly believe things are as they with them to be, their Hopes strengthen as fast as their Desires increafe, till at last they infensibly grow into imaginary Affurances: Hereupon they so infensibly annex the Idea of Novelty to the Idea of Truth, that the one is never excited without the other; and that which is newest, seems always better and truer than what is more ordinary and common. Wherein they widely differ from some others, who from an Abhorrence of Here§, having join'd the Idea of Novelty with that of Fal[l]y, imagine all New Opinions false, and include something of dangerous Importance.

Thence it may be concluded, That this curious Disposition of the Mind and Heart of Man, in respect of all that bears the Character of Novelty, is one of the most general Causes of their Errors: It hardly ever conduces them to the Truth, but when it does, 'tis purely by Chance, and good Luck; and it constantly obviates their Possession of their True Good, by engaging them in that Multiplicity of Divertiments, and fally, seeming Goods, the World is fill'd with; which is the most dangerous Error Man can fall into.

The Third Rule against the excessive Defires of Novelty, is, That when we are otherwise affur'd that some Truths lie so deep, that 'tis morally impossible to discover them; and that some Goods are so little and slender, that they cannot make us happy, the Novelty of them ought not to excite our Curiosity.

Every one may know by Fair, Reason, and Experience, That all created Goods are not able to fill the infinite Capacity of the Will. We are taught by Faith, that all worldly things are Vanity; and that our Happiness confits neither in Riches nor Honours.  Reason affures us, that since it is not in our Power to bound it our Desires, and that we are carried by a Natural Inclination to the loving all Goods; that we cannot become Happy, but by posfessing HIM who contains them all. Our own Experience makes us sensible, that we are not Happy in the Possession of the Goods we enjoy, because we are still desirous of others. Lastly, We daily see that the mighty Goods which Princes, and the most Potent Kings enjoy on Earth, are incapable of filling their Desires: That they have even more Disturbances and Troubles than other Men; and that being on the highest Point of Fortune's Wheel, they must be infinitely more shaken and agitated by its Motion than those which fit lower and nearer its Axis: For in short, they never fall, but 'tis from a Precipice; they receive no little Wounds, and all that Grandeur which attends them, and which they incorporate with their own Being, only enlarges and extends them, that they may receive a greater Number of Wounds, and be more expos'd to the Injults and Blows of Fortune.

Faith, Reason, and Experience thus affu're us, that earthly Goods and Pleasures, which we have never tafted, could not make us Happy, though we should enjoy them; special Care ought to be taken, according to the Third Rule, to supercede being flattered with the vain Hope of Joy, which Hope impatiently increafes, proportionally to our Passions and Desires, will at last end in a faffe Confidence, and an ill-grounded Affurance: For when we are extremely passionate for any Good, we always imagine it excessively great; and by degrees perfuade our felves we shall be happy in the Enjoyment.

These vain Desires then must be reftifted, fancy to try to satisfy them would be a fruitless Atfempt: But especially for this Reason, that when we give way to our Passions, and spend our Time to afford them Satisfaction, we lose GOD, and all things with him; we only run from one seeming Good to another, live always in faffe Hopes, drive and agitate our felves a thousand ways, and meet with perpetual Opinions and frustations, because the defined Goods are sought, but can't be posfess'd by many at once; and at last we die, and can enjoy nothing more: For
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For, as we are taught by St. Paul, They that will be rich, fall into temptation and a snare, and a Tim. 6.9. into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition: for the love of money is the root of all evil.

But if we ought not to be solicitous for the Goods of the Earth, which are new to us, as being certain that the Happines we are in search of, is not to be found in them; much less ought we to desire to know the new Opinions about a vast many difficult Questions: as being otherwise convinced, that an humane Mind can never discover the truth of them. Most of the Questions treated of in Moral and Physicals, are of that nature; which may afford us Reason to suspect the generality of those Books we fee daily compos'd upon very obscure and most perplexing Subjects. For though, absolutely speaking, the Questions they contain are soluble; yet, to few Truths being hitherto discover'd, and so many to be known before we can come to those that are handied in these Books; they cannot be read with moins hazarding to lose much by them.

But yet this is not the Method that is taken, but the quitem contrary: Man examine not whether what is said be probable. Promise them only extraordinary things, as, the Refurrection of Natural Heat, Radical Moiufure, Vital Spirits, or other Unintelligible Matters; and you excite their vain Curiosity, and precipitate them. 'Tis enough to dazzle them, and win their Affent, to offer them Paradoxes; to make use of obscure Words, Terms of Influence, or the Authority of some unknown Authors; or to make some very fensible and unusual Experiment, though it have no reference to the thing advanced. For Confusion is Coniviction to some forms of People.

If a Physician, a Chirurgeon, or an Empirick, quote but some Greek and Latin Sentences, and talk to their Hearers in new and extraordinary Terms, they take them for Great Men; they give them the Prerogative of Life and Death, and believe them as they would an Oracle: They imagine themselves too, that they are elevated to a pitch above the common size, and pierce to the bottom of things. And if one happen to be so indifcreet, as to tell, that five or six significative Words that prove nothing, will not go down for Reason, they think a Man void of Common-fense, and that he denies First Principles; And indeed, these Gentlemen's First Principles are five or six Latin Words of an Author, or some Greek Passages, if they have greater Abilities. It is even necessary for skilful Physicians to talk sometimes in an unknown Tongue to their Patients, to purchase Reputation, and to make themselves attended to.

A Physician who can go no farther than Latin, may pass well enough in a Country Parish, because Latin is Greek and Arabick to the Illiterate. But if a Physician cannot at least read Greek, to learn some Aphorism of Hippocrates, he must not expect to pass for a Scholar with the Inhabitants of a City, who commonly understand Latin. And so the most Learned amongst them, knowing this Humour of the World, are forc'd to talk like Cheats and Quacks; and we are not always to take an Estimative of their Parts and Learning from the Discourse they have in their Visits.

C H A P. V.

I. Of the Second Natural Inclination, or of Self-love. II. The Division of it into Love of Being, and of Well-being; or, of Greatness and Pleasure.

THE Second Inclination which the Author of Nature constantly impresses on our Will, is, The Love of our selves, and Our own Prevarfation.

We have already said, That GOD loves all his Works; and that it is only his Love which prevails them in their Being; and that 'tis his Will, that all Created Spirits should have the same Inclination with his own. 'Tis his Will therefore, that they all have a natural Inclination for their own Prevarfation, and that they love themselves. So that Self-love is reasonable, because Man is really amiable; in as much as GOD loves us, and would have us love our selves: but it is not reasonable to love our selves better than GOD; since GOD is infinitely more lovely than we are. It is unjust for us to place our ultimate End in our selves, and to centre our Love there, without reference to GOD; since having no real Goodness, or Subftance of our selves, but only by the participation of the Goodness and Being of GOD, we are no farther amiable than we stand related to him.

Nevertheless, the Inclination we should have for GOD, is loft by the Fall; and our Will now has only an infinite Capacity for all Goods, or Good in general; and a strong Inclination to poftcss them, which can never be destroy'd. But the Inclination which we ought to have for our own Prevarfation, or our Self-love, is so mightily increas'd, that 'tis at laft become the absolute Maffer of our Will: It has even chang'd and conversed the Love of GOD, or the Inclination we have for Good in general, and that due to other Men, into its own nature. For it may be said, that the Love of our selves at present ingrosses all, because we love all things but with relation to our selves; whereas we should love GOD only first, and all things after as related to him.

When Faith and Reason certify us, that GOD is the soveraign Good, and, that he alone can fill us with Pleasures, we easily perceive it our Duty to love him, and readily afford him our Affections; but, unsatisfied by Grace, Self-love always is the first Mover. All pure and defective Charity is above the strength of our corrupt Nature; and so far are we from loving GOD for himself, that Humane Reason cannot comprehend how 'tis possible to love him, without Reference to our selves;
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II.  
The Division of Self-love, of Being, and of Well-being, or of Greatness and Pleasure.

By the Love of Greatness, we affect Power, Elevation, Independency, and a Self-sufficing Being. We are, after a sort, ambitious of having a Necessary Being, and in one sense desire to be God: for God only has properly Being and Necessary Existence, for that every Depending Nature exists only by the Will of its Upholder. Wherefore Men, in defining the Necessity of their Being, desire Power and Independency, which may set them beyond the reach of the Power of others. But by the Love of Pleasure, they desire not barely Being, but Well-being; Pleasure being the belt and most advantageous Mode of the Soul's Existence.

For it must be noted, That Greatness, Excellency, and Independency of the Creature, are not Modes of Existence, that render it more happy of themselves; for it often happens, that a Man grows miserable, in proportion to his growing great. But as to Pleasure, 'tis a Mode of Existence, which we cannot Actually receive, without being Actually more happy. Greatness and Independency are commonly External Modes, conflicting in the relation we have to things about us. But Pleasures are in the very Soul, are real Modes, which modify her, and are naturally adapted to content her. And therefore we look upon Excellency, Greatness, and Independency, as things proper for the Preference of our Being, and useful sometimes, by the order of Nature, to the continuance of our Well-being. But Pleasure is always a Mode of the Mind's Existence, which of it self renders it Happy and Content. So that Pleasure is Well-being; and the Love of Pleasure, the Love of Well-being.

Now this Love of Well-being is sometimes more powerful and strong than the Love of Being: and Self-love makes us desire Non-existence, because we want Well-being. This Defire is incident to the Damned, for whom it were better, according to the Saying of our SAVIOUR, not to be at all, than to be to ill as they are: because thef Wretchés being the declared Enemies of him who contains himself in Greatnesses, and who is the fole Caufe of all the Pleasures and Pains we are capable of, 'tis impossible they should enjoy any Satisfaction. They are and will be externally miserable, because their Will shall ever be in the fame Difposition and Corruption. Self-love therefore includes two Loves, that of Greatness, Power, and Independency, and generally of all things thought proper for the preference of our Being, and that of Pleasure, and of all things necessary to our Well-being, that is, to our being Happy and Content.

These two Loves may be divided several ways: whether because we are compounded of two different parts, of a Soul and Body, by which they may be divided; or because they may be distinguish'd or specified by the different Objects, that are servicable to our Preferation. But I shall nift no longer upon this, because, designing not a Treatife of Morality, there is no need of making an exact Division and Division of all the things relating to us, as our Goods. Only this Division was necessary to reduce into some order the Causes of our Errors.

First, I shall speak to the Errors that are caus'd by the Inclination we have for Greatness, and whatever lets our Being free from Dependence upon others. In the next place, I shall treat of those which proceed from our Inclination to Pleasure, and whatever meliorates our Being as much as possible, and contents us most.

C H A P. VI.

I. Of the Inclination we have for whatever elevates us above others. II. Of the false Judges of some Religious Persons. III. Of the false Judgments of the Superflitions and Hypocrites. IV. Of Voetius, Mr. Des Cartes's Enemy.

W hatever tends to exalt us above others, by making us more perfect, as Science and Virtue, or gives us Authority over them by rendering us more powerful, as Honours and Riches, seems to put us in a sort of Independence. All those that are below us, reverence and fear us; are always prepar'd to execute what we please for our Preferation, and are afraid of offending us or reftilling our Defires: which makes Men constantly endeavour to be Masters of thefe Advantages, which elevate them above others: for they don't consider that their Being and Well-being depend, in truth, on GOD alone, and not on Men: and that real Greatness, which shall make them everlastingly happy, confists not in the Rank they bear in the imagination of others, as impotent and miserable as themselves; but in an humble Submission to the Will of GOD: who being just, will not fail to reward such as persever in the Order he has prescrib'd them.

But Men not only desire actually to possess Science and Virtue, Dignities and Riches, but lay out their whole Endeavours, that they may at least be thought really to possess them. And if it may
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The Reputation of being Rich, Learned, Vertuous, produces in the Imagination of those about us, or that of nearest Concernment to us, very advantageous Dispositions on our behalf; it lays them prostrate at our feet, actuates them on our account, and inspires them with all the Motions that tend to the preservation of our Being, and the augmentation of our Greatness: which makes Men careful to preserve their Reputation, as a Good they have need of, to live conveniently in the World.

All Men then have an Inclination for Vertue, Science, Honours, and Riches; and for the Reputation of possessing these Advantages. We will now make it appear, by some Instances, how these Inclinations may engage us in Error; and will begin with the Inclination for Vertue, or for the Appearance of it.

Those who seriously labour to become Vertuous, employ most of their Thoughts and Time in the learning Religion, and the exercise of Good Works: They desire, with St. Paul, to know only CHRIST Crucify'd, the Remedy of the Diseafe, and Corruption of their Nature: They wish for no more Light than is requisite to their living as Christians, and to discover their Duties: And next they study only to grow fervent and punctual in Devotion; and so trouble not themselves with those Sciences which seem barren, and insignificant to their Salvation.

Which Conduct is not to be blamed, but highly esteem'd. Happy should we think our selves exactly to have fear'd it, as we repent the not having sufficiently perus'd it. But what is irreproachable, is, That there is being undoubtedly Sciences purely Humane, of greatest Certainty as well as Life, which take off the Mind from sensible things, and accustom or prepare it insensibly to refite the Truths of the Gospel: Some pious Persons too literally condemn them without Examination; for as either unprofitable or uncertain.

True it is, that most of the Sciences are very uncertain and udeful. 'Tis no Mistake, to think they contain only very insignificant Truths. No body's oblig'd to study them; and 'tis better to defpise them altogether, than to be charm'd and dazzl'd with them. However, we may affirm, that the Knowledge of some metaphysical Truths is most necessary. The Knowledge of an Universal Cause, or of the Existence of a GOD, is of indiffensible necessity; since even the Certainty of Faith depends on the Knowledge which Reason affords of the Existence of a GOD: We ought to know, that 'tis His Will that constitutes and governs Nature; that the Strength and Power of Natural Causes is merely his Will: in a word, that all things depend on GOD's all manner of ways.

Again, 'tis necessary to know what is Truth; the means to distinguish it from Error: The Diffinition between bodies and spirits, and the Consequences which may be drawn from it, as the Immortality of the Soul, and many others of like nature, which may be infallibly known. The Knowledge of man, or of one's Self, is a Science that cannot reasonably be despis'd: it is flord'd with infinite things, absolutely necessary to be known, in order to an Accuracy and Penetration of Mind. And if it may be said, that a gross and stupid man is infinitely superior to another, because he knows that he exists, which matter does not know: Those who are acquainted with the Nature of man, are certainly much above the Ignorant and Stupid, because they know what they are, which the others don't.

But the Science of man does not only merit our Esteem because it exists us above others, but much more for abusing us, and humbling us before GOD. This Science thoroughly acquaints us with the Dependence we have on him in all things, even in our most customary Actions: It manifestly discovers the Corruption of our Nature, dispises us to have recourse to him, who alone can cure us; to soften upon him, to disfrat our selves, and quit our Selfishnesses and Engagements: and furnishes us with several other very requisite Dispositions of Mind, to fit us for the Grace of the Gospel.

Nor can a superficial Tincture, and a general Knowledge, at least of Mathematicks and Nature, be dispens'd with. Those Sciences should be learn'd when we are young, as disengaging the Mind from things sensible, and preparing its growing soft and effeminate: they are very useful to the Conduct of Life, and even bring us to GOD: the Knowledge of Nature doing it directly of it self, and that of Mathematicks collateral, by the Disguis't it intulces, for the false Impressions of the Sense.

The Vertuous and Religious would do well not to disesteem these Sciences, nor look on them as uncertain or udeful, till they are certain they have study'd them so throughly, that they can pass a found Judgment on them. There are others enough, which they are at liberty to despise as peremptorily as they please. They may content themselves with the Imitation of the Stoics, the Rabbins, with some Historians, and a multitude of Authors, on whole Stock many set up for Fame and Learning, and we shall easily forgive them. But let them not condemn the Knowledge of Nature, as contrary to Religion; since Nature being rul'd by the Will of GOD, the True Knowledge of it gives us to understand and admire the Divine Power, Greatness, and Wisdom. For, last of all, it is probable that GOD has form'd the Universe, that Spirits might be employ'd in studying it, and by this study be brought to know and reverence its Author. So that those who condemn the study of Nature, seem to be Opposers of the Will of GOD; but that they would have it thought, that since the Fall the Humane Mind is incapacitated for that study. Not let
it be said, that the Knowledge concerning Man puff'd up the Mind, and renders it vain and arrogant; because those who are suppos'd to understand Humane Nature best (though frequently they understand it very little) are intolerably proud and presumptuous. For 'tis plain, that no Man can be well acquainted with himself, but he must be sensible of his Weakness and his Miftakes.

So then it is not true and folid Piety that fo commonly conforms what it does not understand, but rather Superflition and Hypocrisie. The Superflitious, out of a flavish Fear, and a defjedion and timorousness of Spirit, flart and boggle at a lively and penetrating Wit. Explain to them, for infance, the natural Reasonings of Thunder, and its Effects, and you shall be a reputed Atheift. But Hypocrisies, by a diabolical Malignity, transform themselves into Angels of Light: for they employ the appearances of Truths of univerally sacred and rever'd Authority, to withfand, from out of partial Interests, such Truths as are rarely known, and of little Reputation. Thus they oppugn Truth by her own Image: and whilst they ridicule in their Heart what is reverence'd by the World, they establish their Reputation so much more deep and impregnable in the Minds of Men, as the Truth they have opposed is more absurd and invisible.

Such Perfons are the strongest, powerfuleft, and most formidable Enemies of the Truth. They are not indeed very common: but there need be no few to do a world of mischief. The Shew of Truth and Vertue frequently do more Evil, than Truth and Vertue themselves do Good. For one subtile Hypocrisie is enough to overthrow what cost a great many truly wise and vertuous, much labour and pains to build.

Of Voetius.

Monfieur Des Cartes, for infance, has demonstratively prov'd the Exiftence of a GOD, the Immortality of our Souls, and a great many other both Metaphyfical and Phyfical Questions: and our Age is under infinite Obligations to him for the Truths he has discover'd to us. Notwithfanding, there flarts up an inconfiderable Perfon, and takes upon him (being an hot and vehemant Declamer, and in Efteem with the People for the Zeal he manifefted for their Religion) to compofe Books full of Calumnies againft him, and accuse him of the vileft Crimes. Des Cartes was a Catholick, and was Tutor'd in his Studies by the Jesuits, whom he frequently mention'd with an honourable refpect. This was enough with that malicious Spirit, to perfuade a People, oppofite to our Religion, and fince to be provok'd upon Matters fo nice as those of Religion are; that he was an Emiffary of the Jesuits, and had dangerous Designs: because the leaft shadow of Truth in Points of Faith, has more infence on Men's Minds, than real and effective Truths in Matters of Phyficks or Metaphyficks, for which they have little or no regard. Des Cartes wrote of the Exiftence of a GOD; and this was fufficient for this Slanderer to exercife his fälle Zeal, and to opprefs all the Truths that made for his Enemy's Defence. He accus'd him of Atheift, and of cunningly and clandestinely teaching it; like that infamous Atheift Vannio, burn'd at Toulofe, who, to cover his Malefic and Impiety, wrote for the Exiftence of a GOD. For, one of the Reafons he allidges for his Enemy's being an Atheift; was, that he wrote against the Atheifls, as did Vannio, for a cloak to his Villany.

So effic is it for a Man to overcome Truth, when supported with the fhews of it, and when once he has obtain'd an Authority over weaker Minds. Truth loves Gentlenefs and Peace; and though the be very strong, yet the fometimes yields to the Pride and Arrogance of Falhlood and a Lye, drefs'd up and arm'd in her own Appearances. She knows that Error cannot finally prevail against her; and if he be her Foe, let him be so; and if he be her Friend, let him be as little favour'd as possible. Publick Truth, or even her own, is not to be thought of: if she is not now, she will be then: then, and at this feveral in your Head, will be your chief Oppotition. All that the publick World can do, is to give her felfe the generall Credit, and to recommence and ring her Name; which, as af much as is not, will give her the great Power and Authority which are referved to her:

'Tis no wonder to hear an Enemy of Des Cartes, a Man of a different Age, and ambitious to raise himself upon the Ruins of Men above him, an injudicious Haranger, in a word, a Voetius, to talk contemptuously of what he neither does nor will understand. But 'tis to be advis'd, that fuch as are neither Enemies to Des Cartes, nor his Religion, fould be poiffib'd with an Averion and Contempt of him, on the account of the Reproaches they have read in Books compos'd by the Enemy both to his Perfon and his Church.

That Heretick's Book, intituled Desperata Causa Papatis, is a fufficient Proof of his Impudence, Ignorance, Outrage, and defire of seeming Zealous, thereby to purchafe a Reputation amongft his Flock: which fhews that he's not a Man to be trufted on his Word. For as we are not to believe all the fabulous Stories he has hepp'd together in his Book against our Religion, fo we are not to believe, on the Strength of his Affirmation, those bitter and harmfully injurious Accufations he has provok'd against his Enemy.

'Tis not then the part of a Rational Man, to enter into a Perfufion that M. Des Cartes was a dangerous Perfon; becaufe they have, perchance, read it in fome Book, or heard it faid by others, whofe Piety is awkful and refpeftful: for Mens bare words are not to be credited, when they accufe others of the highest Crimes; nor is the Zeal and Gravity it is spoken in, fufficient Indu-cement to perfuade us of the Truth of it. For, in short, 'tis poiffible for Folly and Falhlood to be fet off in the fame manner as better things, efpccially when the Speaker is won over to the Belief of them out of Simplicity and Weaknefs.

'Tis eafe to be inform'd of the Truth or Falhlood of the Intendment drawn up against M. Des Cartes; his Writings being eafe to come by, and not difficult to be underftood by an Attractive Perfon. Let a Man therefore read his Books, that better Evidence may be had against him than a bare Hear-say; and after he has well read them, and digested them, it may be hop'd the Plea of Atheifs will be throw'n out, and on the contrary, all due Refpect and Deference paid to a Man, who
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who in a most simple and evident manner has demonstrated not only the Existence of a God, and the Immortality of the Soul, but a great number of other Truths, that till his time were never thought on.

CHAP. VII.

Of the Desire of Science, and of the Judgments of the falsely Learned.

THE Mind of Man is doubtful of a little Reach and Capacity, and yet he longs to know every thing: All Humane Sciences are unable to satisfy his Desires, though he has not room to comprehend any one in particular. He is constantly disquieted, and impatient for Knowledge, either because he hopes to find what he seeks for, as we have said in the foregoing Chapters, or, because he is persuaded that his Soul is aggrandiz'd by the vain possession of some extraordinary Knowledge.

The irregular Desire of Happines and Greatnes, puts him upon the Study of all Sciences, hoping to find Happines in moral, and looking for that false Greatnes in speculative Knowledge.

Whence comes it, that there are Men who spend their Life in Reading the Robbins, and such like Books, written in foreign, obscure, and corrupt Languages, by insidious and sotile Authors; but from a Perfaclion that the Knowledge of the Oriental Tongues gives them a wonderful Lift and Exaltation above others that know nothing of them? and what can bear up their Courage under so ungrateful, unpleasant, painful, and useles a Study, but the hope of Eminentnefs, and the prospect of some vain Greatnes? And indeed, they are look'd upon as extraordinary Men: they are complemented upon their profound Learning; they are more awfully lifted to than others: and though we may, for the most part, pronounce them the most injudicious of all, if it were only for wafting their Life on fo insignificant a Busines, which can neither make them wifer nor happier; yet they are suppos'd to have greater Sense and Judgment than others: Because they are more knowing in the Derivation of Words, we think them more learn'd in the Nature of Things.

'Tis for the same Reafon that Astronomers employ their Time and Fortune to get an accurate Knowledge of what's not only useles, but impossible to be known: They would find in the Courfes of the Planets fuch an exaft Regularity, as does not belong to them; and erect Astronomical Schemes to correct Effects, the Caufes whereof they do not know. They have fram'd a Selenography, or Geography, of the Moon, as if Men design'd to travel thither, and have already thaf'd that World amongft the moft famous Astronomers: few of them but are awarded fome Province in this Country, as a Recompence for their Labours: And I queftion whether they think it not a piece of Honour to have been in the good Graces of him who fo magnificently distribufed these Kingdoms.

What makes Rational Men fo hot in the Study of this Science, whilft at the fame time they are grolly ignorant as to moft useful Truths, but that there seems to be fomathing great in the Knowledge of Heavenly Tranfactions: The Knowledge of the leaff thing happening in the Upper World, feems more Noble, Sublime, and beftrings the Greatnes of their Mind, than the Knowledge of things vile, abfct, and corruptible, as they think Sublunary Bodies. The Excellency of a Science, derives from the Excellency of its Object. This is a notable Principle! The Knowledge of the Motion of Inchangeable and Incorruptible Bodies, is therefore moft noble and elevated of all other, and as fuch, feems worthy of the Greatnes and Excellency of their Mind.

Thus it is Men suffer themselves to be dazled with a falfé Idea of Greatnes, which flatters and excites them. The fpagination fpun, falls down before the Phantom, which it reverences, to the blindid Reafon that itfhouid judge of it, and turning it upside down. Men feem to be in a Dream, when they judge of the Objects of their Passions, to have their Eyes fheald up, and to be defultate of common Sense. For what is there of fo great Importance in the Knowledge of the Motions of the Planets? Don't we know enough already to regulate our Months and Years? Why fo much ado, to know whether Saturn is incircled with a Mail, or a great multitude of Little Moons? and why mufT we make Parties hereon? What Reafon is there for a Man to boast himself upon the Prediction of the Greatnes of an Eclipse? if possibly the Success was owing only to a luckier GuefT. There are Men appointed and encourag'd by the Royal Order to obferue the Stars, let us fift down content with their Observations. This Employment they follow with Reafon, becaufe they engage in it by Duty: It is their proper Buinefs, and therefore their Labours are fuccefsful, as grounded upon Art, and carried on with all imaginable Accuracy and Application; and they want nothing to promote their Endeavours. Thus we ought to be fully fatisfy'd as to a Matter that concerns us fo little, whilft they communicate to us their Difco-

Tis requifite that many Perfons study Anatomy, since its Knowledge is exceeding useful, that Knowledge being moft to be defir'd which has moft Life and Advantage. Whatever contributes any thing to our Happines, or rather to the ealing our Infirmitiues, and mitigating our Mileuries, may, and must be studied. But to be prying whole Nights at the end of a Telescope, to discover in the Heavens some Spor, or new Planet or other, to ruin a Man's Health and Happines, to neglect all his Buinefs, that he may pay conftant Visits to the Stars, and measure their Magni-
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tudes and Situations, is, in my mind, entirely to forget both what a Man is at present, and what he shall be hereafter.

But you'll say perhaps, that this manifests the Greatness of him who made these mighty Objects: To which I say, That the leaf Fly swears forth the Power and Wisdom of GOD, to those who attempt to consider it without prejudice to its Littleness, more than all that the Altronomers know concerning the Heavens. Yet Men and Witless, and we think their pains but ill employ'd, who have studied to inform us how the several Lice of every respective Animal are made, and how different Worms are transform'd into Flies and Butter-flies. They may, if they please, for their diversion, when they have nothing else to do, busie themselves about these things: but they ought not to spend their whole time upon them, unlefs they are become insensible to their miteries.

But it lies upon them to be incessantly endeavouring to know GOD and themselves, to labour seriously to get rid of their Errors and Prejudices, of their Fancies, and Inclinations to Sin; to be importunate in the search of Truths most needful for them: for at last these shall be found to be most just, who are most careful in the Enquiry after the foldled Truths.

The principal Cause which engages Men in the false Studies, is, their having conjured the Idea of Learned to the vain and unfruitful Sciences, instead of annexing it to the solid and necessary. When once a Man has the Thoughts of growing Learned in his Head, and the Spirit of Polimathy begins to work, he is little concern'd to know what Sciences are most necessary, either to guide him by the Rules of Vertue, or to perfect his Reason: he only fixes his Eye on such as go for the Learned in the World, and observes what they have in them that makes them most considerable. All the most solid and necessary Sciences being of common and eafie access, can neither make their Poffeffors admire nor respect: for common things, however fine and admirable in themselves, are careless and superficially regarded; which makes the Pretenders to Learning, dwell but little on Sciences necessary to the Conduct of Life, and the Perfection of the Mind. For these raife not in them that Idea of the Sciences which they had form'd, as not being those they admire in others, and which they would have others to admire in them.

The Gospel, and Morality, are Sciences too common and ordinary for them: they love to be skil'd in the Criticisms of some words to be met with in the Ancient Philosophers or Greek Poets. The Tongues, as Arabick and Rabbinage, and all except their genuine native Language, seem worthy their Study and Application: If they read the Holy Scriptures, 'tis not to learn Piety and Religion, but, Points of Chronology and Geography, and Difficulties of Grammar, take them wholly up: and they are more earnest to know these things, than the falutary Truths of the Gospel: they aim at the poffeffion of the Science they have foolishly admire in others; and for which they are likely to be admired by other Poets in their turn.

'Tis fo with them in point of Natural Knowledge, not the most Useful, but the laft Common, is their Beloved. Anatomy is too mean and low for them; but Astronomy is more noble and exalted. Ordinary Experiments are unworthy their Application; but those rare and wonderful Experiments which can never instruct us, are those they most carefully observe.

Histories that are the most Rare and Ancient, they glory to know: and whilft they are ignorant of the Genealogy of Princes that at present Reign, are diligent in searching for the Pedigrees of those who died four thousand Years ago. They learn to learn the most common Histories of their own Times, yet endeavour to be critically skil'd in the Tables and Editions of the Poets. They know not fo much as their own Relations; yet well, if you define it, cite several Authorities to prove that a Citizen of Rome was allied to an Emperor: and a great many other such things.

Hardly can they tell the Names of the common Garments in present Use, yet buffalo their Heads to know what were in wear with the old Greeks and Romans. Their own Country Animals they are ignorant of, while they grudge not to spend several Years in compounding huge Volumes on the Creatures of Scripture; that they may seem to have a better guide than others at the Solution of unknown Terms: Such a Book is the Hearts-delight of its Author, and of its learned Readers; for being patch'd up of Greek, Hebrew, and Arabick Passages, &c. of Rabbinical and such like dark and extraordinary Citations; it satisfies the Vanity of its Author, and the ridiculous Curiosity of those that read it, who fancy themselves learneder than others, when they can confidently affirm there are six different Words in Holy Writ signifying a Lion, or the like.

They commonly understand not the Map of their own Country, or even the Model of their Town, whilft they study the Geography of Ancient Greece, Italy, of the Gauls in Julius Caesar's Time, or of the Streets and public Places of old Rome. Labor futilorum, says the Wise-Man, obliviscaris qui ininficat urbem pergere. They know not the way to their City, yet are foolishly fatigued with fruitless Enquiries: They know not the Laws or Customs of the Places where they live, yet carefully study the Ancient Right, the Laws of the Twelve Tables, the Customs of the Lacedemonians, of that of the Chinese, or the Ordinances of the Great Mogul. Lastly, they would know what is Rare, Extraordinary, and Remote, and unknown by others, having by an Overthrow of Reason affir'd the Idea of Learning to these things: whilft to be esteemed Learned is enough to know what others know not, and yet be ignorant of the best and most necessary Truths.

True, the Knowledge of all these things, and the like, is call'd Science, Erudition, Doltrine, Use will have it fo: But there is a Science which the Scripture fifies Folly: Doltrina futilorum futilis: I never yet observ'd that the Holy Spirit, which befotts so many Elogies on Science, in Sacred Writ fays any thing in Commendation of that false Science I have been speaking of.
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CHAP. VIII.

I. Of the Desire of seeming Learned. II. Of the Conversation of the Falsly Learned. III. Of their Works.

I. If the immediate Desire of seeming Learned makes Men oftentimes more ignorant, the Desire of being thought so, not only renders them more ignorant, but seems to give a total Subversion to their Reason. For the World abounds with such as lofe common Sense, because they will out-foot it, and speak nothing but silly things, because they will speak only in Paradox. They deviate so far from the common Thoughts of Mankind, whilft they purpose the acquiring the Character of Rare and Extraordinary Wits, that they effectually gain their point, and are never confider'd without much Admission or Contemn.

They are regarded with Admiration, when being rais'd to some Preferment or Honour, which conceals them, we fancy them as much above others in their Parts and Learning, as they are by their Quality and Birth. But we frequently make a very different Estimate, when viewing them near at hand, and drawing the Curtain of their surrounding Grandeur, we find them contemptible, or even Fools and Changelings.

The Falsly Learne'd shew themselves manifestly in the Books they write, as also in their ordinary Conversation. It will not, perhaps, be amiss to give a proof of it.

As it is Vanity, and Desire of Offence, which engages them in their Studies; so when they find themselves in Company, the Paffion and Desire of Preeminency re-kindles and transports them. They are instantly so high upon the Wing, that we lose fight of them; nor can they do ten themselves tell where they are. They are so fearful of not being above all their Auditor's, that they are vex'd to think any one can teach them: they will fomach the Demand of an Explication, and upon the leaft opposition put on the Look of Scorn and Arrogance. In brief, The things they say are so novel, and extraordinary, and so remote from common Sense, that the Wife have much ado to hold from laughing, while the Ignorant are hum'd and thunder'd at.

The first Heart being over, if any Man of an Head strong, and fett'd enough not to be over-turn'd, Threats that are out, will however flieck obdurate to their Errors: the very Look of their confus'd and giddied Hearers, turns their own Head round; and the fight of fo many Approvers, which they have confu'd by the Imprifion, convinces them by rebound; at leaft, if it does not confine them, it fuffices them with Courage to maintain their fallc Opinions. Their Vanity will not fuffer them to make any Retraction: they confantly invent some Reason for their Defence. They never fpeak with greater Fervency and Zeal, than when they have no thing to fay. They fancy it an Affront, and a Defign to make them difpicable, to offer any Reason against them: and the stronger and more judicious it is, the more it provokes their Pride and Averion.

The best way to defend Truth against them, is, not to difpute it: for, 'tis better both for them and us to leave them to their Errors than provoke their Hatred. We must take care not to wound their Heart, when we would beat their Mind; the Wounds of the former being more dangerous than tho'fe of the latter: befide that, we sometimes fortune to have to do with a Perfon truly Learned, whom 'tis poiffible we may difpel, for want of rightly taking his Conceptions. We must therefore request of tho'fe who talk in fo decisive a Strain, to explain themselves as diftinguifh'd as they can, without fuffering them to change the Subject, or make use of obtuse and equivocal Terms: and if they be truly Learned, fomethings may be got by their Diffcourfe. But if they be fallly Learned, they will quickly be entangled and confounded by their own Words, and can thank no body for it but themselves. And even from hence we may, perhaps, receive some Instruction or Diversion, if we may be allow'd to divert our felves with others Infaminies, when we try to cure them. But what is more confiderable, we shall prevent the weaker fort, who hear them with Admiration, from engaging in Error, by following their Decifions.

For it must be obfer'ved, that Fools, or fuch as are Machinallly manag'd, and follow fensible Impressions, being far more numerous than Men of an enlarg'd Thought, and governable by Reason; one of thefe Pretenders cannot difcrite and determine upon a Point, but there always are more who believe him on his Word, than others who diftruft him. But becaufe thefe fallly Learne'd recede as far as poiffible from common Thoughts: either out of a defire of finding an Opponent, whom they roughlie handle, to elevate and fhew themselves; or a Subversion of Mind, and Spirit of Contradiction: their Decifions are, for the moft part, falfe or obtuse, and they are seldom attended to, without drawing the Contagion of Error.

Now the Method of difcovering the Corruptness or Solidity of others Opinions, is very difficultly put in practice. The Reason whereof is: That thefe Pretenders to Science are the only Pretenders who would be thought to know every thing: 'Tis a Falling almost univerf'al: but more especially incident to Men of fome Reading and Study: which makes them always forward to talk, and explain their own Notions, but negligent and inadvertent as to other Men. Such as are moft Complaiant and Rational, inwards delphing another's Opinion, make fuch only of an Attentive Mien, whilft their Eyes betray their Thoughts, and fhew that they are buried upon a
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quite contrary thing; not on answering what is said to them, but on what they desire to prove: this is the thing that frequently renders Conversation so disagreeable. For as there is nothing more grateful, or wherein a Man could honour us more, than the comprehending our Reasons, and approving our Opinions; so there is nothing so offensive as to fee others not take, nor care to take our Meaning. For 'tis no pleasure to talk and converse with Statues; especially Statues that are only fo to us, because they have little Esteem for us, are careles to please us, and solicitous only to content themselves, by recommending their own Abilities. But if Men could hear, and answer well at once, Difcorfe would be molt useful, as well as pleasent: whereas whilft every one endeavours to be reputed Learned, all that's got by it is Conceitedness, and unintelligible Dif-putes. Charity is sometimes wounded, and Truth seldom discover'd.

But the Ramblings which the Fally Learned are in their Conversation subject to, are in some measure excusable. It may be said in their behalf, that in the Difcorfe Men tife not much Caution and Adverfity; and that the heedless and molt judicious fall frequently into Trifles and Imperfections: and that they don't intend a Collection should be made of their Sayings, as was of Scaliger's and Cardinal du Perron's.

There is Reason in these Exacts, and we are easy to believe these Faults deserve some fort of Indulgence. We are indeed willing to talk in Company; but there are some unfortunate Seafons, in which we but ill succeed. We are not always in temper to think, or to speak juftly: and the time is fo short in some Conjunctions, that the Mind never fo little clouded or abfent, mife-ribly falls into extravagant Abfurdities, even in Perfons molt accurate and piercing.

But though the Faults which the Fally Learned are guilty of in Conversation, are excusable, yet those they commit in their Books, after due Thinking and Confeffion, are unparable; especially if frequent, and not compendiated by some good things: For by writing an ill Book, a Man occafions losf of time to a multitude of Readers; subjefts them to the fame Errors he himfelf is guilty of, and caufes them to deduce ftil many others from them: which is not a little Evil.

But though it be a greater Crime than is imagin'd, to compofe an Enul, or only an Unfeft Book, yet the Author is often rewarded than punifh'd for it. For some Crimes there are which efcape the Lath, either because they are the Fashion, or becaufe the Judges are not courageous enough to confound fuch Criminals as they think molt In-ferious than themselves.

For Authors are commonly look'd on as rare and extraordinary Perfons, above the ordinary fize of Men; and therefore are reverenc'd instead of being defpif'd and punifh'd. So that there is little hopes of having a Tribunal erected for the trying and confounding all the Books that tend only to 'debauch and corrupt Reafon.

And for this Reafon, we muft never expect to have the Republick of Learning better govern'd than any others; or confifting of Men no less than the reft. But in order to free our felves from Error, 'tis fit that even greater Liberty be permitted in this than other Republicks, where Novel-ty is always dangerous. For it would be a means to confirm us in our prefent Errors, to rob the Literate World of its Liberty, and indifferently to condemn all forts of Novelties.

'Tis hop'd then, I fhall not be blam'd for speaking againft the Government of the Learned Com-monwealth, and endeavouring to fhew, that frequently the Great Men of it, who for their pro-found Learning are the Admiration of the reft, are at bottom but hungry and vain Creatures, void of Judgment, and all true Science. I am oblig'd to ufe this freedom of Speech, to prevent a blindfold Submiilion to their Decifions, and engaging in their Errors.

The Proofs of their Vanity, their want of Judgment, and of their Ignorance, are evidently deduced from their own Works: For if a Man would take the pains to examine them with purpose to judge of them by the Light of common Sense, un-prejudical with an Esteem for thefe Authors, he might find that the Defigns of their Studies are moftly fuch as an injudicious Vanity has for-med, and their principal End, not the perfecting their Reafon; and much lefs the regulating the Motions of their Heart; but only the puzzling others, and feeming Wiser Men than they.

From this Prospect it is (as has been faid before) that they treat but of rare and unufual Sub-jefts, and explain themfelves in as rare and unufual Terms, and quote only rare and extraordin-iary Authors. They decline to write in their own Language, as being too common; or in plain, perfcipious, and cafe Latin, fince their Defign is, not to be Underftood, but only to Write, and to be Admird. They feldom apply themselves to Subjefts that are ferviceable to the management of Life; that's too trite and vulgar; it not being their purpofe to be ufeful to others, or themfelves, but only to be reputed Learned.

They either aflert no Reafons of things which they advance; or if they do, they are fo my-fterious and incomprehensible, as neither themfelves, nor any body else, can evidently conceive. Clear Reafons they have none; but if they had, they would not ufe them: becaufe they pur-prise not the Mind, are thought too fimple and common, and fuit to the Abilities of all Man-kind. They rather bring Authorities to prove, or with prefence to prove their Notions: for the Authorities employ'd feldom prove any thing by the Sense they contain, but only by being Greek and Arabick. But perhaps it will be pertinent to speak fomthing of their Quotations, which will acquaint us in part with the difposition of their Mind.

It is, methinks, manifest that nothing but a fally-formed Learning, and a Spirit of Polimerity, could bring these Citations into fation, as they have formerly been, and are ftil at this day with some of the Learned. For 'tis ufal with fome Authors to be perpetually quoting long Senten-ces, without any Reafon for it: whether becaufe the things they advance are too clear to be doubted.
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doubted of, or that they are too intricate and obscure to be made out by the Authority of their Authors; since they could know nothing of them: or lastly, because the Citations inferred are inserviceable to adorn and beautify their Discourse.

This repugnant to common Sense, to bring a Greek Passage to prove the Air transparent, because it is evident to all the World; to employ the Authority of Aristotle to persuade us that Intelligences move the Heavens, because we are certain Aristotle could not know it; and lastly, to mingle strange Languages, Arabian and Persian Proverbs with French, English, or Latin Books, written for every body: forasmuch as these Citations cannot be ornamental; at least, are such fantastic Ornaments as disgust most Perfons, and can satisfy but very few.

Nevertheless, the greatest part of those who would fain be thought Learned, are fo extremely pleased with this Kind of Gibberish, that they blufh not to quote in strange Tongues which they do not understand, and fubmit and main to draw into their Books an Arabick Passage, which they cannot so much as read. Thus they puzzle themselves strangely, to effect a thing repugnant to good Sense; but that fatisfies to their Vanity, and makes them esteem'd by Sots.

One very confident Fault is still behind; which is, that they are but in little care to seem to have read with Choice and Judgment; all they desire being, to be reckon'd good Readers, especially of obscure Books, that they may seem more Learned; of Books that are scarce and dear, that they may be thought to have every thing; of wicked and impious Books, (which honest Men are afraid to read,) with much the fame Spirit as some boast to have act'd Crimes, which others dare not. Hence they rather cite very Dear, very Rare, very Ancient and Obsolete Books, than other more Common and Intelligible: Astralogical, Cabalistical, and Magical Books, than such as are good and wholesome: as if they did not fee, that Reading being a kind of Conversation, they should rather desire to seem intuitively to have fought the Acquaintance of Good and Intelligible, than Wicked and Obsolete Authors.

For, as no Man in his Sense would chufe out for ordinary Conversation People that want an Interpreter, when the fame things that are to be learnt of them might be known another way; fo their ridiculing to read Books not to be understood without a Dictionary, when the fame things may be had in those that are more intelligible. And, as it is a sign of a deprav'd Nature, to affect the Company and Conversation of the Impious, fo is the Criterion of a corrupt Heart, to delight in reading Wicked Books. But this an extravagant Pride, for a Man to pretend to have read those which he has not: which is yet a thing of very common occurrence. For we find Men of Thirty Years standing, quote more ill Books in their Works, than they could have read in many Ages; whilst they would have others believe, they have very exactly read them. But most of the Books of some of these Learned Gentlemen, owe their Birth to the kind Dictionary; and all their Reading may be reduc'd to the Indexes of the Books they quote, and some Common Places heap'd together from out of different Authors.

I venture not to enter into the Particulars of these things, nor to give Instances to prove them; for the provoking Perfon's fierce and choleric as their Learned Pretenders, as not caring to be revil'd in Greek and Arabick. Besides that, his needle's more fenfibly to evince what I have fay'd 'by particular Allegations, the Mind of Man being ready enough to tax the Management of others, and make particular Application of this Discourse. In the mean time, let them hug themselves, and feed upon this vain Pomp of Greatness, and give one another the Applauses which we deny them. For we have been, perhaps, already too troublesome, by molefting them in their so seemingly sweet and grateful Enjoyments.

CHAP. IX.

How the Inclination for Honours and Riches conduces to Error.

Honours and Riches, no less than Virtue and Science, which we have already spoke of, are principal Acquisitions to give us the Ascendant over other Men. For there seems to accrue to our Being a Growth and Enlargement, and kind of Independancy from the Possession of these Advantages. So that the Love we have for our selves, naturally streaming out to Honours and Riches, every body may be said to have some sort of Inclination for them. We will explain in brief, how these Inclinations obviate the Discovery of Truth, and engage us in Fallhood and Error.

It has been shewn in several places, that much Time and Labour, Affiduity and Contention of Mind, must go to the clearing up Compound Truths, surrounded with Difficulties, and depending on many Principles. Whence it is easy to conclude, that Men of publick Characters, of great Employments, who have large Estates, to look after, and great Affairs to manage, and whose Hearts are fix'd upon Riches and Honours, are not the fittest Enquirers after Truth; and that they commonly err in point of all things, difficulty known whenever they pretend to judge of them.

And that because,

Firstly, They have little time to lay out in the Search of Truth.

Secondly, They take but little Pleasure in this Search.

Thirdly,
Thirdly, They are very incapable of Attention, because the Capacity of their Mind is divided by the multitude of the Ideas of the things they wish for; which take up their Thoughts whether they will or no.

In the fourth place, They fancy they know every thing, and can hardly be induc'd to believe their Inferiors have more Reason than themselves: Some Matters of Fact they may vouchsafe to learn of them, but are above being taught by them solid and necessary Truths: contradict them, or disabuse them, and they fly out in a Passion.

In the fifth place, Because much Incense of Applause is usually given them in all their Imagination, though never so false and remote from common Sense; and such as differ from their Opinion, though only to defend undeniable Truths, are rally'd and ridicul'd: And 'tis the fullsome Flatteries of tho'be about them, that strengthen them in their Errors, encourage that illegitimate Esteem of themselves, and fet them up for unappealable Judges of all things.

In the sixth place, They dwell only upon Sensible Notions, as firter for common Conversation, and to keep up the Esteem of Men, than the pure and abstract Ideas of the Mind, which we employ in the finding out of Truth.

Lastly, Those who aspire to any Dignity, strive, as much as possible, to accommodate and demean themselves to the Meafure and Capacity of others; because nothing provokes Mens Envy and Aversion like the pretending to uncommon Notions. Rare it is for Men, whose Minds and Hearts are taken up with the Thoughts and Defires of making their Fortunes, to be able to discover hidden Truths: but when they do, they abdicate them out of Interest, and because the Defence of them will not accord with their Ambition. A Man must fake commonly with Injustice to become a Magistrate: Solid and uncomnon Piety is a frequent Bar to a Beneficence; and the generous Love of Truth, often deprives Men of the Pulpit it should be taught in.

All these Reasons in conjunction, extremely subjuct Men to Error; and incapacitate, for the Discovery of occult Truths, such as are exalted above others by their Honours, Birth, and Fortune, or who are only intent upon making Estabishments, and raising Estates. For among the things that are requisite to the avoiding Errors, in Questions any whir abstrufe, there are two especially not safe to be met with in the Perfons forementioned; viz. Attention of Mind, to go to the bottom of Things; and Retention, not to judge of them with too much Precipitation. Those very Men who are Elec'ted for the instructing others, and who should have no other Aim or Interest, than the qualifying themselves for that purpose, commonly grow Erroneous as soon as they take Publick Employments: either because having but little time to themselves, they cannot give Attention and Application to things that require much, or, that being strangely ambitious of being thought Learned, they confidently pronounce of all things without Referee, and are impatient either of Opposition or Instructiun.

C H A P. X.

Of the Love of Pleasure, with regard to Morality. I. That Pleasure is to be found, though it make us happy. II. It ought not to carry us to the loving Sensible Goods.

We have treated in the three last Chapters, of the Inclination we have for the Preference of our Being, and shewn how it occasions us to fall into several Errors. We shall now speak to That we have for our Well-being, that is, for Pleasures, and whatever makes us more happy or content, or is thought capable of doing it: And we will attempt to discover the Errors that spring from this Inclination.

There is a Tribe of Philosophers, that endeavour to persuade the World, That Pleasure is no Good, nor Pain an Evil, that 'tis possible to be happy in the midst of most violent Pains, and miserable in the midst of the greatest Pleasures. As these Philosophers are very Pathetical and Imaginative, they carry away weak Minds which give way to the Impression their Discourse produces in them: For the Stoics are somewhat Vifiorious, and Vifiorious are vehement; and so easily impress on others the false Sentiments they are themselves prepoffled with. But because there is no Conviction against Experience, and Internal Conscience, or Sentiation, all these pompous and magnificent Reasoners, which dazzle and stagger the Imaginations of Men, vanish with all their Gaudery and Luftrice, as soon as the Soul is touch'd with any sensible Pleasure and Pain. And those who have plac'd all their Confidence in this false Persuasion of their Mind, find themselves, upon the least Affault of Vice, deftitute of Wisdom, forcible, and unnerv'd: they are sensible they were deceiv'd, and find they are vanquish'd.

If the Philosophers cannot give their Disciples Strength to Conquer their Passions, they should at least forbear to seduce them, and make them fancy they have no Enemies to Aflault. Things should be spoken as they are: Pleasure is always a Good, and Pain always an Evil: But it is not always for our Good, to enjoy Pleasure: and 'tis sometimes advantageous to suffer Pain.

But to make my Meaning more intelligible, we must know,
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First, That none but GOD is powerful enough to act upon us, and to produce in us the Sense of Pleasure and Pain. For 'tis manifest to every Man that consults his Reason, and despises the Reports of Sense, that 'tis not the Sensible Objects that really act upon us, nor is it any more the Soul that produces in her self her Pain and Pleasure occasionally from them.

Secondly, That in ordinary Procedure no Good is to be given, but to encourage us to, or recompense us for some good Action, nor any Evil to be afflict, but either to prevent a wicked Action, or to punish it; and therefore since GOD always acts with Order, and by the Rules of Justice, every Pleasure must incline us to some Good Action, or Reward us for it, and every Pain avert us from some bad Action, or punish us for it.

Thirdly, There are Actions which are good in one sense, and evil in another. 'Tis, for instance, an evil Action to expose ones self to Death when GOD forbids it; but a good, when he commands it. For all our Actions are good or bad, because GOD has commanded or forbidden them by his first General Will, which is the Order and Injunction of Nature; or by his other Wills or particular Commandments, which are necessary to its re-establishment.

I affirm then, That Pleasure is always good, but that it is not always advantageous to enjoy it; and that first, Because instead of engaging us to him, who alone is capable of causing it; it engages us from him, to unite us to the fallly seeming Cause of it: it looks us from GOD, to unite us to a vile Creature. For though those whom true Philosophy has enlightened, think sometimes that Pleasure is not caus'd by External Objects, which may in some measure incline them to the acknowledging and loving GOD in all things; yet since the Sin, the Reason of Man is so feeble, and his Senses and Imagination so prevalent over his Mind that they speedily corrupt his Heart, whilst he deprives not himself, according to the Advice of the Gospel, of whatever leads not of it fell to GOD. For the best Philosophy is unable to cure the Mind, and withstand the Corruptions of Pleasure.

Secondly, Because Pleasure being a Reward, it is an Act of Injustice for a Man to produce in his Body those Motions which oblige GOD, pursuant to his first Will, to give us the Sensation of Pleasure, when we don't deserve it: either because the Action we do is unprofitable, or criminal, or that being full of Sin, we have no Right to demand a Recompense. The Enjoyment of Sensible Pleasures was justly due to Man in his Regular Actions, whilst he remain'd Innocent. But since the Fall, there are no Sensible Pleasures entirely innocent, or incapable of harming us when we taste them. For it is commonly sufficient only to taste them, to become their Slave.

Thirdly, GOD being just, cannot chuse but punish one day the Violence that was done him, by obliging him to reward with Pleasure criminal Actions committed against him. When our Soul shall be dis-united from our Body, GOD will be disposs'd from the Obligation he has imposed upon himself of giving Sensations answerable to the Motions of the Animal Spirits; but he will still be oblig'd to satiate his Justice: and that will be the reason of his Wrath and Vengeance. Then though he change not the Order of Nature, but remain ever fixed and immutable in his first Will, he will punish the unmerited Pleasures of the Voluptuous with Pains that will never have an end.

Fourthly, Because the Certainty we have in this Life of the future Execution of that Justice, exaggerates the Mind with dreadful Anxieties, and throws it in a sort of Defpair, which renders the Voluptuous Life of the present, even amidst the greast Pleasures.

Fifthly, Because of the disquieting Remorses, which almost ever attend the most Innocent Pleasures, by reason we are inwardly convinced we don't deserve them; which Remorses rob us of a certain internal joy that is found even in the Severities of Repentance.

And therefore though Pleasure be a Good, yet it must be acknowledged, that the Enjoyment of it is not always to our Advantage, for the foregoing Reasons: And for others of like nature, most requisite to be known, and easily deducible from them; it must be granted, that it is most commonly highly advantageous to suffer Pain, though really an Evil.

Nevertheless, every Pleasure is a Good, and actually makes happy the Enjoyer at the time of Enjoyment, and so long as he enjoys it; and every Pain is an Evil, and makes the Sufferer actually unhappy at the instant of suffering, and so much as he suffers it. The Righteous and Holy may be said to be the most miserable of all Men in this Life, and most worthy of Compassion. Si in vita tamen in Christo speramus, miserabiles homines omnem hominibus, fays St. Paul. For those who weep, and suffer Persecution for Righteousness sake, are not blessed for suffering Persecution for the sake of Righteousness, but because the Kingdom of Heaven is theirs; and a great Reward is laid up for them in Heaven: that is, because they shall be happy. Such as are persecuted for Righteousness, are thereby Righteous, Vertuous, and Perfect, as being in the Divine Order, and because Persecution confids in the suffering of it. But they are not happy, because they suffer. There shall be a time when they shall suffer no more, and then they shall be happy, as well as righteous and perfect.

However, I deny not but the Righteous even in this Life may be in some measure happy, by the Strength of their Hope and Faith, which bring thet future Goods as it were present to their Minds: For it is certain, that the vigorous and lively Hope of any Good brings it closer to the Mind, and anticipates the Enjoyment: and thus makes a Man happy in part, since 'tis the Taste and the Possession of Good, 'tis Pleasure, that makes us happy.

Therefore we should not tell Men that Sensible Pleasures are not good, and that they render the Poffeffors never the Happier, since this is false; and at the time of Temptation they find it so to their Misfortune. They ought to be told, That these Pleasures are in their own nature good,
and after a fort capable to make them happy; yet for all that to be avoided, for such like Reasons as the foremention'd, but that they have not strength enough to withstand them of themselves, because they defire to be happy by an invincible Inclination, which these transitory Pleasures, to be avoided by them, in some measure satisfy: and therefore are under a fatal necessity of being lost, unless rescued and afflicted. These things are to be inculcated to them, to give them a distinct Knowledge of their own Imbecilities, and their need of a Redeemer.

We ought to speak to Men as our Lord, and not as the Storks do, who understand neither the Nature nor Distemper of an humane Mind. We must continually tell them they are to hate and despise themselves, and not look for a Settlement and Happines here below; that they must continually bear their Crosses, or the Instriment of their Suffering, and lose their Life at present, to save it everlastingly. Lastly, we must shew them their Obligation to act quite contrary to their Defires, to make them sensible of their Impotence to Good. For their Will is invincibly bent on Happines; which 'tis impossible actually to obtain, without doing what they have a Mind to. Perhaps being sensible of their present Evils, and knowing their future, they will humble themselves on Earth: possibly they will cry to Heaven, will seek a Mediator, stand in fear of sensible Objects, and conceive a salutary Abhorrence for whatever Hatters Concupiscence and their Senfes. Probably they may enter into that Spirit of Prayer and Repentance so necessary to the obtaining Grace, without which no Strength, no Health, no Salvation can be expected.

We are inwardly convinced, that Pleasure is good; which inward Conviction is not false: for Pleasure is really so. We are naturally convinced, that Pleasure is the Character of Good, and that natural Conviction is certainly true: for whatever causes Pleasure, is unquestionably very good, and amiable. But we are not affur'd that sensible Objects, or even our Soul it self, are capable of producing Pleasure in us. For there is no reason why we should believe it, but a thousand why we should not. Thus sensible Objects are neither good nor amiable: they are to be employ'd, as serviceable to the Preservation of Life; but we must not love them, as being incapable of acting upon us. The Soul ought only to love what is good to her, and able to make her happier and more perfect: and therefore nothing but what's above her can be the Object of her Love, since 'tis evident her Perfection can derive from nothing that is not so.

But because we judge that a Thing is the Caufe of some Effect when it constantly attaints it, we imagine that sensible Objects act on us, because at their approach we have had Senfations, and because we see not him who causes them really in us. In taunting a Fruit, we have a Sentation of Sweetnefs; and we attribute that Sweetnefs to the Fruit, which we judge both to cause it and contain it. We see not GOD, as we see and touch this Fruit; nay, we do not so much as think on him, nor perhaps on our selves. And fo we judge not that GOD is the true Caufe of that Sweetnefs; nor that it is a Modification of our Soul: but impute both the Caufe and Effect to the Fruit we eat.

What I have said of Senfations relating to the Body, may be understood of those which have no relation to it; such are those which are incident to pure Intelligences.

A Spirit contemplates it self, and finds nothing wanting to its Happines or Perfection, or else sees that it is not in possession of what it defires. Upon the View of its Happines it feels Joy; upon the fight of its Misery it feels Sorrow. It immediately imagines, that's the flight of its Happines which produces in it that Sentation of Joy; because this Sentation full accompanies this Perception; and fancies likewise that the flight of its Misery is what produces in it the Sentation of Sorrow; because the latter is a constant Attendant of the former. The true Caufe of these Senfations, which is GOD alone, does not appertain to it; nor does it, it may be, think on GOD. For GOD acts in us in an impenetrable manner.

GOD rewards us with a Senfe of Joy, when we find our selves in the state we ought to be in, to the intent we may continue in it, that our Anxiety may cease; and that we may fully enjoy our Happines without suffering the Capacity of our Mind to be taken up with any thing else. But he produces in us a Sentation of Sorrow, when we know we are not in our convenient state, to the end we may not stay in it; but reflently seek out for the Perfection which we want. For GOD continually drives us towards Good, when we know that we do not possess it, but gives us a powerful Check when we fee we are fully possessed of it. Wherefore 'tis evident to me, that the Sentations of Intellectual Joy and Sorrow, no less than Sensible, are not the voluntary Productions of the Mind.

Our Reason then should constantly teach us to discover that invisible Hand which fills us with Good, and which lies disguis'd to our Mind under Sensible Appearances. This Hand we are to adore and to love, and also to fear; since though it leads us with Pleasures, it can likewise overwhelm us with Pains. We ought to love it with a Love of Choice, an enlightened Love, a Love worthy of GOD, and our selves. Our Love is worthy of GOD, when it proceeds from our Knowledge of his being Amiable: and this Love is worthy of our selves; for that being Reasonable Creatures, we ought to beheau the Love on that which Reason teaches us is worthy of it. But we love sensible Things with a Love unworthy our selves, and undeserv'd by them: whilst being reasonable, we love them without any Reason for it; as not clearly knowing them to be lovely: and on the contrary, knowing they are not. But we are betray'd by Pleasure to the Love of them; the blind and irregular Love of Pleasure being the true Caufe of the false Judgments of Men in Subjects of Morality.
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C H A P. XI.

Of the Love of Pleasure, with Reference to Speculative Sciences. I. How it disables us from discovering Truth. II. Some Instances.

Our Inclination for Sensible Pleasures being misgovern'd, is not only the Original of those dangerous Errors we are guilty of, in Subjects of Morality, and the general Caufe of the Corruption of our Manners; but likewise one of the main Causes of the Depravation of our Reason: And it inherently engages us in most grofs, but less dangerous Errors, in point of Subjects purely Speculative; because it disables us from bringing a sufficiently Attention to comprehend and judge well of things that do not affect us.

We have spoken several times already of the Difficulty we find to apply our selves to Subjects somewhat Abstract, the Subject of our Discourse requiring it. As towards the End of the First Book, where we shew'd that Sensible Ideas more affecting the Soul, than Ideas purely Intellectual, she was more taken up with the out-fide manners than the Things themselves. So again, in the Second, where treating of the Tendernefs of the Fibres of the Brain, we shew'd whence the Softnefs of certain Effeminate Minds proceeded. Lastly, in the Third, when speaking of the Attention of the Mind, it was necessary to shew, that it was very carefull of things Speculative, but very attentive to fuch as affected her, and made her feel Pleasure or Pain.

Our Errors have most commonly several Causes contributing to their Rise; fo that it ought not to be thought it is for want of Order, that we repeat almost the fame things, and assign several Causes of the fame Errors, it is really because they have fo many. I flill speak of Occasional Causes; for we have often declare'd, they have no other true and real Caufe, than the wrong ufe of our Liberty; which, wrong ufe conflats in our not uſing it fo much as we might, as we have explain'd at the beginning of this Treatife.

We are not therefore to blame, if, in order to make it fully conceiv'd, how, for Inclination, the Sensible Manners Things are involv'd in, furprize and lead us into Error, we were oblig'd, by way of Anticipation, to speak of our Inclination for Pleasures in the other Books, which seems fitter to have been referv'd for this, wherein we purposely treat of the Natural Inclinations; and the fame may be said of other things in other places:) All the harm that will come of it, is this, that we may diffend with many things here, which we had been oblig'd to explain, if it had not been done elsewhere.

All things in the Human Nature are fo link'd and twin'd to one another, that we find our selves often, as it were, over-whelm'd with the Number of things neccessary to be laid at the fame time, to let our Conceptions in an open and clear Light. We are sometimes forc'd to let things go unseparated, which Nature has join'd together; and to proceed against our own prefcrib'd Method, when this Method throws us into Confufion, as it inevitably does on some Occafions. And yet, after all, it is impossible to make others take in all our Conceptions. All that can commonly be pretended to, is, to put others in a Capacity of discovering with Pleasure and Ease what we have discover'd our selves with great Pain and Perfituation. And since 'tis imposfible to make any Discovey without Attention, our Studies shou'd be chiefly employ'd on Means of making others Attentive. This is what we have eafily to do, though, we muft acknowledge, but weakly perform'd, and we are the willinger to confefs we have been defteftive, that the Confufion may provoke our Readers to supply themfelves, what is wanting in us, to make them attentive, in order to penetrate the Bottom of Subjects, which deferve to be thorougly confider'd.

Infinite are the Errors wherein our Inclination for Pleasures, and in general for whatever affects us, engages us, because that Inclination dilftarps the Sight of the Mind, and fizes it continually on the confidr'd Ideas of the Sensæ, and the Imagination; and inclines us to judge over-hastily of all things by the bare Relation which they have to us.

Truth never appears but when we fee things as they are in themselves; which we never do, unlefs we fee them in him who contains them, in an intelligible manner. When we perceive them within our selves, we perceive them at a very lame and imperfect rate; or rather we perceive our own Sentations, and not the things we declare to perceive, and which we fally think we do.

To fee things as they are in themselves, requires much Application, because at prefent we cannot unite to G O D without great Pain and Reluctancy: But to fee them in our felves, requires no Application at all on our part, since we are fenfible of what touches us whether we will or no. We do not naturally find any Preventing Pleasure in our Union with G O D; the pure Ideas of things do not touch and quicken us: Therefore the Inclination we have for Pleasure, is not a Means to apply and unite us to G O D, but on the contrary blackens our Engagements to him, and perpetually removes us farther from him, carrying us continually to consider things by their Sensible Ideas, because these false and impure Ideas are those that affect us: Love of Pleasure then, and the Actual Enjoyment of it, which revives and corroborates this Love, throw us continually off Truth, to plunge us into Error.
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Those therefore who would draw near to Truth, to be illuminated by its Light, must begin by the Privity of Pleasure. They must carefully shun whatever sensibly affects, and agreeably shares the Mind. For the Voice of Truth cannot be heard, unles by the Silence of the Senses and the Passions: An Aversion to the World; and Contempt for all Sensible things, being equally necessary to the Perfection of the Mind as to the Conversion of the Heart.

When our Pleasures are great, and our Sensations lively, we are incapable of the most simple Truths; nor do we agree to common Notions, unles by a sensible Make and Character. When our Pleasures, or other Sensations are moderate, we may discover some plain and easy Truths: But if it were possible to be absolutely delivered from Pleasures and Sensations, we should be able easily to discover the most abstrac and difficult Truths that are known. For proportionally to our Removing from what is not GOD, we approach to GOD himself; we avoid Error, and discover Truth. But ever since the Fall, since the disorderly Love of Preventing Pleasure, which dominers and triumphs, the Mind is grown so weak, that it can pierce into nothing; and to materialized, and dependent on its Senes, that it cannot lay hold of things abstrac and unintelliging. With much ado it perceives common Notions, and for want of Advertency, frequently concludes them false or obscure. It cannot distinguish the Truth of things from their Utility, the Relation they have to one another, from the Relation they have to it self; and often takes those to be most true that are most useful, agreeable, and moving. Finally, this Inclination infects and muddies all our Perceptions of Objects, and consequently all the Judgments that we make of them. Here follows some Examples:

'Tis a common Notion, that Virtue is preferable to Vice, that 'tis better to be Sober and Chast, than Intemperate and Voluptuous. But the Inclination for Pleasure so strangely confounds that Idea on certain Occasions, that we have but a transfigure glimpse of it, nor can draw those Consequences from it that are necessary to the Management of Life. The Soul is violently bent upon the Pleasures the hopes for, that the supposes them innocent, and seeks only for the Means of enjoying them. Every body well knows that 'tis more eligible to be just than Rich: That Justice exalts a Man more than the Possession of the most magnificent Buildings, which often serve more to manifest the Greatness of the Injures and Crimes of the Possessor, than his own Grandeur. But the Pleasure that wretched Men receive in the vain Tastation of their false Grandeur, sufficiently fills up the narrow Capacity of their Mind, to conceal and obscure so evident a Truth from them. They absurdly imagine they are Great Men, because they have Great Houses.

Special Algebra, or Analytices, is certainly the finest, I mean the most fruitful and most certain of all Sciences. Without it, the Mind has neither Penetration nor Extent; and therefore it is capable of knowing almost whatever is possible to be certainly and evidently known. As imperfect as this Science has been, it has made Famous all that have been skill'd in it, and knew how to employ it, having by it discover'd Truths that seem'd incomprehensible to other Men. Its so well proportion'd to a Humane Mind, that without dividing its Capacity with things useless to the Question, it infallibly conducts it to its Point. In a word, it is an Universal Science, and as it were the Key of all other. Yet as valuable as it is in itself, it has no Charms nor Luftre to captivate Men, for this Reason only, that it is not of a Sensible Nature. It has been buried in Oblivion for many Ages, and there are still very many that know not so much as the Name, and scarce one in a thousand to be found that understands any thing of it. The most Learned, who have reviv'd it in our Days, have not yet carried it very far, nor handled it with that Order and Perspicuity it deserves. Being Men no less than others, they have grown at length disdignified with these pure Truths, whilst unaccompanied with Sensible Pleasure; and the Unlearn'd of their Will, debauch'd by Sin, the Levity of their Mind, which depends on the Motion and Circulation of the Blood, have with-held them from feeding and growing upon those great, those vast and second Truths, which are the Immutable and Universal Rules of all Traditions and particular Truths possible to be exactly known.

Metaphysiclikewise is an Abstrac Science, which flatters not the Senses, nor does the Soul receive any Pleasure in the Study of it; and for the same Reason it is so miserably neglected, that 'tis usual to find Persons stupid enough confidently to deny Common Notions. There are those who stick not to deny, that we may, or ought to affirm of a thing, what is included in the clear and distinct Idea we have of it: That Nothing has no Properties: That a thing cannot be annihilated without a Miracle: That a Body cannot move by any Force of its own: That a Body in Motion cannot communicate to other Bodies more Motion than it has felt; and other things of the same kind. They have never consider'd these Axioms with a View steady, and distinct enough, to see clearly the Truth of them; and they have sometimes try'd Experiments, which have abusively conclude'd them, that some of these Axioms were false.

They have been in certain Judgments, that two visible Bodies moving each others, have ceased to move at the Instant of their Collision. They have observ'd in others, that the impul's Body had more Motion than the visible impelling; and this sensible Observation of some Experiments, the Reasons whereof they don't perceive, makes them determine about things against certain Principles, and which go for common Notions with all other Confiding Men. Dought they not to consider, that the Motions thus may be communicable from Visible to Invisible Bodies, when Bodies meet in their Motion? And from Visible to Invisible on other Occasions? When a Body is first impelled by a Cord, 'tis not the Scissors which cut the Cord, which gives Motion to that Body, but an Invisible Matter: Then we throw a Fire-coal into an heap of Gun-powder, 'tis not the Motion of Coal, but an Invisible Matter whither separates all the Parts of the Powder, and actuates them with a Motion capable of blowing up an House. A thousand unknown Ways there are whereby the Motion of an Invisible Matter is communicable to Gros and Visible Bodies: At
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At least it is not evident that it cannot be done, as it is evident that the moving Force of Bodies can neither be augmented nor diminisht by the ordinary Strength of Nature.

Thus Man seeing that the Wood they throw on the Fire ceaseth to be what it was, and that all the sensible Qualities they observe in it, vanish away, imagine from thence they have Right to conclude it possible for a thing to return into Nothing, whence it came. They see the Wood no more, and they see but a few Ashes that succeed it, and thereupon judge that the greatest part of the Wood is reduced to nothing, as if it could not be separated into Parts not possible to be seen. At least it is not so evident that this is impossible, as it is evident that the Power which gives Being to all things is not liable to Change; and that by the ordinary Force of Nature, Being cannot be reduced to Nothing, as Nothing cannot begin to be. But few Men know what it is to retire into themselves, to hear the Voice of Truth speaking to them within, by which they ought to judge of all things; to set their Eyes that govern their Determinations. They judge by what they feel, and not by what they conceive; for they feel with Pleasure, but conceive with Pain.

Demand of all the Men in the World, whether it may not be affirmed without Danger of Error, that the Whole is greater than its Part, and I am positive not one will be found, but will immediately answer pertinently to the Question. Ask them afterwards, whether we may with the same Security affirm of a thing, what we clearly conceive to be included in the Idea representing it, and you'll find that few will grant it without boggling and hesitation; more will deny, and most of all will not know what to say for. And yet this Metaphysical Axiom, viz. That we affirm of a thing what we clearly conceive to be contain'd in the Idea that represents it, is more evident than this Axiom, The Whole is bigger than its Part: For as much as this last is not an Axiom, but only a Conclusion in respect of the former; it may be prov'd from the former Axiom, That the Whole is bigger than its Part; but the former can't be prov'd by any other, as being absolutely the First and the Foundation of all clear and evident Knowledge. Whence comes it then that no body hesitates at this Conclusion, and yet many doubt of the Principle from whence 'tis taken; but only that the Ideas of Whole and Part are sensible, and we see, as we may so say, with our Eyes, that the Whole is bigger than its Part, but have no ocular Proof of the Truth of the prime Fundamental Axiom of all the Sciences?

Whereas there is nothing in this Axiom which naturally fixes and, applies the Mind, we must be willing to consider it, and that too with some Confinacy and Resolution, to be evidently convinced of the Truth of it. The Evidences of the Will must supply the Defect of sensible Inducements: But the Thoughts of considering Objects which have no Charms for the Senses, never enter Mens Heads; or if they do, their Endeavour is too languid and ineffectual.

For (to carry on our said Inference) they think 'tis evident, That the Whole is bigger than its Part; that a Mountain of Marble is possible; and that a Mountain without a Valley is impossible, but that there is not equal Evidence for the Existence of a G O D. Nevertheless, we may affirm, that there is equal Evidence in all these Propositions, since they are all at an equal distance from the first Principle.

This is the first Principle: We must attribute that to a thing which we clearly conceive to be contain'd in the Idea that represents it. We clearly apprehend there is more Magnitude in the Idea we have of the Whole, than in that we have of its Part; that Possible Existence is contain'd in the Idea of a Marble Mountain, Impossible Existence in the Idea of a Mountain without a Valley, and Necessary Existence in the Idea we have of G O D; that is, of a Being Infinitely Perfect. Therefore the Whole is greater than its Part; therefore a Marble Mountain is possible to exist; therefore 'tis impossible for a Mountain without a Vale to exist; therefore G O D, or Being Infinitely Perfect, necessarily exists. It is visible that these Conclusions are equally remote from the first Principle of all the Sciences, and therefore are equally evident in themselves; and 'tis as evident that G O D exists, as that the Whole is bigger than its Part. But because the Ideas of Infinite, of Perfections, of Necessary Existence, are not sensible, as the Ideas of Whole and Part; Men fancy they have no Perception of what they have no Sensation; and though these Conclusions are equally evident in themselves, yet they are not equally receiv'd.

There are Men who would fain persuade us, that they have no Idea of an Infinitely Perfect Being, which makes me wonder how they came to answer positively to the Demand, Whether an Infinitely Perfect Being is round, or square, or like: For they ought to say, they did not know, if it were true that they had no Idea of it.

There are another sort who acknowledge it is good Arguing to conclude, that G O D is not an Impossible Being, from the Perception we have that the Idea of G O D involves no Contradiction, or Impossible Existence; and they will not allow us to conclude in like manner, that G O D necessarily exists, from our conceiving Necessary Existence to be included in the Idea we have of him.

Lastly, There are others who pretend, that this Proof of the Existence of a G O D is a Fallacy; and the Argument is conclusive only on the Supposition of the Truth of G O D's existing, as if we did not prove it. Our Proof is this: We are to attribute to a thing what we clearly conceive to be contained in the Idea that represents it. This is the General Principle of all the Sciences. Necessary Existence is included in the Idea that represents a Being Infinitely Perfect. They willingly grant it; and consequently we must conclude, that an Infinitely Perfect Being exists. Allow'd, say they, on Supposition that this Being exists.

But let us make a like Answer to a like Argument, that we may judge of the solidity of their Answer. A like Argument is this: We are to attribute to a thing what we clearly conceive to be included in the Idea that represents it. This is the Principle. We clearly conceive four Angles to be included in the Idea which represents a Square; or, we clearly conceive possible Existence...
to be included in the Idea of a Marble Tower. Therefore a Square has four Angles; therefore a Marble Tower is possible. I say therefore, That GOD exists, supposing a Square has four Angles, and that a Marble Tower is possible; juft as they answer, That GOD exists, supposing it exists; that is, in short, that the Conclusions of the Demonstrations are true, supposing they are true.

'Tis true, should I form such an Argument as this: We must attribute to a thing what we clearly conceive to be included in the Idea that represents it; we clearly conceive necessarily Existence to be included in the Idea of a Body Infinitely Perfect: Therefore an Infinitely Perfect Body exists. Should I form such an Argument, I say, I might reasonably be answer'd, that it was inconclusively supposed the actual Existence of a Body Infinitely Perfect and, therefore, all it could be answer'd was this: That supposing such a Body was in Being, it would have an independent Existence. The Reason whereof is this, that the Idea of a Body Infinitely Perfect is a Fiction of the Mind, or a Composition of an Idea, and which consequently may be either false, or contradictory, as indeed it is. For we cannot clearly conceive a Body Infinitely Perfect, because a Being particular and finite, as Body is, cannot be conceive'd Universal and Infinite.

But the Idea of GOD, of Being in General, Unlimited, Infinite Being, is no Fiction of the Mind. 'Tis not a Composition of an Idea that includes any Contradiction; there is nothing more simple, though it comprehends whatever is, or whatever may be. Now this Simple and Natural Idea of Being, or of Infinite, includes necessarily Existence: For 'tis evident that Being, (I say not this or that Being) has its Existence of it self; and that Being cannot be actually inexistent, since 'tis impossible and contradictory, that true Being should be without Existence. 'Tis possible for Bodies not to be, because they are such particular Beings, which participate of Being, and depend on it: But Being without Restriction is necessary, independent, and derives what it is from it self; all that is, proceeds from Being, which is both a Necessary Being, and on that account it self, as well as Being in particular, this would be, because it is from it self; and it could not be clearly conceive'd, as not Being, were it not for our representing it as Being in particular, or such a Being, and our considering quite another Idea than belong'd to it. For those that perceive not that GOD is, commonly confider not Being, but this or that Being, and consequently a Being that may or may not exist.

However, in order to make this Argument of the Existence of a GOD more distinctly conceive'd, and to give a clearer Answer to some Objections that might be made to it, we must remember, that in perceiving a created Being, we fee it not in it self, nor by it self; but, as has been prov'd in the Third Book, by the View of certain Perfections that are in GOD, representing it. So that the Essence of that Creature may be seen without seeing its Existence; we may see in GOD what represents it, though it does not exist: And for that Reason, necessity Existence is not included in the Idea that represents it; it not being necessary that it exist, in order to our seeing it. But the Case is different with the Infinitely Perfect Being; we can't see him but in himself; For nothing Finite can represent what's Infinite. GOD therefore cannot be seen, but he must exist. The Essence of a Being Infinitely Perfect cannot be seen, without seeing its Existence. We cannot see it barely as a possible Being; for what is there to contain it? Nor can we think of it but it must exist.

But 'tis no purpose to offer these Demonstrations to the Common Fort of People: These are Demonstrations which we call Personal, because they convince not Universally. If we would convince them, we must apply such as are of a more sensible Nature; and surely they are plentiful enough: For there is no Truth that has more Proof than that of the Existence of a GOD. This we urg'd only to shew, that Abrupt Truths, making little Impression on our Senses, pass for Illusions and Chimeras: Whereas gross and palpable Truths, that Strike the Senses, forcing the Soul to consider them, induces us to believe they have much Reality, because ever since the Fall they have made powerful Impressions on our Mind.

For the same Reason 'tis never to be hop'd, that the Vulgar of Men will ever submit to that Demonstration, which proves Brutes to be insensible; namely, that since they are innocent, as all the World allows; and, I suppose, if they were capable of Sensation, it might happen that under an Infinitely Just and Omnipotent GOD, an Innocent Creature might suffer Pain; which is a Penalty, and the Punishment of some Sin. Men are commonly incapable of seeing the Evidence Oper. Perf. of this Axiom, Sub juso Deo, quifquam, nisi mercetur, vife effe non poft, which St. Austin with a great deal of Reafon urges againft Julian, to prove Original Sin, and the Corruption of our Nature. They fancy there is nothing of Strength, or Truth in this, nor in many other Axioms, which prove that Beasts have not Sensation, because, as has been said, these Axioms are Abrupt, have nothing sensible or palpable in them, and make no Impression on the Senses.

Tho' sensible Actions and Motions performed by Beasts for the Preservation of their Life, though only probable Inducements, affect us more, and consequently weigh more with us to believe they endure Pain, when we strike them, and they cry, than that abstract Reafon of Pure Intellect, though most certain and evident in it self; For 'tis plain, that most Men have no other Reafon to believe that Beasts have Senses, than the sensible View of all those things they do for the Preservation and Security of Life. Which from hence is sufficiently apparent, that most People fancy there is no Soul in an Egg, though the Transmutation of an Egg into a Chicken, *is infinitely harder than the bare Conception of the Chicken when compleatly form'd: For as greater Art is required to fabrick a Watch out of a piece of Iron, than to make it go when 'tis perfectly made, so a Soul should rather be admitted in the Egg, for the Formation of the Chicken, than for making the Chicken live, when

* I speak according to common Opinion, which is, that the Chicken is form'd from the Egg, though perhaps it is no more than nourish'd by it.
when entirely form'd. But Men don't see with their eyes the admirable Conduct that goes to the forming of a Chicken, as they still feebly observe its method of looking out what's necesssary to its own Preservation. And therefore they are not dispos'd to believe there are Souls in Eggs, from any feeble Impression of thofe Motions which are requisite to transform them into Chickens; but they ascribe Souls to Animals, by reafon of the feeble Impreffion they receive from the external Actions the Animals perform for their vital Preservation: thouggh the Reafon I have here alleged'd, is stronger for the Souls of Eggs than of Chickens.

This fecond Reafon, namely, that Matter is incapable of Senfation and Defire, is, without doubt, a Demonftration against thofe who ascribe Sens'fe to Animals, whilft they confess their Souls corporal. But Men will rather eternally be confounded and perplexed thofe Reafons, than acknowledge a thing repugnant to barely probable, but moft feebly and parafetic" Arguments, and there is no way fully to convince them, but by oppofing other Senseful Proofs to theirs, and giving an ocular Demonftration, that all the Parts of Animals are mere Mechanism, and that they may move without a Soul, by the bare Impreflion of Objects, and their own particular Frame and Conftitution: as Monsieur Des Cartes has begun to do, in his Treatife concerning Man. For all the moft certain and evident Reafons of the pure Intellect will never obviates the obfure Proofs they have from the Senfes; and it were to expel our fafes to the Laffure of superficial and inattentive Perfons, to pretend to prove by Reafons somewhat higher than ordinary, that Animals have no Sense.

We must therefore well remember, that the strong Inclination we have for Diversifications, Pleasures, and in general, for whatever affects us, exposes us to a multitude of Errors; because our Capacity of Mind being limited, this Inclination constantly disturbs our Attention to the clear and diffîn ideas of the Pure Understanding, proper for the Difcovery of Truth, to apply it to the false, obfure, and deceitful Ideas of the Senfes, which influences the Will more by the Hope of Good and Pleasure, than they inform the Mind by their Light and Evidence.

CHAP. XII.

Of the Effects which the Thoughts of future Happiness and Misery are capable of producing in the Mind.

It often happens that little Pleasures and light Pains, which we actually feel, or even which we expect to feel, strangely confound our Imagination, and diflindle us from judging on things by their true Ideas; we cannot imagine but the Expefctation of Eternity must needs work upon our Mind: But 'tis requisite to confider what it is capable of producing in't.

We muft in the first place obferve, That the Hope of an Eternity of Pleasures, does not work so strongly on our Minds, as the Fear of an Eternity of Torments: The Reafon is, Men love not Pleasure so much as they hate Pain. Again, by a Self-confident Sensation which they have of their Corruptions, they know they are worthy of Hell: and they see nothing in themselves deferving of so great Rewards, as is the participating the Felicity of God himfelf: They are feeble as often as they will, and even sometimes againft their Will, that far from meritine Rewards, they deferve the greatest Punishments; for their Confidence never quits them: But they are not so confantly convinced that GOD will manifest his Mercy upon Sinners, after having fatisfied his Justice upon his SON. So that even the Rigorous have more lively Apprehensions of an Eternity of Torments, than Hopes of an Eternity of Pleasures. Therefore the prospect of Punishment works more upon them, than the prospect of Reward: Here follows what it is capable of producing, not all alone, but as a principal Cautle.

It begers infinite Scruples in the Mind, and strengthens them in such a manner, that 'tis almost impossible to get rid of them. It stretches Faith, (as I may fo fpeak) as far as Prejudices, and makes Men pay that Worship which is due to GOD alone, to imaginary Powers. It obfificately fixes their Mind on vain or dangerous Superfitions, and caufes them fervently and zealously to embrace Humane Traditions and Praftices, needless to Salvation; and Pharsical-like Devotions, which fervile Dread has invented. Finally, it thins fome Men into the darknes of Despair; fo that confusely beholding Death as Nothing, they brutally with to perfift, that they may be freed of thofe dreadful Anxieties and Disquiets that torment and frighten them.

The Scruples and Superfitions have commonly more of Charity than Self-love; but only Self-love pollifie the Deprefs: for rightly to conceive it, a Man muft extremely love himfelf, who rather chuses no Being than an ill one. Women, Young People, and thofe of a weak and timorous Mind, are moft obnoxious to Scruples and Superfitions, and Men more liable to Despair.

'Tis easie to conceive the Reafons of all this: For the Idea of Eternity being materially the greatest, moft terrible, and dreadful, of all thofe that alfoih the Mind and Strike the Imagination, muft needs be attended with a large Retinue of additional Ideas, all which contribute to a wonderful effedt upon the Mind, by reafon of the Anatomy they have to that great and terrible Idea of Eternity.

Whatever has any relation to Infinite, cannot be a little thing; or if it be little in itfelf, by that relation it grows fo vast and immense, as not to be compar'd with any thing Finite. Therefore whatever has, or is fancied to have any relation to that unavoidable Dilemm, concluding for an Eternity either of Torments or Delights; neceffarily dismays the Mind, that's capable of any Reflexion or Thought.
Women, Young People, and feeble Minds, having, as I have formerly said, the Fibres of their Brain soft and pliable, receive very deep Traces, or Impressions, from that two-edged Consideration; and when, through the plenty of their Spirits, they are more disposed to Sensation than just Reflexion on things, they admit, through the Vivacity of their Imagination, a great many of spurious Impressions, and false accessory Ideas, which have no natural Relation to the principal. Nevertheless, that Relation, though imaginary, nourishes and confirms those spurious Traces, and false accessory Ideas which it has produced.

When Men are engaged in a troublesome Law-suit, which they don't understand, and it takes up all their Thoughts; they commonly fall into needless Fears and Apprehensions, that there are certain things prejudicinal to their Cause, which the Judges never think of, and which a Lawyer would never think of. The Success of the Affair is of so great Concernment to them, that the Concupiscence it produces in their Brain, spreads and propagates itself to different Traces, that have naturaly no relation to it. 'Tis just so with the Scrupulous, they cautiously fancy to themselves Subjects of Fears and Disquiet, and instead of examining the Will of GOD in Holy Writ, and referring to Men of untainted Imagination, they constantly intend an Imaginary Law, which the disorderly motions of Fear have engraved in their Brain. And though they be inwardly convinced of their Infamy, and that GOD requires not certain Duties they prescribe themselves, as being inconsistent with his Service; yet they cannot forbear preferring their Imagination to their Understanding, and submitting rather to some confus'd and terrifying Sensations, that throw them into Error, than to the Evidence of Reason, which brings them back to a good Affurance, and reduces them into the right way of Salvation.

There is commonly a good stock of Virtue and Charity in Persons tormented with Scruples, but not so much in People devoted to certain Superstitions; and whole principal Employment is some charitable and Pharisaick Prayers. The false Clamours of Humane Traditions do not dazle them so far, as to make them inoffensive to the Light of Truth. They place their Confidence in the Promises of CHRIST, and follow his Precepts, as knowing that the Promises of Men are as vain as their Counsils. However, it may be said, that the Dread which the Idea of Eternity breeds in their Minds, sometimes effects so great a Commotion in their Imagination, that they dare not absolutely condemn those Humane Traditions; and that sometimes they approve them by their Example, because they have a figure of Wisdom in Will-worship and Humility, like those Pharisaick Traditions mentioned by St. Paul.

But that which more especially devolves to be considered in this place, and which does not so much relate to Moral as Intellectual Disorder, is, that the fore-mentioned Fear stretches the Faith as well as Zeal of those it infects, to things false, or unworthy the Holiness of our Religion. There are many who believe, and that with a flippant and obstinate Faith, That the Earth revolves in the Centre of the World: That Brutes are sensible of Real Pain: That Sensible Qualities are fire-w'd and diffus'd over Objects: That there are Forms or Real Accidents, distinguisht from Matter; and a world of the like false or uncertain Opinions, because they conceit it would be repugnant to their Faith to deny them. They are frightened with the Expredions of the Holy Scripture, which speaks to our Capacity, and consequently makes use of the receiv'd manners of Speech, without design of making us Philosophers. They believe not only what the Spirit of GOD means to teach them, but likewise all the Opinions of the Jews: They can't see, for example, that Joshua speaks before his Souldiers, as even Cephericus, Galilean, and Des Carter would speak to the Vulgar part of Men; and that though he had been of the Opinion of those Philosophers, he would not have commanded the Earth to stand still, since he could not have manifestly to his Audience what he did not understand, the Miracle GOD shew'd for his People. Don't those who believe the Sun immovable, say to their Servants, to those or to those who hold of their Opinion, that The Sun Rises and Sets? Do they affect to speak differently from others, whenever their chief Design is not to Philosophize? Was Joshua to admirably vers'd in Astronomy?
Chap. XIII. The Search after Truth.

Or if he was, did his Souliards understand it? But were he and his Soulards Astronomers, could we think they would be playing the Philosophers, when their Thoughts were intent on Fighting? Fosha therefore must have spoke as he did, though both he and his Soulards were of the same Opinion that the best Astronomers hold now-a-days. And yet the Words of that great General, Sun, shall stand still upon Gideon, and what is said afterwards, that the Sun stood still according to his Command; persuade a great many, that the Opinion of the Earth's Motion is not only dangerous, but absolutely Heretical, and unwarrantable. They have heard that some Devout Men, whom we are to treat with much Deference and Respect, have condur'd and condemn'd it, and have some confus'd Notion of what happen'd to a Famous Astronomer of our own Age, upon that occasion: All which seems sufficient to make them obstinately believe, that Faith is concern'd in that Opinion. A certain confus'd Sentiment, rais'd and encouraged by a Motion of Fear, which yet are scarce aware of, throws them into Subscriptions of those who follow Reason in things of Reason's Jurisdiction. Hence they regard them as Hereticks, they hear them but with Impatience, and Regret of Mind; and thefe their secret Prejudices breed in them as great a Reverence and Submission to thefe Sentiments, and feveral others purely Philosophical, as to Truths that are Objects of Faith.

C H A P. XIII.

I. Of the Third Natural Inclination; viz. The Frifdship we have for other Men. II. It makes us approve the Thoughts of our Friends, and deceive them by undue Praises.

Of all our Inclinations taken in the general, and in the Senfe explain'd in the first Chapter, there remains now to be spoken to, only that which we have for those we live with, and for all the Objects round about us; of which I shall say but little, since it rather respects Morals and Politics than our Subject. And whereas this Inclination is always accompany'd with the Passions, it might perhaps be more appositely told in the next Book: But 'tis not of so great concern, to be so nicely methodical in this Cafe.

That we may rightly comprehend the Caufe and Effects of this Natural Inclination, it is requisite to know, that GOD loves all his Works, and that he strictly unites them to one another for their mutual Preference. For Loving incessantly the Works he produces (it being his Love that produces them) he also continually imprefles on our Heart a Love for his Works; that is, he produces constantly in our Heart a Love like his own. And to the intent the Natural Love we have for our Selves might not swell up, or too much infringe upon that which we have for external things; but on the contrary, that thefe two Loves which GOD puts in us, might cherish and strengthen each other; he has so artfully united us with all things about us, and especially with thofe Beings of the fame Species as our selves, that their Evils naturally afflift us, their Joy rejoices us; their Rife, their Fall, or Diminution, seem to augment or diminish respectively our own. Hence our Mutual Concerns or Friends, the Refpect Astronomers have for the nearest Engagements to us: The Conquiffs and Victories of our Prince, and even the late Discovers of the New World, give, as it were, an additional growth to our Subfence. Belonging to all thefe things, we rejoice at their Grandure and Extent: We gladly would, that even the World was without Bounds; and that Notion of some Philosophers, that the Works of GOD are infinite, not only seems worthy of GOD, but most agreeable to Man; who can conceive nothing nobler, than the being a part of Infinity; whilst as inconfiderable as he is in himself, he fancies he feels himself infinitely enlarg'd by an expansion of Thought into the infinite Beings that furround him.

'Tis true, the Union we have with all thofe Bodies that rowl in the vaft Spacious, is not very binding; and consequently infenfible to the greateft part of Men: and there are fome who interefs themselves fo little in the Discovers made in the Heavens, that one would think they had no natural Union to them; did we not know that it was for want of Knowledge, or for their too applicable Adherences to other things.

The Soul, though united to the Body, which it animates, is not always sensible of the Motions that occur in it, or if it be, yet the does not always actually consider them. The Passion whereby she's affled being often greater than the Sentiment wherewith she's affliffed, makes her feel to have a more strict and intafe Adherence to the Object of her Passion, than to her own Body. For 'tis chiefly by the Passions that the Soul expands her Self abroad, and finds fhe is actually related to all surrounding Beings: as it is especially by Sentiment that the expands through her own Body, and finds fhe is united to all the Parts that compose it. But as we are not to conclude that the Soul of a Man, in a Passion, is not united to his Body, because he exposes himself to Death, and is unconcern'd for his own Preservation; fo it ought not to be imagined, we are not naturally engaged to all things, because there are some we are not at all concern'd for.

Would you know, for inftance, whether Men have any Adhelfions to their Prince, or their Country? Enquire out fuch as are acquainted with the Interests of them, and have no particular Engagements of their own to take them up; and you will then fee how earnest they are for News, how impatient to hear of Battles, how joyful for a Victory, and how melancholly upon a Defeat. And this will convince you how strictly Men are united to their Prince, and their Country.
In like manner, would you know whether Men are united to China, Japan, the Planets or fixed Stars? Enquire out, or only imagine to your self, some whole Country or Family enjoy a fett'd Peace, who have no particular Partitions, and that are not actually fenible of the Union that binds them to nearer Objects than the Heavens; and you will find, if they have any Knowledge of the Magnitude and Nature of these Stars, they will rejoice at the Discovery of any of them, will consider them with Pleasure: and, if they have Art enough, will willingly be at the pains of observing and calculating their Motions.

Such as are in the hurry of Bufliness, have little Curiosity for the Appearance of a Comet, or the Incidence of an Eclipse; but Men that have no such Dependencies to nearer things, and themselves considerable Employment about such Events: because indeed there is nothing but what we are united to, though we have not always the Sense of this Union; as a Man does not always feel the Soul united. I don’t lay to his Arm or Hand, but to his Heart and Brain.

The strongest Natural Unions which GOD has established between us and his Works, is that which comprehends and binds us to our Fellow-Brethren, Men. GOD has commanded us to love them as our Second-selves; and to the end that Elective Love, with which we prosecute them, shall be redolent and eminent, he supports and strengthens it continually with a Natural Love, which he impresses on us: and for that purpose has given us some invisible Bonds, which bind and oblige us necessarily to love them; to be watchful for their, as our own Preservation, to regard them as parts necessary to the whole, which we constitute together with them; and without which we could not subsist.

There is nothing more admirably contriv’d, than those Natural Correspondences observable between the Inclinations of Men’s Minds, between the Motions of their Bodies, and again, between their Inclinations and those Motions. All this secret Chain-work is a Miracle, which can never be sufficiently admired, nor can ever be understood. Upon the Sense of some sudden surprizing Evil, or which a Man finds, as it were, too strong for him to overcome by his own Strength, he raises, supports, a kind of the Affeétion of the Machine, strikes infallibly into the Ears of those who are near enough to afford the Affection that is wanted: It pierces them, and makes them understand it, let them be of what Nation or Quality forever: for ‘tis a Cry of all Nations and all Conditions, as indeed it ought to be. It makes a Commotion in the Brain, and instantly changes the whole Disposition of Body in those that are struck with it; and makes them run to give succour, without so much as knowing it. But it is not long before it acts upon their Mind, and obliges their Will to defere, and their Understanding to contrive, means of affiencing him who made that Natural Petition; provided always, that urgent Petition, or rather Command, be just, and according to the Rules of Society. For an indiscreet Out-cry made upon no occasion, or out of an idle Fear, produces in the Affessants Indignation or Laughter, instead of Pity: because to cry without cause, is to abuse things established by Nature for our Preservation. That indiscreet Cry naturally produces Aversion, and the desire of Revenging the Affect that was offer’d Nature; that is, The settled Order of things: if he that made it without cause, did it willfully. But it ought only to produce the Paffion of Derision, mingled with some Compassion, without Aversion, and desire of Revenge; if it were a Right, that is, a fair Appearance of a pleasing Exigency, which caused the Complaisance. For Scoff, or Ridicule, is necessary to re-affume and correct the Man, as Fearful, and Compassion to succour him as Weak. ‘Tis impossible to conceive any thing better order’d.

I pretend not to explain, by an Example, what are the Springs and Movements, or secret Combinations in Men’s Brain, as in that of all other Animals, whereby the Author of Nature maintains the Concordance and Union necessary to their Conservation. I only make some Reflection upon these Contrivances, to put Men upon considering them, and diligently searching and discovering (not how those Engines play, or how their Movement is communicated through the Air, the Light, and all the little Bodies that surround us, for that’s near incomprehensible, and not necessary, but) what Effects they have. By several different Observations, we find there are Ties which unite us together, but we cannot accurately discern how it is performed. We eaily see that a Watch points out the Hour, but it requires time to find out the Reasons of it. And there are so many different Movements in the Brain of the Leafl of Animals, as far surpass the most compounded Clock-work in the World.

If a Knowledge of our Machinical Construction is not possible, so it is not absolutely necessary: but the Effects its Springs and Movements are capable of producing, are indistinguishably necessary to be known, for the well-managing our selves. There is no necessity of knowing how a Watch is made, to make use of it, but to use it in measuring out our Time, ‘tis at least necessary to know that it shews the Hours. Yet there are Men so little capable of Reflection, that we might almost compare them with Machines purely inanimate. They feel not in themselves the Estaterium, which slackens upon the Sense of Objects. They are frequently toofd and agitated, without perceiving their own Motion; are Slaves, and yet inoffensive of their Bonds. Finally, they are conducted a thousand different ways, without perceiving the hand of their Conductor. They fancy themselves the sole Authors of the Motions which they perform: and not distinguishing what paffes within them, pursuante to a free Aet of their Will, from what the Impression of surrounding Bodies produces; they think they are their own Guides, even when they are guided by another. But this is not a place proper for the Explication of these things.

These Alliances which Nature’s Author has founded between our Natural Inclinations, in order to unite us to one another, seem yet more worthy our Application and Enquiries, than those between Bodies, or between Minds, with reference to Bodies: For all things are so admirably disposed,
The Supply, We or, there very and If for Men to serve, it bears up their Courage in the Services paid to their Country, and to many Conquests would not be obtained, did not the Soldiers, and especially the Officers, affect to Glory and great Commands: So that all the Particulars that constitute Armies, labouring only for their private Interests, fail not to procure Happines in their Countries. Which evidences how highly advantageous it is to the Publick Good, that all Men should have a secret Ambition for Greatness and Promotion, provided it be moderated.

But if all the Particulars should seem what they really are, should they frankly confide to others, they design'd to be the principal Parts of the Body they compose, and never to be the meaneft, this would not be the means to unite them together. All the Members of a Body cannot be the Head and Heart; there must be Feet and Hands. Little as well as Great, Members to Obey as well as to Command. And if every Member of a Society should openly say, he would Command, and never Obey, as in effect every one naturally wishes, 'tis visible that all Politick Bodies would fall to Ruine and Confufion, and Injustice would reign on Earth.

It was necessary therefore, that those who have the most Senfe, and are the fittest to command, as the topmost and nobleft Parts of a Community, should be naturally Civil, that is, should be different from others by their Behaviour, and by the Civility and Courteff of Expression, by which they think themselves of any Confederation, and that they are the meaneft of all; but that they address to, are worthy of all, for their Hons, and that they pay them the greatest Esteem and Veneration. Lastly, to supply the Defect of Charity, and Love of Order, it was needful for those that command others, to have the Art of deceiving them, by an imaginative, Abatement, conflifting in external Civilities, and good Words, that they might enjoy an uneasy Preheminence, which is necessary in all Bodies: For by that means each Particular poifleffes after a fort the Grandeur he defires. The great poiffeffes it really, and the Little and Weak only in Imagination, being in a measure perfuaded by the Compliments of others, that they are not confider'd as they are, that is, the Lowest and Meanefl of the People.

By the way, it is easy to conclude, from what we have faid, that 'tis a great Offence to Civility to speak often of one's felf, especially to one's own Advantage, though we had all poifible Accomplishments; it being not allof'd to speak to Persons we converse with, as if we look'd down upon them, unless in fome Circumstances, and when certain external Characters give us a penible Preheminence: For Contempt is the greatest of Injuries; 'tis that which is most capable of destroying Society; and we can never hope that a Man, whom we have given to understand we think beneath us, will affociate with us, because no Man can endure to be thought the meaneft Member of the Body he is of.

The Inclination therefore Men have to Complaining, is the fittest to counterbalance that other for Esteem and Elevation; and to ftofen that internal Pain those feel, who are the lowest Parts of the Body-Politic. Nor can we doubt but the Mixture of these two Inclinations is very efficacious to the keeping up Society.

But there is a Strangue Corruption in these Inclinations, no lefs than in Friendship, Contamination, Good-will, and others, which tend to the uniting Men together. What ought to hold up a Civil Society, is commonly the Caufe of its Difunion and Downfall; and, not to depart from my Subject, is often the Caufe of the Communication and Establishment of Error.

Among all the Inclinations necessary to Civil Society, those which subject us most to Error, are Friendship, Favour, Gratitude, and whatever induce us to speak too advantageously on others in their Prefence.

We yet no Bounds to our Love of the Person of our Friends; together with them we love whatever after any fort appertains to them; and whereas they commonly express their Vegetable and Passion for the Defence of their Opinions, they infensibly incline us to believe, approve, and defend them, with as great or greater Oldiety and Passion than themselves; because it would often look but ill in us, to be not in maintaining the Opinions, whereas we might defend them without being blaming for it: For in them it would be Self-love, in us Generosity.

Our Affection for other Men proceeds from as many Accounts, as they may please, and serve us several ways; Licens of Honours, of Inclinations, Employments; their Air, their Behaviour, their Vertue, Eflate, the Affection or Esteem they express for us, the Services they have, formerly done, or tho' we hope from them, and many other particular Reasons, determine us to love them: If it fortune then that any one of our Friends, that is, some Person who has the fairest Inclinations, an handsome Deportment, delightful Disavour, a vertuous Repute, or is of great Quality, who testifies an Esteem and Affection for us, who has done us any former Service, or from whom we hope any future; or, in fine, whom we love for any particular Reason: If such a Person, I fay, chances to advance any Propoition, we greedily embrace it, without confiding our Reafon. We maintain his Opinion, infolentificus for the Truth of it, and even sometimes against the Conviction of our Confidence, according as we are determined, by either the Obscurity and Confufion of our Mind, the Corruption of our Heart, or the Advantages we hope to reap from our Volf Generosity.

There is no need of bringing particular Examples of what I fay, since we rarely can be in Company an Hour together, without observing several, if we make but a little Reflexion. Fa-
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vour and Laughter, according to the Common Saying, are seldom on the fide of Truth, but almost always on the fide of those we love. 'Tis a Well-bred and Obliging Gentleman that speaks; he is certainly therefore in the right: If what he says be only probable, 'tis look'd upon as true; if absolutely impertinent and ridiculous, it will at least amount to a Probability. If it be a Man that loves me, esteems me, has done me some Kindness, or is disposed or capacitated to do it, has maintaine'd my Opinion on other Occasions, I shall be both ungrateful and unwise, if I op- pugn his, or even fail to applaud him. Thus Truth is sported with, and made to truckle to our Interest, and we carefs the F fine Opinions of each other.

A worthy Man ought not to take it ill to be inform'd, or instructed, if it be done by the Rules of good Manners; but if our Friends are disguifed, when we modestly represent to them their Mifake, we must permit them to love themselves and their Errors, since they will have it fo, and because we have no Power to command them, nor to change their Mind.

But a true Friend ought never to approve the Errors of his Friend; for we ought to confider, that we do them greater Injury than we imagine, when we defend their Opinions without diffi- fion. Our Applauses serve only to swell their Heart, and strengthen them in their Errors, whereby they grow incorrigible, and act, and decide at leaf, as if they were infallible.

Whence comes it that the moft Rich, the moft Powerful, the moft Noble, and generally all that are above others, believe themselves commonly infallible, and deport themselves as if they had more Reafon than Men of a Lower and Meaner Condition, but from a fervile Approbation indifferently given to all their Thoughts? So likewise the Approbation we give our Enemies, infenfibly leads them to believe themselves wiler than others; which makes them arrogant, pre- fumptuous, and imprudent, and obnoxious to the gouteff Errors, without perceiving them.

For which Reafon it is, that our Enemies often do us better Service, and open our Mind more by their Oppofitions, than our Friends by their Applauses, because the former keep us to our Guard, and make us meditate to what we are exposed; whereof one thing, which we mention with our Ramblings, but the latter lull us to fleep, and give us an ungrounded Confidence that makes us Vain and Ignorant. Men fhould never therefore admire their Friends, and fhew to their Opinion, as out of an Affection; as they ought not out of Difaffection, to oppose their Enemies. But they ought to diftiff themselves of the Spirit of Flattery and Contradiction, that they may grow fircere, and approve the Evidence of Truth where ever they find it.

We ought moreover to fix it well in our Mind, that moft Men are disposed to Flatter or Compliment us, through a kind of Natural Inclination, either to fwe their Parts, or to obtain the good Favours of others from the Hope of a Return, or, laftly, out of a kind of Invidiousnes and Railley: And we ought never to let our Brains be turn'd with any thing they can lay to us. Is it not a thing of daily Practice, to fee Men that are unacquainted, cry up each other to the Heavens, upon the very first Intercource? And what more common than for Men to give exceffive Præfades, and to express even Exultick Admiration to a Perfon upon a Publick Performance, even in the Company of thofe with whom they have ridiculed him jult before? Whenever a Man cries out, and turns pale with Admiration, as if affmiff'd at what he hears, 'tis no good Proof that the Speaker utters Wonder; but rather, that he has a flattering Aduitor, that he has Friends, or it may be Enemies, that give themfelves diversion: That he talks in an engaging ftrain, that he is Rich, or Powerful; or, if you will, 'tis a good Proof that his Difcourse is founded on the confused and obscure, but very moving and agreeable Notions of the Senses; or that he has a lively Imagination, fince Præfades are below'd on Friendship, Riches, Honours, Probabilities, but rarely upon Truth.

'Twill perhaps be expected, that having treated in general of the Inclinations of the Mind, I should now define to an exact Diffufion of all the particular Motions it is fensible of, upon the Sight of Good and Evil. viz. That I fould explicate the Nature of Love, Hatred, Joy, Sorrow, and all the Intellectual Passions, whether General or Particular, Simple or Compound. But I have not oblig'd my felf to account for all the different Motions whereof the Mind is capable.

I am willing to have it known, that my principal Design in all the foregoing Treatife concerning the Search after Truth, was to make Men fensible how weak and ignorant they are, and how fubjeft to Error and Sin. I have faid it, and I fay it again, perhaps it will be remembered, I had never defign'd a Thorough particular Explication of the Nature of the Mind, but have been oblig'd to fay fomething of it, to lay open its Errors in their Principle, to unfold them methodically, in a Word, to make my felf intelligible. If I have tranfgreft the Bounds I had prefcrib'd my felf, it was because I had, methought, new things to lay, which feme'd of moment, and which I believ'd might be read with Pleasure. Perhaps I was mistaken, but that Prefumption was neceffary to encourage me to write. For who would lay any thing, if he did not hope to be attended to? I have faid, it's true, feveral things which feme to have fels Analogie with the prefent Subjeft than would be the particular Treatment of the Motions of the Soul, and I acknowledge it. But 'tis not my Intention to put my felf under any Contrain, when I propofe to my felf a Method. I lay down a Rule to go by; but I prefume it may be permitted me to turn aside as I walk, when any thing falls in my way to be consider'd. I prefume too I have the Liberty of diverting to a Refting Place, provided I lofe not Sight of the Road I am to pursue. Such as will not cafe themselves with me, may go on if they pleafe, 'tis but turning to a new Page. But if they take it amifs, I would let them know that there are many who find that the Refting Places I have made choice of, make their Journey eafier, and more pleafant.

The End of the First Volume.
PREFACE to the Second Volume:

Which may serve as an Answer to the ANIMADVERSIONS on the First.

Some time since was publish'd a Book entitled, Animadversions upon the Search after Truth, wherein, at the same time, are examined part of M. des Cartes's Principles, being a Letter by an Academician in Paris, &c. 'Tis said this Book attacks me, and truly not without Reason; for the Title shews it, and the Author manifestly it was his Design, which gives me a Right and imposes on me a fort of Obligation of speaking my Thoughts of it. For besides that, I ought to confide and declare that many of the Criticks, of which the Author is one, I think it my Duty to give some Answer to the Aggressor, that I may not be thought to be silent out of Infolence or Impotency.

The Animadverter may pardon me, if he pleases, if sometimes seem to give him Provocation; I should be very sorry to do so. But I cannot pretend to differ without wounding him, nor refer the Blow he makes at me, without making him feel, and others know his Weakness and Imbecility. Self-defence is a natural Obligation, but the Defence of Truth is absolutely indefinable.

See here in short his Design: He supposes the Book he animadverses on, is a Method for laying the Foundations of the Sciences. He reduces this Method to fourteen Heads, and shews that they are either Suppositions without Proof, or Affertors without Foundation, and conjunctly that the Substance of the Book is entirely useless to the Enquiry after Truth; though there are here and there some Observations in it that place it in the rank of Works which have gained the Esteem of our Age.

I answer in General, that the Author of the Animadversions has not understood, or has diffembl'd the Understanding of the Design of the Book he impugns; it being plain that the principal Design of it, is to discover the Errors we are subject to. 'Tis true it treats of theNature of the Senes, imagination and Intelligence; but 'tis manifest, and I precaution in several places, that this is only to discover these Errors in their Causes: This being the Method I always endeavour to observe, as believing it most advantageous to the Right Hell of the Mind.

The Title of the first Page of the Book he opposes, wherein are to be seen in Captials, CONCERNING THE ERRORS OF THE SENSES: the very Table of the same Book, or rather the Place where I make the Division of the whole Work, might have taught him my Design, if he had deigned to know it, where he might have read these words, which methinks are clear enough: And Chap. 4. 1. so all the Errors of Men, and the Causes of them, may be reduc'd to five Heads, and we shall treat of them according to that order. First, We shall speak of the Errors of the SENSES. Secondly, of the Errors of IMAGINATION. Thirdly, of the Errors of the PURE INTELLIGENCE. Fourthly, of the Errors of our INCLINATIONS. And Fifthly, of the Errors of the PASSIONS. And thus having made an Effort to rid the Soul of the Errors which she is subject to, WE SHALL, Lastly, LAY DOWN A GENERAL METHOD TO CONDUCT HER IN THE SEARCH OF TRUTH. 'Tis plain enough from this Division, that the first Volume, which is the Subject of our Author's Animadversions, treats only of the Senes, Imagination and Intelligence, and that the Method which he supposes I have given, ought to be the Subject of the Second Volume.

Nevertheless as he is pleased to make me undertake a Design I do not execute, that he may have the more to charge upon my Condukt, so he goes to prove it was my Design to lay down a Method in that Book. I do him no Injury, says he, in looking on his Book as a Method to lay the Foundations of the Sciences: You besides that the Title expresses so much, he declares himself upon the Point in the following manner; "Let us examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors, and since the Method of examining things, by considering them in their Birth and Origin, is the most regular and perspicuous, and serves better than others to give us a thorough knowledge of them, let us try to put it here in practice."

I do a Man no Injury, when I say he defies to draw an Hercules, but if I shew that instead of an Hercules, he takes a Polyphemus, or Thersites, I make him ridiculous: Should I say with many others, that the Animadverter is a Catesian, or that he designs by his Animadversions on my Book to defend the Doctrine of Des Cartes, I should not wrong him; but it at the same time I should shew that he opposes me without understanding me, I should possibly offend him. 'Tis then injurying a Man, to charge upon him Designs which he never had, to render him ridiculous. But a Man must be wretchedly in the wrong who imposes them on such as have, like me in several places, explain'd themselves clearly upon the Subject.

But the Title of my Book evidences as much, for 'tis concerning the Search after Truth. I answer, That to search Truth, two things are requisite; first to be delivered from the Prejudices of Childhood, or vulgar Errors; Secondly, to have a good Method. The Title of the Book is comprehensive of these two parts. I have given the first in the former Volume, but the Animadverter will needs have it, that I have given the second, which surely is unreason. He ought rather to correct the Title by the Book, if the Title did please him, than to go about to ruin a whole Book for the Title's sake.

But, continues our Author, I declare my Self upon the Point in this manner, "Let us examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors, and since the Method of examining things, by considering them in their Birth and Origin, is the most regular and perspicuous, and serves better than others to give us a thorough knowledge of them, let us try to put it here in practice."

I have been shewing, that I have declared distinctly enough in the Division I have made of my work, that I gave not my Method in the first Volume, this cannot be doubted. But let us see whether this passage was enough to make him think I have given a Method. I say, Let us examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors. My Design therefore according to this Passage, is to examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors.

That's plain. I continue, And since the Method of examining things, by considering them in their Birth and Origin, is more regular and perspicuous than others, let us try to put it in practice. (a)
My Design therefore is to examine the Causes and Nature of our Errors methodically; can any one from hence believe I have given a Method? If so, we may believe there is no Author but has given a Method, since there is but the same Design as my late to write methodically. I might even lay that the Animadverter has design'd to give a Method, and impugn him by his own Weapons, but that, he had rather be thought to have written without any. These are theProofs employed by him to demonstrate I have given a Method.

The fourteen Heads of this Imaginary Method, are in the places whence they are taken, either incidental Propositions, or Answers to Objections, or Opinions he attributes to me, for want of Understanding what he engages, or lofty Examples, which of themselves neither are nor can be Heads of a Method. Here follows the first of these Heads.

I begin thus, "The Mind (or Soul) of Man being neither material nor extended, is un
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doubtedly a simple Substance, indivisible, and without any Composition of Parts, notwithstanding it has been the custom to dicingnish in it two Faculties, namely, the Understanding and the Will, which is necessary in the first place to explain: for it seems, &c. And in order to render the abstract Ideas of these two words feasible, I explain them not as our Author misrepresents me, with Relation to the Essence of Matter, which he supposes unknown; but by Relation to the Properties which all the World acknowledge are in Matter: i.e. the capacity of being mov'd, and of receiving different external Figures, and internal Configurations.

Page 20.

The Animal Adverter supposing, as has been said, that the Book he impugns is a Method, begins thus: The first thing to be observed when a Man pretends to the search of Truth, is not to suppose he has already found it, though he be in perfect possession of it, &c. And lower, Which thing the Author seems not to have sufficiently consider'd, for at his very first setting out, he engages in the supposition of a thing, the Knowledge whereof is the principal motive to my Enquiry after Truth, and which he ought not to determine before he had exhausted the greatest Questions in Philosophy. Thus it is he enters on his matter in his first Chapter. The Mind of Man being neither material nor extended, &c. "Tis safe to see this Supposition is not indifferent, &c.

I answer, first, that it was not my Design to give a Method in the Book he impugns, but only to prepare the Mind by delivering it from Prejudices.

Secondly, that though it had been my Design, I might have suppos'd some Truths, which are commonly acknowledg'd, as that the Soul is not material: especially if I employ them not as a Foundation to build some System on.

I answer in the third place, that the Proposition he will have to be an Head of my Method, is an incidental Proposition. The bare contradiction of the words, is a sufficient indication: the processes of the Discourse an undeniable proof; and all that I say in this place might befall though the Soul were material. Tis not the part of a good Critick to take an incidental Proposition, for a Fundamental, and an Head of a Method. Nor is it to prove I have suppos'd to have found the Truth I am in quest of; since the thing I suppos'd, or rather which I do not examine, is not any use to me.

Page 21.

Being different from Matter, "I have prov'd it, or refer'd to things that have. Why will he oblige me to prove a thing in this place, which would be useless to the following Discourse? and I should have been sorry to have prov'd here? Whether the Soul be material or not, it is always true, that it has been the custom to dicingnish two Faculties in it, in the Understanding and Will. These two words are in use, and I may employ them; they are perhaps obscure, and I ought to define them, and because their Ideas are abstract, I may make them sensible. This is what I have done, and I cannot yet see what any one can blame in it.

At my very first setting out, he says, I engage in the supposition of a thing, the knowledge whereof is the principal motive to my Enquiry after Truth, and which I ought not to determine before having exhausted the greatest Questions in Philosophy.

All this Discourse is false. I engage not in a Supposition, for incidental Propositions come not into account. The principal motive to my Enquiry after Truth, is not to know whether the Soul be Material or Immortal, and so far is this Question from being infoluble, till having dicingn'd the greatest Questions in Philosophy, that its Resolution depends on no other. This Question is not complex'd, and the bare Comparison of Ideas which answer to the terms is sufficient to resolve it, as I shall shew in the ninth Book, though this is not discoverable by those who make more of their Imagination than their Reason. There is no necessity of explaining this more at present; we need but know that this Supposition is an incidental Proposition, from which I draw no Consequence, and which I should have been to blame to prove; and yet if we will credit the Animal Adverter, What is over all, is that this sole Anticipation is enough to raise all the hopes after Truth must have raised in us.
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In the four or five first Pages which our Animal Adverter spends in refuting the first pretended Head of the Imaginary Method, many things would delivev our consideration, if we thought our selves obliged to let the World know all his Faults; for he imposes on me here, as in other places, without any Proof, Opinions and Defigins which never entered my Head; and he does it with a confidence which is capable of frustrating all those who believe others on their Words. I am willing to think he is too honest and sincere a Man to prevaricate; and to be prodigal of that Refpect which is due to the Publick; but if so, there is Levity or Tertemity in his enterprise; he should not have undertaken to oppose what he did not understand.

Yet I cannot chuse but relate how he furnishes his first Attack; we shall know what it is to think of the rest by the Beginning and End.

I said that the Soul being a Simple and Indivisible Substance has no parts; however it had been the custom to dicingnish in it two Faculties, the Understanding and Will, &c. This has given occasion to the Animadverter to accuse me of Contradiction; and after having prov'd, after his manner, by many Intereignations and Rhetorical Figures extremely convincing, he concludes with these words, which represent his whole figurative Reasoning in short, and for that Reason he has put it in Italiack, Which is the same thing, says he, as if I should say, THE SOUL IS WITHOUT ANTI COMPOSITION OF PARTS; BUT I YET AM GOING TO EXPLAIN HOW SHE CONTAINS THEM. To see, Sir, continues he, that this Supposition serves only to throw us immediately into obscurity, besides that, it
is contrary to other grounds to the success of this Method. But who ever took Facilities for Parts? Certainly the Paffion for Criticifing must be very blind, to put into the Mouth of a Man of Parts, to extraordinary Controversies, and to make him believe the World must be content with them. But let us examine his fecdant Head of my pretended Method, and fee how he impuges it.

After having shown that to the avoiding Error, we must only give our content to things appearing in fuch Light and Evidence as make it impoffible for us to withhold it, without clearly Underftanding the form of the Reafon, I adjourn it to be defcribed, that there are foure Truths, besides thofe of Faith, for which it would be unreasonable to demand indifferent Demonstrations, as are thofe which relate to matter of Fact in Hiftory, and other things which have their dependence on the Will of Men; for there are two kinds of Truth, the one neceffary, the other contingent. And because these two words Neceffary and Contingent, are not it may be clear enough, I explain them thus: "I call neceffary Truths thofe which are immutable by their Nafure, and thofe which have been fix'd and determin'd by the Will of God, which is not fubject to change: All other forts of Truth are contingent. And lower. We demand therefore an exact obfervation of the RULE we have been ftablifhing in the Search of neceffary Truths, the knowledge of which may be call'd Science, and we must be content with the greatest probability in Hiftory, which includes the knowledge of things contingent. For under, &c.

I with it might be examin'd, firft, whether the things I have been faying are clear or obscure? Whether it may not be fuppof'd there are neceffary Truths, as that 2 times 2 are 4, and contingent Truths as that Mr. shall fay fuch a thing at fuch an hour, effecufively when we have no defign of efablifhing any System upon this Suppofition? Whether there be any thing more certain than this Suppofition, whereby it may be proved. Laflly, whether a Man can reafonably perfuade himself, that I lay down for one of the Heads of my Method, or a Suppofition effential to any System, a Propofition which begins with FOR.

This being fuppof'd I come now to produce the Reafonings of our Animalverter against what I have laid of contingent and neceffary Truths, I shall only place in the Margin fome Notes or Anfwers I think think neceffary; this being the proper and chief way for me; fince it is an harder thing than is imagined to anfwer clearly fuch as are unintelligible and inconfentent Reafoners. For we muft at leaft put their Objeftions in fome form to solve them, which cannot be always done, either becaufe they will not hear it, or becaufe we do not understand them. For my own part, I am very glad it cannot be imagined I fole the Animadversions, as the Animalverter has us'd the Search, or that from different Passages of this Book I com¬pose an incomprehensible piece of Nonfence.


The Second thing fuppofed by the Author is, that there are two forts of Truths, Neceffary and Contingent. I know not for what reafon he looks upon what he here afferts, as (a) undeniable, and why he does not think of proving it. For this is one of the moft confiderable Queftions that has employed the Learned, effecufively the Ancients: infomuch that the firft Philosophers were (b) all, except Parmenides, of a contrary opinion to that he maintains in this place. Yet Parme¬nides acknowledged but one neceffary Truth, whereas he fuppofes a very great number. Protagoras believe'd there was no Truth on the part of things, fo far was he from owning any neceffary; and that Man was the Meafure and Rule of all that could come in Queftion; that there was nothing but mere Appearances, and no Realities, and consequently there were no Truths to fek, or Errors to avoid, all being equally true, or rather equally felle. The Pyrrhonifks have till maintained there was nothing certain or truly determin'd, or that if there were, yet we could not know it. The new Philosophers grant that individuals are no wise immutable, but are fubjeft to continual Vicifitudes; which being fo, what becomes of neceffary Truths? I fpeak not of thofe which are found in the Mathematicks, that ought to make a Queftion (c) apart: but of thofe he fuppofes in Physics, Medicine and Moonyalty, though I ftill except thofe which regard the Efficce or Efficence of a God. Where then could he place them, except in the (d) Species and Efficences of the fame Individuals which are fubjeft to change? And if these Efficces or Species are nothing but Ideas, as may be fuppofed if their immutability be only in appearance, fhou'd not we, in following that fuppofition, engage in an Error, which would absolutely exclude us from the knowledge of the true fiate of things?

(a) This is therefore in this particular, that there is nothing certain if this be not. For if Two times Two are neceflarily equal to Four, if a Whole be neceflarily bigger than its Parts, there are neceffary Truths. I know not for what reafon the Animalverter would have me think of proving what can not be prov'd, unless by fomething more obscure and difficult. This is not to Philofophize *after* *ref Page. 4, the manner of the ancient Academy.

(b) This is curious and far fetch'd. All the firft Philosophers, except Parmenides, have denied there were neceflary and contingent Truths. What wonder is it? 'Tis a fine thing, this Erudition; certainly Me- ditation can never teach us what we learn from the reading the Ancients, though we understand them but by halves. But 'tis visible that our Author understands the old Philosophers no better than the new.

(c) I lay indeed that ought to make a Queftion apart, but he will let it have no part.

(d) The demand is pleafant, but the Author would not have made it, if he had but read the Third Book of the Search after Truth, since I have there clearly given my Thoughts upon these things. But it feems our Author takes Truths for certain little Beings, which are born and die every Moment. But let us fee what the Author calls neceflary Truths, for at leaft he explains what he means by these words: "I call neceffary Truths, thofe which are immutable by their Nafure, and thofe which have been fixed and determin'd by the Will of God, which is not fubjeft to change. To
To say that these Truths are immutable by their Nature, what is it more than to say, they are immutable, unless this figures are essentially so without any external assistance? But if these Truths were necessary in this manner, how were they determin'd by the Will of God, since God being free, as the Author will not deny, he might, if he had pleased, have not determin'd them to be immutable? And if so, they are immutable only by Grace, because God will'd it so, and determin'd it to that state of immutability.

Thus carried, it may be supposed that the Conjectural Particle end had sometimes the same purport as the Disjunctive or, for if he had observ'd it, he would with no good Grace have severely wrangled upon the Ambiguity of a Particle. He might have easily consider'd that Truths which are Necessary by their Nature, as that Two times Two make Four, need not the Will of God to make them such. But be it granted, that I had not sufficiently explain'd my fall; yet the place on which he criticizes being but accedent to my Defign, it was not necessary to explain my fall more at large. Would a Man be at the pains of reading it, he might fee I needed only to say, there were necessary Truths, and that I was not oblig'd to examine the cause of their necessity.

This being so, how come they to be immutable by their Nature, since it was possible for them to be liable to change? But if it were not possible for them to be subjed to change, how could they be determin'd by God to be immutable? and how could he have fix'd them by the operation of his Will? The Author may explain himself upon this Point, if he think convenient; mean time it is no little concern to know whether God can change the Influences of things, and make two Contradictions true at the same time, for as a celebrated Divine of our Age has laid upon the examination, Is God the Author of the Truth of his own Existence? a right-lined Triangle, whose three Angles shall be greater than two Rights, or shall have one Side longer than the other two? In a Word, if it be possible for the former, what will become of humane Reasoning? And what shall we say to those Theological Conclusions, which persuade us that God is not Coporeal, that he is not subject to Change, that he has always been? (f) &c.

(g) Might we not say in following this Hypothecis, that its possible for him to have been eternally, and not to have been eternally; that he is liable and not liable to change? I mean not to pronounce upon so difficult a Question, but I may affirm the Author had no right to do it, especially in the Circumstances he has done it, and without alleaging sufficient Proofs.

Yet methinks I perceive a shew of Reasoning in these words, to change. He seems to consider the Will of God as the Cause fo, he proves too much in the place where we complain he proves nothing at all; for if what God wills be immutable, because his Will is not subject to change; it follows that whatever he wills, must have an equal immutability, since it is the same Will which is the Cause of all things which are subject to change, when he determines the Existence of Non-existence of Creatures in the Vicissitude of times. (h) This though God should have fix'd these Truths but for some Ages, his Will thereby would be no less immutable, than for his producing daily all those admirable changes which make the Beauty of the Universe.

But the Author will say, God wills that these Truths should know this, had he any particular Revelation? yet he speaks as it may be he bottoms upon this, that if those Truths seem immutable to us whilst they are subject to change, we should err in pretending to Science. (i) But if it were so, all that could thence be concluded is that the first Philosophers, the Academicks and Pyrrhonists, have better Philofophiz'd than the Peripatetics, Caricthes, and other Dogmatists, and I do not affirm either upon a Sophism, unless there were necessary Truths, we could have no true Science, therefore there are necessary Truths.

(j) But though we might suppose there were necessary Truths in Physick, Medicine &c. and might determine about this Question, without being utterly excluded from the knowledge of Truth, though these Truths were necessary by their Nature, and their immutability by some new Mystery was still an effect of the free determination of the Will of God.

Though the necessity of these Truths proceeded from the immutability of this Will, whilst yet it is the Cause of all the Changes happening in the Universe. Though we should be moreover affirm'd that God had resolv'd to preserve these Truths in an entire immutability. We must still suppose in order to enter into his Opinion, the knowledge of the Existence of God and of his Will, of his Liberty and of his Power.

(6) There are two sorts of immutable Truths. Some are immutable of themselves, or by their Nature, as that twice two is four, and others because they have been determin'd by the Will of God, which is not subject to change, as that a Body (hating formerly move the other) on such an encounter. 'Tis easy to fee he has not understood what he pretends to oppose. He was not aware that the Conjunctive Particle and had sometimes the same purport as the Disjunctive or, if he had observ'd it, he would with no good Grace have severely wrangled upon the Ambiguity of a Particle. He might have easily consider'd that Truths which are Necessary by their Nature, as that Two times Two make Four, need not the Will of God to make them such. But be it granted, that I had not sufficiently explain'd my fall; yet the place on which he criticizes being but accedent to my Defign, it was not necessary to explain my fall more at large. Would a Man be at the pains of reading it, he might fee I needed only to say, there were necessary Truths, and that I was not oblig'd to examine the cause of their necessity.

(f) For my part I know not what he drives at; this is a very commodious way of criticizing; a Man has Reason when ever he defines it.

(g) He implores on me three Fallacies in fix Lines. I have never determin'd upon this Question, neither in undue Circumstances, nor with insufficient Proofs; for I have not so much as spoken of it, but if he has a mind to know my Thoughts of it, I need not to affirm that God cannot cause Contradictions to be true and false at the same time, and by the Will of God which is not subject to the Necessity of the Truths. But if there are any others, we must not be so -ed with Science.

(h) He confounds Being with Truth. A Man is capable of Reason and Science. A Globe may be divided into two Hemispheres. A Man and a Globe are subject to change, but these Truths are immutable for ever. But how could he positively affirm it, as he was very certain.

(i) All this concerns not me, but only shews the Fecundity of our Author.

(m) Confider, if you please, all these Flourishes, endeavour to understand them, and admire how the Imagination seduces Reason: I think our Author may be said to resemble a Man, who imagining he sees his Enemy at hand, should proceed charge against the Phantom, should pierce it with his Sword, should cut off its Head, and then, over-joy'd with so successful and eafe a Conquest, should triumphantly exclaim, though my flippets had miscarried, I carried my sword had run him through; but though my sword had missed him, yet I had cut off his Head; but laftly, though
though his Head should have remained upon his Shoulders, yet I found him so feeble and easily to be conquered, that I had nothing to fear from him. 'Tis visible from all the Flourishes, that our Author lances he has feverely handled me, whilst yet I am as insensitive of his Wounds, as the Enemy the poor Man thought he had so cruelly Butcher'd.

(a) Which obliges me to make some Reflections upon what he has borrowed from Faith to add to Reafons Philosophical, which is what we may look upon as his third Supposition.

Conduct would have had the Approbation of many People: and seeing it is an hard task to content the Critics, I cannot believe our Animadverter would have been well satisfied. This third Head, which I am going to comment on, as on the preceding, sufficiently throws us what he is. And indeed, that we must yield only to Evidence, except in matters of Faith, which are not submitted to the disquisition of Reason, I conclude with these Words. "Mysteries Page 9. "Mysteries of Faith must be distinguished from things of Nature. Thus judiciously speaks the Author, and concludes with these words, which might even pass for (a) a Proof: To be a Believer 'tis requisite to afford, or, but to be a Philosopher 'tis necessary to see plainly. Mean while I wonder he observes not his Book the Revolution he made of not (p) mingling the concerns of Religion with the decisions of Philosophy: for it's too visible that one half of his Book is nothing but Reflections upon original Sin, deprav'd Manners, and corrupt Inclinations, which Christian Morality is to correct.

(p) There's a great difference between mingling and confounding Faith from those of Nature, as I here say ought to be done. But I never made a Resolution not to speak of God or Christian Morality in treating about the Search after Truth. The Author seems to understate the matter and plan of his Book.

(a) He has here suppos'd twofold, which gives all the force to my reafoning, which runs thus. If it must infallibly and necessarily have embrac'd every thing, we shall fee by, and by what reason he had for this Retrenchment.

(p) There are in these Animadversions some little Raileries which provoke to Pity, but this might raise ones Indignation. Let him know once for all, that if I confented to the Publication of this Book, I did it for no other reason, but because it contains those things which he Page 12. condemns as Entiethylums.

(q) If he speaks of himself, we ought to take his word for it.

(r) What he has said is true, but what he goes to conclude from it is false, it being Reafon and not Faith which teaches us God is no Deceiver.

(q) It cannot be doubted when we have Reasons for it, but it is needful to stand to answer all these Questions.

(a) I do not conclude it with that Argument: Mine is good, and this good for nothing; there is difference between INFALLIBLY and NECESSARILY, forcing us to embrace Error, and not giving Infallibly and Necessarily, ought not to be supposed.

(a) He cannot throw a place in the whole Book he animadverts on, where I suppose any Article of Faith as a Principle from whence to draw any Consequences Essential to the Search of Truth. But he imagines if a Man speaks but of the Goodness of God, deprav'd Manners, and corrupt Inclinations, he is treating of some Article of Faith.

(b) Whether
(b) Whether then he considers all the Suppositions as Articles of Faith, or regards them as Truths demonstrable by Philosophy, he ought still to distinguish them from the Fundamentals of his Work. If he considers them as Articles of Faith, he is very well placed to shew: if he looks on them as conclusions of Human Science, his Method ought to precede them, and not employ them as Principles to depend upon.

If I thought the World would be concerned to know exactly that the Animadverter has not understood what he has to say, I should thus continue him on to the end of his Book, and would make it undoubtedly appear that he has hardly ever taken my Sense, and that he had no Idea of my Design; but I believe that reasonable Men will be very indifferent in this particular: and therefore not to weary them to no purpose, and yet to discharge that Debt which some perfons think I owe to Truth, I will answer in few words all the Chapters of the Animadversions; and I define such as shall have leature and curiosity enough, to examine whether my Anfwers are just, by confronting the Animadversions with the Search.

In the fourth Article or Chapter, the Animadverter opposes my Opinions at large, without knowing them. He does not consider there are two sorts of Traces, one which the Mind forms to reprefent things by, as the Trace which accompanies the Idea of a Square; the other which accompanies abftact Ideas but repreffes them not, such are the Traces which the Sound of Words and the Sight of Characters produce in the Brain, which naturally have no power to reprefent or rafle Ideas. This one Diffinition overthrows the grand Reafonings of our Author.

In this fifth Chapter he puts upon me many Opinions which I never had. 'Tis not true, 'That I acknowledge all our Ideas to be but Modes of our Soul's exifling. On the contrary, I have in the third Book which he reflefts on, given a Chapter on purpofe to fhew that Opinion indefeifible. When a Man will play the Critick, 'tis fit, methinks, he ought to read the Book he takes to task. Nor is it true, 'That I own that the Ideas we receive by the Senses, repreff only the Effects produced in us by external Objects. I have faid the contrary in several places, in the fifteenth Chapter of the first Book, and elsewhere. Why does he not cite, or rather why does he not examine what he Criticifes on? For what remains, I cannot difcover a fubjed to all the Arguments he here makes. I know not the Reason of them: whofe attentively read them may think of what they pleafe. But I scruple not to affirm, that he is fo far from impugning my Opinion about the manner of the Minds perceiving external Objects, that on the contrary, what he says in this Article fhews he knows nothing of it.

In his fifth Chapter, he impofes on me what he calls my fifth Supposition; or rather he has no knowledge of my Opinion upon that Subject: To me he fees not fo much as to have read what I have written on it; he affirms in several places that I found upon Mr. des Cartes's refolution upon that Question, when yet my Opinion is entirely different from his. But 'tis evident to all that understood Mr. des Cartes, and have read what I have faid upon that Question, that the Author neither understands me nor Mr. des Cartes's Opinions. Mean while he argues vehemently without knowing what he oppofes, and even sometimes without difcovering what he aims at.

The Author is very much in the wrong in his feventh Chapter, to require me to prove the Exiftence of Extention: when I mean only to affault the Errors of the Senses in point of fensible Qualities, and I fhou'd have repented if I had follow'd that Method. I prove what is ferviceable to me in thefequal, and I effablifh nothing upon the Supposition he attributes to me. Moreover I can not tell how it came into his Head, after feven years, to complain of an Anfwer of Monfieur Rohault, he fhou'd have replied to it without that I was alive, but he wanted courage: for every one knows what accuracy of Terms that learned Man repulf the Bows that were offer'd him; and with two or three words, pronounc'd without all manner of Heat and Paffion, humb'd the Imagination of fuch as being full of themfelves, thought to cover him with confufion.

In anfwcr to the eighth Chapter, I defire the Author to take notice, first, that there is fubfence between an Evil, and the Reprefentation of it; and therefore the Will may fly the former, and yet acquife in the latter. Secondly, that though the Will be nothing but the natural Motion of the Soul towards Good in general? yet the Reft or Aqueifcence of the Soul in evident Truths proceeds from the Will, becaufe Reft is produc'd by Motion. God will still imprint on us this natural Motion of Love, when we shall entirely repofe our felves upon him. For the Motion of Love not ceafe by the pollution of Good, and by the view of Truth, as Motion of Bodies is interrupted by Reft. We might fay farther, that even Bodies reft no more capable of Figures, but with reft to Motion. The Reft neceflary Anfwer, if the Reader will carefully confider thefe places in the Search which he attacks, for 'tis needful to anfwcr Objections which vanish upon a difficulf Understanding of what I have written, though they appear confiderable in themfelves.

In the ninth Chapter the Author oppofes my own Objections, and neglefts the Anfwers I have given them; and not knowing there are feveral forts of Liberty, he fancies, with a great deal of Joy, that I have fallen into a Contradiction.

I have nothing to fay to his Tenth Chapter, but that what he comments on seems too clear to stand in need of his Reflections; and that I think it cannot reafonably be doubted there is a City in Italy call'd Rome, though it cannot be mathematifally demonstrated.

In the eleventh Chapter, the Author does not obferve that I have refered to fome Books of St. Auguftine, and the Meditations of Mr. des Cartes, to prove a thing, which yet is sufficiently receiv'd, and which he pretends I had no right to fuppofe. He ought to know my Design was not to eftablifh a System, and to remember that all I vigorously demand, is, to enter into fome diffidence of our Senses; as I have caution'd in the laft Chapter concerning the Errors of the Senses.

In anfwer to the Conclufions he inferes in his Twelfth Chapter, againft an Example alleag'd by me, and which he will have to pafs for an Head of my Method, we need but fay, that Men ought to reason only upon their clear and difcrete Ideas, without being folicitous about what they cannot reach; and that 'tis not neceffary to know whether there are aLually Bodies without us, to conclude many Physical Truths.

I have
I have no more to say to his Thirteenth Chapter, but that I with a Man would attentively read what I have said concerning the manner of our knowing the Soul, in the Seventh Chapter of the Second Part of the Third Book, and the Chapter following, where I speak of the Influence of Matter.

Last of all, to do justice to the Reaftonings of the left Chapter; it suffices to know diflinitly my manner of explaining how we fee external Objects.

This is all I thought neceafary to answer to the Animagverter, as being perfuaded that thofe who thor¬oughly conceive my Notion will have no need of an Illuftration upon the pretended Difficulties he urges to me; and others who have not read nor compreended the things I treat of in the Book he oppofes, would not understand the largift Anfwers I could give them.

The Reafton and Judgment of worthy Men cannot ftuffer thofe long-winded Difcourfes, which tend to no good, but only fiew the Spleen and ill Humour of their Authors; and 'tis a ridiculous thing to imagine that others interefs themselves in our Quarrels, and to call them to be Witnefles of the weaknefs and vain ef¬forts of our Adverfary.

He quefs that anyone to reafon to ftault with my manner of Defence; for if I anfwer not all his Animagversions in an ample way, 'tis not becaufe I defpire him. He may conclude, that I should not have wafted off the Blows he defign'd me, if I did not think him able to hurt me: and I think I have more reafon to complain of the negligence of his Animagverting, than he has to be angry at my manner of anfwer¬ing him. Had our Author zealoufly buckled to engage me, I am perfuaded he had found me Execl; for I judge not of the Strength of his Parts by a venturous Sally of his Pen, which he feems only to make by way of Pat¬time. Thus the negligence he manifefts is to my advantage, and for my part I complain not of his remif¬ness, as being unworthy his Application and his Anger. All that I am forry for, is, that he speaks not fe¬riously of ferial things; that he fporrs with Truth, and wants fome of that Reafon which is due to the Pub¬lic, when he tries to over-wit it feveral different ways, as this Anfwer in part has manifefted.

If I have been oblig'd to fpeak of him as I have done on fome occasions, it muft thank no body but himfelf; for I have fupperf'd, for fear of difpleafing him, many Expreffions and Thoughts, which his man¬ner of acting breeds naturally in the Mind. I have to great an Aversion to all intellefts Contefts, and that pre¬judicial to Charity, that I will never anfwer thofe who oppofe me without underftanding me, or whole Dif¬courfes give me fome reafon to believe they have fome other motive than the Love of Truth. As for others I fhall endeavour to fatisfy them. I fee plainly, that if I were oblig'd to anfwer all that have the good Will of affaulting me, I fhould fcarce ever receiv the refpeé I defire. But as there is no Law in France which hinders them from fpeaking, fo there is none which forbids me to filent.

It may be whilft I am filent, my Infulters may find themselves ill treated by fome invincible hand; for I cannot help it, if the Love of Truth provokes fome Wits, who might do it with better Grace, to defend a Work in which they had no part. But I with this promise I make, and freely without any contraint, may be remembered; and that thofe Writings may not be impufed to me, which I might make, but which I de¬clare I never will. Mean-time I think that thofe that have nothing folid to oppofe to me, had much better fay nothing, than fatigue the World with Writings, which break Charity, and are ufeful to the discovery of Truth.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T.

Since the firft Impreffion of this fecond part, two Books have been publifh'd relating to it. The firft en¬tituled, Animagversions upon the Animagversions on the Search after Truth, wherein is discovered, &c. I am highly oblig'd to the Author of thofe Animagversions for the Honour he leems to do me by the Title of his Book; but since this Title may make the World believe I had fome hand in his Work, I think my felf oblig'd to fay, that though I am very well fatisfied with his Perfon, I am not extremely pleaf'd with his Book. Mefkins that thofe who meddle in defending or oppofing others, ought to read their Works carefully, fo as to be thoroughly acquainted with their Opinions. But the Search after Truth, you'll fay, me¬rits not the Application of Men of Parts: True, it deferves not therefore that the Perfon spoken of, who un¬doubtedly is a Man of great Senfe and Worth should either impugn or defend it.

The Title of the fecond Book runs thus: 'The Animagverter's Anfwers to the Preface of the fecond Volume of the Search after Truth, wherein is examined &c. I intreat thofe who interefs themselves in the diffe¬rence of others, not to believe me on my bare word, nor eafily to imagine I am in the right. I think I have Liberry to demand of them, that they will carefully examine the Anfwers I have made to the Animagversions in that Preface, and the Argumentations of the Animagverter, in reference to the Book oppof'd: fo I think I may without offence to the Author of this Anfwer, require of thofe who would judge of it, not to ima¬gine he has reafon on his fide, upon a flight and tranfient reading of his Book. I defire them not to judge of any of his Anfwers before having examined it, with reference to this Preface and the preceding Books, Take here for an infufition the firft of his Anfwers, which begins thus.

Upon what the Author of the Search pretends, the Animagverter impofes on him (a).

The Animag¬
verte's An¬
swer.

"Tis not impofing on him, to make his Book pas for a Collection of Observations, thought by him useful to the discovery of Truth. "Tis plain I have poftively declared that I look upon his Book, as a Collection of many Re¬marks, &c. If the Author had confider'd thofe words, he would not have accuf'd me of impofing on him; for
for he could not deny but he had a Design of offering something serviceable to the discovery of Truth, which is all that I attributed to him. And lower, Wherein I even prove that that is not to be imputed to him, which he affirms I impose upon him. Lastly, he concludes this Article with these words; 'Tis therefore evident the Author of the Search cannot prove I impose on him, unless he will maintain he had a Design of writing a Book altogether udefull to the Search of Truth.

These Words might possibly make a Man imagine, I had without Reason accused the Animadverter of imposing on me in the Design of the Search, but whoever would but confront what he here says with the foregoing Preface, or with what he has said himself, pag. 9, to. of his Animadversions, would I hope be of another mind. That I may not give the trouble of turning to it, these are my words.

Nevertheless as he is pleas'd to make me undertake a Design I do not execute, that he may have the more to charge upon my Conduct, so he goes to prove it was my Design to lay down a Method in that Book. I do him no injury, says he, in looking on his Book as a Method to lay the Foundation of the Science. For besides that the Title exprests so much, he declares himself upon the Point in the following manner: " Let us " examine the Causes and Nature of our Errours; and since the Method of examining things by considering " them in their Birth and Origin is the most regular and perspicuous, and serves better than others to give " us a thorough knowledge of them, let us try to put it here in practice."

 Methinks these words, I do him no injury, says he, &c. which I cite out of the Animadversions, are clear enough, and that a Man need but understand English to see that the Animadverter imposes on me a Design of giving a Method, and pretends too to prove it by the Title of the Search, as also by a passage of the same Book; and yet he boldly concludes this Article with these words, 'Tis therefore evident the Author of the Search cannot prove I impose on him, &c.

But what! he has positively declar'd he look'd upon the Search after Truth, as a Collection of many Observations. I cannot deny, says he, but he had a Design of offering something useful to the discovery of Truth, which is ALL (mark that word) I attribute to him. Since he has a mind to be diverted, fee my Anfwver. A Painter has drawn a Polyphemus, and standing behind his Piece, hears some Critick fay, Look here, Gentlemen, the Artist defign'd to paint an Hercules; but if you mind it, it is a Polyphemus. The Painter, out of patience, starts from behind the Scene, and gives the Spectators to understand, he had no Design of representing an Hercules, and that he imposes on him. The Critick surpriz'd, addreses the Painter, Sir, why are you angry? what did you design to represent? Polyphemus, returns the Painter. Strange, Sir! replies the Critick, why do you fay I impose on you? I call thefe Gentlemen to witnes, that ALL that I laid, was, you had drawn a Polyphemus: upon which the Painter withholds contented, and fays no more.

I think my felf therefore oblig'd to refit filent upon fuch like Anfwers. I have fhewn by the Animadverter's own words, that he imposes on me a Design of giving a Method in the firft Book of the Search, and that he likewife pretends to prove it. I have cited the place of the Animadversions, from whence I have taken my proof. Nevertheless, this Author affirms he does not impose on me, that 'tis evident I cannot prove it, that he proves quite contrary; that what I fay he imposes on me is not to be imputed to me, that ALL he attributes to me is a Design of offering something useful to the discovery of Truth. In a word, that he has poftively declared he look'd on the Search as a Collection of many Observations? as if from his regarding the Search as a Colletion, it were to be concluded I had no other Design.

I fay no more then, but hope this Example may keep Men from judging without examining. I have taken the threefirft Pages of his Book, and have not given my felf the liberty of chusing, which ought to be confider'd; yet I intend not this for an Anfwver, remembering the obligation I have laid on my felf at the end of the preceding Preface, and I had rather thofe who think I have not fatisfied the Animadversions, because I have anfwerv'd but three Chaprets at length, shou'd fay, this Book whereof I anfwerv but three Pages, remains without Reply, than weary the World with Anfwers, which tend only to the juftifying other Replies.
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TOME II. BOOK V.

CHAP. I.

Of the Nature and Original of Passions in general.

THE Mind of Man has two essential or necessary Relations exceedingly different; the one to God, and the other to its Body. As more Mind, it is essentially united to the Divine Word, the Eternal Wisdom and Truth; since it is only by that Union that it is capable of thinking, as is proved in the Third Book. As a humane Mind, it has an essential Relation to its Body, since it is by Virtue of that Union that it imagines and perceives by its Senses, as is explained in the First and Second Book. We call the Mind Sense or Imagination, when the Body is the natural or occasional Caufe of its Thoughts; and we call it Understanding, when it acts by itself, or rather, when God acts in it, or his Light illuminates it severally different ways, without a necessary Relation to what is done in the Body.

It's even so with the Will of man; as a Will, it essentially depends on the Love that God bears to himself, on the Eternal Law, and in short on the Will of God. It is only because God loves himself, that we love anything; for if God did not love himself, or did not continually influence the Soul of man with a Love like his own, that is, with the Motion of Love, which a Man feels in himself for Good in general; we should love nothing, we should will nothing, and consequently should be destitute of Will; since Will is nothing else but that Impression of Nature that carries us towards Good in general, as hath been said several times.

But the Will, considered as the Will of Man, essentially depends upon the Body, since it is by reason of the Motion of the Blood and Animal Spirits, that it feels its self affected with all its sensible Comotions. And therefore I have called Natural Inclinations all the Motions, which the Soul has common with pure Intelligences, together with some in which the Body hath a great Share, but of which it is only the indirect Caufe and End, and I have explained them in the foregoing Book. Here I understand by Passions, All the Motions which naturally affect the Soul, on occasion of the extraordinary Motion of the Blood and Animal Spirits. And so shall these sensible Comotions be the Subject of this Book.

Though the Passions be inseparable from the Inclinations, and Men be only susceptible of a sensible Love and Hatred, because they are capable of a Spiritual Love and Hatred; however it was thought fit to treat of them separably, in order to prevent Confusion. For if it be considered, that the Passions are far stronger and livelier than the Natural Inclinations; that they have for the most part other Objects, and are always produced by different Causes: it will be granted, that we do not distinguish, without Reason, things that are inseparable in their own Nature:

Men are capable of Sentiments and Imaginations only because they are capable of pure Intellections, the Senses and Imagination being inseparable from the Mind; and yet none finds fault with those that distinctly treat of those Faculties of the Soul, which are naturally inseparable.

Lack of all, the Senses and Imagination differ not more from the pure Understanding, than the Passions from the Inclinations. And therefore as the three first Faculties use to be distinguished, so ought also the two last; that we may the better distinguish what the Soul receives from its Author, with Relation to its Body, from that which it also has from him, but without that Relation.

The only Inconvenience that may grow out of the distinction of two things so naturally united, is the necessity of repeating some things that had been said before, as is usual in the like occasions.

Man is one, though he be compounded of several parts, and the union of those parts is so intimate, that one of them cannot be affected without a Commotion of the whole. All his
Faculties are linked together, and so subordinated, that it is impossible to explain some of them, without touching upon the others. So that when we labour to find out a Method to prevent Confusion, we necessarily fall into Repetitions: but 'tis better to repeat, than not to be Methodical, because we ought above all to be plain and intelligible; and therefore whatever we can do in this occasion, is to repeat, if possible, without wearying the Reader.

The Partitions of the Soul are Impressions of the Author of Nature, which incline us to love our Body, and whatever is useful for its preservation: As the natural inclinations are Impressions of the same Author, that principally move us to love him as the Sovereign Good.

The natural or occasional Cause of these Impressions is the Motion of the Animal Spirits, which, dispersed through the Body, to produce and maintain in it a disposition suitable to the Object perceived, that the Mind and Body may in that conjunction mutually help each other. For 'tis the Institution of God that our Willings be attended with such Motions of our Body, as are fit to put them in execution; and that the Motions of our Body, which Machinically rise in us, at the perception of some Object, be followed with a Passion of the Soul, that inclines us to will what seems at that time profitable to the Body. It is the continual Impression of the Will of God upon us, that keeps us constantly united to a portion of matters, for if that Impression of his Will should cease but a moment, we should instantly be rid of the Dependency upon our Body, and all the Changes it undergoes.

For I cannot understand what some people imagine, that there is a necessary Connection between the Motion of the Blood and Animal Spirits, and the Combinations of the Soul. Some small Particles of Choler violently move in the Brain, must therefore the Soul be agitated with some Passion, and must that Passion be Anger rather than Love? What Relation can there be conceived between the Idea of an Enemy's Imperfections, the Passion of Contempt or Hatred, and the Corpooreal Motion of some Particles of the Blood, that beat against some parts of the Brain? How can they imagine that the one depend upon the other, and that the Union or Connection of two things so distant, and so incompatible, as the Mind and Matter, can be caused and preferred any otherwise, than by the continual and Almighty Will of the Author of Nature, is to me unconceivable.

Those that suppose that Bodies necessarily and by themselves communicate their Motion to each other, in the infant of their concourse, make but a probable Supposition: neither is their prejudice altogether groundless, since Bodies seem to have an Essential Relation to Bodies. But the Mind and Body are two forms of Beings fo opposite, that those who think that the Combinations of the Soul necessarily follow upon the Motion of the Blood and Animal Spirits, do it without the least probability. For nothing but our own Concioufness of the Unions of those two Beings, and the Ignorance of the continual Operations of God upon his Creatures, can make us imagine another Cause of the Union of our Soul and Body, than the Will of God.

It is hard to determine, whether that Union or Connection of the thoughts of the Mind of Man, with the Motions of his Body, is a punishment of Sin, or a Gift of Nature. And some persons believe it a rash and imprudent Attempt to charge one of these Opinions rather than the other. It is well known, that Man before his Sin was not a Slave, but absolute Master of his Passions, and that he could, merely by his Will, stop at his pleasure, the Agitation of the Blood that caufed them. But we can hardly persuade our selves that the Body did not importune the Soul of the first Man to find out such things as were fit for the preservation of his Life: We can scarce believe but Adam before his Sin found Fruits pleasant to the sight and grateful to the Taste, if we rightly consider the words of the Holy Scripture, nor shall we come to think that the Economy of the Senses and Passions, which is so wonderfully contrived and adapted to the preservation of the Body, is a Corruption of Nature, instead of its Original Institution.

The Nature of the Mind is a particular Voluntary: the Body adds and violently upon the Mind: and whereas it ought only to make an humble Representation of its wants to the Soul, it dominates over her, takes her off from God, to whom she ought to be inseparably united, and continually applies her to the search of such sensible things, as tend to its preservation. She is grown as it were mortal and terrestrial ever since her Fall, the Essential Relation and Union that she had with God being broken, that is to say, God being withdrawn from her, as much as he could be without her destruction and annihilation. A thousand disorders have attended the absence or departure of him that prefers her in Order, and without making a longer Enumeration of our Miseries, I freely confess that Man since his Fall is corrupted in all his parts.

That Fall however has not quite destroyed the Work of Grace; for we can still discover in Man, what God at first put in him; and his immutable Will, that constitutes the Nature of every thing, was not changed by the Inconstancy and Fickleness of the Will of Adam. Whatever God has once will'd he wills, and because his Will is efficacious, brings it to pass. The Sin of Man was indeed the Occasion of that Divine Will, that makes the Dispensation of Grace, but Grace is not contrary to Nature; neither do they destroy each other; since God is not opposed to himself, that he never repents, and that his Will being without Limits, his Works will be without End.

And therefore the Will of God, that constitutes the Dispensation of Grace, is superadded to that which makes the Economy of Nature, in order to repair and not to change it. There are then in God but these two general Wills, and the Laws by which he governs the World depend on one or other of them. It will plainly appear, by what follows, that the Passions are very well order'd, if considered only in relation to the Preservation of the Body, though they deceive us in some very rare and particular Occasions, which the universal Cause did not think fit to remedy.

Thence
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Thence I conclude, That the Passions belong to the Order of Nature, since they cannot be ranked under the Order of Grace.

Tis true, that feeling the Sin of the first man has deprived us of the Help of an always-present God, and always ready to defend us; it may be laid, That Sin is the Caufe of our excessive adhesion to sensible things, because Sin has estranged us from God, by whom alone we can be rid of our Slavery.

But without infilling longer upon the ftrict Caufe of the Passions let us examine their Extent, their particular Nature, their End, their Life, their Defects, and whatever they comprehend.

C H A P. II.

Of the Union of the Mind with sensible things; or of the Force and Extent of the Passions in general.

If all tho' who read this Work would be at the pains to reflect upon what they feel within themselves; it would not be necessary to inflict upon our Dependency upon all fensible Objects. I can say upon this Head but what every one knows as well as I do, if he will but think on it, and was therefore very much inclined to pass it over. But Experience having taught me, that Men often forget themselves so far, as not to think or be aware of what they feel, nor to enquire into the Reason of what passes in their own Minds; I thought it fit to propose some Considerations that may help them to reflect upon it. And even I hope, that those who know such things will not think their Reading ill bestowed: for though we do not care to hear simply reheard what we very well know, yet we are apt to be affected with Pleasure at the hearing of what we know and feel together.

The most honourable Sect of Philosophers: of whom Opinions many Pretenders boast still now abroad, will persuade us, That it is in our power to be happy. The Stoicks commonly say, We ought only to depend upon our selves, we ought not to be vexed for the Loss of Dignities, Estates, Friends, Relations; we ought to be always calm and without the least Disturbance whatever happens: Banishment, Injuries, Affronts, Diftresses, and even Death are no Evils, and ought not to be feared, and a thousand Paradoxes of that Nature, that are not enough to believe, both because of our Pride, that makes us affect Independency, as that because Reafon teaches us, that most part of the Evils, which really affect us, would not be able to disturb us, if all things remained in good Order.

But God has given us a Body, and by that Body united us to all fensible things: Sin has subjected us to our Body, and by our Body made us dependent upon all sensible things. It is the Order of Nature, it is the Will of the Creator, that all the Beings that he has made should hang together: And therefore being united to all things, and the Sin of the first Man having made us dependent on all Beings, to which God had only united us: there is now none but he is at once united and subjected to his Body, and by his Body to his Relations, Friends, City, Prince, Country, Cloaths, Houfe, Estate, Horfe, Dog, to all the Earth, to the Sun, the Stars, and the Heavens.

It's then ridiculous to tell Men, that it is in their power to be happy, wife, and free: It is to injure them, seriously to advise them they ought not to be afflicted for the Loss of their Friends or Estates. For as it were absurd to exhort Men not to feel Pain when they are beaten, or not to be sensible of Pleasure when they eat with an Appetite; so the Stoicks are either unreasonable, or not in good earnest, when they cry, That we ought not to be for the Death of our Father, the Loss of our Goods, our Banishment, Imprisonment, and the like; not to be glad of the happy Success of our Affairs: since we are united to our Country, Goods, Friends, &c. by a Natural Union, which at present has no dependence on our Will. I grant that Reafon teaches us, we are to undergo Banishment without Sorrow: but the fame Reafon likewise teaches us we ought to endure the cutting off our Arm without Pain, because the Soul is superior to the Body, and that, according to the light of Reafon, her happiness or misery ought not to depend upon it: but it's ridiculous to argue against Experience, which in this occasion will convince us that things are not so, as our Reason intimates they ought to be.

The Philosophy of the Chriftians is quite different from that: they deny not but Pain is an Evil, and that it is hard to be separated from those things to which Nature has united us, or to rid our selves from the Slavery Sin has reduc'd us to. They agree that it is a Diſorder that the Soul shall depend upon her Body, but they own withal that the depends upon it, and even to much that the cannot free her from that Subjection but by the Grace of our Lord. I see, faith St. Paul, another Law in my Members warring against the Law of my Mind, and bringing me into Captivity to the Law of Sin, which is in my Members. O wretched Man that I am! who shall deliver me from the Body of this Death? the Grace of God through Jesus Christ, our Lord shall do it. The Son of God, his Aposlles and all his true Disciples command us above all to be Patient, because they know that Misery must be the Expectation and Portion of the Righteous. In short, true Chriftians or true Philosophers, say nothing but what is agreeable to found Reafon and Experience; whereas all Nature continually impugns the proud Opinion and preſumption of the Stoicks.

The
The Christians know that to free themselves in some manner from the Subjection they are under, they must endeavour to deprive themselves of all those things that they cannot enjoy without Pleasure, or want without Pain; it being the only means to preserve that Peace and Liberty of Mind, which they owe to their Deliverer's Benevolence. On the contrary the Stoicks, following the false Notions of their Chimerical Philosophy, imagine that they are wise and happy, and that they need but think upon Vertue and Independency, to become Vertuous and Independent. Sound Reason and Experience assure us, that the best way not to feel the smart of Flinging it to the Nettle: but the Stoicks say, "Sting me never so much, I shall by the Strength of my Mind, and the help of my Philosophy, raise my self so high above my Body, that all your pricking shall not reach me. I can demonstrate that my Happiness depends not upon it, and that Pain is not an Evil; and you shall see by the Colour of my Face, and by the whole deportment of my Body, that my Philosophy has made me invulnerable."

Their Pride bears up their Courage, however it hinders not but that they should suffer Pain with Vexation, and be really miserable; so that their Union with their Body is not destroyed, nor their Pain vanished; but all this proceeds from their Union with other Men, strengthened by the defease of their Edem, which in some manner withholds the Union of their Soul with their Body. The sensible view of the Spectators, to whom they are united, stops the Course of the Animal Spirits that should follow upon the pain, and blots out the Impression they would make upon their Face; for was there no body to look on them, that Phantain of Consc_country and Liberty of Mind would presently vanish: So that the Stoicks do only in some degree withhold the Union of their Soul to their Body, by making themselves greater Slaves to other Men, to whom they are united by a drift of Glory. And 'tis therefore an undoubted truth, that all Men are united to all sensible things, both by Nature and their Concupsiscent; which may sufficiently be known by Experience, and of which all the Actions of Mankind are sensible demonstrations, though Reason seems to oppose it.

Though this Union be common to all Men, 'tis not however of an equal Extent and Strength in all; for as it proceeds from the Knowledge of the Mind, so it may be said that we are not actually united to unknown Objects. A Clown in his Cottage does not concern himself with the Glory of his Prince and Country, but only with the honour of his own and the Neighbouring Villages; because his Knowledge does not extend farther. The Union with such Objects as we have seen, is stronger than the Union to those we have only imagin'd, or heard relation of; because by Sensation we are more strictly united to sensible things, as leaving deeper Impressions in our Brain, and moving the animal Spirits in a more violent manner, than when they are only imagin'd.

Neither is that Union so strong in those that continually oppose it, that they may adhere to the Goods of the Mind, as it is in those who suffer themselves to be carried away and inflamed by their Passions, since Concupsiscent increases and strengthens that Union.

Of all, the several Employments and States of this Life, together with the various dispositions of divers Persons, cause a considerable difference in that sensible Union which Men have with Earthly Goods: Great Lords have greater Dependencies than other Men, and their Chains, as I may call them, are longer. The General of an Army depends on all his Souldiers, because all his Souldiers reverence him. This Slavery is often the Cause of his Valor, and the defire of being esteem'd by those that are Witneffe of his Actions, often drives him to Sacrifice to it more sensible and rational defires. The same may be said of all Superiours, and those that make a great Figure in the World, Vanity being many times the Spur of their Vertue, because the love of Glory is ordinarily stronger than the love of Truth. I speak here of the love of Glory, not as a simple Inclination but a Passion, since that love may become sensible, and is often attended with very lively and cruel Confusions of the Animal Spirits.

Again the different Ages and Sexes are primary Causes of the difference of Passions. Children love not the same things as adult and old Men, or at least love them not with that Force and Consc_country. Women depend only on their Family and Neighbourhood; but the dependencies of Men extend to their whole Country, because 'tis their part to defend it; and that they are mightily taken up with those great Offices, Honours and Commands, that the State may beflow upon them.

There is such a variety in the Employments and Engagements of Men, that it is impossible to explain them all. The disposition of Mind in a Married Man is altogether different from that of a single Person; for the former is in a manner wholly taken up with the care of his Family. A Friar has a Soul of another make, and depends upon fewer things than the Men of the World, and even than Secular Ecclesiastics, but he is stronger filmed to those few things. One may argue in the same manner concerning the different States of Men in general, but the little sensible engagements cannot be explained, because they differ almost in every private Person; it often happening that men have particular Engagements altogether opposite to those that they ought to have in order to their condition. But though the different Genius and Inclinations of Men, Women, Old Men, Young Men, Rich, Poor, Learned, and Ignorant, in short of all the different Sexes, Ages and Conditions, might be fully treated of in general, yet they are too well known by those that are conversant with the World, and of all the thinking part of Mankind, to increase with them the Bulk of this Book; especially, seeing that our Eyes may afford us a very pleasant and solid Information of all such matters. But if any curiofe to read them in Greek, rather than to learn them by his own reflection on what he sees, I refer him to the second Book.
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Book of the Rhetoricks of Arijhtale; which I take to be the Master-Piece of that Philosopher; because he says there few things, in which he can be mistaken; and that he seldom ventures to prove what he affers.

It is therefore evident, that the sensible Union of the Mind of Men, with whatever has any Relation to the preservation of their Life, or of the Society of which they are Members, differs in different Persons; reaching farther in those that have more Knowledge, that are in a higher Situation, and are imbued with a larger Fancy, whereas that Union is steadier and stronger in those that are more sensible, that have a lively Imagination, and have more blindly given up themselves to the violence of their Passions.

Such Considerations upon the almost infinite Bands that often Men to sensible Objects, are of an extraordinary Use, and the best way to become a great proficient in this sort of Learning, is the study and observation of our selves; since from the Inclinations and Passions, of which we are conscious in our selves, we can be fully aFFord of all the Inclinations of other Men, and can make a good guess of what a great part of the Passions they are subject to: which adding the Information we can get of their particular Exagments, and of the different Judgments that follow from every different Passion, of which we shall speak hereafter, it may perhaps not prove fo hard a Task to guests most part of their Actions, as it is for an Astronomer to foretell an Eclipse. For though Men be free, yet it seldom happens that they make use of their Liberty, in opposition to their natural Inclinations and violent Passions.

Before the Clofe of this Chapter I must observe, that it is one of the Laws of the Union of the Soul and Body, that all the Inclinations of the Soul, even those the has for Goods, that have no relation to the Body, should be attended with Commotions of the Animal Spirits, that render those Inclinations sensible, because Man being not a pure Spirit, it is impossible he should have any Inclination altogether pure, and without mixture of any Passion whatsoever. So that the Love of Truth, Justice, Vertue, of God himself, is always attended by some Motion of the Animal Spirits, that render that Love sensible, though we be not aware of their Sensibility, being then taken up with lively Sentiments. Just as the Knowledge of Spiritual things is always accompanied with traces on the Brain, which indeed make that Knowledge more lively, but commonly more confused: 'Tis true we are frequently inapprehensive of the Imagining Faculty's mixing in any manner with the Conception of an abstractive Truth. The Reason of it is, that those Truths are not represented by Images, or traces of Nature's Instinction, and that all the traces that raise such Ideas, have no Relation with them, but such as proceeds from Chance, or the Free-will of Men. For Instance, Arithmeticians and Algebraists, who apply themselves to very abstractive Objects, make however a very great use of their Imagination, in order to fix the view of their Mind upon such Objects. The Cyphers, the Letters of the Alphabet, and the other Figures which they see or imagine, are always joined to those Ideas, though the traces that are wrought by these Characters have no proper Relation to those abstractive Objects, and so can neither change nor obscure them: Whence follows, that by a proper Use and Application of these Cyphers and Letters, they come to discover such remote and difficult Truths, as could not be found out otherwise.

Since therefore the Ideas of such things as are only perceptible by the pure Understanding, can be connected with the traces of the Brain, and that the fight of Objects that are beloved, hated or feared by a Natural Inclination, can be attended with the Motion of the Animal Spirits; it plainly appears, that the thoughts of Eternity, the fear of Hell, the hope of an Eternal Happiness, though they be Objects never so insensible, can however raise in us very violent Passions.

And therefore we can say that we are united in a sensible manner, not only to such things as relate to the preservation of our Lives, but also to Spiritual things, with which the Mind is immediately, and by it self united. And even it often happens, that Faith, Charity, and Self-Love, make that Union with Spiritual things stronger, than that by which we are joined to all sensible Objects. The Soul of the true Martyrs is more united to God, than to their Body; and those that suffer Death for asserting a false Religion, which they believe to be true, give us sufficiently to know, that the fear of Hell has more power upon them than the fear of Death. There is for the most part so much heat and obstinacy on both sides, in the Wars of Religion, and the defence of Superstitions, that it cannot be doubted but some Passion has a hand in it; and even a Passion far stronger and steadier than others, because it is kept up by an Appearance of Reason, both in such as are deceived, and in those that follow the Truth.

We are then united by our Passions to whatever seems to be the Good or the Evil of the Mind, as well as to that which we take for the Good or Evil of the Body. Whatever can be known to have any relation to us can affect us, and of all the things we know, there is not one but it has some reference or other to us. We are somewhat concern'd even for the most abstractive Truths, when we know them; because there is at least that Relation of Knowledge between them and our Mind, and that in some manner we look on them as Property, by virtue of that Knowledge. We feel our selves as wounded when they are impugned; and if we be wounded, then fiercely we are affected and distur'd. So that the Passions have such a vast and comprehensive Dominion, that it is impossible to conceive any thing in reference to which it may be laid, that Men are exempt from their Empire. But let's now see what is their Nature, and endeavour to discover whatever they comprehend.
A particular Explanation of all the Changes, happening either to the Body or Soul in every Passion.

Six things may be distinguished in each of our Passions, fave Admiration only, which is indeed but an Imperfect Passion.

The first is the Judgment the Mind makes of an Object, or rather the confused or distinct View of the Relation that Object has to us.

The second is a New Determination of the Motion towards that Object, provided it be or seem to be a Good. Before that View, the Natural Motion of the Soul was either undetermined, that is to say, she was carried towards Good in general, or it otherwise determined by the knowledge of some particular Object. But in the very infant of the mind's perceiving that Relation of the new Object to itself, that general Motion of the Will is forthwith determined, conformably to the perception of the Mind. The Soul advances near that Object by her Love, that she may relish it, and discover her good in it, through a sensible deception which the Author of Nature affords her, as a Natural Reward of her Inclination to Good. She judged that that Object was a Good by an abstracted and impartial Reason, but the perils in the persuasion of it, through the Efficacy of Senation; and the livelier that Senation is, the stronger is her adhesion to the Good that seems to be the Cause of it.

But if that particular Object be considered as Evil, or able to deprive us of some Good, there happens no New Determination in the Motion of the Will, but only the Motion towards the Good, opposed to that seemingly evil Object, is augmented: which augmentation is greater or lesser, as the Evil seems to be more or less formidable to us. For indeed we hate only because we love, and the Evil that is without us is judged no farther Evil, than with reference to the Good of which it deprives us: So that Evil being considered as a privation of Good, to fly from Evil is to fly the privation of Good, which is the same thing as to tend towards Good; and therefore there happens no new determination of the Natural Motion of the Will, at the presence of an uncommon Object; but only a Senation, painful, difficult or impossible, which the Author of Nature inflicts on the Soul, as a pain naturally consequent to her being deprived of Good.

Renion alone had not been sufficient to carry her to it, wherefore this painful and vexing Senation is superadded to quicken her. Thence I conclude, that in any Passion whatsoever, all the Motions of the Soul towards Good, are the Motions of Love. But as we are affected with divers Sentations, according to the various Circumstances that attend the View of Good, and the Motion of the Soul towards it; so we come to confound our Sentations with the Emotions of the Soul, and to imagine as many different Motions in the Passions, as there are different Sentations.

Upon this head it must be observed that Pain is a true and real Evil, and no more the Privation of Pleasure, than Pleasure the Privation of Pain: for there is a great difference betwixt not feeling or being deprived of such a Senation of Pleasure, and the actual enduring of Pain: So that every Evil is not precisely so, because it deprives us of Good, but only that Evil, as I have explained, that is without us, or is not a Modification of our Soul. Nevertheless as by Goods and Evils we commonly understand things good or evil, and not the Sentations of Pleasure and Pain, which are rather the natural Tokens by which the Soul distinguishes Good from Evil; it may be said methinks without Equivocation, that Evil is nothing but the privation of Good, and that the natural motion of the Soul, that removes us from Evil, is the same with that which carries us to Good: for in brief, all natural Motion being an Impulsion of the Author of Nature, whose acting centers in himself, and who can incline us only towards himself; The true Motion of the Soul is always essentially the Love of Good, and but accidentally a Aversion from Evil.

I grant that Pain may be considered as an Evil, and in that sense the Motion of the Passions, which is set up by it, is not real, since we never will Pain; and though we positively will the absence of Pain, yet 'tis only because we positively will the Preservation or Perfection of our Being.

The third thing to be observed in every Passion is the Senation that attends them; the Senation of Love, Hatred, Defire, Joy, Sorrow, which are all different in the different Passions.

The fourth thing is a new Determination of the course of the Animal Spirits and Blood to the outward and inward parts of the Body. Before the View of the Object of the Passion, the vital Spirits were diffus'd throughout the whole Body, for the preservation of all its parts in general; but at the appearance of that new Object, all this Order and Oeconomy is disturbed, and most parts of the Spirits are thrown into the Muscles of the Arms, Legs, Face, and other exterior parts of the Body, to put them in a disposition suitable to the ruling Passion, and to give it such a gesture and motion, as are necessary for the obtaining or avoiding the imminent Good or Evil: But if its own Forces are insufficient for its occasions, these same Spirits are distributed in such manner as to make it mechanically utter certain words and cries; and which diffuse over the Face and the rest of the Body, such an air and comportment, as is capable of affecting others with the same Passion or.
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it self is posse\d with. For Men and Beasts having a mutual cohesion by the Eyes and Ears, when any one of them is in a violent Commotion, it necessarily affects the Spectators and Hear-ners, and naturally makes upon their Imagination such an Impression as troubles them, and moves them to preferre it.

As to the rest of the Animal Spirits, they violently descend into the Heart, Lungs, Liver, Spleen, and other Viscera, thence to draw contributions, and to haffen those parts to send forth a sufficient and timely supply of Spirits, necessary to preserve the Body in that extraordinary Con-\ntion.

The fifth thing is a sensible Commotion of the Soul, which feels her self agitated by an unex-\npected overflow of Spirits. This sensible Commotion of the Soul always attends that Motion of the Spirits, that the Soul may participate of all that affects the Body: even as the Motion of Spirits is infused in the Body, when the Soul is carried toward any Object. For the Body and Soul being mutually united, their Motions are reciprocal.

The sixth thing are severall Sensations of Love, Hatred, Joy, Defire, Sorrow, that are produc-\nted, not by the Intelle\tive view of Good or Evil, as those that have been already mention'd, but by the various concussions that are caused in the Brain by the Animal Spirits.

The seventh thing is a certain Sensation of Joy, or rather internal Satisfaction, which detains the Soul in her Pa\fion, and affurres her that she is in the fittest State she can be, in reference to the Object she considers. This internal satisfaction attends all the Pa\fions whatsoever, whether they proceed from the fight of an Evil, or from the fight of a Good. Sorrow as well as Joy. This satisfaction makes all the Pa\fions pleafant, and induces us to yield our content, and give up our selves to them; and'tis that satisfaction which must be overcome by the Delights of Grace, and the comforts of Faith and Religion. For as the Joy of the Mind is the refult of a certain or evi-\ndent Knowledge that we are in the best state that can be in relation to the Objects perc\ved by the Understanding, so the pleafantness of the Pa\fions is a natural confequence of that confused Sensation we have of being in the best state we can be in relation to those things we perceive by our Senses. Now 'tis by the Joy of the Mind, and the Comforts of Grace, that the false de-\nlight of the Pa\fions, which makes us Slaves to fensible Goods, must be vanquished.

All the fomementioned things are to be found in all the Pa\fions, unless they be raised by fom-\nfed Sensations, and that the Mind perceive not the Good or Evil from whence they proceed, for then 'tis plain that they have not the three first qualifications. It likewise appears that all these things are not free, fince they are not in our Cont\ent, and even against it fince the Sin; but that the Content of our Will is the only thing which is really in our power. However it will be fit to explain all these things more at large, and to make them more fensible by fome Infiances.

Let us fuppofe a Man to whom an Affront has been actually offer'd, or one whose Imagination is either naturally strong and lively, or over-heated by fome Accident, as a Difficult or a Surfeit of Sorrow and Melancholy. This Man in his Clofet Fancies that fuch a one, who perhaps does not think upon him, is willing and ready to wrong him. The fensible View, or the Imagination of the Opposition bewixt the Actions of his Enemy and his own designs, will be the first Caufa of his Pa\fion.

That the Motion of this Man's Will may acquire some new determination, it is not abolute-\nly nece\sary that he should receive, or imagine he receives any Affront; for 'tis sufficient that his Mind only should think on it, without his Body's being concern'd in it. However as this new determination would not be the determination of a Pa\fion, but only a moft weak and languishing Inclination: 'tis better to fuppofe that fome great opposition is actually made to this Man's D\figns, or that he strongly fancies that it will be fo, than to make another Suppofition, where-\n
in the Senses and Imagination are little or not at all concern'd.

The second thing to be confider'd in this Man's Pa\fion, is an increafe of the Motion of his Will towards that-Good, of which his real or pretended Enemy endeavours to deprive him: the stronger the opposition is, or appears, the more confiderable will be the increafe. He at fir\ft hates his Adversary, only becaufe he loves that Good, and his Hatred against him grows in propor-\ntion to his Love for it; becaufe the Motion of the Will in the Pa\fion of Hatred is at bottom nothing else but a Motion of Love; that Motion of the Soul towards Good not differing from that by which she avoids its Privation, as has been already obser\ved.

The third thing is a Sensation suitable to that Pa\fion, in our Inte\ntence 'tis a Sensation of Ha-\tred. But though the Motion of Hatred be the name with that of Love, yet the Sensation of Hatred is altogether different from that of Love, as any one may experience in himself. Motions are Actions of the Will, but Sensations are Modifications of the Mind. The Motions of the Will are natural Causes of the Sensations of the Mind, and thefe Sensations of the Mind reciprocally encourage and keep up the Motions of the Will in their Determination. The Sensation of Hatred is in the Man before us, the natural refult of the Motion of his Will, excited upon the view of Evil, and this Motion is afterwards maintained by the Sensation it hath produced.

What we have just now faid of this Man might happen to him, though he had not a Body. But becaufe he's made up of two Substances naturally united, the Motions of his Soul are commu\nicated to his Body, and thofe of his Body to his Soul; so that the new Determination, or the increafe of the Motion of his Will, naturally cau\ses a new Determination in the Motion of the Animal Spirits, which is always different in all the Pa\fions, though the Motion of the Soul be still almost the fame.

The
The Spirits therefore are violently driven into the Arms, Legs and Face, to dispoze the Body in a manner adapted to the Passon, and to shed over the Face the Look of an injured Person, with reference to all the Circumstances of the Injury receivd, and to the Quality and Capacity both of the Agent and Patient. That Expansion of the Spirits is so much the more strong, abundant and quick, as the Good is greater, the Opposition more vehement, and the Brain livelier affected.

And therefore if the Perfon whereof we speak only imagine himself injur'd, or if he receiv a real but slight injury, that makes no considerable concussion in the Brain, the Expansion of the Animal Spirits will prove weak and languishing, and perhaps insufficient to alter the natural and ordinary Diffufion of the Body. But if the Outrage be exceeding great, or the Imagination enflamed, the Brain will be extraordinarily shaken, and the Spirits so violently differ'd, that in a moment they will impreft upon the Face and Body the Symptoms of the ruling Passion. If he be strong enough to obtain the Victory, his Countenance will be fierce and threatening. If weak and unable to withftand the overwhelming Evil, he will appear humble and submissive. His Moans and Tears naturally existing in the Spectators, and even in his Enemy Motions of Pity, he will draw from thence those succours which he could not expect from his own Strength. True it is, that if the Spirits and Fibres of the Brain, in the Spectators and Adversary of that unhappy Wretch, be already agitated with a violent Motion, contrary to that which breeds Compassion in the Soul, the bemotions of the Diffus'd will but increafe their Fury; and so would his undoing be inevitable, should he always keep the fame Countenance and Aspect. But Nature has provided for it, for at the light of the imminent los of a great good, there are naturally produced on the Face such strange and surprizing Characters of Rage and Dearth, as to disarm the moft Barbarous Enemies, and to make them as it were unmovable. That frightfull and unexpected fighth of the Lineaments of Death, drawn by the Hand of Nature upon the Face of an unhapppen Perfon, flops in the very Enemy. Hicinc therewith, the Motions of the Spirits and Blood, that carried him to Revenge; and in that favourable moment of Audience. Nature printing again an humble humble, five five upon the Face of the poor Wretch, that begins to entertain fonie hopes, because of the unmovables, and alteration of the Countenance, of his Enemy, the Animal Spirits of that Enemy receive a new determination, of which they were not capable a moment before; and this Machinal Motion of Compassion which he yields to, inclines the Soul to yield to the Pleas of Charity and Mercy.

Because a Man taken up with a Passion cannot, without a great plenty of Spirits, produce or preferve in his Brain an Image of his Mifery lively enough, nor a Concussion sufficiently strong, to give his Body an extraordinary and confrain'd Diffusion: the corresponding Nerves within the Body receive upon his fight of the Evil, the Concussions and Agitations that are neceffary to infufe, into all thofe Vessels that communicate with the Heart, fit Humours, to the producing fuch Spirits as the Passon requires. For the Animal Spirits spreading through the Nerves that go to the Liver, Spleen, Pancreas, and all the other Vifera, agitate and eficate them, and by their Agitation force out fuch Humours as thofe parts keep in referve, for the Wants and Exigencies of the Machine.

But if thofe Humours always flowed in the fame manner into the Heart, if they received an equal Fermentation in different times, and the Spirits, that are made of them, regularly attend into the Brain, we fhould not fee fuch fliffy Changes in the Motions of the Passon. For inftance, the fight of a Magiftrate would not flop, of a fudden, the extravagant Tranfports of an enraged Perfon, perfuing his Revenge; and his Face, all fiery with Blood and Spirits, would not in an instant turn pale and wan for fear of Punishment.

So, to hinder thofe Humours that are mixed with the Blood from entering the Heart confantly in the fame manner, there are Nerves that tourround all the Avenues thereof, which being comprrefled or dilated by the Impreffion, that the fight of the Object, and the Strength of the Imagination produce in the Spirits, shut up or open the way to thofe Humours. And left the fiid Humours fhould undergo the fame Agitation and Fermentation in the Heart in divers times; there are other Nerves that caufe the Beatings of it, which being not equally agitated in the different Motions of the Spirits, drive not the Blood with the fame Force into the Arteries. Other Nerves spread through the Lungs, to distribute the Air to the Heart, by constringing or relaxing several Branches of the Trachea, and inflating in Repiration, and order the Fermentation of the Blood proportionally to the Circumstances of the predominant Passion.

Laft of all, to regulate with the greatest Accuracy and Readinefs the Courfe of the Spirits, there are Nerves tourrounding the Arteries, as well thofe that end in the Brain, as thofe that carry the Blood into the other parts of the Body; fo that the Concussion of the Brain, which accompanies the unexpected Sigh of fome Circumference, for which 'tis convenient that the Motions of the Paflion should be alter'd, flcuttly determines the Courfe of the Spirits to the Nerves thus tourrounding the Arteries; that by their Contraftion they may shut up the Paffage to the Blood that afcends into the Brain, and by their Dilation lay it open to that which runs into all the other Parts of the Body.

When thofe Arteries that carry the Blood to the Brain are fee and open, and on the contrary, thofe that difpofe it through the rest of the Body are strongly bound up by thofe Nerves, the Head must all be full of Blood, and the Face appear all fiery; but if one Circumference altering the Common all be altered, the Confluction of the Arteries, that were bound are loofened, and on the contrary, the Arteries of the Brain strongly conftrafted. Then is the Head emptied of Blood, the Face covered with Palenefs, and the small quantity of Blood, which
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which issues from the Heart, and which the Nerves before mentioned admit into it, as the Fire
keep in Life, defends most or all into the lower parts of the Body; the Brain wares Animal
Spirits, and all the rest of the Body is seiz'd with Weakness and Trembling.

To explain and prove the Particulars of what we have mentioned: it would be necessary to give
a general Knowledge of Physicks, and a particular of the Human Body; but these two Sciences
are still too imperfect to be treat of with as much Accuracy as I could With: besides this,
should I proceed farther in this Matter, it would carry me too far from my Subject; and there
fore I only design here to give a gross and general Idea of the Passions, and am satisfied, provided
that this Idea be not false.
The Concussions of the Brain, and Motions of the Blood and Spirits, are the fourth thing to
be found in every Passion, and produce the fifth, namely the Sensible Commotions of the Soul.
At the very Instant that the Animal Spirits are driven from the Brain into the rest of the Body,
to produce such Motions as are fit to keep up the Passion, the Soul is carried towards the good
perceived: and this more or less strongly, according as the Spirits come down from the Brain
with more or less vehemence; for 'tis that Concussion of the Brain which agitates the Soul and
the Animal Spirits.

The Motion of the Soul towards Good is so much stronger, as the View of Good is more sensible
and apparent, and the Motion of the Spirits that proceed from the Brain, and flow into the other
parts of the Body, is the more violent, as the Vibration of the Fibres of the Brain, caused by the
Impression of the Object, or of the Imagination, is more forcible, because that Concussion of the
Brain occasioning a more sensible and lively View of Good, necessarily makes the Commotion of
the Soul in the Passions to increase proportionably to the Motion of the Spirits.

The Concussions of the Soul are not different from those that immediately follow the In
tellectual View of Good, which we have mentioned before: only they are stronger and livelier,
because of the Union of the Soul and Body, and the sensibleness of the View that produces them.

The sixth thing to be met with is the Sensation of the Passion, the Sensation of Love, Hatred,
Defire, Joy or Sorrow. This Sensation is not at all different from that which has been spoken of,
only this is livelier, because the Body has a greater Share in it: but 'tis always attended with con
sented Sensation of Satisfaction, which makes all the Passions grateful, which is the Sixth thing to be
found in each of them, as has been already hinted.
The Cause of this last Sensation is such; At the sight of the Object of a Passion, or of any new
Circumstance, part of the Animal Spirits are driven from the Head to the outward Parts of the
Body, to put it in the Difposition that the Passion requires; together with which some other
Spirits make a violent return into the Heart, Lungs, and other Viscera, to draw from thence the
powers of the Mind, which has been already sufficiently explained. Now the Body is never in a
convenient State, but the Soul relishes it with great Satisfaction; whereas it is never in a State
contrary to its Good and Preservation, but that it endures it with pain. And therefore when we
follow the Motions of our Passions, and stop not the Course of the Spirits, which the View of
the Object of the Passion produces in the Body, to put in it the most convenient State with rela
tion to that Object, the Soul by Nature's Law is affected with a Sensation of Satisfaction and Del
ight, because her Body is in the Difposition it requires: whereas when, according to the Laws of
Reason, the Soul stops the Current of the Spirits, and withstands those Passions, she suffers a
Pain proportionable to the Evil that may from thence arise to the Body.

For as the Reflexion that the Soul makes upon her self is necessarily accompanied with the Joy
or Sorrow of the Mind, and afterwards with the Joy or Sorrow of the Senses; when doing her
Duty, and submitting to the Orders of God, she is conscious that she is in a due and convenient
state; or when having given her self up to her Passions, she is afterwards affected with Remorse,
which teaches her that she is in a corrupt Difposition: So the Course of the Spirits raised for
the good of the Body, is first attended with sensible, and afterwards with Spiritual Joy or Sorrow,
according as the Course of the Animal Spirits is retarded or promoted by the Will.

There is however this notable difference betwixt the Intellectual Joy that attends the clear
Knowledge of the good State of the Soul, and the sensible Pleasure that accompanies the con
sented Sensation of the good disposition of the Body, that the intellectual Joy is solid and substantial,
without Remorse, and as immutable as its Original Cause, the Truth; whereas sensible Joy is
almost ever followed with the Sorrow of the Mind, or the Remorse of the Conscience, and is
as refless and fickle, as the Passion or Agitation of the Blood from whence it proceeds.
To conclude, the first is for the most part attended with an exceeding Joy of the Senses, when it is derived
from the Knowledge of the great good that the Soul possiiles; whereas the other is very rarely ac
companied with any great Joy of the Mind, though it proceeds from a Good, considerable for the
Body, but contrary to the Good or Perfection of the Soul.

'Tis nevertheless true, That without the Grace of our Lord, the satisfaction the Soul relishes
when she gives her self up to her Passions is more profitable, than that which she enjoys when the
follows the Rules of Religion, which satisfieth is the Source of all the Endorsers that have at
 tended the Original Sin, and the Passions that arise from the Nails of the Son of
God rid us from their Tyranny, by the Delegation of his Grace. For what I have said on behalf
of the Joy of the Mind in opposition to the Joy of the Senses, is only true among the Christians,
and was altogether false in the Mouths of Seneca, Epicurus, and all the most rational of the Hea
then Philosophers; because the Yoke of Christ is only sweet to those that belong to him, and his
Burthen only light, when his Grace helps us to support the Weight of it.
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That the Pleasure and Motion of the Passions engage us in Errors, and false Judgments about Good; That we ought continually to resist them. How to impugn Libertinism.

All those general Qualities and Effects of the Passions, that we have hitherto treated of, are not free, they are in us without our Leave, and nothing but the Consent of our Will is wholly in our Power. The View or Apprehension of Good is naturally followed with a Motion of Love, a Sentiment of Love, a Conciliation of the Brain, a Motion of the Spirits, a new Conclusion of the Soul that encreases the first Motion of Love, a new Sentiment of the Soul, that likewise augments the first Sentiment of Love; and lastly, a Sentiment of Satisfaction which recommends the Soul for the Bodies being in a convenient State. All this happens to the Soul and Body naturally and mechanically; that is, without her having any part in it, nothing but her Consent being her own real Work. This Consent we must regulate, preserve, and keep free, in spite of all the Struggle and Attempts of the Passions. We ought to submit our Liberty to none but God, and to yield to nothing but to the Voice of the Author of Nature, to inward Evidence, and Conviction, and to the secret Reproaches of our Reason. We ought never to consent, but when we plainly feel, we should make an ill Use of our Liberty, in with-holding our Consent. This is the principal Rule to be observ'd for the avoiding of Error.

God only makes us evidently perceive, that we ought to yield to what he requires of us; to him alone therefore we ought to devote our Services. There is no Evidence in the Allurements and Careless, in the Threats and Frightnings caufed in us of the Passions; they are only confudled and obscure Sentations, to which we must never yield our selves. We must wait till all those false Glimpses of the Passions vanish, till a purer Light illuminates us, till God speaks inwardly to us. We must enter within our selves, and there seek him that never leaves us, that always enlightens us. He speaks low, but his Voice is distinct; his Light is weak, but pure. But no, his Voice is as strong as 'tis distinct, and his Light is as bright and active as 'tis pure. But our Passions continually keep us from home, and by their Noise and Darkness, hinder us from being instruc'd by his Voice, and illuminated by his Light. He speaks even to those that ask him no Questions; and tho' whom Passions have carried far from him, full not yet many times to hear some of his Words, but loud, threatening, afterhulling Words, sharper than a two-edged Sword, piercing into the inmost Recollections of the Soul, and discerning the Thoughts and Designs of the Heart. For all things are open to his Eyes, and he can see the unry Aotions of Sinners, without laffing them inwardly with smarling Reproofs. We must then re-enter into our selves, and approach near him; we must interrogate him, listen to him, and obey him; for by always listening to him, we shall never be deceived; and always obeying him, we shall never be subject to the Inconsciency of the Passions, and the Miseries due to Sin.

We must not, like some pretenders to Wit, whom the Violence of Passion has reduced to the Condition of Beasts; who, having a long time delipht the Law of God, seem at last to have retained no Knowledge of any other than that of their infamous Passions: We must not, I say, imagine, as do thofe Men of Filth and Blood, that it is following God, and obeying the Voice of the Author of Nature, to give up our selves to the Motions of Passions, and to comply with the secret Defires of our Heart; This is the utmost well-able Blindness; 'tis, according to St. Paul, the temporal Punishment of Impiety and Idolatry, that is to say, the Death of the most enormous Crimes. And herein indeed the greatnes of this terrible Punishment consists, not instead of allaying the Anger of God, as do all the others in this World, it continually exasperates and encreases it, till that dreadful Day comes, wherein his just Wrath shall break out to the Confuion of Sinners.

Their Arguings however seem likely enough, as being agreeable to common Sense, countenanced by the Passions, and such, I am sure, as all the Philosophy of Zeno could never overthrow. We must love Good, say they; Pleasure is the Sign which Nature hath affix'd to it to make it known, and that Sign can never be fallacious, since God has instituted it to distinguishing Good from Evil. We must avoid Evil, say they again, Pain is the Character which Nature has annex'd to it, and a Token in which we cannot be mislaken; since it was instituted by God for the distinguishing it from Good. We feel Pleasure in complying with our Passions, Trouble and Pain in opposing them; and therefore the Author of Nature will have us to give up our selves to our Passions, and never to touch them, since the Pleasure and Pain wherewith he afflicts us in those Cafes, are the infallible Criterion of his Will. And consequently, it is to follow God, to comply with the Desire of our Hearts; and 'tis to obey his Voice, to yield to the Inclination of Nature, which moves us to the satisfying our Senes and our Passions. This is their Way of Reasoning, whereby they confirm themselves in their infamous Opinions: And thus they think to shun the secret Reproofs of their Reason, and in Punishment of their Crime God suffers them to be dazzled by those false Glimpses, delusive Glarings, which blind them instead of enlightening them, and strike them with such an insensible Blindness, as they do not so much as wish to be cured of it. God delivers
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them to a repulsive Senfes, he gives them up to the Devil's of their corrupt Heart; to shameful Passions, to actions unworthy of Men, as the Holy Scripture speaks, that having forsaken themselves by their Debouches, they may to all Eternity be the fit Sacrifice of his Vengeance.

But let us resolve this Difficulty which they offer. The Sect of Zeno, not knowing how to untie the Knot, has cut it, by denying that Pleasure is a Good, and Pain an Evil: But that's too venturous a Stroke, and a Subterfuge unbecoming Philosophers, and very unlikely, I am sure, to convert those who are convinced by Experience, That a great Pain is a great Evil. Since therefore Zeno, and all his Heathen Philosophy, cannot solve the Difficulty of the Epicures, we must have recourse to a more solid and enlightened Philosophy.

'Tis true, that Pleasure is Good, and Pain Evil; and that Pleasure and Pain have been join'd by the Author of Nature to the Life of certain Things, by which we judge whether they are Good or Evil, which make us perceive the Good and fly from the Evil, and almost ever follow the Motions of the Passions. All this is true, but relates only to the Body, which to preserve, and keep long a Life much like that of Beasts, we must suffer our selves to be ruled by our Passions and Defires. The Senes and Passions are only given us for the good of the Body; senfible Pleasure is the indispensable Character which Nature has affix'd to the Life of certain Things, that without putting our Reason to the trouble of examining them, we might prefently employ them for the preservation of the Body: but not with intent that we should love them: For we ought only to love thole Things which Reason undoubtedly manifests to be our Good.

We are Renounceable Beings, and God, who is our Sovereign Good, requires not of us a blind, an inquisitive, a compell'd Love, as I may say, but a Love of Choice, an enlightened Love, a Love that submits to us our whole Intellectual and Moral Powers. He inclines us to the Love of him, in shewing us by the Light that attends the Delegation of his Grace, that he is our Chief Good; but he moves us towards the Good of the Body only by Instinct and a confused Senfion of Pleasure, because the Good of the Body is underferving of either the Attention of our Mind, or the Exercise of our Reason.

Moreover, our Body is not our selves, 'tis something that belongs to us, and, absolutely speaking, we cannot fulfill without it: The Good of the Body therefore is not properly our Good, for Bodies can be but the Good of Bodies. We may make use of them for the Body, but we must not be taken up with them. Our Soul has also her own Good, viz. the only Good that is superior to her, the only one that preserves her, that alone produces in her Sensations of Pleasure and Pain: For indeed none of the Objects of the Senes can of themselves give us any Senfion of them; it is only God who affures us of their Presence, by the Senfation he gives us of them; which is a Truth that was never understood by the Heathen Philosophers.

We may and must love that which is able to make us sensible of Pleasure, I grant it: But by that very Reason we ought only to love God, because he only can act upon our Soul; and the utmost that sensible Objects can do, is to move the Organs of our Senes. But what matters it, you'll say, from whence those grateful Sensations come? I will tattle 'em. O thou ungrateful Wretch! know the Hand that shoveth down Good upon thee. You require of a just God unjust Rewards: You define he should recompence you for the Crimes you commit against him, and even at the very time of committing them; you make use of his immutable Will, which is the Order and Law of Nature, to wrest from him undeserved Favours; for with a guilty Managery you produce in your Body such Motions as oblige him to make you relish all fores of Pleasures. But Death shall dissolveth that Body; and God, whom you have made subservient to your unjust Defires, will make you subservient to his just Anger, and mock at you in his turn.

'Tis very hard, I confess, that the Enjoyment of Corporeal Good should be attended with Pleasure, and that the Possession of the Good of the Soul should often be conjoin'd with Pain and Anguish. We may indeed believe it to be a great Disorder, by this Reason, that Pleasure being the Character of Good, and Pain of Evil, we ought to posses a Satisfaction infinitely greater in loving God, than in making use of sensible Things; since He is the true, or rather the only Good of the Mind. So doubleth it will be one Day, and so was it most probably before Sin entered into the World: At last, 'tis very certain, that before the Fall Man suffered no Pain in discharging his Duty.

But God is withdrawn from us since the Fall of Adam; he is no more our Good by Nature, but only by Grace; we feel now no Delight and Satisfaction in the Love of him, and he rather thins us, from, than draws us to him. If we follow him, he gives us a Rebuke; if we run after him, he strikes us; and if we be obdurate in our Perfid, he continues to handle us more severely, by inflicting very lively and sensible Pains upon us. And when, being weary of walking through the rough and foamy Ways of Vertue, without being supported by the Repast of Good, or strengthened by any Nourishment, we come to feed upon sensible Things, he fattens us to them by the relish of Pleasure, as though he would reward us for turning back from him, to run after counterfeit Goods. In short, since Men have finned, it seems, God is not pleas'd that they should love him, think upon him, or esteem him their only and Sovereign Good. It is only by the de- licate Grace of Christ our Mediator, that we sensibly perceive that God is our proper Good. For Pleasure being the sensible Mark of Good, we then perceive God to be our Good, when the Grace of our Redeemer makes us love him with Pleasure.

Thus the Soul not knowing her own Good, either by a clear View, or by Sensation, without the Grace of Jesus Christ, the takes the Good of the Body for her own; she loves it, and closes
to it with a stricter Adhesion by her Will, than ever she did by the first Institution of Nature.

For Corporeal Good being now the only one left that is sensible, must needs operate upon Man with more Violence, strike his Brain liveller, and consequently be felt and imagined by the Soul in a more sensible manner: And the Animal Spirits receiving a more vehement Agitation, the Will by consequence must love it with a greater Ardency and Pleasure.

The Soul might before Sin blot out of her Brain the too lively Image of Corporeal Good, and dissipate the sensible Pleasure this Image was attended with. The Body being subject to the Mind, the Soul might on a sudden stop the quavering Conciusion of the Fibres of the Brain, and the Commotion of the Spirits, by the meer Confideration of her Duty: But the loft that Power by Sin. Tho' Those Traces of the Imagination, and those Motions of the Spirits, depend no more upon her; whence it necessarily follows, that the Pleasure, which by the Institution of Nature is confid'rd to those Motions and Traces, must usurp the whole Possession of the Heart. * Man cannot long relish that Pleasure by his own Strength; 'tis Grace that must obtain a perfect Victory; Reason alone can never do it: God, as the Author of Grace, can overcome himself as the Author of Nature, or rather extort himself as the Revenge of Adam's Rebellion.

The Stock, who had but a confufed Knowledge of the Diforders of Original Sin, could not answer the Epieuces. Their Felicity was but Ideal, since there is no Happiness without Pleasure, and no Pleasure to be feebly perceiv'd by them in Vertuous Actions. They might feel indeed some Joy in following the Rules of their phantastick Verue; because Joy is a natural Consequence of the Confcioufnes of our Soul has of being in the most convenient State. That Spiritual Joy might bear up their Spirits for a while, but was not strong enough to withfand Pain, and overcome Pleasure. Secret Pride, and not Joy, made them keep their Countenance; for when no body was present, all their Wisdom and Strength vanifh'd, just as Kings of the Stage fol' all their Grandeur in a Moment.

It is not so with thofe Chriftians that exactly follow the Rules of the Gospel. Their Joy is solid, because they certainly know, that they are in the most convenient State: Their Joy is great, because the Good they poffeff through Faith and Hope is Infinite; for the Hope of a great Good is always attend'd with a great Joy; and that Joy is fo much liveller, as the Hope is stronger, becaufe a Strong Hope reprefenting the Good as prefent, immediately produces Joy, as alfo that fenfible Pleasure which ever attends the Preceffe of Good. Their Joy is not relifh'd and uneafe, because grounded on the Promifes of God; confirm'd by the Blood of his Son, and confirmed by that inward Peace and unutterable Sweetnefs of Charity, which the Holy Ghost flites into their Hearts. Nothing can feparate them from their true Good, which they relifh and take Complacency in by the Delegation of Grace. The Pleasures of Corporeal Good are not fo great as thofe they feel in the Love of God. They love Contempt and Pain: They feed upon Difgraces, and the Pleasure they find in their Sufferings, or rather the Pleasure they find in God, for whom they defpire all the reft, to unite themselves to him, is fo ravifhing and transporting, as to make them speak a new Language, and even boof't, as the Apoftles did of their Miferies and Abufes, when they departed from the preceffe of the Council, rejoicing that they were count'd worthy to suffer blame for the Name of JESUS. Such is the Dilpofition of Mind in true Chriftians, when they are moft safely affronted for the Defence of Truth.

To bring that preceffe into Order which had been overthrown, and that Order requiring that the greatest Goods be accompanied with the moft solid Pleasures; it is plain, that things ought to be in the manner we have faid. But we may farther confirm and strengthen Reason by Experience, for 'ts known, that as soon as any Perfon has form'd but the bare Revolution to defpirall for God, he is commonly affociated with a Pleasure or internal Joy, that makes him as fenfibly and lively perceive that God is his Good, as he knew it evidently before.

The true Chriftians aflure us every Day, that the Joy they feel in an unmixt loving and ferving God, is incoexifible; and 'ts but reafonable to believe the Relation they make of what happens within them. On the contrary, the Impious are perpetually vex'd with horrid Diſquietudes; and thofe that are fhard betwixt God and the World, partake of the Joys of the Juft, and of the Vexations of the Impious: They complain of their Miferies, and 'ts reafonable to believe that their Complaints are not groundlfs. God strikes Men to the Quick, and through the very Heart, when they love any thing befides him; and 'ts this Stroke that caufes a real Mifery. He pours an exceeding Joy into their Minds, when all their Adherences are to him only, and that Joy is the fruit of true Felicity. The Abundance of Riches and Elegance to Honour being without us, cannot cure us of the Wound God makes; and Poverty and Contempt, that are lifee without us, cannot hurt us under the Almighty's Protection.

By what we have faid, 'ts plain, That the Objects of the Paffions are not our Good, that we must not follow their Motions, unless it be for the Prefervation of Life; that sensible Pleasure bears the like Proportion to Good, as Senfations to Truth; and that as our Senfes deceive us in Matters of Truth, fo do likewife our Paffions in point of our Good; that we ought to yield to the Delegation of Grace, because it evidently moves us to the Love of a true Good, is not followed with the secret Reproaches of Reason, as the blind Inflinxt and confufed Pleasure of the Paffions; but is always attended with a secret Joy, fituable to the good State we are in. Laff of all, Jesus God alone can operate upon the Mind of Man, he cannot find any Happiness out of God, unless we would suppose that God rewards Disobedience, or that he commands to love more, what ſelf deferves to be loved.
The shortest Reflection is sufficient to let us know, that the Good of the Mind must needs be something of a Spiritual Nature, for our Bodies are much inferior to our Mind; they are unable to act upon it by their own strength; they cannot immediately unite themselves to it; lastly, they are not intelligible of themselves, and therefore cannot be its Good: whereas Spiritual things being intelligible of their own Nature, can be united to the Mind, and consequently be its Good, provided they be Superiour to it. For that a thing may be the Good of the Mind, it must not only be Spiritual as it self; but it must also be Superiour to it, that it may act upon it, enlighten it, and reward it; since otherwise it cannot make it perfect and happier, nor by consequence be its Good. Now, of all Intelligible or Spiritual things, God alone is thus Superiour to the Mind, whence it follows, That nothing but God alone, either is, or can be, our true Good; and that we cannot become either more happy or more perfect, but by enjoying him.

Every one is persuaded that the Knowledge of Truth, and the Love of Virtue, make the Mind more perfect; and that the Blindness of the Mind, and the Depravation of the Heart, lefles its natural Perfection. The Knowledge of Truth, and the Love of Virtue, cannot then be any thing else but the Union of the Mind to God; or, if I may so speak, a Possession of him: and, on the contrary, the Blindness of the Mind, and the Depravation of the Heart, can be nothing else but a separation of the Mind from God, and its Union with something Inferiour to it, viz. with that which is not the only Union that can make it imperfect and unhappy; and therefore to know the Truth, or to know things as far as they are agreeable to the Rules of Truth, is really to know God. And to love Virtue, or to love things as far as they are amiable, or according to the Rules of Virtue, is to love him.

The Mind is situate, as it were, betwixt God and Bodies, betwixt Good and Evil, between that which enlightens, and that which blinds it; that which rules, and that which misrules it; that which can make it perfect and happy, and that which can render it imperfect and miserable. When it discovers fome Truth, or sees things as they are in their own Nature, it fees them in the Ideas of God, that is, discovers them by a clear and distinct view of what is in God repreffing them. For, as I have observed elsewhere, the Mind of Man contains not in it self the Perfections or Ideas of all the Beings it is capable of perceiving: 'tis not the universal Being, and therefore cannot fee in it fell fuch things as are diftinguith'd from it self. It does not instruct or enlighten it self, by confulting with it self, as being neither Perfection nor Light to it self; it lends in need to be enlightened by the Infinite Light of Eternal Truth. Thus the Mind, by knowing Truth, is united to God, and in fome manner knows and poifes him.

We may not only fay, That a Mind perceiving the Truth, partly knows God, who comprehends it; we may add alfo, That in fome fort it knows things as God hisfelf knows them. For the Mind knows their true Relations, and fo does God; the Mind fees them in viewing the Perfections of God that repreff frequent them; God perceives them the fame way: for God neither perceives by Sense, nor Imagination, but fees in himfelf, as being the Intellectual World, the Corporal and Sensible World, which he has created. 'Tis the fame with the Mind in its Knowledge of Truth: it comes not to it by Sensation or Imagination, for Sensations and Pantasms offer but falfy Representations of things to the Mind; fo that whofeover discovers the Truth, fees it in the Intellectual World, to which 'tis united, and in which Good fees it; for this material and fensible World, is not intelligible of it self: fo that the Minds fees in the Light of God as does God himfelf, all the things which it plainly fees, though it fees them very imperfectly and very differently from God in that refpect. Thus when the Mind fees Truth, it not only is united to God, poifes it and beholds God, but also fees Truth in one fome as God himfelf fees it.

So when we love according to the Rules of Virtue, we love God; for by regulating our Love according to thefe Rules, the Imprefion of Love towards him, which he continually produces in our Heart, is not turn'd off by free Will, nor chang'd into Self-Love. The Mind at that time freely follows the Imprefion which God gives: and God never giving any Imprefion which does not tend towards him, since he only acts for himfelf, it is plain, That to love according to the Rules of Virtue, is to love God.

But 'tis not only to love God; 'tis likewise to love as God loves: He loves himfelf only, and his Works but because they relate to his Perfections, and proportionally to the degrees of Conformity they have with them; it being the fame Love by which God loves himfelf, and whatever he has made or done. To love according to the Rules of Virtue, is to love God only, to love him in all things, and to love things proportionally as they partake of his Goodness and Perfections; since this is to love them according to the degree they are lovely. In short, 'tis to love
love by the Impression of the same Love by which God loves himself; for 'tis the Love by which God loves himself, and whatever else with relation to him, that animates us, when we love as we ought: whence I conclude, That we then love, as God loves.

It is therefore evident, That the Knowledge of Truth, and the regular Love of Vertue, constitute all our Perfection, since they are the constant Attendants on our Union with God; which also affords us the Enjoyment of him, as far as we are capable of it, in this Life: whereas the Blindness of the Mind, and the Depravation of the Heart, make our Imperfection; and are the Results of the Union of our Soul and Body, as I have proved in several Places: shewing that we never know the Truth, nor love the real Good, when we follow the Impressions of our Senses, Imagination, and Passions.

All this is evident; and yet Men, who all passionately define the Perfection of their Being, care but little to increase the Union which they have with God; nay, they are continually at work to strengthen and enlarge that which they have with sensible things. The Caufe of that for-prizing Disorder cannot be too much explained:

The Perfection of Good must naturally produce two Effects in the Perfe&ion; at once must render him more perfect, and more happy: however it does not always fall out so. 'Tis impossible indeed that the Mind should actually enjoy a Good, without being actually more perfect, but it may happen that it actually enjoys it, without being actually happier. Those that know Truth best, and love most the most lovely Goods, are always actually more perfect, than they that live in blind Ignorance, and disorderly Practice; but they are not always actually happier. It is even so with Evil; it ought at once to make both imperfect and unhappy; but though it always makes Men more imperfect, yet it does not always make them more unhappy; or at least makes them not unhappy proportionally to its making them imperfect. Virtue is often bitter and distastful, whereas Vice is sweet and pleasant: so that it is effectually by Faith and Hope, that pious Men are truly happy; whilst the wicked have the actual Enjoyments of Pleasures and Delights. It ought not to be so indeed, but however it is so; Sin has brought forth that Disorder in the Body, and the Disorder is the principal Cause, not only of the Corruption of our Morals, but also of the Ignorance and Darknes of our Mind.

By that Disorder it is that our Imagination perfides it self, that Bodies may be the Good of the Mind: For Pleasure, as I have often said, is the sensible Character, or Mark, of Good. But now of all the Pleasures we enjoy upon Earth, the most sensible are those which we imagine to receive by the Body. We judge, though too inconsiderately without doubt, that Bodies can be, and are, effectually our Good. And 'tis so hard to oppose the Infini& of Nature, and to withstand the Arguments of the Senses, that the design of it does not so much as come into our Mind. We think not on the Disorders introduced by Sin. We confider not that Bodies can act upon the Mind but as occasional Causes: that the Mind cannot immediately, or by itself, enjoy any Corporal thing, and that all the ways it has of uniting to an Object are by its Knowledge and Love; that God only issuperior to it, can reward or punish it, by Sensations of Pleasure or Pain, that can enlighten and move it, in a word, act upon it. Thofe Truths, though most evident to attentive Minds, are not however so powerful to convince us, as is the deceiving Experiences of sensible Impressions.

When we confider something as part of our selves, or look on our selves as a part of that thing, we judge it our Good to be united to it; we love it, and this love is so much the greater, as the thing, whereto we think our selves united, seems to be a more considerable part of the whole we make up together with it. Now there are two forts of Proofs, which persuade us that a thing is part of our self, viz. the Infini& of Sensation, and the Evidence of Reason.

By the Infini& of Sensation I am perfuaded that my Soul is united to my Body, or that my Body makes part of my Being; but I have no full Evidence of it, since I know it not by the light of Reason, but by the Pain or Pleasure I feel at the presence and impression of Objects. My Hand is prick'd, I suffer Pain; thence I conclude, that my Hand makes part of my self: my Cloaths are rent, and I endure nothing; therefore, I say, my Cloaths are not my self: my Hair is cut without Pain, but cannot be pluck'd up without smart; that puzzles the Philosopher, and he knows not what to determine. In the mean while this perplexity flows, that even the wilful rather judge by the Infini& of Sensation than by the light of Reason; that false and such things belong or belong not to themselves. For should they determine them by Evidence, and the light of Reason, they would quickly know, that the Mind and the Body are two forts of Beings, altogether opposite; that the Mind cannot be united to the Body by it self, and that the Soul is wounded when the Body is truck, only because of her Union with God. 'Tis then only by the Infini& of the Sensation that we look on our Body, and all the sensible things to which we are united, as part of our selves, that is, as belonging to that which thinks and feels in us: For what is not, cannot be known by evident Reason, since Evidence discover Truth alone.

But on the contrary, 'tis by the light of Reason that we know the Relation we have with Intellective things. We discover, by a clear View of the Mind, that we are united to God in a more strict and essential manner than to our Body; that without him we are nothing, and neither can do, nor know, neither will, nor be sensible of any thing: that he is all, or if we may so speak, that we make up a whole with him, of which we are but an infinitely small part. The light of Reason discovers us a thousand Motives to love God...and to disjoin Body unworthy of our Love. But we are not naturally sensible of our Union to God, nor persuaded that he is our All, by the Infini& of sense; 'tis only the Grace of our Lord which produces in some Men
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Men that spiritual fence to help them to overcome the contrary Sensations, by which they are united to their Body. For God, as the Author of Nature, inclines Minds to the love of him by a Knowledge of Illumination, and not of Infinité; and in all probability, 'tis but since the Fall that God, as the Author of Grace, has superadded Infinité to Illumination, because our light is at present so mightily impaired, as to be incapable of bringing us to God, being besides continually weak'd by contrary pleasure or infinité, and rendered intellectual.

We therefore discover by the light of the Mind, that we are united to God, and to the intellectual World which he contains, and are conduced by Sensation, that we are united to our Body, and by it to the material and sensible World God has Created. But as our Sensations are more lively, moving, frequent and laffing than our Illuminations, so 'tis not strange that our Sensations should agitate us, and quicken our love for sensible things; whereas our Light dilapidates and vanishes, without producing any zeal and ardency for Truth.

'Tis true that several Men are persuaded that God is their real Good, love him as their All, and earnestly desire to strengthen and increase their Union with him. But few evidently know, that by meditating on the Truth we unite our selves to God, as far as natural strength can attain; that it is a fort of Enjoyment of him, to contemplate the true Ideas of things; and that that abstracted view of some general and immutable Truths, on which all the particulars depend, are sights of a Mind that leaguered it fell from the Body to unite it self to God. Metaphysicks, speculative Mathematicks, and all those universal Sciences, which regulate and contain the particular, as the Universal Being comprehends all particular Beings, seem to be Chimerical to most Men, as well to the pious as to those that do not love God. So that I dare hardly make bold to lay, that the most of the modern Apologists and theologians that the Mind may be naturally capable of, and that it is by the light of the intellectual World, which is their Object, that God has produced and still knows this sensible World, from which Bodies receive their Life, as Spirits live from the other.

Those that purely follow the Impressions of their Senses, and motions of their Passions, are not capable of relishing the Truth, because it flatters them not. And even the Vertuous, who constantly oppose their Passions when they proffer them false Goods, do not always relish them when they conceal from them the Truth, and make it desplicable; because one may be pious without being a Man of parts. To please God we need not exactly know, that our Senses, Imagination, and Passions, always represent things otherwise than they are; since it appears not that our Lord, and his Apostles ever intended to undeceive us of several Errors upon this matter, which Defcarres has discover'd to us.

There is a great difference betwixt Faith and Understanding, the Gospel and Philosophy: the greatest Clowns are capable of Faith, but few can attain to the pure Knowledge of Evident Truth. Faith reprents to vulgar Men God as the Creator of Heaven and Earth, which is a sufficient motive of Love and Duty towards him; whereas Reason, knowing that God was God before he was Creator, not only considers him in his Works, but also endeavours to contemplate him in himself; or in that immense Idea of the infinitely perfect Being, which is included in him. The Son of God, who is the Wisdom of his Father, or the Eternal Truth, made himself Man, and became sensible, that he might be known by Men of Flesh and Blood, by gross material Men; that he might instruct them by that which was the Caufe of their Blindness, and draw them to the Love of him, and disengage them from sensible goods, by the same things that had enlaved them, for having to do with Fools, he thought fit to take upon him a fort of Folly whereby to make them wise: So that the most pious Men, and true Believers, have not always the greatest Understanding. They may know God by Faith, and love him by the help of his Grace, without understanding, that he is their All, in the sense Philosophers understand him; and without thinking, that the dedicated Knowledge of Truth is a fort of a Union with him. We ought not therefore to be surpris'd, if few Perfeons labour to strengthen their natural Union with God by the Knowledge of Truth, since to this there is required a continual opposition of the Impressions of the Senses and Passions, in a very different way from that which is usual with the Vertuous, who are not always persuaded, that the Senses and Passions subdue them in the manner that has been explain'd in the foregoing Books.

The Sensations and Thoughts, in which the Body has a share, are the sole and immediate Caufe of the Passions, as proceeding from the Concussion of the Fibres of the Brain, raising some particular Commotion in the Animal Spirits: And therefore Sensations are the only sensible proofs of our dependence on some things, which they excite us to love: but we feel not our Natural Union with God, when we know the Truth, and do not so much as think upon him, because he is, and operates in us by privately and insensibly, as to be imperceptible to our selves: And this is the Reason that our natural Union with God raises not our Love for him. But it goes quite otherwise with our Union to sensible things. All our Sensations prove it, and Bodies appear before our Eyes, when they act in us. Their Action is visible and manifest. Our Body is even more present to us than our Mind, and we consider the former as the best part of our Selves. So that our Union to our Body, and by it to sensible Objects, excites in us a violent Love, which increases that Union, and makes us depend on things that are infinitely below us.
Of the more general Errors of the Passions, with some particular Instances.

TIS the part of Moral Philosophy to discover the particular Errors concerning Good, in which our Passions engage us, to oppose irregular affections, to restore the Integrity of the Heart, and to rule the Course of our Life: But here we chiefly aim at giving Rules to the Mind, and finding out the Causes of our Errors, in reference to Truth; so that we shall not proceed farther in those Matters that relate to the Love of true Good. We are tending to the Instruc tion of the Mind, and only take the Heart in the way, in as much as the Heart is its Master. We search into Truth itself, without a special Respect to our selves; and we consider its Relation with us, only because that Relation is the Spring of Self-love's disguising and concealing it from us: for we judge of all things by our Passions, whence it is that we mistake in all things, the Judgments of Passions never agreeing with the Judgments of Truth.

* Amor fieri nec Odium, veritas Judici um negat. Vis Judicium Veritatis audire?

Sicut audio, fic judico: non ficta odi, non ficta amo, non ficta timeo. Eft Judicium

Odi, ut illud; Nos Legem habemus, &

feclum legem nostram debet mori. Eft

& Timoris, ut illud, Si dimittimus cum

fic, veniet Romani, & tolerant nostram fo-

2 Sam. 18, 49. cum & gentem, Judicium veris Amoris, ut

Daud de filo parricidii, Parcite, inquit, pul- 

ero Abalnom. S. Bern. de grad. bumilitatis.

Our Love, Hatred, and Fear cause us to make false Judgments only. Nothing but the pure Light of Truth can illuminate our Mind; nothing but the distinct Voice of our common Matter can cause us to make true Judgments, provided we only judge of what he says, and as he says, in Imitation only of our Lord, as I hear I judge: But let's see how it is that our Passions seduce us, that we may the easir refit them.

The Passions are so nearly related to the Senes, that, remembering what hath been said in the first Book, it will not be difficult to explain, how they lead us into Errors, because the general Causes of the Errors of the Passions are altogether like to those of the Errors of the Senes.

The most general Cause of the Errors of the Senes, is, as we have there shown, our attributing to external Objects, or to the Body, the proper Sentiments of our Soul, annexing Colours to the Superficies of Bodies, diffusing Light, Sounds and Odours in the Air, and fixing Pain and Titillation to those Parts of our Body that receive some Changes by the Motion of other contiguous Bodies.

Almost the same thing may be said of the Passions: we too rashly ascribe to the Objects, that can, or seem to can, them, all the Dispositions of our Heart, our Goodness, Meekness, Malice, Soverainity, and all the other Qualities of our Mind. The Object that begets some Passion in us, is feneles after a fort to contain in it self the Passion produced in us, when we consider it, as sensible things can contain in themselves the Sentiments, which their Presence excites in us. When we love any Perfon, we are naturally inclin'd to believe that he loves us, and can hardly imagine that he design's to hurt us, or to oppose our Desires. But if Hatred succeed in the place of Love, we cannot persuade our selves that he has any Affection for us; we interpret all he does in the worst Sense; we are always distrustful and upon our Guard, though he thinks not upon us, or perhaps intended to doe us Service. In short, we unjustly ascribe to the Perfon that ftrips us in us, all the Difpositions of our Heart, and with as much Imprudence, as we ascribe to the Objects of the Senes, all the Qualities of our Mind.

Moreover by the fame Reason that we believe, other Men receive the fame Sentiments from the fame Objects as we do; we think they are agitated with the fame Passions, for the same Subjects if they are in a State of being susceptible of them. We fuppose them to love and define the fame things as we our selves do, whence proceed secret Jealousies and Hatreds, if the defined Good cannot be enjoyed entire by several; for the contrary happens in Goods that can be possed without Divition by several Persons; as Science, Virtue, the Sovereign Good, and the like. We also fuppose that they hate, for certain things that we do, whence proceed secret Plots or publick Associations, according to the nature and flate of the thing hated, by which means we hope to rid our selves of our Illusions.

We therefore ascribe to the Objects of our Passions the Commotions they produce in us, thinking that all other Men, and even fometimes Beasts, are agitated as we are; and besides judge yet more rashly, the Caufe of our Passions, which is often but imaginary, is really in some Object. When we have a paffionate Love for any Body, his Grimace and Faces are charming, his Ugliness is not diftastful, his ill-compounded Motions and Gestures are regular, or at leaft natural. If he never speak, he is wise; if he be a greatTalker, he is witty; if he speak upon all adventures, he's
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he's Universal; if he continually interrupt others, it is because he's full of Fire, of Life, and Spirit, if he pretend to top and sway every where; 'tis because he deferves it. Thus can Paffion cover or subliminate the Imperfections of Friends, and advantageously cut off their most inconsiderable Qualities.

But when that Friendship, which only proceeds as other Paffions do, from the Agitation of the Blood and Animal Spirits, comes to cool, through want of Heart and Spirits fit to nourish it; when Intereft or fome fuitable Relation alters the Disposition of the Brain; then Hatred, fucceeding Love, is sure to refpect in us that Object of our Paffion all the Defects that are capable of inflaming our jufh Aversion. We perceive in him Qualities quite contrary to thofe we admired before; We are affhamed of having lov'd him; and the ruling Paffion never fails to juftifie it felf, and to ridicule that which it has follow'd.

The Power and Injuftice of Paffions are not included within fuch narrow Limits as thofe we have described, but extend infinitely farther; not only diffiguifhing their principal Object, but alfo whatever has any reference to it. They make us love not only the Qualities of our Friends, but alfo moft part of thofe of the Friends to our Friends. And in thofe who are endued with any Strength and extent of Imagination, the Paffions have fo vaft a reach and out-let, that it is not poifible to determine their Limits.

Thofe Things I have mention'd, are fuch general and fruitful Principles of Error, Prejudice, and Injuftice, that it is impoffible to observe all the Consequences of them: Most of the Truths, or either Errors, entertained in fome Places, Times, Commonwealths, and Families, proceed from thence. What is followed in Spain, is rejected in France; what is true at Paris, is fallf at Rome; what is certain among the Dominicans, is uncertain among the Francifcans; and what appears undoubted to the Black Fryars, seems an Error to the White. The Dominicans believe thofeft themselves obliged to ftick to St. Thomas. Why? Because that Doctor was one of their Order: Whereas the Francifcans follow the Opinion of Scotus, because he was a Black Fryar.

There are wifeft Truths and Errors proper to certain Times. The Earth turned two thoufand Years ago; then it remain'd unmovable till our Days, wherein it has began to turn again. Artifices were formerly burnt, and a Provincial Council, approved by the Pope, molt wisely forbid his Phyficks to be taught: He was admired ever fince, and falls now again into Contempt. Opinions that are now publicly received in the Schools, were formerly rejected as Hereticks, and their Affectors excommunicated by the Bifhops; because Paffions inflaming up Opinions, Opinions enfonf those forts of Truths or Errors, that are as inconfiftent as the Principle they proceed from. Men may indeed be indifferent as to the Unmovableness of the Earth, or the Efficacy of Bodies, confider'd in themfelph, but they are no longer fo, when they look on thofe Opinions as defended by their Adverfaries. Thus Hatred, kept up by a confirmed fene of Piety, breeds an indifcrete Zeal, that kindles by degrees, and at laft produces fuch Events, as are not fo surprizing to all the World, till a great while after their arrival.

We can hardly imagine that Paffions should reach fo far, becaufe we know not that their Impetuosity extends to whatever may fatisifie them. Perhaps Haman would have done no harm to the Jewish People; but becaufe Mordceui, a Jew, forbore to falue him, he on a sudden defign'd the defroying of the whole Nation, that his Revenge might be the more splendifer.

Two Men fce each other about a Piece of Land; they ought only to produce in Court their Titles to it, and to fay nothing but what relates to the Cafe, or to fet it off fair. However, they seldom fail to flander one another, to contradict each other in every thing, to raffe trifling Con- tentions and Aulfufions, and to intrigue the Suit with an in finity of Accessary Circumstances, which confound the Principal. In fhort, the Paffions reach as far as the fight of the Mind does, in thofe that are affected by them. I would fay, there is nothing to which we may fuppofe their Object to be related, but their Motion will extend to it; which is done after the following manner.

The Tracks of the Objefts are fo connected to each other in the Brain, that it is impoffible the Courfe of the Spirits fhou'd violently move any one of them, without raffing several others at the fame time. The principal Idea of the Thing perceiv'd, is therefore necefarily accompanied with a vall number of accessary Ideas, which increafe more and more, as the Imprefion of the Animal Spirits is more violent. Now that Imprefion cannot but be very violent in the Paffions, becaufe they continually hurrty into the Brain abundance of fuch Spirits as are fit to preferv the Traces of the Ideas which represent their Object. So that the Motion of Love or Hatred extends not only to the Chief Object of either Paffion, but alfo to all the Things that are found any ways relating to it; becaufe the Motion of the Soul in the Paffion follows the Perception of the Mind, as the Motion of the Animal Spirits in the Brain follows the Traces of the Brain, as well thofe that excite the principal Idea of the Paffion's Object, as thofe that are related to it.

And therefore we must not be surprized if Men carry their Hatred or Love to fuch a height, and commit fuch frange and capricious Actions. Every one of thofe Effects has its proper Caufe, though unknown to us; becaufe their accessary Ideas being not alwavs like to ours; we cannot rightly judge of them: So that Men act always by fome particular Reason, even in thofe Actions that appear molt extravagant to us.
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Of the Passions in particular: And first, Of Admiration, and its ill Effects.

Whatever I have said hitherto of the Passions is general, yet 'tis no hard matter to draw particular Inferences from it: If one do but reflect upon what occurs in his own Breast, and upon the Actions of others, he will discover at one View, a greater number of those Truths, than can be explain'd in a considerable time. However, there are so few who think of retiring into themselves, and make any Attempt to that purpose, that, to quicken them, and rife their Attention, it will not be amiss somewhat to descend into Particulars.

It seems, when we handle or strike our selves, that we are almost insensible; whereas if we be but never so little touched by others, we receive such lively Sensations as awaken our Attention. In a word, as it never comes into our Mind to riddle our selves; and if it did, perhaps the Attempt would be unsuccessful: So, almoft for the fame Reason, the Soul cares not to felt and found her self, is presently disquieted at that fort of Exercise, and commonly is incapable of feeling or knowing all the Parts that belong to her, till touch'd and made sensible to her by others: So that it will be neceffary, for the facilitating some People in acquiring the Knowledge of themselves, to mention some of the particular Effects of the Passions, to teach them, by touching them, of what Amke and Confiduration their Soul is of.

In the mean while, think that shall read the following Thoughts, must be forewarn'd, that they will not always be touch'd to the Quick, nor be aware that they are subjedt to the Passions and Errors of which I shall speak; because particular Passions are not always the fame in all Men. All Men indeed have the fame natural Inclinations, which refer not to the Body; and likewise all those that relate to it, when 'tis in a very good Confiduration: But its various Tempers and frequent Alterations, produce an infinite Variety in particular Passions: To which diversity of Confidurations, if that variety of Objects be added, which cause very different Impressions upon those who follow not the fame Employments and manner of Life, it will plainly appear, that such a Perfon, who is lively touched by some Things in one Place of his Soul, may be absolutely insensible as to many others; so that we should commonly mistake, should we always judge of the Communions of others by what we feel in our selves.

I am not afraid of being deceiv'd, when I affert, That all Men would be happy; for I fully and certainly know, that Chinefe and Tartarz, Angels and Devils, in a word, all Spirits whatsoever, have an Inclination for Felicity: Nay, I know that God shall never produce any Spirit without that Defire. I never saw either Chinefe or Tartar; so that I never learn'd it from Experience, nor yet from my inward Confiouenflies, which only teaches me that I would my self be happy. God alone can inwardly convince me, that all other Men, Angels, and Devils, defire Hapiness; and he only can affure me, that he will never create a Spirit that shall not care for Felicity: For who else can positively affure me of what he does, and even thinks? And as he cannot deceive me, so I may freely rely on what I learn from him: And therefore I am certain that all Men would be happy, because that Inclination is natural, and independent on the Body.

It goes quite otherwise with particular Passions: For, because I love Mufick, Dancing, Hunting, Sweet-meats, high-feaf'd Difhces, &c. I cannot certainly conclude that other Men have the fame Passions. Pleasure is doubtfes sweet and grateful to Men; but all find it not in the fame Things. The Love of Pleasure is a Natural Confiduration, not depending upon the Body, and therefore general to all Men: But the Love of Mufick, Hunting, or Dancing, is not general, because the Disposition of the Body from which it proceeds being different in several Perfons, the Passions they produce are not always the fame.

General Passions, as Defire, Joy, and Sorrow, are the Mean betwixt natural Inclinations and particular Passions. They are general, as well as Inclinations; but they are not always of the fame strengh, because the Caufe which produces and feeds them is not always equally active. There is an infinite Variety in the Degrees of Agitation of the Animal Spirits, in their Plentye and Scar-sity, in their Solidity and Fineness, and in the Relation betwixt the Fibres of the Brain and those Spirits.

And therefore it often happens, that we touch not Men in any part of their Soul, when we treat of particular Passions; but if they chance to be touched, they are violently moved. On the contrary, the mentioning of general Passions and Inclinations never fail to affect us, but so weakly and faintly, that we are scarce sensible of it. I mention this, left any should judge of what I lay by his own Communions, that he either has, or shall receive from me Difcourse; but rather that he should judge of it by considering the Nature of the Passions I speak of.

Should we purpose to handle all the particular Passions and doubting them by the objection that mafe them, it is plain, the Task would be endless, and we should only repeat the fame Thing: The former, because the Objeets of the Passions are infinite; the latter, because we should be constantly engag'd in the fame Subject. The particular Passions for Poetry, History, Mathematicks, Hunting, Dancing, are but one general Passion: For, for example, the Passions of Defire or Joy for whatever pleases, are not different Passions, though delightful Objects in particular differ much.

And therefore the Number of Passions must not be multiplied by the Number of Objeets, which are
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are infinite; but only by the principal Relations they may have to us: And so it will appear, as we shall explain it hereafter, that Love and Hatred are the Mother-Passions, which produce no other general Passions, besides Defire, Joy, and Sorrow: that the particular Passions are made up only of those: Three primitive, and more or less compounded, according to the number of accident

I ideas, that attend the principal Idea of the Good or Evil, which has rais’d them; or as the Good and Evil are more or less circumstanciated with reference to us.

If we remember what has been said of the Connexion of Ideas, and that in all great Passions the Animal Spirits being extremely agitated, stir up in the Brain all the Traces any ways related to the moving Object; we shall own, that there is an infinite Variety of different Passions, which have no particular Names, and cannot be explain’d but by saying they are inexplicable.

If the primitive Passions, of the Complication of which others are made up, were not susceptible of more or less, it would not be difficult to determine the Number of all the Passions; but that number of complicated Passions must needs be infinite, because one and the same Passion having infinite Degrees, may by its Connexion with others be indefinitely complicated; so that there are perhaps never two things affixed with the same Passion, if by that Name be understood an even mixture and likeness of all the Motions and Sentiments that are occasionally rais’d in us upon the presence of some Object.

But as more or less do not alter the Species, so it may be said, that the Number of Passions is not infinite, because the Circumstances that attend Good or Evil, which excite the Passions, are not innumerable. But let us explain our Passions in particular.

When we see any thing the first time, or when having seen it several times accompanied with some Circumstances, we see it again attended with others, we are surpriz’d, and admire it. Thus a new Idea, or a new Connexion of old Ideas, rais’d in us an Imperfect Passion, which is the first of all, and nam’d Admiration. I call it imperfect, because ‘tis not excited either by the Idea or Sence of Good: The Brain being then struck in some unusual Places, or in a new manner, the Soul is febly moved, and therefore must needs strongly apply her self to what is new in that Object; for the same Reason that a bare Tickling the Soul of the Feet rais’d a very lively and moving Sentiment in the Soul, rather by the Noveltie than by the Strength of the Impression.

There are other Ideas of the Application of the Soul to new Things; but I have explain’d them, where I speak of the Natural Inclinations. Here we confider the Soul only as related to the Body, in which respect the Commotion of the Spirits is the natural Cause of her Application to new Things.

In Admiration, firstly taken, we confider things only as they are in themselves, or as they appear, and look not on them as related to us, or as good or bad. Hence it comes, that the Spirits disperse not through the Muscles to give the Body the Disposition that is required for perfusing Good, or shunning Evil; and shake not the Nerves that go to the Heart and other Viscera, to hasten or retard the Fermentation or Motion of the Blood, as it happens in other Passions. All the Passions go to the Brain, to print a lively and distinct Image of the surprizing Object, that the Soul may confider and know it again; whilst the rest of the Body remains in the same posture, and is unmovable: For as there is no Commotion in the Soul, so there is no Motion in the Body.

When the admired Things appear great, Admiration is always follow’d with Esteem, and sometimes with Veneration, whereas it is always accompanied with Comtemp, and sometimes with Dismay, when they appear little.

The Idea of Grandeur cauks a great Motion of the Spirits in the Brain, and the Tracks that represent it are kept very long; And likewise a great Motion of the Spirits rais’d in the Soul an Idea of Greatness, and powerfully fixes the Mind on the Consideration of that Idea.

On the contrary, the Idea of Littleeness produces but an insconsiderable Motion of Spirits in the Brain, and the Traces representing it are soon blotted out: And likewise a small Motion of Spirits rais’d in the Soul an Idea of Meaneness, and stays the Mind but little on the Consideration of that Idea. Those things deserve to be taken notice of.

When we confider our selves, or something united to us, our Admiration is always accompanied with some moving Passion, which however only agitates the Soul and the Spirits, that go to the Heart; because there being no Good to seek, nor Evil to avoid, the Spirits disperse not themselves through the Muscles, to dispose the Body to some Action.

The Contemplation of the Perfection of our Being, or of something belonging to it, naturally produces Pride, or Self-love; but the Passions of others, Joy, and some other Passions. The Contemplation of our own Grandness, cauks Haughtiness; that of our Strength, Valour, or Boldness; and that of any other Advantage naturally rais’d some other Passion, which is still a kind of Pride.

On the contrary, the Consideration of some Imperfection of our Being, or of something belonging to it, naturally produces Humility, Contemp of our selves, Reverence for others, Sorrow, and some other Passions. The sight of our Littleeness cauks Pauflanimity, that of our Weakness, Timidity; and that of any Difadvantage whatever, naturally rais’d some other Passion, which is still a kind of Humility. But neither that Humility, nor that Pride, are properly Vertues or Vices; being only Passions or involuntary Commotions, which yet are very useful to Civil Society, and even in some Cases absolutely necessary for the preservation of the Life or Goods of those that are actuated by them.

It is necessary, for instance, to be humble and timorous, and even outwardly to teftifie that Disposition of the Mind, by a modest Look, and respectful or timorous Deportment, when we are in the Presence of a Person of Quality, or one that is proud and powerful: It being almost ever profit-
table for the Good of the Body, that the Imagination should flow before sensible Grandeur, and
be the Guide and Mark of an inward Submission and Veneration. But this is done naturally and
machinal, without the Consent of the Will, and sometimes notwithstanding its Opposition.
Even such Beasts, as Dogs, which stand in need of prevailing upon those with whom they live,
have ordinarily their Bodies so disposed, that it machinally takes the Posture that is most fitting,
and in reference to those that are about them: For that is absolutely necessary to their Preservation.
And if Birds, and some other Creatures, wish such a Disposition, 'tis because they need not afflige
the Fury of those whom they can escape by Flight, or whose Help is not necessary for the
Preservation of their Life.

It can never be too much observed, that all the Passions which are raised in us, at the sight of
something external, machinially spread on the Face those Looks that are fit and suited to our
present State; that is, those that are apt by their Impression machinially to dispole the Spectators to
such Passions and Motions as are useful for the Good of Civil Society. Admiration it self, when
produced in us by the Perception of something external, which others can consider as well as we,
puts the Face in such a Shape as is fit to strike others with a machinial Impression of Admiration,
and which acts so regularly on the Brain, that the Spirits contained in it are driven to the Muscles
of the Face, to fashion it into a Look altogether like our own.

This Communication of the Passions of the Soul and the Animal Spirits, to unite Men togeth-
er, in reference to Good and Evil, and to make them altogether like, not only by the Disposition
of their Mind, but also by the Posture of their Body, is so much the greater and more observable,
as the Passions are more violent; by reason that the Animal Spirits are then agitated with more
Strength. And this mutt needs be so, because the Good and Evil being then greater, or more
pressent, requires a greater Application, and a stricter Association of Men to seek or avoid them.
But when the Passions are moderate, as Admiration usually is, their Communication is insensible,
and they do not alter the Countenance, by which the Communication uses to be wrought: For
there being no urgent Occasion, it would be needless to put a Force on the Imagination of others,
or to take them off from their Business, to which their Application is perhaps more requisite,
than the looking on the Causes of those Passions.

There is nothing more wonderful, than that Economy of the Passions and Dispositions of the
Body, in reference to the surrounding Objects. All our machinal Actions are most becoming the
Wisdom of our Maker. God has made us susceptible of all those Passions chiefly to unite us with
all sensible Things, for the Preservation of Society, and of our corporeal Being; and his Design
is so exactly performed by the Conjunction of his Work, that we cannot but admire his Wisdom in
the Contrivance of the Springs and Texture of it.

However, our Passions, and all those imperceptible Bands which tie us to the surrounding Ob-
jects, often prove, by our own Fault, fruitful Causes of Errors and Diversions. For we make
not of our Passions the Use we ought to do; we allow them every thing, and know not so much
as the Bounds we ought to preside to their Power; so that the weakest and least moving Paf-
Sions, as Admiration for instance, have strength enough to draw us into Error. Some Examples
whereof are these.

When Men, and especially those that are endued with a lively Imagination, contemplate the
beauti fide of themselves, they find for the most part a great deal of Self-complacency and Satis-
faction; and their internal Satisfaction is increas'd by the Comparison they make betwixt them-
selves and others that are not so airy and spiritual: Besides that they have many Admiring, and
that few of their Opposers gain Success and Applause; for Reason is seldom or never applauded,
in opposition to a strong and lively Imagination. In short, the Face of their Hearsers take on such
sublime and dutiful Looks, and express its, at every new Word they say, such lively Strokes of
Admiration, that they admire themselves too; and that their Imagination, puff'd up with their
pretended Advantages, fills them with an extraordinary Satisfaction of themselves. And since we
cannot fee Men in the height of a Passion, without receiving some impression from it, and adopt-
ing, as I may say, their Sentiments; how should it be possible that those who are surrounded
with a Throng of Admiring, should give no access to a Passion that is so flattering and so grateful
to Self-love?

Now that high Esteem which Perions of a strong and lively Imagination have of themselves
and their good Qualities, pulls them up with Pride, and gives them a Magnificer and Decisive
Comportment; they listen to others, but with Contempt; they answer, but with derision; they
think, but with reference to themselves; and as they look on the Attention of the Mind, that is
so requisite for the discovery of Truth, as a Slavery; so they are altogether indolent. Pride,
Ignorance, and Blindness, go hand in hand. The bold, or rather vainglorious Wits, will not be
the Difficulties of Truth, and never retire into themselves, unless it be to contemplate and admire
their supposed Perfections; so that he who refits the Proud, shines in the middle of their Dark-
ness, without disparaging it.

There is, on the contrary, a certain Disposition of the Blood and Animal Spirits, that occasion-
s too much Thoughts of our selves. The Scarcity, the Dullness, and Finesness of the Animal
Spirits, joint to the Courtships of the Fibres of the Brain, cause the Imagination to be weak
and languishing. And the Contemplation, or rather the confused Sense of that Finesness of Im-
agination, is what breeds in us a vicious Humility, which we may call Meaner of Spirts.

All Men are susceptible of the Truth, but all apply not themselves to him who alone is able
to teach it. The Proud make their Address and listen but to themselves; and the Dis-spirited
make
make their Application to the Proud, and submit themselves to their Determinations. Both the one and the other give ear to false Men. Proud Minds follow the Fermentation of their own Blood, that is, their own Imagination; and the Low-Spirited are over-way'd by the over-ruling Consequence of the Proud, and so are both subjected to Vanity and Lies. The Proud is like a rich and powerful Man, who has a great Retinue, who measures his own Greamels by the number of his Attendants, and his Strength by that of the Horse of his Coach; whereas the Low-Spirited is like a poor, dejected, and ingulphing Wretch, who thinketh he has the same Spirit and Principles; yea, be it is Master of Nothing, imagines he is almost Nothing himself. However, our Retinue is not our self, and so far is the plenty of the Blood and Animal Spirits, the vigour and impatience of the Imagination, from leading us to the Truth, that on the contrary nothing carries us so far from it, whereas 'tis the Dull, if I may so call them, that is, the cool and falate Minds, that are the fittest for the Discovery of solid and hidden Truths. Their Passions being silent and quiet, they may liven in the Recess of their Reason to the Truth that teaches them; but moft unhappily they mind not its Words, because it speaks low, without a forcible found, and that nothing wakens them but a mighty Noise. Nothing convinces them but what glutters to appearance, and is judged great and magnificent by the Senes; they love to be dazzled with Brightness, and rather chuse to hear those Philosophers, who tell them their Stories and Dreams, and allert, as the tale Prophets of former times, that the Truth has spoken to them; though it has not, than to listen to Truth, if felt. For they have already suffered a thousand Years, and that without opposition, humane Pride to entertain them with Words, which they reverence and keep to, as to Holy and Divine Traditions. It seems the God of Truth is wholly gone from them; they think on him as on his Ideas of himself, nor can see his present figures: but how much no more, and cover their neglect and lazines, with the defulte pretences of a forced Humility.

'Tis true, that we cannot of our selves discover the Truth; but we can doe it at all times with the assistance of him that enlightens us, and can never doe it with that of all the Men in the World. Thofe that know that bett cannot shew it to us, unlefs we ask it of him, to whom they have made their Application; and unlefs he be pleased to answer our Questions, that is, our Attention, as he has done theirs. We are not therefore to believe, because Men say this or that, for every Man is a Liar; but because he that cannot deceive speaks to us, and we must perpetually interrogate him for the solutation of our Difficulties. We ought not to truft to them that speak only to the Ears, instruct both the Body, or at the utmost move but the Imagination. But we ought attentively to listen unto, and faithfully believe him who speaks to the Mind, informs the Reason, and piercing into the moft abstrufe Recelles of the inward Man, is able to enlighten and strengthen him, against the outward and sensible Man, that continually labours to seduce and corrupt him. I often repeat these things, because I believe them most worthy of a serious Consideration. God alone is to be honored, because he only can endue us with Knowledge, as 'tis he alone that can all us with Pleasure.

There is sometimes in the animal Spirits, and the rest of the Body, a Disposition that provokes to hunting, Dancing, Running, and other Corporal Exercifes, wherein the Force and Attivity of the Body are most confpicuous: Which Disposition is very ordinary to young Men, especially before their Body be in a State of Confistency. Children cannot stay in one place, and will always be moving, if they follow their humour. For whereas all their Muscles are not yet strengthened, nor perfectly infilh'd, therefore God, who as the Author of Nature, regulates the Pleasures of the Soul, with reference to the Good of the Body, caueth them to be delighted with such Exercifes as may invigorate it. Thus whiffle the Flefl and Fibres of their Nerves are yet soft, the Channels through which the animal Spirits must necessarily flow, to produce all sorts of Motion, are wore, and kept open; Humours have no time to settle, and all Obstructisons and Cufes of Corruption are removed.

The confidt Senfation that young Men have of that Disposition of their Body, makes them plesed with the thoughts of their Strength and Dexterity. They admire themselves when they know how to measure their Motions, and to make extraordinary ones, and are ambitious of being in the presence of Spectators and Admirers. Thus they strengthen by degrees their Inclination to Corporal Exercifes, which is one of the principal Causes of Ignorance and Brutifhness. For besides the time that is by that means lavifh'd away, the little use they make of their Understanding, caueth the chief part of the Brain, in whose tractableness the force and quickness of the Mind especially confits, to become altogether inflexible, and the animal Spirits, through diffuse, are difficultly dispers'd in the Brain, in a manner requisite to think of what they please.

This incaptuates most part of the Nobility and Gentry, especially such as follow the War, to apply themselves to any thing. They answer with a Word and a Blow, as the Proverb says, for if you speak any thing that they don't willingly hear, instead of thinking upon a fuitable Reply, their Animal Spirits infenfibly flow into the Muscles that rule the Arm, and make them answer without Consideration, with a Blow, or a Threating Gesture, because their Spirits, agitated by the Words they hear, are conveyed to fuch Places, as are most open through Habit and Exercise. The fene of their Corporal Strength confirms them in fuch infulting Manners, and the obifinate Affe& of their Heaters pulls'em up with fuch an absurd Confidence, as makes them believe they have fill very fine things, even when they have but haughtily and brutifhly uttered Impertinencies, being liberal'd by the Excitation of the Standers by.

It is no poffible to have applied our selves to any Study, or to make actual profッション of any Science, to be either Author or Doctor, without being conscious of it. But that very Confiou-
nels naturally produces in some Men such a vast Number of Imperfections, that it would be better with them if they wanted those Honourable Qualities. As they look upon them as their most confidable Perfections, so they are extremely pleased with that Contemplation; they let them before the Eyes of others with all the possible Dexterity, and conceive they have thereby right to judge of every thing without Examination. If any be so courageous as to contradict them, they at first endeavour skilfully, and with a sweet and obliging Countenance, to inquiet what they are, and what right they have to determine of such Matters: And if any still presume to oppose them; that they be at a loss for or, Anfwers, they do not flock openly to declare what they think of themselves and of their Adversaries.

Every inward Sense of any Qualification we enjoy, naturally moves us up the Courage. A Trooper well mounted and accoutred, who neither wants Blood nor Spirits, is ready to undertake any thing; that Disposition inspiriting him with an undaunted Boldness. So it goes with a Man of Letters, when he vanity himself to be Learned, and that the Haughtinefs of his Heart has corrupted his Mind, he becomes, if I may fo speak, bold and fierce against Truth. Sometimes he rashly impoungs it without knowing it, at other times he confoundly betrays it; and relying upon his Imaginary Learning, is always ready to affert, either the Affirmative or Negative, according as he is polifhed with a Spirit of Contradiction.

It goes quite otherwife with thofe that make no Oftentation of Learning: they are not positive; neither do they fpake, unlefs they have something to fay; and it often happens that they remain filent when they fhould fpake. They have neither that Fame, nor thofe outward Characters of Learning, which pufh Men on to fpake without Knowledge, and fo may decently hold their Peace: but the Pretence are afraid to make a stop, fincefpokes are fuppofed by them that be defpif'd for their Sience, even when they have nothing to fay, and that they are not always in danger of falling into Contempt, though they fpake but Impertinencies, provided they utter them with a Scientific Confidence.

What makes Men capable of thinking, enables them to know the Truth; but neither Honour, Riches, University-Degrees, nor Chimerical Erudition, makes them capable of thinking. It's their own Nature, for they are made to think, becaufe they are created for the Truth. Even bodily Health qualifies them not for thinking well, but only is a lesfs Hinderance than ficknefs. Our Body affifts us in some manner in perceivinig by Sense, and imagining; but not at all in conceiving. For though without its Help we cannot attentively meditate, nor oppofe the continual Impreflion of the Sences and Passions, which endeavour to perplex and obliterate our Ideas, becaufe in this prefent State, we cannot overcome the Body, but by the Body; yet 'tis plain that the Body cannot illuminate the Mind, nor produce in it the Light of Understanding, fince every Idea that difcovers the Truth proceeds from Truth itfelf. All that the Soul receives from the Body relates only to it, and when the follows thofe Glimpfs, the fees nothing but Phantfms and Dreams; that is to fay, the fees not things as they are in themselves, but only as they have relation to her Body.

As the Idea of our own Greatnefs or Littlenefs is a frequent occasion of Error, fo likewise the Ideas of outward things that have refference to us, make no lesfs dangerouf an Impreflion. We have already obferv'd that the Idea of Greatnefs is always attended with a great Motion of Spirits, and a great Motion of the Spirits is ever accompanied with the Idea of Greatnefs: and that on the contrary, that of Littlenefs is always followed with a small Motion of Spirits, which is in its turn accompanied with the Idea of Meanness. From that Principle 'tis easy to infer, that fuch things as produce in us great Motions of Spirits, muft mutually appear greater, ftronger, and more real and perfect than others; for in the word Greatnefs I comprehend all thofe Qualifications, and fuch like. So that fensible Good muft mutts fee to us more confiderable and folid, than that which cannot be felt; if we judge of it by the Motion of the Spirits, and not by the pure Idea of Truth. A great House, a fumptuous Retinue, a fine Furniture, Offices, Honour, Riches, will then appear to us to have more greatnefs and reality in them than Justice and other Vertues.

When we compare Virtue to Riches by the pure Eyes of the Mind, we prefer Virtue: but if we make use of our Corporeal Eyes and Imagination, and judge of thofe things by the Motion of the Spirits, which they fake in us, we fhall doubtlesfe chufe Riches rather than Virtue.

'Tis from the fame Principle that we imagine that spiritual and infeñible things are almoft nothing; that the Ideas of our Mind are lesfs noble than the Objects they repreffent; that there is lefs reality and fubftance in the Air than in Metals, and in Water than in Ice; that fome vaff Spaces that reach from the Earth to the Firmament are empty, or that the Bodies that fill them have not to much reality and folidity, as the Sun and Stars. In short, our reafoning upon that fadle Principle induces us into an infinite number of Errors, concerning the Nature and Perfection of every thing.

A great Motion of Spirits, and by confequencc a strong Paffion, always attending the fensible Idea of Grandeur, and a small Motion, and consequently a weak Paffion, fmall accompanying the fensible Idea of Meanness, we are very attentive to, and below a great deal of our time on the Study of fuch things as relate the fensible Idea of Grandeur; whereas we neglect thofe which afford but the fensible Idea of Meanness. Thofe great Bodies, for influence, which make their Circummootions over our Heads, have ever made a great Impreflion upon Men, who at first ador'd them, becaufe of their Light and Brightnefs, or fensible Idea of Grandeur; fome bolder Wits prefumed to examine their Motions: fo that the Stars have been in all Ages the Object, either of the Study, or of the Veneration of the great part of Mankind. It may even be faid, that the fear of their Paffion
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twift influences, which still fright Aftrologers and weak Perfons, is a fort of Adoration, paid by a
Brain-fick Imagination, to the Idea of Greatnes that represents Celestial Bodies.

But the Body of Man, on the contrary, that is infinitely more admirable, and deferves more our
Application, than whatever we can know of Saturn, Jupiter, and other Planets, has remained a
long time almost unknown. The fenfible Idea of diflected parts of flesh, having nothing great, but
being rather dif Martha and nofome; it is but a few years since Men of Parts have looked upon An-
amomy, as a Science that deferved their Rudy. There have been Princes and Kings that boasted
of being Astronomers; the height and magnitude of the Stars seem'd to fuit their Dignity and
Grandeur: but I know not of any that were ever ambitious of knowing Anatomy, and skillfully
deflating a Heart, or a Brain. The fame may be faid of feveral other Sciences.

Rare and extraordinary things incite in Men Minds greater and more fenfible Motions, than
such as are seen every day; we admire them, and by a natural Confluence we fix on them an Idea
of Greatnes, that is followed with Pfions of Effeem and Reverence. This perverts the Reafon
of feveral Perfons, who are fo very repetent and curious of all the Remains of Antiquity, and
whatever comes from far, or is rare and extraordinary, that they are as Slaves to them; because
the Mind dares not fix and pronounce upon the Objects of its Veneration.

I grant Truth is in no great danger, because some Men are taken up with the Medals, Arms and
Habits of the Ancients, or with the Dreia of the Chinese and Savages. It is not altogether un-
ferviceable, to know the Map of Ancient Rome, nor the ways from Tongan to Nanquz, though
it be more uifeful to us to know thofe from London to Oxford, or from Paris to St. Germain or
Verfailles. In fhort, we cannot find fault with thofe that will enquire into the History of the
Wars betwixt the Greeks and Perfons, betwixt the Turks and Chinese; let them have for
Thrasybulus, Xenophon, or any other whatsoever, as much Inclinations as they pleafe. But we
cannot fuffer that Antiquity should lord it over Reafon, that it fhould be forbidden to make use of our Underftanding in examining the Opinions of the Ancients, and that the Di-
covery and Demonstration of their Errors should pass for a rash and prefumptuous Attempt.

Truth is of all Times and Ages. If Aristotle did discover it, it may ftil be found out; his Op-
inions are to be proved by strong Reafons, for if they were folid in his time, they will be fo in
ours. 'Tis to deceive our felvses, to pretend to demonstrate natural Truths by humane Authorities.
It may perhaps be proved, that Aristotle has had fuch and fuch Thoughts, upon fuch and fuch Sub-
jefts; but 'tis a very flider improvement of Reafon, to read Aristotle, or any other Author,
with great Diligence and Trouble, that we may historically learn his Opinions, and teach them
to others.

We cannot without Indignation look on some Universities that were eftablifhed for the Enquiry
and Defence of Truth, and are now turned into particular Sects, and bouft of Studying and main-
taining the Opinions of some Men. We are ready to fall into Paffion at the reading of thofe
Phifofophs and Physicians, who here their Books with fo many Quotations, that one would
rather take them for Commentaries of the Civil and Cannon Law, than for Tracks of Natural
Phifofophy and Phyfick. For who can fuffer that Reafon and Experience fhould be deferted, and
the Fancies of Plato, Aristotle, Epifturus, or any other Phifopher, blindly followed.

Such strange methods would perhaps ftrike us dumb with Ama zement, though we were not
hurt by them; I mean, though these Gentlemen did not impugn the Truth, which alone we think
our felvses obliged to afpofote: But their admiring the Dreams of the Ancients infires them with
a blind Zeal againft Truths newly discovered; they cry them down without knowing them, they
oppofe them without understanding them, and by the Strength of their Imagination infufe their
Sentiments into the Minds and Hearts of their Auditors and Admirers.

As they judge of thofe new Difcoveries by the Effeem they have for their Authors, and that their
Contemporaries which they have fen and converf'd with, have not that big and extraordinary
Appearance, which the Imagination attributes to Ancient Authors; fo they have no Confidera-
tion for the Modern. For the Idea of the Men of our Age raifes nothing but Contempt, becaufe it is
not attended with violent and furprizing Motions.

Lifiers and Statuaries never reprefent Ancient Phifofophs as other Men, but give them a
big Head, and a broad and high Fore-head, and a long and venerable Beard. That's a good
Argument to prove that the Vulgar Sort has fome fuch Idea of them; for Painters picture things as
they reprefent them to thefelves, and follow the Natural Motions of the Imagination; and fo
for the moft part we look on the Ancients as Uncommon Men. Whereas Imagination reprefent-
ing Men of our Age like to thofe with whom we daily converfe, and producing no extraordinary Mo-
tion in the Spirits, raifes nothing in the Soul but Contempt and Indifference towards them.

I have fene Des-Crates, faid one of thofe learned Admirers of Antiquity, I have known him,
and converfed with him feveral times, he was an honeft Man, and no Fool, but had nothing ex-
traordinary. He had form'd a contemp table Idea of the Cartefian Phifophy, because he had con-
verfed with the Author fome minutes, and had not obferved in him thofe great and extraordinary
Looks that overflay the imagination. If he were puzzled with fome Arguments of that Phif-
opher, he boldly faid, meaning it a fufficient Anfwer, That he had known him formerly. I
could with thofe Gentlemen might fee Aristotle otherwife than in Picture, and converfe an hour
with him, provided he should fpeak French, or Englifh, and not Greek, and not make himfelf known,
before they had declar'd their Opinion of him.

Such things as hear the Character of Novelty, whether they be new in themselves, or appear in
a new Order or Situation, agitate us very much, striking the Brain in places that are moft fen-
sible,
A Continuation of the same Subject; What good Ufe can be made of Admiration, and other Passions.

All Passions have two very confiderable Effects, for they apply the Mind, and win the Heart: by the former they may, by a due ufe, be made ferviceable to the Knowledge of Truth; because Application produces that light by which it is difcovered: but the latter Effect is always difadvantageous; because Passions cannot win the Heart, but by corrupting the Reafon, and repreffing things, not as they are in themselves, or according to Truth, but as they are related to us.

Admiration is, of all Passions, that which leaft affects the Heart; becaufe 'tis the Sight of things conlider'd as Good or Evil, that agitates us, and that the Confideration of their Greatnefs or Smallnefs, without any other Relation to us, makes but little Impreffion upon us: fo that the Admiration that attends the Knowledge of the Greatnefs or Littlenefs of new Things, we confider, corrupts the Reafon much lefs than any other Passion; and can even be of great ufe for the Knowledge of Truth, provided we be very careful to hinder its being followed by other Passions, as it happens for the most part.

In Admiration the Animal Spirits are strongly driven to thofe places of the Brain, that repreff the new Object as it is in it felf, which print thereon Traces of it, different and deep enough to be long continued, and confequently afford to the Mind a clear Idea, and cafe to be remembered; and therefore it cannot be dented, but Admiration may be very ufeful to Sciences, fince it applies and enlightens the Mind; whereas other Passions apply the Mind, but enlighten it not. They apply it, becaufe they rife the Animal Spirits, but enlighten it not, or enlighten it with falfé and deceiving Glimples, becaufe they drive thofe Spirits in fuch a manner, as that they repreff Objects, only as they are related to us, and not as they are in themselves.

There is nothing harder, than to apply our felves a confiderable time to any thing which we admire not; becaufe the Vital Spirits are not then eafily carried to places fifted to repreff them. In vain we are exhorted to be attentive; we can have no Attention, or none sufficiently long, though we may have an abftraction, but not moving Perfufion. That the thing deferves our Application. We muft needs decribe our Imagination to quicken our Spirits, and repreff to our felves in a new Manner, the Subject on which we will meditate, that we may rife in us fome Motion of Admiration.

We meet every day with Men that rife not Study, and find nothing fo painful as the Application of Mind: They are convinced that they ought to fttly certain Matters, and to do their utmost endeavours for it; but their endeavours are, for the most part, vain: their progress is inconclusive, and quickly followed by wearines: True it is that the Animal Spirits obey the order of the Will, and make us attentive, when we defire it, but when the Commanding Will is the Will of mere Reafon, that is not kept up by fome Passion, it is fo weak and languifhing, that our Ideas are like wandering Phantais, that afford us but a tranfient glimpse, and vanihe in a moment. Our Animal Spirits receive fo many private Orders from the Passions, and are become by nature and habit fo prone to perform them, that they are eafily turn'd from thofe new and rough ways, through which the Will endeavours to lead them. So that it is efpccially in fuch Cafes, that we need a particular Grace to know the Truth, fince we cannot any confiderable time bear up the Mind againft the incumbent weight of the Body; or if we can, yet we never doe all we are able.

But when fome Motion of Admiration quickens us, the animal Spirits naturally run to the Tracks of the Object which have rife, repreff it clearly to the Mind, and produce in the Brain whatever is requir'd to Perfpicuity and Evidence, without putting the will to the trouble of managing the rebellious Spirits. Hence it comes that thofe that are prone to Admiration, are fitter to fttly than others, are quick and ingenious, and others flow and dull.

In the mean while, when Admiration grows to fuch an Excefs, as to produce Amazement and Stupification, or when it does not excite to rational Curiosity, it may prove of very ill Confequence.
Admiration must not center in itself, but its buffets is to facilitate Examination. The Animal Spirits that are naturally excited in Admiration, offer themselves to the Soul, that the may use them to represent the Object more difficulties to her self, and to know it better. This is Nature's Inflation, for Admiration ought to move us to Curiosity, and Curiosity to conduct us to the Knowledge of Truth: But the Soul knows not how to make an Advantage of her own Strength; she prefers a certain Satisfactory Sensation, that she receives from the plenty of the Spirits that affect her, before the Knowledge of the Object that this raised them; and the chuses rather to be conscious of her own Riches than to dissipate them by use; not much unlike those Mifiers who chuse rather to hoard up their Treasures, than to supply their wants with them.

Men are generally pleased with whatever raises any kind of Passion. They not only spend Money to be moved to Sorrow, the Reprefentation of a Tragedy, but they also throw it away upon Legerdemains, that may lift up their Admiration; it cannot be said that they give it to be deceived. Therefore that inward and satisfactory Sensation, which we are conscious of in Admiration, is the principal cause why we dwell upon it, without putting it to the use which Nature and Reason prescribe to us. For that delectable Sensation so powerfully holds the Admirers Bent to the admitted Object, that they will fall into a Paffion, if they shew them its Vanity. A murmuring Paffion relieves so well the sweetness of Sorrow, that he's angry with those that go about to make him merry. The cafe is the same with Admirers, who seem to be wounded by the Endeavours that are made to demonstrate the unfaflagonbleness of their Admiration, because they feel that the secret Pleasure they receive from that Paffion, diminishes proportionably as the Idea that caused it vanishes from the Mind.

The Paffions perpetually labour to justifie themselves, and insensibly persuade us we doe well to be led by them. The Satisfaction and Pleasure, with which they affect the Mind, is to be their Judge, draws it over by degrees to their side, inspiring it with such, and the like Reasons. We are to judge of things but according to our Ideas, but of all Ideas the most sensible are the most real, since they act upon us with the greatest force, and therefore do by those Ideas that I must judge of them. Now the Subject I admire contains a sensible Idea of Greatness, I must then judge of it by that Idea, for I ought to esteem and love Greatness, and therefore I am in the right when I insist upon, and am taken up with that Object. And indeed the Pleasure which the Contemplation of its Idea affords me is a natural proof that it is for my good to think upon it, since I seem to add to my growth by such thoughts, and fancy that my Mind is more enlarged by embracing it, whereas the Mind ceases to exist when it thinks upon nothing. Should that Idea vanish, my Mind, it seems, should vanish with it, or at least become smaller and narrower, if it should fix upon a less considerable Idea, so that the preeminence of that great Idea, being the preeminence of my own Greatness, and the perfection of my Being, I am in the right to admire it; many others ought to admire me for it, should they give me my due.

For I am really something great, by the Relation I have to great things, and I enjoy them more perfectly by my Admiration, and that Foresight which a sort of Hope affords me. Other Men would be Happy, as well as I am my self, if knowing my Greatness, they should fix them upon the Cause that produces it; but they are blind and insensible to great and fine things, and know not how to raise and make themselves considerable.

It may be said, That the Mind naturally, and without Reflection, argues in some such manner; when it suffers it self to be led away by the abusive Meteors of the Paffions: Thofe Reafonings have some Likelihood, though their Weakness be sufficiently visible; however, that Probability, or rather the confufed Sense of the Probability that attends natural and inconfiderate Arguments, is fo prevalent, that they never fail of fatifying us, when we fland not upon our guard.

For Inflence, When Poetry, History, Chymiftry, or any other Humane Science has struck the Imagination of a young Man with fo me Motions of Admiration, if he do not carefully watch the Attempt thefe Motions make upon his Mind, if he examine not to the bottom the Use of those Sciences, if he compare not the Trouble of learning them with the Benefits that may accrue to him; in short, if he be not as nice in his Judgment as he ought to be, he runs the hazard of being faduce by his Admiration, tempting him only the fallet Part of thofe Sciences, and it's even to be feared, left they should fo far corrupt his Heart, as that he should never awake out of his Dream, when he comes to know it to be but a Dream; because it is not poiffible to blot out of the Brain deep Traces, engraven and widener by a long-continued Admiration. And therefore we ought to take diligent care to keep our Imagination untainted; that is to say, to hinder the formation...
formation of dangerous Traces, that corrupt the Heart and Mind. I shall here set down a very useful Way to prevent not only the Excess of Admiration, but also of all other Passions in general.

When the Motion of the Animal Spirits is so violent, as to imprint on the Brain deep Traces that corrupt the Imagination, it is always attended with some Commotion of the Soul: And as the Soul cannot be moved without being conscious of it, she is thereby sufficiently warn'd to stand upon her guard, and to examine whether it be for her good to suffer these Traces to be enlarged and confirmed. But at the time of the Commotion, the Mind is not so free, as rightly to judge of the Usefulness of those Traces, because the same Commotion deceives and inclines it to indulge them: We must therefore endeavour to stop that Commotion, or to turn to some other Place the Current of the Spirits that cause it; and in the mean while let's absolutely necesary to suspend our Judgment.

But we ought not to imagine that the Soul always can, by her bare Will, stop the Course of the Spirits that hinder her from making use of her Reason; her ordinary Power being not sufficient to quell Motions not raised by her; so that she must dexterously endeavour to deceive an Enemy that attacks her unawares.

As the Motions of the Spirits stir up respective Thoughts in the Soul, so our Thoughts excite such and such Motions in the Brain; so that to stop a rising Motion of the Spirits, a bare Will is not sufficient, but Stratagem must be us'd; and we must skilfully repress to our selves such Things as are contrary to those that stir up and indulge that Motion, whence a Revolution will arise: But if we would only determine another way the Motion of the Spirits already riven, we must not think of contrary but only different Things from those that have produced it, which will certainly make a Diversion.

But because the Diversion and Revolution are great or little, as the new Thoughts are accompanied with a greater or less Motion of the Spirits: we must carefully observe, what sort of Thoughts agitate us most, that we may in urging Occasions represent them to our subduing Imagination, and use our selves so much to that sort of Resistance, that no surprizing Motion may affect our Soul.

If we take care firmly to unite the Idea of Eternity, or some other solid Thought, to those violent and extraordinary Motions, they will never be stir'd up for the future, without raising that Idea, and furnishing us with Weapons to refit them. This appears from Experience, and from the Reason mention'd in the Chapter Of the Connexion of Ideas,* so that we must not imagine it absolutely impossible, by a dexterous Management, to conquer our Passions, when we are steadfastly resolv'd upon it.

However, by that Resistance we ought not to pretend to Impeccability, nor to the avoiding of all Errors whatsoever.

Firstly, Because 'tis very difficult to acquire and preserve such a Habit, as that our extraordinary Motions shall rife in us Ideas fit to oppose them.

Secondly, Though we should have gotten that Habit, those Motions of the Spirits will directly excite the Ideas to be impugned, and but indirectly supply us with the necessary Weapons to assault them: So that the Evil Ideas, being fill'd the principal, will be stronger than the Good, that are but accesiary, and the latter ever stand in need of the Help of the Will.

Thirdly, Those Motions of the Spirits may be so violent, as to take up the whole Capacity of the Soul; so that there will remain no room, if I may so speak, for the reception of the necessary Idea, that is proper to make a Revolution in the Spirits; or not at least for such a Reception as may incite us to an attentive Contemplation of it.

Lastly, There are so many particular Circumstances, that can make that Remedy useles, that though it ought not to be neglected, yet we must not reli too much upon it. We must have a perpetual Recourse to Prayer, that we may receive from Heaven necessary Helps in the time of Temptation; and in the mean while endeavour to prevent to the Mind some Truths so solid and prevalent, as that they may overcome the most violent Passions. For I must needs add by the way, That several pious Perfons often return into the fame Faults, because they fill their Mind with a great many Truths that are more glittering than solid, and fitter to weaken and delude, than to fortifie it against Temptations; whereas others, that are not endued with so much Knowledge, faithfully stick to their Duty, because of some great and solid Truth, which they have render'd familiar, and which bears 'em up and strengthen's them in all Occasions.
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for the beloved Object, extends to that which is admired; if the Relation it has immediately to us, or to something united to us, appear advantageous, either by Knowledge or Sentation. Now that new Motion of the Soul, (or rather that Motion of the Soul newly determin'd, joint to that of the Animal Spirits, and followed with the Sentation that attends the new Disposition, that the same new Motion of the Spirits produces in the Brain) is the Passion we call here Love.

But when we feel by any Pain, or discover by a clear and evident Knowledge, that the Union or Relation of the admired Object would prove disserviceable to us, or to something united to us, then the Motion of the Love we have for our selves, or for the Thing united to us, terminates in us, or cleaves to the united Object, without following the View of the Mind, or being carried to the admired Thing. But as the Motion towards Good in general, which the Author of Nature continually imprints on the Soul, carries her to whatever is known and felt, because what is either intelligible or sensible is Good in it self; so it may be said, that the Relishance of the Soul against that united Motion which attracts it, is a kind of voluntary Motion, which terminates in Nothingness. Now that voluntary Motion of the Soul being joint to that of the Spirits and Blood, and followed by the Sentation that attends the new Disposition, that which Motion of the Spirits produces in the Brain, is the Passion we call here Aversion or Hatred.

That Passion is altogether contrary to Love, and yet 'tis never without Love: It is altogether contrary to it, because Aversion separates, and Love unites; the former has most commonly Nothingness for its Object, and the latter has always a Being: The former refits the natural Motion, and makes it of no effect; whereas the latter yields to it, and makes it victorious. However, Aversion is never separated from Love, because Evil, the Object of the former, is the Privation of Good; so that to fly from Evil, is to fly from the Priviation of Good; that is to say, to tend to Good: And therefore the Aversion of the Privation of Good, is the Love of Good. But if Evil be taken for Pain, the Aversion of Pain is not the Aversion of the Privation of Pleasure, because Pain is as real a Sentation as Pleasure, and therefore is not the Privation of it: But the Aversion of Pain, being the Aversion of some internal Misery, we should not be affected with that Passion, should we not love our selves. Lastly, If Evil be taken for what caules Pain in us, or for whatever deprives us of Good, then Aversion depends on Self-love, or on the Love of something to which we defire to be united: So that Love and Aversion are two Mother-Passions, oppose to each other, but Love is the First, the Chief, and the most Universal.

As at that great Diffance and Estrangement we are from God since the Fall, we look upon our Being as the Chief Part of the Things to which we are united; so it may be said in some sense, that our Motion of Love for any thing whatsoever, is an Effect of Self-love. We love Honours, because they raise us; our Riches, because they maintain and preserve us; our Relations, Prince, and Country, because we are concern'd in their Preservation. Our Motion of Self-love reaches to all the Things that relate to us, and to which we are united; because 'tis that Motion which unites us to them, and spreads our Being, if I may so speak, on those that surround us, proportionally as we discover by Reason, or by Sentation, that it is our Interest to be united to them. And therefore we ought not to think, that, since the Fall, Self-love is only the Caufe and Rule of all other Affections; but, that most part of other Affections are Species of Self-love: For when we say, that a Man loves any new Object, we must not suppos'd that a new Motion of Love is produc'd in him; but rather, that knowing that Object to have some Relation or Union with him, he loves himself in that Object, and that with a Motion of Love coeval to himself. For indeed without Grace there is nothing but Self-love in the Heart of Man: The Love of Truth, of Justice, of God himself; and every other Love that is in us, by the first Institution of Nature, have ever since the Fall been a Sacrifice to Self-love.

There is no doubt, however, but the most wicked and barbarous Men, Idolaters and Atheists themselves, are united to God by a natural Love, of which consequently Self-love is not the Caufe; for they are united to him by their Love to Truth, Justice, and Virtue; they praise and esteem good Men, and do not love them because they are Men, but because they fee in them such Qualities as they cannot forbear to love, because they cannot forbear to admire and judge them amiable. And therefore we love something besides our selves; but Self-love over-rules all the rest, and Men forfake Truth and Justice for the smallist Concerns: For when by their natural Force they venture their Goods and Lives to defend opprest's Innocence, or on any other Occasion, their greatest Spur is mere Vanity, and the hopes of getting a Name by the seeming Poffession of a Virtue which is reverenc'd by all the World. They love Truth and Justice when on their side, but never against themselves; because without Grace they cannot obtain the least Victory over Self-love.

There are many other sorts of natural Love: We naturally love our Prince, Country, Relations, those that have any Conformity of Hamour, Dignity, and Employments with us: But all those Sorts of Love are very weak, as well as the Love of Truth and Justice; and Self-love being the most violent of all, conquers them to easily, as to find no other Relishance but what it creates against it self.

Bodies that strike against others, lose their Motion proportionally as they communicate it to the striken; and, after having moved many other Bodies, may at last entirely lose their own Motion. It is not so with Self-love: It determines every other Love by its Impressions upon it, and
and its own Motion diminishes not; on the contrary, it gets new Strength by its new Victories: For as that Motion never goes out of the Heart, so it cannot be lost, though it be continually communicated.

Self-love is therefore the Ruling and Universal Love, since it is to be found, and bear the sway everywhere; so that all the Passions having no proper Motion of their own, it may be said, that Self-love is the most extensive and powerful of all Passions, or the Ruling and Universal Passion. And as all Virtues are but Species of that first Virtue we call Charity, according to St. Austin, so all Vices and Passions are but so many Effects and Sorts of Self-love, or of that general Virtue we call Concupiscence.

We often differ in Morals in the Virtues or Species of Charity, by the Difference of Objects; but that sometimes confounds the true Idea we ought to have of Virtue, which rather depends on its own Motive, than any thing else: And therefore we shall not follow that Method in treating of the Passions, nor differ in them by the Objects, because one and the same Object may excite them all, and that thousand Objects may raise but one. For though Objects differ from each other, yet they differ not always in relation to us, and do they rife up in us different Passions. The prodigious Staff of a Marechal of France differs from a Bishop's Croziers, or Papal Staves; promis'd yet those two Marks of Honour excite almost the same Passion in the Ambitious, since they raise in the Mind of both the same Idea of Good. But the same Marechal's Staff, when promised, granted, enjoyed, taken away, stirs up Passions altogether different, because it rizes in the Mind different Ideas of Good.

We must not then multiply the Passions by their different Objects which cause them; but only admit as many as there are accessory Ideas that attend the chief Idea of Good or Evil, and considerably alter it in relation to us. For the general Idea of Good, or the Senation of Pleasure, which is good to him that enjoys it, agitating the Soul and Animal Spirits, produces the general Passion of Love; and the accessory Ideas of that Good determine that general Agitation of Love, and Course of the Spirits in such a particular manner, as puts the Mind and Body in a convenient Disposition in relation to the perceived Good: And thus they produce all the particular Passions.

And therefore the general Idea of Good produces an indeterminate Love, which is but an Extention of Self-love. The Idea of Good, as posseff'd, produces a Love of Joy: The Idea of Good, not as posseff'd, but hop'd for, that is, as judged possible to be posseff'd, produces a Love of Defire: And finally, The Idea of any Good, that is neither posseff'd nor hop'd for; or, which is the same, the Love of any Good which we cannot hope to enjoy without losing some other, or which we cannot prefer in when we are posseff'd of it, produces a Love of Sorrow. Thos are the Three simple and primitive Passions that have Good for their Object, for the Hope that produces Joy, is not a Commotion of the Soul, but a simple Judgment.

However, we must obverse, That Men confine not their own being within themselves, but extend it to all Things and Perfons, to whom they believe it their Advantage to unite themselves: So that we must conceive that they are posseff'd in some manner of a Good, when enjoy'd by their Friends, though they do not posseff it immediately themselves: And therefore when I say, That the Possession of Good produces Joy, I understand it not only of an immediate Possession or Union, but also of any other; for we naturally feel a Joy upon the Succes or good Fortune of those we love, Evil, as I said, can be taken Three ways; for the Privation of Good, for Pain, and for the Thing that causes the Privation of Good, or produces Pain.

In the first fense, the Idea of Evil being the fame with the Idea of a Good not enjoy'd, it is plain that Idea produces Sorrow, or Defire, or even Joy, for Joys is always excided from that we find our selves exempt of the Privation of Goods, that is to fay, when we posseff Good: So that thofe Passions that refer Evil, taken in that fense, are the fame as thofe that relate to Good, because at the Bottom they have likefide Good for their Object.

When Evil signifies Pain, which alone is always a real Evil to him that suffers it, whilft he fuffers it; then the Sense of that Evil produces thofe Passions of Sorrow, Defire, and Joy, that are Species of Aversion, and not of Love; because their Motion is altogether opposite to that which accompanies the Perception of Good, that Motion being but the Reafion of the Soul against the natural Impreffion.

The Actual Sense of Pain produces an Aversion of Sorrow. The Pain we fuffer not, but are afraid to fuffer, produces an Aversion of Defire. And laftly, the Pain we neither fuffer, nor are afraid to fuffer; or, what is the fame, the Pain that fhall be attended by a considerable Reward, or the Pain from which we are freed, produces an Aversion of Joy. Thofe are the Three simple or primitive Passions that have Evil for their Object; for the Fear that produces Sorrow, is not a Commotion of the Soul, but a bare Judgment.

Lastly, If by Evil we understand the Perfon or the Thing that deprives us of Good, or caufes us to endure Pain, the Idea of Evil produces a Motion of Love and Aversion together, or only a Motion of Aversion: The former, when the Evil is that which deprives us of Good; But by the fame Motion we tend towards Good, and fly from that which hinders its Possession: And the latter, when 'tis the Idea of an Evil which caufes Pain in us; for 'tis by the fame Motion of Aversion that we hate Pain, and whatever produces it.

And therefore there are Three simple or primitive Passions that relate to Good, and as many that refer to Pain, or to that which caufes it, viz. Joy, Defire, and Sorrow. For we are joyful when
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When Good is present, and Evil is past; we are sorrowful when Good is gone, and Pain is present, and we are agituted with Desires when Good and Evil are to come.

Those Passions that relate to Good are particular Determinations of that Motion God gives us for Good in general, and therefore have a real Object; but others, who have not God for the Cause of their Motion, terminate only in Nothingness.

C H A P. X.

Of Passions in particular; and in general of the way to explain them; and to know the Errors they cause.

W hen we consider how Passions are formed, it visibly appears, that their Number is determinable, or that there are more than we have Terms to express them by. For Passions differ not only by the various Complication of the Three first Primitive, which would not entitle them to a great Number; but also differ by the different Perceptions and Judgments that cause or accompany them. Those different Judgments of the Soul, concerning Good or Evil, produce different Motions in the Animal Spirits, to dispose the Body in relation to the Object, and consequently cause in the Soul Sentations that are not altogether like: Whence it proceeds, that some Passions are able to differ from each other, though their Commissions be not different.

In the mean while, the Commotion of the Soul being the chief Thing observable in every Passion, 'tis better to refer them to the Three original Passions, in which those Commissions are very different, than to treat confusedly and disorderly of them, in reference to the different Perceptions we may have of the Good and Evil that raises them. For we may have no many different Perceptions of Objects, in reference to Time, to our selves, to what belongs to us, to the Passions or Things to which we are united, either by Nature or Choice, that it is wholly impossible to make an accurate Enumeration of them.

When the Soul perceives any Good which she cannot enjoy, it may perhaps be said, that she hopes for it, though she desires it not: However, 'tis plain, that this her Hope is not a Passion, but a simple Judgment. And therefore 'tis the Commotion that attends the Idea of any Good, of which we take the Enjoyment to be possible, that adopts Hope into a true Passion. It is the same when Hope grows into Security: For the latter is a Passion, only because of the Commotion of Joy that mixes with that of Desire; since the Judgment of the Soul that considers any Good as certain, is a Passion but as much as it is a foregoing Taste of the Good that affects us. Of all, When Hope diminishes, and is succeeded by Despair, 'tis visible again, that the latter is a Passion but because of the Commotion of Sorrow that mixes with that of Desire; for the Judgment of the Soul, that considers any Good as unattainable, would not be a Passion, should we not be actuated by that Judgment.

But because the Soul never looks upon Good or Evil without any Commotion, and even without any Alteration in the Body, we often give the Name of Passion to the Judgment that produces it, confounding together whatever happens both to the Soul and Body at the sight of any Good or Evil: For the Words, Hope, Fear, Boldness, Shame, Impudence, Anger, Pity, Detision, Grief, and the Names of all other Passions in common use, are short Expressions made up of several Terms, by which can be explain'd in particular whatever Passions contain.

We understand by the Word Passion the View of the Relation any thing has to us, the Commotion and Sentation of the Soul, the Concussion of the Brain, and the Motion of the Spirits, a new Commotion and Sentation of the Soul; and lastly, a Sentation of Pleasure that always attends the Passions, and makes them grateful. All these we commonly understand by the Name of Passions; but sometimes it only signifies either the Judgment that raises it, or only the Commotion of the Soul, or the bare Motion of the Spirits and Blood, or lastly, something else that accompanies the Commotion of the Soul.

It is very useful, for the Knowledge of Truth, to abridge Ideas and Expressions; but that often causes some considerable Error, especially when those Ideas are abridged by popular Use: For we ought never to abridge them, but when we have made them very clear and distinct, by a great Application of Mind; and not, as 'tis ordinarily done, as to Passions and fensible Things, when we have made them familiar to us by their Sentations, and the mere Action of the Imagination, which easily imposes on the Mind.

There is a great difference betwixt the pure Ideas of the Mind, and the Sentations or Commissions of the Soul. Pure Ideas are clear and distinct, but 'tis a hard Task to make them familiar; whereas Sentations and Commissions are intimate with us, but can never plainly and distinctly be known. Numbers, Extension, and their Properties, may be clearly known; but unless we make them sensible by some expressive Characters, 'tis very difficult to represent them to our Mind, because whatever is abstracted moves us not. On the contrary, the Commissions and Sentations of the Soul may easily be represented to the Mind, though the Knowledge we have of them be but confused and imperfect; for all the Words that raise them, lively strike the Soul, and make it attentive. Thence it proceeds, that we often imagine we rightly understand some Difficulties that are altogether incomprehensible; and that reading some Descriptions of the Sen-
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lations and Passions of the Soul, we persuade our selves that we perfectly comprehend them, because they strongly move us, and that all the Words that everbefore upon our Eyes agitate our Soul. The hearing of the very Names of Shame, Despair, Impudence, &c. straightway excite in our Mind a confused Idea, and obscure Sensation, that powerfully influences us; and because this Sensation is very familiar to us, and presents it self without any Trouble or Endeavour of the Mind, we fancy it to be clear and distinct. These Words, however, are the Names of compounded Passions, and by consequence abridg'd Expressions, which popular Life has made up of many confused and obscure Ideas.

Seeing we are oblig'd to employ such Terms as common Life has approv'd of, the Reader should not be surpriz'd to meet with Obscurity, and sometimes with a sort of Contradiction in our Words. And if it were but confider'd that the Sensations and Combinations of the Soul, answer to the Terms us'd in such Discourses, are not wholly the same in all Men, because of their different Dispositions of Mind, they would not so easily condemn us, when they could not enter into our Opinions. This I say, not so much to prevent Objections against my self, as that we may understand the Nature of the Passions, and what we are to think of Books treating of such Mattered.

After so many Cautions, I shall not aftrick to say, that all the Passions may be refer'd to the three Primitive, namely, Desire, Joy and Sorrow; and that it is specially by the different Judgments the Soul makes of Goods and Evils, such as relate to the same Primitive Passion differ from each other.

For Instance, I may say that Hope, Fear, and Irresolution, is the Mean betwixt them both; are Species of Desire: That Boldness, Courage and Emulation, &c. have a greater Relation to Hope, than to all others; and that Timidity, Cowardise, Jealousie, &c. are Species of Fear.

I may say, that Alacrity and Glory, Kindness and Gratefulness, are Species of Joy, caus'd by the Sight of the Good that we know it to be in us, or in tho'le to whom we are united, &c. As if a Joy is a fort of Joy, commonly aris'n at the Sight of the Evil that befalls those from whom we are separe't. Lastly, That Diffultie, Tedioufiefs, Regret, Piety, Indagination, are so many kinds of Sorrow, caus'd by the Sensation of something displeasing.

But besides those Passions, and several others I pass by, which particularly relate to some of the Primitive Passions, there are yet many others, whose Combinations is almost equally compounded, either of Desire and Joy, as Impudence, Anger and Revenge, or of Desire and Sorrow, as Shame, Regret and Vexation; or of all these together, when Motives of Joy and Sorrow meet. And though these last Passions have no particular Names that I know of, they are however the most common; because in this Life we scarce ever enjoy any Good without a Mixture of Evil, nor suffer any Evil without Hopes of being freed of it, and enjoying Good. And though Joy is altogether contrary to Sorrow, yet it allows of its Company, and even admits it an equal Sharer in the Capacitv of the Soul as Violent, when the Sight of Good and Evil divide its Capacity as Intelligent.

All the Passions therefore are Species of Desire, Joy and Sorrow; and the chief difference betwixt those of the same sort must be taken from the different Perceptions or Judgments that cause or accompany them. So that to become learned in the Nature of Passions, and to make of them the most accurate Enumeration possible, it is requisite to enquire into the different Judgments that may be made of Good and Evil. But as we specially intend to find out the Cause of our Errors, we need not so much to inquit upon the Judgments that precede or cause the Passions; but upon those that follow them, and which the Soul makes of Things when she is agitated by some Passion, because those last Judgments are the most liable to Error.

Such Judgments as precede and cause the Passions, are almost ever false in something, because they are, for the most part, grounded upon such Perceptions of the Soul as consider Objects in relation to her, and not as they are in themselve's. But the Judgments that follow the Passions are false all manner of ways, because such Judgments being only made by the Passions, are only grounded upon the Perceptions the Soul has of Objects as relating to her, or rather to her own Composition.

In the Judgments that precede the Passions, Truth and Fallhood are joint together; but when the Soul is agitated, and judges by every Inspirations of the Passion, Truth vanishes, and Fallhood remains to be the Principle of so many more false Conclusions as the Passion is greater.

All Passions justifie themselves, continually offering to the Soul the moving Objec't, in the fittest way for preferring and increasing her Composition. The Judgment, or the Perception that causeth it, gets still new Forces from the Increafe of the Passion, and the Passion likewise augments proportionally as the Judgment that produces it, in its turn, is strengthened.

Thus false Judgments and Passions join in Confederacy, for the mutual Prefervation. And should the Heart never cease filling up Spirits for keeping open the Tracks of the Brain, and supplying the Expenses, which that violent Sensation of Composition make of the same Spirits, Passions would perpetually increase, and never allow us to be fensible of our Errors. But as all our Passions depend on the Fermentation and Circulation of the Blood, and that the Heart can never furnish as many Spirits as are necessary for their Prefervation, they must needs expire when the Spirits diminish, and the Blood grows cold again.

Though it be an eafe matter to discover the ordinary Judgments of Passions, yet 'tis not a thing to be neglected; there being few Subjects that deserve more the Application of an Enquirer after Truth, who endeavours to free himself from the Dominion of the Body, and will judge of every thing by true Ideas.

We may instruct our selves in this Matter two ways, either by pure Reason, or by our inward Conscioufiefs, when we are agitated by some Passion. For Instance, Experience teaches us,
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That we are apt to judge of things we love not, to their Disadvantage, and to spit all the Venom of our Hatred at the Object of our Passion. We also know by Reason, that as we cannot hate but what is Evil; so 'tis necessary for the preservation of Hatred, that the Mind should represent to it self the worth part of its Object. For 'tis sufficient to supposle that all Passions justify themselves, and give such a Disposition, nift to the Imagination, then to the Mind, as is fit to preserve their own Commotions, directly to conclude what are the Judgments which all the Passions cause us to make.

Those that are ended with a strong and lively Imagination, that are extremely sensible, and much subject to the Motions of Passions, may perfectly inform themselves of those things by their own inward fentiments; and it often comes to pass, that they speak of them in a more pleasing and in-}
For, if a Defire of Love move us, we may well conceive that it will not fail to justify itself; by the favourable Judgments it shall make of its Object. We easily perceive that those Judgments will have more Extent, as the Defire shall be more violent; and that they will be sometimes arbitrary and without Exception, though but a very small part of the thing appears good. We may without difficulty understand that those favourable Judgments will reach all things, that shall have, or seem to have, any Connection with the principal Object of the Paffion, proportionably to the Strength of the Paffion, and the Extent of the Imagination. The contrary will happen if it be a Defire of Attire, the Reasons of which are as easily comprehended, and perfectly confirmed and made good by Experience. But let us make these Truths more sensible and familiar by some Instances.

Men naturally define Knowledge, because all Minds are created for Truth. But that Defire, how just and reasonable soever it may be in itself, often becomes a dangerous Vice, by the Paffions that attend it; Curiosity frequently offers to the Mind vain Objects of its Study and Luminations, ascribes to them false Ideas of Greatness, ennobles them with the deceiving Lure of Rarity, and dazzles them up with such gay and splendid Apparel, that one can hardly forbear to Contemplate them with too much Pleasure and Application.

There is no Trifle but will wholly take up some Per­fons, whose儒ved Toil is still justified by the false Judgments that arise from their vain Curiosity. For instance, those that believe their time in Learning Tongues, imagine that all the Sciences consist in the Knowledge of Terms, and find out a Thousand Reasons to justify themselves; and the Veneration those pay them whom an unknown Term confounds, is none of the weakest, though the least responsible.

Some Per­fons employ their whole lives in learning to speak, who ought perhaps to hold their Peace all the while; since 'tis evident he ought to be silent, he has nothing worth the hearing to say. But 'tis not that which they propose from their Learning. They should know that he must think well, use his Under­standing to exactness, discern Truth from Fal­lacy, clear Ideas from Obscurity, those of the Mind from those of the Imagination, that will speak accurately. They imagine themselves fine and uncommon Wits, because they know how to pleae the Ear with an Elegant Harmony, how to jutter the Paffions by Figures and taking Gullures; how to re­joice the Imagination by lively and sensible Ex­pressions; whilst they leave the Mind empty of Ideas, void of Light and Under­standing.

Some probable reason may justify their Paffion, that spend a great deal of time in the Study of their own Tongue, since they make use of it all their Life, but as to those who indifferently apply themselves to all sorts of Languages, I know not what to say in their behalf. The Paffion of those who make a complete Library of all sorts of Dictionaries, may be excusable, as well as the Curiosity of those, who make a collection of Coins and Medals of all Countries and Times; that may be use­ful in some occasions, and if it do them not much good, at least it does them no harm; a Store-house of such Curiosities being not cumbersome, since they carry not with them either their Books or Medals. But how may the Paffion of those be justifiable, that make their Head a Library of Dictionaries, that neglect their Affairs and Effential Duties for words of no use. They are fmutters in their own Tongue, frequently mingling strange and unknown words in their Discourses, and never paying their Country­men with Current Money. Their Reason seems not to be better guided than their Tongue; for all the Corners and Receipts of their Memory are so full of Etymologies, that their Minds mutt lie as stiff as under the innumerable number of words that are perpetually flying about it.

However, it must be granted that Philologists and Linguists will not flink for Reasons to justify their capricious Studies. Which to know, you need but to listen to the Judgments those pretend to Science make of Tongues, or suppose some Opinions, that are taken amongst them for un­doubted AXioms, together with the Inferences that may be deduced from them. For those who speak several Tongues, are as many individual Men as they know different Languages, since Speech distinguishes us from Beasts; that the Ignorance of Tongues deprives us of a multitude of things, since Ancient Philosophers and Strangers are more learned then we. Suppose but these and the like Principles and Conclusions, and you'll quickly form such Judgments as are fit to beget the Paffion for Tongues, and consequently like to be seized, with whom the fame Paffion inspires the Linguists to vindicate their Studies.

There is not a Science so acute and contemptible, but some part of it will shine very bright to the Imagination, and dazzle the Mind, when Paffion heightens those falle Glimpses. That Splendour, I own, vanishes when the Blood and Spirits cool, and the Light of Truth begins to shine; but that Light disappears also, when the Imagination grows warm again, and leaves but some fugitive Shadows of those solid Reasons which pretended to condemn our Paffion.

Furthermore, when the Paffion that agitates us finds it self a dying, it repents not of its demeanour, but on the contrary it dispenses all things, either to an honourable Funeral, or to be reviv'd peculiarly again; that is to say, it always prepares the Mind to frame Judgments in its Vindication. In this condition it makes a sort of Alliance with such other Passions as may keep it up in its strength, supply it with Spirits and Blood, in its necessity, raise it out of its Advers, and give it a new Birth. For Passions are not unconcern'd for one another, and those that can live together, faithfully contribute to their mutual prefervation. So that all the Passions that are not contrary to the Studies of Tongues, or of any thing else, do continually facilitate and fully confirm those Judgments that are made to vindicate it.

A Pretender to Learning imagines himself, now as surrounded with respeftful Heeres, then as Conqueror of those whom he has amaz'd with his unintelligible words; and almost always as one rais'd far above the common sort of Men. He flatters himself with the Commendations he receives, with the Preferments that are propos'd to him, with the Courteship that is made to him. He's
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He's of all Times and Countries: He is not limited, as vulgar Wits, to the present, nor confined within the Walls of his Town; but is continually communicating himself abroad; and his Communication makes his Light. See how many Passions combine together to manage the Course of preceded Learning, how boldly they prejudice their Judgments, and strike the Mind in its favour.

Should every Passion act separately, without caring for the rest, they would vanish immediately after their Rife, not being able to make a sufficient number of false Judgments to maintain themselves; and defend the Glimmerings of Imagination against the Light of Reason: But all Passions concur admirable well to their mutual Preparation, assisting and strengthening each other, though never so remote, provided they be not declared Enemies, as though they were minded to follow the Rules of a well-ordered State.

If the Passion of Defire were alone, all the Judgments it might pass would only amount to represent the Good as attainable: For the Defire of Love, confident as such, is produced by the Judgments we make, that it is possible to enjoy such a Good: And to this Defire could only form Judgments about the Possibility of enjoying it; since the Judgments which follow and preserve the Passions, are exactly like those which precede and produce them. But that Defire is animated by Love, fortified by Hope, increased by Joy, renewed by Fear, attended by Courage, Emulation, Anger, Irrolution, and several other Passions, that form each in their turn a great variety of Judgments, which succeed each other, and maintain the Defire that has produced them. 'Tis not therefore strange that the Defire of a mere Trifle, or of a Thing that is evidently hurtful or fruitless, should however justify itself against Reason for many Years, nay, during the whole Life of a Man that is actuated with it, since so many other Passions endeavour to vindicate it. I shall here let down in few Words how Passions justify themselves, that I may explain Things by distinct Ideas.

Every Passion agitates the Blood and Spirits, which, when agitated, are driven into the Brain by the lenitive Sight of the Object, or the Strength of the Imagination, in such a manner as is fit to imprint deep Tracks representing that Object. They bend, and even sometimes break by their impetuous Course the Fibres of the Brain, and thereby leave the Imagination soft'd and corrupted. For these Traces obey not the Commands of Reason, nor will they be blotted out when it pleases; on the contrary, they put a Force upon it, and oblige it incessantly to consider Objects in such a manner as moves and inclines it to favour the Passions. Thus the Passions act upon the Imagination, and the corrupted Imagination makes an Effort against Reason, by continually representing Things not as they are in themselves, that the Mind might pronounce a true Judgment; but as they are in reference to the present Passion, that it might pass a favourable Sentence in its behalf.

The Passions not only bribe the Imagination and Mind in their favour, but produce in other Parts of the Body such Dispositions as are necessary to preserve them. The Spirits they move, stop not in the Brain, but run, as I have elsewhere shown, to all other Parts of the Body, especially to the Heart, the Liver, the Spleen, and the Nerves that surround the principal Arteries; and lastly, to all Parts whatsoever, that may supply necessary Spirits for the maintenance of the predominant Passion. But while these Spirits disperse themselves into all the Parts of the Body, they destroy all along, and by degrees, whatever might hinder their Course, and make their Passages so slippery and smooth, that a very considerable Object exceedingly moves us, and consequently inclines us to make such Judgments as favour the Passions: Thus it comes to pass, that they establish and justify themselves.

If we consider how various the Constitution of the Fibres of the Brain, and withal the Com- mon and Quantity of the Spirits and Blood may be, in the different Sexes and Ages, we shall easily and nearly conjecture to what Passions some Persons are most subject, and consequently, what Judgments they pass upon Objects. For instance, we may make a very near Guess, by the plenty or want of Spirits that is observable in some People, the same Thing being propounded and explained to them in the same manner, that some of them will make Judgments of Hope and Joy, whilst others shall pass such Judgments as proceed from Fear and Sorrow.

For those that abound with Blood and Spirits, as young Men, choleric Perons, and those that are of a Sanguine Complexion use to do, being very susceptible of Hope, because of the secret Sense of their Strength, will not believe that they shall meet with any Oppositiou to their Designs, which they may not overcome; and so will quickly feed themselves with a borrowed Taste of the Good they hope to enjoy, and will pass such Judgments as are fit to justify their Hope and Joy. But those that want agitated Spirits, as Old Men, and those that are of a Phlegmatick and Melancholy Temper, being inclined to Fear and Sorrow, because their Soul is conscious of her own Weaknesses, and defirous of Spirits to perform their Orders, will make quite contrary Judgments, imagine insuperable Difficulties to justify their Fear, and give up themselves to Envy, Sorrow, Despair, and other forts of Aversion, of which weak Persons are most susceptible.


CHAP. XII.

That such Passions as have Evil for their Object, are the most Dangerous and Unjust: And that those that have the least Mixture of Knowledge, are the most lively and sensible.

Of all the Passions the several forts of Averions make their Judgments the most remote from Reason, and the most dangerous; there being no Passion which corrupts and bribes Reason so much in its behalf, as Hatred and Fear; Hatred chiefly in the Choleric, or in those whose Spirits are in a perpetual agitation; and Fear in the Melancholy, or those whose grosfs and heavy Spirits are neither easily moved, nor soon quieted. But when Hatred and Fear conspire together to bribe Reason, which is very frequently done, then there are no Judgments so unjust and capricious, but they will pass and defend them with an infuperable Obstruction.

The Reason of this is, That as in this Life Evil strikes the Soul more to the quick, than Good; so the Sense of Pain is livelier than that of Pleasure: Injuries and Scandals more sensibly affect us, than Commendations and Applause; and though there are Men indifferent as to the enjoying some Pleasures, and receiving certain Honours; yet there is scarce one that can bear Pain and Contempt without Uneafiness.

And therefore Hatred, Fear, and other forts of Aversion, that have Evil for their Object, are most violent Passions, which shake the Mind with such unexpected Commotions, as discompose and thupile it, and quickly pierce into the bottom of the Heart, dethrone Reason, and pass upon all forts of Subjects erroneous and unjust Sentences, to favour their tyrannical Madness.

Of all Passions they are the most cruel and disfurfuous, contrary to Charity and Civil Society, and at the same time the most ridiculous and extravagant, since they give such imperfect and frantic Judgments, as excite the Laughter and Indignation of all other Men.

Those Passions inspired the Phariffes with these absurd Difficulties: What are we doing? This Man works many Miracles: If we let him alone, all Men will believe in him, and the Romans will come and destroy both our City and Nation. They agreed that our Saviour had wrought many Miracles; for the Resurrection of Lazarus was undeniable: But what were the Judgments of their Passions? To murder both JESUS and Lazarus whom he had raised from the Dead! Why JESUS? Because, say they, if we let him alone, all Men will believe in him, and the Romans shall come and extirpate our Nation. And why Lazarus? Because that, by reason of him, many of the Jews were come away, and believed on Jesus. Oh Judgments equally Cruel and Irrational! Cruel, through Hatred; and Irrational, through Fear: The Romans shall come, and destroy our City and Nation.

The same Passions moved a great Assembly, confiting of ANNAS the High-Priest, Caiaphas, John, Alexander, and as many as were of the Kindred of the High-Priest, to speak thus: What shall we do with these Men? For that, indeed, a notable Miracle hath been done by them, is manifest to all them that dwell in Jerusalem, and we cannot deny it. But let it should spread farther, let us threaten to punish them severely, if they preach the Name of JESUS any more.

All those great Men, agitated by their Passions, and blinded by their false Zeal, pass Judgment both imperative and unjust. They dare not punish the Apostles, because of the People, and that the Magi who had been instructed, were cured, and were raised Forty Years of Age, and preached in the Apostles, that threaten them, lest they should teach in the Name of Jesus; supposing they ought to condemn the Doctrine, because they put the Author to death: You intend, say they, to bring this Man’s Blood upon us.

When false Zeal unites it self to Hatred, it fletlers it from the Reproofs of Reason, and justifies it so well, that we scruple not to be led by its Motions. When Ignorance and Weakness accompany Fear, they extend it to innumerable Subjects, and drive on its Commotions to that height, that the last Sulphicm diffurbs and frightens Reason.

Falso Zealots imagine they serve God, when they obey their Passions: They blindly follow the secret Motions of their Hatred, as Inspirations from internal Truth; and inflicting with great satisfaction on the Proofs of Sense that justify that Excess, their Errors become confirmed with an unconquerable Stubbornness.

As to ignorant and weak Persons, they create to themselves Matter of ridiculous and fantastick Fears; like Children that walk in the dark without a Guide and Light, farre from frightful Scene, are duffered and cry out as though they were wounded. Knowledge thrieves them if they be ignorant, but if they be weak, their Imagination continues crazed, and the least thing that relates to that frightful Object, renewables the Tracks, and opens the Current of the Spirits, which cause the Symptoms of their Fear: So that it is altogether impossible to cure or pacifie them for ever.

But when false Zeal meets with Hatred and Fear in a weak Mind, it incessantly produces such unjust and violent Judgments, as cannot be thought upon without Horror: To change a Mind polluted with these Passions, requires a greater Miracle than that which converted St. Paul; and his Cure would be absolutely impossible, could we fet Bounds to the Power and Mercy of God.

Those that walk in the Dark, rejoice at the light of Llight; but this Man cannot suffer it, bea
cause it wounds him by opposing his Passion. His Fear is in some Fort voluntary, as being produced by his Hatred: and therefore he loves to feel its Commotions, because we love to be agitated even with the Passions that have Evil for their Object, when the Evil is only imaginary, or rather when we know, as in Tragedies, that the Evil cannot hurt us.

The Phantoms which those that walk in the Dark frame in their Imagination, vanish at the Approach of Light; but the idle Dreams of this sort of Men will not disappear at the Light of Truth, which instead of dissipating the Darknes of their Mind, incenses their Imagination, so that the fruitered Light recoils, because they are wholly taken up with the Objects of their Passion; and it seems those Apparitions have a real Body, since they reflect some weak Rays of the Light that falls upon them.

But though we should suppose in those Men a sufficient Teachableness and Attention, to listen to, and comprehend the Receivts that may dissipate their Errors; yet their Imagination being disposed'd by Fear, and their Heart corrupted by Hatred and false Zeal, those Reasons, how solid forever they might be, could not long flop the impetuous Stream of those violent Passions, nor hinder them from speedily justifying themselves by sensible and convincing Proofs.

For we ought to observe, that there are transient Passions, which never return; whereas there are others that are constant and permanent. Tho's that are not kept up by the fight of the Mind, but are only produced and fortified by the sensible View of an Object, and the Fermentation of the Blood, are not lifting, but commonly die soon after their Birth, whereas tho's that are associated with the Contemplation of the Mind, are ready, because the Principle that produces them is not subject to change, as Blood and Humours are. So that Hatred, Fear, and all other Passions that are excited or preferred by the Knowledge of the Mind, and not raised by the sensible View of Evil, must needs be durable, and withal very violent and unjust. However, those Passions are not the most lively and sensible, as we shall now shew.

The Perception of Good and Evil, which raises the Passions, is produced Three ways: by the Senses, by the Imagination, and by the Mind. By way of the Senses it produces very quick and sensible Passions, by way of the Imagination, much weaker; but those which proceed from the Perception of Good and Evil by the Mind alone, are true Passions, on no other account than as that View of Good and Evil is always attended by some Motion of the Animal Spirits.

Passions are only given us for the good of the Body, and for uniting us by it to sensible Things: For though sensible Things are neither good nor bad, in reference to the Mind, yet they are so in relation to the Body, to which the Mind is united: So that the Senses and Imagination, discovering much better than the Mind the Relation of sensible Objects to our Body, must needs raise Passions far livelier than a clear and evident Knowledge: But because our Knowledge is always attended with some Commotion of the Spirits, a clear and evident Knowledge of a great Good, or a great Evil, not to be discover'd by the Senses, always raises some secret Passion.

However, all clear and evident Knowledge of any Good or Evil, is not always followed with a sensible and perceptible Passion, as all our Passions are not accompanied with an intellectual Knowledge. For, as we sometimes think upon Good or Evil, without being conscious of any Commotion; so we often feel our selves agitated with Passion, without knowing or sometimes without being sensible of the Cause. A Man that sucks in a good Air is affected with Joy, and knows not why, nor what sort of Good he enjoys that produces it: And if some invisible Corpuscle mixes with his Blood, and hinders its Fermentation, he is taken with Sorrow, and may even ascribe the Cause of it to something visible, that offers it self to him in the time of his Passion.

Of all Passions, none are more sensible nor quick, and consequently least mingled with Knowledge, than Horror and Antipathy, Agreeableness and Sympathy. A Man sleeping under the Shadow of a Tree, often start's up, when a Fly flings him, or a Leaf tickles him, as though a Serpent had bitten him: The confused Sense of a Thing as terrible as Death it self, frightens him, and he finds himself surpriz'd with a very strong and violent Passion, which is an Aversion of Defence, before he beholds himself. On the contrary, a Man in want discoveres by chance some small Good, the Sweetnes of which surprizes him; and he is incalculably taken up with that Trithe, as though it were the greatest Good in the World, without making any Reflection on it. The same happens in the Motions of Sympathy and Antipathy. We fee in a Company a Person whose Disposition and Manners have some secret Agreeableness to the present Difposition of our Body; so his Sight pierces and strikes us, and we are inclined, without Reflection, to love and with him well. Thus we are agitated by I don't know what, since Reason has no Share in it.

The contrary befalls those whose Aesthetic and Looks shed, as it were, Disgust and Aversion: They have I know not what, that offends and puts us back: for the Mind understands nothing in it, the Senses only are competent Judges of sensible Beauty and Ugliness, which are the Objects of those kinds of Passions.
The Design of this Book: Two general Ways for the Preserving Evidence in the Search of Truth, which shall be the Subject of this Treatise.

We have seen in the foregoing Books, that the Mind of Man is very obnoxious to Error; that the Deceptions of his Senses*, the Visions of his Imagination†, and the Abstractions of his Mind ‡, lead him into frequent Mistakes; that the Inclinations of his Will *, and the Passions of his Heart †, almost ever conceal the Truth from him, and never suffer it to appear without being tinged with those false Colours that flatter Concupiscency. In short, we have partly discover'd the Errors of the Mind, with their Causes: Now 'tis time we should shew the Way that leads to the Knowledge of Truth, and give the Mind all the possible Skill and Strength to walk therein, without straying or wearying it self in vain.

But, to spare the Readers an unprofitable Labour, we think fit to advise them, this Last Book is only made for such as earnestly desire to seek the Truth by themselves, and to make use of the Force of their own Mind for that purpose. I require them to despise for a while all probable Opinions, to wave the Strongest Conjectures, to neglect the Authority of all the Philosophers, to free themselves, as far as possible, from all Prejudice, Interest, and Passion; to enter into an extreme Mistrust of their Senses and Imagination: In a word, well to remember the greatest part of the Things that have been said in the former Books.

I attempt, in this last Book, to give the Mind all the Perfection it can naturally attain to, by suppling it with the necessary Helps to become more attentive and enlarged, and preferring those Rules that must be observed in the Inquiry after Truth, that it may never mistake, but learn in time whatever can be known.

Could I carry this Design to its utmost Perfection, which I pretend not, this being but an Effay towards it, I might boast to have found out an Universal Science, which would make those truly learned that knew how to make use of it; since they would have the Foundation of all the particular Sciences, which they would acquire proportionally as they should make use of that Universal Science: For, by this Treatise we endeavour to render the Mind capable of passing a true and certain Judgment upon all the Questions that are not beyond its reach.

As, to be a good Mathematician, 'tis not sufficient to learn by Heart all the Demonstrations of Euclid, Pappus, Archimedes, Apollonius, and others that have written of Geometry; So, to be a Learned Philosopher, 'tis not enough to have read Plato, Aristotle, Des Cartes, and perfectly to know their Sentiments upon Philosophical Questions. For the Knowledge of all the Opinions and Judgments of other Men, either Philosophers or Geometricians, is rather a History, than a Science; the true Science that perfects, as far as possible, the Mind, confessing in a certain Ability of solidity judging of all things proportion'd to its Reach. But, not to lose time, nor prepossess the Reader with precipitate Judgments, let us begin to treat of such an important Matter.

First of all, we ought to remember the Rule that has been established, and proved at the beginning of the First Book, because 'tis the Foundation and Principle of whatever we shall say hereafter. And
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And therefore I repeat it, We must never give a full Consent, but to those Propositions that appear to evident truth, that they cannot be denied it, without feeling an inward Pain, and the secret Reprehensions of our Reason ; that is to say, without clearly knowing we should make a strong Life of our Liberty by withholding our Consent. For, as many times as we yield to Probabilities, we certainly venture to be mistaken, and ’tis but by good Chance, or a lucky Hit, if we be not really deceived. So that the confused Sight of a great number of Probabilities, upon different Subjects, makes not our Reason more perfect, nothing but the clear View of the Truth being able to afford it any real Perfection and Satisfaction.

Thence ’tis easy to conclude, That since, according to our first Rule, nothing but Evidence can allure us that we are not deceived, we ought to take a special care to preserve that Evidence in all our Perceptions, that we may pass a sound Judgment upon all the Things to which our Reason can attain, and discover as many Truths as we are capable of.

The Things that can produce and preserve that Evidence, are of two sorts; some are within us, and in some manner depending on us; others are out of our Jurisdiction. For, as to fee distinctly visible Objects, ’tis required to have a good Sight, and to fix it Readily upon them; which two Things are in us, or in some manner depending on us; So ’tis requisite to have a sound Understading, and a strong Application, in order to pierce into the bottom of intelligible Truths; which two Things are in us, or in some sort in our power.

But as the Eyes stand in need of Light to fee, which Light depends upon foreign Causes; so the Mind needs Ideas to conceave, which, as it has been proved elsewhere, have no Dependency upon us, but are furnished to us by a foreign Cause. So that should the Ideas of Things super- fide being present to our Minds, as often as we desire to see them; should he that enlightens the World conceal them from us; it would not be more possible for us to refire it, or to know any thing, than it is to fee visible Objects when the Light is gone. But we have no reason to fear it.

For the Prefence of Ideas being natural to our Minds, and depending on the general Will of God, which is constant and immutable, they can never disappear, nor fall us in the Discovery of such Things as are attainable by Natural Reason. For, the Sun that enlightens the Minds, is not like that which illuminates Bodies; it is never eclipsed, nor goes ever down, but penetrates every thing without dividing its Light.

The Ideas of all Things being then continually present to us, even when we do not atten- tively consider them, all that we need do to make all our Perceptions evident, is only to look for such Means as can increase the Attention and Extent of the Mind; as nothing else is required on our side, to distinguish visible and present Objects, but to have good Eyes, and to fix them thereupon.

However, because the Objects we consider have more Relations than we can discover at once, by a simple Effay of Thought; we still need some Rules, skilfully to unfold the Difficulties; by which Success, the Mind, being grown more attentive and extended, may with a full Evidence discover all the Relations of the Thing examined.

We shall divide this Sixth Book into Two Parts. We shall treat in the First, of those Supplies that may afford the Mind more Attention and Extent; and in the Second we shall pre- scribe those Rules that it must follow in the Inquiry after Truth, to pass sound and undeceiv- able Judgments.

C H A P. II.

That Attention is necessary to preserve Evidence in our Knowledge: That the Modifications of the Soul make her attentive, but share and take up too much her Capacity of Perceiving.

W e have shown, at the Beginning of this Work, that the Understanding does nothing but perceive; and that, as to its Concern, there is no difference betwixt bare Perceptions, Judgments, and Realonings, unless it be, that the second and third are Perceptions more com- posed than the first; because they not only represent many Things, but also the Relations they have together. For naked Perceptions represent only Things to the Mind; whereas Judgments represent the Relations that are betwixt Things and Reazonings; the Relations that are betwixt the Relations of Things, provided they be simple Realonings; for if they were Complex, they would represent Relations of Relations, or compound Relations, which are between the Relation of Things, and so ad infinitum. For, proportionably as Relations multiply, so the Realon- ings, that represent them to the Mind, become more composed. However, Judgments and simple Realonings, as well as those that are composed, are but, as to the Understanding, bare Per- ceptions, since it does no more than limply perceive, as has been already observed.

Whence it appears, that the Understanding never falls into Error, since there is none in Per- ceptions; and, that Error it self is not of an intelligible nature: For, as we have already said many times, it confines in a too haftly Consent of the Will, which suffers it self to be dazzled by some false Glimpse, and, instead of keeping its Liberty as long as possible, negligently relies upon the Appearance of Truth.

K Notwithstanding,
Notwithstanding, as it commonly happens that the Understanding has but confused and imperfect Conceptions of Things, so 'tis really a Cause of our Errors, though only occasional. For, as the Corporeal Sight leads us into Mistakes, when it represents to us Object's confusedly and imperfectly; confusedly, when they are at too great a distance, or for want of Light; and imperfectly, when it only shews such Faces of them as look towards us: So the Understanding often having but a confused and imperfect Conception of Things, because they are not sufficiently present to it, and that it discovers not all their Parts, causes the Will, that too easily yields to those obscure and imperfect Conceptions, to fall into many Errors.

We must then look out for Means that may hinder our Perceptions from being confused and imperfect. And because, as every one knows, nothing can make them more clear and distinct, than Attention; we must find out Means to become more and more attentive. Thus we may hope to keep to Evidence in our Reasonings, and even to survey all at once the necessary Connexion between all the Parts of our longest Inferences.

To find out those Means, 'tis necessary to persuade our selves of what has been said elsewhere. That the Mind gives not an equal Attention to all the Things it perceives: For it applies itself infallibly more to such as affect, move, and penetrate it, than to those which, though they be present, yet do not concern or belong to it; In short, 'tis more taken up with its own Modifications, than with the bare Ideas of Objects, which Ideas are Things different from itself.

Thence it comes, that we consider but with redioudious, dislike, and remifnes, the abstracted Ideas of the pure Understanding; that we apply our selves much more to Things that we imagine, especially when our Imagination is strong, and the Tracks of our Brain very deep: And lastly, that we are wholly taken up with sensible Qualities, and even so, that we can afford no Attention to the pure Ideas of the Mind, when we feel something very pleasant or painful. For Pain, Pleasure, and other Sensations, being Modes of the Souls Existence, 'tis impossible we should exist without perceiving them, and having the Capacity of the Mind taken up, since our Sensations are nothing but Perceptions.

But 'tis not so with the pure Ideas of the Mind; since they may be intimately united to it, without its taking the least notice of them. For, though God is most intimately united with us, and comprehends the Ideas of whatever we fee; yet those Ideas, though never so present, and, as I may say, in the middle of our selves, are concealed from us, when the Motions of the Spirits do not rake their Traces, or when our Will applies not the Mind to consider them; that is to say, when it performs not those Acts to which the Author of Nature has joined the Reproduction of those Ideas. This is the Foundation of whatever we shall say concerning the Means that can improve our Attention, which Means will be drawn from the very Nature of the Mind; so that 'tis to be hoped, that they will not prove fruitless and chimerical, as many others, that are more puzzling than serviceable. And though they should not be as useful as we could with, yet the Time that shall be bestowed upon their Reading will not be entirely lost, since this will afford us a fuller Knowledge of the Nature of the Mind.

The Modifications of the Soul have Three Caufes, the Senser, the Imagination, and the Passions: For every one experimentally knows, that Pain and Pleasure, and all other strong Sensations, lively Imaginations, and vehement Passions, take up the Mind so much as to make it incapable of Attention, at the time they too vigorously affect it; because they fill, as I may say, its whole Capacity, or Faculty of Perceiving. And even when those Modifications are moderate, they fill divide its Capacity in some sort; so that it cannot give up itself wholly to the Consideration of abstracted Truths.

Thence we must draw this important Conclusion, That those that will earnestly apply themselves to search after Truth, must carefully, and as far as possible, avoid all the Sensations that are too lively, as a great Noise, a bright Light, Pleasure, Pain, &c. That they must incessantly watch over the Purity of their Imagination, let deep Traces should be imprinted on their Brain, which would continually disturb, and, as it were, dissolve the Mind, and that they must above all stop the Motions of the Passions, which make so powerful an Impression on the Body and Soul, that it is for the most part impossible the Mind should think upon any thing else. For though the pure Ideas of Truth are always present, yet they cannot be attended to, while the whole Reach and Compass of our Thoughts are charg'd with these penetrating Modifications.

However, as it is not possible that the Soul should be free of Passion, Sensation, or any other particular Modification, we must make a Virtue of Necessity, and endeavour to draw, from those very Modifications, such Success as can make us more attentive: But the Use of them requires great Skill and Circumpection, if we desire to make an Advantage of them, and we must carefully examine how far we have occasion for them, that we may use them only when the necessity of being attentive compels us to it.
Of the Use that can be made of the Passions and Senses, to preserve the Attention of the Mind.

The Passions that may successfully incite us to the Enquiry after Truth, are those that afford Strength and Courage to overcome the trouble of rending our selves attentive: There are some good, and others bad; the Good are such as the Desire of finding out the Truth, of getting so much Light as to conduct our selves, and be useful to our Neighbours, and the like; the Bad, or Dangerous are, the Desire of getting Fame, of making Etablishments, of rising above our Fellows, and others yet more corrupted, of which we need not speak.

In our present unhappy State, it often happens, that the leafl rational Passions are the most inciting to the Enquiry after Truth, and are more pleasant Confolations in all the Troubles we are at to discover it, than such as are juffer, and more reasonable: For Instance, Vanity moves us much more than the Love of Truth; and we see every day such Perils as are extraordinarily given to study, as long as they find Men before whom they can boast of their Learning, whereas they entirely forsake it, when they meet with no body more to listen to them. The confuded Prospeft of the Glory that surrounds them when they vend their Opinions, bears up their Courage in the most fruitlesls and tedious Studies: But if either by Chance, or the Necessity of their Affairs, they come to be taken off from that little Flock of Apaulauders, their Heat presently cools, the most solid Studie are no longer alluring; Diftarfe, Tediousness and Morefoles fs overtake them, and make them forsake all. Vanity did triumph over their natural Lazinesls, but now Laziness triumphs over the Love of Truth; for Vanity may sometimes relift Laziness, but Laziness commonly proves too strong and powerful for the Love of Truth.

However, as the Passion for Glory may be refer'd to a good End, as, to the Glory of God, the publick Use, the Preservation of our good Name; some Passions may perhaps be allow'd, in some certain Cafes, to make use of that Passion, as a powerful Help to make the Mind more attentive. But Care must be taken to use it only when the reaflonable Passions, whereof mention has been made, are not sufficient, and that our Duty engages us to apply our selves to Subjects that are very difguitting; First, because that Passion is very dangerous to the Confidence; Secondly, because it infbently draws us into ill Studies, that have more Luftrc than Ule or Truth in them; and Lastly, because it is very difficult to moderate it, and that we often become its Fool and Property, and instead of enlightning the Mind, we only strengthen the Concupiscence of Pride, which both corrupts our Moral Powers, and darkens our Understanding with an undiffoluble Obftcurity.

For it must be confider'd how That Passion infbently increasles, fettles and forfifies it felf in the Heart of Man; and when it is too violent, instead of helping the Mind in the Search of Truth, it strangely blinks it, and even perfuades it that Things are juft as it defires they should be.

Sure it is, there would not be fo many false Inventions, nor imaginary Discoveries, were not Men's Heads giddy'd by the ardent Desire of appearing Inventors. For the firm and obstinate Perfuafion wherein several Perils have been to have found, for Inftance, the Perpetual Motion, the Quadrature of the Circle, the Duplicafion of the Cube by ordinary Geometry, in all likelihood proceeded from an extraordinary Desire of feeming to have performed what others have vainly attempted.

And therefore 'tis fitter to excite in us fuch Passions as are fo much more ufeful to our fearching out of Truth, as they are more strong, and wherein the Excefs is not to be fear'd; Such are the Desires of making a good Ule of our Mind, of freeing our felves from Prejudices and Errors, of getting a fufficient Light to behold our felves in our Condition; and fuch others as neither engage us into fruitless Studies, nor carry us on to rash and inconfiderafe Judgments.

When we have begun to take the pleafure of making ule of our Mind, to be fensible of the Profit that arifes from it, have freed our felves of violent Passions, and have difbafled fensible Pleafures, which always prove the Mafter's of, or rather the Tyrants over Reafon, in those that inftantly give up themselves to them, we need not other Passions, but fuch as we have fhewn of, to become attentive upon the Subjects on which we defire to meditate.

But most Men are not in that Condition; they have neither Taste, nor Understanding, nor Curiosity for any thing but what afferes the Senses; their Imagination is corrupted by an almost infinite Number of deep Traces, which raife none but faffe Ideas; and as they depend upon all the Objects that refort to the Senses and Imagination, fo they always judge by the Impreflion they receive from them; that is, with reference to themselves. Pride, Debafchery, the various Engagements, the reflefs Desires of Advancement, which are fo common amongst the Men of the World, darken the Sight of Truth, and Rife in them the Sense of Piety; because they feparate them from God, who alone is able to enlighten, as he alone is able to govern us. For we cannot increafe our Union with fensible Things, without diminishing that which we have with intellectual Truth, since we cannot be at the fame time ftrifely united with Things fo different and oppofite.

Tho' when Imagination is pure and caflle, that is, whole Brain is not fill'd up with deep Traces, that fillen them to visible Things, may eafily unite themselves to God, refrive attentively to the Truth that speaks to them, and even forbear the Ule of the moft jufit and rational Passions. But
But as to those that live antagony the Great, who depend upon too many things, and whole Imagination is foil'd by the false and obscure Ideas of sensible Objects, they cannot apply themselves to the Truth, unless they be born up by some Passion, strong enough to countervail the Weight of the Body, that carries them down; and to impress Traces on their Brain, that may make a Revulsion upon the Animal Spirits. However, as every Passion can only by it self perplex our Ideas, they ought to use that Help but so far as Necessity requires; and all Men ought to study themselves, that they may proportionate their Passions to their Weaknesses.

It is no hard matter to find a Method of raising in us such Passions as we deifie, since the Knowledge we have given in the foregoing Books of the Union betwixt Soul and Body has sufficiently open'd the way to it: In a word, no more is requir'd, than to think attentively upon those Objects, that by the Institution of Nature are able to raise the Passions. Thus we may almost at any time excite in our Hearts whatever Passion we have occasion for; but because we can easier excite them at any time than suppress them, or remedy the Disorders they cause in the Imagination, we must be very sober and cautious in employing them.

Above all, we must take care not to judge of Things by Passion, but only by the clear Sight of the Truth, which is almost impossible when the Passions are somewhat lively: they ought only to raise our Attention, but they never fail of stirring up their proper Ideas, and violently driving the Will to judge of Things by those Ideas that affect it, rather than by the pure and abstractive Ideas of Truth, that make no Impression upon it: So that we often make Judgments which last no longer than the Passion, because they are not produced by the clear Sight of the immutable Truth, but by the Circulation of the Blood.

True it is that Men are wonderfully obdurate in some Errors, which they maintain as long as they live; but then those Errors have other Causes than the Passions, or at least depend on such as are permanent and lasting, proceeding from the Constitution of the Body, from Intereft, or from some other durable Cause. For Inference: Intereft being a Motive of a continual standing, produces a Passion that never dies; and the Judgments that arise from it are very long liv'd. But all the other Sentiments of Men, which depend upon particular Passions, are as inconstant as the Fermen-tation of their Humours: They play one while this, another while that; and yet what they say is commonly conformable to what they think. And as they run from one counterfeit Good to another, by the Motion of their Passions, and are diguifed at it when that Motion ceafes, so they run from one fall System into another, and ardently affert a fallacious Opinion, when Passion makes it probable; which, the Passion ebbing, they afterwards forfake. By their Passions they taste of every Good, without finding any really fo, and by the fame Passions fee all Truths, without discovering any thing absolutely true, though in the time of their Passion, what they talle seems to them the Sovereign God, and what they fee an undeniable Truth.

The Senfes are the second Spring, whence we can draw Succours to make the Mind attentive. Sentiments are the very modifications of the Soul, and differ from the pure Ideas of the Mind; the former raising a much stronger Attention than the latter. So that 'tis plain, that to supply the want of Application to sensible Truths, it may be fit to express them in a sensible and moving manner. 'Tis for that Reason, that Geometricians express by legible Lines, the Proportions that are betwixt several Magnitudes; for by drawing Lines upon Paper, they draw, as I may say, infensible Ideas upon their Mind, and make them more familiar by Seeing them at the same time that they Consider them. Though, in this manner, namely, things may be expressed, though they be not susceptible of abstractive Truths, by reason of the Nicety of the Fibres of their Brain: Their Eyes fee nothing but Colours, Pictures, Images; but their Mind considers the Ideas that answer those sensible Objects.

But we must take a special Care not to over-shadow the Objects which we will consider or represent to others, with so much Sensibility, that the Mind should be more taken up with it, than with the Truth it self, which is a moft considerable and common Fault; for we meet every day with Men that apply themselves only to what moves the Senfes, and express themselves in such a sensible manner, that Truth is as lifted under a vain and pompous Apparel of their false Eloquence, so that their Heaters, being more affected with the Measure of their Periods, and the Motions of their Figures, than by the Reafons they allege, give way to be perfuad'd, without so much as knowing what causes their Perfuasion, or what they are perua'd of.

And therefore we must so carefully moderate the Sensibility of our Expressions, as only just to make the Mind attentive. There is nothing more beautiful than Truth; neither can we pretend to make it handier, by dressing it with legible Colours, that have no solidify in them, and are pleasing but a short time. We might perhaps make it more fine and delicate, but should encrease and emaculate it: So that we ought not to fet it off with so much Luftre and Brightness, that the Mind be more taken up with the Ornaments, than with the Body it self; this being to deal with it as Some Perfons do with themselves, when loaded with such abundance of Gold and Precious Stones, they appear the leaft considerable part of the whole which they make up with their Clothes. We must drefs the Truth as are them Magistrates of Venice, who are oblig'd to wear a plain Gown and a Cap, to diftinguifh them from the Commonalty: that Men may look on their Faces with Reverence and Attention, without admiring their Apparel. Lastly, We must take care not to furcharge it with too great a Retinue of delightful Things, that diftract the Mind, and obftru't its View, left we should give to any thing else the Honours due to it: As it often happens to Princes, who cannot be diftinguifh'd amongst the great Number of their Courtiers and Attendants, who affume to themselves that Air of Greatness, and Mægifical Countenance, which only becomes the Sovereigns themselves.
Chap. IV.  

The Search after Truth.

But to give a more considerable Influence, I say, that Truth must be propounded to others, as it manifiets it self. The Sight of Men, since the Fall of their Fore-fathers, is too weak to look on Truth it self, and therefore Sovereign Truth has made it self sensible by coming, invested with our Humanity, that it might attract our Thoughts, enlighten our Mind, and appear lovely to our Eyes. So we may, according to that Pattern, adorn with something sensible the Truths we endeavour to understand our selves, and to teach others, that we may fix the Mind upon them, which loves what is sensible, and is easily delighted by Things that flatter not the Senfes. The Eternal Wisdom has made it self sensible, but not glittering and pompous, becoming sensible, not to dazzle us to what is sensible, but to raife us to what is intellectual, and to condemn and sacrifice Sensibility in his own Person. So we must make ufe, in the Knowledge of Truth, of something sensible, but not too inplexing that cannot impress too much the sensible Object, but only keep open the Eye of our Mind in the Contemplation of mere intellectual Truths: Such Sensibility should be employ'd, as we may dilate, annihilate, and willingly sacrifice upon the Sight of the Truth, to which it has conducted us. The Eternal Wisdom has offer'd it to us from without, in a sensible manner, not to keep us abroad, but that we may retire within our selves, and that the Inner Man might intellectually consider it; So we must, in our Search of Truth, make ufe of something sensible, which may not keep us abroad gazing on its Lure, but make us enter into our selves, and strengthen our Attention and Union to the Eternal Truth, which only is able to rule the Mind, and enlighten it upon any Subject whatsoever.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Use of Imagination to make the Mind attentive, and specially of the Usefulness of Geometry.

We had need be very circumfpect and cautious in the Choice and Use of those Helps that we may draw from our Senfes and Fancies, to become attentive to the Truth, because our Senfes and Fancies too vivdly affect us, and so much fill up the Capacity of the Mind, that it often loses nothing but its own Sentiments, when it proposes to discover Things in their own Nature. But as to those Successors which our Imagination may afford us, they make the Mind attentive, without truthfully dividing its Capacity, and wonderfully help us to a clear and distinct Perception of Objects, so that they are for the most part very useful, as will be made plain by some Inferences.

We know that a Body is moved by two or several different Causes, towards two or several different Places, whereunto it is equally or unequally driven by those Forces; that the Force of the Motion perpetually increases or decreases, according to some known Proportion. We are asked what way that Body goes, in what place it shall be at such or such a Moment, with what degree of Celerity it shall be ended when 'tis come to such a place; and other like Questions.

1. From the point A, whence we supposing that it begins to move, draw the indefinite Lines AB, AC, that make the Angle BAC, if they cut each other, for AB and AC are direct, and cut not each other when the Motions they express are directly opposite. Thus we difficulty represent to the Imagination, or, if you please, to the Senfes, the way that Body should take when it is only moved by one of these Forces, either towards B, or C.

2. But if the Force that moves it towards B be equal to that which moves it towards C, then divide the Lines AB and AC into the parts: 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 11, 111, 111, 111, equally distant from A: If the Force that moves it towards B be double of that which moves it towards C, take in the Line AB Parts that are double of those that you cut in AC: If that Force be subduple, take them subduple, if it be thrice greater or leffer, cut them likewise thrice greater or leffer, and so proportionately. The Divisions of those Lines will represent to the Imagination the different Degrees of those moving Forces, and withal, the Space that they shall cause the Body to run over.

3. Draw through those Divisions Parallels upon AB and AC, to have the Lines 1 X, 2 X, 3 X, &c. equal to A 1, A 11, A 111, &c. and 1 X, 11 X, 111 X, equal to A 1, A 2, A 3, &c. that represent the Spaces through which those Forces carry that Body. Through the Intersections of those Parallels draw the Line AXYE, that represent to the Imagination, first, the true Grandnes of the compoed Motion of that Body which is suppos'd.
to be driven at the same time towards B and C, by two different Forces, according to some certain Proportion: Secondly, The Way the Line YE passes through: And, lastly, All the Places in which it must be in a determinate Time. So that this Line leaves not only to bear up the Sight of the Mind in the In- quiry after all the Truths that are discoverable in the Question proposed; but also represents the Solution of it in a sensible and convincing manner.

First, That Line A X Y E expresses the true Degrees of the compound Motion: For we sufficiently perceive, that if each of the Forces which produce it can promote the Body a Foot in a Minute, its compounded Motion will be of two Foot in a Minute, if both moving forces do perfectly agree; since in that Case it is enough to add A B to A C. But if those Forces are not altogether equal, the compounded Motion A E will be greater than one of the Com- poundings, A B or A C, by the Line Y E: Where- as if though Motions be opposite in any thing, the compounded will be lesser than either of the com- poundings, by the Line Y E; and if they be entirely opposite, it will come to nothing.

Secondly, The Line A X Y E represents to the Imagination the Way which that Body shall go: For we sufficiently perceive in what Proportion it shall advance more to one than to the other side. We likewise perceive, that all the compound Motions are direct, when each of the compounding is always the same, though they be unequal betwixt themselves; or when the Compounding are always equal betwixt themselves, though they be not constantly the same. Lastly, It plainly appears, that the Lines described by these Motions are crooked, when the Compounding are both unequal to each other, and not always the same.

Thirdly, Last of all, That Line represents to the Imagination all the Places in which that Body, driven by two different Forces towards two different Places, shall be found; so that we can pre- cisely mark the Point in which that Body shall be in any Infinit whatsoever. For instance, If you desire to know in what Place that Body shall be at the beginning of the fourth Minute, divide the Lines A B, or A C, in such Parts as express the Space through which those known Forces might each of them carry that Body within a Minute; take three of those Parts in either of these Lines, then draw through the beginning of the fourth X parallel to A B, or 111 X par- allel to A C; for 'tis evident that the Point X, which either of those Parallels determine in the Line A X Y E, design the Place in which that Body shall be at the beginning of the fourth Minu- te of its Motion. Thus that Method of examining Questions, not only keeps up the View of the Mind, but also affords the Solution of them, and withal a sufficient Light to discover unknown Things by a few that are known.

For Influence: After what has been said, it is e- nough only to know, that a Body that was in such a Place as in E at such another, and that the different Forces that drive it, describe Lines that make such an Angle as B A C, to discover the Line of its compounded Motion, and the different Degrees of Celerity of the simple Motions; provided we know that those Motions are equal or uniform to each other. For when we have two Points of a Right Line; we have it entire, and we can compare the Right Line A E, or the compounded Motion that is known, with the Lines A B, and A C, that is, with the simple Motions that are unknown.

Now let us all'ath supposa a Stone driven from A to E, by an uniform Motion, but defending towards E with an unequal, like to that which ponderous Bodies are thought generally to tend to the Centre of the Earth, according to the common Opinion; that is to say, let the Spaces which it paffes over be amongst themselves as the Squares of the Times in which it paffes them over; the Line which it shall describe will be a Parabola, and the Point in which the Stone shall be at every Moment of its Motion, may be determined with the utmost Nicety and Exactness.

For, if at the first Moment that Body falls Two Feet from A towards C, in the second Six, in the third
third Ten, in the fourth Fourteen, and that it be driven by an uniform Motion from A towards B, which is Sixteen Foot in length, 'tis evident, that the Line which that Body describes is a Parabola, whose Parameter is Eight Foot long: because the Square of the Lines that are applied the Diameter, which Lines mark the Times, and the regular Motion of A towards B, is equal to the Rectangle of the Parameter, through the Lines that mark the unequal and accelerated Motions, so that the Squares of the applied Lines, or the Squares of the Times, will be amongst themselves, as the Parts of the Diameter contained between the Pole and the applied Lines.

16 : 64 :: 2 : 8

64 : 144 :: 8 : 18, &c.

The bare looking on the first Figure is sufficient to persuade us of all this, for the Semicircles shew that a 2 is to A 4, that is, to the applied Line 2 X; its equal, as 2 X is to A 8; That A 18 is to A 12, that is, to the applied Line 18 X, as 18 X is to A 8, &c. And therefore, that the Rectangles a 2 by A 8, and A 18 by A 8, are equal to the Squares of 2 X and 18 X, &c. and consequently those Squares have the same Proportion to each other, as those Rectangles.

The Parallels upon A B and A C, which cut each other at the Points X X, do also sufficiently shew the Way of that Body, and the Places in which it must be at such a time. Lastly, They represent to the Eyes the true Degrees of the compos'd Motion, and of its Acceleration, in any determinate Time.

Let's suppose again a Body moving from A towards B and C, but unequally on both sides. If that Inequality be always and every where alike, or if it either encreases or diminishes in the same proportion, the Line which it shall describe will be a Right.

And though there should be an Inequality, either in the Augmentation or Diminution of the simple Motions, whatever that Inequality be, it will not be hard to find the Line that represents to the Imagination the Motion composed of the simple Motions, if you express those Motions by Lines, and draw to these Lines Parallels cutting each other: For, the Line that shall pass through all the Intersections of these Parallels, will represent the Motion compos'd of those Motions that are unequal, and unequally increased or diminished.

For example, If we suppose that a Body is moved by two equal or unequal Forces, whatever they be, that one of those Motions fill encreases, or diminishes, in any given Geometrical, or Arithmetical Proportion, and that the other Motion encreases or diminishes in some other Arithmetical, or Geometrical Progression, to find out the Points through which the Line must pass that represents to the Eyes and Imagination the Motions compos'd of those Motions, draw, as has been said, the two Lines A B and A C, that express the simple Motions, and divide those Lines as those several Motions are supposed to accelerate, at the Points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: If the Motion represented by the Line A C encreases or diminishes in such an Arithmetical Progression as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; And if the Motion represented by the Line A B increases in this double Progression, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or diminishes in the sub-duple Progression, 4, 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4, divide it at the Points 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 4, 2, 1, 1/2, 1/4; Lastly, draw through those Divisions Parallels to A B and A C, and the Line A E, that passes through all the Points of the Intersection of those Parallels, will be the Line representing the compos'd Motion, and the Way through which the Body moves.

If we define exactly to know how long a Body has been in coming to such a Point, from its setting out; the Parallels drawn from the Point upon A B, or A C, will shew it; for the Divisions of A B, and A C, mark the Time. And likewise, if we desire to know the Place to which a Body shall arrive within some certain Time, the Parallels drawn from the Divisions of the Lines A B and A C, that represent the Time, will, by their Intersection, show us the Point we seek for. As to its Distance from the Term whence it has begun to move, it will always be easie to know it, by drawing a Line from that Point towards A 5, for the Length of that Line will be known, by comparing it either to A B or A C, which are known. But as to the Length of the Way through which that Body has run, in advancing to this Point, it will still be hard to discover it; because AE, the Line of its Motion, being crooked, cannot be compared with either of those Right Lines.

If you would determine the infinite Points through which that Body must pass, that is, nicely describe, and by a continual Motion, the Line A E, you had need make a Pair of Compasses that should move according to all the Conditions express'd in the Suppositions that have been mentioned, which would be very difficult to invent, and impossible to perform, and almost unprofitable; and how the Relations of things between themselves, since commonly we need not all the Points of which a Line is compos'd, but only some, to help the Imagining Faculty, when it considers those Motions.

Those Inferences are sufficient to shew, that we may by Lines express and represent to the Imagination most of our Ideas, and that Geometry, which teaches to compare those Lines, and thereby know their several Relations, is of a greater use and extent than is commonly suppos'd. For, Astronomy, Music, Mechanics, and generally all the Sciences, whose Objects are susceptible of more or less, and may be consider'd under the Notion of extended, that is to say, all accurate
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Sciences, may be referred to Geometry, because all Speculative Truths, consisting in the Relations of things, or in Relations betwixt their Relations, they may all be referred to Lines. Geometrical Consequences may be drawn from them; and when those Consequences are made sensible by Lines, 'tis almost impossible to mistake. Thus may Sciences be carried very far with great ease.

For Instance, The Reason why we distinctly know, and precisely mark an Octave, a Fifth, a Fourth in Musick, is that the Sounds are expressed by Strings exactly divided; and that we know that the String which forms an Octave is in double proportion with that from whence the Octave rises, that a Fifth is with it in a Selquilateral Proportion, or as 3 to 2, and so of the rest. For the Ear alone cannot judge of Sounds, with so much nicety and accuracy as a Science requires.

The most skilful Practitioners, the most delicate and nicest Ears are not sensible enough to observe the difference betwixt certain Sounds; and judging of things by the Sensation they have of them, fully imagine that there's none at all. Some cannot distinguish betwixt an Octave and 3 thirds, others Ears that the Major Tone differs not from the Minor, so that the Comm, which is their Difference, is sensible to them, and much more the Schifma, which is but the half of the Comm.

And therefore, 'tis Reason alone that manifestly shows us, that the space of the String which makes the difference betwixt certain Sounds, being divisible into several parts, there may fill be a great number of different Sounds, very ufcull for Musick, which the Ear cannot distinguish. Whence it plainly appears, that without Arithmetic and Geometry, we should have no exact and regular Knowledge of Musick; neither could we succeed in that Science but by Chance and Imagination, and fo Musick would cease from being a Science, grounded upon undeniable Demonstrations.

In the mean while it must be granted, that the Songs which owe their birth to the strength of Imagination, are, for the most part, finer and more pleasant to the Senfes, than those that are compos'd by Rule.

And likewise in Mechanicks, the Heaviness of a Body, and the Distance of the Centre of Heaviness from its Prop, being capable of more of less, both may be figured by Lines: So that Geometry is useful to discover and demonstrate an infinite number of new Inventions, very convenient to this Life, and pleasing to the Mind, because of their Evidence.

For Instance, If a Weight of fix pounds is to be put in equilibrium with one of three, let that Weight of fix pound hang on the Arm of a Balance, at two Foot distance from the Prop: then only knowing this general Principle of all Mechanicks, That Weights to stand in equilibrium, must be in a reciprocal Proportion with their Distances from the Prop, (that is, That one Weight must be to the other, as the Distance betwixt the last Weight and the Prop is to the Distance of the first Weight from the said Prop,) it will be easy to find out by Geometry, what must be the Distance of a Weight of Three pounds, that all may remain in equilibrium, if you find by the Twelfth Proposition of the Sixth Book of Euclid, a fourth proportional Line, which here will be of four Foot. So that you may plainly discover all the Truths that depend upon that fundamental Principle of Mechanicks, (when once known,) by the ufe of Geometry; that is, by repreffing with Lines whatever can be considered in Mechanicks.

Geometrical Lines and Figures are therefore most proper to repreff the Imagination, the Relations betwixt Magnitudes, or betwixt things that differ in degree of more and lefs, as Spaces, Times, Weights, &c. as well because they are most simple Objects, as that they are imagined with great舒服. It may even be said, to the Honour of Geometry, That Lines can repreff the Imagination more things than the Mind can know. Since Lines can express the Relations of incommenurable Magnitudes, that is, such Relations as cannot be known, because there is no common Measure to compare them together. But that Advantage is not very considerable, as the Search after Truth; because sensible Representations of incommenurable Magnitudes, discover nothing to the Mind.

Geometry is therefore exceedingly useful, to make the Mind attentive to those things, whose Relations we defire to discover: However it must be granted, that it is sometimes an Occasion of Error, because the evident and pleasant Demonstrations of that Science, takes us up too much, that we have not a sufficient Regard for the Consideration of Nature. Thence it comes, that the new-invented Engines do not all succeed, that those Musical Compoures, in which the Propor-

Consequences are best observed, are not always the most grateful; and that the most accurate Calculations of Astronomy do not always best foretell the Incidence and Duration of Ellipses. Nature is not abstraf'd; Levers and Wheels, in Mechanicks, are not Mathematical Lines and Circles: All Men are not pleas'd with the fame Musical Tunes, nor even the same Man at different times, for their Satisfaction proceeds from the Comotions of their Spirits, than which nothing can be more variable. And as to Astronomy, the Course of the Planet is not perfectly regular, whilst floating in the vast Spaces they are irregularly carried by the fluid Matter that surrounds them. So that the Errors of Astronomy, Musick, Mechanicks, and all Sciences in which Geometry is used, are not to be ascribed to that undoubted Science, but to the false Application that is made of it.

For Instance, we suppose that Planet, by their Motion, describe Circles and Ellipses perfectly regular, And though that be not exactly true, yet we doe well to suppos it to, that we may draw Inferences from thence, and because it wants but little of being true; but we must still remember, that the Principle from which we argue is a Supposition. Likewise in Mechanicks, we suppose Wheels and Levers perfectly hard without gravity and rubbing, and like to Mathematical Lines and Circles: or rather, we have not a sufficient confederation for the said Gravity and rubbing,
rubbing, for the Nature of the Matter, and the Relation those things have hitwixt them. We
mind not that Hardness and Bulk increase Heaviness; Heaviness fretting, whilst fretting diminishes
Force, and causes the Engine to break, or wears it out very quickly. So that what often succeeds
upon a small portion of Matter, seldom takes effect upon a great Body.
No wonder therefore if we mistake, since we argue from Principles not fully known; nor yet
because it rids us not of all Errors, must we imagine Geometry useless. It makes us draw from
our Suppositions very true and consequential Inferences; and affords us an evident Knowledge of
what we consider, by making us attentive. We can even discover by its means, the Fallhood of our
Suppositions; for being certain of the Truth of our Reasonings, which however do not agree with
Experience, we discover, that our Principles are false. But without Geometry and Arithmetick
we can discover nothing, that is somewhat difficult, in the most accurate Sciences, though
we argue from certain and undeniable Principles.

We must then look upon Geometry as a sort of universal Science, which opens and enlarges the
Mind, makes it attentive, and affords it so much Skill as to regulate its Imagination, and to draw
from it all the possible Succours. For by the assistance of Geometry, the Mind regulates the Mo
tion of the Imagination, and the Imagination regulated keeps up the View and Application of the
Mind.

But that we may learn to make a good use of Geometry, we must observe that all the things
that fall under the Imagination, are not as easily imaginable one as the other; since all the Images
do not equally fill the Capacity of the Mind. This more difficult to imagine a Solid than a Plane,
and this than a simple Line. The great reception of the Image of a Solid exceeds our greatest
thought than that of a Plain, and a Plain, and a Line. Even Lines differ, as to this, amongst themselves; a Parabola, Ellipse, or one other very compoied Line, requires more thinking, that is, takes up the Mind
more than the Figure of a Circle, and this than a right Line; because itis harder to imagine Lines
that are described by very compoied Motions, and have several different Relations, than those
that are drawn by very compoied Simple, and have but a few Relations. For Relations cannot be clearly
perceived without the Attention of the Mind to several things, and as their number is greater,
so must the thought or the perception be more extended. Hence it happens, that there are Figures
so much compoed, that they extend beyond the reach of a distinct Imagination; whereas others
may be imagined with great facility.

Amongst the three sorts of Right-lined Angles, viz. the acute, the right, and the obtuse, none
but the Right raises a very distinct and determinate Idea. For as there are an Infinity of either
acute or obtuse Angles, that differ all from one another, so we can imagine nothing nicely nor
distinctly, when we imagine an acute or obtuse Angle. But we cannot be mistaken in imagining a right Angle; the Idea of it is so very distinct, and its Image which it raises in the Brain is very
near and just.

True it is, that we may determine the general and indefinite Idea of an acute Angle to the partic
icular Idea of an Angle of 20 degrees, which Idea is as accurate as that of an Angle of 90, that is,
of a right Angle; but the Image of it, which we may endeavour to imprint on the Brain, will nev
er be so very exact, as that of a right Angle; being not used to describe that Image, we cannot
draw it but by thinking on a Circle, or on the determinate Portion of a Circle divided into equal
Parts. But to imagine a right Angle, we need not think on that division of a Circle; the bare Idea
of a Perpendicular is sufficient for the Imagination to draw the Image of that Angle; and we can
represent Perpendiculars without trouble, being used to see all things standing upright.

Hence it is easy to judge, That to have a simple, distinct, and well-determin'd Object, apt to be
easily imagin'd, and consequently to make the Mind attentive, and to promote its Evidence in the
Truths it is in quest of; we must reduce all the Magnitudes we consider to plain Superficies,
termin'd by Lines and right Angles, as are perfect Squares, and other right Angled Figures, or to
bare right Lines; for these are the Figures whose nature is the most easily known.

We pretend not however that all the Subjects of our Knowledge and Enquiry, may be represen
ted by Geometrical Lines and Figures. There are many, which neither can nor ought to be
brought under that Rule. For Instance, the Knowledge of a God, Allmighty, All-just, on whom
all things depend all manner of ways, who commands his Creatures to obey his Orders, that they
may be capable of Happiness, that Knowledge, I say, is the Principle of all Morality, and of an
infinite number of things, and unbounded Consequences; yet neither the Principle, nor the Con
sequences, can be represented by Geometrical Figures. Neither is it possible to figure and represent
by Lines many Notions of Natural Philosophy, which yet may evidently discover to us several
Truths. However, it may be truly said, that an Infinity of things may be examin'd and learn'd by
that Geometrical Method; which is ever advantageously employ'd, since it accustoms the Mind
to Attention, by cauing it to make a regular use of its Imagination; and that things which are
learn'd that way, are more clearly demonstrated, and easier retain'd than others.

I might have alluded to the Senfes, the Assists we derive from Geometry, to preserve the
Attention of the Mind; but though Lines be something sensible, yet, I thought, Geometry be
longs rather to the Imagination, than to the Senfes. It would be unprofitable to set down my
Reasons for it; which could only justify the order I have observ'd in this Treatise; and that's
a thing not very material to our purpose. I have not yet spoken of Arithmetick and Algebra,
because the Cyphers and Letters of the Alphabet, that are used in those Sciences, are not so fer
viceable to strengthen the Attention of the Mind as to encrease its Extent, as we shall explain it
in the following Chapter.
Of the Means to improve the Extent and Capacity of the Mind: That Arithmetick and Algebra are of absolute Necessity to it.

We ought not hastily to imagine, that the Extent and Capacity of the Mind can really be increased. The Human Soul, is, if I may so speak, a determined Quantity, or a Portion of Thought, contained within certain Bounds, which she cannot grow greater, or more capacious than she is: She neither swells up, nor dilates, as 'tis commonly believed of Liquors and Metals; and perceives never more at one time, than another.

This, I confess, seems contrary to Experience; since sometimes we think upon many Objects, and sometimes but upon one; and even we often suppose, that we think upon nothing. However, if it be considered, that Thought is to the Soul, what Extension is to Matter; it will plainly appear, that as a Body cannot truly be extended at one time than another, so, if we conceive it right, the Soul cannot think more at one time than another; whether it be then that she perceives many Objects, or is taken up with one, or even when she is said to think upon nothing.

But the Reason why we imagine that we think more at one time than another, is, that we do not sufficiently distinguish betwixt confused and distinct Perceptions. More Thought is doubtless required, or the Capacity of Thinking must be more fill'd, distinctly to perceive several Objects, than one alone; but we need not more Thought, to perceive many Things confusedly, than one alone. Thus the Degrees or Quantity of Thought is equal in the Soul, when the confuses many Things, and when the confiders only one: For, when she is taken up with one Thing, she has always a clearer Idea of it, than when she applies her self to many.

For, 'tis fit to be observed, That a simple Perception sometimes contains as much Thought, or fills as much the Thinking Capacity of the Mind, as a Judgment, and even a composed Reasoning, since Experience teaches us, that the simple but lively, clear, and evident Perception of one Thing, engages our Application, and poffeis us as much, as a composed Reasoning, or the obfcur and confused Perception of several Relations betwixt many Things.

For, as there is as much or more Sensation in the sensible Sight of an Object, which I hold near my Eyes, and curiously examine; than in the Sight of a spacious Field, on which I cast a negligent and careless Eye; because the nearness of the Sensation of the Object near my Eyes, makes up for the Extent of that confused Sensation of those many Things which I slightly and unattentively look upon in a Field: So the spiritual Sight the Mind hath of an Object, is often so lively and distinct, that it contains as much and more Thought, than the View of the Relations betwixt many Things.

True it is, that at some certain times it seems to us as though we thought but upon one Thing, which yet we can hardly comprehend; whereas at other times we comprehend that Thing, and several others, with great distinctness: Thence we imagine, that the Soul has more Extent, and a larger Capacity of Thinking at one time, than at another. But our Mistake is visible; for the Reason why at some certain times we can scarce conceive the easiest Things, proceeds not from the Capacity of the Soul's being limit'd or impair'd; but from its being fill'd with some lively Sensation of Pain or Pleasure, or with a great number of weak and dark Sensations, that cause a sort of Giddiness, which is commonly nothing else but the confused Sensation of a great number of Things.

A Piece of Wax is susceptible of a very distinct Figure, but cannot admit two, without a Mixture of both; since it cannot be perfectly round and square at the same time; and if one should pretend to give it a Million of Figures, none of them would be distinct. And in that Cafe, supposing that Piece of Wax capable of knowing its own Figures, yet it could not tell which it is that terminates it on all sides, the number would be fo great. It is even so with our Soul, when a very great number of Modifications take up her Capacity, she can perceive none distinctly, because she has not a separate Sensation of them, and so thinks she is sensible of nothing. She cannot say that she feels Pain, Pleasure, Light, Sound, Savour; 'tis none of those Qualities, and yet 'tis them all together, she is sensible of.

And though we should suppose that the Soul is not subject to the confused and unruly Motion of the Animal Spirits, and to live from the Contagion of her Body, as to have her Thoughts altogether
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together independent on what happens in it; yet it might fill out that we should either understand some Things at one time than at another, without any Enlargement or Diminution in the Capacity of our Soul; for then we might think upon particular Objects, or of Being infinite and in general.

The general Idea of Infinite is inapprable from the Mind, and wholly takes up its Capacity, whenever it thinks upon no particular Thing: For when we say, that we think on nothing, it signifies not that we think not upon that general Idea, but only that our Thoughts are not applied to any particular Object.

And certainly, if that Idea did not fill our Mind, we could not think, as we do, upon all forts of Things, since we cannot think upon Objects of which we have no Knowledge. And if that Idea were not more present to the Mind when we suppose we think upon nothing, than when we are busy about some particular Object, we could as easily think upon whatever we please, when we are mightily taken up with some particular Truth, as when we are not attentive unto any Thing: Which is repugnant to Experience. For, to instance, when we are strongly engag'd in meditating on some Geometrical Proposition, we find not so much carenelf to think upon other Things, as when we are diverted by no particular Thought. And therefore we think more on the General and Infinite Being, when we think less on the Particular and Finite; and we think always as much at one time as at another.

We cannot then improve the Extent and Capacity of the Mind, by swelling it up, as I may say, and giving it more Reality than it has received from Nature: But only by a skilful and dexterous manag'ing thereof; which is done to the best advantage by Arithmetick and Algebra: For those Sciences afford Means of abriding Ideas so methodically, and reducing them into such an Order, as that the Mind, with its little Extent, is capable, with their Affillence, of disvoiring very compos'd Truths, and such as appear at first sight incomprehensible. But we must draw these Things from their Principle, that we may explain them with more clearness and certainty.

Truth is nothing else but a real Relation, either of Equality or Inequality: Whereas Falsehood is the Negation of Truth, or a false and fantack Relation. Truth is that which is, and Falsehood is not; or, if you will, is that which is not. We never mistake when we see Relations that are, since we cannot be deceived when we see the Truth: But we always mistake, when we judge that we see some Relations that are not in being: for then we see a Falsehood, we see what is not, or rather we see not at all. Whoever sees a Relation of Equality betwixt two times Two, and Four, sees a Truth, because there is such a Relation as he sees; and whoever sees a Relation of Inequality betwixt twice Two, and Five, sees a Truth, because he sees a Relation that really is: But whoever judges, that he sees a Relation of Equality betwixt two times Two, and Five, mistakes, because he sees, or rather supposes he sees, a Relation of Equality where there is none.

Truths are not Relations, and the Knowledge of Truths is the Knowledge of Relations: But Falsehood is, and the Knowledge of Falsehood, or a false Knowledge, is, if it may be so said, the Knowledge of what is not: and what is not, cannot be known, but by Relation to what is: So Error cannot be understood, but by comparing it to Truth.

There may be distinguished as many Species of Falsehood, as of Truth; and as there are three forts of Relations, viz. of one Idea to another, of an Object to its Idea, or of an Idea to its Object, and lastly, of one Object to another: So there are three kinds of Truth and Falsehood; namely, betwixt Ideas, betwixt Things and their Ideas, and betwixt Things themselves. It is true, that 2 times 2 are 4: 'tis false, that twice 2 are 5: That is a Truth and a Falsehood betwixt Ideas. 'Tis true, that there is one Sun: 'tis false, that there are two: Here you have a Truth and a Falsehood betwixt Things and their Ideas. 'Tis true, that the Earth is bigger than the Moon; and 'tis false, that the Sun is smaller than the Earth: There is a Truth and Falsehood betwixt Objects themselves.

Of these three sorts of Truths, such as are betwixt Ideas are Eternal and Immutable, and upon that account are the Rule and Measure of all others; because every Rule and Measure ought to be unchangeable. And as Arithmetick, Algebra, and Geometry, are general Sciences, that rule and contain all the particular; so they only consider those sorts of Truths. All Truths or Relations betwixt Creatures, or betwixt Ideas and created Things, are obnoxious to those Changes whereof Creatures are susceptible. Nothing but the Truth betwixt our Ideas and the Sovereign Being, or betwixt Ideas themselves, is Immutable; because neither God, nor the Ideas he contains, are Subject to Alteration.

And therefore 'tis only that sort of Truths which are betwixt our Ideas, that we try to discover by the Exercise of our Reason; since we, for the most part, make use of our Senses to discover the others; as, we use our Eyes and Hands to ascertain us of the Existence of Things, and to know the Relations of Equality or Inequality betwixt them. There is nothing but Ideas of which the Mind can infallibly know the Relations by it self, and without the use of Senses. But there are not only Relations betwixt our Ideas, there are also Relations betwixt the Relations of our Ideas, betwixt the Relations of those Relations, betwixt the Collection of many Relations, and so ad infinitum; that is to say, that there are Truths infinitely compounded and perplexed. In Geometrical Style we call a simple Truth, or the Relation of one Idea to another, (as the Relation of 4 to 2, or to 2 times 2) a Geometrical Reason, or only a Reason: For the Excess or Defect of an Idea, or to use the common Terms, the Excess or Defect of a Magnitude, is not properly a Reason, nor equal Excesses and Defects, equal Reasons. When the Ideas or Magnitudes are equal, there is a Reason of Equality, and one of Inequality when they are unequal.
The Relation betwixt Relations of Magnitudes, that is to say, between Reasons, is called Comounded Reason, because 'tis a compounded Relation; as the Relation of $5$ to $4$, and $2$ to $3$. When the Compounded Reasons are equal, the Compounded bears the Name of Propoition, or Duplicate Reason. The Relations of $8$ to $4$, and $6$ to $3$, are a Proportion; because those two Relations are equal.

It must be observed, That all the Relations or Reasons, as well simple as compound, are true Magnitudes, that very Name of Magnitude being a relative Term, and necessarily importing a Relation: For, there is nothing Great by it self, and without Relation to another, besides the Infinite or Unite. All entire Numbers are as true Relations as Fractions themselves, or as Numbers compared with, or divided by, others; though we do not consider this, because entire Numbers may be expressed by one Arithmetical Figure. So $4$, for instance, or $\frac{1}{2}$, is as true a Relation as $\frac{3}{4}$, or $\frac{1}{3}$, though the Unite to which $4$ relates, be not expressed, but understood, $4$ being equal to $\frac{3}{4}$, or $\frac{1}{3}$, and therefore every Magnitude being a Relation, or every Relation being a Magnitude, it is plain that we can express all Magnitudes by Cyphers, and represent them by Signs to the Imagination.

So that all Truths being but Relations, to know all Truths exactly, both simple and compound, it is sufficient to have an exact Knowledge of all sorts of Relations, simple and compound: We have already observed, that there are two, viz. Relations of Equality, and Inequality. It is plain, that-those of Equality are alike; and that as soon as we know that a Thing is equal to another that is known, we have an accurate Knowledge of its Relation: But it goes not so with Inequality; for because we know that a Tower is higher than a Fathom, and lower than a thousand, it follows not that we have a true Idea of its Height, or of its Relation with a Fathom.

To compare things together, or rather critically to measure the Relations of Inequality, there is required a very exact Measure, a simple and very intelligible Idea, an universal Measure, which may be adapted to all sorts of Subjects. That Measure is Unity, which serves to measure all Things, and without which 'tis impossible to have an accurate Knowledge of any. But all Numbers being made up of Unites, 'tis evident, that without the Ideas of Numbers, and a Method of comparing and measuring those Ideas, that is, without Arithmetic, 'tis not possible to make any Progress in the Knowledge of Compound Truths.

And as Ideas, and the Relations betwixt Ideas; in short, all sorts of Magnitudes can be greater or less than others; so they cannot be made equal, but by more or less Unites join'd, or repeated as often as 'tis necessary: So that it is only by the Addition and Subtraction of Unity, or of the Parts of the Unity (when 'tis conceived as divided) that we exactly measure all sorts of Magnitudes, and discover all sorts of Truths. Now Arithmetic and Algebra are, of all Sciences, those that afford us most Skill and Light to effect those Operations, and to manage the Capacity of the Mind to the best Advantage, since they endue it with all the Perfection and Extent that it is capable of, and teach it to discover all the Truths that can be exactly known.

For ordinary Geometry does not so perfect the Mind, as the Imagination; and the Truths which that Science discovers, are not always so evident as the Matters of it tell. For instance: They suppose they have expected the Value of some Magnitudes, when they have proved them to be equal to some Lines, that are the Subtendant of Right Angles, whose Sides are perfectly known; or to others, that are determined by some one of the Conic Sections. But their Mislake is visible; for those Subtendants are unknown themselves. We know more exactly the $\sqrt{2}$, or the $\sqrt{5}$, than a Line imagined, or described upon Paper, to be the Subtendant of a Right Angle, whose Sides are $2$, or one Side of which is $2$, and the other $4$: At least we know, that the $\sqrt{2}$ is very near $3$, and that the $\sqrt{5}$ is about $2.5$, and there are Rules to come infinitely nearer and nearer the true Magnitude; and if we cannot attain to it, 'tis because the Mind cannot comprehend Infinite. Whereas we have but a very confused Idea of the Magnitude of Subtendant Lines, and are even obliged to have recourse to the $\sqrt{8}$, or the $\sqrt{20}$, to express them. So that the Geometrical Constructions that are used to represent the Value of unknown Quantities, are not so conducible to the Mind, to discover the Relations or Truths sought for, as to rule the Imagination: But as we are more inclined to employ our Imagination, than our Mind; as Men of Learning have commonly more esteem for Geometry, than for Arithmetic and Algebra.

To understand perfectly, that Arithmetic and Algebra, joint'd together, are a real Logick, or the Means to discover the Truth, and afford the Mind as much Extent as it can acquire, it is sufficient to make some Reflections upon the Rules of those Sciences.

We have observed, That all Truths are but Relations; that the most simple, and best known of all, is that of Equality; that it is the initial Relation, from whence we must begin to measure others, whereby to have an exact Idea of Inequality, that the Measure of Inequality is the Unite, which must be repeated or Subtracted as often as the Excess or Defect of unequal Magnitudes require it.

Thence it is plain, that all the Operations that may be subordinated to discover the Relations of Equality, are only Additions and Subtractions; Additions of Magnitudes, to make Magnitudes even; Additions of Relations, to make equal Relations, or to put Magnitudes in proportion with each other; and lastly, Additions of the Relations of Relations, to equal Relations of Relations, or to put Magnitudes in a Compound Proportion.

To equal $4$ to $2$, we need only add $2$ to $2$, or Subtract $2$ from $4$; or lastly, to add the Unite to $2$, and subtract it from $4$; that's plain.

To even the Relation or Reason of $8$ to $2$, to that of $6$ to $2$, we must not add $3$ to $2$, or Subtract
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Subtract 3 from 8, so that the Excess of one Number to the other ever should be equal to 2, which is the Excess of 6 above 3, that would be an Addition, and Evening of simple Magnitudes: But we must consider first, which is the Magnitude of the Relation of 8 to 2, or what is the Value of $\frac{8}{2}$, and we shall find, that dividing 8 by 2, the Quotient of that Reason will be 4, or that $\frac{8}{2}$ is equal to 4. We must likewise see which is the Magnitude of the Relation of 6 to 3, and finding it equal to 2, we shall discover, that those two Reasons, $\frac{6}{3}$ equal to 4, and $\frac{8}{2}$ equal to 2, differ only by 2: So to make them even, we may either add $\frac{2}{4}$ to $\frac{8}{2}$, equal to 2, which will make $\frac{5}{4}$, that is, a Relation equal to $\frac{4}{2}$; or subtract $\frac{2}{3}$, equal to 2, from $\frac{6}{3}$, which will make $\frac{4}{3}$, that is, a Relation equal to $\frac{2}{3}$; or lastly, adding the Unite to $\frac{2}{3}$, and subtracting it from $\frac{4}{3}$, we shall have $\frac{1}{3}$ and $\frac{4}{3}$, which are equal Relations, for $\frac{1}{3}$ is to $\frac{4}{3}$, as 1 to 2.

Lastly, To find out the Greatness of Inequality betwixt Relations, proceeding, one from a Compounded Reason, or from the Relation of a Relation of 12 to 3, and 3 to 1: and the other from a Compounded Reason, or from the Relation of a Relation, as of 8 to 2, and 2 to 1: we must follow the same Method. First, The Magnitude of the Reason of 12 to 3, is marked by $\frac{12}{3}$, being the Quotient of the Reason of 12 to 3, and 3 the Quotient of that of 3 to 1; and the Quotient of the Reason of the Quotients 4 and 3, is 2. Secondly, The Quotient of 8 to 2, is 4; and that of 2 to 1, is 2; and the Quotient of the Quotients 4 and 2, is 2: So that the Inequality betwixt the Relations, that here result from the Relations of the Relations, is the Difference betwixt 4 and 2, that is to say, 2; And therefore add $\frac{2}{1}$ to the Relation of the Reasons 12 to 3, and 3 to 1; or subtract them from the Relations of the other Reasons, 8 to 2, and 2 to 1; and you'll make even those Relations of Relations, and produce a Compounded Proportion. Thus we may use Additions and Subtractions to equal Magnitudes, and their Relations both simple and compound'd, and likewise to frame an accurate Idea of the Greatness of their Inequality.

True it is, that we use also Multiplications and Divisions, both simple and compound'd; but they are only Compound Additions and Subtractions. To multiply 4 by 3, is to make as many Additions of 4, as 3 contains Units; or to find a Number that has the same Relation to 4, as 3 has with the Unite. To divide 12 by 4, is to subtract 4 from 12 as often as possible; that is, to find a Relation to the Unite, that may be equal to that of 12 to 4; for 3, which is the Quotient, has the same Relation to 1, as 12 has to 4. The Extractions of the Square, Cubick, and other Roots, are but Divisions, to find out one, two, or three mean proportional Magnitudes.

Tis evident, that the Mind of Man is so narrow, his Memory so unfaithful, and his Imagination so shallow, that, without the use of Figures, and Writing, and the Skill of Arithmetick, it would be impossible to make the necessary Operations, to know the Inequality of Magnitudes, and their Relations, especially where many Numbers must be added or subtracted; or, which is the same thing, when those Numbers are very great, and can be added but by Parts: For some of them would still be forgotten, there being no Imagination so extended, as to add together very great Fractions, as $\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}$, or to subtract one from the other.

Multiplication, Division, and the Extraction of Roots in entire Numbers, are infinitely more puzzling, than simple Additions or Subtractions. The Mind alone, without the help of Arithmetick, is too shallow and weak to make such Operations; and it would be to no purpose to inflict upon the Proofs of it.

Notwithstanding, Analyticks, or Algebra, is still more excellent than Arithmetick, because it clears the Capacity of the Mind, and abridges the Ideas in the most simple and easy manner imaginable. What may be done in a long time by Arithmetick, is performed in a moment by Algebra, without puzzling the Mind by the Change of Cyphers, and the Tedionsness of Operations. And lastly, There are knowable Things, and necessary to be known, of which Arithmetick alone cannot afford the Knowledge; but I believe not that there is any Thing useful, and which may be certainly and exactly known, but it may be found out by an Arithmetical and Algebraical Method. So that those two Sciences are the Foundation of all others, and help us to the true Means to acquire all those that are accurate, because the Capacity of the Mind cannot be better managed than it is by Arithmetick, and especially by Algebra.
THE SECOND PART OF THE SIXTH BOOK,
Concerning METHOD.

CHAP. I.

Of the Rules that are to be observed in the Search after Truth.

Having explain'd the means how to improve the Attention and Extension of the Mind, by which alone it may acquire a greater perfection, that is, become more enlightened, fancious and piercing; it is time to set down those Rules, the Observation whereof is absolutely necessary to resolve any Question whatsoever. I shall insist long upon it, and endeavour to explain them by several Instances; that their necessity may be better known, and the Mind accustomed to make use of them; it being not so difficult or necessary, to know them theoretically, as to put them in Practice.

Let none expect here very extraordinary, surprizing and absurde things: For on the contrary, those Rules may be good, they must be very simple, natural and few, very plain and intelligible, and depending on each other, in such a manner as may lead our Mind, and rule our Attention, without distracting either: For Experience shews that the Logick of Aristotle is of no great use, because it takes up the Mind too much, and disturbs the Attention it ought to give to the Subjects of its Enquiry. Let then those Lovers of Mysteries and rare Inventions lay aside for a while that capricious humour, and consider, as attentively as they can, whether the Rules we shall prescribe are sufficient to preserve Evidence in the Preceptions of the Mind, and to discover the most hidden Truths. Unless they suffer themselves to be unjustly prejudiced against those Rules, by the simplicity and easiness of the fame, I hope, that the great use which may be made of them, as we shall shew hereafter, will convince them, that the most clear and simple Principles are the most pregnant and fecund, and that rare and difficult things are not always so useful as our fruitless Curiosity endeavours to persuade us.

The Principle of all those Rules is, that we must always preserve Evidence in our Reasonings, to discover Truth without Fear, and danger of being mistaken. From this Principle follows this general Rule, that respects the Subject of our Studies: We ought only to Reason upon such things, whereby we have clear and distinct Ideas, and by a necessary consequence, we must still begin with the most simple and easy Subjects, and insist long upon them, before we undertake the Enquiry into such as are more compos'd and difficult.

The Rules that concern the Method to be taken in resolving Questions, depend likewise on the same Principle; and the first of those Rules is, that we must very distinctly conceive the State of the Question proposed to be resolve'd: that is, have Ideas of the Terms to distinct, as that we may compare them together, and discover the Relations which we look for.

When those Relations cannot be found out by an immediate comparision of their Ideas, then the second Rule is, that we must try by an Essay of Thought to discover one, or several intermediate Ideas, that may be a means or common measure to discover the Relations that are between those things. A great care is to be taken that those Ideas be the more clear and distinct, as the Relations we endeavour to discover are more nicely exact and numerous.

When the Questions are very difficult, and require a long Examination, the third Rule is, that we must carefully take off from the Subject to be consider'd, all things whose Examination is not needful to the Discovery of the Truth we are in quest of. For the Capacity of the Mind must not be vainly and divided, but its strength must only be employed in such things as may enlighten it; so that all those things which are to be laid aside, are such as concern not the Question, and which, when taken off, leave it whole and entire.

When the Question is thus brought within the leat compass, the fourth Rule is, to divide the Subject of our Meditations into Parts, and consider them one after the other in a natural order, beginning with the most simple, or those that contain the least number of Relations, and never medling with the more compos'd, before the most simple are distinctly known, and become familiar.
Chap. II.

The Search after Truth.

When they are become familiar by Meditation, the fifth Rule is, to divide Ideas and disjoin them in the Imagination, or write them upon Paper, that they may no longer cling and fill up the Capacity of the Mind. Though that Rule be always useful, yet 'tis not of absolute necessity, unless it be in very intricate Questions, that require a great extent of Mind, (for the Mind is only enlarged by the abridgment of Ideas.) But the use of that Rule and the following, is best known by Algebra.

The Ideas of all the things that necessarily require Examination, being clear, familiar, abridged, and disposed and ranged in good order in the Imagination, or written upon Paper, the sixth Rule is, to compare them all by the Rules of Complications, one with the other alternately, either by the View of the Mind alone, or by the Motion of the Imagination, attended with the View of the Mind, or by the Calculation of the Pen joined to the attention of the Mind and Imagination.

It amongst all the Relations that result from those Comparisons, you find not that which you enquire after, then take off again all the Relations that are not sufficiently to resolve the Question, make the others familiar, abridge them, puzzle and disjoin them in the Imagination, or write them upon Paper, compare them together by the Rules of Complications, and then see whether the composed Relation that is looked for, is one of the composed Relations that result from those new Comparisons.

If none of those new discover'd Relations contain the Solution of the Question, then take off again those that are useless, make the other familiar, &c. [That is, do the same over and over, and] continuing thus, you shall discover the Truth or Relation you enquire after, how composed soever it may be; provided you can extend the Capacity of your Mind to it, by abridging your Ideas, and fill in all your Operations having before your Eyes the Scope you aim at. For 'tis the continual and steady view of the Question which must regulate all the advances of the Mind; since we should always know whether we are going.

We must above all take care not to satisfy our selves with some glimpse or likelihood; but begin anew to often the Comparisons that are conducible to discover the Truths enquired after, as that we may not withhold our Assent to it, without feeling the secret Lashes and Reproofs of our internal Manner that Answers our Questions, that is, the Application of our Mind, and the Desires of our Heart. Then will that Truth serve as an infallible Principle, to proceed in the Acquision of Sciences.

All the Rules we have given are not necessary in all sorts of Questions: for the first Rule is sufficient in those that are easy: and we need but in some others the first and second. In short, since we must make use of those Rules, 'till we have discover'd the Truth we seek for, it follows, that the most difficult, the Questions are, the greater must the number of those Rules be which we must put in practice.

Those Rules are not very numerous, but very natural, as depending upon each other, and may be made so familiar as to fall of themselves into the Mind, as often as shall be requisite. In short, they can rule the Attention of the Mind without dividing it, which is in great part what we could define; but they look to inconsiderable in themselves, that to make them more recommendable, it is necessary to shew that the Philosophers are fallen into a great many Errors, and Extravagancies, by not observing so much as the two first, which are the chief and esseff of all, whereas Describies, by their use, has discover'd all those great and fruitful Truths, which are to be learn'd in his Works.

C H A P. II.

Of the general Rule that concerns the Subject of our Studies: That School

Philosophers observe it not, which is the Cause of several Errors in their

Physicks.

The first of these Rules, and which respects the Subject of our Studies, teaches, that we must not argue, except from clear Ideas; whence it follows, that to study methodically, we must begin with things most simple and certain, and inest long upon them, before we undertake to enquire after the more compos'd and difficult.

Every one will easily grant the necessity of that general Rule, plainly seeing, that he walks in the dark, who reason upon obscure Ideas, and uncertain Principles. But 'twill be matter of surprise to hear us affirm, that it is hardly ever observed; and that the greatest part of those Sciences, which exist at this day, rest the Pride of some false Pretenders to Science, are only grounded upon such Ideas, as are either too confused, or too general, to be conducible to the finding out of Truth.

Aristotle, who so justly deserves the Quality of Prince of such Philosophers, (as being the Father of that Philosophy which they so studiously cultivate,) reasons very seldom upon other Ideas, than such as are confused and sensible, and upon others that are general, undetermined, and representing nothing particular to the Mind. For the ordinary Expres'sions of that Philosopher are so perplexed, as to represent only to the Sense and Imagination, the confused Sentiments we have of sensible things; or to make his Disciples speak in such a rambling and indeterminate manner,
as not to understand themselves. Most of his Works, but especially his Eight Books of Physicks, on which are as many different Commentators as there are Professors of Philosophy, are a mere Labyrinth, where he talks much, and says nothing; Not that his Stile is too diffuse and difturbed, but because he has a particular Talent at being facetious, and saying nothing but Words. In his other Works he makes not so much frequent use of his loose and general Terms; but those he employs raise only the confused Ideas of the Senfes; by which Ideas he pretends, in his Problemes, and elsewhere, to resolve in two Words an infinite Number of Questions, of which it may be demonstrated that they are altogether inoffible.

But that my Meaning may be better understood, what I have proved in other Places must here be remembered, viz. That all the Terms that excite nothing but sensible Ideas, are equivocal; and, what's to be well observed, Equivocal from Error and Ignorance, which must needs cause an infinite number of Delusions.

The Word **Row** is equivocal, signifying an Animal that ruminates, and a Constellation into which the Sun enters at Spring; but that seldom caueth any Mistake: For he must be an A B C T E O R, who should imagine any Relation bewrinx theo two Things, and believe, for instance, that we are subject at that time to vomit up the Medicines that we take, because the Ram is a ruminating Beast. But as to the Terms of sensible Ideas, but few acknowledge them for Equivocal. 

**Arifotle and the Ancient Philosophers** did not so much as dream on it, which will be agreed to by any one that has read any of their Books, and distinctly knows the Cause why those Words are liable to Equivocation. For nothing is more evident, than that the Philosophers Opinion, as to that Matter, was quite contrary to the Truth.

For instance: When they say, that Fire is hot, Gras green, Sugar sweet, they understand, just as Children, and the vulgar of Men, that Fire contains in it what they feel when they warm themselves; that Gras has painted upon it the Colours they see; that Sugar is endued with that Sweetness they taste when they eat it; and so as to all other visible and sensible Qualities; which cannot be denied by those that have read their Writings, they call the sensible Qualities as of Sensations, they take Heat for Motion. And thus, by the Equivocation of Terms, they confound the Modes of Existence peculiar to Bodies, with the Modifications of the Soul.

Tis no longer since than Des Cartes's time, that to those confused and indeterminate Questions, Whether Fire is hot, Gras green, and Sugar sweet, &c. we use to answer by distinguishing the Equivocation of sensible Terms that express them. If by Heat, and other Qualities, you understand what the Sun is, to a Man when he is cold, feels cold to himself when he is hot, or when other Parts of his Body are affected. Water, that feels warm to the Hands, will feel cold if we walk with it any Part near the Heart. Salt, that is favoury to the Tongue, is prickling and smarting to a Wound. Sugar is sweet, and Aloes very bitter to the Tongue; but nothing is either sweet or bitter to the other Senses: So that when we say, a Thing is cold, sweet, bitter, &c. that name has no certain Signification.

Firstly, Because all Men have not the same Sensations of the same Objects, nor even the same Man in different Times, or when different Parts or his Body are affected by them. What is sweet to one, is bitter to another; what is hot to one, is cold to another; what feels hot to a Man when he is cold, feels cold to himself when he is hot, or when other Parts of his Body are affected. Water, that feels warm to the Hands, will feel cold if we walk with it any Part near the Heart. Salt, that is favoury to the Tongue, is prickling and smarting to a Wound. Sugar is sweet, and Aloes very bitter to the Tongue; but nothing is either sweet or bitter to the other Senses: So that when we say, a Thing is cold, sweet, bitter, &c. that name has no certain Signification.

Secondly, Because different Objects can cause the same Sensation. Plaifter, Bread, Snow, Sugar, Salt, &c. are of the same Colour, and yet their Whiteneff is different, if we judge of 'em otherwife than by the Senses: And therefore when we say, that Meat is white, we say not any thing distinctly significative.

The third Reafon is, Because fuch Qualities of Bodies as occasion Sensations altogether different, are however almoft the fame; whereas fuch as excite very near the fame Sensation, are often very different. The Qualities of Sweetness and Bitternefs differ but little in Objects; whereas the Senfe of Sweet effentially differs from that of Bitter. The Motions that caufe Smart and Tickling, differ but in more or lefs; and yet the Sensations of Tickling and Smart are effentially different. On the contrary, the Sharpnefs of Fruit differs not fo much from Bitternefs, as Sweetnefs does; however, that Sharp Quality is the farthest from Bitternefs that poiffibly can be; For, a Fruit that is Sharp for being unripe, must undergo a great many Changes, before it grows bitter from Rottennefs, or too much Ripe-ness. When Fruits are ripe, they take sweet and bitter, when over-ripe: Bitternefs and Sweetnefs therefore in Fruits differ but in degree of more and lefs; which may be the Reafon why they fenn sweet to some Perfons, whilft they take bitter to others: Nay, there are fuch to whom Aloes fenn as fweet as Honey. The fame may be faid of all fensible Ideas; so that the Words Sweet, Bitter, Salt, Sour, Acid, &c. Red, Green, Yellow, &c. of fuch and fuch a Smell, Savour, Colour, &c. are all equivocal, and naile no clear and distinct Idea in the Mind. However, School-Philofophers, and the vulgar part of Men, judge of all the fensible Qualities of Bodies by the Sensations they receive from them.
Nor do the Philosophers only judge of these sensible Qualities by their own Sensations of them; but also judge of the Things themselves, from the Judgments they have past'd about sensible Qualities: For, from their having had Sensations of certain Qualities, essentially different, they judge that there is a Generation of new Forms, producing those fantastick Differences. What appears yellow, hard, &c. Meat, white, soft, &c. Thence, upon the Testimony of their Eyes and Hands, they infer, That those Bodies are essentially different, unless they chance to think on the Manner of the Transmutation of Wheat into Flower: For Meat is nothing but bruised and ground Corn; as Fire is only divided and agitated Wood; as Alhes are but the groffest Parts of the divided Wood without Agitation; as Glafs is but Asph, whose Particles have been polished and rounded by the Attrition caus'd by the Fire: And so in other Transmutations of Bodies.

'Tis therefore evident, that sensible Words and Ideas are altogether unserviceable to a just fitting, and clear resolving of Questions, that is, to the Discovery of Truth. Yet there are no Questions, how intricate soever they may be, by the equivocal Terms of the Senfes, but Arifhode, and mott part of other Philosophers, pretend to resolve them in their Books, without the foregoing Difinitions, and without confidering that they are, equivocal by Error and Ignorance.

If, for example, thofe Perfons who have employed the beft part of their Life in reading Anci- ent Philosophers and Physicians, and have wholly imbib'd their Spirit and Opinions, are ask'd whether Water be wet, whether Fire be dry, Wine hot, the Blood of Fishes cold, Water rarer than Wine, Gold perfecter than Mercury; whether Plants and Beings have Souls; and a thousand like undetermined Questions; they rashly answer, by conflating only the Impressions of Objects upon their Senfes, or the Tracks the reading of Authors has left upon their Memory. They never think those Terms are equivocal, 'tis a Wonder to them, they should need a Definition; and they cannot endure thofe that endeavour to let 'em understand, that their Procedure is too quick, and that they are reduced by their Senfes; and though they are never at a loss for Difinitions to perplex the mott evident Things, yet in thofe Questions, in which Equivocation reigns, they cannot judge of them, nothing to diftinguish.

If we confider, that most of the Questions of Philosophers and Physicians contain some equivocal Terms, like to thofe that have been spoken of, wehall not doubt, but that thofe Learned Gentlemen, that could not define them, were unable to fay any Thing solid and real, in the bulky Volumes they have compos'd: Which is, in a fufficient, to overthow mott of the Opinions of the Ancients. It is not fo with Des Cartes; he perfectly knew how to diftinguish thofe Things: He ne'er resolves any Question by fensible Ideas; and whoever shall be at the pains to read him, shall fee, that he clearly, evidently, and almoft ever demonstratively, explains the Chief Operations of Nature by the fole and different Ideas of Extention, Figures, and Motion.

The second fort of equivocal Words, that is much in request amongst Philosophers, contains all thofe general Terms of Logick by which any Thing may be easily explain'd, without fuch a much as knowing it. Arifhode was the Man that made the mott of it; his Books are full of nothing else, and fome are but a mere Logick: He propofes and resolves all Things by the fpecious Words of Genus, Species, All, Power, Nature, Form, Faculty, Quality, Canfa per fe, Canfa per acci- diens: His Followers can hardly undertand, that thofe Words fignifie Nothing, and that one is not more learned than he was, when he has heard, that Fire diffolves Metals by its difolving Faculty; that a Man digests not, because his Stomach is weak, or because his Convulsive Faculty does not operate as it should do.

I grant, that thofe who ufe fuch general Terms and Ideas for the Explication of all Things, commonly fall not into fo many Errors, as thofe that only employ fuch Words as naife the confufed Ideas of the Senfes. The School-Philofophers are not fo liable to be deceived, as fome opinionative and dogmatical Physicians, who build Systems upon Experiments, the Reasons of which are unknown to them; because the School-men talk fo generally, that they do not venture much out of their Depth.

Fire heats, dries, hardens, and softens, becaufe it has the Faculty of producing thofe Effects: Sens purges by its purgative Quality; Bread nourishes by its nutritious Quality. Thefe Propofitions are not liable to mistake; for a Quality is that which denominate a Thing by fuch a Name; Mafter Arifhode's Definition is undeniable: But he speaks true only becaufe he fays noth- ing; and if his rambling, loose, and indefinite Notions engage not into Error, at leaft they are wholly unserviceable to the Discovery of Truth.

For, though we know that there is in Fire aSubstantial Form, attended with a Million of Fa- culties, like to that of heating, dilating, melting Gold, Silver, and other Metals, lightening, burning, roasting: the Idea of that Substantial Form, with all its Faculties of producing Heat, Fluidity, Rarefaction, will not help me to resolve this Question, Why Fire hardens Clay, and soft- tens Wax? There being no Connection betwixt the Ideas of Hardness in Clay and Softness in Wax, and thofe of a Substantial Form in Fire, and its Faculties of Rarefaction, Fluidity, &c. The fame may be said of all general Ideas, which are utterly insufficient for resolving any Question.

But when I know that Fire is nothing else but divided Wood, whose Parts are in a continual Agitation, by which alone it raifes in me the Sensation of Heat; and that the Softnes of Clay conflits in a Mixture of Water and Earth; thofe Ideas being not general and confufed, but particular and distinct, it will not be difficult to perceive that the Heat of Fire muft harden Clay, nothing being easier to conceive, than that one Body may move another, if it meet with it, being it fell in Motion. We likewife easily perceive, that since the Heat we feel near the Fire is caused by
by the Motion of the invisible Particles of Wood striking against our Hands, Face, &c. if we expose Clay to the Heat of Fire, the Particles of Water, that are mixed with those of Earth, being more thick and dilated, and consequently more agitated by the Action and Impulse of the fiery Corpuscles, than the gros Particles of Earth, must be separated and expelled, and the rest remain dry and hard. We shall perceive with the same Evidence, that Fire must produce a quite contrary Effect upon Wax, if we know that it is composed of Particles that are branched, and almost of the same Bulk. Thus may particular Ideas be subservient to the Inquiry after Truth, whilst loose and undetermined Notions are not only altogether unserviceable, but also injurious we use into Error.

For, though Philosophers are not content to make use of those general Terms, and certain Ideas which answer to them; they moreover pretend, that those Words signify some particular Beings; they give us, that there is a Substantia differentiatus from Matter, which is the Form of it; and withal, an infinite Number of little Beings, really differentiatus from that Matter and Form, of which they suppose as many as they have different Sensations of Bodies, or as those Bodies are differentiatus to produce different Effects.

However, 'tis visible to any attentive Person, that those little Beings, for instance, that are said to be differentiatus from Fire, and suppos'd to be contained in it for the producing Heat, Light, Hardness, Fluidity, &c. are but the Contrivances of the Imagination, that rebels against Reason; since Reason has no particular Idea that represents those little Beings. When the Philosophers are asked, What is the illuminating Faculty in Fire? They only answer, That 'tis a Being which is the Cause that Fire is capable of producing Light. So that their Idea of that illuminating Faculty differs not from the general Idea of Cause, and the confused Idea of the Effect they see, and therefore they have no clear Idea of what they say, when they admit those particular Beings; and so fay they not only understand not, but what's impossible to be understood.

C H A P. III.

Of the most dangerous Errors in the Philosophy of the Ancients.

Philosophers not only speak without understanding themselves, when they explain the Effects of Nature by some Beings which they have no particular Idea, but also establish a Principle whence very false and pernicious Consequences may directly be drawn.

For, supposing with them, that there are in Bodies certain Entities differentiatus from Matter, and having no distinct Idea of those Entities, 'tis easy to imagine, that they are the real or principal Causes of the Effects we see. And this is the very Opinion of the vulgar Philosophers. The prime Reason of their supposing those Substantial Forms, real Qualities, and other such like Entities, is, to explain the Effects of Nature: But when we come attentively to consider the Idea we have of Cause or Power of acting, we cannot doubt but that it represents something Divine: For, the Idea of a Sovereign Power is the Idea of a Sovereign Divinity; and the Idea of a Subordinate Power, the Idea of an inferior Divinity, yet a true Divinity; at least, according to the Opinion of the Heathens, supposing it to be the Idea of a true Power or Cause. And therefore we admit something Divine in all the Bodies that surround us, when we acknowledge Forms, Qualities, Virtues, and real Beings that are capable of producing some Effects by the force of their Nature; and thus infensibly approve of the Sentiments of the Heathens, by too great a Deference for their Philosophy. Faith indeed corrects us; but it may perhaps be said, that the Mind is a Pagan, whilst the Heart is a Chriftian.

Moreover, it is a hard Matter to persuade our selves, that we ought neither to fear nor love true Powers and Beings, that can act upon us, punisht us with some Pain, or reward us with some Pleasure. And as Love and Fear are a true Adoration, it is hard again to imagine why they must not be ador'd: For, whatever can act upon us as a true and real Cause, is necessarily above us, according to Reason and St. Anfin; and, by the same Reason and Authority, 'tis likewise an immovable Law. That inferior Beings should be sublevic to superiour: Whence that Great Father concludes, That the Body cannot operate upon the Soul, and that nothing can be above her.
Lastly, The Sense of tasting and Loving what may be the true Cause of Good and Evil, appears to natural and just, that it is not possible to call it off. So that in that false Supposition of the Philosophers, which we are here undertaking to destroy, that the surrounding Bodies are the true Causes of our Pain and Pleasure, Reason seems to justify a Religion like the Pagan Idolatry, and approve the universal Deprivation of Morals.

Reason I grant, teaches not, to adore Onions and Leeks, for instance, as the Sovereign Divinity, because they cannot make us altogether happy when we have them, or unhappy when we want them; neither did the Heathens worship them with an equal Homage as their great Jupiter, whom they fancied to be the God of Gods; or as the Sun, whom our Senles represent as the universal Caufe, that gives Life and Motion to all things, and which we can hardly forbear to look on as the Sovereign Divinity, if we suppose, as the Pagan Philosophers, that he comprehends in his Being, the true Causes of what he feems to produce, as well upon our Soul and Body, as upon all the Beings that surround us.

But if we must not pay a Sovereign Worship to Leeks and Onions, they deferwe, at leaft, some particular Adoration; I mean they may be thought upon and loved in some manner, if it be true, that they can in some forse make us happy, and may be honour'd proportionally to the good they do us. Surely Men that listen to the Reports of Senfe, think Pule capable of doing them good; otherwise the Iraclites would not have bewailed the los of them in the Wildemefs, or loked on themselves as unhappy, for being deprived thereof, had they not finifh'd to themselves some great Happinefs in the Enjoyment of them. See what an Abys of Corruption Reason plunges us into, when it goes hand in hand with the Principles of Pagan Philosophy, and follows the footsteps of the Senfes.

But that the Faloofh of that wretched Phylofophy, and the Certainty of our Principles, and Diftinctions of our Ideas may not be longer doubted; it will be neceffary plainly to eftablish the Truths that contradict the Errors of the Ancient Philosophers, or to prove in few words, that there is but one true Caufe, since there is but one true God; that the Nature and Force of every thing is nothing but the Will of God; that all Natural things are not real, but only occasional Causes; and some other Truths depending on them.

It is evident, that all Bodies, great and little, have no force to move themselves: a Mountain, a Houfe, a Stone, a Grain of Sand, the minutest and bulkifh Bodies imaginable, are alike as to that. We have but two forts of Ideas, viz. of Spirits and Bodies; and as we ought not to fpark what we conceive not, fo we must only argue from those two Ideas. Since therefore our Idea of Bodies, convinces us that they cannot move themselves, we muft conclude that they are moved by Spirits or Spirits. But as we have no necessary Connection between their Will, and the Motion of any Body whatsoever; on the contrary, we perceive that there is not nor can any. Whence we muft infer, if we will follow Light and Reason, That as no Body can move it self, fo no Created Spirit can be the true and principal Caufe of its Motion.

But when we think on the Idea of God, or of a Being infinitely perfect, and consequently Almighty, we are aware that there is such a Connection between his Will and the Motion of all Bodies, that it is impossible to conceive he should will that a Body be moved, and it should not be moved. And therefore if we would speak according to our Conceptions, and not according to our Senfations, we must fay that nothing but his Will can move Bodies. The moving force of Bodies is not then in themselves, this force being nothing but the Will of God; Bodies then have no proper Action, and when moving Ball meets with another, and moves it, the former communicates nothing of its own to the latter, as not having in it thefle the Impreflion it communicates; though the former be the Natural Caufe of the latter's Motion; and therefore a natural Caufe is not a true and real Caufe, but only an occasional; which in fuch or fuch a Cafe determines the Author of Nature to act in fuch or fuch a manner.

Tis certain that all things are produced by the Motion of visible or invisible Bodies; for Experience teaches us, that thofe Bodies, whole parts are in greater Motion, are always the moft active, and thofe that Caufe the greatest Alterations in the World: fo that all the Forces of Nature are but the Will of God, who Created the World; because he will'd it, who fpake and it was done; who moves all things, and produces all the Effects we fee, because he has eftablifhed fome Laws, by which Bodies Communicate their Motion to each other when they meet together; and because thofe Laws are eflicacious, they and not the Bodies act. There is then no Force, nor true Caufe in all the Material and fenfible World: Nor need we admit any Forms, Faculties, or real Qualities to produce Effects, which the Bodies bring not forth, or to divide with God his own Effential Force and Power.

As Bodies cannot be the true Caufes of any thing, fo likewise the moft Noble Spirits are subjeft to the fame impotency on that refpeft: They cannot know any thing, unlefs God enlightens them; nor have the Senfation of any thing, unlefs he modifies them; nor call, unlefs he moves them towards himfelf: They may indeed determine the Impreflion God has given them to himfelf, towards other Objects; but I doubt whether it can be call'd a Power. For if to be able to fin is a Power, it is fuch a one, as the Almighty wants, faith St. Auffin somewhere. If Men had of themfelves the Power of loving Good, it might be faid that they have fome Power; but they cannot do much as love, but because God Wills it, and that his Will is Eflicacious. They love, because God continually drives them towards Good in general; that is, towards himfelf, for whom alone they are Created and preferv'd. God moves them, and not themfelves, towards Good in general: and they only follow that Impreflion by a free Choice, according to the Law of God,
or determine it towards false and seeming Goods, according to the Law of the fleeting, But they cannot determine it but by the fight of Good. For being able to doe nothing without an Impulsion from above, they are incapable of loving any thing but Good.

But though it should be supposed, which is true in one sense, that Spirits have in themselves the Power of knowing Truths, and loving Good, should their Thoughts and Will produce nothing outwardly, it might still be said, that they were impotent and ineffectual. Now it seems undeniable, that the Will of Spirits is not able to move the most immediat Body in the World; it being evident there is no necessary Connexion betwixt the Will we may have of moving our Arm, for Instance, and the Motion of the same Arm. It moves indeed whenever we will it, and we may be call’d, in that sense, the natural cause of the Motion of our Arm, yet natural Causes are not true, but only occasional, as acting by the mere force and efficacy of the Will of God, as we have already explain’d.

For how is it possible for us to move our Arm? To perform this, 'tis requir’d we should have Animal Spirits, and send them through certain Nerves towards certain Muscles, to swell up and contract them, so that Motion is perform’d, as some pretend, though others deny it, and affirm that the Mystery is not yet discover’d. However it be, most Men know not so much as that they have Spirits, Nerves and Muscles, and yet move their Arms with as much and more dexterity than the most skilful Anatomists. Men therefore will the moving their Arm, but 'tis God that is able, and knows how to doe it. If a Man cannot overthrow a Tower, yet he knows what must be done to effect it: but not amongst them know what the Animal Spirits must doe to move one of his Fingers. How should they then move the whole Arm of themselves? These things appear very evident to me, and, I suppose, to all thinking Perfons; though they may be incomprehensible to others, such as are only used to the confused voice of the Sentences.

But Men are so far from being the true Causes of the Motions produc’d in their Body, that it seems to imply a Contradiction they should be so. For a true Cause is that, which with which and by its Effect, the Mind perceives a necessary connection, for I understand it. But there is none besides the infinitely perfect Being, betwixt whose Will and the Effects the Mind can perceive a necessary Connexion, and therefore none but God is the true Cause, or has a real Power of moving Bodies. Nay, it seems incredible, that God should communicate this Power, either to Angels or Men: And those pretend that the Power we have of moving our Arm is a true Power, must by Consequence grant that God can give Spirits the Power of creating, annihilating, and doing all possible things; in short, that he can make them Almighty, as I am going to prove.

God needs not Instruments to act, 'tis enough he should will the Existence of a thing, in order to its Existing, because it is contradictory that he should will a thing, and his Will should not be fulfilled. And therefore his Power is his Will, and to communicate his Power is to communicate his Will; so that to communicate his Will to a Man or an Angel, can signify nothing else, but to will that whenever that Man or Angel shall define that such or such a Body be moved, it may actually be moved. In which Cafe I see two Will’s concurring together, that of God, and that of the Angel, and to know which of them is the true Cause of the Motion of that Body, I enquire which is the Efficacious. I see a necessary Connexion betwixt the Will of God, and the thing will’d; in this Cafe God wills that whenever the Angel shall define that such a Body be moved, it be really so. There is then a necessary Connexion betwixt the Will of God, and the Motion of that Body, and consequently God is the true Cause of that Motion, and the Will of the Angel is only occasional.

Again, to make it more evidently manifest, let us suppose God wills it should happen quite contrary to the Defire of some Spirits, as may be thought of the Devils, or some other wicked Spirits in Punishment of their Sins. In that Cafe it cannot be said God communicates his Power to them; since nothing happens of what they will. However the Will of those Spirits shall be the natural Cause of the produced Effects: as such a Body shall be removed to the Right, because they will it were moved to the Left, and the Defire of those Spirits shall determine the Will of God to act, as the Will of moving the Parts of our Body, determine the first Cause to move them, and therefore the Defires of all finite Spirits are but occasional Causes.

If, after all these Reasons, it be still affir’d, that the Will of an Angel moving a Body is a true, and not a bare occasional Cause; ‘tis evident, that the self-same Angel might be the true Cause of the Creation and Annihilation of all things, since God might as well communicate to him his Power of Creating, and annihilating Bodies, as that of moving them, if He should will that they should be created, and annihilated: in a word, if he will’d that all things should be performed according to the Angel’s Defires, as he wills that Bodies be moved as the Angel pleates; if therefore it may be said, that an Angel or Man are true Movers, because God moves Bodies as they define; that Man or Angel might likewise be call’d true Creators, since God might create Beings on occasion of their Will: Nay, perhaps it might be said, that the will of Angels, or even mere Matter, is the real Cause of the Creation of some Substance; if it be supposed with some Philosophers, that God produces substantial Forms, whenever the Disposition of Matter requires it. And lastly, since God has resolved from all Eternity, to create some certain things, at some certain times, those Times might also be called the Causes of the Creation of such Beings; with as much right as ‘tis pretended, that a Ball meeting with another is the true Cause of the Motion that is communicated to it, because God, by his general Will, that constitutes the Order of Nature, has decreed, that such or such Communication of Motions should follow upon the Concourse of two Bodies.
There is then but one true Cause, as there is one true God: Neither must we imagine, that what precedes an Effect does really produce it. God himself cannot communicate his Power to Creatures according to the Light of Reason; He cannot make them true Causes, and change them into Gods. But though he might doe it, we conceive nor why he should will it. Bodies, Spirits, pure Intelligences, all can doe nothing. 'Tis he who has made Spirits, that enlightens and moves them; 'tis he who has created Heaven and Earth, that regulates all their Motions: In fine, 'tis the Author of our Being that performs our Defiles; Semel injust, semper pareat: He moves even our Arms, when we use them against his Orders, for he complains by his Prophets, That we make him subaltern to our unjust and criminal Defiles.

All those little Divinities of the Heathens, all those particular Causes of Philosophers, are Cribbings, which the wicked Spirit endears in to set up, that he may destroy the Worship of the true God. The Philosophy we have received from Adon, teaches us no such things, but that which has been propagated by the Serpent, for, ever since the Fall, the Mind of Man is turned Heathen. That Philosophy, joint to these Errors of the Senfes, has made Men pay their Worship to the Sun, and is still the universal Cause of the Disorders of their Mind, and the Corruption of their Heart. Why, say they, by their Actions, and sometimes by their Words, should we not love Bodies, since they are able to afford us Pleasure? And why are the Philosophers blam'd for lamenting the Loss of the Garlick and Onions of Egypt, since the Privation of those things, which enjoyed, afforded them some Happiness, made them in some sort unhappy? But the Philosophy that is mis-call'd New, and represented as a Bugbear to frighten weak Minds, that is defined and condemned without hearing: that New Philosophy, I say, (since it must have that name,) destroys all the Pretences of the Libertines, by the effablishment its very first Principle that perfectly agrees with the first Principle of the Christian Religion *; namely, That we must love and fear none but God, since none but He alone can make us happy.

As Religion declares that there is but one true God, so this Philosophy shews that there is but one true Cause. As Religion teaches that all the Heathen Divinities are but dead Metals, and immovable Stones; so this Philosophy discovers, that all the second Causes, or Divinities of the Philosophers, are but useless Matter, and ineffectual Wills. As Religion commands, not to bow to those Gods that are not Gods, so this Philosophy teaches, not to profane our Minds and Imagination before the phantamfick Grandeur and Power of pretended Causes, which are not Causes: which we ought neither to love, nor to fear, nor be taken up with; but think upon God alone, and adore, and love, and fear him in all things.

But that's not the Inclination of some Philosophers; they will neither fee God, nor think upon him; for ever since the Fall there is a secret Opposition betwixt God and Man. They delight in Gods of their own Invention; in loving and fearing the Contrivances of their Heart, as the Heathens did the Works of their Hands. They are like those Children, who tremble at the sight of their Play-Fellows, after they have dawdled and blackened them. Or, if they defire a more noble Comparison, though perhaps not to just, they resemble those famous Romans, who reverence the Fictions of their Mind, and foolishly adored their Emperours, after they themselves had let loose the Eagle at their Canonization.

**C H A P. IV.**

An Explication of the Second Part of the General Rule: That the Philosophers observe it not, but that Descartes has exactly followed it.

We have been shewing to what Errors Men are liable, when they reason upon the fallible and confused Ideas of the Senfes, and their rambling and undetermin'd Notions of Logick; whence it appears, that to keep to Evidence in our Perceptions, 'tis absolutely necessary exactly to observe that Rule we have prefir'd; and to examine which are the clear and distinct Ideas of things, that we may only argue by deduction from them.

In that same general Rule, concerning the Subject of our Studies, there is yet a remarkable Circumstance; namely, That we must still begin with the most simple and easy things, and in the most direct, before we undertake the Enquiry after the more composed and difficult. For it, to preserve Evidence in all our Perceptions, we must only reason upon distinct Ideas, 'tis plain that we must never meddle with the Enquiry of compound things, before the simple, on which they depend, have been carefully examined; and made familiar to us by a nice Scrutiny; since the Ideas of compound things, neither are, nor can be clear, as long as the most simple, of which they are composed, are but confusedly and imperfectly known.

We know things imperfectly, when we are not sure to have considered all their Parts: and we know them confusedly, when they are not familiar enough to the Mind, though we may be certain of having considered all their Parts. When we know them but imperfectly, our Arguments are only probable: when we perceive them confusedly, there is neither Order nor Light
in our Inferences; and often we know not where we are, or whither we are going: But when we know them both imperfectly and confusedly, which is the commonest of all, we know so much as what we would look for, much less by what Means we are to find it: So that it is altogether necessary to keep strictly to that Order in our Studies, Of still beginning by the most simple Things, examining all their Parts, and being well acquainted with them, before we meddle with the more compounded, that depend on the former.

But that Rule agrees not with the Inclination of Man, who naturally detestes whatever appears eafe; his Mind being made for an unlimited Object, and almost incomprehensible, cannot make a long Stay on the Consideration of those simple Ideas, which want the Character of infinite, for which he is created. On the contrary, and for the fame Reason, he has much Veneration, and an eager Paffion, for great, obscure, and mysterious Things, and fuch as partake of Infignity: Not that he loves Darkness, but that he hopes to find in those deep Holes Receives a Good, and Truth capable of satisfying his Defires.

Vanity likewise gives a great Commination to the Spirits, flitting them to what is great and extraordinary, and encouraging them with a foolish Hope of hitting right. Experience teaches, that the most accurate Knowledge of ordinary Things gives no great Name in the World, whereas to be acquainted with uncommon Things, though never so confusedly and imperfectly, always procures the Esteem and Reverence of thofe who willingly conceive a great Idea of whatever is out of their depth of Underfanding: And that Experience determines all thofe who are more preficient to Vanity than to Truth, (which certainly make up the greateft Number) to a blind-fold Search of a fpecious, though chimerical, Knowledge of what is great, rare, and unintelligible.

How many are there that reject the Cartefian Philosophy, for that ridiculous Reason, That its Principles are too fimple and eafe: There are in this Philosophy no obscure and myfterious Terms; Women, and Perfons unskill'd in Greek and Latin, are capable of learning it. It muft be laid, that there is nothing more incomprehensible, and unworthy the Application of great Genius's: There is no Opinion, that Principles fo clear and fimple are not fufficient enough to explain the Effects of Nature, which they fuppofe to be dark, intricate, and confufed: They fee not prefently the Use of thofe Principles, that are too fimple and eafe to ftop their Attention long enough to make them understand their Use and Extent. They rather chufe to explain Effects whose Caufes are unknown to them, by unconceivable Principles, than by fuch as are both fimple and intelligible. For the Principles thofe Philofophers are wont to explain obscure Things by, are not only obscure themfelves, but utterly incomprehensible.

Thofe that pretend to explain Things extremely intricate, by Principles clear and generally received, may eafily be refuted, if they fucceed not; fince to know whether what they fay be true, one needs only comprehend well what they fay. The fally learned are not pleafed with this, and obtain not the Admiration they purfue in ufing intelligible Principles; for, as foon as one underftands their Notions, he plainly perceives that they fay nothing; But when they make use of unknown Principles, and fpeak of very complex Things as though they exactly knew all their Relations, they are admired by their Hearsers, who underftand not what they fay; becaufe we are naturally inclin'd to reverence whatever goes above the reach of our Underfanding.

Nor is there any obscure and incomprehensible Things fo hard to hang together with each other, than with fuch as are clear and intelligible, fo incomprehensible Principles are much more made use of in very difficult and abfurd Queftions, than fuch as are eafe and intelligible. There is noting fo difficult, but, by the means of thofe Principles, Philofophers and Physicians will difcover it in few Words; for their Principles being yet more incomprehensible than any Queftions that can be propofed them, thofe Principles being taken for granted, no Difficulty can afterwards put them to a Nonplus.

Thus, for Inflance, they boldly, and without boggling, make anfwers to thofe hard and undetermine'd Queftions, viz. Why the Sun attracts Vapours? Why the Peruvian Bark ftops the Quaran Ague? Why Rhubarb purges Choler, and the Polybruf or Salt Phlegm, and the like. Moft Men feem prettily well fatisfied with their Anfwers, becaufe obscure and incomprehensible Things make Hands together: But unintelligible Principles fuit not Queftions that may be clearly and cullly refolved, becaufe by that Solution it plainly appears, that they are altogether infeignificant. The Philofophers cannot explain, by their Principles, How Horses draw a Coach? Why Duft flops a Watch? How the Trepoly-Stone cleans Metals, and a Brufh our Clothes? For, they would appear ridiculous to all the World, if they fuppofe a Motion of Attraction, and Attractive Faculties, to explain why the Coach follows the Horses; and a Derivear Faculty in the Brufh, for cleaning of Clothes, &c. So that their great Principles are only serviceable in dark and intricate Queftions, by reafon of their Incomprehensible.

We ought not therefore to inftitute upon any Principle that appears not plain and evident, and of which it may be refolved, that some Nations reject it: But we must attentively confider the Ideas we have of Extention, Figure, and Local Motion, and the Relations they have between them: if we conceive them diffinely, and find them so plain and clear, as to be perfuaded they were ever generally received by all Nations, we muft dwell upon them, and examine all their Relations: But if they feem obscure and dark to us, we muft endeavour to fearch others. For, if to avoid the Fear of Miffakes and Errors, it is always requisite to prefervc Evidence in our Perceptions, it follows, that we muft argue only from clear Ideas, and from Relations diffinely known.
Chap. IV. The Search after Truth.

To consider in order the Properties of Extension, we must, as Des Cartes did, begin with the most simple Relations, and thence proceed to the more composed; not only because this Method is the most natural, and bears up the Mind in its Operations; but also because God ever acting with Order, and by the most simple Ways, that fort of Examination of our Ideas, and their Relations, was better manifest to us in his Works. And if we consider, that the most simple Relations always offer themselves first to the Imagination, when 'tis not determined to think rather on one Thing than another, it will appear, that to find out that Order we prefer, and to discover very composed Truths, it is sufficient to look attentively, and without prejudice, upon Objects; provided always we skip not too hastily from one Subject to another.

When we look attentively upon Matter, we easily conceive that one Part may be separated from another, that is to say, we easily conceive a Local Motion, which Motion produces a Circle in each of the Bodies moved. The most simple of all Motions, which first occurs to the Imagination, is a Motion in a Right Line. Supposing then, that some Part of Matter is moved in a Right Line, it will necessarily displace some other Portion of Matter and shall find in its way, which latter shall circularly move to take the Room which the former has left: Hence comes a Circular Motion. And if we conceive infinite Motions in a Right Line, in an infinite number of similar Parts of that immense Extention we consider, it will again necessarily follow, that all these Bodies mutually hindiring each other, shall all conspire by their reciprocal Action and Reaction, that is, by the mutual Communication of all their particular Motions, to produce one that is Circular.

That first Consideration of the most simple Relations of our Ideas, already discovers to us the necessity of the Vortices of Des Cartes, that their Number will be so much greater, as the Motions in a Right Line of all the Parts of the Extention, having been more contrary to each other, shall with more difficulty have been reduc'd to the same Motion; and that amongst those Vortices, the greatest will be those in which most Parts shall have concurr'd together to the same Motion, or whose Parts shall have had more Strength to continue their Motion in a Right Line.

In the mean while, care must be taken not to dilipate nor weary our Mind, by vainly applying it to the vast Number and unmeasurable Greatness of those Vortices: We must rather inquit upon some one of them for some time, and orderly and attentively enquire after all the Motions of the Matter it contains, and all the Figures wherewith the Parts of that Matter may be endued.

As there is no simple Motion but that in a Right Line, we must first consider it, that in which all Bodies continually tend to move themselves; since God always acts by the most simple Ways: And if Bodies move Circularly, 'tis only because meeting with consequent Oppositions, they are perpetually turn'd from their direct Motion. So that all Bodies being not of an equal Bulk, and the biggest having more Strength than others to continue their Motion in a Right Line, we easily conceive, that the smallest Particles must sink to the Centre of the Vortex, and the biggest rise towards the Circumference; since the Lines which moving Bodies are suppos'd to describe at the Circumference of a Circle, are nearer to a Right Line, than those which they describe towards the Centre.

If we conceive again, that every Part of that Matter could not at first move, and meet with a perpetual Opposition to its Motion, without being smooth'd and rounded, and having its Angles broken off; we shall discover, that all that Extention will be compos'd of two sorts of Bodies, viz. of round Globules, which perpetually turn upon their own Centre, and that in several different Ways, and besides that particular Motion, are carried about by the Motion common to all the Vortices, and of a very fluid and agitated Matter, produced from the Motion of the fore-

fald Globules. Besides the Circular Motion common to all the Parts of the Vortices, that subtle Matter mutt yet have another particular, and almost direct, from the Circle of the Vortex to the Circumference, through the Intervals of the Globules, that leave a Pauilage open: So that the Motion compos'd of those Motions will represent a Spiral Line. That fluid Matter, call'd by Des Cartes, the first Element, being divided into Parts that are much smaller, and have not so much strength to continue their direct Motion, as the Globules, or second Element; 'tis evident, that the first Element must take up the Centre of the Vortex, and fill the empty Spaces which the Parts of the Second leave between them; and that the rest of the Vortex must be fill'd with those Parts of the Second, and come nearer to the Circumference, proportionally to their bulk, or to the Force they have of continuing their Motion in a Direct Line. As to the Figure of the whole Vortex, after what has been said, it cannot be doubted, but that the Difference from one Pole to the other, will be shorter than that of the Line which cuts the Equator. And if we consider that the Vortices surround and comprize each other unequally, we shall plainly see that their Equator is a crooked irregular Line, that comes near to an Ellipsis.

* By Equa-

tor I under-

and the greatest Crooked Line which the Matter of the Vortex describes.

These are the Things that offer themselves naturally to the Mind, when we attentively consider what should happen to the Parts of Extention, perpetually tending to move in a Right Line, that is, in the most simple Motion. If we now suppose a Thing which seems most worthy the Divine Power and Wisdom, namely, That God has formed the whole Universe at once, in the same State those Parts would have naturally fallen into and disposed themselves in time, by the most simple Ways; and that he prefers them by the same natural Laws: In a word, if we compare our Ideas with the visible Objects, we shall conclude, that the Sun is the Centre of
the Vortex, that the Corporeal Light, which it diftincts every where, is nothing but the continual Effort of the little Globules, tending to remove from the Centre of the Vortex, which Light must be communicated in an Infant through those vast Spaces, because they being full of those Globules, one cannot be prefled upon, without the Motion of all the others that are opposite to it.

Several other Consequences may be drawn from what has been said, because the molt simple Principles are those that explain the Works of a Being which acts by the molt simple Ways. But we shall want to confider forever, whether we may not be incident to the Hypothesis that there are several Vortices, like to that we have decribed in few Words, that the Stars, which are so many Suns, are the Centres of those Vortices, which surround each other, and are difposed in such a manner, as that they hinder one another Motion the leaft they can, but that before Things came to that Perfeclion, the weakest Vortices were carried away, and as it were swallowed up by the STRONGEST.

To understand this, we need but fuppofe that the first Element, which is at the Centre, may fly, and perpetually flies out through the Intervals of the Globules, towards the Circumference of the Vortex, and that at the fame time that this Centre or Star empties it fell through the Equator, other Matter of the first Element comes into it through the Poles; for neither the Star nor its Poles can empty themselves at one fide, without being fill'd at another, since there is no VACUITY in Extent. But as an infinite number of Caufes may hinder a great Quantity of the first Element from coming into that Star, the Parts of the first Element that fhall be forced to remain in it, will be nec-cnecfed to adapt themselves fo, as to move one and the fame way, which caufes them to fall en and live themselves together, and converfes them into Spots, which containing and thickning, are carried into Cruffs, cover by degrees the Centre; wherefore the molt ftrong Elements of all Bodies, are form'd into gros and solid Matter. This course fort of Matter is called by Der Cartes, the third Element, and is ended with an infinite number of Shapes and Figures, as is the first Element, from which it is generated and produced.

That Star being thus over-grow'n with Spots and Cruffs, and become like the other Planets, has no longer a fufficient Strength to defend its Vortex againfl the continual Struggle and Interruptions of all that surround it; therefore it infensible diminishes: The Matter that compofes it, is difpersed on all fides, and the Strongeft of the neighboring Vortices carries the greateft part away, and at last involves the Planet that is the Centre of it. This Planet being wholly surrounded with the Matter of the great Vortex, fwallows any thing in it, only keeping together with some of the Matter of its own Vortex, its former Circular Motion, and takes at fmall a Situation, as part is in Equilibrio with an equal Quantity of the Matter in which it fwallows. If it has but little Solidity and Magnitude, it defends very near the Centre of the surrounding Vortex, becaufe having no great Force to continue its Motion in a Right Line, it must take fuch a Place in that Vortex, as that an equal Quantity of the second Element, endeavouring to remove from the Centre, may be in Equilibrio with it; that being the only Place where it can be exactly balanc'd. If that Planet be of greater Bulk and Solidity, it must seek its Equilibrio in a Place more diftant from the Centre of the Vortex. And laftly, If there is no Place in the Vortex, in which an equal Quantity of its Matter hath as much Solidity as this Planet, and consequently as much Strength to continue its Motion in a Direct Line, perhaps because the Planet fhall be very bulky, and over-grow'n with very solid and condens'd Cruffs; it fhall not flop in that Vortex, as finding no Equilibrio in the Matter that compofes it, but passes from Vortex to Vortex, until it meets with a Place in which it may be equally balanced by a competent Quantity of Matter; to that it will fometimes be feen in its Paffage, as the Comets are, when it fhall be in our Vortex, and at a convenient Diflance from us: But it will not be feen in a long time, when it fhall be in other Vortices, or in the utmost Boundary of ours.

If we hereupon conclude, that a fingle Vortex may, by reafon of its Bulk, Strength, and advantageous Situation, infensibly undermine, involve, and carry away severol Vortices, and even fuch as have conquer'd others; it will nec-cnecfed follow, that the Planets that have been form'd in the Centre of the conquer'd Vortices, being entered into the great and conquering Vortex, place themſelves in Equilibrio with an equal Volume of the Matter in which they fwallow: So that if the Planets are unequal in Solidity, they will float at unequal Diflances from the Centre of the Vortex in which they fwallow. But if two Planets have very near the fame Force to continue that Direct Motion; or if a Planet carries in its small Vortex one or severol other Planets, which it fhall have conquer'd, according to our Way of conceiving the Formation of Things: Then the fmalleft Planets will turn about the greatest, whileft the greatest fhall turn upon its own Centre, and all thefe Planets shall be carried by the Motion of the great Vortex, at a Diflance very near equal from its Centre.

We are obliged, by the Light of Reafon, to difpofe in that Order the Parts that compofe the whole Universe, which we imagine to have been formed by the molt simple Ways. For all that had been faid is only grounded on the Idea of Extention, the Parts of which are fillpoffed to move in the molt simple Motion, which is that in a Right Line. And when we examine by the Effects, whether we are infalud in the Explication of Things by their Caufes, we are surpriz'd to fee the Phenomena of Celestial Bodies fo perfectly agreeing with our Ratiocinations. For we perceive all the Planets that are in the middle of a fmalVortex turning upon their own Centre, as the Sun does, and swimming in the Vortex of the Sun, and about the Sun, the fmalleft and leaft fold nearest to it, and the molt fold at a greater Diflance. We likewise obferve, that they are done, as the Comets, which cannot remain in the Vortex of the Sun: And laftly, that there are
are several Planets, which have other smaller turning about them, as the Moon does about the Earth: Jupiter has four of them, Mars three, and perhaps Saturn has so many, and so small, that they resemble a continued Circle, of which the thicknes cannot be perceived, because of their too vast distance. Those Planets being the biggest we can observe, it may be imagined, that they have been produced from Vortices which had a sufficient strength to conquer others, before they were involved in the Vortex we live in.

All thefe Planets turn upon their own Centre, the Earth within 24. hours, Mars within 25 or thereabouts, Jupiter within about 10, &c. They all turn about the Sun, Mercury the nearest in about 4 months; Saturn the remotest in about 30. Years, and those that are betwixt them in more or less time, which however keep not an exact proportion with their distance. For the matter in which they swim makes a swifter Circulation when it is nearer to the Sun, because the Line of its Motion is then shorter. When Mars is opposite to the Sun, he is then near enough to the Earth, but is at a vast distance from it when he is in Conjunction with him. The like may be said of the other superiour Planets, as Saturn and Jupiter, for the inferior, as Venus and Mercury are, to speak properly, never oppose to the Sun. The Lines, which all the Planets seem to describe about the Earth, are no Circles, but are very like Ellipses, which Ellipses seem very much to differ, because of the different Situation of the Planets in reference to us. In short, whatever may be observed with any certainty in the Heavens, touching the Motion of the Planets partly agrees with what has been said of their Formation by the most simple ways.

As to the fixed Stars, Experience teaches us, that some diminish and entirely vanish away, whilst others that are wholly new appear; the lufbre and bulk of which feemly increafe. They increafe or diminish proportionally as the Vortices, in whole Centre they lie, admit more or less of the firit Element. We caifie to fee them when they are overfeeped with Spots and Clouds, and difcover to difcover them, when those Spots, which obftru£t their luftre, are entirely dilipated. All thefe Stars keep very near the fame distance from each other, since they are Centres of Vortices which are not moved, and remain Stars as long as they can refist the invasion of others. They are all ranked like as many little Suns, becaufe they are all, as he is, the Centres of unequal d Vortices. They are all at an unequal distance from the Earth, though they appear as if they were affin'd to a Vault; for if the Parallace of the nearest with the remotest has not yet been obseru'd, by the different situation of the Earth from 6 to 6 Months; it is because that difference is too inco'nerable in reference to our distance from the Stars, to make that Parallax sensible. Perhaps by means of the Telecopes, it will one day or other become somewhat obseru'able. In short, whatever the Senles and Experience may obferue in the Stars, differs not from what we have difcover'd by the Mind, whilst we examin'd the most simple and natural Relations that are betwixt the Parts and the Motions of Extension.

To search after the Nature of Terrestrial Bodies; we must conceive that the firit Element being made up of an infinite number of different Figures, the Bodies that result from their Mixture must be very different. So that there will be some whole Parts shall be branched, others long, others very near round, but all irregular, severall ways. When their Parts are branched and grofs, they are hard, but flexible, and not eafily, as Gold: If their Parts be not fo grofs, they are folid, and fluid, as Gums, Fats, Oyles; but if their branched Parts be extremely fine, they are like the Air. If the long Parts of Bodies are grofs and inflexible, they are pungent, incorruptible, and dif- solvable, as Salts; if their long Parts be inflexible, they are infipid like Water; if the grofs Parts be of very irregular and different Figures, they are like Earth and Stones. In short, thence muft needs arise Bodies of several different Natures, and two will hardly be found exactly alike, by rea'on of the infinite number of Figures incident to the firit Element, which can never be complicated after the fame manner in two different Bodies. What Figure ever thofe Bodies may have, if their Pores be large enough to give way to the fecd Element's passing all manner of ways, they will be transparent like Air, Water, Glafs, &c. If the firit Element entirely surrounds fome of their Parts and affords them a fufficient force and commotion to reful the fecd Element on all fides, they will appear Luminous like flame; if they drive back all the fecd Element that falls upon them, they will be very white; if they receive it without repelling it, they will be very black; and laftly, if they repel it by several Concussions and Vibrations, they will appear of different colours.

As to their Situation, the heaviest, or thofe that have leaft force to continue their dire£t Motion, will be the nearest to the Centre, as are Metals: Earth, Water and Air, will be more remote, and all Bodies will keep the fame Situation in which we obferue them; because they will recede from the Centre of the Earth, as far as their Motion will allow.

It must not feem strange that I now fay, that Metals have leaft force to continue their dire£t Motion, than Earth, Water, and other lefs solid Bodies, though I have formerly faid, that the moft folid Bodies have more strength than others to continue their dire£t Motion. For the Rea- fon why Metals are not fo apt to continue to move, as Earth and Stones, is that Metals have leaft Motion in themfelves; it being true however, that of two Bodies unequal in solidify, but moved with an equal diftance, that the moft folid will have more force to purfue its Motion in a right Line, becaufe the moft folid has then the greater Motion, and that Motion is the Caufe of strength.

But if we would understand the Reafon why Bodies, grofs and folid, are heavy towards the Center of Vortexes, but light at a confiderable distance from it; we muft know, that thofe Bodies receive their Motion from the subtle matter that inviron them, and in which they swim. Now that subtle matter actually moving in a Circular Line, and only tending to move in a right Line, Q
it only Communicates that Circular Motion to the gros Bodies it carres along with it: and as to
 its tendency to remove from the Centre in a Right Line, it only comunicates that to them
 as far as it is a neccessary sequel of the Circular comunicated Motion. For it must be observed,
 that the Parts of the subtle matter tending to different sides, can only compells the gros Body
 they convey, since that Body cannot go several different ways at the same time. But because
 the subtle Matter, that lies about the Centre of the Vortex, has a far greater Motion than that
 it spends in circulating, and because it comunicates only its Motion Circular, and common to
 all its Pars, to the gros Bodies which it carres; and that the Bodies it carres chance to have
 more Motion than what is common to the Vortex, they would soon looke that overplus, by commun-
 icateing it to the little Bodies they meet with; thence 'tis evident, that gros Bodies, towards the Centre
 of the Vortex, have not so much Motion as the Matter in which they swim; each part of which
 has its own particular and various Motion, and the Circular and common. Now if gros Bodies
 have lefs Motion, they have lefs Tendency to move in a right Line, and if they have lefs Tend-
 ency, they are forced to yield to those that have more, and consequently to approach the Centre
 of the Vortex, that is, in short they must be heavier, as they are more gros and folid.

But when folid Bodies are very remote from the Centre of the Vortex, as the Motion of
 the subtle Matter is then very great, because it spends very near its whole Motion in
 wheeling about; Bodies have then so much more Motion as they have more Solfidity; because
 they go as jilift as the subtle Matter in which they swim: and so they have more force to con-
 tinue their direct Motion. Wherefore gros Bodies at a certaine distance from the Centre of the
 Vortex, are so much lighter as they are more folid.

If it appeare, that in the Earth it is a little metallick towards the Centre, and not so folid at
 about the Circumference; that Water and Air must remain in the Situation wherein we fee them;
 but that all those Bodies are * ponderous; the Air as well as Gold and Quick-filver; because
 this fiews likewise that the Moon is at too great a distance from the Centre of the Vortex of the Earth to be heavy,
 thought it be folid; that Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, cannot fall into the Sun, and that
 they are not folid enough to travel out of this Vortex, as the Comets do, that they are in
 Aqueflrio with the Matter in which they swim, and that if a Musket Ball, or a Cannon Bullet,
could be shot high enough, those two Bodies would become little Planets, or perhaps Comets, that
 would not stay in any Vortex, as being ended with a competent Solfidty.

I pretend not to have sufficiently explain'd all the things I have mention'd, or to have de-
 duced from the siple Principles of Extension, Figure, and Motion all the possible Inferences;
 I only intended to shew the Method Des Cartes has used in the discovery of Natural things, that
 this Method and his Ideas may be compared with those of other Philosophers, I design'd here
 no more, and yet I may venture to affert, that if one would supercede admiring the Virtue of the
 Loadstone, the regular Motion of the ebbing and flowing of the Sea, the noise of Thunder,
 the Generation of Meteors; in short, if any defire to get a well-grounded Knowledge of Natu-
 ral Philosophy, as he can doe nothing better than to read and meditate his Books; to he can doe
 nothing at all, unless he follows his Method. I mean unless he Reason as he did, upon clear I-
 deas, till beginning with the most simple and familiar.

Neither do I pretend that this Author is Infallible; for I think I can demonstrate that he has
 been mitfaken in several places of his works. But 'tis more advantageous for his Readers to be
leeved that he hath been deceived, than if they were perfuaded that whatever he said was trae: A
 Man that should take him to be infallible would read him without Examination, believe him
 without understanding what he says, learn his Opinions as we learn History, and would not
 form and perfect his Mind. He himselfe advertises his Readers to observe whether he be deceived,
 and to believe nothing of what he says, but what the Evidence compells them to. For he is
 not like those false pretenders to Science, who endeavouring to Lord it over the Minds, will be
 believed upon their own word, and who instead of making Men the Diciple of the inward
 Truth, by proposing only clear and distinct Ideas, labour what they can to submit them to the
 Authority of Heetens, and press upon Men incomprehensible Opinions by unintelligible Reason.

The chief thing that is found fault with in Des Cartes's Systen, is the manner in which he,
 teigas that the Sun, Stars, Earth, and all the Bodies that surround us, have been produced; for
 altho' as it seems contrary to what Holy Writ teaches us of the Creation of the World; since,
 according to him, one would say, that the whole Univerfe has been formed of its own accord,
 fo as we see it now a-days, to which several Anfwers may be made.

First, As to the pretended Contrarieties betwixt Moses and Des Cartes, those that affert it, have
 not perhaps examine'd them both, with as much Attention as those who have shown, by pub-
 lick Writings, that the sacred History of the Creation perfectly agrees with the opinion of that
 Philosopher.

But the chief Anfwer is, that Des Cartes never pretendted that things should ever have been
 made by degrees, and as he describes them. For at the first Article of the Fourth Part of his
 Philosophical Principles, which runs thus: That the former Hypotheses is to be retain'd, notwith-
 stand ing its being false, to find out the true Causes of natural Things, he expressly afferts the con-
 trary in these words. Though I pretend not that the Bodies of this visible World were ever produc-
 ed in the manner that has been described before, of which the Reader has been already sufficiently fore-
 wornd; yet I must still keep to the same Hypothesis, both as it appears upon Word, as if I may,
 as I hope I can, plainly shew by those means the most intelligible and certain Causes of all Na-
 tural Phenomena.
tural things, and they cannot be found out another way; I may therefore reasonably conclude, that though the World was not at the Beginning fram'd in this manner, but created immediately by God, yet the Nature of all things it contains coexes not to be the very same, as though they had been produced in that very method.

Des Cartes knew that to understand the Nature of things, they must be confider'd in their Birth and Original, and that beginning with those that are most simple, we ought to drive them up to the Fountain head, and that the busines is not to examine whether God working by the most simple ways, formed the World by degrees, or struck it out at a single Blow; but that, in what manner soever God may have produced his Works, they ought to be first confider'd in their Principles. if we would understand them, and afterwards we should observe, how confident our thoughts are with the Operations of God, by comparing them together. He knew that the Laws of Nature, by which God preserves all his Works in their present Order and Situation are the same Laws, with those by which he might have formed and disposed them; It being evident to all confidering, Men, that if God had not disposed his Works in an instant, in the same manner they would have order'd and posiz'd themselves in time, the whole Oeconomy of Nature would be destroy'd, since the Laws of Preservation would be contrary to those of the first Creation.

If the whole Universe remains in the Order in which we see it, 'tis because the Laws of Motion which preserve it in that Order, were capable of producing it in it; and if God had established it in an Order different from that into which those Laws of Motion should have put it, all things would be turned upside down, and place themselves by the force of those Laws, in the Order in which they are at present keep.

A Man defilies to discover the Nature of a Chicken, to that end he opens every day Eggs taken from under a Brood Hen, he examines what part moves and grows first, he quickly perceives that the Heart begins to beat; and to drive out Blood through small Conduits on all sides, that are the Arteries, which Blood comes back to the Heart through the Vessels, that are the Brain like-wise the head are at first, and that the Bones are the last formed. By that he frees himself from many Errors, and even draws from those Observations several Consequences very useful for the Knowledge of living Creatures. What fault may be found with the conduct of such a Man, and how may it be given out, that he pretends to persuade, that God formed the first Chicken, by creating an Egg, and giving it a competent degree of heat to hatch it? because he tries to discover the Nature of Chickens in their first Formation?

Why then should Des Cartes be accused of being opposite to the Holy Scriptures, for that designing to discover the Nature of visible things, he examines the formation of them by the Laws of Motion, which are invisibly observ'd on all occasions. He never doubted but that the World was created at first with all its perfection, that there were Sun, Earth, Moon and Stars; that in the Earth there were not only the Seeds of Plants, but also the Plants themselves, and that Adam and Eve were not born Infants, but made adult. The Christian Faith teaches us that, and natural Reason persudes us the same; for when we consider the infinite Power of God, we cannot think he should ever have made any thing which was not altogether perfect. But as we should better understand the nature of Adam and Eve, and the Trees of Paradise, by examining how Children are infallibly form'd in their Mothers Womb, and how Plants are deriv'd from their Seeds, then by merely considering how they were when Created by God at the Creation of the World, so if we can find out Principles very simple and certain, out of which, as out of some Seeds, we may sufficiently show the Stars, the Earth, and all visible things might have been produced, though we very well know that it was never so, (yet) that will be more conceivable to explain their Nature, than if we should only describe them as they now are, or as we believe they were Created, and because I suppose I have found out such Principles, I shall endeavour briefly to Explain them.

Des Cartes was persuaded that God formed the World all at once; but he also believed that God Created it in the same State and Order, and with the same Disposition of Parts, in which it would have been, had it been made gradually, and by the most simple ways. And that thought is worthy both of the Power and Wisdom of God; of his Power, because he has made in a Moment all his Works in the highest Perfection; and of his Wisdom, because he has shewn that he perfectly foreknew whatever could befal Matter, if it were moved by the most simple ways: and likewise because the Order of Nature could not subsist, if the World had been produced by ways, that is, by Laws of Motion, contrary to the Laws by which it is preserved, as I have already mentioned.

'Tis ridiculous to say, that Des Cartes believed the World might have been formed of itself, since he owns with all those that follow the light of Reason, that Bodies cannot move themselves by their own strength; and that all the immutable Laws of the Communication of Motions are but consequences of the immutable Will of God, who always acts in the same manner. His proving that God alone gives Motion to Matter, and that Motion produces in Bodies all their different Forms, was sufficient to hinder the Libertines from making an Advantage of his System. On the contrary, if Atheists should reflect on the Principles of this Philosopher, they would quickly be forced to confess their Errors; for if they can assert, with the Heathens, that Matter is uncreated, they cannot also maintain that it can move itself by its own Power: So that Atheists would at least be obliged to acknowledge the true Mover, if they refused to confess the true Creator. But the Ordinary Philosophy affords us sufficient pretences to blind themselves, and defend their Errors; for it speaks of some impertinent Virtues, certain motives, Faculties, in a word, of a certain Nature which is the Principle of Motion in every thing.

And
An Explication of the Principles of the Peripatetic Philosophy, in which is shown, that Aristotle never observed the Second Part of the General Rule; and his Four Elements, with the Elementary Qualities, are examined.

That the Reader may compare the Philosophy of Des Cartes with that of Aristotle, it will be convenient to set down in few words what the latter has taught concerning Elements and Natural Bodies in general, which the most learned believe he has done in his Four Books Of the Heavens. For his Eight Books of Phyicks belong rather to Logick, or perhaps to Metaphyicks, than to Natural Philosophy; since they consist of Nothing but loose and general terms, that offer no distinct and particular Idees to the Mind. Thofe Four Books are entitled Of the Heavens, because the Heavens are the chief amongst the fimple Bodies which he treats of.

That Philofopher begins his Work by proving that the World is perfect, in the following manner: All Bodies have three Dimenfions and cannot have more, because the number three comprehends all, according to the Pythagoreans. But the World is the Composition of all Bodies, and therefore the World is perfect. By that ridiculous Proof, it may also be demonstrated, that the World cannot be more imperfect than it is, since it cannot be composed of parts that have less than three Dimenfions.

In the Second Chapter, he first supposeth some Peripatetic Truths, as that all Natural Bodies have of themfelves the force of moving, which he proves neither here nor elsewhere; but on the contrary afferts, in the First Chapter of his Second Book of Phyicks, that to endeavour to prove it is absurd, because 'tis evident of it felf, and that none but thofe who cannot diftinguith what is known of it felf from what is not, infift upon proving plain by obscure things. But it has been fhewn elsewhere, that it is altogether falfé that natural Bodies fhould have of themselves the force of moving, and it appears evident only to fuch as follow, with Aristotle, the Imprefions of their Sentences, and make no use of their Reafon.

Secondly, He fays that all local Motion is made in a Line, either direft or circular, or composed of both; but if he would not think upon what he fo rashly proffesses, he ought at leaft to have open'd his Eyes that he might fee an Infinite number of different Motions, which are not made of either the right or circular: Or rather he ought to have thought that the Motions composed of the direft may be infinitely varied, when the compounding Motions increafe or diminish their swiftnefs in an infinite number of different ways, as may be obferved by what has been faid before*. There are, fays he, but two fimple Motions, the right and the Circular, and therefore all the others are composed of them. But he fiftakes, for the Circular Motion is not fimple, fince it cannot be conceived, without thinking upon a Point to which it relates, and whatever includes a Relation is relative and not fimple. This is fo true that the Circular Motion may be conceived as produced from two Motions in a right Line, whose Swiftnefs is unequal, according to a certain Proportion. But a Motion composed of two others, made in a right Line, and variously increafing or diminishing in Swiftnefs, cannot be fimple.

Thirdly, He fays that all the fimple Motions are of three sorts, one from the Centre, the other towards the Centre, and the third about it. But 'tis falfé that the laft, viz. the Circular Motion should be fimple, as has been already faid. And 'tis falfé again that there are no fimple Motions besides upwards and downwards. For all the Motions in a right Line are fimple, whether they approach to, or remove from the Centre, the Poles, or any other Point. Every Body, fays he, is made up of three Dimenfions, and therefore the Motion of all Bodies muft have three fimple Motions. What Relation is there betwixt fimple Motions and Dimenfions? Betwixt every Body there are three Dimenfions, and none has three fimple Motions.

Fourthly, He fupposeth that Bodies are either fimple or compofed, and calls fimple Bodies, those that have the force of moving themfelves, as Fire, Earth, &c. adding, that the compound receive their Motion from the compounding. But in that fene there are no fimple Bodies, fince now fhave in themselves any Principle of their Motion: there are alfo none compofed, fince there are no fimplices of which they fhould be made; and fo there would be no Bodies at all. What Fancy is it, to define the Simplicity of Bodies by a Power of moving themfelves. What different Ideas can be fixed to the Words of fimple and compofed Bodies, if the fimple are only defined in Relation to an Imaginary moving force? But let us fee what Consequences he draws from these Principles. The Circular Motion is fimple. The Heavens move Circularly, and therefore their Motion is fimple; But fimple Motion can be abfcribed only to a fimple Body, that is to fay, to a Body that moves of it felf; And therefore the Heavens are a fimple Body differently different from the four Elements, that move in right Lines. 'Tis plain enough that fuch Arguments contain nothing but falté and abfurd Propositions. Let us examine his other Proofs, for he alledge a great many hiftentious and nonfentential ones, to prove a thing as ufelcss as it is falté.
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His second Reason to show that the Heavens are a simple Body distinguished from the Four Elements, supposes that there are two sorts of Motion, one natural, and the other violent or against Nature. But 'tis sufficiently plain to all those that judge of things by clear and distinct Ideas, that Bodies having not in themselves any such Principle of their Motion as Aristotel pretends, there can be no Motion violent or against Nature. 'Tis indifferent to all Bodies to be moved or not, either one way or another. But this Philosopher, who judges of things by the Impressions of the Senses, imagines that those Bodies, which by the Laws of the Communications of Motions, always place themselves in such or such a Situation, in reference to others, doe it of their own accord, and because it is most convenient for them, and best agrees with their Nature. Here follows the Argument of Aristotle.

The Circular Motion of the Heavens is natural, or against Nature. If natural, the Heavens are a simple Body distinguished from the Elements, since the Elements never move circularly by a natural Motion. If the Circular Motion of the Heavens is against their Nature, they will be some one of the Elements, as Fire, Water, &c. or something else. But the Heavens can be none of the Elements: as for instance, if the Heavens were Fire, that Element tending naturally upwards, the Heavens would have two contrary Motions, viz. the circular and the ascending, which is impossible. If the Heavens be some other Body, which moves not circularly by its own Nature, they will have some other natural Motion, which cannot likewise be; for if that Motion be ascending, they will be Fire or Air; and if descending, Water or Earth: Therefore, &c. I shall not insist upon shewing the particular Absurdities of those Reasonings, but only observe in general, that all that which this Philosopher here says, has no Signification, and that there is neither Truth nor Intercourse well drawn. His third Reason is as follows.

The first and most perfect of all simple Motions must be that of a simple Body, and of the first and most perfect among simple Bodies. But the circular Motion is the first and most perfect amongst simple Motions, because every circular Line is perfect, and that no right Line is to. For if it be more, something may be added to it; if infinite, it is not yet perfect, since it has no end; and that things are not perfect but when they are finished, and therefore the circular Motion is the first and most perfect of all, and a Body moving circularly is simple, and the first and most Divine among simple Bodies. Here you have his fourth Reason.

in English Fins and finished. Thus that Philosopher proves, that an infinite Line is not perfect, because its not finished.

Every Motion is either natural, or not; but every Motion which is not natural to some Bodies, is natural to some others. For, we see that the ascending and descending Motions, which are not natural to some Bodies, are so to others; for Fire naturally defends not, but Earth does. Now the Circular Motion is not natural to any of the Four Elements; there must then be a simple Body to which that Motion is natural; and therefore the Heavens, which move Circularly, are a simple Body, distinguished from the Four Elements.

Lastly, The Circular Motion is either natural or violent to some Body or other: If it be natural, 'tis evident that Body must be one of the simplest and perfect: But if it be against Nature, 'tis strange how that Motion endures for ever; since we see that all Motions against Nature are of a short continuance. And therefore we must believe, after all those Reasons, that there is some Body separated from all those that environ us, whose Nature is the more perfect, as it lies at a greater distance. Thus argues Aristotel, but I defe the best and most intelligent of his Interpreters to fix distinct Ideas to his Words, and to shew that this Philosopher begins with the most simple Things, before he speaks of the more compos'd, which is however altogether necessary to exact Reasonings, as I have already proved.

If I were not afraid of being tedious, I would be at the pains to translate some Chapters of Aristotel: But before that none who can understand him, care to read him in English, or in any other vulgar Tongue, I have sufficiently shown, by what I have related from him, that his Way of Philosophizing is wholly unserviceable to theDiscovery of Truth: For, he says himself, in the Fifth Chapter of this Book, That those that mistake at first in any thing, mistake ten thousand times more, if they proceed: So that it being apparent, that he knows not what he says in the two first Chapters of his Book, we may reasonably believe, that it is not safe to yield to his Authority, without examining his Reasons. But that we may be the more perfuaded of it, I proceed to shew, that there is no Chapter in this First Book but has some Impertinency.

In the Third Chapter he says, That the Heavens are incorruptible, and incapable of Alteration, of which he alleges several Childish Proofs, as, that they are the Habitation of the Immortal Gods, and that no Change was ever observed in them. This last Proof would be good enough, could he say, that ever any Body was come back from thence, or that he had approached Celestial Bodies sufficiently near to observe their Alterations. And yet I doubt whether at this time any one should yield to his Authority, since Telescopes affual us of the contrary.

In the Fourth Chapter he pretends to prove, That the Circular Motion has no Opposite; though it be plain, that the Motion from East to West is contrary to that which is made from West to East.

In the Fifth Chapter he very weakly proves, That Bodies are not Infinite; drawing his Arguments from the Motion of simple Bodies: For what hinder, but there may be above his Prime mobile some immovable Extention.

In the Sixth, he loses time in shewing, That the Elements are not Infinite: For, who can doubt of it, when he supposes, with him, that they are included within the surrounding Heavens?
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... but he ridicules himself, by drawing his Proofs from their Gravity and Lightness. If Elements, says he, were Infinite, there would be an Infinite Heaviness and Lightness; which cannot be: Ergo, &c. Tho' that desire to fee his Arguments at length, may read them in his Books; for I reckon it a loss of Time to relate them.

He goes on in the Seventh Chapter to prove, That Bodies are not Infinite; and his first Argument supposes it necessary for every Body to be in Motion, which he neither does nor can demonstrate.

In the Eighth he afferts, That there are not many Worlds of the same Nature, by this ridiculous Reason, That if there were another Earth besides this we inhabit, the Earth being ponderous of its own nature, it would fall upon ours, which is the Centre of all ponderous Bodies. Whence has he learned this, but from his Sentences?

In the Ninth he proves, That it is not so much as possible that there should be several Worlds; because if there was any Body above the Heavens, it would be simple or composed, in a natural or violent State; which cannot be, for Reasons which he draws from the Three forts of Motions already spoken of.

In the Tenth he afferts, That the World is Eternal, because it cannot have had a Beginning, and yet last for ever; because we fee, that whatever is made, is corrupted in Time. He has learned this likewise from his Sentences: But who has taught him, that the World will always endure?

He spends the Eleventh Chapter in explaining what Incorruptible signifies; as though Equivoque was here very dangerous, or that he was to make a great Use of his Explanation. However, that Word Incorruptible is so clear of itself, that Aristrofe need not have troubled himself with explaining what Sense it must be taken, or in what Sense he takes it. It had been more convenient to define an infinite Number of Terms, very usual with him, which raise nothing but Sensible Ideas; for so perhaps we should have learned something from the reading of his Works.

In the Last Chapter of this First Book of the Heavens, he endeavoures to shew, That the World is incorruptible, because 'tis impossible it should have had a Beginning, and yet last eternally. All Things, says he, fluctuate either for a finite or infinite Time; but what is only infinite in one sense, is neither finite nor infinite, and therefore nothing can fluctuate in that Manner.

This is the way of arguing with the Prince of Philosophers, and the Genius of Nature, who, instead of discovering, by clear and distinct Ideas, the true Cause of natural Effects, lays the Foundation of a Pagan Philosophy upon the fallacious and confused Ideas of the Sentences, or upon such Ideas as are too general to be useful to the Search after Truth.

I condemn not Aristrofe for not knowing that God has created the World in Time, to manifest his Power, and the Dependency of Creatures; and that he will never destroy, to shew that he is immutable, and never repent of his Decisions: But I may find fault with him for proving, by tritting Reasons, that the World is of Eternal Duration. For, though he be sometimes excusable to the Opinions he maintains, yet he's for the most part intollerable as to the Reasons he alleges, when he treats of Subjects that are somewhat difficult. What I have already said, may perhaps be sufficient to evince it; though I have not related all the Errors I have met with in the Book whence the former are extracted, and that I have endeavour'd to make him speak plainer than is customary with him.

But for an entire and full Conviction, that the Genius of Nature will never discover the secret Springs and Contrainvices of it, it will be convenient to shew, that his Principles, upon which he reasons for the Explication of natural Effects, have no Solidity in them.

'Tis evident that nothing can be discovered in Physics, without beginning with the most modish Bodies, that is, with the Elements; into which all others are resolved, because they are contained in them either actually or potentially, to speak in a Peripatetic Style. But no distinct Explanation of those simple Bodies can be found in the Works of Aristotles, whence follows, that his Elements being not clearly known, 'tis impossible to discover the Nature of Bodies which are composed of them.

He says indeed, that there are four Elements, Fire, Air, Water and Earth; but he gives no clear Manifestation of that Nature, by any distinct Idea: He pretends not that those Elements are the Fire, Air, Water and Earth that we see; for if it were so, our Senses at least would afford us some Knowledge of them. I grant that in several places of his Works he endeavoures to explain them by the Qualities of Heat and Cold, Moisture and Dryness, Gravity and Levity. But that Method is so impertinent and ridiculous, that it cannot be conceiv'd how so many Learned Men could be satisfied with it, which I proceed to demonstrate.

Aristotle pretends in his Book of the Heavens, that the Earth is the Centre of the World, and that all Bodies which is pleased to call simple, because he supposes that they are moved by their own Nature, must move by simple Motions. He afferts, that behides the Circular Motion, which he pretends to be simple, and by which he proves that the Heavens, which he supposes to move circularly, are a simple Body, there are two other simple Motions; one downwards, from the Circumference to the Centre; and the other upwards, from the Centre to the Circumference: That those simple Motions are proper to simple Bodies, and consequently that Earth and Fire are fixed Bodies; one of which is altogether heavy, and the other perfectly light. But because Gravity and Levity may be proper to a Body, either wholly, or in part, he concludes that there are two other Elements, or simple Bodies, one of which is partly light, and the other partly ponderous, viz. Water and Air. Thus he proves that there are four Elements, and no more.
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It is plain to all those who examine the Opinions of Men by their own Reason, that all those Propositions are false, or cannot at least be taken for clear and undeniable Principles, which may afford very plain and distinct Ideas, whereas to lay the Foundation of Natural Philosophy. 'Tis certain that nothing can be more absurd, than to establish the Number of Elements upon the imaginary Qualities of Heavyness and Lightness, saying, without any farther Proof, that four Bodies are ponderous, and others light, of their own Nature: For if any thing may be asserted without Proof, it may be said that all Bodies are naturally heavy, and endeavour to approach the Centre of the World, as the place of their Rest. And the contrary may be asserted too, viz. That all Bodies are light of their own Nature, and tend to rise to the Heavens, as to the place of their greatest Perfection. For if you object to him who maintains the Gravity of Bodies, that Fire and Air are light, he needs but answer, that Fire and Air are not light, but that being less ponderous than Earth and Water, they seem to us to be light: And that it goes with those Elements, as with a piece of Wood that appears light upon the Water; not by reason of any natural Levity, since it falls down when in the Air, but because Water being heavier, fetzthes the lower Place, and forces it to ascend.

On the contrary, If you object to him that defends the natural Levity of Bodies, that Earth and Water are ponderous, he will likewise answer, That those Bodies seem heavy, because they are not so light as those that suround them: That Wood, for instance, appears to be ponderous when in the Air, not because of its natural Gravity, since it ascends when in the Water, but because it is not so light as Air.

And therefore 'tis ridiculous to suppose, as an undeniable Principle, that Bodies are either light or heavy of their own Nature, it being, on the contrary, evident, that none has the Force of moving it self, and that 'tis indifferent to be moved either upwards or downwards, to the East or to the West, to the South or to the North, or in any other possible manner.

But let us grant to Aristotle, That there are four Elements, such as he pretends; two of which are heavy, viz. Earth and Water; and the other two light of their own Nature, viz. Fire and Air; what Consequence may be drawn from thence, for the Knowledge of the Universe? Thofe four Elements are not the only one Fire, Air, Water and Earth, but something quite different, which we know neither of the Senses, nor by Reason, having no distinct Idea of them. Let all natural Bodies be compo'd of them, since Aristotle has laid it: But the Nature of those Compounds is still unknown, and cannot be disovered, but by knowing the four Elements, or the Simple Bodies of which they are made, since the Compound is known only by the Simple.

Fire, says Aristotle, is light by its own Nature; the affending Motio'n is fpmple: Fire is therefore a Simple Body, since Motion must be proportion'd to the Moveable. Natural Bodies are compo'd of simple, there is then Fire in all natural Bodies, but a Fire which is not like to that we fee, for Fire is often but in potentia in the Bodies that are made of it. What signifies all these Peripatetic Discourses? That there is Fire in all Bodies, either actual or potential, that is to say, that all Bodies are compo'd of something we fee not, and the Nature of which is wholly unknown unto us. We have now made a very fair Progress.

But though Aristotle shews us not the Nature of Fire, and other Elements, of which all Bodies are made up; yet one may imagine, that he will at least discover their principal Qualities and Properties. Let us alfo examine what he says upon that Account.

He declares that there are four principal Qualities which belong to the Sense of Touching, viz. L. 2. & 3. Heat, Cold, Humidity and Siccity, of which all the other are compo'd. He distributes those primitive Qualities into the four Elements, ascribing Heat and Dryness to Fire, Heat and Moisture to the Air, Cold and Moisture to Water, and Cold and Dryness to Earth. He afferts that Heat and Cold are active Qualities; but that Dryness and Moisture are passive. He assigns Heat, What congreogates Things of the same kind, Cold, What congreogates Things either of the same, or of different Species, Moisture, What cannot eafily be contained in its own Limits, but is eafily kept within foreign Bounds, and Dryness, What is eafily contained within its own Limits, but will hardly be adapted to the Bounds of surrounding Bodies.

Thus, according to Aristotle, Fire is a hot and dry Element, and therefore congreogates Homogeneous Things, is eafily contained within its own Limits, and hardly within others: Air is a hot and moist Element, and therefore congreogates Homogeneous Things, can hardly be kept within its own Limits, but eafily within others: Water is a cold and moist Element, and therefore congreogates both Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Things, is hardly contained within its own Limits, but eafily within others: And lastly, Earth is a cold and dry Element, or such an one as aggregates Things, both of the same and different Nature, is eafily contained within its own Limits, but can hardly be adapted to others.

There you have the Elements explained, according to the Opinion of Aristotle, or the Definitions he has given of their principal Qualities; and because, if we may believe him, the Elements are simple Bodies, of which others are compro'd, and their Qualities are simple Qualities, of which all others are compro'd, the Knowledge of those Elements and Qualities must be very clear and distinct, since the whole Natural Philosophy, or the Knowledge of all sensible Bodies, which are made of them, must be deduced from thence.

Let us then see what may be wanting to these Principles. First, Aristotle fixes no distinct Idea to the Word Quality: It cannot be known whether by Quality he understands a real Being distinct from Matter, or only a Modification of Matter; he seems one while to take it in the former, and at another time in the latter Sense. I grant that in the 8th Chapter of his Categories, he defines
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declares Quality, that by which Things are denominated hot or cold, but that is not plain and satisfactory. Secondly, His Definitions of the four Primitive Qualities, viz. Heat, Cold, Moiſture and Dryness, are either fallacious, or useleſs. We will begin with his Definition of Heat: Heat, says he, is that which congregates Homogeneous Things.

First, Though that Definition should be true, That Heat always congregates Homogeneous Bodies; yet we cannot see how it perfectly explains the Nature of Heat.

Secondly, 'Tis fallacious that Heat congregates Homogeneous Things; for Heat dilates the Particles of Water into Vapour, instead of heaping them together: It congregates not likewise the Parts of Wine, or any Liquor or Fluid Body whatsoever, even to Quick-ſilver. On the contrary, it resolves and separates both Solid and Fluid Bodies, of whatever the name or different Natures; and if there be any, the Parts of which Fire cannot dilate, it is not because they are homogeneouſ, but because they are too groſſ and solid to be carry'd away by the Motion of the fiery Particles.

Thirdly, Heat, in reality, can neither congregate nor segregate the Parts of any Body whatsoever, for, that the Parts of Bodies may be congregated, or segregated, they must be moved: But Heat can move nothing, or at least, it appears not that it can move Bodies; for though we consider Heat with all the possible Attention, we cannot discover that it may communicate to Bodies a Motion which it has not in itself. We fee, indeed, that Fire moves and separates the Parts of fuch Bodies as lie expos'd to its Action, but it is not perhaps by its Heat, it being not evident whether it has any; it is rather by the Action of its Parts, which we visibly perceive to be in a continual Motion; for the fiery Particles striking against a Body, must needs impart to it somewhat of their Motion, whether there is or is not any Fire in Fire. If the Parts of that Body be not very solid, Fire will dilate them, and make them flie one over the other. And Lastly, If there be a Mixture of Subtle and groſſ Parts, Fire will only dilate those which it can push so far as to separate them from the others. So that Fire can only separate, and if it congregate, 'tis only by Accident. But Aristotle asserts quite contrary: Separating, says he, which some ascribe to Fire, is but congregating Homogeneous Things for 'tis only by Accident that Fire carries off Things of different Nature.

If this Philosopher had at first distinguished the Sensation of Heat, from the Motion of the small Particles, of which the Bodies called hot are compos'd, and had afterwards defined Heat, taken from the Motion of Parts, by saying, that Heat is what agitates and separates the intractable Parts, of which visible Bodies are made up; he would have given a tolerable Definition of Heat; though not full and satisfactory: because it would not accurately discover the Nature of Heat in hot Bodies.

Aristotle defines Cold, what congregates Bodies of the same, or different Nature: but that Definition is worth nothing, for Cold congregates not Bodies. To congregate them, it must move them; but if we consult our Reason, we shall find, that Cold can move nothing; for we understand by that word, either what we feel when we are cold, or what cauſes our Sensation. As to our Sensation, 'tis plain that it is merely Passive, and can neither move nor drive any thing. And as to the Cause of that Sensation, reason tells us, if we examine things, that it is merely real, or a Conſequence of Motion: So that Cold in Bodies being no more than the Conſequence of that Motion which attends Heat, 'tis evident that if Heat separate, Cold does not. And therefore Cold conserves neither things of the same, nor of different nature; since what cannot drive on Bodies cannot amass them together. In a word, as it does nothing, it must needs congregate nothing.

Aristotle judging of things by his Senſes, imagin'd Cold to be as poſitive as Heat; and because the Sensations of Heat and Cold are both real and poſitive, he suppos'd them both likewise to be active Qualities: and indeed, if we follow the Imprefions of the Senſes, we shall be apt to believe that Cold is a very active Quality, since cold Water congeals, accumulates, and hardens in a moment melted Cold and Lead, when they are pour'd upon it from a Crucible; though the Heat of those Metals be yet strong enough to separate the Parts of the Bodies which they touch.

'Tis plain, by what has been said in the First Book, concerning the Errors of the Senſes, That if we rely upon the Judgment the Senſes make of the Qualities of feſtile Bodies, 'tis impossible to discover any certain and undeniable Truth, that may serve as a Principle to proceed in the Knowledge of Nature. For one cannot so much as difcover that way, what things are hot, and what cold, amongst feveral Perfons, who touch luke-warm Water, it feels cold to thofe that are hot, and hot to thofe that are cold. And if we fuppofe Dyspepsia of Senſation, 'tis very probable that they feel it warm, when all or most Men feel it cold. It is the fame with Air, that feems to be hot or cold, according to the different Diſpoſitions of the Bodies of thofe that are expos'd to it. Aristotle pretends that it is hot, but I fuppofe that the Nothen Inhabitants are of another Opinion, since several learned Men, whose Climate is as hot as that of Greece, have affurred it to be cold. But that Question, which has made so much Noise in the Schools, will never be refolv'd, as long as no definite Idea shall be affix'd to the Word Heat.

The Definitions Aristotle lays down of Heat and Cold cannot fettle that Idea. For instance, Air, and even Water, though never fo hot and cold, congregates the parts of melted Lead together, with thofe of any other Metal whatsoever. Air conglutinates all forts of Tar joy'd with Glaſs, or any other foild Bodies. And he shall be a very formal Pafpadwick, who should think of expofing Maggie, to the Air, to separate the pitchy from the Earby part, and other compound Bodies to unconform them. And therefore Air is not hot, according to the Definition which
which *aristotle* gives of Heat. Air separates Liquors from the Bodies that are imbued with them, hardens Clay, dries spread Linen, though *aristotle* makes it moist, and so is hot and drying, according to the same Definition; therefore it cannot be determined by that Definition, whether or no Air is hot. It may indeed be affirmed that Air is hot in reference to Clay, since it separates the Water from the Earthy Pure. But must we try all the various Effects of Air upon all Bodies, before we can be assured, whether there is Heat in the Air we breathe in? If it be so, we shall never be sure of it, and 'tis as good not to philosophize at all upon the Air we respire, but upon some certain pure and elementary Air, not to be found here below, of which we can very dogmatically affirm, with *aristotle*, that it is hot, without giving the least Proof of it, nor even distinctly knowing what we understand either by that Air, or by the Heat ascribed to it. For thus we shall lay down Principles farce to be destroyed; not because of their Plainness and Certainty, but by reason of their Diffidence, and their being like to Apparitions, which cannot be wounded, because they have not a Body.

I shall not insist upon *aristotle's* Definitions of Moifiture and Dryness, it being evident, that they explain not their Nature. For according to those Definitions, Fire is not dry, since it is not easily contained within its own limits; and Ice is not moist, since it keeps within its proper Bounds, and can difficultly be adapted to external Bounds. But if fluid be understood by the Word *humid*, or moist, it may again be said, that Ice is not moist, and that Flame, melted Gold, and Lead, are very humid. If *by humid or moist* be understood what easily cleaves to any thing, Ice is not humid, and Pitch, Fat, and Oil, are moister than Water, since they cleave to Bodies more strongly than it does. Quick-silver is moist in that sense, for it cleaves to Metals; whereas, as Water is not perfectly moist, since it cleaves not to moister of them. So 'tis unacquaintable to have recourse to the Testimony of the Senfes, to defend the Opinions of *aristotle*.

But without further examining his wonderful Definitions of the four Elementary Qualities, let us suppose that whatever the Senfes teach us of those Qualities is incorrigible: let us muster up all our Faith, and believe all those Definitions very accurate: Only let it be allowed us to examine whether all the Qualities of sensible Bodies are made of those Elementary Qualities. *aristotle* pretends it, and he must do so indeed, since he looks upon those four primitive Qualities, as the Principles of all the things which he intends to explain in his Books of *physics*.

He teaches us, that Colours are produced from the Mixture of those four Elementary Qualities. White is produced when Moifiture exceeds Heat; as in old Men, when they grow gray. Black when Moifiture is exhausted, as in the Walls of Ceftrens; and all other Colours by the like Mixtures: that Odours and Savours arise from different Degrees of Dryness and Moifiture, mix'd together by Heat and Cold; and that even Gravity and Levity do depend thereon. In short, all sensible Qualities must needs be produced, according to *aristotle*, by *two active Principles*, viz. Heat and Cold; and composed of *two passive*, namely, Dryness and Moifiture; that there may be some probable Connexion betwixt his Principles, and the Consequences he draws from them.

However 'tis yet a harder Task to persuade us of such things, than any of those that have been hitherto related from *aristotle*. We can scarce believe that the Earth, and other Elements, would not be colour'd, or visible, if they were in their natural Purity, without Mixture of those Elements, though some learned Commentators on that Philosopher affert it. We understand not what *aristotle* means when he affirms us, that gray Hair is produced by Moifiture, because in old Men Moifiture exceeds Heat, though to illustrate his thought we put the definition instead of the thing defined, for it looks like an incomprehensible piece of Nonfence to say that the Hair of old Men becomes gray, because what is not easily contained within its own Limits, but may be within others, exceeds what congregates homogeneous things.

And we are as hard put it to believe that Savour is well explain'd, by saying it consists in a mixture of Dryness, Moifiture, and of Heat, especially when we put, instead of those words, the Definitions given by that Philosopher; as it would prove useless, if they were just and good. And none perhaps could forbear laughing, if instead of the Definitions which *aristotle* gives of Hunger and Thirst when he says, that Hunger is the desire of what is hot and dry, and Thirst the desire of what is cold and moist, we should substitute the Definitions of those words, calling Hunger the desire of that which conserves things of the same nature, and is easily contained within its own Limits, and difficulty within others; and defining Thirst, the desire of that which congregates things of the same and different natures, and which can hardly be contained within its own bounds, but is easily kept within other.

Surely 'tis a very useful Rule to know whether Terms have been well defined, and to avoid mistakes in reasoning, often to put the Definition instead of the thing defined; for that thers whether the words are equivocal, and the Meanings of the Relations false and imperfect, or whether we argue consequentially. If it be so, what Judgment can be made of *aristotle's* Arguments, which become an impertinent and ridiculous Nonfence, when we make use of that Rule? and what may also be said of all those who argue upon the false and confus'd Ideas of the Senfes, since that Rule which prefers Light and Evidence, in all exact and solid Reasonings, brings nothing but confusion in their Discourses?

*Tis not possible to lay open the foolish Capriciosities and Extravagance of *aristotle's* Explications upon all sorts of matters. When he treats of simple and easy Subjects, his Errors are plain and obvious to be discovered; but when hepretends to explain so composed things and depending on several Causes, his Errors are as much compounded as the Subjects he speaks of; so that it is impossible to unroll them all, and let them before others.
That great Genius, who is said to have so well succeeded in his Rules for defining well, knows not so much as which are the things that may be defined, because he puts no Distinction between a clear and distinct, and a sensible Knowledge, and pretends to know and explain other things of which he has not so much as a distinct Idea. Definitions ought to explicate the Nature of things, and the words of which they consist must raise in the Mind distinct and particular Notions. But 'tis impossible to define in that manner sensible Qualities, as Heat, Cold, Colour, Savour, 

When you confound the Cause with the Effect, the Motion of Bodies with the Sensation that attends it, because Sensations being Modifications of the Soul, which are not to be known by clear Ideas, but only by internal Sensation as I have explained it in the third Book; it is impossible to fix to those words, Ideas which we have not.

As we have Distinct Ideas of a Circle, a Square, a Triangle, and therefore know distinctly their Nature, so we can give good Definitions of them, and even deduce from our Ideas of those Figures all their Properties, and explain them to others by such words as are fixed to those Ideas. But we cannot define either Heat or Cold, in as much as they are sensible Qualities, because we know them not distinctly, and by Ideas, but only by Conscience and inward Sensation.

Neither must we define the Heat that is without us by any of its Effects. For if we subtribute such a Definition in its place, we shall find that it will only conduces to lead us into Error. For Instance, if Heat be defined what congregates homogeneous things, without adding any thing else, we may by that Definition mistake for Heat such things as have no Relation to it. For then it might be said, that the Loudtongue collects the Filings of Iron, and separates them from those of Silver, because 'tis hot, that a Dove eats Humped when it leaves other Grain, because that Bird is hot; that a covetous Man separates his Guinea's from his Silver, because he is hot. In short, there is no impropriety, but that Definition would induce one into it, were he dull enough to follow it. And therefore that Definition explains not the nature of Heat, nor can it be employ'd to deduce all its properties from it: hence by literally inferring upon it, we should draw ridiculous Conclusions; and by putting it instead of the thing defined, fall into Nonense.

However, if we carefully distinguish Heat from its Cause, though it cannot be defined, in as much as it is a Modification of the Soul, whereof we have no Idea; yet its Cause may be defined, since we have a distinct Idea of Motion. But we must observe that Heat, taken for such a Motion, causes not always in us the Sense of Heat. For Instance, Water is hot, since its Parts are fluid, and in Motion, and most probably it teels warm to Fihmes, at least 'tis warmer than Ice, whose Parts are more quiet; but 'tis cold to us, because it has less Motion than the Parts of our Body, what has less Motion than another, being in some manner quiet, in respect of that. And therefore 'tis not with reference to the Motion of the Fibres of our Body, that the Cause of Heat, or the Motion that excites it, ought to be defined. We must, if possible, define that Motion absolutely, and in it felt: for then our Definition will be subservient to know the Nature and Properties of Heat.

I hold not my self oblig'd to examine farther the Philosophy of Aristotle, and to extiricate his so much confus'd and puzzling Errors. I have flown, methinks, that he proves not the Existence of his four Elements, and defines them wrong; that his Elementary Qualities are not such as he pretends, that he knows not their Nature, and that all the Second Qualities are not made of them; and lastly, that though we should grant him that all Bodies are compos'd of the four Elements, and the Second Qualities of the First, his whole System would still prove useless for the finding out of Truth, since his Ideas are not clear enough to preserve Evidence in all our Reasonings.

If any doubt whether I have propos'd the true Opinions of Aristotle, he may satisfy himself by consulting his Books of the Heaven, and of Generation and Corruption, whence I have extracted almost all that I have said of him. I would relate nothing out of his Eight Books of Physics, because some learned Men pretend they are but a mere Logick, which is very apparent, since nothing but rambling and undetermined Words are to be found in them.

As Aristotle often contradicts himself, and that almost all sorts of Opinions may be defended by some Passages drawn out of him, I doubt not but some Opinions, contrary to those I have ascribed to that Philosopher, may be prov'd out of himself: And I shall not warrant for him, but it is sufficient for me that I have the Books I have quoted, to justify what I have said of him; and I care little whether those Books are Aristotle's, or not; taking them for such, as I find them upon the publick Fame; for we ought not to trouble our selves with enquiring into the true Genealogy of Things, for which we have no great Eltem.

C H A P. VI.

General and necessary Directions to proceed orderly in the Search after Truth, and in the Choice of Sciences.

L E S T it should be said, that we have only been destroying the Reasonings of others, but establish nothing certain and undeniable of our own; it will be convenient to propose, in few words, what Order we ought to observe in our Studies, for the avoiding Error: and I design withal to shew some Truths and Sciences that are very necessary, as bearing such a Character of Evidence, as that we cannot withhold our Consent, without feeling the feter Upbradings of our
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our Reason. I shall not enlarge at large those Truths and Sciences; that's already done, and I
intend not to reprint the Works of others, but only to refer to them, and to shew what Order we
must keep in our Studies, to preserve Evidence in all our perceptions.

The first Knowledge of all is that of the Existence of our Soul; all our Thoughts are so many
undeniable Demonstrations of it, for nothing is more evident, than that whatever actually thinks,
is actually something. But though it be easy to know the Existence of our Soul, yet her Efficence
and Power to perceive, if we desire to know what she is, we must take care above all, not to confound her with the things to which she is united. If we doubt, will, argues,
we must only believe, that the Soul is something that doubts, wills, argues, and nothing more,
as long as we have not felt in her other Properties: for we know our Soul only by the inward
Sentiment we have of her. We must not mistake her for our Body, for Blood, for Animal Spirits,
for Fire, and many other things for which Philosophers have mistaken her. We must be
lieve of the Soul no more than we are forced to believe of her, by a full conviction of our in-
ward Sense, for otherwise we shall be deceiv'd. Thus we shall know, by a simple view, or by
internal Sentiment, whatever may be known of the Soul; without being obliged to long reason-
ings that might lead us into Error. For when we reason, Memory operates; and wherever Memory
operates, there may be Error; supposing our Knowledge should depend on some wicked
Spirits that should take delight in deceiving us.

' Though I should suppose, for instance, a God, who took delight in thus abusing me: yet I
am persuaded that I could not be deceived in a Knowledge of simple Perception, as is that by
which I know that I am, that I think, or that 2 and 2 are 4. For I am conscious to my self, that in
the immediate Perception of things, the simple Spirit, though never so potent, could not make
me doubt that I am, or that 2 times 2 are 4; because I perceive those things with a simple view
or Perception, and without the use of Memory. But when I reason, as I see not evidently the
Principles of my Reafonings, but only remember that I have evidently seen them. If that ded-
ucing God should join that Remembrance to fable Principles, as he might do if he pleas'd, I should
conclude nothing but what was false. Just like those that make long Calculations; engraying
they remember that they have plainly seen that 9 times 9 are 72, or that 21 is a primitive Num-
ber, or some other Error of that Nature, draw false Inferences from thence.

And therefore 'tis necessary to know God, and to be assured that he is no Deceiver; if we de-
fer to be fully convinced that the most certain Sciences, as Arithmetick and Geometry are true
Sciences, for without that their Evidence is not full, and we can still with-hold our Consent.
And 'tis likewise necessary to know, by a simple View, and not by Reasoning, that God is no De-
ceiver; since reasoning may still be false, in the Supposition of a deluding God.

All the ordinary Proofs of the Existence and Perfections of God, drawn from the Existence and
Perfections of his Creatures, are methinks liable to this Defect, that they convince not the Mind
with a simple Perception. All those Arguments are Reafonings convincing in themselves; but be-
cause they are Reafonings, they are not demonstrative in supposing a wicked and deceitfull Genius.
They sufficiently shew that there is a Power superior to us, which is granted even by that too-
lith Supposition; but they do not fully persuade us that there is a God, or a Being infinitely per-
fec: so that the Conclusion of those Arguments is more evident than the Principle.

'Tis more evident that there is a Power superior to us, than that there is a World, since no
Supposition can obviate our demonstrating that superior Power; whereas in supposing an evil
and deceitfull Spirit, 'tis impossible to prove the Existence of the World: because it may still be
conceived, that this wicked Genius gives us the Sense of things that are not in being; as Sleep,
and some Deliriums, make us perceive things that never were, and even feel an actual pain in
imaginary Members, such as we have lost, or that we never had.

But the Arguments of the Existence and Perfections of God, drawn from our Idea of infinite,
are Proof of simple light. We see there is a God, as soon as we perceive infinite; because ne-
cessary Existence is included in the Idea of infinite, and that nothing but infinite can furnish to us
the Idea of an infinite Being. We likewise see that God is no Deceiver, because knowing that
he is infinitely perfect, and that infinite cannot want any Perfection, we plainly perceive that he
will not seduce us, and even that he cannot, because he can but what he wills, and what he is
able to will. And therefore there is a God, a true God, and a God that never deceives us; though
he does not always enlighten us, and that we are obnoxious to Mistakes, when we want his
Light. Attentive Minds perceive all those Truths, by a simple intuitive Perception, though we
seem to make Arguments, that they may demonstrate them to others; so that they may be sup-
poited as unquestionable Principles of our Reasonings; for having known that God delights not
in deceiving us, nothing hinders but we may proceed to Reason.

'Tis also plain that the certainty of Faith depends on that Principle, That there is a God un-
capable of Deceit. For the Existence of God, and the Infallibility of his Divine Authority,
are rather a natural Knowledge and common Notions, as to Minds capable of serious Attention,
than Articles of Faith; though to have a Mind inclospable of a sufficient Attention rightly to
conceive those Truths, and willingly to apply our selves to the understanding them, be a partic-
ular Gift or God.

From that Principle, That God is no Deceiver, we might likewise infer, that we have a real
Body, to which we are united in a particular manner, and that we are surrounded with several
Others. For we are inwardly convinced of their Existence by the continual Sentiments, which
God produces in us, and which we cannot correct by Reason, without offending Faith; though

* See Illustration X.
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we can correct by Reaum, the Senfations that represent them, as end'd with some Qualities and Perfections that are not in them: So that we ought not to believe that they are such as we see or imagine them, but only that they exist, and that they are such as we conceive them by Reaum.

But that we may proceed orderly, we must not yet examine whether we have a Body, whether there are others about us, or whether we have only bare Senfations of Things exist not. These Questions include too great Difficulties, and are not perhaps so necessary as may be imagined to perfect our Mind, and to have an accurate Knowledge of Natural and Moral Philosophy, and some other Sciences.

We have within us the Ideas of Numbers and Extension, whose Existence is undeniable, and their Nature immutables, and which would eternally supply us with Objects to think on, if we define to know all their Relations. It is necessary to begin to make use of our Minds upon those Ideas, for some Reasons, which it will not be amiss to explain, whereof the principal are Three.

The Firft is, That those Ideas are the moft clear and evident of all: For if, to avoid Error, we must still keep to Evidence in our Reaumings, 'tis plain that we must rather argue from the Ideas of Numbers and Extension, than from the confus'd or compos'd Ideas of Physics, Morals, Mechanicals, Chemiftry, and other Sciences.

Secondly, those Ideas are the moft distinct and exact of all, especially those of Numbers; So that the Habit (which proceeds from the Exercife of Arithmetick and Geometry) of not being content till we precisely know the Relations of Things, endues the Mind with fuch an Exactness of Thought, as is not to be found in those that are satisfeito with the Probabilities so obvious to be met with in other Sciences.

The Third and chief Reason is, That those Ideas are the immutable Rules and common Measure of all the Objects of our Knowledge: For those that perfectly know the Relations of Numbers and Figures are called the Art of Making fuch Comparifons as are requisite to know them, have a kind of Universal Knowledge, and a very pure Means evidently and certainly to discover whatever goes not beyond the ordinary Limits of the Mind. But those that are not skilful in this Art, cannot with Certainty discover fuch Truths as are somewhat intricate, though they have very clear Ideas of Things, and endeavou're to know their Compound Relations.

Thefe, or the like Reaums, mov'd some of the Antients to apply their Youth to the Study of Arithmetick, Algebra, and Geometry. Undoubtedly they well knew that Arithmetick and Algebra endues the Mind with fuch an Inlight and Penetration, as was not to be gotten by other Studies; and that Geometry manages the Imagination fo well, as that it is not easily puzz'd or confounded; for that Faculty of the Soul, fo necessary to Sciences, acquires by the Ufe of Geometry, fuch an universal Nicety as promotes and prefers the clear View of the Mind, even in the moft intricate Difficulties.

And therefore, he defires always to preferve Evidence in his Perceptions, and discover mak'd Truths, without mixture of Darks and Error, must begin with the Study of Arithmetick, Algebra, and Geometry, after he has obtain'd some Knowledge, at least of himself, and the Sovereign Being. As for Books that make the Way to those Sciences easy, I may refer to the Meditations of des Cartes, as to the Knowledge of God, and our selves; to the Elements of Mathematics, newly printed, as to Arithmetick and Algebra; to the New Elements of Geometry, printed in 1667, or to the Elements of Father Taqueur, Jesuit, printed at Antwerp in 1665, as to ordinary Geometry, and as to Conic Sections, and the Solution of Geometrical Problems, to the Treaties of Monfieur de la Hire, intituled, Of Conic Sections, Of Geometrical Places, and Of the Constitution of Equations; to which may be added, the Geometry of des Cartes.

I would not have advis'd to the Elements of Mathematics, as to Arithmetick and Algebra, if I knew any Author who had clearly demonstrat'd those Sciences; but Truth obliges me to a thing, for which I may be blame'd by some People; for Algebra and Analytiques being altogether requisite for the Discovery of compos'd Truths, I must needs shew my Efteeem for a Book which carries those Sciences very far, and which, in the Opinion of many Learned, explains them more clearly then they had been hitherto.

By the careful Study of those general Sciences, we shall evidently know a great Number of Truths, very immutables in all accurate and particular Sciences. We may afterwards study Natural and Moral Philosophy, as being very useful, though not very fit to make the Mind more clear and quick-fight'd. And if we desire to preferve Evidence in all our Perceptions, we must take a special Care not to be opinion'd of any Principle that is not evident, and to which the Chineses, for instance, would not be fuppos'd to differ, after having thoroughly weigh'd and consider'd it.

And therefore we must only advis'd in Physics those Notions which are common to all Men, such as Axioms of Geometry, and the clear Ideas of Extension, Figure, Motion, Reft, and others of that nature, if there be any. Perhaps it will be said, that Extension is not the Essence of Matter: But what is that to the purpose? 'Tis sufficient that the World, which we conceive to consist of Extension, appears like to that we fee, though it be not made of such a Matter, which is good for nothing, and altogether unknown, whilst so much None is made about it.

It is not absolutely necessary to examine whether there are actually External Beings, corresponding to those Ideas; for we argue not from those Beings, but from their Ideas. We must only take care that our Reaumings which we make upon the Properties of Things, agree with our inward Conceptions; that is, that our Thoughts perfectly agree with Experience, because in Physics we endeavour to discover the Order and Connection of Effects with their Causes.
Chap. VI. The Search after Truth.

Canfes, either in Bodies if they exist, or in the Sense we have of them if they are not in being, I fay, however, that we can doubt whether Bodies are actually existing; when we affirm that God is not a Deceiver; and that the Order he has conftituted in our Sensations of Things; both as to natural Occurrences, and fuch as are wrought to create our Belief of what Reason is to a Lofc to comprehend, is very regular. But I obferve this, because 'tis not necessary to infift at all, very long upon a thing which no body doubts of, and is not extremely condu<ref>lable to the Knowledge of Physicks, confider'd as a true Science.

Neither muft we puzzle our Heads with enquiring whether there are in the Bodies about us fome other Qualities, besides thofe of which we have clear Ideas; for we muft not meditate upon the Properties of Extention, Figures, and Motions, very apt to believe, and even to affert, that moft part of the Physical Questions are inexplicable. But we muft not be deterd by the Opinion of thofe who have examin'd nothing, or nothing at all with due Application: For though fome Truths concerning Natural Things have been fully demonstrated, yet 'tis certain that there are moft that are gene:ral which we are to be doubted of, though it be very possible not to think upon them, to know nothing of them, and to deny them.

If we meditate orderly, and with due Time and all neccessary Application, we fhall discover feveral of thofe certain Truths I fpeak of: But for more Conveniency, it will be requisite carefully to read des Carter's Principles of Philosophy; without approv- ing of any thing he fays, till the Strength and Plainnefs of his Reafons fhall flatter us to doubt no longer.

As Moral Philosophy is the moft neccfary of all Sciences, fo it muft be studyed with the greatest Application; it being very dangerous to follow in this the Opinions of Men. But to the avoiding Error, and keeping to Evidence in our Perceptions, we muft only meditate upon fuch Principles as are confidently examin'd by all thofe whose Hearts are not corrupted by Debauchery, and their Minds blinded with Pride: For there is no Moral Principle undeniable to Minds of Flesh and Blood, who aspire to the Quality of Bold Wits. Such People conceive not the moft fimple Truths; or if they do, they conftantly deny them through a Spirit of Contradiction, and to keep up the Reputation of great Wits.

Some of the moft general Principles of Morality are, That God having made all things for himself, has made our Understanding to know, and our Will to love him: That being fo just and powerful as he is, we cannot be happy but by obeying his Commands, nor be unhappy in following them: That our Nature is corrupted, our Mind depending on our Body, our Senes, and our Will on our Passions: That we are incapable of performing what we plainly fee to be our Duty, and that we have need of a Redeemer. There are yet many other Moral Principles: as, That Retirement and Penitency are neccessary to dimiff our Union with fensible Objects, and to increafe that which we have with intelligible Goods, true Goods, and the Goods of the Mind: That we cannot enjoy vehement Pleasures, without becoming Slaves to them: That nothing muft be undertaken by Passion: That we muft not long for Settlements in this Life, &c. But becaufe thefe laft Principles depend on the former, and on the Knowledge of Man, it behoves us not to take them at firft for granted. If we orderly meditate upon these Principles, with as much Care and Application as to great a Subject deferves, and admit no Conclusion for true but fuch as follows from thefe Principles, we fhall compofe a very certain System of Morals, and perfectly agreeable with that of the Gofpel, though not fo large and compleat.

I grant that in Moral Reasonings, it is not to cafe to preferve Evidence and Exactnefs, as in fome other Sciences; and that the Knowledge of Man being absolutely neccessary to thefe that will proceed far, many Learners make no confiderable Progress: therein: They will not confult themselves, to be fensible of the Weaknesses of their Nature: They are fon weary of investigating their Minds, who inwardly teach them his Will; that is, the Immutable and Eternal Laws, and the true Principles of Morality: They cannot live with Pleasure to him that speaks not to their Senes, who anwers not according to their Desires, and flatters not their Secret Pride: They have no Veneration for fuch Words, the Lunte of which darles not their Imagination, which are lowly pronounced, and never distinctly heard but when the Creatures are filent: But they confult with Pleasure and Reverence Ariflote, Seneca, or fome new Philosophers, who reduc'e them by the Obfcurity of their Words, by the Elegancy of their Exprefions, or the Probability of their Reafons.

Since the Fall of our first Parents we eftem nothing but what refers to the Prefervation of the Body, and the Conveniences of Life; and as we discover that fond of Good by means of the Senes, fo we endeavour to use them on all Occations. The Eternal Wifdom, which is our true Life, and the only Light that can illuminate us, often shines but upon the Blind, and speaks but to the Deaf, when it speaks within the Records of our Soul, becaufe we are for the moft part exercis'd abroad. And as we are continually putting Quesfions to the Creatures, to learn any News from them of the Good we are in search of, it was requisite, as I have fay'd elsewhere, that this Wifdom should offer it to our Senes, yet without going out of our Selves, that we might learn by tenable Words and convincing Examples, the way to eternal Happiness. God perpetu-
by imprints on us a natural Love for him, that we may always love him; yet by that fame Motion of Love we inclemently recede from him, running with all the strength he gives us to the infinite Good which he forbids us to love; and therefore as he desires we should love him, so he must make himself sensible and offer himself before us, to stop by the delegation of his Grace all our reflefs Agitations, and begin our Cure by Sentences or Satisfactions, like to the Preventing Pleasures that had been the Original of our Diseafe.

For these reasons I pretend not that Men may easily discover, by the strength of their Mind, all the Rules of Morality necessary to Salvation, and much less that they should be able to act according to their Light; for their Heart is still more corrupted than their Mind. I only say, that if they admit nothing but evident Principles, and argue consequently from them, they shall discover the fame Truths that are taught us in the Gospel: because it is the fame Wisdom, which speaks immediately, and by it self, to thofe that discover the Truth in evident Reafonings, and which speaks in the Holy Scriptures to thofe that understand them in their right Sense.

We must therefore study Morality in the Gospel, to spare our felves the trouble of Meditation, and to learn with certainty the Laws and Rules of our Life and Manners. As to thoife who are not satisfied with a bare Certainty, because it only convinces the Mind, without enlightening it, they must meditate upon thefe Laws, and reduce them from their natural Principles; that they may know evidently by Reafon what Faith has already taught them, with an abfolute Certainty: Thus they will convince themselves, that the Gospel is the moft fold Book in the World, that Christ perfectly knew the Difforders and Distempers of Nature, that he has rectified and cured them in a manner the moft useful to us, and moft worthy of himself, that can be conceived. But that the Light of Philosophers is nothing but a dark Night, and their moft splendid Vexes, an intolerable Pride: In short, that Aristotle, Seneca, and all the reft are but Men, to say nothing worse.

CHAP. VII.

Of the Use of the First Rule concerning particular Questions.

We have sufficiently infifted upon the general Rule of Method, more especially regarding the Subject of our Studies, and fhewn, that Des Cartes has exactly followed it in his System of the World; whereas Aristotle and his Disciples have not observed it. We proceed now to the particular Rules that are necessary to resolve all forts of Questions.

The Questions that may be formed upon all forts of Subjects are of fo many Kinds, as that it is not eafe to enumerate them. However I fhall fet down the principal. Sometimes we fearch after the unknown Cafes of fome Effects that are known, and sometimes after known Effects by known Causes. Fire burns and difipitates Wood, we enquire after the Cause of it. Fire confums in a violent Motion of the fiery Particles; we defire to know what Effects that Motion is able to produce, whether it may harden Clay, melt Iron, &c.

Sometimes we feeke the Nature of a thing by its Properties, and sometimes its Properties by its Nature, that is known to us. We know, or fuppofe, that Light is transmitted in af moment, and however, that it is reflected and collected by a concave Mirrour, fo as to confume and melt the moft fold Bodies; and we defign to make ufe of thofe Properties to difcover its Nature. On the contrary we know, that all the fpace that reaches from the Earth to the Heavens, is full of little Spherical and moft movable Bodies, which continually endeavour their removal from the Sun: We defire to difcover whether the endeavour of thofe small Bodies may be transmitted in an inftant; whether being reflected by a concave Glafs, they muft unite themfelves, and difipitate or melt the folded Bodies.

Sometimes we enquire after all the Parts of the Whole, and sometimes after the Whole by its Parts. We fearch after all the unknown Parts of a Whole that is known, when we feek all the Alterne Parts of a Number, all the Roots of an Equation, all the Right Angles of a Figure, &c. And we enquire after an unknown Whole, all the Parts of which are known, when we feeke the Sum of feveral Numbers, the Area of many Figures, the Dimensions of different Veflels. Or we feeke a Whole, one Part of which is known, and whole other Parts, though unknown, include fome Known Relation with that which is unknown; as when we seeke what is that Number, one Part of which, as 15, being known, makes with the other part the half, or the third of an unknown Number; or when we feeke an unknown Number equal to 15, and to the double of the Root of that unknown Number.

Laftly, We often enquire whether fome things are equal, or like to others; and how much they are unequal or different: As when we defire to know whether Saturn is greater than Jupiter, and how much the former surpasses the latter: Whether the Air of Rome is hotter than that of London, and how many degrees.

What is general in all Questions is, that they are formed for the Knowledge of fome Truths; and becaufe all Truths are Relations, it may generally be faid, that in all Questions, we fearch after the Knowledge of fome Relations, either betwixt things, or betwixt Ideas, or betwixt things and their Ideas.

There are Relations of feveral forts, as betwixt the Nature of things, betwixt their Magnitudes, their Parts, their Attributes, their Qualities, Effects, Causes, &c. but they may all be reduced to two,
two, viz. to Relations of Magnitude and of Quality; comprehending under the former, all those in which things are considered as susceptible of more and less; and all the others under the latter. So that it may be said, that all Questions tend to discover some Relation, either of Magnitude or of Quality.

The first and chief Rule is, that we must very distinctly know what the state of the Question to be resolved is, and have such distinct Ideas of its Terms, that we may compare them together, and discover their unknown Relations.

We must then first very clearly perceive the unknown Relation, and then, for what plain, that if we have no certain Mark to distinguish it, when it is sought for, or when it is found, our labour will be fruitless.

Secondly, We must, as far as possible, make the Ideas which answer to the Terms of the Question, distinct, by taking off their Equivocation, and make them clear, by considering them with all the possible Attention; for if these Ideas are so confused and obscure, as that we cannot make the necessary Comparisons, to discover the Relations we look for, we are not yet in a state of resolving the Question.

Thirdly, We must consider with all possible Attention, the Conditions expressed in the Question, if any there be; since without that we can but confusedly understand the state of that Question, besides that the Conditions commonly trace out the way to resolve it. So that when the state of a Question, and its Conditions are rightly understood, we not only know what we enquire after, but also sometimes by what means it may be discovered.

I grant that Conditions are not explicated in all Questions, but then those Questions are undetermined, and may be resolved in several ways, as when'tis required to find out a Square Number, a Triangle, &c. without specifying any other particular: Or it may be that the Question knows not how to resolve, or that he conceals them, in order to puzzle the Resolver; as when'tis required to find out Two mean Proportions between Two Lines, without adding by the Interference of the Circle and Parabola, or of the Circle and Ellipsis, &c.

And therefore 'tis altogether necessary, that the distinguishing Character of what is searched after, be very distinct, and not equivocal, or that it be only proper to the thing enquired; otherwise we could not be certain whether the Question proposed is resolved. We must likewise carefully separate from the Question all the Conditions that make it intricate, and without which it subsists entire; because they fruitlessly divide the capacity of the Mind. Besides that we have not a distinct perception of the state of the Question, as long as the Conditions attend it are useless.

Suppose, for instance, a Question were proposed in these Words, to cause that a Man be sprinkled with some Liquors, and crowned with a Garland of Flowers, be not able to rest, though he sees nothing that is capable of moving him. We must enquire whether the word Man is metaphorical, whether the word Rest is equivocal, whether it relates to local Motions, or to Passions, as the last words, though he sees nothing that is capable of moving him, seem to hint: Lastly, We must enquire whether the Conditions, be sprinkled with some Liquors, and crowned with a Garland of Flowers, are essential: Lastly, The state of that ridiculous and undetermined Question being thus plainly known, 'twill be easy to resolve it, by saying that we need but put a Man in a Ship, with the Conditions explicated in the Question.

The Skill of those that propose such Questions, is to join some Conditions to them, that seem necessary though they be not so, that the Mind of the Resolver may be diverted to things that are unserviceable, as to the Solution of it. As in this Question, which Servant-Maids often put to Children; I have seen, say they, Hunters, or rather Fifers, which carried with them what they could not catch, and threw into the Water what they catch'd; the Mind being precipitated with the Ideas of Fifers that take Fish, cannot understand the state of that Foolish Question; the whole Difficulty of which comes from hence, that we think not that Hunters and Fifers, as well as other Men, often seek in their Cloaths some little Animals, which they throw away if they catch, and carry with them if they find them not.

Sometimes all the Conditions that are necessary to resolve a Question are not mention'd, which makes them as hard as the expressing of unserviceable Characters, as in the following: To make a Man immovable, without binding or wounding him, or rather, by putting his little Finger into his Ear, so that he shall not be able to flirt, until he takes his little Finger out of his Ear; that at first appears impossible, and'tis really so: for any one may walk having his little Finger in his Ear; but there is a Condition, which, if it were express'd, would remove the whole Difficulty: for you need not make a Man embrace a Bed-post, or something like, and put his little Finger into his Ear, so that the Poit be included between his Arm and Ear, it being plain he cannot flirt without taking out his Finger. It is not mentioned that there is yet something to be done, on purpose that the Mind should not seek for, nor discover it. But those that undertake the resolving of such Questions, must make all the Queries that are requisite, to understand the point wherein lies the Strefs of the Difficulty.

Those arbitrary Questions appear to be foolish, and are indeed fo in one Sense, as far as nothing is learnt by their Solution. However they are not so different from natural Questions as may be imagined; for both are resolved by a Method that is very near the same. And as the Skill or Maliciousness of Men, makes arbitrary Questions intricate and difficult; so natural Effects are of themselves surrounded with Obscurity and Darknes, that must be disappai'd by the Attention of the Mind, and by Experiments, which are a sort of Queries put to the Author of Nature; even
even as Equivocations, and useles Circumstances are taken off from arbitrary Questions, by the skilful Queries that are made to the Proposers. Let us explain these things methodically, and in a more serious and instructive Manner.

There are many Questions which appear very difficult, because they are not understood, which should rather be taken for Assumptions, than for true Questions; for some Propositions are undeniable, when the Terms that compose them are rightly understood, but not methinks be ranked in the Number of Questions.

For Instance, it is proposed as a very difficult Question, Whether the Soul be immortal, because they who propose, or pretend to resolve it, do not distinctly apprehend the Sense of the Terms, for as the Words Soul and immortal signify different things, and that they know not how to understand them, so they cannot tell whether the Soul is immortal, having no distinct Idea, either of what they ask, or require after.

By the Word Soul may be understood a Substance that thinks, wills, feels, &c. or it may be taken for the Motion, or Circulation of the Blood, and the Configuration of the Parts of the Body, and lastly, for the Blood it self, and the Animal Spirits. Likewise by the Word immortal, we understand what cannot perish by the ordinary Force of Nature, or what cannot be changed; or lastly, what cannot be corrupted or disfigured, as a Vapour or Smoke. The Words Soul and immortal, being supposed thus distinguished into their several Significations, a very mean Attention of the Mind will be able to judge whether the is immortal or not.

First, its plain that the Soul taken in the first Sense, or for a thinking Substance, is immortal, immortal, that is, a Substance immortal in the first Sense, what is understood by the ordinary Force of Nature, since 'tis not conceivable, that any Substance should be annihilated, but that to conceive the Possibility of it, we must have Returne to the Omnipoence of God.

Secondly, The Soul is immortal, taking immortal in the third Sense, for what cannot be corrupted, nor resolved into Vapour, or Smoke, since 'tis evident, that what cannot be divided into several Parts, cannot be corrupted, nor resolved into Vapours.

Thirdly, The Soul is not immortal, taking it in the second Sense, for what is unchangeable, for we have convincing Proofs now of the Alterations of our Soul, which feels one while Pain and another Pleasure, which often desires some things which the afterwards ceases to desire; which is united to a Body from which the may be separted, &c.

If the Word Soul be taken in some other Sense, it will be as eafe to perceive, whether the is immortal, fixing a determin'd Sense to that Epithet. And therefore what makes each Question difficult, is, that they are not distinctly understood, or that the Words, in which they are express'd are equivocal; so that they rather need Explication than Proof.

There are some People so dull, and others so fanciful, as that they always take the Soul for some Configuration of the Parts of the Brain, and for the Motion of the Spirits. 'Tis indeed impossible to prove that the Soul is immortal, and unperishable in that Sense, the contrary being evident: so that this is not a Question difficult to be resolved, but a Proposition which 'tis not easie to make some people apprehend, because they have not the same Ideas as we, and that they labour all they can not to have them, and to blind-themselves.

When we are asked, whether the Soul is immortal, or any other Question whatsoever, we must first take off the Equivocation of Words, and know in what Sense they are understood, that we may distinctly conceive the State of the Question. If those that propone it are ignorant of the Signification, we must put Queries to them, in order to illuminate and determine them. If by these Queries we discern, that their Ideas are not agreeable with ours, 'tis in vain to answer them, for to answer one who imagines that a Defire, for instance, is nothing but the Motion of some little Particles call'd Spirits, that a Thought is but a Trace or an Image, which the Objects or thing-Spirits have left in the Brain, and that all the Reactions of Men consist in the various Situation of some little Corpuscles, which dispose themselves differently in the Head, to answer him, I say, that the Soul taken in his Sense is immortal, is to deceive him, or to appear ridiculous to him, but to tell him that he is mortal, is, in some Sense, to confirm him in a very dangerous Error: we must then reply nothing at all, but only endeavour to make him retire into himself, that he may receive the same Ideas that we have from him who is only able to enlighten him.

'Tis likewise a Question which seems pretty difficult. To know whether Beasts have a Soul; however the equivocation being taken off, it is to far from being hard, that those who suppose they have one, and those that think they have none, are ignorant at bottom of the same Opinion.

The Soul may be taken for something Corporal, dispersed through all the Body, which gives it Life and Motion, or elle for something Spiritual. Those that pretend Beasts have no Soul, understand it in the second Sense; for never any Man denied that there is in Animals something Corporal, which is the Principle of their Life or Motion; since it cannot be denied even of Watches. On the contrary, Those who affirm that Beasts have Souls, understand it in the first Sense; for few believe them endowed with a Spiritual and Instruable Soul; so that both Peripatetics and Cartesianes believe that Beasts have a Soul, or a Corporal Principle of their Motion, and both think they have none, or that there's nothing in them Spiritual, and Instruable.

And therefore the Difference between the Peripatetics and Cartesianes confists not in that the former believe Beasts have a Soul, and the latter deny it; but only in that the Arians think that Beasts are capable of Pain and Pleasure, of perceiving Colours, hearing Sounds, and of all the other Sensations and Passions of Men, whereas the Cartesianes are of a contrary Opinion. The
The latter distinguishes the Word Sentation, to take off the Equivocation. For instance, They say that when one is too near the Fire, the Parts of Wood strike against his Hand, and vibrate the Fibres; which Vibration is communicated to the Brain, and determines the Animal Spirits contained in it to disperse through the outward Parts of the Body, in such a manner as is fit to make them shrink in, or withdraw. They agree that all these things, or the like, may possibly be found in Animals, and that they actually are, as being Properties of Bodies: And the Peripatetics differ not from it.

The Carrefians add, that the Percussion or Vibration of the Fibres of the Brain in Men, is attended with a Sentation of Heat, and that the course of the Animal Spirits to the Heart, and other Viscera, is accompanied with a Passion of Hatred, or Aversion; which Sense and Passion of the Soul they deny to be in Beasts, whereas the Peripatetics affirm, that Brute Animals feel that Heat as well as we do, that they have, as we, an Aversion to what is unpleasing to them; and generally, that they are capable of all our Sentations and Passions. The Carrefians do not think that Beasts are capable of Pleasure or Pain, nor that they love or hate any thing; because they admit nothing in them but what is material, and believe not that Sentations and Passions may be Properties of any Matter whatsoever. On the contrary, some Peripatetics esteem Matter capable of Sentation and Passion, when 'tis extremely subtle and refined; that Beasts may feel, by means of the Animal Spirits, that is to say, of a very subtle and fine Matter; and that our Soul is capable of Sentation and Passion, only because she is united to such a Matter.

And therefore to refute that Question, Whether Beasts have a Soul, we must retire within our selves, and consider with all possible Attention our Idea of Matter: if we can conceive that Matter so and so fig'rd, as square, round, oval, &c. is some Pain, Pleasure, Heat, Colour, Odour, Sound, &c. then we may affirm that the Soul of Beasts, though never so material, is however capable of Sense; but if we cannot conceive it, we must not affirm it; for we must affume no farther than we can conceive. And likewise if we conceive that Matter to be and extremely agitated upwards, downwards, in a Circular, Spiral, Parabolical, Elliptick Line, &c. is any thing of Love, Hatred, Joy, Sorrow, &c. We may say that Beasts have the same Passions as we, but if we apprehend it not, we must not say it, unless we will speak without understanding out our selves.

But I am sure no Motion of Matter will ever be mistaken for Love, or Joy, by him that shall earnestly think upon it: So that to resolve that Question, Whether Beasts have Sense, we need only take off Equivocation, as those that are called Carrefians ufe to do; for then that Question will be made so simple and easy, as to be resolved with a little Attention.

'Tis true that St. Austin supposing, according to the common prejudice of Mankind, that the Beasts have a Soul, which he never doubted of, as far as I can perceive, because he never seriouslyexamined it in his Works: this great Man, I say, perceiving that it is contradictory to the best Sentation of Man, that the Soul of Beasts was really spiritual and indivisible. He proves by very evident Reasons, that a Soul, or whatever it has Sense, Imagination, Fear, Defire, &c. must needs be Spiritual; but I never observed that he produced any Reason to maintain that Beasts have Souls. He even cares not to prove it, because 'tis likely that fear no body doubted of it in his time.

There being now Men, who endeavour wholly to free themselves of their Prejudices, and call in Question all Opinions that are not grounded upon clear demonstrative Reasonings: it has been call'd into doubt, whether Animals have a Soul susceptible of the same Sentations and Passions as ours; however there are still several Defenders of the ancient Prejudices, who pretend to prove that Beasts feel, will, think, and argue, even as we do, though in a more imperfect manner.

Dogs, they say, know their Masters, love them, and patiently bear the Blows they receive from them, as judging it their best interest not to forlacke them; but as to Strangers, they hate them so much as not to away with their Flatterings. All Animals love their Young; Birds, which build their Nets in the extremities of the Branches, sufficiently shew, that they are afraid left some Creature should devour them: They judge those Branches too weak to bear their Enemies, though strong enough to support both their Young and their Nets. Even Spiders, and the villifc Insects, give some Intimations of an Intelligence that animates them: For one cannot but wonder at the conduct of a little Beast, though it be blind, yet finds means to trap its Nets, others that have Eyes and Wings, and are so bold as to attack the biggestst Animals we fee.

I grant that all the actions that Beasts perform are certain indications of an Intelligence; for whatever is regular demonstrates it. A Watch shews the fame, for 'tis impossible Chance should have compos'd its Wheels, but an understanding Agent must have ordered its Motions. We plant a Seed inverted, the Roots that were upward sink down into the Ground of themselves, and the Sensual Nib that was turn'd downwards endeavours to alter its Position, to break out: That intimates an Intelligence. That Plant produces Knots at certain Distances, to strengthen itself, it covers its Seed with a Skin that preserves it, and surrounds it with Prickles to defend it: This still denotes an Intelligence. In short, whatever we see done, either by Plants or by Animals, undoubtedly denotes an understanding Agent. All the true Carrefians agree to it, but they make Distinctions, to take away as much as possible, the Equivocation of Words.

The Motions of Beasts and Plants intimate an Intelligence, but that Intelligence is not Matter, and is much distinguished from Beasts, as that which disproves the Wheels of a Watch is distinguish'd from the Watch it self. For that Intelligent Being it seems infinitely Wise, Powerful, and infinitely the same who has framed us in our Mother's Womb, and affords us a growth to which all the attempts
attempts of our Mind and Will cannot add so much as a Span. And therefore there is in Beasts neither Understanding nor Soul, in the sense those Words are commonly taken. They eat without our pleasure, they cry without Pain, they grow without being conscious of it, they neither define, nor fear, nor know any thing; and if they act in such a manner as intimates an Intelligence, it is because God having made them for a certain time, he has framed their Body in such a manner as that they machinally, and without Fear, shun whatever is able to destroy them. Otherwise it must be said, that there is more Understanding in the smallest Insect, or even in a little Seed, than in the most Ingenious Man; it being certain that there are in them more different Parts, and regular Motions, than we are able to know.

But as Men are used to confound all things, and imagine that their Soul produces in their Bodies most or all the Motions and Changes which befall it, they fix to the World Soul the wrong Idea of Former and Predecessor of the Body. So that thinking that their Soul produces in them whatever is absolutely requisite to the Preservation of their Life, though they knows not so much as the Constitution of the Body which the animates, they judge that there must needs be a Soul in Beasts, to produce all the Motions and Changes which befall them, because they are so like those which occur in us. For Beasts are begot, fed, strengthened, as our Body: they eat, drink, sleep, as we do; because we are altogether like them, as to our Body: the only Difference betwixt us and them consisting in this, that we have a Soul, and they have none. But our Soul frames not our Body, digests not our Aliments, and gives no Motion and Heat to our Blood. She feels, wills, argues, and animates the Body, as to the Sensations and Passions that relate to it: but not by differing herself through our Members, to communicate Sense and Life to them; for our Body can receive nothing of what belongs to the Mind. Thence 'tis plain, that the Reason why we cannot resolve several Questions, proceeds from our not differing, and even from our not thinking to distinguish the different significations of a Word.

'Tis true, that we distinguish sometimes, but we do it feill, that instead of taking off the Equivocation of Words by our Distinguishions, we make them more perplexed and dark. For instance, when we are asked, whether the Body lives, how it lives, and in what manner the Rational Soul animates it. Whether the Animal Spirits, the Blood, and other Humours live; whether the Teeth, the Hair, and the Nails are animated, &c. we distinguish the Words, live and be animated, in living or being animated with a Rational, with a Sensitive, or with a Vegetative Soul. But that Distinguish is only fit to perplex the Question, for those Words want an Explanation themselves; and perhaps the two last, Vegetative and Sensitive, are inexplicable and inconceivable in the Sense they are commonly understood.

If we define to fix a clear and distinct Idea to the Word Life, we may say, That the Life of the Soul is the Knowledge of Truth, and the love of Good; or rather, that her Thoughts are her Life; and that the Life of the Body consists in the Circulation of the Blood, and the just Proportion and Mixture of Humours; or rather, that the Life of the Body is such a Motion of its parts as is fit for its Preservation. The Ideas fix'd to the Word Life being thus made plain, it will evidently appear, First, That the Soul cannot communicate her Life to the Body, since the cannot make it think. Secondly, That the cannot give it the Life by which it is fed, grows, &c. since the knows not so much as what is requisite to digest our Aliments. Thirdly, That the cannot make it feel, since Matter is incapable of Sensation, &c. Thus all other Questions concerning that Subject, may be resolved without Trouble, provided we distinguish the Words, in which they are express'd, with clear Ideas; for if they raise confusion and dark, it is impossible to solve them.

In the mean while, 'tis not always absolutely necessary to have Ideas that perfectly represent those things, the Relations of which we desire to examine. It is often sufficient to have but an initial or imperfect Knowledge of them, because we seek not always exactly to know their Relations. I shall explain this more at large.

There are Truths or Relations of two Sorts; some are exactly known, and others but imperfectly. We exactly know the Relation betwixt such a Square, and such a Triangle, but have only an imperfect Knowledge of the Relation betwixt London and York. We know that such a Square is equal to such a Triangle, double or treble of it, &c. but we only know that London is bigger than York, without knowing precisely how much.

Moreover there are infinite Degrees of Imperfection in Knowledge; and no Knowledge is imperfect, but in reference to a more perfect. For Instance, We know that London is bigger than Lincoln's Inn Fields, and that Knowledge is only imperfect, in Relation to another more exact, by which we might accurately know, how much London is larger than that open place contained in it.

There are therefore several sorts of Questions. First, There are some in which we seek a perfect Knowledge of all the exact Relations of two or several things betwixt each other.

Secondly, There are some in which we search after the perfect Knowledge of some exact Relation betwixt two or several things.

Thirdly, There are some in which we enquire after the perfect Knowledge of some Relation nearly approaching to the exact Relation, that is betwixt two or more several things.

Fourthly, There are some in which we are content to find a general and indefinite Relation.

'Tis evident, First, That to resolve the Questions of the First sort, and perfectly to know all the exact Relations of Magnitude and Quality betwixt two or more things, we must have distinct Ideas perfectly representing them, and compare them together in all the possible manners. We may, for Instance, resolve all the Questions that tend to discover the exact Relations betwixt 2 and 3, because both Numbers being accurately known may be compared together, as much as in
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necessary to know the exact Relations of their Magnitude and Quality. We may know that 8 is 4 times 2, and that 8 and 2 are even, but not square Numbers.

'Tis plain, Secondly, That to resolve Questions of the second sort, and accurately to know some Relation of Magnitude or Quality, which is between two or more things, it is necessary and sufficient distinctly to know those Faces by which they must be compared, to discover the required Relation. For Inference, to resolve such Questions as tend to discover some exact Relations between 4 and 16, as that 4 and 16 are even and square Numbers, it's sufficient exactly to know that 4 and 16 can be divided into equal parts without Fractions, and that both are the product of a Number multiplied by itself, and 'tis to no purpose to examine what is their true Magnitude: It being plain, that to know the exact Relations of Quality between things, a distinct Idea of their Quality is sufficient, without thinking on their Magnitude; and that to know the exact Relations of Magnitude, we need not search after the true Quality, an accurate Knowledge of their Magnitude being all that is required.

Thirdly, It clearly appears that to resolve the Questions of the third sort, or to know some Relation very near approaching the exact Relation that is between two or several things, it is enough nearly to know the Faces by which they must be compared, to discover the Relation required, whether it be of Magnitude or Quality. For Inference, I may evidently know that the $\sqrt{8}$ is greater than 2, because I may very nearly know the true Magnitude of the $\sqrt{8}$; but I cannot discover how much the $\sqrt{8}$ is greater than 2, because I cannot exactly find out the true Magnitude of the $\sqrt{8}$.

Lastly, 'Tis evident that to resolve the Questions of the fourth sort, or to discover general and undefined Relations, it is enough to know things in a manner proportion'd to the need we stand in of comparing them together, to find out the required Relation. So that 'tis not necessary to the Solution of all sorts of Questions, to have very distinct Ideas of their Terms, or perfectly to know the things expressed by those words. But our knowledge must be the more exact, as the Relations we search after are more accurate and numerous: For as we have said in imperfect Questions, imperfect Ideas of the things considered are sufficient to resolve them perfectly, that is, as far as they reach. And many Questions may be resolved even without any distinct Idea of their Terms, as when we are asked whether Fire is capable of melting Salt, hardening Clay, resolving Lead into Vapours, and the like, we understand perfectly those Questions, and may very well solve them, though we have no distinct Idea of Fire, Salt, Clay, &c. Because the Questions only desire to know, whether we are acquainted by sensible Experiments that Fire produces those Effects. And therefore may receive a satisfactory Answer, by a knowledge drawn from the Senses.

C H A P. VIII.

An Application of the other Rules to particular Questions.

Questions are of two sorts, some are simple and others compound. The former may be solved by the bare Attention of the Mind to the Ideas of the words, in which they are expressed: but the Solution of the latter must be perform'd by comparing them to a third or to many other Ideas. We cannot find out the unknown Relations that are expressed in the Terms of a Question, by immediately comparing the Ideas of those Terms, since they can neither be joined nor compared. We must then have one or several mean Ideas, that we may make such Comparisons, as are necessary to discover those Relations, taking a special Care that those mean Ideas be the more clear and distinct, as the Relations enquired after are more exact and numerous.

That Rule is but a Consequence of the first, but of an equal importance with it. For if exactly to know the Relation of the things compared, it is necessary to have clear and distinct Ideas of them. It plainly follows from the same Reason, that we must have an accurate knowledge of the mean Ideas, by which we intend to make our Comparisons; since we must distinctly know the Relation of measure with each of the things measured, to find out their Relations. I shall give some Instances of it.

When we put a piece of Cork, or other small and light Vessel, in the Water, with a Loadstone in it, and offer to the North Pole of that Stone the same Pole of another Magnet which we keep in our Hands, we presently perceive that the former Loadstone flies back, as though it were driven by a violent Wind. 'Tis requir'd to discover the Cause of that Effect.

'Tis plain that to render a Reason of the Motion of that Loadstone, it is not sufficient to know the Relations it has to the other; for we might perfectly know them all, and yet not understand how two Bodies could repel each other without meeting.

We must therefore examine what are the Things which we distinctly conceive capable, according to the Course of Nature, of moving Bodies; for 'tis requir'd to find out the natural Cause of the Motion of a Loadstone, which is certainly a Body. And therefore we must not have recourse to any Quality, Form, or Being, which by a clear Knowledge we cannot conceive capable of moving Bodies; neither must we attribute their Effect to an understanding Agent, since we are not affird that Intelligences are the ordinary Causes of the natural Motions of Bodies, and know not so much as whether they can produce Motion.

We plainly know that it is a natural Law, that Bodies should move each other when they meet: We must then endeavour to explain the Motion of the Loadstone, by the Means of some concurrent
concurrent Body. "'Tis true that something besides a Body may move it; but as long as we have no distinct idea of that Thing, we must not admit it as a proper Means to discover what is search'd after, nor to explain it to others; for to contrive a Cause which none clearly conceives, is not to give account of an Effect. We must not then trouble ourselves to enquire whether there is, or is not any other natural Cause of the Motion of Bodies, besides the mutual Impulse; but rather suppose that there is none, and attentively consider what Bodies may meet with, and move that Load-stone.

We presently see that it is not mov'd by the Magnet we keep in our Hands, since it touches it not; but because 'tis mov'd only when that Magnet is brought near it, and that it moves not of it self, we must infer that it is mov'd by some small Effluviums, or little Bodies, that proceed from that Magnet, and are driven to the other Load-stone.

To discover those Corpuscles, we must not open our Eyes, nor nearly consider that Magnet; for our Sensé might impose upon our Reason, and make us judge that nothing proceeds out of it; because we perceive it not. Perhaps we should not reflect that we see not the most impetrant Winds, nor several other Bodies that produce very surprizing Effects: We must then keep close to that clear and intelligible Moon, and carefully examine all the Effects of a Load-stone, to discover how that Magnet may continually vent to many little Bodies, without diminishing; for the Experiments we shall make will discover, that the small Particles that evaporate at one side, immediately re-enter through another; and will serve to explain all the Difficulties that may be objected against the Method of solving this Question. But it must be observed, that this Medium must not be forsworn, though we should not be able to answer some Objections proceeding from our Ignorance in several things.

If we define not to examine why Load-stones remove from each other when their Poles of the same Name are in Opposition to each other, but rather why they approach and endeavour to unite together when the North Pole of one is opposite to the South Pole of the other, the Question will be more difficult, and one Medium alone will not be sufficient to resolve it; for it is not enough exactly to know the Relations bewixt the Poles of those two Load-stones, nor to have recourse to the Medium proposed in the foregoing Question; for that Means seems only fit to hinder the Effect, whereof the Cause is sought for: Neither must we propose any of those Things that are not clearly known to be the natural and ordinary Causes of Corporeal Motion; nor evade the Difficulty of the Question, by the rambling and uncertain Notion of an Occult Quality in Load-stones; by which we cannot conceive any such Attraction in Bodies.

The Impenetrability of Bodies plainly convinces us, that Motion may be communicated by Impulsion; and Experience evidently proves, that it is communicated that way: But there is no Reason, nor Experiment, that clearly demonstrates the Motion of Attraction; for when the true and certain Cause of the Experiments, which are alleged to prove that sort of Motion, is found out, it is visible that what appears to be done by Attraction, is produced by Impulsion. We must not therefore insist upon any other Communication of Motion but that effectually produced by Impulsion, since this Way is sure, and undeniable; whereas all the others imaginable have at least some Obscurity in them. But though it might be demonstrated, that mere Corporeal Things have some other Principles of Motion besides the Concours of Bodies, this might not however be reasonably rejected, but must rather be infit upon preferably to all others, it being the most clear, and most evident, and appearing to undeniable, that we may confidently afford, that it has always been receiv'd by all Nations and Ages in the World.

Experience shews, that a Load-stone, freely swimming upon the Water, draws towards that which we keep in our Hands, when their different Poles are opposed to each other; we must then conclude, that the Load-stone upon the Water is driven to it. But as the Magnet we hold cannot drive the other, seeing this other approaches it, and that the free Load-stone only moves at the Presence of the other Magnet, 'tis plain that to resolve this Question by the receiv'd Principle of the Communication of Motions, we must have recourse to two Means at least.

The Load-stone ε approaches the Magnet C, and therefore the surrounding Air drives it, since no other Body can do it; that's the first Means. The Load-stone ε moves not, except at the Presence of the Magnet C; and therefore the Magnet C must needs determine the Air, to drive the Load-stone ε; that's the second Means. 'Tis evident these two Means are absolutely necessary: So that now the whole Difficulty consists in joining those two Means together, which may be done two several Ways; either beginning by something known in the Air, that encompas the Load-stone ε; or by something known in the Magnet C.

If we know that the Parts of the Air are in perpetual Agitation, as those of all fluid Bodies use to be, we shall not doubt but they continually strike against the Load-stone ε, which they surround, but because they strike it equally on all sides, they impel it in one way no more than another,
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as long as there is an equal Quantity of Air on all sides. It being so, 'tis easy to judge that the Magnet C, besides, left there should be as much Air towards C as towards A, which cannot be done but by facing some other Corpuscles betwixt C and c, and therefore there exists such Particles out of both Load-stones, which filling up that Space, and carrying away the Air about a, makes the Load-stone c less press'd on that side than on the other; and it must by consequence approach the Magnet C, since all Bodies move towards the side on which there is the least Pressure or Resistance.

But if in the Load-stone c, about the Pole a, there were not many Pores fit to receive the small Particles streaming out of the Pole B of the Magnet C, and too small to admit those of the Air, 'tis plain that those small Particles being more agitated than the Air, since they are to chase it from betwixt the Load-stones, they would drive the Load-stone c, and remove it from the Magnet C: Therefore, since the Load-stone c approaches to, or removes from the Magnet C, according as they are oppos'd by different or the like Poles, we must needs infer that the Poles a and b of the Load-stone c are full of different Pores; otherwise, the small Particles issuing out of the Magnet C could not have a free Passage, without impelling the Load-stone c at the side a, nor would they repel it at the side b. What I say of one of these Load-stones, must be understood of the other.

'Tis plain that we always learn something by that Method of Arguing from clear Ideas, and undeniable Principles: For we have discover'd that the Air which environs the Load-stone c, was driven from thence by Corpuscles perpetually flowing out of the Pores of both Load-stones, which Corpuscles find a free Passage at one side, but are shut out at the other. If we didn't nearly to discover the Bigness and Figure of the Pores of the Load-stone through which those Particles pass, we ought to make other Experiments, but that would lead us to Subjects which we intend not to treat of. The Curious may consult des Cartes's Principles of Philosophy: I only observe, as an Answer to an Objection which will presently be made against this Hypothesis; that is, Why those small Particles cannot re-enter through the Pores from whence they came? That besides that the Pores of the Load-stones may be suppos'd to be wrought like the Channelling of a Screw, which may produce the propos'd Effect; it may be said likewise, that the small Branches, of those Pores are made, bend one way to obey and yield to the Motion of the entering Particles; whereas they stand on end, and shut them out another way: So that we must not be surpriz'd at this Difference betwixt the Pores of the Load-stone, for it may be explain'd in several manners, and the only Difficulty consists in chusing the best.

If we had endeavour'd to resolve the fore-mention'd Question, beginning with the Corpuscles that are suppos'd to stream out of the Magnet C, we should have found the same, and likewise discover'd that Air is compos'd of an infinite Number of Parts that are in a perpetual Motion, with out which it would be impossible that the Load-stone c could approach the Magnet C, if it be not on the Explication of this, because there is no Difficulty in it.

Here follows a Question more compound and complicated than the foregoing; for the Solution of which, 'tis necessary to make use of many Rules. 'Tis ask'd, Which may be the Natural and Mechanical Cause of the Motion of our Members.

The idea of Natural Cause is clear and distinct when understood, as I have explain'd it in the former Question: But the Words, Motion of our Members, are equivocal and confus'd, because there are several such Motions; some being Voluntary, others Natural, and others Convulsive. There are also different Members in the Human Body; and therefore, according to the first Rule, I must ask, Of which of these Motions the Cause is requir'd from me? But if the Question be left undetermined, and to my Discretion, I examine it after this manner.

I attentively consider the Properties of those Motions; and discovering at first that Voluntary Motions are sooner perform'd than Convulsive, I infer that their Cause is different, and therefore that I may and must examine the Question by Parts, for it seems to require a long Discussion.

I retrain then my self to consider only Voluntary Motions; and because several of our Members are employ'd about them, I content my self for the present with the Consideration of the Arm. I observe that it is compos'd of several Muscles, which are most or all in Action when we raise something from the Ground, or remove it from one place to the other: But I only insist upon one, being willing to suppos'd that the others are very near fashion'd after the same manner. I inform my self of its Texture and Shape by some Book of Anatomy, or rather by the sensible Sight of its Fibres and Tendons, which I caud to be deflected in my presence, by some skilful Anatomist, to whom I put all the Queries which, in the sequel, may exhibit to my Mind a Medium to find out what I seek for.

After such a serious Consideration, I cannot doubt but the Principle of the Motion of my Arm depends on the Contraction of its Muscles which compose it. I am likewise content, lest I should puzzle my self with too many Difficulties, to suppos'd, according to the common Opinion, that this Contraction is perform'd by the Animal Spirits, which filling up the Ventricle of those Muscles, may caud their Extremities to come nearer. Now the whole Question concerning Voluntary Motion is reduce to this Point: How the small Quantity of Animal Spirits which are contain'd in our Arm may at the Command of the Will, so suddenly fill the Muscles, as to afford a sufficient Strength to lift up a Hundred Weight, or more.

Upon an attentive Reflection thereupon, the first Means that offers itself to the Imagination, is commonly that of a quick and violent Fermentation, like that of Gun-powder, or of some Liquors fill'd with Volatile Salt, when they are mix'd with others that are Acid, or full of a fixed
fixed Sult. A small quantity of Gun-powder is able, when kindled, to raise not only an Hundred Weight, but even a Tower, and a Mountain. Earthquakes, that overthrow Cities, and those whole Countries, proceed from Spirits kindling under the Ground, almost as Gun-powder.

So that supposing in the Arm such a Cæutis of the Fermentation and Dilatation of the Spirits, it may be look’d upon as the Principle of that Force, by which Men perform so sudden and violent Motions.

But as we ought to mistrust those Means that are offer’d to the Mind by the Seniles, and of which we have no clear and evident Knowledge, so we must not easily admit this; for it is not sufficient to give an Account of the Strength and Quickness of our Motions, by a Comparison: For this is both a confused and imperfect Account; because we are here to explain a voluntary Motion, and Fermentation is not so. The Blood is exceedingly fermented in Ferves, and we cannot hinder it: The Spirits are inflam’d and agitated in the Brain, but we cannot rule their Agitation, nor lessen it by our Defire. When a Man moves the Arm several Ways, a Thousand Fermentations, great and small, swift and slow, ought to begin, and (what is harder to explain) to end likewise in a Moment, as often and as soon as it is defir’d, if this Hypothesis were true. Besides, Those Fermentations ought not to dispirit all their Matter, but need always be ready to take Fire. When a Man has walk’d Twenty Miles, how many Thousand times must the Muscles, employ’d in walking, have been fill’d and empty’d, and what a vast quantity of Spirits would be requir’d, if Fermentation should dispirit and deaden them so often? And therefore this Supposition is insufficient to explain such Motions of our Body as entirely depend upon our Will.

'Tis plain that the present Question may be reduc’d to this Problem of Mechanicks, To find out by Pneumatick Engines a Means to overcome such a Force as an Hundred Weight by another Force, though never so small; as that of an Ounce Weight. And that the Application of that small Force may produce the deird Effect, at the Discretion of the Will. The Solution of that Problem is easy, and the Demonstration of it clear.

It may be solv’d by a Vessel which hath two Orifices, one of which is a little more than 1600 times larger than the other, in which the Pipes of two equal Bellows are inserted; and let a Force precisely 1600 times stronger than the other be apply’d to the Bellows of the larger Mouth, for then the Force 1600 times weaker shall overcome the stronger. The Demonstration of which is clear in Mechanicks, since the Forces are not exactly in a reciprocal Proportion with their Mouths; and that the Relation of the weaker Force to the smaller Mouth, is greater than the Relation of the stronger Force to the larger Mouth.

But to solve this Problem by an Engine which acts better before the Eyes the Effect of the Muscles, than the Former: We must blow a little in a Foot-ball, and hinder the Air from going out with a Sucker; then put upon that Foot-ball, half full of Wind, a Stone of 5 or 600 weight; or having let it on a Table, lay on it a Board, and on that Board a huge Stone, or caufe a heavy Man to sit upon the Board, allowing him to hold by something, that he may fit the fatter upon the rifting Foot-ball; for if you blow again into it only with the Mouth, it will raffe the Stone that comprièfes it, or the Man that fits upon it. The Reason of this, is that the Mouth of the Foot-ball is so small, or at leaft must be supposed so, in comparison to the Cappaciousness of the Foot-ball that withstands the Weight of the Stone, that by such means a very small, is able to overcome a very great Force.

If we also confider that Breath alone is capable of violently driving a Lead Ball through a long and Braiit Trunk, because the Strength of the Breath is not dissipate, but continually renew’d, it will visibly appear, that the neceffary Proportion between the Mouth and the Largeness of the Foot-ball being supposed, Breath alone may overcome a very considerable Force.

If we therefore conceive that the whole Muscles, or each of the Fibres of which they are made, have, as this Foot-ball, a competent Capacity to admit Animal Spirits, that the Pores through which those Spirits flow are yet proportionably ftraiter than the Neck of a Bladder, or the Aperature of the Foot-ball; that the Spirits are detain’d in, or driven through the Nerves, almost as the Breath through a Trunk; that the Spirits are more agitated than the Air of the Lungs, and driven with a greater Violence to the Muscles than it is in a Bladder; we shall perceive that the Motion of the Spirits which are diffus’d through the Muscles, can conquer the Force of the heaviest Weight we carry; and that if we cannot move other more ponderous, this Want of Strength proceeds not so much from the Spirits, as from the Fibres and Membranes of which the Muscles are compos’d, which would hurft should we make too great an Effort. Besides, If we observe that by the Laws of the Union betwixt Soul and Body, the Motion of these Spirits, as to their Determination, depends on the Will of Man, we shall fee that the Motion of the Arm must needs be voluntary.

'Tis true that we move our Arm so readily, that it seems, at first sight, incredible that the Courte of the Spirits into the Muscles should be so swift as to effect that Motion. But we ought to confider that these Spirits are extremely agitated, always ready to pass from one Muscle into another; and that a small quantity of that Spirituous Liquor may sufficiently swell them up, so as to move them, or to lift up from the Ground something very light: For we cannot raffe great Weights very readily, because that Effort requires a great stretching and rolling of the Muscles, which cannot be perform’d by the Spirits that are in the neighbouring or Antagoni.nl Muscles; and therefore some Time is requir’d to call in more Spirits to their help, and in such a Quantity, as that they may be able to withstand the Heaviness of the Weight. Thus we fee that
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those that are loaded cannot run, and that a ponderous thing is not lifted up from the Ground to readily as a Straw.

If we consider that those that are of a fiery Temper, or heated with Wine, are quicker than others; that amongst living Creatures, those whose Spirits are more agitated, as Birds, more swifter than those in which Blood is colder, as it is in Frogs; and that in some of them, as the Chameleon, the Tortoise, and some Insects, the Spirits are so little agitated, that their Mucles are not sooner fill'd than a Foot-ball would be by the Breath of a Man. All these things being well observed, may probably make our Explanation acceptable.

But though that part of the Question proposes which concerns Voluntary Motions be sufficiently resolved, yet we must not affect that it is fully and perfectly, or that nothing else in our Body contributes to those Motions besides what has been mention'd; for most probably there are a Thousand Springs that facilitate them, which will for ever be unknown, even to those who give a better Guesse upon the Works of God.

The second Part of the Question to be examin'd concerns the Natural Motions, or those that have nothing extraordinary in them, as Convulsions have; but are absolutely necessary to the Preservation of our Machine, and consequently altogether independent on our Will.

I first consider with all the possible Attention, what Motions have those Conditions, and whether they are perfectly alike; And as I quickly perceive that they are for the most part different from each other, I left should perplex my self with too many things, I shall only insist upon the Motion of the Heart; which, of all the inward Parts, is the best known, and its Motions the most familiar. What if I examine its Construction, I observe two Things, amongst many others: First, That it is compos'd of Fibres, as the other Muscles; And Secondly, That there are two remarkable Cavities in it: And therefore I judge that its Motion may be produc'd by means of the Animal Spirits, since it is a Muscle; and that the Blood ferment and dilates in it, since it has Cavities. The first of these Judgments is founded upon what I have said before: The second, upon the Heart's being much hotter than any other Parts of the Body, and that it quivers, together with Blood, into all our Members; and that those two Ventricles could neither be form'd, nor preserve'd, but by the Dilatation of the Blood: So that they are subservient to the Cause that has produc'd them. I can then give a sufficient Reason of the Motion of the Heart, by the Spirits that agitate, and the Blood that dilates it, during the Fermentation: For though the Cause I alledge of its Motion should not be true, yet I plainly fee that it is sufficient to produce it.

It may be, that the Principle of Fermentation or Dilatation of Liquors is not so well known to all Readers, as that I may pretend to have explain'd an Effect, by generally shewing that it proceeds from Fermentation: But all particular Questions are not to be resolve'd by ascending to the first Cause, though that may be done too, and a true System on which all particular Effects depend, discover'd, provided we only insist upon clear Ideas. But that Way of Philosophizing is neither the exactest, nor yet the shortest.

To comprehend this, it must be obser've'd that there are Questions of two sorts; in the first, it is require'd to discover the Nature and Properties of some Thing; in the others, we only deive to know whether a Thing has such or such Properties; or if we know it has, we define only to discover what is the Cause of the. To solve the Questions of the first sort, we must consider Things in their Birth and Original, and conceive that they are always produc'd by the most simple and natural Ways: But the Solution of the others requires a very different Method, for they must be resolve'd by Suppositions; and then we must examine whether those Suppositions induce into any Aburdity, or whether they lead to any Truth plainly and clearly known.

For instance, We deive to discover the Properties of the Roulet, or some one of the Conic Sections: We must consider those Lines in their Generation, and form them by the most simple and least perplexing Ways; for that is the best and shortest Means to discover their Nature and Properties. We easily see that the Subtendent of the Roulet is equal to the Circle whence it is form'd: And if we discover not many of its Properties that way, 'tis because the Circular Line that produces it is not sufficiently known. But as to Lines merely Mathematical, the Relations of which may be more clearly known, such as are Conic Sections, 'tis sufficient for the discovering a vast Number of their Properties, to consider them in their Generation: Only we must observe, that as they may be produce'd by a Regular Motion several Ways, so all sorts of Generation are not equally proper to enlighten the Mind, that the most simple are the best; and that it often happens, notwithstanding that some particular Methods are fitter than others, to demonstrate some particular Properties.

But when it is not require'd to discover in general the Properties of a Thing, but to know whether such a Thing has such a Property; then we must suppose that it actually enjoys it, and carefully examine the Consequences of that Supposition, whether it induces into a manifest Absurdity, or leads to an undeniable Truth, that may serve as a Means to find out what is sought for. That is the Method which Geometricians use to solve their Problems: They suppose what they seek, and examine what will follow of it; they attentively consider the Relations that result from the Supposition; they represent all those Relations that contain the Conditions of the Problem, by Equations, and then reduce those Equations, according to the usual Rules; so that what is unknown, is found equal to one or several Things perfectly known.
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I fear therefore, that when 'tis requisite to discover in general the Nature of Fire, and of the different Fermentations, which are the most universal Caudes of natural Effects, the shortest and firmest Way is to examine them in their Principle. We must consider the Formation of the most agitated Bodies, the Motion of which is diffused into those that ferment. We must by clear Ideas, and by the most simple Ways, examine what Motion may produce in Matter. And because Fire and the various Fermentations are very general Things, and consequently depending upon few Causes, there will be no need of considering very long what Matter is able to perform when animated by Motion, to find out the Nature of Fermentation in its very Principle; and we shall learn withall several other Things, altogether requisite to the Knowledge of Physicks: Whereas he that would in such a Question argue from Suppositions, so as to ascend to the first Causes, even to the Laws of Nature, by which all things are form'd, would make a great many of them that should prove falsé and unprofitable.

He might perhaps discover that the Cause of the Fermentation is the Motion of an invisible Matter, communicated to the agitated Parts of Matter: For 'tis sufficiently known, that Fire and the various Fermentations of Bodies, conflict in their Agitation, and that by the Laws of Nature, Bodies receive their immediate Motion only from their meeting with others that are more agitated: So that he might discover that there is an invisible Matter, the Motion of which is communicated to visible Bodies by Fermentation. But 'tis morally impossible that he should ever, by his Suppositions find out how all that is perform'd; which however is not so hard to do, when we examine the Formation of Elements, or of Bodies, of which there is a greater Number of the same Nature, as is to be seen in Monfieur des Cartes's System.

The Third Part of the Question concerning Convulsive Motions, will not be very difficult to solve, if we suppose that there are in our Bodies Animal Spirits susceptible of Fermentation; and withall, Humours so piercing, as to inflame themselves into the Pores of the Nerves, through which the Spirits are diffus'd into the Muscles, provided always that we pretend not to determine the true Texture and Disposition of those invisible Parts that contribute to these Convulsions.

When we have separated a Muscle from the rest of the Body, and hold it by the two Ends, we feinfillly perceive that it endeavours to contract itself when prick'd in the Middle. 'Tis likely that this depends on the Contraction of the imperceptible Parts, of which it is made; which are as so many Springs determin'd to some certain Motions, by that of Compunction. But who can be sure he has found out the true Disposition of the Parts employ'd in the Production of that Motion; and who can give an uncontroverted Demonstration of it? Certainly that appears altogether impossible, though perhaps by long thinking we might imagine such a Contraction of Muscles, as would be fit to perform all the Motions we know them to be capable of; we must not therefore pretend to determine the true Contraction of the Muscles. However, because it cannot be reasonably doubted, but that there are Spirits susceptible of some Fermentation, by the Mixture of a very subtle heterogeneous Matter; and that acriminious and pungent Humours may creep into the Nerves, that Hypothesis may be suppos'd.

Now to proceed to the Solution of the Question propos'd: We must first examine how many sorts of Convulsive Motions there are; and because their Number is indefinite, we must infist on the Principal, the Causes of which seem to be different: We must consider in what Parts they are made, what Difficulties precede and follow them; whether they are attended with Pain, or free from it; and above all, what are the Degrees of their Swiftnes and Violence; for some are very swift and violent, others are very swift, but not violent; a third sort are violent, and not swift; and others again are free from both these Symptoms: Some swift and begin afarke perpetually; others keep the Parts rigid and unmoveable for some time; and others deprive us of our Life, and altogether deform them.

All this being well weigh'd, it will be no hard matter to explain in general, after what has been said concerning Natural and Voluntary Motions, how the Convulsive are perform'd: For if we conceive that some Matter, capable of fermenting the Spirits, mixes with those contain'd in a Muscle, it must needs swell up, and produce in that part a Convulsive Motion.

If that Motion may easily be refil'd, 'tis a sign that the Nerves are not yet obstructed by any Humour, since we may empty the Muscles of the Spirits that have enter'd into it, and determine them to swell up the opposite Muscles. But if we cannot do it, we must conclude that pungent and piercing Humours have some part at least in that Motion: Even it may often happen that those Humours are the only Caufe of Convulsions, since they may determine the Course of the Spirits to some certain Muscles, by opening some Paffages that convey them, and shutting others: Besides, that they may contract the Tentions and Fibres, by penetrating their Pores.

When a very ponderous Weight hangs at the end of a Rope, it may considerably be rais'd by only wetting that Cord, because the Particles of Water penetrating so many little Wedges between the Particles of the Rope, shorten it by dilating it: So the piercing and pungent Humours, infinuating into the Pores of the Nerves, contract them, stretch the Parts to which they are tied, and produce in the Body Convulsive Motions, that are extremely slow, violent and painful, and often leave the Parts badly distort'd for a long time.

As to the Convulsive Motions that are very swift, they are caus'd by the Spirits; but it is not necessary that those Spirits should receive any Fermentation; 'tis enough that the Conduits, through which they pass, be more open at one side than at the other.

When
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When all the Parts of the Body are in their natural Situation, the Animal Spirits diffuse themselves equally and readily through them, according to the Necessity of the Machine, and faithfully perform the Orders of the Will. But when Humours disturb the Distillation of the Brain, alter or variously move the Aperatures of the Nerves, or penetrate into the Muscles, they agitate their Springs; and the Spirits diffusing into those Parts after a new and unusual manner, produce extraordinary Motions, without the Content of the Will.

However, we may often, by a strong Resistance, hinder some of those Motions, and insensibly diminish the Traces that produce them, even when the Habit is wholly formed. Those that look carefully to themselves, find little Difficulty in preventing Grimaces, unbecoming Gestures, and a fourth Countenance, though their Body have a Distillation to them; and may even conquer them when strengthened by Habit, but with a great deal more Difficulty; for such Dispositions should always be oppos'd in their Birth, and before the Spirits have traced out a Way not easy to be hopp'd up.

The CAUSE of those Motions is often in the agitated Muscles, and proceeds from some pungent Humour, or fermenting Spirits; but we must judge that it is in the Brain, especially when the Convulsions agitate not one or two parts of the Body, but most or all; and withall, in several Diseases which alter the natural Constitution of the Blood and Spirits.

Tis true, that one Nerve often having different Branches, which disperse through Parts of the Body very remote, as into the Face and Bowels, it sometimes happens that a Convulsion, the Cause of which lies in a Part to which some one of those Branches refers, may have Communication with those to which other Branches reach, without proceeding from the Brain, and without a Corruption of the Spirits.

But when the Convulsive Motions are common to most Parts of the Body, we must needs say, either that the Spirits ferment in a very extraordinary manner, or that the Order and Distillation of the Parts of the Brain is disturb'd, or that it proceeds from both Causes together. I shall not infilt any longer upon this Question, because it grows so compound, and depending on so many things, when we enter into Particulars, that it cannot easily be made serviceable to a clear Explanation of the Rules we have given.

There is no Science which may supply us with more Examples, to shew the Usefulness of those Rules, than Geometry, and especially Algebra, since these two Sciences make a perpetual Use of them. Geometry plainly discovers the Necessity always to begin with the most simple Things, and which include the least Number of Relations: It always examines those Relations by Measures that are clearly known; it takes off whatever is unervisible to discover them; it divides into Parts Compound Questions, disposes those Parts, and examines them in order. In short, The only Fault to be found in this Science is, as I have observ'd elsewhere, that it affords no convenient Means to abridge Ideas, and discover'd Relations: So that though it regulates the Imagination, and makes the Mind exact; yet it increases not its Extent very much, neither does it give a Capacity to discover very compound Truths.

But Algebra, continually reaching to abridge, and in the shortest Way imaginable, Ideas and their Relations, extremely improves the Capacity of the Mind; for nothing so compound can be conceived in the Relations of Magnitudes, but the Mind may discover it in time by the Means it affords, when we know the Way that ought to be taken.

The fifth Rule, and the following, which speak of the Method of abridging Ideas, concern only that Science, for none else has a convenient Way of abridging them; so that I shall not insist upon their Explication. Those who have a great Inclination for Mathematicks, and desire to give their Mind all the Force and Extent it is capable of, and to put themselves into a State of discovering, without a Tutor, an infinite Number of new Truths, will perceive, if they earnestly apply themselves to Algebra, that the Usefulness of that Science, as to the Enquiry after Truth, proceeds from its observing the Rules we have prefcrib'd. But I must advertise, that by Algebra, I especially understand that which desc.Surcs and some others have made use of.

Before the Conclusion of this Book, I shall let down an Example somewhat at large, to shew the Usefulness of the whole Treatise: I shall represent by it the Advances of a Man who, in the Discussion of an important Question, endeavours to free himself from Prejudices; I shall at first make him fall into some Faults, that they may excite the Remembrance of what has been said elsewhere: But at last, his Attention leading him to the Truth enquir'd after, I induce him speaking positively, and as one who pretends to have solv'd the Question he examin'd.
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The last Instance to shew the Usefulness of this Treatise, wherein the Cause of the Union of Parts in Bodies, and withall, the Rules of the Communication of Motion, are examin'd.

Oldies are united together three different Ways, by Continuity, Contiguity, and in a third manner, that has no particular Name; because it seldom happens, I shall call it by the general Term of Union.
By Continuity, or by the Causes of it, I understand somewhat or other which causes the Parts of a Body to hold fo fixity together, that we must use violence to separate them; for which Reason they are look'd upon as a Whole.

By Continuity I understand that, whatever it is, which makes me judge that two Bodies touch one another immediately, fo as that there is nothing between them: though I judge not that they are strictly united, because I may easily separate them.

By the third Word, Union, I understand something or other which makes two Glases, or two Marble-Stones, whole surfaces are well rub'd and polished upon each other, to adhere together, fo as that though they can easily be separated, by making them slide over one another, yet we find some restitutio when we endeavour to do it in another manner.

Now these two united Glases, or Marble-Stones, cannot be said to be continuus, because they are not conceived as a Whole, since they may easily be separated some certain way. Neither is this a Continuity, though it be something very like it, because those two pieces of Glases, or Marble, are strictly enough united, and even more than the Parts of soft and liquid Bodies, as those of Butter and Water.

These Words being thus explained, we must now enquire after the Cause that unites Bodies, and the difference between Continuity, Continuity, and the Union of Bodies, taken in this particular Sense: I shall first seek the cause of Continuity, or that, I don't know what, which unites the Parts of a Body, and links them so strictly together, that violence must be used to separate them, and that they are look'd upon as making together but one Whole. I hope that this Cause being found out, it will prove no hard task to discovery the rest.

It seems necessary to me, that this, I don't know what, which binds even the smallest Parts of that piece of Iron I hold in my Hands, should be something very powerful, since I must use a very great force to break off a small Part of it. But am not I extremely mistaken, for may not that difficulty I find in breaking the leaf piece of this Iron, come from my Weakness, and not from the Resilience of the Iron? And indeed, I remember, I have formerly used a greater violence than I now do, to break a piece of Iron like this; and if I fell sick, it might happen that my utmost endeavours could not perform it. I see therefore that I must not judge absolutely of the framers with which the Parts of Iron are joined together, by the endeavours I make to disunite them, but only judge that they stick very strictly to each other in relation to my little Strength, or that they hang more firmly together than the Parts of my Flesh, since the Sense of Pain I feel in using too much force advertises me, I shall sooner disunite the Parts of my Body, than those of the Iron.

I conclude, That as I am not absolutely strong or weak, so Iron and other Bodies are not absolutely hard or flexible, but only in reference to the Cause that acts upon them. And that my Endeavours cannot be a rule to measure the Degrees of Force, that must be used to overcome the Resilience and Hardness of Iron, since Rules must be unvariable, whereas those Endeavours vary, according to the Time, the plenty of Animal Spirits, and the Hardness of Flesh; for, after all, I cannot always produce the same Effects by the same Endeavours.

This Consideration frees me from a Prejudice, that made me imagine strong Bands to unite the Parts of Bodies, which Bands perhaps are not in being, and I hope it will not be unprofitable hereafter: for I am wonderfully apt to judge of all things with relation to my self, and to follow the Impressions of my Senses, of which I shall more carefully beware. But let us proceed.

Having thought some Time, and search'd with some Application, the Cause of this strict Union, without being able to discover it, I find my self inclined by my own natural Lazines, to judge, and several others do, that it is the Form of Bodies that preserves the Union betwixt their Parts, or the Friendship and Inclination they have for each other as alike to them: And to form other judgments of like nature, nothing being more convenient than sometimes to suffer our selves to be led, and to become Learned on a sudden, with little Expense.

But I intend to believe nothing but what I know, nor to suffer my self to be cast down by my own Lazines, nor to yield to bare Glimpses. Let us therefore lay aside those Forms and Inclinations, of which we have no distinct and particular, but only confused and general Ideas, which methinks we only frame with reference to our Nature, and the Existence of which several Persons, and perhaps whole Nations, do not own. But methinks I see the Cause of this strict Union of the Parts which make up hard Bodies, without admitting anything in it, but what all the World grants, or at least, what all the World distinctly conceives to be possible. For every one distinctly conceives, that all Bodies are composed, or may be composed of small Parts: It may then be that some shall be crooked and branched, and able as many little Fettres, strongly to hold others; or that they shall be so intricately amongst each other, that it will not be easy to disunite them.

I am so much the apter to yield to this Thought, as I see visible Parts of the grosS Bodies, hold and bind one another this way. But I can scarce sufficiently mistrust my Prejudices and Impression of my Senses. I must therefore more strictly examine this Matter, and enquire after the Reason, why even the minutest and laft solid Parts of Bodies, in short, even the Parts of every one of those little Bands, hang together: For they cannot be united by other smaller Bands; since I suppose them to be solid. Or if I say they are united in that Manner, it will reasonably be asked, What unites these others together? and so in infinitum.
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So that the Difficulty of the Question now is, how the Parts of those little Fettors, or of those branched Parts, can be so strictly united as they are; A, for instance, with B, which I suppose to be Parts of a little Band: Or, which is the same thing, (Bodies being so much the more hard, as they are the more solid and less porous,) the Question at present is, to know how the Parts of a Column being made of Matter without Pores, can be to strongly joined together, and compose a very hard Body, since it cannot be said that the Parts of this Column hang together by small Fettors, for being without Pores, they have no particular Figure.

I am again extremely apt to say, that this Column is hard by its Nature, or that the small Fettors, of which hard Bodies are made up, are Atoms, the Parts of which cannot be divided, as being the Effential and last Parts of Bodies, and essentially crooked, branched, or of a perplex'd figure. But I freely own this is not solving the Difficulty, and that laying aside my Prejudices, and the Illusions of my Senses, I should be in the wrong, to have Recourse to an abstractive Form, and to embrace a Phanasm of Logick, for the Cause I enquire after. I mean, I should be in the wrong to conceive, as something real and distinct, the rambling and indefinite Idea of Nature or Essence; which expresses nothing but what is known to us, and to take an abstractive universal Form for the Physical Cause of a real Effect: for there are Two things which I cannot too much mistrust. The first is, The Impression of my Senses; and the other, My Readiness to take abstractive Natures, and general Ideas of Logick, for real and particular, by which two Principles of Error I remember to have been often seduced.

For to return to the Difficulty in hand, 'tis not possible to conceive how those little Fettors should be indivisible by their own Essence and Nature, nor consequently how they should be indivisible; since, on the contrary, I conceive them most divisible, may, necessarily divisible by their own Essence and Nature. For the Part A is most certainly a Substance as well as B; and consequently 'tis plain that A may exist without B, since Substances may exist without one another; otherwise they would be no Substances.

It cannot be said that A is no Substance; for 'tis plain that that is not a bare Mode, whereas Essence is either a Substance, or the Mode of a Substance. And therefore since A is not a Mode, it is a Substance, and may exist without B; and much more the Part A exists separately from B; so that this Fetter is divisible into A and B.

Moreover, if this Fetter were indivisible or crooked by its own Nature and Essence, there would happen a thing quite contrary to what we see by Experience; for not one Body could be broken. Let us suppose, as before, a Piece of Iron composed of many Fettors perplexed within one another, and A a Bb to be two of them; I say it will not be possible to disintangle them, and consequently to break the Iron. For to break it, the Fettors that make it up must be bent, which however are supposed indivisible by their own Nature and Essence.

If they be not supposed indivisible, but only indivisible by their own Nature, the Supposition would be unserviceable for solving the Question. For then the Difficulty will be, Why those little Fettors obey not the Force that is used to bend a Bar of Iron? Neither must they be supposed indivisible, if they be not supposed indivisible: For if the Parts of those Fettors could change their situation in reference to one another, 'tis visible that they might be separated; since there is no Reason why, if one part may be somewhat removed from the other, it could not be entirely removed. And therefore whether these little Fettors are indivisible or indivisible, the Question cannot be solved by that means: for if they be only supposed indivisible, a Piece of Iron must be broken without trouble; and if they be supposed indivisible, it will be impossible to break it; for the little Fettors that make up the Iron, being intricated within one another, it will be impossible to disintangle them. Let us therefore solve the Difficulty by clear and undeniable Principles, and find the Reason why that little Band has two Parts AB so firmly united to one another.

'Tis needful, I perceive, to divide the Subject of my Meditation into Parts, that I may examine it the more exactly, and with less Intention of Thought; since I could not at first, at a single view, and with the whole Attention I am capable of, discover what I enquired after. This I might have done at the beginning, for when the Subjects of our Meditation are somewhat abstruse, 'tis always the best way to consider them by parts, and not fruitlessly weary our selves with the vain Hopes of meeting happily with the Truth.

What I enquire after is, The Cause of the strict Union betwixt the minute Parts, that make up the little Fetter AB. Now I conceive only distinctly three Things that can be the Cause sought for, viz. The very Parts of that little Fetter, or the Will of the Author of Nature, or lastly indivisible Bodies surrounding such little Bands. I might yet add, as the Cause of these things, the Form of Bodies, the Qualities of Hardness, or some occult Quality, the Sympathy betwixt Parts of the same Species. So, but since I have no distinct Idea of those fine Things, I neither must nor can ground my Reasonings thereupon: so that if I find not the Cause I search after, in those things or which I have distinct Ideas, I will not fruitlessly trouble my self with the Contemplation of such
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such rambling and general Notions of Logick, and shall forbear speaking of what I understand not. But let us examine the first of these things, that may be the Cause, why the Parts of that small Band are so firmly joined; viz. the very Parts of which it is made up.

When I only consider the Parts of which hard Bodies are composed, I am inclined to believe, That no * Comment, which unites the Parts of that Fetter, can be imagin'd before themselves and their own Reft: for of what Nature could it be? It cannot be a thing subsisting in itself, since all those minute Parts being Substances, for what Reason should they be united by other Substances but themselves? Neither can it be a Quality different from Reft, because there is no Quality more contrary to Motion, that may separate those Parts, but their own Reft: but besides Substances and their Qualities, we know not any other sorts of things.

'Tis true, that the Parts of hard Bodies remain united, as long as they are in Reft one by another; and that when they are once in Reft, they remain of themselves in the same state, as long as they can; but this is not what I enquire after, and I know not how too I came to mistake the Subject. I endeavour here to discover, why the Parts of hard Bodies have so great a Strength, to remain in Reft one by another, that they withstand the Force that is used to move them.

I might however answer my self, that every Body has truly Forces of continuing fixed in its present State, and that this Force is equal whether in Motion or Reft: But that the Reason why the parts of hard Bodies remain in Reft by one another, and that we cannot difficulty move and separate them, is our not employing sufficient Motion to overpower the Reft. This is probable, but I am seeking Certainty, if it be to be found, and not bare Probability. And how can I know with Certainty, and Evidence, that each Body has this Force to continue in the state it's in, and that this Force is equal both as to Motion and Reft, since Matter on the contrary, seems indifferently passive to, and altogether destitute of Force. Let us have recourse then with M. des Cartes to the Will of the Creator, which is, it may be, that Force which Bodies seem to have in themselves, which is the second thing above mention'd, suppos'd capable of preferring the Parts of this little Fetter we speak of, so closely linked to one another.

Certainly, 'tis possible that God may will every Body should remain in its present state, and that his Will should be the Force which unites their Parts to one another, as I otherwise know his Will to be the Moving Force which puts Bodies in Motion: For since Matter is incapable of moving itself, I have Reason, methinks, to conclude it is a Spirit, and even the Author of Nature, which puts it and preserves it in Motion, by preferring it successively in different places by his bare Will, as much as an Almighty Being acts not with Instruments, and his Will is necessarily followed by Effects.

I acknowledge then, it's possible that God may will that every thing remain in its present state, whether it be Motion or Reft, and that his Will may be the natural Power, which Bodies have of remaining in the state they once have obtained. And if so, we must like M. des Cartes, measure that Power, conclude what ought to be the Effects of it, and give Rules for the Force and Communication of Motions upon the Collision of different Bodies, in proportion to their Magnitude; since we have no other way of coming to the knowledge of that general and immutable Will of God, who makes the different Power these Bodies have of acting upon, and refitting one another, confult in their different Magnitude and Swiftness.

But however, I have no infallible proof that God wills by a positive Will, that Bodies remain in Reft, and one would think it sufficient for God to will the Existence of Matter, not only to cause it to exist, but to exist in Reft.

The cause is not the same with Motion, since the Idea of a Matter mov'd, certainly includes two Powers to which it is related, viz. that which created, and also that which mov'd it. But the Idea of a Matter in Reft, includes only the Idea of a Power which has created it, whilist there is no necessity of any other Power to put it in Reft, if we bare conceive Matter, without thinking on any Power, we shall necessarily conceive it in Reft. Thus it is I conceive things for I am to judge by my Ideas, and my Ideas tell me, Reft is but the privation of Motion. For God need not cease to will the Motion of a Body, to make its Motion cease, and to cause it to Reft.

But I remember I have heard from many very ingenious Persons, that Motion seem'd to them as much the privation of Reft, as Reft the privation of Motion. And for we will not doubt to affirm, for Reasons I can't comprehend, that Motion seems rather a privation than Reft. I do not difficulty call to Mind the Reasons they allege: however this ought to make me suspend, lest my Ideas should be false. For though most Men say what they please upon Subjects that seem of little moment, yet I have Reason to believe the Persons I speak of, were pleas'd to speak what they thought: wherefore I must fully examine my Ideas more carefully.

To me it seems a thing of undoubted Certainty, and the Gentlemen before mention'd don't deny it, that 'tis the Will of God which moves Bodies. The Force then which that Bowl I see in Motion, is the Will of God that moves it, what now is God require to do to stop it? Must he Will, by a positive Will, that it should Reft? or is it sufficient to cease to will its Motion? 'Tis plain, that if God but cease to will the Motion of the Bowl, the cession of its Motion, and consequently Reft will succeed the cession of the Will of God. For the Will of God, which was the Force that moved the Bowl, desisting, that Force ceases, and the Bowl will be no longer mov'd. Therefore the cession of the moving Force produces Reft: Reft then has no Force to cause it; but is a bare privation that supposes no positive Will in God. Thus we should admit in God a positive Will without any Reason or Necessity, if we attributed to Bodies any Force to remain in Reft.
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But to overthrow this Argument if possible, Let us now suppose a Bowl at Rest; as before we supposed it in Motion, what must God do in order to agitate it? is it enough that he causeth to will its repose? if so, I have hitherto made no advance, for that Motion will be equally the privation of Rest, as Rest of Motion. I suppose then that God defiits to will the Rest of this Bowl; but supposing it, I see it not put in Motion; and if any others do, I define them to inform me with what degree of Motion it is carried. Certainly 'tis impossible it should be mov'd, or have any degree of Motion: and 'tis impossible to conceive any degree of Motion in it, barely from our conceiving that God causeth to will it should be at Rest; because it goes not with Motion as it does with Rest. Motions are infinitely various, and are susceptible of more and less; but Rest being nothing, one cannot differ from another. One and the same Bowl which moves twice as fast at one time as at another, has twice as much Force, or Motion, at one time as at another. But it cannot be said that the same Bowl has Rest double at one time to its Rest at another.

The Motion of a Body to a Vacuum, is constant, there is nothing done; and the Continuance of that Motion, I mean the Action of the Will of God, which preserves it, is not different from that which preserves the Body itself.

There must therefore be a positive Will in God, to put a Bowl in Motion, or to give it such a Force as it may move it first with: But it need only causeth to will it should be mov'd, to cause its Motion to defiit; that is, to make it Rest. Just as to the creating a World, it is not enough that God causeth to will its non-existence, unless he likewise positively will the manner it shall exist in. But in order to annihilate, there is no need of God's willing it not to exist, since God cannot will Nothingness by a positive Will, but barely, that he causeth to will its Being.

I consider not here Motion and Rest, according to their relative Capacity, (for 'tis manifest that resting Bodies have as real Relations to those about them, as Bodies in Motion.) I only conceive that Bodies mov'd have a moving Force, and that others at Rest have no Force at all to perceive in it; because the Relations of mov'd to the circumambient Bodies, perpetually changing, they need a continual Force to produce the Changes, it being indeed nothing but their Changes, that causeth all that Noveltv we observe in Nature; but there is no need of Force to do nothing. When the Relation of a Body to the surrounding it is constantly the same, there is nothing done; and the Continuance of that Relation, I mean the Action of the Will of God, which preserves it, is not different from that which preserves the Body itself.

If it be true, as I conceive, that Rest is nothing but the Privation of Motion, the least Motion, or that of the least Body mov'd, will include a greater Force or power than the Rest of the greatest Body; and so the least Force, and the least Body, supposed to be mov'd * in a Vacuum, against another never so great and bulky, will be capable of moving it, since the largest Body at Rest will have no power of restoring the least Body that shall strike against it. Therefore the Resistance which is made by the Parts of hard Bodies, to hinder their Separation, necessarily proceeds from something else than their Repose.

from others, whether hard or liquid, as that there is none either to aid or hinder the Communication of

But 'tis necessary to demonstrate by sensible Experiments, what we have been proving by abstracted Reasonings, to see whether our Ideas comport with the Sensations we receive from Effects. For it often happens that such Reasonings deceive us, at least will not convince others, and especially such as are prejudiced to the contrary. M. Des Cartes's Authority has such an influence upon some Mens Reason, that unless we prove all imaginable ways, that great Man in an Error, we cannot disabuse them. What I have said will be readily admitted by such as are not prejudiced with a contrary Opinion, and I perceive I shall even be blamed by them, for proving things which seem to them indispensible: However, the Cartesians well deserve our endeavours to content them. The others may pass over this Difcourse, if they think it tedious.

Here then are some Experiments which sensibly demonstrate that Rest has no power to reft Motion, and which consequently evince, that the Will of the Author of Nature, which constitutes the Power and Force every Body has to continue in its present state, respects not Rest, but Motion only; since Bodies consider'd in themselves have no Force at all.

We daily see great Ships, whilst floating in the Water, mov'd with little Bodies striking against them. From which Experience I conclude, notwithstanding all the subterfuges of Monfleur des Cartes and the Cartesians, that if these great Bodies were in a Vacuum, they might be moved with much greater facility, since the Reason of a Vefiel's being mov'd in the Water with some difficulty, is the reftance the Water makes to the imparted Motion; which in a void space will not be found. Now that which manifestly shews that Water reftles the Motion impelled on the Vefiel, is the cessation of its Motion some time after the Impulsion, which certainly would not happen, did not the Vefiel lose its Motion, by communicating it to the Water; or if the Water yielded to its palling without any opposition; or lastly, impeded to it none of its own Motion. Therefore since a Vefiel agitated in the Water, ceases by degrees to move, 'tis an infallible sign that the Water, instead of forwarding, as Monfleur des Cartes pretends, withholds its Motion; and consequently it would be infinitely easier to move a great Body in a Vacuum than in Water, since there would be no reftance on the part of surrounding Bodies. 'Tis evident therefore, that Rest has no Force to reft Motion, and that the least Motion contains more Power and Force then the greatest Rest; or at least, that we ought not to measure the Force of Motion and Rest, by the Proportion we find between the Magnitude of Bodies in those two States, as Monfleur des Cartes has done.

'Tis true, there is some reason to believe that the Vefiel is mov'd, whilst in the Water, by reason of the continual change which happens in the watery parts about it, though to us it seems not to change its place: And this has been an inducement to M. Des Cartes and some Perfevers to
believe, that 'tis not the bare Force of the impelling Agent which makes it advance in Water; but that having before receiv'd a great deal of Motion from the little parts of the surrounding Liquid, which pref in equally on all sides, this Motion is only determin'd by the adventitious Motion of the impelling Body; so that what mov'd a Body in Water, could not do it in a Vacuum. And thus it is that M. Des Cartes and his Followers defend the Rules of Motion they have given us.

Let us suppose, for Example, a Piece of Wood of a Foot square, plac'd in a liquid Body, all the little parts whereof act and move against it; and because they pref in equally on all sides, as well towards A as B, the piece of Wood fts neither one way nor another: Now if I drive another Piece of Wood of half a Foot against the former, on the side A, I fee it advance forward; hence I conclude, that it might be mov'd in a Vacuum with less Force than that of the Piece that drives it, for the foregoing Reasons. But the Perfons I speak of deny it, and anfwer, that the reason of the greater Piece's advancing, when urg'd by the little one, is, that the latter unabl to move it fingly, being joyn'd with the parts of the agitated Liquid, determines them to drive it by imparting none of their Motion to it. But 'tis manifest that by this Anfwer, the Piece of Wood, when once mov'd, could never diminifh its Motion; but muff, on the contrary, perpetually increafe it. For according to this Anfwer, the Piece of Wood is more driven by the Water to the fide of A than B, therefore it muff perpetually proceed, and because this Impufion is continual, its Motion muft conftantly increafe. But, as I have faid, the Water is to fave from facilitating its Motion, that it continually refifts it; which refiitance ftill Jenefing it more and more, at laft makes it altogether infenfible.

But I am now to prove that the Piece of Wood which is equally push'd by the little parts of the encompassing Water, has no Motion or Force at all, capable of moving it, though it continually changes its immediate place; and the Surface of the Water round it is different at different times. For if it be fo that a Body equally pref'd on all sides, as a Piece of Wood, be deftrutive of Motion, undoubtedly that foreign Force that strikes against it, muff communicate it, since at the time of this Force's urging it on, the Water refifts, and infenfibly dilates the imprefl Motion, caufing it, by little and little, at laft to ceafe.

it is certain, at leat to me I speak to, that there is no more Motion in Nature at one time than another; and that Bodies at rest cannot be put in Motion, but by the Collifion of some agitated Bodies, which communicate their Motion to them. Hence I conclude, that a Body, which in a fence created perfeftly at Reft in the midft of Water, will never receive any degree of Motion, from the little parts of the Water which surround it, and which strike continually against it, provided their Force be equal on all sides, because all these little parts which dafh equally against it on all fides, rebounding again with their whole Motion, communicate none of it; and consequently this Body ought to be confider'd as at Reft, and without any moving Force, though it continually changes its Situation.

Now the proof I have for the rebounding of these little parts, together with their whole Motion, is this: That otherwife the Water which touches this Body, muft grow very cold, or even congeal'd, and become almoft as hard as the Wood upon its Surface, since the Motion of the Water ought to be equally diffus'd into the little parts of the Body they encompass.

But that I may accommodate my felf to the Patron's of M. Des Carters Opinion, I am willing to grant that we ought not to confider a Veffel on the Water as at Reft. I grant likewife, that all the parts of the envioring Water are fubfervient to the new Motion imprifon'd by the Waterman, though it be but too vilefible by the decrease of the Boat's Motion, that they refiit it more than it does the contrary. But with the which, if we take into the family, that all the parts of Water in the River, according to M. Des Cartes; there are none which can promote the Motion of the Veffel, except thofe which immediately touch it on the fide it is driven on. For * according to that Philofopher, the Water being fluid, all the parts that go to its Composition, all not conjointly against the Body we could move, but only thofe which touching it, conjointly bear upon it. But thofe which conjointly bear upon the Veffel, and the Boat's man together, are twenty times more inconfiderable than the Boat. Tis plain therefore, from the Expiration given by M. Des Cartes in this Article, concerning the difficulty we find to break a Nail between our Fingers, that a little Body is capable of moving one much bigger than it felf. And in fhort; we fands are not fo fluid as Water; and when we would break a Nail, there are more parts that act conjointly in our hands, than in the Water which pushes againſt a Veffel.

But here's a more fenfible Experiment. Take a Plank well smooth'd, or any other very hard Plank, drive it in a Nail half way, and let this Plank in a somewhat inclining position; then place a Bar of Iron an hundred times thicker than the Nail, an inch or two above it, and letting it flyde down, it will not break it. Mean time it is obfervable, that, according to Des Cartes, all the parts of the Bar, as being hard and folid, act conjointly upon the Nail. If therefore there were no other Cenfent than Reft to unite the parts of the Nail, the Bar of Iron being an hundred times bigger, ought by the Fifth Rule of M. Des Cartes, and according to Refon, communicate fomewhat of its Motion to the part of the Nail it fell upon; that is, to break it, and pass on, even though this Bar should flyde with a very gentle Motion. Therefore we must fuch fome other Caufe than the Reft of Bodies, that makes them hard, and capable of refifting the violence that is offer'd to break them, since Reft has no Force to withfand Motion: And I am perfuaded these Experimens are fiticient to evince, that the abftracted Proofs we have given are not false.
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We must then examine the third thing we supposed before might be the cause of the first union found between the parts of hard bodies; namely, an invisible matter which surrounds them, and which being rapidly moved, presses most violently the external and internal parts of these bodies, and constituting them in such a manner as requires greater strength to separate them, than has that invisible and extremely agitated matter.

Methinks I might reasonably conclude, that the union of the constituent parts of hard bodies depends on an invisible matter which surrounds and compresses them, since the two other things, supposed possible causes of this union, have been discovered not to be truly so. For since I meet with resistance in breaking a piece of iron, which resistance proceeds not from the iron, nor the will of God, as I think I have proved, it must necessarily proceed from some invisible matter, which can be no other than that which immediately surrounds and compresses it. Nevertheless, I shall give some positive proofs of this opinion, after I have more largely explained it by some influence.

Take a globe of any hard metal, which is hollow within, and divided in two halves; join them together with a little bond of wax at the place of their union, and then extract the air: these two half globes will be firmly jointed to one another, that two teams of horses harnessed to the rings on the opposite sides of the globe, shall not separate them, provided they be made of a larger proportion to the number of horses; when yet if the air be suffer'd to enter, one man shall separate them with a great deal of ease. From this experiment 'tis easy to conclude, that what united the two hemispheres to one another, was the pressure of the surrounding air upon their outward and convex surfaces, whilst there was no compression in their concave and inward parts; so that the action of the horses which drew the two hemispheres on either side, could not conquer the resistance made by innumerable little parts of air, by their pressing these two halves: But the least force is capable of dividing them when the air entering in the copper globe, drives against the concave and inward surfaces, as much as the external air presses against the outward and convex.

Take, on the contrary, the bladder of a carp, and put it in a vessel from which the air is pump'd: this bladder being full of air, will crack and burst, because then there is no exterior air to refit within the bladder. 'Tis likewise for the same reason I have given of the first experiment, that two glass or marble plains, ground and polish'd upon one another, to it the violence must be used to separate them one way; because the two parts of the marble are press'd and confining'd by the external air that surrounds them, and are not so strongly press'd by that between. I might produce infinite other experiments to prove that the gross air which surrounds bodies strongly unites their parts. But what I have said is enough to give a distinct explication of my thoughts upon the present question.

I say then, what I confides the parts of hard bodies and the little fetters before mentioned to hang so closely united to each other, is, there being other little bodies infinitely more agitated than the coarse air we breathe, which bear against them, and comprees them; and that which makes it so hard to separate them, is not their ref, but the agitation of these little surrounding bodies. So that that which refits motion is not ref, (this being the prevarication of it, and has no force at all;) but some contrary motion.

This simple explication of my opinion perhaps seems reasonable; yet I foresee, that many persons will not easily be induc'd to yield to it. Hard bodies make so great impression on the senses when they strike us, or when we use violence to break them, that we are inclin'd to believe their parts more strictly united than they really are. And on the contrary, the little bodies which I have said encompass them, and to which I have ascribed the force of confining this union, making no impression on our senses, seem too weak to produce so sensible an effect. But to take away this prejudice, which bottoms on the impressions of our senses, and on the difficulty we find to imagine bodies more little and agitated than those we daily see; 'tis to be consider'd, that the hardness of bodies is not to be consider'd with relation to our hands, or the endeavours we are able to make, which are different at different times. For indeed, if the greatest effort of men be nothing in comparison with that of the subtle matter, we should be much to blame to believe, that diamonds, and the hardest stones, cannot derive their hardnes from the compre'sion of these little rapid bodies which environ them. Now we may visibly discover how incomparably weak is humane force, if it be consider'd that Man's power of moving his body in so many manners, proceeds from a very moderate fermentation of the blood, which something agitates the smaller parts of it, and so produces the animal spirits. For 'tis the agitation of these spirits, which makes the strength of the body, and gives us the power of making those endeavours which we groundlessly regard, as something great and mighty.

But it must be observ'd, that this fermentation of our blood, is but a small communication of that subtle matter's motion we have been speaking of. For all the fermentations of visible bodies are nothing but communications of motion from the invisible, since every body receives its agitation from some other body or bodies; and therefore it must be wondered if our force be not so great as that of the same subtle matter which we receive from. But if our blood fermented as much in our heart as gun-powder ferments, and is agitated when fire is put to it, that is, if our blood receive'd as great a communication of motion from the subtle matter, as gun-powder receives, we might do extraordinary things with a great deal of ease; as break a bar of iron, overturn an house, &c. provided we suppose a competent proportion between our members and our blood so violently agitated. We must therefore rid our selves of our prejudice, and not, following the imprefion...
Impression of our Senses, imagine that the Parts of hard Bodies are so strongly united to one another, because of the Difficulty we find to break them.

But if moreover, we consider the Effects of Fire in Mines, the Gravity of Bodies, and several other natural Effects, which have no other Caufe then the Commotion of these subtile Corpuscles, as is prov'd by M. Des Cartes in many places of his Works, we shall manifesto discover, that it does not exceed their Force, to unite and bind together the Parts of hard Bodies so powerfully as we find them. For in short, I fear not to affirm, that a Cannon-Bullet, whose Motion seems so extraordinary, receives not the thoufandth part of the Motion of the subtile Matter which surrounds it.

My Attention will not be doubted of, if it be consider'd, Fir^2, That the Gun-Powder is not all inflam'd, nor at the fame instant: Secondly, That though it were all on Fire in the felf-fame Moment, yet it felves a very fhort time, in the subtile Matter; and Bodies swimming but a little while in others, can receive no great Motion from them; as may be feen in Bows when riding in a Stream, which receive their Motion by degrees. Thirdly, and principally, That each part of the Powder can receive but a collateral Motion, which the subtile Matter yields to. For Water only communicates to the Vell^2 the direct Motion which is common to all the parts of it, which Motion is generally very inconfiderable in refepect of the others.

I might thus proceed to M. Des Cartes's Followers, the Geametfs of the subtile Matter's Motion, by the Motion of the Earth, and the Heavinesfs of Bodies; from whence might be drawn very certain and exact Proofs, if that were neceffary to my Subject. But in order to have one fuficient Proo of the violent Agitation of the subtile Matter, to which I fcribe the Hardnefs of Bodies, it fuffices (without feeing Des Cartes's Works) to read attentively what I have written in the second Chapter of the fourth Book, towards the End.

Being now deliver'd from our Prejudices, which induc'd us to believe our Efferces very potent, and thofe of the subtile Matter which surrounds and confines hard Bodies, very feele, being likewife fatisfying of the vehement Commotion of this Matter, by what has been faid of Gun-Powder, 'twill be no hard Matter to discover, that 'tis absolutely neceffary that this Matter, acting infinitely more on the Surface, than the Infide of the hard Bodies it encompasses and compreft, should be the Caufe of their Hardnefs, or of the Refistance we feel when we endeavour to break them.

But ftill there are always many Parts of this invisible Matter paffing through the Forces of hard Bodies, they not only render them hard, as I have before explain'd, but are also the Caufes that fome are fpairing, and elliptical, that others ftand bent, and others ftill are fluid and liquid; and in this are the Caufe not only of the Force which the Parts of hard Bodies have to remain close by one another, but of that likewife which the Parts of fluid Bodies have to separate; or, which is the fame thing, are the Caufe of the Hardnefs of some Bodies, and the Fluidity of others.

But whereas 'tis absolutely neceffary to know diftinctly the Phyficks of M. Des Cartes, the Figure of his Elements, and of the parts which confiftute particular Bodies, to account for the hardnefs of fome and the flexibility of others, I fhall not inflift upon explaining it. Such as have read the Works of that Philofopher, will easily imagine what may be the Caufe of these things, whereas it would be a difficult task for me to explain it; and thofe who are unacquainted with that Author would have a very confufed Notion of the Reafons I might offer.

Nor fhall I fland to relolve a vall number of Difficulties which I forere will be urg'd against what I have been explaining, because if thofe who propofe them have no knowledge of true natural Philosophy, I fhould but tire and confound them instead of satifying them.

But if they were Men of Science, I could not anfwer them without a long train of diagrams and reafoning. Wherefore I think it best to intreat thofe who fhall find any Difficulty in what I have faid, to give this Difcourfe a more careful perusal; not doubting but if they read it and consider it as they ought, all their Objections will fall to the Ground. But after all, if they think my Requeft inconvenient, let them ftill, there being no great danger in the Ignorance of the Caufe of the Hardnefs of Bodies.

I fpake not here of contiguity: for 'tis manifest that contiguous things touch so little, that there's always a good quantity of subtile Matter paffing between them, which endeavouring to continue its Motion in a right Line hinders them from uniting.

As to the union found between two Marbles that have been polifh'd one upon another, I have already explain'd it; and 'tis easy to fee, that though the subtile Matter paffes constantly between the two Parts, as close as they are yet the Air cannot get in; and therefore 'tis that which confines and confines the two Parts together, and makes them fo difficult to be difunited, unless we glide them over one another.

For all this it is manifest that the Continuity, Contiguity and Union of two Marbles would be one and the fame thing in a vacuum: for neither have we different Ideas of them, so that it would be to talk without understanding our felves to make them differ absolutely, and without any regard to the surrounding Bodies.

I now come to make fome Reflexions upon M. Des Cartes's Opinion, and the Original of his Error: I call his Opinion an Error, because I can find no fincer way of detaining what he has found upon the Rules of Motion, and the Caufe of the Hardnefs of Bodies towards the end of the second Part of his Principles in several places; and that he seems to have evidently prov'd the Truth of the contrary Opinion.
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This great Man most distinctly conceiving that Matter could not naturally move it self, but that the moving Force of all Bodies was nothing but the general Will of the Author of Nature; and that therefore the Communications of their Motion upon their mutual Collision, must come from the same Will, yielded to be carry'd away with this Notion, That the Rules of the different Communication of Motions must be fetch'd from the Proportion found between the different Magnitudes of Colliding Bodies; it being impossible to penetrate into the Designs and Will of God. And whereas he concluded that every thing had the Force to persevere in its present State, whether it were in Motion, or Rest, because God, whose Will constituted this Force, acts always in the same manner, he infer'd that Rest had an equal Force with Motion. Thus he consider'd the Effects of the Power of Rest by the Greatness of the Body it refer'd in, as well as those of Motion; And hence he gave the Rules of the Communication of Motion which are seen in his Principles, and the Caufe of the Hardness of Bodies, which I have endeavour'd to refute.

'Tis a hard matter not to submit to the Opinion of Monfieur des Cartes, when we contemplate it on the same side; For, once more, since the Communication of Motions proceeds only from the Will of the Author of Nature, and that we see all Bodies continue in the State they have once been put in, whether it be Motion or Rest, it seems that we ought to seek for the Rules of the different Communications of Motion upon the Concurrence of Bodies, not in the Will of God, which is unknown to us; but in the Proportion that is found between the Magnitudes of those same Bodies.

I do not therefore admire that Monfieur des Cartes should light upon this Notion; but I only wonder he did not correct it, when having paiz'd on his Discoveries, he found out the Exiflence, and some Effects of the fruble Matter which surrounds all Bodies.

I am surpriz'd to find him, in the 132d Article of the Fourth Part, attribute the Elafftick Force of certain Bodies to the fruble Matter, and yet not ascribe to it their Hardness, and the Refiftance they make to our Endeavours to bend and break them, only to the Rest of their Parts. For Art. 55. & 56. of the 42d of the second Part, and confider'd that which impowers them to refit the Violence that is us'd to break them; For indeed, the Force which is employ'd in breaking a piece of Steel, has but an infeifible Difference from that which is us'd to bend it.

I mean not to multiply Reasons here, which one might give for the proving these things; not to answer some Difficulties possible to be urg'd about Bodies which are not feifibly prating, and yet are difficulty bent; For all thefe Difficulties vanish, if we confider that the fruble Matter cannot easily make new Tracks in Bodies which break in bending, as in Glafs and temper'd Steel, which it can eaierly do in such Bodies as are compose'd of branchy Parts, and that are not brittle, as in Gold and Lead: And lastly, that there is no hard Body, but has some kind of Elaterium.

'Tis a hard matter to perfuade one's self that Monfieur des Cartes did positively believe the Caufe of Hardness to be different from that which makes the Elafficity, and what looks most likely, is, that he made not sufficient Reflection on that matter. When Man has for a long time meditated on any Subject, and is well satisfied about that of his prezent Enquiry, he commonly thinks no farther on it: he believes that the Conceptions he had of it are undeniable Truths, and that it is needless to examine them any more. But a Man has so many Things in him which difperfeth his Application, provoke him to precipitate Judgments, and subjei't him to Error, that though his Mind remains apparently satisfied, yet it is not always well instrucl'd in the Truth. Monfieur des Cartes was a Man, like us: No greater Solidity, Accuracy, Extent, and Penetration of Thought is any where to be met with, than in his Works. I confefs; but yet he was not infallible: Therefore it's very probable he remain'd to feif'd in his Opinion, from his not sufficiently reflecting that he had not thought of althing in the Consequence of his Principle, contrary to it. He grounded it on very specious and probable Reasons; but such notwithstanding, as being not capable of themselves to force his Content, he might have fuppend his Judgment, and confequently, as a Philofopher, he ought to have done it. It was not enough to have examined in his hard Body, what was in it that might make it so; but he ought likewise to have thought on the infrible Bodies, which might give it Hardness; as he did at the End of his Philosophical Principles, when he addiz'd to them the Caufe of their Elafficity: He ought to have made an exact Division, and comprehension of whatever might contribute to the Hardness of Bodies. It was not enough to have fought the Caue of it in the Will of God; he ought also to have thought on the fruble Matter, which surrounds these Bodies: For though the Exiflence of that violently agitated Matter was not yet pro'ven in the place of his Principles where he speaks of Hardness, it was not however rejected; he ought therefore to have fupppend his Judgment, and have well remember'd what he had written concerning the Caufe of Hardness, and of the Rules of Motion, was fit to be revis'd, which I believe was neglected by him, or at leaft, he has not sufficiently consider'd the true Reason of a thing very eafe to be discover'd, and which yet is of greatest Confequence in Natural Philosophy.

Monfieur des Cartes well knew that to the Support of his System, (the Truth of which he could not reasonably refuse,) it was absolutely necessary that great Bodies should always communicate some of their Motion to the leffer which they met with; and that the latter should rebound at the Encounter of the former, without the like Lofs of their own: For otherwise, the first Element would not have all the Motion that is necessary above the second, nor the second above the third; and so all his System would be absolutely false, as is manifest to those who have a little consider'd it. But in supposing that Rest has Force to refit Motion, and that a great Body in Rest cannot be mov'd by another less than it self, though most violently striking against it, tis plain that great
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Bodies must have much less Motion than an equal Mass of little ones, since they may always by that Supposition communicate their own Motion, but cannot always receive any from the lefier. Thus this Supposition being not contrary to all that Monfieur des Cartes had laid down in his Principles, from the beginning, to the Establishment of his Rules of Motion, and according very well with the Consequence of those same Principles, he thought the Rules of Motion, which he believ'd he had demonstrated in their Caufe, were sufficiently confirm'd by their Effects.

I agree with Monfieur des Cartes in the Bottom of the Thing, that great Bodies communicate their Motion much easier than the lefier; and that therefore his first Element is more agitated than the second, and the second than the third; but the Caufe is manifest without recourse to his Supposition. Little and fluid Bodies, as Water, Air, &c. can but communicate to any great ones an uniform Motion, which is common to all their Parts. The Water of a River can only communic-ate to a Boat a defending Motion, which is common to all the little Parts the Water is compos-ed of, each of which Particles, besides its common Motion, has infinite others, which are particular. Which Rea fon makes it evident that a Boat, for instance, cannot have so much Motion as an equal Volume of Water, since the Boat can only receive from the Water a direct Motion, and common to all the Parts of it. If twenty Parts of a fluid Body drive against any other Body on one fide whilst there are as many urging it on the other, it remains immovable; and all the Particles of the surrounding Fluid it swims in, rebound without losing any thing of their Motion. Therefore gros Bodies, whose Parts are united one to the other, can receive only a circular and uniform Motion from the Vortex of the encompassing fubtile Matter.

This Rea fon seems fufficient to give us to understand why gros Bodies are not fo much agita-ted as little ones; and that it is not neceffary to the explaining these things, to suppofe any Force in Reft to refift Motion. The Certainty of Monfieur des Cartes' Philofophical Principles cannot therefore be of Ufe in proving or defending his Rules of Motion. And we have Rea fon to be-lieve that if Monfieur des Cartes himfelf had, without Propofition, examin'd his Principles affreth, at the fame time weighing fuch Reafons as I have alleg'd, he would not have believ'd the Effects of Nature had corroborated his Rules; nor have fallen into a Contradiction, in attributing the Hardnefs of hard Bodies only to the Reft of their Parts, and their Eflaticity to the Eflortion of the fubtile Matter.

I now come to give the Rules of the Communication of Motion in a Vacuum, which follow up-on what I have before defcribed concerning the Nature of Reft. Bodies being not hard in a Va-cuum, fince they are only fo by the preffure of the fubtile Matter that surrounds them, if two Bodies meet together, they would rebound without rebounding. We muft therefore fuppofe them hard by their own Nature, and not by the preffure of the fubtile Matter, to give their Rules a folid Foundation.

Reft having no Force to reft Motion, and many Bodies being to be confider'd but as one at the Infant of their Collifion, 'tis plain they ought not to rebound, fave when they are equal in their Bulk and Swiftnefs, or that their Swiftnefs compensates for the Want of Bulk, or their Bulk the Want of Swiftnefs. And 'tis easy from hence to conclude, that they ought in all other Cafe to communicate their Motion, as afterwards to proceed along together, with an equal Pace.

* Wherefore, to know what ought to happen in all the different Suppoftions of the Magnitude and Celerity of Colliding Bodies, we need only add together all the Degrees of Motion of two or more, which ought to be confider'd but as one in the Moment of their Concurrence, and afterwards divide the Summ of the whole Motion proportionably to the Bulk of each repective Body.

Hence I conclude, that of the 7 feven Rules of Motion, Monfieur des Cartes has given, the three first are good.

That the Fourth is falfc, and that B ought to communicate its Motion to C, in proportion to the bignefs of the fame C, and after go along in Company; fo as if C be double to B, and B have three Degrees of Motion, it muft give away two of them: For I have sufficiently prov'd, that Monfieur des Cartes ought not to have fuppof'd in Reft, a Force to reft Motion.

That the Fifth is true.

That the Sixth is falfc, and that B ought to communicate half of its Motion to C.

And that the Seventh is falfc, and that B ought ever to communicate its Motion to C, in proportion to the Magnitude and Motion of both B and C. But that if, according to the Suppoftion, C be double to B, and have three Degrees of Motion, whilft C has but two, they must proceed together in Company, C and B being but one Body at the time of their Collifion; and therefore we must add together the Degrees of Swiftnefs, which are five, and afterwards divide them in proportion to their bignefs, and fo distribute 1/2 to B, and 3/2 to C, which is double to B. But thefe Rules, though certain, from what I have faid, are yet contrary to Experience, fince we are not in a Vacuum.

The chief of thofe Experiences, which are contrary to what I have faid about the Rules of Motion, is, the conflant rebounding of hard Bodies, when they meet, one one way, and another an-other, or at leaft, their not going in Company after their Encounter.

In Anfwer to which, we muft call to mind what we have formerly faid of the Caufe of Eflaticity: namely, That there is a Matter, of a strangely-violent Motion, which continually paffes into the Parts of hard Bodies, and makes them fo by its compreffing both their outward and inward Parts: For it will be cafe from hence to fay, that at the time of Percuffion two encountering Bo-dies drive and turn off the Current of this Matter from the places nearest to the ftick'n, which Matter refilling with great Violence, repells the two Bodies, which strike againft each other, and reftores its Path, which the Percuffion had flopp'd up.

That
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That which more clearly still proves my Opinion is this, That if two Bowls of Lead, or of any other less Elastick Matter, meet, they rebound not after their Collision, but proceed almost according to the Rules before establish'd, which they keep to so much more exactly as they are less springing. Bodies therefore rebound after their Percussion, because they are hard; that is, as I have explain'd, because there is an extremely agitated Matter, which compresses them, and which putting through their Pores with an extreme Violence, repel the Bodies which strike against them. But it ought to be suppos'd that the Percussent Bodies break not tho' which they dash against by a Motion over powering the Reissilence the little Parts of the subtile Matter are capable of making, as when we discharge a Musket against a piece of Wood.

'Tis true, the subtile Matter compresses soft Bodies, and paffes with a rapid Course through their Pores, no less than through those of hard; and yet these soft Bodies have no Elastickity: The Reason whereof is this, that the Matter paffing through soft Bodies, can with a great deal of Ease open it self new Paffages, by reason of the Minutenefs of the Parts compofing them, or of some other particular Configuration, proper for that Effect; which hard Bodies will not admit, by reafon of the Largenes and Situation of their Parts, which are contrary to the fame.

Thus when a hard Body strikes another that is soft, it alters all the Roads the subtile Matter used to pafs through, which is commonly visible; as in a Musket-Bullet, which flattens when it is finifhed. But when a hard Body strikes against another like it, it either makes none, or very few new Paffes; and the subtile Matter in its Pores is oblig'd to return upon the fame Ground, or else must pafs through the Body that blocks up its little Avenues.

Let A be a hard Body, B a soft one, C the Chanel of the subtile Matter; I say, that if A strike B in the Point c, the Chanel Cc is shut up, and the subtile Matter finds out new Ways in the soft Body; and so having an open Road, it repels not the Striking Body, but the Body strikes changes its Figure, and batters it self a little: And it must be suppos'd, that in the left Body there are infinite Paffages like Cc. But if the Bodies A and a are both of them hard, the Passage Cc is obftrued; and the subtile Matter included in it continuing its Motion in a Right Line, for want of new Paffes, repels the Body striking it so much more violently as it finds greater Difficulty in making a new Way; or else the Parts of the Body A break, and separate from one another, and are reduc'd to Dust, or Pieces.

Lastly, It seems evident, that every mov'd Body, continually endeavouring to tend in a Right Line, and declining from it as little as is possible when it meets Reissilence, ought never to rebound, since by that Motion it extremely deviates from a Right. 'Tis necessary therefore, either that Bodies should grow flat, or that the stronger should conquer the weaker, and make it bear it company: But because Bodies are springing, and hard, they cannot go in company, since if A pushes a, a repels A; and so they must recede from one another.

Notwithstanding, if two Bodies were in a Vacuum, though never so hard, they would go in company, because having no Body to furnish them, they could have no Elastick Force, the Striker making no Reissilence to the Striking; but Air, Gravitacion, \\n
\[ A \] refilling the great Motion which the striking Body gives the striken, the striken refills the striking, and hinders it from following: For Experience teaches us, that Air and Gravity refill Motion; and that this Reissilence is so much greater, as the Motion is more violent. 'Tis easy to difcover from what I have been laying, how it comes to pafs, that in the Percussion of different Bodies, encompass'd with Air or Water, \\n
\[ A \] sometimes the Smitting rebounds, sometimes communicates all its Motion, and remains as it were immovable; and sometimes it follows the Smitten, but always with less Degree of Swiftness; if one or other of them be not perfectly soft: For all this depends on the Proportion that is found between the Magnitude, the Hardnes, and the Weight of one and the other, supposing them mov'd with an equal Swiftness: If they are very hard, the Smitting rebounds more, because the Elaterick is stronger. If the Smitting is very little, the Smitten very large and weighty, the Smitting rebounds still much, because of the Weight and the great Mafs of Air surrounding the Smitten, which withholds the Motion. Half of all, If the Force of the Hardnes is, as it were, abated by the little Volume of Air anwering the Littlenefs of the striken Body, or the contrary, it may happen that the Smitten may remain as immovable after the Percussion. We need therefore but compare the Hardnes of percussent Bodies, and the Air, which the Percuss'd ought to agitate now at the time of Percussion, whereby to move, to give a pretty exact Conjecture concerning what must happen in the Percussion of different Bodies. I still suppos'd an equal Swiftness in the striking, for the Air more refills a great Motion than a little one; and there is as much Motton in a Body twice as little, as in another, when proceeding twice as fast as that other. Thus the Smitten being driven as fast again, may be consider'd as having a Volume of Air twice as big, to repel, in order to its moving.

But it ought still to be obser'd, that at the Moment of one Body's striking another, the Parts of this same Body have two contrary Motions; for tho' on the Fore-side have a backward Tendency,
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deny by reason of the Collision, when at the same time those behind tend forwards on the ac-
count of the first Motion, and 'tis that Counter-motion which flattens soft Bodies, and is the
Cause that some hard Bodies break in pieces; but when Bodies are very hard, this Counter-stroke,
which vibrates some of the Parts, and makes a fort of Trepidation in them, as appears from the
Sound they give, always produces some Changes in the Communication of Motion, which are
very difficult to be known, for many Reasons; and 'tis, in my Mind, to little purpose to examine
them in particular.

Would a Man meditate on all these things, I believe he would easily answer some Difficulties
which might still be raised upon the Subject; but if I thought that what I have said were insuffi-
cient to shew that Refl has no Force to reft Motion, and that the Rules of the Communication
of Motions, given by Monette des Cartes are in part false, I would here make out that it is impos-
ible by his Supposition to move our Selves in the Air: And that which makes the Circulation
of Motion in Fluid Bodies possible, without recurring to a Vacuum, is, that the first Element easily
divides it self in several different manners, the Repofe of its Parts having no Force to reft Motion.

The CONCLUSION of the Three last BOOKS.

I have, if I mistake not, sufficiently shewn in the Fourth and Fifth Books, that Men's natural In-
clinations and Passions frequently occasion their falling into Error; because they induce them
more to a precipitate Judgment, than a careful Examination of Things.

I have shewn in the Fourth Book, that our Inclination for Good in general, is the Caufe of the
Reftlefsness of the Will; that this Restlefsness of the Will puts the Mind in continual Agitation;
and that a Mind continually agitated, is utterly unfit for the Discovery of any the least intricate
and hidden Truths: That the Love of new and extraordinary Things frequently prepossesses us in
their behalf; and that whatever bears the Character of Infinite, is capable of confounding our Im-
agination, and misleading us. I have explained how our Inclination for Greatness, Elevation and
Independency insensibly engage us in a fallly-pretended Learning, or in the Study of all vain and
useless Sciences, which flatter the secret Pride of our Heart; because this is what recommends us
to the Admiration of the Vulgar. I have shewn, that the Inclination for Pleasures confantly
throws off the View of the Mind from the Confederation of abstracted Truths, which are the most
simple and inexhaustible, and permits it not to consider any thing, with a competent Attention
and Impartiality, to judge well of it: That Pleasures being the Modes of our Souls Exaltation, they
necessarily divide the Capacity of the Mind; and that a Mind thus divided, cannot fully compre-
 hend a Subject of any great Extent. Lastly, all of us have made appear, that the Relation and Natu-
ral Union we have to all those with whom we live and converse, is the Occasion of many Errors
we fall into, and of our communicating them to others, as others communicate to us the same
they were engag'd in.

In the Fifth, where I have endeavour'd to give some Idea of our Passions, I have, I think, made
it sufficiently evident, that they were ordained to unite us to all things sensible; and to give us,
as we are among them, a due and necessary Disposition for their Preservation and our own: That
as our Sensers unite us to our Body, and expand our Soul into the composing Parts of it; so
our Comrouaters carry us, as it were, out of our selves, and diffuse us upon all things round about
us: That, Lastly, they incessantly represent things, not as they are in themselves, whereby we
may form true Judgments; but according to the Relation they have to us, whereby to form Judg-
ments useful to the Preservation of our Being, and of those to whom we are either naturally or
voluntarily united.

After having attempted the Discovery of Errors in their Causes, and the Deliverance of the
Mind from the Prejudices it is subject to, I thought it was time at last to prepare it for the Search
of Truth. Wherefore, in the Sixth Book, I have explain'd the Means which I thought most na-
tural for the increasing the Attention, and enlarging the Capacity of the Mind, by throwing the
Life that might be made of its Sensers, its Passions, and Imagination, to the giving it all the Force
and Penetration it is capable of. After which, I have established certain Rules, which must of ne-
cessity be observe'd for the Discovery of any Truth whatever: I have explain'd them by many Ex-
amples, that I might make them more sensible; and have chosen those which I thought most use-
ful, or that included more evident and general Truths; that they might be read with greater Ap-
lication, and be made more sensible and familiar.

Possibly it may be acknowledg'd, by this Essay of Method which I have given, how necessary it
is to reason only about clear and evident Ideas, and in which we are inwardly convinced that all
Nations do agree; and never to proceed to Compound Things, till having sufficiently examin'd the
Simple, whereon they depend.

And if it be consider'd that Arisftote and his Followers have not observe'd the Rules I have ex-
plain'd, as we ought to be affir'd by the Reasons I have alledg'd, and by the Correspondeience that
may be had with the most zealous Defenders of that Philosopher, it may be we shall deplore his
Doctrine, in eftgle of all the Impressions which persuade such as give way to be amus'd by Words;
they do not understand.
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But if we take notice of the manner of Monfieur des Cartes’s Philosophizing, we cannot doubt of the Solidity of his Philosophy: For I have sufficiently shewn that he reasons but upon difficult and evident Ideas; beginning with most Simple Things, and afterwards passing on to the more Compound, which depend upon them. Those who shall read the Works of that Learned Man, will have pleasant Conviction of what I say of him, provided they read them with all the Application that is necessary to understand them: And they will feel a secret Joy, for being born in an Age and Country so fortunate, as to free them from the Trouble of seeking a Matter to teach them Truth, among the past Ages of the Heathens; and in the Extremities of the Earth, among Barbarians and Strangers.

But as we ought not to be very folicitous to know the Opinions of Men, even though we were otherwise affrighted they had found out Truth; so I should be very sorry if the Effect I manifest for Monfieur des Cartes should prepossess any Man in his behalf, and make him fit down satisf’d with reading and retaining his Opinions, without caring to be enlightened with the Light of Truth. This would be preferring Man before GOD, and consulting him in God’s Head; and acquiescing in the obscure Answers of a Philosopher, which do not enlighten us, to avoid the Trouble of Interrogating by our Meditation Him who answerers and enlightens us both together.

’Tis a mean and unworthy thing to become the Partizan of any Sect, and to look upon the Authors of it as intollerable. And thus Monfieur des Cartes, chiefly rather to make Men Disciples of Truth, than Opinionated Followers of his Sentiments, expressly forewarns them, Not to take any thing he writes upon Truth, and to embrace nothing but what the Force and Evidence of Reason should constrain them to believe. He defies not, like some Philosophers, to be credited upon his Word: He ever remembers that he is a Man; and that diffimulating his Light but by reflexion, he ought to direct the Minds of those who would be illuminated by him, towards Him alone who can make them more perfect by the Gift of Understanding.

The principal Advantage that can be made of Application to Study, is, the rendring the Mind more accurate, more illuminated, more penetrating, and fit for the Discovery of all the Truths we desire to know. But such as read the Philosophers, with Design of remembering their Opinions, and factoring them to others, approach not Him who is the Life and Nourishment of the Soul: Their Mind grows blind and unserate, by their Commerce with such as can neither strengthen nor enlighten them: They are fivell’d up with a spurious fort of Learning, the Weight whereof overweighs, and the Glittering blinds them; and fancying to themselves they are hugely learn’d when their Heads are cram’d with the Opinions of the Antients, they forget that they become their Disciples who, St. Paul says, became foild by usurping the Name of Wife. Dicentes je esse Sapientes, statu jadefunt.

The Method I have given will, if I mistake not, be highly advantageous to those who defire to make use of their Reason, or to receive of God the Answers he gives all those who can faithfully confult Him: For I think I have said what is chiefly required to corroborate and conduct the Attention of the Mind, which is, the natural Prayer we make to the true Matter of all Men, in order to be instructed.

But because this Natural Way of Searching out Truth is very painful, and commonly impracticable, except in the Resolution of Questions of little Life, the Knowledge whereof commonly more gratifies our Pride, than perfects our Understanding; I think it my Duty to say, (that I may profitably conclude this Work,) that the most expedient and certain Method of discovering Truth, and uniting our selves to God in the purest and perfectest manner possible, is, to live as becomes true Christians; to follow exactly the Precepts of Eternal Truth, which unites it self with us, only to re-unite us with it: ’Tis to listen rather to the Dictates of our Faith, than Reason; and to tend to God, not so much by our natural Forces, which, since the Sin, are altogether languid and inactive, as by the Afflimnce of Faith, by which alone God purposeth to lead us into that immense Light of Truth which will dissolve and dissipate all our Darknes: For, in brief, ’tis much better, as good Men, to spend some Years in Ignorance of certain Things, and find our selves enlighten’d in a Moment, for ever; than by Natural Means, and abundance of Trouble and Application, purchase a very imperfect Science, that shall leave us in Darknes to all Eternity.
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The PREFACE:

Wherein is shown what should be our Opinion of the several Judgments commonly pass'd on Books, that encounter Prejudices.

When a BOOK is first to appear in the World, one knows not whom to consult to learn its Delfiny: The Stars preside not over its Narvity, their Influences have no Operation on it, and the most confident Astrologers dare not foretell the diverfe Risks of Fortune it must run: Truth not being of this World, Celestial Bodies have no power over her, and whereas she is of a moft Spiritual Nature, the several Positions or Combinations of Matter can contribute nothing either to her Establishment or Ruine. Besides, the Judgments of Men are so different in respect of the fame things, that we can never more hazardly and imprudently play the Prophet, than in prefiging the happy or unfortunate Success of a BOOK. So that every Man who ventures to be an Author, at the fame time throws himself at the Reader's Mercy, to make him or else him what he pleases: But of all Authors, those who encounter Prejudices ought moft infallibly to reckon upon their Condemnation, their Works fit too uneafie on moft Mens Minds, and if they escape the Factions of their Enemies, they are obliged to the almighty Force of Truth for their Protection.

'Tis a common Miscarriage with all Mankind, to be too precipitate in judging, for all Men are obnoxious to Error, and only obnoxious upon this account: But all hasty and rash Judgments are ever confromant to Prejudices, and therefore Authors who oppugn them, cannot poifibly escape Sentence from all their Judges, who appeal to Ancient Opinions, as the Laws whereby they ought to pronounce. For indeed moft Readers are both Judge and Party, in respect of thefe Authors. Their Judges they are, that Quality is incontestable, but they are a Party likewise, being difburfed by thefe Authors in the poffeflion of their ancient Prejudices, for which they have the plea of Prescription, and to which they have been accustomed many Years.

I confefs there's abundance of Equity, Sincerity, and good Sense in a great many Readers; and that they sometimes are Judges rational enough to supercede common Opinions, as not being the infallible Rules of Truth. Many there are who retire into themselves, and confult that Inward Truth, which ought to be their Rule to judge of all things; but very few that confult it upon all Occasions, and None at all who do it with all that Faithfulness and Attention, that is necessary to judge infallibly at all times. And thus, though we might Suppose there were nothing blameable in a Treatife, which yet it would be Vanity to pretend to, I am perfuaded it would be impofible to find one single Man to approve it in every respect; especially if his Prejudices were attacked by it; since it is not naturally possible, that a Judge constantly provoked, affronted and outrag'd by a Party, should do him entire Justice, or that he should give himself the trouble of a fenious Application to thofe Reasons, which at first sight appear to him as extravagant Paradoxes, or ridiculous Paralogisms.

But though a Man be pleas'd with many things in a BOOK, if he fortunes to meet with fome that are offensive, he fhall feldom be wanting to fpeak ill of it, but moft commonly forgetful to give it any good Character. Self love has a thoufand Motives to induce us to condemn what we diflike, and Reafon in this Influence fully justifies thef Motives: fince Men fufpe they condemn Errors, and defend Truth, when they defend their Prejudices, and cenfure thofe that affault them. So that the moft equitable Judges of Books that ftruggle against Prejudices, pasf commonly fuch a general Sentence as is no way favourable on their behalf. Perhaps they will fay, there is fomething good in fuch a Work, and that the Author juftly oppofes certain Prejudices; but yet they fhall be liable to condemn him, and as his Judges give an authoritative and grave decision upon the point, maintaining that he carries things too far on fuch or fuch an Occafion. For when an Author is railing Prejudices which the Reader is not prepofflefs'd with, whatever he fhall fay will feem reafonable enough: But the fame Author ever ftreches things too far, when he engages the Prejudices where-with the Reader is too deeply ting'd.

But whereas the Prejudices of different Perfons are not confantly the fame, fhou'd one carefully gather the feveral Judgments that are made upon the fame things, it would commonly appear, that according to thefe Judgments there is nothing Good, and at the fame time nothing Bad, in fuch kind of Books: There would be nothing good, becaufe there is no Prejudices, but one or other efpefues, and there would be nothing bad, becaufe there is no Prejudice whatever but fome or other condemn. In which Judgments there is fo much Equity, that should a Man pretend to make use of them to correct his Piece, he must necessarily diftract it all out of fear of leaving any thing that was condemn'd, or not to touch it for fear of expunging fomething that was approv'd. So that a poor Author thatftudies to be inoffensive, finds himself perplex'd on all hands, by all the various Judgments which
are pronounced both for and against him; and unless he resolve to stand his ground, and to be reckoned obstinate in his Opinions; he must inevitably contradict himself at every turn, and appear in as many different Forms as there are different Heads in a whole Nation.

However, Time will do every Man Justice, and Truth which at first seems a Chimerical and ridiculous Phantom, by degrees grows sensible and manifelt. Men open their Eyes and contemplate her, they discover her Charms, and fall in love with her. This Man who condemns an Author for an Opinion that he dislikes, by chance meets with another that approves it, but condemns other Opinions which the former receives as undeniable: each of them talk suitably to his Notion, and each of them contradicts the other. Hence they come to examine both their own and others Reasonings afeleft; they dispute, and confide, and believe, and are not so ready to determine upon what they have not examined, and if they are brought to change their Opinion, and to acknowledge that an Author is more reasonableness was believed, they raise a secret inclination in their Breast, which prompts them to speak as well of him for the future as they have formerly spoken to his disdour. Thus the Man who sticks reluctantly to the Truth, though at first he move their Spleen or Laughter, need not despair one day to see Truth, which he defends, triumph over the Prepossef- sion of Men. For there's that difference between Good and Ill Books, between those which enlighten the Mind, and those which gratifie the Senfes and Imagination, that the latter look charming and delightful at first, but they fade and wither in time; whilft the former, on the contrary, have something of a strange and discouraging nature, which troubles and frets the Mind agift; but in time they are relished, and to much the better as they are more read and digested, for 'tis Time generally that regulates the Price of Things.

The Books that encourage Prejudices leading to Truths through unheaten Roads, require much longer time than others, to obtain the Reputation their Authors expect from them. For because Men are frequently back'd in the hopes that such fort of Performances had rais'd them; but few there are that read them; fewer still that approve them; almost All condemn them, whether they read them or read them not; and though we be well adviz'd that the trite and common Roads lead not where we design to go, yet the fear of missing upon so few Footsteps of former Travellers, disheartens us from entering on them. So that Men can't so much as their Eye about them to conduct themselves, but blindly tread in the steps of their Predecessors: Company is diverting and encouraging; they think not what they are doing, they perceive not where they go, and often forget the place where they design to arrive.

Men are made for a solable Life, which to preserve, it is not enough to use the same Tongue; we must moreover keep to the same way of Expression, and the same road of Thinking, as other Men. We must live by Opinion, as we act by Initiation. We then confult advantageously, agreeably, and safely for the Good of the Body, and the Establishment of our Fortune, when we submit to the Opinions of others, and give way to be persuaded by the Air, or sensible Impression of the Imagination of those we hear speak. But we undergo much Pains, and run the extreme hazard of our Fortune, when we will only hearken to internal Truth, and reject with Scorn and Abhorrence all the Prejudices of the Senfes, and all the Opinions we have receiv'd without Examination. Thus all those Writers who combat with Prejudices, are much mistaken if they think by that means to recommend themselves to the Favour and Esteem of others: Possibly if they have suc- ceeded in their Studies, some few of the Learned will speak honourably of their Works when they are dead; but while they live, they must expect to be neglected by most People, and to be despis'd, revil'd, and persecuted, even by those that go for the wisest and most moderate of Men. They see their own Specimens and the Soundness of their Reasonings, which oblige us to do the same as tho' we live with, that we have commonly right to condemn, as Men of fantasical and capricious Spirits, such as act contrary to others. And because Men do not sufficiently distinguish between Acting and Thinking, they commonly are highly offended that any one should fall upon their Prejudices. They suppose it not sufficient to the preservation of the Rules of Civil Society, externally to comport with the receiv'd Opinions and Customs of our Country. They pretend it is Raffiness to examine common Sentiments, and a breach of Charity to enquire after Truth; because Truth is not so much the Bond of Civil Societies, as Customs and Opinion. Aristotle is receiv'd in the Universities as the Rule of Truth: he is cited as infallible; and 'tis a Philosophical Herefie to deny what he maintains: in a word, he is reverence'd as the Genius of Nature: and after all, Thofe that are best acquainted with his Physicks, cannot account for, nor perhaps are convinced of any thing: and the Scholars, when they have finish'd their Course of Philo- sophy, dare not declare before Men of Sense, what they have learn'd of their Miffers. Which, it may be, is enough with Men of Reflexion, to teach them what to think of such fort of Stud- ies: for that Erudition which a Man muft unlearn to become Reasonable, cannot seem very solid. Yet a Man would be thought rath, and preumpuous, who would attempt to shew the Fallacy of the Reasons that Authorize to frame and unaccountable a Conduic: and he would necessarily make work with tho'fe, who reap advantage by it, though he were of competent Ability to dif- abufe the Publick.

Is it not evident, that we must make use of things that are known, to learn what is not known? and that it would be imposing on a French-man, to give him a Grammar in German Verfe to teach him the German Tongue? and yet we put into the hands of Children Defpencerius's Latin Verfe, to teach them Latin: Verfe intricate on all accounts; to Children that with difficulty comprehend things that are most easy. Reason and also Experience are visibly against this Custom: for they spend a great deal of time to learn Latin but by halves; yet it would be celerity to find fault with it.
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it. A Chinese, who knew this Custom, could not help laughing at it; whilst in this part of the World, which we inhabit, the wisest and most learned cannot forbear approving it.

If Prejudices thus false and palpable, and Customs so irrational, and of so great Consequence, find so many Patrons and Defenders; how shall they submit to Reasons that oppose the Prejudices of a purely Speculative Nature? There needs but a very little Attention to discover that the way taken to instruct Children is not the best; and yet it is not acknowledged Opinion and Custom carry it against Reason and Experience. How then can we imagine that the Books which destroy an innumerable number of Prejudices, will not in many things be condemned by those who pass for the most learned and wisest Part of Men?

It must be observed that those who go for the most understanding and ingenious in the World, are Men that have read most Books, both good and bad: Men of a most happy Memory, and of a most lively and comprehensive Imagination. Now this sort of Persons, commonly judge readily on all things, without Examination. They confut their Memory, and therein immediately find the Letter or Prejudice by which they pronounce, without much reflection. As they think their Parts better than other Men, they afford little Attention to what they read; Hence it comes, that Women and Children easily discover the Falshood of some Prejudices which they fee attack'd, because they dare not judge without examining; and that they bring all the Attention they are capable of, to what they read: whilst Scholars, on the contrary, stick resolutely to their Opinions, because they will not be at the TROUBLE of examining those of others, when quite contrary to their preconceived Notions.

As to the Attendants on the Great Men of the World, they have so many external Aderenities, that they cannot easily retire into themselves, nor bring a competent attention to distinguishing Truth from Probability. Nevertheless they are not extremely addicted to any kinds of Prejudices: For strongly to prosecute a Wordly interest, neither Truth nor Probability must be relied on. As a seeming Humility, or Civility, and external shew of Temper, are Qualities which all Men admire, and are absolutely necessary to keep up Society amongst Proud and ambitious Spirits; Men of Worldly Dispositions, make their Virtue and Defeat to consist in affecting nothing, and believing nothing, as certain and indispensible. It has ever been, and will ever be the Fashion, to look upon all things as Problematical, and with a Gentleman-like Freedom to Treat the most holy Truths, left they should seem bigoted to any thing. For whereas the Gentlemen I mention, are neither applicable nor attentive to any thing but their Fortune; there can be no Disposition more Advantageous, or that seems more reasonable to them, than that which the Fashion justifies. Thus the Invaders of Prejudices, whilst they flatter on one hand, the Pride and Renowned of the Worldly Men, are well accepted by them; but if they pretend to affect any thing as Undeniable, and to manifest the Truth of Religion and Christian Morality, they are look'd up upon as Opinionated, and as Men who avoid one Precipice to run upon another.

What I have said, is, meansks, sufficient to conclude, what should be answer'd to the different Judgments divers Persons have pronounced upon The Treatise concerning the Search after Truth; and I shall make no Application, which every Man may do himself to good purpose without any trouble. I know indeed that every Man do not will do it; but perhaps I might seem to be the Judge in my own Caflé, if I should defend me as far as I was able. I therefore resign up my Right to the Attentive Readers, who are the natural Judges of Books, and conjure them to call to Mind, the request I made in the Preface of the foregoing Treatise, and elsewhere, Not to judge of my Opinions but by the clearer and distinct Answers they shall receive from the only Teacher of all Men, after having consulted him by a serious attention. For if they confut their Prejudices, as the decisive Laws to judge of the Book, Concerning the search after Truth, I acknowledge it to be a very ill Book, since purposely written to destroy the Falshood and Injustice of those Laws.

Advertisement.

Whereas the following Illustrations were compoud'd to satirise some particular Persons, who defended a more specital Explication of some important Truths; I think fit to premise, that clear to apprehend what I shall say, it will be requisite to have some Knowledge of the Principles I have expos'd in the Treatise concerning the Search after Truth. Therefore it will be the best way not to meddle with these Observations, till after having carefully read the whole Work for which they were made, and only to examine them at a second reading, as they shall be found refer'd to by the Margin. This Caution however is not absolutely necessary to be observ'd by understanding Persons, because I have endeavour'd to write these Elucidations, as that they might be read without referring to the Book they were compos'd for, I know that Truth is of all things in the World that which gives least trouble to acquire it. Men are not willing to collate those Passages in which they have Reference to one another, but commonly read things as they fall in their way, and understand of them as much as they can; wherefore to accommodate myself to this Temper of Men, I have tried to make these Remarks intelligible, even to those who have forgotten the Places of the foregoing Treatise, whereunto they refer. Nevertheless I desire those who will not be at the trouble of carefully examining these Illustrations, not to condemn them of false and extravagant Consequences, which may be deduced from want of understanding them. I have some Reason to make this Request, not only because I have right to demand of the Readers, who are my Judges, not to condemn without understanding me, but on several other Accounts, which it is not necessary for me to declare in this Place.
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THE
FIRST ILLUSTRATION
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God works whatever is real in the Motions of the Mind, and in the Determinations of them; notwithstanding which, he is not the Author of Sin.
He works whatever is real in the Sensations of Concupiscence, and yet is not the Author of it.

Some Persons pretend that I relinquish the Comparison of the Mind and Matter too soon; and fancy the one has no more Power than the other to determine the Impressions which God gives it; and therefore with me to explain (if I can) what it is that God works in us, and what we do our selves, when we fin; I shall be obliged by my Explication, either to grant that Man is capable of giving himself some new Modification, or to acknowledge that God is actually the Author of Sin.

I answer, That Faith, Reason, and my own inward Consciences, oblige me to quit the Comparison where I do, being every way convinced, that in my self a Principle of my own Determinations, and having Reasons to persuade, that Matter has no such Principle, which shall be proved hereafter: Mean while here is what God operates in us, and what we do our selves, when we sin.

First, God continually drives us, by an invincible Impressions, towards Good in general. Secondly, He represents to us the Idea of a particular Good, or gives us the Sensation of it. Lastly, He inclines us to this particular Good.

First, God drives us continually towards Good in general. For God has made us, and still preserves us for Himself. He wills that we shall love all Good, and is the first, or rather only Mover. In brief, this is evident from innumerable things that I have said elsewhere, and though I speak to will not dispute it.

Secondly, God represents to us the Idea of a particular Good, or gives us the Sensation of it: For 'tis he alone that enlightens us, and the surrounding Bodies cannot act upon our Mind. In a word, we are neither our own Light, nor our own Felicity, as I have proved at large in the Third Book, and elsewhere.

Lastly, God inclines us to this particular Good: For God inducing us to all that's Good, by a necessary Consequence, inclines us to particular Goods, by producing the Idea or Sensation of them in our Mind. This therefore is all that God effects in us when we sin.

But whereas a particular Good includes not in it all Good, and the Mind, considering it with a clear and distinct View, cannot imagine it concludes all; God does not necessarily and invincibly incline us to the love of it. We are conscious of the Liberty we have to shun this Love, and of our Tendency to proceed farther: In a word, we feel the Impressions we have for Good Universal: or, to speak as others do, we are sensible that our Will is not under any constraint or necessity to fix upon this particular Good.

So then this is what the Sinner does: He flies, he resists, he follows not the Impressions of God, he does nothing: For Sin is Nothing. He knows that the grand Rule he is to observe is to employ his Liberty so far as it will go, and that he is not to listen upon any Good, unless he be inwardly convinced it would be offending against ORDER, to refuse to lay upon it. If he discovers not this Rule, by the light of his Reason, he learns it at least from the secret Reproaches of his
his Confidence. He is obliged then to follow the Impression he receives for the Universal Good, and to think of other Goods besides what he enjoys; and what he is only to make use of: for it is by thinking on other Goods besides what he enjoys, that he can produce in himself new Determinations of his Love, and make use of his Liberty. Now I prove that by the Impression God gives him for Good in general, he may think of other Goods, besides that of his present Enjoyment, it being precisely in this that the Difficulty consists. The Idea of Object should offer themselves to our Mind when we desire to think of them, provided our Capacity of Thought be not fill'd up by the lively and confused Sensations we receive occasionally from the Motions in our Body. Now we can Will the thinking on all things, because the natural Impression which carries us towards Good, reaches to all possible Objects of our Thought; and we can at all times think on all things, because we are united to Him who comprehends the Ideas of all things, as I have formerly proved.

If it be true then that we can Will the considering nearly, what we already see as afar off, since we are united with the Universal Being, and if it be certain that, by virtue of the Laws of Nature, Ideas approach us when we desire it; we ought thence to infer:

First, That we have a Principle of our Determinations. For the actual Presence of particular Ideas, that positively determines, towards particular Goods, the Motion we have towards Good in general, and to changes our Natural Love, into Free and deliberate Loves: Our Consent, or Acquiescence in the perception of a Particular Good, has nothing real or positive in it on our Part, as I shall explain by and by.

Secondly, That the Principle of our Determinations is always free in regard to particular Goods. For we are not insinuated inclin'd to love them, since we can examine them in themselves, and comparing them with the Idea which we have of the Sovereign Good, or with other particular Goods. Thus the Principle of our Liberty consists in this, that being made for God, and united to him, we can always think on the true Good, or on other Goods besides those which our Thoughts are actually engag'd on.

But this, on supposition that our Sensations do not take up the Capacity of our Mind. For to the end we may be free with the Liberty forementioned; it is necessary not only that God should not push us, invincibly, to particular Goods; but also that we should be able to employ our Impression for Good in general, to the loving other Objects than those we love at present. But as those only can be the actual Objects of our Love, which can be of our Thoughts, and that we cannot actually think, except on those which occasion very lively Sensations, whilst they occasion them; it is plain, that the dependance we have upon our Body weakens our Liberty, and in many Incidents, quite destroys the ufe of it. So that our Sensations obliterating our Ideas, and the Union we have with our Body, whereby we discern only our selves, enfeebling that we have with God, whereby all things are preient to us, the Mind ought not to give way to be fhrand by confused Sensations, if it would preserve entirely the free Principle of its Determinations.

From all which it is evident, that God is not the Author of Sin, and that Man endues not himself with any new Modifications: God is not the Author of Sin, because he continually impresses the Sinner, who flops at a particular Good, a Motion to go farther, gives him a Power of thinking on other things, and tending to other Goods, than those which actually engage his Thoughts and Affections; and commands him not to love whatever he can refuse to love without inward Difquiet and Remorse: with continual recalling him to his God, by the secret Reproaches of his Reason.

'Tis true that in one sense God inclines the Sinner to Love the Object of his Sin; if this Object appears Good to a Sinner: for as most Divines say, whatever there is of a positive nature of All, or Motion in the Sin, proceeds from God. But 'tis only by a false Judgment of our Mind that the Creatures seem good to us, I mean capable of acting in us, and making us happy. But the Sin of a Man confisits not in his loving a particular Good; for every Good, as such, is amiable; but in his loving only this Good, or loving it as much or more than another that is greater; or in his loving a Good which God forbids him to enjoy; for that the Mind being subje& to the Body, pursuant to the Fall, the Love, or rather the Enjoyment of this Good, would encroach on his Consciences, and alienate him from the love of the supreme Good. In a word, the Sin of a Man confisits in his not referring all particular Goods to the supreme: or rather in his not confiding all loving the Creatures. God is all the particular, and so not regulating his Love by the WILL of GOD, or according to eternal and necessary ORDER, of which all Men have a more or less perfe& Knowledge, as they are freer or looser united to God; or are more or less Sensitive to the Impressions of their Senses and Passions. For our Senses import our Soul into our whole Body, and our Passions, as it were, export it to circumambient Objects, and to remove us from the Divine Light, which would penetrate and illuminate us.

Nor does Man give himself new Modifications: For the Motion of Love which God constantly impresses on us, is neither augmented nor diminished, whether we do or do not actually love; I mean, whether this natural Motion of Love be, or be not determined by some Idea of our Mind. Nor does this Motion cease by its Acquiescence in the Possession of Good, as Motion of Bodies ceases by their Rest. There is great likelihood that God pushes us at all times alike with an even Force towards him; for he pushes us on towards Good in general, as fast as we are capable; and we are at all times equally capable, because our WILL, or our natural Capacity of Willing, is always equal to it fell. Thus, I say, the Impression, or natural Motion, which carries us towards Good, never encroaches or diminishes.
I confess we have no clear Idea, nor indeed inward Sensation of the Event'sness of that Impression, or natural Motion towards Good: But this comes from our not knowing it by Idea, (which I have formerly prov'd,) and from our not being conscious of our Faculties, whilf't they do not actually operate. We feel not what is natural and common, and always the fame in us, as the Heat and Heating of the Heart. We are even intellígent of our Habits, and whether we are deserving of the Love, or Wrath of God. We have perhaps infinite Faculties, which are perfectly unknown to us: For we are not conscious of all that we are, but only of all that we feel. Had we never felt Pain, or defir'd particular Goods, we could not by our Self-Confusions, have told whether we are capable of feeling Pain, or of willing those Goods: It being our Memory, and not our interior Senfe, which teaches us we are capable of feeling what we do not feel; or of being mov'd by such Passions, as do not actually agitate us. There is nothing therefore that can hinder our believing, that God draws us towards him with an equal Force, though in a very different manner, and that he believes in our Soul an equal Capacity of willing one and the same Will, as he preser ves in Matter, collectively taken, an equal quantity of Motion: But though this should not be certain, yet I can't see how it can be faid, that the Augmentation or Diminution of the Natural Motion of our Soul depends on us, since we cannot be the Caufe of the Extent of our own Will.

It is moreover certain, from what I faid before, That God produces and preserves in us all that's real and positive in the particular Determinations of the Motion of our Soul; namely, our Ideas and Senfations; For this it is which determines our Motion towards Good in general, to particular Goods, but not in an irrefibility manner, because we have a tendency to go farther. Hence all that is done on our part when we fin, is our not doing all we yet have the power to do, by means of our impreflion towards Him who comprehends all Goods; for all our Power is deriv'd from our Union with Him who works all in us. Now the principal caufe of our finning is, that preferring Enjoyment to Examination, by reafon of the Pleaure accruing to our Enjoying, and the Pain attending our Examining; we defirf to employ the Motion which is given us for the purfuit and Defignation of Goods, and we dwell upon the enjoyments of things, which we should no more than make ufe of. But if we observe the Matter nearly, we fhall fee that in this there is nothing real on our part, but only an intermiffion and defignation of Enquiry, which corrupts, as I may fay, the Action of God in us, but yet can never destroy it. So then, when we do not fin, What is it we do? We do all that God does in us, for we do not confine to a particular Good, or rather a False one, the Love which God imprefles on us for the True. And when we fin, What do we then? Nothing. For we love a false Good, to which God does not carry us by an irrefibility impreflion; we ceafe to perfily the true Good, and frustrate the Motion God gives us towards it.* Now whilft we love a particular good only, or againt ORDER, we receive as great an impreflion of Love from God, as if we did not fix upon it. Moreover this particular Determination, which is neither neceffary nor invincible, is given us of God, and therefore in finning, we produce no new Modification in our selves.

Good: True; but Sin confifls not precisely in that: For all Good is amiable, and ought to be loved. Our Love is in it left good; and even in our loving that particular Good, we follow the Impreffion which God gives us. Our Sin precisely confifts in our finning upon that particular Good the Impreffion which God gives us to love all Good, or universal Good, at the time when we both might, and ought to love it. Therefore Sin is nothing; and though God does all, he does it not. Now whilft, &c.

However, I own that when we fin not, but refift Temptation, we may be faid in one fense to give our felves a new Modification; because we chufe to think on other things than the finning Goods whereof we are tempt'd. But all that we then do by the Action which God puts in us, that is, either by our Motion towards Good in general, or by our Will affilhed by Grace; I mean, enlightened by Knowledge, and forwarded by a preventing defeffion. For in fince, If the willing different things be fuppof'd to be giving different Modifications, I deny not but in this Senfe, the Mind may diversely diftribute it felf by the Action it receives from God.

But 'tis always to be obfer'd, that this Action deriv'd into us from God depends upon our felves, and is not irreffible, with reffpect to particular Goods. For upon the prefentation of a particular Good, we are inwardly conscious of our Liberty on its behalf, as we are of our Plea fure and Pain, when they feñibly affect us: And the fame Reafon convinces us we are Free, that convinces us we Exift; for 'tis the inward confidence or feeling of our own Thoughts, that give us to know we have a Being. And, if at the fame time that we are fennible of our Liberty, with reffpect to a particular Good, we ought to doubt of it, for want of having a clear Idea thereof, we ought no lefs to doubt of our Pain, and our Exiflence at the time of our Milery, since we have no clear Idea either of our Soul or Pain.

It goes quite otherwise with our inward Sensation or Confidence, than with our outward Sensation. The latter always deceive us in fomething, when we follow their reports: but the former never deceives us. 'Tis by the outward Sensation I fee Colours on the surface of Bodies, that I hear Sound in the Air, that I feel Pain in my Hand; and their Teflimony deceives me, if I rely upon it: But 'tis by my inward Sensation that I fee Colour, that I hear Sound, that I fuffer Pain; and I err not in believing I see when I fee, hear when I hear, and fuffer when I fuffer; provided I flop and go no farther. These things are too felf-evident to be longer infifted on. Therefore being inwardly conscious of our Liberty, at the time of a particular Good's being prefent to the Mind, we are not to be doubtful of our Freedom on its reffpect. But whereas this inward Sensation is fometimes abfent from our Mind, and we confult only what confifts remains it has left
in our Memory; we may by the consideration of abstractive reasons, which keep us from an inward feeling, persuade our selves that 'tis impossible for Man to be free; just as a Steeck who in want of nothing, and Philosophizing at his Cafe, may imagine that Pain is no Evil, because the Internal Sense he has of himself, does not actually convince him of the contrary; and so he may prove, like Seneca, by reasons in one cere monst true, that 'tis a contradiction for the wise man to be miserable.

But though our Self-consciousness were insufficient to convince us of our Freedom, yet Reason might elude us as much: For since the light of Reason assures us that God acts only for himself, and that he can give no Motion to us, but what must tend towards him; the Impression towards Good in general may be irresistible, but 'tis plain, that which we have for particular Goods must be necessarily free. For if it were invincible, we should have no Motion to carry us to God, though he gives it only for himself; and we should be constrain'd to settle on particular Goods; though God, Order and Reason, forbid us. So that Sin could not be laid at our Door, and God would be the real Cause of our Corruptions; forasmuch as we should not be Free, but purely Natural, and altogether necessary Agents.

Thus though inward Sentation did not come to us we were free, Reason would discover it was necessary for Man to be created so; if we suppose him capable of discerning particular Goods, and only capable of deferring them through the Impression or Motion which God perpetually gives us for himself. Which likewise may be prov'd by Reason. But our capacity to suffer Pain cannot be prov'd this way; but can only be discover'd by Conscience, or inward Sentation; and yet no Man can doubt but a Man is liable to suffer Pain.

As we know not our Soul by any clear Idea we have of it, as I have before explain'd, so 'tis in vain to try to discover what it is in us that terminters the Action which God impreffes, or that yields to be conquest'd by a reftrictible Determination, and which we may change by our Will, or by our Impression towards Good, and our Union with him, who includes the Ideas of all Beings. For in short, we have no clear Idea of any Modification of our Soul: Nothing but our Internal Sense can teach us that we are, and what we are: and this only must be consult'd to convince us we are free. And its Answes are clear, and satisfactory enough upon the Point, when we actually propofe to our selves any particular Good, for no Man whatever can doubt whether he is invincible inclin'd to eat a Fruit, or avoid some flight inconvenient Pain. But if instead of hearkening to our Inward Sentation, we attend to abstractive Reasons, which throw us off the Contemplation of our selves, possibly losing fight of them, we may forget that we are in Being; and trying to reconcile the poffefion of God, and his absolute power over us, with our Liberty, we shall plunge into an Error that will overturn all the Principles of Religion and Morality.

I produce here an Objection which is usually made against what I have been saying, which though but very weak and defective, is strong enough to give a great many trouble to evide. The Hating of God, say they, is an Action which does not partake of Good; and therefore is all the Sinners, God having no part in it; and consequently Man acts and gives himself new Modifications, by an Action which does not come from God.

I Answer, that Sinners hate not God, but because they freely and fallly judge that he is Evil; for Good, confident as such, cannot be the Object of Hatred. Therefore they hate God with that very Motion of Love he influences them with towards Good. Now the Reason why they conclude he is not Good, is their making an undue use of their Liberty; for being not convinc'd with irrefrangible Evidence that he is not Good, they ought not to believe him Evil, nor consequently to hate him.

In Hatred two things may be distinguish'd, viz. the Sentation of the Soul, and Motion of the Will. This Sentation cannot be Evil, for it is a Modification of the Soul, and has neither Moral Good nor Ill in it. Nor is the Motion more corrupt, since it is not distinguishable from that of Love. For External Evil being only the privation of Good, tis manifest, that to fly Evil, is to fly the privation of Good, that is, to pursue Good. Wherefore all that is real and positive, even in our Hatred of God himself, has nothing Evil in it; and the Sinner cannot hate God, without an abominable abuse of the action which God incessantly gives to incline him to the Love of Him.

God works whatever is real in the Sentations of Concupiscence, and yet is not the Author of Concupiscence.

As the Difficulties that are rais'd about Concupiscence, are near akin to those before explain'd; I think it convenient to shew, that God is not the Author of Concupiscence, though it be he that works all in us, even in the production of felicable Pleasure.

It ought, I think to be granted for the Reasons produc'd in the Fifth Chapter of the First Book of the preceding Treatise, and elsewhere, that by the natural Laws of the Union of the Soul and Body, Man, even before the Fall, was inclin'd by preventing Pleasures to the use of felicable Goods; and that as often as such and such Traces were delineated in the principal part of his Brain, such and such Thoughts arose in his Mind. Now those Laws were most Proper and Equitable, for the Reasons I have here given: Which being suppos'd, as before the Transcendations all things were perfectly well order'd, so Man had necessarily that Power over his Body, as that he could prevent the production of these Traces when he would; Order requiring that his Mind should have the Dominions over his Body: Which Power of his Mind precisely consist'd in this, that according to its different
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Defires and Applications, it float the Communication of Motions which were produce'd in his own Body by circumambient Objects, over which his Will had not an immediate and direct Authority, as over his proper Body: And it cannot, I think, he conceiv'd how he could hinder the Formation of the Traces in his Brain any other way. Therefore the Will of God, or the general Law of Nature, which is the true Caufe of the Communication of Motions, depended on some occasions, upon the Will of Adam: For God had that consideration for him; that he produce'd not without his consent new Motions in his Body, or at least in the principal part to which his Soul was immediately united.

Such was the Institution of Nature before the Sin. ORDER would have it fo; and consequently HE whole efficient and necessary Will is always conformable to ORDER. Which Will remaining immutably the fame, the Etablizh'd ORDER was subverted by the first Man's Disobedience, because for the demerits of his Sin, it was conformat to Order, that he should be Lord of nothing. It is not reasonable that the Sinner should suspend the Communication of Motions, that the Will of God should conform to his; or that any exceptions should be made to the Law of Nature on his Behalf. In so much that Man is subject to Concupiscence, his Mind depends on his Body; he feels in himself indeliberate Pleasures, and involuntary and rebellious Motions, pursuant to that most just and exact Law which unites the two Parts of which he is compos'd.

seventh Chapter of the second Book, I explain what I here lay in general of the loss of Power, Man had over his Body.

Thus the formal Reason of Concupiscence, no less than that of Sin, is nothing real and positive; being no more in Man, than the loss of the Power he had to wave, and suspend to the Communication of Motions on some occasions: Nor are we to admit any proper Will in God to produce it. For this loss which Man has suffers'd, was not a consequence of Order, or of the immutable Will of God, which he never contempts from it, and is conformly the fame; but only a consequence of Sin, which has render'd Man unworthy of an Advantage due only to his Innocence and Uprightness. Wherefore we may say, that not God, but Sin only, has been the Cause of Concupiscence.

Nevertheless, God Works all that is Real and Positive in the Sensations and Motions of Concupiscence; for God does every thing: but all that has nothing of Evil, 'Tis by the general Law of Nature, that is, by the Will of God, that sensible Objects produce in Man's Body certain Motions, and that these Motions arise in the Soul certain Sensations, useful to the preservation of the Body, or the Propagation of the Species. Who then dare presume to lay these things are not good in themselves?

I know it is said that Sin is the Caufe of certain Pleasures. But do they that lay it, conceive it? Can it be thought that Sin, which is nothing, should actually produce something? Can nothing be suppos'd to be a (real) Cause. However 'tis so said: but possibly for want of taking due pains of seriously considering what they say, or because they are unwilling to enter on an Explanation that is contrary to the Difcoure's they have heard from Men, who, it may be, talk with more Gravity and Affurance, than Reflexion and Knowledge.

Sin is the Cause of Concupiscence, but not of Pleasure; as Free Will is the Cause of Sin, though not of the natural Motion of the Soul. The Pleasure of the Soul is good, as well as its Motion or Love: and there is nothing good but what God does. The Rebellion of the Body, and the guilt of Pleasure, proceed from Sin: As the Adherency of the Soul to a particular Good, or its Reft, proceeds from the Sinner: But there are only Privations and Nothingbs, whereof the Creature is capable.

Every Pleasure is Good, and likewise in some measure makes happy the Poffeflour, at least for the time of the Enjoyment: But it may be said to be evil, because instead of elevating the Mind to Him that is the true Cause of it, through the Error of our Intellectual, and corruption of our Moral Part, it proflrates it before sensible Objects, that only seem to produce it. Again it is evil, in as much as it is injustice in us who are Sinners, and consequently meriting rather to be punisht than rewarded, to oblige God pursuant to his (Primitive) Will, to compensate us with pleasant Sensations. In a word (not to repeat here what I have laid in other places) it is evil, because God at present forbids it, by Reason of its alienating the Mind from himself, for whom he hath made and prefers it. For that which was ordain'd by God to preserve Righteous Man in his Innocence, now fixes Infal Man in his Sin; and the Sensations of Pleasure, which he wisely establish'd as the easiest and most obvious Expedients to teach Man, (without calling off his Reason from his true Good,) whether he ought to unite himself with the inquiring Bodies; at present fill the Capacity of his Mind, and fall him on Objects incapable of acting in him, and infinitely below him, because he looks upon these Objects to be the true Causer of the Happiness he enjoys occasionally from them.
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THE
SECOND ILLUSTRATION
UPON THE
First CHAPTER of the First BOOK;
Where I say,

That the Will cannot diversly determine its Propensity to Good, but by commanding the Understanding to represent to it some particular Object.

I T must not be imagin'd that the Will commands the Understanding any other Way than by its Desires and Motions, there being no other Action of the Will: nor must it be believ'd that the Understanding obeys the Will, by producing in it self the Ideas of Things which the Soul desires; for the Understanding acts not at all, but only receives Light, or the Ideas of Things, through its necessary Union with Him who comprehends all Beings in an intelligible manner, as is explained in the Third Book.

Here then is all the Mystery; Man participates of the Sovereign Reason, and Truth displays it to him proportionally to his Application, and his praying to it. Now the Desire of the Soul is a Natural Prayer, that is always heard; it being a natural Law, that Ideas should be so much clearer, and more present to the Mind, as the Will is more earnest in defining them. Thus provided our Thinking Capacity, or Understanding, be not clog'd and fill'd up by the confus'd Sensations we receive occasionally from the Motions occurring in our Body, we shou'd no sooner desire to think on any Object, but its Idea would be always present to our Mind, which Idea, Experience witnessing, is so much more present and clear, as our Desire is more importunate, and our confus'd Sensations, furnisht to us by the Body, less forcible and applicative, as I have said in the foregoing Illustration.

Therefore, in saying that the Will commands the Understanding to represent to it some particular Object, I meant no more than that the Soul, willing to confer that Object with Attention, draws near it by her Desire, because this Desire, consequent to the efficacious Will of God, which are the inviolable Laws of Nature, is the Cause of the Preference and Clearance of the Idea that represents the Object. I could not at that time speak otherwise than I did, nor explain my self as I do at present; as having not yet prov'd God the sole Author of our Ideas, and our particular Visions only the occasional Catalyst of them. I spake according to the common Opinion, as I have been frequently oblig'd to do, because all cannot be said at once: The Reader ought to be equitable, and give Credit for some time, if he would have Satisfaction; for none but Geometricians pay always down in hand.

THE
ILLUSTRATION
UPON THE
Third CHAPTER of the First BOOK;
Where I say,

That Mysteries of Faith being of a Supernatural Order, we need not wonder if we want the Evidence, since we want the Ideas of them.

When I say that we have no Ideas of the Mysteries of Faith, it is visible from the foregoing and following Discourse, that I speak but of clear Ideas, which are productive of Light and Evidence, and which give us a Comprehension of the Object, if we may be allow'd so to speak. I grant that a Peafant could not believe, for Example, that the Son of God was made Man, or that
The Search after Truth.

that there were Three Personns in the Godhead, if he had no Idea of the Union of the WORD with our Humanity, and no Notion of Person. But if these Ideas were clear, we might by considering them, perfectly comprehend these Mysteries, and explain them to others; and so they would be no longer ineffable Mysteries. The Word Person has, as *St. Austin says*, been apply'd *to the Father, Son and Holy Ghost*, not so much to express difficutly what they are, as *not to be so severall upon a Mystery wherof we are oblig'd to speak*.


I say here that we have no Ideas of our Mysteries as I said elsewhere we have no Idea of our Soul; because the Idea we have of the latter is no clearer than thosse we have of the former: Therefore the Word Idea is equivocal; sometimes I have taken it for whatever repreffants to the Mind any Object, whether clearly, or confus'd and darkly; sometimes more generally, for whatever is the immediate Object of the Mind; sometimes likefife for that which repreffants Things to clearly to the Mind, that we may with a bare Perception difcover whether fuch or fuch Modifications do belong to them. For this Reason I have sometimes said we *had an Idea of the Soul, and sometimes deny'd it;* for it difficult, and often wearifom and unfgrateful to obferve a too vigorous Exa&hefs in one's Expreffions.

When an Author contradicts himself but in the Opinion of his Critics, or fuch as would fain have him do it, he ought not to be much concern'd at it; and if he would satisifice by tedious Explications whatever the Malice or Ignorance of Men might object to him, he would not only compote an ill Book, but all his Readers would be difgufited with the Anfwers he gave to Obje&ions, either imaginary, or contrary to that equitable Temper which all the World pretends to; for a Man cannot endure to be fulpe&ted either of Malice or Ignorance, nor is it allowable to answer weak or infidious Obje&ions for the moft part, except when there are Men that have urg'd them, and to have shewed the Reader from the Reproach which fuch Anfwers feem to afferpe on thosse that demand them.

---

**THE ILLUSTRATION**

**On these Words of the Fifth CHAPTER of the First BOOK,**

This being the Cafe, it ought to be concluded that Adam was not invited to the Love of God, and the rest of his Duty, by a preventing Pleasure; forasmuch as the Knowledge which he had of God, as of his Good, and the Joy he was continually posfe'd with, necessarly conffuent to the View of his Felicity in his uniting himself with God, were sufficient Motives to reccommend his Duty to him, and to make his Actions more meritorious than if he had been, as it were, determin'd by a preventing Pleasure.

In order to our diftinct understanding all this, it must be known that we are determin'd to act from only Knowledge and Pleasure; for whenever we begin to love an Object, 'tis from our difcovering by Reason that it is good, or feeling by Pleasure that it is agreeable. But there is great difference between Knowledge and Pleasure: Knowledge enlightens our Mind, and manifests the Good, but does not actually and efficaciously incline us to the loving it; whereas Pleasure efectually drives and determines us to love the Object that seems to caute it. Knowledge, or Light, does not induce us of it felf; but leaving us wholly to our felves, lets us freely determine our own Motion to the Good which it prefents: Pleasure, on the contrary, anticipates our Reason, interrupns us from confulting it, leaves us not to our own Condu&; and weakens our Liberty.

Therefore, as Adam had before his Fall, a Time appointed to merit Eternal Happiness, and had a full and perfe& Liberty to that intent; and as his Light was sufficient to hold him closely united to God, whom he already lov'd by the natural Tendency of his Soul; he ought not to be carry'd to his Duty by preventing Pleasures, which would have left'd his Merit by leffening his Liberty. Adam might have had some fort of Right to complain of God, if he had hinder'd him from meriting his Reward as he ought to do; that is, by Actions absolutely free.

And
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To me therefore it seems undeniable that Adam had no Sense of Preventing Pleasure in his Duty, but it does not seem equally certain that he had a Sense of Joy, though I suppose it here, as believing it highly probable. But to explain my self:

There is this Difference between Preventing Pleasure and the Pleasure of Joy, that the former precedes Reason, and the latter follows it; for Joy naturally results from the Knowledge one has of his own Happinets or Perfections, because he cannot consider himself as happy or perfect, but he must instantly thereupon feel a certain Joy. As we may be conscious of our Happinets by Pleasure, or discover it by Reason, fo Joy is of two sorts; I speak not here of that which is purely fitful, but of that which Adam might have been possiessed of, as necessarily consequent to the Knowledge he had of his Happinets in uniting himself with God: And some Reasons there are, which make it doubtful whether he was actually possiessed of it.

The Principal of all is, that his Mind perhaps had been so taken up with it, that it had robbed him of his Liberty, and invincibly united him to God, for 'tis reasonable to believe that this Joy ought to be proportioned to the Happinets which Adam possiessed, and consequently exceeding great.

But in answer to this, I say, First, That purely Intellectual Joy leaves the Mind to its entire Liberty, and takes up but very little of its Thinking Capacity, wherein it differs from Sensible Joy, which commonly disturbs the Reason, and lessens the Liberty.

I answer, Secondly, That the Happinets of Adam at the first Infant of his Creation, did not confit in a plenary and entire Possession of the Supreme Good, it being possible for him to lose it, and become miserable: But herein his Happinets especially consisted, That he fuffer'd no Evil, and was in the good Favour of Him who must have perfected his Felicity, if he had persever'd in his State of Innocency. Thus his Joy was not excessive, say, it was or ought to have been tempered with an Alloy of Fear, for he ought to have been deficient of himself.

I answer, Lastly, That Joy does not always intend the Mind upon the true Cause that produces it: As a Sense of Joy arises upon the Contemplation of one's own Perfections, it is natural to believe that Perfection is the Cause of it; for when a Thing constantly follows from another, its naturally look'd upon as one of its Effects. Thus a Man considers himself as the Author of his own present Happinets, he finds a secret Complacency in his Natural Perfections, he loves himself, and thinks not of Him who operates in him in an imperceptible manner.

'Tis true, Adam more diffiultly knew than the greatest of Philosophers, that God alone was able to act in him, and produce that Sense of Joy which he felt upon the Confederation of his Happinets and Perfections. This he knew clearly by the Light of Reason, when he attended to it, but not by any Sensation; which, on the contrary, taught him that his Joy was a Consequence of his Perfection, seeing he had the constant Sense of it, and that without any Application on his part: And fo this Sensation might lead him to consider his own Perfections, and take pleasure in himself if he either forgot, or any ways loft sight of Him whose Operations in us are not of a fenible Nature. So far would this Joy have been from rending him impetable, as is pretended, that, on the contrary, it might probably be the Occasion of his Pride and Fall. And 'tis for this Reason that I say in this Chapter, that Adam ought to have taken care not to have suffer'd the Capacity of his Mind to be fill'd with a presumptuous Joy, kindled in his Soul upon Reflection on his own Natural Perfections.

---

THE
The Search after Truth.

The Illustration upon the Fifth Chapter of the First Book;

Where I say,

**That Preventing Delight is the Grace of Jesus Christ.**

Though I say in this Chapter, that Preventing Delight is the Grace which Jesus Christ has particularly merited for us; and that I term it elsewhere absolutely, The Grace of our Lord; yet this is not said as if there were no other Grace besides this, or as if there were any but what He has merited; but I name it so, to distinguish it from the Grace which God gave Adam in his Creation, which commonly we call the Grace of the Creator: For the Grace by which Adam might have perverted in Innocence was chiefly a Grace of Light, or Knowledge, as I have explained in the foregoing Reflection; because, being free of Concupiscence, he had no need of Preventing Pleasures to reflit it.

But the Grace which is at present necessary to support us in our Duty, and to beget and keep Charity alive in us, is Preventing Delection: For as Pleasure produces and cherishes the Love of the Things that caufe, or seem to caufe it, so Preventing Pleasures, which Bodies occasionally administer, produce and maintain in us our Cupidity. So that Cupidity being entirely opposite to Charity, if God did not beget and sustain in us the Latter by Preventing Delections, 'tis plain that it would be enfeebled by the Preventing Pleasures of Concupiscence, proportionally as Concupiscence was corroborated by them.

What I here say, supposes that God leaves our Concupiscence to work in us, and does not weaken it by an infir'd Abhorrence to Senfible Objects, which (as a Refult from Sin) must necessarily tempt us. I speak of Things according to ordinary procedure: But supposing that God lefserns Concupiscence instead of increasing Deleatable Grace, it comes to the same thing; for it is plain that a Balance may be put two Ways in Equilibrio, when one of the Scales is too heavy, or as by adding Weight to the opposite Scale, or retrenching the Excess of the over-weighted.

Nor do I suppose it is impossible to do any good Action, without a Preventing Delection; Upon which Particular I have explained my self sufficiently in the Fourth Chapter of the Third Book. And it seems too evident to be doubted, that a Man having his Heart poop'd with the Love of God, may by the Strength of his Love, unaffiliated with Preventing Delight, give, for instance, a Penny to a poor Man, or patientlyuffer some little Affront. I am persuaded likewise that this Delight is not necessary; except when the Temptation is strong, or the Love for God weak. However, it may be said to be absolutely necessary to a Righteous Man, whose Faith might (one would think) be refulute, and his Hope strong enough to conquer very violent Temptations; the Joy or Fore-taste of Eternal Happiness being capable of retulting the Senfible Allurements of Transferable Goods.

'Tis true, Delection, or Actual Grace, is necessary to every good Action, if by these Words he meant Charity, in which Senf St. Austin commonly took them: For 'tis evident, that whatever is done without some Reason or other had to God, is good for nothing. But clearing the Terms of Equivocations, and taking Delection in the Sense I have given, I cannot see how what I have said can be call'd in question.

But see wherein the Difficulty consists: Pleasure and Love are supposed to be one and the same thing, because seldom apart; and St. Austin does not always distinguish them: And on this Supposition they may reasonably say as they do; and we may conclude with St. Austin, Quod amplius nos deslettat, secundum id operemur necesse est: For certainly we will what we love; and so likewise it may be said, that we cannot perform any good or meritorious Action, without Delection or Charity. But I hope to make it appear in the Explanation I shall make upon the Truth concerning the Possessions, that there is as much difference between Pleasure and deliberate or indeliberate Love, as there is between our Knowledge and our Love, or (to give a Senfible Representation of this Difference) between the Figure of a Body and its Motion.
THE ILLUSTRATION

Upon what I have said at the Beginning of the Tenth CHAPTER of the First BOOK,
And in the Sixth CHAPTER of the Second BOOK,
CONCERNING

METHOD:

That 'tis very difficult to prove the Existence of Bodies: What we ought to Esteem of the Proofs which are brought of their Existence.

Men are commonly perfectly ignorant of what they presume bel to understand, and have a good Knowledge of other things, whilst they imagine they have not so much as their Ideas. When their Senses have to do in their judgments, they submit to what they do not comprehend; at least to what they know but imperfectly and confusedly. And when their Ideas are purely intellectual, (give me leave to use such Expressions,) they will hardly admit undeniable Demonstrations.

What Notion, for Instance, have the generality of Men, when we prove to them of Metaphysical Truths? when we demonstrate the Existence of a God, the Efficacy of his Will, the Immutability of his Decrees: That there is but one God, or true Cause, that works all in all things; but one Supreme Reason which all Intelligent Beings participate; but one necessary Love, which is the Principle of all created Wills? They think we pronounce Words without Sense, that we have no Ideas of the things advanced, and that we had better say nothing. Metaphysical Truths and Arguments are not of a sensible Nature; they have nothing moving and affecting, and consequently not Conviction behind them. Nevertheless, abstract Ideas are certainly the most difficult; and Metaphysical Truths the most clear and evident of all other.

Men sometimes say they have no Idea of God, nor any Knowledge of his Will, and commonly believe too what they say; but 'tis for want of knowing what they know, it may be, better: Where's the Man that delineates in answering to the Question, Whether God is Wise, just, or Powerful? Whether he is Divisible, Triangular, Movable, or subject to any kind of Change whatever? Whereas we cannot answer without Trouble, and fear of being mistaken, whether certain Qualities do or do not belong to a Subject which we have no Idea of. So again, Who is it dares say, that God acts not by the most simple Means? That he is irregular in his Designs? That he makes Monsters by a positive, direct, and particular Will, and not by a kind of Necessity? In a Word, That his Will is, or may be, contrary to ORDER, whereof every Man knows something, more or less: But if a Man had no Idea of the Will of GOD, he might at least doubt whether he acted according to certain Laws, which he clearly conceives he is obliged to follow, on Supposition HE will act.

Men therefore have the Ideas of things purely Intelligible; which Ideas are much clearer than those of sensible Objects: They are better assured of the Existence of a God, than of that of Bodies; and when they retire into themselves, they more clearly discover certain Wills of God, by which he produces and preserves all Beings, than those of their best Friends, or whom they have studied all their Lives: For the Union of their Mind with God, and that of their Will with his, that is, with the Law Eternal, or Immutable Order, is immediate, direct, and necessary; whereas their Union with sensible Objects, being founded only for the Preservation of their Life and Health, gives them no Knowledge of those Objects, but as they relate to that Design.

'Tis this immediate and direct Union, which is not known, says St. Anthon., but by those whose Mind is purified; that enlightens our most secret Reason, and exalts and moves us in the un Moff Repose of our Heart. By this we learn both the Thoughts and the Will of God; that is, Eternal Truths and Laws: For no one can doubt but we know some of them with Evidence. But our Union with our choicest Friends teaches us not evidently either what they think, or what they will. We think we know right well, but we are most commonly mistaken, because we receive our Information only from their Lips.

Nor can our Union, which we have through our Senses, with circumambient Bodies, instruct us: For the Testimony of the Senses is never exactly true, but commonly every way fallacious, as I have
The Search after Truth.

have made appear in this Treatise; and 'tis for that Reason I say 'tis an harder thing than is believed, to prove positively the Existence of Bodies, though our Senfes tell us they exist; because Reason does not so readily inform us, as we imagine, and it must be most attentively consulted to give us a clear Resolve.

But as Men are more Sensible than Reasonable, so they more willingly listen to the Verdict of the Senfes, than the Testimony of internal Truth; and because they have always consulted their Eyes to be affured of the Existence of Matter, without troubling their Heads to advise with their Reason; they are surpriz'd to hear it said, it is hard to demonstrate it. They think they need but open their Eyes, to see that there are Bodies; but if this does not take away all suspicion of Illusion, they believe it abundantly sufficient to come near and handle them; after which they can hardly conceive we can have any possible Reasons to make us doubt of their Existence.

But if we believe our Eyes, they'll tell us, that Colours are laid upon the surface of Bodies, and Light diffus'd in the Air and Sun; our Ears make us hear Sounds as undulated in the Air, and echoing from the ringing Bodies; and, if we credit the Report of the other Senfes, Heat will be in the Fire, SWEETNESS in the Sugar, Odour in Musk, and all sensible Qualities in the Bodies which seem to exhale or differfe them. And yet it is certain, from the Reasons I have given in the First Book, concerning the Search after Truth, that those Qualities are not out of the Soul that feels them, at least it is not evident they are in the Bodies that are about us. What Reason therefore is there, from the Reports of our always-tracherous and delusive Senfes, to conclude, there are actually Bodies without us, and that they are like those we see? I mean those which are the immediate Object of our Soul, when we behold them with bodily Eyes? Certainly this does not want Difficulty, whatever may be said of it.

Farther: If the Existence of any Body may be certainly prov'd upon the Testimony of our Senfes, none could have better Pretence than That to which the Soul is immediately united: The liveleft Senfition, and that which seems to have the most necessary relation to an actually-existing Body, is Pain. And yet it often happens that those who have left an Arm feel most violent Pains in it long after it has been cut off. They know well enough they want it, when they confult their Memory, or only look upon their Body; but the Senfe of Pain deceives them: And if, as it often happens, they be suppos'd to have quite forgotten what formerly they were, and to have no other Senfes left them than that whereby they feel Pain in their imaginary Arm; certainly they could not be convinced but that they had an Arm in which they felt so violent torment.

There have been those who have believ'd they had Homs on their Heads; others who have imagin'd they were made of Butter, or Glass, or that their Body was not of the Shape of other Men, but fihn'd like that of a Cock, a Wolf, or an Ox. But thefe, you'll say, were mad Men; and I readily believe it. But their Soul was capable of deceiving them about these things, and consequently all other Men may fall into the fame Errors, if they judge of Objects by the Testimony of their Senfes: For it must be observ'd, that these mad Men actually feel themselves to be such as they think they are, and their Error conficts not in the Senfation they have, but in the Judgment they make. If they should only fay, they felt or saw themselves like Cocks, they would not be deceived: But herein only they deceive themselves, in that they believe their Body like that they feel; I mean, like that which is the immediate Object of their Mind, when they confider it. And fo those who believe themselves such as they really are, are no more judicious in their Judgments they make of themselves than these mad Men, if they judge precisely by the Testimony of their Senfes; but are to thank their Fortune more than their Reason, if they are not mistaken.

But at the Bottom, How can we be fure that those who go under the Notion of mad Men are really what they are taken for? May we not fay they are reck'n'd craz'd, because they have peculiar Sentiments? For 'tis evident, that a Man is not reck'n'd mad for having the Senfe of what is not, but only for having a Senfe of things quite contrary to that of others, whether their Senfe be true or false, right or wrong.

A Clown, for Example, having his Eyes fo dispo'd as to see the Moon juft fuch as the is, or fome other Affectation may be hereafter, with new-invented Glafes, looks on her with Admiration, and cries to his Companions, What high Mountains and deep Valleys, what Seas, and Lakes, and Gulphs, and Rocks, do I behold! See, says he, what a vall Sea lies all along the East, whilft nothing but Land and Mountains extend from West to South! Don't you fee on the fame hand a Mountain higher than ever we beheld? And don't you wonder to fee a Sea all over black, and an huge dreadful Gulph in the middle of the Planet? What would his Fellows answer to fuch Exclamations? Or what would they think of him? Certainly, that he was Mad, or Lunztick, and dispo'd by the malignant Influences of the Planet he beholds and admires: For no Man has the fame Notions, and that's enough. Thus to be mad in the Opinion of others, there's no need to be really fo, but only to have Thoughts and Sentiments different from them: For if all Men should believe themselves to be Cocks, he that maintain'd he had an humane Shape would certainly go for a Fool or a Mad Man.

But you'll fay, Has a Man a Beak at the end of his Nofe, and a Comb upon his Head? I suppose not; but I don't know fo much, when I judge only by my Senfes, and know nor how to put them to their proper Use. In vain shall I try by handling my Head and Face, for I feel my own Body, and those about me, with hands whole length and figure I don't know. Nor can I not be certain, whether I have truly Hands or not, for that which makes me think I have, is, that at the time that I seem to move them, there happen some Motions in a particular part of my Brain, which, in the vulgar Notion, is the Seat of the Common Senfe. But it may be I have
have not that Part which is so generally talk'd of, and so little known; at least I am not scable of this, though I feel my Hands, so that I have more right to believe I have Hands than that little Gland which is still daily disintegrated against. But, Lately, I know neither the Figure nor Motions of this Gland, and yet I am assured, that by them only I can be instructed in the Figure and Motions of the other. We are so numb to the sense of that we are sensible of.

Well then, What are we oblig'd to conclude from all this? Why, that 'tis not a Body that can give Light to Reason; that the Part to which the Soul is immediately united, is neither visible nor intelligible of it self; that neither our own nor surrounding Bodies can be the immediate Object of our Mind; that we cannot learn from our Brain so much, as whether it actually exists, much less whether there are circumambient Bodies. That therefore we are to fly to the Existence of some superior Intelligence, who alone is capable of acting in us, in such a manner as to give a real Representation of external Bodies, without giving us any Idea of our Brain, though the Motions produc'd in it serve as an Occasion to this Intelligent Being, to discover these Bodies to us: For, in short, we see with Eyes, whose Figure we do not know, what is the Figure of external Bodies, and though the Colours which appear on Objects, are no livelier than those which are painted on the Optick Nerve, there are quite hid from us, whilst we admire the Splendour of the other.

But after all, Under what Obligation is an Intelligent Being to shew us Bodies upon some Motions happening in our Brain? Again, What Necessity is there of external Bodies for him to fill up the Motions in our Brain? Do not Sleep, Passions, and Madnes, produce these Motions, though external Bodies do not contribute to them? Is it evident, that Bodies incapable of moving one another, should communicate to those they strike, a moving Force which they have not in themselves? But grant that Bodies move themselves, and those they strike against, can we then infer, that he who gives Being to all things cannot immediately by himself fill up in our Brain the Motions to which the Ideas of our Mind are connected? Lately, Where's the Contradiction, that our Soul should receive new Ideas whilst our Brain remains without new Motions, if since it is certain the latter do not produce the former, since we have no Knowledge of these Motions, and that God alone can represent to us our Ideas, as I have elsewhere proved. Therefore 'tis absolutely necessary (positively to be affured of the Existence of external Bodies) to know God who gives us the Sensation of them; and to know that, because he is infinitely perfect, he cannot deceive us. For if the Intelligence, who furnishes us with the Ideas of all things, would, as I may say, divert himself, by representing Bodies as actually existing, whilst there was nothing of them, it is plain he could eaily do it.

For the, or the like Reasons, M. des Cartes, resolving to establish his Philosophy on immovable Foundations, thought he had no right to suppose the Existence of Bodies, nor to prove them by sensible Arguments, though highly convincing with the common part of Mankind. Undoubtedly he knew as well as we, that he needed but open his Eyes to see Bodies, and to draw near and handle them, to be satisfied whether his Eyes abut'd him in their Reports. He well enough knew the Mind of Man, to judge that such like Proofs had been acceptable and welcome; But he did not seek for sensible Probabilities, nor vain and popular Approbations; preferring deists'd Truth before the Glory of an unmerited Reputation; and chusing rather to render himself ridiculous to little Souls, by Doubts, thought by them extravagant, than to affart what he thought not certain and undeniable.

But though M. des Cartes has given the strongest Arguments that bare Reason could furnish out for the Existence of Bodies; though it be evident, that God is no Deceiver, and it may be said he would really deceive us, did we deceive our selves, whilst we made a due use of our Mind, and the other Faculties, whereof he is the Author; yet it may be affirmed, that the Existence of Matter is not yet perfectly demonstrat'd: For, in fine, in point of Philosophy, we are to believe nothing till the Evidence of it obliges us; but to make use of our Liberty as much as we can, giving no greater Extent to our Judgments than our Perceptions. Wherefore, when we see Bodies, we should judge only that we see them, and that Nis visible or intelligible Bodies actually exist. But why must we judge positively there is a Material World without us, like the Intelligent World we perceive?

But, say you, we see these Bodies without us, and likewise very remote from that we animate: We may then judge they are without us, and yet our Judgments reach no farther than our Perceptions. But what? Don't we see Light without us, and in the Sun, though it be not in it? But be it so: Bodies that we see without us are really without us; for indeed it is not to deny'd. But is it not evident that there are Outcliffs, and Remotenesses, and intelligible Spaces in the intelligible World, which is the immediate Object of our Mind? The material Body which we animate (observe it well) is not the Name we see when we behold it, I mean when we turn our corporal Eyes upon it, but an intelligible Body; and there are intelligible Spaces between this intelligible Body and the intelligible Sun we see, there are Material Spaces between our Body and the Sun which we behold. Certainly God ordain'd Spaces between Bodies which he created, but he neither fees these Bodies nor these Spaces by themselves; he can only see them by Bodies and Spaces intellectual: God derives no Knowledge but from himself; he sees not the material World, from the intelligible World which he comprehends, and in the Knowledge he has of his own Will, which gives actually Existence and Motion to all things. Therefore there are intelligible Spaces between the intelligible Bodies which we immediately see, as there are material Spaces between Bodies which our Eyes behold.

Nov
Now it ought to be observ'd, that as there is none but God who knows his Will by himself, which produces all Beings; it is impossible to know from any other, whether there be actually without us a material World, like that we see, because the material World is neither Visible, nor intelligible of itself. Therefore to be fully convinced of the Existence of Bodies, it is not only necessary to demonstrate that it is a God, and that he is no Deceiver; but also that this God has aught'd us there is such a World actually created: Which thing I fear wanting in M. des Carter's Works.

God speaks to the Mind, and obliges it to attend but two several ways. By Evidence and Faith, I acknowledge that Faith obliges us to believe the Existence of Bodies: But as to Evidence, methinks it wants something to be perfect; and that we are not invincibly carry'd to believe there is any thing Existing besides God and our own Mind. 'Tis true, we have an extream propensity to believe there are such things, as circumambient Bodies; So far I agree with M. des Cartes. But this Proposition however natural, does not evidently force us; but only permissive induces us, by the Impression. But we ought only to form our free Judgments, as Light and Evidence obliges us: for if we leave our selves to the guidance of sensible Impressions, we shall seldom or ever be unmistaken.

For how comes it that we err in the Judgments we make about sensible Qualities, about the Magnitude, Figure, and Motion of Bodies, but from our following an impression like that which induces us to believe the Existence of Bodies? Do not we sensibly perceive the Fire to be hot, Snow to be white, and the Sun to be all glorious with a radiating Light? Do not we see their sensible Qualities no less, than Bodies are without us? And yet 'tis certain, that the former which we see without us are not really so; or if you had rather, there is no certainty about it. What Reason then have we to judge, that besides intelligible Bodies which we see there are others that we beheld. Or what Evidence can a Man have, that an Impression, not only delusive, in respect of sensible Qualities, but also in regard to the Magnitude, Figure, and Motion of Bodies, should not be as treacherous in respect to the actual Existence of the Bodies themselves: I ask, what Evidence can a Man have? For as to Probabilities I grant they are not wanting.

I know very well there's this difference between sensible Qualities, and Bodies; that Reason much easier corrects the Impression, or natural Judgments which relate to sensible Qualities, than the bare mention of the Existence of Bodies; and likewise that all the corrections made by Reason, with reference to sensible Qualities, perfectly comport with Religion, and Christian Morality, and that we cannot deny the Existence of Bodies, through a Principle of Religion.

'Tis easy to conceive that Pleasure, and Pain, Heat, and even Colors, are not Modes of corporeal Existence; that sensible Qualities in general are not contained in the Idea we have of Matter. In a Word, that our Senses do not represent sensible Objects, as they are in their own nature, but as they are with reference to the preservation of our Health and Life; which is conformable, not only to Reason, but much more to Religion, and Christian Morality; as has been evidenced in several places of this TREATISE.

But 'tis not so easy to conceive particularly of the Non-existence of External Bodies, as it is to be positively convinced, that Pain and Heat are not in the Bodies which cause them in us. 'Tis most certain, at least, that there's a possibility of outward Bodies: We have no Argument to prove there are none, and we have a very strong inclination to believe there are; and therefore we have more reason to conclude for the Non-existence than the Non-existence of them; and consequently it seems that we ought to believe they are. For we are naturally inclined to follow our natural judgment in life, as it's not positively corrigible by Light and Evidence. For every natural Judgment coming from God may be rightly seconed by our free Judgments, when God furnishes us not with means to manifest its falsity; and if on such occasions we mistake, the Author of our Mind may deem in a manner to be the Author of our Errors and Delinquencies.

This Reasoning is, possibly, good: though it must be acknowledged that it ought not to go for an Evident Demonstration of the Existence of Bodies: For indeed God does not irresistibly force us to consent to it; if we give our consent, it is a free act, and we may with-hold it if we please: If this argument I have made be just, we are to believe it highly probable, that there are Bodies; but this bare Argumentation alone ought not to give us a plenary Conviction and Acquiescence; otherwise, it is we our selves that act, and not God in us; it being by a free act, and consequently liable to Error, that we consent, and not by an invincible Impression: for we believe it freely because we will, and not because we see any obliging Evidence.

Surely nothing but Faith can convince of the actual Existence of Bodies: We can have no e x a c t Demonstration of any other Being's Existence, than the necessary: and if we warmly consider it, we shall find it even impossible to know with perfect Evidence, whether GOD is, or is not the Creator of a Material, and sensible World; for no such Evidence is to be met with, except in necessary Relations, which are not to be found between GOD, and such a World as this. It was possible for him not to have created it: If he has made it, it is because he will'd it, and freely will'd it.

The Saints in Heaven see by an evident Light, That the F A T H E R beget the S O N , and that the H O L Y G H O S T proceeds from the F A T H E R and the S O N ; for these are necessary Emanations: But the World being no necessary Emanation from G O D ; those who most clearly see his Being, see not evidently his External Productions. Nevertheless I am persuaded, that the Blessed are certain of the World's Existence; but 'tis because G O D affur'd them of it, by manifesting his Will to them, in a manner by us unknown; and we on Earth are certain too: but 'tis because Faith obliges us to believe, That G O D has created this World; and that this Faith is...
conformable to our natural Judgments, or our compound Sensations, when they are confirm'd by all our Senses, corrected by our Memory, and rectify'd by our Reason.

I confess, that at first sight the Proof or Principle of our Faith seems to suppose the Exisence of Bodies: *Estis ex auditus. It seems to suppose Prophets, Apostles, Sacred-Writ and Miracles; but if we closely examine it, we shall find, that in supposing but the *Apperances of Men, Prophets, Apostles, Holy Scripture, Miracles, &c. what we have learn'd from these supposed *Apparances, stands indeniably certain; since, as I have prov'd in several places of this Work, *GO D only can represent to the Mind these pretended *Apparances, and He is no Deceiver. For Faith supposes all this, Now in the *Apparance of Holy Scripture, and by the *Scriptures of Miracles, we learn, That *GO D has created an Heaven and an Earth, that the Word is made Flesh, and other things like Truths, which suppose the Existence of a created World. Therefore Faith verifies the Existence of Bodies; and all these *Apparances are actually substantiated by it. 'Tis needless to insist longer upon answering an Objection, which seems too abstracted for the common part of Men; and I believe that this will be enough to satisfy tho' who pretend not to be over-difficult.

From all which we are to conclude, That we both may, and ought to correct our Natural Judgments, or compound Perceptions, which relate to the sensible Qualities, we attribute to the Bodies that surround us, or to *Things we animate. But as for natural judgments, which relate to the actual Existence of Bodies; though absolutely, we are not oblig'd to form free ones to accord with them; yet we ought not to superfliously doing it, because such natural judgments agree perfectly with Faith.

Finally, I have made this Explanation, chiefly to the intent we may seriously reflect upon this Truth; That nothing but Eternal Wisdom can enlighten us, and that all sensible *Notices, wherein our Body is concern'd, are fallacious; at least are not attended with that Light, which we feel our selves oblig'd to submit to. I am sensible that these *Notions will not pass with the common fort of Men; and that as they are disposs'd by the Superfluity, or Poverty of their Animal Spirits, they will either ridicule, or flinch at the Reasonings I have laid down. For the Imagination cannot endure abstract and ordinary Truths: but either considers them as ghastly Spectres, or ridiculous Phantoms; But I chuse rather to be the Subject of Droll, and Raffillery for the Strong and bold Imagination, and the Object of Indignation, and Fear to the weak and timorous; than to be wanting in what I owe to Truth, and to those generous Defenders of the Mind against the Efforts of the Body, who know how to distinguish the Reipones of illuminating Wisdom, from the confus'd Noise of the perplexing, and erroneous Imagination.

**THE ILLUSTRATION UPON THE**

**Fifth CHAPTER of the Second BOOK.**

**Of the Memory, and Spiritual Habits.**

I had not a mind to speec in this Chapter of the Memory, and spiritual Habits, for several Reasons; the chief of which is, That we have no clear Idea of our Soul. For how can we clearly explain what are the Dispositions which the Operations of the Soul leave in her; (which Dispositions are her Habits) whilst we have no clear Knowledge of the Nature of our Soul! 'Tis plain that is impossible to know distinctly the Changes, whereof a Being is capable, when we have no distinct Knowledge of the Nature of that Being. For if, for Instance, we had no clear Idea of Extension, in vain should we endeavour to discover its Figures. However, since I am desir'd to spee of a Matter which I know not in it self; see what a compass I fetch, that I may only keep to clear Idea's. I suppose that there's none but God who acts upon the Mind, and represents to it the Idea's of all things; and that if the Mind perceive any Object by a very clear and distinct Idea, 'tis because God represents it to the Mind in such a manner. I further suppose, that the Will of God being entirely conformable to ORDER, and Justice, we need but to have a Right to any thing, to obtain it. The Suppositions being laid down, which are easily conceived, the Spiritual Memory is readily explain'd. For Order requiring, that Spirits, which have frequently thought of any Object, should more easily think again upon it, and have a more clear and lively Idea of it, than those who have but seldom consider'd it; the Will of God, which continually operates by Order, represents to their Understanding, as often as desired, the clear and lively Idea of that Object. So that according to this Explication, the Memory, and other Habits of pure Intelligences, consist not in an Exactness of operating, which results from any Modifications of their Being; but in the immutable Order of God, and in a Right the Mind obtains to those things, which have been already submitted to it. And all the Power of the Mind immediately and solely
solely depends on God alone; the force or facility of acting, which all Creatures have in their Operations, being in this Sense but the efficacious Will of the Creator.

Nor do I think we are oblig'd to give up this Explanition, by reason of the evil Habits of Sinners, and damn'd Perfons. For tho' God does all that is Real, and Positive in the Actions of Sinners, it is evident, by what I have laid in the first Illustration, that he is not the Author of Sin.

Nevertheless I believe, as I think I ought, that after the Action of the Soul, there remain some Changes which dispofe it to that same Action again. But as I know them not, so I cannot explain them; for I have no clear Idea of my own Mind, wherein to discover all the Modifications it is capable of. I believe by Theological, and not clear and evident Proofs; that the Reason of pure Intelligences seeing the Objects they have before considered, more distinctly than others, is not meerly because God represents them in a livelier and perfecter manner; but because they are really more dispos'd to receive the same Action of God in them. Jukt as the facility of playing on an Organ, which some have acquire'd, proceeds not from any greater Force and Action, which the Animal Spirits (that are necessary to the Motion of the Fingers) have in them, than in other Men; but from the Smoothness, and Gibbness which the Passages of the Animal Spirits have gotten by Exercise, as in this Chapter is explain'd: But yet I grant the Use of Memory, and the other Habits is unnecessary in those, who being perfectly united to God, find in his Light, all sorts of Idea's; and in his Will, all the facility of acting that can be desired.

THE ILLUSTRATION UPON THE Seventh CHAPTER of the Second BOOK.

A Reduction of the Proofs and Explanations I have given of Original Sin: Together with the Answer to the Objections, that I thought most urgent.

In order to answer methodically to the Difficulties that may arise, touching Original Sin, and its manner of Derivation from Fathers to Children; I thought fit to exhibit in few words, what I have said on that Subject, in several places of the foregoing Treatise. Here follow my principal Proofs, which I have dispo'd after a particular fashion, to make them more sensible to those that will consider them.

I. God wills Order in his Works. What we clearly conceive to be agreeable to Order, God wills; and what we conceive clearly to be repugnant to it, God wills not; which is a Truth, manifested to all those who can understand the infinitely perfect Being, with a steady and clear'd View. Nothing can unfix, or trouble their prospect of this Truth; whilst they clearly see, that all the Difficulties that can be raised against this Principle, proceed but from the Ignorance of those things which are necessary to be known to solve them.

II. God has no other End in his Operations, than himself; this Order demands.

III. God creates, and prefers the Mind of Man to be taken up with him, to know and to love him; as being himself the End of his own Works; Order will have it so. God cannot will, that a Being should love what is not amiable; or rather, He cannot will, that what is less amiable, should be more beloved. Therefore 'tis evident that Nature is corrupted, and in Disorder, since the Mind loves Bodies that are not amiable, and that commonly more than God. Original Sin, then, or the Corruption of Nature, needs no Proof: For every one finds plain enough in himself a Law, which captivates and disorders him; a Law that is not given by God, since it is contrary to Order, by which His Will is governed.

IV. Nevertheless Man before his Fall, was admonish'd by preventing Sensations; and not by clear Knowledge, whether he ought to unite to, or separate from the encompassing Bodies; Order required it. 'Tis a Disorder, that the Mind should be oblig'd to apply it self to them: for though it may be united to them, it is not made for them. It ought therefore to have Knowledge of God, and Sent of Bodies. Again; whereas Bodies are incapable of being the Good of the Mind, it would with Regret and Pain, unite to them, if it knew them to be only what they are, without being sensible of something in them, which is not. Wherefore the Counterfeit Good ought to be disordered by a preventing Sensation, that it may be lov'd with a Love of Instinct; and the True Good ought to be known by a clear Knowledge, that it may be lov'd with a rational Love, and a Love of Choice. Lastly, Man being made, and preferred by God, to know, and love him; ought not to have
have the Capacity of his Mind either pollut'd, or that in Flight of him, with the Knowledge of the infinite Figures, and Configurations of Bodies about him, or that he animate,... and yet to know by a clear Knowledge, Whether such a Fruit, as such a Season, be fit for Nourishment of his Body, manifestly requires the Intelligence of so many things, and the making so many Argumentations, as would quite fill up the most comprehensive of created Minds.

V.

But though the first Man was advertis'd by preventing Sensations, Whether he sought, or sought not to make use of surrounding Bodies, yet he was not mov'd by involuntary, and rebellious Passions; and he obliterat'd out of his Mind the Idea of sensible things, when he pleas'd, Whether he us'd them or not; because Order would have it so. The Mind may be united to a Body, but it should command it, and not depend on it. Again, All the Love which God invests us with, ought to terminate on him, because he produces nothing in us but what is for himself. Lastly, Bodies are not amiable, but below what within us is capable of loving. Therefore in the first Institution of Nature, Bodies could not turn our Mind towards them, nor incline it to consider them, and love them, as its Goods.

VI.

The Bodies about us act not on our Soul, save when they produce some Motions in our Body, and that these Motions are communicated to the principal Part of our Brain. For it is by the Changes which happen in this Part, that the Soul changes her self, and finds her self mov'd by sensible Objects. This I have sufficiently prov'd, and Experience demonstrates the fame. Which being supposed, it is clear, from the preceding Article, that Adam lost when he pleas'd, the Motions communicated to his Body, at least those communicated to the principal part of his Brain: Order will'd it so; and consequently He which Will always conforms to Order, and who can do nothing against It though He be Almighty. Thus Man might, on certain Occasions, suspend the Natural Law of the Communication of Motions, seeing he was not tainted with Concupiscence, nor did he feel in himself any involuntary and rebellious Motions.

VII.

But Adam lost that Power by sinning; Order would have it so: for it is not reasonable, that in Favour of a Sinner, and a Rebel, there should be any other Exceptions, to the general Law of the Communication of Motions, than what are absolutely necessary to the Preservation of our Life and Civil Society. Therefore the Body of Man being continually shaken, by the Action of sensible Objects, and his Soul agitated by all the Concussions of the principal part of his Brain, he is become a dependent on the Body, to which he was only united, and over which he had a Sovereignty before his Fall.

VIII.

Let us see now how the first Man was capable of sinning. It is natural, to love Pleasure, and to taint it; and this was not forbidden Adam. The Cafe is the same with Joy: one may rejoice at the light of his Natural Perfections; That is not evil in it self. Man was made to be happy, and 'tis Pleasure and Joy which actually beatific and content: Adam therefore taint Pleasure in the use of sensible Goods; and he felt a Joy upon viewing his own Perfections: For 'tis impossible to consider ones self, as happy, or perfect, and not be pollut'd with it. He felt no such Pleasure in his Duty; for though he knew God was his Good, it was not in a sensible way; as I have prov'd in several places. So the Joy he might find in his Duty, was not very sensible; which being pollut'd, we conclude, That whereas the first Man had not an infinite Capacity of Mind, his Pleasure, or his Joy weakened its clear light, which gave him to know, That God was his Good, and that he ought only to love him. For Pleasure is in the Soul, and the Modification of it; and therefore fills up our Capacity of Thought, proportionably as it affect and works on us: this is a thing which we learn by Experience, or rather from that inward Sensation we have of our selves. We may then conceive, That the first Man having insensibly suffer'd the Capacity of his Mind, to be pollut'd, or divided, by the lively Sense of a presumptuous Joy, or, it may be, some Love, or sensible Pleasure, the Preference of God, and the Consideration of his Duty were eras'd from his Mind, for neglecting courageously to pursue his Light in the Search of his True Good: so this Distraction made him capable of falling. For his principal Grace and Strength was his Light, and the clear Knowledge of his Duty; forasmuch as then he had no need of preventing Delights, which are now necessary to oppose to Concupiscence.

IX.

And it must be observ'd, that neither the preventing Sense of Pleasure, which Adam felt in the use of the Goods of the Body, nor the Joy that pollut'd him, when reflecting on his own Happiness or Perfection, was the true Cause of his Fall; for he knew very well, that none but God could give him that Sense of Pleasure or Joy: and so he in Duty should have lov'd him only, forasmuch as none merits our Love, save the true Cause of our Felicity. As nothing perturb'd his Knowledge and Light, whilst he strove to keep it pure and incorrupt; so he might, and ought to have expung'd from his Mind, those Sensations which divided it, and which endanger'd its falling off, and losing light of him, who strengthen'd, and enlighten'd it. He ought to have well remembered, that if God offer'd himself not to his Sense, but only his Understanding, as his Good, it was to afford him a reader way to merit his Reward, by a continual Exercise of his Liberty.

Supposing then, That Adam and Eve have sinn'd, and consequently thereupon felt in themselves involuntary
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involuntary and rebellious Motions, I say, That their Children must needs be born Sinners, and Subject as they were, to Motions of Concupiscence. See my Reasons for it.

X.

I have prov'd at large, in the Chapter that occasion'd this Discourse, that there is such a Communication between the Brain of the Mother, and that of the Child, that all the Motions and Traces excited in the former, are stirr'd up in the latter. Therefore as the Soul of the Infant is united to its Body, at the very instant of its Creation, it being the Conformation of the Body, which obliges God, in consequence of his general Will, to inform it with a Soul; 'tis plain, that at the very moment of this Soul's Creation, it has corrupt Inclinations, and turns towards the Body; since it has, from that same moment, Inclinations answerable to the Motions that are actually in the Brain it is united to.

XI.

But because it is a Disorder, That the Mind should propend to Bodies, and expend its Love upon them; the Infant is a Sinner, and in Disorder, as soon as out of the Hands of his Maker. God, who is the Lover of Order, hates him in this Estate; notwithstanding his Sin is not free and eligible. But his Mother conceiv'd him in Iniquity, because of the Communication establish'd by the Order of Nature, between her Brain, and the Brain of her Infant.

XII.

Now this Communication is very good in its Intention, for several Reasons. Firmly, Because useful, and it may be, necessary to the Conformation of the Fetus. Secondly, Because the Infant, by this means, might have some Intercourse with his Parents; it being but reasonable, that he should know, to whom he was oblig'd for his Body, which he animated. Lastly, He could not, but by help of this Communication, know external Occurrences, and think of them, as he should do. Having a Body, 'twas fit he should have Thoughts relating to it, and not be hood-wink'd to the Works of God, amongst which he liv'd. There are, likely, many other Reasons for this Communication than those I have given; but these are sufficient to justify it, and to cover His Conduct from Guilt and Reproach, every Will of whom is necessarily conformable to ORDER.

XIII.

However, there is no Reason, that the Infant, in sight of his Will, should receive the Traces of sensible Objects. If the Souls of Children were created but one moment before they were unit'd to their Bodies; if they were but an infant in a State of Innocence and Order; they would have plenary Right and Power, from the necessity of Order, or of the Eternal Law, to suspend that Communication: just as the first Man, before his Sin, stopp'd when he pleas'd the Motions which arose in him; Order requiring, That the Body should be obedient to the Mind. But whereas the Souls of Children were never well-pleasing to God; it was never reasonable, that God on their behalf should dispence with the Law of the Communication of Motions; and so it is just that Infants should be born Sinners, and in Disorder. And the Order of Nature, which is just, and equitable, was not the Cause of their Sin; but the Sin of their Progenitors. In which fence it is not just and reasonable, that a sinful Father should procreate Children perfector than himself, or that they should have a Dominion over their Bodies, which their Mother has not over her own.

XIV.

'Tis true, That after the Sin of Adam, which ruin'd and corrupted all things, God might by changing something in the Order of Nature, have remedied the Disorder which that Sin had caus'd. But God changes not his Will in that manner: He wills nothing but what is just, and what He once wills, He ever wills. He never corrects himself, nor repents of what he does; but his Will is constant and immutable. His Eternal Decrees depends not on the inconstant Will of Man, nor is it just they should be submitted to it.

XV.

But if it may be permitted to dive into the Counsels of the Almighty, and to speak our Thoughts upon the Motives, which might determine him to establish the Order now explain'd, and permit the Sin of Adam; I can't see how we can conceive a Notion more worthy the Greater of God, and more consonant to Reason and Religion, than to believe his principal Deign in his External Operations, was the Incarnation of his S O N. That God establish'd the Order of Nature, and permitted the Disorder which befell it, to help forward his Great Work; that He permitted all Men to be Subject to Sin, that none might glory in himself; and suffer'd Concupiscence in the Perfectest, and Holiest of Men, lest they should take a vain Complacency in their own Persons. For upon considering the Perfection of one's Being, 'tis difficult to despise it, unless, at the same time, we contemplate, and love the Supreme Good; before whom all our Perfection and Greatness disdains, and falls to nothing.

I own, That Concupiscence may be the occasion of our Merit, and that 'tis most just the Mind should for a Season follow Order with Pain and Difficulty, that it may merit to be eternally Subject to it with Ease and Pleasure. I grant, That upon that Prospect God might have permitted Concupiscence, when he foresaw the Sin. But Concupiscence not being absolutely necessary to our Merit, if God permitted it, it was, That Man might be able to do no good, without the Aids which J E S U S C H R I S T has merited for him: and that he might not glory in his own Strength. For 'tis visible, That a Man cannot encounter and conquer himself, unless animated by the Spirit.
of Christ, who, as Head of the Faithful, inspires them with quite opposite Sentiments to those of Concupiscence, deriv'd to them from the Original Man.

XVI.

Supposing then, That Infants are born with Concupiscence, 'tis plain they are Effectively Sinners; since their Heart is set upon Bodies as much as it is capable: there is as yet in their Will but one Love, and that disorder'd and corrupt; and so they have nothing in them that can be the Object of the Love of God, because he cannot love Disorder.

XVII.

But when they have been regenerated in Jesus Christ, that is, when their Heart has been convert'd to God, either by an actual Motion of Love, or by an internal Disposition, like that which remains after an Act of Loving God: then Concupiscence is no more a Sin in them, because it does not readily pollute the Heart, nor dominer any longer in it. Habitual Love, which remains in them, through the Grace of Baptism in our Lord, is more free, or more strong than that which is in them through the Contagion of Concupiscence deriv'd from Adam. They are like the Juf, who in their Sleep obey the Motions of Concupiscence, yet lose not the Grace of their Baptism, because their Consent to these Motions is involuntary.

XVIII.

It should not be thought strange, That I believe it possible for Children to love God with a Love of Choice, at the time of their Baptism. For since the Second Adam is contrary to the First, why should he not, at the time of Regeneration, deliver Children from the Servitude of their Body, whereunto they are subject by the First? That being enlightened and quickened by a lively and efficacious Grace, to the loving of God, they may love him with a free and rational Love, without being obstructed by the first Adam. You say, it is not observable, that their Body for a moment leaves acting on the Mind: But is it not such a Wonder, that we can't see what is not visible? One single Infant is sufficient for the Exercise of that Act of Love: And as it may be perform'd in the Soul, without imprinting any Footsteps in the Brain, 'tis no more to be admired, that the Adult in their Baptism do not always mind it; for we have no Memory of things which are not registred in the Traces of the Brain.

XIX.

St. Paul teaches us, That the Old Man, or Concupiscence, is crucify'd with Jesus Christ, and that we are dead and buried with him by Baptism. What means this, but that then we are deliver'd from the Warring of the Body against the Mind, and that Concupiscence is as it were Mortify'd in that moment: 'Tis true it revives; but having been destroy'd, and thereby left Children in a State of loving God, it can do them no harm by its reviving. For when there are two Loves in the Heart, a Natural, and a Free, Order will, that the Free be only respect'd. But if Infants in Baptism love God by an Act in no wise free, and afterwards love Bodies by many Acts of the same Species; God could not perhaps, according to Order, have more respect to one single Act, than to many, which were all natural, and without Liberty. Or rather, if their contrary Loves were equal in force, he must have respect to that which was last; by the same Reason, that when there has been successively in an Heart Two Free Loves contrary to each other, God has always respect to the Last, since Grace is destroy'd by any one Mortal Sin.

XX.

Nevertheless, it cannot be deny'd, but God may justify the Infant, without interrupting the Dominion of his Body over his Mind; or convert his Will towards him, by depositing in his Soul a Disposition like that, which remains after an Actual Motion of our Loving God. But that way of acting, I doubt, seems less Natural than the Other; for it cannot clearly be conceiv'd what these remaining Dispositions can be. 'Tis true, that ought not to be much admire'd; since having no clear Idea of our Soul, as I have elsewhere prov'd, we need not wonder if we know not all the Modifications it is capable of. But the Mind cannot be fully satisfy'd upon things, which it does not clearly conceive; and without recourse to an extraordinary Miracle, we cannot see what can give the Soul these Dispositions, without a preceding Act: surely it cannot be done by ways that seem most plain and simple. Whereas the Second Adam acting on the baptiz'd Infant's Mind for one moment, the contrary to what the first Adam produc'd in it before, Regeneration is perform'd by the usual ways of acting which God takes in his sanctifying the Adult: For the Infant, at that moment, being void of Sensations and Passions, which divide its Thinking and Willing Capacity, has nothing to encumber it, and prevent its knowing and loving its true Good. This is all I say at present, because it is not necessary to know precisely, how Regeneration of Infants is perform'd: provided we admit in them a true Regeneration, or an inward and real Justification, caus'd by Acts, or at least by Habits of Faith, Hope, and Charity. My offering an Explication, to repugnant to Prejudices, is design'd for the Satisfaction of those, who will not allow of Spiritual Habits, and to prove to them the Possibility of the Regeneration of Infants: For the Notion of Imputation seems to me to include a manifest Contradiction; it being impossible, That God should consider his Creatures as Righteous, and actually love them, whilst they are actually in Disorder and Corruption. Though he may for his Son's sake have a Deign to re-inflate them in ORDER, and love them when re-inflated.
Objections
Against the
Proofs and Explications of Original Sin.

Objection against the first Article.

God will Order, it is true; but 'tis his Will that makes it: it does not suppose it: Whatever God wills is in Order purely for this Reason that God wills it: if God wills that Minds should be subject to Bodies, should love and fear them, there is no disorder in all this. If God will'd that two times two should not be four, we should not speak falsly in saying two times two were not four: for it would be a Truth. God is the Principle of all Truth: and the Master of all Order: he supposes nothing; neither Truth, nor Order: but makes all.

Answer.

Then all is thrown in Confusion. There is no longer any Science nor Morality, nor undeniable proofs of our Religion. Which consequence is evident to any Man who clearly comprehends this false Principle; That God produces Order and Truth by a Will absolutely Free. But this is not to answer it.

I Answer then that God can neither do nor will any thing without knowledge; that therefore his Will supposes something; but what it supposes is nothing of a created nature, Order, Truth, Eternal Wisdom, is the Exemplar of all the Works of God: which Wisdom is not made; God who makes all things never made it, though he constantly begets it by the necessity of his Being.

Whatever God wills is in Order, for that sole reason, that he wills it: No body denies it. But this is because God cannot act against himself, that is, his Wisdom and his Knowledge. He is at liberty not to produce any External Work: but supposing he will act, he cannot act otherwise than by the immutable order of his Wisdom, which he necessarily Loves. For Religion and Reason teach me that he works nothing without his own, without his Word, without his Wisdom. Therefore I fear not to affirm, that God cannot positively will that the mind should be subject to the body. Because that Wisdom, whereby God wills, whatever he wills, makes it clearly understand it is contrary to Order: and I see this clearly in that same Wisdom; because it is the Sovereign and Universal Reason, which is participated by all Spirits, for which all Intelligences are created, and by which all Men are Reasonable. For no Man is his own Reason, Light, and Wisdom; unless it be when his Reason is Particular, his Light, an Ignis fatius, and his Wisdom Folly.

As the Generality of Men know not distinctly that it is only Eternal Wisdom which enlightens them: and that Intelligent Ideas which are the Immediate object of their Mind, are not created: so they imagine, that Eternal Laws and Immutable Truths, receive their Etablissement from a free will of God. And this is what occasion'd M. des Cartes to say, that God was able to effect that twice four should not be eight; and that the three Angles of a Triangle should not be equal to two Rights. Because there is no Order, says he, no Law, no Reason, Goodness or Truth, but depends on God, and that is he who from all Eternity, has ordained and established, as supreme Legislator, Eternal Truths. This Learned Man did not observe that there was an Order, a Law, a Sovereign Reason Coeternal with God, and necessarily lov'd by him, and accordingly to which he must necessarily act supposing he will act. For God is indifferent as to his External Workings, but the manner of his working, though he be perfectly free, is not indifferent to him. He always acts in the wilt and perfectest manner possible: he constantly follows immutable, and necessary Order. Thus God is at liberty not to make either Spirits, or Bodies, but if it creates them in two Kinds of Beings, he must create them by the simplest ways, and fixate them in the most perfect Order. He may for Example write Spirits to Bodies, but I maintain that he cannot subject them thereunto, unless in pursuance of the Order which he always follows, the Sin of Spirits obliges him to use them in that manner as I have already explain'd in the seventh Article, and in the first Explication towards the end.

To anticipate some infinacies that might be urg'd against me, I think it necessary to say that Men are to blame to confult infinacies when they would know what God can do or will. They are not to judge of his wills by the inward sense they have of their own Inclinations. For otherwise they would often make him an unjust, cruel, sinful, instead of an Almighty God. They ought to lay aside the general Principle of their Prejudices, which disposes them to judge of all things with reference to themselves, and not to attribute to God what they do not clearly conceive to be included in the idea of a Being infinitely perfect. For they ought not to judge of things fave by clear Ideas. And then
then the God they worship, will not be like those of Antiquity, Cruel, Adulterous, Voluptuous, as the Perfons who have imagined them: nor will he resemble the God of some Christians, who to make him as powerful as the Sinner wishes him, ascribe to him an actual power of acting against all Order, of leaving sin unpunifh'd, and of condemning to eternal Torments Perfons never fo righteous and Innocent.

Second Objection against the First Article.

If God wills Order, what is it that makes Monfliers, I fay not amongst Men, for they have finned, but amongst Animals and Plants? What is the caufe of the general corruption of the Air which breeds fo many Difcases? By what Order is it that the Seafons are fo irregular, and that the Sun and the Froll burn up and kill the Fruits of the Earth? Is it God with Wisdom and Order, to furnish an Animal with parts quafiful, and to conceal the Fruits after they are perfectly formed? Is not this rather becaufe God does what he pleafes, and that his power supercedes all Order and Rule? For to mention things of greater Importance than the Fruits of the Earth, wherewith he may do as he fees good: the Clay whereof God makes Jefuits of Wrath, is the fame with that which he fhalions Jefuits of Mercy.

Answer

There are the difficulties which serve only to obscure the Truth, as proceeding from the darknefs of the Mind. We know that God is just: we fee that the wicked are Happy: ought we to deny what we see? ought we to doubt of what we know, becaufe we may possibly be fo stupid as not to know, and fo Libertine as not to believe what Religion teaches us of future Torments? So we know that God is Wife; and all that he does is Good; mean while we fee Monfliers, or defective Works. What are we to believe that God is out of his aim, or that thefe Monfliers are not his handiwork? Certainly if we have fence and conftancy of Mind, we fhall believe neither the one nor the other. For 'tis manifest that God does all, and that whatever he does is as perfect as possible, with relation to the simplicity and fenfuenefs of the means he employs, in the formation of his Work. We muft hold falf what we fee, and not quit our ground for any difficulties impoifible to be refolvd; when our ignorance is the caufe of that Impofibility. If ignorance muft raife Difficulties, and fuch like Difficulties overthrow the beft eftablifhed Opinions, what will remain certain among Men who know not all things? What? Shall not the brighteft Lights be able to difperfe the lead Darkness; and fhall any little shadow Eclipse the cleareft and the liveliest Light? But though the anfwerimg fuch sort of Difficulties might be difperced with, without Prejudice to the fore-eftablifhed Principle; yet it is not amifs to show they are not unanswerable. For the Mind of Man is fo unjust in its Judgments, that it may poiffibly prefer the Opinions which feem to refult from thefe imaginary Difficulties, before certain Truths, which no Man can doubt of, but becaufe he will; and with that defign cafes to examine them. I fay then that God will order, though there are Monfliers; and 'tis moreover becaufe God wills order, that there are Monfliers; and this is my reafon.

Order requires that the Laws of nature whereby God produces that infinite Variety, fo conipicuous in the World, should be very fine, and very few in number. Now 'tis the simplicity of thefe general Laws, which in some particular Junctures, and becaufe of the Diffipation of the Subject, produces irregualar Motions, or rather Monftrous Combinations; and confequently God's willing order is the caufe of thefe Monfliers. Thus God does not poiffibly or direcdy will the Exiftence of Monfliers; but he poiffibly wills certain Laws of the Communication of Motions, whereof Monfliers are the neceffary confequences; becaufe thefe Laws, though of a moft fimple kind, are nevertheless capable of producing that variety of forms which can't be sufficiently admired.

For Example: In confequence of the general Laws of the Communication of Motions, there are fome Bodies which are driven near the Centre of the Earth. The Body of a Man, or an Animal is one of thefe: that which uiphould him in the Air breaks under his Feet: is it juft, or according to Order, that God should change his general Will, for that particular Cafe? Surely it feems not probable. That Animal therefore must neceffarily break, or main its Body. And thus we ought to argue about the generation of Monfliers.

O R D E R requires that all Beings should have what's neceffary to their Preference, and the Propagation of the Species; provided this may be done by moft fimple Means, and worthy the Wisdom of God. And fo we fee that Animals, as also Plants have general Means to preserve themselves, and to continue their Species: and if some Animals fail thereof, in some particular Occasions, 'tis becaufe thefe general Laws, whereby they were form'd, reach not thole private Emergencies, becaufe they respect not Animals separately, but generally extend to all Beings; and that the Good of the Publick must be prefered before Particular Advantages.

'Tis evident, That if God made but one Animal, it would not be Monftrous: But Order would require, That he should not make that Animal by the fame Laws that he at prefent forms all others; for the Action of God must be proportion'd to his Design. By the Laws of Nature he deigns not the making one Animal, but a whole World; and he must make it by the fimpleft Means, as Order requires. 'Tis enough then that the World be not monftrous, or that the general Effects be fuitable to the general Laws, to vindicate the Work of God from Cenfure, and Reproach.
If, for all particular Changes, God had instituted so many particular Laws; or if he had constituted in every Being a particular Nature or Principle, of all the Motions that arrive in it; I confess it would be hard to justify his Wisdom against so visible Disorders. We should perhaps be forced to confess, either that God wills not Order, or that he knows not how, or is not able to resolve Disorder. For, in short, it seems to me impossible to ascribe an almost infinite Number of second Causes, of natural Forces, Virtues, Qualities and Faculties, to what we call the Sports and Disorders of Nature, with a Salvo to the infinite Power and Wisdom of the Author of all things.

**O B J E C T I O N against the Second Article.**

**G O D** can never act for Himself. A wise Being will do nothing useless; but whatever God should do for himself, would be useless; because he wants nothing. God wills nothing for himself, if by the Necessity of his Efficence he has all the Perfection he can desire. And if God desires nothing for himself, he works nothing for himself, since he works only by the Efficacy of his Will. The Nature of God, is to be communicative and diffusive; 'tis to be useful to others, and not to itself; 'tis to seek out; 'tis, if it be possible, to create Persons whom it may make happy. Therefore it is a Contradiction, for God, who is essentially and supremely good, to act for himself.

**A N S W E R.**

G O D may be said to act for himself two ways; either with intent to derive some Advantage from what he does; or to the end, his Creature may find its Happiness and Perfection in him. I enquire not, at present, whether God acts for himself, in the first sense; and whether to receive an Honour worthy of himself, he has made, and-referred all things by his S O N, in whom, according to the Scripture, all things signify. I only affirm, that God cannot create, and preserve Spirits, in order to know, and love created Beings. 'Tis an Immutable, Eternal, and necessary Law. That they should know, and love God; as I have explained in the Third Article. Thus this Objection does not impugn my Principle, but, on the contrary, corroborates it: and if it be certain, that 'tis the Nature of Good to diliminate, and communicate it self abroad, (for I stand not to examine that Axiome) 'tis evident, That God being essentially and supremely Good, it is no Contradiction he should act in the Sense I intended.

**O B J E C T I O N against the Fourth Article.**

Ignorance being a Consequence of Sin, Adam before his Fall had a perfect Knowledge of the Nature of his own Body, and of those he liv'd amongst; He must, for Example, have been perfectly acquainted with the Nature of all Animals, to give them, as he did, such Names as agreed to them.

**A N S W E R.**

'Tis a Mistake: Ignorance is neither an Evil, nor a Consequence of Sin. 'Tis Error or Blindness of Mind, which is both one, and the other. None but God knows all things without any Shadow of Ignorance; Ignorance is incident to the brightest, and most enlightened Intelligences. Whatever is finite cannot comprehend Infinity: and thus there is no Spirit that can comprehend only all the Properties of Triangles; Adam knew, the first minute of his Creation, whatever was requisite he should know, and nothing more; and it was to no purpose for him to know exactly the Disposition of all the Parts of his Body, and of those he made use of: the Reasons are to be seen in this Article, and elsewhere.

The Impoition of Names, in Scripture, rather denotes the Authority than the perfect Knowledge of the Impoer. As the Lord of Heaven had made Adam the Lord of Earth, he conceded him the Privilege of giving Names to the Animals, as he himself had done to the Stars. 'Tis evident, that Sounds, or Words, neither have, nor can have any natural relation to the things they signify; let the Divine Plato, and the Mysterious Pythagoras say what they pleafe of it. One might perhaps explain the Nature of an Horse, or an Ox, in an entire Book, but a Word is not a Book: and it's for ridiculous to imagine, That Monosyllables, as Ser, which in Hebrew signifies a Horse, and Skor, which signifies an Ox, should represent the Nature of these Animals. Notwithstanding there is great probability their Names were imposed by Adam, since they are found in Genesis; the Author whereof affuries us, That the Names which Adam gave the Creatures were the same which were in ufe in his time; for I cannot see what else can be meant by these Words, Omne quod vocavit Adam anime scirenti, ejus omen ovis. And whatsoever Adam call'd every living Creature, that was the Name thereof.

But I grant that Adam gave Names to Animals, which have some reference to their Nature, and I subscribe to the Learned Etymologists that an Author of this Age gives us of them. I will that he call'd domestick Animals Behemoth, because of their keeping silence; the Rain Apis, because he is strong; the Buck Saïr, because swift; the Hox Chazir, because of his little Eyes; the Ains Chamæ,
mor, because in the East Country red Arses are common. But I can't conceive that any more is requisite, than to open the Eyes to know if a Buck be swift, an Afs red, and whether a Hog has little or great Eyes. *Adam* calls by the Name of *Bear* and *Beemab*, what we term a *Brute*, or a great domelick Creature, because these Beasts are mute and stupid. What should we thence conclude? That he knew perfectly their Nature? That is not evident: I should rather be apprehensive, left it should be thence concluded, That *Adam*, being simple enough to put a Question to an *Ore*, as being the largest of domelick Animals, and wondering that he could not answer him, despite'd him, and nam'd by a Term of *Contempt*, *Bear* and *Beemab*.

**Second OBJECTION against the Fourth Article.**

Some preventing Senations are incommodious and painful: *Adam* was jult and innocent, and consequently ought not to feel the smart of them. He ought then on all occasions to be guided by Reason and Knowledge, and not by preventing Senations, like thoes we have at present.

**ANSWER.**

I confess there are preventing Senations, which are disagreeable and painful, but they never occasion'd any pain in the first Man, because in the instant they gave him any, he, by an Act of his Will, withfood the Impression, and, in the very instant of that *Volition*, he ceased to be touch'd with it. These Sensations did only respectfully caution him what ought to be done, or omitted; and did not incommodile his Felicity: They but made him sensible that he was capable of loosing it; and that he who made him Happy, could punish and make him miserable, if he fail'd in his Fidelity.

But to persuade our selves, that the first Man was never overtaken with the Sense of any lively Pain, we need but consider these two things. First, that Pain is very light, when the Motions it is annex'd to are very languid; because it is always proportion'd to the Force of the Motions, that are communicated to the chief part of the Brain. Secondly, That is of the Nature of Motion, to include a Succession of Time; and it cannot be violent at the first instant of its Communication. Which being put to'd, it is plain, that the first Man never felt a violent surprizing Pain, that was capable to make him miserable; because he could put a Stop to the Motions that caus'd it. But if he, could effectually stop them, at the first instant of their Action, there is no doubt he would do it, since he was always desirous of Happiness; and that Aversion is naturally conjoint'd to the Sense of Pain.

*Adam* therefore never suffer'd any violent Pain; but I think we are not oblig'd to say, that he never felt any light and incomconsiderable Smart, such as is that when we eat a Sourre Fruit, supposing it to be ripe. His Felicity was very tender, if so little a thing had been able to dispirit it. For such Delicacy is a sign of Weakness: for how can that Joy and Pleasure be substantial, that such a Trifle can dissolve and annihilate? Pain never truly molest's our Happiness, but when it is involuntary, and possesse us in spite of our Resistance. J E S U S C H R I S T was happy, though on the Cross, in the midst of his Crosses; and Agonies, because he suffered nothing, but what he was willing to undergo. Thus *Adam* suffering nothing against his will, it cannot be said we make him unhappy before his Sin, in supposing him admonish'd by preventing, but respectful, and submissive Sensations, of what he ought to avoid, for the preservation of his Life.

**OBJECTION against the Fifth Article.**

*Adam* felt preventing Pleasures: But these are involuntary Motions; Therefore *Adam* was agitated with involuntary Motions.

**ANSWER.**

I Answer that *Adam's* Sensations preceded his Reason, the proofs I have shown for it in the Fourth Article. But I deny that they preceded his Will; or that they sli'r'd up in it any particular Motions. For *Adam* was willingly admonish'd by these Sensations, what he ought to do for the preservation of his Life: But he was never willing to be perturbated by them in spite of his *VIII*. For that's a Contradiction. Moreover, when he *desir'd* to apply himself to the contemplation of Truth, without any distruction of Thought, his Senes and his Passions kept an entire Silence. Order would it should be so; for that's a necessary sequel of that absolute power he had over his Body.

I answer secondly, that it is not true, that the Pleasure of the Soul is the same thing with its Motion, and its Love. Pleasure and Love are *modes* of the Souls Excellence. But Pleasure has no necessary relation to the object that seems to cause it; and Love is necessarily related unto Good. Pleasure is to the Soul what Figure is to *Body*; and Motion is to Body what Love is to the Soul. But the Motion of a Body is very different from its Figure. I grant that the Soul which has a constant Propensity to Good, advances, as I may say, more readily towards it, when infitigated by a senfe.
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sense of Pleasure, that when discouraged by her suffering Pain; as a Body when driven runs easier along if it have a Spherical, than if it have a Cubical Figure. But the figure of a Body differs from its Motion, and it may be Spherical, and yet remain at rest. `Tis true in this case it goes not with Spirits as with Bodies; those cannot feel a Pleasure but they must be in motion: because God who only makes, and preserves them for himself, drives them perpetually on towards good. But that does not prove that the pleasure of the Soul, is the same thing as its Motion: For two things, though differing from each other, may yet be always found inseparably together.

I answer l tally, that although pleasure were not different from the Love or Motion of the Soul, yet that which the first Man felt in the use of the goods of the Body, did not incline him to the Loving Bodies. `Tis true, Pleasure carries the Soul towards the object, that caueth it in her. But it is not the Fruit that we eat with Pleasure, which caueth the Pleasure in us. Not Bodies but God only can act upon the Soul, and in any manner make it happy. And we are in an Error to think that Bodies have in them, what we feel occasionally from their presence. Adam before his Sin, being not so stupid as to imagine, that Bodies were the caueths of his Pleasures, was not carry'd to the love of them, by the motions that accompany'd his Pleasures. If pleasure contributed to the fall of the first Man, it was not by working in him what at present it does in us; But only by filling up or dividing his capacity of Thought, it effc'd or diminish'd in his Mind the presence of his true good, and of his Duty.

OBJECTION against the sixth Article.

What likelihood is there that the immutable Will of God had a dependence on the will of Man, and that on Adam’s behalf there were exceptions made to the general Law of the Communication of Motions.

ANSWER.

At least it is not evident but such exception might be made; now it is evident that immutable order requires the subjection of the Body to the Mind: and `tis a contradiction for God not to love and will order; * for God necessarily loves his Son. Therefore it was necessary before the Sin of the first Man, that exceptions should be made in his favour to the general Law of the Communication of Motions. This seems it may be of a too abstractive nature: Here then is somewhat of a more sensible kind.

I shall more particularly explain what is Order, and why God necessarily

Man though a Sinner has the power of moving and stopping his Arm when he pleases. Therefore according to the different Volitions of Man, the Animal Spirits are determin’d to the rising, or stopping some Motions in his Body; which certainly cannot be perform’d by the general Law of the Communication of Motions. If then the will of God be still submitted to our own: why might it not be submitted to the will of Adam? If for the good of the Body, and of civil Society, God stops the communication of motions in Sinners, why would he not do the like in favour of a Righteous Man, for the good of his Soul, and for the preservation of the Union and Society with his God for whom only he was made. As God will have no Society with Sinners, so after the Sin he depriv’d them of the power they had to seek after themselves, as it were, from the Body to enjoy themselves with him. But he has left them the Power of stopping or changing the communication of Motions, with reference to the preservation of Life, and of Civil Society. Because he was not willing to destroy his Work; having before the construction of it, decreed according to St. Paul, to re-establish and renew it in Jesus Christ.

OBJECTION against the Seventh Article.

Man in his present state conveys his Body in all manner of ways: he moves at pleasure all the parts of it, which are necessary to be mov’d for the prosecution, and shewing of sensible good and evil: and consequently he stops or changes every moment the natural communication of motions, not only for trifles, and things of little importance, but also for things useful to Life and civil Society, and even for Crimes, which violate Society, shorten Life, and dishonour God all manner of ways. God wills order, it is true: But will order have the laws of motions violated for the sake of Evil, and kept inviolate on the account of Good. Why must Man lose the power of stopping the motions which sensible objects produce in his Body, since these motions keep him from doing good, from repairing to God, and returning to his duty? and yet retain the power of doing so much evil, by his Tongue and his Arm, and other parts of his Body, whole motions depend upon his will?

ANSWER.

To the answering this Objection it must be consider’d, that Man having sin’d ought to have returned to his Original nothing. For being no longer in Order, nor able to retrieve it, he ought See the Fifth Dialogue of Christian Conversations. to
to cease to Exift. God loves only order, the Sinner is not in order, and therefore not in the Love of God. The Sinner therefore cannot subsist, since the subsistence of Creatures depends on the will of the Creator; but he wills not that they should exist if he does not love them. The Sinner cannot by himself regain lost order, because he cannot justify himself, and all that he can suffer cannot atone for his offence. He must then be reduced to nothing. But as it is unreasonable to think that God makes a Work to annihilate it, or to let it fall into a state worse than annihilation, 'tis evident that God would not have made Man, nor permitted his Sin, which he forswore, unless he had had in view the Incarnation of his Son; in whom all things subsist, and by whom the Universe receives a Beauty, a Perfection, and greatness worthy of the Widom and the Power of its Author.

Man, then, may be considered after his Sin without a Resserer, but under the Expectation of one. In considering him without a Resserer, we plainly see he ought to have no Society with God; that his wills are such as can only tend to separate him from God, and severely use him, when he offers to serve the Body to unite himself to him: that is to say, that Man after the Sin must lose the power of getting clear of sensible impressions, and motions of concupiscence. He ought likewise to be annihilated, for the forementioned Reasons. But he expects a Resserer, and if we consider him under that Expectation, we see clearly that he must subsist. He and his Polity, whence his Resserer is to arise; and thus it is necessary that Man after his Sin preserve still the power of diversely moving all those parts of the Body, whose motion may be serviceable to his Preservation.

'Tis true that Men abuse daily the power they have of producing certain motions; and that their power of moving their tongue for Examples, several ways, is the cause of innumerable Evils. But if it be minded, that power will appear absolutely necessary to keep up Society, to comfort one another in the Exigences of this present Life, and to instruct them in Religion, which affords hope of a Redeemer; for whom the World subsists. If we carefully examine what are the motions we produce in us, and in what parts of our Body we can affect them, we shall clearly see that God has left us the power of our Body no farther than is necessary to the preservation of Life, and the cherishing and upholding civil Society. For example, the Beating of the Heart, the Dilatation of the Midriff, the peristaltick motion of the Guts, the Circulation of the Spirits, and Blood, and the diverse motions of the Nerves in the Passions, are produced in us without staying for the order of the Soul. As they ought to be much what the fame on all occasions, nothing obliges God to submit them now to the will of Man. But the motions of the Muscles imploy'd in stirring the Tongue, the Arms, and Legs, being to change every minute, according to the almost infinite diversity of good, or evil Objects all about us, it was necessary those motions should depend on the will of Men.

But we are to remember, That God acts always by the simplest ways: and that the Laws of Nature ought to be general; and that so, God having given us the power of moving our Arm and Tongue, he ought not to take away that of striking a Man unjustly, or of slandering or reproaching him.' For if our natural Faculties depended on our Designs, there would be no Uniformity nor certain Rule in the Laws of Nature; which however must be most simple and general, to be answerable to the Widom of God, and suitable to Order. So that God, in pursuance of his Decrees, chooses rather to cause the Materiaality of Sin, as say the Divines, or to make use of the Injustice of Men, as says one of the Prophets, than by changing his Will to put a Stop to the Disorders of Sinners. But he defers his revenging the injurious Treatment, which they give him, till the time when it shall be permitted him to do it, without swerving from his immutable Decrees; that is to say, when Death having corrupted the Body of the revolupitious God, shall be freed from the necessity he has imposed on himself, of giving them Sensations and Thoughts relating to it.

**OBSESSION against the Eleventh and Twelfth Articles.**

*Original Sin* not only enlists Man to his Body, and subjects him to the Motions of Concupiscence, but likewise fills him with Vices wholly Spiritual: not only the Body of the Infant before Baptism being corrupted, but also his Soul, and all his Faculties tainted and infected with Sin. Though the Rebellion of the Body be the principle of some greater Vices, such as Intemperance and Unchastity, yet it is not the Cause of Vices purely Spiritual, as are Pride and Envy. And therefore *Original Sin* is something very different from Concupiscence, which is born with us: and is more likely the Privation of Grace, or of Original Righteousness.

**ANSWER.**

I acknowledge, That Children are void of *Original Righteousness;* and I prove it, in shewing, that they are not born upright, and that God hates them. For methinks one cannot give a clearer Idea of Righteousness and Originalness, than to say a Will is upright when it loves God, and that it is crooked and perverse when it draws towards Bodies. But if by Righteousness, or Original Grace, we understand some unknown Qualities, like those which God is said to have infused into the Heart of the first Man, to adorn him, and render him pleasing in his sight; it is still evident, that the Privation of this is not Original Sin; for to speak properly, that Privation is not hereditary.
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tarily transmitted. If Children have not these Qualities, 'tis because God does not give 'em them; and if God does not bestow them, 'tis because they are unworthy to receive them: and 'tis that Unworthines which is transmitted, and which is the Cause of the Privation of Original Righteousnes.

And so that Unworthines is properly Original Sin.

Now this Unworthines, (which consists, as I have shewn, in this;) that the Inclinations of Children are actually corrupt, and their Heart bent upon the Love of Bodies;) this, I say, is really in them. 'Tis not the Imputation of the Sin of their Father; they are actually themselves in a disorder'd State. In like manner as those who are justify'd by JESUS CHRIST, of whom Adam was the Type, are not justify'd by Imputation: But are really refer'd to Order, by an inward Righteousnes, different from that of our LORD, though it be that has merited it for them.

The Soul has but two natural or essential Relations; the one to God, and the other to her Body. Now 'tis evident, That the Relation, or Union which she has with God, cannot vitiate or corrupt her: and therefore she is neither vicious, nor corrupt, at the first instant of her Creation; but by the relation she has to her Body. Thus one of the two must needs be said, either that Pride, and other, which we call Spiritual Vices, can be communicated by the Body, or that Children are not subject to them at the moment of their Birth: I say at the moment of their Birth; for I do not deny but these ill Habits are easily acquire'd. Though pure Intelligences had no other relation than to God, and at the instant of their Creation were subject to no Vice, yet they fell into Disorder. But the Cause of it was their making a wrong use of their Liberty, whereas Infants have made no use at all: For Original Sin is not of a free Nature.

But to come to the Point; I am of Opinion, That they err, who think that the Rebellion of the Body is the Cause but of gross Vices, such as Intemperance and Uncheonefles; and not of those which are call'd Spiritual, as Pride and Envy: and I am persuaded there is that Correspondence between the Disposition of our Brain, and those of our Soul, as that there is not perhaps any corrupt Habit in the Soul, but what has its Principle in the Body.

St. Paul in several places terms by the Name of the Law, the Wifdom, the Defires, and the Works of the Flefh; whatever is contrary to the Law of the Spirit. He speaks not of Spiritual Vices; He reckons amongst the Works of the Flefh, Idolatry, Heresies, Diffidences, and many other Vices which go by the Name of Spiritual. To give way to Vain-glory, Wrath and Envy is, in his Doctrine, to follow the Motions of the Flefh. In short, It appears from the Expregions of that Apostle, That all Sin proceeds from the Flefh: not that the Flefh commits it, or that the Spirit of Man, without the Grace, or Spirit of CHRIST, can do good: but because the Flefh acts upon the Spirit in such a manner, that the latter works no evil without being solicited to it by the former. Hear what St. Paul says in the Epistle to the Romans. I delight in the law of the Lord, after the inward Man. But I see another law in my members warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin, which is in my members. And a little lower; So then with my mind I my self serve the law of God, but with the flefh the law of sin: He speaks after the same manner in several places of his Epistles. So that Concordence, or the Rebellion of the Body, not only disposes us to Carnal or Shameful Vices, but likewise to those which are thought to be Spiritual. I here shall endeavour to prove it by a sensible manner.

When a Man's in Conversation, it is certain, as I think, that some Tracks are massively produced in his Brain, and Motions excited in his Animal Spirits, that beget in his Soul corrupt Thoughts and Inclinations. Our Thoughts on these Occasions are not naturally conformable to Truth, nor our Inclinations to Order, They rile in us for the Good of the Body, and of the present Life, because 'tis the Body that excites them: So they obliterare the Precept of God, and the Thoughts of our Duty out of our Minds; and tend only to recommend us to other Men, and make us appear as Men that are worthy of their Affe& and Esteem. Therefore this secret Pride, which kindles in us on such Occasions, is a Spiritual Vice, whose Principle is the Rebellion of the Body.

For Example; If the Perfons, in whose Presence we are, are rais'd to Honorable Posts and Titles, the Lustre of their Grandeur both dazzles and dejects us. And as the Traces which their Presence imprints on our Brain are very deep, and the Motions of the Spirits rapid: they radiate, as I may say, through all the Body; they spread themselves on the Face, and give a sensible Testimony of our Reverence and Fear, and our most latent Sentiments. Next, These Traces, by the sensible Expregions of our inward Motions, work upon the Person that observe us; whom they dispose to Sentiments of Candour and Civility, by the Traces which our respectful and timorous Deportment machinallly produce in his Brain: which Traces, rivelling on his Face, and disarm him of that Maiesty which appear'd in's, and give the reff of his Body such an Air and Posture, as at length rid us of our Concern, and re-embolden us. Thus by a mutual and frequent Reper- curelation of these sensible Expregions, our Air and Behaviour at first setts in that fashion which the governing Person wishes.

But as all the Motions of the Animal Spirits are attended with Motions of the Soul, and the Traces of the Brain are produc'd by Thoughts of the Mind; 'tis plain, that since we are depriv'd of the Power of expunging these Traces, and stopping these Motions, we find our selves solicit'd, by the over-ruling Precept of the Person, to embrace his Opinions, and submit to his Defires, and to be wholly devoted to his Pleasure, as he indeed is dispos'd to study ours, but in a very different manner. And for this Reason worldly Conversation quickens and invigorates the Concordence of Pride, as dihonest Commerce, feastings and enjoying sensible Pleasures, strengthen Carnal Concordence; which is a Remark very necessary for Morality.

'Tis of great Life and Advantage, that there are Traces in the Brain, which incessantly rep-
fent Man to himself, to make him careful of his Person: and that there are others, which serve to make and preserve Society, since Men are not made to live alone. But Man having lost the Power of raising them when he pleas'd, and when convenient, they perpetually provoke him to Evil. As he cannot hinder their representing him to himself, he is continually solicited to Motions of Pride and Vanity, to defpise others, and center all things in himself. And as he is not Master of those Traces which importune him, to keep up Society with others, he is agitated by Motions of Complaisance, Flattery, Jealousie, and the like Inclinations, as it were in spight of him. Thus all those, which go by the Name of Spiritual Vices, derive from the Flesh; as well as Unchastenes, and Intemperance.

There are not only in our Brain, Dispositions which excite in us Sensations and Motions, with reference to the Propagation of the Species, and the Preservation of Life; but it may be a greater Number that rise up in us Thought and Passions, with respect to Society, to our own private Advancements, and to those of our Friends. We are by Nature united to all surrounding Bodies, and by them, to all the things that any way relate to us: But we cannot be united to them, save by some Dispositions in our Brain. Having not therefore the Power of withholding the Action of these natural Dispositions, our Union turns into Dependence, and we grow subject through our Body to all kind of Vices.

We are not pure Intelligences: all the Dispositions of our Soul produce respective Dispositions in our Body: and those in our Body mutually excite others like them in our Soul. Not that the Soul is absolutely incapable of receiving any thing, except by the Body; but because, as long as She is united to It, she cannot admit any Change in her Modifications, without making some Alteration in the Body. 'Tis true, she may be enlightened, or receive new Ideas, and the Body need not have any hand in it; but that because pure Ideas are not Modifications of the Soul, as I have prov'd in another place. I speak not here of sensible Ideas, because those include a Sensation, and every Sensation is a mode of the Souls existing.

The Second Objectien against the Eleventh and Twelfth Articles.

If Original Sin descends, by reason of the Communication which is found between the Brain of the Mother, and that of her Infant, the Mother is the cause of the Sin; and the Father has no part in it. Yet St. Paul teaches us, that by Man came sin into the World: He does not so much as speak of the Woman. Therefore, 

A n s w e r.

David affirms us, that his Mother conceived him iniquity: and the Son of Syrac says, Of the Woman came the beginning of Sin, and by her we all dy. Neither of them speak of Man. St. Paul on the contrary says, that by Man sin entered into the World, and speaks not of the Woman. How will these Testimonies accord, and which of the two is to be justify'd, if it be necessary to vindicate either. In discourse we never attribute to the Woman any thing peculiar to the Man, unless she has no part: But that is often ascrib'd to the Man which is proper to the Vwoman, because her Husband is her Master and Head. We see that the Evangelists, and also the Holy Virgin, call Joseph the Father of Jesus, when they say to her Son, Behold thy Father and I have sought thee sorrowing. Therefore seeing we are affir'd by Holy Writ, that Woman has subjected us to Sin and Death, it is absolutely necessary to believe it; nor can it be thrown upon the Man; But though it teftifies in several places that 'tis by Man that Sin enters into the World, yet there is not an equal necessity to believe it, since what is of the Woman is commonly attributed to the Man. And if we were oblig'd by Faith to excuse either the Man, or the Woman, it would be more reasonable to exculpe the former than the latter.

However I believe these forecited passages are to be literally explain'd, and that we are to say both the Man and Woman are the true causes of Sin, each in their own way. The Woman, in that by her, Sin is communicated; it being by her that the Man begets the Children; and the Man, in that his Sin is the cause of Conceivance; as his action is the cause of the secundity of the Woman, or of the communication that is between her and her Infant.

It is certain, that 'tis the Man that impregnates the Woman, and consequently is the cause of that communication, between her Body and the Child's, since that communication is the Principle of its Life. Now that Communication not only gives the Child's Body the dispositions of its Mother's, but also gives its Mind the dispositions of her Mind: Therefore we may say with St. Paul, that by one Man sin entered into the World; and nevertheless by reason of that communication we may say, that Sin came from a Woman, and by her we all dye; and that our Mother has conceiv'd us in Iniquity, as is said in other places of Scripture.

It may be said perhaps, that though Man had not sin'd, yet Woman had produced sinful Children; for having her fell sin'd, she had loft the Power God gave her over her Body; and thus, though Man had remain'd Innocent, she had corrupted the Brain, and consequently the Mind of her Child, by reason of that communication between them.

But this surely looks not very probable. For Man whilfe righteous, knowing what he does, cannot give the Woman that wretched secundity of conceiving sinful Children. If he remains Righte-
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ANSWER.

I answer in the second place, that the growth of the Body of Souls, is possibly more conformable to the general laws of Motion than that of four-footed Animals; and that so the communication of the Female Brain, with that of her young ones, is not so necessary in Fowls as in other Animals:
For the reason that makes that communication necessary, is probably the remedying the defect of these general Laws, which in some particular Cases, are insufficient to regulate the Formation and Growth of Animals.

I answer lastly, there is no such necessity, to the preservation of the Life of Birds, that they should have so many particular Dispositions in their Brain as other Animals. They have Wings to fly harm, and to secure their feed; and have no need of all that particular Mechanism which is the principle of the cunning, and docility of some domestick Creatures. Therefore the old ones need not instruct their young in many things, as they breed them, nor capacitate them to be taught many afterwards, by giving them a disposition of Brain that's fit for Docility. Those who breed young Dogs for the Game, sometimes find those which naturally fat, meekly from the instruction they received from their Dam, who often us'd to eat with them in her Belly. There is a great difference almost always observable in the breed of those Creatures, some of which are much more Doct and Traictable than others of the same Species. But I do not think there ever was a Fowl that taught any thing extraordinary to her young; that a Hen, for Example, ever hatch'd a Chicken who could do any thing but what they all do naturally. Birds then are not so tractable or capable of Instruction as other Animals. The Disposition of their Brain is not ordinarily capable of many Changes; nor do they act so much by Imagination, as some domestick Animals. Young Ducks, which follow an Hen, don't stay for her Example to take the Water; and the Chickens, on the contrary, never betake themselves to swim, though hatch'd and led by a Duck, that loves the Water. But there are Animals that easily and readily imitate the uncommon Motions, which they see others do. However I do not pretend, that much more is to be laid on these last Reflections, since they are not necessary to establish my Opinion.

**Second OBJEC TION against the Twelfth Article.**

'Tis likewise divining to assert, That the Mother before her Sin might have any intercourse with her Embryo; there being no necessary relation between our Thoughts and Motions happening in our Brain. And therefore that Communication between the Mother's and the Infant's Brain is useless.

**A N S W E R.**

It is evident, That without this Communication, the Infant was incapable of having any Commerce with its Mother, or the Mother with her Infant, without a particular Miracle. Now before the Sin Order required, That the Mother should have notice of all the Corporal wants of her Infant, and that the Infant should resort its Obligations to its Parents. Therefore since all things were in Order before the Sin, and that God acts always agreeably to Order, the Mother and the Child had some Commerce by means of this Communication.

To understand wherein this Commerce may have consisted, it must be remembered, That the Connexion of the Tracks of the Brain, with the Ideas of the Soul, may be several ways effected, either by Nature, or by the Institution of Men, or some other way, as I have shewn how in the Second Book.

In beholding a Square, or the Look of a Person suffering any Pain, the Idea of a Square, or of an afflicted Person, rises in the Mind. This is common to all Nations, and the Connexion between these Ideas and these Traces, is natural. When an Englishman hears pronounced, or reads the Word Square, he has likewise the Idea of a Square: but the Connexion, which is between the Sound, or the Letters of that Word, and its Idea, is not natural, nor is it general with all the World. I say then, That the Mother and her Infant must naturally have had a Correspondence between them, upon all the things that could be represented to the Mind by natural Connexions: That if the Mother, for Instance, had seen a Square, the Infant would have seen one too; and that if the Infant had imagin'd any Figure, he would have likewise excited the Traces of the same Figure, in the Imagination of his Mother. But they would have had no Commerce together about things of a purely Spiritual Nature, nor even about Corporal things, whenever they conceived them, without the help of the Senses and Imagination. The Mother might have thought on God, or have heard or read the Word Square, or the like; and yet the Child not have discover'd what were her Thoughts thereof, unless in Tract of Time, she should have felt a new Commerce of intellectual Ideas with it, much what the Infant of that Nurser, when they teach their Children to speak. I explain and prove these things.

One would think I had sufficiently prov'd them, by the Explication I gave of the Cause of Hereditary Aversion, and Marks which Children bring with them into the World, deriv'd from the Traces of their Mothers. Now these Traces of corporal things are inseparable from their Ideas; which makes the Ideas to be communicated along with them, and the Children to feel, imagine the same things as their Mothers. They have now, whether they will or not, the Sensations of their Mothers; but were they not Sitters, they would have had the power of hiding, 'till they pleas'd, the Effect of that their Communication with their Mother. They might likewise have re-exist in their Brain, the Tracks which they receiv'd from their Mothers, by the same reason that we imagine what we pleas, when our Sensations are not too vivid and affecting: which being suppos'd, it is evident, That the Mother, when confederately attending to her Infant, might have discover'd
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discover'd, by a kind of Repercussion, whether or no it receiv'd the Impression the excited in it,
and likewise other things that it might think upon. For as the Mother could not vibrate the Fib-
eres of her Brain, but the Fibres of the Infant's Brain must have receiv'd the Impression; so the
Infant could not flop that Vibration, or cause any other, without giving the Mother notice by some
light Impression, provided the mother be not very attentive, by the power she had of stifling every
other Noise than that which her Infant caus'd in her. Thus it must be acknowledged, That the
Mother, and the Infant, would have had some intercourse before the Sin, or else we must deny all
Correspondence between their Brains, or the power of the Soul over the Body, to be such as I
have before maintain'd. This appears evident, though the wanton Imagination favors, and Pre-
judices band against it. 'Tis true, this Commerce at first would have reach'd but to Matters that
come under the Senses and Imagination; it not being absolutely necessary, that the Child, which
had only a Corporal Dependence on the Mother, should receive from her any other Ideas than
those of sensible Objects. For its Soul being strictly united to God, whilst in a State of Innocency,
would have receiv'd immediately from him all the Ideas which respect not the Body: But where-
as in time we may affix the most abstract Ideas to things sensible, which have no relation to them,
this Commerce between the Mother and her Child, would, very likely, have quickly extended to
things of a more Spiritual Order, if they strove to correspond about such sort of Matters.

I am sensible, that what I now say will not seem reasonable to very many; and that even tho' we
who reflect their Prejudices, and labour against the continued Tide of sensible Impressions, will ad-
mire at the Novelty of this Notion. But if we seriously reflect on the way that a Matter takes to
instruct his Disciples, and observe what different means he is oblig'd to make use of, to manife-
st his own Ideas of things to them; the Comparisons he makes, and the Judgments he passes
about these Ideas, and the other Dispositions of his Mind, in reference to his Scholars; we shall fee
it will be a much harder Task for him to discover his Thoughts and inward Dispositions of Mind
to them, than for a Mother to do it to her Infants; provided we only suppose, that the Traces of the
Mother's Brain are imprinted on the Child's, which is evident from all that I have said before.
For, in fine, it is manifest, that the Voice, and all exterior Signs that we employ to express our
Thoughts to others, obtain the desir'd Effect, only because they imprint on the Brain of our Hear-
ers, the same Traces, and raise the same Emotions of the Spirits, as accompany our Ideas, and our
inward Disposition, on their respect.

OBJECTION against the Seventeenth and following Articles.

'Tis a rash Assertion to say, Children in Baptism are justify'd by actual Motions of their Will to-
wards God. We must not give vent to such New Opinions; which do no good, but only make a
noise.

ANSWER.

I grant, that we ought not positively to affirm, That Children are justify'd by formal Acts of
their Will: I believe it impossible to know any thing of it; and that we are not positively to
assert any thing but what we know. But because there are but too many, who are apt to believe,
That justification of Children is only external, and by Impression, by reason, say they, they are
incapable of performing any Act of Love towards God; I think it fit to let them know, that they
are brought by Prejudice to that Opinion. For the Prejudices of Men, in respect of Children, are
such, as make them commonly fancy they have no Thought in their Mother's Womb, and in the
beginning of their Age, and even that they are absolutely incapable of thinking. They believe
that they have not so much as the Ideas of things; that it is their Masters that furnish them with
Discourse; and that if they have any Inclinations, they are of another Nature from ours, and in-
competent to carry them to the Sovereign Good. The greatest part of Men can't distinctly con-
ceive, That Children Souls are like those of grown up Persons; And that they don't come to
Strength and Perfection by degrees, like the Body; And that if they were deliver'd one moment
from the Impression the Body made upon them, and mov'd by the Delegation of Grace, they
would in that moment be more pure and enlighten'd than the Souls of the greatest Saints; who
feel always working in their Mind and Heart the Leaven of Concupiscence.

Concupiscence is commonly look'd upon as Natural, and is not always consider'd as a consequence of
Sin: and this makes Men conclude unwares, that the Stupidity of Children is a necessary conse-
quence of their Infirmity of Body, Tenderness of Age, and also incapacity of Mind. Which
Conclusion or Prejudice is constantly represented to the Mind, and propound'd it in such a manner,
as hidders it from examining the thing in its own Nature. Therefore those who have treat'd of
the Effect of Baptism, in the Ages past, haveomit'th e explaining the regeneration of Infants by
the actual Motions of their Heart: Not that they were induc'd by strong Reasons to judge it impos-
sible; for their Works do not shew they have ever so much as examin'd it; but (as is usual) beca-
use they have suppose'd it so; and that it has hardly entred their Heads to doubt of it: or possi-
bly, because they would give an Explication so repugnant to Prejudices, at a Time when no
such Attempts were made, to get rid of them, as now-a-days there are.

But if it be consider'd how necessary it is to give a clother Explication than that, for Infancy,
  K  k
which St. Austin gives in several places, which looks towards Impatation; though in others he speaks in a way that does not countenance it: If it be consider'd that Impatation is very commodious, and likely for that Reason embrac'd by some Ancient and {Orthodox Divines}; and moreover absolutely necessary for those, who, without any convincing Proof, deny Spiritual Habits; whom it may be good to satisfy, if possible. Lastly, if respect be had to natural Equity, which forbids us to condemn the secret Purposes and Intentions; after all this, I say, what I offer may possibly appear improbable: But yet I can't see why it should be taken ill, that I endeavour to content even the most querulous Minds touching their Difficulties about Original Sin.

& alibi. | Innocent. III. in Decret. 3. de Baptismo & ejus Effetti. Et in Concil. Veneens general. 15. lib Clement V.

THE ILLUSTRATION UPON THE
Third CHAPTER of the Third PART of the Second BOOK.

Wherein I speak of the power of Imagination of some Authors, and particularly of Tertullian.

As I am well satisfy'd that the most general and fruitful Principle of Errors in the Sciences, and especially in Morals, is the Impression made by lively Imaginations on the Mind of Men, who are manag'd more by Mechanism than by Reason; so I thought it lay upon me to fet this truth to open view, by all the ways that might awaken them from their slumber on its account: And because Examples strike deepest, especially when the Inflance is somewhat great, and uncommon; I thought that the celebrated Names of Tertullian, Seneca, and Montague, were the most proper to raffe their Attention, and give them a sensible conviction of the contagious Empire of the Imagination over Reason. For if Words, all-dead, and unanimated by the look and sensible behaviour of these famous Authors, have still more Force than the Reason of a great many others; if the Turn of Expression, that gives but a faint Idea of the sensible action, which the Imagination lively diffuses over the Face, and the rest of the Body of those who are pierc'd with what they say; is able to Agitate, Penetrate, and Convince a great many; certainly it must be granted that nothing is more dangerous, than arespectful Attention to Men of a strong and lively Imagination. For their Air and Way is a natural Language, so powerful and convincing; and they know how to Image things so pcellote to the Life, that they seldom fail of raffing the Senses and Passions against Reason, and pouring, as I may say, Conviction and Certitude into their Spectators.

I easily forefaw, in alledging these great Examples, that it was impracticable to cure those who were amaz'd, and thunder-struck with the reading of these three fam'd Authors: For a little knowledge of the nature of Man will suffice to teach us, that the wounds of the Brain are harder to be heal'd than those of the other parts of the Body, and that it's easier to clofe up a fore not expos'd to fresh influf from without, than to make a perfect cure of an inveterate Prejudice that jullifies it self each minute by very-probable-Reasons. 'Tis extremely difficult to clofe up exactly the Traces of the Brain, because expos'd to the courfe of the Spirits, and liable to be constantly renew'd by infinite other Traces which may be call'd necessary. These forts of Wounds cannot ordinarily be cur'd, or made up, till the Brain receives others more deep, which oppofing them caufe a violent and continual Revulfiton in the Spirits. For we ought not to reckon a Prejudice quite cur'd, when we fancy it is, because we are not actually affected with it: then only the cure is perfected when the Trace is quite fhit up; and not when the Spirits defit from their wanted courfe for some particular Reason.

I knew then well enough that such as had been proflrated, and over-whelm'd by the Force and Motions of Tertullian, ravish'd and daiz'd by the lovetels and beauties of Seneca, charm'd and corrupted by the gentle, eafe and natural Turns of Montague, would not change their Opinion by reading a few Pages of my Book. I judge'd on the contrary I should incur their difpleafure, by try ing to difolve the inchantment which so hold them.

But as I hop'd thofe Examples would be useful to my design for the fore-mention'd Reasons: I thought I was too much regardful of the Profit of many who were Free from Prejeffion, than of the Spleen of some particulars, that I concluded would cenfure the liberty I had taken: I consider'd there were few fo strongly prevented with eftem for thofe Authors, but it was hop'd might return to found fence again. I concluded laffily, that there being hardly one, it may be, prejeffed with all Three together, because of the diverse Characters of their Imagination; the most Opinionated might find I was in the right in a good many things.
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I know what Respect I ought to have for the Works of Tertullian, as well on account of the Subjects that he treats of, as of the Approbation they have received from several Persons, who ought to be able to judge of them. And I have sufficiently manifested that Temper of Mind, by what I have said of him, and by the Quality of the Book de Pulpit, of which alone I have spoke with so much freedom, though there were others, it may be, fitter for my purpose.

But after all I don’t own that Time ought to change and amplify the Ideas of things; that all Antiquities are venerable; and that illegitimate Reasons, and extravagant ways are worthy of Respect, because they were a long time in the World before us. I can’t think that affected Obscurities ought to be venerated like Sacred Mysteries: Sallies of Imagination to go for shining Lights of Knowledge; and African Hints, which work in a Mind naturally full of Fire, to be look’d on as Motions of a Prophetic Spirit, which can divulse nothing but sublime Truths.

I am certain, that even those who defer most to Tertullian’s Works, will agree with me in all this, and that they are too equitable, to justify the Diforders of Imagination against Reason. But it may be they are aakin to thofe Judicious Persons, who, though they infinitely love Truth, yet are not infensible to outside Manners. For I have oftentimes observed one or two of them so enchanted with certain strong, lively, great, and pompous Expressions of Tertullian, that having prov’d to them that Author was none of the most Judicious and Reasonable, they would think enough to convince and surprize me, only to repeat them.

I own that Tertullian has Expressions extremely strong and bold, which produce most lively and animated Images in the Mind; and upon that Score I judge bring him for an Example, of the Power which strong Imaginations have to move, and convince by Imagination. Thus thofe who urge to me thefe ObjeAions, confirm my Opinion by opposing it. Their Prepositions and Effem for Tertullian justifies my Conduct: the frequent Citations, and the big Words, which they allege, prove what I say. For they use not in Discourses to produce entire Reasons; but often quote strong and lively Expressions, in order to dazzle, perturbate, and convince by the sensible Imagination.

There is no Reason, I think, to imagine, that I set up for a Confessor of so many great Men, who cite Tertullian copiously in the Pulpit, and elsewhere; They have their Reasons for it: into which I neither do, nor ought to enquire. What I have said of that Author is methinks evident enough: Let every one judge his Consequences according to his Knowledge, without attributing those Thoughts to me, which I never had. Thofe who pretend to dive into the Designs of others frame commonly such Phantafms as beemle themselves: it being customary with Men, to taint, and infect others with the Venom of their own Passions. We are apt to measure all things by our selves, and they would do well to consider, who condemn me, whether they do not judge themselves un-a-wares, in doing it. But if they would have me declare my self upon the Citations of Tertullian, I grant a Man has right to use of them for several Reasons; and likewise that they are sometimes most usefully employ’d, to make some practical Truths more sensible, which are barren and unfruitful, as long as they lie dormant in our inward Reasons, and raise in us no contrary Motions to those which the Goods of the Body excite in us.

Nevertheless I can’t think thofe Mens Opinions very unreasonable, who believe we are not to cite Authors by Name, save when they are infallible; and that, except in things out of Reasons Prerogative, and which Authority ought to take place, no Quotations are to be made. This formerly was the Custom of the Fathers: St. Cyprian never cited Tertullian though he has taken a great deal from him; and if it be true what St. Jerome reports of that Holy Bishop, by hear-fay, viz. That talking of Tertullian he call’d him his Master; either his Name must not have been so Authoritative, nor his Expression so forcible as they are at present upon Mens minds; or else St. Cyprian was wonderfully rigorous in the Observeance of that Custom of his Time: it being very strange such a Doctor should never have mention’d his Master in any of his Works.

St. Jerome’s History is commonly urg’d in Defence of Tertullian; and I have been sometimes told, I was too blame to speak so as I did, of a Man, whom St. Cyprian call’d his Master. But I question whether St. Jerome would not have been too eager of belief, in what made for the Honour of Tertullian. To me he seems to have had somewhat too great an Inclination for him, since he in some measure excuses his Fall by retorting his Heresies on the Envy of the Romish Clergy, and the evil Usage he receiv’d from them. But if that Story, which is founded only on what St. Jerome heard one Person say, be true; I must confess, I know not what to make of that Silence observ’d by St. Cyprian in his Writings, with reference to Tertullian. That Silence of a Scholar may be supposed to conceal some Mystery not advantageous to the Master; and if that History, as well as Tertullian’s own Works, did not give us sufficiently to understand, that he was not altogether worthy of the great Esteem that is paid him by very many; yet I question whether St. Cyprian’s Conduct, his Silence, his Stile, his Ways, would not be sufficient to leaven it; and to make us think, that, probably, that Author’s Reputation was not so well established in Africa as it fell, which ought to have been more favourable to him than a Climate so temperate as ours.

In a Catalogue of Wits: the Genius of the former, being natural, rational, and irreconcileable to all over-strain’d Manners, it is strange to find among them addicted to an Author, who never studied nor follow’d Nature: and who instead of confulting his Reason, suffers himself to be transported by his ungovern’d heats into altogether obfcurc, monstrons, and extravagant Expressions.

But
But this probably is owing to the mighty Force of Imagination which difarms Reason, and even changes Nature. And indeed a Man in the Fury of Passion perturbates, and even changes the natural situation of our Imagination to adapt it to his own. And then there is no Motion but what seems Natural, no Expression but's Agreeable, no Nonsense but's convincing. For we stand to examine nothing seriously. Now as the Passions vindicate themselves, and irregular imaginations take delight only in their Irregularity, "tis impossible to judge soberly of things, as long as the Brain preserves the violent Impression it has receiv'd. There is no Man in the Transport of Passion but is perpetually solicited to justify it; nor any disturb'd in Brain, but is plead'd in the disturbance. For if those who fancy themselves Cocks, Wolves, Oxen, please themselves wonderfully in imitating the actions that are customary with these Creatures, though quite contrary to the nature of Man: it may easily be judg'd that we shall be far from condemning the Behaviour of those, who by the Contagion of their Imagination have made us in a manner like them. For in condemning them we are conscious we condemn our selves.

There's a very particular Reason why some of the Lear'd should glory in expounding Tertullian, and expressing so extraordinary an esteem for him. Which is that affected obscurity, which serves as one of the principal Rules of his Rhetoric.

In these days all empty and fudiefs Expressions, and all obscure and perplex'd ways of speaking, go under the name of nonsense. But there have been found such as have look'd upon Obscurity, as one of the greatest mysteries in Eloquence, with whom the Art of perverting confidert partlcularly in being unintelligible.

If publick Haranguers had always the clear and distinct Ideas of the Truths they went about to perfwade, and spok'd only to persons that were capable of a competent Attention to understand them, the precept of affecting obscurity in discourse, would be the most extravagant in the World. But though this precept absolutely contradicts all Reason, yet it may be said to be proportionate and fit for the Genius of most Men: not only because a Mysterious Obscurity conceals the Ignorance of the Speaker, but also for its raising such a fene in others as disposes them to yield, and be convinc'd.

Experience manifests, that most Men esteem what they do not comprehend; that they reverence, like Mysteries, whatever is above their reach, and think an Orator has a wonderful Talent, when he dazles them, by the glitterings of discourse, and by a Language of Imagination, when Reason has nothing to do.

The Inclination Men have for Grandeur exceeds that which they have for Truth: wherefore Pompous Nonsense which perfwades by the Impression, is better receiv'd than pure Argumentation which perfwades by force of Evidence: since Evidence makes way only by Reflections, which always coft the Maker trouble: but sensible Conviction flows into the Soul, and penetrates it in a most agreeable manner.

The Good which alone is capable of satisfying our desires, is at once Infinite, and Inaccessible, and great and obscure Expressions have something of this Character. So that Obscurity raising our Desires, whilst Greatness provokes our Admiration, and Esteem; these Expressions win us by the Motions they produce in us.

When we understand, or think we understand a difficult and obscure Author, we value our selves above others that do not; and sometimes look upon them, as Ignorant. The Pains we have taken to master him, interests us in his Defence. For by venerating this Author, and procuring the Veneration of others, we justify our own studies; and as we find pleasure in justifying our selves, so we must not fail to praise and defend him with Earnestness and Zeal, and by lively and sensible ways.

These Resons, and some others of lefs force are sufficient, I think, to let us know, that the obscurity of Tertullian is no disadvantage to him in the Opinion of some Perfons; and that likely they would have lefs admir'd him, if the Truths which are scatter'd over his Works were reduc'd to their more simple and clear Ideas.

Mathematical Truths and Relations are always Sum'd up in their Exponents, that is, in the most simple terms that express them; and are difengag'd from all perplexing and obsering Dependencies. For Geometrians love naked Truth; and desire not to convince by Impression, but by Light and Evidence. But what would become of most of Tertullian's Thoughts, were they reduc'd to their Exponents by the Rules of Logical Geometrians, and should we fee themStrip'd of all that sensible Pom which dazles Reason. Yet if we would judge solidly of this Author's Reasonings, we ought to make the Experiment. However I do not pretend that Tertullian ought to have written with Geometrical Plainness. Figures which express our sentiments and motions, with respect to the Truths we expose to others, are absolutely necessary; and I think that more especially in discourse of Religion and Morality, we ought to Employ those Ornaments which procure all the reverence that is due to Truth, and those Motions which animate the Soul, and induce her to virtuous Actions. But we are not to dress up and adorn a Phaeton without substance and reality; nor excite Motions when there's no occasion; and if we will vigorously impress on our Hearsers Conviction, and Certitude, 'tis necessary that the Conviction should relate to something true and solid. We must neither convince, nor be convinced without knowing evidently, distinctly, precisely, why we do the one, or suffer the other. We ought to know both what we say, and what we think; and only to Love Truth, and Knowledge, without putting out the Eyes of others, after we have made blind our selves.
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The Illustration

Upon the Nature of Ideas.

Wherein I explain how we see all things in God, both Truths and Laws Eternal.

I hoped that what I had laid upon the nature of Ideas, was sufficient to have shown that God only enlightens our understanding. But I have found by Experience, that there are Persons incapable of a competent Attention to perceive the Reasons I have given of this Principle. Absurdly, reassons are incomprehensible to the greatest part of Men, but that which is sensible awakens them, and fixes and keeps open the Eye of their Mind. They cannot consider, nor, consequently, comprehend what comes not under the Senfes, nor Imagination. Which thing I have often said, nor can I too often repeat.

'Tis plain that Bodies are not visible of themselves; that they cannot act upon our mind, nor represent themselves to it. This has no need of proof; but is discovered by a bare perception, and is not only more certain, than that Bodies communicate their motion, when they meet. But it is not certain, five with those who flence their Senfes, to listen to their Reason. Therefore all Mankind believe that Bodies impel each other, because the Senfes tell them so; but they do not believe that Bodies are of themselves absolutely invisible, and incapable of acting on the Mind, because the Senfes do not tell them this, but seem to say the contrary.

Nevertheless there are some whole reasons so steadfast and resolv'd, as to rise up to the most abstract Truths. They contemplate them with attention, and courageously refhit the Impression of their Senfes and Imagination. But the Body insensibly weighing down the Mind, they relaxe, these Ideas vanish, and whilst the Imagination rises up more sensible and lively, the former are beheld as Apparitions, that only cause miltrupt and fear of delusion.

We are easily apt to distrust those Persons, or things we are not familiar with, and which have not afforded us any sensible pleasure: For 'tis Pleasure that wins the Heart, and Familiarity that cures our Trouble and difquiet of Mind. Wherefore those who are not us'd to Metaphysical, and abstract Truths, are very prone to believe we purpose to reduce them, when we only labour to instruct them. They look with a fupicious Eye, and a kind of dread, upon ideas which have nothing charming and sensible, and the Love they bear to their own Repose and Felicity, speedily rids them of so vexations a Contemplation, which seems incapable of contenting them.

If the Question, before us, were not of the greatest Importance, the Reasons I have given, and some others not necessary to be produc'd, would oblige me to say no more of it; for I foresee that whatever I can say upon this subject will never enter the Heads of some People. But this Principle, That there is none but God who enlightens us; and that this Illumination is effected by the manifestation of an immutable, and necessary Reason, or Wisdom; seems to me so conformable to Religion, that I think my self indifferently oblig'd to Explain it, and maintain it to the utmost of my Power. I had rather be call'd a Philofoph, Entomolof, and all the fine Names that the Imagination, (which in little Soals is always Sarcastical) uses to oppose to reasons it cannot comprehend, or defend it itself against; than to grant that Bodies are capable of instructing me; that I am my own Master, Reason and Light: and that to be thoroughly informed in all things, I need only confide my felf, or other Men, who perhaps may fill my Ears with a loud noise, but certainly cannot infuse Light and Knowledge into my Mind. Here then are some farther Reasons for the Opinion I have establish'd, in the Chapter belonging to this Illustration.

No body will deny that Man is capable of knowing Truth: and the least intelligent Philosophers acknowledge that he partakes of a certain Reason, which they don't determine. And therefore they define him animal Rationis particeps. For there is no body but knows, at least confuselj, that the essential difference of Man consists in his necessary union with Universal Reason, though it be not commonly known who it is that includes this Reason, and little Care is taken to discover it. I see for Example, that two times two are four, and that A Friend is preferable to a Dog; and I am certain there is no Man in the World but feels this as well as I. Now I discover not these truths in the Mind of others, no more than others do in mine: Therefore there is necessarily an Universal Reason which enlightens me, and all intelligent Beings. For if the Reason I confide were not the same as that which answers the Chinese, 'tis evident, I could not be affur'd, as I am, that the Chinese fee the things

same
fame Truths as I see. Therefore the Reason we confult, when we retire into our selves, is an universal Reason: I say when we retire into our selves, for I speak not here of the Reason which is follow'd by a Man in a Paffion. When a Man prefers the Life of his Coach-Horse before that of his Coach-Man, he has his Reasons for it, but they are particular Reasons which every rational Man abhors. They are reasons which, in the bottom are not at all reasonable, because not conformable to Sovereign or universal Reason, which all Mankind confults.

I am certain that the Ideas of things are immutable, and that Eternal Truths and Laws are necessary. 'Tis impossible they should not be what they are. But in my self I find nothing either immutable, or necessary: 'Tis possible for me not to exift: or exift otherwise than I do. There may be Minds that are not like me: and yet I am certain there can be no mind that fees other Truths, and Laws than what I fee. For every mind necessarily sees that two times two are four: and that a Friend is to be prefer'd before a Dog. We must then conclude, That the Reason which is confulted by all minds is an immutable and necessary Reason.

Moreover, it is evident, that this fame reason is Infinite. The mind of Man clearly conceives that there either are, or may be an infinite number of intelligible Triangles, Tetragons, Pentagons, and other finch like Figures. Nor does it only conceive, that the Ideas of figures are inexhaustible, and that it might still discover new ones, though it should study only these Figures to all Eternity; but it perceives an Infinity in Extention. The mind clearly perceives that the number which multiplied by it self produces 6, or any of the numbers between 4 and 9, between 9 and 15, between 16 and 25, etc. is a Quantity, a Relation, a Fraction, whose terms contain more figures than will reach from one Pole of the World to the other. It clearly sees it is such a Relation as none but God can comprehend, and that 'tis impossible to express it exactly, because to express it we need a Fraction whose terms are Infinite. I might bring a great many such Examples, from which we might conclude, not only that the Mind of Man is finite, but that the Reason he confesses is infinite. For in brief, his Mind clearly sees infinite, in this Reason, though he does not comprehend it, since he can compare incommensurable numbers together, and know their Relations, though he cannot compare them with the unite. Or, (that we may flock only to what is feimblable,) The Reason which Man confesses is infinite, since it cannot be exhausted, and it has always something to answer to whatever we demand.

But if it be true, that the Reason whereof all Men participate be universal, and infinite; if it be true that it is immutable and necessary; it is certain, that it differs not from that of God himself: For none but the universal and infinite Being contains in himself universal and infinite Reason. All Creatures are particular Beings; wherefore Universal Reason is not created. No Creatures are infinite: Universal Reason therefore is no Creature. But the Reason we confess is not only Universal and Infinite, but also necessary and independant, and we conceive it in one sense more independant than God himself. For God cannot act by this Reason; on which he in one sense depends; and which he must needs confult and follow. But God confults only himself: He depends on nothing. This Reason therefore is not distinct from him; but is coeternal and confubstantial with him. We see clearly that God cannot punish an innocent Creature: that he cannot subject minds to Bodies, and that he's oblig'd to follow Order. We see therefor the Rule, Order and Reason of God; for what other Wildom than that of God can we see, when we fear not to affirm, that God is oblig'd to follow it?

But after all, can we conceive any Wildom which is not the Wildom of God? Does Solomon, who speaks of Wildom, distinguish it into two forts? Does he teach us that which is Coeternal with God, that by which he has establish'd the Order we see in his Works, in the fame which presides over all Minds; and which Legislatours confult to make Juft and Reasonable Laws. We need only read the Eighth Chapter of Proverbs, to be perswaded of this Truth. I know that the Holy Scripture speaks of a certain Wildom, which it names the Wildom of the Age, the Wildom of Men; but then it speaks only according to appearance, or ordinary Opinion: For we learn in other places, that that Wildom is folly, and Abomination, not only before God, but before all Men that confult Reason.

Certainly, if Eternal Laws and Truths depended on God, and were establish'd by a free will of the Creator: in a word, if the Reason we confult were not necessary and independant: it seems evident to me, that we must bid farewel to all true Science; and that we might err in affirming that the Arithmetick and Geometrical of the Chineses is the fame as ours. For indeed if it were not absolutely necessary that 4 times 4 should be 2, or the three Angles of a Triangle equal to two right ones; what proof could we have that those forts of Truth were not like those which are receiv'd, but in some Universities, and which continue but a certain Reason? Do we clearly conceive that God cannot defign to will what he will'd with a will absolutely free and indifferent? or rather do we not clearly conceive it impossible for God to have will'd certain things, for a determinate time, or place, for some particular Persons, or certain kinds of Beings? supposing him, as some will have him, intirely free and indifferent in that Will; For my own part, I cannot conceive any Necessity in Indifferency, nor reconcile two foopposite things together.

But let it be suppos'd, that it can be certainly perceiv'd, that God by a Will intirely indifferent, has establish'd for all times, and for all places, Laws and Truths Eternal; and that at present they are immutable because of that Decree. But where do they see this Decree? Has God created any Being representative of it? Will they say it is a Modification of their Soul? They see clearly that Decree, for they have learn'd that Immutability is certain'd to Eternal Truths and Laws: But where is it that they fee it? Certainly if they see it not in God, they see it at all. For that Decree
Decree can be no where but in God, nor can it be seen but where he is. The Philosophers cannot then be certain of any thing, unless they consult God, and are answer'd by him. 'Tis in vain for them to exclaim: and they must either yield or hold their Peace.

But after all, that Decree is an ungrounded Imagination. When we think on Order and Eternal Laws and Truths, we do not naturally enquire the Cause; for they have none. We do not clearly see the necessity of this Decree, nor do we think immediately upon it: On the contrary we perceive evidently by a simple view, that the nature of numbers, and intelligible Ideas is immutable, necessary, and independent. We fee clearly that it is absolutely necessary for 2 times 4 to be 8, and that the square of the Diagonal of a square is double to that square. If we doubt of the absolute necessity of these Truths, 'tis because we turn our back upon their Light, reason upon a false Principle, and search for their nature, their immutability: and independence out of themselves. Thus the Decree for the Immutability of these Truths is a fiction of the mind, which supposing it sees not what it sees in the Wisdom of God; and knowing him to be the cause of all things, thinks it fell obli'd to imagine a Decree to explain their immutability; for which we cannot choose but acknowledge to be immutable. But this Supposition is false, and we ought to beware of 't. 'Tis only in the Wisdom of God, that we see Eternal, immutable, and necessary Truths: nor can we see any where else the Order which God himself is oblig'd to follow, as I have said before: The mind is made for that Wisdom, and in one fence it can see nothing else. For if it can see the Creatures, 'tis because He whom it sees, though in a very imperfect manner, during this life, comprehends them all in the immensity of his Being, in an intelligible manner, and proportionate to the mind, as I have shown in another place.

If we had not in our selves the Idea of Infinite, and if we saw not all things by the natural union of our mind with universal, and infinite Reason, it feems evident, that we could not have liberty to think on all things: For the mind cannot desire to consider things except it has some Idea of them, and it is not in its Power to think actually on any thing but what it may desire to think on. And so we shall call Man of his Liberty of thinking on All, if we separate his mind from him who comprehends all. But we can love no thing better, if we see, if God should only give us particular Ideas, it is manifest he would so determine all the Matter of our Understanding: whereupon, it would be necessary for us to Love only particular Beings. In brief, if we had not the Idea of infinite, we could not love it: and if those who positively affirm they have no Idea of God, speak as they think, I scruple not to affirm they have never lov'd God, for nothing seems fuitable to me, than that nothing can be the Object of our Love, which is not of our conception.

Lastly, If Order, and Eternal Laws were not immutable, by the necessity of their nature, the clearest and strongest proofs of Religion would, I question not, be destroy'd in their Principle, as well as Liberty, and the most certain Sciences. For it is evident, that the Christian Religion which proposc's JESUS CHRIST as a Mediator, and Reformer, proposc's the Corruption of nature, by original Sin. But what proof can we have of this Corruption? The fieh wars, you will say, against the Spirit, has brought it into subjection, and tyrannizes over it. This I grant. But this, says a Libertine, is no Disorder. This is as it pleas'd God; who ordain'd it to; who is the Master of his own decrees; and who constitutes what Order he thinks fit amongst his Creatures. How fhall it be prov'd that 'tis a Disorder for Minds to be subjec'd to Bodies, unless we have a clear Idea of Order, and necessity, and know, that God himself is oblig'd to follow it, by a necessary Love which he bears to himself? But farther, supposing that Order depends on a free Decree of God, we must still have recourse to him to be inform'd of it: God must nevertheless be confulted, notwithstanding the averion which some of the Learned have, to apply to him; and this truth must still be granted, that we have need of God to be instructed. But that suppos'd free Decree which is the cause of Order, is a mere fiction of mind for the Reasons I have given.

If it be not a necessary Order that Man should be made for his Author, and that his will should be conformable to Order, or to the effential and necessary will of God: If it be not true that Actions are good or ill, because agreeable or repugnant to an immutable and necessary Order, and that this same order requires that the Good should be rewarded, and the Evil punish'd: Last of all, if all Men have not naturally a clear Idea of Order, even of such an one as God himself cannot will the contrary to what it prescribes, (since God cannot will Disorder) certainly I can see nothing but Universal Confusion. For what is the Good, but that which is in the most infallible and unướt actions of the Heavens, to whom God has given no Laws? What will be the reason that will dare to judge them, if there be no supream reason that condemns them?

There is a Poet who says, 'tis impossible to distinguish Justice from Injustice; and a Philosopher that will have it an infirmity, to blush or be ashamed for infamous actions. These and the like Paradoxes are often affected in the heat of Imagination, and in the transport of the Passions. But how can we condemn these Opinions, if there be not an Universal and Neceflary Order, Rule, or Reason, which is also prent to those who can retire into themselves? We fear not on several occasions to judge others, and also our selves: but by what Authority should we do it, if the inward Reason that judges, when we seem to pronounce Sentence against others and our selves, be not supream, and common to all men?

But if this Reason were not prent to those who retreat into their own Breast; and if the Heavens too, had not naturally some order with the order we speak of; upon the score of what Sin or Disobedience could they be reckon'd culpable, and by what Justice could God punish them? This I say, upon a Prophet's teaching me that God is willing to 'make Men the Arbitres between 0 Inhabitants of Jerusalem, judge between me and my Vineyard. Isa. 5. 3 him

Nec natura pataf ftafo jfervcom iugum. Luc. 29. 51
Laetita, Dignarum.
him and his People, provided they determine by the immutable, and necessary order of Justice.

Nero kill'd his Mother, it is true: But in what has he done amiss? He follow'd the natural Motion of his Hatred: God gave him no Precept to the contrary: the Laws of the Jews were not made for him. You'll say perhaps that such actions are restrain'd by the Natural Law, and that was known to him: But what proof can you have of it? For my own part I agree to it; because indeed this is an irreducible Proof for an Immortal, and Necessary Order; and for the Knowledge which every Mind has of it, and that so much more clear, as it is more united to Universal Reason, and less sensible to the imposition of the Saints and Pagans; in a word, as it is more reasonable. But 'tis requisite that I explain as clearly as possibly I can, the sense I have about Natural, or Divine Order and Law. For the difficulty that is found to embrace my Opinion, proceeds, it may be, from the want of a distinct conception of my meaning.

'Tis certain that God comprehends in himself, after an intelligible manner, the Perfections of all the Beings he has created, or can create; and that by these intelligible Perfections, he knows the Essence of all things, as by his own Will he knows their Excellence. Which perfections are likewife the immediate Object of the Mind of Man, for the Reasons I have given. Therefore the intelligible Ideas, or the Perfections which are in God, which represent to us what is external to him, are absolutely necessary and immutable. But Truths are nothing but relations of Equality, or Inequality, that are found between these Intelligible Beings, since it is only true that 2 times 2 are 4, or that 2 times 2 are not 5, because there is a Relation of Equality between 2 times 2 and 4, and of Inequality between 2 times 2 and 5. Therefore Truths are as immutable, and necessary as Ideas. It has ever been a truth, that 2 times 2 are 4, and 'tis impossible it should ever be false: which is visible, without any Necessity, that God, as suprême Legislator, should have established these Truths, for he has done it, says M. de Cantes, in the History of his Laws.

We easily comprehend then what is Truth, but Men find some difficulty to conceive what is this immutable, and necessary Order: what is this Natural, and Divine Law which God necessarily wills, and which the Righteous likewise will. For a Man's Righteousness consists in his Loving Order, and in his conforming his Will in all things to it: as that which makes a Citizen in his disking Order in some things, and willing that it should conform to his Desires. Yet methinks these things are not so mysterious, as is imagined; and I am persuaded all the difficulty that is found in them proceeds from the trouble the mind is at to aspire to abstract, and Metaphysical Thoughts. Here then is in part what are my Thoughts of Order.

'Tis evident that the perfections which are in God representative of created, or possible Beings, are not all Equal: That those for Example which reprezent Bodies, are less noble, than others that represent Spirits; and that even in those which represent only Bodies, or Spirits, there are degrees of perfection, greater and lesser ad infinitum. This is clearly, and easily conceived, though it is hard to reconcile the simplicity of the Divine Essence, with that variety of Intelligible Ideas, included in his Wisdom. For 'tis evident, that if all the Ideas of God were equal, he could fee no difference between his Works; since he cannot fee his Creatures, pace in that which is in himself, representing them: And if the Idea of a Watch which shows the Hour, with all the different Motions of the Planets, were no perfecter than that of another, which only points to the hour, or than that of a Circle and a Square, a Watch would be no perfecter than a Circle. For we can judge of the Perfection of Works, only by the Perfection of the Ideas we have of them: and if there was no more understanding, or sign of Wisdom, in a Watch, than a Circle, it would be as easy to conceive the most complicated Machines, as a Square, or a Circle.

If then it be true, that God is the Universal Being, who includes in Himself all Beings, in an intelligible manner, and that all those intelligible Beings which have in God a necessary Existence, are not equally perfect; 'tis evident, there will be between them an Immutable and Necessary Order, and that as there are Eternal and necessary Truths, because there are Relations of Magnitude between intelligible Beings, there must likewise be an immuttable and necessary Order, by reason of the Relations of Perfection, that are between those Beings. 'Tis therefore an Immutable Order, that Spirits should be nobler than Bodies, as it is a necessary Truth, that 2 times 2 should be 4, or that 2 times 2 should not be 5.

But hitherto immutable Order seems rather a Speculative Truth, than a necessary Law; For if Order be consider'd but as we have just now done: we see, for Example, that it is True, that Minds are more noble than Bodies: but we do not see that this Truth is at the same time an Order, which has the force of a Law, and that there is an Obligation of preferring Minds before Bodies. It must then be consider'd, that God loves himself, by a necessary Love; and therefore has a greater degree of love for that which in him represents, or includes a greater degree of perfection, than for that which includes a less. So that if we will suppose an Intelligent Body to be a thousand times perfecter, than an Intelligent Body, the love wherewith God loves Himself, must necessarily be a thousand times greater for the former, than for the latter. For the Love of God is necessarily proportion'd to the Order which is between the intelligible Beings, that he includes. Infomuch that the Order which is purporting of his Own self, must be less perfect, than his Order respecting the Beings, as certain, that God loves himself Necessarily. And God cannot love Intelligible Bodies, more than Intelligible Minds, though he may love created Bodies better than created Minds, as I shall shew by and by.

Now that immutable Order, which has the force of a Law in regard of God Almighty, has visibly the force of a Law in reference to us. For this Order we know, and our natural love comports with it, when we retire into our selves, and our Saints and Pagans leave us to our Liberty. In a word,
...when our Self-love does not corrupt our Natural. Being we are made for God, and that 'tis impossible for us to be quite separate from him, we discern in him this Order, and we are naturally invited to love. For 'tis His Light which enlightens us, and his Love which animates us, though our Senses and Passions obscure this Light, and determine against Order, the Impression we receive to love according to it. But in spite of Conspicuousness which conceals this Order, and hides us from following it, it is still an essential, and indispensible Law to us; and not only to us, but to all created Intelligences, and even to the Damned. For I do not believe they are utterly estranged from God, as not to have a faint Idea of Order; as not to find tis some beauty in it; and even to be ready to conform to it in some particular Inclinations, which are not prejudicial to Self-Love. Corruption of Heart conflicts in Opposition to Order. Therefore Malice or Corruption of Will, being not equal, even among the Damned, it is plain, they are not all equally opposite to Order, and that they do not hate it in all cases, unles in consequence of their Hatred to God. For as no one can hate Good consider'd barely as such, so no one can hate Order, but when it seems to thwart his Inclinations. But wherefrom our Inclination from that of the Natural neither retains the force of a Law, which Condemns, and also punishes us, by a Worn that never dies. Now then we see what Order is, and how it has the Strength of a Law, by that necessary Love which God has for himself. We conceive how this Law comes to be general for all Minds, God excepted, and why it is necessary, and absolutely indispensible. Lastly, we conceive, or we may easily conceive in general, that it is the Principle of all Divine and Human Laws, and that 'tis according to this Law that all Intelligences are judged, and all Creatures disposed in the respective rank that belongs to them.

I acknowledge it is not facile to explain all this in particular, and I venture not to undertake it. For should I go to shew the Connexion particular Laws have with the general, and account for the agreement which certain manners of acting have to Order, I should be forc'd to engage in Difficulties, that it may be I could not resolve, and which would lead me out of sight of my subject.

Nethertheless if it be consider'd that God neither has, nor can have any other Law, than his own Wisdom, and the necessary Love he has for it, we shall easily judge, that all Divine Laws must depend on it. And if it be observ'd that he has made the World with reference only to that Wisdom, and Love, since he acts only for Himself; we shall not doubt but all natural Laws must tend to the Preservation, and Perfection of this World, according to indispensible Order, and by their dependence on necessary Love. For the Wisdom and Will of God regulates all things.

There is no need I should explain at present, this Principle more at large: what I have already said being sufficient to infer this Consequence, That in the first institution of Nature it was Impossilible for Minds to be subjected to Bodies. For since God cannot act without Knowledge and against his Will, he has made the World by his Wisdom, and by the motion of his Love: He has made all things by his Son, and in his Holy Spirit, as we are taught in Scripture. Now in the Wisdom of God, Minds are perfecter than Bodies, and by the necessary Love God has for himself, he prefers what is more perfect to what is less so. Therefore it is not possible that Minds should be subject to Bodies in the first institution of Nature. Otherwise it must be said, that God in creating the World, has not follow'd the Rules of his Eternal Wisdom, nor the Motions of his natural and necessary Love: which not only is inconceivable, but involves a manifest Contradiction.

True it is that at present the created Mind is debauch'd below a material and sensible Body, but that's because Order considered as a necessary Law, will have it so. 'Tis because God loving himself by a necessary Love, which is always his Inviolable Law, cannot love Spirits that are repugnant to him, nor consequently prefer them to Bodies, in which there is nothing evil, nor in the hatred of God. For God loves not Sinners in themselves. Nor would they subsist in the Universe but through JESUS CHRIST. God neither preserves them, nor loves them, but that they may cease to be Sinners, through the Grace of CHRIST JESUS: or that, if they remain eternally Sinners, they may be eternally condemned, by immutable and necessary Order, and by the Judgment of our LORD, by virtue of whom they subsist for the Glory of the Divine Justice: for without Him they would be annihilated. This I say by the way, to clear some difficulties that might remain touching what I said elsewhere about Original Sin, or the general Corruption of Nature.

'Tis, if I mistake not, a very useful reflection to consider that the Mind has but two ways of knowing Objects. By Light and by Sensation. It feels them by Light, when it has a clear Idea of them, and when by conflicting that Idea it can discover all the properties whereof they are capable. It feels things by Sensation, when it finds not in it felt their clear Idea to consult it; and so cannot clearly discover their properties; but only know them by a confused Sensation without Light and Evidence. 'Tis by Light and a clear Idea the mind fees the Essences of things, Numbers and Extension: 'Tis by a confused Idea, or Sensation, that it judges of the Existence of Creatures, and knows its own.

What the Mind perceives by Light, or by a clear Idea, it perceives in a most perfect manner: moreover, it fees clearly that all the Obfuscity, or Imperfection of its Knowledge proceeds from its own Weakness and Limitation, or from want of Application, and not from the Imperfection of the Idea it perceives. But what the mind perceives by Sensation is never clearly known: not for want of any Application on part of the Mind, (for we always are very applicable to what we feel,) but by the defectiveness of the Idea, which is extremely obscure and confused.

Hence we may conclude that it is in God, or in an immutable and eternal, that we see all that we know by Light, or a clear Idea; not only because we discover by Light, only numbers Extension, and the Essences of Beings, which depend not on a free Act of God, as I have already said; but also because
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because we know these things in a very perfect manner, and we should even know them in an infinitely perfect manner, if our thinking Capacity were infinite, since nothing is wanting to the Idea that represents them. We ought likewise to conclude, that we fee in our selves whatever we know by Sensation. However, this is not, as if we could produce in our selves any new modification, or that the sensations, or modifications of our Soul could represent the Objects, on occasion whereof God excites them in us: but only that our Sensations which are not distinguished from our selves, and consequently cannot represent any thing distinct from us, may nevertheless represent the existence of Beings, or cause us to judge that they exist. For God raising Sensations in us upon the presence of Objects, by an action that has nothing sensible, we fancy we receive from the Object not only the Idea which represents its essence, but also the Sensation which makes us judge of its existence: For there is always a pure Idea, and a confused Sensation in the Knowledge we have of things as actually existing, if we except that of God, and of our own Soul. I except the Existence of God. For this we know by a pure Idea, and without Sensation, since it depends not on any cause, and is included in the Idea of a necessary Being, as the Equality of Diameters is included in the Idea of a Circle. And I except the Existence of our Soul; because we are inwardly conscious that we Think, Will, and Feel: and have no clear Idea of our Soul, as I have sufficiently explained in the seventh Chapter of the second Part of the third Book, and elsewhere.

These are some of the Reasons which we have to add to those already given, to prove that all our Light is deriv'd to us from God, and that the immediate, and direct Object of our clear and evident notices is an immutable, and necessary Nature; Some Objections are usually made against this Opinion; which I shall now endeavour to solve.

Against what has been said, that none but God enlightens us, and that we see all things in him.

Objection I.

Our Soul thinks because it is her Nature. God in creating her gave her the faculty of thinking: and the needs nothing more. But if any thing else is wanting, let us stick to what experience teaches us of our senses, which is, that they are the manifest causes of our Ideas. 'Tis an ill way of Philosophizing to argue against Experience.

Answer.

I cannot but admire that the Carteian Gentlemen, who wish so much reason reject and scorn the general Terms of Nature and faculty should so willingly employ them on this occasion. They cry out against a Man that shall lay the Fire burns by its nature, and converts certain Bodies into Glafs by a natural faculty: And yet some of them fear not to say that the Humane Mind produces the Ideas of all things in it self by its nature, and because it has a thinking faculty. But be it spoken without offence, these words are no more significative in their Mouths than in the Peripatetics.

I know very well that the Soul is capable of thinking. But I know likewise that extension is capable of Figures: The Soul is capable of Will as matter is of Motion. But as it is false that matter though capable of figure, and motion, has in it self a force, faculty, or nature by which it can move it self, and give it self a round figure, and anon a square one: so though the Soul be naturally, and essentially capable of Knowledge, and Will, it is false that he has Faculties whereby he can produce in her Ideas, or motion towards good. There is a great difference between being Moveable, and self moving. Matter is by its nature moveable, and capable of Figures; nor can it subsist without a figure. But it neither moves it self, nor shapes it self, nor has it any faculty to do it. The Mind is of its nature capable of motion, and Ideas I acknowledge. But it either moves, nor enlightens it self. But 'tis God that does all in Minds, as well as in Bodies.

Can we say that God effects the changes that happen in matter, and that he causers not those which occur in the Mind? Is this to give to God the things that are his, to leave these latter fort of Beings to their own management? Is he not equally Lord of all things? Is he not the Creator, Preceptor, and true mover of Minds as well as Bodies? Certainly he makes all, both Substances, Accidents, Beings, and Modes of Being. For in short, he knows all: But he knows nothing but what he does. We therefore strengthen him in his Knowledge, if we limit him in his Action.

But if it must be said that Creatures have such faculties as are commonly conceived, and that natural Bodies have a Nature which is the Principle of their Motion and Rest, as says Arisotole and his Followers: This indeed overthrows all my Ideas; but yet I will rather agree to it, than say the Mind enlightens it self. Men may say that the Soul has the force of moving diversely the Limbs of her Body, and communicating to them Sens' and Life: They may say, if they please, that it is the that gives heat to the Blood, motion to the Spirits! and to the requis of her Body, its Bulk, Situation and Figure: Only let them not say that the Mind gives Light and Motion to it self. If God works not all, let us allow him at least to do what is Noblest and Perfectest in the World. And if Creatures do any thing, let them move Bodies, and range and pursue them as they think fit: But let them never act upon Minds.

We will say (if that will serve) that Bodies move each other, after they have been mov'd themselves.
selves; or rather will sit down ignorant of the different Dispositions of matter as not concerning us: But let not our Minds be ignorant; for the Light that enlightens them: Let them know from what hand they receive all that can make them more happy, or more perfect, let them acknowledge their dependence in its whole extent, and know, that whatever they actually have, God gives them every moment; for as says a great Father upon another Subject, *Tis a very criminal Pride to refuse the gifts of God, as our own innate Perfections. Above all let us take heed of imagining that the Soul inflicts Reason, that the Body enlightens the Mind, that the Soul receive of the Body what it wants it self. We had better believe our selves independent, than to believe we truly depend on Bodies. *Tis much better to be our own Masters, than to seek for Maf ters among inferior Creatures. But we had much better submit our selves to Eternal Truth, which affires us in the Gospel, that none else is our Instructor, than to believe the Testimony of our Senfes, or of some Men, who presume to talk to us as our Teachers. Experience (whatever may be said,) does not confentaneous prejudices. For our Senfes, no less than our Teachers after the Fleth, are only occasional causes of the Infraction which Eternal Wisdom infuses into our most inward Reason. But because this Wisdom enlightens us by an infensible Operation, we imagine it is our Eyes, or the words of thofe that verberate the Air against our Ears, who produce this Light, or pronounce that infensible Voice which inftructs us. And for this Reafon, as I have faid in another place, our Lord thought it not enough to inftruct us in an infensible manner by his Divinity; unlefs he confecrated alfo to inform us in a fafible way, by his Humanity, thereby teaching us that he is every way our Master. And becaufe we cannot early retire into our selves, to commit him, in Quality of eternal Truth, immutable Order, infensible Light, he has rendered Truth fafible by his Words, Order Amiable by his Exampfe, Light Visible by a Body which breaks the force of its Lumin. and after all we are still fo uncautious, unjust, ftupid and infensible, as to reftire as our Masters, and that against his express prohibition, not only other Men, but it may be the most infensible and vileft Bodies.

**OBJECTION II.**

Since the Soul is more perfect than Bodies, how comes it that she cannot include in her that which represents them? Why may not the Idea of extenfion be one of her Modifications? *Tis true there is none but God who acts in her, and modifies her? But why must she fee Bodies in God? if she can see them in her own Subftance, she is not material, it's confed. But God, though a pure Spirit, fees Bodies in himself; why then may not the Soul though Spiritual fee Bodies by confidering herself?

**ANSWER.**

Do not we fee that there is this difference between God and the Humane Soul, that God is Being without refcription, Universal, Infinite Being, and the Soul is a fott or particular Being? *[Tis a property of infinite to be at the fame time one, and yet all things; composed as we may fay of infinite perfions, and yet fo fimple that every perfection be poifefef, includes all the other without any real definition; for as every Divine perfection is infinite, it confifts of the whole Divine Effecc; But the Soul fcince a limited Being cannot have extenfion in her without becoming material.] God includes in himself Bodies in an infensible manner. He fees their Effeccs or Ideas, in his Wisdom; and their Exiftence in his Love, or in his Will. This muft necelfarily be faid, fince God has made Bodies; and he knew what he made before any thing was created. But the Soul cannot fee in her felf what she does not contain; Nor can she fee clearly what she does contain, but only has a confed other Seifion of it. I explain my felf.

The Soul does not inftruct, as one of her modes of Being: Because this extension is not any mode of Being but a true Being. We can conceive that Extention separately from any thing else, but we cannot conceive any modes of Being without perceiving the Subject, or Being whereof they are the modes. We perceive this extention without thinking on our mind, and we cannot conceive it to be any modification of our mind. This extention when circumftant fomefing makes fome figure, but the Limits of the mind cannot be figured. This extention having parts may be divided, at leaft in one fence, but we fee nothing in the Soul that is divifible. This extention therefore that we fee is no mode of the minds Exiftence, and therefore the mind cannot fee it within it felf. How can we fee it in one fpecies of Being all forts of Being? In one particular and finite Being, a Triangle in general, and infinite Triangles? For in fine, the Soul perceives a Triangle, or a Circle in general, though it be a Contradiction for the Soul to have a modification in general. The Senfations of Colour which the Soul affcribes to figures make them particular, because no modification of a particular Being can be general.

Surely we may affirm what we clearly conceive. But we clearly conceive that the Extention which we fee is fomething diftinct from our felves, therefore we may affirm, that this extention is not a modification of our Being, and that fomething actually diftinct from us. For we muft obferve, that the Sun for infance that we fee is not that we look upon. The Sun and all we fee in the material World is not fisible of it felf, as I have formerly prov'd. The Soul can only fee the Sun to which she is immediately united. But we have a clear Perception, and a diffident Senfation, that the Sun is fomething different from us. Therefore we speak againft our Light, and againft our Confeience, when we fay the Soul sees all surrounding Bodies in her own modifications.

Pleasure, Pain, Savour, Heat, Colour, all our Senfations, and Passions, are the modifications of our Soul. But though they be fo, do we clearly know them? Can we compare Heat with Savour, Odor.
Odor with Colour? Can we discover what Relation there is between Red and Green? Or even between Green and Green? "Tis not so with figures; we compare them with one another, we find out exactly their Proportions: We know precisely that the diagonal of a Square, multiplied into itself, makes a Square, that's double to the former, what Analogy is there between these intelligible Figures, which are most clear Ideas, with the modifications of our Soul, which are only confused Sensations? And why must it be pretended, that intelligible Figures cannot be perceived by the Soul, unless they be her modifications, since the Soul knows not any of her modifications by a clear Idea, but only by Conscience or internal Sense? As I have elsewhere prov'd, and shall prove again in the next Illustration. If we could not see the figures of Bodies, except in our selves, they would be on the contrary unintelligible to us: For we do not know our selves, but are darkness to our selves; and we must cast our Eye outward if we would behold our selves! And we shall never know what we are till we shall contemplate our selves in him who is our Light, and in whom all things become Light. For no where but in God material Beings are perfectly intelligible; but out of him the most Spiritual Substances are utterly invisible. The Idea of Extension, which we see in God, is most clear. But though we see not in God the Idea of our Soul, we are very conscious that we exist, and are sensible of what we actually have. But 'tis impossible to discover what we are, or any of the modifications we are capable of.

O B J E C T I O N I I I.

In God there is nothing moveable: In him there is nothing Figure. If there be a Sun in the Intelligible World, that Sun is always equal to itself; whereas the visible Sun appears bigger when near the Horizon, than when remote from it, therefore it is not the Intelligible Sun we see. The same is the same in respect of other Creatures. Therefore we see not in God the Works of God.

A N S W E R.

To give an Answer to all this we need only consider, that God includes within himself, an infinite intelligible Extension; For God knows Extension, in as much as he has made it, and he can know it no other wise than in himself. Therefore as the mind may perceive part of that intelligible Extension, which God includes, it is certain it may perceive in God all Figures; for all finite Intelligible Extension is necessarily an intelligible Figure, since Figure is nothing but the termination of Extension. Moreover that Figure of intelligible and general Extension becomes sensible, and particular, by Colour, or some other sensible Quality, which the Soul affixes to it; for the Soul almost always bestows her own Sensation upon a lively and affecting Idea. Thus there is no necessity, that there should be in God sensible Bodies, or Figures in Intelligible Extension, in order to our feeling them in God, or that God may fee them himself, though he considers nothing but himself.

So likewise if it be conceived that a Figure of Intelligible Extension, made sensible by Colour, should be taken, successively, from the different Parts of that same infinite Extension; or if it be conceived that a Figure of Intelligible Extension may turn upon its Center, or successively approach another, we perceive the motion of a sensible or Intelligible Figure, though there be no motion in intelligible Extension. 'For God sees not the motion of Bodies in his Substance, or in the Idea he has of them in himself. But only by the knowledge he has of his own Will relating to them. He sees their Existence only by that way, because his Will only gives Being to all things. The Will of God change nothing in his Substance: nor do they move it: Perhaps Intelligible Extension is immovable all manner of ways, even intelligibly. But though we see only this intelligible Extension, immovable or otherwise, it seems moveable to us, because of the Sensation of Colour, or the confused Image remaining after the Sensation, which we successively annex to the several parts of Intelligible Extension, that furnishes us with an Idea, when we see or imagine the motion of any Body.

From what I have said, we may understand why we see the Intelligible Sun, sometimes greater and sometimes less, though it is always the same with respect to God. For all that is required to this, is but to see, one while, a greater part of Intelligible Extension, and another while a less, and to have a lively Sensation of Light, to beflow upon that part of Extension. Now as all the Parts of Intelligible Extension are all of the same nature, they may all indifferently represent any Body whatever.

It must not be imagined that the Intelligible World has any such relation to the material and sensible, that there must be for instance an Intelligible Sun, an intelligible Horse, and an Intelligible Tree defined to represent to us the Sun, an Horse and a Tree; and that all those who see the Sun necessarily see this pretended intelligible Sun. All intelligible Extension may be conceived Circular, or to have an intelligible Figure of an Horse, or a Tree, and so may serve to represent the Sun, an Horse and a Tree, and consequently be a Sun, an Horse and a Tree in the intelligible World, and likewise to become a sensible and visible Sun, Horse, and Tree, if the Soul has any Sensation occasion'd by Bodies to affix to these Ideas.

Therefore when I said that we saw different Bodies by the knowledge we have of the Perfections of God which represent them: I did not mean precisely that there were certain particular Ideas in God to represent each Body in particular; and that we saw such a particular Idea, in seeing such a particular Body. For it is certain we could not see this Body sometimes great, and sometimes small, one
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one while round, and another while square, if we saw it by a particular Idea, that was always the same. But I say we see all things in different, by the application God makes of intelligible Extension to our mind, in a thousand different ways, and that thus intelligible Extension includes in it all the Perfections, or rather differences, of Bodies; because of the different Sentations, the Soul bestows upon the Ideas which it receives occasionally from them. I have diffours’d after another manner; but it should be concluded, that was only to make some of my proofs more forcible and sensible; and it should not be gather’d from what I have here said, that the foundation of those proofs is ruin’d. I could give the reasons of the different ways wherein I explain my self, if I thought it necessary.

I venture not to dive deeper into this Subject for fear of speaking things either too Abstract, or Uncommon: Or, if that seem better, for fear of hazarding to speak things which I neither know, nor am capable of discovering: Only let me produce those passages of Scripture which seem contrary to what I have now establish’d, which I shall endeavour to Explain.

O B J E C T I O N.

St. John in his Gospel, and in the first of his Epistles, says, No man hath seen God at any time: The only begotten Son who is in the bosom of the Father hath declare’d him.

A N S W E R.

I answer, that this is not properly to see God, to see the Creatures in him. ’Tis not to see his essence to see the essences of Creatures in his Substance; as it is not to see a Mirrour, to view only the Objects it represents.

Not but that we might say with St. Paul, St. Auffin, St. Gregory, and many other Fathers of the Cor. 13. Church, that we see God in this Life, though in a very imperfect Manner. The Words of St. Gregory in his Moral upon Job, are these. A luice incorruptibili catigo nos nostre corruptionis obscurat; cingit & videri alaquamen posset & tamen videri luce ipsa facti est non posset, quam longe ist indicat. Quam si mens non cerneret, nec quia longe esse videret.Si autem perficere jam cerneret, perficere hanc quasi per coligemin non videret. Igitur quia nec omnino cernerit, nec varium omnino non cernerit, reele dictum est, quia a longe Deus viserat. Though St. Gregory in explaining this passage of Job,Occuli ejus a longe proficientis says, that in this Life we only see God a far of: This is not as if God were not most present to us; but that the Clouds of our Concupiscence conceal him from us. Colige nos nostre corruptionis obscurat.

For in other places, he with St. Auffin compares the light of God, which is God himself, to the Light of the Sun which surrounds us, and which we see not because we are blind, or that our Eyes when dazzled with its Lustré. In Sole occulos claustos tenetun.

St. Auffin goes farther yet than his faithful Dictiple St. Gregory. For though he confesses that we know God but in a very imperfect manner at present, yet he affirms, in several places, that God is better known to us, than those things we fancy we know best. He that has made all things, (says he) is nearer us, than his Creatures; For in him we have Life, and Motion and Being, Most of Created Beings are not proportionate to our Mind, because they are corporeal, and of a fort distingus’d from it. And lower: The Inquirers into the secret of Nature, are justly condemn’d in the Book of Wifdom, for if they have been able to penetrate what is most secret and unseen to Men, with how much greater ease might they have discover’d the Author and Sovereign of the Universè; The Foundations of the Earth are hid from our Eyes: But be that the Foundations, The light of God is present to our Minds. And for this Reason that Holy Father believes, that he that has Charity knows God better than he knows his own Brother. Ece (says he) jam posset Notorem Deum habere quam Fratrem. Plura Notorem, quia presentionem, Notorem quia interiorum, Notorem quia certorum. I bring not any other proofs of St. Auffin’s Opinion: Those who desire them, may find all forts in that learned Collection Ambrose Vivis has made of them, in the second Volume of his Christian Philosophy.

But to return to the passage of St. John, No man has seen God at any time. I believe the design of the Evangelist, in affirming no Man has seen God, is to State the difference between the Old and New Testament. Between Jesus Christ and the Patriarchs and Prophets, of whom it is written, that they have seen God. For Moses, Jacob, Isaiah, and others, saw God only with corporeal Eyes, and under an unknown Form: They have not seen him in himself, Deum non visiit unusquæ; But the only Son, who is in the Bosom of the Father, has instructed us in what He has seen. Unigenitus qui est in Patris: Iste narravist.

O B J E C T I O N.

St. Paul writing to Timothy, says, that God inhabits inaccessible Light which no man hath seen; nor I Tim. 6: can see if the Light of God cannot be approach’d to, we cannot see all things in it.
ANSWER.

St. Paul cannot be contrary to St. John who affirms us, that JESUS CHRIST is the true Light that lighteneth all men who come into the World. For the mind of Man, which many of the * Fathers call Illuminated, or Enlightned Light. Lumen Illuminatum, is Enlightned only with the Light of Eternal Wisdom, which the Fathers therefore call Illuminating Light, Lumen Illuminans. David advieth to approach to God, and to be enlightened by him; Accedite ad eum & illuminamini. But how can we be enlightened by it, if we cannot see the Light by which we are to be enlightened? Therefore when St. Paul says, that Light is inaccessible, he means to say Carnal Man who cannot retire into himself to contemplate it. Or if he speaks of all Men, 'tis because there are none but are distaunched from the perfect Contemplation of Truth, because our Body incessantly troubles the attention of our mind.


OBJECTION.

Ex. 33. 20.

God anwering Moses when he desired to see him, says, Thou canst not see my Face; for there shall no man see Me and live.

ANSWER.

It is evident that the literal fense of this Pallage is not contrary to what I have said hitherto. For I do not fuppofe it poffible to fee God in this life, as Moses desired to fee Him. However, I anwser, for we must die to fee God: For the Soul unites herself to Truth proportionably as the quaffs her union with the Body: Which is a Truth that cannot be sufficiently confidered. Thofe who follow the Motions of their paflions; thofe whose Imaginations are deftill'd, with the enjoyment of Pleasures: Thofe who have ftrengthened the Union, and Correspondence of their Mind with their Body: In a word, thofe who live cannot fee God: For they cannot retire into themselves to confult the Truth. Happy therefore are thofe who have a pure Heart, a difganget Spirit, a clear Imagination, who have no dependence on the World, and hardly any on the Body. In a word, happy are the Dead, for they fhall fee God. Wisdom has published it openly upon the Mountain; and Wisdom whifpers it secretly to thofe who confult Her by retiring into themselves.

Thofe who are confantly quaffing in them the Concipience of Pride, who are indefatigably forming a thoufand Ambitious designs, who unite, and even enlave their Soul, not only to the Body, but all furrounding Objects: In a word, thofe who Love not only the Life of the Body, but alfo that of the World, cannot fee God: For WISDOM inhabit the moft retir'd and inward Reafon, while they perpetually expand themselves abroad.

But fuch as confantly deaden the Activity of their Senfes, who faithfully preserve the Purity of their Imagination, who courageoufly refift the Motions of their Paflions: In a word, that break all thofe Bonds whereby others continue entwined to the Body, and fensible grandeur: May discover infinite Truths, and fee that Wisdom which is hid from the Eyes of all Living. They after a fhort time come to live when they retire into themfelves: They relinquifh the Body when they draw near to Truth. For the mind of Man obtains that Site and Position between God and Bodies, that it can never quit the one but it muft approach the other. It cannot draw towards God but it muft remove from Bodies, nor purifie Bodies but it muft recede from God: But becaufe we cannot give an absolute Farewell to the Body, till Death makes the feparation, I confefs it impoffible, till then, to be perfectly united to God. We may at prefent, as fays St. Paul, fee God confolutely as in a Glafs, but we cannot fee him face to face. Non videtibis me homos & vivit. Yet we may fee him in part, that is, imperfectly and confufedly.

* Neifer, it is found in the land of the living.

Job 29. 13.

* Now we see through a Glafs darkly, but then face to face. Now I know in part, sc. 1 Cor. 13. 2.

It muft not be imagin'd, that life is equal in all Men living, or that it consists in an indivifible point. The Dominion of the Body over the Mind, which withfands our uniting our felves with God by the Knowledge of Truth, is infufceptible of more and lefs. The Soul is not equally in all Men united by Sensations to the Body, which animates, nor by Passions to thefe, her Inclinations carry her to: And there are fome who fo mortifie the Concipience of Pleasure, and of Pride within them, that they fearc retain any Commerce with their Body, or the World; and foar as it were Dead: St. Paul is a great infance hereof, who chalked his Body, and brought it to Subjection; who was fo humbled, and deftoy'd, that he thought no longer on the World, nor the World on him: For the World was dead, and crucified to him, as he was dead and crucified in the World. And on this account it was, fays St. Gregory, that he was fo fensible to Truth, and fo prepar'd to receive thofe Divine Lights which are included in his Epiftles; which however all glorious and fplendid, make no impreffion fave on thofe who mortifie their Senfes and Paflions by his Example. For as he fays himfelf, the carnal and fensible Man cannot comprehend Spiritual things: * non videtibis me lomos & opus discutere: Noli ubicumque Domum Spirituales videt qui stare caritate vivat. St. Greg. in cap. 28. of Job.

Because
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Because Worldly address the talk of the Age, to fineness of Wit, the Niceties, the Liveliness, the Beauty of Imagination, whereby we live to the World, and the World to us, infuse into our Mind an incredible stupidity and a mad intollibility to all those Truths which cannot be perfectly conceiv'd, unless in the silence and calm of the Sense and Passions.

We must therefore desire that Death which unites us to God, or at least the image of that Death, that is, the Mysterious Sleep in which all our External Sense being lock'd up, we may hear the Voice of internal Truth, which is never audible but in the silence of the Night, when Darkness involves sensible Objects, and when the World is as it were dead to us. Thus it is, says St. Gregory, that the Spoife heard the Voice of her beloved in her sleep, when she said, I sleep, but my heart wakes; Outwardly I slumber but my heart watches within: For having no life nor sense with reference to External Objects, I become extremely sensible to the Voice of inward Truth, which acco'rs me, in my immortal reason. Hence oft quod sponsa in cantici canonicorum sponsi vocem quasi parum audierat, qua dicebat, Ego dormio, et cor meum vigilat. Asf dixeret, dum exteriores fenfas ab hojus vita folicitudinis fopio, vacantes mente, invicem interea cognosco. Fors dormino, sed intus cor vigilat: quia dum exteriora quasi non fenfio, interiora solerent apprehendo. Bene ergo Elio ait quod per fomniwm laudat Deus. St. Gregory's Morals upon the 33. Ch. of Job.

THE ILLUSTRATION
UPON THE
Seventh CHAPTER of the Second PART of the Third BOOK.

Where I prove,

That we have no clear Idea of the Nature, or Modifications of our Soul.

I have often said, and think sufficiently prov'd in the third Book of the preceding Treatise, that we have no clear Idea, but only the Conferences, or inward Sensations of our Soul; and that therefore we have a much more imperfect knowledge thereof than we have of Extention.

Which to me feem'd so evident, that I did not think it necessary to prove it more at large. But the Authority of M. des Cartes, who positively says, That the nature of the Mind is better known than that of any other thing, has fo prepossess'd some of his Disciples, that what I have said upon that Subject, serves only to make them think me a weak Perfon unable to reach to, and hold fast abstrac'd Truths, which have nothing in them to welcome and retain the attention of their Contemporaries.

I confess, I am extremely Feeble, Sensible, and Heavy, and my Mind depends on my Body more ways than I can express. I know it; I feel it: and I continually labour to increase this knowledge I have of my self. For though we cannot help our being miserable; we ought at least to have the knowledge, and the sense of it; we ought at least, to be humbled, upon the sight of our inward Miseries, and to acknowledge the need we have of being deliver'd from this Body of Death which throws trouble and confusion into all the faculties of our Soul.

But yet the Question beforeus is so well proportion'd to the Mind, that I can see no need of any great Application to resolve it, and for that reason I did not insist upon it. For I think it may be affirm'd, that most Mens ignorance about the Soul, as of its distinction from the Body, of its Spirituality, Immortality, of its other properties, is sufficiently demonstrative, that we have no clear and distinct Idea of it.

It may be said that we have a clear Idea of Body, because we need but confult the Idea that represents it, to discover what Modifications it is capable of: We plainly see, that it may be either round or square, in Reel or Motion. We easily conceive, that a square may be divided into two Triangles, two Parallelograms, or two Trapezia. We never are at a stand what to ansver to the demand, whether this or that be implied or denied in Extention, because the Idea of Extention being clear, we may easily, and, by a bare perception, discover what it includes, and what it excludes.

But it does not appear to me that we have any fuch Idea of our Mind, as can discover when we consult it, the Modifications it will admit. Had we never felt either Pleasure or Pain, we could not tell whether our Soul were susceptible of either. If a Man had never eaten a Melon, felt Smart, or seen Red or Blue, he might have consulted long enough this pretended Idea of his Soul, before he could distinctly discover whether it was capable or not, of fuch Sensations or Modifications. I say farther, that though a Man actually feel Pain, or see Colour, he cannot discover by a simple view, whether
whether these Qualities belong to the Soul. He'll imagine that Pain is in the Body, which occasion cons him to suffer it, and that Colour is diffus'd upon the surface of Objects, though it be clearly conceiv'd, that these Objects are distinguish'd from the Soul.

To be satisfied whether or no sensible Qualities are Modes of the Mind's existence, this pretended Idea of the Soul is never confuted. On the contrary, the Cartesians themselves confut the Idea of Extension, and reason in this manner: Heat, Pain, Colour, cannot be Modifications of Extension: For this is capable but of different Figures and Motions. Now there are but two kinds of Beings, Bodies and Minds. Therefore Heat, Pain and Colour, and all other sensible Qualities, are the Furniture of the Mind.

Whilft they are oblig'd to confut their Idea of Extension, to discover whether sensible Qualities are Modifications of their Soul; is it not evident they have no clear Idea of it? For otherwise would they ever bethink themselves of so indirect a Conduct? When a Philosopher would know whether Rotundity belongs to Extension, does he enquire into the Idea of the Soul, or any other besides that of Extension? Does he not see clearly in the same Idea of Extension, that Rotundity is a Modification of it? And would it not be extravagance in him to argue thus to be infructed? There are only two forts of Beings, Minds and Bodies: Roundness is not a Modification of a Mind; therefore it is a Modification of a Body.

We discover then by a bare perception without Argumentation, and by the meer Application of the Mind to the Idea of Extension, that Roundness and every other Figure is a Modification belonging to Body, and that Pleasure, Pain, Heat, and all other sensible Qualities, are not Modifications of it. There can be no Question proposed about what does, or does not appertain to Extension, but may be easily, readily, and boldly answer'd by the sole consideration of the Idea that represents it. All Men are agreed, in their notion, and believe upon this Point. For those who will have Matter capable of Thought, do not imagine this Faculty is to be attributed to it because of Extension, being perverted that Extension consider'd, precisely as such, cannot Think.

But Men are not so well agreed about what they are to think of the Soul, and her Modifications: for since there are, who fancy, that Pain, and Heat, or at least that Clear does not belong to her, And a Man would be taught at among some Cartesians, that should affirm, the Soul grows actually Blue, Red, Yellow, and that the eye is dyed with all the Colours of the Rain-Bow, when the contemplate it. There are that many doubt, and more that don't believe, that the Soul becomes formally thinking upon the smell of carrion; and that the touch of Sugar, Pepper, and Salt, are properties belonging to it. Where then is the clear Idea of the Soul that the Cartesians may confut it, and may all agree about the subject where Colours, Savours, Odours, ought to enter.

But though the Cartesians were agreed upon these difficulties, yet we were not to conclude from their agreement, that we have a clear Idea of the Soul: For if they agreed in both this is which is actually Green, or Red, when a Man sees thee Colours, yet this could not be concluded without a long train of Reasonings; they could not see it by a simple view, nor ever discover it by consulting the pretended Idea of the Soul, but rather by confuting that of the Body. They could not be certain, that sensible Qualities belong'd to the Soul, were it not because they did not belong to Extension, whereof they have a clear Idea. Nor could they ever convince of it such as, having little thought, are incapable of complicated Perceptions, or Reasonings; or rather such as cannot dwell upon the consideration of the clear Idea of Body, and who are apt to confound all things; And so there would be always, Clowns, Women, Children, and it may be some Scholars, and Doctors who would doubt of it. But Women, and Children, Learned and Unlearned, the most Intelligent and most stupid Persons, can, by the Ideas of the Body, have an Idea of the Soul that it is incapable of all sorts of Figures; they clearly comprehend that Extension is not capable of Pain, Savour, Odour, or any other Sensation, when they but faithfully and attentively consider the Idea only that represents it: For there is no sensible Quality included in it's representative Idea.

'Tis true, they may doubt whether Body is, or is not capable of admitting some Sensation, or sensible Quality: but then they understand by Body some other thing than Extension, and have no clear Idea of Body taken in this sense. But when des Cartes, or the Cartesians, whom I am concern'd with, maintain that the Soul is better known than Body, they mean only by Body, bare Extension. Which makes me admire how they can hold, that the nature of the Soul is clearer known than that of the Body, since the Idea of Body, or Extension, is so manifest, that all the World's agreed about what it contains, and what it excludes, whilft the Idea of the Soul is so confus'd, that the Cartesians themselves daily dispute, whether the Modifications of Colour appertain to it.

We know, (say the Philosophers, with their Mater des Cartes) the nature of a substance is so much more distinctly, as we know more of its Attributes. Now there is nothing whereof we know so many Attributes as of our Mind. Because as many as we know in other things we may put to the mind's account from its knowing them, and therefore its Nature is better known than that of any other thing.

But who is it that feels not a great deal of difference between knowing by a clear Idea and knowing by Confidence. When I know that 2 times 2 are 4, I know it very clearly; but I know not clearly what within me 'tis that knows it. I feel it, I confess; I know it by conscientious, or internal sense: But I have no clear Idea of it as I have of Numbers, whose Relations I can distinctly discover. I can reckon in my mind three ideals of one, property of knowing that 2 times 2 are 4, another of knowing that 3 times 3 are 9, a third of knowing that 4 times 4 are 16. And these Properties, if you please, shall be different from one another, and so I may count an infinite number of Properties belonging to me. But I deny that we can clearly know the nature of the things that we can reckon thus.
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It may be said that we have a clear Idea of a Being, and that we know its Nature, when we can compare it with others, which we likewise have a clear Idea of, or at least when we can compare together the Modifications incident to it. We have clear Ideas of Numbers, and of the parts of Extension, because we can compare those things together. As 2 may be compared with 4, 4 with 10, and infinity may be compared with any other Number: so, if a figure may be compared with a Circle, with an Ellipsis, a Square and a Triangle with every other Square and Triangle; and then I may clearly discover the relations those Figures, and these Numbers have to one another. But we cannot compare our Mind with other Beings, thereby to discover clearly their Relations; nor can we compare the Modifications of the Mind together. Can we clearly discover what Relation, or Proportion there is between Pleasure and Pain, Heat and Colour? Or to keep to Modifications of the same sort; can we determine exactly the Proportion between Green and Red, Yellow and Purple, or even between Purple and Purple? We see well enough that one is darker or brighter than the other. But we know not evidently how much, nor what it is to be Darker or Brighter. We have then no clear Idea either of the Soul, or her Modifications; and though I see or have the tenor of Colours, Tasts, Smells; yet I may say as I have done, that I know them not by a clear Idea, since I cannot clearly discover their Relations.

'Tis true I can discover the exact proportions between sounds: That a Diapason for instance is Double, that a Fifth is as 3 to 2, and that a Fourth has 4 to 3. But I cannot know these proportions by the sensation I have of them. If I know that an Eighth or Diapason is double, 'tis because I have learnt, by Experience, that the same firing sounds an Eighth, when having stricken it wholly, I strike it presently again, dividing it into two equal parts, or because I know the number of Vibrations is double in equal time, or by some such way, and this because the Trepidations of the air, the Vibrations of the strings, and the firing it self are things which may be compared by clear Ideas, and that we distinctly conceive what relations there can be between a firing and it's parts, as likewise between the celerity of different Vibrations. But we cannot compare sounds betwixt themselves, or as they are sensible Qualities, and Modifications of the Soul; nor that way are their Proportions or Relations discoverable. And though Musicians distinguish very well the different concords, yet they do not distinguish their proportions by clear Ideas. By the ear only they judge by a clear Idea, or otherwise than by intuition. Therefore Musicians have no clear Idea of sounds, as they are sensations or Modifications of the Soul; And consequently we conceive not the Soul nor her Modifications by a clear Idea, but only by Conscience or internal sense.

Moreover, I cannot discern the differerent Dispositions of the Soul, which facilitate her to act and representative Objects to her self. Nay we cannot conceive wherein such Dispositions might possibly consist. I say farther, that we cannot be positively afford'd by Reason, whether the more Soul separate from the Body, or consider'd without relation to it, be capable of Habits or Memory. But how can we be ignorant of these things, if the nature of the Soul be better known to us than the Body.

'Tis easily discern'd wherein that readiness consists, wherewith the animal Spirits flow into the Nerves, which they have often us'd to glide into; at least 'tis no trouble to discover, that whilst the conduits of the Nerves are widended, and the Fibres recumbent after a particular manner, the Spirits may easily innaminate themselves. But what is it we can conceive capable of augmenting the Soul's Facility to act or think. For my part, I own, I cannot comprehend it: And in vain should I interrogate my self what these dispositions are; For I could give my self no answer, nor light upon the matter, though I have a most lively sense of that sense, with which some Thoughts arise in me. And if I had no particular Reasons to induce me to believe that I really have such Dispositions, though I know them not in me, I should judge there neither was spiritual Habit, nor Memory, in my Soul. For if it were so feeling there is doubt and scruple about it, we have an infallible Symptom, that Men are not so enlightened as is pretended. For Double can never be reconcil'd to Evidence, and clear Ideas.

'Tis certain, that a Man of the greatest Understanding, cannot evidently know whether he deserves Hatred or Love, as speaks the Wisdom. My own consciousnes of my self cannot satisfy me herein. St. Paul says indeed, his Conscience reproch'd him with nothing, yet for all that he does not affirm he is justifi'd; On the contrary he affirms he is not thereby justifi'd, and that he does not judge himself, since he that judges is the Lord. But having a clear Idea of Order, if we had another as clear of the Soul, from the inward feeling of our selves we should evidently know, whether the other was conformable to Order. We should know whether we were Righteous or not, and we could exactly discover all our interrior Dispositions to Good and Evil, whenever we were conscious of them. But if we could know our selves just as we are, we should not be so subject to Prejudgment: And there is great likelihood that St. Peter would not have laid to his Master whom he was so long after to deny. Why cannot I follow thee now? I will exclaim for my life for thy sake. Alas! how far? And he said me is the Lord I. Cor. 2. 4. John 13. 37. Ecl. c. 9. I judge not mine own self. For I know nothing by my self, yet I am very hereby justified, but be that Amendments be propos'd to pass. For being inwardly conscious of his own Strength and good Will, he might have been Evident, whether he had Resolution and Courage to conquer Death, or rather the infolts of a silly Maid, and two or three Servants. If the nature of the Soul be more known than any other. If the Idea we have of her be as clear as that we have of the Body, I ask only how it comes to pass that there are so many who confound her with it? Is it possible to confound two clear Ideas entirely different? Let us do justice to all Mankind: Those who differ from our Opinion are as rational as our selves, they have the same Ideas of things, and are partners in the same Renfon. Why then do they confound what we distinguish? Do they use on other occasions to confound things, whereof they have clear Ideas? Do O o they
they ever confound two different numbers, or take a Square for a Circle? And yet the Soul differs more from the Body, than one of these Figures from the other: For they are two substances which are in nothing alike, and are confounded notwithstanding. Which must therefore proceed from some difficulty there is to discover their difference; from its not being observable by a simple perception; and from the Impossibility of concluding that one is not the other without Argument and Reasoning. It must come from hence, viz. That the Idea of Extention must be cautiously confided, and Extention discover'd to be no Mode of Existence of a Body, but the Body itself, as being represented a subsisting Thing, and as the Principle and Foundation of whatever we conceive clearly in Bodies: And that to the Modes of which Body is capable, having no Proportion of sensible Qualities; the Subject of these Qualities, or rather the Being, of which they are Modes must needs be different from Body: For such like argumentation is requisite to prevent our confounding the Soul with the Body. But if we had a clear Idea of the Soul, as we have of Body, certainly we need not take these round-about ways to distinguish her from it. Since it would be discoverable by a simple view, and with as great ease as we see a Circle is not a Square. I insist not longer upon proving that we know not the Soul nor her Modifications by clear Ideas. Survey our selves on what side forever we will; this sufficiently appears: And I had not added this to what I have said in the Search after Truth, if some Cartesians had not found fault with it. If this will not satisfy them, I shall expect they will make me sensible of this clear Idea, which I am not able to find in my self, do whatever I can to discover it.

THE ILLUSTRATION UPON THE
Eighth Chapter of the Second Part of the Third Book.

Of loose and general terms which signify nothing. How they are distinguish'd from others.

In order to comprehend what I have said in some Places; how that they give not the reasons of things who explain them by Logical Terms, and General Ideas we need but consider; that whatever exists is reduc'd to Being, or Modes of Being; whatever Term signifies neither of these signifies nothing, and every Term that signifies not one or other of them distinctly, and in particular, signifies nothing distinct. This to me seems most clear and evident, but what is evident in it self, is not fo to all the World. Words are the current Coin, wherewith Men pay themselves, and others. All Terms that are inoffensive to the Ear, have free Passport amongst them. And Truth comes so rarely into the Commerce of the World, that those who speak it, or hear it, have commonly no regard for it. The gift of Speech is the greatest of Talents; the language of Imagination is the fire of means; and a Memory charg'd with incomprehensible Terms will always make a splendid appearance, whatever the Cartesians may say of it.

When Men shall have no addiction but to Truth, they will be Cautions of what they say, they will carefully examine their own meaning, rejecting with scorn fمفهومls and insignificant Terms, and closely adhering to clear Ideas. But when will the time come that Men shall love Truth only? We may say, when they shall depend no longer on their Body, when they shall have no necessary relation to sensible Objects, when they shall not any more corrupt one another, but faithfully confound their Master who instructs them in the recceifs of their Reason. But this will never happen whilst we live on Earth.

However all Men are not equally indifferent for Truth. If there are some who speak without Reflection, and hear without distinction, and have no attention but to what affects them: there are others who industriously labour to inform themselves, and to convince others of the Truth. And to these chiefly I address my self, for at their Influence I entreated on making these Remarks.

I say then that whatever is, whether it actually exists or not, and consequently whatever is intelligible is either a Being, or a Mode of Being. By Being I mean something of an absolute Nature, or that may be conceiv'd alone, as unrelated to any other thing. By Mode of Being I understand something relative, or that cannot be conceiv'd alone. Now there are two kinds of Modes of Being. The one confides in the Relation of the Parts of any Whole, to any Part of the same whole: The other in the Relation of one thing to another which makes not any Part of the same whole. The Roundness of wax is a Mode of Being of the former sort, as confining in the Equality of Distance, which
which have all the Superficial parts to the central. The Motion or situation of the wax is a Mode of Being of the second sort: Which confists in the Relation the wax has to circumambient Bodies. I speak not of motion taken for the Moving Force, for it is plain, that that force neither is nor can be a Mode of Bodies existing, for conceive them Modified how we will, we cannot conceive them as a moving Force.

It being certain that whatever is intelligible, is either a Being, or a Mode of Being, it is as evident that every Term that signifies not one or other of these, signifies nothing; and that every Term that signifies not this or that particular Being, or Mode of Being, is obscure and confus'd; and consequently we cannot conceive either what others say to us, or we to others, if we have no distinct Ideas of Being, or of the Mode of Being, which respectively answer to the Terms they use, or we imploy our selves.

Nevertheless I grant that we may, and even sometimes must employ those words which do not directly raise distinct Ideas. We may, because it is not always necessary to put the Definition instead of the Defin'd, and that abridg'd Expressions are to good use employ'd though confus'd in themselves. And We must, when we are oblig'd to speak of things whereof we have no clear Idea, and which we cannot conceive, but by our inward Sensation, as when we speak of the Soul, and her Modifications. Only we must take care not to use obscure and equivocal, when we have clear Terms: or any which may excite false Ideas in those we speak to. This will be better understood by an instance.

It is more perpicious to say, that God created the World by his Will, than to say he created it by his Power. This last word is a Logical Term, which excites no distinct and particular Idea, but affords Liberty to imagine that the Power of God is something distinct from the efficacy of his Will. We speak more clearly when we say God pardons Sinners, in J E S U S C H R I S T ; than in absolutely saying, he forgives them by his Clemency and Mercy: These Terms are Equivo-cal; and administer occasion to think that the Clemency of God, is, it may be contrary to his Justice: That Sin may be left unpunish'd; and that the satisfaction of our L O R D is not necessary, and the like.

These Terms of a Loose and Indefinite sense are often us'd when we speak of the Divine Perfections; which is not to be condemn'd, since Philosophical accuracy is not at all times necessary. But by a culpable dullness and negligence such abuse is made of these general Expressions and so many false consequences are drawn from them; that though all Men have the same Idea of God, and that they consider him a Being infinitely perfect; yet there was hardly any Imperfection but was attributed to him in Idolatrous times, and Mens discourses of him were commonly unfeemly and unworthy: And all for want of carefully comparing the things they said of him with the Idea that represents him, or rather with Himself.

But chiefly in matter of natural Philosophy, these rambling and general Terms are abuse'd, which excite no distinct Ideas either of Beings or their Modes. For example when we say that Bodies tend to their Center, that they fall by their Gravity, that they ascend by their Levity, that they move by their Nature, that they incessively change their Forms, that they act by their Forces, Qualities, Faculties, &c. we use such Terms as have no Signification, and all these Propositions are absolutely false; in the sense that most Philosophers take them. There is no Center in the sense that is commonly understood. These Terms, Gravity, Form, Nature, and the like, excite no Idea either of a Being or a Mode of Being. They are empty and insignificant Terms, which Wise-Men should avoid. The Knowledge of the unwise is as talk without sense, says the Son of Saba. These Terms are good for nothing, but to shelter the Ignorance of Pretenders to Learning, and to make the Ignorant and Libertines believe that God is not the True Cause of all things.

This methinks is certain, and easy to be conceive'd: Yet most Men talk freely of all things, without caring to examine whether the Terms they employ have any clear and exact Signification. And many Authors there are of huge and bulky Volumes, in which its harder than may be thought, to find any palliage where they have understood what they have written. Therefore those who are great Readers, and respectful Hearers of the rambling and general Discourses of the fully Learned, are in the darkest Ignorance. And I see no way they have to get free of it, but by constant making, and renewing their Resolution, of believing no Man on his word, and before they have annex'd very distinct Ideas to the most common Terms which others use. For these Terms are not clear, as is commonly imagin'd; and they seem so only from the common Use that is made of them: Because Men fancy they well understand what they say or hear, when they have said or heard the same an hundred times, though they have never examin'd it.
THE

ILLUSTRATION

UPON THE

Conclusion of the Three First BOOKS.

That Physicians and Cufuits are absolutely necessary for us; But that it is dangerous to consult and follow them in many occasions.

Certainly Man before his Fall, was void of all things necessary to preserve his Mind and Body in a perfect State. He needed neither Physician, nor Cufuit: He consulted inward Truth, as the Infallible Rule of his Duty; and his Sent were so faithful in their Reports, that they never deceiv'd him in the use he ought to make of encompassing Bodies, for the preservation of his own.

But since the Tranfgression things are much chang'd. We consult our Passions much more than Law or Truth Eternal; and our Sent are so disorder'd, that in following them we sometimes destroy our Health and Life. The Cufuit and Physician are become abjectly necessary. And those who pretend to be most dexterous at Self-management upon all occasions, fall commonly into the groffest Mistakings, which teach them a little too late, that they follow a Matter that is not ever-wise.

Nevertheless I think I may say that Sin has not so disorder'd all the faculties of the Soul, but that we may consult our selves, in many infances, and that it is still necessary that we lose the Life of our Soul, or Body, by applying to Physicians, unexpert in their Profession, and unacquainted with the constitution of our Body, or to Cufuits unskil'd in Religion and Morality, who pierce not to the bottom of the confidence, to discover the Engagements and Dispositions of those who come to be consulted.

When I have laid in the Conclusion of the Three first Books of The Search after Truth, has given occasion to some Persons, to imagine I pretended that in Order to preserve life and health, we ought to follow our Sent and Passions in all things; and that to be guided in our Duty it was needless to consult other Men, since Eternal Wisdom is our Teacher that speaks intelligibly to us in the receft of our Reason. And though I never said nor thought that Physicians and Cufuits were useless, some Persons are now upon judging and concluding, are perfuaded it was my Opinion, because, it may be, it was theirs; And that they do not so much confider Man as he is at present, as what he was before the Fall. Here then in a great part are my Thoughts upon the question.

Man may be consider'd in two States of Body, Health and Sickness. If he be consider'd in perfect Health, it cannot I think be doubted but his Sent are much more useful to preserve it, than the Reason and Experience of the ablest Physicians. There's no need of advising with the Doctor to know what Weight a man may bear, whether Wood and Stones are to be eaten, whether he may throw himself from a Precipice. His Sent teaching him, in the readiest and most undoubted manner, what ought to be done in the like ordinary occasions. Which is, one would think, sufficient; to justify what I have laid in the conclusion of the three first Books.

But that will not serve turn to justify my Thoughts, and even my Words in another place, viz: That our Sent acquit themselves of their Duty so excellently well, and conduct us in that just and faithful manner to their End, that they seem to be inappropriably charg'd with Corruption and Irregularity. For I have always been persuad'd that the Jufitnes, Exactnes, and admirable Order which is found in our Sentations with reference to the preservation of Life, was no Consequence of Sin, but the first Institution of Nature.

Tis objected that at present this Order is disorder'd, and that if we were led by our Sent, we should not only eat Poison, but should almost receive in, much more Nutriment than we could digest.

But as to Poisons I don't believe our Sent would ever invite us to eat them; but that if our Eyes should by chance provoke us to taste them, we should not find in them a relih that would induce us to swallow them, fippeling these Poisons were in their Natural State. For there is great difference between Poisons, as they are Naturally produced, and empoison'd Food; between crude Pepper, and Pepper'd Meats. Our Sent I grant invite us to eat Poisons' Virtues. But they do not incline us to eat Poisons, or it may be, not so much as to taste them, provided those Poisons remain in the capacity wherein God has produc'd them. For our Sent reach but to the Natural Order of things as constituted by their Maker.

I grant...
I grant likewise that our senes at present induce us to eat certain Meats to excess and farfeating, but that's because these Meats are not in their Natural State. We should never perhaps overcharge our felves with Wheat, if we ground it with Teeth, made for that purpose; But it is ground, and sifted, and kneaded, and baked; Sophificated too sometimes with Milk, with Butter, and Sugar, it's eaten alfo with prefferves, and with Ragouts of fervral forts which provoke appetite. And so we need not wonder if our senes incline us to excess, when Reafon and Experience lend both their afiffance to impofe on them.

So it is in refpect of Flefh, which the senes abhor when Raw and Full of Blood, when beheld after the Animal died of it fel£. But Men have betheought themfelvles to kill the Beaffs, to drain out the Blood, to confect the Flefh with Fire; to Seafon, and Dilguife it, and after this accuse their Senefes of Corruption and disorder; since they Imply their Reafon in preparing other forts of Diet than Nature supplies to them. I must own there is need of the fame Reafon to Moderate their Appetite, in their Eating: And if the Cooks have found out the art of making us eat Old Shoes in their High Seafoon’d Difes, it lies upon us to make as much ufe of our Reafon in misfrafting their Adulterated meats which are not ficb with God has made them: For he has given us our senes only with Relation to the Natural Order of things.

It must further be obferv’d that our Imagination, and Senes are mischievous and fupficious when we take unusual Aliments. For if a Men had never Eaten, nor feen Eaten a particular Flefh he met with, he would have some averfion and fene of fear upon the faling it: His Imagination and Senes would be naturally arret and attentive to the relift it afforded; though never fo hungry he would eat but little the first time, and if this Flefh had any dangeroas quality it would be fore to create in him fome dread or abhorrence. Thus his Machine would be fo difpof’d as to decline it immediately. But if he had the refeltly discovering it felf in hisLooks, would prevent others from eating it. All this would be performed, or might be performed in him, while Reafon had no share in it: For I feep not here of thofe supplies which Reafon, and Experience may admifter. But feeing our Friends take corrupt nutriment, we do the fame: For we live by Opinion; and Example emboldens us.

We examine not the effects thefe Aliments may produce in us, and we fear not to eat them to excess. But our Senes are not fo great abettors of the Intemperance as is believed. ’Tis true there pollibly are in the World fuch Fruits as that their Tafts may impofe on Perfons never fo attentive to the Reports of their Senes: But this certainly is very rare: And we ought not to conclude from thefe particular inftances, that our Senes are all corrupt, and that they commonly deceive us, in things regarding to the good of the Body. It may be, thefe Fleffes deceive our Tae, because we have altered, and corrupted our Organ by the frequent ufe of unnatural Nourishment. For ’tis certain that the High Seafoon’d Difes, we feed upon, by their too Poignant, and penetrating Particles, burn the Fibres of the Tongue, and deprive it of it’s Niceness and Sagacity. The Example of thofe who can find no relift except in Ragouts, proves my afertion; for if we find no favour in Corn, and in crude Flefh, ’tis because our Tongue is grown infenfible to thofe Particles, whose motions are Moderate.

But though we fuppofe there are fome Fruits whose whole ufe is capable of deceiving the moft curi- ous Senes, and which flill retain their Natural perfection; yet we ought not to believe this proceeded from Sin: But only that from the great simplicitie of Natural Laws, (by vertue of which the fene of Tafte is form’d and perfection’d) twice impoffible for it to have fufficient Niceness and Sagacity for all forts of Eatables. Besides, this defect of fene would not be remedied, because when the Mother had an averfion to danegroas Fruits, he would communicate it to her Children, not only when unborn, but alfo when come into the World. For Children only Eat what is given them by their Mothers, and they Machinallly, and by the Air of their Contenance infue into them an abhorrence for Fruits that are dangerous to be Eaten. So that God had made sufficient Provision by a particular Laws for the prefervation of our Life, and nothing can be better Order’d. For as Order requires, that the Laws of Union of our Soul and Body fhould be moft Simple: they must be of a very General Nature: And God ought not to eftablifh particular Laws for fuch inftances and emergencies, as moft rarely happen, Reafon on fuch occasions must help out the Senes: For Reafon may be employ’d in all things. But the Senes are determin’d to fome Natural Judgments, which are the moft advantageous imaginable, as I have prov’d in the firft Book. Yet even thefe Judgments are sometimes fallacious; because ’tis impoffible it fhould be otherwife withouf multiplying the moft Simple Laws of Union of the Body with the Soul.

If we consider Man as now he is, under a State of Sickness, we muft confefs his Senes of ten de- ceive him, even in things that relate to the prefervation of his Life. For the Economy of his Ma- chine being Turbid’d in Proportion to it’s Turbulence, irregular motions muft unavoidably be ex- cit’d in his Brain. Nevertheless his Senes are not fo corrupted, as is ordinarily believ’d: And God has fo wisely provided for the prefervation of Life by the Laws of Union of the Soul and Body, that though thefe laws are extremely fimple, they often fuffice to reftore us to our Health; and it is much the finer way to follow them, than to employ our Reafon, or certain Physicians that do not care- fully study the disposition of their Patients. For as a wound clofes and heals up of its felf when con- stantly cleans’d and lick’d, as is done by Animals when wounded: So Ordinary difeafes are speedily diffip’d, when we let them alone, and exactly observe that course of Life, which thofe Difeafes, as it were by ivinfect, and Senation, put us upon.
Wine, for example, seems bitter to a Man in a Fever, and likewise is prejudicial to him in that Condition: This same Man finds it agreeable to the Palate, when he is in Health, and then it is wholesome for him. It sometimes even happens that Wine is most useful to the Sick that relish it, provided their taille be not an effect of the Habit of drinking it, and that their desire of it proceeded from the present disposition of their Body: That it cannot be doubted but that we are to consult our senses in Sickness for the way we are to take to the recovery of our Health. Here follows my Opinion about what we ought to do.

'Tis requisite that the distempers Perfon should be extremely attentive to those secret designs which sometimes arise in him on occasion of the actual disposition of his Body; but above all, take heed lest these desires should be the consequence of some preceding Habit. He must, to that intent, flacken, as I may say, the bent of Imagination, or, thinking on nothing that may determine it, observe to what he is inclined, and examine whether his present inclination proceeds from the actual disposition of his Body. This done, he ought to follow it, with much caution and reserve; it being extremely difficult to affair'd whether these secret inclinations are owing to the present State of Body; and 'tis sometimes good to have the advice of some experient Perfon upon it. But if the Sick Perfon thus giving a loofe to his imagination, as I have been saying, finds nothing offer it self to his Mind, he must remain quiet, and use abstinence, for this will quicken him to some desire, or fend the humours that disquiet him. But if the disease increas, notwithstanding his Abstinence and Rest, 'tis then necessary to have recourse to experience and the Physician. He must give then an exact account of all to a skilful one that knows, if possible, the Constitution of his Body. He must clearly explain to him the beginning, and progress of his Disease, and the State of Body he was in, before he fell into it, that he may consult his Experience and Reason with reference to the Perfon to be cur'd by him. And then though the Physician prefer the better Medicines, and which are really forts of Poison, yet they must be taken because we experimentally know that these Poisons are not in the Body, but have our humours among which are the cause of the Disease. Here it is that Reason, or rather Experiments, must over-rule the Senfe; provided the abhorrence of the recommended Potions be not of a fresh date. For if this Aversion was Contemporary with the disease, it would rather be a Symptom of the Medicines being of the fame Nature with the ill humours that caus'd the distempers, and so perhaps would but augment and strengthen it.

Nevertheless I think it advisable before we venture upon strong Medicines, and which we are much averse to, to begin with those that are more gentle and natural: As by Drinking a good quantity of Water, or taking an eafe Emetic, if we have loft our Appetite, and are not very hard to Vomit. Water may attenuate the too condens'd humours, and facilitate the Circulation of the Blood into all the Parts of the Body: And Povitivae cleansing the Stomach, hinder the Nourishment we intake, from corrupting, and feeding any longer intermittent Feavers. But I ought not to infall upon these things. I am therefore of Opinion that we ought to follow the advice of the wise Physicians, who are not too hasty and expeditious, who are not too presumptuous upon the Recipe's, nor too cates to give their Nourishment and Prescriptions. For where one remedy does a Sick-Man good, there are a great many that do him harm. As the suffering Perfons are impatient, and as it makes not for the Honour of the Physicians, nor the profit of the Apothecary, to visit the sick without prescribing to them, so they visit too seldom, and prescribe too often. When therefore a Man is sick, he ought to request of his Physician, that he would hazard nothing; but follow Nature, and strengthen it if he can: He ought to let him know that he has more Reason, and Patience, than to take it ill that he visits him often without giving him relief: For on these occasions he sometimes does a great deal, who does no mischief.

I conclude then that we must have recourse to Physicians, and refuse not to obey them, if we would preserve our Life. For though they cannot be affurd of reforwarding our Health, yet sometimes they may contribute much for it, by reason of the continual Experiments, they make upon different Difeases. They know indeed very little, with any exactness, yet still they know much more than our selves; and provided they will give themselves the trouble of studying our constitution, of carefully observing all the Symptoms of the Disease, and diligently attending to our own inward feeling; we may hope from them all the Affidances that we may reasonably expect from Men.

What we have said of Physicians may in a manner be apply'd to Cauftics, whom 'tis absolutely necessary to consult on some occasions; and commonly useful. But it sometimes happens not only to be most ufelefs, but highly dangerous, to advise with them; which I explain and prove.

'Tis commonly said that humane Reason is subject to Error; but herein there is an equivoval fence, which we are not sufficiently aware of. For it must not be imagin'd that the Reason which Man confuits is corrupt, or that it ever misleads, when faithfully confulted. I have said it, and I say it again, that none but the Sovereign Reason makes us Rational: None but the Supreme Truth enlightens us, nor any but God, that speaks clearly, and knows how to instruct us. We have but one True Master, even Jesus Christ Our Lord, Eternal Wisdom, the Word of the Father, in whom are all the Treasures of Wisdom, and the Knowledge of God: And 'tis Blasphemy to say, this Universal Reason, whereof all Men participate, and by which alone they are reasonable, is subject to Error, and capable of deceiving us. 'Tis not Man's Reason but his Heart that betrays him; 'Tis not his Light, but his Darkness that hinders him from seeing. 'Tis not the Union he has with God, which seduces him, nor in one fence, his Union with
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the Body: But 'tis the dependance he has on his Body, or rather, 'tis because he will receive himself; and enjoy the Pleasure of judging, before he has been at the Pains of Examining; 'tis because he will relit, before he arrives to the place of the Reft of Truth. I have more exactly explained the cause of our Errors, in many places of the preceding Book, and I here suppose what I there have said.

Which being laid down, I affirm it is needless to consult Caffius, when it is certain, that Truth speaks to us; which we are sure it does when Evidence displays itself in the Anfwers that are made to our Enquiries, that is, to the attention of our Mind. Therefore when we retire into our own Breast, and in the silence of our Senfes, and Paffions, hear a Voice to fools, and intelligible, that we cannot be doubtful of the Truth of it, we must submit to it, let the World think of us what they please: We must have no regard to custom, nor listen to our secret Inclinations, nor defer too much to the resolves of thofe who go for the Learned part of Men. We must not give way to be misguided by the false fiew of a pretended Fiety; nor be humbled by the oppositions of those who know not the Soul which animates them: But we must hear patiently their proud Infults, without condemning their Intentions, or defiling their Perfons. We muft, with simiplicity of heart, rejoice in the Light of Truth, which illuminates us; and though its Anfwers condemn us, yet ought we to prefer them, before all the fubtil Diftinctions the Imagination invents, for the Realification of the Paffions.

Every Man, for Example, that can enter into himfelf, and fill the confused noise of the Senfes and Paffions, clearly discovers that every motion of Love, which is given us by God, must Center upon him, and that God himfelf cannot dispence with the Obligation we have to Love him, in all things. 'Tis evident, that God cannot supercede acting for Hifelf, cannot create, or preserve our Will, to will any thing besides him, or to will any thing but what he Wills Hifelf. For I cannot see how it is conceivable, that God can Will a Creature should have more Love for what is least lovely, or should Love Sovereignty, as its end, what is not Supremely amiable.

I know well that Men who interrograte their Paffions, instead of consulting Order, may easily imagine that God has no other Rule of his Will than his will it felf, and that if God oberves Order, 'tis merely becaufe he will'd it, and has made this fame Order by a Will absolutely Free and Indifferent. There are thoie who think there is no other Immutability and neceflity by its Nature: And that the Order or Will of God, whereby he has made all things, though the firft of Creatures, is not felf a Creature, made by a Free Wiil of God, and not begotten of his Subftance by the neceflity of his Effence. But this Opinion which makes all the Foundations of Morality by robbing Order, and the Eternal Laws, depending on it, of their Immutability, and over-turns the entire Edifice of the Christian Religion, by divifing JESUS CHRIST, or the WORLD of God, of his Divinity, does not yet to perfectly b calm the Mind, as to hide from it this Truth: That God Wills Order. Thus whether the Will of God Makes Order, or Suppofes it, we clearly fee when we retire into our felves, that the God we Worship cannot do what plainly appears to us to be contrary to Order. So that Order Willing that our Time, or the Duration of our Being, fhoald be for him that prefferves us, that the Motion of our Heart fhoald continually tend towards him, who continually imprafes it in us; that all the Powers of our Souls fhoald labour only for him, by virtue of whom they act. God cannot dispence with the Commandment he gave by Mozes in the Law, and repeated by his Son in the Gospel, Thou fhalt Love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy Soul, and with all thy Mind, and with all thy Strength.

But because Order requires that every Righteous Perfon fhoald be happy, and every E villain milcher, and every Sinner fuffer, and every Infam afhamed; and every Order of Love to God fhould be rewarded, and every other contrary to Order, or that tends not to him, punifhed: It is evident, that whoever will be happy must continually tend towards God; and reject with abhorrence whatsoever frops or temps him in his course, or Weakens his propension to the true good: And for this he need not consult any Caffius: For when God fpeaks, 'tis fit that Men fhoald be filent: And when we are abfolutely certain, that our Senfes, and Paffions, have no Voice in those refolves we hear, in our moft Secret and inward Reafon, we ought always, respectfully to attend and submit to them.

Would we be reduc'd whether we may go to a Ball or a Play: Whether we may in Confidence spend a great part of the Day in Sports, and vain Conversation, whether certain Conversations, Studies, and Employes, are conformable to our Obligaftions. Let us retire into our felves, and hear our Senfes and Paffions, and then fee in the Light of God, whether we can do for him any good Action: Let us interrogate him who is the Way, the Truth, and the Life, to know if the Road we purfue will not lead us to the Gates of Death: And whether (God being Effentially Just, and necéflarily oblig'd to punifh what is not agreeable to Order, and to reward all conformity to it) we have reason to believe we are going to augment, or enfee our Felicity, by the Action we intend to do.

If it be our Love to God that leads us to the Ball, let us go: If Heaven is to be gain'd by playing, let us play Day and Night: If we have in prospect the Glory of God in our Employment, let us exercise it; Let us do all things with Joy, for our Recompence shall be great in Heaven. But if after having carefully examin'd our Effential Obligaftions, we clearly difcover that neither our Being, nor the Time that measures it, is at our own disposal, and that we do an unjust thing, which it necéfarily lies upon God to punifh, when our only Study is how to spend our time in Mirth and Pleasure, if our Lord and Saviour CHRIST, who has purchas'd us by his Blood, reproaches our infidelity and ingratitude in a moft clear and intelligible manner, for living after the
the Flesh and the World, for Leading an Effeminate, and Voluptuous Life, and following Opinion and Custom: Let us yield to his Voice, and not harden our Hearts, nor seek out such Spiritual Guides, as comfort us under these Reproaches, and secure us against these Menaces, and involve in delightful Clouds that Light which strikes, and pierces our very Soul.

When the blind leads the Blind they both fall into the Ditch, says the Evangelist. But if God excuse not the Blind who commits himself to the Conduct of a Blind Leader, will he excuse him who seeing clearly will yet willingly be guided by the Blind, because he leads him pleasantly, and entertains him by the way, according to his Inclinations? These voluntary Blind Men ought to know, that God who never deceives, frequently permits these Seducers in punishment to the corrupt Affections of those that seek them. That Blindness is a penalty of Sin, though it be often the cause of it; and that it is just, that he who cared not to hear Eternal Warnings, who spoke only for his good, should at last suffer himself to be corrupted by Men, whose deception is so much more dangerous, as their Flatteries are more pleasing.

'Tis true 'tis no cafe thing to retire into our selves; to silence our Senes, and Passions, and to distinguish the Voice of God, from that of our Body: For we most commonly take sensible Proofs for evident Reasons; and on that account it is necessary to consult the Causijs. But it is not always needful: For we fee our Duty on many occasions, with the clearest Evidence, and an undoubted certainty. And then it is even dangerous to consult them, unless it be done with the greatest Sincerity, and by a Spirit of Humility, and Obedience. For these dispositions oblige God to prevent our deception, or at least to keep us from deceiving our selves in any hurtful manner.

When it is convenient to advise with a Spiritual Guide, such an one is to be chosen as understandeth Religion, and reverence the Gospel, and is acquainted with humane Nature. We must take heed least the converse of the World has corrupted him, least Friendships should make him too Gentile and Complaisant, least he should be brib'd by his hopes or fears of us. We must choose one in a thousand, says St. Theresa, who, as she relates her self, had like to have left her way to Heaven, by the means of an Ignorant Guide.

The World is full of Deceivers, I say of Well-Meaning Deceivers; no less than others. Those who Love us, seduce us by their Complaisance: Those who are below us, flatter us; out of Respect or Fear: Those above us out of Contempt, or Negligence, overlook our necessities. Besides, all Men give us Counsel, agreeable to the Brevisates we give of our own Condition, and we never fail to make the belt of our Cafe, intensifying laying our hand upon our fore when we are allahmd of it. We often deceive our Counsellours, that we may deceive our selves: For we fancy our selves secure, whilst we follow their Directions. They do but conduct us whither we design'd to go; and yet we would fain perfwade our selves, in spite of our Light, and the Secret reproofs of our Reason, that 'tis our Obedience which determines us. We seduce our selves, and God permits us, but we can never deceive him who penetrates the Bottom of our Hearts. And though we deafen our selves never so much to the Voice of Internal Truth, we are sufficiently made sensible by the inward Reproaches, we receive, from the Suprem Truth, leaving us to our selves, that it enlightens our Darknes, and discovers all the Wiles and Stratagems of Self-Love.

'Tis therefore evident, that our Reason must be consulted for the Health of our Soul, as our Senes are to be advis'd with for the Health of our Body; and that when the former cannot clearly resolve us, we must apply to the Causijs, as we must have recourse to the Physician, when the latter are defective: But this is to be done with Judgment, since Ignorant Causijs may Marry our Soul, as Unskilful Physicians may Poison our Body.

Whereas I explain not in particular the Rules which may be given about the choice and use that's to be made of Physicians and Causijs. I define my Sentiments may be candidly interpreted, and that it may not be imagined I am against drawing all possible supplies from other Men. I know that a particular Blessing attends our submition to the Opinions of the Wife and Understanding: And I am willing to believe this general Rule, that 'tis requisite to die in the usual Form, is furer for the common fort of Men; than any I could establish for the Preservation of Life.

But because 'tis of perpetual use to retire into our selves, to consult the Gospel; and to listen to J E S U S C H R I S T, whether he speaks immediately to our Mind and Heart, or by Faith declares himself to our Ears and Eyes; I thought I might be allow'd to say what I have said. For our Causijs deceive us when they go contrary to the Doctrine of our Faith and Reason. And as we give Honour to God by believing that his Works have what is necessary to their preservation, I thought I could make Men sensible their Machine was so admirably contriv'd, that it's own Nature can better furnish it with what's necessary to it's safety, than Science and even the Experience of the ablest Physicians.
THE

ILLUSTRATION

UPON THE

Third CHAPTER of the Fifth BOOK.

That Love is different from Pleasure and Joy.

The Mind commonly confounds things that are very different, when they happen at the same time, and are not contrary to each other. As I have shown by many instances in this work; because herein chiefly confult our Errors, in respect of what passes within us. Being we have no clear idea of what constitutes the Nature or Essence of our Mind, nor of any of the modification it can receive, it often falls out, that to our confounding different things, they need but happen in us at the same time. For we easily confound what we know not, by a clear and distinct idea.

It is not only impossible clearly to conceive wherein confults the difference of our internal motions; it is even difficult to discover any difference between them: For to do this we must turn our eyes inward, and retire into our selves; not to consider them with reference to Good and Evil, which we do willingly enough: But to contemplate our selves with an abstract and barren consideration, which costs us great trouble, and distraction of thought.

We easily conceive, that the roundness of a body differs from its motion; and though we know by experience, that a bowl on a plane cannot be moved without being moved, and so motion and roundness are found together: Yet we are not to confound them with one another, because we conceive motion and figure by clear and distinct ideas. But 'tis not so with Pleasure and Love, which we almost always confound together. Our mind grows, as it were, Moveable by Pleasure, as a bowl by it's roundness, and because it is never void of an impression towards Good, it immediately puts it self in motion towards the objects which cause, or seem to cause the Pleasure. So that the motion of Love happening in the soul at the very time of it's feeling this Pleasure, is sufficient to make our undistinguishing or confound them, because he has no clear idea of her Love and Pleasure as he has of figure and motion. And for this reason some are perverted, that Pleasure and Love are not different, and that I distinguish too many things in each of our Passions.

But that it may clearly appear, that Pleasure and Love are two very different things: I divide Pleasures into two sorts, the one sort precedes Reason, as are agreeable Sensations, and so commonly by the name of the Pleasures of the Body. The other sort neither precedes Reason, nor the senses, and are generally called the Pleasures of the soul. Such is the Joy that arise in us, in consequence of a clear knowledge of contrived sensation, or we have of some Good, that either does, or shall accrue to us.

For example, a man in eating a fruit, which he does not know, finds pleasure in eating it, if it be good for nourishment. Which is a preceding or preventing Pleasure; for since he feels it before he knows whether the fruit be good, 'tis evident it prevents his reason. An Hungry man when hungry expects to find, or actually finds something eatable; which gives him an actual sense of Joy. Now this Joy is a Pleasure which follows the knowledge of his present or future good.

It is perhaps evident by this distinction of Pleasure into that which follows, and that which prevents Reason; that neither of them but differs from Love. For preventing pleasure undoubtedly precedes Love, since it precedes all Knowledge, which some way or other is always suppos'd by Love. On the contrary, Joy, or the Pleasure which suppos'd foregoing knowledge, presupposes likewise Love; since Joy suppos'd either a confus'd sensation, or a clear knowledge of the present or future possession of what we love: For if we possessed a thing for which we have no Love, we should receive no Joy from it. Therefore Pleasure is very different from Love, since that which prevents Reason; prevent and causes Love, and that which follows Reason, necessarily suppos'd Love; as an effect suppos'd the cause.

Moreover, if Pleasure and Love were the same thing, there could be no Pleasure without Love, nor Love without Pleasure, otherwise a thing could be without it self. Nevertheless a Christian loves his Enemy, and a well-educated child his Father, though never so irrational and unkind.
The Sight of their Duty, the Fear of God, the Love of Order and Justice causes them to Love, not only without Pleasure, but even with a fort of Horrour, those Persons that are no ways delightful. I own they sometimes have the Sense of Pleasure or Joy, upon the Reflection, that they perform their Duty; or upon the Hopes of being rewarded as they do deserve. But besides, that this Pleasure is very manfully different from the Love they bear to their Father, and Enemy; though perhaps it may be the Motive of it, it sometimes is not so much as the Motive of their acting; but 'tis only an abstract View of Order, or a Notion of Fear, which prefers their Love. In one sense it may be truly said, they have a Love for these Persons, even whilst they do not think of them. For Love remains in us during the Avocations of Thought, and in Sleep: But I conceive that Pleasure has no longer a Substance in the Soul, than she is aware of it. Thus Love or Charity remaining in us without Pleasure or Delection, cannot be main'tained to be the very same thing.

Since Pleasure and Pain are two contraries; if Pleasure were the same with Love, Pain would not differ from Hatred. But 'tis evident, that Pain is different from Hatred; because it often subsists without it. A Man, for Instance, who is wounded unawares, suffers a most real and cutting Pain, whilst he is free from Hatred. For he knows not even the Cause of his Pain, or the Object of his Hatred, or rather the Cause of his Pain not defeating his Hatred, cannot raise it. Thus he Hates not that Cause of his Pain, though his Pain moves or disposes him to Hatred. 'Tis true, he deferredly Hates Pain; but the Hatred of Pain is not Pain, but supposes it. Hatred of Pain does not Merit our Hatred, as does Pain: For the former is, on the contrary, very agreeable; in that we are pleased in Hating it, as we are displeased in Suffering it. Pain therefore not being Hatred, the Pleasure which is contrary to Pain is not Love, which is contrary to Hatred, and consequently the Pleasure which is precedentaneous to Reason, is not the same thing as Love. I prove likewise that Joy, or the Pleasure which proceeds Reason, is disinguish'd from Love.

Joy and Sorrow being contraries; if Joy were the same thing with Love, Sorrow and Hatred would be all one. But it is evident, that Sorrow differs from Hatred, because it sometimes has a separate Substience. A Man, for Example, by chance finds himself deprived of things that he has need of; this is enough to make him sorrowful: But it cannot provoke him to Hatred: Either because he knows not what it was that deprived him of this necessitie thing; or because, being unworthy of his Hatred, it could not excite it. 'Tis true, this Man Hates the Privation of the Good which he Loves; But it is manifest, that this kind of Hatred is really Love: For he Hates the Privation of Good, merely because he Loves Good; and since to fly the Privation of Good, is to tend towards Good; Is evident, that the Motion of his Hatred is not different from that of his Love. Therefore his Hatred, if he have any, being not contrary to his Love, and Sorrow being always contrary to Joy, it is evident, that his Sorrow is not his Hatred: and consequent ly Joy is different from Love. Lastly, It is evident, that Sorrow proceeds from the Preference of something which we hate, or rather from the Absence of something which we Love. Therefore Sorrow supposes Hatred, or rather Love, but 'tis very different from them both.

I know St. Austin defines Pain to be an Aversion the Soul conceives from the Bodies being disjosed otherwise than she would have it; and that he often confounds Dejection with Charity, Pleasure with Joy, Pain with Sorrow; Pleasure and Joy with Love; Pain and Sorrow, with Aversion or Hatred. But there's great Probability this Holy Father in all this follow'd the common way of speaking of the Vulgar, who confound most of those things which occur in them at one and the same time: Or, it may be, did not examine these things in so Nice and Philosophical a manner as he might have done. Yet I think I both may and ought to say, that to me it seems necessary exactly to distinguish these things, if we would explain our selves clearly and without Equivocation upon most of the Questions handled by him. For even Men of a quite oppoite Opinion use to build upon the Authority of this great Man, because of the various Senes and Contrafions his Speech will afford; which is not always Nice and accurate enough to reconcile Persons, who are perhaps more eager to dispute, than defirous to agree.
THE ILLUSTRATION
UPON THE
Third CHAPTER of the Second PART of the
Sixth BOOK.

Concerning the Efficacy ascribed to Second Causes.

Ever since the Transgression of our first Parent, the Mind rambling constantly abroad, forgets both itself, and Him who pierces and enlightens it; and is so absurdly plant to the Securities of its Body, and those about it, as to imagine its own Happiness and Perfection is to be found in them. He that alone is able to act in us, is at present hidden from our Eyes: His Operations are of an insensible kind; and though he produces and preserves all Beings, yet the Mind whilst the earnest Enquirer of the Cause of all things, cannot easily know him, though it meets him every moment. Some Philosophers chafe rather to imagine a Nature and particular Faculties, as the Causes of those which we term Natural Effects, than to render to Good all the Honour that is due to his Power. And though they have no Proof, nor even clear Idea of this pretended Nature and Faculties, as I hope to make appear, they had rather talk without knowing what they say, and reverence a purely imaginary Power, than by any Effay of Thought to discover that Invisible Hand which works all in all things.

'Tis unavoidable for me to believe that one of the most deplorable Consequences of Original Sin, is our having no Taste nor Sense for God, or our Incapacity of Taucing or Meeting him without a fort of Dread and Abhorrence. We ought to see God in all things, to be sensible of his Power and Force in all Natural Effects; to admire his Wisdom in the wonderful Order of his Creatures: In a word, to Worship, to Fear, to Love Him only in all his Works. But in our present State there is a Secret Opposition between Man and God; Man, conscious of his being a Sinner, hides himself, flies the Light, and is afraid to meet his Maker; and therefore had rather imagine in surrounding Bodies, a blind Power or Nature with which he can be familiar, than find in them the terrible Power of an Holy and Just God, who knows and Operates all in all.

I confess there are very many Persons, who from another Principle than that of the Heathen Philosophers, follow their Opinion about Nature, and Second Causes: But I hope to convince them in the Proces of this Discourse, that they fall into this Sentiment, out of a Prejudice which 'tis impossible to shake off, without those Succours which are furnish'd by the Principles of a Philosophy, that has not always been sufficiently known. For in all likelihood, this is what has kept them from declaring for an Opinion, which I think my self oblig'd to espouse.

I have a great many Reasons which will not let me attribute to Second or Natural Causes, a Force, Power, or Efficacy, to produce anything whatever. The chief whereof is, That this Opinion is to me utterly inconceivable. Though I use all possible Endeavours to comprehend it, I cannot find in my self the Idea to reprentent to me, what can be that Force or Power ascribed to the Creatures. And I need not fear putting a rash Judgment in affirming that those who hold that the Creatures are endued with a Force and Power, advance what they do not clearly conceive. For, in short, if the Philosophers clearly conceive, that Second Causes have a true Force to act and produce their Like; I being a Man as well as they, and participating of the same Sovereign Reason, might in all probability discover the Idea which reprentent to them that Force. But, all the efforts that my Mind can make can discover no other Force, Efficacy or Power, than in the Will of the Infinitely perfect Being.

Besides, when I think upon the different Opinions of Philosophers upon this Subject, I can no longer doubt of my assertion. For if they saw clearly what this Power of Creatures was, or what was in them truly powerful, they would agree in their Opinion about it. When Men cannot accord, though they have no private Interest to hinder them, 'tis a certain Sign that they have no clear Idea of what they say, and that they understand not one another, especially if they dispute on Subjects that are not of a Complex Nature, and of difficult Diffusion; like this before us. For there would be no difficulty to resolve, if Men had a clear Idea of a created Force or Power. Here then follow some of their Opinions, that we may see how little agreement there is among them.

There
There are Philosophers who maintain that second Causes act by their Matter, Figure and Motio, and these in one sense are right enough: Others by their substantial form. Many by Accidents or Qualities, some by Matter and Form; others by Form and Accidents, and others still by certain Veruses, or faculties different from all this. There are of them who affirm that the substantial form produces forms, and the accidental form, accidents: Others say that the forms produce both the forms and accidents: Others, still that bare accidents are not only capable of producing accidents, but even forms. But it must not be imagined that those who say, that accidents can produce forms by virtue of the form they are join'd to, understand it the same way. For one part of them will have accidents to be the very force, or virtue of the substantial form: Another that they imbibe into them the influence of the form, and only act by virtue of it: A third lastly will have them to be but Instrumetal causes. But neither are these latter sort altogether agree'd about what is meant by instrumetal cause, and the virtue they receive from the principal. Nor can the Philosophers compromise about the action whereby second causes produce their effects. For some of them pretend that causality ought not to be produc'd, since it is this which produces. Others will that they truly act by their own action. But they are involv'd in so many Labyrinths in explaining precisely wherein this action consists, and there are so many different opinions about it, that I cannot find in my Heart to recite them.

3. Concerning upon Arístotlē's Physics, and many others cited by Suarez. See Enquiry's metaph. qu. 13. sec. 2. and 3.

Such is the strange variety of opinions, though I have not produc'd those of the Ancient Philosophers, or that were born in very remote Countries. But we have sufficient Reason to conclude, that they are no more agreed upon the subject of second Causes, than those before all'd.

Ariostella, for instance, is of Opinion that corporeal Substances cannot produce any thing but accidents: This, according to Rævin, is his Hypothesis. He supposeth that God produces immediately a most perfect Spiritual substance: That this produces another less perfect, and then a third, and so on to the last, which produces all corporeal substances; and corporeal substances, accidents. But Aristotelium cannot be admitted to comprehend how corporeal substances; which cannot penetrate each other, should cause alterations in them, supposeth that there are spirit which are capable of acting on bodies, because they alone can penetrate them. For these Gentlemen not admitting the Vacuum, and the Actions of Demoicritus, nor having sufficient knowledge of the fabulamater of M. des Carthes, could not with the Gallendis and Carpefian, think of bodies which were little enough to intumine into the pores of those that are hardest, and most solid.

Methinks this diversity of opinions justifies this thought of ours, that Men often talk of things which they understand not; and that the power of Creatures, being a fiction of Mind, of which we have naturally no idea, every Man makes it, and imagines it what he pleases.

'Tis true, this power has been acknowledg'd for a Real and True, by most Men in all Ages; but it has never yet been prov'd, I say not demonstratively, but in any wise so, as to make an impression upon an Attentive, thinking Man. For the confus'd proofs which are built only upon the fallacious testimony of the Senses, and Passions, are to be rejected by those who know how to exercise their reason.

Aristotle, speaking of what they call nature, says it is ridiculous to go about to prove that natural Bodies have an inward principle of motion and rest; because says he, it is a thing that is self-evident. His like-wise does not doubt but a bowl which strikes another, has the force of putting it in motion. This is witneffed by his eyes, and that's enough for him; who seldom follows any other testimony than of the Senses, (very rarely that of his reason) and is very indifferent whether it be intelligible or not.

Those who impugn the opinion of some Divines, who have written against second Causes, say, like Aristotelium, that the Senesch convince us of their efficacy: And this is their first and principal proof. Tis evident, say they, that the fire burns, that the Sun shines, that Water cools, and he must be out of his Senses who can doubt of it. The Authors of the other Opinion, say the great Ancients, are out of their Wits. We must, say almost all the Peripatetics, use sufficient proofs for their conviction, who deny this efficacy, and so oblige them to confess we are capable of acting on them, and wounding them. Tis a judgment which Aristotelium has already pronounc'd against them, and it ought to be put in Execution.

But this pretended demonstration cannot but create Pity: For it gives us to know the weakness of an Human Mind: And that the Philosophers themselves are infinitely more sensible than reasonable. It evinces that those who glory in being the Inquirers of Truth, know not even whom they are to consult to hear any News of it: Whether Sovereign Reason, which never deceives, but always speaks things as they are in themselves, or the body which speaks only out of interest, and with reference to the preservation and convenience of Life. For in fine what prejudices will not be justified if we set up our Senses for Judges, to which most of them owe their birth? As I have shown in The Search after Truth.

When I see a Bee fly another, my eyes tell me, or seem to tell me, that it is the true cause of the motion; it implies for the true cause that moves Bodies, is not visible to my eyes. But if I interrogate my reason, I evidently see, that Bodies having no power to move themselves, and their moving force being nothing but the will of God, which preserves them successively in different places, they cannot communicate a power which they have not, nor could communicate, if they had it. For tis plain that there must be Wifdom, and that Infinite, to regulate the communication
tion of motions, with that exactness, Proportion, and Uniformity which we see. A body can
not know that infinite multitude of impulsive Bodies round about it, and though we should suppose
it to have knowledge, yet it would not have enough to proportionably to regulate and distribute,
that the infant of protrusion, the moving force it self is carried with.

When I open my Eyes, the Sun appears to me splendidly glorious in Light: And it seems not
only to be visible it self, but to make all the world jo too. Methinks 'tis he that arrays the Earth
with flowers, and enriches it with Fruits. That gives Life to Animals and striking by his Heat
into the very Womb of the Earth, impregnates her with Stones Marbles and Metalls. But in confi-
miting my Reason I fee nothing of all this: And if I faithfully confult it, I plainly discover the
feclusion of my Senses, and find that God Works all in all. For knowing that all the changes
which accrue to Bodies, have no other principle than the different Communications of Motions,
which occur in visible and invisible Bodies: I see that God does all; since 'tis his Will that causes,
and his Will that regulates all these Communications.

I suppose that Local Motion is the principle of Generations, Corruptions, Alterations, and Uni-
versally of all the changes incident to the Corporeal World; which is an Opinion sufficiently receiv'd
among Men of Letters. But let their Opinion about it be what it will, that matters not much; since it seems much easier to conceive, that a Body drives another when it strikes it, than
to comprehend how Fire can produce Heat and Light, and educe from the power of matter a substance
that was not in it before. And if it be necessary to acknowledge, that God is the True Cause of
the different Communications of Motion, by a much stronger reason we should conclude, that none
but He can Create, and Annihilate real Qualities, and subfubstantial Forms. I say Create and Annih-
liliate: For it seems to me at least as difficult to educe from matter a subfubstance that was not in it, or to reduce it into it again, whilst yet there nothing remains of it, as to create it, or Annihilate it. But
I fliek not to the Terms: And I make use of those, because there are no other that I know of,
which express without Obscurity and Ambiguity, the changes suppos'd by the Philosophers to ar-
rive every moment by the force of second Causes.

I had some scruple to let down here, the other Arguments which are commonly urg'd, for the
Force and Efficacy of natural Causes; For they appear so weak and trifling to those who withlard
Prejudices, and prefer their Reason before their Senses, that I can scarce believe, methinks, that
Reasonable Men could be perfwaded by them. However I product, and answer them, since there
are many Philosophers who urge them.

**ARGUMENT I.**

If second Causes did not Operate, say *Stacez, † Fonfeca,* and some others, animate things
could not be distinguished from inanimate, since neither one, nor the other, would have an inward
principle of their Actions.

**ANSWER.**

I answer, that Men would have the same sensible proofs that have convince'd them of the distinction
they make between things animate and inanimate. They would still see Animals do the same
Actions, as eat, grow, cry, run, bound, &c. and would discern nothing like this in Stones: And
this one thing makes the vulgar Philosophers believe, that Bealls live, and that Stones do not. For
we are not to fancy that they know by a clear and distinct view of Mind, what is the Life of a Dog.
'Tis their Senses which regulate their Decisions upon this Question.

If it were necessary, I could prove here that the principle of the Life of a Dog differs not from
the principle of the Motion of a Watch. For the Life of Bodies whatever they be, can confult but
in the Motion of their Parts: And we may easily judge that the same *subtle matter,* which cauhs
the fermentation of the Blood, and animal spirits, in a Dog, and which is the principle of his
Life, is no perfe&i;er than that which gives Motion to the spring of a Watch, or which cauhs the
Gravitation in the weights of a Clock, which is the principle of their life, or to speake as others do,
of their motion.

It behoves the Peripate&i;cks to give those whom they title *Cartesians* a clear idea of what they call
the life of Bealls, corporeal soul, Body which perceives, and Defers, sees, feels, wills, and then we
shall clearly resolve their difficulties, if after that they shall persist in raising them.

**ARGUMENT II.**

It were impossible to discover the Differences, or Powers of the Elements: So that fire might
refrigerate as water, and nothing would be of a settled and fix'd Nature.

**ANSWER.**

I answer, That whilst nature remains as it is, that is to say, whilst the laws of the communica-
tion of Motions remain constantly the same; it is a contradiction, that fire should not burn, or
separate the parts of certain bodies. Fire cannot refrigerate like water, unless it becomes water;
for fire being only fewel, whose parts have been violently agitated by an invisible surround-
ing Matter, as is easy to demonstrate; it is impossible its Parts should not Communicate some of their Motion to approaching Bodies: Now as these Laws are constant, the Nature of Fire, its Virtues and Qualities are unchangeable. But this Nature, and these Virtues, are only Consequences of the General and Efficacious Will of GOD, who does all in all things. Therefore the Study of Nature, is in all respects false and vain, when we look for other true Causes than the Will of the Almighty.

I confest that we are not to have recourse to God, or the Universal Cause, when we require the Reason of particular Effects. For we should be ridiculous to assert, for Instance, That GOD dries the Ways, or Freezes the Water in the River. We must say, The Air dries the Earth, because it moves, and bears off the Water with it that dilutes it: Or that the Air, or the Subtile Matter Freezes the River in Winter, because at that time it communicates not sufficient Motion to the Parts that confitrate the Water. In a Word, we must, if we can, assign the Natural and particular Cause of the Effects proposed, to Examination. But because the Action of these Causes confits in the moving Force, which actuates them, which moving Force is the Will of GOD, (which create them), we ought not to say they have in themselves a Force or Power to produce any Effects. And when in Reasoning we are at last arriv'd to a general Effect, of which we seek the Cause; 'tis no good Philosophy to imagine any other than the general. And to feign a certain Nature, a finite Moveable, and universal Soul, or some such Chimera, whereof we have no clear and distinct Idea, would be to argue like an Heathen Philosopher. For Example, when we are ask'd, whence it comes that some Bodies are in motion, or that the agitated Air communicates its Motion to the Waters, or rather whence proceeds the mutual Protrusion of Bodies: Motion and its Communication being a general Effect, on which all others depend; we cannot answer. I don't say like Christians, but Philosophers, without ascribing to God who is the Universal Cause: Since 'tis His Will that is the moving Force of Bodies, and that regulates the Communication of their Motions. Had he will'd there should be no new Production in the World, he would not have put its Parts in motion: And if hereafter He shall will the Incorruptibility of some of the Beings he had made, he shall cease to will the Communication of Motions in point of those Beings.

**Argument III.**

'Tis needless to Flow, to Water, and give several preparatory Dispositions to Bodies, to fix them for what we desire from them. For GOD has no need of preparing the Subjects on which he Works.

**Answer.**

I answer; That GOD may do absolutely all he pleases, without finding any Dispositions in the Subjects he works upon. But he cannot do it without a Miracle, or by Natural ways; that is, by the General Laws of the Communication of Motions, which he has con disput'd, and which he almost always follows in his Actions. GOD never multiplies his Will's without Reason; but acts always by the 'simplest Ways'; and for that Reason he makes use of the Collision of Bodies, in giving them Motion. Not that this Collision is absolutely necessary to it, as our Sentences tell us, but that being the Occasion of the Communication of Motions, there need be but very few Natural Laws to produce all the admirable Effects we fee. For by this means we may reduce all the Laws of the Communication of Motions to one: viz. That percutient Bodies being considered as but one, at the Moment of their Contact, or Collision, the moving Force is divided between them at their Separation, according to the Proportion of their Magnitude. But whereas concurrent Bodies are surrounded with infinite others, which act upon them, by Virtue and Efficacy of this Law; however constant and uniform this Law be, it produces a World of quite different Communications, because it acts upon infinite Bodies, which are all related to one another.

It is necessary to Water a Plant to make it grow; because by the Laws of the Communication of Motions, hardly any other than Watry Particles can by their Motion, and by reason of their Figure, inanimate and Wind up themselves into the Fibres of Plants, and by various fashioning and combining together, take the Figure that's necessary to their Nourishment. The Subtile Matter which is constantly flowing from the Sun, may, by its agitating the Water, lift it into the Plants; but it has not a competent Motion to raise gros Earthy Particles. Yet Earth and Air also are necessary to the Growth of Plants: Earth to preferve the Water at their Root, and Air to give this Water a Moderate Fermentation. But the Action of the Sun, the Air, and Water, confiting but in the Motion of their Parts, in proper speaking, GOD is the only Agent. For as I have said, there is none but He that can by the efficacy of his Will, and by the Infinite Extent of his Knowledge cause and regulate those infinite Efficacious Communications of Motions, which are made every moment, and in a Proportion infinitely exact, and regular.

**Argument IV.**

Can God refit, and Fight against Himself? Bodies jumble, strike, and refit another one, thenceforth Gods Acts not in them, unless it be by his concourse. For if it were he only that produced, and preferv'd Motion in Bodies, he would take care to divert them before the Collision, as knowing well that they are impenetrable. To what purpose are Bodies driven to be beaten back again, why
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why must they proceed to recoil? Or what signifies it to produce and Preferve ulefs Motions; Is it not an Abhirdity to say that God impuges himself, and that He destroys his Works, when a Bull fights with a Lyon, when a Wolf devours a Sheep, and a Sheep eats the Grafs which God makes to grow? Therefore there are Second Caufes.

A N S W E R.

Therefore Second Caufes do all, and God does nothing at all. For God cannot act againft himfelf, but Concurfe is Action. The concurring to contrary Actions is giving contrary Concurfe, and consequently doing contrary Actions. To concur with the Action of Creatures that refhit each other, is to Act againft himfelf. To concur to ulefs Motions, is to Act in vain. But God does nothing needless or in vain; he does no contrary Actions, and therefore conurs not to the Action of Creatures that often defroy one another, and makes ulefs Actions and Motions. See where this proof of Second Caufes leads us. But let us fee what Reason lays to it.

God Works all in every thing, and nothing refhits him. He Works all in every things, in as much as his Will both makes, and regulates all Motions: And nothing refhits him, because he does what ever he Wills. But let us fee how this is to be conceiv'd. Having refolv'd to produce by the fimplest ways, as most conformable to Order that infinite Variety of Creatures which we admire, he will'd that Bodies should move in a right line, because that is the moft fimple. But Bodies being impenetrable, and their Motions tending in Lines that oppofe, or interfet one another, they must neceffarily fall foul together, and consequently ceafe moving in the fame manner. God forefaw this, yet notwithstanding positively will'd the Collifion, or shock of Bodies; not that he's delighted in impugging himfelf, but because he defign'd to make use of this Collifion as an Occafion for his effablifhing the General Law of the Communication of Motions; by which he forefaw he must produce an infinite Variety of admirable Effects. For I am perfwaded that these two Natural Laws which are the fimpleft of all others: Namely, that All Motion tends to make it felf in a right line; and that in the Collifion, Motions are Communicated proportionally to the magnitude of the Colliding Bodies; are, fufficient to produce fuch a World as we fee: That is, the Heaven and Stars, and Planets, and Comets, Earth, Water, Air, and Fire: In a Word, the Elements, and all Unorganiz'd, and inanimate Bodies. For Organiz'd Bodies depend on many other Natural Laws, which are perfectly unknown. It may be living Bodies are not form'd like others by a determinate number of Natural Laws. For there is great probability, they were all form'd at the Creation of the World, and that Time only gives them a neceffary known Method to make them Visible to our Eyes; Nevertheless, it is certain, they receive that Growth by the General Laws of Nature, whereby all other Bodies are form'd which is the Reafon, that their Increafe is not always Regular.

I fay then that God by the firft of Natural Laws positively Wills, and confequently Caufes the Collifion of Bodies; and afterwards imploys this Collifion as an Occafion of effablifhing the Second Natural Law; which regulates the Communication of Motions; and that thus the actual Collifion, is the Natural, or Occafional Caufe of the Actual Communication of Motions.

If this be well consider'd, it will be evidently acknowledg'd that nothing can be better Order'd. But fuppofing that God had not fo Ordain'd it, and that he had diverted Bodies, when ready to encounter, as if there were a Paucoma to receive them, firft they would not be lubjeft'd to that perpetual Victiflime which makes the Beauty of the Universe: For the Generation of fome Bodies is perform'd by the Corruption of Others; and 'tis the contrariness of their Motion which produces their Variety. Secondly God would not act in the moft fimple manner: For if Bodies ready to meet fhould continue in their Motion, without touching, they muft needs defcribe the Lines curv'd in a thoufand different fancy'd; and confequently different Wills must be admitted in God to determine their Motions. Lately, if there were no Uniformity in the Action of Natural Bodies, and that their Motion were not made in a right Line, we fhould have no certain Principle for our Reafonings in natural Philosophy, nor for our conduct in many Actions of our Life.

'Tis not a diforder that Lyons eat Wolves, and that Wolves eat Sheep, and Sheep grafs, of which God has had fo fpecial a regard, as to give it all things necessary to its prefervation, and likewise a Seed for perpetuating it's kind. This proves fecord caufes no more, than the Plurality of Caufes, of contrary Principles of Good, and Evil, which the M anifees imagin'd to account for these effeets: But 'tis a certain Sign of the Grandeur, Wildom, and Magnificence of God. For God does no works unbecoming an infinite Wildom, and he does them with that prefufion as is a manifef proof of his Power, and Greatness. Whatever is defroy'd, is repair'd again by the fame Law that defroy'd it: So great is the Wildom, Power and Fecundity of that Law. God prevents not the deftrufion of Beings by any new Will: not only because the first fuflices to reform them, but especially because his Wills are of much greater value than the Reparation of these Beings. They are far more valuable than all that they produce. And God had never made this World, since not worthy of the Action by which it was produc'd, unless he had other proffecfs than are known by the Philosophers, and knew how to honour himfelf in J E S U S C H R I S T, with an honour which the Creatures are not capable of giving him.

When a Houfe falls, and crushes an honeft Man to death: a greater Evil happens, than when one Beast devours another, or when a Body is forc'd to rebound by the shock it receives from the Encounter of another. But God does not multiply his Wills, to redrefs either the true or apparent Diforders which are the neceffary Confquences of natural Laws. God ought not to correft nor change these Laws, though they fometimes produce Monifters. He is not to confound the Or-
der, and simplicity of his Ways. He must neglect mean and little things: I would say, he must not have particular Wills to produce effects, which are not equivalent to, or worthy of the Action of the Proverbs. God works not Miracles save when Order which he constantly follows requires it: which Order requires that he should act by the most simple ways; and make no exceptions to his general Wills, but when 'tis absolutely necessary to his designs, or on particular occasions, which we are absolutely ignorant of. Though we are all united to Order, or the Wifdom of God, yet we know not all the Rules of it. We fee in it what we ought to do, but we cannot discover in it what God ought to Will, nor is it our business to be very folicitous to know it.

A great inftance of what I have said, we have in the Damnation of an infinite number of Perfons, whom God suffer'd to periyh in times of Ignorance, and Error: God is infinitely Good: He loves all his Works; He wills that all Men should be fav'd, and come to the Knowledge of the Truth, for he has made them to enjoy him. And yet the greatest number are Damned. They live and die in blindness, and will remain in it to all Eternity. Comes not this from his acting by the simplifte means, and his following Order? We have shown, that according to Order, God ought not to prevent by Indeliberate Pleasures the Will of the first Man, whose Fall has disorder'd Nature. It was requisite that all Men should defpend from one, not only because that is the most simple way, but for several too Theological and arbitrate Reasons to be here explain'd. In fine we ought to believe this conformable to the Order which God follows, and to the Wifdom he always consults in the intention, and execution of his designs. The first Man's Sin has produced infinite Evils, I confefts, but certainly Order requir'd that God should permit it, and that he should initiate Man in a pecetable condition.

God minded to repair his laps'd Work, seldom gives Victorious Graces that prevail over the malice of the greatest Sinners. Sometimes he gives Graces udefe'd to the conversion of the Receiv'r, though he foresees their inutility, and sometimes finds them in great Plenty, yet with little effect: Commonly he acts as it were by degrees, giving Men secret inspirations of Self-denial and Repentance, as formerly he gave them Counfels in his Gospel. Thus he prepares them for the grace of Conversion, and laft of all beflows it. Why all these round-about Methods and ways in-direct? Would it not have been enough for him to have positively Will'd the Conversion of a Sinner, to have effected it in an efficacious and irresistible manner? But is it not visible that this proceeds from his acting by the fimple Methods, and Orders willing it, though we do not always fee it? For God must necessarily follow Order, and Wifdom in his ac'tings, though there are Unafa-thomable Abyfs to the Mind of Man. There are certain most fimple Laws in the Order of Grace, by which God for the most part ac'ts; for this Order has its Rules as well as that of Nature, though we know them not, as we fee those of the Communications of Motions. Only let us follow the Counfels which are given us in the Gospel by him, who perfectly knows the Laws of Grace.

This I fay to pacify the unjust Complaints of Sinners, who defpire the Counfels of J E S U S C H R I S T, and charge their Malignity and disorders upon God. They would have God show Miracles in their behalf, and dispence with the general Laws of Grace. They lead their Life in Pleasures, they seek out for Honour, and daily renew those wounds which fensible Objects have given their Brain, and add more to them, and after this exp't God should cure them by a Miracle. Not unto wounded Men, who in the exced of their Pain tear their Cloth's, renovate their Wounds, and when in the sight of approaching Death, complain of the cruelty of their Surgeons. They would have God to fave them, because fay they, God is Good, Wife, Powerful, and needs but determine it, to make us happy. Why did he make us to damn and deftrouy us? They ought to know that God Wills they should be fav'd, and to that intent has done all that could be done by Order, and Wifdom, which he counfils. We cannot believe that he deferts us, whilst he gives us his own Son to be our Mediator, and Sacrifice. Yes, God is willing that all Mankind should be fav'd; but by ways that we ought to inudy with care, and follow with caution and warrings. God is not to confult our Paffions, in the Execution of his designs: He can have no regard but to his Eternal Wifdom, nor follow any other rule than the Divine Order, which Order will have us imitate J E S U S C H R I S T, and obey his Counfels, for our Sanification and Salvation. But if God has not predefin'd all Men to be conformable to the Image of his Son, who is the Model, and Exemplar of the Elect: 'Tis because here: God acts by the fimplefle means, with reference to his designs, which all make for his Glory: 'Tis because God is an univerfal Caufe, which ought not to act like particular Caufes, which have particular Paffions for all they do. 'Tis because his Wifdom, which in this repect, is an Abyfs to our apprehensions, Wills it fo. Lastly, 'tis because this Conduct is more worthy of God than could be any other more favourable for the Reprobate. For even they are condemn'd by an Order as worthy our Adorations, as that whereby the Elect are fancified and fav'd: And nothing but our Ignorance of Order, and our Self-love, make us blame a Conduct which the Angels and Saints eternally admire. But let us return to the proofs of the efficacy of fencd Caufes.

A R G U M E N T V.

If Bodies had not a certain Nature or Force to act with, and if God did all things, there would be nothing but what was Supernatural, in the moft ordinary effects. The diftinction of Natural, and Supernatural, which has been so well receiv'd in the World, and eftablih'd by the universal approbation of the Learn'd, would be Chimerical and Extravagant.

A N-
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ANSWER.

I answer that distinction is absurd in the Mouth of Aristotle, since the Nature he has established is a mere Chimer. I say that distinction is not clear in the mouth of the Vulgar part of Men, who judge of things by the Impressions they make upon their Senses. For they know not precisely what they mean when they say, the Fire burns by its Nature. I say that this distinction may pass in the mouth of a Divine, if he means by natural Effects, the conseqences of the General Laws which God has settled for the production and preservation of all things: And by supernatural Effects those which are independent on the Laws. In this sense the Distinction is true. But the Philosophy of Aristotle together with the Impressions of the senses, makes it, as I think, dangerous, because it may divert from God the too respectfull admirers of the Opinions of that wretched Philosopher; or such as confult their senses instead of retiring into themselves to confult the Truth. And therefore that distinction is not to be made use of without an Explanation, St. Aquin having us'd the word for some, retraced it, though there were few that could be deceiv'd by it. St. Paul speaking of meats offer'd to idols, advertises that an Idol is nothing. If the Nature of the Heathen Philosophy be a fiction, if that nature be nothing, it should be prephon'd, for that there are many who are abus'd by it: And more than we suppose who inconsiderably attribute to it the Works of God, who are taken up with this Idol, or fiction of the Humane mind, and pay it those Honours which are only due to the Divinity. They are willing to let God be Author of Miracles, and some Extraordinary effects, which in one sense, are little worthy of his Greatness and Wisdom, and they refer to the Power of their Imaginary nature those constant and regular Effects, which none but the Wife know how to admire. They suppose too that this so wonderful disposition which all living Bodies have to preserve themselves, and beget their like, is a production of their Nature: For according to these Philosophers the Sun and Man beget a Man.

We may still distinguish between supernatural and natural Order, several ways. For we may say that the supernatural relates to future Goods; that it is establish'd, upon consideration of the merits of Chr is T; that it is the first and principal in the designs of God; and other things enough to preserve a distinction, which they are vastly apprehensive should fall to the ground.

ARGUMENT VI.

The main proof which is brought by the Philosophers for the Efficacy of second Causes, is drawn from the will and liberty of Man, Man wills, and determines of himself. But to Will and Determine is to Act. 'Tis certainly Man who commits Sin, God not being the Author of it, any more than of Conspicience and Error. Therefore Man acts.

ANSWER.

I have sufficiently explain'd in several Places of the Treatise about the Search of Truth, what is the Will, and Liberty of Man, and especially in the first Chapter of the first Book, and in the first Illustration upon it; so that it is needless to repeat it again. I acknowledge Man Wills, and Determines himself, in as much as God cau ses him to Will; incarfnally carries him towards good, and gives him all the Idea's and Sentations, by which he determines his Impression. I know likewise that Man alone commits Sin. But I deny that therein he does any thing; For Sin, Error, and even Conspicience are nothing. I have explain'd my self upon this Point in the first Illustration. Man wills, but his Volitions are impotent in themselves; they produce nothing, and God works all notwithstanding them. For 'tis even God that makes our Will, by the Impression he gives us towards Good. All that Man has from himself are * Error and Sin, which are nothing. * In the Sense explain'd in the Chapter belonging to this Illustration.

There is a great difference between our Minds and Bodies that are about us; I grant, Our Mind in one sense Wills, Acts, and Determines it self. Our own inward Consciousness is an evident Con conviction. If we were defirous of Liberty, there could be no future Recompence and Punishment, for 'tis our Liberty which makes our Actions good or bad; and without it Religion would be but a Phantasm, and a Dream. But that which we cannot see clearly is, That Bodies have a force of Acting. It this we cannot comprehend, and this we deny, when we deny the Efficacy of Second Causes. Even the Mind acts not in that measure which is imagin'd. I know that I will, and that I Will freely; I have no Reason to doubt of it; which is stronger than that inward feeling I have of my self. Nor do I deny it, but I deny that my Will is the true Cause of the Motion of my Arm, of the Idea's of my Mind, and of other things which accompany my Volitions. For I see no Relation between so different things: Nay, I most clearly fee there can be no Analogie between my Will to move my Arm, and the Agitation of some little Bodies, whole Motion and Figure I do not know, which make choice of certain Nerves in the Arm, amongst a Million of others unknown to me, in Order to cau se me in the Motion I desire, by a World of Motions, which I desire not. I deny that my Will produces in me my Idea's: I cannot see how 'tis possible it should; for I know that the Motion of my Arm without Knowledge, it supposes my Idea's, but does not make them. (Nay, I do not so much as know precisely what an Idea is;) I cannot tell, whether we produce them out of nothing, and lend them back to the same nothing, when we cease to perceive them. I speak after the Notion of some Persons.
F. Malebranche Concerning

I produce, you'll say, my Idea's by the Faculty, which God gives me of Thinking. I move my Arm, because of the Union which God has established between my Mind and Body. Faculty, Union, are Logical Terms, of loose and indeterminate Signification. There is no particular Idea, Mode of Being, which is the move of the Arm. Therefore these Terms ought to be explain'd. If, you'll say, that the Union of my Mind and Body consists, in God's willing, That, upon my Desire to move my Arm, the Animal Spirits should betake themselves to the Muscles it is composed of, to move it in the manner desir'd: I clearly understand this Explication, and receive it: But this is exactly my own Affertion. For if my Will determine that of God, 'tis evident, that my Arm is mov'd, not by my Will, which is impotent of it self, but by the Will of God, which never fails of its Effect.

But if it be said, The Union of my Mind and Body consists in God's giving me a Force to move my Arm, as he has given my Body likewise a Force of making me feel Pleasure and Pain; to the end I may be follicitous for this Body, and be concern'd for its Preservation; certainly this is to suppose the thing in dispute, and to make a Circle. No Man has a clear Idea of that Force which the Soul has over the Body, or the Body over the Soul; nor knows very well what he says when he positively afferts it. That Opinion has been embrac'd through Prejudice, has been learn'd in Infancy, and in the Age of Sent. But Understanding, Reason, and Reflexion have no part in it; which is manifest enough from what I have said in the foregoing Treatise.

But you'll say, I know by my inward Conference of my Action, that I really have this Force; and therefore am not mistaken in believing it. I answer. That when I move my Arm, I am conscious to my self of the Actual Volition by which I move it; and I err not in believing I have that Volition. I have moreover an inward Sense of a certain Effort or Endeavour, which accompanies this Volition, and it is to be believ'd that I make this Endeavour. Let all, I grant that * I have an inward feeling of the Motion of my Arm, at the instant of this Effort; which suppos'd, I agree to what is said, That the Motion of the Arm is perform'd at the instant a Man feels this Effort, or has a practical Volition of moving his Arm. But I deny that this Effort, which is no more than a Modification, or Sensation of the Soul, which is given to us to make us understand our Weaknesses, and to afford us a confused and obscure Sensation of our Strength, can be capable of moving, and determining the Spirits. I deny there is any Analogy or Proportion between our Thoughts, and the Motions of Matter. I deny that the Soul has the least Knowledge of the Animal Spirits, which the Employs to move the Body Animated by her. Let all, though the Soul exactly knew the Animal Spirits, and were capable of moving them, or determining their Motions, yet I deny that with all this she could make choice of those Diftress of the Nerves of which she has no Knowledge, so as to drive the Spirits into them, and thereby move the Body with that Readiness, Exactness, and Force; as is observable even in those who are the least acquainted with the Structure of their Body.

* It seems evident to me that the Mind knows not by internal Sensation, or Conference, the motion of the Arm the Animals. She knows by Conference only what the feels, or thinks. By inward Sensation, or Conference, we know the Sense we have of the Motion of our Arm. But Conference does not explain the Motion of our Arm, or the pain we suffer in it, any more than the Colours we see upon Objects. Or if this will not be granted, I say, that inward Sensation is not inferable for Error is generally found in the Sensations when they are compos'd. I have sufficiently prov'd it in the first Book of the Search after Truth.

For supposing that our Volitions are truly the moving Force of Bodies, (howbeit that seems inconceiv'd) how can we conceive the Soul moves her Body? The Arm for Example is mov'd by means of an inflation or contraction caus'd by the Spirits in some of the Muscles, that compose it. But to the end the Motion imprtrided by the Soul on the Spirits in the Brain may be Communicated to those in the Nerves, and from thence to others in the Muscles of the Arm, the Volitions of the Soul must needs multiply, or change in proportion to those almost infinite Flakes or Collisions, that are made by the little Bodies that constitute the Spirits. But this is inconceiv'd, without admitting in the Soul, an infinite number of Volitions, upon the least Motion of the Body, since the moving it would necessarily demand an innumerable multitude of Communications of Motions. For in short, the Soul being but a particular Cause; and not able to know exactly the degrees of agitation, and the dimensions of infinite little Corpules, which encounter, upon the dispersion of the Spirits into the Muscles; the could not settle a General Law for the Communication of these Motions, nor follow it exactly, if she had establish'd it. Thus it is evident, the Soul could not move her Arm, although she had the Power of determining the Motion of the Animal Spirits. These things are too clear to be longer insist'd on.

The cafe is the same with our Thinking Faculty. We are inwardly conscious that we Will the Thinking on something; that we make an Effort to that purpose, and that in the Moment of our desire and effort, the Idea of the thing presents it self to our Mind, but our inward Sensation does not tell us that our Will or Effort produces our Idea. Reason does not assure us that it's possible; and only prejudice makes us believe that our desires are the causes of our Ideas; whilst we experiment an hundred times a Day, that the latter accompany or pursue the former. As God and his Operations have nothing sensible in them, and as we are not conscious of any thing but our desires that precede the presence of our Ideas, we do not think our Ideas can have any other cause than these desires. But view this thing closely, and we shall fee no force in us to produce them, neither Reason nor Conference giving us any information thereupon.

I don't think my self oblig'd to transcribe all the other proofs employ'd by the patrons for the Efficacy of Second Causes. Because they seem to trivial that I might be thought to design to render them Ridiculous: And I should make my self fo, if I gave them a Serious Answer. An Author, for Example, very gravely afferts in behalf of his Opinion: Created Beings are true Material, Formal,
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Arguments VII.

The Defenders of the Efficacy of Second Causes, commonly allege the following Passages to support their Opinion. Let the Earth bring forth Grains: Let the Waters bring forth the moving Creature that hath Life, and Fowl that may fly, &c. Therefore the Earth and Water, by the Word of God, receiv'd the Power of producing Plants, and Animals. Afterwards God Commanded the Fowls and Fishes to multiply, Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the Waters in the Seas, and let Fowl multiply in the Earth. Therefore was given them a Power of begetting their like.

Our Saviour in the fourth Chapter of St. Mark says, the Seed which falls on good Ground, brings forth Fruit an Hundred-fold, that the Earth bringeth forth Fruits of her self, first the blade then the Ear, after that the full Corn in the Ear. Lastly, it is written in the book of Wisdom, that the Fire had as it were forgotten its Strength to Burn, in favour of the People of God. It is therefore certain from the Old and New Testament, that Second Causes have an Active Force.

Answer.

I answer, that in Holy-Writ there are many Passages which ascribe to God the pretended Efficacy of Second Causes, some of which are these. I am the Lord that maketh All Things, that stretcheth forth the Heavens A Lone, that spreadeth abroad the Earth by M T S E L E. Thine bands have made me and fashioned me together round about.

I cannot tell how you came into my Words. It was not I that formed Members of every one of you. But doubtless the Creator of the World who formed the Generation of Man, &c. Seeing he gave to Life and breath, and all things. He causeth Grains to grow for the Cattle, and Herb for the service of Men, that he may bring forth food out of the Earth. There are infinite such like Passages, but let them suffice.

When an Author seems to Contradict himself: And Natural Equity, or a stronger Reason obliges us to reconcile him to himself; methinks we have an infallible Rule to discover his true Opinion. For we need not observe, when he speaks according to his own Light, and when after Common Opinion, When a Man Accommodates himself to the vulgar way of speaking, that is no sure sign he is of their Opinion. But when he says positively the contrary to what Custom Authorises, though he say it but once, we have Reason to conclude it his judgment, provided we know he speaks seriously and with mature deliberation.

For Influence, when an Author speaking of the properties of Animals, shall say an hundred times over, that Beasts have sense, that Dogs know their Master, that they Love and Fear him; and but in two or three places shall affirm that Beasts are insensible, that Dogs are incapable of Knowledge, and that they neither Love nor Fear anything, how shall we reconcile this Author to himself? Must we make a Collection of all his Passages for and against it; and judge of his Opinion by the greater number? If so, I conceive there is no Man to whom, for example, may be attributed this Opinion, That Animals have no Soul. For even the Cartesians most frequently say, that a Dogs feels when he is beaten, and rarely is it that they affirm he does not feel. And although I myself encounter a vast multitude of prejudices in this Treatise, yet many Passages may be gathered from it, by which, unless this present Rule be admitted, it may be prov'd that I confirm them all, and even that I hold the Opinion of the Efficacy of Second Causes, which I am now refuting; or it may be it might be concluded that the Search after Truth abounds with grofs and palpable contradictions, as do some Perfons who I fear have not Equity, and penetration enough, to set up for judges of the Works of others.

Holy Scripture, and Fathers, and most Religious Men, speak oftener of fentible Goods, Riches, and Honours, in the vulgar Opinion, than by the true Ideas they have of them. Our Lord brings all Arguments to the Wicked Rich Man, Son, thou hast receiv'd by Good Things in thy Life time, that is to say, Riches and Honour. What we by prejudice call Good, our Good, that is Gold and Silver, is fiddle in Scripture, in an hundred places our Sufferance, and Subsistance, and even our bounty, or that which Honours us, Patrerpas & Homestas a Deo fumt. Must these ways of speaking us by the Holy Scripture, and the most Religious Perfons, make us believe that they contradict themselves; of that Riches and Honours are truly our goods, and worthy our Love and our Researches? No, doubtles; Because the Modes of Speech, fuiting with prejudices, signify nothing: And that we see nowhere that Our Saviour has compar'd Riches to Thorns, has told us, we must renounce them; that they are deceitful, and that all that's great and glorious in the World is an abomination in the sight of God. Therefore we must not hepp together the Passages of Scripture or the Fathers, to judge of their Opinions by the greater number, unlefs we will attribute to them every Moment, the most irrational prejudices in the World.

This being suppos'd, as plain that Holy Scripture says positively, 'tis God that makes all even to the Grains of the Field, that array's the Lillies with such Ornaments as CHRIST prefers before those of Solomon in all his Glory. 'Tis not only two or three, but innumerable Passages, that
that Attribute to God the pretended Efficacy of Second Causes; and overthrow the Nature of the Peripatetics.

Besides, we are inclin'd as it were by a kind of Natural prejudice not to think on God, in Ordinary Effects. And to attribute force and Efficacy to Second Causes, for the generality none but Miraculous Effects can make us think on God as the Author; and the sensible impression engages us in the Opinion of Second Causes. The Philosophers hold this Opinion, because, say they, the Sensus evince it. Which is their mightiest Argument. Lastly, this Opinion is receiv'd by all that follow the judgment of their Sensus. The Language is accommodated to this prejudice, and 'tis as commonly said, That Fire has a Power to Burn, as that Silver and Gold are a Man's Goods. Wherefore those Passages which the Scripture or Fathers afford us for the Efficacy of Second Causes, prove no more than those; That an Ambitious or Corrupt Person would choose for the vindication of his Behaviour. But we are not to lay fo of those Expressions that may be brought for the proof of God's Working all in all. For since this Opinion is repugnant to prejudice, the Passages that affect it, are to be interpreted in their utmost Rigour: For the same Reason that we are to conclude it in the Sentiment of a Carteian, that Beasts are Infeñible, though he should say it but now and then, and should commonly in common Difcourse say the contrary; as that they Feel, See, and Hear.

In the first Chapter of Genesis, God Commands the Earth to produce Plants, and Animals, and Orders the Waters to bring forth Fish, and Consequently say the Peripatetics the Water and Earth, were indu'd with a competent Virtue, to produce their Effects.

I cannot see the certainty of this conclusion; nor any necessity of admitting this consequence, though we were oblig'd to explain this Chapter by it itself, without recourse to other passages of Scripture. This method of expounding the Creation, is adapted to our way of conceiving things, and so there is no necessity of our taking it Literally, but thought we to lay it as a Foundation to our prejudices. Since we see Animals, and Plants on the Earth, Fowls inhabiting the Air, and Fishes living in the Water, God, to let us understand, that his Order constituted them in these Places, produc'd them therein.

From the Earth he form'd Animals, and Plants, not that the Earth was capable of Generating, or as if God had to that intent given it a force, and Virtue which it retains till now (For we are sufficiently agreed that the Earth does not Procreate Horses and Oxen) but because out of the Earth the Bodies of Animals were form'd, as it is said in the following Chapter.

Out of the ground the Lord form'd every Beast of the field, and every Fowl of the Air. The Animals were form'd out of the ground, (formatis de buzo animantibus, fays the Vulgar Latin) and not produced by it. Therefore when Moses had related how Beasts and Fowl were produc'd by Virtue of the Command which God gave the Earth and Water to produce them, he adds that it was of the Earth that made them, lest we should attribute their Production to the Earth and Water. And God created great Whales, and every living Creature that moveth, which the WATERS BROUGHT FORTH abundantly after their kind, and every winged Fowl after his kind, and a little lower, after he had spoken of the formation of Animals, he adjourns, and God made the Beast of the Earth after his kind, and Cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth on the Earth after his kind.

But 'tis observable, by the way, That what the Vulgar Translators, Producunt aquae reptilia animæ viventis, & volatile super terram, and our English, Let the Water bring forth abundantly the moving Creature that hath Life, and Fowl that may fly above the Earth, the Hebrew has it Volante VOLITET, Let the Fowl fly above the Earth: Which distinction shows, as is evident from the fore-cited Passages of the next Chapter, that Fowls were not produc'd from the Water, and that it was not Moses's design to prove that the Waters were truly empower'd to produce Fowl and Fish, but only to denote the respective place design'd for each, by the Order of God, whether to live, or to be produc'd in; Et volante VOLITET super Terram. For commonly when we say that the Earth produces Trees, and Plants, we only mean to signifie that it furnishes Water, and Salts, which are necessary to the Germination, and Increase of Seeds. But I dwell no longer on the Expiation of their Scripture Passages, which Literally taken, make for Second Causes: For we are so far from being oblig'd, that it is often dangerous to take Expressions in the Letter, which are founded on common Opinion, by which the Language is form'd. For the vulgar part of Men speak of all things according to the Impressions of Sense, and the Prejudices of Intancy.

The same Reason which constrains us to interpret Literally such Scripture Passages, as directly oppose Prejudices, gives us Reason to believe the Fathers never design'd ex proprio, to maintain the Efficacy of Second Causes, or the Nature of Artifiose. For though they often speak in a manner that countenances Prejudices, and the Judgments of Sense, yet they sometimes explain themselves, as to manifest the disposition of their Blind and Heart. St. Austin, for instance, gives us sufficiently to understand, That he believed the Will of God, to be the Force and Nature of every thing, when he speaks thus, We are wont to say, but not truly, that Prodigies are against Nature; For the Nature of every Creature being but the Will of the Creator; How can that which is done by the Will of God be contrary to Nature? Miracles therefore and Prodigies are not against Nature, but against what we know of it.

3'Tis true, St. Austin speaks in several places according to Prejudices: But I affirm that that is no Argument; for we are not Literally to explain, but those Expressions which are contrary to them, for which I have given the Reasons.
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If St. Athan in his Works, had laid nothing against the Efficacy of Second Causes, but had always favour'd this Opinion, his Authority might be made use of to confirm it. But if it should not appear that he had industriously examin'd that Question, we might still have reason to think he had no settled, and refolv'd Opinion about the Subject, but was, it may be, drawn by the Impression of the Senfes inconsiderately to believe a thing which no Man would doubt of, before he had carefully examin'd it.

'Tis certain for example that St. Athan always speaks of Beasts, as if they had a Soul, I say not a Corporeal Soul; for that Holy Father too well knew the defcription of the Soul and Body, to think there were Corporeal Souls; I say a Spiritual Soul, for Matter is incapable of Senfe. And yet it would seem, methinks, more reasonable, to employ the Authority of St. Athan to prove that Beasts have not a Soul, than to prove they have. For from the Principles which he has carefully examin'd, and strongly established, it manifestly follows they have none, as is shown by Ambrosius Victor, in his Sixth Volume of Christian Philosophy. But the Opinion that Beasts have a Soul, and are capable of Pain when we strike them, being confonant to Prejudices, (for there is no Child but believes it;) we have still reason to believe that he speaks according to Custom and Vulgar Opinion, and that if he had seriously examin'd the Question, and once began to doubt and make reflexion, he would never have laid a thing so contrary to his Principles.

Some of St. Athan's Principles are these. What has never finned, can not suffer evil. But according to him, Pain is the greatest Evil, and Beasts suffer it. That the more Noble cannot have the less Noble for its end. But with him the Soul of Beasts is Spiritual, and more Noble than the Body, and yet has no other End. That what is Spiritual is Immortal, yet the Soul of Beasts, though Spiritual, is subject to Death. Many suchlike Principles there are in his Works, whereby it may be concluded, That Beasts have no such Spiritual Soul as he admits in them.

And thus, though all the Fathers had constandy favour'd the Efficacy of Second Causes; yet, it may be, no regard were due to their Opinion, unless it appear'd that they had carefully examin'd the Question, and that their Affections, were not the results of common Speech, which is form'd and founded upon Prejudices. But the case is certainly quite contrary; for the Fathers, and such as were most Holy, and best acquainted with Religion, have commonly manifested in some places or other of their Works, what was their Disposition of Mind and Heart, in reference to the present Question.

The most Understanding, and indeed the greatest number of Divines, seeing that on one hand the Holy Scripture was repugnant to the Efficacy of Second Causes, and on the other, that the Imposition of the Senfes, the publick Vote, and especially Aristotle's Philosophy, which was had in veneration by the Learned, entitled it: For Aristotle believ'd God unconcern'd in the particulars of Sublunary Translations; That that change was below his Majesty, and that Nature which he supposes in all Bodies, suffic'd to produce all that was done below. The Divines, I say, have so equally balance't their Two, as to reconcile Faith with Heathen Philosophy, Reason with Senfe, and to make Second Causes indefective without the additional concourse of God Almighty. But because that immediate concourse, whereby God acts jointly with Second Causes includes great difficulties, some Philosophers have reject'd it, pretending that in Order to their Acting, there needs no more than that God should continue to them their Virtue he endow'd them with in their Creation. And since this Opinion is exactly agreeable with Prejudice, because of the infensible Operation of God, in Second Causes, it is commonly embrac'd by the vulgar fort of Men, and such as have more studi'd Ancient Naturalists and Physicains, than Theology and Truth. Most are of Opinion that God created all Creatures at first, and gave them all the Qualities and Faculties that were necessary to their preservation; that he has, for example, given the first Motion of Matter, and left it after it was so disposed, to do't itself, to produce, by the Communication of its Motions that admirable variety of Forms we see. 'Tis Ordinarily suppos'd that Bodies can move one another; and this is said to be Mr. des Cartes's Opinion, though he speaks expressly against it, in the Thirty Sixth and Seventh Articles of the Second Part of his Philosophical Principles. Since Men must unavoidably acknowledge that the Creatures depend on God, they leffen and abridge, as much as possible, that dependance, whether out of a Secret Aversion to God, or a strange and wretched stupidity and insensibility to his Operation. But whereas this Opinion is receiv'd but by those who have not much studi'd Religion, and have prepar'd their Senfe to their Reason, and Aristotle's Authority to that of Holy Writ, we have no reason to fear its making way into the Mind of thee, who have any Love for Truth and Religion; for provided a Man seriously examin'd it, he must needs discover its futility. But the Opinion of God's Immediate Concourse to every Action of Second Causes, seems to accord with those Passages of Scripture, which often attribute the same Efficac, both to GOD and the Creature.

We must consider then, that there are places in Scripture, where 'tis said that God is the only Agent: I am the Lord that maketh all things; that stretched forth the Heavens alone, that spreadeth abroad the Earth by my self. Ego sum Dominus, fays Ifaias, faciens OM N I A. Extendens coe- montem a SOLIS, frabilis Terram, & NOLLUS Moxum. A Mother Animated with the Spirit 22, & 23. Of God, tells her Children, it was not her that form'd them, I cannot tell how you came into my Womb; For I neither gave you breath nor Life, neither was it I that form'd the Members of every one of you: But doubtlest the Creator of the World, sc. Nescio quis est in eterne apparginus... 
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By the contrary, the Notion of Second Causes failing in with the vulgar Opinion, and being Suted to the tenible Impediment; the Passages which expressly make for the separate Efficacy of Second Causes, must be reckon'd invalid when compar'd with the former. Concurfe therefore is insufficient to reconcile the different Texts of Scripture; and all Force, Power and Efficacy must be afcribed to God.

But though the immediate concurrence of God with Second Causes, were fit to accommodate the disagreeing Passages of Holy Writ, yet after all it is a question whether it ought to be admitted. For the Sacred Books were not compos'd for the Theologists of these times, but for the People of the Jews. So that if this People had not understanding, or Subtlety enough, to imagine a Concurfe, such as is admitted in School-Divinity, and to agree to a thing which the greatest Divines are hard put to, to explain, it follows, if I mistake not, that the Holy Scripture which Attributes to God, and even to God alone, the production and preservation of all things, would have betray'd them into Error. And the Holy Pen-Men had flood chargeable with writing not only in an unintelligible, but deceitful Language. For in saying that God Work'd all, they would have design'd no more than that God affilied to all things with his concourse, which was not probably so much as thought on by the Jews; These amongst them, who were not very great Philosophers, believing, that God Work'd all, and not that he concur'd to all.

But that we may pass a more certain judgement about this Concurfe, it would be requisite to explain with care the different Hypotheses of the School-Men upon it. For besides, those impenetrable Clouds, and Obscurities which involve all the Opinions, that cannot be explain'd and defended without loose and indefinite Terms; there are upon this Matter so great a variety of Opinions, that it would be no hard matter to discover the cause of. But I desist not to engage in a difcussion that would be so wearisome to my self as well as the greatest part of Readers: On the contrary, I had rather try to show that my Opinions may in some thing accord with those of the greater number of Scholastick Divines, though I cannot but say their Language looks very Ambiguous and confus'd. To explain my self.

I am of Opinion, as I have said elsewhere, that Bodies for example have no Force to move themselves, and therefore that their moving force is nothing but the Action of God; or not to make use of a Term which has no distinct import, their moving force is nothing but the Will of God, always necessaril Efficacious, which successively preserves them in different Places. For I believe not that God Creates any particular Beings, to make the moving force of Bodies; not only because I have no Idea of such a kind of Being, nor see how they could move Bodies; But also because these Beings themselves would have need of others to move them, and so in infinitum. For none but God is truly Immutable, and Mover altogether. Which being so, when a Body strikes, and moves another, I may say that it Acts by the Concurfe of God, and that this Concurfe is not distinct from its own Action. For a Body meeting another moves it, by its Action, or its moving force, which at bottom is nothing but the Will of God preferring the Body successively in different Places, the translation of a Body being not its Action or moving force, but the Effect of it. Almost all Divines say too, that the Action of Second Causes is not different from that of God's Concurrence with them. For though they have a various Meaning, yet they suppose that God Acts in the Creatures by the same Action as the Creatures. And they are oblig'd, if I mistake not, thus to speak: For if the Creatures Acted by an Action which God Work'd not in them, their Action, consider'd as such, would no doubt, be independent. But they acknowledge, as it becomes them, that the Creatures depend immediately on God, not only as to their Being, but likewise as to their Operation.

So likewise, in point of free Causes, I believe that God ineluctably gives the Mind an Impression towards Good in General, and that he moreover determines this Impression towards particular Goods, by the Idea's or Sentations that he gives us, as I have explain'd in the first Illustration; which is the fame with what the Divines intend, by affirming, That God moves, and prevails our Wills. Thus the Force which puts our Minds in Motion, is the Will of God, which Animates us, and inclines us towards Good. For God Creates not Beings to constitute the moving force of Minds, for the same Reason that he Creates none to be the moving force of Bodies. The Will of Beings being of themselves Efficacions, He need but Will, to do. And we ought not to multiply Beings without necellity. Besides, whatever is real in the determinations of our Motions, proceeds likewise from the Action of God in us, as appears from the first Illustration. But all we Act, or produce, is by our Wills, that is, by the Impression of the Will of God, which is our moving force. For our Wills are Efficacions no farther than they are of God, as mov'd Bodies impel not others, but in as much as they have a moving force that translates them; which is no other than the Will of God, which Creates or prevails them successively in different Places. Therefore we Act by the Concurfe of God, and our Action consider'd as Efficacions, and capable of producing any Effect, differs not from his, but is, as May mov'd Divines, the fell same Action, cedem numero alia.

Now which all the motions which arrive in the World have no other natural Cause, than the Motions of Bodies, and Volitions of Minds. For, First, by the General Laws of the Communications of Motions, the invisible Bodies which surround the visible, produce, by their various Motions, all these divers Changes, whose Cause is not appearant. And, Secondly, by the Laws of Union of our Soul and Body, when circumambient Bodies Act upon our own, they produce in our Soul a multiplicity of Sentations, Ideas, and Passions. Thirdly, Our Mind, by its Volitions, produces in it self infinite different
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different Idea's; for they are our Volition, which as Natural Causes intend, and Modify our Mind: Their Efficacy, nevertheless, proceeds from the Laws which God has established. And,Lastly, when our Soul acts upon our Body, it produces several Changes in it, by virtue of the Laws of her Union with it; and by making this Body the effects in those about it abundance of Changes, by virtue of the Laws of Communication of Motions. So that the Motions of Bodies and the Volitions of Minds, are the only Natural, or Occasional Causes of Natural Effects, which no Man will deny, who uses any Attention; supposing only, he be not prepossessed by those who understand not what they say, who fancy perpetually to themselves such Beings as they have no clear Idea's of, and who offer to explain things which they do not understand, by others absolutely incomprehensible. Thus having shown that God by his Concourse, or rather by his Efficacious Will, performs whatever is done by the Motions of Bodies, and the Will's of Minds, as Natural or Occasional Causes, it appears that God does every thing by the same Action of the Creature. Not that the Creatures have of themselves any Efficacious Action, but that the Power of God is in a manner Communicated to them, by the Natural Laws which God has established on their account.

This then is all that I can do to reconcile my Thoughts to the Opinion of those Divines, who defend the necessity of immediate Concourse, and hold that God does All in all things by an Action no ways differing from the Creatures. For, as to the rest of the Divines, I think their Opinions utterly indefensible, and especially that of Durandus, together with the Sentiments of some of the Ancients, refuted by St. Anthoni, who absolutely denied the necessity of God's Conscience, pretending, that Second Causes did all things by the Power which God in their Creation gave them. For though this Opinion be less intricate and perplex'd, than that of other Divines, yet to me, it seems so repugnant to Scripture, and so suitable to Prejudices, to say no worse of it, that I think it altogether unwarrantable.

I confess that the School-Men, who make God's immediate concourse to be the same Action with that of the Creatures, do not perfectly agree with my Explication; and all those that I have read, except Bell and Cardinal d' Aliby, are of Opinion, That the Efficacy which produces Effects proceeds from the Second Cause as well as from the First. But as I make it indispensible for me to speak nothing but what I clearly conceive, and always to take the ride that best comparts with Religion, I think I am not liable to blame, for defecting an Opinion which to many Men seems still more inconceivable, as they strive more to comprehend it; and for establishing another, which agrees perfectly with all our Reason, but also with the Sacrendefs of our Religion, and Christian Morality, which is a Truth already prov'd in the Chapter that's the Subject of these Reflexions. However 'tis not inconvenient to say something to it, that I may fully verify what I have laid upon the present Question.

Both Reason and Religion evince, That God will be Love'd, and rever'd by his Creatures: Love'd as Good, and Rever'd as Power. Which is such a Truth as it would be Impiety and Madness to doubt of. To love God, as he requires and delivers, we must, according to the First Commandment, both of the Law and Gospel, and by Reason it self, as I have somewhere shown, Love Him, with all our Strength, or with the whole extent of our Loving Capacity. 'Tis not sufficient to prefer Him before all things, unless we moreover love Him in all things. For otherwise our Love is not so perfect as is ought to be, and we return not to God all the Love that he gives us, and gives us only for Himself, in whom every one of His Actions Center.

So to render God the Reverence that is due to Him; 'tis not enough to adore Him, as the Supreme Power, and fear Him more than His Creatures; we must likewise fear and adore him in all the Creatures. The more generally tend towards Him, to whom alone Honour and Glory are to be ascribed: Which is what God Commands us in these Words: Thou shalt Love the Lord thy God, with all thy Heart, and with all thy Soul, and with all thy Strength. And in these: Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve. Thus the Philosophy that convinces us that the Efficacy of Second Causes is a Fiction of the Mind, that the Nature of Arifbatie, and some other Philosophers, is a Chimera, that none but God is Strong and Powerful enough, not only to Act on our Soul, but even to give the least Motion to Matter. This Philosophy, I say, perfectly Accommodates with Religion, whose end is to Unite us to God in the strictest Bonds.

'Tis Customary with us to Love only those things which are capable of doing us some Good. This Philosophy therefore Authorizes only the Love of God, and Condems the Love of every thing else. We ought to fear nothing but what is able to do us some Evil. Therefore this Philosophy approves the fear of God, and absolutely Condems all other: Thus it justifies all the just and Reasonable Motions of our Soul, and Condems all those that are contrary to Reason and Religion: For we can never justify the Love of Riches, the desire of Greatness, the Extravagance of Debauchery by this Philosophy, by the Principles whereof, the Love for Bodies is absurd and ridiculous.

'Tis an indubitable Truth, 'tis a Natural Opinion, 'tis even a Common Notion that we ought to Love the cause of our Pleasure, and to Love it proportionally to the Felicity it either Actually does, or is able to pollute us with. 'Tis not only just, but as it were necessary that the cause of our happiness, shoul be the Object of our Love. Therefore this Philosophy will teach us to Love God only, as being the only Cause of our Felicity: That surrounding Bodies cannot Act upon that we Animare; and consequently much less upon our Mind. That 'tis not the Sun which enlightens us, and gives us Life and Motion; Nor that fills the Earth with Fruits, and Beautifies it with Flowers, and supplies us with Food and Nourishment. This Philosophy fiding the Scripture, teaches 'tis God alone who gives us Rain, and Regulates the Seasons, that fills our Bodies with * All. 14.
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Food, and our hearts with joy, that he alone is able to do us good; and thereby but given a perpetual Testi-
moniy of what he is: though the age passed he suffer'd all Nations to walk in their own ways. Accord-
ing to the Language of this Philosophy, we must not say that 'tis Nature that fills us with good; nor
that it is * God and Nature together: But that it is God alone, speaking thus without Ambiguity,
for fear of deceiving the Ignorant. For we must distinctly acknowledge one cause of our happiness,
if we make it the only Object of our Love.

\[Ergo nihil agis, ingrati-
issime natura, qui te nes habeas, sed natura Dei est, sed Deus sibi ira sua, sed Deus non sibi,
nonque sibi divina, sed Neptunia. Emissio fum quod a sensus aequissim. Anno dixerat se habeas, sed Lucre: Nisi credideris naturae, sed nons. Sen. 1. 4. de Bene.\]

'Tis likewise an undeniable Truth, That it is the
Duty of those to fear that are able to harm us, and to deter them, in proportion to the Evil they can do us. But this Philosophy teaches us that God only
can do us evil; that 'tis he, as says Isaiah, who forms the Light and creates Darkness, who makes
Peace and creates Evil; and there is no Evil but what he does, as says the Prophet Amos. Therefore
it is he only that is to be feared. We must not fear either Plague or War, or Famine, or our E-
emies, or even Devils themselves: But God alone. We ought to shun the Sword, when we see
A Blow a coming, we are to fly the Fire, and avoid a ruinous House that's ready to crush us; but
we must not fear their things. We may fly by those Bodies which are the Occasional or Natural
Causes of Evil, but we must fear God as the true Cause of all the misfortunes of Sinners; and
hate only Sin which necessarily provokes the cause of our Happiness to become the Cause of our
Misery: In a Word all the Motions of our Mind, must center upon God, since he alone's above it,
and the Motions of our Body to relate to it. This is what we learn from that
Philosophy that admits not the Efficacy of Second Causes.

But this Efficacy being supposed, I cannot fee but we have reason to fear and Love Bodies; and
that to regulate our Love by Reason, we need but prefer God before all things; the First and Uni-
versal, to every Second and Particular Cause. We can fee no need of Loving him with all our
Strength: * ex tota mentis, ex tota cordis, ex tota animae, ex tota virtutis*, as says the Scripture.

Yet when a Man contents himself in preferring God to all things, and adoring him with a 
Worship, and a Love of Preference, without making a continual Effort to Love and Honour him in all things:
It often happens that he deceives himself, that his Charity vanishes, and is lost: And that he is
more taken up with sensible than the august God. For should it be demanded of the greatest Sin-
ers, and even Idolaters, whether they prefer'd the universal to particular Causes, they would
make no scruple to answear amidst their Debauches, Errors and Extravagance; that they are not
wanting to their essential Duty, and that they are very sensible of what they owe to God. *Tis ac-
knowledged they are deceiv'd. But take away the Efficacy of Second Causes, and they have no
probable Pretext left to justify their Conduct and Behaviour; whilist if it be granted them, they will
think and Discuss with themselves in the following manner, when blinded by their Passions, and
attentive to the Testimony of their Senes.

"I am made for Happiness: Neither can I, nor indeed ought I, to supercede my Love and Re-
spect, for whatever can be the Cause of my Felicity: Why then must not I Love and respect
sensible Objects, if they be the true Causes of the Happiness I find in their Enjoyment? I acknowled-
ged the Sovereign Being as only worthy of Sovereign Worship, and I prefer him before all the
World, But if I receive any Ineffable Blessings from him, I enjoy the Goods he
affords by Means of Second Causes, to which he has subjicied me: And I pay not my Grati-
tude to him, which perhaps would be to his Dihonour. As he gives me no Blessing, immediate-
ly and by himself, or at least without the Ablensation of his Creatures, 'tis a Sign he requires not
the immediate Application of my Mind and Heart; at least, that he defires the Creatures should
partake with him, in the Acknowledgments and Refentments of my Heart and Mind. Seeing
he has communicated Part of his Power and Glory to the Sun, has environ'd him with Splendour
and Majesty, and has given him the Supremacy in all his Works; and seeing from the Influence
of this great Luminary, we receive all the necessary Blessings of Life; Why should we not em-
ploy a part of this indebted Life, in rejoicing in his Light, and testifing the Senes we have of
his Greatness and his Benefits? Won't it be the most flameful Congratulation, to receive from
that excellent Creature abundance of all things, and yet to shew no Sense of Gratitude to him
for them? And should we not be unacquainted and blind, to be unmoved with Fear and
Veneration in Respect of him, whose Affence freezes us to Death, and whose too near Approach
can burn and destroy us? I say it again, that God is preferable to all things, and infinitely more
eminable than his Creatures: But we are to fear and Love his Creatures also. For hereby we
give Legitimate Honour to their Creature; Merit his good Graces, and oblige him to
shower new Benefits upon us. 'Tis manifest, he approves of the Honour that is given to his
Creatures; since they partake of his Power, and all Power deserves to be honoured. But because
Honour ought to be Proportion'd to Power, and that the Power of the Sun, and all the other eminible
Objects, is such, as derives to us all forts of Goods, 'tis reasonable we should Honour them with
all our Strength, and, next to God, Conferate to them all our Being.

Thence are the Natural Reasonings a Man would fall into, that should ground upon the Prejudice
of the Efficacy of Second Causes; and probably such was the Arguing of the first Founders of Idolatry.
Take here his Sense of it, who paffes for the most Learned of all the Jews: He Prefaces a
Treatise he wrote about Idolatry with these Words. * In the days of Enos, Men fell into strange
Ilusions, and the Wife Men of that Age quite lost their Sense and Reafon. Enos himself was one of those
declared Perfons, whose Errors were thefe. Since God, said they, had created the Heavens and Stars to
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"The world, has constituted them on high, and invested them with Glory and Lustre, and employed them in executing his Commands, 'tis just that we should honor them, and pay them our Devotion and Homage. 'Tis the Will of our God that Honour should be given to those whom he has excited and enthroned in Glory; as a Prince requires that his Ministers should be honor'd in his Presence, because the Honour which is given to them redounds to himself. When once that Nation had heard this, "Head, they fell to building Temples in Honour of the Stars, gave them Sacrifice and Profit, and extolled their persons before them; thereby imagining to purchase the favour of Him that created them": and this was the Original of Idolatry.

It is no Natural and just to have grateful Recompense in Proportion to the Goods we receive, that almost all Nations adored the Sun, because they all concluded him the Caufe of the Blessings they enjoyed. And if the Egyptians adored not only the Sun and Moon, and River Nile, because its overflowing caufed the Fertility of their Country, but even the vilest of Animals: 'Twas (as Cicerone relates) from the Emolument they received from them. Therefore, as we cannot, and indeed ought not to Extirpate from Men's Minds, their Natural Inclination for the true Caufes of their Happiness, his evident there is at least some danger in ascribing Efficacy to Second Caufes, though we conjoint the necessity of an immediate Sense, which has, methinks, I know not what of incomprehensible parts; and which strikes in as an after-game to justify our imprudent Prejudices, errors, confiderable, and Arifotle's Philosophy.

But there's no danger in speaking only what we see, and of attributing only to God Efficacy and Power, since we see nothing but His Will, which have an absolutely necessary and indispensible connexion with Natural Effects. I own that now adays, Men are Wise enough to avoid those gross-Errors of Heathens and Idolaters; but I fear not to say, our Mind is still disposed, or rather our Heart is often bent like that of the Heathens; and that there will ever be in the World some kind of Idolatry, until the Day in which JESUS CHRIST shall restore up His Kingdom to God his Father, having first destroy'd all Empire Dominion and Power, that God may be All in all. For it is not a kind of Idolatry, to make a God of one's Belly, as speaks S. Paul; * Is not he an Idolater to the God of Riches, who labours Night and Day to acquire them? Is this to render to God the Worship we owe Him? Is this to adore Him in Spirit and in Truth, to have our Hearts fill'd with some sensible Beauty, and our Mind struck and dazzled with the Lure of some imaginary Grandeur? We men, no covetous Man, who is an Idolater, Eph. 5. 5. 

† They that Worship him, must Worship him in

Men fancying to themselves, that Circumstantial Bodies afford the pleasures they enjoy in the use of them, Unite to them with all the Powers of their Soul; and thus the Principle of their Corruption lies in the sensible Conviction of the Efficacy of Second Caufes. 'Tis only Reason that assures them none but God Acts in them. But besides that, this Reason speaks so low that it is scarce Audible, and that the Contradicking Seneces cry so loud, that their Glamour Stunns and Stupefies them, they are yet far from confirming their Prejudice, by Reafons and Arguments that are so much dangerous, as they have more External Characters and sensible marks of Truth.

The Philosophers, but especially the Christian Philosophers, ought to wage an uninterrupted War with Prejudices, or the Judgment of their Senes, and judiciously shew of the dangerous importance, as that of the Efficacy of Second Caufes. And yet there are Men, whom I extremely honour, (as I have just Reason) who from I know not what Principle endeavour to confirm this Prejudice, and to make so holy, so pure and solid a Doctrine as this, which owns no other true Cause than God, pafs for Superflititious and Extravagant Opinion. They will not have us to Love and Fear God in all things, but to Love and Fear all things with reference to God. We ought, say they, to Love the Creatures, since they are good; to Love and respect our Father; to give Honour to our Prince and Superiors, since God Commands it. Nor do I deny it; but I deny that we are to Love the Creatures as our Goods, though they be good or perfect in themselves. I deny that we are to pay service and respect to Men as to our Mafter. Or, to explain my self more clearly, I say, we must not serve our Mafter, obey our Father, or Prince, with any other design than to serve and obey God. S. Paul, who became all things to all Men, and was complainant in all things; for the Salvation of them he Preach'd to, speaks thus: Servants be obedient to them that are your Masters, according to the flesh, with fear and trembling, in jniglens of your Heart, as unto CHRIST; nor with Eye-Service, as Men pleasers, but as the Servants of Christ, doing the Will of God from the Heart, with good Will doing Service, AS TO THE LORD, AND NOT TO MEN. We must therefore obey our Father, serve our Prince, and Honour our Superiors, AS UNTO GOD AND NOT UNTO MEN. This is manifest, and can have no Evils conseqwences: For hereby Superiors would always be more honour'd, and better serv'd. But I think it may be said, That a Mafter, who would be honour'd and serv'd, as having in himself another Power than that of God, would be a Devil; and that those who serv'd him under that apprehension would be Idolaters; for I cannot refrain from believing that all Honour and Love, that have not God for their End, are Species of Idolatry.

Solo Deo honor et gloria. 
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I have said in the Fourth Chapter of the Second Part, concerning Method, and elsewhere. That God Acts always with Order, and by the simplest ways.

This thought by some Persons to be too rash, and venturous conjecturing, and abusing loose and General Terms, To say that God always Acts with Order, and by ways that are most simple and easy for the Execution of his Designs. Wherefore it will not be an ufeless undertaking to prove and explain this Truth, since 'tis of the greatest consequence, not only to the knowledge of Nature, but much more for the knowledge of Religion and Morality.

By the Word [God] we understand an infinitely perfect Being, whose Wisdom and Knowledge have no bounds, and who consequently knows all the means by which he can execute his Designs. Which fuppof'd, I say, that God Acts always by the shortest means, and by the simplest ways.

To make my meaning better understood, I take a fenfible Example. I fuppofe that God Wills the Body A should strike the Body B. Since God knows all, He perfectly knows that A may tend to strike againft B by innumerable crooked Lines, and by but one right. Now God Wills only the impulfion of B by A; and we fuppofe that he only Wills the Tranflation of A to B, to effect this impulfion. A then must be convey'd to B by the shortest way, that is, by a right Line. For if the Body A were convey'd to B by a crooked Line, that would fhew either that the conveyer knew no other way, or that he purpo'd not only the Collifion of these Bodies, but alfo the means of making it, otherwife than by Relation to it, which is againft the Supposition.

There is required fo much more Action to convey a Body from A to B, by a curv'd than by a right Line, as the curv'd is longer than the right. If therefore, God translated A to B by a curv'd Line, double to the interjacent right, half of the Action of God would be entirely ufeless, and fo half his Action would be produced without design and end, as without effect; therefore;

Again, Action in God is Will; therefore more Will is requir'd in God, to cause A to be circularly than directly translated. But we fuppofe that God had no Will in refpeft of the Motion of A, but as it relates to the Collifion; therefore there is not Will enough in God to move A by a crooked Line; and consequently 'tis a Contradiction for A to be moved. Thus it is a Contradiction, that God should not Act by the moft simple ways, uſeſſe we fuppofe that God, in the choice of means he imploys for the executing his designs, has something else in view than these designs, which is a Contradiction in our Supposition.

When I fay there is more Will in God to translate a Body from A to B, by a crooked Line than by a ſtraight; it is not to be thence concluded, against the simplicitie of God's Eſſence and Aſſion. For it muſt be acknowledged, That it is not comprehensible, how either the simplicitie of an Infinite Being, includes all the different perfedions of Finite Beings; or how his Will continuing ever the fame, and always conformable to Order, varies with reference to the different Beings it produces, and preferves. I ſpeak but according to our way of conceiving things: Now, methinks, I have a moſt clear Conception, That when God Wills, and Creates, for Exaample, one cubical foot of Matter, He Wills another thing than when He Creates two. For nothing is plainer than that God could not Create two different things, nor know whether he Created one or two Cubic-feet of Matter, or whether he convey'd a Body circularly or directly, if there were not in His Will some difference, in regard to Matter and its Motion, since God sees no otherwise than in Himself, and in his own Will, all the differences of His Creatures. Now whatever that Action is in God, which relates to the different Beings produced, or preferves by Him, I call the Differences, or Aug-mentations and Diminutions of Will in God. And in this way of conceiving things, I fay that God cannot employ more Will than is neceflary to the executing his Designs, and therefore Acts always by the simplest ways with reference to them.

However I deny not, but it's poſsible for God to have a great number of ways equally ſimple for the producing the fame effects, or that He may produce them by different means: But this I fay, that He always brings them to pafs, by the ways that are moſt ſimple, provided they be all of the fame kind; it being a Contradiction that an Infinitely Wite Being, should have uſeſſe or diſorderly Wills.
The Search after Truth.

Now if we bring home this Principle to Morality, we shall see that those ensure their Salvation, who prepare themselves for Grace, by Self-denial and Repentance; and an exact Obedience to the Precepts of our Lord, as that God acting by the simplest ways, that is, in giving them but little additional Grace, may Operate much in them. For though God would have all Men 

for He makes partickler Which seems for ufe easier fome may and have is Now defir'd to be and fimpif largest 

the fimpleft general unlefs fome fay, fome of the fafef. Conquering fome at the time, which had been, unto Persons yet I apply Religious Obligation or Constant Blows, and yet I have many, some to the Genera Laws, of which I judge the ufual Principles of the Order of Grace, as God's General Wills, whereby he produces, and preserves all things in the world, are the Order of Nature.

I know not but I may be mistaken, yet I doubt not but from this Principle might be directly drawn a great many Consequences, which might refine those difficulties that have been the Controversied Subjects of several Years. But I do not think my felf oblig'd to deduce them; let every one do it according to his Light and Abilities; 'tis more to the purpose to fay nothing, than to fay fuch things as are unnecofary to be known, and which, it may be, would be safer agreed to some time hereafter than at prefent. Only this I would have well understood, That the fimpleft ways to our Sanctification are Self-denial and Repentance; or at leaft that it be well confider'd, that since JESUS CHrift distinctly knows the Laws of the Order of Grace, we run continual dangers, in not following the ways he has mark'd us out, not only by his Words, but all the Actions of his Life.

Yet since we meet with fuch particular Occurrences in the course of Life, as make us dubious which way to determine, becaufe of the contrary Reafons that may be brought for and against certain Opinions; it will perhaps be time well fpent to show here, by fome particular Example, that much ufe may be made of the foregoing Principle, viz. That God Always be the fimplefhs ways.

Let us fuppofe, for inftance, that he defir'd to be revolv'd, whether I ought every day to fet apart some Conftant Times for Retiring into my felf, for fetting my own Weaknels and Mifteries before me, and for confidering my Obligations in the prefence of God, and praying for his Affifiance, in Conquering my Pelaffions; or on the other hand, whether I ought to wait for the Spirit of God, which blows where, and when it pleafes, to call me from my felf, and my Ordinary Employments, to apply me unto Him. For probable Reafons may be given both for and againft each of these Opinions; and Men frequently take up with probability on fuch Occasions, which is the Reafon that Religious Persons follow fome, and others a quite different Conduft, and not alwaies that which is the fafeft.

I confider then, That if I lay for the particular Motions of the Spirit of God, I shall never pray unless I receive particular Illuminations, or preventing Delights for that intent. Now these Illuminations or Deceptions, being produc'd of God by Wills more particular than are those General Wills, which constitute the Order of Nature, are forts of Miracles. Therefore to rely upon God's Grace, which are not alwaies necofary, is to fuppofe that He induces me to pray by means that are not the moft fimpif, and in some meafure to tempt God.

But if I ufe my felf to a Cultum of appearing, or endeavouring to appear in the prefence of God at particular Hours, the found of the Clock will fuffice to remind me of my Duty, and there is no need that God Shou'd by a particular will inflire me with the Thoughts of Prayer. The General Laws of Union of my Body and Soul, will make me think of my Duty, when the time I have ap- pointed for it, by some tenible Notice makes it felf remarkable.

But in Self-Examination and Prayer are necofary, and as we cannot pray without having at leaft the Thoughts of it; and as we cannot have the Thoughts of it, unless God gives them, it is fome advance to Salvation to have the Thoughts without obligeing God to give them us by particular Wills, or kinds of Miracles. It is poifibiy the want of this first Thought of praying and confidering their Obligation before God, which is the Origine of the Blindnels and Delusion of many Men, and confequently of their Eternal Damnation. For God Acting always by the fimpif ways, ought not by particular Wills to give them tho' Thoughts which they might have obtain'd by virtue of his general Wills, if they had once accufum'd themselves, to pray regularly at particular Hours. Therefore, as God Wills the Saving all Men by the fimpif ways, it is evident we ought, as much as poifible, to make the Order of Nature infuboripient to that of Grace, and to reconcile, as I may lay, God's Wills together, by regulating a time which may infpire us at leaft with the Thoughts of Prayer.

For
For these Reasons, probably, God Commanded, heretofore, the Jews to write His Commandments upon the Doors of their Houses; and constantly to carry some sensible Marks that might put them in Mind of them; which remitted God his particular Will, if I may so speak, of inscribing them with these Thoughts. For Miracles of Grace were extremely rare among the Jews, the time being not yet fullfill'd when God was to engrave his Law, and infuse his Spirit, and his Charity in the heart of Men.

I acknowledge that all things we can do, by mere Natural strength, are insufficient to fit us meritoriously for Grace, without which all the exterior show of Religion can but feed and cherish our Pride and Self-Love. The Pharisees were Vain-Glorious upon their carrying the sensible signs and memoratives of the Law of God, as our Saviour reproves them; and Christians often make use of Crosses and Images, out of Curiosity, of Hypocrifie, or some other Motive of Self-Love: Yet, since these things may put us in Mind of God, they may be to good purpose employ'd; because we ought to make Nature, as far as possible, instrumental to Grace, that God may serve us by the simplest ways.

For though we cannot naturally fit and dispose our selves for Grace, yet we may often contribute to make it effectual, in as much as we can curb the eagerness of a Passion, by removing from the Objects that cause it, or by urging contrary Reasons to those of its Suggestion. Those who Watch more carefully than others over the purity of their Imagination, or give not so much way to be corrupted by the continual enjoyment of sensible Pleasures, and Worldly Commerce, make Grace efficacious, by taking away that impediment and reluctance which it finds in others. In which sense a Diftent, a shower of Rain, or any other accident, that keeps us at home, may render Grace efficacious: For such a degree of Grace as would have been too weak and inefficient for our resisting the sensible impression of a present and agreeable Object, is strong enough to make us reject and detest the impure Thought, or Imagination of the same Object.

This is all we need to say to make it manifest, That the Counsels of the Gospel are necessary, in Order to God's Saving us by the simplest means. For 'tis advantageous to follow them, not only because when we follow them by the Motion of God's Spirit, they determine it by virtue of immutable Order, or of the General Laws of the Order of Grace, to increase in us our Love of Him; but also, because the practising these Counsels, may frequently render Grace efficacious, though Self-Love be the Motive, as it may be, on many Occasions.

FINIS.
In which is shewn, That if Particular Persons be allow'd to call in Question the FAITH of others, upon Consequences well or ill drawn from their Principles, no Man could be secure from the Imputation of Heresie.

SOME time ago came forth a Treatise, whose very Title fear'd a great many; and raised much Commotion in their Minds. Many Persons with'd I would engage in the Quarrel, which the Author made with the Cartesians. For as, on one hand, Monfieur de la Ville, that was his Name; had done me the Honour to lift me among these Philosophers, with what Design I knew not; and, on the other hand, found himself Diversion, by turning me into Ridicule, they affect'd me, that if I was willing to pas for a Ruff, Foolish and Extravagant Person, for a Visionist, and, in fine, an Heretic, yet I could not in Conscience defert the Cause of Truth, and leave the Enemies of our Faith, the Advantages he gave them.

I must do these Gentlemen Justice, in confessing their Reafons were very solid: But beg they would believe, that if I have not submitted to them, 'tis because, there were others of a very different Opinion; which to me seem'd likewise highly reasonable, and for which indeed I had greater Inclination; for I will not determine about the Weightiness of their Reafons. Besides, as Monfieur de la Ville is not very tender of Integrity, I forefaw that his Work would make a greater Flap and Report, than it would do Injury to Truth. And as to my own Particular, I did not think he injur'd me by defpifing me; For, I can allure him, I defpife my felt much more than he desires. 'Tis true my Self-Contempt is not grounded on the same Ideas, as induc'd him to treat me so faultfully, as he does. But I would grant that the Reafons I had for defpifing my self, were not true; and would willingly content, that all my ill Qualities were converted into those he's pleas'd to give me, provided he'll except that one of Hereftick, or of a Person whole Faith deserves to be suspected.

Since I know that 'tis of most dangerous Consequence, to stir up the Passions of Men, espe- cially on such Subjects as seem to cover from the Reproofs of Reason, the moft violent and irrational: I thought my self oblig'd to continue silent, for feir of supplying with fresh Fears to those Heats I perceiv'd in their Minds. But now that this Fervency is abated, and that I cannot see any more miscleivable Events to be fear'd: I think I am bound to satisfy my Friends, and content my self. I am not willing to affect an infolent and contemptuous Silence, in Regard to Monfieur de la Ville, I sincerely confess; he has sensibly offended me: For I am neither Stuck, nor Stupid; I feel when I hurt, and am not affam'd to own it. The publick Accusation of Hereftick is not easy to be born, espe- cially by Ecclesifalicks: Which though never fo unjust, falls not to make the faith of the accused sufpept-
ed, in this Age, more than any other. And no Man may be prou'd of this sort of Reputation, unless Charity oblige him to it, which seldom or never happens.

I have nothing, then, to answer to the Calumniators, where with this Author tries to blacken me. I shall not bring him before the Common Magistrate, to have publick Reparation made me; nor will I use any other ways permitted by Natural Law, for the Reification of that which can in Conscience give up. I am all that he will have me a Foot, a Vagabond, only la Miserable, nor am I infipid of Heresies at least by such that know me. But I confess, I cannot avoid having my Faith infpressed, if a Stranger may be allowed to brand me with the Name of Heretic, for Consequences he is pleased to draw from my Principles; for 'tis not possible but Monfieur de la Ville's Book must have decry'd some one or other. If at present I am infipid of Here's, 'tis a Misfortune I cannot help.

But if it be a Crime, 'tis not I that have committed it, but rather he that draws consequences from a Principle not including them. For my part I dilate these consequences; I believe them false, and Heretical; and if I clearly saw they were directly inferred from any one of my Principles, I would forswear it: For that Principle would be false. Truths being not contrary to one another.

But be it granted that Monfieur de la Ville's Reasonings were just; and that Heretical Consequences were perfectly well deduced from their Principle; yet neither 1, nor many others, that he ill-use, saw before he wrote his Book, that they were contained in it. So that his Conduct is indefensible, which way forever we examine it. For in fine the Articles of Faith depend not on the Quicks and Reaches of thought of any Particular Divine, as I endeavour to show; and though we should be certain that some principles included implicit Consequences, yet no Man has right to treat the Maintainers of these Principles as Heretics.

I have seen in the Fathers, and chiefly in St. Austin, the * principle I have advanced, but never observ'd Monfieur de la Ville's there. To me it appeared a common Notion, that if God had Annihilated all the extension in the World, all the matter, the World is made up of, would be Annihilated. I had confuted several Persons about it, to know whether they had the same Idea as my self of the matter, whose answers confirm'd me in my Opinion. I concluded, for the Reasons I shall give anon, that we could no longer have any direct and Natural Demonstration, that the Soul is distinct from the Body, or that the soul is Immortal: that principle be laid aside. I said in the Search after Truth that I did not believe any consequence could be inferred from this principle repugnant to Faith, which same thing was defended in the Sorbon, before my maintaining it, in the publick Theories. May I proceed to say, That if it were requisite, I would explain how this Opinion might be reconcil'd with the Fathers, and Church; but I say it should be the Mystery of Transubstantiation. Lastly, I renounce all Heretical Consequences, and even the Principle, if it contained them, which I could not believe, nor can I to this hour.

What ought I to say more, to clear my Faith from the Fupicion of Here's, even to the malicious? Could I imagine any Man would have the boldness to rank St. Austin, and other Fathers, among the Calumniators, by condemning in the Person of the Carisians and Gasdebtns, the Sentiment of that Holy Doctor, as contrary to Transubstantiation? No, doubtless. For either Monfieur de la Ville, or myself, do it, five in a collateral manner. St. Austin in an hundred places advances as undeniable, the principle now in dispute. He never goes to prove it, because it does not appear that any Man in his time doubted of it. For indeed 'tis a principle that ought to be look'd on as a common Notion with all theo's, whose mind is not perplex'd with false fallacies. Whence this Father concludes, That the Soul is immortal: That the sole is more noble than the Body; that the soul is a distinct substance from it, with many other like Truths of the utmost importance. And yet Monfieur de la Ville, under Ambiguities and Terms, advances that this Principle is not to be found in St. Austin: He answers but one single passage, that the Father's Words were, and may still be, used in an Extravagant rate. Lastly, he opposes to his constant Doctrine, only the Book of Categories, as if he knew not that Book to be none of St. Austin's, and that it belongs rather to Logick, than to Physics.

I will not stand to prove this in particular; for I see no necessity of answer?ing Monfieur de la Ville's Book: And I design to keep inviolably to the resolution I made, and have declar'd at the end of the Preface to the Second Vol. of the Search after Truth, viz. That I would answer none of those who oppos'd me before they understand me, or whose Difficulties gave occasion to believe, they were made from some other motive than the Love of Truth. As for the rest, I shall endeavour to content them. I have no delight in disputing Means Minds, and troubling my own repose by contentious Books, or Works absolutely useless to the discovery of Truth; and only proper to violate Charity, and scandalize our Neighbours. And if I now put Pen to Paper, 'tis because I ought not to suffer my Faith to be call'd in Question, and that I desire to make it clearly understood, That no Man is permitted to charge me with Here's for consequences deducible from the Principles I have establish'd.

Which is not as if I thought it possible to infer directly, any Here's, or even Error from the Book concerning the Search after Truth. I am ready to answer with Charity and Respect, all those who shall do me the honour to make their Animadversions without Passion; and I shall always be glad to follow Truth, as soon as any Man can discover it to me. I dilate all principles from which may be concluded any fallacy. But I offer to prove, that we cannot justly treat as Here-ticks, even obdurate Defenders of such Principles, as Divines may infer impious Consequences from, (provided the Embracers of these Principles dilove the consequences;) Since, if it might be allow'd, no Writer whatever could escape the Imputation of Here's. My proofs of my affectation are as fol-
The first Consequence opposite to Faith.

That God is Unjust.

Beasts suffer Pain, and some of them are more miserable than others. Now they never had, or made an ill use of their Liberty, since they have none: Therefore God's Unjust in Punishing them, and making them Miserable; and unequally Miserable, since they are equally Innocent. Therefore this Principle is false. That under a Righteous God, a Creature can be miserable without deserving it, a Principle nevertheless implored by St. Anfin, to Demonstrate Original Sin against the Pelagians.

Moreover there is this difference between the condition of Men and Beasts, that Men after Death may receive an Happiness which may counterbalance the Pains endured in Life. But Beasts at Death lose all; they have been miserable, and innocent, and have no Future Retribution. Therefore, though God be Just, yet Man may suffer in Order to Merit; but if a Beast suffers, God is not Just.

It may be said, perhaps, that God may do with the Beast as he thinks fit, provided he observes the Rules of Justice, with respect to Man. But if an Angel should think in like manner, that God could not punish him without some Demerits; and that he was not obliged to do Justice unto Man, should we like that thought? Certainly God renders Justice to all his Creatures; and if the means of them are liable to Mifery, they must needs be capable of being Criminal.

The second Consequence contrary to Faith.

That God Wills Disorder, and that Nature is not corrupted.

The Soul of a Dog is substance more noble than the Body Animated by it. For according to St. Anfin,* 'tis a spiritual Substance more noble than the nobler Body: Besides which, reason demonstrates that Bodies can neither Know, nor Love; and that Pleasure, Pain, Joy, Sorrow, and the other Passions, cannot be Modifications of Bodies. Now it's believed that Dogs know, and Love their Malters, and that they are susceptible of Passions, as of Fear, Desire, Joy and Sorrow, and many others: The Soul of a Dog therefore is not a Body, but a Substance nobler than Bodies. But the Soul of a Dog is made for his Body, and has no other End, or Felicity, than the enjoyment of Bodies: Therefore God makes the more noble for the less noble: Therefore God Wills disorder: Therefore Man's Nature is not corrupted: Concupiscence is no disorder. God might make Man for the enjoyment of Bodies, and subject him to the Motions of Concupiscence, &c.

It may be still said perhaps that the Soul of Beasts is made for Man; but this hard to chape by this subterfuge. For whether my Dog, or my Horse, has, or has not a Soul, is indifferent to me. 'Tis not my Horse's Soul, which carries, or draws me, but his Body. 'Tis not the Soul of a Chicken which nourishes me, but its flesh. Now God might, and ought consequentially to create Horses, to perform all their functions which we need, without a Soul, if it be true that he has made them only for our use. Again, the Soul of an Horse is more valuable than the nobler Body: God therefore ought not to create it for the Body of Man. Lastly, God ought not to have given Souls to Flies which Swallows feed upon. Swallows are of very little use to Man, and they might have fed upon grains, as other Birds.

What need then of so imnumerable a number of Souls to be Annihilated, to preserve the Bodies of these Birds, since the Soul of a Fly is more worth than the Body of the perfectest Animals? Wherefore in affirming that Beasts have Souls, that is to say, Substances, more noble than Bodies, we deprive God of Wisdom, make him act without Order, destroy Original Sin, and consequently overthrow Religion, by taking away the necessity of a Mediator.

The
The third Consequence contrary to Faith.

The Soul of Man is Mortal, or at least the Souls of Beasts pass from one Body to another.

The Soul of a Beast is a Substante distinct from its Body. This Soul is Annihilated, and therefore Substantes may naturally be Annihilated. Therefore though the Soul of Man be a Substante distinct from his Body, it may be Annihilated, when the Body is destroyed: And this the Immortality of the Humane Soul cannot be Demonstrated by Reason. But if it be own'd to be most certain, that no Substante can be naturally reduced to nothing, the Soul of Beasts will infallibly after Death; and since they have no reward to hope for, and are made for Bodies, they must at least pass out of one to another, that they may not remain ufelefs in Nature: Which seems to be the most reasonable Inference.

Now 'tis Matter of Faith, That God is just and Wife, That he Loves not Diorder; That Nature is corrupted, That the Soul of Man is Immortal and that That of Beasts is Mortal: Because indeed it is not a distinct Substante from their Body, nor consequently capable of Knowledge and Love, or of any Passions and Sentations like ours. Therefore in the Style of Monſieur de la Ville, who condemns Men upon Consequences that he draws from their Principles, the Cartefians may juſtly charge him with a Crime, and all Mindkind besides, for believing Beasts have Souls.

What would Monſieur de la Ville say, if in his way of proceeding we should tax him of Impiety, for entertaining Opinions, from whence it might be concluded, That God is not just, Wife, or Powerful; Opinions that overthrow Religion, that are opposite to Original Sin, that take away the only Demonstration Reafon can give of the Immortality of the Soul? What would he say, if we should charge him with Injuſtice and Cruelty for making innocent Souls to suffer, and even for Annihilating them, to feed upon the Bodies which they Animate? He is a Sinner, but they are Innocent; and yet for the Nourishment of his Body he kills Animals, and Annihilates their Souls, which are of greater Worth than his Body. Yet if his Body could not subsist without the flesh of Animals, or if the Annihilatment of a Soul should render his Body for ever Immortal; this Cruelty, as unjust as it is, might perhaps be excusable: But with what Pretence can he Annihilate Substantes altogether innocent, to sustain but a few days a Body justly condemn'd to Death because of Sin?

Would he be so little a Philofopher, as to excufe himſelf upon the Cuftom of the Place he lives in? But what if his Zeal should carry him into the Indies, where the Inhabitants found Hospitals for Beasts; and the Philofophers, and the better and more gentle Part of them, are fo charitable to the finallfl Flies, that, for fear of killing them, by Breathing, and Walking, they wear a fine Clothe before their Mouths, and fan the Ways through which they pass? Would he then fear to make innocent Souls to suffer, or to Annihilate them for the Prefervation of a Sinner's Body? Would he not rather chufe to subscribe to their Opinion, who give not Beasts a Soul more Noble than their Body, or distinct from it; and by publishing this Opinion acquit himſelf of the Crimes of Cruelty and Injuſtice, which these People would charge upon him; if having the fame Principles he follow'd not their Cuftom?

This Example may suffice to shew, that we are not permitted to treat Men as Heretics, and dangerous Perfons, becaufe of Irrreligion Consequences that may be deduced from their Principles, when these Consequences are difprovd by them. For though I think it would be an infinitely harder Task, to anſwer the aforefaid Difficulties, than tho' of M. de la Villé's, yet the Cartefians would be very Ridiculous, if they should accuse Monſieur de la Ville, and others, that were not of their Opinion, of Impiety and Herefie. 'Tis only the Authority of the Church, that may decide about Matters of Faith; and the Church has not oblig'd us, and probably whatever Consequence may be drawn from common Principles, never will oblige us to believe, that Dogs have not a Soul more Noble than their Body, that they know not nor their Matters; that they neither fear, nor defire, nor suffer any thing, because it is not neccessary that Christians should be instructed in their Truths.

A R G U M E N T II.

Almost all Men are perfwaded, That fensible Objects are the true Caufes of Pleafure, and Pain, which we feel, upon their Preffence. They believe, that the Fire fends forth that agreeable Heat which rejoices us; and that our Aliments Act in us, and give us the Welcome Sentations of Tafts. They doubt not but 'tis the Sun which makes the Fruits neceffary for Life, to thrive; and that all fensible Objects have a peculiar Virtue, by which they can do us a great deal of Good and Evil. Let us fee, if from these Principles we cannot draw Consequences contrary to Religion and Points of Faith.

A Confl-
A Consequence opposite to the first Principle of Morality, which obliges us to love God with all our Strength, and to fear none but Him.

'Tis a common Notion, by which all Men Order their Behaviour, That we ought to love, and fear what has Power to do us Good and Harm, to make us feel Pleasure and Pain, to render us happy or miserable; and that this Cause is to be lov'd, or fear'd, proportionably to its Power of Affecting us. But the Fire, the Sun, the Objects of our Senses, can truly Affect us, and make us in some manner happy or miserable. This is the Principle supposed; we may therefore Love and Fear them. This is the Conclusion which every one naturally makes, and is the general Principle of the corruption of Manners.

'Tis evident by Reason, and by the First of God's Commandments, That all the motions of our Soul, of Love or Fear, Delight or Joy, ought to tend to God; and that all the Motions of our Body may be Regulated and Determin'd, by encompassing Objects. By the Motion of our Body we may approach a Fruit, avoid a Blow, fly a Beast that's ready to devour us. But we ought to Love and Fear none but God; all the Motions of our Soul ought to tend to Him only; we are to Love Him with all our Strength; this is an indispensible Law. We can neither Love or Fear what is below us, without disorder and corruption: Freely to fear a Beast ready to devour us, or to fear the Devil, is to give them some honour; to Love a Fruit, to define Riches, to rejoice in the light of the Sun, as if he were the true cause of it; to Love even our Father, our Protector, our Friend, as if they were capable of doing us good, is to pay them an Honour which is due to none but God, in which sense it is lawful to Love none. But we may, and ought to Love our Neighbour, by witholding and procuring, as Natural or Occasional CAUSE, all that may make him happy, and no otherwise. For us to Love our Brothers, not as if able to do us good, but as capable to enjoy together with us the true Good. These Truths seem evident to me; but Men strangely obtuse them, by supposing that the surrounding Bodies can Act on us as True Causes.

Indeed, most Christian Philosophers acknowledge, That the Creatures can do nothing, unless God concur to their Action; and that if sensible Objects being unable to Act on us without the Efficacy of the First Cause, must not be lov'd or fear'd by us, but God only, on whom they depend.

Which Explication makes it manifest, That they condemn the consequences, which I have now deduced from the Principle they receive: But if in imitation of Monfs le Vie's Conduct, I should say 'twas a flight and subterfuge of the Philosophers, to Cloat their Impiety; if I should urge them with the Crime of supporting Arisost's Opinions, and the prejudices of Seneca, at the expense of their Religion; if piercing too into the inmost recesses of their Heart, I should impute to them the secret desire, of debauching Men's Morals by the defence of a Principle, which serves to justify all sorts of disorders, and by which the consequences I have drawn from it, overthrows the first Principle of Christian Morality. Should I be thought in my Sentences whilst I went to condemn most Men as impious upon the strength of the inferences I had deduced from their Premises?

Monfs le Vie will no doubt pretend that my Consequences are not rightly inferred; but I pretend the fame of his; and to ruin them all, I need but explicate some Equivocal Terms, which I shall sometime do, if I find it necessary. But how will Monfs le Vie justify the common Opinion of the Efficacy of Second Causes, and by what sort of concourse will he acribe to God all that is due to Him? Will he make it clearly appear, that one individual Action is all of God, and all of the Creature? Will he demonstrate that the Power of the Creature is not endue'd, though without its Efficacy, the sole Action of God would produce the same effect? Will he prove that Minds neither ought to Love nor Fear Bodies, though the latter have a true Power of Acting on the former; and will he make multitudes of Converts hereupon, among those whose Mind and Heart are taken up with sensible Objects, from a confus'd judgment they make that these Objects are capable of making them Happy or Miserable? Let him confes then, That if we might treat as Hereticks, and profane Persons, all that hold Principles, from which Heretical and Impious Consequences may be drawn, no Man what ever could secure his Faith from being suspected.

ARGUMENT III.

The Consequence of the Principle propos'd by Monfs le Vie, as a Point of Faith, viz. That the Efficence of Body consists not in Extension. This negative Principle overthrows the only demonstrative and direct Proof we have of the Soul's being a distinct Substance from the Body, and consequently of her Immortality.

When this truth is receiv'd, which I presume, with many other Persons, to have demonstrated; which Monfs le Vie impugns as contrary to the decisions of the Church, viz. That the Efficence
fence of matter consists in Extension in Length, Breadth, and Thickness. It is easy to comprehend that the Soul, or that which is capable of Thought, is a distinct substance from the Body. For it's manifest that Extension, whatever Division and Motion be conceived in it, can never arrive to Reason, Will, or Sense. Wherefore that thinking thing which is in us, is necessarily a substance distinct from our Body.

Intellectual Notions, Policies, and Actual Sensations, are Actually Modes of some Substances Existence. But all the Divisions incidental to Extension can produce nothing but Figures: Nor all its various Motions, any thing but Relations of Distance: Therefore Extension is not capable of other Modifications. Therefore our Thought, Desire, Sensations of Pleasure, and Pain, are Modes of a Substances Existence, which is not a Body. Therefore the Soul is distinct from the Body, which being conceded, we thus demonstrate her Immortality.

No substance can be Annihilated by the Ordinary Strength of Nature. For as nature cannot produce something out of nothing: So she cannot reduce something into nothing. Modifications of Being may be Annihilated; Reduction of a Body may be destroy'd; for that which is round may become square. But this roundness is not a Being, a Thing, a Subsistence, but only a Relation of Equality of distance, between the terminating parts of the Body, and that which is in the Center. Where relation changing, the Roundness is destroy'd, but the substance cannot be reduce' to nothing. Now for the former mention'd Reasons the Soul is not a Mode of a Body's Existing. Therefore she is immortal; and though the Body be dissolv'd into a Thousand parts of a different Nature, and the structure of its Organs broke to pieces, since the Soul consits not in that structure, nor in any other Modification of matter, 'tis evident that the dissolution, and even the Annihilation of the subsistence of an humane Body, were that Annihilation true, could not Annihilate the substance of our Soul. Let us add to this another proof of the immortality of the Soul, grounded upon the same Principle.

Though the Body cannot be reduce' to nothing, because it is a substance, it may notwithstanding die, and all its parts may be dissolv'd: Because Extension is divisible. But the Soul being a substance distinct from Extension, cannot be divided. For we cannot divide a Thought, a Desire, a Sensation of Pain, or Pleasure, as we may divide a square into two or four Triangles. Therefore the substance of the Soul is indissoluble, incorruptible, and consequently immortal, because unextended.

But if Monfieur de la Ville supposes that the Essence of Body consists in something besides Extension, how will he convince the Libertines that she is neither material nor mortal. They will maintain, that something wherein the Essence of Body consists, is capable of thinking, and that the substance which thinks is the same with that which is extended. If Monfieur de la Ville denies it, they'll shew that he does it, without Reason, since according to his Principle, Body being something else than Extension, he has no distinct Idea of what that can be, and consequently cannot tell but that unknown thing may be capable of Thought. Does he think to convince them, by saying as he does in his Book, that the Essence of Body is to have Parts without Extension? Certainly they will not take his Word for it; for finding it as hard to conceive parts without Extension, as indivisible Atoms, or Circles, without two Semi-circles, they must have more deference for him, than he has for God himself. For Monfieur de la Ville, in the last part of his Book, pretends that God himself cannot oblige us to believe contradictory things, such as are the Parts of a Body, without any Actual extension.

But the Libertines on their part would not fail of probable Reasons to confound the Soul with the Body. Experience, they'll say, teaches us, That the Body is capable of Feeling, Thinking, and Reasoning; 'Tis the Body which is sensible of Pleasure, and Pain. 'Tis the Brain which thinks and reasons. The weight of the Body makes heavy the Mind. Madness is a true distempor; and those who have most Wisdom lose it, when that part of the Brain, where it resides, is discomposed. The Essences of Beings are unknown to us, and therefore Reason cannot discover of what they are susceptible. So that reason refers us to Experience, and Experience confounds the Soul with the Body, and teaches us, that this is capable of thinking: Such would be their Reasons.

And in Truth those who shall us, That the Essences of Beings are unknown; and make it Criminal for Philosophers to demonstrate Extension no Modification of Being, but the very Essence of Matter; would do well to consider the mischievous Consequences, deducible from their Principles; and not go to overthrow the only Demonstration we have, for the Distinction between the Soul and Body. For, in fine, the Distinction of these two Parts of our Selves, proved by clear Ideas, is the most Fruitful and necessary of all Truths in point of Philosophy, and perhaps of Divinity, and Christian Morality. But this Distinction is likewise exactly demonstrated in many Places of the Search after Truth ². And I undertake to Monfieur de la Ville, notwithstanding his Anfver fraught with Ambiguities, Figures, and Contradictions; or rather, I undertake to the Libertines, for as for him, I believe him to flub in his Faith, as not to want such sort of Proofs. I undertake, I say to the Libertines, That they will never find any Sophism in my Demonstration. That 'tis impossible to conceive it clearly and distinctly, without embracing it; and that all the Proofs they offer, to confound the Soul with the Body, are drawn from Senses; that they are obscure and confus'd, and can never pervade such as Judge of things by clear and distinct Ideas.

From this Principal, That the Essence of Body consists not in Extension, and that the Essences of things are unknown; I could still draw many other Consequences opposite to Faith: But that is not necessary; and I would rather, if it were possible, reconcile all false as well as true Philosophies with Religion. However impious and Heretical would be the Consequences I could deduce from the
the Opinions of Philosophers, I should think I wanted the Charity which I owe them, if I endeavoured to make their Faith suspected. So far am I from imitating the Conduct of Monfeur de la Ville, who leaving a Principle demonstrative in all its Strength, and receive'd by all Ages, lays out himself in drawing Heretical Consequences from it, tho' of no use but to strengthen the Calvinists, and encrease their Number, and to disturb the Faith of the Orthodox: I would, on the contrary, that no one should think on these Consequences; or disown them as false, and wrong-inferr'd from the Principal.

All Truths hang in a Chain together; and no false Principle can be held, but those who are any thing vers'd in the Art of Reasoning, may infer from it abundance of Consequences repugnant to Religion. So that if it were permitted to blacken the Faith of others, upon Consequences drawn from Principles believ'd by them, since there is no Man but Errs in something, we might treat all the World, as Heretical. Wherefore the allowing Men to Dogmatize, and to make others Faith suspected, who are not of their Opinion, would be opening a Gap to infinite Quarrels, Schifms, Disturbances, and even Civil Wars; and all Mankind is concern'd to look upon the Abettors of such a Conduct, as Slanders and Disturbers of the publick Peace. For, in short, the different Parties in Religion, which are almost always form'd from such like Consequences, produce strange Events in a State; which all Histories abound with. But the Liberty to Philophrize, or to reason upon Common Notions, is not to be denied Men; it being a Right which is as natural to them as to breath. Divines ought to distinguish Theology from Philosophy, Articles of our Faith from Opinions of Men. Truths, which G O D import's to all Chriftians by a visible Authority, from those which he befores on some particular Perfons, in Recompence of their Attention and Industry. They should not confound things that depend on different Principles. No Question humane Sciences ought to be made subjunctive to Religion; but with a Spirit of Peace and Charity; without condemning one another, so long as we agree about Truths which the Church has determin'd: For this is the way for Truth to shine out, and all Sciences to be brought to greater and greater Perfection, by the Addition of New Discoveries to the Ancient.

But the imaginations of most Men cannot be reconcile'd to New Discoveries, but even Novelty in Opinions, never being agreeable to Religion, frights them; whilst they easily place themselves to the faintest and obscurest Principles, provided some ancient has advance'd them. But when once these Principles are grown familiar, they find them evident, though never so obscure: They believe them most useful, though extremely dangerous; and they are so well us'd to say and hear what they do not conceive, and to flurr a real Difficulty by an imaginary Distinction, that they are ever well satisfy'd with their false Idea's, and can't endure to be talkt to in a clear and distinct Language; like Men coming out of a dark Room, they are fearful of the Light, which strikes too violently on their Eyes, and they imagine we go to blind them, when we try to dissipate the involving Darkness.

Thus though I have shown by many Consequences, that 'tis dangerous, for Example, to maintain that Bealls have a Soul more noble than the Body; yet since this Opinion is ancient, and most Men are accomfum'd to believe it, whilst the contrary bears the Character of Novelty; Those who judge of the Harshness of Opinions rather by the Fear they produce in the Imagination, than by the Evidence and Light they shed in the Mind, will be sure to vote the Cartesians Opinion dangerous; and will condemn these Philosophers, as rash and preumpitious, rather than those who make Bealls capable of Reasoning.

Let a Man but say in Company, with an Air of Gravity, or rather with a Look, into which the Imagination, fear'd with something extraordinary, forms the Face: Really the Cartesians are strange People; They maintain, That Bealls have no Soul. I am afraid in a little time they will say as much of Man: And this will be enough to perwade a great many, that this is a dangerous Opinion. No Reasons can prevent the Effect of this Discourse upon weak Imagination; and unless there happen to be some brisk Wit, that with the gaiety of Carriage, shall re-embolden the Company from the Fear they had conceiv'd, the Cartesians might tire themselves to Death, before they could by their Reasonings obliterate the Character that had been given of their Persons.

And yet 'tis but placing the definition instead of the thing defin'd, to shew the extravagance of this Discourse. For if a Man should say seriously, the Cartesians are strange sorts of Men, they affirm, That Bealls have neither Thought nor Sense; I fear, in a short time, they will say as much of us. Certainly we should conclude this Man's apprehensions but ill-grounded. But the generality of Men are unable to extricate the least Ambiguity, especially when their Imagination is frighted with the notion of Novelty, which some referent to them as dangerous. Besides that the Air and exterior Manners easily pernade, but Truth is not discover'd without some application of Thought, whereof the greatest part of Mankind is incapable.

Certainly Men who have most Light and Understanding, whose Opinions are implicitly embrac'd by the Vulgar, ought not to be so easy to condemn their Brethren, at least before they have examin'd their Sentiments with a serious Attention; nor ought they to poffess their respectful Hearers with disadvantageous Notions of their Neighbour, this being contrary to the Rules of Charity and Justice.

But the Cartesians, you'll say, admit Principles which have mischievous Consequences; and I grant it, since you'll have it so. But they disown these Consequences: They, it may be, are so groe and stupid, as not to see these Consequences are included in their Principles. They think they can separate one from the other, and do not suppose other Philosophers are to be believ'd upon their bare Word: They break not their Charity with those who hold Principles which they think
think big with impious Consequences; and as contrary to Religion, as sound Sense. For it may be concluded from the dangerous Consequences I have drawn from these very Principles, which hath the Perpetuity of Man, even the triumphing over their Adversaries; how many, and how much worse than these I might infer, if I should give my full liberty to choose out of the Body of their Philo-

sophy that was most exceptable? But whatever the advantage is in Theological Disputes, as well as in Field-Battles, to be the Aggressors; I had rather defend my self weakly, than conquer and triumph by allying. For, in short, I do not conceive how Men delight in making He-

retticks, and prophane Perfons of those who submit to all the decisions of the Church, upon Con-

sequences which they disfavour. The Victory methinks is very fatal, which spills but the Blood of our own Country-Men.

Nevertheless, I do not believe I have advanc'd in the Search after Truth, any Principle of Philo-

sophy productive of dangerous Consequences; on the contrary, I have left M. des Cartes in some places, and Arisiotole almost in all; because I could not reconcile the Former with Truth, nor the Latter with Truth or Religion; this I leave to Men of more Wit and Invention than my self. I said that the Essence of Matter confined in Extent, because I thought I had, evidently, demonstrated it, and thereby given clear and uncontroverted proofs of the Immortality of the Soul, and her distillation from the Body: A Truth which is essential to Religion, and which the Philosophers are * oblig'd by the last Lateran Council to prove. But I never thought this Principle so secund with Truths advantageous to Religion, was contrary to the Council of Trent; Monsieur de la Ville ought not to affirm it, for that will do but mischief. This is the Conduct of the Protestant in

* 1 Th. Pet. Holland, * Vithicus, * Poiret, and several others. I lay not this to make his Faith suspected, but in France a Man cannot be a Catholick without believing that the parts of a Body may be without any Actual Extension, since a Book Dedicated to the Bishops, publish'd with all the Ceremonies, with Approbation and Privilege, treats the Cartesians as Heretics on that particular: I fear, least by his probabilities, he may make the Faith of several Perfons, who know not precisely what it is ne-

cessary to make an Article of Faith. But I am still more apprehensive lest the Libertines should strengthen themselves in their Opinions, That the Soul is Corporeal, and consequently Mortal: That a thinking Substance is the same with an extended One, because Extension with them, and Monsieur de la Ville, being but the Mode of a Being, whose Essence is unknown to us, we have no Argument from Reason, that this Being is not capable of Thinking; and we have many Argu-

ments from Sense which, though never so false, are yet convincing, and even Demonstrative with those who will not be at the pains of Reasoning.

And upon these grounds I think I am oblig'd to affirm, with all the confidence afforded me by the view of the Truth I have Demonstrated: That Extension is not a Mode of Being; but a Being, a Thing, a Substance, in a Word, Matter or Body, and that many Ansvers are to be seen in the Search after Truth; to those proofs of Sense by which the Libertines confound the two Substances, that Man's composition. I maintain farther, That Monsieur de la Ville has not shown that Opini-

on of the Essence of Matter to be contrary to Transubstantiation; that he has propos'd only those Ansvers which are easy to be refolv'd, That we may more easily triumph over his Adversaries; That he has not impugned mine, and probably not so much as known them, and that in the Huma-

nity I see him, I think not my self oblig'd to acquaint him with them; Lastly, That he has added to the Council of Trent, more Articles of Faith, or Explications, than any private Perfon has Right to give after express Prohibitions contain'd in the Bull, which confirms the said Council *.

* By that

But it is forbidden under Pain of Excommunication, to give any Explication of the Decrees of the Council. *Villum omnino interpretationei
genum juper ius Councili hceresis quacunque vande edere, &c. That Power is refer'd to the Pope.

As to what regards my own Particular, I desire the Reader not to believe Monsieur de la Ville,

upon his Word, but to examine with Caution and Diligence, even those Matters of Fact which he vouches with the greatest Confidence. He局部s himself upon his Sincerity and Ingeniousness, and I am far from disputing him those Qualities, which are indispensable to every honest Man; but I cannot help saying in the Defence of Truth, and my own Justification, that he has often forgotten himself in his Book, of which here follows a sufficient Proof.

In the Frontispiece of his Work he has inferted an Advertisement, which has a Look of Integrity; for 'tis compos'd only to make a kind of Reparation: These are his Words: He says, He met with a Copy of the Search after Truth, of the Strasburgh-Edition, in the Year 1677, which obliges him to signifie to his dear Reader, that I have in the Impression retracted and Error, which I had advanc'd in the First. But it is fo true, that I am either little skill'd in Divinity, or very daring, that I could not recant that Error, without advancing Two others. His whole Advertisement is only to make me a charitable Reparation.

However it is false, First, That I have retracted that pretended Error about Original Sin: The first Proposition being found in the same Words, in the Edition he * cites, and in all those that are Printed at Paris.

Secondly, That Proposition is not my peculiar Opinion; since it is the common Doctrine of the Schools. But though it were not at present taught, yet 'tis certainly no Error, much less a most pernicious one, as he elsewhere styles it.

The two Errors he supposes me to subftrute, in the Room of this recanted one, are Two things I never find; and which he puts upon me. 'Tis but reading his own Words relating to the Question, to discover the Truth of what I say; and therefore I shall not fland to prove it; especially since 'tis done sufficiently by an unknown Hand. I could only with this unknown Person had allledged the Reasons which I had for saying, That an Infant at the time of Baptism was justified by an Actual Love, and which I have given in the Illustration upon Original Sin.

Let a Man judge then, after he has examin'd the candid and sincere Advertisement of Monsieur de la Ville, whether I have not reason to require the Equitable Readers not to credit him, on his bare Word. For if we believe him, he is the most sincere and courteous Man in the World; but we cannot find all the Marks of Sincerity and Candour, when we carefully examine him. At the End of his Advertisement, he profferts, he has endeavour'd, as much as possible, to observe all the Moderation which he ought, that he has no ill Will but to the Errors of his Adversaries, and for their Persons all Esteem and Respect: Whilst yet one cannot consider that Advertisement, without discovering at least the Symptoms of a disingenuous Spirit, and a Malign Temper, which furprizes and irritates Mens Minds. I pray God to pardon him his Outrages, to Regulate his Zeal, and to inspire him with the Spirit of Meekness, Charity and Peace towards his Brethren. I know not whether he finds Pleasure in abusing me so hainously as he does; but I desire to allure him, That it is Matter of much Sorrow, and Trouble to me, That I am forc'd in the Defence of Truth, to give some Sufpicion of his Probity; and that I should, on the contrary, be extremely joyful, if he could know how sincerely I honour, respect, and love him, in Him in whom we all are Brethren. Nòverit quam eum non contemnâm, & quantâm in illâ Deum timean, & cogiïtem capît nefriun in cujus cor- pore fratres jîmus. Aug. ad Fortunianum, Epist. 3.

FINIS.
F. Malebranche's TREATISE  
Concerning  
Light and Colours.  
BEING AN  
ILLUSTRATION  
OF THE  
Fourth CHAPTER of his Sixth BOOK.  

Never before Printed.

In order to explain my Thoughts concerning the Natural Causes of Light and Colours, let us conceive a great Foot-ball externally press'd by a Force, in a manner infinite, and that the fluid Matter contain'd in it, has to rapid a Motion, as not only to turn all, after one and the same Fashion, with a mighty Swiftness, but that each Part of it, to employ all its Motion, (that is, to move it self equally to its Force,) is still obliged either to turn upon the Centre of an infinite Number of little Vortices, or else to glide between them, and all this with a prodigious Celerity; intomuch that the Force of the Matter contain'd in the Foot-ball, shall make an equal Poize with that external Force which comprephes it. In a word, let us conceive the Matter contain'd in the Foot-ball to be like that with which M. Des Cartes furnishes our Vortex, excepting only that the little Bowls of his second Element, which he supposes hard, be nothing but little Vortices themselves; or at least, that they have no Hardness but what is occasion'd by the Preßure of those which surround them: For if these little Bowls were hard by their own Nature, (as I think I have demonstrated the contrary,) it were impossible for them to transmit Light and Colours, as we shall see by and by. But if this Supposition be difficultly conceived, let us only suppose a Foot-ball fill'd with Water, or rather with a Matter infinitely more fluid, and receiving an extreme Preßure from without. The Circle A B C is the Section through the Centre of the Foot-ball.

This being suppos'd, let there be Imagin'd a small Hole to be made at the Point A: I say, that all the Parts of the Water, as R S T V, contain'd therein, will tend towards the Point A by the right Lines, R A, S A, &c. For all the Parts which were equally press'd before, caste to be on that side which answers to the Hole. They must therefore tend towards it, since every Body that is press'd, must tend to move it self that way where it finds the least Resistance.

But if a Stopple be put in the Orifice A, and it be hastily thrust inwards, the same Parts, R S T V, &c. will all tend to remove themselves from the Hole, directly by the same Lines, A R, A S, &c. Because, upon the advancing in of the Stopple, they are more press'd on the Side wherein it enters.

Lastly, if we conceive the Stopple moved hastily backwards and forwards, all the Parts of the subtile Matter (which exactly fills the Foot-ball, whose Elasticity is very great, and which difficulty con¬tracts or extends it self) will receive infinite Vibrations from the Preßure.

Let us now supposse an Eye at T, or elsewhere, directed towards a Torch at A; the Parts of the Torch being in continual Motion, will constantly press the subtile Matter on all sides, and consequently quite from A to the Fund of the Eye: And the Optick Nerve, being vehemently press'd and shaken by very quick Vibrations, will excite in the Soul the Sentation of Light, or of a lively and glittering Whitenss.

If we supposse at S a dark Body M, the subtile Matter being not reflected towards the Eye that way directed, nor vibrating the Optick Nerve, the Body will appear black; as we look into the Mouth of a Cave, or the Hole of the Pupil of the Eye.

If the Body M be such, as that the subtile Matter vibrated by the Torch, be reflected towards the Eye, without any Diminution of the Quickness of the Vibrations, the Body M will appear...
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White, and so much the more White as there shall be more Rays reflected. It will likewise appear Luminous as Flame, if the Body $M$ being polished shall reflect all, or almost all the Rays in the same order.

But if the Body $M$ be such, as that the Subtile Matter reflected has its Vibrations least quick, in certain Degrees that cannot be exactly determin'd, the Result will be one of the Primitive Colours, Yellow, Red, &c., proceeded all the Parts of the Body $M$ diminish equally the Vibrations caused by the Flame in the Subtile Matter, & all the rest of the Colours made up of a Mixture of the primitive, will arise according as the Parts of the Body $M$ shall unequally diminish the Quickness of the said Vibrations. This is what I meant, when I advance'd in some Places of my Book, that Light and Colours confin'd only in the Vibrations of Pressure, as they were more or less quick, produced by the Subtile Matter on the Retina.

This simple Exposition of my Opinion will, perhaps, make it seem probable enough, to those at least who are acquainted with M. Des Cartes's Philosophy, and who are not satisfied with the Explication which that Learned Man gives of Colours: But that a more solid Judgment may be made on my Opinion, it is not enough to have barely propos'd it; it is requisite to produce some Arguments to confirm it.

To that End, it is necessary to observe, First, That Sound is render'd Sensible only by the Vibrations of the Air, which make the Ear; for upon the Air's being drawn out of the Air-Pump, Sound is no longer heard.

Secondly, That the Difference of Tones proceeds not from the Strength of these Vibrations of the Air, but from their Quickness, as it is more or less.

Thirdly, That though the Impressions which Objects make upon the Organs of our Senses, differ sometimes, but according to more or less, the Sensations which the Soul receives from them differ essentially. There are no Sensations more opposite than Pleasure and Pain; and yet a Man that scratches himself with Pleasure, feels Pain, if he scratches a little harder than ordinary. There is great probability that Bitter and Sweet, which cause Sensations essentially different, differ only by more and less: For there are those who taste that Bitter which others taste Sweet. There are Fruits which to Day are Sweet, and to Morrow Bitter. A little Difference in Bodies makes them capable of causing very opposite Sensations; a sign that the Laws of Union of the Soul and Body are arbitrary, and an Undoubted Proof that we receive not from Objects the Sensations we have of them.

Fourthly, If the Vibrations of the Air, as they are quicker or slower, produce very different Tones, we should not admire that the Vibrations of the Subtile Matter, which proceeds perpetually the Optick Nerve, should cause us to see Colours altogether different, though the Celerity of these Vibrations differ only by more or less. When a Man has beheld the Sun, and his Optick Nerve has been strongly struck by the Lutre of its Light, because that Nerve is situate in the Focus of the Eye, if at that time he shut his Eyes, or enters with them open into a dark Place, the Concussion of the Optick Nerve, or of the Animal Spirits contained in the Nerve, diminishing by unequal Degrees, he feels successively Colours essentially different, first White, then Yellow, Red, Blue, and at last Black. Whence can this come, except that the Vibrations or Concussions of the Optick Nerve, which at first are very quick, become by Degrees more slow? (For we must not judge of the Concussions of the Optick Nerve, as of those of the Strings of Instruments, which are stretched in the Air, and fastned at both Ends; and the Celerity of whose Vibrations diminish not.) And might not one from thence alone conclude, that the Vibrations of the Retina, which cause Yellow, are quicker than thofe which cause Red, and thofe of Red, quicker than thofe of Blue; fo of other Colours successively.

As the Preassure of the Air is only from the Weight of the Atmosphere, its Elafiicity is but moderate, and some time is required that each part of Air may impel its Neighbour: And thus Sound is transmitted but leffcurely, it making but about an hundred and eighty Fathom in a Second. But the Cafe is different with Light, because all the Parts of the other, or Subtile Matter, are contiguous, rapidly moved; and especially because they are compreft with the Weight, as I may say, of all the Vortices. So that the Vibrations of Preassure, or the Action of a luminous Body, must be communicated to the greatest Distance in the Hookean Time; and if the Preassure of the Parts conftrituting our Vortex, were actually found, the Vibrations of Preassure must undoubtedly be made in an Infant. Monsieur Hugenot, in his Treatise of Light, pretends, from Observations made on the Eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites, that Light is transmitted about Six hundred thousand times fatter than Sound. The Weight therefore of all the other, or the Compriffion of its Parts, is much greater than that of the Atmosphere. I think I have sufficiently proved, that the Hardnefs of Bodies can proceed only from the Preassure caufd by this Weight, and if fo, it must needs be extraordinary great, since there are Bodies fo hard, as demand a very great Force to separate the leaft part of them.

Let us suppose then that all the Parts of the other, or of the Subtile and Invifible Matter of our Vortex, are compreft with a kind of infinite Force, and that each of these Parts is very fluid, having its Hardnefs only from the Motion of those which encompass and comprefs it on all Sides; and let us see how it is possible for the Impreffions of infinite different Colours to be communi-cated without Confusion, how Ten thousand Rays which cut one another, in one Physical or fensible Point, tranfmit, through the fame Point, all their different Impeffions; For, probably, the System which can explain that great Difficulty, will be consonant to the Truth.
Let A P E M be a Chamber painted with a great Variety of Colours, and let them be as oppo-
tire as may be; that is, let there be White at A next to Black at B, Blue at b next to Red at r, Yellow at i next to Purple at v. From all these Points, An br i v, let right Lines be drawn, all cutting in one common Point O, and let an Eye be placed beyond it, as in E e d s f g h, all these dif-
ter Colours will be seen through the fame Plane of Inter-
flection O. And since this Figure represents only one row of
Colours, whereas we must imagine as many as there are vi-
sible Points in a Sphere, the Point of Interflection O, must recive and tranmit an infinite Number of different Impref-
sions, without deftruying one another.
I fay then, that if the Physical Point, or the Globule O, be
an hard Body, as M. Des Cartes fuppofes it, it is impoffible that
an Eye at E should fee White at A, and that another Eye at e
should fee Black at e. For a Body being hard, if any part of it tends directly from A, for Ex-
ample, towards E (that is, if it proceeds any whiff to comprefs the Optick Nerve) all the other
parts must necessarily tend thither also: and therefore Black and White cannot be seen at the fame
time, by the Interpofition of the Globule O. M. Des Cartes pretends farther, that Red is made
by the turning of the little Globules, which is communicated from one to another quite along
the whole Ray, from the Object to the Eye. That Opinion is indefenfible for many Reafons:
but there needs no more to ruin it, than to confider that if the Globule O turn upon the axix P M
from r, where there is Red, towards f where the Eye is placed, it cannot at the fame time turn
upon the axix r f from M, where I likewise fuppofe Red, towards P where I fuppofe another
Eye. For the refl: When I fay that the Rays cut themfelves in the Globule O, I do not affert
that the visual Rays have no greater definity than that of a Globule of the fefond Element. I
do not determine what thicknefs of thefe Rays is fufficient fo to strike the Optick Nerve, as to
caufe it to fee Colours. But what I have faid of a fhingle Globule, muft be underflood of an
Hundred or a Thoufand, if fo many be required to make a Ray fenfible.

It is not therefore poEffible that the little Globule O, or its fellows, fhould tranmit the Action
of infinite different Colours, iffe these Globules are hard: But if they be conceived infinitely soft,
as the fimple Idea of Matter repreffes them (fince Reft has no Force, and is indifferent to each
part to be or not to be near another,) I fay, if there Globules be conceived very soft; or rather
as infinitely little Vortices, composed of an infinitely fluid Matter, they will be uflefs of infinite
different Impreflions, which they can communicate to others upon which they lean, and
with which they are as it were infinitely cramped. I will endeavour to explain and prove
this.

In order to which, it is neccessary well to underfand, that Re"action is here neccessarily equal to
Action, for thefe Reafons. That naturally Force is never deftruy'd, that our Vortex is as it were
infinitely compreff'd, and that there is no Vacuum; and laftly, because the Ethereal Matter is in
vehement Motion. If, for Example, a Man thrust his Cane againft an immovable Wall, it will
be repelled with the fame Force that it is put forth. The Re-action will be equal to the Action.

Now though the Rays are not hard like Sticks, yet very near the fame thing will happen in re-
gard of Re-action, becaufe of the compreffion and plenitude of our Vortex.

For if we fuppofe a Cask exactly full of Water, and a Pipe being fitted to it, a Stopple be furnb
into this Pipe, it will meet with a Refifance within, equal to the driving Force without. And if
a little Hole be made in the middle of the Stopple, through which the Water may pass from
the Vefsel; and then the Stopple be deftruy'd, in all the Water which fhall be compreff'd by it,
will tend at the fame time, by reafon of its fluidity, both to recede from every part of the
Stopple, and alfo to approach the Hole in the middle of it. For if the Stopple be forced in
with violence enough, the Vefsel will hurt in the weakest part of it, let it be where it will;
a certain fign that the Water preffes the Vefsel every where; and if the Stopple be put in, the
Water will immediately thereupon fly out by the little Orifice. All this, because Re-action is
equal to Action in a plenum, and that Water, or the fpintle Matter, is foft or fluid enough for
every part of it, fo to figure it felf as to fuffice for all forts of Impreflions. It muft alfo be ob-
erved, that the more violently the Stopple is forc'd into the Vefsel, the more forcibly the
Water, whilft it is driven toward the Concave Surface of the Vefsel, returns toward the Stopple,
and leaps through the Hole.

Hence it is eafe to perceive that a Black Point on White Paper muft be more visible than upon
Blue; because White repelling the light stronger than any other Colour, it muft by its Re-action
tend more forcibly towards the Black Point. But if the Ethereal Matter were not infinitely foft
and fluid, it is plain that the little Globules which tranmit the Imprefion of White, being hard,
would hinder that of Black, becaufe they Globules supporting one another, could not tend to-
wards the Black Point: And if that Ethereal Matter were not preffed, there would be no Re-action.

What I have been faying of White and Black, ought to be applied to other Colours, though it
would be more difficult to do it in particular, and to anwser the Objections which many would make
upon that Subjeft: For it is eafe to raife Objections, in matters that are obscure. But all thofe
who are able to make Objections, are not always capable of comprehending the Principles on which
the Resolution of them depend. To me it feems efafie enough, to conceive how it is poffible for
a fenfible
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a sensible point of Matter, infinitely fluid, and compressed on all sides, to receive at the same time, infinite different Impressions, if we attend to these two things: First, That Matter is divisible in innumerable Parts; Secondly, That each part necessarily tends and advances that way where it meets with least resistance; and thus, that every soft and unequally press'd Body, receives all the Sculptures of the Mould, as I may say, that surrounds it, and receives them so much more readily as it is more fluid and more compress'd. I omit the enumeration of Consequences which follow from the Principles I have been explaining, by which Consequences, I think, may be removed that surpising Difficulty, how the Rays of different Colours may cross each other without Confusion, which appears to me so great a Difficulty, as that none but the true System of the World can entirely dissipate and resolve it.

As for the ref, it must not be imagined that what I have said of the Globules of the second Element (which I am far from believing hard, as that I consider them as little Vortices) can injure M. Des Cartes's Phylacks: On the contrary, my Opinion, if true, perfects his System in General. For if my Sentiment may be useful to the Explication of Light and Colours, it seems much more proper to resolve other General Questions of Natural Philosophy, as for Example, how to explain the surpising Effects of Fire.

As Bodies cannot naturally acquire any Motion, unless it be communicable to them, it is manifest that Fire cannot be made but by the Communication of the Motion of the subtile Matter. M. Des Cartes, as is known, pretends that 'tis only the first Element which communicates its Motion to the third, of which gros Bodies are compoz'd, and which sets it on fire. According to him, when one strikes fire, one forcibly diffuses a little part of the Flint: (I rather should believe it to be a part broke off from the Steel, which is kindled.) For when we behold with a Microscope the Sparks of Fire which are collected, it appears to be the Iron which has been melted and reduced into Globules, or little long and round Figures. I have not observed any Change to have happen'd in the little parts broken from the Flint, but that makes nothing at the bottom.) That little part broke off from the Iron, spinning then round with force, drives the little Globules, or the second Element, and consequently caueth that, first to flow towards the Particle of Steel, which surrounding it on all sides, communicates its Motion to it, and sets it on fire. This is pretty nearly the Opinion of M. Des Cartes. It may be seen more at large in the Fourth Part of his Principles, in the 80th. and following Numbers. But if these Globules are hard, and all contiguous, it is difficult to conceive how the first Element could flow towards the separated part of the Iron, and that with a sufficient Quantity to encompass and set it on fire, not only that, but all the Powder of a Cannon or a Mine, since the first Element is but a very small Portion of the Ethereal Matter, as sitting only the little triangular or concave Spaces, which the contiguous Globules leave between them. This then is the Way that I explain Fire, upon Supposition that the little Globules of the second Element are only little Vortices of a violently agitated Matter.

Though the Air be absolutely necessary to excite some Spark of Fire, yet for want of Air, Fire immediately goes out, and cannot so much as communicate itself to Gun-powder, though very easie to be inflamed. Experience thows, that if a Pistol well primd have its Cock struck down in an Air-Pump, when the Air is exhausted, the Priming never takes fire, and it is very difficult to observe the Sparks. Lastly, Every Body knows that Fire goes out for want of Air, and that it is kindled by blowing; This being suppos'd, see how I explain the Production of Fire.

When a Man strikes Fire in a Vacuum, he breaks off, by the force of the Blow, a little part of the Steel, or of the Flint; this little part whirling about, and striking rudely upon some little Vortices, breaks them; and consequently determines their Parts to follow its Determination, and to surround it in an Infant, and set it on fire. But the Matter of these little Vortices, after having made abundance of irregular Motions, re-places it felt partly in new Vortices, and partly escapes between the Intervals of the surrounding Vortices, which approach the diffier'd part of Iron. And these new Vortices are not easily broken, because they follow pretty exactly the Motion of the part of Iron; which being perhaps either circular or cylindros, and turning nearly, either upon its Centre, or its Axis, strikes no more the Vortices in a manner capable of breaking them. All this is perform'd as in an Infant, when the Flint strikes the Steel in a Place void of Air, and the Spark then is hardly visible.

But when the Steel is stricken in full Air, the part broke off from it, as it whirls, meets and vibrates a good deal of Air, whose Parts, probably branchy, meet with it, and break many more of the Vortices than the Iron alone. So that the subtile Matter of these Vortices, coming to surround the Iron and the Air, affords them plenty enough of different Motions, strongly to repel the other Vortices. Thus the Sparks must be much more glittering in the Air than in a Vacuum, they must remain much longer, and have sufficient force to make Gun-powder, which cannot want subtile Matter to set it on fire, whatever Quantity of Powder there is; since it is not only the first Element, but much more the second, which produces its extraordinary Motion. If one make Reflection on what happens to Fire, when the Air is driven against it, we shall not doubt but that the Parts of the Air are very proper to determine the subtile Matter, to communicate a part of its Motion to the Fire, since 'tis only from this Matter that the Fire can derive its Motion; no Body being capable of moving it self, but by the Action of those which environ it, or which strike against it.
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I Intreat those into whose Hands this Tract shall come, to believe I principally undertook it to satisfy the Difficulties of some Philosophers, who, methoughts, had not all that due Sense Religion teaches us to have of the Goodness of GOD, nor were sufficiently acquainted with the Obligations we are under to JESUS CHRIST. I desire it may be looked on only as an Essay, and not judged of before it be attentively examin'd; and that the Reader would not let himself be surpriz'd by the Motions of Fear and Mistrust, which naturally arise in us from any thing that bears the Character of Novelty. Having written for Philosophers, who stand upon a great Accuracy and rigorous Exactness, I have been oblig'd to avoid the General Terms in Ordinary Use; since I could not content them without using such Terms as raise distinct and particular Ideas in the Mind, as far as the Subject will permit. I question not but equitable Persons will conclude I had no other Design than to prove in all possible manners the Truths we are taught by Faith; and that I am not so Inconsiderate as to call in question what the Church entertains as certain, and Religion obliges us to believe. But it has ever been allow'd Men to give New Proofs of Ancient Truths, to endear GOD to the Affections of Men, and to shew that there is nothing harsh or unjust in the Conduct He takes for the Establishment of His Church.

This Piece is divided into Three Discourses: In the First I represent GOD as working for his Creatures all the Good His Wisdom will permit. In the Second I explain how the SON of GOD, as Incarnate Wisdom, and Head of the Church, sheds on His Members the Graces He could not bestow, as Eternal Wisdom, and they could not receive from His Father. And I likewise endeavour to make Men sensible of the Obligations and Relations they are under to JESUS CHRIST. Lastly, in the Third Discourse, I shew what is Liberty, and how Grace works in us with a Salvo to it. Since there are Persons of so little Equity as to draw dangerous Consequences from Principles most Advantageous to Religion; I desire I may not be condemn'd upon their bare Word, but that, before I am judg'd, I may have the Justice done me of being understood. Surely there ought to be no Necessity of my making this Petition.
CONCERNING
Nature and Grace.

DISCOURSE I.

PART I.


SINCE GOD can act only for his own Glory, and can find this no where but in Himself, He could have no other Design in the Creation of the World than the Establishment of His Church.

II. JESUS CHRIST, who is the Head of it, is the Beginning of the Way of the LORD; is the First Born of the Creatures; and though sent among Men in the Fulness of Time, was their Exemplar in the Eternal Designs of his Father: After his Image all Men were created, as well those that preceded as we that succeed His Temporal Birth. In a word, 'tis He in whom the Universe subsists, there being none besides that could make the Work of GOD perfectly worthy of its Author.

III. Some Proportion there ought to be between the Work and the Action that produced it. But the Action that educed it out of Nothing is that of GOD, of an infinite Worth; whilst the World, though never so perfect, is not infinitely Amiable, nor can render to its Author an Honour worthy of Him. Thus separate JESUS CHRIST from the rest of the Creatures, and fee if He, who acts for his own Glory, and whose Work has no Bounds, can purpose the Production of any External Work.

But joining JESUS CHRIST to His Church, and the Church to the rest of the World it is taken from, you raise to the Glory of GOD a Temple so majestic, magnificent, and holy, that you'll wonder perhaps he laid the Foundations of it to late.

IV. Yet if you observe, that the Glory which redounds to GOD from His Work, is not essential to Him; if you are perfused, that the World cannot be a necessary Emanation of Deity, you will evidently see that it must not have been Eternal, though it ought to have no End. Eternity is the Character of Independency. The World therefore must have a Beginning: Annihilation of Substances is a Sign of Inconstancy in Him that produced them; therefore they will have no End.

V. If it be true then, that the World must have begun, and that the Incarnation of JESUS CHRIST could not have been so ancient as the Eternal Generation of his Divine Person: An Eternity must necessarily have preceded Time. Think not therefore that GOD delay'd the Production of His Work: He has a greater Love for the Glory He receives from it in JESUS CHRIST. In one Sense it may be most truly affirmed, that He made it as soon as possible: For though to us he might have created it Ten thousand Years before the Beginning of Ages, yet, Ten thousand Years having no proportion to Eternity, He could neither do it sooner nor later, since an Eternity must have gone before.

VI. 'Tis manifest that Soon and Late are Properties of Time; and though we suppose that GOD had created the World as many Millions of Years as there are Grain of Sand on the Sea-shore, before He did, it might still be enquired, why GOD, who so loves the Glory he receives in the Establishment of His Church, had not begun it many Ages before? Thus it suffices to say, That an Eternity ought to forego the Incarnation of the WORLD, to manifest why this Great Mystery was accomplisht neither sooner nor later. GOD then must have created the Universe for the Church, and the Church for JESUS CHRIST, and JESUS CHRIST, that He might find in Him a Sacrifice and High-Priest worthy of the Divine Majesty. We shall not
doubt of this Order of the Design of GOD, if it be obser'd that He can have no other End of his Actions than Himself. And if it be conceiv'd that Eternity does not belong to Creatures, we shall acknowledge they were produce'd when 'twas requisite they should be: Which Truths suppos'd, let us try to discover something in the Method GOD takes for the Execution of his Grand Design.

VII. Were I not persuaded that all Men are no farther Reasonable than enlightened by Eternal Wisdom, it would, no doubt, be great Temerity to speak of the Design of GOD, and offer to discover any of His Ways, in the Production of his Work. But whereas it is certain that the word Eternal is the Universal Reason of Minds, and that by the Light which he continually shedds in us, we may have some Communication with GOD, I ought not to be blam'd for consulting that Light, which, though Confubstantial with GOD Himself, fails not to answer those who know how to examine of it by a serious Attention.

VIII. However, I confefs that Faith teaches a great many Truths not discoverable by the natural Union of the Mind with Reason. Eternal Truth answers not to all we ask, since we ask sometimes more than we can receive. But this must not serve for a Pretence to justifie our Laziness and Inaplication.

IX. Vulgar Heads are soon wearied with the Natural Prayer, the Mind by its Attention ought to make to inward Truth, in order to receive Light and Understanding from it; and thus induc'd by that painfull Exercise, they talk of it in a contemptuous manner. They difappear one another, and cover their Weakness and Ignorance under the delusive Appearances of a counterfeit Humility.

X. But their Example is not to infuade us that agreeable Vertue which cherishes Carelesness and Negligence in the Mind, and comforts it under its Ignorance of most necessary Truths. We must pray constantly to Him who enlightens all Men, that He will beftow His Light upon us, recompence our Faith with the Gift of Understanding; and especially, to prevent us from making Probability and confus'd Sensations, which precipitate proud Minds into Darknefs and Error, for the Evidence which accompanies His Revelations.

XI. When we design to speak of GOD with any exactnefs, we must not confult our Selves, nor the vulgar part of Men; but elevate our Thoughts above all Creatures, and with great Reverence and Attention confult the vail and immene Ideas of a Being infinitely perfect, which representing the true GOD very different from what the Vulgar fancy Him to themselves, we are not to treat of Him in popular Language. Every Body is allow'd to fay with the Scripture, that GOD Repented Him that He created Man: that He was Angry with his People; that He delivered Israel from Captivity by the Strength of His Arm. But these or the like Exprefions are not permitted Divines, when they should fay accurately and juftly. Therefore 'tis not to be wondered if in the Sequel of Discourse my Expreflion shall be found uncommon. It ought rather to be carefully obser'd whether they be clear, and perfectly adapted to the Idea which all Men have of an Infinitely Perfect Being.

XII. This Idea of a Being infinitely perfect includes two Attributes absolutely necessary to the Creation of the World; an unlimited Wisdom, and an infirrable Power. The Wisdom of GOD affords infinate Ideas of different Works, and all possible Ways for the executing His Designs; and His Power renders Him fo absolutely Master of all things, and fo independent of all Affidufies whatever, that He need but Will to execute what He Wills. For we muft above all take notice, that GOD needs no Infruments to work with; that His Wills are necessarily efficacious; in a Word, that as His Wisdom is His own Underfanding, His Power is no other than His Will. Among thee innumerable Ways whereby GOD might have executed His Design, let us fee which was preferable to all other; and let us begin with the Creation of this Visible World, from which, and in which He forms the Invisible, which is the Eternal Object of His Love.

XIII. An excellent Arrift ought to proportion his Action to his Work; he does not that by Ways compound, which may be perform'd by more fimple; he acts not without End, and never makes insignificant Effays. Whence we are to conclude, that GOD discovering in the infirrate Treasure of His Wisdom an Infirrate of possible Worlds, as necessary Confequences of the Laws of Motion, which he could establish, was determin'd to the Creation of that which might be produdc'd and preferv'd by the infirrate Laws, or which should be the perfecteft that could be, considering the Simplicity of the Ways neceffary to its Production and Prefervation.

XIV. GOD might, doubtefs, have made a perfecter World than that we inhabit. He might, for Infurance, have caus'd the Rain, which refreshes the Earth, to have fallen more regularly on Plow'd Lands than in the Sea, where it is not necessary. But in order to this, He must have chang'd the Simplicity of his Ways, and have multiplied the Laws of the Communications of Motions, by which our World fubfists, and so there would not have been that Proportion between the Action of GOD and His Work, which is neceffary to determine an infinitely wise Being to act: or, at leat, there would not have been the same Proportion between the Action of GOD and this fo perfect World, as there is between the Laws of Nature, and the World we inhabit: For our World, imagine it as imperfect as you will, is founded on fo Simple and Natural Laws of Motion, as make it perfectly worthy of the infirrate Wisdom of its Author.

And indeed I am of Opinion, that the Laws of Motion, neceffary to the Production and Prefervation of the Earth, and all the Stars in the Heavens, were reduc'd to these Two: First, That mov'd Bodies tend to continue their Motion in a right line: Secondly, That when two Bodies meet, their Motion is distribut'd to each, in proportion to their Magnitude; so that after the Collisition
Colllision they ought to move with equal degrees of Celerity. These two Laws are the Cause of all these Motions which produce that variety of Forms which we admire in Nature.

XVI. Tis own'd notwithstanding, that the second is never manifestly observable in the Experiments that can be made upon the Subject; but that comes from our seeing only what happens in visible Bodies, and our not thinking on the invisible that surround them, which by the Efficacy of the same Law, giving the Elasticity to visible Bodies, oblige them to rebound, and hinder them from observing it. But this I ought not to explain more at length.

XVII. Now these two Laws are fo Simple, fo Natural, and at the same time fo Fruitful, that though we had no other Reason to conclude they are observ'd in Nature, we should be induc'd to believe them established by Him who works always by the simplest Ways, in whose Action there is nothing but what's so truly uniform, and wisely proportion'd to his Work, that he does infinite Wonders by a very small Number of Laws.

XVIII. It En't not to wait with the General Cause, as with the Particular, with infinite Wisdom, with limited Understandings. G O D foresaw, before the Etablissement of Natural Laws, all that could follow from them, ought not to have constituted them, if He was to dispose them. The Laws of Nature are constant and immutable, and general for all Times and Places. Two Bodies of such degrees of Magnitude and Swiftness, meeting, rebound fo now as they did herefore. If the Rain falls upon some Grounds, and the Sun searches others, if a feasable Time for Harvest is followed by a destructive Hail; if an Infant comes into the World with a monstrous and ulefs Head growing from his Breast, that makes him wretched; this proceeds not from the particular Wills of G O D, but from the Settlement of the Laws of Communication of Motions, whereof these Effects are necessary Consequences: Laws at once fo simple and fo fruitful, that they serve to produce all we fee Noble in the World, and even to repair in a little time the mott general Barrenness and Mortality.

XIX. He that having built an Houfe, throws one Wing of it down, that he may rebuild it, betrays his Ignorance; and he who having planted a Vine, plucks it up as soon as it has taken root, manifests his Levity; because he that wills and unwill, wants either Knowledge or Revolution of Mind. But it cannot be said that G O D acts either by this Freakishness, or Ignorance, when a Child comes into the World with superfluous Members that make him leave it again; or that an Hail-stone breaks off a Fruit half ripe. If he acts this, 'tis not because he wills and unwill; for G O D acts not like particular Causes, by particular Wills; nor has he established the Laws of the Communications of Motions, with design to produce Monsters, or to make Fruit fall before Maturity; it is not being their Sterility but Fecundity, for which He will'd these Laws. Therefore what He once will'd, He still wills, and the World in general, for which these Laws were constituted, will eternally subsist.

XX. 'Tis here to be observ'd, That the Essential Rule of the Will of G O D is Order; and that if Man, for example, had not finn'd, (a Supposition which had quite chang'd the Designs,) then Order not putting him to be punisht, the Natural Laws of the Communications of Motions would never have been capable to incommode his Felicity. For the Law of Order, which requires that a righteous Person should suffer nothing against his Will, being Essential to G O D, the Arbitrary Law of the Communication of Motions must have been necessarily subjacent to it.

XXI. There are still some common Impressions where these General Laws of Motions ought to cease to produce their Effect, not that G O D changes or corrects His Laws, but that some Miracles must happen on particular Occasions, by the Order of Grace, which ought to supersede the Order of Nature. Besides, 'tis fit Men should know that G O D is fo Matter of Nature, that if He submitts it to His Laws establisht, 'tis rather because He wills it so, than by an absolute Necessity.

XXII. If then it be true, that the General Cause ought not to produce His Work by particular Wills, and that G O D ought to settle certain conflant and invariable Laws of the Communication of Motions, and by the Efficacy whereof He foresaw the World might subsist in the State we find it in, one Sense it may be most truly said, that G O D defires all his Creatures should be perfect; that He wills not the Abortion of Children; nor loves monstrous Productions; nor has made the Laws of Nature with design of confaining them; and that if it were possible by ways fo simple to make and preferve a perfecter World, He would never have established those Laws, whereof fo great a Number of Monsters are the necessary Refults: But that it have been unworthy His Will to multiply His Wills to prevent some particular Disorders, which by their Diversity make a kind of Beauty in the Universe.

XXIII. G O D has given to every Seed a Cicatrice, which contains in Miniature the Plant and Fruit; another Cicatrice adjoining to the former, which contains the Root of the Plant; which Root contains another Root still, whose imperceptible Branches expand themselves into the two Lobes or Meal of the Seed. Does not this manifest, that in one most real Sense He designs all Seeds should produce their like? For why should He have given to those Grains of Corn He design'd should be barren, all the Parts requisite to render them Fecund? Nevertheless, Rain being necessary to make them thrive, and this falling on the Earth by General Laws, which distribute it not precisely on well manur'd Grounds, and in the fittest Seaons, all these Grains come not to good; or, if they do, the Hall, or some other mischievous Accident, which is a Necessary Consequence of these same Natural Laws, prevents their eating. Now G O D having constituted these Laws, might be faid to will the Fecundity of some Seeds rather than others; if
we did not otherwise know that, it not becoming a General Cause to work by Particular Wills, nor an infinitely wise Being by Complicated Ways, GOD ought not to take other Measures than He has done for the Regulating the Rains according to Time and Place, or by the Defire of the Husbandman. Thus much is sufficient for the Order of Nature: Let us explain that of Grace a little more at large, and especially remember that His the same Wisdom, and the same Will; in a word, the same GOD who has establish'd them both.

P A R T II.

Of the Necessity of the General Laws of GRACE.

XXIV. GOD loving Himself by the Necessity of His Being, and willing to procure an Infinite Glory, an Honour on all Hands worthy of himself, consults His Will for the accomplishing His Defires. This Divine Wisdom, fill'd with Love for Him from whom He receives His Being, by an Eternal and Ineffable Generation, seeing nothing in all possible Creatures worthy of the Majesty of His Father, offers Himself, to establish to His Honour an Eternal Worship, and to present Him, as High Priest, a Sacrifice which through the Dignity of His Person, should be capable of containing Him. He represents to Him infinite Models, for the Temple to be rais'd to His Glory, and at the same time all possible Ways to execute His Designs. 'Mongst all which, that which insignificantly appears Greatest, and most Magnificent, most Uniform, and Comprehensive, is that whereof all the Parts have most Symmetry with the Person who constitutes the whole Glory and Sanctuary of it: And the wildest Way of executing that Design, is the Establishing certain most simple and fruitful Laws to bring it to its Perfection. This is what Reason seems to answer to all those who consult it with Attention, when following the Principles which Faith teaches us. Let us examine the Circumstances of this Great Design, and then endeavour to discover the Ways of executing it.

XXV. The Holy Scripture teaches us, That 'tis Jesus Christ who ought to make all the Beauty, the sanctity, the grandeur, and Magnificence of this Work. If Holy Writ compare it to a City, 'tis Jesus Christ who makes all the Luster; it not being the Sun and the Moon, but the Glory of God, and the Light of the Lamb that shines upon it. When representing it as a Living Body, whereby all the Parts have a wonderful Proportion, 'tis Jesus Christ who is the Head of it. 'Tis from Him the Spirit and Life are communicated into all the Members that compose it. Speaking of it as a Temple, Jesus Christ is the Chief Corner-stone, which is the Foundation of the Building. 'Tis He who is the High Priest, and Sacrifice of it. All the Faithful are Priests, but as they partake of his Priesthood, they are Victims, only as partakers of His Holiness: It being in Him and through Him alone they continually offer themselves to the Majesty of God. In fine, 'tis only from the Analogy they bear to Him, that they contribute to the Beauty of this August and Venerable Temple, which has always been, and will eternally continue, the Object of the good Pleasure of God.

XXVI. Reason likewise evinces these same Truths: For what Proportion is there between Creatures, how perfect ever we suppose them, and the Action that produces them? How can any Creatures which are finite, be equivalent to the Action of God of infinite Worth? Can God receive any thing from a mere Creature that determines him to act? But be it so, that God made Man with Hopes of being honour'd by him: whence comes it, that those who do honour Him make the greatest Number? Is not this a sufficient Indication that God is very negligent of His pretended Glory, which He receives from His Work, if separated from His Well-beloved Son; that it was in Jesus Christ that He resolved to produce it, and that without Him it would not subsist a moment.

XXVII. A Man resolves upon a Work, because he has need of it, or has a Mind to see what Effect it will have, or, lastly, because by this Effay of his Strength he learns what he is able to produce. But God has no need of his Creatures; nor is He like Men who receive new Impressions from the Presence of Objects. His Ideas are Eternal and Immutable. He saw the World before it was form'd, as well as he sees it now. Lastly, Knowing that His Will is efficacious, he perfectly knows, without making trial of his Strength, all that He is capable of producing. Thus Scripture and Reason assure us, that by Reason of Jesus Christ the World subsists, and through the Dignity of his Divine Person receives an additional Beauty, which renders it well pleasing in the Sight of God.

XXVIII. From which Principle, methinks, it follows, that Jesus Christ is the Model by which we are made; that we were frame'd after His Image and Similitude, and have nothing comely in us any farther than we are the Draught and Effigies of Him; that He is the End of the Law, and the Archetype of the Ceremonies and Sacrifices of the Jews. That to determine that Succeedion of Generations preceding His Birth, they must needs have had some certain Agreements with Him, whereby they became more pleasing to God than any other. That since Jesus Christ was to be the Head and Husband of the Church, it was requisite he should be typified by the Propagation of Mankind from one Person, as related by Moses, and explain'd by St. Paul. In a word, from this Principle it follows, that the present World ought to be the Figure of the future.
future; and that as far as the Simplicity of General Laws will permit, all the Inhabitants of it have been or shall be the Figures and Resemblances of the Only Son of God, quite from Abel, in whom he was sacrificed, to the last Member that shall consummate His Church.

XXIX. We judge of the Perfection of a Work by its Conformity with the Idea afforded us by Eternal Wisdom: For there is nothing Beautiful or Amiable, but as related to Effentiel, Necessary, and Independent Beauty. Now that Intelligible Beauty, being made sensible, becomes even in this Capacity the Rule of Beauty and Perfection: Therefore all Corporal Creatures ought to receive from it all their Excellency and Luster. All Minds ought to have the same Thoughts and the same Inclinations as the Soul of Jesus, if they would be agreeable to those who see nothing Beautiful, nothing Amiable, if what is conformable to Wisdom and Truth. Since therefore we are obliged to believe the Work of God to have an absolute Conformity with Eternal Wisdom, we do all Reason to believe, that the same Work has infinite Correspondencies with Him who is the Head, the Principle, the Pattern, and the End of it. But who can explain all these Agreements?

XXIX. That which makes the Beauty of a Temple, is the Order and Variety of Ornamentations that are found in it. Thus to render the Living Temple of the Divine Majesty worthy of its Inhabitant, and proportionate to the Wisdom and infinite Love of its Author, all possible Beauties are to make it up. But it is not so with this Temple raised to the Glory of God, as with Material ones. For that which constitutes the Beauty of the Spiritual Edifice of the Church, is the infinite Diversity of Graces, communicated from Him, who is the Head of it, to all the constituent Parts. 'Tis the Order and admirable Proportions settled among them, 'tis the various Degrees of Glory shining and reflecting on all sides round about it.

XXX. It follows from this Principle, that to the establishing that Variety of Rewards, which make up the Beauty of the Heavenly Jerusalem, Men ought to be subject upon Earth, not only to Purgative Afflictions, but also to the Motions of Concupiscence, which make them gain so many Victories by administering such a multitude of various Combats.

XXX. The Bleffed in Heaven, no doubt, will be endow'd with a Sandity, and Variety of Gifts, perfectly corresponding to the Divinity of their Good Works. Those continual Sacrifices, whereby the Old Man is destroy'd and annihilated, will enrich the Spiritual Substance of the New Man with Graces and Beauties. And if it were necessary that Jesus Christ should suffer all Sorts of Afflictions before He enter'd on the Possession of His Glory; Sins, which introduc'd into the World the Miseries of Life, and Death, which follows it, were necessary, that Men after their Trial upon Earth might be legitimately crown'd with that Glory, the Variety and Order whereof shall make the Beauty of the future World.

XXXIII. 'Tis true, that Concupiscence which we feel in us is not necessary to our Meriting: For Jesus Christ, whose Merits are infinite, was not subject to it. But though He absolutely controul'd it, He was willing to admit in Himself the most vextatious Motions and Sensations, that He might merit all the Glory that was prepar'd for Him. Of all Sensations, that which is most repugnant to a Soul soiling, and desiring to be happy, is Pain; which yet He was willing to suffer in the most excessive degree. Pleasure makes actually Happy the Person that actually enjoys it, which yet He willingly deny'd Himself. Thus He has offer'd, like us, innumerable Sacrifices, through a Body which He took like ours: But these Sacrifices were of a different kind from those of the greatest Saints; because He voluntarily raise'd in Himself all those painful Sensations, which in the rest of Men are the necessary Consequences of Sin; which being thus perfectly voluntary, were therefore more pure and meritorious.

XXXIV. If I had a clear Idea of the Bleffed Spirits, who are not embody'd, I perhaps could clearly resolve a Difficulty that arises from their Conjunction. For it may be objected, either that there is very little Variety in the Merits or Rewards of Angels, or that it was to ill purpose for God to unite Bodies to Spirits, which are, whilst united, the dependant on them. I confess I do not see any great Divinity in the Rewards answering the Merits of purely intelligible Substances, especially if they have merit'd their Recompense by one sole Act of Love: For being not united to a Body, which might be an Ochiasm to God's giving them, by most Simple and General Laws, a Train of different Thoughts and Sensations, I see no Variety in their Combats, or Victories? But possibly another Order has been establish'd, which is unknown to me; and therefore I ought not to speak of it. And 'tis sufficient that I have establish'd a Principle, from whence may be concluded, that God ought to create Bodies, and unite Minds to them, that by the most simple Laws of Union of these two Substances, He might give us in a general, conjunct, and uniform manner, that great Variety of Sensations and Motions, which is the Principle of the Diversity of our Merits and Rewards.

XXXV. Lastly, 'twas requisite that God alone should have all the Glory of the Beauty and Perfection of the future World. This Work, which infinitely excels all others, ought to be a Work of pure Mercy. It was not for Creatures to glory in having any other part in it, than that the Grace of Jesus Christ had given them. In a word, 'twas fit that God should suffer all Men to be involve'd in Sin; that He might thus show Mercy in Jesus Christ. XXXVI. Thus the first Man, being imperiow'd by the Strength of His Charity, to persevere in Original Righteousness, God could not have fix'd him to his Duty, by preventing Pleasures; for having no Concupiscence to conquer, God ought not to prevent his Free Will by the Delegation of His Grace. In short, having all in general that was necessary to his meriting his Reward, God, who works nothing in vain, ought to leave him to himself, though He foresaw His Fall, since He
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He design'd to raise him up in Jesus Christ, put Free Will to confusion, and manifest the Greatness of His Meroy. Let us now endeavour to discover the Ways whereby God executes His Eternal Purpofe of the Sanctification of His Church.

XXXVII. Though God in the Establishment of the future World acts in Ways very different from those by which He prefers the present, yet it ought not to be imagined that difference is so great as to take from the Laws of Grace the Character of the Cause that made them. As it is the same God, who is the Author both of the Order of Grace and Nature; these two Orders must agree in all those included Symptoms, which discover the Wifdom and Power of their Founder. Therefore, since God is a General Cause, whose Wifdom has no Bounds, He must needs, for the Reasons before given, act as such in the Order of Grace, as well as in that of Nature; and His own Glory being His End, in the Conftitution of His Church; He must establish that Simple and General Laws, and which have the greatest Proportion of Wifdom, and, Fertility with the Wifdom's Effect.

XXXVIII. The more wise an Agent is, the more comprehensive are his Wills. A very limited Underftanding is constantly takinghift Designs, and in the Execution of any one of them employs more Means than are useful. In a Word, a Skilled Capacity does not sufficiently compare the Means with the End; the Force and the Action, with the Effect to be produced by them.

On the contrary, a Mind of great Reach and Penetration collates and weighs all things; forms not Designs, except upon the Knowledge of the Means to dispatch them; and when it has obferv'd in these Means a certain Proportion of Wifdom with their Effects, he puts them in Practice. The more fimple are the Machines, and more different their Effects, the more Marks they bear of an intelligent Workman, and more worthy they are to be esteem'd. The great Number of Laws in a State, are commonly a Proof of the want of Intift and Extent of Thought in their Founders; it being rather the Experience of their Exigency, than a wise Fore-fight that establish'd them. God therefore, whose Wifdom is infinite, ought to employ the simplest and most comprehensive Means in the Formation of a future World, as well as in the Prefervation of the present. He ought not to multiply His Wills, which are the executive Laws of His Designs, five when Necessity obliges Him to it; but must act by General Wills, and so fertile a Conftant and Regular Order, by which He foresees, through the infinite Comprehension of His Wifdom, that a Work fo admirable as His must needs be form'd. Let us fee the Confequences of this Principle, and the Application we may make of it in the Explanation of those Difficulties which feem very puzzling and perplex'd.

XXXIX. Holy Writ on one hand teaches us, that God wills all Men should be fav'd, and come to the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth; and on the other, that He does whatever He wills; and yet faith is not given to all Men; and the Number of those that perish is greater than that of the Predestinate. How can this be reconcil'd with His Power?

XL. God forefaw from all Eternity Original Sin, and the Infinite Number of those whom Sin should cut into Hell; and nevertheless created the Firft Man in a State from whence He knew He must fall; and likewise has appointed such Relations betwixt this Man and his posterity, as must communicate his Sin, and render them all worthy His Aversion and his Anger. How is this to be reconcil'd with His Goodness?

God often teaches abroad His Graces, without having the Effect for which His Goodness obliges us to believe He gives them. He increases Piety in Perfons till towards the End of their Days, and Sin triumphs over them at Death, and throws them headlong into Hell. He makes the Rain of His Grace to fall on hardened Hearts as well as on prepar'd Grounds, which Men repell and render ineffectual. In a Word, God. continually does and undoes; and seems to will and will not again. How shall this be reconcil'd with His Wifdom?

Lo here great Difficulties. And the whole economy of Religion, the Idea we have of a Good, Wife, Powerful God, conftant in His Designs, regular in His Action; and a thousand places in Scripture furnish us with several others, contrary to what we experimentally find every Day in the Order of Grace; and though very Learned Men have anfwer'd them, to them they seem incapable of a satisfactory and clear Resolution, without the fore-establifh'd Principle.

XLI. For my own part, I always believ'd that God would have all Men fav'd. Reason and Scripture will not suffer me to doubt it. And though the Authors whom I honour with a very profound Reverence, have in the preceding Ages given us various Explications of this Truth, I have ever been uneasie to receive such; as without any Necessity seem'd to me to give Bounds to the Extent of God's Goodness and Mercy. Therefore, confulting the Idea which all Men have of God, I entered on this Opinion, which I now expose to the Captivity of all those who shall be willing to examine it attentively, and pass an equitable Judgment on it.

XLII. God being oblig'd to act always in a manner that becomes Him, by ways Simple, General, Conftant, and Uniform: In a word, suitable to the Idea we have of a General Cause, whose Wifdom has no Bounds, ought to form certain Laws in the Order of Grace, as I have prov'd He has done in the Order of Nature. Which Laws, by Reason of their Simplicity, must necessarily have unhappy Consequences in reference to us. But these Consequences are not of such Account, as should cause God to change thee Laws for more compounded; as having a greater Proportion of Wifdom, and Fecundity to the Work they produce, than all that could be establish'd for the Time Design; since he always acts in the wisest and perfectest manner. 'Tis true, God could redress these unhappy Consequences by an infinite Number of particular Wills: But Order will not suffer him. The Effect producible by each Will would not counteract the Action that should produce
produce it. And consequently God is not to be blamed for not disfavoring the Order and Simplicity of his Laws by Miracles, which would be very welcome to our Exigencies, but very repugnant to the Wisdom of God, whom it is not lawful to tempt.

XLIV. Therefore, as 'twould be unreasonable in us to be angry at the Rain's falling in the Sea, where 'tis useful, and escaping Seeded Grounds where 'tis necessary, since the Laws of Communication of Motions are most Simple, most Exuberant, and perfectly worthy of their Author's Wisdom, and that by those Laws it is impossible the Rain should fall rather on the Earth than Sea, so we ought not to complain of the seeming Irregularity, by which Grace is given to Men. 'Tis the Regularity herewith which God works; 'tis the Simplicity of the Laws he observes; 'tis the Order, and Uniformity of his Conduct, which is the Cause of that seeming Irregularity. 'Tis necessary by the Laws of Grace established by God in favour of his Elect, and for the Constructions of his Church, that Celestial Rain should fall as well on hard as prepared Heavens; and if it be that in vain, 'tis not because God's Laws without Design, much less with Design of making Men more culpable by the Abuse of his Favourites: But because the Simplicity of General Laws permits not that Grace which is lost in a corrupt Heart, to fall upon another for which it would have been effectual. Since this Grace is not given by a particular Will, but in pursuance of the Immutability of the General Order of Grace, if this Order produces a Work proportioned to the Simplicity of its Laws, it suffices to render it worthy of the Wisdom of its Author. For, in short, the Order of Grace would be less perfect, less admirable, and amiable, if it were more complex'd.

XLV. If God gave Grace by particular Wills, doubtless he would never go to convert a Sinner, who had four Degrees of Concupiscence, by giving him three Degrees of Spiritual Election, supposing those Degrees insufficient for his Conversion. He would defer his Liberality till the Sinner was absent from the tempting Object, or rather would bestow the same Grace of three Degrees Strength to him whose Concupiscence was less lively. For to what Purpose is it to give three Degrees of Spiritual Delegation to one that wants four, and to deny them him whom they were sufficient to convert? Is this suitable to the Idea we have of the Wisdom and Goodness of God? Is this to love Men, to will they should be saved, and to do for them all there is in the World to promote their Salvation? Nevertheless, God cries out by his Prophet: O Inhabitants of Jerusalein, and Men of Judah, hear, judge. I pray ye, hear my voice and my Vineyard. What could have been done more to my Vineyard, 7. 4. that I have not done in it: Wherefore, when I looked that it should bring forth grapes, brought it forth wild grapes? What is this Wisdom there in giving by particular Wills so many fruitsless Graces to Sinners, if we suppose God wills their Conversion, as we are taught by Scripture, and has no fatal Design of rendering them more culpable and criminal by his Gifts?

XLVI. But if Grace be bestowed on Men by most Simple and General Laws, all these great Difficulties vanish. The fettered Order of Grace having a greater proportion of Wisdom and Fidelity to the Work which God produces than any other, ought to be chosen for the Establishment of his Church. Thus we may affirm, That God truly wills the Salvation of all Men; that He does for them all that's possible, whilst he acts as becomes him; that if there were any Order of Grace as simple, but more fecular, as worthy of his Wisdom, and more advantageous to Men, he would have chosen it; and that therefore he faves us as many as it's possible to save, whilst acting by the Immutable Rules prefib'd by his Wisdom.

XLVII. Let Men therefore love and adore not only the Good Will of God, by which the Elect are favour'd; but also the secret Judgments of his Justice, by which so great a Number are rejected. 'Tis the same Order of Wisdom, they are the same Laws of Grace which produce these different Effects. God is equally adorable and amiable in all he does; his Conduct always abounds with Wisdom and Goodness. Wo to the Wicked, who condemn it without understanding it, and who would have the immutable Order of Divine Wisdom to floop and accommodate it felf to their Passions and Interests!

XLVIII. The wife and industrious Husbandmen plow, dung, and sow their Lands with great Labour and Cof. They carefully observe the fittest Seasons, for the different Agriculture, and tax not God with the Sucfess of their Labours. They leave their Work to the Order of Nature, well knowing it's in vain to tempt God, and to fancy that on our behalf he will change the Order which his Wisdom prefers.

XLIX. Yes, Sir, Jeremiah came so near us to imitate their Conduct, who having for us an immense Charity, and defiring to save us, as much as the Simplicity of the General Laws of Nature and Grace will permit, has forgotten nothing that might bring us into the ways that lead to Heaven. That which most widens the Efficacy of Grace, are fefible Pleasures, and Sensations of Pride; there being nothing fo much corrupts the Mind, and hinders the Heart, more than thee. But has not Jehu Chrift sacrificed and annihilated in his Person all Grandeur and Pleasures fensible? Was not his Life to us a continual Example of Humility and Repentance? How was he born? how did he die? what was his Conversation in the World? every Body knows. To what likeness is his Doctrine reducible, and whither tend all his Counfels? Is it not to Humility and Repentance, to a General Self-denial of all that gratifies the Senses, of all that corrupts the Purity of the Imagination, of all that cherishes and strengthens the Concupiscence of Pride? Therefore whatever he has said, whatever he has done, whatever he has publish'd, was to prepare us by his Doctrine, his Example, and Merits, to receive the Celestial Rain of Grace, and to render it efficacious. Since he could not, of course, by altering the Laws of Nature, render God, or trouble the Order and Simplicity of his Ways: He has done all for Men that could influence them with the most Extensive, Indulgent, and Ardent Charity.
L. I fear not, after what the Scripture has affirmed it, to affirm that the Charity of Jesus Christ is Immemorial and Incomprehensible; and though all Men receive not the Effects of it, it would be presumptuous Rashing to go to set Bounds to it. He died for all Men, even for those who perish eternally. Why do not Sinners enter into the Order of Grace? Why do they not follow the Counsels of Jesus Christ, and prepare themselves for the Reception of the Rain of Heaven? They cannot merit it, but they may increase its Efficacy on their Account. Cannot they from a Principle of Self-love, through the Fear of Hell, or if you will, by General Graces, avoid many Occasions of sinning? deny themselves Pleasures, at least those they have not yet tasted, and consequently are not enticed to? Thus they may take away some Letters and Impediments to the Efficacy of Grace, and prepare the Earth of their Heart, so as to make it fruitful when God shall pour his Rain upon them, by the General Laws he has prefcribed himself. But they would have God to face the whole World, to whom no trouble on their part; like those lazy and fentence Labourers, who, without giving their Fields the ordinary Improvements, pretend that God ought to shower down to impreposing and abundant Rains, as may save them their Trouble. False and vain Confidence! God causes it to rain as well on Fallow as Cultivated Lands. But let the Proud and Voluptuous know, that the Rain of Grace shall fall much less on them than on other Men, whilft yet they put themselves in such a Condition as requires much more to convert them.

LII. Since God ordinarily diffuses his Graces by General Laws, we clearly see the Necessity of the Counsels of Jesus Christ. We fee that they ought to be followed, that God may have us by the simplest ways; whilft giving us but little Grace, he operates a great deal in us. We see clearly that it lies on us to labour and to cultivate our Field, before the Heirs of Consequence have dried and hasted it, or at least when the Rain has diluted and softened it; that we must diligently observe the moments in which our Paffions leave us some Liberty, that we may seize the Advantage that is offered: That we must extirpate, as much as possible, whatever may sullace the Sword, and not foolishly imagine we shall repent, when we have made our Fortune in the World, or are ready to leave it. For bethat it, it depends not on the Husbandmen to make it rain when their Occasions call for it, when a Field has lain long fallow, the Brambles and Thorns strike their Roots so deep, that those who are most us'd to labour, have neither the Strength nor the faculty to cultivate it.

LIII. But if God acted in the Order of Grace by particular Wills, and efficaciously caus'd in all Men all their good Motions, and Operations, with a particular Design; I see not how it might be justified, that he acts by the most simple Laws; when I consider all those indirect ways by which Men arrive to the Place where God conducts them. For I doubt not but God sometimes gives a Man no more than an hundred good Thoughts in a whole Day. Nor can I any more conceive how his possible to reconcile his Wildom and Goodness, with all the ineflicual Graces the Malice of Men refists. For God being Good and Wise, ought he not to proportion his Supplies to our Needs, if he afforded them with a particular Design of comforting us?

LIV. God makes the Weeds to grow with the Corn till the time of Harvest, he causes it to rain on the Jaff and Unjaff; because Grace falling on Men by General Laws, is often given to such as make no ace of it, whereas if others had received it, they would have been converted. If Jesus Christ had preach'd to the Syrians and Syrofamans, as well as to the Inhabitants of Bethsaida andaizin, they would have repented in Sackcloth and Ashes. If the Rain which falls on the Sands had been shower'd upon prepar'd Fields, it would have made them fruitful. But what is regulated by General Laws, is not suited to particular Disigns; and it suffices to justify the wife Establishment of these Laws, that being extremely simple, they carry to its Perfection the Grand Work for which they were enated.

But though I do not believe that God has innumerable particular Designs for every of his Elect, or that he daily gives them multiplicity of good Thoughts and Motions by particular Wills; yet I deny not but they are predetermine by a bounteous Will of God had to them, for which they ought to pay their Eternal Gratitude and Acknowledgments. Which things I explain as follows.

LIV. God discovers in the infinite Treasures of his Wildom an infinity of possible Works; and at once the perfectest way of producing each of them. Amongst which he considers his Church: Jesus Christ, who is the Head of it, and all the Perfons which in consequence of some General Laws established, ought to compose it. In brief, upon Consideration of Jesus Christ and all his Members, he constitutes Laws for his own Glory. Which thing, if is it not evident that Jesus Christ, who is the Principle of all the Glory resounding to God from his Work, is the Staff of the Predisminate? and that all the Elect are likewise truly loved, and predilected gratis in Jesus Christ, because they may honour God in his Son? That, lastly, they are all under infinite Obligations to God, who without regard to their Merit, has settled the General Laws of Grace, which ought to fannifie them, and conduct them to the Glory they shall eternally possess.

LV. You'll see, perhaps, that these Laws are so simple and exuberant, that God must prefer them to all others; and that since he only loves his own Glory, his Son ought to become incarnate, and so has done nothing purely for his Elect; I confest God has done nothing purely for his Elect: For St. Paul teaches us, that he has made his Elect for Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ for himself. If God cannot be rendered amiable to Men, unless we make him act purely for them, on a grand and wifdome manner, I had rather be silent. Reason teaches me, that we render God amiable by showing him to be infinitely perfect, and by representing him so full of Love for his Creatures, as to not produce any one with Design of making him miserable. For if all argu not so happy as to enjoy his Presence, 'tis because Order requiring that so great a Good should be merited, all
all do not deserve it, for the Reprobate I have given. Surely this is to make God lovely, to represent him such as he is, as even the Reprobate cannot choose but adore his Conduct, and repent them of their Negligence.

LV. Yet for their Satisfaction, who will have God to predetermine every of his Election by a particular Will, it may be said with a S. K. to the foregoing Hypothecis, That God, before he created Souls to unite them to Bodies, foreknew all that could befall them by the General Laws of Nature and Grace, and all that they should do in all possible Circumstances: Therefore being able to create, as it suppos’d, the Soul of Paul, or of Peter, and to unite it to a Body which he foreknew should be that of a Predeterminate Person; he resolved, from all Eternity, to create the Soul of Paul by a Beneficent Will; and for, and to predetermine him by this Choice to Life Eternal; whereas he creates the Soul of Peter, not for any Beneficent Will had him, but by a kind of Necessity, by Reformation of the Laws of Union which he has most wisely establish’d between Souls and Bodies, by which he is oblig’d, as soon as Bodies are form’d, to unite Souls to them, which would have been advantageous to Man, if Man had not sinned. But the Body of Peter being begotten of an Heathen Father, or of one that is careless of his Children’s Education; or, Lastly, Peter being engag’d by the Fortune of his Birth, Places, Times, Employments, which induce him to Evil, will infallibly be the one of the Reprobate. Yet Peter shall be useful to the Designs of God. For though he himself shall not enter into the Number of the Predeterminate; yet he shall by some of his Perversity: He shall be subservient to the Beauty and Grandeur of the Church of Jesus Christ, by the infinite Relations he shall have to the Elect. Furthermore, he shall not be miserable, but in proportion to the wrong use he has made of his Liberty, since God punishes with Pain only voluntary Distortions. This is what may be offer’d for the Satisfaction of some Persons, Inclination; though I cannot clearly see how it can be altogether rely’d on.

LVI. Such as ascribe to God particular Designs and Wills, for all the particular Effects produced in Consequence of General Laws, commonly employ the Authority of Scripture to justify their Opinion. But being the Scripture is made for all the World, for the Simple as well as the Intelligient, it abounds with Anthropologies. It not only ascribes to God a Body, a Throne, a Chariot, and Equipage; Passions of Joy, Sorrow, Wrath, Repentance, and other Motions of the Soul; but also attributes to him the customary Ways of humane Actions, that it may speak to the Simple in a more familiar manner. If Jesus Christ became Man, ’twas in part to satisfy the Inclination of Men, who love what is like them, and are fudious of what affects them. ’Twas by this real and true kind of Anthropology to persuade Men of those Truths they were incapable to comprehend any other way. Thus St. Paul, to accommodate himself to the World, speaks of the Sanctification and Predestination of the Saints, as if God continually work’d in them by particular Wills; and even Jesus Christ speaks of his Father, as if he took care by such like Wills to admonish the Lilies, and to preserve every Hair of the Head of his Disciples: Because, in truth, the Goodness of God to his Creatures being extreme, these Expressions afford a great Idea of it, and recommend God to the Affections of the griefful Souls, and such as are most infect’d with Self-love. Yet as by the Idea we have of God, and by the Passages of Scripture conformable to that Idea, we correct the Sense of other Texts which attribute to God Members and Passions like ours; so when we speak with Exactness of the manner of God’s acting in the Order of Grace, or Nature, we ought to explain those Passages which make him act as a Man, or a particular Cause, by the Idea we have of his Williom and Goodness, and other Scripture Passages comporting with that Idea. For, in fine, if we may say, or rather if we are oblig’d to say, from the Idea we have of God, that he acts not every drop of Rain to fall by particular Wills, though the nature of Action on this side is so of his Goodness, that there is the fame Necessity to think, notwithstanding some Authorities of the Scripture, that God gives not by particular Wills to some Sinners all those good Motions which are useless to them, and which would be useful to several others: For otherwise we see not how ’tis possible to reconcile the Holy Scripture either with Reformation, or it self; as I think I have prov’d.

If I thought what I have said insufficient to convince attentive Persons, that God acts not by particular Wills, like particular Causes, and finite Understandings, I would proceed to shew that there were very few Truths that would admit of greater Probatation, on Supposition that God governs the World, and that the Nature of the Heathen Philosophers is nothing. For indeed every thing in Nature proves this Opinion, except Miracles; which yet would not be Miracles, or different from those we call Natural Effects, if it were true that God acted by particular Wills, since Miracles are such only from their not happening by General Laws. Therefore Miracles pulpocolate, and prove the Opinion I have established. But as to ordinary Effects, they clearly and directly demonstrate General Laws or Wills. If, for Instance, a Stone be dropp’d upon the Head of Passengers, it will continually fall with equal speed, not differing from the Piety or Quality, or Good or Ill Disposition of those that pass. If we examine any other Effect, we shall see the same Confinacy in the Action of the Cause of it. But no Effect proves that God acts by particular Wills; though Men commonly fancy God is constantly working Miracles in their Favour. That way they would have God to act in, being consonant to their own, and indulgent to Self-love, which centers all things on themselves; and very proportionate to their Ignorance of the Complication of Occasional Causes, which produce extraordinary Effects, naturally falls into Mens Thoughts, when but greenly studied in Nature, and confin’d not with sufficient Attention the abstract Idea of an Infinite Wisdom, of an Universal Cause, of a Being Infinitely Perfect.
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Nature and Grace.

DISCOURSE II.

Of the Laws of Grace in particular, and of the Occasional Causes, which regulate and determine their Efficacy.

PART I.

Of the Grace of Jesus Christ.

I. Since none but God can act immediately and by himself on Minds, and produce in them all the various Motions they are capable of: 'Tis he alone who sheds his Light within us, and inspires us with certain Sentations, which determine our diverse Volitions. And therefore none but he can, as a True Cause, produce Grace in our Souls.

For Grace, or that which is the Principle or Motive of all the Regular Motions of our Love, is necessarily either a Light which instructs us, or a confused Sentation that convinces us, that God is our Good; since we never begin to love an Object, unless we see clearly by the Light of Reason, or feel confusedly by the taft of Pleasure, that this Object is good; I mean capable of making us happier than we are.

II. But since all Men are involved in Original Sin, and even by their Nature infinitely beneath the Majesty of God. 'Tis Jesus Christ, alone that can by the Dignity of his Person, and the Holiness of his Sacrifice, have access to his Father, reconcile him to us, and merit his Favourites for us; and consequently be the meritorious Cause of Grace. These Truths are certain: But we are not seeking the Cause which produces Grace by its own Efficacy; nor that which merits it by its Sacrifice and Good Works. We require for that which regulates and determines the Efficacy of the General Cause, and which we may term the Second, Particular, and Occasional.

III. For to the end the General Cause may act by General Laws, or Wills, and that his Action may be regular, constant, and uniform, 'tis absolutely necessary there should be some Occasional Cause to determine the Efficacy of these Laws, and to help to fix them. If the Collision of Bodies, or something of like Nature, did not determine the Efficacy of the General Laws of the Communication of Motions, it would be necessary for God to move Bodies by particular Wills. The Laws of Union of the Soul and Body become efficacious only from the Changes befalling one or other of these two Substances. For if God made the Soul feel the Pain of prickling, 'tis the Body were not prick'd, or though the same thing did not happen in the Brain, as if it were, he would not act by the General Laws of Union of the Soul and Body, but by a particular Will. If Rain fall on the Earth otherwise than by a necessary Consequence of the General Laws of Communication of Motions, the Rain, and the Fall of every Drop that composes it, would be the Effect of a particular Will. So that unless Order required it should rain, that Will would be absolutely unworthy of God. 'Tis necessary therefore that in the Order of Grace there should be some Occasional Cause, which serves to fix these Laws, and to determine their Efficacy. And this is the Cause we must endeavour to discover.

IV. Provided we confult the Idea of intelligible Order, or consider the sensible Order, which appears in the Works of God, we shall easily discover that Occasional Causes, which determine the Efficacy of General Laws, and are of Use in fixing them, must necessarily be related to the Design for which God has established them.

For Example: Experience evidences, that God has not made, and Reason certifies that he cannot not to make the Courses of the Planets the Occasional Causes of the Union of our Soul and Body. He ought not to will that our Arm should be mov'd in such or such a manner, or that our Soul should feel the Tooth-ache, when the Atom shall be in conjunction with the Sun, if to be this Conjunction acts not on the Body. God's Design being to unite our Soul to our Body, he cannot, in procuring that Design, give the Soul Sentations of Pain, five when there happen some
some Changes in the Body repugnant to it. Wherefore we are not to seek out of our Soul or Body the Occasional Caues of their Union.

V. Hence it follows, that God designing to form his Church by Jesu Christ, could not, according to that Design, seek the Occasional Causes, which serve to fertilize the General Laws of Grace, (by which the Spirit of Jesu, diffus’d through his Members, communicates Life and Holiness to them) except in Jesu Christ, and in the Creatures united to him by Regen. Thus the Rain of Grace is not deriv’d to our Hearts, by the diverse situations of the Stars, nor by the Collision of certain Bodies, but, even according to the different Courses of the animal Spirits, which give us Motion and Life. All that Bodies can do, is to excite in us Motions and Sentiments purely Natural. For whatever arrives to the Soul, through the Body, is only for the Body.

VI. Yet, as Grace is not given to all that desire it, nor as soon as they desire it, and is granted to those who do not ask it; it thence follows, that even our Defires are not the Occasional Causes of Grace. For this sort of Causes have constantly and most readily their Effect; and without them the Effect is not produc’d. For instance, the Collision of Bodies being the Occasional Caue of the Change which happens in their Motion; if two Bodies did not meet, their Motions would not alter; and if they altered, we may be affur’d they met. The general Laws which shed Grace upon our Hearts, find nothing therefore in our Wills to determine their Efficacy; as the general Laws which regulat the Rains are not founded on the Dispositions of the Places rain’d upon. For it indifferently rains upon all Places, on hollow and manur’d Grounds, even on the Sands, and the Sea itself.

VII. We are therefore reduc’d to confess, that as Jesu Christ alone can merit Grace for us, so it is he alone that can administer Occasional to the General Laws by which it is distributed to Men. For the Principle or Foundation of these General Laws, or that which determines their Efficacy, been necessitiously either in us, or in Jesu Christ, since it is certain that it is not in us, it must needs be found in him.

VIII. Besides, when Man had finn’d, did it behove Grace to have any more regard to his Defires? Being we are all in a disorder’d State, we can no longer be an Occasion of God’s shewing us Favour. But a Mediator was needful, not only to give us Acces towards God, but to be the Occasional Caue of the Favours we hope from him.

IX. Whereas God had a Design of making his Son the Head of his Church, it was requisite he should constitute him the Occasional or Natural Caue of the Grace whichcontains it. For’tis the Head which communicates Life and Motion to the Limbs; and with that Prospect God permitted Sin. For if Man had continued in Innocence, as his Will had been meritorious of Grace, and even of Glory; so the inviolable Laws of Order would have requir’d that God should have appointed in Man the Occasional Caue of his Perfection and his Happiness: In so much that Jesu Christ would not have been the Head of the Church; or, at most, had been but the Head of those Influences which all the Members might have easily dispens’d with.

X. If our Soul were in our Body before it was form’d, and if by her diverse Volitions all the Parts which compose it were rang’d, and poftur’d; with how many various Sentations and Different Motions would the be touch’d, upon consideration of all the Effects which were to follow her Volitions: Especially if she were extremely defirous of forming the most vigorous and best made Body possible?

XI. Now Holy Scripture does not only say, that Jesu Christ is the Head of the Church; but also that he begetts it, and fathions it, and gives it increase; that he suffers, merits, acts and Influences continually in it. The Seal which Jesu Christ has for his Father’s Glory, and the Love he bears to his Church, constantly suggest to him the Defire of making it the most ample, the most magnificent, and the perfectsteel that can be. Therefore, as the Soul of Jesu has not an infinite Capacity, and yet would endow his Church with infinite Beauties and Ornaments, we have all reason to believe, that there is in his holy Soul a continual Chain of Thoughts and Defires, with reference to the mystical Body which he constantly forms.

XII. Now they are the Occasional Defires of the Soul of Jesu that tend to sanctify his Church, and render it worthy of his Father’s Majesty, in which God has establish’d the Occasional Causes of the Efficacy of the general Laws of Grace. For we are taught by Faith, that God hath given his Son an absolute Power over Men, in constituting him Head of his Church; which yet cannot be conceiv’d, unless the several Volitions of Jesu Christ are follow’d by their Effects. For’tis manifest I should have no Power over my Arm, if it mov’d when I would not have it, and remain’d dead and motionless when I desir’d it to move it.

XIII. This Sovereign Power Jesu Christ has merited over Men, as also that Quality of Head of the Church, by the Sacrifice he offer’d upon Earth, on full Potheion of which Right he entred after his Resurrection. ’Tis now that he is High Priest of future Goods, and that He by his diverse Defires prays indefatigably for Men to the Father. And since his Defires are Occasional, his Prayers are always heard. His Father denies him nothing, as the Scripture affir’d Rom. 8. 24. us; and yet his Prayers and Defires are necessary to obtain: Because Occasional, Physical, Natural Causes (for the three Terms have here the same Signification) have no Power of themselves, and all the Creatures, even Jesu Christ, consider’d as Man, are in themselves but Weakness and Impotence.

XIV. Therefore the Soul of Jesu, having a Succession of various Thoughts, with reference to the diverse Dispositions whereof Souls in general are capable, has these Thoughts attended with certain Defires relating to the Sanctification of these Souls. Which Defires being Occasional D Cauces
Causes of Grace, ought to shed it on those Persons in particular, whose Dispositions resemble that which the Soul of Jesus Christ actually thinks on; and this Grace ought to be so much stronger, and more abundant, as his Defires are more strong and lafiting.

XV. When a Person conider any Part of his Body that is not form'd as it ought to be, he naturally has certain Defires relating to it, and to the Life he would make of it in a foliclable Life, which Defires are protected with certain infendible Motions of the Animal Spirits, and tend to the poufuring or proportioning it in a due manner. When the Body is quite form'd, and the Flesh is grown fold and confident, these Motions cannot change the Contexture of the Parts, but only give them certain Dispositions, which we call Corporal Habits. But when the Body is not comphletly form'd, and the Flesh is extremely folt and tender, these Motions which accompany the Defires of the Soul, not only give the Body particular Dispositions, but also change its Conftitution. Which is sufficiently manifest in Children born: For they are not only mov'd with the faculties of their Mothers, but also receive on their Bodies the Marks of thefe Patrons, from which their Mothers are always exempt.

Eph. 4. 13.

Families, &c.

XVI. The Myftical Body of Jesus Christ is not yet grown into a Perfect Man, nor will be till the Accompliffment of Ages; but he continually is forming it. For he is the Head, which gives all the Members their increafe by the Efficacy of his Influence, according to the proportion convenient for each, to the end it may be form'd and edified by Charity. Which are Truths we are taught by St. Paul. Now fince Jesus Christ has no other Action than the diverfe Motions of his Will, 'tis neceffary that his Defires should be follow'd with the Influence of Grace, which only can form him in his Members, and give them that Beauty and Proportion which ought to be the Eternal Object of Divine Love.

XVII. The diverfe Motions of the Soul of Jesus, being the Occafional Caufes of Grace, we need not wonder if 't be sometimes given to the greatest Sinners, or to Perfons that make no use of it. For the Soul of Jesus defiring to rife a Temple of a right Extent, and of infinite Beauty, may form it of Grace may be given to the greatest Sinners; and if in that Moment Jesus Christ thinks only of the foliciable Life, the Soul of Jesus Christ wanting, for the Conftitution of his Church, Minds of a certain Character, commonly not attainable, but by those who fuffer certain Perfections, whereof the Perfons of Men are the natural Principle: In a word, Jesus Christ needing Minds of particular Dispositions, for the caufing particular Effects, may in general apply to them; and by that Application infufe into them faniifying Grace: As the Mind of a Projector thinks in general of square Stones, when these Stones are actually neceffary to his Building.

XVIII. But the Soul of Jesus being not a general Cape, we have reason to think it has particular Defires, in regard to particular Perfons. When we intend to speak of God, we must not confult our felves, and make him act like us, but confult the Idea of a Being infinitely perfect, and make God act according to that Idea. But in speaking of the Action of the Soul of Jesus, we may look into our felves, and make him act like particular Caufes. For Example: We have reason to believe that the Conversion of St. Paul was owing to the Efficacy of a particular Defire of Jesus Christ. And we are to look upon the Defires of the Soul of Jesus, which have a general respect to Minds of a certain Character, as particular Defires, though they comprehend many Perfons, because thefe Defires change daily like those of particular Caufes. But the general Laws by which God acts, are always the fame, because the Will of God ought to be firm and confant, by reason that his Wildom is infinite.

XIX. The diverfe Defires of the Soul of Jesus distributing Grace, we clearly conceive why it is not equally disper'd to all Men, and why beftow'd on fome more abundantly at one time than another. For his Soul not thinking on all Men at once, cannot at the fame time have all the Defires whereof it is capable: So that he acts not on his Members in a particular manner, except by fucceffive Influences; as the Soul moves not at once all the Muscles of our Body: For the Animal Spirits are unequally and fucceffively distributed into our Members, according to the various Imprefions of Objects, the diverfe Motions of our Perfons, and the feveral Defires we freely excite within us.

XX. True it is, that all the Righteous contantly receive the Influence of their Head, which gives them Life; and that when they act by the Spirit of Jesus Christ, they merit and receive new Graces, though it be neceffary that the Soul of Jesus should have any particular Defires as the occafional Caufes of them. For Order, which requires that every Defire should be rewarded, is not an arbitrarv but a neceffary Law, and independent from any occafional Caufe. But though he who performs a meritorious Action may be rewarded for it, whilst the Soul of Jesus has no actual Defires relating to him, yet 'tis certain that he merited not this Grace but by the Dignity and Sacrivity of the Spirit which Christ has communicated to him. For Men are not well-pleasing to God, nor able to do good, but in as much as they are united to his Son by Charity.

XXI. It must be further acknowledg'd, that thofe who obferve the Command's of Jesus Christ out of an Eftrem they have for them, and through the Fear of future Punifhment, follicite, as I may fay, by their Obdience, the Charity of Christ to think on them, though they act from a Principle of Self-love. But their Actions are not the Occasional Caufes either of Grace, since it does not infallibly follow them, or even of the Motions of the Soul of Jesus in their Favor, fince thofe Motions never fail to communicate it. Thus only the Defires of Jesus Christ, as Occasional
Occasional Causes, have infallibly their Effect, because God having constituted him Head of the Church, ought by him only to communicate his sanctifying Grace to his Elect.

XXII. Now we may consider in the Soul of Jesus Christ Defires of two sorts, viz. Actual, Transitory and Particular, that have but a short-lived Efficacy; and Stable and Permanent, which consist in a felt and constant Disposition of the Soul of Jesus Christ, with relation to certain Effects which tend to the Execution of his Design in general.

If our Soul by its various Motions communicated to our Body all that was necessary to its Formation and Growth, we might distinguish in her two kinds of Defire. For it would be by the actual and transitory Defires, that she would drive into the Muscles of the Body the Spirits which gave it a certain Disposition with reference to present Objects, or to the actual Thoughts of the Mind. But it would be by stable and permanent Defires, that she would give to the Heart and Lungs the natural Motions by which Respiration and the Circulation of the Blood were performed. By these Defires she would digest the Aliments, and distribute them to all the Parts that needed them, in as much as that sort of Action is at all times necessary to the Preservation of the Body.

XXIII. By the actual transitory and particular Defires of the Soul of Jesus, Grace is deriv'd to unprepared Persons in a manner somewhat singular and extraordinary. But 'tis by his permanent Defires that it is given regularly to those who receive the Sacraments with the necessary Dispositions. For the Grace we receive by the Sacraments is not given us precisely because of the Merit of our Action, though we receive it in Grace; but because of the Merits of Jesus Christ, which are freely applied to us in consequence of his permanent Defires. We receive in the Sacraments much more Grace than our Preparation deserves; and it suffices to our receiving some influence from them, that we do not oppose and resist it. But 'tis abusing what is most Sacred in Religion to receive them unworthily.

XXIV. Amidst the actual and transitory Defires of the Soul of Jesus, there are certainly some more durable than others; and the knowledge of these Defires is of greatest Consequence in Point of Morality. Doubtless he thinks of men who believe, and therefore his Counsels, than on other Men. His Motions of Charity for Believers are more frequent and lasting than those for Libertines and Atheists. And as all Believers are not equally prepared to enter into the Church of the Predestinate, the Defires of the Soul of Jesus are not equally lively, frequent, and durable, on the account of them all.

Man more earnestly directs the Fruits that are fittest for the Nourishment of his Body; he thinks often on Bread and Wine than on Meats of difficult Digestion. So Jesus Christ designing the Formation of his Church, ought to be more taken up with those who can most easily enter, than on others which are extremely remote.

The Scripture likewise teaches us, that the Humble, the Poor, the Penitent, receive greater Graces than other Men; because the Despilers of Honours, Riches, and Pleasures, are the fittest for the Kingdom of Heaven.

Those, for example, who have learnt of Jesus Christ to be meek and humble in Heart, shall find Relief to their Souls. The Yoke of Christ, which is inapplicable to the Proud, will become easy and light by the Assistance of Grace: For God hears the Prayers of the Humble, he will comfort them, fill the empty Vessels, he will fill them with Blessings, and will gladden the High Mind of the Proud. Blessed are the Poor in Spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven; but woe to the Rich, for they have their Consolation in this World. How hard is it, says our Saviour, for those that have much Wealth to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven? 'Tis harder for a Camel to pass through the Eye of a Needle, which cannot be done without a Miracle.

As for those, who, like David, humble their Souls with fasting, change their Garments for Sackcloth; in a word, afflict themselves upon sight of their Sins, and the Holiness of God; they are the worthy Objects of the Compassion of Jesus. For God despises not a broken and contrite Heart. We constantly dissemble the Anger of God, when we take his Part against our selves, and revenge his Quarrel.

The Will of Jesus Christ being entirely conformable to Order, whereas all Men have naturally some Idea, we might still discover by Reason, that he has more Thoughts and Defires in regard to some Persons than others. For Order requires that more Graces should be fied on them, for example, who are called to Holy Orders, than on others who Whole Employment necessarily engages them in worldly Commerc; in a word, on those who constitute the Principal Parts of the Church Militant, than on such as have no regard to any body, or that meddle in the Ecclesiastical State, or raise themselves above others out of Ambition or Interest. For though it be requisite that Jesus Christ should give them Graces in relation to their Charge, they merit not the Gift of that Grace which may sanctify them in the Station they have chosen out of Self-love. They may have the Gift of Prophecy, whilst they may want Charity, as we are taught by Scripture.

XXVI. But though we may discover by the Light of Reason, and the Authority of Holy Writ, something of the divers Wills of the Soul of Jesus, yet that Order and Proceeds of Defires, which accomplish the Predestination of the Saints, and which tend only to the honouring God in the Establishment of his Church, is an unutterable Abby to the Mind of Man. For if St. Paul had not taught us, that God would that all Men should be included in Unbelief, that he might exercise his Mercy towards them; should we ever have thought that the Jesus were to fall into a wilful Blindness, not only that the multitude of the Nations might enter into the Church, but that
that they themselves might receive Mercy at the Accomplishment of Ages? The future World being to be a Work of pure Mercy, and to have infinite Ornaments, whereof we have no Idea; since the Sub stance of Spirits is unknown to us, it is plain we can discover very little in the different Defires of the Soul of Jesus, these Defires being related to Defigns we are ignorant of. Thus in the Distribution God makes of his Grace, we ought to cry out with St. Paul, O the depth of the Riches both of the Wisdom and Knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his judgments, and his Ways past finding out!

XXVII. We have prov'd that the diverse Defigns of the Soul of Jesus are the Occasional Causes of Grace, and we have endeavor'd toDescribethem I., and which Defiere Us. Let us now fee of what sort of Grace they are the Occasional Causes. For though Jesus Christ be the meritorious Cause of all Graces, it is not necessary he should be the Occasional Cause of the Graces of Light, and of certain external Graces, which are Preparatory to the Conversion of the Heart, and which do not operate. For Jesus Christ is always the Occasional, or Necessary Cause, according to the Eftablish'd Order of God, in point of all those Graces which operate Salvation.

XXVIII. In order to our distinct understanding what is this which Jesus Christ, as Head of the Church, diffuses in his Members, we ought to know what is that Concordance which the First Man has communicated to all his Pottery. For the Second Adam came to remedy the Disorders which the First Adam was the Cause of. And there is such an Affinity between the Sinful and Earthly, and the Innocent and Heavenly Adam, that St. Paul looks upon the former communicating Sin to his Children by his Disobedience, as the Type and Figure of the latter infusing Justice and Holiness into Christians by his Obedience.

XXIX. Order requires that the Mind should have the Supremacy over the Body, and not be divided against its Will by all those Sensations and Motions which apply it to fenfible Objects. Therefore the First Man, before his Sin, was to abdicate over his Senses and Passions, that they were to remain blind and silent as soon as he defir'd it; nothing could give him an involuntary Distraction from his Duty; and all the Pleasures, which at present precede Reason, did only respectfully caution him, in a ready and easy manner, of what ought to be done for the Preseruation of his Life. But after his Sin, he left on a sudden that Power over his Body. So that not being able to stop the Motions, nor obliterate the Traces which fenfible Objects produce in the principal Part of his Brain, his Soul, by the Order of Nature, and in Punishment of his Disobedience, found her self miserably enlavi'd to the Law of Concordance; to that Carnal Law which constantly wars against the Mind, inspiring it with the Love of fenfible Goods; and so ruling it by strong and lively, and at once soft and agreeable Passions, that it cannot, and indeed will not, make the necessary Struggles for its breaking the captivating Bond. For the Contagion of Sin is spread through the Children of Adam by an unavoidable Consequence of the Order of Nature, as I have explain'd in another place.

XXX. The Heart of Man is the constant Slave of Pleasures; and when Reason teaches us, that it's not convenient to enjoy it, we put it off but with Defign of finding it more delicate and solid. We willingly sacrifice little Pleasures to the greater; but the invincible Imprudence we are under for Happiness, will not permit us to deny our selves all our Life the Satisfaction we enjoy, when we give our selves up to follow our Passions.

XXXI. 'Tis certain that Pleasure makes happy the Poffeffor, at least whilst he enjoys it. Therefore Men being made to be Happy, Pleasure always gives the Will the first shock, and puts it contently in Motion towards the Good that caufes or seems to caufe it. The contrary is to be said of Pain. Now Concordance confifting only in a continual train of Sensations and Motions antecedent to Reason, and not subject to it; of Pleasures which feeming to flow from surrounding Objects, infire into us the Love of them; and of Pains, which rendering the Exercife of Virtue rough and painful, make us hate it: The Second Adam, to remedy the Disorders of the First, ought to produce in us contrary Pleasures and Aversions to those of Concordance: Pleasures for the True, and Aversions or Diftastes for fenfible Goods. Thus the Grace, whereof Jesus Christ is the Occasional Cause, and which he ineluctably sheds on us as Head of the Church, is not a Grace of Light, though he has merit'd that Grace likewise for us; and sometimes may commu nicate it, as I shall say by and by: But 'tis a Grace of Sensation, 'tis the preventing Deception, which beggars and makes Charity in our Hearths. For Pleasure naturally produces and cherishes the Love of fenfible Objects which caufe or feem to caufe it. 'Tis likewise the Difficult which some times fenfible Objects give us, which create an Aversion to them, and capacitate us to guide the Motions of our Love by Light or Knowledge.

XXXII. We must oppose the Grace of Sensation to Concordance, Pleasure to Pleasure, Diflike to Diflike, that the Influence of Jesus Christ may be directly opposite to the Influence of the First Man. The Remedy must be contrary to the Difcafe, that it may cure it. For illuminating Grace cannot heal an Heart that is wounded by Pleasure; this Pleasure muft caufe, or another succeed it. Pleasure is the Weight of the Soul, and naturally bears it along with it, and fenfible Pleasures weigh it down to Earth. In order to her determining her self, these Pleasures muft vanish, or del ictable Grace must raise her up towards Heaven, and inflante her well-nigh in Equilibrium. Thus it is the New Man may war against the Old, the Influence of our Head may reftit that of our Prede cessor, and Jesus Christ may conquer in us all our Domelick Enemies.

The First Man being free from Concordance before his Sin, needed not to be invited to the Love of the True Good, by preventing Deception. He knew clearly that God was his Good; and there was no necessity he should have the Sens of it. 'Twas not fit he should be aull'd by Pleasure
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sure to the Love of him, since nothing withfood this Love, and he knew him perfectly deserving it. But after the Sin, the Grace of Delegation was necessary to counterpoize the continual Struggle of Conceivance. Therefore Light is the Grace of the Creator, Delegation is that of the Relforter. Light is communicated by Jesus Christ as Eternal Wildom; Delegation is given by him, as Wildom Incarnate. Light, in its Original, was mere Nature. Delegation has ever been Pure Grace. Light, after the Sin, was granted us only for the Merits of Jesus Christ. Delegation is granted both for the Merits, and by the Efficacy of the fame Jesus. Lastly, Light isflshed into our Souls, according to our own several Volitions and various Applications, as I shall explain by and by: But the Delegation of Grace is infused into our Hearts, according to the diverse Descres of the Soul of Jesus Christ.

XXXIII. 'Tis true, Pleasure produces Light, because the Soul is more attentive to Objects that give her Pleasure than other Men despise or neglect the Truth of Religion; because abstract or unalfeeting, it may be said that the Delegation of Grace infulxes them: For that rendering these Truths more fenible, they more eaily learn them by the Attention they afford. And for this Reafon St. John says, That the Unction we receive from Jesus Christ teaches all things; and that thofe who have receiv'd it, have need of no Instrucror.

XXXIV. Yet it must be obferv'd, That this Unction does not produce Light immediate, and by its elf, it only excites our Attention, which is the Natural or Occafional Caufe of our Knowledge. So we fee that Men of the greatelf Charity are not alwayes the moft Understanding. All Men being not equally capable of Attention, all the Receivers of the fame Unction are not equally infulxed by it. Therefore, though Light may be flhed on the Soul by a supernatural Infuflion, and Charity often produces it; yet we are always to look upon this kind of Grace but as a Natural Effed: For ordinarily Charity produces not Light in the Mind, fave in proportion to the Inducement it gives the Soul to defire the Knowledge of what the loves. For, in fine, the diverse Descres of the Soul are the Natural or Occasional Caufes of the Difcoveries we make on any Subject whatsoever. But these things we muft explain more at large in the Second Part of this Difcourfe.

P A R T  I I.

Of the Grace of the C R E A T O R.

XXXVI. I know but two Principles that directly and of themselves determine the Motion of our Love: Light and Pleasure. Light, to discover our several Goods; and Pleasure, to make us afliff them. But there is a great difference between Light and Pleasure; the former leaves us absolutely to our felves, and makes no Intrenchment on our Liberty. It does not efficaciously carry us to Love, nor produce in us Natural or Necessary Love, but only induces us to carry our felves to the loving, with a Love of choice, the Objects it difcovers; or, which is the fame thing, only caufes us to determine to particular Goods the general Impreffion of Love, God confantly gives us for the General. But Pleasure effectively determines our Will, and as it were conveys us to the Object which caufes or fems to caufe it. It produces in us a Natural and Necessary Love; weakens our Liberty, divides our Reafon, and leaves us not perfectly to our own Conduct. An indifferent Attention to the Senses we have of our internal Motions, will convince us of these Differences.

Thus Man, before the Sin, being perfectly free, and having no Conceivance to hinder him from prosecuting his Light in the Motions of his Love, and knowing clearly that God was infinitely amiable, ought not to be determined by preventing Delight, as I have alreadly faid, or by any other Graces of Senfation, which might have leffen'd his Merit, and induc'd him to love by Influfion the Good which fould only be lov'd by Reafon. But after he had fanned, he, befides the Grace of Light, had need of that of Senfation to refift the Motions of Conceivance. For Man, having an invincible Desire for Happinefs, cannot poifibly fatisfy his Pleasure to his Light; his Pleasure which makes him actuall Happy and funblits in him in fpite of his Refiftance to his Light, which funblits but by a painful Application of Thought, and dies at the prefence of the leaft actual Pleasure, and large, which promises no folid Happinefs, till after Death, which to the Imagina- tion seems a perfed Annihilation.

Light therefore is due to Man, to conduct him in the queft of Happinefs, and belongs to Natural Order, and fiippofes neither Corruption nor Reparation in Nature. But Pleasure, which relates to the true Good, is pure Grace. For naturally the true Good ought not to be belov'd otherwife than by Reafon. Therefore the Occasional Caues of the Graces of Senfation, ought to be found in Jesus Christ, because he is the Author of this Grace. But the Occasional Caues of Light ought to be ordinarily found in the Order of Nature, because Light is the Grace of the Creator.

XXXVI. In the eftabliiflid Order of Nature I can fee but two Occasional Caues which shed Light on Minds, and so determine the General Laws of the Grace of the Creator; one which is in us, and depends on our own Pleasure on us; the other which is found in the Relation we have with surrounding Objects. The former is nothing but the diverfe Motions of our Will; the latter is the Occurrence of fendible Objects which act on our Mind, in confequence of the Laws of Union of our Soul with our Body.

E  XXXVII.
XXXVII. We are taught by our own inward Conscioufness, That the Love of Light produces it; and that Attention of Mind is a Natural Prayer, by which we obtain Instruction of God, for all the Enquirers of Truth, who apply themselves to Truth, difcover it in proportion to their Application. And if our Prayer were not interrupted, nor our Attention difturbed, if we had any Idea of what we ask, and should ask it with a competent Perfeverance, we should not fail to obtain, whilst we were capable of receiving it. But our Prayers are continually interrupted, unlefs Self-interest, our Senses and Imagination muddy, and confound all our Ideas. And though the Truth we confult anwers our Enquiries, the confus'd Noise of our Passions deafens us to its Anwers, or makes us speedily forget them.

XXXVIII. If it be confider'd, that Man, before the Fall, was animated with Charity, and foff'd with all that was requisite to his Perfeverance in Innocence; and that by his Perfeverance and Application, he ought to merit his Reward, 'twill cally be confider'd that the several Defires of his Will were effe&d to the Occasional Causes of the Light received in his Underftanding; other- wise his Diffraction had not been voluntary, nor his Attention meritorious. But Nature, however corrupted, is not destroy'd; God has not deftided to will what he once will'd. And the fame Laws still fubfift. Therefore our manifold Volitions are still the Occasional or Natural Causes of the Prefence of Ideas to our Mind. But because the Union of the Soul with the Body is chang'd into a Dependence on it by a Natural Confequence of Sin, and the immutable Will of God, as you have explain'd elsewhere; our Body at prent disturb's our Ideas, and speaks fo loud in favour of its respective Goods, that the Mind but feldom confults, and disfracts unfomally to Internal Truth.

XXXIX. Moreover, Experience daily teaches us that our Conversation with Underftanding Perfon's, is capable of inftructing us by railing our Attention; that Preaching, Reading, Converfe, a thousand Occurrences of all sorts, may raise some Ideas in us, and likewise inspire us with good Thoughts. The Death of a Friend is, doubtles, capable of putting us in Mind of Death, unless some great Passion takes us up. And when a Preacher gives of great Natural Endowments under the Name of Grace, and convinces others of it; it must be owned that he may perfaide his Hearers, and even move their Confeience, give them Fear and Hope, and raife in them fuch other Passions as put them in a lefs State of Opposition to the Influence of the Grace of Jesus Christ.

Men being made for a fociable Life, 'twas requisite they fhould mutually communicate their Thoughts and Motions. 'Twas fit they fhould be united in Mind as well as Body; and that speaking by the Voice to their Ears, and by Writing to their Eyes, they fhould infufl Light and Underftanding into one another's Minds.

XL. But Light, whatever way produce'd in us, whether by particular Defines, or fortuitous In- stances, as the Occasional Causes of it, may be call'd Grace, especially when it nearly relates to Salvation; though it be but a Confequence of the Order of Nature, becaufe fince Sin, God owes us nothing, and all the Good we have is merited for us by Jesus Christ, in whom our very Being fubfifts. But this kind of Grace, though merit'd for us by Jesus Christ, is not the Grace of our Lord, but that of the Creator; since Jesus Christ is not unfually the Occasional Cause of it, but the Cause of it is difcoverable in the Order of Nature.

XLI. There are ftilf several other Natural Effects which we might reasonably look upon as Graces. For Example: Two Perfon's have at the fame time two Defines of Curiosity. The one to go fee an Opera, the other to hear a celebrated Preacher. If they fatisfie their Curiosity, he that goes to the Opera shall find fuch Objects, as, according to his present Disposition of Mind, shall raife in him Passions that will damn him; whilst the other shall find in the Preacher fo great Force and Light, that the Grace of Converfe working in him at that moment, fhall be able to fave him. Which suppos'd, Let but a fhower of Rain, or any other Accident happen, that may fley them at home. Though the Rain be a Natural Effect, as depending on the Natural Laws of the Communication of Motions; yet it may be faid to be a Grace, in refpect of him whose Damnation it prevents, and a Punishment to him whose Converfe it hinders.

XLII. Grace being conjoin'd to Nature, all the Motions of our Soul and Body have some re- lation to Salvation. This Man is fave'd, by having in a State of Grace made a fafe Step, which happily broke his Neck; and another is damn'd, by having on fome Occasion mifforunately avoided the Ruines of a falling Houfe. We know not what is for our Advantage, but we well know there is nothing of it felf fo indifferent but has fome reference to our Salvation, because of the Mixture and Combination of Effects depending on the General Laws of Nature, with others that depend on the General Laws of Grace.

XLIII. As therefore Light points out to us the True Good, the Means to obtain it, our Duties to God, in a word, the Ways we are to follow; it is fufficient to caufe tho' who are animat'd with Charity, to do good, to merit new Graces, and to conquer fome Temptations, as I fhall explain in another Place; fo I think we may lawfully give it the Name of Grace, though Jesus Christ be only the Meritorious Caufe of it. And whereas External Graces, which have no immediate Influence on the Mind, come nevertheless into the Order of Predestination of Saints, I confider them all as True Graces. In a word, I fee not why we may not give the Name of Grace to all Natural Effects, when relating to Salvation, fublervient to the Grace of Jesus Christ, and delivering us from fome Hindrances to his Efficacy. Yet if others will not agree with me, I fhall meet them with them about Words.

XLIV. All their Graces, if we may be allow'd to call them fo, being those of the Creator, the General Laws of thefe Graces are the General Laws of Nature. For we must all obfervation, that Sin has
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has not destroy'd Nature, though it has corrupted it. The General Laws of the Communications of Motions are always the same; and thofe of the Union of the Soul and Body are chang'd no otherwife than that the Union of the former is grown into a Dependence, for the Reasons I have given elsewhere. For at prefent we depend on that Body, to which, before Sin, we were only united.

XLV. Now the Laws of Nature are always moft Simple and General: For God acts not by particular Wills, unlefs Order requires a Miracle. Which Truth I have sufficiently prove in the First Discourse. Thus when a Stone falls on the Head of a good Man, and hits him of his Life, it falls in confequence of the Laws of Motions; and not becaufe that Man is Juff, and God de-

signs to recompence him. When a like Accident destroy's a Sinner, 'tis not becaufe God will actually punish him: For God, on the contrary, would have all Men fav'd. But he is not to change the Simplicity of his Laws, to fuppend the Punifhment of a Criminal. So likewife, when Light breaks into our Understanding, 'tis becaufe our Defires are the Natural or Occasional Caufes of it; 'tis becaufe we hear fomeUnderstanding Perfon, and becaufe our Brain is difpos'd to receive the Imprefions of the Speaker: And not that God has a particular Will on our behalf, but that he follows the General Laws of Nature, to which he has oblig'd himfelf. I can fee nothing Mifterious in the Distribution of these kinds of Graces, and I fland not to draw Confequences deducible from these Truths.

XLVI. 'Tis to be obferv'd, that Jesus Chrift, who is the Sole Meritorious Caufe of the Goods we receive from God, by the Order of Nature, is fometimes the Occasional Caufe of the Grace of Light as well as of that of Senfation; yet I am of Opinion, that this but rarely happens, becaufe indeed it is not neceffary it fhould. Jesus Chrift, as much as poifible, makes the Order of Nature fubfervient to that of Grace. For befides that, Reafon evinces that Order will have it fo, becaufe that Method is moft fimple, it is sufficiently manifest by the Conduct he takes on Earth, and the Order he has eftablifh'd, and still preserves in his Church. Jesus Chrift made ufe of Speech for the Inftitution of the World, and likewife fent his Disciples, two by two, to prepare the People to receive him. He has fettled Apostles, Prophets, Evangelifts, Doctors, Bishops, and Priests, to labour in the Edification of the Church. Is not this to make Nature Handmaid to Grace, and to propagate the Light of Eath in Mens Minds by ways moft Simple and Natural? And indeed Jesus Chrift on Earth was not to infect Men by particular Wills, fince he might instruct them as Interior Truth and Eternal Wifdom, by the moft fimple and exuberant Laws of Nature.

XLVII. That which lies moft hidden and unreveall'd in the Order God has follow'd for the Etablifhment of his Church, is, doubles, the Time, Place, and other Circumftances of the Incarna-
tion of his Son, and the Preaching of the Gospel. For why should Jesus Chrift, for whom the World was created, become Man four thoufand Years after its Creation? Why muft he be born among the Jews, he that was to reject that wretched Nation? Why muft he choose to be the Son of David, when the Family of David was obfcur'd; and not rather to be born from Emperours, who have commanded the whole World, fince he came to Convert and Enlighten all the Earth? Why to elect his Apostles and Disciples out of the Ignorant and Illeterare, to preach to the Inhabitants of Bethphage and Corazin, who remain in Incredulity; and to leave Tyre and Sidon, who would have been converted by the like Grace afforded them; to hinder St. Paul from preaching the Word of God in Afa, and to appoint him to pass into Macedonla? A thousand other Circumftances, which have accompanied the Preaching of the Gospel, are, no doubt, fuch Mysteries as admit not clear and evident Reafons; nor Is it my Design to give them. My Pur-
pole is only to eftablifh some Principles that may afford fome Light to thefe and the like Difficulties; or at leaft, give us to understand that nothing can be thence concluded againft what I have faid of the Order of Nature and Grace.

XLVIII. 'Tis certain that Natural Effects are complicated and mix'd a thousand ways with the Effects of Grace; and that the Order of Nature strengthens or weakens the Efficacy or Effects of the Orders of Grace, according as thefe two Orders variously combine together. Death, which by the General Laws of Nature, at a particular Juncture befalls a good or ill Prince, or Bishop, occafions a great deal of Good or Evil in the Church; becaufe fuch kind of Accidents caufe a great Diverfity in the Sequel of Effects, which depend on the Order of Grace. But God would have all Men fav'd by the fimpleft ways. Therefore we may and ought to fay in general, That He has cho'n the Time, the Place and Manners, which in the procefs of Time, and by the General Laws of Nature and Grace, muft, all things confider'd, introduce a greater Number of the Pre-
deftinate into the Church. God does all things for his Glory: Therefore, among all the poible Combination of Nature and Grace, he has from the infinite Extent of his Knowledge made choice of that which could form the perfecute Church, and moft fuitable to his Majesty and Wifdom.

XIX. This, one would think, were fufficient to anfwer all the Difficulties that can arise from the Circumftances of our Mysteries: For if it be faid, that Jesus Chrift ought to be born to a Roman Emperor, and to perfon his Miracles in the Metropolis of the World, that the Gospel might spread it felf with greater Eafe into the remotef Countries: It may be boldly anfwer'd, That though this feems fo to Men, yet that Combination of Nature and Grace had not been fo worthy of the Wifdom of God as that which he has cho'n. I confefs Religion had been propagated with greater eafe; but its Eftablifhment had not been fo Divine and Extraordinary, nor confe-
quently an invincible Proof of its Reality and Truth. So that, according to that Combination, Religion would at this Day have been destroy'd, at leaft deftimated abroad in the World.

Befides,
Facing, when we say that God acts by the simplest ways, we ever suppose an Equality in the rest, and especially in the glory that ought to redound to God from his Work. But the Church had not been so perfect, nor so worthy of the Greatness and Holiness of God, if it had been formed with so much ease. For the Beauty of the Heavenly Jerusalem consisting in the Variety of Rewards accruing upon the several Combats of Christians, it was requisite the Martyrs should lay down their Lives as well as the first Chief, to enter into the possession of their present Glory. In a word, this Principle, That of all the infinite Combinations of Nature and Grace, God has chosen the Means which ought to produce an Effect most worthy of his Greatness and Wisdom, is one of the Principles of which I desire for a General Answer to all the Difficulties that can be start about the Circumstances of our Mysteries; like as to vindicate the Orders of Nature and Grace in themselves, we need but know, That God, being infinitely wise, frames no Design but upon the admirable Proportion of Wisdom and Fecundity, discover'd in the ways capable to bring it to pass, as I have explain'd in the First Discourse.

L. Most Men judging of God by measure of themselves, imagines that he first forms a Design, and afterwards consults his Wisdom about Ways to execute it. For our Volitions generally prevent our Reason, and our Designs are hardly ever perfectly Rational. But God's Ways are not like those of Men, who acts in the following manner, if I have well consulted the Idea of a Being infinitely perfect. God, by the infinite Light of his Wisdom, knows all possible Works, and at once all the respective Ways of producing them. He sees all the Proportions between Means and their End. He compares all things by one Eternal, Immutable and Necessarly View, and by the Comparison he makes of the Proportions of Wisdom and Fecundity, which he discovers between the Designs and Ways of executing them, he freely forms a Design. But the Design being form'd, he necessarily chooses the general Ways most worthy of his Wisdom, Greatness and Goodness. For since he forms no Design, but through the Knowledge of the Means of executing it, the Choice of the Design includes the Choice of Means.

LII. When I say, That God forms his Design freely, I would not be thought to mean that he may make choice of another less worthy, and reject that which is more worthy of his Wisdom. For supposing that God wills the Production of an external Work worthy of him, he is not indifferent in the Choice, but must produce the perfectest possible, with reference to the Simplicity of the Ways he acts by. This God owes to himself, from following the Rules of his Wisdom, and he must always act in the wiseft and perfectest manner. But I say, that God forms his Design freely; because he does not invincibly and necessarily love any thing besides his own Substance. Neither the incarnation of the Word, nor for a much stronger Reason, the Creation of the World, are necessary Emanations of this Nature. God is fully Self-Sufficient: For the Being infinitely perfect, may conceiv'd alone, and without necessary Relation to any of his Creatures.

LII. As God necessarily loves himself, he necessarily follows the Rules of his Wisdom. But whereas his Creatures constitute no part of his Being, he is so full and sufficient in himself, that nothing obliges him to produce them; and he is absolutely indifferent or free on their Account. And therefore it is that he has made the World in Time: For that Circumstance sufficiently shews that the Creatures are not necessary Emanations of the Divinity, but essentially depending on the Free Will of the Creator.

LIII. Lo! however an Objection that offers itself immediately to the Mind. If it were true, that God necessarily follow'd the Rules of his Wisdom, the World would not have been created in Time: For either the World is worthy or unworthy of God. If it were better that the World should not be produced from Nothing, it ought to be Eternal; if on the contrary, that it should remain in Nothingness, it ought not to be created. Therefore God is not oblig'd to stick to Rules which his Wisdom prescribes, since the World was created in Time.

But this Objection is easily answer'd. 'Tis better for the World to be than not to be; but it had better not be at all than be Eternal. The Creature ought to carry the EssentiaId Character of Dependency. If Spirits were Eternal, they might have some reason to consider themselves as Gods, or necessary Beings; or at least, as capable of contributing to the Greatness or Felicity of God, whilst imagining he could not so far produce them. They might in a manner compare themselves with the Persons in the Deity, while believing themselves produc'd like them by a necessary Emanation. Thus God ought by the Rules of his Wisdom to leave Creatures the Mark of their Dependency, and yet give them Affurance that he made them not to annihilate them, and that being constant in his Purposes, by reason of his unlimited Wisdom, they shall eternally subsist.

LIV. This Difficulty may still be driven farther in this manner. God necessarily follows the Rules of his Wisdom, and necessarily does what is best. But it was at least better for the World to be created in Time, than not to be at all. And certainly it was so, by the Rules of the Wisdom of God, that the World should be produc'd in the Circumstances in which he produc'd it. Therefore the Creation of the World in Time is absolutely necessary: God was not at Liberty on its account, nor capable of hindering its temporary Production.

For the Resolution of this Difficulty, it must be observ'd, That though God follows the Rules prescribed by his Wisdom, yet he does not necessarily what is best, because, being Master of his Action, he may choose to do any thing. To act, and not to follow the Rules of his Wisdom, is a Fault: Therefore, on supposition that God acts, he necessarily acts in the wisest manner conceivable. But his Liberty in the Production of the World, is a Sign of his Abundance, Fulness, and Self-sufficiency. 'Tis better for the World to be, than not to be, the incarnation of Jesus Christ.
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Christ renders the Work of God worthy of its Author, I acknowledge: But whereas God is essentially happy and perfect, and as nothing is good on his Confidencation, but himself, or the Cause of his Perfection and his Happiness, he loves nothing invincibly besides his own Substance; and whatever is exterior to him, ought to be produced by an Action really eternal and immutable, but that derives its Necessity from the Execution of the Divine Decrees.

LV. I offer another Principle, which I have already mentioned, which may afford some Light to the Difficulties that may arise about the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, and the Creation of the World. Reason and Authority of Holy Writ teach us, that the First and Principal of the Defiguid of God, is the Constitution of his Church in Jesus Christ. The present World is not created to remain as it is: The Fallhood and Error, the Injustice and Disorder, that are seen in it, give us sufficiently to understand it ought to have an End. The future World, which Truth and Justice shall inhabit, is the Earth which God has settled on inviolable Foundations; and which being the Object of Divine Love, shall eternally subsist. God has not created this Visible World with other Design than to raise by that invisible City, whereof St. John speaks so many Wonders; and as Jesus Christ shall be the principal Beauty of it, he was always had in View by God in the Production of his Work. He has made all for Man, and with reference to him, as the Scripture teaches: But he for whom, according to St. Paul, God has made all things, is Heb. 1:2 the Man Jesus Christ. 'Tis to teach Men that they are created, and that they subsist in Jesus Christ, 'tis to unite them strictly to him; 'tis to induce them to make themselves like him, that God has figured Jesus Christ and his Church, in the principal of his Creatures. For 'tis necessary that Jesus Christ should be found in the whole Work of God, that it might be the worthy Object of his Love, and of the Action that produced it.

LVI. If we consider the manner of the First Man's Creation, as related by Holy Scripture, how his Wife was form'd out of his Flesh and Bone; his Love to her, and the Circumstances of their Sin, we shall doubtless judge that God thought on the Second Adam in the Formation of the First, that he considered the Father of the future World, in creating the Father of the present; and that he designed the First Man and Woman for express Types of Jesus Christ and his Church. 1 Cor. 15 St. Paul permits us not to doubt of this Truth, when he affirses us we are form'd of the Flesh and Bone of Jesus Christ, that we are his Members; and that the Marriage of Adam and Eve is the Figure of Jesus Christ and his Church.

LVII. God might perhaps form Men and Animals by ways as simple as common Generation. But it was this way typified Jesus Christ and his Church, since it was the Impression of the principal of God's Delights, and as we may say, the well beloved Son to his Father, that was in whom alone the whole Work of the Creation subsists, God ought to prefer it before all other; thence likewise to teach us, that as intelligible Beauties conflict in their Relation to Eternal Wisdom, so sensible Beauties must, though in a manner little known to us, relate to Incarnate Truth.

LVIII. Doubtless there are many Analogies and Agreements between the most principal of the Creatures, and Jesus Christ, who is their Pattern and their End. For all is full of Jesus Christ, every thing represents and typifies him, as much as the Simplicity of the Laws of Nature will permit. But I shall not venture to enter on the Particulars of this Subject. For besides that I am fearful of misleading, and have not a competent Knowledge either of Nature or Grace, of the present World, or the future, to discover their Relations; I know that the Imagination of Men is so farcical and nice, that we cannot by Reason lead them to God, much less to Jesus Christ, without tiring their Patience, or provoking their Railing. Most Christians are accustomed to a Philosophy that has rather have recourse to Fictions, as extravagant as those of the Poets, than to Reason; connected with Jesus Christ, that a Man would perhaps be reckoned a Visionist, if he said the same things with St. Paul, without using his Words. For 'tis rather that great Name which perduises them than the View of Truth. The Authority of Scripture keeps them from blaspheming what they do not understand; but whereas they are but little converfant with it, it cannot much enlighten them.

LIX. 'Tis certain that the Jews People was the Figure of the Church, and that the most Holy and Remarkable Personage among the Kings, Prophets, and Patriarchs of that Nation, were the Types of the Messiah, our Saviour Jesus Christ; which is a Truth not deniable, without undermining the Foundations of the Christian Religion, and making the most Learned of the Apostles pass for the most Ignorant of Men. Jesus Christ being as yet new come, ought at least to be typified. For he ought to be expected, he ought to be desired, and by his Types we ought to have some sort of Beauty over the Universe, to make it acceptable to his Father. Thus it was necessary he should in some manner be as ancient as the World, and that he should die presently after the Sin in the Person of Abel. The Lamb that was slain from the Foundation of the World: The Beginning and End: Alpha and Omega: Yesterday and to Day: He is, was, and is to come. These are the Qualifications St. John attributes to the Saviour of Men.

LX. But supposing that Jesus Christ ought to be typified, 'twas necessary it should be done by his Ancestors especially, and that their History, dictated by the Holy Spirit, should be handed down to future Ages, to the end we might still compare Jesus Christ with his Figures, and acknowledge him for the true Messiah. Of all Nations God loving that molt which had need of a Relation to his Son, ought to make the Jews the Fathers of Jesus Christ, according to the Flesh, since they had been the most lively and express Figures of his Son.

LXI. But, if driving this Difficulty up higher, the Reason be demanded of the Choice God made of the Jews to be the principal Figures of Jesus Christ, I think I may and ought affirm, that
that God acting always by the simplest ways, and discovering in the infinite Treasures of his Wisdom all the Combinations of Nature with Grace, chose that which was to make the Church the most ample, most perfect, and most worthy of his own Greatness and Holiness, as I have said before. Secondly, I think I ought to answer, that God foreseeing that what was to happen to the "Jews" People by a necessary Consequence of Natural Laws, would have more Analogy to his Design of typifying Jesus Christ and his Church, than all that could befall other Nations, thought fit to choose that People rather than any other. For, in brief, Predestination to the Law is not like Predestination to Grace, and though there be nothing in Nature that can oblige God to shew his Grace equally on a whole People, yet methinks Nature may merit the Law in the Scape I here understand it.

LXII. 'Tis true, that all that befell the Jews, who represented Jesus Christ, was not a necessary Consequence of the Order of Nature: There was need of Miracles to make the Jews lively, and express Figures of the Church. But Nature at least furnish'd Ground-work, and Materials, and possibly the principal Strokes in most Infinances, and Miracles flith'd the rest. Whereas no other Nation would have been so proper for so just and accomplifh'd a Design.

LXIII. If I mistake not, we are oblig'd to think that God, having a Wisdom precious of all the Events and Consequences of all possible Orders, and all their Combinations, never works Miracles when Nature is sufficient; and that therefore he must choose that Combination of Natural Effects, which, as it were, remitting him the Expence of Miracles, nevertheless most faithfully executes his Designs.

For Example: 'Tis necessary that all Sin should be punished. But that's not always done in this World. Yet supposing it was requisite for the Glory of Jesus Christ, and the Establishment of Religion, that the Jews should be punished in the Face of the whole World, for the Crime they had committed in murderying our Saviour, it was fit that Jesus Christ should come into the World, about the Reign of Herod, supposing that People, by the necessary Consequence of the Order of Nature, was to be divided about that time; that Civil Wars and perpetual Seditions were to weaken them; and that, lastly, the Romans were to rise and diminish them, with the total Demolition of their City and Temple. 'Tis true, there seems to be something extraordinary in the Defolation of the Jews: But as it shews greater Wisdom in God, to produce so surprising Effects, by the most simple and general Laws of Nature, than by particular Wills, which are always Miracles; I question whether on that Occasion we are to fly into a Miracle. But, for my part, I dispute it not here; since 'tis a Fact that we cannot easily nor need we explain our Selves upon: And I produce this Instance only to make some Application of my Principles, and to make them more easily intelligible to others.

I have, I think, said enough of Nature and Grace, to satisfy all equitable and moderate Persons about an infinite Number of Difficulties, which disturb only their Minds who must needs judge of God by themselves. For if Men would consult the Idea of an Infinitely Perfect Being, of a General Cause, of an Infinite Wisdom; and if they would confent to the Principles I have establisht conformable to that Idea, I believe they would neither be surpriz'd nor offended at the Conduct of GOD, and that they would change their Murmurs and Censures into Wonder and Adoration.
**Nature and Grace.**

**DISCOURSE III.**

*Of the Manner of Grace's acting in us.*

**PART I.**

Concerning Liberty.

I. **THERE is nothing more rude and uniform'd than the Substance of Spirits, if we separate it from God.** For what's a Mind void of Understanding and Reason, defitute of Motion and Love? Yet it is the Word and Wisdom of God which is the universal Reason of Minds; and 'tis the Love whereby God loves himself, that gives the Soul the Motion she has towards Good. If the Mind knows Truth, 'tis by its Natural and Necessary Union with Truth it self: If it is reasonable, 'tis so through supreme Reason: Lastly, If it be a Spirit, or Intelligence, 'tis in one sense, because its Substance is enlightened, penetrated, and perfected by the Light of God himself. These Truths I have explained in another Place. So likewise the Substance of the Soul is not capable of loving Good, save by its Natural and Necessary Union with the Eternal and Substantial Love of the Supreme Good; it advances not towards Good any farther than convey'd by God; it is volent only from the Motion it continually receives from him; it lives only through Clarity, and wills merely through the Love of Good, which God makes it participate, though it abides it. For, in fine, God making and preferring Minds only for himself, inclines them towards him as long as he preserves their Being, and communicates the Love of Good to them whilst they are capable of receiving it. Now that natural and continual Motion of the Soul towards Good in general, towards Good is infinite, towards God, is what I here call Will: Since 'tis that Motion which capacitates the Substance of the Soul to love different Goods.

II. This Natural Motion of the Soul towards Good in general, is invincible; for 'tis not in our Power not to will to be happy. We necessarily love what we clearly know and lively feel to be our Good. All Minds love God by the Necessity of their Nature; and if they love any thing else by a Free Choice of their Will, 'tis not because they seek not God, or the Cause of their Felicity, but because they are deceived. 'Tis because, perceiving by a confused Sensation, that surrounding Bodies make them happy, they consider them as good, and by an Ordinary and Natural Consequence, love them, and unite to them.

III. But the Love of all these particular Goods is not naturally invincible. Man consider'd in his Original State, might superfluous loving those Goods that fill'd not the whole Capacity of his Affection. There being but one Good which includes all others, he might sacrifice every other Love to the Love of this. For God having made Minds only for himself, cannot invincibly carry them to the loving any thing besides him, or without relation to him. Lastly, our own inward Confusion informs us, that we can reject a Fruit, though we are inclin'd to take it. Now that Power of loving, or not loving particular Goods, the Non-invincibility which is found in the Motion, which carries Minds to the loving what does not seem every way inclusive of all Goods. That Power, or Non-invincibility, is what I call Liberty. Thus placing the Definition instead of the thing defin'd, that Expression, our Will is free, signifies, that the Natural Motion of the Soul towards Good in general, is not invincible in point of Good in particular. To the Word Free, the Idea of Voluntary is commonly annex'd; but in the Sequel of this Discourse, I shall take the Word in the Sense I have observ'd, as being the more Natural and Ordinary.

IV. The Word Good is equivocal, and may signify either Pleasure which makes formally happy, or the true, or seeming Cause of Pleasure. In this Discourse I shall commonly take the Word Good in the second Sense; because indeed Pleasure is imprinted on the Soul, that she may love the Cause that makes her happy, that she may advance towards it by the Motion of her Love; and may firmly unite to it, to be perpetually happy. When the Soul loves nothing but her own Pleasure,
Pleasure, she in effect loves nothing different from her self. For Pleasure is only a Condition or Modification of the Soul, which renders her actually happy and content. But whilft the Soul cannot be the Cause of her own Pleasure, she's unjust, ungrateful, and blind, if she loves her Pleasure, and forgets to pay the Love and Devotion which is due to the true Cause that produces it in her. As none but God can act immediately and by himself on the Soul, and make her sensible of Pleasure by the actual Efficiency of his all-potent Will, so he alone is truly Good. However I term the Creatures Good, which are the seeming Causes of the Pleasures we feel occasionally from them. For I am unwilling to deviate from the customary way of Speaking, any farther than is necessary to explain my self clearly. All Creatures, though Good in themselves, or Perfect, with reference to the Designs of God, are not Good, with reference to us. They are not our Good, nor the true Cause of our Pleasure or Felicity.

V. The natural Motion which God continually imprints on the Soul to carry it to love him, or (to make use of a Term which is an Abridgement of an Idea) to Love him, can be no longer equal to or confused after the Determination I have given of it: the Will is determined towards peculiar Goods, either by a clear and evident Knowledge, or by a confused Sensation which points these Goods out to us. Whilft the Mind perceives or tastes not any particular Good, the Motion of the Soul remains as it were undetermined, it tends towards Good in general. But this Motion receives a particular Determination, as soon as the Mind has the Idea or Sensation of some particular Good: For the Soul being continually bent towards Good undetermined, ought to move when the Good appears.

VI. But when the Good, which is present to the Mind and Senses, is not these two Faculties, when it's discover'd under the Idea of a particular Good, of a Good that comprehends not all Goods; and when it is tasted by a Sensation that takes not up the whole Capacity of the Soul, the may still define the Perception and Frusion of some other Good; the may suspend the Judgment of her Love. She may retort to acquiesce in the actual Enjoyment, and by her Defires seek out some novel Object. And as her Defires are the Occasional Causes of her Light and Knowledge, by the Natural and Democratic Union of all Minds with him, who includes the Ideas of all Goods, discover the True Good, and in the True, many other particular Goods different from that she perceive and enjoy'd before.

Therefore having some Knowledge of the Emissaries and Variety of sensible Goods, and attending to the secret Approaches of her Reason, to the Remorces of her Confidence, to the Complaints and Menaces of the True Good, who will not that she should sacrifice to seeming and imaginary Goods; may, by the Motion which God continually imprsnts on her for Good in general, Sovereign Good, that is, for himself, check her self in her Course towards any particular Good. She may refit the sensible Allurements, search and find out other Objects, compare them together, with the indelible Idea of the Supreme Good, and love none of them with a determinate Love. And if the Sovereign Good comes to be somewhat relish'd, the may prefer it to all particular Goods, though the Pleasure and Satisfaction they feem to infuse into the Soul be extremely great and very agreeable. But these Truths require a larger Explication.

VII. The Soul is constantly driven towards Good in general; she defines the Possession of all Goods, and will never limit her Love; there being no Good that apprises such that she renicks to love. Therefore when she actually enjoys a particular Good, she has a Tendency to proceed farther; she still defines something more by the natural and invincible Impression which God gives her; and to change or divide her Love, it suffices to present her another Good besides that of her present Enjoyment, and to give her a Tilt of the Pleasure it affords. Now the Soul may ordinarily seek and discover new Goods; She may likewise approach and enjoy them. For, in fine, her Defires are the Natural or Occasional Causes of her Knowledge; and Objects appear and draw towards her in proportion to her Earnestness to know them. A Man of Ambition, who confiders the Luttre of a Dignity, may likewise think on the Slavery, Constraint, and the true Evils that accompany Humane Grandeur; he may sum up the Account, weigh and compare all together, if his Passion does not blind him: For I confes there are Moments in which Passion takes away all Liberty from the Mind, and that it always lulls it. Thus as a Dignity, however great it appears, cannot be taken by a perfectly free and rational Man, for universal and infinite Good, whilstit the Will extends to all Goods: This perfectly free and perfectly rational Man, may enquire after the One which he can define as his own, and he can define as his own, and present them to him. He may then examine them and compare them with that which he enjoys. But whereas he can find only particular Goods on Earth, he may, and ought, whilstit he lives here below, to examine them, and perpetually seek, and never acquiesce. Or rather, that he may not be contently following a brief Chace, he ought in general to neglect all transitory Goods, and define only such as are Immutably and Eternal.

VIII. But whereas we love not to seek, but to enjoy, and that the Labour of Examination is at present very painful, but Repose and Enjoyment always very agreeable, the Soul commonly refits when she has found any Good; the Tops at it to enjoy it; she deceives herself, because by herimitating and judging she has found what the looks for, her Defire is chang'd into Pleasure, and Pleasure makes her happier than Defire. But her Hapiness cannot last long: Her Pleasure being ill-grounded, unjust, and deceitful, immediately dishonors and molests her, because the defires to be solidly and truly happy. Thus the natural Love of Good quickens her, and produces in her new Defires. Thefe constant Defires represent new Objects. The Love of Pleasure puts her on the Pursuit of those which afford or seem to afford it, and the Love of her Repose fattens her
her upon them. She does not immediately examine the Defects of the present Good, when pre-
possessed with its Sweetness; but rather contemplates it on its left side, and applies to it which charms
her, and thinks only of enjoying it. But the more she enjoys, the more she loves it, and the clo-
der the approaches, the more curiously she considers it. But the more the confiders it, the more
imperfect the flavours in it; and since she desires to be truly happy, she cannot for ever be mif-
ken. When she is thirdly, and hungry, and weary with seeking, the presently inebriates and fills
her with the first Good she finds; but she is presently disquieted with a Nourishment which
was not made for Man. Thus the Love of the True Good excites in her new Defires for fresh
Goods; and whilst the contantly changes her Pursuit, all her Life, and her whole Happiness on
Earth, confists in a continual Circulation of Thoughts, Defires, and Pleasures. Such is the Soul
which makes no use of her Liberty, but leaves her felt to the Conduct of Chance, to be guided
by the obtaining Motion, and the fortuitous Concourse of determining Objects. But this is the
State of a Man whose Understanding is too weak as daily to mistake the false for the true Good;
and whose Heart is so curmudgeon to betray and sell it less to everything: it is tound with, to the
Good which gives it an actual Sense of the most sweet and agreeable Pleasures.

IX. But a Man perfectly free, such as we conceive Adam immediately after his Creation, knows
clearly that none but God is his Good, or the true Cause of the Pleasures he enjoys. Though he
feels Satisfaction upon the approach of circumambient Bodies, he loves them not; God only he
loves, and if God forbid him to unite to Bodies, he is ready to forsake them, what Pleasure forev-
er he finds in them. He resolves to fix only in the Enjoyment of the Supreme Good, and to sacrifice
all others to it; and though never so devious of Happiness, or the Enjoyment of Pleasures, no Pleasure
is stronger than his Light. Nor but that Pleasures can blind him, perturbate his Reafon, and fill up his
thinking Capacity. (For the Mind being finite, all Pleasure is capable of dividing and distracting it;) But that Pleasures being subject to his Will, he is too cautious to be
immediate by them. For the sole invincible Pleasure is that of the Bless'd, or that which the
Pleasant Man had found in God, if God should have prevented and hindered his Fall; not only because
this Pleasure falls all the Faculties of the Soul, without disturbing her Reason, or carrying her to
the Love of a pretended Good; but also because nothing can equal the Enjoyment of this Plea-
sure; neither the Desire of Perfection, nor that of Felicity. For when we love God we are perfectly;
when we enjoy him we are happy; and when we love him with Pleasure, we are happy and perfect
all at once. Thus the perfect Liberty is that of Minds, which can at all times overcome the
greatest Pleasures; of Minds, to which no Motion towards particular Goods is ever irresistible:
Tis that of a Man before the Sin, before Concupiscence troubled his Mind and corrupted his
Heart. And the most imperfect Liberty is that of those to whom no Motion towards a particu-
lar Good, though never so little, but is invincible in all sorts of Circumstances.

X. Now betwixt these two forts of Liberty there are more and les Perfect to an Infinity of
Degrees, which is a thing not sufficiently minded. Tis commonly imagined that Liberty is equal
in all Men, and that 'tis an Essential Faculty of the Mind, the Nature whereof remains con-
stantly the same, though its Action varies according to the Diversity of Objects. For we generally sup-
pose a perfect Equality in all things, wherein no sensible Inequality appears. Men indulge their
Mind, and find it of great relief Application, by giving things an abstract Form, consisting in a
sort of indivisible Elements. But this is an Error. Liberty begins in the Faculty as it imagines
it:
There are not two Persons equally free in respect of the same Objects. Children have less Liberty
than Men arrived to the perfect Exercise of their Reason. Nor are there two Men whose Reason
is equally clear, constant, and certain, in regard of the same Objects. Those whose Passions are
unruly, and who have been unaccustomed to reft them, are less free than others who have coura-
giously impugned them, and who are naturally Men of Temper; and there are not two Men equally
moderate, equally sensible to the same Objects, and who have equally fought for the Preservation
of their Liberty. Some Persons there are so fond to Sin, that they less relish, or think of relishing
it when awake, than pious Men in their Sleep; since we are taught by the Word of Truth, that
he who commits Sin becomes a Slave to it.

XI. True it is, that by the Institution of Nature all Men are equally free: For God does not
institutively determine Men to the Love of any particular Good. But Concupiscence corrupts the
Moral and Intellectual Part; and since Man has left the Powers of his
intellectual Faculties, and impeding the Tracts of ten-
fable Pleasures, and impeding the Motions of Concupiscence: That Liberty which had been equal
in all Men, if they had not imm'd, grows unequal, according to their different degrees of Light,
and as variously works on by Concupiscence. For Concupiscence it felt, which is equal in all
Men, in as much as they have left their Power over their Body, is a thousand ways unequal, be-
cause of the Diversity that is found in the Confuction of the Body, in the Multiplicity and Mo-
tion of the Spirits, and those almost infinite Alliances and Relations obtained through the Com-
merce of the World.

XII. To our distinct understanding the Inequality which is found in the Liberty of different
Persons, we must observe, that every Man perfectly reasonable, perfectly free, and who would be
truly happy, may, and ought, upon the Frencce of any Object which gives him the Sense of
Pleasure, fulfill his Love, and carefully examine whether this Object be the true Good, or whether
the Motion which carries him towards it exactly comport with that which leads him to the
true Good: Otherwise he would leave the Infinit, and not by Reason, but if he could not
fulfill the Judgment of his Love, before he had examin'd it, he would not be perfectly free.
But if he clearly discovers that this Object, which gives him the Sense of Pleasure, is truly good
to him, and if the Evidence in conjunction with the Sensation be such as will not permit him to suspend his Judgment, then, though perfectly free, he is no longer free in respect of that Good, but he invincibly loves it, because Pleasure agrees with Evidence. But being that God alone can act in us, as our Good, and the Motion which baffles us towards the Creatures is repugnant to that which carries us towards God, every Man, perfectly reasonable, and entirely free, may and must forbear to judge that senible Objects are his Goods. He may and ought to suspend the Judgment which regulates, or should regulate his Love. For he can never evidently see that senible Goods are true Goods, since that can never be evidently seen which is not.

XIII. This Power of suspending the Judgment, which is the actual Rule of Love, this Power, which is the Principle of our Liberty, and by which Pleasures are not always invincible, is very much weakened since the Sin, though not quite destroyed. And that we may have actually this Power, when we are tempted by an Object, 'tis necessary, besides the Love of Order, to have a thoughtful Mind, and to be senible to the Remorse of Conscience; for a Child or a Man asleep have not actually this Power. But all Men are not equally enlightened; the Mind of Sinners is full of Darkness: Consciences are not equally tender, the Heart of Sinners is hardened: The Love of Order, actual Graces are unequal in all Men: Therefore they are not equally free, nor have equal Power of suspending their Judgment: Pleasure determines them, and moves some rather than others. This Man can suspend his Judgment, and waive his Content, when a present Object gives him the Taint of a most quickening and senible Pleasure; and another is of too narrow a Mind, and corrupt an Heart, that the least Pleasure is irresistible, and the least Pain insupportable: Being not wont to fight against senible Allurements, he becomes disposed as not even to think of refitting them: Thus he has not then the Power of deterring his Content, since he even wants the Power of making a Reflection; and in regard to that Object, he is like a Man asleep or out of his Wits.

XIV. The more weak is Reason, the more senible grows the Soul, and more readily and finally the judges of senible Good and Evil. If a Leaf pricks, or even tickles a Man when asleep, he wakes in a start, frightened, as if bitten by a Serpent. He perceives this little Evil, and judges of it as of the greatest Misfortunes; so intolerable it appears to him. His Reason fainting by the Slumber, incapacitates him from suspending his Judgment. To him the least Goods as well as Evils, are almost always insupportable. For us the Senses which judge in him, and these are haply Deciders; which must be so for several Reasons. When Reason is left disordered, little Pleasures are not invincible, nor little Evils intolerable; and Men are not always bound when most Pleasure is to be found. For some Pleasures are so little, that they are delpicable to Reason, which is never quite deftitute of the Love of Order. The presence of little Evils is not very frightful: A Man, for example, resolves to be let Blood, and suffers it; he judges not to habily, but suspend and examines; and the stronger is Reason, the longer is its Sufferance, against senible Invitations and Discouragements. Now there is nothing more certain, than that all Men who partake of the same Reason, partake not of it equally; that all are not equally senible, at least to the same Objects; that they are not all equally well born, equally well bred, equally afflicted by the Grace of Jesus Christ, and therefore not equally free, or capable of suspending the Judgment of their Love in point of the same Objects.

XV. But we are to take notice, that the chief Duty of Minds is to preserve and increase their Liberty, since 'tis by the good use possible to be made of it they may merit their Felicity, if succeed by the Grace of Jesus Christ; at least lend their Millery, if left to themselves. That which weakens our Liberty, or makes our Pleasures irresistible to us, is the Eclipse of our Reason, and the Loss of Power we ought to have over our Body. Reason therefore must be improved by continual Meditations; we must consider our Duties, that we may perform them; and our Inimitates, that we may have recourse to him who is our Strength. And since we have lost the Power of stopping the Impressions made by the Presence of Objects on the Body, which thence corrupt the Mind and Heart, we ought to avoid these Objects, and make use of the Power that is left us. We ought to watch constantly over the Purity of our Imagination, and labour with all our Powers to efface the adulterate Traces imprinted by false Goods, since they kindle Defiles in us, which divide our Mind, and weaken our Liberty. By this means the Man whose whole Liberty is just expiring, who cannot conquer the leaf of Pleasures, may obtain such a Strength, and such a Freedom, as not to yield to the greatest Souls, their Succors being suppos'd equal. For, at least, at the time whilst these Pleasures do not importune us to Evil, we may lay in to avoid them. We may forsake our selves by some Reason, that may, through future Pleasures, counterbalance we don't actually enjoy. For as every one has some Love of Order, there is no Man but may vanquish a feeble and light Pleasure by a strong and solid Reason; by a reasonable Fear of some Evil, or by the Hope of some great Good. Lastly, there is no one but may, by the Ordinary Supplies of Grace, vanquish some Pleasures and avoid others: Which Pleasures, formerly invincible or studied, being vanquish'd or avoided, are a Preparatory to our assaulting others, at least before they tempt us. For the Satisfaction we find in the Victory provokes us again to Battle; and the Joy of a good Conscience, and the Grace of Jesus Christ administer Courage: And even the Fear of a Defeat is not useless, since it makes us fly to him who can do all things, and make us different in avoiding perilous Occasions. Thus we are always Gainers in this sort of Exercise; for if we are wont, we become more humble, wise, and circumspect, and sometimes more careful for the Combat, and more capable of conquering and refitting.

XVI. As in the study of the Sciences, those who submit not to the false Glances of Probabilities, and who are wont to suspend their Judgment till the Light of Truth breaks into them, fall rarely
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rately into Error; whereas the vulgar part of Men are daily deceived by their precipitate Judgments. So in Moral Discipline, those who use to sacrifice their Pleasures to the Love of Orders, and who continually mortifie their Senses and Passions, especially in things which seem of little moment, which every one may do, will in things important obtain a great Facility of suspending the Judgment which regulates their Love. Pleasure does not surprice them, like other Men, at least does not drag them along unwares. It feems, on the contrary, that whilst it feebly affects them, it cautions them to take care of themselves, and to consult Reason, or the Rules of the Gospel. Their Confidence is more nice and tender than that of others, who, in the Scripture Phrases, drink Sin like Water. They are liable to the secret Reproaches of Reason, and the wholifome Precautions of inward Truth. For the acquired Habit of refifting feeble and light Pleasures, makes way for the conquering the more violent; at leaff for the sufferings some Regret and Shame, when a Man is conquer'd, which creates forthwith Diflike and Abhorrence. Liberty thus intensifly increafing, and perfecting it felf by Exercife, and the Affiufion of Grace, we may at felf put our felves in a Capacity of performing the moft difficult Commandments; in as much as by the ordinary Graces which are confantly afforded Christians, we may overcome common Temptations, and for the moft part avoid the greatest; and by the Affiufion of the Grace of Jesus Christ there is none but may be vanquifh'd.

XVII. Tis true, that a Sinner fo dispofed, as not able fo much as to think of refifting a furpriefing Pleasure, cannot actually accomplifh the Commandment that orders him not to enjoy it. For the Pleasure is infuperable to him in that State. And if we but fuppofe this Perfon in this State of Impotence, through a Natural Neceffity, his Sin not being free, could not make him more culpable; I mean, more-worthy of the Punishment of Pain, than if he were inordinate in his Sleep. Nay, if this Impotence were a neceffary Confequence of the free Disorders which had preceded his Conversion, it would not be imputed to him, by reafon of his Charity. But fhew he was both able and obliquit to ufe himfelf to refifting Pleure, and combating for the Prefervation and Augmentation of his Liberty; this Sin, though actually committed by a kind of Neceffity, renders him guilty and punifhable; if not by reafon of his Sin, at leaff becaufe of his Negligence, which is the Principle of it. The Commandment of God is not absolutely impoffible; but the Sinner may and ought, for the foregoing Reafons, to put himfelf into a Condition of obferving it; for Men are obliquit, as well as able, to labour conftantly to augment and perfefl their Liberty; not only by the Helps reach'd to them by Jesus Christ, but alfo by natural Forces, or ordinary Graces. For, in brief, Nature may be made fubliefive to Grace in a thoufand Inftances.

PART II.

of GRACE.

XVIII. THE Inequality which is found in the Liberty of different Perfons being clearly known, it will be no hard Matter, methinks, to difcover how Grace works in us; if we but affix to the Word Grace diftinct and particular Ideas, and remember the Difference between the Grace of the Creator and Renovator. I fay, in the preceding Discourse, that there is this Difference between Light and Pleasure. That the former leaves us entire to our felves, whilft the latter increafes upon our Liberty. For Light is fomething extraneous to us; it does not affect and modify our Soul; it does not drive us to the Objects it discovers; but only difpofes us to move our felves, and to confront freely, and by Reafon to the Imprefion God gives us towards Good. The Knowledge of our Duty, the clear Idea of Order, separafe from all Sensation, the Contemplation of naked, abftrat, wholly pure, and intelligible Good, that is, Good without Taint of Toaft or Toaft, leaves the Soul to her entire Liberty. But Pleasure is an Immate to the Soul, it touches and modifies her. And fo it diminishes our Liberty, makes us love Good, rather by a Love of Innate and Paffion, than of Choice and Reafon. And it transports us, as I may fay, to fensible Objects; Not that Pleasure is the fame thing as Love, or the Motion of the Soul towards Good; but that it caufes this Love, or determines this Motion towards the Object that makes us happy. But becaufe no Truths are demonstrable, fave thofe whereof we have clear Ideas, which we have not of our own inward Motions, 'tis not posfible for me to demonstrate what I advance, as we demonstrate the Conclusions depending on common Motions. Every one therefore must confult his own inward feeling of what paffes in his Soul, if he would be convinc'd of the difference between Light and Pleasure; and mutt carefully obferve, that commonly Light is attended with Pleasure, which yet he mutt feparate to judge foudfly of it. But of this I have faid enough.

XIX. If then it be true, that Pleasure naturally produces Love, and is like a Weight which gives the Soul a Propenfity to the Good that caufes or fems to caufe it, 'tis likewife that the Grace of Jesus Christ, or the Grace of Senfation, is of it felth efficacious. For though preventing Deftitution, when but weak, works not an entire Conversion in the Heart of thofe whole Paffions are too lively, yet it never fails of its Effect, in as much as it always inclines them towards Good. It is in some meafe always efficacious, but it has not always all possible Effect, becaufe of the Resistance of Concufpence.

XX. Put,
XX. Put, for example, in one Scale of a Balance ten pound weight, and in the other the only fix, this latter weight shall truly gravitate; for adding but so much more weight to this, or taking it from the opposite Scale, or lastly, hanging the Balance nearer the over-weighted, and the fix pounds shall carry it. But though this weight gravitates, 'tis visible its effect depends still on the refitting weight, and the manner of its refitting. Thus the Grace of Sensation is always of it self efficacious; it constantly weakens the Effort of Concupiscence, since Pleasure naturally creates Love, for the Caufe which produces, or seems to produce it. But though this Grace be always Self-efficacious, yet it depends, or rather its Effect depends on the actual Dispositions of the Receiver. The weight of Concupiscence refits it, and sensible Pleasures, which draw us to the Creatures that seem to produce it in us, hinder the Pleasures of Grace from uniting us strictly to him, who alone can act in us, and make us happy.

XXI. But the cafe is otherwise with the Grace of Light, or the Grace of the Creator. It is not of it self efficacious. It does not more or less convey to the Soul, but makes it perfectly to order itself. But though it be not efficacious of it self, it nevertheless is perfused by many Effects, when great, and animated by some delicable Grace, which gives it Force and Vigour; or when it meets with no contrary Pleasure that greatly refits it. Such is the difference between the Grace of the Creator and that of the Referrer; between Light and Pleasure; between the Grace which supposes not Concupiscence, and the Grace which is given us to counterpoise the Pleasures of it. The one is sufficient to a Man perfectly Free and Fortified with Charity; the other is efficacious to a Man Infirm, to whom Pleasure is necessary to draw him to the Love of the True Good.

XXII. But the Force and Efficacy of Grace ought always to be compared with the Action of Concupiscence, with the Light of Reason; and especially with the degree of Liberty the Person is endued with. And we must not imagine that God befores it by particular Wills, with design to produce certain Effects by it, and nothing more. For when 'tis said that Grace always works in the Heart the Effect for which 'tis given, we err if we suppose God acts like Men, with particular Considerations: for God acts with a General Rule; by merely giving all that receiveth it to act, we may as the Occasional Cause determines him to refuse it. Meanwhile he acts, and determines, in such manner as to will that it will not have so much Effect in some, as in others, not only because of the Inequality of Force on the part of Grace, but also of the Inequality of Resistance on the part of Concupiscence.

XXIII. Since Concupiscence has not utterly destroyed the Liberty of Man, the Grace of Jesus Christ, as efficacious as it is, is not absolutely irresistible. A sensible Pleasure is supposable, when weak; and a Man may suspend the Judgment of his Love, when he is not hurried by a too violent Passion: And when he stoops to the Lust of an adulterate Pleasure, he is culpable through the Abuse of his Liberty. So likewise the Dilection of Grace is not ordinarily invincible. A Man may decline following the good Motions it inspires, which remove us from the fálte Objects of our Love. This Grace fills not the Soul in such a manner as to hurry her to the True Good, without Choice, Judgment, and Free Consent. Thus when we resign up our selves to its Motion, and advance farther, as I may say, than it irresistibly carries us; when we sacrifice the Pleasures of Concupiscence, which weaken its Efficacy; or, lastly, when we act by Reason, or love the true Good as we ought, we merit through the good use we make of our Liberty.

XXIV. 'Tis true, that Deliciable Grace, considered in it self, and separate from the Pleasures of Concupiscence, which are contrary to it, is always invincible. Because this holy Pleasure being concomitable to the Light of Reason, nothing can withstand its Effect in a Man perfectly free. When the Mind sees clearly, by the Light of Reason, that God is its Good, and has a lively Sense of him by the Taft of Pleasure, 'tis not possible to avoid loving him. For the Mind defires Happiness, and nothing hinders it from following the agreeable Motions of its Love. It feels no Remorse which opposes its present Felicity, nor is it withheld by Pleasures contrary to that which it enjoys. The Delight of Grace is then invincible; nor is the Love it produces meritorious, unless it be greater than its Caufe. I say, that the Love which is merely a Natural or Necessary Effect of the Dilection of Grace, has nothing meritorious, though it be good in itself. For whilst we move no farther than we are driven, or rather, when we advance no longer than we are paid in hand, we have no Claim to any Rempnce. When we love God but so far as we are attracted, or because we are attracted, we love him not by Reason, but by Instinct; we love him not on Earth, but in Heaven; and deserve from us nothing but the natural Reward of our Love. God, by Reason, by the Knowledge we have of his being amiable. We merit in proceeding on, as I may say, towards Good, when Pleasure has determined the Motion of Love.

XXV. This sole Reason demonstrates either that the first Man was not invited to the Love of God, by the blind Instinct of Pleasure; or at least, that this Pleasure was not so lively as what he felt in reflecting on his own Natural Perfections, or in the actual use of sensible Goods. For 'tis evident such a Pleasure would have made him impecable; it would have put him in a State like that of the Blessed; which merit no longer: Not because they are out of a Way-faring State; (for Merit always follows from meritorious Actions; and God, being Just, must necessarily reward them;) But they merit not, because the Pleasure they find in God is equal to their Love, that they are thoroughly imbued with it, and that being freed from all fear of Pain, and all Motions of Concupiscence, they have nothing left to sacrifice to God.

XXVI. But that which makes us impecable is not so precisely that which incapacitates us to merit. For Jesus Christ was meritorious, and yet he suffered for Glory, and that of the Church, whereas of he is the Head. Being perfectly free, he loved his Father, not by the Instinct of Pleasure, but by Choice and Reason. He lov'd him, because he intuitively saw how amiable he was. For the most
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most perfect Liberty is that of a Mind, which has all possible Light, and is not determin'd by any Pleasure; because all Pleasure, preventing or other, naturally produces some Love; and unless we refit it, it effectually determines towards the agreeable Object, the Natural Motion of the Soul. But Light, though conceiv'd never to great, leaves the Mind perfectly free, supposing this Light be consider'd alone, and separate from Pleasure.

XXVII. As Jesus Christ is nothing but the Word, or Reafon Incarnate, certainly he ought not to love Good with a blind Love, with the Love of Infin't, with the Love of Sanfation, but by Reafon. He ought not to love an infinitely amiable Good, and which he knew perfectly worthy of his Love, as we love Goods that are not amiable, and which we cannot know as worthy of Love. He ought not to love his Father by a Love in any refpect like that whereas we love the vilest Creatures, wherewith we love Bodies: His Love to be pure, at lead, to be perfectly meritorious, ought to be no wise produc'd by preventing Pleasures.

For Pleasure may and must be the Recompence of a Legitimate Love, as in effect it is in the Saints, and Jesus Christ himself. But it cannot be the Principle of Merit, nor ought it to precede Reafon, unless debilitated. But Reafon in Jesus Christ was not ways weaken'd. Supreme Reafon supported the Creator. Jesus Christ, who was free from the Motions of Concurrence, had no need of preventing Delight to counterbalance sensible Pleasures which flourizze us. Nay, it may be he refused to call the Pleasure of Joy, which was a natural Result of the Knowledge he had of his Virtue and Perfections; that, being deprive'd of all forces of Pleasures, his Sacrifice might be more holy, more pure, and more interest'd. Laffly, Before the Privation of all Pleasures, preventing and others; 'tis likely he inwardly suffer'd unspeakable Droughts, not better expreffible by Souls all'd with Charity, than the Declination of God, according to these Words of our Saviour on the Cross; My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? But if we will absolutely have it, that Jesus Christ was carried by preventing Pleasures to the Love of his Father, 'tis necessary to say, according to the Principles I have laid down, either that his Love was more intense than his Pleasure; since Natural Love, produc'd by the Infin't of Pleasure is no ways meritorious; or at leat, we must say he merited by sensible Pains, by the continual Sacrifice, which he freely and voluntarily offer'd to his Father. For twas necess'ry he should suffer to enter in Possession of his Glory; as we are taught by Scripture.

XXVIII. Though the Delegation of Grace, without relation to any contrary Pleasure, inftantly gains the Content of the Will; yet it is not so with the Pleasures of Cofciency. These Pleasures, consider'd in themselves, without respect to other actual Pleasures, are not always infurmountable. The Light of Reafon condemns them; the Remorse of Confcience makes us abhor them; and we may commonly fulfill our Confcience. Therefore the Grace of Jesus Christ is stronger than Confcience, and overcomes all it Viciouf, which the former does not prevail the Heart, when equal to the latter. For when the Balance of our Heart is perfectly in Equilibrium, by the even Weights of contrary Pleasures, that which is most solid and reafonable, has the Advantage; because Light adds some Grains to its efficacy, and the Remorse of Confcience withfland the Influence of a counterfeit Pleasure.

XXIX. We must conclude, from what we have fay'd, that we always merit when we love the true Good by Reafon; and that we merit not at all, when we love it by inftinct. We merit always when we love the true Good by Reafon; because Order will have the true Good love'd in that manner, and that mere Light does not convey us, or invincibly determine us to the Good discover'd by it. We merit not when we love the true Good by Infin't, or as much as we are invincibly mov'd and determin'd by Pleasure: Because Order requires that the true Good, or the Good of the Mind, should be love'd by Reafon, by a free Love, a Love of Choice and Judgment; with which the Love which is produc'd by Pleasure, is a Blind, Natural, and Nefcorous Love. I own, that when we advance farther than Pleasure forces us, we merit. But that's because we therein act by Reafon, and in the way that Order would have us. For Love, so much as it exceeds Pleasure, is a pure and reafonable Love.

XXX. So likewise we must conclude, that we always demerit when we love a false Good, by the Infin't of Pleasure, provided we love it more than we are invincibly forc'd. For when our Liberty is naturally fo ftrained, and our Capacity of Mind fo little, that we are carried in an irrifible manner, then though we are corrupt, and our Love be evil, and againft Order; yet we don't demerit: To demerit, I mean to defer to be punifh'd, we must purfe false Goods with more ardency, or tend farther than Pleasure irrifiblely carries us. For we must obferve, that there is great difference between a Good and a Meritorious Action; between a Corrupt and a Deme-rotous.

The Love of the Blind is Good, but it is not Meritorious: The Love of a Righteous Per-son is often deprav'd in his Sleep; but it is not Demeritious. Whatever is conformable to Order, is good; and whatever is contrary to it is naught. But there is nothing of Merit or Demerit, fave in the good or ill ufe of our Liberty, fave in that in which we are the factours. But we make a good ufe of our Liberty, when we refpect Light; when we uncontrain'd, and of our felves, advance to the true Good, or were at firft determin'd by preventing Delegation, or the Light of Reafon; when we sacrifce sensible Pleasures to our Duty, and fummon Pain by the Love of Order. On the contrary, we make an ill ufe of our Liberty, when we make Pleasure our Reafon, when we sacrifce our Duty to our Passions, our Perfection to prefent Felicity, the Love of Order to the Love of our felves; and all this at a time, when we might really have prevented it. But I proceed to explain this still more clearly.

XXXI. When two Objects are offer'd to the Mind, and it determines it felt about them, I confefs it never fails to take that fide where most Reafon and Pleasure appears; or, all things con-
fider'd, where most Good is to be found. For the Soul not being able to will, or love, but through the Love of Good, since the Will is nothing but the Love of Good, or the Natural Motion of the Soul towards it, the unavoidably loves what has most conformity with what the loves invincibly. But 'tis certain, that when sensible Pleasure, or something of like nature, does not perturbate the Mind, we may ever fuspend the Judgment of our Love, and not determine, especially in point of false Good. For the Soul can have no Evidence that false Goods are the true, or that the Love of the former agrees perfectly with the Motion which carries us to the latter. Therefore when a Man loves false Goods, whilst his Senses and Passions leave his Reason entirely free, he demerits: Because then he may and ought to fuspend the Judgment of his Love. For if he ftood any time to examine what was fpeedily to be done, the false Good would appear in its own Colours, the Pleasure which it seems to infuse into the Soul would vanish, the Idea of some other Good would prevent it from the Mind; the Remover of Confidence, and perhaps the Deception of Grace, would change all the Definitions of his Mind. Hence for the State of a Traveller has nothing certain. A thousand different Objects are continually fufpended to the Mind, and the Life of Man on Earth is nothing but a continual train of Thoughts and Defires.

XXXII. At first Sight it seems that, in point of the true Good, we cannot fufpend the Judgment of our Love; for we cannot fufpend our Judgment, fave when Evidence is not perfect. Now we may fee with the clearest Evidence, that God is the true Good; and that none but he can be good to us: We know that he is infinitely more amiable than we can conceive. But it is observable, that though we cannot fufpend the Judgment of Reason, inreffect of Speculative Truths, when the Evidence is entire; yet we may fufpend the Judgment of our Love in point of Goods, whatever Evidence there is in our Ideas. For when Sense fights against Reason, when Truth oppofites Light, when that is found fensibly bitter and disagreeable, which Reason clearly represents as sweet and delectable, we may fufpend our Choice, and follow either Reason, or the Senses. We may act, and commonly do act against our Light: because, when we attend to the Sensation, Light disappears, unless we strive to retain it: And because we are ordinarily more attentive to Sensation than to Light, because Sensation is always more lively and agreeable, if fufpended to the Ideals.

XXXIII. That this Pleasure which makes Minds actually happy. Therefore we ought to enjoy Pleasure, when we love the true Good. Yet a Mind thinks on God, draws nigh him by its Love, and tafts no Satisfaction. On the contrary, God fells it sometimes with Bitternefs and Drought, he deferts it, and repels it, as I may fay, not that it may ceafe to love him, but rather that its Love may be more humble, more pure, and meritorious; Latly, he prefcribes it certain things which render it actually manageable. But if it approaches Bodies, it finds it felf happy in proportion to the Stringency of its Union to them. Certainly, this is perplexing to a Man never fo intelligent, since we are invincibly passionate for Happiness. Therefore we merit much, if, following our Light, we renounce ourfelves; notwithstanding those discomforting Droughts, if we facrifice our actual Happiness to the Love of the true Good; if living by Faith, and relying on the Promises of God, we remain inviolably bent upon our Duty. Hence we clearly understand, that Jesus Christ might merit his Glory, though he knew the true Good in the highest Evidence; because, having an extreme Love for his Father, he was entirely conformable to his Orders, without being carried by preventing Sensations; because, being fecondly guided by his Light, he yielded mofl violent Pains, and facrificed the most lively and fensible Pleasures to his Glory. For he is known on him a Body flipe, like to ours, that he might have a Victim to offer to God, and that duly receiving through this Body, as the Occasional or Natural Caufe, an abundance of various Sensations, he might accomplish a perfect Holocauft, to the Honour of the true Good, by the enduring Pain, and the Privation of fensible Pleasures.

XXXIV. To the end every one may have a moft perfect Idea of the Grace of Jesus Christ, I think it requisite to add, that it confifts not in Deception alone: For all Grace of Sensation is the Grace of Jesus Christ. But of this Grace there are many Species, and of every Species infinite degrees. God sometimes calls Diffult and Bitternefs on the Objects of our Passions, he weakens their fensible Charms, or makes us hate or abhor them. And this kind of Grace of Sensation makes the fame Effect as preventing Delight. It refores and fortifies our Liberty, refinlates us almost in Equilibrio, and thereby puts us in a Capacity of following our Light in the Motion of our Love. For to refore a Balance to an even poifize, or to change its propagation, we need not augment the felfer Weight, but only refet from the over-loaden Scale. Thus there are Graces of Sensation of several forts, and every fort is capable of infinite degrees. For there are Pleasures, Averfions, and Diflikes, greater and leffer ad infinitum. What I have hitherto faid of Deception, may be calmly apply'd to other Species of the Grace of Sensation. I only made choice of Pleasure or Deception, as a particular Example, to explain my felf clearly, and without Ambiguity.

If there be any other Principle of our Determinations to Good besides the Grace of Sensation, and that of Light, I confefs I am utterly ignorant of it; and therefore I have refolv'd to explain the Effects of Grace, necessary to the Conversion of Heart; but by these two Principles, for fear of incurring the blame of difcourting in general Terms, that of themselves excite only confus'd Ideas, which thing I avoid with all possible Care. But though I have explain'd my felf in Terms understood by all Mankind; since there is no body but knows, that the Knowledge and Sense of Good are Principles of our Determinations; yet I presume not to impugn tho', who, flicking not to thefe clear Ideas, say in general, that God operates the Conversion of our Souls by a particular Action, different, it may be, from all I have here and elsewhere faid; that God works in us, Experiencing in my felf no other Motion than towards Good in general, and that determin'd by Knowledge.
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ledge or Senation, I ought to suppose nothing more; if by this alone I can account for all that the Scripture and Councils have determined about the present Subject. In a word, I am well affiured that Light and Senation are the Principles of our Determinations, but I declare that I cannot tell but there may be some other whereof I have no Knowledge.

XXXV. Belongs Grace of it self efficacious, and that the Effect whereof entirely depends on the good Dispositions of the Mind ; besides the Grace of Senation and the Grace of Light, the Righteous have moreover an Habitual Grace, which makes them agreeable to God, and capacitates them to work Actions meritorious of Salvation. This Grace is Charity, the Love of God, or the Love of Order, a Love which is not properly Charity, unless it be stronger and greater than every other Love. As it is commonly Pleasure which produces the Love of the Object that's the true or apparent Cause of it, so'tis the Delegation of Grace which produces the Love of God. 'Tis the Enjoyment of Sensible Pleasures which heightens Concordipuce; and 'tis the Grace of Senation which encreaseth Charity. Concordipuce diminishes by the deprivation of Sensible Pleasures, and then Charity is easily prefer'd and nourish'd. And whilst Charity faints by the privation of the actual Grace of Jesu Christ, Concordipuce speedily thrives and grows upon it. For these two Loves, Charity and Capitidy, constantly war with one another, and gather Strength from the Weakness of their Enemy.

XXXVI. Whatever participates of Charity, is well pleasing to God; but Charity is not always active in the Jult themselves. In order to its working, 'tis necessary at least it be Illuminated. For Knowledge is needful to determine the Motion of Love. Thus the Grace needful to every Good Work relating to Salvation, is that of Senation, in those who begin their Conversion, is that of Light, at least, or some Motion of Faith or Hope, in those who are animated with Charity. For though the Righteous may do Good Works without the Grace of Delegation, they have always need of some Actual Assiduity to determine the Motion of their Charity. But although Charity without Delegation is sufficient to conquer many Temptations, yet the Grace of Senation is necessary on many Occasions. For Men cannot, without the continual Help of the Second Adm., relish the continual Action of the First. They cannot perceive in Righteousness, unless frequently assisted with the particular Grace of Jesu Christ, which produces, augments, and maintains Charity against the continual Efforts of Concordipuce.

XXXVII. The Effects of Pleasure, and of all the Sentations of the Soul, have a thousand several Dependencies on the actual Dispositions of the Mind. The very same Weight has not always the same Effects: It depends in its Action on the Structure of the Machine by which it is applied to the contrary Weight. If a Balance be unequally suspended, the force of the Weights being unequally applied, the lighter may outweigh the heavier. So it fares with the Weight of Pleasures: They act one on another, and determine the Motion of the Soul, according as they are diversely applied. Pleasure ought to have a greater Influence on the Person who has already a Love for the Object which caues it, than on another who has an Aversion, or that loves opposite Goods. Pleasure forcibly determines a Person who clearly knows, or vividly imagines the Advantages of Good, which seems to caue it; and acts likewise on the Mind of him who knows this Good but confusedly, and is driefful of it. Lastly, It acts with its whole Force on him who blindly follows all that gratifies Concordipuce; and perhaps will have no Effect on him who has acquired some Habit of suspending the Judgment of his Love.

Now since the different degrees of Light, Charity, Concordipuce, and the different degrees of Liberty, are perpetually combining infinite ways, with the different degrees of actual Pleasures, which Pleasures are operative, but according to their relation to the Dispositions of the Mind and Heart, 'tis manifest that no finite Mind can with any certainty pronounce of the Effect a particular Grace ought to produce in us. For besides that, there's an infinite Combination in the things concurring to the Efficacy of Grace, or the Production of its Effect, this Combination is not like that of moving Springs and Forces, which have always infallible and necessary Effects. Therefore 'tis impossible for any finite Mind to discover what wields in the Heart of Man.

XXXVIII. But whereas God has an infinite Wisdom, 'tis visible that he clearly knows all the Effects that can result from the Mixture and Combination of all these things; and that penetrating the Heart of Man, he infallibly discovers even the Effects, which depend on an Act, or rather on a Free Consent of our Wills. Nevertheless I confess I cannot conceive how God can discover the Consequences of Actions which derive not their Infallibility from his absolute Decrees. But I have no Mind to infilt on Metaphysics, at the Expanse of Morality, and to affirm as undeniable Truths, Opinions that are contrary to my own inward Conficulnies of my self; or in fine, to speak to the Ears a certain Language which affords no clear Idea to the Mind. I know well that such Objects may be made as would be too hard for me to answer satisfactorily and clearly: But it may be these Objects are naturally full of Obscurity and Darkness; are founded on the Ignorance we are in of the Properties of our Soul. 'Tis from our having (as I have elsewhere proved) no clear Idea of our Being, and that what is in us, which gives way to be conquer'd by a Determination not invincible, is abolutely unknown to us. Furthermore, if I cannot clearly answer these Objects, I can answer by others, which to me seem more incapable of Solution: I can, from Principles oppos'd to mine, deduce more harth and unlucky Confidences than those which are presum'd to follow from Liberty, such as I have suppos'd in us. But I engage not on the Particulars of all this, as taking no delight to walk in the dark, and to lead others upon Precipices.

TH R

What is meant by acting by General and Particular Wills.

I say that God acts by General Wills when he acts in consequence of the General Laws which he has established. For example: I say that God acts in me by General Wills, when he gives me the Sense of Pain when I am pricked; since in pursuance of the General and Efficacious Laws of Union of my Soul and Body which he has constituted, he makes me suffer Pain when my Body's ill disposed.

So when a Bowl strikes another, I say God moves the struck by a General Will, because he moves it in pursuance of the General and Efficacious Laws of the Communications of Motions; God having generally Ordained, that at the Instant of Collision of two Bodies, the Motion should be distributed between them, according to certain Proportions; and 'tis by the Efficacy of that General Will, that Bodies have the force of moving one another.

II. I say, on the contrary, that God acts by Particular Wills, when the Efficacy of his Will is not determin'd by some General Law, to the producing any Effect. Thus supposing God should make me feel the Pain of pricking, whilst there happen'd no Change in my Body, or in any Creature whatsoever, which determines him to act in me by some General Law; I say that then God acts by Particular Wills.

So again supposing a Body begins to move without being struck by another, or without any Alteration happening in the Will of Spirits, or in any other Creature which determines the Efficacy of some General Laws; I say that God would move that Body by a Particular Will.

III. According to these Definitions, it plainly appears, that, so far from denying Providence, I suppose on the contrary, that God works all in all things; that the Nature of the Heathen Philosophers is a Chimera; and that, to speak properly, Nature is nothing but the General Laws which God has established for the Contraction or Preservation of his Work, by the simplest ways, by an Action always uniform, constant, perfectly worthy of an infinite Wisdom, and an universal Caeuse. But that which I here suppose, though certain, for the Reasons I have given in The Search after Truth, is not absolutely necessary to what I design to prove. For if it be supposed, that God had communicated his Power to the Creatures in such a manner, as that surrounding Bodies had a real and true Force, by which they might act on our Soul, and make her happy and miserable by PLEASURE and PAIN; and that Bodies in Motion had in themselves a certain ENTITY, which they
they call Imputed Quality; that they can communicate it to those about them, and with that Certainty and Uniformity we observe, it would be still equally easy to prove what I intend: For then the Efficacy of the concurrent Action of the General Cause would be necessarily determin'd by the Action of the Particular Cause. God, for Instance, would be oblig'd, by these Principles, to afford his Concurrence to a Body at the Instant of Collusion, that it might communicate its Motion to others; which is still to act by virtue of a General Law. Yet I do not argue upon that Supposition, as believing it utterly false, as I have shown in the Third Chapter and Second Part of the Sixth Book of The Search after Truth, in the Illustration of the same Chapter, and elsewhere.

Which Truths suppos'd, here follow the Notes by which we may discover whether an Effect be produced by a General or Particular Will.

MARKS by which we may judge whether an Effect be produced by a General or Particular Will.

IV. When we see an Effect immediately produc'd after the Action of an Occasional Cause, we ought to judge it produc'd by the Efficacy of a General Will. A Body moves immediately after the Collusion; the Collusion of Bodies is the Action of an Occasional Cause. Therefore this Body moves by a General Will: A Stone falls on the Head of a Man, and kills him; and this Stone falls like all others, that is, continues its Motion almost in Arithmetical Proportion, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. Which suppos'd, I say it moves by the Efficacy of a General Will, or by the Laws of the Communications of Motions, as is easy to demonstrate.

V. When we see an Effect produc'd without the Mediation of the known Occasional Cause, we have reason to think it produc'd by a Particular Will; supposing this Effect be not manifestly unworthy of its Cause, as I shall say hereafter.

For Example: When a Body's mov'd without being smitten by another, there's great Probability it was mov'd by a Particular Will; but yet we cannot be confidant of it. For on Supposition of a General Law, that Bodies should move according to the several Volitions of Angels, or the like, 'tis visible this Body might be put in Motion without Impulsion; the particular Will of some Angel being in this case able to determine the Will of the general Cause to move it. Thus we may be often positive, that God acts by general Wills, but we cannot have the like Assurance he acts by particular Wills, even in the most evident Miracles.

VI. Since we have not a competent Knowledge of the various Combinations of Occasional Causes, to discover whether such and such Effects arise in consequence of their Action, and are not sufficiently Intelligent to discover, for Instance, whether such a Rain be Natural or Miraculous, produc'd by a necessary Consequence of the Communication of Motions, or by a particular Will; we must judge an Effect is produc'd by a General Will, when 'tis visible the Cause did not proport it self a particular End. For the Wills of Intelligences have necessarily an End, general Wills a general End, and particular Wills a particular Design. Nothing can be more plain and evident.

For Example: Though I cannot discover whether a Shower of Rain which falls on a Meadow, falls in consequence of general Laws, or by a particular Will of God, I have reason to think it falls by a general Will, if I see it fall as well on the neighbouring Grounds, or on the River which bounds the Meadow, no less than on the Meadow it self. For if God caus'd it to rain on this Meadow by a particular Benevolence to the Owner, this Rain would not fall on the River where 'tis insignificant; since it could not fall there without a Cause or Will in God which has necessarily some End. 

VII. But we have still more Reason to think an Effect is produc'd by a general Will, when this Effect is contrary or even uselesse to the Design, which we are taught by Faith, or Reason, the Cause propos'd.

For Instance: The End which God proporses in the various Sensations he affords the Soul, in our taunting different Fruits, is, that we may eat those which are fit for Nourishment, and reject the rest. I suppose thus: Therefore when God gives a grateful Sensation at the Instant of our eating Poisons, or empoifon'd Fruits, he acts not in us by particular Wills. So we ought to conclude, since that agreeable Sensation is the Cause of our Death, whilst the End of God's giving us diverse Sensations is to preserve our Life by a convenient Nourishment, for I once more suppos'd thus. For I speak only with reference to the Grace which God gives us, doublets to convert us; so that 'tis visible God\'s pleasure is not on Men by particular Wills, since it frequently renders them more Culpable and Criminal: For God cannot have to Fatal a Design, God gives us nor therefore agreeable Sensations by particular Wills, when we eat poisonous Fruits. But because a poisonous Fruit excites in our Brain Motions like those produc'd by wholesome Fruits, God gives us the same Sensations, by reason of the general Laws which unite the Soul to the Body, that she might be wakeful for its Preservation.

So likewise God gives not those who have lost an Arm Sensations of Pain relating to it, but by a general Will: For 'tis uselesse to the Body of this Man, that his Soul should suffer Pain relating to an Arm that\'s lost. 'Tis the same case with Motions produc'd in the Body of a Man, in the Communion of a Crime.

Finally,
Finally, supposing we are obliged to think that God scatters his Rain upon the Earth, with Intent to make it fruitful, we cannot believe he dis tributes it by particular Will, since it falls upon the Sands, and in the Sea, as well as on plow'd Lands, and is often so excessive on seeded Ground, as to extirpate the Corn, and frustrate the Labours of the Husbandman.

Thus it is certain, that Rains which are useless or noxious to the Fruits of the Earth, are necessary Consequences of the general Laws of the Communications of Motions, which God has established for the producing better Effects in the World; supposing, (which I again repeat) that God cannot will, by a particular Votition, that Rain should cause the Barrenness of the Earth.

VIII. Lastly, When an Effect happens which has something extraordinary, 'tis reasonable to believe it is not produced by a general Will.

Nevertheless, 'tis impossible to be firm of it. If, for example, in the Proceeding of the Holy Sacrifice, it rains on the Absolutes, or on the Priests, and those which carry it, we have reason to think this proceeds from a particular Will of the universal Cause; yet we cannot be certain, because an occasional intelligent Cause may have this particular Design, and so determine the Efficacy of the general Law to execute it.

IX. When the preceding Marks are not sufficient for us to judge whether a certain Effect is or is not produced by a general Will, we are to believe it is, if it be certain there is an Occasional Cause established for the like Effects.

For Example: We see it rain to some Purpose in a Field; we do not examine whether this Rain falls or not in the great Roads, we know not whether it be noxious to the bordering Grounds; nay we suppose it only does good, and that all the attending Circumstances are perfectly accommodated to the Design for which we are oblig'd to believe that God would have it rain; Nevertheless, I say that we ought to judge this Rain is produced by a general Will, if we know that God has settled an Occasional Cause for the like Effects. For we must not have recourse to Miracles when that will serve.

We ought to suppose that God acts herein by the simplest ways; and though the Lord of the Field ought to return Thanks to God for the Bounty, yet he ought not to imagine it was caus'd in a miraculous manner by a particular Will.

The Owner of the Field ought to thank God for the Good he receives; since God has established the good Effect of the Rain, when he established the general Laws wherein it is a necessary Consequence, and that it was for the like Effects they were established. On the contrary, it is the Rains which are sometimes hurtful to the Earth, as it was not to render them unfruitful, that God established the Laws which make it rain, since Drought suffices to make them barren; 'tis plain we ought to thank God, and to adore the Wisdom of his Providence, even when we do not notice the Effects of the Laws established in our Favour.

X. But, to conclude, when we cannot be certified by the Circumstances which accompany certain Effects, that there is an Occasional Cause established to produce them, it is sufficient to know they are very common, and relate to the principal Design of the general Cause, in order to judge they are produced by a general Will.

For Example: The Springs which water the Surface of the Earth, are subservient to the principal Design of God, which is, that Men should not want things necessary to Life; I suppose the Befides, these Fountains are very common, therefore we ought to conclude they are ordered by some General Laws. For as there is much more Wisdom in executing his Designs by Simple and General Means, than by Complicated and Particular, as I think I have sufficiently proved elsewhere. We owe that Honour to God, as to believe his way of acting is general, uniform, constant, and proportion'd to the Idea we have of an infinite Wisdom. Therefore the Marks by which we are to judge whether an Effect be produced by a general Will. I now come to prove, that God befriends his Grace on Men by general Laws, and that Jesus Christ has been established the Occasional Cause to determine their Efficacy. I begin by the Proofs of Holy Scripture.

XI. St. Paul teaches us, That Jesus Christ is the Head of the Church: That he confoundingly influences it with Spirit and Life: That he forms the Members, and animates them as the Soul animates the Body, or, to speak still more clearly, the Holy Scripture teaches us two things: The first, that Jesus Christ prays continually for his Members. The second, that his Prayers or Designs are always heard. Whence I conclude, that he was constituted by God the Occasional Cause of Grace, and likewise, that Grace is never given to Sinners, but through his Means.

The Occasional Causes have constantly and readily their Effect. The Prayers and diverse Designs of Jesus Christ, with reference to the Formation of his Body, have likewise most constantly and speedily their Accomplishment. God denies his Son nothing, as we learn from Jesus Christ himself.

Occasional Causes produce not their Effect by their own Efficacy, but by the Efficacy of the General Cause. 'Tis likewise by the Efficacy of the Power of God, that the Soul of Jesus Christ operates in us, and not by the Efficacy of Man's Will. 'Tis for this Reason that St. Paul represents Jesus Christ as praying to his Father without Intermittion: For he is oblig'd to Pray, in order to obtain the Occasional Causes have been established by God for the determining the Efficacy of his General Wills; and Jesus Christ, according to the Scripture, has been appointed by God, after his Resurrection, to govern the Church which he had purchased by his Blood. For Jesus Christ became the Meritorious Cause of all Graces by his Sacrifice: But, after his Resurrection, he entered into the
the Holy of Holies, as High Priest of future Goods, to appear in the Presence of God, and to endue us with the Graces which He has merited for us. Therefore He himself applies and distributes his Gifts as Occasional Caufe, he dispenses of all things in the House of God, as a well-beloved Son in the House of his Father.

I think I have demonstrated, in the Search after Truth, that there is none but God who is the true Caufe, and who acts by his own Efficacy; and that he communicates his Power to Creatures only, in effectuating them Occasional Caufes, for the producing false Effects. I have proved, for Example, That Men have no Power to produce any Motion in their Bodies, but because God has effectuated their Will the Occasional Caufe of these Motions: That Fire has no power to make me feel Pain, but because God has effectuated the Collision of Bodies the Occasional Caufe of the Communication of Motions, and the violent Vibration of the Fibres of my Flesh the Occasional Caufe of my Pain. I may here suppose a Truth which I have proved at large in the Third Chapter of the Second Part of the Sixth Book, and in the Illustration upon the same Chapter, and which those, for whom it was principally written, don't contest. Now Faith affures us, that all Power is given to Jesus Christ, to effect his Church: All Power is given unto me in Heaven and in Earth. Which cannot be understood of Jesus Christ, as to his Divinity; for as God he has never received any thing: And therefore it is certain, that Jesus Christ, as to his Humanity, is the Occasional Caufe of Grace; supposing I have well proved, that God only can act on Minds, and that Second Caufes have no Efficacy of their own: Which those ought fift to examine who would understand my Sentiments, and give a Judgment of them.

XII. I say farther, that no one is sanctified but through the Efficacy of the Power which God has communicated to Jesus Christ, in constituting him the Occasional Caufe of Grace. For if any Sinner were converted by a Grace, whereas Jesus Christ was not the Occasional, but only the Meritorious Caufe, that Sinner not receiving his New Life through the Efficacy of Jesus Christ, would not be a Member of the Body of which Jesus Christ is the Head; in that manner explain'd by St. Paul, by the Words of the Epiftle to the Ephesians; That we may grow up into him in all things who is the Head, even Christ, from whom the whole Body fittly joined together, and compacted by that which every joint fuppofeth, according to the effential working in the measure of every Part, maketh increafe of the Body unto the edifying it felf in Love: Which Words not only fay Jesus Christ is the Meritorious Caufe of all Graces; but likewise diftinguith as it were, the Christians are the Members of the Body whereof Jesus Christ is the Head; that 'tis in him we increafe and live with an entire new Life; that 'tis by his inward Operation, that his Church is form'd, and that thus he has been constituted by God the Sole Occasional Caufe, who, by his several Defires and Applications, distributeth the Graces which God, as the True Caufe, showers down on Men.

'Tis on this Account St. Paul says Christians are united to Jesus Christ as their Root: Rooted Col. 2. 17 and built up in him. 'Tis for the fame Reafon that Jesus Christ compares himself to a Vine, and his Disciples to the Branches, that derive their Life from him; I am the Vine, ye are the Branches. On the same grounds St. Paul affirms, that Jesus Christ lives in us, and that we live in him; that we are rai'd up in our Head; that our Life is hidden with Jesus Christ in God; in a word, that we have already Life Eternal in Jesus Christ. All these, and many other Expressions of like nature, clearly manifest, that Jesus Christ is not only the Meritorious, but also the Occasional, Physical or Natural Caufe of Grace; and that as the Soul informs, animates, and conununates the Body, so Jesus Christ diffuses through his Members, as Occasional Caufe, the Graces he has merited to his Church by his Sacrifice.

For my part, I cannot fee how these Reasons can be call'd in question, or upon what Grounds a most edifying Truth, and as ancient as the Religion of Jesus Christ, can be treated as a dangerous Noveltv. I grant my Expressions are novel, but that's because they seem to me the fittest of all others diligently to explain a Truth, which can be but confufedly demonstrated by Terms very loofe and general. Thofe words, Occasional Caufe, and Natural Caufe, seem neceffary to give the Philosophers, for whom I wrote this Trefhie of Nature and Grace, a diftinft Understanding of what moft Men are content to know confultedly. New Expressions being no farther dangerous than involving Ambiguity, or breeding in the Mind fome Notion contrary to Religion; I do not believe that Equitable Perfon's, and converfantly in the Theology of St. Paul, will blame me for explaining my felf in a particular manner, when it only tends to make us Adore the Wisdom of God, and strictly to unite us with Jesus Christ.

First Obje ction.

XIII. 'Tis Objected against what I have effectuated, That neither Angels nor Saints, of the Old Testament, receiv'd Grace purfuant to the Definitions of the Soul of Jesus, fince that Holy Soul was not then in Being; and therefore, though Jesus Christ be the meritorious Caufe of all Graces, he is not the Occasional Caufe which distributeth them to Men.

As to Angels, I Answer, That 'tis very probable Grace was given them but once: So that if we consider things on that fide, I grant, there is nothing can oblige the Wisdom of God to constitute an Occasional Caufe for the Sanctification of Angels. But if we consider these bleffed Spirits as Members of the Body whereof Jesus Christ is the Head, or fuppofe them unequally supplied, there's
there's all Reason to believe the Diversity of their Graces must proceed from him who is the Chief of Angels as well as Men, and who under that Character has merited by his Sacrifice all the Graces which God has given his Creatures, but has variously applied them by his different Decrees.

It being undeniable, that Jesus Christ, long before his Birth, or Meriting, might be the Meritorious Caufe of the Graces given to the Angels, and Sains of the Old Testament; it ought, methinks, be granted, that by his Prayers he might be the Occasional Caufe of the fame Graces, long before they were demanded. For indeed there is no necessary Relation between Occasional Causes, and the Time of Production of their Effects; and though commonly these fort of Causes are follow'd by their Effects at the Time of their Action, yet their Action being not of it self efficacious, since its Efficacy depends on the Will of the universal Caufe, there's no necessity of their actual Existence for the producing their Effect.

For Instance: Suppose Jesus Christ at this present time should die of his Father, that such a Person might receive such a Supply of Grace, at certain Moments of his Life, that Prayer of Jesus Christ would infallibly determine the Efficacy of the General Will God has of saving all Men in his Son. This Person will receive these Affiances, though the Prayer of Jesus Christ be past, and his Soul actually think on another thing, and never think again on that which he required for him. But the past Prayer of Jesus Christ is no more present to his Father than a future. For all that must happen in all Times, is equally present to God. Thus God loving his Son, and knowing he shall have such Defires, with respect to his Ancestors, and those of his own Nation; and likewise to the Angels which must enter into the Spiritual Edifice of his Church, and constitute the Body whereof he is the Head, ought to accomplish the Desires of his Son, before they were made, that the Elect which preceded his Nativity, and which he purchased by the Merit of his Sacrifice, might as peculiarly belong to him as others, and that he might be their Head, as really as he is ours. I acknowledge it is fit that Meritorious and Occasional Causes should rather precede their Effects, than follow them, and that Order would have Causes and their Effects exist together: For 'tis plain that all Merit ought to be instantly recompen'd, and every Occasional Cause actually to produce its Effect, provided nothing hindered but it may or ought be done. But Grace being absolutely necessary to Angels and Patriarchs, could not be deferred. But as for the Glory and Reward of the Saints of the Old Testament, since that might be deferred, 'twas fit that God should suspend its Accomplishment till Jesus Christ should ascend into Heaven, be constituted High Priest over the House of God, and begin to exercise the Sovereign Power of Occasional Caufe of all Graces merited by his Labours upon Earth. Therefore we are to believe that the Patriarchs entered not Heaven, till after Jesus Christ their Head, Mediator, and For-runner.

But though it should be granted, that God had not appointed an Occasional Caufe for all the Graces afforded the Angels and Patriarchs, I see not how it can be thence concluded, that Jesus Christ does not at present endue the Church with the Spirit which gives it Increase and Life; that he does not pray for it, or that his Prayers or Defires are not effectually heard; in a word, that he is not the Occasional Caufe which applies to Men the Graces he has merited. I grant, if you'll have it so, that God, before Jesus Christ gave Grace by particular Wills; the Necessity of Order requiring it; Whilit by Order, the Occasional Caufe could not be so soon established, and the Elect were very few in Number. But now, when the Rain of Grace falls, not as herefore for a small Number of Men but is shower'd on all the Face of the Earth, and instantly may, or ought, be constituted the Occasional Caufe of the Goods which he has merited for his Church, what reason is there to believe God works so many Miracles as he gives us good Thoughts? For, in short, all that is done by particular Wills, is certainly a Miracle, as not being a Result of the General Laws he has ordained, whose Efficacy are determined by Occasional Causes. But how can we imagine, that in order to save Men, he works so many Miracles useles to their Salvation? I would say, affords them all these Graces which they refit, because not proportion'd to the actual Force of their Consciences.

St. John teaches us, That Christians receive from the Fulness of Jesus Christ Graces in abundance: For, says he, the Law was given by Moses, but Grace and Truth came by Jesus Christ. For indeed, the Graces which previcted him were not comparable to those he distributed after his Triumph: If they were Miraculous, we are to suppose they were extremely rare. Even the Grace of the Apostles, before the Holy Spirit was given them, could not come in comparison with those which were before given the Church, and which were furnished by his Blood into the Holy of Holies, had obtained by the Force of his Prayers, and from through the Dignity of his Person, the Holy Spirit, to animate and sanctify his Church. The unaccountable Blindness of the Jews, their groys and carnal Notions, their frequent Relapses into Idolatry, after so many Miracles, sufficiently manifested their disregard for true Goods; and the dispiritedness of the Apostles, before they had received the Holy Ghost, is a felivile Proof of their Weakness. So that Grace in those Days was extremely rare, because our Nature in Jesus Christ was yet not established, the Occasional Caufe of Graces: Jesus Christ was not yet fully concenterd Priet, after the Order of Melchisedech; nor had his Father given him that Immortal and Glorious Life, which is the particular Character of his Priesthood. For 'twas necessary that Jesus Christ should enter the Heavens, and receive the Glory and Power of Occasional Caufe of true Goods, before he sent the Holy Spirit, according to the Words of St. John, The Holy Ghost was not yet given, because that Jesus Christ was not yet glorified. And according to others of Jesus Christ himself, It is expedient for you that
that I go away; for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you: but if I go, I will send him unto you.

Now it cannot be imagined, that Jesus Christ, considered as God, is the Head of the Church; as Man, he has obtained that Quality. The Head and Members of a Body must be of the same nature. Jesus Christ, as Man, intercedes for Men; as Man, he receives from God a Sovereign Power over his Church: For as he is God, he intercedes not; as God, he has not received a Name, which is above every Name; but he is equal to the Father, and abideth Lord of all things by right of Generation. These Truths are evident, as we are assured by Jesus Christ himself, who says, that his Father has given him power to judge Men, because he is the Son of Man. So we ought not to think, that Scripture Expressions, which make Jesus Christ the Author of Grace, must be understood of him, considered in his Divine Person: For it is, I confess, I should not have prof’d him the Occasional Cause, since he would be the True Cause of it. But whereas it is certain, that the Three Persons of the Trinity are equally the True Cause of Grace, because all the External Operations of God are common to them all, my Proofs are undeniable, since Holy Scripture says of the Son, and not of the Father, or the Holy Spirit, that he is the Head of the Church; and that in this Capacity he communicates Life to the constituent Members of it.

Second Objection.

XIV. 'Tis God who gives the Soul of Jesus Christ all the Thoughts and Motions relating to the Formation of his Mythical Body. So, that if on one hand the Wills of Jesus Christ, as Occasional or Natural Causes, determine the Efficacy of the General Wills of God; on the other, 'tis God himself who determines the several Wills of Jesus Christ. And thus it comes to the same thing: For, in brief, the Volitions of Jesus Christ are always conformable to that of his Father.

I grant that the particular Volitions of the Soul of Jesus Christ are always conformable to the Wills of his Father; not as if there were any particular Wills in the Father, which answer to those in the Son, and determine them; but only, that the Volitions of the Son are always conform’d to Order in general, which is the necessary Rule of the Will of God, and of all those who love him. For to love Order, is to love God; 'tis to will what he wills; 'tis to be just, Wise, Regular, in our Love. The Soul of Jesus desires to form, to the Glory of his Father, the largest, most magnificent, and accomplish’d Temple possible. Order demands this, since nothing can be made too great for God: All the several Thoughts of this Soul, perpetually intent on the Execution of its Design, proceed likewise from God, or the Word, to which it is united: But its various Desires are certainly the Occasional Cause of these various Thoughts; for it thinks on what it wills.

Now these diverse Desires are sometimes entirely free; and probably the Thoughts which excite them, do not invincibly determine the Soul of Jesus Christ, to apply her will to the Means of executing them. For, in brief, 'tis equally advantageous to the Design of Jesus Christ, whether it be Peter or John that causes the Effect which the Regularity of his Work requires. 'Tis true, the Soul of Jesus is not indifferent in any thing that relates to his Father’s Glory, or that Order necessarily demands, but is entirely free in all the rest; there is nothing extraneous to God, which invincibly determines his Love. Thus we ought not to wonder if Jesus have particular Wills, though there be not the like Wills in God to determine them.

But let it be granted, that the Volitions of Jesus Christ are not free, and that his Light invincibly carries him to will, and to will always in a determinate manner, in the Constitution of his Church: But it is Eternal Wisdom to which his Soul is united, that must determine his Volitions. We must not for that Effect suppose Particular Wills in God: But all the Wills of Jesus Christ are Particular, or have no Occasional Cause to determine their Efficacy, as have those of God.

For the Soul of Jesus Christ having not an infinite Capacity of Thinking, his Notices, and consequently his Volitions, are limited. Therefore his Wills must needs be Particular, since they change according to his diverse Thoughts and Applications: For probably the Soul of Jesus Christ, otherwise employ’d in Contemplating, and tasting the infinite Satisfactions of the True Good, methinks, ought not, according to Order, desire at once to think on all the Ornaments and Beauties he would bestow upon his Church, nor on the different Ways of executing each of his Designs. For Jesus Christ defiring to render the Church worthy of the infinite Majesty of his Father, would gladly perfect it with infinite Beauties, by Ways most conformable to Order. He must then constantly change his Desires; there being but one infinite Wisdom, who can foresee all, and prescribe himself General Laws for the executing his Designs.

But the Future World being to subsist eternally, and to be infinitely more perfect than the present, it was requisite that God should establish an Occasional Cause, Intelligent, and Enlightened by Eternal Wisdom, to remedy the Defects which should unavoidably happen in the Works that were formed by General Laws. The Collision of Bodies, which determines the Efficacy of the General Laws of Nature, is an Occasional Cause, without Understanding and Liberty, and
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and therefore 'tis impossible but there must be Imperfections in the World, and Monstros produce, which are not of such account as that the Wildom of God should descend to remedy them by Particular Wills. But Jesus Christ, being an Intelligent Occasional Cause, illuminate with the Wildom of the Word, and susceptible of Particular Wills, according to the particular Exigencies of the Work he forms; 'tis plain that the future World will be infinitely more perfect than the present, that the Church will be without Spot or Wrinkle, as we are taught by Scripture; and that it will be a Work most worthy of the Complacency of God himself.
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PROOFS founded on REASON.

XV. Having demonstrated, by the Authority of Scripture, that the diverse Motions of the Soul of Jesus Christ are the Occasional Causes which determine the Efficacy of the General Law of Grace, by which God would have all Men fav'd in his Son; 'tis necessary to shew in general, by Reason, that we are not to believe God acts in the Order of Grace by Particular Wills. For though by Reason, separate from Earth, it cannot be demonstrated, that God has constituted the Wills of Man-God the Occasional Causes of his Gifts; yet it may, without Faith, be shewn, that he distributes them not to Men by Particular Wills; and that in two manners, a priori, and a posteriori; that is, by the Idea we have of God, and by the Efficacy of Grace: For there is nothing but serves to prove this Truth. First, then, for the Proof of a priori.

A wife Being ought to act wisely. God cannot deny himself; His Ways of acting ought to bear the Character of his Attributes. Now God knows all, and foresees all; his Understanding has no Bounds; Therefore his manner of acting ought to bear the Character of an infinite Intelligence. But to make Choice of Occasional, and to establish General Laws, for the executing any work, manifests a Knowledge infinitely more comprehensive, than to change Volitions every moment, or to act by Particular Wills. Therefore God executes his Decisions by General Laws, whose Efficacy is determined by Occasional Causes. Certainly there is a greater Extent of Thought required to make a Watch, which, according to the Rules of Mechanicks, goes regularly of itself, whether it be carried about with us, or hung up, or shaken, as we please, than to make one which can go no longer without that he made it is continually changing something in it, according to the Situations it is put in: For when there is a greater Number of Relations to be compared and combined together, there is required a greater Understanding. An infinite Preference is requisite to foresee all the Effects which will happen in consequence of a General Law; and there is nothing of all this to be foreseen, when the Wills are changed every moment. Therefore, to establish General Laws, and to choose the most simple, and at the same time the most exuberant, is a manner of acting worthy of him whose Wisdom has no Bounds. And, on the contrary, to act by Particular Wills, shews a strained Understanding, and which cannot compare the Consequences or Effects of the least fruitful Causes. The same Truth might further be demonstrated a priori, by some other Attributes of God, as by his Immutability, by which M. Des Cartes proves, That every Body tends to move in a right Line, that there is always the same Quantity of Motion in the World, and other Truths. But these Truths a priori, are too abstract to convince the Generality of Men of the Truth advanced. It is more to the Purpose to prove it by the Marks I have given before, to distinguish Effects produced by Particular Wills from those which are the necessary Consequences of some General Law.

God, being infinitely Wise, neither wills nor does any thing without Design or End. But Grace falls often on Hearts so disposed, as to frustrate his Operation; and therefore falls not on them by a Particular Will, but only by a necessary Consequence of General Laws, for the same Reason that Rain falls on the Sands and in the Sea, no less than on Seed-Grounds.

XVI. Though God may punish Sinners, or make them more miserable than they are, he can have no Design of making them more culpable and criminal; which yet is an Effect of Grace, and God knows certainly, that, according to their actual Dispositions, the Graces he bestows will have that calamitous Event. Therefore Graces are not tied on corrupt Hearts by a Particular Will of God, but by a necessary Consequence of General Laws, established for the Production of the great Effects; by the same Reason that on some Occasions too abundant Rains corrupt and putrifie the Fruits of the Earth, though God by his General Will causes it to rain, to make them thrive.

XVII. If God was minded that some Lands should continue barren, he need but have ceased to will that the Rain should water them. So if God purposed that the Hearts of some Sinners should remain hardened, as it would be sufficient for the Rain of Grace not to water them, he need
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need but leave them to themselves, and they would corrupt fast enough. Why must we attribute a Particular Will to God, to make so cruel and unhappy use of the Price of his Son's Blood? But many others will say, God, in giving Grace to Sinners, has never that Design; and this, doubtless, seems more reasonable. But if it God gives his Grace by a Particular Will, he has some Particular Design; and whereas Grace has that said Effect, God is frustrated in his Design, since he gave it with a Design, and that a particular one, of doing good to a Sinner. For I speak not here of the Graces, or rather Gifts, explain'd by St. Paul, in the 12th. Chapter of his First Epistle to the Corinthians: I speak of the Grace which God gives for the Conversion of him it is given to, and not of those Gifts God befores on some for the Profit of others; such as are the Gifts of Prophecy, of Discernment of Spirits, of Speaking diverse Tongues, of Healing the Sick, and the like.

XVIII. When the Rain falls in such excess, that the Floods extricate the Fruits of the Earth, we ought to conclude this Rain comes by a necessary Consequence of the General Laws God has established for better Effects. Yet it is certain God may have appointed it by a Particular Will. For God, for the Punishment of Men, may will, that the Rains' ordain'd to extinguish the Earth, may make it barren, on some Occasions. But it is not so with the Rain of Grace, since God cannot dispense it with Design of punishing Men, much less of making them more culpable and criminal. Thus 'tis much more certain that the Rain of Grace falls by General Wills, than that the common Rains do so; yet most Men can easily believe, that Rains are the necessary Consequences of the General Laws of the Communication of Motions; whilist there are few but find some Reluctancy in believing God gives us by General Wills all these Motions of Graces, whose Effects we our selves prevent.

There's great likelihood this Disposition of Mind naturally grows from our thinking God acts almost like our selves, and that he has on all Occasions Particular Wills for all Men; in something resembling those Defires we have for our Friends. For though we outwardly confess, that there is an infinite Difference between God's way of acting, and our own; yet since we ordinarily judge of others, with relation to our selves, without considering few Persons seriously confute the Idea of an Infinitely Perfect Being, when they would speak of God. And because there is some Air of Novelty in what I say, it creates a sort of Pain in the Mind, which is reasonably misruleful of what is not common and ordinary.

I have a particular Honour and Esteem for all those who, in Matter of Religion, have a secret Aversion for all Novelties; When this is the motive which induces them to oppose my Opinions, they give me no Offence, and will their Prejudices be legitimate, though they should give me childish Provocations, I should prefer a Respect for them. For their Disposition of Mind is infinitely more reasonable than that of others, who fall foul upon all that hears the Character of Novelty. Nevertheless, as I believe that we are bound to love and search out Truth with all our Strength, and communicate it to others, when we believe we have found it; I think that, supposing the Doctrines of Faith undeniable, we may, and even ought endeavour, to confront them, and recommend them to the Reception of all Men. I might vindicate this Opinion, by the Conduct of the Fathers, and by the Authority of St. Austin, who frequently exhorts to the clearDiscovery and Understanding of those Truths, which we already believe in the Obscurity of Faith. But I don't suppose there are any so irrational as to find fault with my Conduct, however prejudiced against my Opinions. Wherefore I treat those, who will be at the Pains of reading what I have written, not to suppose me in an Errour, but to suspend their Judgment, till they have well understood my Opinion; and not to condemn me in General Terms, nor draw too hastily from my Principles unwarrantable Conclusions.

In Matters so obscure as those of Grace, the Advantage is always on the side of the Aggrieved; and 'tis not just to make use of it to the Defendant's Prejudice: He should judge equitably, and without Prepossession compare all the Consequences deducible from the several Opinions, that he may embrace that which seems most agreeable to the Goodness and Wisdom of God. For 'tis unreasonable to condemn an Opinion, unexamined, for some unhappy Consequences, which Men never fail to infer from it when the Imagination is start'd, and the Mind polled'd, with contrary Notions.

XIX. I know, for Example, that some Persons have said, I make all Prayers uselefs, and rob Men of the Confidence they ought to have in God; since, in their Notions, God acting by General Wills, we must not expect particular Supplies from Heaven. I confess, if this sole Consequence were included in my Principles, they would be false, heretical, and impious; For we overturn Religion, if we take from Men their due Hope and Confidence in God; and 'tis partly on that very account I cannot admit of the Men's Opinions, which are most opposed to my manner of Reconciling Grace with Liberty. But so far are my Principles from leading to Defpair, that, on the contrary, they give the Righteous, and even Sinners, Confolation, in shewing them the Means of obtaining of God the things they stand in need of.

For, if we are Righteous, our Prayers are meritorious; and if meritorious, Order requires that they should be heard; and Order being with God a Law, infinitely more inviolable than any other Establishment for the Confirmation of his Work, he never fails to do what Order prescribes him. Therefore the Prayers of the Righteous are never ineffectual, which is what I have established in the XIX. Section of the Second Discourse.

But
But if we are Sinners, 'tis certain our Prayers are of themselves in vain; for God hears not

"Joh. 2. 1. Sinners, Order will have it so: Nevertheless we must not despair: We have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the Righteous. He came into the World to save Sinners: His Prayers are constantly and most readily heard. Let us pray in his Name, or address our selves to him. Our Prayers will solicit him to form some Desires relating to us; and his Desires are the Occasional Causes which infallibly determine the General Law of Grace, by which God wills the Salvation of all Men in his Son. This is what I have maintain'd at large in the Second Discourse. Thus I am so far from depriving Men of the Confidence they ought to have in God, that, on the contrary, I precisely shew, by the Authority of Scripture, the way we ought to take for the obtaining of God the Graces that we want. Therefore I pray my Readers to do me the Justice of Examining my Opinions, without Prevention; and I am willing they should afterward judge of them according to their Light and Knowledge. For I submit all my Thoughts, not only to the Censure of the Church, which has Right to make me quit them by an Authority, which I shall be ever ready to defer to; but also to the Judgments of all Particular Persons, by whose Admonitions I shall endeavour to profit.

The END.